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O I I THIRD VOLTJ

The commencement of our Third Volume affords an

opportunity, which we gladly seize, of returning our
best thanks to those kind friends and correspondents
to whom we are indebted for our continued success.

We thank them all heartily and sincerely; and we
trust that the volume, of which we now present them
with the First Number, will afford better proof of

our gratitude than mere words. Such improvements
as have suggested themselves in the course of the four-

teen months during which NOTES AND QUERIES has

been steadily working up its way to its present high

position shall be effected
;
and nothing shall be wanting,

on our part, which may conduce to maintain or in-

crease its usefulness. And here we would
m
announce a

slight change in our mode of publication, which we
have acceded to at the suggestion of several parties, in

order to meet what may appear to many of our readers

a trivial matter, but which is found very inconvenient

in a business point of view we allude to the diversity

of price in our Monthly Parts.

To avoid this, and, as we have said, to meet the

wishes of many of our friends, we propose to publish a

fifth or supplementary number in every month in which

there are only four Saturdays, so as to make the

Monthly Parts one shilling and threepence each in

all cases, with the exception of the months of January
and July, which will include the Index of the pre-

ceding Half-yearly Volume, at the price of one shil-

ling and ninepence each. Thus the yearly subscrip-

tion to NOTES AND QUERIES, either in unstamped weekly
Numbers or Monthly Parts, will be eighteen shillings.

Trusting that this, and all the other arrangements
we are proposing to ourselves, may meet with the ap-

probation of our friends and subscribers, we bid them

Farewell ! and wish them, what we trust they wish

to NOTES AND QUERIES a Happy New Year, and

many of them 1

OLD BALLAD UPON THE " WINTER S TALE."

Some of your correspondents may be able to

ve me information respecting an old ballad that

las very recently faUen in my way, on a story
similar to that of Shakspeare's Winter's Tale, and
n some particulars still more like Greene's novel

of Pandosto, upon which the Winters Tale was
bunded. You are aware that the earliest known
edition of Greene's novel is dated 1588, although
here is room to suspect that it had been origin-

f ^
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ally printed before that year : the first we hear

of the Winter's Tale is in 1611, when it was acted

at court, and it was not printed until it appeared
in the folio of 1623.

The ballad to which I refer has for title The

Royal Courtly Garland, or Joy after Sorrow : it

is in ordinary type, and was " Printed and sold in

Aldermary Churchyard, London." It has no date,
and in appearance does not look older than from,

perhaps, 1690 to 1720; it may even be more re-

cent, as at that period it is not easy to form a
correct opinion either from typography or ortho-

graphy : black-letter has a distinguishing character
at various periods, so as to enable a judgment to

be formed within, perhaps, ten years, as regards
an undated production; but such is not the

5

case
tvith Roman type, or white-letter. What I sus-

pect, however, is that this ballad is considerably
older, and that my copy is only a comparatively
modern reprint with some alterations

; it requires no

proof, at this time of day, to show that it was the
constant habit of our old publishers of ephemeral
literature to reprint ballads without the slightest
notice that they had ever appeared before. This,
in fact, is the point on which I want information,
as to The Royal Courtly Garland, or Joy after
Sorrow. Can any of your correspondents refer me
to an older copy, or do they know of the exist-

ence of one which belongs to a later period ? I
cannot be ignorant of DR. RIMBAULT'S learning
on such matters, and I make my appeal especially
to him.

It is very possible that it may bear a different
title in other copies, and for the sake of identifi-

cation I will furnish a few extracts from the
various "

parts
"

(no fewer than six) into which
the ballad is divided

; observing that they fill a

closely printed broadside, and that the production
is entirely different from Jordan's versification of
the Winter's Tale, under the title of The Jealous
Duke and the injured Duchess, which came out in
his Royal Arbor of Loyal Poesie, 8vo. 1664. It
is singular that two ballads, hitherto wholly un-
known, should have been written upon the same
incidents of the same drama, although we are yet
without evidence that Jordan's effusion was ever

published as a broadside.
Not a single name is given to any of the per-

sons in my Royal Courtly Garland, but the places
of action are reversed exactly in the same way as
in Greene's novel of Pandosfo, where what Shak-
speare ^represents as passing in Sicily occurs in

Bohemia, and vice versa ; moreover, the error of

representing Bohemia as a maritime' country be-
longs to my ballad, as well as to the novelist and
the dramatist. The King of Bohemia, jealous of
an

I'
outlandish prince," who he suspected had

intrigued with his queen, employs his cup-bearer
to poison the prince, who is informed by the cup-
bearer of the design against his life.

" For fear of the king the prince dare not stay :

The wind being fair, he sailed away,
Saying, I will escape from his blood-thirsty hand

By steering away to my native land."

Not long after his departure, the queen,
" who

had never conceived before
"

(which varies both
from Greene and Shakspeare), produces a daughter,
which the king resolves to get rid of by turning it

adrift at sea in " a little boat." He so informs
the queen, and she in great grief provides the
outfit for the infant voyager :

" A purse of rare jewels she placed next her skin,
And fasten'd it likewise securely within ;

A chain round her neck, and a mantle of gold,
Because she her infant no more should behold."

It is revealed to the king in a dream that his wife
is innocent, but she soon dies of a broken-heart.

Meanwhile, the prince, on his return to his own
dominions, marries, and has a son. The infant

princess is driven on shore in his kingdom, and is

saved by an old shepherd, and brought up by him
and his wife as their own child, they carefully

concealing the riches they had found in the "
little

boat."

" This child grew up, endued with grace,
A modest behaviour, a sweet comely face;
And being arrived at the age of fifteen,

For beauty and wisdom few like her were seen."

" Her "
is misprinted him in the original, and the

whole, as may be expected, is not a first-rate spe-
cimen of typography. The son of the prince sees

and falls in love with the supposed shepherd's
daughter, and, to avoid the anger of the prince his

father, he secretly sails away with her and the
old shepherd. By a storm they are driven on the
coast of Bohemia :

" A violent storm on the sea did arise,

Drove them to Bohemia ; they are took for spies ;

Their ship was seized, and they to prison sent :

To confine them a while the king's fully bent."

Here we arrive at an incident which is found in

Greene, but which Shakspeare had the judgment
to avoid, making the termination of his drama as

wonderful for its art, as delightful for i(s poetry.
Greene and my ballad represent the king of Bo-
hemia falling in love with his own daughter, whom
he did not recognise. She effectually resisted his

entreaties, and he resolves " to hang or burn
"
the

whole party ;
but the old shepherd, to save himself,

reveals that she is not his daughter, and produces
" the mantle of gold

"
in which he had found her :

" He likewise produced the mantle of gold.
The king was amazed the sight to behold ;

Though long time the shepherd had used the same,
The king knew it marked with his own name."

This discovery leads directly to the unwinding of
the plot : the young prince makes himself known,
and his father being sent for, the lovers are
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" married in triumph
"

in Bohemia, and the old

shepherd is made " a lord of the court."

If any of your readers can inform me of another

copy of the above ballad, especially unmodernised

(the versification must have suffered in the frequent

reprints) and in black-letter of an early date, they
will do me a favour. At present I am unable to de-

cide whether it was founded upon Greene's novel,

Shakspeare's play, or upon some independent,

possibly foreign, narrative. I am by no means
satisfied that Greene's novel was not a translation,

and we know that he was skilful in Italian, Spanish,
and French. J. PAYNE COLLIER.

I cannot find the particular Number of NOTES
AND QUERIES, but unless I am greatly mistaken,
in one of them, a correspondent gave praise (I am
the last to say it was not deserved) to DR. MAGINN
for suggesting that miching malleclio, in Hamlet,
Act. Ill . Sc. 2., was from the Spanish mucho mal-

hecho. I never heard of DR. MAGINN'S opinion until

I saw it in your pages ;
but if you happen to be

able to refer to the Shakspeare I superintended

through the press in 1843, vol. vii. p. 271., note 9.,

you will see that I propose the Spanish word mal-

hecho as the origin of " mallecho." I did not

think this point worth notice at the time, and I

doubt whether it is worth notice now. If you
leave out this postscript, as you are at perfect

liberty to do, I shall conclude that you are of my
opinion. J. P. C.

[The passage to which our valued correspondent
refers is in our Second Volume, p. 358., where J. M. B.

points out that the suggestion of a writer in the Quar-

terly Review for March 1850, that Shakspeare's mich-

ing mallec/to was a mere misprint of the Spanish
words mucho malhectto, had been anticipated by Dit.

MAGINN. It now appears that he had also been an-

ticipated by Ma. COLLIER.]

CROSSING RIVERS ON SKINS.

The mode of crossing a river on skins, men-
tioned by Layard (Nineveh and its Remains, 5th

edition, vol. i. p. 129., vol. ii. p. 381.) is also re-

ferred to in the works of the following ancient

writers. I quote Facciolati Lexicon Totius Latini-

tatis, in vocibus Uter et Utricularius. [Edit. Fur-

lanetto, 4to.]
"
Frequens fuit apud veteres utrium usus ad flu-

rnina trananda, Liv. 21. 27. Hispani, sine ulla mole,
in utres vestimentis conjectis, ipsi cetris suppositis in-

cubantes, flumen tranavere, Cces. B. G. i. 48. Lusitani,

peritique earum regionum cetrati citerioris Hispania?,
consectahantur, quihus erat proclive transnai'e flumen,

quod consuetudo eorum omnium est, ut sine utribus
ad exercitum non eant, (Cf. Herzog., qui longam huic
loco adnotationem adscripsit), Curt. 7. 5. Utres quam
plurimos stramentis refertos dividit

;
his incubantes

transnavere amnem, Plin. 6. 29. 35. Arabes Ascitee

appcllati, quoniam buhulos utres binos sternentes ponte
piraticam exercent, h. e. utribus junctis tabulas instar

pontis sternentes. Adde Front. Strat. 3. 13.,et4mmian.
30. 1. med."

" Utricularii vocahantur qui utriculos, seu utres

inflates ratibus ita subjiciebant, ut iisdem flumina
transnare possent. Eorum collegium in quibusdam
urbibus ad flumen aliquod sitis habebatur, ideoque
utricularii s&pe cum nautis conjunguntur, Tnscr. ap.Mur. 531, n. 4. Ex voto a solo templum ex suo fecerunt

collegio utriculariorum."

JANUS DOUSA.
Manpadt House, near Haarlem.

FOLK LORE OF SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, NO. 3.

Hedgehog. Among other animals looked upon
in a superstitious light, we have the hedgehog,
who, in addition to his still credited attribute of

sucking cows, is looked upon by our rustics as the

emblem of craft and cunning ; playing the same

part in our popular stories as Reynard in the more
southern fableaux. They tell concerning him, the

legend given by M. M. Grimm, of the race between
the Hare and Hedgehog. The Northampton-
shire version makes the trial of speed between a

fox and hedgehog. In all other respects the

English tale runs word for word with the German.

Hares. Besides the ancient superstition at-

tached to the crossing of the path by one of these

animals, there is also a belief that the running of
one along the street or mainway of a village, por-
tends fire to some house in the immediate vicinity.

Toads. Belief in their venomous nature is yet
far from being extinct. This, added to the ill-de-

fined species of fascination which they are sup-
posed to exercise, has caused them here, as else-

where, to be held in great abhorrence. I have
heard persons who ought to have known better,
exclaim on the danger of gazing upon one of the

harmless reptiles. The idea respecting the fasci-

nating powers of the toad, is by no means confined
to our district. Witness the learned Cardan :

" Fascinari pueros fixo intuitu magnorum bufonum
et maxime qui e subterraneo specu aut sepulchris pro-
dierint, utque ob id occulto morbo perire, hand ab-

surdum est." De Iterum Farietate, lib. xvi. c. 90.

Crickets, contrary to the idea prevailing in

the western counties, are supposed to presage
good luck, and are therefore most carefully pre-
served. Their presence is believed to be a sure

omen of prosperity ; while, on the other hand, their

sudden departure from a hearth which has long
echoed with their cry, betokens approaching mis-

fortune, and is regarded as the direst calamity that

can happen to the family.

Magpies. To see one magpie alone bodes bad
luck

; two, good luck
; three, a " berrin

;

"
four, a

wedding. This is our version of the saying : Grose

gives it differently.

Spiders. When a spider is found upon your
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clothes, or about your person, it signifies that you
will shortly receive some money. Old Fuller, who

was a native of Northamptonshire, thus quaintly

moralises this superstition :

" When a spider is found upon our clothes, we use

to say, some money is coming towards us. The moral

is this: such who imitate the industry of that con-

temptible creature may, by God's blessing, weave them-

selves into wealth and procure a, plentiful estate."

Worthies, p. 58. Pt. 2. ed. 1662.

Omens of death and misfortune are also drawn

from the howling of dogs the sight of a trio

of butterflies the flying down the chimney of

swallows or jackdaws ;
and swine are sometimes

said to give their master warning of his death by

giving utterance to a certain peculiar whine, known
and understood only by the initiated in such

matters. Gaule, in his Mag-astromancers Posed

and Puzzled, Lond. 1652, p. 181., ranks among evil

omens " the falling of swallows down the chimney
"

and " the grunting of swine." T. S.

Kentish Town in the last Century.
"
Thursday night some villains robbed the Kentish

Town stage, and stripped the passengers of their money,

watches, and buckles. In the hurry they spared the

pockets of Mr. Corbyn, the druggist; but he, content to

have neighbour's fare, called out to one of the rogues,
'

Stop, friend, you have forgot to take my money.'
"

Morning Chron. and Lond. Advertiser, Jan. 9. 1773,

Murray's Hand-booh for Devon and Cornwall.

The author does not mention Haccombe Chapel or

the Oswell Rocks, both near Newton ; the latter is

a most picturesque spot, and the view near and far

most interesting! A notice of the tiles, and of the

2 ft. 2 in. effigy at Haccombe, appears in the

Arch. Journal, iii. 151. 237. The monuments are

in fine preservation up to the last of the " liac-

combes" ante 1342, which is perfect. The chapel
would be improved by the removal of the two

pews, and of the family arms from the velvet cloth

on the communion-table! Tavistock Church has

an east window by Williment ; pattern, and our

Saviour in the centre. The church by Dartmouth
Castle contains a brass, and armorial gallery ;

the

visitor should sail round the rock at the harbour

entrance, its appearance from seaward is fine.

Littleham Church has a decorated wooden screen,

very elegant. A work on the Devonshire pulpits
and screens would be valuable. A. C

Judges Walk, Hampstead. A friend of mine

residing at Hampstead, has communicated to me
the following information, which I forward to you
as likely to instruct your readers.

He states that the oldest inhabitant of Hamp
stead, Mr. Rowbotham, a clock and watchmaker
died recently, at the age of ninety. He told his

on and many other persons, that in his youth the

Upper Terrace Avenue, on the south-west side of

"lampstead Heath, was known by the name of
'The Judges' Walk," from the circumstance of
>risoners having been tried there during the plague
>f London. He further stated, that he had re-

eived this information from his grandmother.

Somerset House.

Gt-ay's Alcaic Ode. A question asked in

Vol. i., p. 382., whether "
Gray's celebrated Latin

Ode is actually to be found entered at the Grande
Chartreuse ?

"
is satisfactorily answered in the

legative at p. 416. of the same volume, and its

lisappearance traced to the destructive influence
of the first French Revolution.

It may not, however, be without interest to

some of your readers to know, that this elegant
"Alcaic" was to be found at the Chartreuse not

very long before the outbreak of that great poli-
tical tempest, proof of which will be found in the

following extract taken from the 9th volume of
Malte-Brun's Annales des Voyages, Paris, 1809.
It is found in a paper entitled "Voyage k la

Grande Chartreuse en 1789. Par M. T*******,"
and is in p. 230. :

" L'Album, ou le grand livre dans lequel les etran-

gers inscrivent leurs noms, presente quelquefois une
lecture interessante. Nous en copiames quelques pages.
Le morceau le plus digne d'etre conserve est sans doute
I'Ode latine suivante du celebre poete anglais Gray.
Je ne crois pas qu'elle ait ete publiee encore."

Then follows the ode, as usually printed, ex-

cepting that in the third line,
" Nativa nam certe fluentia,"

the words " nam certe" are transposed. G. B.

Fleet Marriages. The General Evening Post,
June 27 29, 1745, contains the following sin-

gular Note of a Fleet marriage :

"
Yesterday came on a cause at Doctors' Commonsj

wherein the plaintiff brought his action against the de-

fendant for pretending to be his wife. She in her jus-
tification pleaded a marriage at the Fleet the 6th of

February, 1737, and produced a Fleet certificate, which

was not allowed as evidence ; she likewise offered to

produce the minister she pretended married them, but
he being excommunicate for clandestine marriages,
could not be received as a witness. The court there-

upon pronounced against the marriage, and condemned
her in 282., the costs of suit."

y.s.

HISTOIRE DES SEVARAMBES.

The authorship of Gaudentio di Lucca has re-

cently been discussed by some of your correspon-

j

dents, and it has been shown that this Voyage
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Imaginaire was written by Simon Berington, a

Catholic priest, and the member of a family resi-

dent for many years in Herefordshire. The fol-

lowing Query will relate to another work of the

same class, but of an earlier date.

The Histoire des Sevarambes is a fictitious ac-

count of a nation in the Southern Ocean,, visited

by a supposed navigator named Siden. Its first

appearance was as an English work, with this

title :

" The History of the Sevarites or Sevarambi, a na-

tion inhabiting part of the third continent, commonly
called Terra; Australes Incognitae; with an account of

their admirable government, religion, customs, and

language. Written by one' Captain Siden, a worthy

person, who, together with many others, was cast upon
those coasts, and lived many years in that country.
London : printed for Henry Brome, at the Gun, at the

west end of St. Paul's Churchyard, 1675. 12mo. pp.114."
No preface.

There is a second part,
" more wonderful and

delightful than the first," published in 1679

(pp. 140.). The licence by Roger Lestrange bears

date Feb. 25. 167f. There is a short preface,
without signature, arguing that the country of the

Sevarites is not fabulous.

A copy of the original edition of these two parts
is in the British Museum.

Shortly after its publication in England, this

work appeared in France with the following
title :

" Histoire des Sevarambes, peuples qui habitent une

partie du troisieme continent ordinairement appelle
Terre Australe, contenant un compte exact du gou-
vernement, des mreurs, de la religion et du langage de
cette nation, jusques aujourd'hui inconnue aux peuples
de 1'Europe. Traduite de 1'Anglois." First Part,

Paris, 1677. 2 vols 12mo. Second Part, 1678-9. 3 vols.

12mo.

Both parts are dedicated to Monsieur Riquet,
Baron de Bonrepos ;

and the dedications are both

signed with the initials D. V. D. E. L.
The British Museum contains no French edi-

tion of this work earlier than an Amsterdam re-

print of 1716. The above account of the early
French edition is taken from the Dictionnaire His-

torique of Prosper Marchand (La Have, 1758),
torn. i. p. 11., art. ALLAIS. This article (which
may be cited as a model of bibliographical re-

search) attributes the authorship of the Histoire
des Sevarambes, upon evidence, which, if not con-

clusive, is very strong, to Denis Vairasse, or Vay-
rasse. Marchand explains the initials appended
to the dedications of the French edition to mean,
Denis Vairasse d'Allais en Languedoc. He like-
wise considers Siden as the anagram of Denis ; and
Scvarias, the legislator of the Sevarambians, as
the anagram of Vairasse. Some of the religious
opinions expressed in this fiction were thought
bold, and the authorship of the work was at one

time much discussed : it was attributed both to

Isaac Vossius and Leibnitz. It was translated

into Dutch, German, and Italian
;
and there is

an English edition, London 1738, in 1 vol. 8vo.,
in which the preface from the French edition,

alluding to Plato's Republic, More's Utopia, and
Bacon's New Atlantis, not to be found in the

original English edition, is introduced. This
volume is entitled

" The History of the Sevarambians, a people of the

south continent, in five parts, containing, &c Trans-

lated from the Memoirs of Capt. Siden, who lived

fifteen years amongst them."

The work is included in the collection of Voyages
Imaginaires, torn, v., where the editor speaks of

the distinguished place which it holds among the

fictions of that class
;
but he says that its author-

ship was unknown or uncertain. An account of

another fictitious voyage to the Terra Australis,
with a description of an imaginary people, pub-
lished in 1692, may be seen in Bayle's Diet., art.

SADEUR, Voyages Imaginaires, torn. xxiv.

According to the account given by Marchand,
Vairasse began life by serving in the army in

Piedmont, and he afterwards studied the law.

Subsequently he went to England, where he is

stated to have attempted to penetrate the intrigues
of the court, and to discover the maxims of the

English government. In 1665, he was in the ship
commanded by the Duke of York against the

Dutch; and some years afterwards, having been

regarded as an accomplice in the designs of a

public minister (apparently Lord Clarendon), he
was forced to retire with him, and follow him to

Paris. He re-entered the military service, and
was with the French army which invaded Holland
in 1672. Afterwards he taught English and French
at Paris

;
he likewise published a French Gram-

mar, and an abridgment of it in the English

language (1683). He was of the reformed re-

ligion.
It is possible that Vairasse's visit to England

may have been connected with his religion. He
appears, during his residence here, to have ac-

quired the English language ; but it is difficult to

understand what are the designs of Lord Claren-

don in which he was an "
accomplice." Lord

Clarendon's exile took place in 1667 ;
which

hardly accords with the expression "some years"
after 1665. No person of the name of Vairasse is

mentioned as having accompanied Lord Clarendon
in his banishment.

The first part of the History of the Sevaram-
bians was published in English in 1675, two

years before the French edition of the first part.
The second parts were published at London and
Paris in the same year. Even if Vairasse did not

leave England with Lord Clarendon, he had left

it before the year in which the first part of this

work appeared in English : for he is stated to
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have been with the French army in Holland in

1672. It is therefore difficult to account for the

publication of the English version of the History

of the Sevarambians before its publication in

France, upon the assumption that Vairasse was

the author. The writer of the life of Vairasse

(art. ALLAIS) in the Biographical Dictionary of the

Society of Useful Knowledge thinks that he may
have been only the translator : but the facts col-

lected by Marchand show that he claimed the

authorship ;
and there is no trace of its composi-

tion by any Englishman. Besides, its prior pub-
lication in England is just as inexplicable upon
the assumption of his being the translator, as upon
that of his being the author.

Query, Is Vairasse's residence in England men-

tioned by any English writer ? And can any light

be thrown upon the authorship of the History of
the Sevarambians from any English source ? L.

ORIGIN OF PRESENT PENNY POSTAGE.

Many of your readers have, I doubt not, pe-
rused with interest the vivid sketch of the origin
of the Penny Postage System, given by Miss Mar-
tineau in her History of England during the

Thirty Years' Peace, vol. ii. p. 425., and have seen

in the incident of the shilling letter delivered to

the poor cottager, somewhere in the Lake district

refused by her from professed inability to pay
the postage paid for by Mr. Rowland Hill, who

happened most opportunely to be passing that way
and, when opened, found to be blank (this plan

being preconcerted between the woman and her

correspondent, to know of each other's welfare

without the expense of postage). A remarkable

instance of " how great events from little causes

spring," and have bestowed much admiration on

the penetration of Mr. Hill's mind, which "wakened

up at once to a significance of the fact," nor ever

rested till he had devised and effected his scheme
of Post-office Reform ; though all the while an

uncomfortable feeling might be lurking behind as

to the perfect credibility of so interesting a mode
of accounting for the initiation of this great social

benefit.

I confess to having had some suspicions myself
as to the trustworthiness of this story ;

and a few

days since my suspicions were fully confirmed by
discovering that the real hero of the tale was not

the Post-office Reformer, but the poet Coleridge ;

unless, indeed, which is surely out of the range of

ordinary probabilities, the same event, correspond-
ing exactly as to place and amount of postage,

happened to two persons at separate times.

Coleridge relates the story himself, in one of his

"conversations," of which memoranda are pre-
serVed in the interesting volumes published by
Moxon in 1836' (ii. 114.). "One day," he says,

when I had not a shilling to spare, I was passing

by a cottage at Keswich where a carter was de-

manding a shilling for a letter, which the woman
of the house appeared unwilling to give, and at last

declined to take. I paid the postage, and when
the man was out of sight, she told me that the

letter was from her son, who took that means of

letting her know that he was well. The letter was
not to be paid for. It was then opened andfound
to be blanlt"

Now, while so many copies of " NOTES AND
QUERIES

"
pass through the Post-office, it is to be

hoped one at least may remain there, and be the

means of inducing Mr. Hill to inform us whether
Miss Martineau had any authority for fathering
this story upon him

;
and whether the Post-office

Reform is really indebted to any such trivial inci-

dent for its original idea. E. VENABLES.

RED BOOK OF THE IRISH EXCHEQUER.

On one of the vellum leaves of which the Red
Book of the Irish Exchequer is composed, there is

depicted a pen and ink sketch of that court. In
the centre of the picture is the table, which is

covered (as it is at this day) with a chequered
cloth, whereon are placed a bag upon which are

the words "Baga cum rotulis," a book with a

clasp, five large pieces of money, and a strip of

parchment, upon which is written,
" Ceo vous,

&c." The table is surrounded on its four equal
sides by thirteen human figures, namely, six at the

top of the picture, three on the left hand, three on
the right, and one at the bottom. Of the six

figures at the top of the sketch, all of whom wear

robes, he who is on the right hand holds a wand,
bears upon his head a cap, and is in the act of

leaving the court, exclaiming,
"
Ademayn." To

the right of this man, who is probably the crier of

the court, is one of the officers carrying a piece
of parchment, upon which is written in contracted

law Latin,
"
Preceptum fuit Vicecomiti per breve

hujus Scaccarii." To the right of the last-named

figure is another officer of the court, who is in the

act of examining his pen by placing its nib at a

short distance from his eyes ;
and this person

carries in his left hand a piece of parchment upon
which are written, in like character, the words,
" Memorandum quod x die Maii, &c." To the

right of this officer, who is probably the Chief Re-

membrancer, is placed another officer, wearing a

cap, who is in the act of writing upon a piece of

parchment bearing the words " Henricus dei

gratia." The two remaining figures at the top of

the picture are apparently conversing together :

to one of them are applied the words,
"
Eynt bre

vie.," with another word following the last which
is scarcely decypherable ;

and to the other the

word "Elgyn" seems to have reference; such
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word being placed upon the ample sleeve of his

gown. The three figures on the left of the picture
are probably the three Barons. The head-dress

of the judge who is sitting at the extreme
right

of

the bench, varies in its form from that which is

worn by the baron who is seated in the centre
;

and the third baron, who is sitting at the left, has

his head uncovered. The first-named baron seems

in the act of counting or reckoning the pieces of

coin which are placed before him upon the table,

and says "xxd. ;" the baron in the centre, who
wears a cap similar in form to the night-cap now

commonly used, says
"
Yoyr dire j" and the third

baron says
" Soient forfez." Opposite to the

judges, and to the right of the picture, are three

pei-sons wearing gowns, and standing at the bar of

the court. One of these points towards his face

with the first finger of his right hand, and says,
"
Oy de brie

;

"
the figure to his left extends his

right arm towards the bench, and exclaims,
" Soit

oughte ;

" and the third figure says,
"
Chalange."

This man, the handle of whose sword is distinctly
visible on his right side, whose outer sleeves are

wide and flowing, whose under garment is buttoned

tightly at the wrist, and whose boots are in shape
similar to ladies' boots of modern times, closely
laced to the leg, has placed the thumb of his left

hand between the thumb and first finger of his right.

And, lastly, at the bottom of the picture is seated

the sheriff, bearing upon his head a hood or cap,

upon which the words "Vic. tot & unit" are

written. Query, Are the persons here repre-
sented the barons and officers of the Exchequer ?

and, more especially, who are the persons who
exclaim " Oy de brie,"

" Soit oughte," and

Chalange." J. F. F.

Abbey of Shapp, or Hepp. I shall be much

obliged to any of your readers who can inform

me whether the Chartulary of the Abbey of Shapp,
or Hepp, in Westmoreland, is now in exist-

ence
;
and if so, where it is. In the Monasticon,

vol. vi. p. 869., it is stated that in 1638 it was
in the possession of Lord William Howard, of

Naworth ;
but though a search has been made

among Lord William's papers and MSS. in the

possession of his descendant, the Earl of Carlisle,

at Castle Howard, the Chartulary is not now to

be found among them. J. C.

" Talk not of Love." Do any of your musical

correspondents know the author of the following

song, and whether it has ever appeared in print?
I have it in manuscript, set to a very fine tune,
but have never seen or heard it elsewhere.

" Talk not of love, it gives me pain,
For love hath been my foe ;

He bound me with an iron chain,
And plunged me deep in woe.

" But friendship's pure and lasting joys

My soul was form'd to prove,
Then welcome, win, and wear the prize,
But never talk of love."

A.M.

"Friday Weather" "Under this heading I
have quoted and referred to a common proverb
current here, in " NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. i.,

p. 303. J. MILKER BARRY.

Lucy and Colin. Can you tell me who was
the author of "

Lucy and Colin," so beautifully
translated by Vincent Bourne, and by him en-

titled
" Lucia et Corydon" ?

In Southey's Common-place Book, 3d series, I

found the following in p. 712. :

" Of the wretched poem Colin and Lucy (Tickel ?)

published as a fragment of Elizabeth's age, the reviewer

says,
' Is this the language of Q. Elizabeth's time, or

something better? But to whatever age, or to what-
ever author we are indebted for this beautiful piece, it

must be allowed an honour to both, and therefore worth

contending for on behalf of our own time.'
"

I wonder whether this be the " Colin and Lucy'
that V. Bourne translated.

I have not Tickel's works, and therefore cannot
discover whether he be the author of that beau-
tiful (whatever Southey may say) ballad beginning
with

" In Leinster famed for maidens fair," &c.

A. B.

Chapel, Printing-office. Is there any other

authority than Creery's Press for the statement
that printing-offices are called chapels ? What-
ever may have been the case, at present the word
"
chapel

"
is applied to the persons, or companion-

ship, employed in the office, not to the office itself.

GOMER.

[Moxon, in his Mechanick Exercises, vol. ii. p. 356.

4to. 1683, says: "Every printing-house is by the

custom of time out of mind called a chappel ;
and all

the workmen that belong to it are members of the

chappel : and the oldest freeman is father of the chappel.
I suppose the style was originally conferred upon it

by the courtesie of some great Churchman, or men,
(doubtless, when chappels were in more veneration
than of late years they have been here in England),
who, for the books of divinity that proceeded from a

printing-house, gave it the reverend title of chappel."]

Cockade is a ribband worn in the hat, as

defined by Dr. Johnson. Query, What is the

origin of its use by officers of the army and navy ;

who are privileged to wear it ; when was it first

introduced
;
and by what authority, if any, is it

sanctioned or confined to the army and navy ?

A. E.

Suem, Ferling, Grasson. In a copy of Court

Roll, dated the 40th year of Elizabeth, and relat-
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ing to the manor of Rotherfield, co. Sussex, these

words occur :

" R. K. cepit extra manus domini imam suem tre

nat' de ferling," &c.

I shall be obliged to any of your correspondents
who will explain the words suem and ferling.
What is the etymology of grasson, a word used

in some north-country manors for a fine paid on
alienation of copyhold lands ? C. W. G.

Cranmers Descendants. Being much inte-

rested in everything that concerns the martyrs of
the Reformation, and not the less so from being
descended (in the female line) from the father of

Archbishop Cranmer, I should be very glad if any
ofyour correspondents could inform me whether
there are any of his male descendants still in ex-
istence. Gilpin, in his Lives of the Reformers,
says that the Archbishop's wife and children lived
in great obscurity. This was probably on account
of the prejudice, which had hardly passed away,
against the marriage of the clergy ;

but surely the
descendants of so great a man, if there be such,
have not lost the records or pedigree by which
their descent can be verified. C. D. F.

Collections of Pasquinades. Can any of your
correspondents inform me whether a collection has
ever been published of the satirical verses affixed
to the torso of Menelaus, at the corner of the
Palazzo Braschi at Rome, and commonly known
as Pasquinades, from the name of a tailor whose
shop stood near the place of its discovery ? (See
Nibby, Itinerario di Roma, ii. 409.) I send you a

specimen which I do not remember to have seen
in print. It was occasioned by the Pope Pius VL
(Braschi) having placed his own coat of arms in
various parts of St. Peter's. They consisted of the
double-headed eagle, two stars, a lily, and the head
of a boy, puffing at it.

" Redde aqullam imperio ; Gallorum lilia regi;
Sidera redde polo; caetera Brasche tibi."

The eagle being restored to the Holy Roman
Empire, the lily to the Most Christian King, and
the stars to the firmament, there remained for the

Pope himself an empty puff. MARFORIO.

Portraits of Bishops. Can any of your corre-

spondents inform me of portraits ofJohn Williams,
archbishop of York (previously bishop of Lincoln);
John Owen, bishop of St.Asaph; George Griffith,

bishop of St. Asaph ; Lewis Bayley, bishop of Ban-
gor; Humphrey Henchman, bishop of London
(previously bishop of Salisbury) ;

Lord Chief Jus-
tice Glynne ;

and Sir Thomas Milward, chiefjustice
of Chester.

Cassan, in his Bishops of Salisbury, mentions one
of Henchman

; but I mtan exclusively of this

Y.Y.
The Butcher Duke. Can any of your readers

furnish me with the rest of a Scotch song of which
I have heard these two couplets ?

" The Deil sat girning in a nook,

Breaking sticks to burn the duke.
A' the Whi^s sal pat; to hell !

Geordie sal gae there hissel."

And who was the writer? MEZZOTINTO.

Rodolph Gualter. I think I have somewhere
seen it stated that Rodolph Gualter (minister at

Zurich, and well known as a correspondent of our
divines in the age of the Reformation) was a
Scotchman. Will any of your correspondents
oblige me by supplying either a reference for this

statement, or a disproof of it or both ?

J. C. R.

Passage in St. Mark. What Fathers of the

early Christian Church have annotated that re-
markable text, Mark xiii. 32., "ot/8e 6 vibz"
" Neither the Son ?"
As this subject has certainly engaged the atten-

tion of many of your readers, it will be a great
favour conferred on the present writer, if their

replies should indicate the authors' names, the
date and place of the edition, the page, and such
other distinctive marks as shall lead to a prompt
investigation of the subject : among them, whether
the authors quoted are in the library of the British
Museum. CALMET.
" Fronte Capillata"8fc. On the Grammar School

at Guilsbro, in Northamptonshire, is inscribed the

following hexameter :

" Fronte capillata post est Occasio calva."

I suppose it alludes to some allegorical repre-
sentation of Occasio ; and is intended to convey
the same meaning as our English proverb,

" Seize
time by the forelocks." From what author is this

inscription taken ? E. H. A.

" GOD SPEED THE PLOUGH."

(Vol. i., p. 230.)

L. S. asks, in what rebellion was the banner
carried with the motto " God speed the plough ?

"

(Homily against Wilful Rebellion.')

Probably in the rebellion of the Earls of Nor-
thumberland and Westmoreland in the north of

England, during the autumn of A.D. 1569. In the

passage of the homily which immediately follows

the one quoted by L. S., occur these words :

" And though some rebels bear the picture of the
five wounds painted, against those who put their only
hope of salvation in the wounds of Christ and

though they do bear the image of the cross painted in

a rag .... yet let no good and godly subject ....
follow such standard-bearers of rebellion."

Again : just before the quotation cited by L. S.
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is an allusion to the "
defacing or deformation"

which the rebels have made,
" where though they

tarry but a little while they make such reforma-

tion, that they destroy all places, and undo all

men where they corne."

Collier, in his Eccles. History, vol. vi. p. 469.

edit. Straker, 1840, part ii. b. vi., says,
" However, the insurrection went on, and the rebels

made their first march to Durham. And here going
into the churches they tore the English Bible and the

Common Prayer. They officiated in the service of the

mass, had the five wounds of Christ represented in some

of their colours, and a chalice in others. One Richard

Norton, an ancient gentleman, carried the standard

with a cross in it."

In this passage we have three out of four facts

enumerated : 1st. The defacing of places ;
2d.

The banner with the five wounds
;

3d. The
standard with the cross. It does not, therefore,
seem unreasonable to infer, that the other fact

alluded to, viz. the banner with the motto, is to

be referred to the same rebellion.

It is not, however, impossible that the rebellion,
which broke out A.D. 1549, first in the western

counties, and then in Oxfordshire, Bucks, Nor-

folk, Suffolk, and Yorkshire, may be also alluded

to in the homily. For Cranmer, in his answer to

the Devonshire and Cornish rebels, urges this

amongst other reasons :

"
Fourthly, for that they let the harvest, which is

the chief sustentation of our life
;
and God of his good-

ness hath sent it abundantly. And they by their folly
do cause it to be lost and abandoned." Strype's Mem.

of C., ed. Oxf. 1840, vol. ii. p. 841.

An argument similar to the one used in the homily.
The insurrection, in fact, in the midland and

north-eastern counties, began with an attempt to

redress an agricultural grievance; according to
Fox (E. H. vol. ii. p. 665. edit. 1641) ; "about

plucking down of enclosures and enlarging of
commons." The date of the homily itself offers

no objection ;
for though it is said (Oxf. ed. Pref.

p. v.) not to occur in any collected edition printed
before 1571, yet there exists a separate edition
of it printed in 4to. by Jugge and Cawood, pro-
bably earlier than A.D. 1563. Collier does not

quote his authority for the statement about the

banners, but probably it was either Camden or

Holinshed; and a reference to these authors, which
I regret I have no means of making, might esta-

blish the particular point in question. E. A. D.

" DEFENDER OF THE FAITH."

(Vol. ii., pp.442. 481.)

I regret that my Note, inserted in your paper
of Nov. 30th, was so ambiguously written as to

elicit such a reply as it has been favoured with by
MB. GIBSON of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

What I meant to say in my last Note was simply
this that two persons, viz. Messrs. Christopher
Wren and Chamberlayne, have asserted that the
title "Defender of the Faith" had been used by
our monarchs anterior to 1521 ; and in support of
their assertions, cite the Black Book of the order
of the garter, and several charters granted to the

University of Oxford : that is, each gives a distinct

proof of his allegation.
Had MB. GIBSON understood my Note, as I

trust he now will, he will see at once that the

expression
" untrue" is totally inapplicable to their

statements, at least upon any showing upon his

part ; for he does not appear to me to have con-
sulted either the Black Book or the charters, on
which alone their assertions are based, to which
alone we must in common honesty refer, and by
which alone their veracity must be judged.
That their "

startling" statements do not ap-
pear in Selden, nor in Luder's brief paper in the
19th vol. of the Archceologia, is conceded

;
but I

think it might have occurred to the mind of one
of less acumen than ME. GIBSON, that it was pre-
cisely because the allegations do not appear in

these or any other writers or axithorities that I
considered them not unworthy of the attention of
the readers of the " NOTES AND QUEBIES." I am
at a loss to reconcile MB. GIBSON'S expression"
startling," as applied to the assertions of Messrs.

Wren and Chamberlayne (and I need not add,
that had they not been startling to myself as to

him, they would never have found their way to

your paper), with the following paragraph :

" In this sense, the sovereign and every knight be-
came a sworn defender of the faith. Can this duty
have come to be popularly attributed as part of the

royal style and title?"

I do not allude to this statement in a critical

point of view, but simply, as, from the general
tenor of his communication, MB. GIBSON appears
to labour under an impression, that, from igno-
rance of historical authorities, I have merely given
utterance to a popular fallacy, unheard of by him
and other learned men

; and, like the "
curfew,"

to be found in no contemporaneous writer. I beg,
however, to assure him, that before forwarding the
note and question to your paper, I had examined
not only the Bulls, and our best historians, but
also the works of such writers as Prynne, Lord
Herbert, Spelmnn, Camden, and others, who have
in any way treated of regal titles and prerogatives.

I have only to add, that beyond the investiga-
tion of the truth of the assertions of Messrs. Wren
and Chamberlayne, I am not in any way inte-
rested. I care not for the result. I only seek for
the elucidation of that which is at once "startling"
and a "

popular fallacy." KOBEBT ANSTBUTHKB.

Bayswater.
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BEATRIX LADY TALBOT.

In reference to the Query of Scores (Vol. ii.,

p. 478.) respecting Beatrix Lady Talbot (so long
confounded by genealogists with her more illus-

trious contemporary, Beatrix Countess of Arun-

del), perhaps I may be permitted to state, that the

merit, whatever it may be, of having been the first

to discover this error, belongs to myself; and that

the whole of the facts and authorities to prove the

non-identity of the two ladies were supplied by me
to the late Sir H. Nicolas, to enable him to com-

pile the article on the subject in the Collectanea

Topographic^ vol. i.
;
the notes to which also were

almost entirely written by myself. From the note

of SCOTUS, one would suppose that he had made
the discovery that Lady Talbot belonged to the

Portuguese family of Pinto; whereas he merely
transcribes my words in p, 405. of the Addenda to

vol. i. of the Collectanea.

I had originally supposed that this lady was
a member of the house of Sousa, which bore a

coat of four crescents, quartered with the arms of

Portugal (without the border) ; and in that belief

a paragraph was written by Sir H. Nicolas, accom-

panied by a pedigree, to show the connexion of

Beatrix Lady Talbot, through her great-great-

grandfather, with the royal line of Portugal, and,

consequently, with Beatrix Countess of Arundel ;

but these were subsequently struck out. By an

oversight, however, the note referring to some
works on the genealogy of the house of Sousa has

been allowed to remain at p. 87. of the Collectanea;

and as it stands at present, it has no corresponding

passage in the text. For the information that

Lady Talbot bore the arms of Pinto, I was really
indebted to a Portuguese gentleman, the Chevalier

M. T.de Moraes Sarmento, who published (anony-

mously) a small volume entitled Russell de Albu-

querque, Canto Moral, por urn Portuguez, 12mo.

Cintra, 1833, at pp. 331-2. of which work is a

brief notice of the two Beatrixes, from memoranda
furnished by myself. At the time I collected the

information given to Sir H. Nicolas, I wrote to the

Earl of Shrewsbury, to inquire whether among
the family papers any evidence could be found, to

clear up the history of his ancestress ;
but his

lordship informed me he had no means of elucidat-

ing the difficulty, and that in the earliest pedigree
in his possession (drawn up in the reign of Eliza-

beth), Beatrix Lady Talbot was not only de-

scribed as daughter of the King of Portugal, but

had the royal arms of Portugal assigned to her,

a proof, by the way, that even in pedigrees com-

piled and attested by heralds, there are statements

which are not borne out by historic documents.
I am still, therefore, like SCOTUS, anxious to know
more about this lady, and hope some of your cor-

respondents versed in Portuguese genealogies may
supply the required information. F. MADDEN.

Passage in Hamlet (Vol. ii., p. 494.). The
word modern, instead of moderate, in my editions

of Shakspeare, is a printer's error, which shall be
corrected in the edition I am now publishing. To
a pel-son unfamiliar with printing, it might appear
impossible that any compositor, with this copy
before him,
" While one with moderate haste might tell a hundred,"

should substitute

" While one with modern haste might tell a hundred."

And yet such substitution of one word for another
is a constant anxiety to every editor. Some may
consider that a competent editor would detect
such a gross blunder. Unfortunately, the more
familiar the mind is with the correct reading, the

more likely is such an error to escape the eye.
Your correspondent who did me the favour to

point out this blunder will, I trust, receive this

explanation, as also your other readers, in a candid

spirit. The error has run through three editions,
from the circumstance that the first edition fur-

nished the copy for the subsequent ones. The
passage in question was not a doubtful text, and
therefore required no special editorial attention.

The typographical blunder is, however, an illus-

tration of the difficulties which beset the editors

of our old dramatists especially. Had the word
modern occurred in an early edition of Shakspeare,
it would have perplexed every commentator ;

but
few would have ventured to substitute the correct

word, moderate. The difficulty lies in finding the

just mean between timidity and rashness. With
regard to typographical errors, the obvious ones

naturally supply their own correction
;
but in the

instance before us, as in many others, it is not

easy to detect the substitution, and the blunder is

perpetuated. If a compositor puts one for won
a very common blunder the context will show
that the ear has misled the eye; but if he change
an epithet in a well-known passage, the first syl-
lable of the right and the wrong words being the

same, and the violation of the propriety not very
startling, the best diligence may pass over the

mistake. It must not be forgotten that many
gross errors in typography occur after the sheet

is gone to press, through the accidents that are

constantly happening to the movable types.
CHARLES KNIGHT.

Passage in Tennyson (Vol. ii., p. 479.). The
following extract from Sir James Mackintosh's

History of England, vol. ii. p. 185., will explain
this passage :

" The love of Margaret Roper continued to display
itself in those outwardly unavailing tokens of tender-
ness to his (her father, Sir Thomas More's) remains,

by which affection seeks to perpetuate itself; ineffec-

tually, indeed, for the object, but very effectually for
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softening the heart and exalting the soul. She pro-
cured his head to be taken down from London Bridge,
where more odious passions had struggled in pursuit
of a species of infernal immortality by placing it. She

kept it during her life as a sacred relic, and was bu-

ried with that object of fondness in her arms, nine

years after she was separated from her father."

X. Z.

Was Quarles pensioned f (Yol. i., p. 201.).
I believe that no reply has been made to this

Query. The following passage, transcribed from the

Epistle Dedicatory to the surreptitious edition of

Quarles's Judgment and Mercy, affords a slight

negative proof to the contrary :

" And being so usefull, I dare not doubt your pa-

tronage of this child, which survives a father, whose
utmost abilities were (till death darkned that great

, light in his soule) sacrificed to your service."

Now if Charles had conferred a pension on

Quarles, is it not exceedingly probable that the

publisher and dedicator, Richard Royston, would
have recalled so honourable a circumstance to the

memory of his
" Most gratious soveraigne King

Charles" in this Epistle Dedicatory, when he had
so excellent an opportunity of doing so ?

J. M. B.

Old Hewson the Cobbler (Vol. ii., p. 442.). I

remember that there was a low song sung at some
wine parties in Oxford about fifteen years ago,
which began with the words " My name is old

Hewson," &c. I do not remember the words, but

they were gross: the chief fun seemed to consist

in the chorus, a sort of burring noise being made
with the lips, while the doubled fists were rubbed
and thumped upon the thigh, as if the cobbler's

lapstone had been there.

Was Hewson, the Parliamentarian colonel, a
cobbler ? C. P.

The Inquisition (Vol. ii., p. 358.). The follow-

ing reply to IOTA'S Queries is extracted from Wal-
ckii Bibliotheca Theologica, torn. iii. p. 739. :

" Auctor libri : Histoire de 1'Inquisition et son

origine. Colonias MDCXCIH. 12. qui Jacob Marsollierius

est."*

Of the history of the Bohemians I can ascertain

only that J. Amos Comenius was the author of
the original. (See Walch, torn. iii. p. 265.) T. J.

Mrs. Tempest (Vol. ii., p. 407.). In reply to

your correspondent requesting information re-

specting this lady, I have much pleasure in sending
you the following particulars, which I have ob-
tained through the kindness of Colonel Tempest
of Tong Hall, the present representative of the
ancient family of Tempest of Tong. Henry Tem-
pest, the oldest son of Sir John Tempest, Bart.,
of Tong Hall, by Henrietta his wife, daughter and

* Journal des Savans, MDCXCIV, p. 331.; Niceronii

Memoir., torn. vii. p. 64.

heir of Sir Henry Cholmley of Newton Grange,
i married Alathea, daughter of Sir Henry Thompson
ofMarston, county of York, and had two daughters,

1 Alathea and Henrietta ; one of these ladies was
celebrated as Pope's Daphne. Henry Tempest
died very young, before his father Sir John

;
the

next brother, George, succeeded to the title and
Tong estates. Daphne was on the point of being
married very highly, tradition says to the Duke of
Wharton, but died of the small-pox before the
celebration.

In the library at Tong Hall there is a painting,
by Sir Godfrey Kneller, of Pope's Daphne.

THOMLINSON WYNDOWE.

Cardinal Allen's Declaration (Vol. ii., p. 497.).
I am happy to inform H. P. that the Declaration

of the Sentence and Deposition of Elizabeth, the

Usurper and pretended Queen of England, alluded
to in his note, is in the Bodleian Library ; where,
a few days since, I saw Dr. Gumming poring over
it

; and where, I have no doubt, he, or any friend,
can easily obtain a sight of it by applying to any
of the librarians. Z. X. Z.

Cardinal Aliens Admonition (Vol ii., p. 497.).
The Declaration of the Sentence and Deposition of
Elizabeth, the Usurper and pretended Queen of
England, will be found accurately reprinted in the

Appendix to vol. iii. of Dodd's Church History,
edited and enlarged by the Rev. M. A. Tierney,
F.K.S. F.S.A., in whose possession a copy of the
Declaration is stated to be. D.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth (Vol.ii., p. 393.).

Although many of your correspondents must
be well able to reply to P. T.'s Query, I have
seen no notice of it, as yet. The note to Burton's

Diary, in citing Osborn, ought to have begun with
the word which precedes the words quoted. The
note would then have run thus :

" That Queen Elizabeth had a son, &c., I neglect to

insert, as fitter for a romance than to mingle with so
much truth and integrity as I profess."

In the Add. MSS. 5524. is an apparently
modern note, stated to be in the handwriting of
Mr. Ives, to the following effect :

" I have heard it confidently asserted, that Queen
Elizabeth was with child by the Earl of Essex, and
that she was delivered of a child at Kemlworth Castle,
which died soon after its birth, was interred at Kenil-
worth, and had a stone put over it, inscribed ' Silen-

tium.'
"

This is doubtless one of the many tales, which, as
Osborn says,

"
may be found in the black rela-

tions of the Jesuits, and some French and Spanish
Pasquilers." These slanderers were chiefly, I be-

lieve, Parsons or Persons, and Sanders, who scru-

pled at nothing that would tend to blacken the
character and reputation of Elizabeth. Thus,
besides the above, and other stories of Elizabeth
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herself, it was stated by Sanders that her mother,
Anne Boleyn, was Henry VIII.'s own daughter ;

and that he intrigued, not only with Anne's mother,
but with her sister. P. T. will find these points,
and others which are hardly suited for public dis-

cussion, noticed in the article on ELIZABETH in

Bayle's Dictionary. CUDYN GWYN.
Church of St. Saviour, Canterbury (Vol. ii.,

p. 478.). I would submit to Sir Henry Ellis, that

the church at Canterbury which is mentioned in

the charter from which he quotes, is termed Mater
et Domina, not on account of its greater antiquity,
but by reason of its superior dignity ;

and that the

church referred to is clearly the cathedral church.
The charter is one of confirmation of privileges :

it proceeded upon the " admonition of the most

pious Archbishop Liuingus," and "
upon consi-

deration of the liberties of the monasteries situated

within Kent." It granted that the church of the

Saviour (ecclesia Salvatoris), situated in Canter-

bury, the mother and lady of all the churches in

the kingdom of England, should be free, and that

no one should have any right therein save the arch-

bishop and the monks there serving God. The
whole tenor of the charter, and more particularly
the words last referred to,

"
archiepiscopum et

monachos ibidem deo famulantes," seem to me to

indicate the cathedral church, and no other. If it

be inquired, How then came it to pass that the

cathedral, which is dedicated to Christ, should be
described as ecclesia Salvatoris ? some persons may
answer, that this apparent blunder is an indication

that the charter is not genuine. But that is not

my opinion. The charter is printed from the

register of the cathedral, and if it had been forged
by the monks, they would scarcely have made a

mistake upon such a point as the dedication of
their own church. Coming out of such custody,
the unusual designation, as we now esteem it,

seems clear proof that the charter is genuine. I

would suggest, either that the cathedral, or a part
of it, was really dedicated to the Saviour ; or that

the words are to be understood not as indicating
the church of St. Saviour, but the church of the

Saviour, that is, Christ. JOHN BRUCE.

Pope (ranganelli (Vol. ii., p. 464.). In reply to

the inquiry of CEPHAS, I give you the following
anecdote, in the words of the Rev. Dr. Kirk, of

Lichfield, who still survives (and long may he yet
survive !) to bear testimony to its correctness :

" Charles Plowden travelled with Mr. Middleton ;

and when at Rome, he called with Mr. Thorpe to see

me at the English college. We walked together for

some time in St. George's Hall, and he quite scanda-
lised me with the manner in which he spoke of Ganga-
nelli. There is no doubt that Mr. Plowden had a

principal hand in the Life of Ganganelli, which was
published in London in 1785. Father Thorpe sup-
plied the materials (J. T. is subscribed to the letters

printed), and Mr. Plowden arranged them. I brought

a packet of letters from Mr. Thorpe to Mr. C. Plowden,
and one or two other packets were brought from him
to Mr. Plowden by other students. ' The contents
were so scandalous,' said Bishop Milner, in my hearing,
at Oscott, that Mr. Weld, with whom Mr. C. Plowden
lived, insisted on the work being suppressed.' The
copies were all bought up, and I have never seen or
heard of a copy since I saw it in Coghlan's shop in

1785. Mr. Cordell, of Newcastle, wrote some observa-
tions upon it. Mr. Conolly, S. J., told me at Oxford,
October 17, 1814, that he 'once saw in a corner of
Mr. C. Plowden's room, a heap of papers, some torn,
and put there apparently to be burnt. I took up one
of them,' he said,

' which was torn in two.' It contained
anecdotes and observations against Gaiiganelli.'

"

It was doubtless from this collection that Mr.
Keon was supplied with those papers, which he

published in Dolman's Magazine in 1846, con-

cerning
" The Preservation of the Society of Jesus

in the Empire of Russia." M. A. TIERNEY.
Arundel.

Pope Ganganclli (Vol. ii., p. 464.). The Rev.
Charles Cordell, a priest of the Roman Catholic

Church, who was stationed at Newcastle-upon-
Tyne about the date mentioned by your corre-

spondent CEPHAS (he was there in 1787), was the

translator of the letters of Pope Clement XIV.
(Ganganelli) ;

but as I have not the book, I do not
know whether it contained also a life of that pontiff.
Mr. Cordell was editor of other works.

W. S. G.

Nicholas Ferrar's Digest (Vol. ii., p. 446.).
One of the copies of the Gidding Digest of the

History of our Saviours Life, inquired after by
J. H. M. (a most beautiful book), is in the library
of the Marquis of Salisbury. I believe it to be
the copy presented to Charles I. W. H. C.

Ferrar, Nicholas, The following extract from
a very interesting paper on " Illustrated Books" in

the Quarterly Review, vol. Ixxiv. p. 173., will aid

J. H.M. in his researches after the curious volumes

arranged by the members of the Ferrar family :

"
King Charles's statues, pictures, jewels, and curi-

osities, were sold and dispersed by the regicide powers;
from this fate, happily, the royal collection of manu-

scripts and books was preserved ; neither was it, like

the archit-piscopal library at Lambeth, doled out piece-
meal to Hugh Peters and his brother fanatics. This

good service was mainly owing to Bulstrode White-
locke. When the British Museum was founded, King
George II. presented to it the whole of the royal

library ; and P'errar's Concordance, with another simi-

larly illustrated compilation by him, is there preserved
in safety. The Rev. Thomas Bowdler of Sydenham,
the representative of the last baronet of the Cotton

family, the founders of the Cottonian Library, pos-
sesses another of the Ferrar volumes. Of those which
were presented by Ferrar to George Herbert and Dr.

Jackson, no record remains."

JOHN I. DREDGE.
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Cardinal Erskine (Vol. ii., p. 406.) flourished

later than your correspondent G. VV. supposes.
He was in communication with Mr. Pitt about

1799-1800. Query, was he then in England?
W.H.C.

The Author of Peter Wilkins (Vol. ii., p. 480.).
An advertisement prefixed to the edition of

this remarkable work in Smith's Standard Library,

1839, gives the following information respecting
the author :

" In the year 1835, Mr. Nicol the printer sold by
auction a number of books and manuscripts in his pos-

session, which had formerly belonged to the well-known

publisher Dodsley ; and in arranging them for sale,

the original agreement for the sale of the manuscript
of ' Peter Wilkins,' by the author,

' Robert Pultock of

Clement's Inn,' to Dodsley, was discovered. From
this document it appears that Mr. Pultock. received

twenty pounds, twelve copies of the work, and 'the

cuts of the first impression,' that is, a set of proof im-

pressions of the fanciful engravings that professed to

illustrate the first edition, as the price of the entire

copyright. This curious document was .sold to John

Wilks, Esq., M.P., on the 17th December, 1835."

Mr. Leigh Hunt, in his Book for a Corner, re-

marks upon this,

" The reader will observe that the words 'by the

author,' in this extract, are not accompanied by marks

of quotation. The fact, however, is stated as if he

knew it for such, by the quoter of the document."

The difference mentioned by DR. RIMBAULT
between the initials in the title-page and those

appended to the dedication, occurs also in Mr.
Smith's edition. But the dedication to which the

initials R. P. are affixed, speaks of the book as the

work of the writer in the most umnistakeable

terms. Was the S. in the place of the P. a typo-

graphical error, perpetuated by carelessness and

oversight ;
or a mystification of the author, adopted

when the success of the book was uncertain, and
continued after the dedication had contradicted it,

by that want of attention to minutiae which was

more frequently manifest in former times than at

present ?

Mr. Leigh Hunt informs us that the Countess
of Northumberland, to whom the dedication is

made, was the lady to whom Percy addressed

his Reliques of Ancient Poetry
" She was a

Wriothesley descended of Shakspeare's Earl of

Southampton, and appears to have been a very
amiable woman."

Permit me to take this opportunity of saying
that there is a misprint in the poem by Barry
Cornwall (Vol. ii., p. 451.), by which the title of a

poem from which a quotation is made, appears as

the name of a dramatis persona
" Paris

"
is the

title of a poem by the Rev. Geo. Croly, from which
the " motto

"
is quoted. G. J. DE WILDE.

Peter Wilkins (Vol. ii., p. 480.). In the pre-
face to a garbled and mutilated edition of this

work, which appeared Lond. 1839, sq. 12mo., it is

stated that the author was Robert Pultock, of

Clement's Inn, which is in accordance with the

initials to the dedication. Those of R. S. on the

title I consider as mere fiction. Lowndes gives
the 1st ed. 1750, 2 vols. 12mo.

;
and I have a note

of a reprint, Dublin, Geo. Falkner, 1751, 2 vols.

12mo.,
" illustrated with several cuts." My copy

is Lond. 1816, 2 vols. 12mo., with a few indifferent

engravings. F. R. A.
" The Toast" by Dr. King (Vol. ii., p. 480.).

DR. RIMBAULT will find the key to the characters

named in this poem printed in Davis's Second

Journey round the Library, fyc., p. 106. F. R. A.

[W. A. informs us that there is a key to this work
in Martin's Accovnt of Privately Printed Books.]

The Widow of the Wood (Vol, ii., p. 406.).
The history of this publication can hardly be given
without raking up a piece of scandal affecting an
honourable family still in existence. If DR. RIM-
BAULT wishes to see the book, and has any diffi-

culty in meeting with it, I shall be happy to for-

ward him my copy by the post on learning his

address. I inclose you mine, and will thank you
to communicate it to him if he should wish for it.

The maiden name of this " widow "
was Anne

Northey. Her second husband was Sir Wm.
Wolseley ; her fourth, Mr. Hargrave, father of

the celebrated jurist. Every copy of the work
which could be found was destroyed by the latter

gentleman. H. C.

Damasked Linen (Vol. ii., p. 199.). It may in-

terest R. G. P. M. to learn that a portion of the

damasked linen which formed part of the esta-

blishment of James II. when in Ireland, still exists

in the possession of R. Ely, Esq., of Ballaghmore
Castle in the Queen's County. I have seen with
that gentleman several large napkins beautifully
damasked with the then royal arms, together with
the initials J. R. of large size, and elaborately
flourished. The tradition of the family is, that

they were obtained from the plunder of James's

camp equipage, after the defeat of the Boyne.
Mr. Ely's ancestor was in William's army.

'X.Y. A.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Every one who had an opportunity of inspecting the

glorious assemblage of masterpieces of workmanship
and design which were collected together at the Ex-
hibition of Ancient and Mediaeval Art last spring, must
have felt a desire to possess some more lasting memo-
rial of that unparalleled display than the mere cata-
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logue. So strong, indeed, was this feeling at the time,

as to call forth several announcements of works in

preparation, commemorative of the Exhibition, including
one by the accomplished Honorary Secretary of the

Committee, Mr. Franks. Mr. Franks has, however,
we regret to hear, now abandoned that intention, so

that of these promised memorials, we shall probably

only see the one which has just been published under
the title of Choice Examples of Art Workmanship, selected

from the Exhibition of Ancient and Mediaeval Art at the

Society of Arts ; and, whether as a pleasant record to

those who visited the collection, or as a compensation
for their disappointment to those who were not so for-

tunate, the book will, doubtless, find favour with the

rapidly increasing class who take an interest in works
of this character. That the publishers anticipate a

large sale, is obvious, from the remarkably low price at

which they have published this beautiful volume, which
contains upwards of sixty engravings, drawn from the

gems of the collection, by Mr. De la Motte, and en-

graved under his superintendence ;
and furnishes re-

presentations of objects of the most varied kinds, from
the Nautilus Clip belonging to Her Majesty, to Mr.

Vulliamy's Ivory Bas-reliefs ascribed to Flamingo,
Mr. Slade's matchless specimens of Glass, and Dr.

Rock's Superaltare.
Mr. Charles Knight has just put forth a small

pamphlet, entitled Case of the Authors as regards the

Paper Duty, in which he shows most ably and most

clearly the social advantages which must result from
the repeal of a tax which, as Mr. Knight proves, "en-

courages the production of inferior and injurious works

by unskilled labourers in literature."

The Gentleman's Magazine of the present month is a

capital number. Mr. Cunningham has commenced in

it, what promises to be an interesting series of papers

upon a subject which that gentleman's well-known
tact and judgment will prevent from being objectionable,

The Story of Nell Gwyn : and the numerous friends of

the late Mr. Amyot and how numerous were his

friends ! cannot but be pleased with the characteristic

portrait which accompanies the interesting memoir of

that kind-hearted and accomplished gentleman.
Oracles from the British Poets, A Drawing- Room

Tulle Book and pleasant Companion for a Round Party,

by James Smith, exhibits a good idea carried out with

excellent taste, and justifies the author's motto :

" Out of these scatter'd Sibyl's leaves,

Strange prophecies my fancy weaves."

A game which, while it amuses the family circle, will

make its members acquainted with so many beautiful

passages from our poets as are here assembled, must
find a welcome in many a home at the present season.

The publisher of the Oracles has availed himself of the

demand, at this period of the year, for "
Song of knight

and lady bright," to re-issue in one volume instead of

two, and at a reduced price, his Pictorial Book of Ballads

Traditional and Romantic.
A Monumentarium of Exeter Cathedral, carefully com-

piled by the Rev. J. "VV. Hewett, the result of six

months' regular labour, has been printed in the Trans-
actions of the Exeter Architectural Society. By this

work Mr. Hewett has done good service to all gene-

alogists, local and general historians, c., and we
know no greater benefit that could be conferred on this

branch of literature, than that some of our now super-
abundant brass-rubbers should follow Mr. Hewett's

example, and note with accuracy all the inscriptions,

monuments, coats of arms, &c., preserved in the churches
in their respective neighbourhoods. They may then
either hand them over for publication to the nearest

Archaeological Society, or the Archaeological Institute,
or the Society of Antiquaries ; or transmit a copy of
them to the MS. department of the British Museum.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson, of Wellington Street,
will sell, on Monday next and two following days, the
valuable Collection of Ancient and Modern Engrav-
ings of the late James Brown, Esq.
We have received the following Catalogues : W. S.

Lincoln's (Cheltenham House, Westminster Road)
Sixty-fourth Catalogue of Cheap Second-hand English
and Foreign Books; John Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue Number Sixteen of Books Old and
New.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

LELAND'S HISTORY OF IRELAND. Vol. II.

GRETSER OPERA OMNIA. Folio. Ingolst. 1G16.
HEYWOOD'S SPIDER AND FLIE. London. 1556. Title-page and

first leaf of Table.
ESSAY ON Music, ENCYC. METROPOLITANA.
HODGSON'S LADY JANE GREY.
ZACCHIAS QUESTIONES MEDICO LEGALES.
POLLEYN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM. London. 8vo. 1850.
SHAKSPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS. Vol. IV. of Whutingham's

edition in 7 vols. 1814.

*** Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MH. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

to

ETYMOLOGICUS will find a full reply to his Query, under the
word" Aiguillette," in the Dictionnaire Infernal of M. CoIIin de
Plancy; and by so doing he will also learn why we do not here enter
into afuller explanation.
MARCH. There is no question but that we derived the name

April fool from the French Poisson d'Avril. See Ellis' Brand,
vol. i. p. 82. (ed. 1841).

INVESTIGATOR is referred to Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual,
finder the title" H uloet," for an account of Huloet's Abecedarhun,
as well as of the newly corrected edition of it by Higgins.
A SUBSCRIBER who wishes for an abridged translation of Dug-

dale's account of Norton Priory, Lincolnshire, is referred to

Wright's English Abridgment of the Monasticon, published in 1718.

J. K. (Medical Use of Mice) is thanked for his friendly Post-
script. He will, we trust, see a great alteration in future.

CURIOSUS. The best account of the Domestic Fool is in Douce'f
Illustrations of Shakspeare, and Flb'gel's Geschichte der Hof-
narren.

PHILO- STEVENS. Rash's Anglo-Saxon Grammar, by Thorpe ;
and (Demon's Guide to Anglo-Saxon, are considered the best

elementary books.

The INOEX to our SECOND VOLUME will, we trust, be ready by the
middle of the present month.
NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-

sellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, $c.,
are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor of NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.
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MR. T. RICHARDS (late of St. Martin's
Lane), PRINTER, and Agent to the PERCY and HAKLUYT

SOCIETIES, has lemoved to 37. Great Queen Street, near Drury
Lane, where he respectfully requests all Letters may be addressed
to him.

On the 1st of January, No. IV., price 2*. Gd. Continued monthly.

DETAILS
of GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE,

measured and drawn from existing Examples, by J. K.
COLLING, Architect. CONTENTS : Window on South Side of
Chancel, Burnby Church, Yorkshire; Oak Chest in Vestry,
South Church, Lincolnshire ; West Doorway, St. Mary's Church,
Beverley ; Details of West Doorway, Ditto"; Portions from the
West Doorway, Ditto. The work is intended to illustrate those
features which have not been given in Messrs. Brandon's
"Analysis:" it will be uniform with that work, and also the
" Gothic Ornaments." Each Number contains five 4to. Plates.

D. BOGUE, Fleet Street; sold also by GEORGE BELL, Fleet Street.

NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION.
Price 25s. large square octavo, illustrated by numerous examples
of the most exquisite Gre-k and Roman Coins, executed in fac-
simile of the Originals, in actual relief, and in their respective
Metals,

ANCIENT
COINS AND MEDALS: An

Historical Account of the Origin of Coined Money, the
Development of the Art of Coining in Greece and her Colonies,
its progress during the extension of the Roman Empire, and its

decline as an Art with the decay of that power. By H. N. HUM-
PHREYS.

" This work is a condensation of all that is known respecting
the coins of ancient nations, and a lucid and well-arranged narra-
tive of monetary history. A novel and excellent mode of illustra-
tion has been adopted, representing the coins in exact fac-simile
in gold, silver, and copper, produced by casts from the originals,
many of which would be quite unattainable, and all costly."
Art Journal.
"

It is needless to remark how desirable an addition such a work
as this must be to the library of the historian, the classical scholar,
and the clergyman, no less than to the artist." Daily News.

GRANT AND GRIFFITH, Corner of St. Paul's Churchyard.

JOURNAL
OF SACRED LITERATURE.

Edited by JOHN KITTO, D.D., F.S.A.

Contents of No. XIII., for January, 1851 :_
1. Nineveh.
2. The Jansenists and their Remnant in Holland.
3. The Septuagint.
4. The Theory of Human Progression.
5. Letter and Spirit in the Old Testament.
6. John Calvin.
7. First Lessons in Biblical Criticism.
8. On the Interpretation of 1 Cor. vii. 25-40.
9. Brown on Our Lord's Discourses and Sayings.

10. Bloomfield's Additional Annotations.
Correspondence ; Notices of Books, Biblical Intelligence ;

Lists of Publications.

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND Co., Stationers' Hall Court.

nPIIE LONDON HOMOEOPATHIC HOS-X P1TAL, 32. Golden Square. Founded by the BRITISH
HOMCEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION.

Patron : H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE.
Vice-Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.

President: F.M. THE MARQUIS OF ANGLESEY, K.G. K.C.B.
Chairman: CULLING C. SMITH, Esq.

Treasurer : JOHN DEAN PAUL, Esq., 217. Strand.

This Hospital is open every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday, at 2 o'clock, for the reception of Out-Patients without
Letters of Recommendation. In-Patients admitted every Tues-
day at 3 o'clock upon the Recommendation of a Governor or
Subscribers.

Subscriptions to the Hospital Funds will be thankfully received
by the Bankers, Messrs. Strahan and Co., Slrand, and Messrs.
Prescott and Co., Threadneedle Street, and by

RALPH^BUCHAN, Honorary Secretary, 32. Golden Square. ;

Price \d., by Post 2rf., or 5s. per Hundred for Distribution.

WESTMINSTER
AND DR. WISEMAN ;

or, FACTS v. FICTION. By WILLIAM PAGE WOOD,
Esq., M. P., Q. C. Reprinted from The Times, with an Advertise-
ment on the subject of the WESTMINSTER SPIRITUAL AID FUND,
and more especially on the Duty and Justice of applying the
Revenues of the suspended Stalls of the Abbey for the adequate
Endowment of the District Churches in the immediate neigh-
bourhood.

Second Edition, with an Appendix.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Sfeet; MESSRS. RIYJNGTON'S,
St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo Place; and THOMAS
HATCHARD, 187. Piccadilly ; and by Order of all Booksellers.

Now ready, fcap. 8?o., price 7s. Gd.

A THIRD SERIES OF

PLAIN SERMONS, addressd to a Country
Congregation. By the late Rav. EDWARD BLRNCO\VB,

Curate of Teversal, Notts, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxford.

ALSO,

A NEW EDITION OF THE FIRST
SERIES, and A SECOND EDITION OF THE SECOND
SERIES, price 7s. Gd. each.

" Their style is simple ; the sentences are not artfully con-
structed

;
and there is an utter absence of all attempt at rhetoric.

The language is plain Saxon language, from which 'the men on
the wall' can easily gather what it most concerns them to know."

Theologian.

Also, 2 vols. 12mo., sold separately, 8s. each,

SERMONS. By the REV. ALFRED GATTY,
M.A., Vicar of Ecclesfield.

" Sermons of a high and solid character earnest and affec-

tionate." Theologian.
" Plain and practical, but close and scholarly discourses."

Spectator.

London: GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

JOURNAL FRANCAIS, publi^ a Londres.
Le COURRIER del'EUROPE, tonde en 1840, paraissant

le Samedi, donne dans chaque numero les nouvelles de la semaine,
les meilleurs articles de tous les journaux de Paris, la Semaine

Dramatique par Th. Gautier ou J. Janin, la Revue de Paris par
Pierre Durand, et reproduit en entier les romans, nouvelles, etc.,
en vogue par les premiers ecrivains de France. Prix 6rf*

London : JOSEPH THOMAS, 1. Finch Lane.

THE GIRLHOOD OF SHAKSPEARE'S
HEROINES; in a Series of Fifteen Tales, by MART

COWDEN CLARKE, Author of the " Concordance to Shakspeare."J
" As petty to his ends,

As is the morn dew on the myrtle leaf

To his grand sea." Shakspeare.

ed p
mpltaining a complete story, one of the following subjects :

Portia ; the Heiress of Belmont
The Thane's Daughter
Helena ; the Physician's Orphan
Desdemona ; the Magnitico's
Child

Meg and Alice ; the Merry
Maids of Windsor

Isabella ; the Votaress
Katharina and Bianca ; the
Shrew and the Demure

nd the
Ophelia ; the Rose of Elsinore
Rosalind a

Friends

Juliet; the
Verona

Celia ;

White Dove of

Beatrice and Hero; the Cousins
Olivia ; the Lady of lllyrla

Hermione; the Russian Princess
Viola; the Twin
Imogen ; the Peerless.

THANE'S DAUGHTER),Tale 2 (THE
1st January, 1851.

London: W. H. SMITH and SON, 130. Strand; and SIMPKIN,
MARSHALL, and Co., Stationers' Hall Court.
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THE BREECHES, OR GENEVA BIBLE.

Of this, the most popular edition of the Scrip-
tures in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, we meet

continually with erroneous opinions of its rarity,
and also of its value, which the following brief

statement may tend in a degree to correct.

The translation was undertaken by certain re-
formers who fled to Geneva during the reign of

Queen Mary ;
and is attributed to W. Whitting-

ham, Anthony Gilby, Miles Coverdale, Thomas
Sampson, Christopher Goodman, Thomas Cole,
John Knox, John Bodleigh, and John Pullain

;

but Mr. Anderson, in his History of the English
Bible, says that the translators were Whittinghain,

Gilby, and Sampson : and from the facts stated, he

is, no doubt, correct.

It is called the "Breeches Bible" from, the

rendering of Genesis, iii. 7. :

" Then
%
the eyes of them bothe were opened, and they

knewe that they were naked, and they sewed fig tree

leaves together, and made themselves hreeches.
"

The first edition of the Geneva Bible was printed
at Geneva in 1562, folio, preceded by a dedication

to Queen Elizabeth, and an address "To our be-

loved in the Lord the brethren of England, Scot-

land, Ireland," &c.
;

dated from Geneva, I Oth

April, 1561. This edition contains two remark-
able errors : Matt. v. 9.

" Blessed are the place
makers," Luke xxi. " Christ condemneth the poor
widow." This is. the first Bible divided into verses.

Second edit. 4to., printed at Geneva, 1569. To
this edition is added " Certeine Tables, A Calendar,
and Fairs in Fraunce and elsewhere."

The first edition printed in London is a small

folio. Imprinted by Christopher Barker, 1576.

The first edition of the Scriptures printed in

Scotland is the Geneva version, folio, began 1576,

by Thomas Bassandyne ;
and finished in 1579 by

Alexander Arbuthnot.

Other editions, 1577, London, sm. fol.
; 1578,

sm. fol. ; 4to., 1579
;
two editions 4to., 1580, 1581

;

sin. fol., 1582; 4to., 1583
;

lar. fol., 1583
; 4to.,

1585; 4to., 1586; 8vo., 1586; 4to., 1587 ; 4to.,

1588; 4to.,. 1589; 8vo., Cambridge, 1591, sup-

posed to be first printed at the University ; fol.,

1592; 4to., 1594; 4to., 1595; fol., 1595; 4to.,

1597 ; sm. fol., 1597 ; 4to., 1598
; 4to., 1599. Of this

last date, said to be "
Imprinted at London by the

deputies of Chr. Barker," but probably printed at

Dort, and other places in Holland, there were at

least seven editions; and, before 1611, there were
'at least twenty other editions.

Between the years 1562 and 1611, there were

printed at least 130 editions of the Geneva Bible,
in folio, 4to., and 8vo.

; each edition probably con-

sisted of 1000 copies.
Persons who know but little of the numbers

which are extant of this volume, have asked 100/.,

Vol. III. No. 63.
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30/., and other like sums, for a copy ; whereas, as

many shillings is about the value of the later

editions.

The notes by the Reformers from the margin

of the Geneva version, have been reprinted with

what is usually called King James' version, the one

now in use, in the editions printed at Amsterdam,
at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

POEMS DISCOVERED AMONG THE PAPERS OF SIR

KENEJLM DIGBY.

MR. HAIJJWELL (Vol. ii., p. 238.) says that he
does not believe my MS. of the " Minde of the

Lady Venetia Digby
"

can be an autograph. I
have reason to think that he is right from discover-

ing another MS. written in the same hand as the

above, and containing two poems without date or

signature, neither of which (I believe) are Ben
Jonson's. I enclose the shorter of the two, and
should feel obliged if any of your correspondents
could tell me the author of it, as this would throw
some light upon the writer of the two MSS.

THE HOURECLASSE.

Doe but consider this small dust running in this glasse,

By atoms moved ;

Would you believe that this the body ever was
Of one that loved

;

Who in his mistresse flames playing like a
fly,

Burnt to cinders by her eye ?

Yes ! and in death as life unblest,
To have it exprest

Even ashes of lovers have no rest.

I also enclose a copy of another poem I have
discovered, which appears to me very curious,
and, from the date, written the very year of the
visit of Prince Charles and Buckingham to the
court of Spain. Has it ever been printed, and
who is the author ?

What sodaine change hath dark't of late

The glory of the Arcadian state ?

The fleecy flocks refuse to feede,
The Lamhes to play, the Ewes to breede,
The altars make(s) the offeringes burne
That Jack and Tom may safe returne.

The Springe neglectes his course to keepe,
The Ay re continual stonnes do weepe,

Birdes disdaine to singe,
to smile, the woods to springe,

>pntaines droppe, the valleys morne
and Tom do safe returne.

be that mov'd this woe?
ant afflicts Arcadia so?

f

f Greece, the proppe of artes,
Wni |ml* Jack, the joy of hartes.

was to his lloyall Paw
swayne, his chiefest maw.

The loftye Toppes of Menalus
Did shake with winde from Hesperus,

Whose sweete delitious Ayre did fly

Through all the Boundes of Arcady,
Which mov'd a vaine in Jack and Tom
To see the coast the winde came from.

This winde was love, which Princes state

To Pages turn, but who can hate

Where equall fortune love procures,
Or equall love success assures ?

So virtuous Jack shall bring from Greece
The Beautyous prize, the Golden fleece.

Love is a world of many paines,
Where coldest hills, and hottest playnes,

With barren rockes and fertill fieldes

By turne despaire and comforte yeldes;
But who can doubt of prosperous lucke
Where Love and fortune both conducte?

Thy Grandsire great, and father too,
Were thine examples thus to doe,

Whose brave attempts, in heate of love,

Both France and Denmark did approve.
For Jack and Tom do nothing newe
When Love and Fortune they pursue.

Kind shepheardes that have lov'd them long,
Be not rashe in censuringe wronge,

Correct your feares, leave of to mourne,
The Heavens will favour their returne ;

Committ your cares to Royall Pan,
For Jack his sonne and Tom his man.

FINIS.

From London, 31. Martii, 1623.

Prefaced to this poem is an extract from a letter

of Buckingham's to his wife, containing an account
of their reception ;

but it is hardly worth copying.
H. A. B.

WORKS OF CAMOENS.

Having been requested by a foreign nobleman
to furnish him with, a list of the editions of the
works of Camoens, and of the various translations,
I have prepared one; and considering the in-

formation might be interesting to several of your
readers, I send you a copy for insertion It be-
sides affords an opportunity of asking after those

editions, to which I have added the observations.
The first star indicates that the works are in my
private collection, as are several other works re-

lating to that celebrated poet. Obras means the
collected works. JOHN ADAMSON.

Newcastle-npon-Tyne, Dec. 16. 1850.
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present of some Quinces, and to his sister -, and

every Son and Daughter, and Son in Law and Daughter
in Law, Five Guineas each."

The last-named gift consisted of gold five-guinea

pieces of Charles II. and James II., some of

which have been preserved in the family. The

part of the record, however, which appears to me
worthy of note, is that which concerns the quinces,
which brings to one's miud the ancient Greek cus-

tom that the bridegroom and bride should eat a

quince together, as a part of the wedding ceremo-
nies. (See Potter's Grecian Antiquities.)
Can any of your readers furnish any additional

information on this curious point ? H. G. T.

ELIZABETH WALKER. SHAK.SPEARE.

I have before me a reprint (Blackwell, Sheffield,

1829) of The Holy Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker,
late Wife of A. Walker,* D.D., Rector of Fyfield,
in Essex, originally published by her husband in

1690. It is a beautiful record of that sweet,

simple, and earnest piety which characterised

many of the professors of religion in the seven-
teenth century. It is not, however, the general
character of the book, however excellent, but an
incidental allusion in the first section of it, that

suggests this communication. The good woman
above named, and who was born in London in

1623, says, in her Diary :

" My dear father was John Sadler, a very eminent
citizen. He was born at Stratford upon-A von, where
his ancestors lived My grandfather had a good estate
in and about the town. He was of a free and noble

spirit, which somewhat outreached his estate ; but was
not given to any debauchery that I ever heard of. My
father's mother was a very wise, pious, and good
woman, and lived and died a good Christian. My
father had n > brother, but three sisters, who were all

eminently wise and goad women, especially his youngest
sister."

It is, I confess, very agreeable to me, amidst the
interest of association created by the world-wide
fame of the " Swan of Avon," to record this pleas-
ing tribute to the character of the genius loci at
so interesting a period. In a passage on a sub-

sequent page, Mrs. Walker, referring to some
spiritual troubles, says :

" My father's sister, my dear aunt Quiney, a gra-
cious good woman, taking notice of my dejected spirit,
she waylaid me in my coming home from the morning
exercise then in our parish."

This was in London : but it is impossible to
have read attentively some of the minuter memo-
rials of Shakspeare (e.g. Hunter's, Halliwell's,'
&c.) without recognising in "Aunt Quiney" a
collateral relationship to the immortal bard him-
self. I am not aware that any Shakspearian reader
of the " NOTES AND QUERIES" will feel the

slightest interest in this remote branch of a gene-
alogical tree, which seems to have borne " diverse
manner of fruits;

"
but assuredly the better portion

of those who most justly admire its exuberance
of dramatic yield, will not disparage their taste
should they equally relish the evangelical flavour
of its "holier products," exemplified in the Life of
Mrs. Elizabeth Walker. J. H.

OLD ENGLISH ACTORS AND MUSICIANS IN GERMANY.

(Vol. ii., pp. 184. 459.)

The following extracts furnish decisive evidence
of the custom of our old English actors' and musi-
cians' professional peregrinations on the continent
at the beginning of the seventeenth century
a subject which has been ably treated by Mr.
Thorns in the Athenaeum for 1849, p. 862.
In September, 1603, King James I. despatched

the Lord Spenser and Sir William Dethick, Gar-
ter King-at-arms, to Stuttgart, for the purpose of

investing the Duke of Wurtemberg with the en-

signs of the Garter, he having been elected into
the order in the 39th year of the late Queen's
reign. A description of this important ceremony
was published at Tubingen in 1605, in a 4to.
volume of 270 pages, by Erhardus Cellius, pro-
fessor of poetry and history at that University,
entitled :

"
Eques auratus Anglo-Wirtembergi-

cus." At page 120. we are told that among the
ambassador's retinue were " four excellent mu-
sicians, with ten other assistants." (Four excel-
lentes musici, una cum decem ministris aliis.)
These performed at a grand banquet given after
the Duke's investiture, and are described at p. 229.
as " the royal English music, which the illustrious

royal ambassador had brought with him to en-
hance the magnificence of the embassy and the

present ceremony ; and who, though few in num-
ber, were eminently well skilled in the art. For
England produces many excellent musicians, coin-

medians, and tragedians, most skilful in the his-

trionic art ; certain companies of whom quitting
their own abodes for a time, are in the habit of

visiting foreign countries at particular seasons,

exhibiting and representing their art principally
at the courts of princes. A few years ago, some

English musicians coming over to our Germany
with this view, remained for some time at the

courts of great princes ; their skill both in music
and in the histrionic art, having procured them
such favour, that they returned home beautifully
rewarded, and loaded with gold and silver."

(Musica Anglicana Regia;, quam Regius illustris

Legatus secum ad Legationis et actus huius magnificen-
tiam adduxerat: non ita multos quidem sed excellenter

in hac arte versatos. Profert enim multos et przestantes

Anglia musicos, comcedos, tragjedos, histrionicae peri,

tissimos, e quibus inteidum aliquot consociati sedibus
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suis ad tempus relictis ad extcras nationcs excurrcre,

artemq'; suam illis pra?sertim Principum aulis de-

monstrate, ostentareq' ;
consueverunt. Faucis ab bine

annis in Germaniam nostram Anglican! musici dictum

ob finem expaciati, et in magnorum Principum aulis

aliquandiu versati, tantum ex arte musica, bistrionicaq' ;

sibi favorem conciliarunt,ut largiter remunerati domum
inde auro et argento onusti sint reversi.)

Dancing succeeded the feast; and then (p. 244.)
" the English players made their appearance, and

represented the sacred history of Susanna, with so

much art of histrionic action, and with such dex-

terity, that they obtained both praise and a most

ample reward.

(Histriones Anglican! mature prodibant, et sacram

Susannas historiam tanta actionis histrionicae arte, tanta

dexteritate representabant, ut et laudem inde et prae-

mium amplissimum reportarent.)

W. B. R.

[See, also upon this subject, a most interesting com-
munication from Albert Cohn in the AthencEum of Satur-

day last, January the 4th.]

The Curse of Scotland. In Vol. i. p. 61., is a

Query why the Nine of Diamonds is called the

Curse of Scotland. Reference is made to a print
dated Oct. 21, 1745, entitled " Briton's Association

against the Pope's Bulls," in which the young
Pretender is represented attempting to lead across

the Tweed a herd of bulls laden with curses, ex-

communications, indulgences, &c. : on the ground
before them, lies the Nine of Diamonds. In p. 90.

it is said that the " Curse of Scotland
"

is a cor-

ruption of the " Cross of Scotland," and that the

allusion is to St. Andrew's cross, which is supposed
to resemble the Nine of Diamonds. This ex-

planation is unsatisfactory. The nine resembles

St. Andrew's cross less than the five, in a pack of

cards
; and, moreover, the nine of any other suit

would be equally applicable. The true explana-
tion is evidently to be found in the game of Pope
Joan, in which the Nine of Diamonds is the pope.
The well-known antipapal spirit of the Scottish

people caused the pope to be called the Curse of

Scotland.

The game of Pope Joan is stated to have been

originally called Pope Julio, and to be as old as

the reign of Queen Elizabeth. See Sir John

Harington's "Treatise on Playe," written about

1597, Nugce Antiques, vol. i. p. 220. L.

George Herbert. It is much to be desired that
the suggestion thrown out by your correspondent
(Vol. ii., p. 460.) may be acted upon. The ad-
mirers of George Herbert are doubtless so nume-
rous, that the correct and complete restoration of
Bemerton Church might be effected by means of
a small subscription among them, as in the case of

the Chaucer monument. Most gladly would I aid

in the good work. R. V.

[It is needless for us to add that we shall be glad to

promote, in every way, the good work proposed by our

correspondent. Eu. N. AND Q,.]

Dutch Versions of English Essayists. How
much the works of the British Essayists were ap-

preciated by my Dutch ancestors, the following

plain facts may show. I have now before me
A translation of the Tatler :

" De Snapper, of de Britsche Tuchtmeestcr. Door
den IliddcT Richard Steele. Uit het Engelsch vertaald

door P. le Clerc. t'Amsterdam, by Hendrik Vieroot,

1733, iv. vol. in 12."

A second edition of
" De Guardian of de Britsche Zedemeester, door

den Ridder Richard Steele. Uit het Engelsch vertaald

door P. le Clercq. Te Rotterdam, by Jan Daniel

Beman, 1734, iii. vol. in 12."

A third edition of
" De Spectator, of verrezene Socrates. Uit het

Engelsch vertaald door A. G. & It. G. (some volumes

by P. le Clercq) t'Atnsterdam, by Dirk Sligtenhorst,

Boekverkooper, 1743, ix. vol. 12."

JANUS DOUSA.

Long Meg of Westminster (Vol. ii., p. 131.).
The same epithet has been applied to women in

other places. In the Parish Register of Tiverton,

Devon, is the following entry :

" Burials. April, 159G. The long 3 one truant [i.
e.

servant] to Mr. Demant's. iii. day."

Why should "long Meg" be more fabulous

than long Jone ?
" E. A. D

Errors in the Date of Printed Boohs. In the

title-page of Peter Heylin's Microcosmos, 8th ed.,

the date is printed 1939 instead of 1639. In like

manner, in Historical Applications and occasional

Meditations upon several Subjects, written by a Per-

son of Honour, printed in 1670, the imprimatur,

signed
" Sam. Parker," is dated 1970, instead of

1670. In each of these cases the error is evidently
caused by the compositor having inverted the

figure 6, Avhich thus became 9. P. H. F.

DOUSA'S POEM ON SIDNEY. OLD DUTCH SONG-

BOOK

Your correspondent, who subscribes himself

JANUS DOUSA in the last number of " NOTES AND

QUERIES," ought to be able, and I dare say will be

able, to supply through your columns information

of which I have been long in search. In 1586 his

great namesake printed at Lugd. Batav. a col-

lection of Greek and Latin poems upon dead and

living persons of distinction. Geoffrey Whitney,
an Englishman, apparently residing at Leyden, and
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who printed two works there in his own language,
has fifteen six-line stanzas preceding Dousa's col-

lection, and he subjoins to it a translation of a

copy of Dousa's verses on the Earl of Leicester.

Of these I have a memorandum, and they are not

what 1 want
;
but what I am at a loss for is a copy

of verses by Dousa, in the same volume, upon Sir

Philip Sidney. It is many years since I saw the

book, and I am not sure if there be not two copies
of verses to Sidney, in which he is addressed as

Princeps; and if your correspondent can furnish
me with either, or both, I shall be much obliged
to him.

Will you allow me to put another question re-

lating to an old Dutch song-book that has lately
fallen in my way ;

and though I can hardly expect
a man like JANUS DOUSA to know anything about
such a trifle, it is on some accounts a matter of

importance to me, in connection with two early
English songs, and one or other of your many
friends may not object to aid me. The book is

called De zingende Lootsman of de VrolyJte Boer,
and it professes to be the tweede druk : the imprint
is Te Amsteldam ByS.en \V. Koene, Boehdruhkers,
Boek en Papierverkoopers, op de Linde Gragt.
The information I request is the date of the work,
for I can find none; and whether tiny first part of
it is known in England, and where ?

You are probably aware that the Dutch adopted
not a few of our early tunes, and they translated
also some of our early songs. These I am anxious
to trace. THE HERMIT OF HOLYPORT.

#U'

Sir Cloudesley Shovel In Mrs. Harkham's
History ofEngland it is stated that Sir Cloudes-

ley Shovel escaped from the wreck of his ship,
but was murdered afterwards by a woman, who
on her death-bed confessed it.

Is there any authentic record elsewhere pub-
lished ? H. j.

Christopher Flecamore. Walton says that Sir
H. Wotton wrote his well-known definition of an
ambassador at Augusta (Augsburg), in the Album
of "

Christopher Flecamore." (Wordsworth, Eccl.

Biog., vol. iv. p. 86., ed. 1839.) Can any of your
correspondents tell me who this person was ?

J. C. E.

"Earth has no Rage" 8fc. Can you, or any of
your contributors or readers, inform me where the

following couplet is to be found :

" Eartli has no rage like love to hatred turn'd,
And hell no fury like a woman scorn'd."

I do not trouble you idly, as I have a particular
reason for desiring to know the source of the lines.

O. and C. dub.
W ' T- M -

D'Oyly and Barry Families. Any authentic

information, original or not in the usual deposi-

tories, concerning the two great Norman races of

D'()YL,Y and BARRY, or De Barry (both of which
settled in England at the Conquest, and, singu-

larly, both connected themselves with mistresses of

King Henry I.), will be thankfully received if sent

to WM. D'OYLY BAYLEY (Barry), F. S. A., whose
histories of both races are still unfinished.

Coatham, near Redcar, Yorkshire.

Lord Creiue, Bishop of Durham. A collector

of scraps and anecdotes relating to Nathaniel Lord
Crewe, Bishop of Durham, would be glad to know
whether, in the various MS. collections of our

public libraries, there are extant any letters either

written by that prelate or addressed to him ?

E. H. A.

Epigram on the Synod of Bort. In the Bio-

graphie Universelle, art. GROTIUS, it is stated that

the following singular distich against the Synod of

Dort was made in England :

" Dordrechti synodus, nodus ; chorus integer, aeger ;

Conventus, ventus
; sessio, stramen. Amen !

Query, By whom was it made ? L.

Private Memoirs of Queen Elizabeth. Several

years ago I met with a book bearing this, or a

similar title, upon one of the tables, of the reading
room of the British Museum. A passing glance
made me anxious to refer to it at a future

opportunity. But, although I have again and

again searched through the Catalogues, and made
anxious inquiries of the attendants in the reading-
room, I have never yet been able to catch a

glimpse of it. Can any of your correspondents
furnish me with the correct title, and state whether
it is still preserved in this national library ?

J. E. C.

Invention of Steam Power. The following dog-

gerel is the burden of a common street-ditty,

among the boys of Campden, in Gloucestershire.

" Jonathan Hulls,
With his paper skulls,

Invented a machine
To go against wind and stream;
But he, being an ass,

Couldn't bring it to pass,
And so was asham'd to be seen."

Now this Jonathan Hulls was the great grand-
father of a man of the same name, now residing in

Campden ;
so that if there be any truth in the tra-

dition, the application of steam power to the pro-

pulsion of hulls must be long prior to the time of

Watts his name !

Can any reader of NOTES AND QUERIES throw

any light on the inventions of this man Hulls ?

NOCAB.

Mythology of the Stars. I want (in perfect
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ignorance whether there is such a book) a " My-
thology of the Stars." Considering how often

persons of sound mind express an enthusiasm

for the celestial bodies, and exelaim, of a clear

night, that the stars are the poetry of Heaven, it

is wonderful how little most of us know about

them. Nine out of ten educated persons would
be quite unable to do more than point out the

Great Bear and North Star.

If there is not, there ought to be, some collec-

tion of the nomenclature and mythological history
of the heavens, with a familiar treatise on astro-

logy ancient and modern. The Chaldeans, Egyp-
tians, Grecians, Arabs, Celts, and Norsemen, must
have had names and stories, whose relation (both
in itself and to one another) would make a very

pretty volume either of poetry or prose. Perhaps
some of your readers may be able to inform me
of such a work, or where detached masses of the

information I want could be found. G. I. C.

Sword of William the Conqueror. Can any
one inform me where is the sword of William the

Conqueror ? It was kept in Battle Abbey till

the dissolution, and then taken to Sir John Gage's
house at Firle, as it is said. P.

Neville Family. Will any of your corres-

pondents inform me what family of the Nevilles

were connected by marriage with the Fleetwoods
or Cromwells ?

In a collateral note in my family pedigree, I

find it stated, that Sarah Neville (who married
Thomas Burkitt, in 1683) was cousin to General
Charles Fleetwood, who married Bridget Crom-
well, daughter of the Protector

; and, on the cover
of a book, I find written

" My Cozen Fleelwood he gave me this book--
Sarah Burkitt, 1684."

I have also traditional testimony in possessing a

valuable cabinet, known as "the Fleetwood;"
and a portrait of the above Bridget Cromwell

;

both of which have been preserved in the family
for more than a century and a half, and supposed
to have passed into their possession by the mar-

riage of Sarah Neville. A. H. B.

Clapham, Jan 1. 1851.

Signification of, Can any of your
classical readers refer me to a competent source of
information with regard to the signification of the
word difformiis, which is repeatedly to be met with
in the writings of Linnaeus, and which I cannot
find recorded in Ducange, Facciolati, or any of our

ordinary Latin dictionaries? TYRO.
Dublin.

Lynch Laic. What is the origin of this Ameri-
can phrase ? J. C R.

^

Priors Pothumous Works. Among the curiosi-
ties collected by the Duchess of Portland, was a

volume containing some prose treatises in MS. of

the poet Prior. Forbes, in his Life of Beattie

(Vol. ii. p. 160.), speaking of this interesting

volume, says,
" Her Grace was so good as to let me read them,

and I read them with great pleasure. One of them, a

dialogue between Locke and Montaigne, is an admir-

able piece of ridicule on the subject of Locke's philo-

sophy."

Have these treatises since been printed ? And
where now is Prior's original MS.?

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Suppressed Chantries. Does there exist (and
if so, where is it to be found) a list of the 2374
chantries suppressed by 37 Henry VIII. and
1 Edward VI. ? IGNOBUS.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES BY R. G.

(Vol. ii., p. 422.).

Pagnini s Bible. I have before me a 12mo. copy
of Liber Psalmorum Davidis. Trdlatio Duplex
Vetm et Nova. It contains also the Songs ofMoses,

Deborah, &c., with annotations. In the title-page,
the new translation is said to be that of Pagnini.
It was printed by Robert Stephens, and is dated

on the title-page
"
1556," and in the colophon

"
1557, cal. Jan."

In this edition, both the old and new versions

have the verses distinguished by cyphers (numerals).
I have not the means of knowing whether, in the

earlier editions of Pagnini's Bible, the verses are

so distinguished ;
but I gather from R. G. that

they are.

The writer of the article
" BIBLE "

in Rees's

Cyclopaedia, says that R. Stephens reprinted Pag-
nini's Bible in folio, with the Vulgate, in 1557.

And it appears, from my copy of the Psalms of

David, that he also printed that part of Pagnini's
Bible in 12mo. in the same year, 1557 the colo-

phon probably containing the correct date.

Your pages have recommended that communi-
cations should be made of MS. notes and remarks

found in fly-leaves, margins, &c. of printed books
;

and the above is written, partly in confirmation of

Pagnini's title to the honour of distinguishing the

verses of the Bible with cyphers, as suggested by
R. G., but chiefly to note that there is written with

a pen, in my copy, the word " Vetus
"
over the

column which contains the old, or Vulgate, and
the words "

Pagnini sive Aria? Montani" over th

column containing the new version of the first

psalm.
The writer in Rees's Cyclopaedia, above referred

to, says, that " in the number of Latin Bibles is

also usually ranked the version of the same Pag-
ninus, corrected, or rather rendered literal by
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Arias Montanus." But in the title-page of my
copy Montauus is not mentioned.

My copy belonged to Jo. Sheldrake (who was

he?) in 1663; to 1). Hughes, of Queen's College,

Cambridge, in 1761 ;
and to E. TyrneweU Bridges

(as the family name was then spelled) in 1777.

The latter was a brother of the late Sir S. Egerton

Bridges. But the MS. note above mentioned

does not seem to be in the handwriting of either

of them.

Will some learned reader of your work let me
know whether there be any, and what ground for

attributing the new translation, as it stands in this

volume, to Montanus; or as Pagnini's corrected

by Montanus ? P. H. F.

THE FROZEN HORN.

(Vol. ii., p. 262.)

The quotation from Heylin is good ;

" the

amusing anecdote from Munchausen "
may be

better
;
but the personal testimony of Sir John

Mandeville is best of all, and, if I am not mistaken,
as true a traveller's lie as ever was told. Many
years ago I met with an extract from his antiquated
volume, of which, having preserved no copy, I

cannot give the admirable verbiage of the four-

teenth century, but must submit for it the follow-

ing tame translation in the flat English of our

degenerate days.
He testifies that once, on his voyage through the

Arctic regions, lat.
* *

*, long.
* *

*, the cold was
so intense, that for a while whatever was spoken
on board the vessel became frost-bound, and re-

mained so, till, after certain days, there came a

sudden thaw, which let loose the whole rabble-

mont of sounds and syllables that had been accu-

mulating during the suspense of audible speech;
but now fell clattering down like hailstones about
the ears of the crew, not less to their annoyance
than the embargo had been to their dismay.

Among the unlucky revelations at this denoue-

ment, the author gravely states that a rude fellow

(the boatswain, I think), having cursed the knight
himself in a fit of passion, his sin then found him

out, and was promptly visited by retributive jus-

tice, in the form of a sound flogging. If this salu-

tary moral of the fable be not proof sufficient to

authenticate both the fact in natural history, and
the veracity of the narrator, I know nothing in

the world of evidence that could do so. It may
be added, that the author of Hadibras, in his sig-
nificant manner, alludes to the popular belief of

such an atmospheric phenomenon in the following
couplet :

" Where Truth in person doth appear,
Like words congeal'd in northern air."

Hudibras, Book i. Canto i.

It is possible that Zachary Grey, in his copiously

illustrated edition of the poem, may have quoted
Sir John Mandeville's account of this notable ad-

venture, in his wanderings, like a true knight-
errant, through Scythia, Armenia, Egypt, Arabia,

Syria, Media, Persia, Chaldea, Greece, Dalmatia,

Belgium, &c. He wrote an Itinerary of his travels

in English, French, and Latin. In these he occu-

pied nearly forty years, and was long supposed to

have died in the course of them, but (as if his

person had been "
congealed in northern air

"
and

suddenly thawed into warm life again) when he

re-appeared, his friends with difficulty recognised
him. J. M. G.

Hallamshire.

DOMINICALS

(Vol. ii., p. 154.)
I believe to have been that kind of customary
payment or oblation made on Sundays to the rector,
or his vicegerent, of the church where a person
heard divine service and received the sacraments :

" Hostiensis dicit quod in praecipuis festivitatibus

tenetur quis offerre, et cogi potest ; maxime cum sit

quasi generulis consuetndo ubique ttrrarum . . . . et in-

telligit festivitates prsecipuas, dies Dominicos, et alios

dies festivos." Lyndwood, Prov., p. 21., not. e., ed.

Oxon. 1679.

Though Lyndwood himself, as I understand him,
seems to doubt the cardinal's statement, that the

payment could be enforced, unless sanctioned by
local custom.

Ducange, in v.
"
Denarius," 8vo. ed., Adel.

1774, says, the " Denarius de Palma" and " Dena-
rius Dominicalis

"
were the same :

' Habebit (vicarius) cum eis victum suum compe-
tentem, et ad vestes sibi emendas XL. solidos Andega-
venses, et Denarium singulis diebus Dominicis ecclesias-

ticd consuetudine offerendum"

On this extract from a charter he observes :

" Erat itaque Denarius de Pahnd, ille qui singulis
Diebus Dominicis et [lege a] fidelibus offerrebatur.

Cur autem dictus ' de Palma ' mm constat, nisi forte

sic dictus fuerit quod in manum seu pulmam traderetur."

Denarius Dominicalis, idem. Arest. MS. a. HOT."

It would seem also from his definition to be the

same as the payment called " Denaria Sacramen-

torum," that is :

" iidem denarii qui singulis offerrebantvr Dominicis,

ideoque Saeramentorum dicti, quod tempore Sacro-

sancti Missae Sacrificii, pro excellentia interdum nude

appellati Sacramentum, a fidelibus offerrentur. Annul.

Bened., t. iv. p. 466., n. 80. ad annum 1045."

These extracts sufficiently explain, perhaps, the

payment known by the different names of "Do-
minicals,"

"
Palm-penny," and " Sacrament-

pence ;

"
and still indicated, probably, by the

weekly offertory of our communion service.

Of a kindred nature were the "Denarii pro
Requestis," or "Denarii perquisiti," sometimes also
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called "Denarii memorlales," pence paid for

masses in memory of the dead : called "
pro re-

qucstis," because they were obtained by special

petition [requesta] from the curate; and "perqui-
siti,"

"
perquisite pence," because they were de-

manded [perquirebantur] from the devotion of

the parishioners, over and above the customary
offerings. And in this, perhaps, we find the origin
of our word "

perquisite." (Lyndw. Prov. p. 111.,
notes c, e. and p. 237.)

In further illustration of this subject, I will

quote the following note from Mr. Dansey's
learned work florae Decanicce Rurales, vol. i.,

p. 426., ed. 1844, which refers also to Blomefield's

Norfolk, vol. iv. p. 63. :

" A.D. 1686. The dean of the deanery of the city
of Norwich was committed to custody, on one occasion,

by the itinerant justices, for exacting hallidays toll by
his sub-dean in too high a manner ; but on his proving

1 that

he took of every great boat that came up to the city on
a holiday Id. only, and of each small one a halfpenny ,

of every cart Id., and of every horso or man laden an

halfpenny / and of all bakers, butchers, and fish-

mongers, that sold their commodities on a holiday, Id.

each
;
and that his predecessors always had immemo-

rially taken it, he was discharged. Something of the

same kind is related, in T. Martin's MS. history, re-

specting the dues exacted by the rural dean of Thetford.

Dr. Sutton's MS. Letter."

E. A. D.

MEDAL STRUCK BT CHARLES XII. RUDBECK S

ATLA.NTICA.

Although no numismatist, yet, being resident at

Stockholm, I have taken steps to enable me to

reply to L.'s Query (Vol. ii., p. 408. of " NOTES
AND QUERIES ") respecting Charles XII.'s medal
in commemoration of the victory at Holowzin.

No copy of the medal exists in the cabinet of

the Royal Museum of Antiquities ; but in that

belonging to the National Bank, there is a very
fine example of it in copper, and the inscriptions
are as follow :

On the Reverse: "
Silver:. Paludes. Aggeres. Ilostes.

Victi."

In the Exergue :
" Moschi ad Holowzlnum victi

A. 1708 fj Jul."

And round the margin the verse from Lucan in

question :

" Victrices Copias Alium Laturus In Orbem :
"

with the substitution of capias for aquilas, re-

corded by Voltaire and criticised by L.

The same inscriptions are given in Bergh's
Beskrifning qfver Soenska mynt ocli Skadepennin-
gar, 4to., Upsala, 1773; only he adds, that the

inscription in the margin is only found on some

copies.
I may transcribe Bergh's description in full :

"
Slagetvid Holofsin.

" 119. Konungens Bild och hamnunder Armen NAT.
17. JUN. 1682. SILVJE. PALVDES. AGGERES. HOSTES. VICTI.
En Wahl-platz pa, hoilken star en Rysk Trophc ; och
twenne fiingar derwid bunden. I exerguen : JIOSCHI
AD HOLOFZINUM VICTI. A. 1708 ^ JUL.

" Pa nagra exemplar ar denna randskrift : VICTRICES
COPIAS ALIVM LATVRVS IN ORBEM."

Could any of your readers obtain from the
British Museum answers to the following Queries
respecting

^

Rudbeck's Atlantica, for the use of a
Swedish friend of mine.

British Museum. Bibliotlieca Grenvilliana

Olof Rudbeck, Atland sive Manheim.
Tomus i. S. anno 1675, 1679.
Has any one of these three copies a separate

leaf, entitled Ad Bibliopcgos ?

If so, which of them ?

Has the copy with the date 1679 Testimonia
at the end ?

If so, how mnny pages do they consist of?
Have they a separate title and a separate

sheet of errata f

Is there a duplicate copy of this separate title

at the end of the Preface ?

Tomus ii. 1689.
How many pages of Testimonia are there at

the end of the Preface ?

Is there, in any one of these volumes, the name
of any former owner, any book number, or any
other mark by which they can be recognised (for
instance, that of the Duke de la Valliere) ?

Should there be any other copy of any one of
these tomes in the British Museum, these questions
will extend to that volume also.

G. J. R. GORDON.
Stockholm, Dec. 17. 1850.

tn

Fossil Deer (not Elk} of Ireland, C. Mcgaceros
(Vol. ii., p. 494.). Your correspondent W.R.C.
will find in Mr. Hart's description of a skeleton of
this animal (Dublin, 1825), in a pamphlet, pub-
lished by W. Richardson (Dublin, 1846, M'Gla-

shan), in Professor Owen's British Fossil Mamma-
lia, and in the Zoologist (Van Voorst) for 1847
and for 1848, p. 2064., all that is known and much
that has been imagined on the subject of his in-

quiry. The rib which he mentions is well known,
and is in fact one of the principal bones of con-
tention between the opposing theorists. I never
before heard the story of the specimen shot in

1533, although several years ago I devoted some
time to the subject. I am inclined to suspect that

it must have been found in some Irish manuscript
which has been discovered, since (in the year 1847)
some bones of the fossil deer were found in a cer-
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tain lake in the west of Ireland in company with

Fthose of a turkey. (See Zoologist, ub. sup.)

Lincoln's Inn, Dec. 21. 1850.

"
Away, let nought to Love displeasing" (Vol. ii.,

p. 519.). This song, usually entitled "
Winifreda"

has been attributed to Sir John Suckling, but

with what justice I am unable to say.
It has also acquired additional interest from

having been set to music by the first Earl of

Mornington, the father of the Duke of Welling-
ton.

The author should certainly be known
;
and per-

haps some of your correspondents can furnish a

clue by which he may be discovered.

BEAYBROOKE.

Red Sindon (Vol. ii., pp. 393. 495.). I have

only just seen your correspondent, B. W.'s Query
respecting the " red sindon," and refer him to

Du Cange, where he will find
" Sindon pro specie panni [Cyssus tenuis], &c."

It was a manufacture that was used for dresses as

well as hangings, and is constantly mentioned in

inventions and descriptions of the middle ages.
J. B. BLANCHE.

Jan. 1. 1851.

Coleridge and the Penny Post (Vol. iii., p. 6.).
Mr. Venables asks a question in a way that may
lead the reader to infer an answer, and an unge-
nerous answer

;
and he calls on Mr. Hill to give

him satisfaction, as if Mr. Hill had nothing better

to do than to inform Mr. Venables, and correct
Miss Martineau's blunders. If Mr. Venables had
taken an active part in bringing about the greatest
moral movement of our age, he would have known
that, amongst the hundred other illustrations ad-
duced by Mr. Hill, was the very anecdote to which
he refers; and that Mr. Hill quoted it, not once
or twice, but dozens of times, and circulated it,

with Coleridge's name, over the whole length and
breadth of the three kingdoms, by tens of thou-
sands of printed papers. Mr. Hill has not had a
tithe of the honour he deserves and never will

have and I cannot remain silent, and see his

character questioned, though in matters too

trifling, I think, even to have occupied a corner
in " NOTES AND QUERIES." C. W. D.

The Autograph of Titus Oates (Vol. ii., p. 464.).
It may be seen in the Library of St. John's

College, Cambridge. It is written at the end of

every chapter in "A Confession of Faith, putforth
by the Elders and Brethren of many Congregations
of Christians (baptized upon profession of Faith)
in London and the Country" 12mo. Lond. 1688.

J. B.
Cambridge.

Circulation of the Blood (Vol. ii., p. 475.). The
passage in Venerable Bede referred to by J. MN.

may have been in a tract De Minutione Sangumis
sive da Phlebotomia ; (which occurs in the folio

editions, Basle, vol. i. p. 472. ; Colon., vol. i.

p. 898.). In the enumeration of the veins from
which blood may be taken, he says,

" De brachio tres, qtii per fyrtum corpus reddunt san-

guinem, capitanea linea, matricia, capsale."

The subject of bleeding is again referred to in

Eccl. Hist., vol. iii., but not to the purpose.
J. EASTWOOD.

Eoclesfield.

True Blue (Vol. ii., p. 494.) From documents
relative to the wars of the Scottish Covenanters, in

the seventeenth century, it appears that they as-

sumed blue ribbons as their colours, and wore them
as scarfs, or in bunches fastened to their blue

bonnets; and that the border English nicknamed
them " blue caps" and "jockies." Hence the

phrase,
" True blue Bresbyterian." G. F. G.

Cherubim and Seraphim. Why are the cheru-
bim represented as a human head, with the wings
of a bird? And why have the seraphim no bodiTy
representation ? What, in fact, is the supposed
distinction between them? OMEGA.

[Our correspondent will find much curious informa-
tion on this subject, accompanied by some exquisite
woodcuts, in Mrs. Jameson's Poetry of Sacred and Le-

gendary Art.~\

Darcy Lever Church (Vol. ii., p. 494.), which is

referred to by your correspondent, is the first in-

stance, I believe, of the application of a new mate-
rial to the construction of an ecclesiastical edifice.

It is built throughout, walls, tower, and spire,
benches and fittings, of terra cotta from the Lady-
shore works. The architect is that accomplished
antiquary, Mr. Sharpe of Lancaster, who fur-
nished the designs of every part, from which
moulds were made, and in these the composition
forming the terra cotta was prepared, and har-
dened by the application of fire. The style is the

purest and richest Second Pointed, and the effect

of the pierced work of the spire is, as your corre-

spondent observes, verv fine when seen from a
distance. There is a rich colour, too, in the mate-
rial, which has a remarkably pleasing result upon
the eye. But a nearer approach destroys the
charm. It is found to be a " sham." The lines
of the mouldings, mullions, &c., are warped by the
heat attendant upon the process of the manufac-
ture. The exquisite sharpness of outline pro-
duced by the chisel is wanting, and there is" (in
consequence of the impossibility of undercutting)
an absence of that effect of light and shade which
is the characteristic of the mediaeval carvings. The
greatest shock is, however, experienced on an exa-
mination of the interior. What at first sight
appear to be highly elaborated oaken bench-ends
and seats are only painted earthenware. In point
of fact, it is a POT CHURCH. A similar and larger
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structure by the same architect, and in the same

material, has been erected near Platt Hall, in the

parish of Manchester. J. H. P. LERESCHE.

The church at Lever Bridge, near Darcy Lever

Hall, on the line of railway between Normanton
and Bolton, was built about seven years since.

The architect is Edward Sharpe, Esq., of Lan-
caster. The material of the entire structure, in-

cluding the internal fittings, is terra cotta, from
the Ladyshore works in the neighbourhood, where
a model of the church, in the same material, is in

preparation for the Exhibition of 1851. G. I. F.

Lines attributed to Henry Viscount Palmerston

(Vol. i., p. 382.). Having been absent for some
time, 1 have not been able to see whether any one
has answered a Query I put, viz. :

" Who was the author of those lines beginning
with

'

Stranger ! whoe'er thou art that view'st this tomb,' &c.

which Porson translated into Greek Iambics, be-

ginning with

"*fi, eivf, TOVTOV '6aris etaopas rdrpof, &c."

A friend, who was senior medallist in his time
at Cambridge, tells me that tradition said that

the lines were set by the Rev. R. Collier, Hebrew
Professor and Examiner at Trinity College ;

and
that it is supposed that Collier found them in

some magazine of the day.
With reference to the imposiiion supposed to

be set Porson (Vol. ii., p. 71.), and shown by C. at

p. 106. to be by Joshua Barnes, I question whe-
ther any imposition were ever set him : for I have
heard Mr. Summers (Person's first instructor)

observe, that he was a well-conducted man during
the whole of his undergraduateship ;

others have

reported the same of him. A. B.

Defender of the Faith (Vol.ii., pp. 442. 481.).
In Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica, vol. vi.

p. 321., is an indenture of lease
" maide the xxijth daye of Januarye, in the second

yeare of the reagne of King Henry the seaventhe, by
the graice of God Kinge of England, defendoure of the

faiths" &c.

The lessor, Christopher Ratlife, of Hewick, died

before 10 Henry VII., and the editor of the above
work says,

" It is impossible to account for the

peculiarity in the date of this deed."

Bishop Burnet cites Spelman as asserting that

several of the kings of England before Henry VI If.

had borne the title of " Defender of the Faith."

A correspondent of the Gentleman's Magazine
(N. S. xvi. 357.) conjectures that the name of

Spelman had been inadvertently substituted for

the name of Selden ; though he justly remarks,
that Selden by no means countenances the asser-

tion of the bishop. C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge.

Farquharson on Aurora (Vol. ii., p. 441.).
Your correspondent L. inquires about Mr Far-
quharson, shepherd or minister of Alford. Whether
the word translated shepherd be pasteur or not, I
cannot say, as I have not either of the works he
alludes to

; but certain it is that the Rev. Mr.
Farquharson, minister of Alford, only recently de-

ceased, was well known as a meteorological ob-
server

; and it is to him, doubtless, that Professor
Koenitz refers.

The "other Protestant minister, Mr. James
Paull, at Tullynessle," now Dr. Paull, is still in
life. S. P.

" Old Rowley
"
(Vol. ii., pp. 27. 74.). Charles II.

was called " Old Rowley," after Rowley, a famous
horse at Newmarket; who, like the king, was the
sire of stock much better looking than himself.

A. HOLT WHITE.
Tale of a Tub (Vol. i., p. 326). Your cor-

respondent J. O. W. H. may find some curious
remarks on this Subject in Sir James Mackintosh's

Life of Sir Thomas More. I cannot give a pre-
cise reference

; but as the book is small, the pas-
sages may be easily found. H. G. T.

Painting by C. Bega (Vol. ii., p. 494.). The
translation of the lines is, I believe,

" We sing certainly what is new, and have still a

prize."
" A Cracknel is our gain, but the ditty must

first (come) out."

In modern Dutch most probably,
" Wy singen vast wat nieuw, en hebben nog een

buit. Een Krakeling is onze winst inaar het Liedker
moet eerst uit."

I should think there is a lake somewhere in the

picture, and the lines are probably part of an old
Dutch song. As to the painter C. Bega, I have at
hand a Catalogue of the Munich Gallery, and find

there "Cornelius Bega, geb. 1620, gest. 1664."
His picture is described as " Eine Rauch-und
Trinkgesellschaft belustiget sich mit Tanz in einer
Schenke." In a Catalogue of the Louvre, I have
the following description :

"
Bega, Corneille ou Cornille, ne a Harlem en 1620,

mort de la peste dans la meme ville en 1664 ; eleve
d'Adrien Van Ostade."

His picture is

" Interienr d'un menage rustique. Un homme et une
femme sont assis pres d'une table."

His subjects appear to be generally of the
character of the painting possessed by your cor-

respondent. J. H. L.

Herslmonceux (Vol.ii., p. 478.). Question 4.

In the Privy Seal writs of Henry V. frequent
mention is made of " nostre maison de Bethleem,"
a monastery at Sheno, so called because it was
dedicated to " Jesus of Bethlehem." It was for

forty monks of the Cistercian order.
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Question 5. In the Battle of Agincourt, by Sir

H. Nicolas, Sir Roger Fyene's name is given

amongst the retinue of Henry V. He was accom-

panied by eight men-at-arms and twenty-four
archers. Sir Roger "Ffynys," accompanied by
ten of his men-at-arms and forty archers, also fol-

lowed Henry (in the suite of Lord Willoughby

d'Eresby) in his second continental expedition.

(Gesta Henrici Quinti.) B. W.
Leicester's Commonwealth (Vol. ii., p. 92-).

See Gentleman's Magazine, December, 1845, for

many remarks upon this work. J. R.

Midwives Licensed (Vol. ii., p. 408.). I find

the following question among the articles of in-

quiry issued by Fleetwood,"Bp. of St. Asaph, in

the year 1710.
" Do any in your parish practise physic or chyrur-

gery, or undertake the office of a midwife without license 9
"

E. H. A.

Volusenus (Vol ii
, p. 311.). Boswell, writing

to Johnson from Edinburgh, Jan. 8. 1778, asks :

" Did you ever look at a book written by Wilson, a

Scotchman, under the Latin name of Volusenus,

according to the custom of literary men at a certain

period? It is entitled De Animi Tranqiiillitate."

E. H. A.

[Mr. Croker, in a note on this passage, tells us that

the author, Florence Wilson, born at Elgin, died near

Lyons, in 1547, and wrote two or three other works of

no note. ED.]
Martin Family (Vol. ii., p. 392.). CJLERICUS

asks for information touching the family of Martin,
" in or near Wivenhoe, Essex." There is a large
house in the village, said to have been the seat of

Matthew Martin, Esq., member for Colchester in

the second parliaments of George I. and II. He
died in 1-749. He had been a commander in the

service of the East India Company. Only one

party of the name now lives in the neighbourhood,
but whether he is of the family or not I cannot

say. He is described as " Edward Martin, Master,

Royal Navy." A. A.

Swords used in Dress (Vol. i. 415.
;
vol. ii. 1 1 0. 213.

388.). Might it not have happened that swords
went out of fashion after the middle of the last cen-

tury, and were revived towards its close ? In old

prints from 1700 to 1720, they appear to have been

universally worn; later they are not so general. In
1776 90, they appear again. My grandmother
(born in 1760) well remembers her brother, of

nearly her own age, wearing a sword, say about
1780. Some of Fielding's heroes wore "hangers."

A. A.

Clerical Costume (Vol.ii., pp.22. 189.). The
use of scarlet cloth is popularly recommended in

Berks and in Devon as a cure for the rheumatism.
It should be wrapped round the "ailing" limb.

H. G. T.

Tristan d'Acunha (Vol. ii., p. 358.). The latest

and best description of this isle is to be found in

A Narrative of a Nine Months' Residence in New
Zealand, together with a Journal of a Residence in

Tristan d"Acunha. By A. Earle. Longmans, 1832.

GOMEB.

Swearing by Swans (Vol. ii., pp. 392. 451.).

Though I can give no reason why the birds of
Juno should have been invoked as witnesses to an

oath, the Query about them has suggested to me
what may perhaps appear rather an irrelevant

little note.

Cooper, in his Raven's Nest, makes Mr. Aristo-

bulus Brag use the provincialism "Iswanny" "by
which," observes the author,

" I suppose he meant
/ swear /" Of course, this has nothing to do

with swearing by swans, more than sounding like

it
; argument of sound being very different from

sound argument. Mr. Cooper does not seem to

have given a thought to the analysis of the phrase,
which is no oath, merely an innocent asseveration.

"I's-a-warrant-ye" (perhaps when resolved to its

ungrammatical elements, "I is a warranty to ye")
proceeds through "I's-a-warnd-ye,"

" 1's-warn-

ye
"

(all English provincialisms,) to its remote
transatlantic ultimatum of debasement in " /
swanny" G. J. CAYLET.

Mildew in Books (Vol. ii., p. 103.). In reply
to B., who inquires for a prevention for mildew in

books, I send the following receipt, which I have

copied from a book containing many others :

"Take a feather dipt in spirits of wine, and lightly
wash over the backs and covers. To prevent
mould, put a little into writing ink."

Another to take mildew out of linen.
" Mix

powdered starch and soft soap with half the

quantity of bay salt
;
mix it with vinegar, and lay

it on both sides with a painter's brush. Then let

it lie in the open air till the spots are out." J. R.

"
Swinging Tureen" (Vol. i., pp. 246. 307. 406.).

" Next crowne the bowle full

With gentle lamb's-wooll ;

Adde sugar, nutmeg, and ginger,
With store of ale too;
And thus must ye doe

To make the wassaile a swinqer."

Herrick, cited in Ellis' Brand, ed. 1849, vol. i. p. 26.

By the way, is not the "lanycoll" (so called, I

presume, from the froth like wool (land) at the
neck (collum) of the vessel), mentioned in the old

ballad of "King Edward and the Shepherd"
(Hartshorne's Met. Tales, p. 54.), the same bever

age as " lamb's-wool ?
"

H. G. T.

Totness Church (Vol. ii., pp. 376. 452.). My
thanks are due to your correspondent S S. S. for

kindly furnishing information as to the singular
arched passage mentioned in a former note, which
drew my attention as a casu,al visitor, and which
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certainly appears to be the " iter processionale
"

referred to in the will of William Ryder. Any
information as to the subject of the good woman's

tradition would be very acceptable. Perhaps
S. S. S. will allow me, in return for his satisfactory

explanation of the " dark passage
"

in question, to

offer a very luminous passage in confirmation of

his view of Goldsmith's. H. G. T.

Lights on the Altar (Vol. ii., p. 495.). In the

42nd canon of those enacted under King Edgar
(Thorpe's Ancient Laws and Institutes of England,
vol. ii. pp. 252-3.) we find :

" Let there be always burning lights in the church

when mass is singing."

And in the 14th of the canons of JElfric

(pp. 348-9. of the same volume) :

" Acoluthus he is called, who bears the candle or

taper in God's ministries when the Gospel is read, or

when the housel is hallowed at the altar ; not to dispel,

as it were, the dim darkness, but, with that light, to

announce bliss, in honour of Christ who is our light."

C. W. G.

Time when Herodotus wrote (Yol. ii., p. 405.).
The passage quoted by your correspondent
A. W. II. affords, I think, a reasonable argument
to prove that Herodotus did not commence his

work until an advanced age ;
most probably between

the ages of seventy and seventy- seven years.

Moreover, there are various other reasons to jus-

tify the same conclusion ; all which A. W. H. will

find stated in Dr. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and
Roman Biography and Mythology, vol. ii. I be-

lieve A. W. H. is correct in his supposition that

the passage has not been noticed before.

T. H. KERSLEY, A.B.

King William's College.

Adur (Vol. ii., p. 108.). The connexion of the

Welsh ydwr with the Greek v?up is remarkable.

Can any of your readers tell me whether there be
not an older Welsh word for water ? There are,

I know, two sets of Welsh numerals, of which the

later contains many Greek words, but the older

are entirely different. Is not cader akin to KaQfSpa,
and glas to j\avu6s? J. W. H.

The Word "Alarm" (Vol. ii., pp. 151. 183.).
I send you an instance of the accurate use of the

word " alarm" which may be interesting. In an
account of the attempt made on the 29th of Oct.

1795, to assassinate Geo. III., the Earl of Onslow

(as cited in Maunder's Universal Biog. p. 321.)
uses the following expression :

" His Majesty showed, and, I am persuaded, felt, on
alarm ; much less did he fear."

Is not this a good instance of the true difference

of meaning in these two words, which are now
loosely used as if strictly synonymous ? H. G. T.

The Conquest (Vol. ii., p. 440.). W. L. is in-

formed that I have before me several old parch-
ment documents or title-deeds, in which the words
"
post conquesturn

"
are used merely to express

(as part of their dates) the year after the accession

of those kings respectively in whose reigns those

documents were made. P. II. F.

Land Holland (Vol. ii., p. 267. 345.). J. B. C.

does not say in what part of England he finds this

term used. Holland, in Lincolnshire, is by Ingulph
called Holland, a name which has been thought to

mean hedgeland, in allusion to the sea-walls or

hedges by which it was preserved from inundation.

Other etymologies have also been proposed. (See
Gough's Camden,

"
Lincolnshire.") In Norfolk,

however, the term olland is used, Forby tells us,

for " arable land which has been laid down in

grass more than two years, q. d. old-land" In a

Norfolk paper of a few months since, in an adver-
tisement of a ploughing match, I observe a prize
is offered " To the ploughman, with good charac-

ter, who shall plough a certain quantity of olland

within the least time, in the best manner." C.W.G.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The Camden Society have just issued to the members
a highly important volume, Walter Mapes De Nugis
Curialium. The best idea of the interesting character

of this work may be formed from the manner in which
it is described by its editor, Mr. Thomas Wright, who

speaks of it as " the book in which this remarkable

man seems to have amused himself with putting down
his own sentiments on the passing events of the day,

along with the popular gossip of the courtiers with whom
he mixed ;

" and as being
" one mass of contemporary

anecdote, romance, and popular legend, interesting

equally by its curiosity and by its novelty." There
can be little doubt that the work will be welcomed, not

only by the members of the Camden Society, but by
all 'students of our early history and all lovers of our

Folk Lore.

Though we do not generally notice the publication
of works of fiction, the handsome manner in which, in

the third volume of his Bertha, a Romance of the Dark

Ages, Mr. MacCabe has thought right to speak of the

information which he obtained, during the progress of

his work, through the medium of NOTES AND QUERIES,
induces us to make an exception in favour of his

highly interesting story. At the same time, that very

acknowledgment almost forbids our speaking in such

high terms as we otherwise should of the power with

which Mr. MacCabe has worked up this striking nar-

rative, which takes its name from Bertha, the wife of

the profligate Henry IV. of Germany ; and of which the

main incidents turn on Henry's deposition of the Pope,
and his consequent excommunication by the inflexible

Gregory the Seventh. But we the less regret this

necessity of speaking thus moderately, since it must
be obvious that when an accomplished scholar like the
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author of the Catholic History of England, to whom old

chronicles are as household words, chooses to weave

their most striking passages into a romance, his work

will be of a very different stamp from that of the ordi-

nary novelist, who has hunted over the same chronicles

for the mere purpose of finding startling incidents.

The one will present his readers, as Mr. MacCabe has

done, with a picture uniform in style and consistent in

colouring, while the other will at best only exhibit a

few brilliant scenes, which, like the views in a magic
lanthorn, will owe as much of their brilliancy to the

darkness with which they are contrasted as to the skill

of the artist.

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell, on Wednesday
next and three following days, the valuable Collection

of Coins and Medals of the Rev. Dr. Neligan, of Cork ;

and on the following Monday that gentleman's highly

interesting Antiquities, Illuminated MSS., Ancient

Glass, Bronzes, Etruscan and Roman Pottery, Silver

Ring Money, &c.

To those who have never studied what Voltaire

maliciously designated "the science of fools with long
memories," but yet occasionally wish to know the

families which have borne certain mottoes, the new
edition of The Book of Mottoes will be a very acceptable
source of information.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

ANDRAN'S PROPORTIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY. Folio. 1683.

SANDCART'S ACADEMIA. HOMOGRAPHIA.
SHAKSI-EARE. JO Vols. By JOHNSON. 1768. Vol. VII.
HUME'S ENGLAND. 1786. Vol. III.

FOXES AND FIREBRANDS. 12mo.

*** Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. 'BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

ta

To meet the wishes ofmany friends, and to avoid the inconveni-
ence arisingfrom the diversity of prices in our Monthly Parts, we
propose in future to publish a fifth, or Supplementary Number,
every Month in which there are only four Saturdays. By this

arrangement our Monthly Parts will be of the uniform price of
One shilling and Three pence, icith the exception of those for
January and July, which will include the Index of the preceding
half-year at the price of One shilling and Ninepence each. Thus
the yearly subscription to NOTES AND QUERIES, either in fin-

stamped 'Weekly Numbers or Monthly Parts, will be SIXTEEN
SHILLINGS. The subscription for the Stamped Edition ,

with which
Gentlemen mat/ be supplied regularly by giving their Orders direct
to the Publisher, MR. GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street (accompanied
a by Post Office Order), is One pound and Fourpence for a twelve-

month, or Ten shillings and Two pence for six months.

WILLIAM C. PENNY is referred for an account of the National
Anthem to Clarke's "

History of God Save the King."
W. G. will find all the information he requires respecting

the twelve labours of Hercules in Dr. Smith's New Classical

Dictionary.
W. ANDERSON. Dr. Mavor published a work under the title oj

The British Plutarch.

NOCAB is thanked for his kind letter. He will find in our next
Number some information on the subject of his Query respecting
the Bacon Family.

F. E. M. The pamphlet alluded to is directed against the well-
known pamphleteer Sir Roger Le Strange.

IOTA is thanked for his suggestion. The subject has been re-

peatedly considered, but has not at present been found practicable.

W. A. L. will find full particulars of Bishop Percy's Collection

of Poems in Blank Verse in our First I'ol. p. 471., for which
we were indebted to our valued correspondent MR. J. P. COLLIEII.

The INDEX for the SECOND VOLUME will be ready for delivery
with our next Number.
NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Hook-

sellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Muni/ of the country Booksellers, $c.,
are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

DR. RICHARDSON'S ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARIES,
In Two Volumes Quarto, reduced to 41. 4s.

A NEW

DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LAN-

GUAGE ; combining Explanation with Etymology, and
illustrated by Quotations from the best Authorities. The words

with those of the same Family in German, Dutch, and Swedish,
or in Italian, French, and Spanish, are traced to their origin.
The Explanations are deduced from the Primitive Meaning
through their various Usages. The Quotations are arranged
Chronologically from the earliest Period to the beginning of the

present Century.

Abridged in One thick Volume, Octavo, Third Edition,
reduced to 15s.

A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ; to which is affixed a Grammatical and Etymo-
logical Examination, adapted to the Dictionary.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

In a few days, 4to. 5s.

ELEMENTARY
THEOREMS relating to

DETERMINANTS. By WILLIAM SPOTTISWOODE, M.A.,
Balliol College, Oxford.

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

PICKERING'S LIBRARY EDITIONS.

GEORGE HERBERT'S COMPLETE
WORKS. 2vols. 8vo., with Portrait and View of Bemerton

Church. 2U.

TAYLOR'S HOLY LIVING AND DYING.
2 vols. 8vo. 21s.

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. 8vo.,
10*. 6d.

The above works are beautifully printed, in large type, by
Whittingham, and are kept in appropriate bindings.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CLXXV., is published THIS DAY.

CONTENTS :

1. MR. GORDON CUMMING'S HUNTING IN AFRICA.
2. SOCRATES.
3. THE IGNATIAN EPISTLES.
4. MYSTERIES OF CEYLON.
5. CHEAP SUGAR AND SLAVE TRADE.
6. BRITISH MUSEUM.
7. GENERAL RADOWITZ ON GERMANY.
8. LIFE OF SOUTHEY.
9. THE MINISTRY AND THE POPE.

10. SIR F. HEAD ON THE DEFENCELESS STATE OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

*** The INDEX to THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, Vols. 61. to 97.
inclusive (forming Nos. 159. and 160., or Vol. 80.), is now ready.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.
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MR. T. RICHARDS (late of St. Martin's
Lane), PRINTER, and Agent to the PERCY and HAKUJYT

SOCIETIES, has removed to 37. Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-
Inn- Fields, where he respectfully requests all Letters may be
addressed to him.

THE LONDON HOMCEOPATHIC HOS-
PITAL, 32. Golden Square. Founded by the BRITISH

HOMOEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION.

Patron : H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE.
Vice-Patron : His GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.^.

President: F.M. THE MARQUIS OF ANGLESEY, K.G. K.C.B.
Chairman: CULLING C. SMITH, Esq.

Treasurer : JOHN DEAN PAUL, Esq., 217. Strand.

This Hospital is open every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday, at '2 o'clock, for the reception of Out- Patients without
Letters of Recommendation. In- Patients admitted every Tues-
day at 3 o'clock upon the Recommendation of a Governor or
Subscribers.

Subsc-iptions to the Hospital Funds will be thankfully received

by the Bankers, Messrs. Strahan and Co , Strand, and Messrs.
Prescott and Co., Threadtieedle Street, a< d by

RALPH BUCHAN, Honorary Secretary, 32. Golden Square.

FAC-SIMILES.

ASHBEE
AND TUCKETT, LITHOGRA-

PHERS, &c., 18. BROAD COURT, LONG ACRE, beg respect-
fully to draw attention to their Establishment for the Execution
of ANCIENT AND MODERN FAC-SIMILES, both Plain and in Colours ;

comprising Autographs, Charters, Deeds, Drawings, Illumi-

nations, Titlepages, Woodcuts, &c.. which they produce with
the utmost fidelity and exactness, also without the s ;ightest in-

jury to the Original. Specimens may be inspected at the Offices,
or will be forwarded on Application.

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental LITHOGRAPHY
executed with the greatest attention and punctuality.

BOOKS.
Just published, a Catalogue of

Curious Bo <ks ; containing numerous Works on the Oc-
cult Sciences, America, Asia, Books of Prints, curious Quarto
Tracts, English Black Letter, Early Pri ted Works, Proverbs,
Faceti.-p, &c. &c. May be had on application, or by forwarding
Two Penny Stamps to

GEO. BUMSTEAD, 205. High Holborn.

NEW WORKS BY F. SOMNER MERRYWEATHER.
8vo. cloth extra, price 7*. fid.

GLIMMERINGS
IN THE DARK; or,

Lights and Shadows of the Olden Time.
" The volume before us offers valuable assistance ; it en bles

the general reader to form some clear picture of the men and
women of the ancient world as they fought, as they feasted, as

they prayed." Athenccum.
" Written by one well acquainted with old chronicles and his-

tories." Gentleman's Magazine.
"
Every subject is treated in a manner at once learned and

popular." Library Gazette.

I2mo. cloth extra, price 3s. Crf.

LIVES AND ANECDOTES OF MISERS;
or, the Passion of Avarice displayed in the Habits of the most
celebrated Misers of all Ages.

8vo. cloth extra, price 5s.

BIBLIOMANIA ; or, the Love of Books in

Dark Ages: with Sketches of Bookworms, Bible Students, &c.,

from the Saxon Period to the Introduction of Printing into

England.
SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND Co., and of all Booksellers.

Now ready, fcap. 8vo., price 7s. 6rf.

A THIRD SERIES OF

PLAIN SERMONS, addressed to a Country
Congregation. By the late REV. EDWARD BLENCOWE,

Curate of Teversa'
Oxford.

sal, Notts, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College,'

ALSO,

A NEW EDITION OF THE FIRST
SERIES, and A SECOND EDITION OF THE SECOND
SERIES, price 7s. 6rf. each.
" Their style is simple ; the sentences are not artfully con-

structed; and there is an utter absence of all attempt at rhetoric.
The language is plain Saxon language, from which ' the men on
the wall' can easily gather what it most concerns them to know."

Theologian.

Also, 2 vols. 12mo.,''sold separately, 8s. each,

SERMONS. By. the REY. ALFRED GATTY,
M.A., Vicar of Ecclesfield.

"*

" Sermons of a high and solid character earnest and affec-
tionate." Theologian.

"Plain and practical, but close and scholarly discourses."
Spectator.

London: GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

CHRONICLES or THE ANCIENT BRITISH
\^> CHURCH, previous to the Arrival of St. Augustine.
Second Kdition. Post 4to. price 5s. cloth.

" The Ancient British Church was a stranger to the Bishop of
Rome, and his pretended authority." Judge Bluckstone.
" This work is one of great utility to general readers."

Morning Post.
" The result of much reading and careful research." Metro-

politan.
" A work of great interest." Morning Advertiser.

WERTHEIM AND MACINTOSH, 24. Paternoster Row.

LIFE OF WICLIF, THE FATHER OP THR REFORMATION.
In small 8vo., price 6s. (with a Portrait beautifully engraved by

DEAN), the Sixth Thousand of

THE LIFE OF WICLIF. By CHARLES WEBB
LE BAS, M. A., formerly Principal of the East India Col-

lege, Haileybury ; and Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place;

Of whom may be had, by the same Author (uniformly printed),

1. THE LIFE OF ARCHBISHOP CRAN-
ME R. With Portraits of Cranmer and Ridley. Fourth Thousand.
2 vols. 1 2s.

2. THE LIFE OF BISHOP JEWEL. With
Portrait. Third Thousand. 6s.

3. THE LIFE OF ARCHBISHOP LAUD.
With Portrait. Third Thousand. 6s.

Just published, Part 11, price 9s. plain ; 10s. 6d. tinted ; |Proofs,
large paper, 12s.

npHE CHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE
1 AGES. By HENRY BOWMAN and JOSEPH S. CROWTHEH,

Architects. Manchester. To be completed in Twenty Parts, each
containing 6 Plates, imperial folio.

" We can hardly conceive any thing more perfect We heartily
recommend this series to all who are able to patronize it.

"

Ecclfsiologist.

London: GEOKGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

Printed by THOMAS CI,AKK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride

in the City of London ; and published by GKORGE BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, January 11. 1851.
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AUTHORSHIP OF HENRY VIII.

In my last communication on the subject of

Henry VIII., I referred to certain characteristic

tricks of Fletcher's style of frequent occurrence in

that play, and I now beg leave to furnish you with
a few instances. I wish it, however, to be under-

stood, that I advance these merely as illustrative

specimens selected at random
;

as there is scarcely
a line of the portions of the play I assume to be

Fletcher's but would furnish some evidence to a

diligent student of this writer's style : and that,

although I think each separate instance as strongly
characteristic of Fletcher as it is unlike Shak-

speare, it is only in their aggregate number that I
insist upon their importance.
The first instance to which I call attention is

the use of the substantive " one
"

in a manner
which, though not very uncommon, is used by no
writer so frequently as Fletcher. Take the fol-

lowing : *

" So great ones." Woman's Prize* II. 2.
" And yet his songs are sad ones."

Two Noble Kinsmen, II. 4,

and the title of the play, The False One.

Compare with these from Henry VIII. :

" This night he makes a supper, and a great one."

Act I. 3.
" Shrewd ones." " Lame, ones." "so great ones."

Ibid.
" I bad my trial,

And must needs say a noble one." Act II. 1.,

'' A wife a true one." Act III. 1.
"
They are a sweet society of fair ones." Act I. 4,

Fletcher habitually uses "thousand" without
the indefinite article, as in the following instances :

" Carried before 'em thousand desolations.'*

False One, II.. 3,
" Offers herself in thousand safeties to vou."

Rollo, II. 1.
" This sword shall cut thee into thousand pieces."

Knight of Malta, IV. 2.

In Henry VIII. we have in the prologue :

" Of thousand friends."
" Cast thousand beams upon me." Act IV. 2

The use of the word " else" is peculiar in its

position in Fletcher :

Twere fit I were hanged else." Rule a Wife, II.

"I were to blame else." Ibid.
" I've lost my end else." Act IV.
" I am wide else." Pile/rim, IV. 1.

In Henry VIII., the word occurs in precisely
the same position :

"
Pray God he do ! He'll never know himself, else."

Act II. 2.

"I were malicious, else." Act IV. 2.

VOL. III. No. 64.
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The peculiarly idiomatic expression
" I take it"

is of frequent occurrence in Fletcher, as witness

the following :

" This is no lining for a trench, I take it."

Rule a Wife, III.

" And you have land i' th' Indies, as I take it."

Ibid. IV.
" A fault without forgiveness, as I take it.

"

Pilgrim, IV. 1.

** In noble emulation (so I take it)." Ibid. IV. 2.

In one scene of Henry VIIL, Act I. 3., the

expression occurs twice: " One would take it;"
"
There, I take it."

Of a peculiar manner of introducing a negative

condition, one instance from Fletcher, and one

from Henry VIII. in reference to the same sub-

stantive, though used in different senses, will

suffice :

" All noble battles,

Maintain'd in thirst of honour, not of blood."

Bonduca, V. I.

" And those about her

From her shall read the perfect ways of honour,

And by those claim their greatness, not by blood."

Henry VIIL, V. 4.

Of a kind of parenthetical asseveration, a single

instance, also, from each will suffice :

" My innocent life (I dare maintain it, SirV
Wife for a Month, IV. 1.

" A woman (I dare say, without vain glory)
'Never yet branded with suspicion."

Henry VIIL, III. 1.

"A great patience," in Henry VIIL, may be

paralleled by
" a brave patience," in The Two

Noble Kinsmen : and the expression
" aim at,"

occurring at the close of the verse (as, by the bye,
almost all Fletcher's peculiarities do) as seen in

Act III. 1.,

" Madam, you wander from the good we aim at,"

is so frequently to be met with in Fletcher, that,

having noted four instances in the Pilgrim, three

in the Custom of the Country, and four in the

Elder Brother, I thought I had found more than

enough.
Now, Sir, on reading Henry VIII., and meeting

with each of these instances, I felt that I remem-
bered "the trick of that voice;" and, without

having at present by me any means for reference,
I feel confident that of the commonest examples
not so many can be found among all the rest of

the reputed plays of Shakspeare, as in Henry VIII.

alone, Or rather in those parts of Henry VIII.
which I reject as Shakspeare's ;

while of the more
remarkable, I think I might challenge the pro-
duction of a single instance.

My original intention in the present paper was

merely to call attention to a few such expressions
as the foregoing ; but I cannot resist the impulse
to quote one or two parallels of a different cha-
racter :

Henry VIIL :

" The dews of heaven fall thick in blessings on her 1"

Act IV. 2.

Fletcher :

" The dew of sleep fall gently on you, sweet one !

"

Elder Brother, IV. 3.
"
Blessings from heaven in thousand showers fall on

ye! -'Rollo, II. 3.

" And all the plagues they can inflict, I wish it,

Fall thick upon me !" Kniyht of Malta, III. 2.

Henry VIIL :

"
To-day he puts forth

The tender leaves of hope, to-morrow blossoms."

Act III. 2.

Fletcher :

" My long-since-blasted hopes shoot out in blossoms."

Rotto, II. 3.

These instances, of course, prove nothing ; yet

they are worth the noting. If, however, I were

called upon to produce two passages from the

whole of Fletcher's writings most strikingly cha-

racteristic of his style, and not more in expression
than in thought, I should fix upon the third scene

of the first act of Henry VIIL, and the soliloquy
of Wolsey, beginning

" Farewell, a long farewell to all my greatness!"

In conclusion, allow me to remark, that I am

quite content to have been anticipated by MR.
SPEDDING in this discovery (if discovery you and

your readers will allow it to be), for the satisfac-

tion I am thereby assured of in the concurrence

of so acute a critic as himself, and of a poet so

true as the poet-laureate. SAMUEL HICKSON.

Dec. 10. 1850.

THE CAVALIER'S FAREWELL.

The following song is extracted from the MS.

Diary of the Rev. John Adamson (afterwards

Hector of Burton Coggles, Lincolnshire) com-

mencing in 1658. Can any of your readers point

out who was the author ?

THE CAVALIER'S FAREWELL TO HIS MISTRESS BEING

CALLED TO THE WARRS."

1.

" Ffair Ffidelia tempt no more,
I may no more thy deity adore

Nor offer to thy shrine,

I serve one more divine

And farr more great y
n
you :

I must goe,
Lest the foe

Gaine the cause and win the day.
Let's march bravely on

Charge y
m in the Van

Our Cause God's is, .

Though their odds is j

Ten to one.
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2.

11

Tempt no more, I may not yeeld

Although thine eyes
A Kingdome may surprize :

Leave off thy wanton toiles

The high borne Prince of Wales
Is mounted in the field,

Where the Royall Gentry flocke.

Though alone

Nobly borne
Of a ne're decaying Stocke,
Cavaleers be bold

Bravely hold your hold,
He that loyters
Is by Trayto"
Bought and sold.

3.

" One Kisse more and y
n farewell

Oh no, no more,
I prethee giue me o're.

Why cloudest thou thy beames,
I see by these extreames,

A Woman's Heaven or Hell.

Pray the King may haue his owne,
And the Queen
May be seen

With her babes on England's Throne.

Rally up your Men,
One shall vanquish ten,

Victory we
Come to try thee

Once agen.

Query : Who was the author of the above ?

F.H.

GRAY S ELEGY.

J.F.M. (Vol. i., p. 101.) remarks, "I would
venture to throw out a hint, that an edition of
this Elegy, exhibiting all the known translations,

arranged in double columns, might be made a
noble monument to the memory of Gray." It has
been asserted that there is scarcely a thought in

this Elegy that Gray has not borrowed from some
writer, ancient or modern

;
and if this be true, I

would take the liberty of adding a hint to that of
J. F. M., namely, that the proposed edition should
contain a third column, exhibiting all the known
plagiarisms in this famous Elegy. To begin with
the first line

" The curfew tolls the knell of parting day."

Lord Byron, in his notes to the third canto of
Don Juan, says that this was adopted from the

following passage in Dante's Purgatory, canto viii. :

"si ode squilla di lontano
Che paja '1 giorno pianger che si muore."

And it is worthy of notice that this passage cor-

responds with the first line of Giannini's transla-

tion of the Elegy, as quoted by J. F. M. :

Piange la squilla '1 giorno, che si muore."

I must add, however, that long before Lord Byron
thought of writing Don Juan, Mr. Gary, in his ex-
cellent translation of the Italian poet, had noticed

this plagiarism in Gray ; and what is more, had
shown that the principal thought, the "

giorno
che si muore," was borrowed by Dante from
Statius's

" Jam moriente die."

HENEY H. BBEEN.

St. Lucia, West Indies, Nov. 1850.

[The preceding communication was accompanied by
several others, and by the following gratifying letter,

which we print as a fresh proof that our paper is ful-

filling the object for which it was instituted, namely,
that of promoting literary intercourse between men of

letters throughout the world ; and that it is as favour-

ably received by our fellow countrymen abroad, as it

has been by those who are enabled to receive it wet
from the press:

"
Owing to the difficulty of procuring the early

numbers of NOTES AND QUERIES,' especially at this

distance from Britain, I have been compelled to wait
for its publication in a collected form. I am now in

possession of the first volume, and beg leave to offer

you a few Notes which have occurred to me on pe-

rusing its contents. I am fully sensible of the disad-

vantage of corresponding with you from so remote a

corner of the globe, and am prepared to find some of

my remarks anticipated by other correspondents nearer

home ; but having deeply suffered from the literary
isolation consequent upon a residence of twenty-one
years in this country, I shall gladly submit to any dis-

advantage which shall not involve a total exclusion
from the means of inter-communication so opportunely
afforded by your excellent periodical.

"HENRY H. BREEN."]

THE NINEVEH MONUMENTS AND MLLTON's NA-
TIVITY; ODE ILLUSTRATED FROM LUCIAN.

Layard in his Nineveh, vol. ii., p. 471., in his

description of " the sacred emblems carried by
the priests," says, they are principally the fruit or
cone of the pine.

"
. . . . and the square utensil which, as I have

already remarked, appears to have been of embossed or

engraved metal, or of metal carved to represent wicker

work, or sometimes actually of wicker work."

He adds, that M. Lajard "has shown the con-
nection between the cone of the cypress and the

worship of Venus in the religious systems of the
East ;" that it has been suggested that " the square
vessel held the holy water," that,

" however this

may be, it is evident from their constant occur-
rence on Assyrian monuments, that they were

very important objects in religious ceremonies.

Any attempt to explain their use and their typical
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meaning, can at present be little better than an

ingenious speculation."
There is a passage in Lucian De Dea Syria,

. 13., which may serve to elucidate this feature

in the Nineveh marbles. He is referring to the

temple of Hierapolis and a ceremony which Deu-
calion was said to have introduced, as a memorial

of the great flood and the escaping of the waters :

Ats etcaffTov (Tfos K fba.Xaffff'qs vS&p es TOV vi\ov

i' (fiepovffi Se ou/c ipees fiovvov a\\a iraffa ~2,vpn}

KCU Apain. /cat TrepTjQfv TOV Evcpprj-rew, TTO\\OI avBpcairoi

es SaXaffffav fpxovrai, KCU iranTts vSwp Qepovaai, ra,

l," &C.

" Twice every year water is brought from the

sea to the temple. Not only the priests, but
"

all

Syria and Arabia,
" and many from the country

beyond the Euphrates come to the sea, and all

bring away water, which they first pour
out in the

temple," and then into a chasm which Lucian had

previously explained had suddenly opened and
swallowed up the flood of waters which had threat-

ened to destroy the world. Tyndale, in his re-

cent book on Sardinia, refers to this passage in

support of a similar utensil appearing in the Sarde

paganism.
It may be interesting to refer to another pas-

sage in the Dea Syria, in which Lucian is de-

scribing the splendour of the temple of Hierapolis ;

he says that the deities themselves are really

present :

" Kat eoj 8e Kapra avroicri fptyavees' ttipwfi yap STJ

<av irapa afyun ra |oara,"

When the very images sweat, and he adds, are

moved and utter oracles. It is probable Milton
had this in recollection when, in his noble Nativity
Ode, he sings of the approach of the true Deity, at

whose coming
"

. . . . the chill marble seems to sweat,
While each peculiar power foregoes his wonted seat.*.

1. 1. M.

Gaudentio di Lucca. Sir James Mackintosh,
in his Dissertation on the Progress of Ethical

Philosophy, adverts to the belief that Bishop
Berkeley was the author of Gaudentio di Lucca,
but without adopting it.

" A romance," he says,
" of which a journey to an

Utopia, in the centre of Africa, forms the chief part,
called The Adventures of Signor Gaudentio di Lucca, has

been commonly ascribed to him ; probably on no other

ground than its union of pleasing invention with bene-
yolence and elegance." Works, vol. i. p. 132. ed. 1846.

Sir J. Mackintosh, like most other modern
writers who mention the book, seems not to have
been aware of the decisive denial of this report,

by Bishop Berkeley's son, inserted in the third
volume of Kippis's Biographia Britannica. L.

George Wither, the Poet, a Printer (Vol. ii.,

p. 390.). In addition to DR. RIMBAULT'S extract

from Wither' s Britain's liemembrancer, showing
that he printed (or rather composed) every sheet

thereof with his own hand, I fine], in a note to Mr.
R. A. Willmott's volume of the Lives of the En-

glish Sacred Poets,in that interesting one of George
Wither, the following corroboration of this singular
labour of his : the poem, independent of the ad-

dress to the King and the praemonition, consisting
of between nine and ten thousand lines, many of

which, I doubt not, were the production of his

brain while he stood at the printing-ease. A MS.
note of Mr. Park's, in one of the many volumes
of Wither which I possess, confirms me in this

opinion.
'' Ben Jonson, in Time Vindicated, has satirized the

custom, then very prevalent among the pamphleteers
of the day, of providing themselves with a portable

press, which they moved from one hiding-place to

another with great facility. He insinuates that Chro-

nomastix, under whom he intended to represent

Wither, employed one of these presses. Thus, upon
the entrance of the Mutes,

" Fame. What are this pair?

Eyes. The ragged rascals?

Fame. Yes.

Eyes. These rogues ; you'd think them rogues,
But they are friends;

One is his printer in disguise, and keeps
His press in a hollow tree."

From this extract it should seem that Wither
not only composed the poem at case (the printer's

phrase), but worked it off at press with his own
hands. J. M. G.

Worcester.

" Preached asa dying Man to dying Men
"
(Vol. i.,

p. 415.; Vol. ii., p. 28.). Some time ago there

appeared in this series (Vol. i., p. 415.) a question

respecting a pulpit-phrase which has occasionally
been used by preachers, delivering their messages
as "

dying men to dying men." This was rightly
traced (Vol. ii., p. 28.) to a couplet of the cele-

brated Richard Baxter, who, in one of his latest

works, speaking of his ministerial exercises, says,

" I preach'd as never sure to preach again,
And as a dying man to dying men."

The passage occurs in one of his " Poetical Frag-
ments," entitled

" Love breathing Thanks and

Praise."

This small volume of devotional verse is further

entitled, Heart Imployment with GOD and Itself;

the concordant Discord of a Broken-healed Heart;

Sorrowing, Rejoicing, Fearing, Hoping, Dying,

Living : publishedfor the Use of the Afflicted. The
Introduction is dated " London : at the Door of

Eternity, Aug. 7. 1681."

He yet survived ten
years,

in the course of

which he was twice imprisoned and fined under
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the profligate and persecuting reigns of Charles II.

and James II. for his zeal and piety.
J. M. G.

Hallamshire.

Authors of Anonymous Works. On the title-

page of the first rolume of my copy of The

Monthly Intelligencer for 1728 and 1729, which

was published anonymously, is written in MS.,
"
By the Rev, Mr. Kimber."
This book belonged to, and is marked with the

autograph of D. Hughes, 1730; but the MS. note

was written by another hand. P. H. F.

Umbrellas (Vol. ii., pp. 491. 52,% &c.). I

have talked with an old lady who remembered the

first umbrella used in Oxford, and with another

who described the surprise elicited by the first in

Birmingham. An aunt of mine, born 1754, could

not remember when the house was without one,

though in her youth they were little used. May
not the word umbrella have been applied to

various sorts ofimpluvia ? Swift, in his "Descrip-
tion of a City Shower," says :

" Now in contiguous drops the flood comes down,

Threatening with deluge this devoted town.

To shops in crowds the daggled females fly,

Pretend to cheapen goods, but nothing buy.
The Templar spruce, while everv spout's abroach,

Stays till 'tis fair, yet seems to call a coach.

The tuck'd-up sempstress walks with hasty strides,

While streams run down her oiVd umbrella's sides."

Taller, No. 238. Oct. 17. 1710.

This might be applied to an oiled cape, but I

think the passage quoted by MR. CORNET (Vol. ii.,

p. 523.) signifies something carried over the head.

By the way, the "
Description of a City Shower"

contains one of the latest examples of ache as a

dissyllable :

" A coming shower your shooting corns presage,
Old aches throb, your hollow tooth will rage."

H. B. C.
U. U. Club, Jan.

tihtcrfeg.

SONNET (QUERY, BY MILTON) ON THE LIBRARY
AT CAMBRIDGE.

In a Collection of Recente and Witty Pieces by
several eminente hands, London, printed by W. S.

for Simon Waterfou, 1628, p. 109., is the following
sonnet, far the best thing in the book :

"ON THE LIBRARIE AT CAMBRIDGE.
" In that great maze of books I sighed and said,

It is a grave-yard, and each tome a tombe ;

Shrouded in hempen rags, behold the dead,
Coffined and ranged in crypts of dismal gloom,
Food for the worm and redolent of mold,
Traced with brief epitaph in tarnished gold
Ah, golden lettered hope ! ah, dolorous doom !

Yet mid the common death, where all is cold,
And mildewed pride in desolation dwells,
A few great immortalities of old

Stand brightly forth not tombes but living
shrines,

Where from high sainte or martyr virtue wells,
Which on the living yet work miracles,

Spreading a relic wealth richer than golden mines.

"J. M. 1627."

Attached to it, it will be seen, are the initials

J. M. and the date 1627. Is it possible that this

may be an early and neglected sonnet of Milton ?

and yet, could Milton have seriously perpetrated
the pun in the second line ? C. HOWARD KENYON.

BURYING IN CnURCH WALLS.

(Vol. ii., p. 5 13.)

MR. W. DURRANT COOPER has mentioned some
instances of burials in the walls of churches ; it is

not however clear whether in these the monument,
or coffin lid, is in the inside or the outside of the

wall.

Stone coffin lids, with and without effigies, are

very frequently found placed under low arches

hollowed in the wall in the interior of the church :

tombs placed in the exterior of the wall are much
less common ; and the singularity of their position,
leads one to look for some peculiar reason for it.

Tradition often accounts for it by such stories as

those mentioned by MR. COOPER. Such is the

case with a handsome canopied tomb (I think

with an effigy) on the south side of the choir of

the cathedral of Lichfield, where we are told that

the person interred died under censure of the

church. Other instances which I have noticed,

are, at

Little Casterton, Rutland. Tomb, with an effigy,

apparently of an ecclesiastic, but much decayed,
of the 13th century, in the south wall of the nave.

Warbleton, Sussex. Circular arch over a sort

of altar tomb ;
no effigy remains. Probably of the

earlier half of the 13th century. In the south

wall of chancel.

Basildon, Berks. A very elegant canopy. There
was once an effigy, now destroyed, with the tomb,
and a door made under the canopy ! About 1300.

In the south wall of the chancel.

Bridgewater, Somerset. Two arches, with folia-

tions, over effigies ;
between them, a door leading

down to a crypt. The effigies are too much de-

cayed to enable a decided opinion to be formed as

to sex or station. In the north wall of north

transept. Date probably between 1270 and 1300.

St. Stephen's, Vienna. A fine tomb, with

canopy and effigy, by the side of the south door of

the nave. Probably of the 14th century.
I have been disposed to think that the most
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probable motive which may have led to tombs .and

effigies, sometimes of an elaborate and costly cha-

racter, being placed in such exposed positions, was
the desire of obtaining the prayers of the passers-

by for the soul of the deceased. It is worth

notice, that the usage seems in England to have
been very much limited to the 13th, or early part
of the 14th century. I should, however, be very
glad if any one who may possess information

bearing on the subject would communicate it.

Meaning of Venwell or Venville. Will you
allow me to make the following Query as to the

custom of " Venwell" or " Vemn7/e" ? Risdon, in

his Survey ofDevon, states it to be a right enjoyed
by the tenants of land adjoining to Dartmoor of

pasturage and cutting turf within the limits of the
forest. He calls it

"
Fenfield, antiently Fengfield,"

but makes no allusion to the etymology of the

word, or to the origin of the custom. Some of

your correspondents can most probably afford in-

formation on both these points. B,. E. G.

4. Lidlington Place, Harrington Square.

Erasmus and Farel. In D'Aubigne's History
of the Reformation, ii. 149. (White's Translation),
it is said that Erasmus " instead of Farellus would
often write Fallicus, thus designating one of the
frankest men of his day with the epithets of cheat
and deceiver."

But Mr. Dyer, in his late Life of Calvin, spells
the word Phallicus, and supposes it to allude to

some amorous propensities of the reformer.
Which of these authorities are we to believe ?

J. C. K.

Early Culture of the Imagination. I have
somewhere read, possibly in an article of the

Quarterly Revieiv, the opinion very strikingly

expressed, and attributed to Mr. Lockhart, that
children's imaginative faculty ought to be more
prominently cultivated than their reason ; and, on
this ground, the 'reading ofFairy Tales, The Ara-
bian Nights, &c. was recommended for children.

Will any one kindly refer me to this passage ?

And, as it is wanted- for an immediate purpose, an

early insertion and reply to this query will oblige
me. ALFRED GATTY.

Sir Thomas Bulleris Drinking Horn. Does
any one know whether the drinking horn which

belonged to Sir Thomas Bullen still exists ? By
the will it was directed to be kept as a heir-loom.

P.

Peter Sterry. In the title-page and address to
the reader of Peter Sterry's Appearance of God to

Man in the Gospel, &c., and other his posthumous
discourses, 4to. 1710, mention is made of certain

miscellaneous tracts, letters, &c., taken from

original MSS. left by him, whose publication
was made to depend on the success of the above
work. Sterry was spoken ofby Baxter in compli-
mentary terms, notwithstanding his peculiar sen-

timents and manner of writing; and in a MS.
note on the title-page of Sterry's Discourse of the

Freedom of the Will, folio, 1675, he is said to have
been "

chaplain first to Lord Brooke, afterwards
to Oliver Cromwell." If any of your readers can

say whether the " miscellaneous tracts," &c., were
ever published, and, if not, where the MSS. are

likely to be found, with any further information

concerning him, which is desired by many persons
deeply interested in his history and writings, it will

confer a favour on me.
Lord Clarendon notices a work of Sir Harry

Vane (who was an associate of Sterry's), entitled

Love to God, &c.* I should also be glad to know
where that work may be found. J. P.

" Words are Men's Daughters," $*c.
" Words are men's daughters, but God's sons are

things."

Where does this verse occur? Who was the

author ? Can any parallel passages be adduced ?

T. J.

Robert Henryson Gawyn Douglas* Com-

plete uniform editions of the poems of these

celebrated authors, accompanied with biographi-
cal notices and illustrative notes, being a desi-

deratum in Scottish literature, permit me to

ask, through the medium of your entertaining and
useful " NOTES AND QUERIES," if such publica-
tions be in contemplation by any of the various

literary societies, or individual member there-

of, in this kingdom ;
and if so, are they likely to

appear soon ? T. G. S.

Edinburgh, Dec. 31. 1850.

Darby and Joan. Can any of your readers

refer me to a copy of the ballad of Darby and
Joan ? There is a tradition in the parish of

Helaugh, near Tadcaster, that they were inha-

bitants of that village, and that the ballad is the

composition of some poet who was a constant

visitor to the Duke of Wharton, when living in

the manor house. H.

William Chilcot. As I am about to reprint an

excellent little work, entitled, A Practical Treatise

concerning Evil Thoughts, by William Chilcot, can

any of your readers give me any account of his

life ? The work Avas originally, I believe, printed
in Exeter, 1&98, or thereabouts, as I find it in a

[* The title of Vane's work is, Of the Low of God,
and Union with God, 4 to. 1657. It is not to be found

in the Catalogues of the British Museum, Bodleian,

Sion College, Dr. Williams' Library, or London In-

stitution.]
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catalogue of " Books printed for and sold by Philip

Bishop, at the Golden Bible over against the Guild-

hall in Exon, 1702." It was reprinted, "London,
1734," for "Edward Score, over against the Guild-

hall in Exeter." And again (privately), a few years

ago. Of the^rs^ edition I have never seen a copy,

although I am not aware that it is particularly
scarce ;

of the second, copies are not uncommon.
If any of your readers could communicate any

information regarding the author, I should feel

much obliged. KICHABD HOOPEB.

University Club, Suffolk Street.

Benj. Wheeler s Theological Lectures. In the

year 1819 was published Vol. i. of the Theological
Lectures of Benjamin Wheeler, late Regius Pro-
fessor of Divinity in Oxford. In the preface, it is

said
" The first of the three volumes, in which the Lec-

tures will be comprised, is offered to the public as an

experiment of its disposition towards the completion of

the work; the favourable entertainment of which will

determine the editor's purpose of sending the two re-

maining volumes after it with all convenient ex-

pedition."

Can any of your readers inform me whether the

MSS. of the two unpublished volumes are pre-
served, and where they are to be found ? W. A.

Sir Alexander Gumming. A Nova Scotia ba-

ronet, living in 1730, of Coulter, called by some,
"
King of the Cherokees." He married Elizabeth,

one of the last coheiresses of the ancient family
of Dennis, of Pucclechurch, co. Gloucester. Where
may be found any account of his connection with
the Cherokees; also any thing of his death or

descendants ? S. S.

Cross between a Wolf and Hound. May I call

the attention of such of your correspondents as are
versed in natural his-tory, to an account that I have

lately received from a gentleman of intelligence,

education, and undoubted veracity. I am in-

formed by him that he has lately seen, in the

south of France, a she-wolf that had been caught
at a very early age, and brought up on very
friendly terms with a kennel of hounds. The
animal had come to its maturity when my friend

observed it and its good understanding with its

canine neighbours had never been interrupted.
So far from it, indeed, that the she-wolf has had
and reared a litter of pups by one of the dogs, and
does duty in hunting as well as any dog of the

pack. BufFon states that he had found that an

experiment continued for a considerable time, to

bring about the like result between the like ani-

mals, never showed the least appearance of success.
The circumstances which he mentions as to the

capture and habits of the she-wolf are nearly the
same as I have above described, and from the
failure of the experiments, Buffon doubted the

possibility of any sexual conjunction between these

kinds of animals. Some of your correspondents
may be able to say how far subsequent observa-
tion confirms Buffon

1

s conclusion.

T N.

Athenaeum.

Landwade Church, and Moated Grange.
About five miles from the town of Newmarket,
the metropolis of the racing world, and from

Eening, a village in the county of Suffolk, there is

a secluded hamlet called w Landwade," which con-
tains a " moated grange," and a church to all ap-

pearances very ancient.

The church contains several antique tombs, to-

gether with curious monumental brasses, nearly
all, I believe I may say all, to the memory of the

Cotton family; amongst whom, judging from the

inscriptions, were crusaders and knights of mighty
emprize, and other worthies. There is only one

grave and gravestone in the churchyard, and that

is to an old domestic servant of the said Cotton

family.
Can any of your readers or antiquaries give any

information touching the church, the ancient tombs
and effigies, the Cotton family, the grange, &c.

When a boy I used to look upon the old house
and the quaint little church with a deal of awe.

It is very distressing, but I cannot find any
published account of this ancient and remarkable

place and its- antiquities,
JONATHAN OM>BUCK, JUN.

Dr. Bolton, Archbishop of Cashel. Any in-

formation respecting the family, the arms, or

descent of Doctor Theophilus Bolton, Archbishop
of Cashel, in the early part of the last century,
will oblige X. X,

Dec. 31. 185O.

Genealogy of the Talbots, In some of the

printed genealogies of the Talbots, to whose an-

cestry you have lately made several references,
descent is claimed for that noble family from the

emperors of the East, through Anne, wife of

Henry I., King of France, and' daughter of la-

roslaf, or Georges, King of Russia, whose father,
the great Vladimir, married Anne, sister of Ba-

srlius, Emperor of Byzantium.
Now that excellent authority, LArt de Verifier

les Dates, gives the date of 988 for the conquest
of the Chersonese by Vladimir and his marriage
with the emperor's sister, and that of 978 for the
birth of laroslaf, who must, therefore, be a son of

one of the many concubines mentioned in that

work as preceding his wife Anne.
Can the rare honour of descent from the Eastern

emperors be substantiated; by the correspondents
who appear to take interest in the pedigree of

this house ?

Imay add, thatL'Art de Verifier les Dates, though
seldom incorrect, seems to err when it asserts En-

guerherde, wife of the above-named laroslaf, to be
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the daughter of Olaus, or Olaf,
"
King of Norway.,

and not of Sweden," as the HeimsKringla of Snorro
Sturleson gives a long account of the betrothal of

Ingigerd or Enguerherde, daughter of Olaf Eric-

son, King of Sweden, to St. Olaf, King of Norway,
and of her subsequent marriage to laroslaf, or Ja-

rLslief, King of Russia.

Can you say where the best pedigree of the

early kings of Sweden is to be found ? E. H. Y.

Robertson of Muirtown (Voi. ii., p. 253.). In

thanking A. 11. X. for his reference to a pedigree
of Robertson of Muirtown, I should be glad if he
can explain to me the connection with that branch
of George Robertson, of St. Anne's, Soho, who
lived in the middle of the last century, and married
Elizabeth Love, of Ormsby, co. Norfolk. He was
uncle, I believe, to Mr. Robertson Barclay (who
assumed the last name), of Keavil, co. Fife, and

nearly related, though I cannot say in what de-

gree, to William Robertson, of Richmond, whose
daughter Isabella married David Dundas, created
a baronet by George III., and one of whose grand-
daughters was married to Sir James Moncreiff,
and another to Dr. Sumner, the present Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. This William Robertson,
I believe, sold the Muirtown property. Is he one
of those mentioned in the work to which A. R. X.
has referred me? and was he the first cousin to
Robertson the historian ? Perhaps A. R. X. can
also say whether the arms properly borne by the
Muirtown branch are those given to them in
Burke's Armory, viz. Gu. three crescents inter-

laced or, between as many wolves' heads erased

arg. armed and langued az., all within a bordure
of the third, charged with eight mullets of the first.

The late Rev. Love Robertson, Prebendary of
Hereford (son of the above George Robertson),
was accustomed to use : Gu. three wolves' heads
erased arg., armed and iangued az., which are
the arms of the original stock of Strowan. As I
am entitled to quarter his coat, I should be glad
to know the correct blazonry. . R?M.

Booty's Case. Where can an authentic report
be found of "Booty's -case," and before what
judge was it tried? The writer would also be
obliged with an account of the result of the case,
and a note of the summing up, as far as it is to be
ascertained. The case is said to be well known
in the navy. DEMONOLOGIST.

[We have seen k stated that this case was tried in

the Court of King's Bench about the year 1687 or

1688.]

Did St. PauTs Clock ever strike Thirteen.
There is a very popular tradition that a soldier,
who was taxed with having fallen asleep at mid-
night, whilst on guard, managed to escape the
severe punishment annexed to so flagrant a dere-
liction of duty, by posttiyely averring^ as evidence
of his having been " wide awake," that he had

heard the clock of St. Paul's Cathedral strike
thirteen at the very time at which he was charged
with having indulged in forbidden slumbers. The
tradition of course adds, indeed this is its point,
that, upon inquiry, it was found that the famous

horary monitor of London city had, "for that

night only," actually treated those whose ears were
open, with the, till then, unheard of phenomenon
of "thirteen to the dozen." Can any of your
readers state how this story originated, or whether
it really has any foundation in fact ?

Jan. 9. 1851. HENRY CAJMPKIN.

DRAGONS.

(Vol. ii., p. 517.)

The subject on which R. S. jun. writes in

No. 61. is one of so much interest in many points
of view, that I hope that a few notices relating to

it may not be considered unworthy of insertion

in " NOTES AND QUERIES."
In Murray's Handbook of Northern Italy,

mention is made, in the account of the .church

of St. Maria delle Grazie, near Mantua, of a
stuffed lizard, crocodile, or other reptile, which is

preserved suspended in the church. This is said

to have been killed in the adjacent swamps, about
the year 1406. It is stated to be six or seven feet

long.

Eight or ten years ago, I saw an animal of the
same order, and about the same size, hanging
from the roof of the cathedral of Abbeville, in

Picardy. I then took it for a small crocodile, but
I cannot say positively that it was one. I am not
sure whether it still remains in the cathedral. I
do not know whether any legend exists respecting
this specimen, or whether it owed its distinguished

post to its being deemed an appropriate ornament.
At the west door of the cathedral of Cracow

are hanging some bones, said to have belonged to

the dragon which inhabited the cave at the foot of

the rock (the Wawel) on which the cathedral and
the royal castle stand; and was destroyed by Krak,
the founder of the city. I regret that my want of

osteological science prevented me from ascertain-

ing to what animal these bones had belonged. I

thought them the bones of some small species of

whale.

I hope that some competent observer may in-

form us of what animals these and the lindwurm
at Brlinn are the remains.

It has struck me as possible that the real history
of these crocodiles or alligators, if they are such,

may be, that they were brought home by crusaders

as specimens of dragons, just as Henry the Lion,
Duke of Brunswick, brought from the Holy Land
the antelope's horn which had been palmed upon
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him as a specimen of a griffin's claw, and which

may still be seen in the cathedral of that city.

That they should afterwards be fitted with appro-

priate legends, is not surprising.
Some years since, when walking down the valley

of St. Nicholas, on the south side of the Valais,

my guide, a native of the valley, pointed out to

me a wood on the mountain side, and told me that

therein dwelt great serpents, about 24 feet long,
which carried off lambs from the pastures. He
had, however, never seen one of these monsters,
but had only seen those who had, and I failed in

procuring any testimony of a more decisive cha-

racter. My guide, however, affirmed that their

existence was generally believed in the valley. N.

ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY NAME OF BACON.

(Vol. ii., p. 247.)

The Query proposed by NOCAB evidently pos-
sesses some interest, having already elicited two
or three replies. I trust, therefore, I shall be
excused for submitting yet another solution, which

appears to me more satisfactory, if not conclusive,

The answers to such questions are for the most

part merely ingenious conjectures ; but these to be
of weight, should be supported by antiquarian
learning. They claim perhaps more regard when
they seem to elucidate collateral difficulties; but
are of most value when authenticated by indepen-
dent evidence, especially the evidence of documents
or offacts. Fortunately, in the case before us, all

these desiderata are supplied.
Old Richard Verstegan, famous for Saxon lore

and archaeological research, explains it thus :

"
BACON, of the Beechen tree, anciently called BUCON;

and, whereas swinesflesh is now called by the name of

BACON, it grew only at the first unto such as were
fatted with BUCON or beechmast." Chap. ix. p. 299.

There is one agreeable feature in this explana-
tion, viz., that it professes somewhat naturally to

account for the mysterious relation between the
flesh of the unclean animal, and the name of a

very ancient and honourable family. But its chief
value is to be found in the singular authentication
of it which I accidentally discovered in Collins's

Baronetage. In the very ample and particular
account there given of the pedigree of the Premier
Baronet, it will be seen that the first man who
assumed the surname of Bacon, was one William

(temp. Rich. I.), a great grandson of the Grim-
baldus, who came over with the Conqueror and
settled in Norfolk. Of course there was some
reason for his taking that name

;
and though Col-

lins makes no comment on it, he does in fact un-

consciously supply that reason (elucidated by
Verstegan) by happily noting of this sole indivi-

dual, that he bore for his arms,
"
argent, a beech

tree proper !

"
Thank you, Mr. Collins ! thank

you kindly, Richard Verstegan ! You are both
excellent and honest men. You cannot have been
in collusion. You have not, until now, even reaped
the merit of truthfulness and accuracy, which you
silently reflect upon each other. The family name,
Bacon, then, undoubtedly signifies

" of the beechen
tree," and is therefore of the same class with many
others such as ash, beech, &c., latinized in ancient
records by De Fraxino, De Fago, &c.
The motto of the Somersetshire Bacons, noticed

by NOCAB, when read as written, is supposed to be
in the ablative case ; when transposed, the evident

ellipse may be supplied ad libitum. From Grim-
baldus, downwards, it does not appear that these
beechen men ever signalized themselves by deeds

of arms, the favourite boast of heralds and genea-
logists. Nor indeed could we expect them to
have " hearts of oak" But several have rendered
the name illustrious by their contributions to

literature, science, and the fine arts. Its appro-
priateness, therefore, must be apology for the motto ;

which, like most others, is by no means too modest
and unassuming.

Duly blushing, I subscribe myself, yours,
PROBA CONSCIENTIA.

P.S. The pedigree of the Norfolk Bacons is one
of the most perfect in the Herald's College. Any
of your readers fond of genealogy might find
himself repaid in seeking further information re-

garding the particular coat of arms above referred
to, and might throw still more light on the sub-

ject.

In Vol. ii., p. 247., your correspondent, NOCAB,
quotes (without reference) the remark en passant
of a previous correspondent

" that the word bacon
had the obsolete signification of * dried wood.'

"
I

have searched in vain for this allusion in your
preceding Numbers.* The information is too
curious, however, to be lost sight of. The Saxon
word bacon is, without doubt, simply and purely
beechen pertaining to, or relating to the beech
tree.

It is probable enough, therefore, that the word
has borne the signification of " dried wood." But
it is very desirable to know on what authority the
assertion rests. Will your correspondent refer us
to the book ? Or can any of your learned readers

say how, where, and when bacon has signified
"dried wood?"
The subject is well worth the bestowal of some

pains upon its elucidation
; for the meaning and

derivation of the word bacon, both as a substantive
noun and as a proper name, have been frequently
discussed by etymologists and philologists for the
last 300 years ; and yet, apparently, without any
satisfactory determination of the question. The
family is ancient, and has been highly distinguished

* See vol. ii., p. 138.
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in literature, and science and art. The pedigree
is one of the most perfect on record. But Lord
Bacon himself,

" who knew everything
"

else, knew

uothing of his own name. SAMOHT NEHCEEB.

Meaning of Bacon (Vol. ii., pp. 138. 247.). As,
on reconsideration, I perceive there is some doubt
as to the meaning of the word bacons in Foulques
Fitzwarin, I send you the passage in which it

occurs, that your readers may form their own
opinion concerning it :

" Pus apres, furent les portes de le chastel, qe
treblees erent, ars e espris par feu que fust illumee de

bacons e de grece."

I must in addition add, that I was mistaken as

to the meaning of hosebaunde, which was possibly
only the French mode of writing husband.

B. W.

if&tnor dittemtf.

Cockade (Vol. iii., p. 7.). The black cockade

worn by the officers of the army and navy is the

relic of a custom which probably dated from the

Hanoverian succession ;
the black cockade being

the Hanoverian badge, the white that of the

Stuart. In Waverley, when the hero for the first

time meets the Baron Bradwardine, he is accosted

by the latter thus :

** And so ye have mounted the cockade? Right,

right ; though I could have wished the colour dif-

ferent."

APODLIKTES.
Erechtheum Club.

Form of Prayer for King's Evil. Mr. Lath-

bury, in his Convocation, p. 361., states that this

form appeared in Prayer-book of 1709. This

was not, however, its earliest appearance, as it is

found in a quarto one bearing date 1707, printed by
the Queen's printers, Charles Bill and the Execu-
trix of Thomas Newcomb. It occurs immediately
before the Articles, and is simply entitled, "At
the healing." N. E. R. (a Subscriber.)

[Prayers at the Healing may be found in Sparrow's
Collection of Articles, Injunctions, Canons, Sfc., p. 223.

4to. 1661. Consult also, Nichols's Anecdotes of Sawyer,

p. 573. ; The Antiquary s Portfolio, vol. ii. p. 179.;

Aubrey's Letters, vol. i. p. 250. ; Nichols's Literary
Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, vol. ii. pp. 495
505. ; Christian Observer (1831), p. 1 19.]

"Aver" Hogs not Pigs (Vol. ii., p. 461.). In

Wensleydale, North Yorkshire, the thin oat-cake

(common in many mountainous parts of England)
is called " aver- cake,"" or " haver-cake" The
Loyal Dales Volunteers were surnamed " The
Haver-cake Lads." Previously to seeing the
Note of G. M., I imagined the " aver

"
to be de-

rived from " avena" (Lat.),
" avoine" (Fr.). What

dictionary defines "aver" (French) as denoting
the annual stock or produce of a farm ? D. 2.

E. M., in his Note on J. MN.'S remarks on hogs,
mentions that the term aver, averium, is still used
in Guernsey. Is not this word closely connected
with the Eber of the German Jagers? E. H. K,

Pilgarlic (Vol. ii., p. 393.). Sir John Denham
spelt this word PeeJ-garlick it may be found in

one of his Directions to a Painter but the pas-

sage in which it appears is scarcely fit for quota-
tion. The George of the couplet referred to was

Albemarle, who had been wounded during the

fight in the part of his person which Hudibras
alludes to when he tells us that one wound there

" hurts honour more
Than twenty wounds laid on before."

Denham seems to compare Albemarle's wounded
buttocks to a peeled onion ! The resemblance

(to Denham) would account for his use of the

word in this instance; but it is pretty evident

that the word was not coined by him. We must,
at least, give him credit for a witty application
of it-

Carlisle.

Collar of Esses (Vol. ii., p. 393.). With re-

ference to the suggestion in No. 54., to give

examples of effigies bearing the collar, I beg to

mention those at Northleigh Church, Oxon. The

following extract is from the Guide to Neighbour-
hood of Oxford :

" In Northleigh church, beneath an arch between the

chancel and a chapel, is a fine perpendicular tomb, with

two recumbent figures in alabaster, a knight in ar-

mour, with the Collar of SS ; the lady with a rich

turban and reticulated head-dress, and also with the

Collar of SS. The figures are Lord and Lady Wilmot;
and attached to the monument are two small figures of

angels holding shields of arms; on one is a spread

eagle, on the other three cockle shells, with an en-

grailed band."

JASPER.

Filthy Gingram (Vol. ii., p. 467.), The name
" toad-flax

"
is evidently put by mistake, in Owen's

Dictionary, for "
toad-stool," a fungus, the Aga-

ricus virosus of Linnaeus. The common name
in the North of England is

"
poisonous toad-stool."

It is a virulent poison. See * 248. 407, 408., in

Sowerby's English Fungi. D. 2.

Toad -flax, the yellow Antirrhinum, certainly
does stink. C. B.

The Life and Death of Claude, ly E, S. (Vol. ii.,

p. 375.). There is a copy in the Bodleian Library.

"Rab. Surdam" (Vol. ii., p. 493.). EDINENSIS.

gives the above as the inscription on a tomb-stone,
and requests an explanation. It is very probable
that the stone-cutter made a mistake, and cut

"Rab. Surdam" instead of "
Rap. Surum," which

would be a contraction for "
Rapax Suorum,"

alluding to Death or the Grave. It seems im-
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possible to extract a meaning from " Rab. Surclam
"

by any stretch of Latinity. G. F. G.

Edinburgh.
" Fronte Capillata" SfC. (Vol. iii., p. 8.). The

hexameter cited vol. iii., p. 8., and rightly inter-

preted by E. H. A., is taken (with the slight al-

teration of est for the original es) from " Occasio :

Drama, P. Joannis David, Soc. Jesu Sacerd.

Antv. MDCV.," appended to that writer's Occasio,

Arrepta, Neglecta ; in which the same implied
moral is expressed, with this variation :

" Fronte capillitium gerit, ast glabrum occiput illi."

G. A. S.

This verse is alluded to by Lord Bacon in his

Essay on Delays :

" Occasion (as it is in the common verse) turneth a

bald noddle after she hath presented her locks in front,

and no hold taken ; or, at least, turneth the handle of
the bottle first to be received, and after the belly, which
is hard to clasp."

L.

Taylor's Holy Living. I should be obliged by
any of your readers kindly informing me whether
there is any and what foundation for the state-

ment in the Morning Chronicle of Dec. 27th last,
that that excellent work, Holy Living, which I
have always understood to be Bishop Taylor's,"

is now known" (so says a constant reader)
" not

to be the production of that great prelate, but to
have been written by a Spanish friar. On this

account it is not included in the works of Bishop
Taylor, lately printed at the Oxford University
Press." I do not possess the Oxford edition here

mentioned, so cannot test the accuracy of the
assertion in the last sentence; but if the first part
of the above extract be correct, it is, to say the

least, singular that Mr. Bohn, in his recent edition
of the work, should be entirely silent on the sub-

ject. I should like to know who and what is this

"Spanish friar?" has he not "a local habitation
and a name ?" "W. R. M.
[A fraud was practised on the memory of Bishop

Jeremy Taylor soon after his death, in ascribing to him
a work entitled Contemplations of the State of Man in
this Life, and in that which is to come, and which Arch-
deacon Churton, in A Letter to Joshua Watson, Esq.,
has shown, with great acuteness and learning, was in

reality a compilation from a work written by a Spanish
Jesuit, named John Eusebius Nieremberg. The
treatise Holy Living and Dying is unquestionably
Bishop Taylor's, and forms Vol. III. of his works,
now in the course of publication under the editorship
the Rev. Charles Page Eden.]

^Portrait of Bishop Henchman (Vol. iii., p, 8.).
Your correspondent Y.Y. is informed, that there
is in the collection of the Earl of Clarendon, at
the Grove, a full-length portrait of Bishop Hench-
man, by Sir Peter Lely. This picture, doubtless,
belonged to the Chancellor Clarendon. Lord

Clarendon, in his History of the Rebellion, b. xiii.

(vol. vi.
p.

540. ed. Oxford, 1826), describes the

share which Dr. Henchman, then a prebendary
of Salisbury, had in facilitating the escape of

Charles II., after the battle of Worcester. Dr.
Henchman conducted the king to a place called

Heale, near Salisbury, then belonging to Serjeant

Hyde, afterwards made chief justice of the King's
Bench by his cousin the chancellor. L.

Lines attributed to Charles Yorke (Vol. ii., p. 7.).

The editor of Bishop Warburton's Literary
Remains is informed, that the lines transcribed by
him,

"
Stript to the naked soul," &c., have been

printed lately in a work entitled The Sussex Gar"

land, published by James Taylor, formerly an
eminent bookseller at Brighton, but now removed
to Newick, Sussex. The lines appear to have
been written on Mrs. Grace Butler, who died at

Rowdel, in Sussex, in the 86th year of her age,

by Alexander Pope, but, according to Taylor,
not inserted in any edition of Pope's works. The
lines will be found in the 9th and 10th N"os.

of The Sussex Garland, p. 285., under
"
Warming-

hurst." W. S.

Richmond, Surrey.

liodolph Gualter (Vol. iii., p. 8.).
"
Rodolph Gualter naquit a Zurich en 1519, et y

mourut en ] 586. 11 fit ses dtudes dans sa ville natale,
a Lausanne, a Marbourg, et en Angleterre. Rodolph,
son fils, mort en 1577, avait fait de tres bonnes etudes
a Geneve, en Allemagne, et a 1'universite d'Oxford."

The above I have extracted from the account of
him given in the Biographie Universelle, which
refers as authority to " J. B. Huldrici Gualtherus
redivivus seu de vita et morte Rod. Gualtheri

oratio, 1723," intheBiblioth.Bremens., viii. p. 635.
In this memoir I find it stated :

"
quod Gualtherus noster una cum Nicolao Partrigio

Anglo in Angliam iter suscepit. Quatuor iilud men-
sibus et aliquot diebus finitum est, inciditque in annum
seculi trigesimtim."

But neither in this, nor in the account of his life

by Melchior Adam, nor in that contained in Rose's

Biographical Dictionary, can I find any trace of
the opinion that he was a Scotchman ; and as

Huldricus was himself a professor in the Athenaeum
at Zurich, he would probably be correctly in-

formed on the subject. TYRO.
Dublin.

"Annoy" used as a Noun (Vol. ii., p. 139.).
Your correspondent CH. will find three good in-

stances of the use of the word annoy as a noun (in
addition to the lines cited by him from Words-
worth) by Queen Elizabeth, George Gascoigne,
and Mr. Keble :

" The doubt of future woes exiles my present joy,
And wit me warns to shun such snares as threaten

mine annoy."
See Ellis' Specimens ofEarly English Poets, ii. p. 1 36.
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" And as they more esteeme that merth
Than dread the night's annoy,

So must we decme our dayes on erth

But hell to heauenly joye."
Good Monowe, see Farr's Select Poetry, 8fc., p. 38.

" High heaven, in mercy to your sad annoy,
Still greets you with <rlad tidings of immortal joy."

Christian Year,
" Christmas Day."

H. G. T.

Culprit, Origin of the Word (Vol. ii., p. 475.).
See Stephen's Commentaries on the Laws of Eng-
land, iv. 408. note (p). C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, Dec. 14. 1850.

Passage in Bishop Butler (Vol. ii., p. 464.).
The "

peculiar term
"
referred to by Bishop Butler

is evidently the verb " to blackguard." It is for

this reason that he inserts the condition,
" when

the person it respects is present." We may abuse,

revile, vituperate an absent person ;
but we can

only
"'

blackguard
"

a man when he is present.
The word "

blackguard
"

is not recognised by
Johnson. Richardson inserts it as a noun, but not
as a verb. L.

Wat the Hare (Vol. ii., p. 315.). Your corre-

spondent K. asks what other instances there are

of Wat as the name of a hare? I know of one.

On the market-house at Watton the spandrils of
\

an Elizabethan doorway have been placed, taken !

from some old building in the town. This has a

hare 'on one side, a ton on the other, a rebus of

the town name Watton. H. H.

The Letter 5 (Vol. ii., p. 492.). Yerl for Earl,
and yirth for earth, &c., are, to this day, quite
common in Scottish orthoepy among many of the

lower classes. G. F. G.

Did Elizabeth visit Bacon at Twickenham Park ?

(Vol. ii., pp. 408. 468.). To this question your
correspondent J. I D. replies with a quotation
from Nichols (edition of 1823), who dates her

visit in 1592 or 1593. I had looked into Nichols's

first edition (1788) without finding the subject
mentioned; and I am now inclined to think, as at

first, that it is altogether a misapprehension. Sir

Francis Bacon, in His Apologie in Certaine Impu-
tations concerning the late Earl of Essex, written

to the Right Hon. his very Good Lord the Earle of
Devonshire, Lord-lieutenant of Ireland" Lond.

1604, in 16mo. pp. 74., says, at p. 32. :

" A little before that time, boing about the middle
of Michaelmas tenve, her Maiestie had a purpose to

dine at my Lodge at Twickna Parke, at which time I

had (though I professe not to be a poet) prepared a

Sonnet, directly tending and alluding to draw on her

Maiesties reconciliation to my Lord," &c. &c.

This I conceive to have reference to an intention

of Elizabeth, rather than to an accomplished fact.

At p. 14. of this work, Bacon says he had sold

Twickenham Park some time ago to Reynold

Nicholas. I consider Lysons to have been the
first author who mentions the subject ;

and at

Environs, vol. iii. (1795), p. 565
, there is a note :

" From the information of the Earl of Orlbrd."
And I therefore conclude it to have been some
mistake of Lord Orford's.

YOUR FORMER CORRESPONDENT.
Dec. 27. 1850.

Mock-Beggar (Vol. ii., p. 478.). The origin
of this term was discussed in the Gentleman's

Magazine in 1840. Two localities so called were
cited (vol. xiv. p. 114.), with the opinion of Sir

William Burrell, that some buildings so named at

Brighton had been " a mendicant priory." An-
other writer (p. 331.) suggested that the term
was applied to country houses when deserted or
uno cupied ; or to rocks, as one near Bakewell,
where the semblance of a ham might attract a

wayfarer from the high road, only to deceive his

expectations of relief. J. G. N".

Cardinal Chalmers (Vol. ii., p. 493.). The in-

signia mentioned by your correspondent S. P., in

No 60., are very common among Roman Catholic

ecclesiastics on the Continent, and are frequently j

to be seen on tombs. The hat and tassels are

appropriated to Notaries Apostolic of the Holy
Roman See, as well as to Cardinals ; and the dig-

nity having some privileges attached to it, it is

sought after by ecclesiastics of standing.
HYDE CLARKE.

Binsey, God help me ! (Vol. i., p. 247.). I

remember the same words respecting the village of

Binsey, half-way between Oxford and Godstow.
j

During the winter and spring months it was

nearly all ynder water, like Port Meadow, on the
j

opposite side of the river : so if you asked a Bin-
|

seyite in winter where he came from, the answer '

was as above
;

if in summer,
"
Binsey, where

:

else ?
"

CHAS. PASLAM.

Midwives Licensed (Vol. ii., p. 408.). On this

subject I would refer S. P. H. T. to Burn's Eccle-

siasticalZM7, under the head of" Midwives," which
is all nearly that can be ascertained at present on
that head. Among other things it says in the oath

taken of them,
" You shall not in anywise use or exercise any

manner of witchcraft, charm, or sorcery, invocation, or

other prayers, than may stand with God's law and the

king's."
M. C. R.

Dr. Timothy Thrvscross (Vol. ii., p. 441.).
There are frequent notices of Dr. Thristcross, or

Thruscross, in Dr. Worthinnton's correspondence.
(See Vol. i. of same, edited for the Chetham So-

ciety. Index, voc. "
Thristcross.") Dr.Worthington

observes, p. 219.,
"

] did love to talk with worthy
Mr. Thirstcross, who knew Mr. Ferrar and Little

Gidding." JAS. CROSSLEY.
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History of Bohemian Persecution (Vol. ii.,

p. 358.). See note to Worthington's Diary and

Correspondence, vol. i. p. 154., for a notice of this

work of Comenius, and his other publications re-

lating to the Bohemian church. JAS. CHOSSLEY.

"Earth has no Rage" (Vol. iii., p. 23.).
" Earth has no rage like love to hatred turn'd,

And hell no fury like a woman scorn'd."

These are the concluding lines of Act III. of

Congreve's Mourning Bride. They stand, how-

ever, thus, in the edition to which I have referred :

" Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turn'd,
Nor hell a fury like a woman scorn'd."

JAS. CROSSLEY.
Manchester, 11. Jan. 1851.

Couplet in De Foe (Vol. ii., p. 310.).
" Restraint from ill is freedom to the wise,
And good men wicked liberties despise."

This couplet is altered from the following couplet
in De Foe's True Born Englishman :

" Restraint from ill is freedom to the wise.
But Englishmen do all restraint despise."

See collection of his writings, vol. i. p. 20., edit.

1703. JAS. CBOSSLEY.

Private Memoirs of Queen Elizabeth (Vol. iii.,

p 23.).
" The Secret History of the most renowned

Queen Elizabeth and the Earl of Essex. In two

parts. By a person of Quality. Cologne : printed
for Will with the Wisp, at the Sign of the Moon
in the Ecliptick. M.D.CLXXXI." is the title of a
small volume in my possession, containing some
curious hints corroborative of the first p:irt of
Mr. Ives' MS. note mentioned in " NOTES AND
QUERIES" (Vol. iii. p. 11.). If this be the book
to which your correspondent, J E. C., refers in

your last number, he is perfectly welcome to the

perusal of my copy. WIJLLIAM J. D. ROPER.
Vane House, Hampstead, Jan. 18. 1851.

Abbots House at Buckden ( Vol. ii., p. 494.).
MR. C. H. COOPER asks,

" will M. C. R. explain
his allusion to the Abbot's House at Buckden ?

"

Being only an occasional visitor there, I can give
no other explanation than it is universally called
so by the inhabitants of the place. The house is

very low-roomed, and only one story high ;
it has

been compoed over, so that there is nothing very
ancient in the look of the brickwork, excepting
the chimneys, which form a cluster in the centre.
The door I mentioned, evidently is an ancient one.
A good deal of iron about it, and in square com-

partments.

^

When I was there recently, I was informed of a

discovery in a public-house formerly called the
Lion now, the Lamb. A gentleman in the place
came into possession of some pamphlets respecting
Buckden ; in one of which it is said, that this
house was originally the hostel where the visitors
and domestics used to go when the bishop had not

room at the palace for them, and that it would be
found there was an "Agnus Dei" in the ceiling of
one of the lower rooms. The consequence was,
search was made for it : and what seemed a plain
boss, where two beams crossed each other, on

being cleansed and scraped, turned out to be as

the book said, and which I saw only last week.
The clergyman has the pamphlet above alluded
to. Whether this, and the abbot's house, belonged
to the palace I cannot say. The road now runs
between them.
The "

Agnus Dei "
is seven or eight inches in

diameter; the lamb, &c., in the centre, and the
words " Ecce Agnus Dei

"
in a circular border

round it.

This is all the information I can now give.
M. C. R.

Bab in the Bowster (Vol. ii., p. 518.). In your
valuable periodical your correspondent

" MAC."
makes an observation regarding "Bab in the

Bowster," which is not correct so far as regards
this part of the country at least. He says

"
it is

now danced with a handkerchief instead of a cush-

ion," whereas the fact is I have never seen it

danced but with a pillow, as its name " Bab in

the Bowster (Anglice bolster)" would seem to

denote. The manner of dancing it is, the com-

pany having formed itself into a circle, one, either

male or female, goes into the centre, carrying a

pillow, and dances round the circle with a sort of

shuffling quick step, while the others sing,
" Wha learn'd you to dance, you to dance, you to

dance,
Wha learn'd you to dance, Bab in the Bowster

brawly ?
"

To which the daneer replies :

" Mother J&arn'd me to dance, me to dance, me to

dance,
Mother learn'd me to dance, Bab in the Bowster

brawly."

He or she then lays down the pillow before one
of the opposite sex, when they both kneel on it

and kiss
;
the person to whom the pillow has been

presented going over the above again, &c., till the

company tires.

I may add that the above is a favourite dance
here, particularly among young people, and at

children's parties in particular it is never omitted.
If your correspondent wishes the air to which it is

danced, I shall be glad to send it to him.

GL.ENIFFER.

Paisley.

Si Cloudesley Shovel (Vol. iii., p.23.). "H. J."
will find a " Note" in Cunningham's Lives of
Eminent Englishmen (vol. iv. p. 47.), of the cir-

cumstances attendant upon Sir Cloudesley 's death,
as preserved in the family of the Earl of 'Romney,
detailing the fact of his murder, and the mode of
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its discovery. I shall be happy to supply your
correspondent with an extract, if he has not the
above work at hand. J. B. COLMAR.

Noli me tangere (Vol. ii., p. 153.). In addition
to the painters already enumerated as having
treated this subject, the artist Le Sueur, com-
monly called the Raphael of France, may be men-
tioned. In his picture, the figures are somewhat
above half nature. W. J. MERCER.
Cad (Vol. i., p. 250.). Jamieson derives this

word, or rather its Scotch diminutive,
"
cadie,"

from the French, cadet. I have heard it fancifully
traced to the Latin "

cauda." W. J. MERCER.

MOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Mr. Disraeli's work, entitled Commentaries on the

Life and Reign of Charles the First, has been pro-
nounced by one of the great critical authorities of our
own days,

" the most important work " on the subject
that modern times have produced. Those who differ
from Mr. Disraeli's view of the character of the king and
the part he played in the great drama of his age may,
in some degree, dissent from this eulogy. None will,
however, deny that the work, looking to its anecdotical
character, and the "great use made in it of sources of
information hitherto unemployed, is one of the most
amusing as well as interesting histories of that eventful

period. While those who share with the editor, Mr.
B. Disraeli, and many reflecting men, the opinion that
in the great questions which are now agitating the
public mind, history is only repeating itself; and that
the "

chapters on the Genius of the Papacy ; on the
Critical Position of our earlier Protestant Sovereigns
with regard to their Roman Catholic Subjects, from the

consequences of the oaths of Allegiance jmd Supre-
macy ; on the Study of Polemical Divinity prevalent at
the commencement of the Seventeenth Century, and kindred
themes, are, in fact, the history of the events, the

thoughts, the passions, and the perplexities of the pre-
sent agitated epoch," will agree that the republicatiou
of the work at this moment is at once opportune and
acceptable.
We have received a copy of Dr. Rimbault's Musical

llhistrations of Bishop Percy's lieliques of Ancient
English Poetry: a Collection of Old Ballad Tunes,
chiefly from rare MSS. and Early printed Books, deci-

phered from the obsolete Notation, and harmonized and
arranged according to Modern Usage. If any thing
could add to the extensive popularity which Percy'swork has continued to enjoy ever since its first a'p-
pearance, (for have we not Washbourne's handsome
reprint of it, published within this year or two?) it
must be the quaint and racy melodies, "the " old antique
strains," to which these line old ballads were anciently
sung. Dr. Rimbault, who combines great musical
acquirements with a rich store of antiquarian know-
ledge, in giving us these, has produced a work as care-
fully executed as it is original in its character; one
which can only be exceeded in interest by the Musical

Illustrations of Shakspeare's Plays, which we are glad
to see promised from the same competent authority.
We are at length enabled to announce that The

Treatise on Equivocation, so often referred to in our
columns, is about to be published under the editorship
of Mr. Jardine, whose attention has long been directed to

it from its connexion with the Gunpowder Conspiracy;
and whose intimate acquaintance with that subject, as

shown in his Criminal Trials, is a sufficient pledge fur

his ability to do justice to this curious and important
historical document.
We regret to learn, from the Catalogue of the Mu-

seum of Mediaeval Art, collected by the late Mr. Cottingham,
which has been very carefully drawn up, with a pre-
face by Mr. Shaw, that, if the Family are disappointed
in disposing of the Museum to the Government, or by
private contract, it will be submitted to Public Sale in

April next, and a Collection of the most ample and
varied examples of Mediasval Architecture ever brought
together, which has been formed at a vast outlay both
of labour and cost, will be dispersed, and be thereby
rendered inaccessible and valueless to the architectural

student.

TheRev. W. H, Kelke has published some Notices of
Sepulchral Monuments in EnglishChurchtt, a work which
is not intended for professed antiquaries, but for that

large class of persons who, although they have some
taste for the subject of which it treats, have neither

time nor inclination to enter deeply into it, and as will,

we have no "doubt, be very acceptable to those to whom
it is immediately addressed.

We regret to announce the death of one of our
earliest and most valued contributors, Professor T. S.

Davies, of Woolwich. "
Probably few men in Eng-

land," says the Athenceum, " were better versed in the

methods of the old geometers, or possessed a more
critical appreciation of their ^relative merits." His
death is a great loss to geometrical science, as well as

to a large circle of friends.

We have received the following Catalogues :

Stacey and Co. (19. Southampton Street, Strand) Ca-

talogue of Books, chiefly relating to History, Com-
merce, and Legislation ;

G. Bumstead's (205. High
Holborn) Catalogue of Interesting and Rare Books on
the Occult Sciences, America, A a, &c.

to

To meet the wishes of manyfriends, and to avoid the inconveni-
ence arisingfrom the diversity ofprices in our Monthly Parts, we
propose in future to publish a .ftjth, or Supplementary Number,
every Month in which there are only four Saturdays. Ky this

arrangement our Monthly Parts will be of the uniform price of
One shilling and Three pence, with the exception of those for
January and July, which will include the Index of the preceding
half-year at the price of One shilling and Ninepence each. Thus
the yearly subscription to NOTES AND QUERIES, either in un-

stamped Weekly lumbers or Monthly Parts, will be SIXTEEN
SHILLINGS. The subscription for the Stamped Edition, with which
Gentlemen may be supplied regularly by giving their Oi tiers direct

to the Publisher, MR.GEOIIGE BELL, 18G. Meet Street (accompanied
by a Post Office Order), is One pound and Fonrpencefor a twelve-

month, or Ten shillings and Two pencefor six months.

REPLIES RECEIVED // has been suggested to us that we should
here acknowledge all communications received by us. We would

willingly do so, but that,from their number, such acknowledgment
would necessarily occupy far more space than our readers would
like to see so employed. Hut we propose in future to notice all

replies that have reached us; by which means those who have re-

plied will be aware that their communications have come to hand,
and those who are about to reply will be enabled to judge whether
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or not they have been anticipated. Thefollowing have reached us
between the publication of our Number on Saturday last and
Wednesday. Our future Lists will comprise those received in the

week ending on the Wednesday previous to publication.
Lynch Law Curse of Scotland Butcher Willie Midwives
Steam Navigation Frozen Horn Collar of SS. Holland

Land Umbrellas -^Passage in Tennyson Sword of the Con-

queror Couplet in Defoe Thruscross Earth has no rage
Private Memoirs of Elizabeth By-the-bye Swearing by Swans

Sir Cloudesley Shovel Chaptl Difformis Grasson
Savez Land Holland Peter Wilkins Passage in St. Mark
Cockade and True Blue Mocker Mythology of the Stars

Cauking Ten Children at a Birth Swans.
W. H. B. willfind, on referring to ChappelVs National English

Airs, that the words oj RULE BRITANNIA were written by Thomson
(in the Masque of Alfred), and the music composed by Dr. Arne,

TAPETIA Miss Linwood's Salvator Mundi, after Carlo Dolce,
is, we betieve, in one of Her Majesty's private apartments at
Windsor Castle. We do not insert TAPETIA'S letter, because we
by no means agree with the writer in his views of the property of
the Crown. The Queen behaved most kindly and liberally on the
occasion ofthe late Exhibition of Mediaeval Art : but that is a very
different thing from calling for a transfer of the Holbein or Da
Vinci draivings to some public museum.

11. W. E. will find the custom of
"
Going a Gooding," which

appears to prevail on St. T'homas's Day in many parts of the

country, described in Brand's Popular Antiquities (ed. Ellis).

S. G. (C.C.C.C.) is thanked for his friendly Note. Had we
been aware of the facts with which he has now furnished us, of
course, the communication to which he refers would not have been
inserted in its present shape.

VOLUME THE SECOND OF NOTES AND QUERIES We this

day issue the INDEX to our Second Volume. Copies of which
Volume, strongly bound in cloth, may now be had price 9*. 6d.

We hope next week, by the publication of a Double Number,
under our new arrangement, to clear off a large accumulation of
correspondence.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book'
sellers and Newsventlers. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, SfC.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be Addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Errata. No. 63. p. 29 ."the article on Totness Church should
have preceded that on Stringing Tureen; p. 27. 1. 21. for "

Cyssus"
read "

iyssus," and 1. 24. for " inventions " read " inventories ;
"

p. 30. 1. 51. for " on alarm " read " no alarm."

MUSICAL ILLUSTRATIONS ofPERCY'S
RELIQUES of ANCIENT POETRY. A Collection

of Old Ballad Tunes, &c., chiefly from rare Manuscript and
early printed Books, with some Account of the Ballads. By
EDWARD F. RIMBAULT, LL D. In cloth, 12*.

London: CRAMER AND Co., 201. Regent Street.

TO BOOKBUYERS.
This day is published, PART I., for January, of

CSKEET'S MONTHLY CATALOGUE
of NEW and SECOND-HAND BOOKS, marked at

unusually low prices, for Cash. To be had gratis, and post free,
upon application at 21. King William Street, Charing Cross.

Pocket Editions, neatly and uniformly printed, royal 32mo.

GEORGE HERBERT. The Temple, Sacred
Poems, and Private Ejaculations. Very neatly printed,

32mo., cloth, -2s. 6d. ; morocco, 5*. ; morocco extra, by HAYD\Y,
at various prices.

A PRIEST TO THE TEMPLE; or, THECOUNTRY PARSON, his Character and Rule of Holy Life. Cloth
2s. ; morocco, 4s. Gd.

JOHN SELDEN. TABLE TALK, being the
Discourses of JOHN SELDEN, or his Sense of various Matters of
Weight and High Consequence, relating especially to Religionand the State. Royal 32mo. cloth, 2*. ; morocco," 4*. Grf. ; mo-rocco extra, by Hayday, at various prices.

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

Committee for the Repair of the

TOMB OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.
JOHN BRUCE, Esq., Treas. S.A.

J. PAYNE COLLIER, Esq., V.P.S.A.

PETER CUNNINGHAM, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM RICHARD DRAKE, Esq., F.S.A.

THOMAS W. KING, Esq., F.S.A.

SIR FREDERICK MADDEN, K.H.

JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS, Esq., F.S.A.

HENRY SHAW, Esq., F.S.A.

SAMUEL SHEPHERD, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM J. THOMS, Esq., F.S.A.

The Tomb of Geoffrey Chaucer in Westminster Abby is fast

mouldering into irretrievable decay. A sum of One Hundred
Pounds will effect a perfect repair. The Committee have not
thought it right to fix any limit to the subscription ; they them-
selves, have opened the list with a contribution from each of them
of Five Shillings ; but they will be ready to receive any amount,
more or less, which those who value poetry and honour Chaucer
may be kind enough to remit to them.

Subscriptions have been received from the Earls of Carlisle,
Ellesmere, and Shafiesbury, Viscounts Strangford and Mahon,
Pres. Soc. Antiq., The Lords Braybrooke and Londesborough,
and many other noblemen and gentlemen.

Subscriptions are received by all the members of the Commit-
tee, and at the Union Bank, Pall Mall East. Post-office orders
may be made payable at the Charing Cross Office, to William
Richard Drake, Esq., the Treasurer, 46. Parliament Street, of
William J. Thorns, Esq., Hon. Sec., 25. Holy-Well Street, Mill-
bank.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for
DECEMBER contains the following articles:!. An

Evening with Voltaire, by Mr. R. N. Neville ; 2. The New Cra-
tylus ; 3. Old Ballads from the Bright Collection ; 4. The Abbe
de Saint-Pierre; 5. Norman Crosses (with Engravings); 6.

Duchess of Queensberry and Gay ; 7. Dryden and Flecknoe ; 8.

Legends of the Monastic Orders; 9. T. Lodge and his Works;
10. Birth of the Old Pretender ; 11. History of Winchelsea (with
Engravings); 12. Autobiography of Mr. Britton ; 13. The recent
Papal Bull historically considered : with Notes of the Month,
Review "of New Publications, Literary and Antiquarian Intelli-

gence, Historical Chronicle, and OBITUARY, including Memoirs of
Lord Rancliffe, Lord Stanley of Alderley, Lord Leigh, Chief
Justice Doherty, Rev. Dr. Thackeray, John Jardine, Esq.,Thomas
Hodgson, Esq., F. S. A., Newcastle, &c., &c. Price 2s. 6d.
" The Gentleman's Magazine has been revived with a degree of

spirit and talent which promises the best assurance of its lormer
popularity." Tauntun Courier.
" The additional talent which the new year has brought to its

assistance, will give an impetus advantageous to the circulation
of The Gentleman's, and, high as it previously stood, will ad-
vance it still more in the estimation of those who are enabled to

appreciate its worth."Poole Herald.

The Magazine for January, 1851, will contain a Portrait of the
late Thomas Amyot, Esq., Treasurer of the Society of Antiquaries.

NICHOLS AND SON, 25. Parliament Street.

Price Id., by Post 2rf., or 5*. per Hundred for Distribution.

WESTMINSTER AND DR. WISEMAN :

or, FACTS v. FICTION. By WILLIAM PAGE WOOD
Esq., M. P., Q. C. Reprinted from The Times, with an Advertise-
ment on the subject of the WESTMINSTER SPIRITUAL AID FUND,
and more especially on the Duty and Justice of applying the
Revenues of the suspended Stalls of the Abbey for the adequate
Endowment of the District Churches in the immediate nei^h-
bourhood.

Second Edition, with an Appendix.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Sfeet ; MESSRS. RIVINGTONS,
St. Pauls Church-yard, and Waterloo Place; and THOMAS
HATCHARD, 187. Piccadilly ; and by Order of all Booksellers.
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TRADITIONAL, ENGLISH BALLADS.

The task of gathering old traditionary song is

surely a pleasant and a lightsome one. Albeit the
harvest has been plentiful and the gleaners many,
still a stray sheaf may occasionally be found worth
the having. But we must be careful not to "pick
up a straw."

One of your correspondents recommends, as an
addition to the value of your pages, the careful

getting together of those numerous traditional

ballads that are still sometimes to be met with,

floating about various parts of the country. This
advice is by no means to be disregarded, but I
wish to point out the necessity of the contributors
to the undertaking knowing something about
ballad literature. An acquaintance with the or-

dinary published collections, at least, cannot be

dispensed with. Without this knowledge we
should be only multiplying copies of worthless

trifles, or reprinting ballads that had already ap-
peared in print.
The traditional copies of old black-letter ballads

are, in almost all cases (as may easily be seen by
comparison), much the worse for wear. As a

proof of this I refer the curious in these matters to

a volume of Traditional Versions of Old Ballads,
collected by Mr. Peter Buchan, and edited by
Mr. Dixon for the Percy Society. The Uev. Mr.
Dyce pronounces this "a volume of forgeries ;

"

but, acquitting poor Buchan (of whom more anon)
of any intention to deceive, it is, to say the least

of it, a volume of rubbish ; inasmuch as the ballads
are all worthless modern versions of what had

appeared "centuries ago
"

in their genuine shape.
Had these ballads no.t existed in print, we should
have been glad of them in any form; but, in the

present case, the publication of such a book (more
especially by a learned society) is a positive
nuisance.

Another work which I cannot refrain from

noticing, called by one of the reviewers " a valu-
able contribution to our stock of ballad literature

"
?

is Mr. Frederick Sheldon's Minstrelsy of the

English Border. The preface to this volume

Vol. III. No. 65.
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promises much, as may be seen by the following

passage :

" It is now upwards of forty years since Sir Walter

Scott published his Border Minstrelsy, and during his

'raids,' as he facetiously termed his excursions of dis-

covery in Liddesdale, Teviotdale, Tyndale, and the

Merse, very few ballads of any note or originality could

possibly escape his enthusiastic inquiry ; for, to his

love of ballad literature, he added the patience and re-

search of a genuine antiquary. Yet, no doubt many
ballads did escape, and still remain scattered up and

down the country side, existing probably in the recoU

lection of many a sun-browned shepherd, or the

weather-beaten brains of ancient hinds, or ' eldern'

women : or in the well-thumbed and nearly illegible

leaves of some old book or pamphlet of songs, snugly

resting on the 'pot-head,' or sharing their rest with

the ' Great Ha' Bible,' Scott's Worthies, or Blind Harry's
lines. The parish dominie or pastor of some obscure

village, amid the many nooks and corners of the Bor-

ders, possesses, no doubt, treasures in the ballad-ware

that would have gladdened the heart of a Ritson, a

Percy, or a Surtees ;
in the libraries, too, of many an

ancient descendant of a Border family, some black-*

lettered volume of ballads doubtlessly slumbers in hal-

lowed and unbroken du.st."

This reads invitingly; the writer then pro-
ceeds : !

" From such sources I have obtained many of the

ballads in the present collection. Those to which I

have stood godfather, and so baptized and remodelled,
I have mostly met with in the ' broad-side '

ballads, as

they are called."

Although the writer here speaks of Ritson and

Percy as if he were acquainted with their works,
it is very evident that he had not looked into their

contents. The name of Evans' Collection had

probably never reached him. Alas \ we look in

vain for the tantalising "pamphlet ofsongs," still,

perhaps, snugly resting on the "
pot-head," where

our author in his "
poetical dream "

first saw it.

The " black-lettered volume of ballads
"

too, in

the library of the " ancient descendant of a Border

family," still remains in its dusty repository, un-
touched by the hand of Frederick Sheldon.

In support of the object of this paper I shall

now point out " a few
"
of the errors of The Min-

strelsy of the English Border.
P. 201. The Fair Flower ofNorthumberland :

" It was a knight in Scotland born,
Follow my love, come over the Strand ;

Was taken prisoner, and left forlorn

Even by the good Erie Northumberland."

This is a corrupt version of Thomas Deloney's
celebrated ballad of " The Ungrateful Knight,"
printed in the History of Jack of Newbery, 1596,
and in Eitson's Ancient Songs, 1790, A Scottish

version may be found in Kinloch's Ballads, under
the title of "The Provost's Daughter." Mr.
Sheldon knows nothing of this, but says,

" This ballad has been known about the English
Border for many years, and I can remember a version

of it being sung by my grandmother !

"

He also informs us that he has added the last

verse but one, in order to make the " ends of

justice" more complete!
P. 232. The Laird of Roslin's Daughter :'

" The Laird of Iloslin's daughter
Walk'd through the wood her lane

;

And by her came Captain Wedderburn,
A servant to the Queen."

This is a wretched version (about half the original

length) of a well-known ballad, entitled "
Captain

Wedderburn's Courtship." It first appeared in

print in The New British Songster, a collection

published at Falkirk, in 1785. It was afterwards

inserted in Jamieson's Popular Ballads and Songs,
1806; Kinloch's Ancient Ballads, 1826; Chambers'
Scottish Ballads, 1829, &c. But hear what Mr.
Sheldon has to say, in 1 847 :

" This is a fragment of an apparently ancient ballad,

related to me by a lady of Berwick-on- Tweed, who
used to sing it in her childhood. I have given all that

she was able to furnish me with. The same lady
assures me that she never remembers having seen it in

print [
! ! ], and that she had learnt it from her nurse,

together with the ballad of ' Sir Patrick Spens,' and

several Irish legends, since forgotten."

P. 274. The Merchant's Garland:
"
Syr Carnegie's gane owre the sea,

And's plowing thro' the main,

And now must make a lang voyage,
The red gold for to gain."

This is evidently one of those ballads which calls

Mr. Sheldon "
godfather." The original ballad,

which has been "
baptized and remodelled," is

called " The Factor's Garland." It begins in the

following homely manner:
" Behold here's a ditty, 'tis true and no jest,

Concerning a young gentleman in the East,

Who by his great gaming came to poverty,
And afterwards went many voyages to sea."

P. 329. The rare Ballad of Johnnie Faa :

" There were seven gipsies in a gang,

They were both brisk and bonny O ;

They rode till they came to the Earl of Castle's

house,
And there they sang so sweetly O."

This is a very hobbling version (from the recitation

of a "
gipsy vagabond ") of a ballad frequently

reprinted. It first appeared in Ramsay's Tea-

Table Miscellany; afterwards in Finlay's and
Chambers' Collections. None of these versions

were known to Mr. Sheldon.

I have now extracted enough from the Min-

strelsy of the English Border to show the mode of
" ballad editing

"
as pursued by Mr. Sheldon.

The instances are sufficient to strengthen my po-
sition.

One of the most popular traditional ballads still
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floating about tlio country, is
"
King Henrie the

Fifth's Conquest :

"

" As our King lay musing on his bi>d,

He bethought himself upon a time,

Of a tribute that was due fron France,
Had not been paid for so long a time."

It was first printed from " oral communication,"

by Sir Harris Nicolas, who inserted two versions

in the Appendix to his History of the Battle of
Agincourt, 2d edition, 8vo, 1832. It again ap-

peared (not from either of Sir Harris Nicolas's

copies) in the Rev. J. C. Tyler's Henry of Mon-
mouth, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 197. And, lastly, in Mr.
Dixon's Ancient Poems, Ballads, and Songs of the

Peasantry of England, printed by the Percy So-

ciety in 1846. These copies vary considerably
from each other, which cannot be wondered at,

when we find that they were obtained from inde-

pendent sources. Mr. Tyler does not allude to

Sir Harris Nicolas's copies, nor does Mr. Dixon
seem aware that any printed version of the tra-

ditional ballad had preceded his. The ballad,

however, existed in a printed
" broad-side

"
long

before the publications alluded to, and a copy,
"Printed and sold in Aldermary Church Yard,"
is now before me. It is called "

King Henry V.,
his Conquest of France in Revenge for the Affront
offered by the French King in sending him (instead
of the Tribute) a ton of Tennis Balls."

An instance of the various changes and muta*
tious to which, in the course of ages, a popular
ballad is subject, exists in the "

Frog's Wedding."
The pages of the " NOTES AND QUERIES

"
testify to

this in a remarkable degree. But no one has yet
hit upon the original ballad

; unless, indeed, the

following be it, and I think it has every appearance
of being the identical ballad licensed to Edward
White in 1580-1. It is taken from a rare mu-
sical volume in my library, entitled Melismata;
Mmicall Phansies, fitting the Court, Citie, and

Countrey Humours. Printed by William Stansby
for Thomas Adams, 1611. 4to.

" THE MARRIAGE OF THE FROGGE AND THE MOUSE.
" It was the Frogge in the well,

Humble-dum, humble dum
;

And the merrie Mouse in the mill,

Tvveedle, tweedle twino.

" The Frogge would a-wooing ride,

Humble-dum, tScc.

Sword and buckler by his side,

Tweedle, &c.

" When he was upon his high horse set,.

Humble dum, &c.

His boots they shone as blacke as jet,

Tweedle, &c.

" When he came to the merry mill pin,
Humble-dum, &c.

Lady Mouse, beene you within?

Tweedle, &c.

" Then came out the dusty Mouse,
Humble-dum, &c.

I am Lady of this house,

Tweedle, &c.J

" Hast thou any minde of me ?

Humble-dum, &c.

I have e'ne great minde of thee,

Tweedle, &c.

" Who shall this marriage make ?'

Humble-dum, &c.

Our Lord, which is the Rat,

Tweedle, &c.

" What shall we have to our supper ?

Humble-dum, &c.

Three beanes in a pound of butter,

Tweedle, &c.

" When supper they were at,

Humble-dum, &c.

The Frogge, the Mouse, and even the Rat,

Tweedle, &c.

*' Then came in Gib our Cat,

Humble-dum, &c.

And catcht the Mouse even by the backe,

Tweedle, &c.

" Then did they separate,

Humble-dum, &c.

And the Frogge leapt on the floore so flat,

Tweedle, &c.

" Then came in Dicke our Drake,
Humble-dum, &c.

And drew the Frogge even to the lake,

Tweedle, &c.

"The Rat ran up the wall,

Humble-dum, &c.

A goodly company, the Divell goe with all,

Tweedle, &c."

From what I have shown, the reader will agree
with me, that a collector of ballads from oral tra-

dition should possess some acquaintance with the

labours of his predecessors. This knowledge is

surely the smallest part of the duties of an editor.

ding, some years age

writings of old Zarlino (an Italian author of the

I remember reading, some years ago, in the

sixteenth century), an amusing chapter on the

necessary qualifications for a "
complete mu-

sician." The recollection of this forcibly returns

to me after perusing the following extract from
the preface to a Collection of Ballads (2 vols. 8vo.

Edinburgh, 1828), 'by our "simple" but well-

meaning friend,
" Mr. Peter Buchan of Peter-

head."

" No one has yet conceived, nor has it entered the

mind of man, what patience, perseverance, and general

knowledge are* necessary for an editor of a Collection

of Ancient Ballads ;
nor what mountains of difficulties

he has to overcome ; what hosts of enemies he has to

encounter ; and what myriads of little-minded quibblers
he has to silence. The writing of explanatory notes is

like no other species of literature. History throws
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little light upon their origin [the ballads, I suppose?],
or the cause which gave rise to their composition. He
has to grope his way in the dark : like Bunyan's pilgrim,
on crossing the Valley of the Shadow of Death, he hears

sounds and noises, but cannot, to a certainty, tell from
whence they come, nor to what place they proceed.
The one time, he has to treat of fabulous ballads in the

most romantic shape ; the next, legendary, with all its

exploded, obsolete, and forgotten superstitions; also

history, tragedy, comedy, love, war, and so on; all,

perhaps, within the narrow compass of a few hours,
so varied must his genius and talents be."

After this we ought surely to rejoice, that any
one hardy enough to become an Editor of Old
Ballads is left amongst us.

EDWARD F. KIMBAUI/T.

THE FATHER OF PHLLIP MASSINGER.

Gifford was quite right in stating that the

name of the father of Massinger, the dramatist,
was Arthur, according to Oldys, and not Philip,

according to Wood and Davies. Arthur Massinger
(as he himself spelt the name, although others

have spelt it Messenger, from its supposed ety-

mology) was in the service of the Earl of Pem-
broke, who married the sister of Sir Philip Sidney,
in whose family the poet Daniel was at one time

tutor. I have before me several letters from him
to persons of note and consequence, all signed
" Arthur Massinger;" and to show his importance
in the family to which he was attached, I need only

mention, that in 1597, when a match was proposed
between the son of Lord Pembroke and the

daughter of Lord Burghley, Massinger, the poet's

father, was the confidential agent employed be-

tween the parties. My purpose at present is to

advert to a matter which occurred ten years earlier,

and to which the note I am about to transcribe

relates. It appears that in March, 1587, Arthur

Massinger was a suitor for the reversion of the

office of Examiner in the Court of the Marches
toward South Wales, for which also a person of

the name of Fox was a candidate ; and, in order

to forward the wishes of his dependant, the Earl of

Pembroke wrote to Lord Burghley as follows :

" My servant Massinger hathe besought me to ayde
him in obteyning a reversion from her Majestic of the

Examiner's office in this courte ; whereunto, as I wil-

lingly have yielded, soe I resolved to leave the craving
of your Lordship's furtheraunce to his owne humble
snte ; but because 1 heare a sonn of Mr. Fox (her Ma-
jestie's Secretary here) doth make sute for the same, and
for that Mr. Sherar, who now enjoyethe it, is sicklie,
I am boulde to desier your Lordship's honorable
favour to my servaunte, which I shall most kindlie

accepte, and he for the same ever rest bounde to praye
for your Lordship. And thus, leaving further to

trouble you, &c. 28. March, 1587. H. PEMBROKE."

The whole body of this communication, it is

worth remark, is in the handwriting of Arthur
Massinger (whose penmanship was not unlike that
of his son), and the signature only that of the
Earl, in whose family he was entertained. I have
not been able to ascertain whether the application
was successful

; and it is possible that some of the
records of the court may exist, showing either the
death of Sherar, and by whom he was succeeded
about that date, or that Sherar recovered from
his illness. As I have before said, it is quite clear
that Arthur Massinger was high in the confidence
and service of Lord Pembroke ten years after the
date of the preceding note.

I have a good deal more to say about Arthur
Massinger, but I must take another time for the

purpose. THE HERMIT OF HOLYPORT.

TOUCHSTONE'S DIAL.

(Vol. ii., p. 405 )

The conjecture of Mr. Knight, in his note to
As You Like It, and to which your correspondent
J. M. B. has so instructively drawn our attention,
is undoubtedly correct. The "sun-ring" or ring-
dial, was probably the watch of our forefathers
some thousand years previous to the invention of
the modern chronometer, and its history is de-

serving of more attention than has hitherto been
paid to it. Its immense antiquity in Europe is

proved by its^
still existing in the remotest and

least civilised districts of North England, Scotland,
and the Western Isles, Ireland, and in Scandinavia.
I have in my possession two such rings, both of
brass. The one, nearly half an inch broad, and
two inches in diameter, is from the Swedish island
of Gothland, and is of more modern make. It is

held by the finger and thumb clasping a small
brass ear or handle, to the right of which a slit in

the ring extends nearly one-third of the whole
length. A small narrow band of brass (about one-
fifth of the width) runs along the centre of the

ring, and of course covers the slit. This narrow-
band is movable, and has a hole in one part
through which the rays of the sun can fall. On
each side of the band (to the right of the handle)
letters, which stand for the names of the months,
are inscribed on the ring as follows :

J A S O N D
f K V K J f

Inside the ring, opposite to these letters, are the

following figures for the hours :

fr g 5 T K,

8 9 10 It ^

The small brass band was made movable that
the ring-clock might be properly set by the sun at

stated periods, perhaps once a month.
The second sun-ring, which I bought in Stock-

holm in 1847, also " out of a deal of old iron," is
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smaller and much broader than the first, and is

perhaps a hundred years older; it is also more
ornamented. Otherwise its fashion is the same,
the only difference being in the arrangement of

the inside figures, which are as follows :

6 7 8 9 10 11

8 L 9 S * S 5 1

The ring recovered by Mr. Knight evidently

agrees with the above. I hope Mr. K. will,

sooner or later, present the curiosity to our na-
tional museum, which will be driven at last, if

not by higher motives, by the mere force of public
opinion and public indignation, to form a regularly
arranged and grand collection of our own British

antiquities in^every branch, secular and religious,
from the earliest times, down through the middle

ages, to nearly our own days. Such an archae-

ological department could count not only upon the
assistance of the state, but upon rich and generous
contributions from British sources, individuals and

private societies, at home and abroad, as well as

foreign help, at least in the way of exchange.
But any such plan must be speedily and well or-

ganised and well announced!
I give the above details, not only because they

relate to a passage in our immortal bard, who has
ennobled and perpetuated every word and fact in

his writings, but because they illustrate the astro-

nomical antiquities of our own country and our
kindred tribes during many centuries. These
sun-dials are now very scarce, even in the high
Scandinavian North, driven out as they have been

by the watch, in the same manner as the ancient

clog
* or Rune-staff (the carved wooden perpetual

almanac) has been extirpated by the printed
calendar, and now only exists in the cabinets of
the curious. In fifty years more sun- rings will

probably be quite extinct throughout Europe. I

hope this will cause you to excuse my prolixity.
Will no astronomer among your readers direct his

attention to this subject ? Does anything of the
kind still linger in the East ?

Stockholm. GEORGE STEPHENS.

DISCREPANCIES IN DUGDALE S ACCOUNT OF SIR
RALPH DE OOBHAM.

There are some difficulties in Dugdale's account
of the Cobham family which it may be well to

bring before your readers
; especially as several

other historians and genealogists have repeated
Dugdale's account without remarking on its in-

consistencies. In speaking of a junior branch of
the family, he says, in vol. ii. p. 69.,

" There was

* The Scandinavian Rune-staff is well known. An
engraving of an ancient English clog (but with Roman
characters, instead of Runic) is in Hone's Everu-Dav
Book, vol. ii.

also Ralphe de Cobham, brother of the first-men-

tioned Stephen." He only mentions one Stephen,
but names him twice, first at page 66., and again
at 69. Perhaps he meant the above-mentioned

Stephen. He continues :

" This Ralphe took to wife Mary Countess of Nor-
folk, widdow of Thomas of Brotherton. Which Mary
was Daughter to William Lord Ros, and first married
to William Lord Braose of Brembre; and by her had
Issue John, who 20 E. III., making proof of his age,
and doing his Fealty, had Livery of his lands."

At page 64. of the same volume he states that
Thomas de Brotherton died in 12 Edward III.,
which would be only eight years before his widow's

son, by a subsequent husband, is said to have be-
come of age. That he did become of age in this

year we have unquestionable evidence. In CaL

Ing. P. Mortem, vol. iv. p. 444., we find this

entry :

" Anno 20 Edw. III. Johannes de Cobham, Filius

et Hreres Radulphi de Cobeharn defuncti. Probatio
a?tatis."

There is also abundant proof that Thomas de
Brotherton died in 12 Edward III. The most
natural way of removing this difficulty would be
to conclude that John de Cobham was the son of

Ralph by a previous marriage. But here we have
another difficulty to encounter. He is not only
called the son of Mary, Countess of Norfolk, or

Marishall, by Dugdale, but in all contemporaneous
records. See Rymer's Feed., vol. vi. p. 136. ; Rot.

Orig., vol. ii. p. 277.; CaL Rot. Pat., p. 178., again
at p. 179. ; CaL Ing. P. Mortem, vol. iii. pp. 7. 10.

Being the son-in-law of the Countess, he was pro-
bably called her son to distinguish him from a
kinsman of the same name, or because of her

superior rank. She is frequently styled the

widow, and sometimes the wife of Thomas de

Brotherton, even after the death of her subsequent
husband, Sir Ralph de Cobham. In the escheat
at her death she is thus described :

" Maria Comitissa Norfolc', uxor Thome de Brother-

ton, Comitis Norfolc', Relicta Radi de Cobeham,
Militis."

It is remarkable that this discrepancy in Sir

John Cobham's age, and the time of his supposed
mother's marriage with his father, has never before,
as far as my knowledge extends, been noticed by
any of the numerous writers who have repeated
Dugdale's account of this family.

Before concluding I will mention another mis-
take respecting the Countess which runs through
most of our county histories where she is named.
For a short period she became an inmate of the

Abbey of Langiey, and is generally stated to have
entered it previously to her marriage with Sir

Ralph de Cobham. Clutterbuck, in his History oj

Hertfordshire (vol. ii. p. 512.), for instance, relates

the circumstance in these words :
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" In the 19th year of the reign of Edward III., she

became a nun in the Abbey of Langley, in the county
of Norfolk; but quitting that religious establishment,

she married Sir Ralph Cobham, Knt., and died anno

36 Edward III."

By Cal Ing. P. Mortem, vol. i. p. 328., we find

that Ralph Cobham died 19th Edward III.*,
that is, the same year in which the Countess en-

tered the Abbey, from whence we may conclude
that she retired there to pass in seclusion the

period of mourning. W. HASTINGS KJBLKE.

HENRY CHETTLE.

DR. BJMBAUI/T, in the introduction to his edition

of Kind-Heart's Dream, for the Percy Society,

says,
" Of the author, Henry Chettle, very little

is known
;
... we are ignorant of the time and

place of his birth or death, and of the manner in

which he obtained his living." (Pp. vii. viii.) I

trouble you with this note in the hope that it may
furnish him with a clue to further particulars of

Henry Chettle.

Hutchins (Hist, of Dorset., voL i. p. 53. ed.

1774) mentions a family named Chettle, which was
seated at Blandford St. Mary from 1547 to about

1690, and gives the following names as lineal

successors to property in that parish: Henry
Chettle, ob. 1553. John, s. and h., ob. 1590.

Edward, s. and h., ob. 1609, "leaving Henry, his

son and heir, eleven years nine months old."

Among the burials for the same parish (p. 57.)
occurs "Henry Chettle, Esq., 1616;" and at

pp. 119. 208. the marriage of "Henry Chettle,

Gent., and Susan Chaldecot, 1610." This last

extract is from the register of the parish of Steple,
in the Isle of Purbeck, Avhich also contains, says
Hutchins, many notices of the Chettle family; but

all, I should infer, subsequent to the year 1610.
I have ascertained that the statement in

Hutchins corresponds with the entry in the regis-
ter of Blandford St. Mary, of the burial of Henry
Chettle in 1616; and that there is no entry of the

baptism of any one of that name. In fact, the

registers only begin in 1581. Now it is clear that

there were two persons of this name living at the
same time, viz. H. C., aged eleven years in 1609;
and H. C., who marries in 1610. And if the con-

jecture of the learned editor be correct, as probably
it is, that the poet, Henry Chettle, "died in or
before the year 1607," it is equally clear that he
was a third of the same name, and that he could
not be the person whose name occurs as buried in

* If my copy be correct, it is 19 Edw. II. in the

printed calendar: but it must have been Edw. III., for,

from the possessions described, it must have been
Sir Ralph Cobham who married the widow of Thomas
de Brotherton.

1616. But the name is not a common one, and
there seems sufficient to warrant further research
into this subject. I venture, therefore, to make
these two suggestions in the form of Queries :

I. Can any internal evidence be gathered from
the writings of Henry Chettle, as to his family,

origin, and birthplace ? Kind-Hcarfs Dream, the

only one of his works which I have either seen or

have the means of
consulting,

contains nothing
specific enough to connect him with Dorset, or

the West. It would seem, indeed, as if he were

acquainted with the New Forest, but not better

than with Essex, and other parts adjacent to

London.
II. Would it not be worth while to search the

Heralds' Visitations for the county of Dorset, the

Will-office, and the Inquisitions "post mortem ?"
The family was of some consequence, and is men-
tioned even in Domesday-book as holding lands

in the county. Hutchins blazons their arms
Az. 3 spiders, or; but gives no pedigree of the

family. E. A. D.

COVER.DALE S BIBLE.

We are told by Mr. Granville Penn, in the

Preface to the Annotations to the Book of the New
Covenant, that " in 1535 Coverdale printed an

English translation of the Old Testament, to

which he annexed Tyndale's revision of the New,
probably revised by himself. These last consti-

tute what is called Coverdale's Bible. Now, the

title-page of Coverdale's Bible expressly states

that it was faithfully and truly translated out of

Douche and Latyn into Englishe ;" and that this is

literally true may be seen by comparing any por-
tion of it with the common German version of

Luther. The following portion is taken quite at

hazard from the original edition
;

and I have
added Tyndale's version of 1526, as edited by
Mr. OfFor :

1535.

JOHN, vi. 41.

The murmured the lewes ther ouer, that he sayde:
I am y' bred which is come downe from heaue, and

they sayde: Is not this lesus, losephs sonne, whose

father and mother we knowe ? How sayeth he then, I

am come downe from heaue ? lesus answered, and

sayde vnto them : Murmur not amonge youre selues.

No man can come vnto me, excepte the father which

hath sent me, drawe him. And 1 shal rayse him vp
at the last daye. It is wrytten in the prophetes:

They shal ail be taughte of God. "Who so eucr now
heareth it of the father and lerneth it, commeth vnto

me. Not that eny man hath sene the father, saue he

which is of the father, the same hath sene the father.

Luther.

41 Da mnrreten die Juden daruber, das er sagte :

Ich bin das brodt, das vom himmel gekommen ist.
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42 Und sprachen ; 1st dieser nicht Jesus, Joseph':

sohn, dess vater und mutter wir kennen ? Wie sprich
er derm : Icli bin vom himmel gekommen?

43 Jesus antwortete, und sprach zu ihnen : Murrel
nicht unter einander.

44 Es kann niemand zu mir kommen, es sey dcnn,

das ihn ziclie dor Vater, der mich gesandt hat
; und Ich

werde ihn auferwecken am jungsten tage.
45 Es stehet geschrieben in den propheten : Sie

werden alle von Gott gelehret seyn. Wer es nun
hb'ret vom Vater, und lernet es, der kommt zu mir.

46 Nicht das jemand den Vater habe gesehen ohne
der vom Vater ist, der hat den Vater gesehen.

Tyndah, 1526.

The iewes murmured att itt, be cause he sayde : I
am thatt breed which is come doune from heven. And
they sayde: Is nott this Jesus the sonne of Joseph,
whose father, and mother we knowe ? How ys yt then
thatt he sayeth, I catne doune from heven? Jesus
answered and sayde vnto them : Murmur not betwene
youre selves. No man can come to me except my
father which hath sent, me, drawe hym. And y will

rayse hym vp at the last daye. Hit is written in the

prophetes : And they shall all be taught of God.

Every man which hath herde, and lerned of the father,
commeth unto me, not that eny man hath sene the

father, save he which is off God. The same hath sene
the father.

Authorized Version.

41 The Jews then murmured at him, because he
said, I am the bread which came down from heaven.

42 And they said, Is not this Jesus, the son of

Joseph, whose father and mother we know? how is it

then that he saith, I came down from heaven?
43 Jesus therefore answered and said unto them,

Murmur not among yourselves.
44 No man can come to me, except the Father which

hath sent me draw him : and I will raise him up at
the last day.

45 It is written in the prophets, And they shall be
all taught of God. Every man therefore that hath
heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me.

46 Not that any man hath seen the Father, save he
which is of God, he hath seen the Father.

ECHO.

ANSWER TO COWLEY.

On the fly-leaf of a copy of Cowley's Works
(London, 1668), I find the following lines :

AN ANSWER TO DRINKING (PAGE 32.).
" The thirsty earth, when one would think
Her dusty throat required more drink,
Wets but her lips, and parts the showers

Among her thousand plants and flowers :

Those take their small and stinted size,
Not drunkard-like, to fall, but rise.

The sober sea observes her tide
Even by the drunken sailor's side j

The roaring rivers pressing high
Seek to get in her company ;

She, rising, seems to take the cup,
But other rivers drink all up.
The sun, and who dare him disgrace
With drink, that keeps his steady pace,
Baits at the sea, and keeps good hours.
The moon and stars, and mighty powers,
Brink not, but spill that on the' floor

The sun drew up the day before,
And charitable dews bestow
On herbs that die for thirst below.
Then drink no more, then let that die

That would the drunkard kill, for why
Shall all things live by rule but I,

Thou man of morals, tell me why ?
"

On the title-page, in the same hand-writing as

the "
Answer," is the name of the Rev. Archibald

Foyer, with the date 1700. Y.

FOLK LORE OF LANCASHIRE. No. 1.

Lancashire, like all other counties, has its own
peculiar superstitions, manners, and customs, which
find no parallels in those of other localities. It

has also, no doubt, many local observances, current

opinions, old proverbs, and vulgar ditties, which
are held and known in common with the inha-
bitants of a greater extent of county, and differ

merely in minor particulars ;
-the necessary result

of imperfect oral transmission. In former num-
bers of this work a few isolated specimens of the
folk-lore of this district have been noticed, and
the present attempt is to give permanency to a few
others.

1 . If a person's hair, when thrown into the fire,

burns brightly, it is a Bure
^sign

that the indi-

vidual will live long. The brighter the flame the

'onger life, and vice versa.

2. A young person frequently stirs the fire with
ihe poker to test the humour of a lover. If the
re blaze brightly, the lover is good-humoured;

and vice versa.

3. A crooked sixpence, or a copper coin with a
lole through, are accounted lucky coins.

4. Cutting or paring the nails of the hands or
feet on a Friday or Sunday, is very unlucky.

5. If a person's left ear burn, or feel hot, some-

aody is praising the party ;
if the right ear burn,

:hen it is a sure sign that some one is speaking evil

of the person.
6. Children are frequently cautioned by their

3arents not to walk backwards when going an
errand

;
it is a sure sign that they will be^ uu-

'brtunate in their objects.
7. Witchcraft, and the belief in its reality, is not

ret exploded in many of the rural districts. The
writer is acquainted with parties who place full

credence in persons possessing the power to be-
vitch cows, sheep, horses, and even those persons
o whom the witch has an antipathy. One re-

pectable farmer assured me that his horse was
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bewitched into the stable through a loophole twelve

inches by three ; the fact he said was beyond doubt,
for he had locked the stable-door himself when the

horse was in the field, and had kept the key in his

pocket. Soon after this, however, a party of
farmers went through a process known by the

name of "
burning the witch out" or "

killing the

witch" as some express it
;
the person suspected

soon died, and the neighbourhood became free

from his evil doings.
8. A horse-shoe is still nailed behind many doors

to counteract the effects of witchcraft : a hag-
stone with a hole through, tied to the key of the

stable-door, protects the horses, and, if hung up
at the bed's head, the farmer also.

9. A hot iron put into the cream during the

process of churning, expels the witch from the
churn ; and dough in preparation for the baker is

protected by being marked with the figure of a
cross.

10. Warts are cured by being rubbed over with
a black snail, but the snail must afterwards be im-

paled upon a hawthorn. If a bag containing as

many small pebbles as a person has warts, be tossed

over the left shoulder, it will transfer the warts
to whoever is unfortunate enough to pick up the

bag.
11. If black snails are seized by the horn and

tossed over the left shoulder, the process will in-

sure good luck to the person who performs it.

12. Profuse bleeding is said to be instantly

stopped by certain persons who pretend to possess
the secret of a certain form of words which imme-

diately act as a charm.
13. The power of bewitching, producing evil to

parties by wishing it, &c., is supposed to be trans-

mitted from one possessor to another when one of
the parties is about to die. The writer is in

possession of full particulars respecting this sup-
posed transfer.

14. Cramp is effectually prevented by placing
the shoes with the toes just peeping from beneath
the coverlet : the same is also prevented by tying
the garter round the left leg below the knee.

15. Charmed rings are worn by many for the
cure of dyspepsia ;

and so also are charmed belts

for the cure of rheumatism.
16. A red-haired person is supposed to bring in

ill-luck if he be the first to enter a house on New
Year's Day. Black-haired persons are rewarded
with liquor and small gratuities for "

taking in the
new year" to the principal houses in their re-

spective neighbourhoods.
17. If any householder's fire does not burn

through the night of New Year's Eve, it betokens
bad luck during the ensuing year ;

and if any
party allow another a live coal, or even a lighted
candle, on such an occasion, the bad luck is ex-
tended to the other party for commiserating with
the former in his misfortunes.

Many other specimens of the folk lore of this

district might be enumerated ; but since many
here have implicit faith in Lover's expression,

" There is luck in odd numbers ;"

I will reserve them for a future opportunity, con-

sidering that seventeen paragraphs are sufficient to

satisfy all except the most thorough-paced folk-
lorians. T. T, WILKINSON.

Burnley, Lancashire.

Proclamation of Langholme Fair. In an old

paper I find the following proclamation of a fair,

to be held in a town in Scotland
; it may, perhaps,

amuse some of your numerous readers :

" O yes ! and that's a time. O yes 1 and that's twa
times. O yes ! and that's the third and last time :

All manner of pearson or pearsons whatsoever let 'em
draw near, and I shall let you ken that there is a fair

to be held at the muckle town of Langholme, for the

space of aught days ; wherein if any hustrin, custrin,

land-louper, dukes-couper, or gang-y-gate swinger,
shall breed any urdam, durdam, brabblement, or squab-
blement, he shall have his lugs tacked to the muckle
trone, with a nail of twal-a-penny, until he down of his

hobshanks and up with his muckle doubs, and pray to

heaven neen times, God bless the king, and thrice the

muckle Lord of Rdton, pay a groat to me Jammey
P"erguson, bailiff of the aforesaid manor. So ye heard

my proclamation, and I'll haam to dinner."

Perhaps some of your correspondents north of

the Tweed can give the meaning (if there be any)
of a few of the choice expressions contained in

this document. MONXBARNS.

Seats in Churches. The following curious no-

tice of seats in churches occurs in Thompson's
History of Swine ; which is quoted by him from
Whitaker's Whalley, 2nd edit. 4to. p. 228.:

" My man Shuttleworth, of Harking, made this form,
and here will I sit when I come ; and my cousin

Nowell may make one behind me, if he please, and

my son Sherburne shall make one on the other side ;

and Mr. Catteral another behind him ; and for the

residue the use shall be, first comejirst speed ; and that

will make t/ie proud wives of Whalley rise betimes to come

to church."

Which seems to convey the idea, that it was at

that time customary for persons to make their

seats in the churches. Query, When did pews come
into general use? K. W. E.

Hull.

[The earliest notice of pews occurs in the Vision of
Piers Pluuman, p. 95., edit. 1813 :

" Among wyves and wodewes ich am ywoned sute

*Yparroked in puwes. The person hit knou-eth."

See also The History of 1'ews, a paper read before

the Cambridge Camdeii Society, 1841. J^
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Flemish Account T. B. M. (Vol. i., p. 8.) re

quests references to early instances of tke use of

this expression. In the History of Edward II.,

by E. F., written A. D. 1627 (see
" NOTES ANI>

QUERIES" Vol. i.,pp. 91. 220.), folio edition, p. 113.,

I find " The Queen (Isabella) who had already a

French and an Italian trick, was jealous lest she

should here taste a Flemish one;" because she

feared lest the Earl of Renault should abandon
her cause. This instance is, I think, earlier than

any yet referred to. S. G.

Use of Monosyllables. The most remarkable
instance of the use of monosyllables that I remem-
ber to have met with in our poets, occurs in the

Fire-worshippers in Lalla Rookh. It is as follows :

" I knew, I knew it could not last

'Twas bright, 'twas heav'nly, but 'tis past I

Oh ! ever thus, from childhood's hour,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay;

I never lov'd a tree or flow'r

But 'twas the first to fade away.
I never nurs'd a dear gazelle
To glad me with its soft black eye,

But when it came to know me well,
And love rne, it was sure to die !

Now, too the joy most like divine

Of all I ever dreamt or knew,
To see thee, hear thee, call thee mine,
Oh misery ! must I lose that too?

Yet go ! On peril's brink we meet ;

Those frightful rocks that treach'rous sea

No, never come again tho' sweet,
Tho' Heav'n, it may be death to thee !"

This passage contains 126 words, 110 of which
are monosyllables, and the remainder words of

only two syllables. The sentiment embodied

throughout is that of violent mental emotion ;
and

it affords a further illustration of the correctness
of MR. C. FORBES'S theory (Vol. i., p. 228.) that
" the language of passion is almost invariably
broken and abrupt." HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, W. I., Nov. 1850.

Specimen of Foreign English.
" RESTORATIVE HOTEL, FINE HOK.

KEPT BY FRANK PROSPERI,
FACING THE MILITARY QUARTER

AT POMPEII.

That hotel open since a very few days, is renowned for
the cleanness of the apartments and linen ; for the
exactness of the service, and for the eccelenr-e of the
true french cookery. Being situated at proximity of
that regeneration, it will be propitius to receive families,
whatever, which will desire to reside alternatively into
that town, to visit the monuments new found, and to
breathe thither the salubrity of the air.

That establishment will avoid to all the travellers,
visitors, of that sepult city, and to the artists, (willingdraw the antiquities) a great disorder, occasioned by the
tardy and expensive contour of the iron-whay. People
will find equally thither, a complete sortment of stran-

ger wines, and of the kingdom, hot and cold baths,

stables and coach houses, the whole with very mode-
rated prices. Now, all the applications, and endeavours
of the hoste, will tend always to correspond to the
tastes and desires, of their customers, which will

acquire without doubt, to him, in to that town, the

reputation whome, he is ambitious."

The above is a literal copy of a card in the

possession of a friend of mine, who visited Pompeii,
1847. W. L.

Epitaph. While engaged in some enquiries
after family documents in the British Museum
lately, 1 lighted on a little poem, which, though
not connected with my immediate object, I copied,
and here subjoin, hoping your readers will be as

much attracted as 1 was by the simplicity and

elegance of the lines and thoughts ;
and that

some one of them, with leisure and opportunity,
will do what I had not time to do, namely,
decypher in the MSS. the name of the " Worthie

Knight" on whom this epitaph was composed,
and give any particulars which can be ascertained

concerning him.

EPITAPH ON .

(Harleian MSS., 78. 25. b. Pluto 63 E.)
" Under this stone, thir ly'th at reste

A Friendlie Manne A Worthie Knight,
Whose herte and mynde was ever prest
To favour truthe to furder righte.

" The poore's defense hys neighbors ayde,
Most kinde alwaies unto his Kyne,

That stynt alle striffes that might be stayed,
Whose genlil grace great love dyd wynne,

" A Man that was fulle earneste sette

To serve hys prince at alle assayes,
No sicknesse could him from itt lette,

Which was the shoitninge of hys dales.

" His lyf was good he dyed fulle welle,

Hys bodie here the soule in blisse ;

With lengthe of wordes, why should I telle,

Or further shewe, that well knowne is,

Since that the teares of mor or lesse

Right welle declare hys worthynesse."
A. B. K.

fitterte.

THE TALE OF THE WARDSTAFF.

Can any of your antiquarian correspondents
furnish further elucidation of the strange ceremony
of the gathering of the Wardstaff (which was in

old time one of the customs of the hundred of

Ongar, in Essex) than are to be found in Morant's

History of Essex, vol. i. p. 126. ? from whence it

was incorrectly copied in Blount's Jocular Tenures

by Beckwith, 4to. ed. It has been also more cor-

rectly given by Sir Francis Palgrave, in his Rise
and Progress of the English Commonwealth,
Part ii. p. clvii., who justly styles it

. strange and uncouth fragment of the earliest

customs of the Teutons ;
in which we can still recog-

VOL. III. No. 65.
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nise the tone and the phraseology of the Courts of the

Ereshurg. The Irminsule itself having been described

as a trunk of a tree, Thor was worshipped under the

same rude symbol ; and it may be suspected that the

singular respect and reverence shown to the ward-staff

of the East Saxons is not without its relation to the

rites and ceremonies of the heathen time, though inno-

cently and unconsciously retained."

At the time of publication of his learned and in-

teresting work, Sir Francis did me the honour to

adopt some conjectural corrections of Morant'svery
corrupt transcript of the rhyme, which I furnished at

his request, in common with others suggested by the
late Mr. Price. Since that time, a more mature
examination of it has enabled me, I think, to put
it into a form much more nearly resembling what
it must have originally been ; many of the cor-

rections being obviously required by the prose
details which accompany it in the MS. from which
Morant gave it. It may not, therefore, be unac-

ceptable to some of your readers, to subjoin this

corrected copy. It may be proper to premise,
that " The Tale of the Wardstaff

"
is the tallying

or cutting of it, and that it was evidently originally

spoken in parts, assigned as under
; although it

should seem that there is no indication of this ar-

rangement in the MS.

"THE TALE OP THE WARDSTAFF.

The Bailiffe of the Liberty.

Iche athied * the staffe byleve,
Thanne staffe iche toke byleve,

Byleve iche will tellen f
Now the staffe have iche got.

Lord of Ruckwood Hall.

" Tho the staffe to me com
Als he hoveon for to don,
Faire and well iche him underfing
Als iche hoveon for to don.

The Bailiffe.
" All iche theron challenged,
That theron was for to challenge,
Nameliche, this : and this :

And all that ther was for to challenge.

Lord of Ruckwood.
"
Payer iche him uppdede
Als iche hoveon for to don.

The Bailiffe.
" All iche warnyd to the Ward to cum,
That therto hoveon for to cum,
By SUNNE SHINING.

Lord of Ruckwood.
" We our roope theder brouhton,
A roope beltan J ,

Als we hoveon for don ;

And there waren and wakcden,

*
a)>ied, cut.

(
i. e. tally, or score.

j . e. a rope with a bell appended.

And the Ward soe kept,
That the King was harmless,
And the Country scatheless.

The Bailiffe.

And a morn, when itt day was,
And the sun arisen was,
Faier honour weren to us toke,
Als us hoveon for to don.

The Lords, and the Tenants.

1

Fayre on the staffe we scorden,
Als we hoveon for to don,

Fayre we him senden,
Theder we hoveon for to sende.

The Bailiffe.

1 And zif ther is any man
That this wittsiggen can

Iche am here ready for to don
Azens himself, iche one,
Other mid him on,
Other mid twyn feren,
Als we ther weren.

'

Sir, byleve take this staffe,

This is the Tale of the Wardstaffe."

It will be at once apparent that this is a corrupt

transcript of a semi-Saxon original of much earlier

date; and by comparing it with Morant's very
blundering copy, the conjectural corrections I
have essayed will be perceived to be numerous.

Many of them will, however, be found not only
warranted, but absolutely necessary, from the

accompanying prose account ofthe ceremony. The
MS. from which it was taken by Morant, was an
account of the Rents of the hundred of Ongar,
in the time of John Stonar of Loughton, who had
a grant of it for his life in the 34th year of King
Henry VIII. He seems to have died 12th June,

1566, holding of the Queen, by the twentieth

part of a knight's fee, and the yearly rent of
13/. 165. 4d., the manor, park, chase, &c., of

Hatfield Broad Oak, with the hundreds of Ongar
and Harlow

;
and the Wardstaff of the same hun-

dreds, then valued at 101Z. 15s. Wd. As the

Wardstaff is said by Morant to make a considera-

ble figure in old records, it is reasonable to hope
that a more satisfactory account of it may still lie

amongst unsunned ancient muniments. All the

old Teutonic judicial assemblies were, as Sir

F. Palgrave remarks, held in the open air, beneath

the sky and by the light of the sun. The following
is a part of the ancient rhyme by which the pro-

ceedings of the famous Vehm-Gerichte were

opened, which were first printed by Schottelius,

and the whole of which may be found in Beck's

Geschichte der Westphalischen Fehm- Gerichte, and
in Sir F. Palgrave's work. The similarity of ex-

pression is remarkable.
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" All dewile an diissem Dagc,
Mit yuwer alien behage,
Under den HELLEN HIMMEL klar,

Ein fry Feld-gcricht openbar ;

Geheget BYM LECHTEN SONNENSHIN
Mit nochterm Mund kommen herin,

De toel ock is gesettet recht,

Dat maht befunden uprecht,
So sprecket Recht ane With und Wonne
Up Klage undAntwort, WEIL SCHIENT DIE SONNE."

I must refer to Morant, to Beckwith, or Sir F-

Palgrave, for the details of the ceremony of the

WardstafF, which it should appear was observed at

least as late as the reign of Queen Elizabeth, but
in Morant's time it had long been neglected. In
the hope that some of your antiquarian corre-

spondents may be enabled to throw more light on
this very curious custom, I will merely add, that

Morant suggests that it is possible some elucida-

tion of it might be found " in the Evidence House
in Hatfield Church, where (he says) are a great
number of writings relating to the priory and lord-

ship." S. W. SINGER.

Jan. 11. 1851.

BALLAD ASCRIBED TO SIR C. HANBURY
WILLIAMS.

Being engaged on a collection of fugitive pieces
by wits of the last century, yet unprinted, I wish
to take the opinion of your valuable coi*respon-
dents as to the authorship of the enclosed piece.
It has been pointed out to me in an album, dated
at the beginning Feb. 14th, 1743; it occurs

towards the end of the volume (whicli is nearly

filled), without date, and signed C. H. Williams.

It is evidently not autograph, being in the hand
which mainly pervades the book. Had Sir C. H.
Williams been a baronet at the time, his title

would doubtless have been attached to his name.
I wish to know, first, at what date Sir C. H.
Williams was born, became a baronet, and died ?

Secondly, is there any internal evidence of style
that the ballad is by his hand ? Thirdly, is there

any clue as to who the fair and cruel Lucy may
have been ? And lastly, whether any of your
correspondents have seen the thing in print before ?

G. H. BARKER.
Whitwell, Yorkshire.

I.

"
Lips like cherries crimson-juicy,
Cheeks like peach's downy shades,

Has my Lucy lovely Lucy !

Loveliest of lady's maids ! ! I

ii.
"
Eyes like violet's dew-bespangled,

Softly fringed deep liquid eyes !

Pools where Cupid might have angled
And expected fish to rise.

"
Cupid angling? what the deuce ! he
Must not fish in Lucy's eye !

Cupid leave alone my Lucy
You have other fish to fry ! ! !

IV.

"But with patience unavailing
Angling dangling late and soon

Weeping, still I go a wailing,
And harp on without harpoon.

v.
"
Kerchief, towel, duster, rubber,

Cannot wipe my weeping dry
Whaling still I lose my blubber,

Catching wails from Lucy's eye.

VI.
" Blubber wax and spermaceti

Sweating taper trickling tear !

Writing of a mournful ditty
To my lovely Lucy dear.

VII.

"Pouring tears from eyelids sluicy,
While the waning fiamelet fades,

AH for Lucy lovely Lucy,
Loveliest of lady's maids.

" C. H. WILLIAMS."

[The foregoing ballad does not appear in the edition

of the works of Sir C. Hanbury Williams (3 vols. 8vo.

1822), from the preface to which it appears that he was
born in 1709, installed a Knight of the Bath in 1746,
and died on the 2nd November, 1759.]

Book called Tartuare. William Wallace in Lon-
don. 1. Is there any one of your correspondents,
learned or unlearned, who can oblige me with any
account of a printed book called Tartuare ? Its

date would be early in the sixteenth century, if

not before this.

2. After William Wallace had been surprised
and taken, he was brought to London, and lodged,
it is said, in a part of what is now known as Fen-
church Street. There is a reader and correspond-
ent of yours, who, I am assured, can point out the
site of this house, or whatever it was. Will he

kindly assist archaeological inquirers, by informing
us whereabouts it stood ? W. (1.)

Obeism. Can any ofyour readers give me some
information about obeism f I am anxious to know
whether it is in itself a religion, or merely a rite

practised in some religion in Africa, and imported
thence to the West Indies (where, I am told, it is

rapidly gaining ground again) ;
and whether the

obeist obtains the immense power he is said to

possess over his brother negroes by any acquired
art, or simply by working upon the more super-
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stitious minds of his companions. Any informa-

tion, however, on the subject will be acceptable.
T. H.

Mincing Lane, Jan. 10. 1851.

Aged Monks. Ingulphus (apud Wharton, An-

glia Sacra, 6 1 3.) speaks of five monks of Croy-
land Abbey, who lived in the tenth century, the.

oldest of whom, he says, attained the age of one
hundred and sixty-eight years: his name was Cla-

rembaldus. The youngest, named Thurgar, died

at the premature age of one hundred and fifteen.

Can any of your correspondents inform me of

any similar instance of longevity being recorded
in monkish chronicles? I remember reading of

some old English monks who died at a greater age
than brother Thurgar, but omitted to " make a

note of it" at the time, and should now be glad to

find it, F. SOMNEE MERRYWEATHER.
Gloucester Place, Kentish Town.

Lady Alice Carmichael, daughter of John first
Earl of Hyndford. John second Lord Carmichael
succeeded his grandfather in 1672. He was born
28th February, 1638, and married, 9th October,
1669, Beatrice Drummond, second daughter of
David third Lord Maderty, by whom he had seven
sons and/bwr daughters. He was created Earl of

Hyndford in 1701, and died in 1710.
I wish to be informed (if any of the obliging

readers of your valuable publication can refer me
to the .authority) what became of Alice, who is

named among the daughters of this earl in one of
the early Scottish Peerages (anterior probably to

that of Crawfurd, in 1716), but which the writer
of this is unable to indicate. Archibald, the

youngest son, was born 15th April, 1693. The
Lady Beatrice, the eldest daughter, married, in

1700, Cochburn; Mary married Montgomery; and
Anne married Maxwell. It is traditionally re-

ported that the Lady Alice, in consequence of her

marriage with one of her father's tenants, named
Biset or Bisset, gave offence to the family, who
upon that contrived to have her name omitted in all

subsequent peerages. The late Alexander Cassy,
of Pentonville, who bequeathed by will several
thousand pounds to found a charity at Banff, was
son of Alexander Cassy of that place, and Biset,
one of the daughters, sprung from the above-
named marriage. Scoxus.

*' A Verse mayfind Him." In the first stanza of
Herbert's poem entitled the Church Porch, in the

Temple, the following lines occur :

** A verse may find him, whom a sermon flies,

And turn delight into a sacrifice."

Which contain, evidently, the same idea as the one
enunciated in the subsequent ones quoted by
Wordsworth (I believe) as a motto prefixed to
his ecclesiastical sonnets, without an author as-

signed :

" A verse may catch a wandering soul that flies

More powerful tracts : and by a blest -surprise
Convert delight into a sacrifice."

Query, Who was the author of them ? R. W. E.

Hull.

Daresbury, the White Chapel of England.
Sometime ago I copied the following from a local

print :

" ' Nixon's Prophecy. When a fox without cubs shall

sit in the White Chapel of England, then men shall

travel to Paris without horses, and kings shall run

away .and leave their crowns.'

" The present incumbent of Daresbury, Cheshire

{the White Chapel of England), is the Rev. Mr.

Fawkes, who (1849) is unmarried. The striking ac-

complishment railway travelling and the revolutions

of the present year must be obvious to every one."

My Query to the above is this : Why is the

church of Daresbury called tlie White Chapel of

England, and how did the name originate ? The

people in the neighbourhood, I understand, know

nothing on the subject.
An answer to the above from one of your

learned correspondents would greatly oblige.
J. G.

Ulm Manuscript. Can you inform me where
the Ulm manuscript is, which was in the posses-
sion of Archdeacon Butler, at Shrewsbury, in the

year 1832. It is a document of great interest,

and some critical value, and ought to be, if it is

not already, i-n public keeping. It is a Latin

MS. of the Acts and Epistles, probably of the

ninth century, and contains the Pseudo-Hierony-
mian Prologue to the " Canonical" Epistles.

It renders the classical passage, 1 John v. 7, 8.,

in this wise :

" Quia tres sunt qui testimonium dant, epiritus, et

aqua, et sanguis, et tres unum sunt. Sicut in cce'lo

tres sunt, Pater, Verbum, et Spiritus, et tres unum
Bunt."

You will remember that it is quoted by Person

in his Letters .to Travis, p. 148., and again referred

to by him, pp. 394. 400.

Was it sold on the death of the Bishop of Licit-

field, or bequeathed to any public institution ? or

did it find its way into the possession of the Duke
of Sussex, who was curious in biblical matters,

and was a correspondent of Dr. Butler ? Some
,of your learned readers will perhaps enable you
to trace it. O. T. DOBBIN, LL.D. T.C.D.

Hull, Yorkshire, Jan. 1851-

Merrick and Tattersail. Will any of your cor-

respondents be so obliging as to give the years of

birth of Merrick, the poet and versifier of the

Psalms, and of his biographer, Tattersall. The

years of their deaths are given respectively 1 769
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and 182&: but I can nowhere find when they
were born. M.

[Merrick was born in 1720, and Tattersall in 1752.]

Dr. Trusler's Memoirs. I have the First Part
of the Memoirs of the Life of the Rev. Dr. Trusler,
ivith Jtis Opinions and Remarks through a Long
Life on Men and Manners, written by himself.
Bath. Printed and published by John Browne,

George Street, 1806. This Part is a 4to. of 200

pages, and is full of curious anecdotes of the time.

It was intended to form three or more Parts.

Was it ever completed : and if so, where to be

procured ? In all my searches after books, I
never met but with this copy.
At the end of the First Part there is a prospec-

tus of a work Trusler intended to publish in the
form of a Dictionary (and of which he gives a

specimen sheet), entitled Sententice Variorum. Can

any of your Bath friends say if the manuscript is

still in existence, as he states that it is ready for

the press ;
or that he would treat with any party

disposed to buy the copyright ? T.

Life of Bishop Frampton. I have in my pos-
session a manuscript life of Bishop Frampton, who
was ejected for not taking the oaths to William
and Mary. It is of sufficient detail and interest to

deserve publication. But before I give it to the

world, that I may do what justice I can to the

memory of so excellent a man, I should be happy
to receive the contributions of any of your readers
who may happen to possess any thing of interest

relating to him. I have reason to believe that
several of his sermons, the texts of which are

given in his life, are still in existence. Will you
be kind enough to allow your periodical to be the
vehicle of this invitation? T. SIMPSON EVANS.

Shoreditch.

Probabilism. Will any one inform me by
whom the doctrine of Probabilism was first pro-
pounded as a system ? And whether, when fairly
stated, it is any thing more than the enunciation
of a deep moral principle ? R. P.

Sir Henry Chauncys Observations on Wilfred
Entwysel. After recording the inscription on
the brass plate in St. Peter's Church, St. Alban's,
to the memory of Sir Bertin Entwysel, Knt.,
Viscount and Baron of Brykbeke in Normandy,
who fell at the first battle of St. Alban's, in 1455,

Chauncy proceeds to state:
" These Entwysels were gentlemen of good account

in Lancashire, whose mansion-house retains the name
of Entwysel, and the last heir of that house was one
\\ilfred Entwysel, who sold his estate, and served as a
lance at Musselborrow Field, Anno 2 Edw. VI. After
that he served the Guyes in defence of Meth, and he
w as one of the four captains of the fort of Newhaven,
who being infected with the plague and shipped for

England, landed at Portsmouth, and uncertain of any
house, in September, 1549, died under a hedge."

Historical Antlq. of Hertfordshire, by Sir Henry Chauncy,
Knt., Serj. at Law, p. 472. fol. 1700.

On what authority is this latter statement made
and if it was traditional when Chauncy wrote,
was the foundation of the tradition good ? Did
Sir Bertin Entwysel leave issue male, and is the

precise link ascertained which connects him with
the family of Entwisle of Entwisle, in the parish
of Bolton-en-le-Moors, in Lancashire ? Wilfred

Entwysel was not " the last heir of that house,"
as the post mortem, inq. of Edmund Entwisle, of

Entwisle, Esq., was taken 14 Sept. 1544, and his

son and heir was George Entwisle, then aged
twenty-two years and upwards. Amongst his

large estates was " the manor of EntwisselL"
F. R. R.

Theological Tracts. Can any of your corres-

pondents inform me where the following tracts are
to be found ?

' Pattern of the Present Temple?
' Garnish of the Soul"
' Soldier of Battle,"
' Hunt of the Fox"
' Fardie of Fashions"
" Gamer's Arraign"

and a work entitled " Vaux's Catechism."

I am sorry not to be able to give a more minute

description of them ;- they were all published, I

think, before the middle ofthe seventeenth century.
The Bodleian and our own University Libraries

have been searched, but to no purpose. S. G.

Lady Bingham. In Blachwood"s Magazine, vol.

Ixviii.p. 141. there is a paper, bearing every mark of

authenticity, which details the unsuccessful court-

ship of Sir Symonds D'Evves with Jemima, after-
wards Baroness Crewe, and daughter of Edward
Waldgrave, Esq., of Lawford House in Essex,
and Sarah his wife. It is stated that the latter

bore the name of Lady Bingham, as bein^ the
widow of a knight, and that his monument may
still be seen in Lawford church. On referring to
the Suckling Papers, published by VTeale, I find
no account of this monument, though an inscription
of that of Edward Waldgrave, Esq., apparently
his father-in-law, is given. Can any of your readers

give me any information as to this lady? I should,
if possible, be glad to have her maiden name and
origin, as well as that of her first husband. She
might have been the widow of Sir Richard Bing-
ham, Governor of Connaught, &c., whose MS.
account of the Irish Avars is now publishing by the
Celtic Society, and who died A.D. 1598. In that

case, I have a conjecture before me, that she was
a Kingsmill of Sidmanton, in Hampshire. I
mention this to aid enquiry, if any one will be so
wood as to make it. If there is such a monument
in existence, his arms may be quartered on it, for

which I should be also thankful. C. W. B,
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Gregory the Great. Lady Morgan, in her

letter to Cardinal Wiseman, speaks of " the pious
and magnificent Matilda, Countess of Tuscany
the ally of Gregory the Great, and the foundress

of his power through her wealth and munifi-

cence." By Gregory the Great it is evident that

Lady Morgan means Hildebrand, or Gregory VII
May I ask, through the medium of your pages,
whether any authority can be found for terming
Gregory VII. the Great, an epithet which I had pre-

viously considered to be confined to Gregory I. ?

EGENHART.

John Hilts Penny Post, in 1659. I noted a few

years back, from a bookseller's catalogue, the title

of a work

" Hill (John), a Penny-Post ;
or a vindication ol

the liberty of every Englishman in carrying Merchants'

and other Men's letters against any restraints of

farmers of such employments. 4to. 1659."

Can any of your correspondents give an account

of this work ? E. M. B.

Andrea Ferrara. Will any kind friend inform

me where any history is to be found of " Andrea
Ferrara," the sword cutler ? V. E. L.

Imputed Letters of Sullustius. Can any of

your correspondents inform me whether a MS.
of the Epistles of Sullustius to Ccesar on States-

manship is deposited in any one of our public
libraries ? KENNETH It. H. MACKENZIE.

January 18. 1851.

Thomas Rogers of Horninger (Vol. ii., pp. 424.

521.). I am obliged to Mr. Kersley for his re-

ference to Rose's Biographical Dictionary ; but he

might have supposed that all such ordinary sources

of information would naturally be consulted before

your valuable journal be troubled with a query.

Having reason to believe that Rogers took an

active part in the stirring events of his time, I shall

be much obliged to any of your correspondents
who will refer me to any incidental notices of him
in co-temporary or other writers : to diffuse which
kind of information your paper seems to me to

have been instituted. S. G.

Tandem D. O. M. In an ancient mansion,
which stands secluded in the distant recesses of

Cornwall, there reposes a library nearly as ancient

as the edifice itself, in the long gallery of which it

has been almost the sole furniture for a space of

full two centuries. What is still remarkable, the

collection remains sole and entire in all its pristine

originality, as well as simple but substantial bind-

ings, uncontaminated by any additions of more
modern literature, dressed up in gayer suits of

calfskin or morocco. It is even said that few of

the pages of these venerable volumes have even
seen the light since the day they were deposited
there by their first most careful owner, till the

present proprietor took the liberty of giving them
a dusting. How far he has advanced in examining
their contents is uncertain

; but, as he seldom can
summon courage to withdraw himself from their

company, even for his parliamentary duties, these

literary treasures stand a chance, at last, not only of

being dusted externally, but of being thoroughly
sifted and explored internally. A note of the
existence of such a collection of books is at least

worth recording as unique of its kind. I have
now a query to put in relation to it.

The collector seems to have been one Hannibal
Gamon, whose name appears written in fine bold

characters, as beseems so distinguished an ap-
pellation, on the title-page of each volume; but,
besides, there is frequently appended this addi-
tion " tandem D. O. M* The writer has his

own solution on the meaning of this bit of Latin,
but would be glad to know what interpretation
any of your readers would be inclined to put
thereon. FABEB MARINUS.

The Episcopal Mitre. When first was the epis-

copal mitre used ? And what was the origin of its

peculiar form ? AN ENQUIRER.

THE PASSAGE IN TROILUS AND CRESSIDA.

(Vol. ii., p. 386.)

The oldest edition of this play is the quarto of

1609, in which the passage referred to stands
thus :

" Her.t. Begon, I say, the gods have heard me sweare.
" Cos. The gods are deafe to hotte and peevish vowes,

They are polluted offrings more abhord,
Then spotted livers in the sacrifice.

" And. O be perswacled, do not count it holy,
It is the purpose that makes strong the vow,
But vowes to every purpose must not hold :

Unarme, sweet Hector."

This reading, by stopping the sense at "
holy,"

renders less likely to be correct the emendation of

Tyrwhitt, adopted by Malone :

' O be persuaded : do not count it holy
To hurt by being just: it is as lawful,
For we would give much to use violent thefts,

And rob in the behalf of charity."

Dr. Johnson observes,
" This is so oddly con-

fused in the folio, that I transcribe it as a specimen
of incorrectness :

* do not count it holy
To hurt by being just : it is as lawful
For we would count give much to as violent

thefts,' &c.
"

With reference to these particulars, I should be
glad if you would allow me to propose a reading
,vhich has not yet been suggested :
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" O be persuaded; do not count it holy:
To hurt, by being just, count it unlawful :

For we would give, as much, to violent thefts,

And rob, in the behalf of charity."

The meaning being, it is as unlawful to do hurt

by being just, as it would be to give to a robbery,
or to rob for a charity ;

to assist a bad cause by a

good deed, or a good cause by a bad deed.

The word "count," in its second occurrence,
was inserted by the

printer
in the wrong line

;

when it is restored to its proper place, the passage

presents but little difficulty. JOHN TAYLOR.

BLACK IMAGES OF THE VIRGIN.

(Vol. ii., p. 510.)

Your correspondent,
MR. HOLT WHITE, throws

out a suggestion relative to the origin of the

black doll as a sign at old store shops, which
is ingenious, but not very probable. The images
of black virgins are confined, I believe, to the

south of Europe, with the exception of the cele-

brated shrine of Einsiedeln in Switzerland. The

origin of the colour appears to be oriental, as MR.
W. surmises. I send the following extract, in

answer to his query on the subject. It is a quo-
tation from Grimm, in M. Michelet's Introduction

to Universal History; and, as your readers must
be all familiar with the language of the gifted

historian, I will not make the attempt to convey
his brilliant style into another tongue.

" Une des idees qui reviennent le plus dans nos

meistersinger, dit Grimm, c'est la comparaison de 1'in-

carnation de Jesus Christ avec Taurore d'un nouveau

soleil. Toute religion avait eu son soleil-dieu, et des

le quatrieme siecle 1'eglise occidentale celebre la nais-

sance du Christ au jour ou le soleil remonte, au 25

Decembre, c'est-a-dire, au jour ou Ton celebrait la

naissance du soleil invincible. C'est un rapport Evident

avec le soleil-dieu Mithra. On lit encore, dans nos

poetes, que Jesus a sa naissance reposait sur le sein

de Marie, comme un oiseau, qui, le soir, se refugie dans
uue fleur de nuit eclose au milieu de la mer. Quel
rapport remarquable avec le mythe de la naissance de

Brama, enferme dans le lis des eaux, le lotus, jusqu'au
jour ou la fleur fut ouverte par les rayons du soleil,

c'est-a-dire, par Vischnou lui-meme, qui avait produit
cette fleur. Le Christ, le Nouveau-jour, est ne de la

nuit, c'est-a-dire de Marie la Noire, dont les pieds re-

posent sur la lune, et dont la tete est couronnee de

planetes comme d'un brillant diademe. (Voyez les

tableaux d'Albert Diirer.) Ainsi reparait, comme dans
1'ancien culte, cette grande divinite, appelee tour-a-tour

Ma'ia, Bhawani, Isis, Ceres, Proserpine, Persephone.
Reine du ciel, elle est la nuit d'ou sort la vie, et ou
toute vie se replonge; mysterieuse reunion de la vie

et de la mort. Elle s'appelle aussi la rosee, et dans les

mythes allemands.la rosee est considcsree comme le prin-

cipe qui reproduit et redonne la vie. Elle n'est pas
seulement la nuit, mais comme mere du soleil, elle est

aussi 1'aurore devant qui les planetes brillent et s'em-

pressent, comme pour Persephone. Lorsqu'elle signifie
la terre, comme Ceres, elle est represented avec la

gerbe de ble; elle est Persephone, la graine de semence
;

comme cette deesse, elle a sa faucille : c'est la demi-
lune qui repose sous ses pieds. Enfin, comme la

deesse d'Ephese, la triste Ceres et Proserpine, elle est

belle et brillante, et cependant sombre et noire, selon

I'expression du Cantique des Cantiques : Je suis noire,
mais pleine de charmes, le soleil m'a brulee'(le Christ).
Encore aujourd'hui, 1'image de la mere de Dieu est

noire a Naples, comme a Einsiedeln en Suisse. Elle
unit ainsi le jour et la nuit, la joie avec la tristesse, le

soleil et la lune (chaleur, humidite), le terrestre et le

celeste."

This fragment is, perhaps, rather too long ; but
I think your readers will consider it too beautiful

to abridge. The late G. Higgins, in his Anaca-

lepsis (ii. 100.), has some observations to the
same purport, and points out the resemblance of
some of the old Italian paintings of the Virgin
and Child to Egyptian representations of Isis and
the infant Horus.

Many of these ideas have been taken up by the

free-masons, and are typified and symbolised in

their initiatory ceremonies. J. B. DITCHFLELD.

OUTLINE IN PAINTING.

A correspondent (J. O. W. H.) at p. 318. of
Vol. i. asks a question on the subject of outline

in painting ; instancing the works of Albert Durer
and RafFaelle as examples of defined, and those
of Titian, Murillo, &c., of indefined outline. He
wishes to know whether there is

" a right and a

wrong in the matter, apart from anything which
men call taste ?

"

The subject generally is a curious one, and has
interested me for some time

;
as experiments ex-

hibit several singular phenomena resulting from
the interference and diffraction of rays of light
in passing by the outline of a material body.
As a matter of fact, I believe I may say, that there

is no such thing in nature as a perfectly defined

outline
;
since the diffraction of the rays, in passing

it, causes them to be projected upon it more or

less, according to the nature of the particular

body, and the intensity of the light. And I may
remark, by the way, that I believe this circum-
stance of the projection of a star upon the moon's
disc at the time of an occultation, is to be ac-

counted for on this principle (though with all due
deference to higher authority) ; a phenomenon
which is to this day unexplained.
Of course every outline is rendered less defined

any motion of the eye of the observer, however

slight. Hence, perhaps, the comparative indis-

tinctness of outline commonly seen in pictures,

compared with those in nature; as the artist
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would be apt to take advantage of this circum-

stance, and give to his painting the same kind of

effect the reality would have to an eye wandering
over it; thereby taking away the attention from

individual parts, and, as it were, forcing it to

judge of the general effect, which general effect is,

perhaps, the main object in painting.
Hence it follows that wherever, in any design,

separate portions are intended to arrest attention,

the outline should be more denned
; and, accord-

ingly, we may remark that Albert Durer, and

others like him, who were very careful of minutiae,

are also distinct and hard in their outlines, which

is also the case, for the most part, in the Dutch

school, and in architectural paintings, fruit-pieces,

&c.
;
and we find that in proportion as the artist

discards the comparatively unworthy minute ac-

companiments of his subject, and aims at unity of

effect, so does he neglect sharpness of outline.

Which is the correct practice distinctness, or in-

distinctness of outline will be differently judged

by those who hold different opinions on painting
in general. While one person will maintain that

a picture, to be perfect, must be an exact copy of

nature, in short an artistic daguerreotype ; another

will hold almost the contrary ;
so that the subject

of outline must be matter of opinion still. How-

ever, the lover of general effect has this rational

ground of argument on his side, viz., there is no

such thing as a strictly defined outline in nature,

even to an eye at rest ; while to one in motion,
which is perhaps the normal state, that outline is

rendered still more indistinct. H. C. K.

Rectory, Hereford, Dec. 28. 1850.

TEN CHILDREN AT A BIRTH.

(Vol. ii., p. 459.)

The curiosity excited by the perusal of my pre-
vious communication under the foregoing head,

and the interesting editorial note appended in
" NOTES AND QUERIES," induce me to continue

the attempt to verify one of the most remarkable

instances of abnormal fecundity in an individual

of the human species recorded in modern times.

The reader must judge of the following
" circum-

stantial evidence :

"

1. I have just seen widow Platts (formerly
Sarah Birch), a poor, fat, decent woman, who

keeps a small greengrocer's shop, in West Bar,
Sheffield. She says she was born in Spring Street

in the same town, on the 29th Sept. 1781 ;
well

remembers wondering why she was so much looked

at when a girl : and her surprise, when afterwards

told by her mother, that she was one of ten chil

dren born at the same time. Had often been told

that she was so small at birth, that she was readily

put into a quart measure ; and for some time, lay

n a basket before the fire
"
wrapped in a[ flannel

ike a newly hatched chicken."

2. The improbability of finding any living g6s-

sip who was present at the birth, must be obvious :

but I have conversed with old women who had
beard their mothers describe the occurrence from

personal knowledge.
3. One ancient dame had]'no more doubt of

the fact than the cause of it. Having apparently
beard and believed a monstrous tradition of a

multitudinous gestation extant in common "folk-

lore."
" It was," said she, with all gravity,

" the

effect of a wish," intended to spite the father
;

who, having had two children by his wife, and an
interval of nine years elapsing before the porten-
tous pregnancy in question, did not desire, it

seems, any further increase to his family.
4. The parents died, the daughter married, and

the "
story of her birth

" was forgotten : until the

publication of White's Sheffield Directory in 1833,

when, among other local memorabilia, the strange
announcement of " ten children at a birth," was

reproduced on the contemporary authority of the

Leeds Mercury. From that time Mrs. Platts has

been more or less an object of curiosity.
5. The Directory paragraph is as follows :

" An instance of extraordinary fecundity is recorded

in the Leeds Mercury of 1781, which says that Ann

[Sarah] Birch, of Sheffield, was, in that year, delivered

often children!!! We, in our time, have heard of

Sheffield ladies having three children at a hirth ; but

we know no other case, but that of the aforesaid

Mrs. Birch, which countenances the fructiferous fame

which they have obtained in some circles."

I have been unsuccessful in an effort to collate

the foregoing with the original newspaper para-

graph : but Mr. White, while he personally as-

sured me of the veracity of the transcript, also

pointed out to me an earlier version of the same
fact from the same source in the Annals of the

Clothing Districts, published about thirty years
since.

6. In conformity with the suggestion (NOTES
AND QUERIES, Vol. ii., p. 459.), I have examined
the Parish Register of Baptisms, but the entry is

as curt and formal as possible, viz. :

"
Sarah, Dr. of Thos. and Sarah Birch, Cutler,"

under the date, Dec. 12. 1781.

Taking all the foregoing circumstances into

account, there seems to me little ground for the

erection of any strong objection to the alleged
fact extraordinary as it is of ten children

having been brought forth at one time ; or, to the

hardly less interesting coincidence, that one of

them is still living. I cannot but add, that if the

contemporary notice of this extraordinary birth in

the Leeds Mercury of 1781 should not be admit-

ted as good evidence for the fact, it does, at least,

negative the presumptive value of any objection
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derived from the silence of the writer in the

Philosophical Transactions six years afterwards
;

strange as such silence assuredly appears. After

all, the question occurs : What has become of the

bodies said to have been preserved ? As all par-
ties concur in naming "old Mr. Staniforth" as

the accoucheur in attendance on Mrs. Birch ; and
as that gentleman has been dead many years, I

called upon his eldest surviving pupil, Mr. Nichol-

son, surgeon, to ask him whether, in conversation,
or among the preparations in the surgery of his

worthy master, he had ever met with any illustra-

tion of the parturition in question ? He replied
that he had not. It may not, perhaps, be out of

place here to mention that the above-named Mr.
Nicholson, surgeon, himself delivered a poor wo-
man of five children, on the 10th of February,
1829, at Handsworth Woodhouse, near Sheffield.

This case was even more remarkable than that

which gave occasion to the paper which was read
before the Royal Society in 1787, inasmuch as not

only were four of the children born alive, but
three of them lived to be baptized. N. D.

Sheffield, Jan. 13. 1851.

SHAKSPEARE S USE OF "CAPTIOUS.

(Vol. ii., p. 354.)

In Airs Well that Ends Well, Act I. Sc. 3.,

Helena says to the Countess, speaking of her
love for Bertram,

" I know 1 love in vain ; strive against hope ;

Yet, in this captious and intenible sieve,
1 still pour in the waters of my love,
And lack not to lose still."

It is not without hesitation that I venture to

oppose MR. SINGER on a point on which he is so
well entitled to give an opinion. But I cannot

help thinking that MB. SINGEB'S explanation, be-
sides being somewhat too refined and recondite, is

less applicable to the general sense and drift of
the passage than that of Steevens, which Malone
and Mr. Collier have adopted.
What I think wanting to Steevens

1

interpreta-
tion, is an increase, if I may so express myself, of

intensity. He takes the word, I conceive, in its

right bearing, but does not give it all the requisite
force. I should suggest that it means not merely"

recipient, capable of receiving," but, to coin a

word, captations, eager or greedy to receive, ab-

sorbing ;
as we say avidum mare, or a greedy gulf.

The Latin analogous to it in this sense would be,
not capax, or MB. SINGEB'S captiosus, but captax,
or captabundus ; neither of which words, however,
occurs.

The sense of the word, like that of many others
in the same author, must be determined by the

scope and object of the passage in which it is used.

The object of Helena, in declaring her love to the

Countess, is to show the all-absorbing nature of it ;

to prove that she is tota in illo ; and that, however
she may strive to stop the cravings of it, her en-
deavours are of no more use than the attempt to

fill up a bottomless abyss.
The reader may, if he pleases, compare her case

with that of other heroines in like predicaments.
Thus Medaea, in Apollonius JRhodius :

"
ndvrri /J.oi (ppevfs flfflv ap.rjxai'Oi, ovSe TIS O.\K))

Tl-f)/j.aros."

And the same lady in Ovid:
" Luctata diu, postquam ratione furorem,
Vincere non poterat. Frustra, Medea, repugnas.

* * * * * *

Excute virgineo conceptas pectore flammas,
Si potes, infelix. Si possem sanior essem :

Sed trahit invitam nova vis."

Or Dido, in Virgil or Ovid:
" Ille quidem male gratus, et ad munera surdus ;

Et quo si non sim sttilta carere velim :

Non tamen ./Eneam, quamvis male cogitat, odi ;

Sed queror infidum, questaque pejus amo."

Or Phaedra, in Seneca :

" Furor cosit sequi

Pejora: vadit animus in praeceps sciens,

Remeatque, frustra sana consilia appetens.
Sic cum gravatam navita adversa ratem

Propellit unda, cedit in vanum labor,

Et victa prono puppis aufertur vado."

The complaints of all are alike
; they lament that

they make attempts to resist their passion, but
find it not to be resisted

;
that they are obliged at

last to yield themselves entirely, to it, and to feel

their whole thoughts, as it were, swallowed up
by it.

Such being the way in which Shakspeare repre-
sents Helena, and such the sentiments which he

puts into her mouth, it seems evident that the in-

terpretation of captious in the sense of absorbent is

better adapted to the passage than the explanation
of it in the sense offallacious.

" I know I love in vain, and strive against hope ;

yet into this insatiable and unretaining sieve I still pour
in the waters of my love, and fail not to lose still."

I said that the sense of'fallacious seemed to be
too refined and recondite. To believe that Shak-

speare borrowed his captious in this sense, from
the Latin captiosus, we must suppose that he was
well acquainted with the exact sense of the Latin
word ; a supposition which, in regard to a man
who had small Latin, we can scarcely be justified
in entertaining. This interpretation is, therefore,
too recondite ; and to imagine Helena as applying
the word to Bertram as being

"
incapable of re-

ceiving her love," and "
truly captious

"
(or de-

ceitful and ensnaring)
" in that respect," is surely

to indulge in too much refinement of exposition.
That Shakspeare had in his mind, as MB. SINGER
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suggests, the punishment of the Danaides, is ex-

tremely probable ;
but this only makes the expla-

nation of captious in the sense of absorbent more

applicable to the passage, with which that of

Seneca, quoted above, may be aptly compared.
I am sorry that Johnson was so unfortunate as

to propose carious as an emendation
;
but even in

doing this, he had, according to my notion of the

lines, the right sense in view, viz., that of letting

through or swallowing up, like a rotten tub or a

quicksand.
I hope that MB. SINGER will take these remarks

in good part, as being offered, not from a wish to

oppose his opinion, but from a conviction that the

interpretation now given is right, and from a desire

that to every word in Shakspeare should be as-

signed its true signification. J. S. W.
Stock well.

SWORD OF WTLtlAM THE CONQUEROR.

(Vol. iii., p. 24.)

There can be little doubt that the sword re-

specting which P. inquires is in the armoury at

Goodrich Court. It was presented by Lord
Viscount Gage to the late Sir Samuel Meyrick,
and exhibited by Dr. Meyrick to the Society of

Antiquaries, Nov. 23. 1826. The Doctor's letter

is to be found in the Appendix to the Archcsologia
of that date, with an engraving of the sword. He
states that the arms on the pommel are those of

Battle Abbey, that its date is about A.D. 1430,
and that it was the symbol of the criminal juris-
diction of the abbot. At the dissolution of the

abbey it fell into the hands of Sir John Gage, who
was one of the commissioners for taking the sur-

render of religious houses.

Its entire length is 3 feet 5 inches, and the

breadth of the blade at the guard 2 inches. The
Doctor considers it to be "the oldest perfect
sword in England." The arms are a cross, with

a crown in the first and last quarters, and a sword
in the second and third. There are also the let-

ters T. L., the initials of the Abbot, Thomas de

Lodelow, who held that office from 1417 to 1437.

This fixes its date in the reign of Henry V., though
the fact of the first William having been the

founder of Battle Abbey has given colour to the

tradition of its having been his property.
W. J. BERNHARD SMITH.

Temple.

I much doubt the fact of the Conqueror's sword
ever having been in the possession of the monks
of Battle. Nor am I aware of any writer con-

temporary with the dissolution of that famous

abbey who asserts it. William's royal robe, adorned
with precious gems, and a feretory in the form of

an altar, inclosing 300 relics of the saints, were

bequeathed by him to the monastery ; and Rufus
transmitted them to Battle, where they were duly
received on the 8th of the calends of November,
1088. This information is furnished by the
Chronicle of Battel Abbey, which I have just
translated for the press ;

but not one word is said

of the sword.

Though I have always lived within a few miles
of Firle Place, the seat of the Gages, and though
I am tolerably well acquainted with the history
and traditions of that noble family, I never heard
of the sword mentioned by P. Had that relic

really been preserved at Battle till the time of

Henry VIII., it is not improbable that it might
have come into Sir John Gage's hands with the
manor of Alciston, of which he was grantee, while
his son-in-law, Sir Anthony Browne, became pos-
sessor of the abbey itself.

Will P. have the goodness to mention the
source from which he obtained his statement ?

MARK ANTONY LOWER.
Lewes.

In reply to the Query respecting the sword of
William the Conqueror (Vol. iii., p. 24.), I am
enabled to inform you that the sword, and also

the coronation robes, of William the Conqueror,
were, together with the original "Roll of Battel,"

kept in the church or chapel of Battel Abbey
until it was dismantled at the Reformation

; when
they were transferred to the part of the abbey
which remained, and which became the possession
and habitation of Sir Anthony Browne, Master of
the Horse to Henry VIII. These precious relics

continued in the possession of his descendants, who
were created Lords Mountacute

;
and when Bat-

tel Abbey was sold by them to the ancestor of the

present owner, they conveyed them to Cowdray
Park, Sussex, where they remained until they
were destroyed in the lamentable fire which
burned down that mansion

; and which, by a sin-

gular coincidence, took place on the same day
that its owner, the last male representative of the
Brownes Lords Mountacute, was drowned in a

rash attempt to descend the falls of Schaffhausen
in a boat. E. H. Y.

MEANING Or EISEI*L.

(Vol. ii., pp. 241. 286. 315. 329.)

After all that has been written on this subject
in " NOTES AND QUERIES," from MR. SINGER'S

proposition of wormwood in No. 46., to MR. HICK-
SON'S approval of it in No. 51., the question re-

mains substantially where Steevens and Malone
had left it so many years agone.

It is not necessary to discuss whether vinegar,
verjuice, or wormwood be the preferable transla-

tion of the Shakspearian word ;
for before either of

them can be received, the advocate is bound to
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accommodate his exposition to Shakspeare's sen-

tence, and to "
get over the drink up" which still

stands in his way as it did in that of Malone.

MB. SINGEB gets over the difficulty by simply

saying
" to drink up was commonly used for

simply to drink" The example he quotes, how-

ever,
" I will drink

Potions of eysell,"

is not to his purpose ;
it is only an equivalent by

the addition ofthe words "
potions of to give it

the same definite character. Omit those words,

and the question remains as before.

MR. HICKSON (Vol. ii., p. 329.) has laid down
" a canon of criticism for the guidance of com-

mentators in questions of this nature," so appro-

priate and valuable, that I cannot except to be

bound by it in these remarks; and if in the sequel
his own argument (and his friend's proposition to

boot) shall be blown up by his own petard, it will

show the instability of the cause he has espoused.

'* Master the grammatical construction of the passage

in question (if from a drama, in its dramatic and scenic

application), deducing therefrom the general sense, be-

fore you attempt to amend or fix the meaning of a

doubtful word."

Such is the canon ;
and Mr. HICKSON proceeds

to observe, in language that must meet the ap-

proval of every student of the immortal bard,

that

fi Of all writers, none exceed Shakspeare in logical

correctness and nicety of expression. With a vigour of

thought and command of language attained by no man

besides, it is fair to conclude, that he would not be guilty

of faults of construction such as would disgrace a school-

boy's composition."

With this canon so ably laid down, and these

remarks so apposite, MR. HICKSON, taking up the

weak point which Mr. SINGER had slurred over,
observes

" Drink up is synonymous with drink off, drink to the

dregs. A child taking medicine is urged to ' drink it

up.'"

Ay, exactly so ; drink up what ? the medicine
;

again a defined quantity ; dregs and all, still a

definite quantity.
MR. HICKSON proceeds :

" The idea of the passage appears to be that each of

the acts should go beyond the last preceding in extra-

vagance.
' Woo 't weep ? woo 't fight ? woo 't fast ? woo 't tear

thyself?
Woo 't drink up eisell ?

'

and then comes the climax 'eat a crocodile?' Here
is a regular succession of feats, the last but one of

which is sufficiently wild, though not unheard of, and

leading to the crowning extravagance. The notion of

drinking up a river would be both unmeaning and out

of place."

From this argument two conclusions are the

natural consequences : first, that from drinking up
wormwood, a feat "

sufficiently wild but not

unheard of," to eating a crocodile, is only a "re-

gular succession of events;" and, secondly, that

the "
crowning extravagance," to eat a crocodile,

is, after all, neither "unmeaning" nor "out of

place;" but, on the contrary, quite in keeping
and in orderly succession to a ''drink up" of the

bitter infusion.

MR. SINGER (Vol. ii., p. 241.) says:
" Numerous passages of our old dramatic writers

show that it was a fashion with the gallants of the time

to do some extravagant feat as proof of their love."

I quite agree with him, if he mean to say that

the early dramatists ascribe to their gallants a

fashion which in reality belongs to the age of Du
Gueslin and the Troubadours. But Hamlet him-

self, in the context ofthe passage in question, gives
the key to his whole purport, when, after some
further extravagance, he says :

"
Nay, an thoul't mouth,

I'll rant as well as thou."

That being so, why are we to conclude that

each feat of daring is to be a tame possibility,
save only the last the crowning extravagance ?

Why not also the one preceding? Why not a feat

equally of mere verbiage and rant ? Why not ,a

river ?

Adopting MR. HICKSON'S canon of criticism, the

grammatical construction of the passage requires
that a definite substantive shall be employed to

explain the definite something that is to be done.

Shakspeare says
" Woul't drink up esife? "*

a totality in itself, without the expression of

quantity to make it definite. If we read " drink

up wormwood," what does it imply? It may be
the smallest possible quantity, an ordinary dose

of bitters; or a pailful, which would perhaps melt
the " madness "

of Hamlet's daring. Thus the

little monosyllable "up" must be disposed of, or

a quantity must be expressed to reconcile MR.
SINGER'S proposition with Mr. HICKSON'S canon
and the grammatical sense of Shakspeare's line.

If with Steevens we understand esile to be a

river,
" the Danish river (Esil, which empties it-

self into the Baltic," the Yssel, Wessel, or any other

river, real or fictitious, the sense is clear. Rather
let Shakspeare have committed a geographical
blunder on the information of his day, than break

* So the folio, according to my copy. It would be

advantageous, perhaps, to note the spelling in the

earliest edition of the sonnet whence MR. SINGER quotes

"potions of eysell :" a difference, if there be any, would
mark the distinction between Hamlet's river and the

Saxon derivative.
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Priscian's head by modern interpretation of hi*3

words. If we read "drink up esile" as one should

say,
" wouTt drink up Thames ?" a task as rea-

sonably impossible as setting it on fire (neverthe-
less a proverbial expression of a thirsly soul,
" He'll drink the Thames dry"), the task is quite
in keeping with the whole tenor of Hamlet's ex-

travagant rant. H. K. S. C.

Brixton.

ALTAR LIGHTS, ETC.

(Vol. ii., p. 495. ;
Vol. iii., p. 30.)

The following passage from the works of a

deeply pious and learned Caroline Divine, which I

have never before seen quoted, merits, I think, a

place in " NOTES AND QUERIES :"

" As our Lord himself, so his Gospel also, is called

Light, and was therefore anciently never read without

a burning taper,
' etiam Sole rutilante' ('tis Saint

Hierome's testimony), though it were lighted in the

sun. . . The careful Church, perceiving that God was so

much taken with this outward symbol of the Light, could

do no less than go on with the ceremony. Therefore,

the day of Our Lord's nativity was to be called iri<f>di>ia,

or, appearing of the Light ; and so many tapers were
to be set up the night before, as might give name to the

vigil,
*
Viqilia Luminum.' And the ancients did well

to send lights one to another, whatsoever some think of

the Christmas candle. The receiving of this Light in

Baptism, though called not usually so, but <}>(aTifffj.bs,

Illumination, which further to betoken the rites, were

to celebrate this sacrament oirTefyiej/wp irdvrcav TOOV Kripwv,

etc., with all the tapers lighted, etc., as the order in

the Euchologus. The Neophytus, also, or new con-

vert, received a Taper lighted and delivered by the

Mystagojrus, which for the space of seven days after, he

was to hold in his hand at Divine service, sitting in the

Baptistery.
" Who perceiveth not that by this right way the

Tapers came into the Church, mysteriously placed with

the Gospel upon the altar as an emblem of the Truer

Light?....
" The Funeral Tapers (however thought of by

some) are of the same harmless import. Their mean-

ing is, to show that the departed souls are not quite

put out, but having walked here as the Children of the

Light, are now going to walk before God in the Light
of the Living. The sun never rose to the ancients,

no, not so much as a candle was lighted, but of this

signification.
' Vincamus'' was their word, whenso-

ever the Lights came in
; $S>s yap i^]v Nl/crjv, etc., for

Light (saith Phavorinus) betokeneth victory. It was
to show what trust they put in the Light, in whom we
are more than conquerors. Our meaning is the same

when, at the bringing in of a candle, we use to put
ourselves in mind ofthe Light of Heaven : which those

who list to call superstition do but ' darken counsel by
words without knowledge.' Job xxxviii. 2." Gregorie's
Works, 4th ed. p. 110. Lond. 1684.

I believe it is a fact, that in some churches

(I hope not many) lamps or candles are placed
on the altar unlighted during divine service. Now
I would not quarrel with persons who have ob-

jections to altar lights, &c., but I have no patience
with that worse than superstition which would
place unlighted candles on the altar, if they
symbolize any thing, it is damnation, excommuni-
cation, misery, and dark woe.

Coming out of a church one time in which
unlighted candles were ostentatiously displayed,
I was forcibly reminded of an hieroglyphical of
Quarles an extinguished taper, and under it

the words,
" Sine lumine inane."

" How canst thou be useful to the sight ?

What is the taper not endued with light?
"

I can hardly refrain from quoting here a beau-
tiful passage from Wordsworth :

" Our ancestors within the still domain
Of vast cathedral, or conventual gloom,
Their vigils kept : when tapers day and night
On the dim altar burn'd continually,
In token that the house was evermore

Watching to God. Religious men were they,
Nor would their reason, tutor'd to aspire
Above this transitory world, allow
That there should pass a moment of the year
When in their land the Almighty's service ceased."

Any communication of interest on the above

subject will much oblige JARLTZBERG.

Handbell before a Corpse (Vol. ii., p. 478.).
It is usual, at the funeral of any member of the

University of Oxford, for the University marshal
and bellman to attend in the character of mutes.
As the procession moves along, the latter rings his

bell at about half-minute time. I have witnessed
it also when the deceased has been one of the

family of a member of the University, and when
he has been a matriculated person. I have never
considered it as anything but a cast of the bell-

man's office, to add more solemnity to the occasion.

3.

L Re ctory. Somerset.

Sir George Downing (Vol. ii., pp. 464. 497.).
It may assist your querist

"
ALPHA," to be in-

formed that among the monuments to the family
of Pengelly, in the church of Whitehurch near

Tavistock, in the county of Devon, is one to the

memory of Ann, wife of Francis Pengelly, and

daughter of Sir George Downing of East Hatley
in the county of Cambridge, who died the 23rd of

November, 1702; with the arms of Pengelly im-

paling Barry of six argent and gules, over all a

wyvern or for Downing.
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Nicholas Downing of Exeter College, vicar of

Kingsteignton, in Devon, who died in 1666, and

was buried there, seems to have been of another

family, as he bore a very different coat of arms.

A Lieut. Downing was buried in Charles church,

Plymouth, in 1799, but the arms on his monument
are not the same as either of the above.

Other than these, I know of none of the name,
ancient or recent, in the county, and I shall be

glad to learn on what ground Sir George Down-

ing's family is said to be of most ancient origin in

Devonshire. The name does not appear in West-

cote, Pole, Prince, Bisdon, or the Heralds' visita-

tions, and the modern authorities state that the

family was from Essex or Norfolk. J. D. S.

The following memorandum I found acci-

dentally on the margin of a MS. pedigree of

Downing, but I am sorry I cannot recall the

source from whence I obtained it. Possibly, how-

ever, it may assist " ALPHA" in his enquiry.
" Sir George Downing was not the son of Calibut

Downing, rector of Hackney, but of Emmanuel Down-

ing, a London merchant, who went to New England.
Governor Hutchiuson, in his History of Massachusetts,

gives the true account of Downing's affiliation, which
has been further confirmed by Mr. Savage, of Boston,
from the public records of New England."

J.P. C.

Hulls, the Inventor of Steam-boats (Vol. Hi.,

p. 23.). Your facetious correspondent, NO-
CAB, may gain some information relative to his

friend Jonathan Hulls, by going to the British

Museum, and asking for the following book from
Mr. Grenville's library.

I will give the full title and Mr. Grenville's note,
as it stands in my Catalogue of the library.

GRENVILLE CATALOGUE (Vol. i. p. 351.)
"
Hulls, Jonathan. A Description and Draught of

a new-invented Machine for carrying vessels or ships
out of, or into any harbour, port, or river, against
wind and tide, or in a calm. For which his Majesty
has granted letters patent, for the sole benefit of the

Author, for the space of Fourteen years. London,
1737. folding plate.

* 8vo. R.f
" This new invented machine is a steam-boat. It

entirely puts an end to the claims of America to the
invention of steam navigation, and establishes for this

country the honour of that important discovery."

HENRY Foss.

42. Devonshire Street, 12. Jan. 1851.

[We are also indebted to OT for a reply to NOCAB'S

query.]

"The lucky have whole days" (Vol. i., pp.231.
351.). I can inform your correspondents P. S.
and H. H., that the passage in question is cor-

*
Representing, as well as I remember, a perfect

steam -boat.

f Meaning Russia binding.

rectly quoted by the latter at p. 351., and that it

is to be found in Dryden's Tyrannic Love.
HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, West Indies, Nov. 1850.

" Clarum et venerabile nomeri" (Vol. ii., p. 463.).
Your enquirer as to whence comes " Clarum et

venerabile nomen," &c., will find them, in Lucan.
Book ix. 1. 203. E. H.

Norwich.

Occult Transposition of Letters (Vol. i., p. 416.;
Vol. ii., p. 77.). Concert of Nature. Other

examples of these ambiguous verses are given by
J. Baptista Porta, de Furtivis Literarum Notis^
one of which has suggested the following lines, as

conveying the compliments of the season to the

editor of " NOTES AND QUERIES;" but which,

transposed, would become an unseasonable ad-

dress :

"
Principio tibi sit facilis, nee tempore parvo

Vivere permittat te Dea Terpsichore.

Si autem conversis dictionibus leges, dicent,

Terpsichore Dea te permittat vivere parvo
Tempore, nee facilis sit tibi principio."

I beg leave, sincerely, to add, in the words of

Ausonius (Ep. xxv.),
" Quis prohibet Salve atque Vale brevitate parata

Scribere ? Felicesque notas mandare libellis."

This magnificent epistle inculcating
" Nil mutum Natura dedit : non aeris ales

Quadrupedesve silent," &c.

should be compared with the celebrated stanza of

Spenser's Faerie Queen (book ii. canto xii. st. 71.),

beginning with
" The joyous birds shrouded in cheareful shade

;

"

and with D'lsraeli's animated defence, in his Ame-
nities (vol. ii. p. 395.) of these charming verses

against the 7r\7j^e\^c and tasteless, the anti-

poetical and technical, criticism of Twining, in

his first Dissertation on Poetical and Musical
Imitation. T. J.

Darby and Joan (Vol. iii., p. 38.). I never
heard of the tradition mentioned by H. I can

only suppose that the poet referred to was the

first person who introduced the ballad at the

manor-house. Helaugh Nichols, an excellent

authority in such matters, whose trade traditions,

through the Bowyers, father and son, went back
a century and a half, tells us that the ballad was

supposed to have been written by Henry Wood-
fall, while an apprentice to Darby. The Darbys
were printers time out of mind one Robert

Darby was probably an assistant to Wynkyn de

Worde, who certainly left a legacy to a person of

that name. The Woodfalls, too, can be traced

up as printers for nearly two centuries. The

Darby, and Joan, his wife, were probably John

Darby, printer, in Bartholomew Close, who was
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prosecuted in 1684 for printing "Lord Russell's

Speech," and died in 1704. The Woodfall, the

printer, is understood to have been Henry Wood-
f all, afterwards " Woodfall without Temple Bar,"

grandfather of Henry Sampson, the printer of

Junius' Letters, and great-great-grandfather of the

present excellent printer of the same name.
J. D. Y.

Did Bunyan know Hobbes f (Vol. ii., p. 518.).
Before this question, put by JAS. H. FRISWELL, can
be answered satisfactorily, it should be shown that

Bunyan was the author of the Visions of Hell. In
Chambers' Journal for Sept. 7. 1833, n., it is taken
for granted that he was, and the passage alluding
to Hobbes is noticed. Your correspondent more

justly questions the fact.

A very intelligent friend of mine, who has de-

voted much research into the supposed origin of the

Pilgrim's Progress, the result of which I hope ere

long will appear, tells me that he is decidedly of

opinion that the Visions in question are not the

production of the "
prince of dreamers."

He believes the Visions first appeared as Bun-

yan's in a stereotyped collection or selection of

his works, about 1820-8. Some time after
^
seeing

this, my friend was surprised at meeting with the

following little volume, which is now before me : The
World to Come. The Glories of Heaven, and the

Terrors of Hell, lively displayed under the Simili-

tude of a Vision. By G. L., Sunderland. Printed

by R. Wetherald, for H. Creighton, 1771. 12mo.

The running title, as far as p. 95., is, The World
to Come; or, Visions of Heaven; and on that page
commence the Visions of Hell, and of the Torments

of the Damned: and here it is the author has

charitably placed Hobbes, with whom the colloquy
alluded to by your querist occurs.

I shall not occupy your papers with any re-

marks on the ignorance betrayed by G. L. (who -

ever he may be), both of the writings and
character of Hobbes ; but I shall be glad if I can

lead to the elucidation of what yet remains a

literary obscurity, and obtains the name of G. L.

F.R.A.

Mythology of the Stars (Vol. iii., p. 23.).

G. I. C. is recommended to study the ordinary
celestial globe, and to make himself familiar with

its use, in order to enhance the interest of the

spectacle of the sidereal heavens as seen by the

naked eye. He is also particularly referred to the

Celestial Cycle, by Capt. Smyth, published by
Parker and Co., West Strand, in 2 vols. 8vo.,

price ZL 2s.
;
a book full of astronomical and my-

thological gossip.
G. L C. will find books on Astrology for sale at

Maynard's, No. 8. Earl's Court, Cranbourn Street,
Leicester Square, more readily, perhaps, than any
where else in London. ROBERT SNOW.

6. Chesterfield Street, Mayfair, Jan. 13. 1851.

Dodo Queries (Vol. i., pp. 261, 262.). MR.
STRICKLAND is informed, that in the list of Pingre's
works, as given in Querard's France Litteraire,
there is one with the following title :

" Memoire sur les Decouvertes faites dans la Mer du
Sud, avant les derniers Voyages des Frar^ais autour du
Monde, lu a 1'Academie des Sciences, 1766, 1767,
1778, in. 4."

I have not read Pingre's works, but if they
contain any mention of Solitaires, it will probably
be found in the Memoire above referred to.

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, W. I , Nov. 1850.

Holland Land (Vol. ii., pp. 267. 345.
; Vol. iii.,

p. 30.). In an ancient charter, in my possession,

bearing date 19 Edw. I. :
" Gilebertus dictus ate

Vorde, de Farlegh," and "
James, son of the late

Philip de Essche," quitclaim to James, son of
Paulinus de Wynchelse :

"dimidiam acram terre Flandrensis .... in villa de

Ickelesham,"

to have and to hold
" una cum redditu et servitio mihi (sic) pertinentibus
de alia dimidia acra terre Flandrensis."

The polders of Holland are familiar to all tra-

vellers, as lands lying below the level of the sea,
once a mere morass, redeemed from that state,
and brought into cultivation by embankments,
&c., &c.

In another charter, somewhat earlier in date
and relating to the same district, viz. the neigh-
bourhood of Winchelsea, Hamo de Crevecour

speaks of lands in La more in Ideun, which the
monks of Robertsbridge, with consent of his father

Hamo, " a mari incluserunt."
I have always supposed that the " terra Flan-

drensis
"
of my charter signified land of the same

description as the Dutch polders ;
the art of thus

redeeming land being probably introduced from
the Low Countries. It is not unlikely that, in

that day, lands so brought into cultivation were

designated as " terre Flandrenses," and the term
afterwards anglicised into " Holland Land."

L. B. L.

Sivearing by Swans (Vol. ii., p. 392.). Sym-
bology of the swan.

" Tune allati sunt in pompatica gloria duo cygni,
vel olores, ante regem, &c. &c., . vindicaturus."*

MatthcBus Westmonasteriensis.

Dr. Lingard states that " the vows of chivalry
were not taken on the gospels, but, ridiculous as

it may appear, in the presence of a peacock, or

* With tliis solecism in the printed Flares Histo-

riarum I find that a MS. in the Chetham Library

agrees, the abbreviative mark used in the Hundred
Rolls of Edward I. for the terminations MS and er

having been affixed to this participle.
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pheasant, or other bird of beautiful plumage."

History of England, Edward I.

" Nee dissimili ingenio Heraldiantiquiores, musicos

et cantatores cygnis* donarunt. Ejusquehaud ignarus

perspicax noster Franciscanus cum hos a non cantoribus

latos observasset, rationem se ait a rege heraldorum

petiisse, eumque duplicem assignasse : hanc quia viri

essent pulcherrimi, illam quia haberent longa colla.

Sane candorem animi per cygni effigiem antiquitus

pra;dicabant, nee insulse igitur corporis. Sed gloria?

studium ex eodem hoc symbolo indicari multi asserunt.
" Cum Edwardus primus," &c. &c.

Spelmanni Aspilogia, p. 132.

The Spaniards found that the swan had been

employed emblematically in Mexico, supporting
the theory of Hornius that that part of America
was colonised by the Phoenicians and Carthaginians,
inasmuch as, according to Bryant, "where the

Canaanites or their descendants may have settled,

there will a story be found in reference to swans."

The mythological history of the Cygnus will be
found in the latter author's Analysis, and in Hill's

Urania, or a Complete View of the Heavens, con-

taining the Ancient and Modern Astronomy, in

Form of a Dictionary, which will perhaps meet
the wants of G. I. C. (Vol.iii. p. 24.).

It will not, perhaps, be irrelevant to this subject
to advert to the story of Albertus Aquensis (in
Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 196.), regarding a

Goose and a Goat, which in the second crusade
were considered as "divino spiritu afflati," and
made " duces vise in Jerusalem." Well may it be
mentioned by the historian as

"
scelus omnibus

fidelibus incredibile ;

"
but the imputation serves

to show that the Christians of that age forgot
what a heathen poet could have taught them,

" Efs olwvbs &pi<TTOs a/j.vveff9ai irepl irdrp^s."

T.J.

Swearing ly Swans (Vol. ii., p. 392.). The
notation given by your correspondent E. T. M.

(Vol. ii., p. 45 1
.), only increases my desire to receive

a reply to my query on this subject, since he has
adduced a parallel custom. What are the earliest

notices of the usage of swearing by swans and

pheasants ? Was the pheasant ever considered a

royal bird ? K. V.

The Frozen Horn (Vol. iii., p. 25.). I am
quite angry with J. M. G. for supposing my old
friend Sir John Maundevile guilty of such a flam
as that which he quotes from memory as the

worthy knight's own statement. There is no such

story in the Voiage and Travaile : nay more,
there is not in the whole of that "

ryght merveil-
lous" book, a single passage given on the authority

* To the passages I have elsewhere referred to on
The Concert of Nature, from Ausonius, Epistle 25., and
Spenser's Faerie Queen, book ii. canto xii. st. 71.,

I*
divine respondence meet "

is made by the last lines
in Tennyson's Dying Swan.

qu<
rv

of Sir John as eyewitness that is not perfectly
credible. When he quotes Pliny for monsters,
the Chronicles for legends, and the romances of his

time for narratives of an extraordinary character,
he does so in evident good faith as a compiler.
His most improbable statements, too, are always
qualified with some such phrase as " men seyn,
but I have not sene it." In a word, I believe Sir

John Maundevile to have been as truthful in in-

tention as any writer of his age. I am afraid that

J. M. G.'s knowledge of our old "
voiager" is

limited to some jest-book of more modern times,
which attributes to him sayings and doings of

which he is perfectly guiltless.
MARK ANTONY LOWER.

Lewes.

Cockade and True Blue (Vol. iii., pp. 7. 27.)
both owe their origin to the wars of the Scottish

Covenanters
;
and the cockade appears to have

been first adopted as a distinguishing emblem by
the English army at the battle of Sherra-muir,
where the Scotch wore the blue ribbon as a scarf,
or on their bonnets (which was their favourite

colour). The English army then, to distinguish
themselves, assumed a black rosette on their hats ;

which, from its position, the Scotch nick-named a

"cock'ade" (with which our use of the word
"cockscomb" is connected) and is still retained.

An old Scotch song describing
" the Battle of

Sherra-muir" (which name it bears) in verse 2.,

line 1., speaks of the English as

" The red-coat lads, wi' black cockades ;

"

verse 3., describing the Scotch and their mode of

fighting, says,
" But had you seen the- philibegs,

And skyrin tartan trews, man,
When in the teeth they dared our Whigs,
And Covenant TRUE-BLUES, man ;

In lines extended lang and large,
When bayonets opposed the targe,
And thousands hasten'd to the charge,
Wi' Highland wrath, they frae the sheath

Drew blades o' death, till, out o' breath,

They fled like frighted doos, man."

The song, which is rather a long one, carries

you with the army to the Forth, Dumblane, Stir-

ling, Perth, and Dundee. Oft referring to the
" Poor red-coat," and to the "

Angus lads."

BLOWER.

The Vavasours of Hazlewood (Vol. ii., p. 326.).
1 . It is a well-known fact that the stone for

York minster was given by the Vavasour family.
To commemorate this, there is, under the west
window in that cathedral, a statue of the owner of
Hazlewood at that period, holding a piece of stone
in his hand. Hence may have arisen the tradition,
that the chief of the family might ride into York
minster on horseback.
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2. In feudal times Hazlewood was a fortified

castle, having its regular retainers, &c.

3. Hazlewood Chapel was the only Roman Ca-
tholic parish church in England which did not

become a Protestant church at the Reformation.
CHAS. D. MARKHAM.

Jan. 10. 1851.

"Breeches" Bible (Vol. iii., p. 17.). In quoting
from specimens of early printing, correctness of

orthography, even in trivial matters, is desirable,
and therefore I venture, in allusion to the in-

teresting communication from -sr on the subject of

the Geneva or " Breeches "
Bible, to state that the

edition of 1576, in my possession, is
"
Imprinted

by Christopher Barkar "
(not Barker),

"
dwelling

in Paternoster Rowe, at the signe of the Tygres
Head."
The text quoted varies also in two or three

words from my copy, and it is probably from the

Geneva edition. The English edition of 1576
runs thus, (Gen. iii. 7.) :

" Then the eyes of them
both were opened, and they knew that they were

naked, and they sewed figge tree leaves together,
and made them selves breeches." I am, sir, yours
truly, S.H.H.

Histoire des Sevarambes (Vol. iii., p. 4.). On
the subject of the authorship of this work I will

transcribe a note which I subjoined to a short

account of Isaac Vossius (Worthington's Diary,

p. 125.):-
" Whether the History of the Sevarites, or Sevarambi,

by Captain Thomas Liden, published in two parts

(London, 167.5-9, 12mo.), which is one of the ablest

of the fictions written after the model of More's Utopia,
and which has been ascribed to Isaac Vossius by J. A.

Fabricius, be his, is a point yet unsettled. On a care-

ful consideration of the internal evidence, and a com-

parison with his avowed publications, so far as such a

comparison can be made between works so dissimilar

in character, I incline to the conclusion that this tract

is justly ascribed to Isaac Vossius."

On a reconsideration of the subject, I see no
reason to alter this opinion. Morhof, who al-

ways attributed it to Isaac Vossius (see Polyhistor,
vol. i. p. 74., edit. 1747), was thoroughly versed in

the literary history, including the English, of the

period, and was not likely to have been mistaken.

Vossius lived in England from 1670 to 1688, when
he died. I have seen several English letters of

his, though his general correspondence was in

Latin or French, and he seems quite able to have
written it, as far as the language is concerned.

Vairasse appears to have translated it into French,
but to have had no other part in it. I may observe,
that the publication in English, London, 1738, is a

retranslation from the French, not a reprint of the

original work of 1675-9. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Verses attributed to Charles Yorke (Vol. ii., p. 7. ;

and Vol. iii., p. 43.). These lines, "Stript to the

naked soul," have been frequently printed, indeed
so lately as in Lord Campbell's Lives of the Chan-
cellors, at the end of the Life of Charles Yorke,
as his, but without any observation. What is

most singular is, that the excellent editor of

Bishop Warburton's Literary Remains has over-
looked the fact that they are given in that prelate's

correspondence with Bishop Hurd as Pope's. (See
Letters, p. 362., edit. 1809, 8vo.) Warburton ob-

serves, "The little poem is certainly his." He
remarks in a letter to Yorke
"You have obliged me much (as is your wont) by

a fine little poem of my excellent and endeared friend,
Mr. Pope, and I propose to put in into use." Letters

from Warburton to C. Yorke. 1812, 4to. p. 64.

Warburton then gave them to Ruffhead, who
inserted them in his Life of Pope, from which

they were transferred in Bowles's edition of Pope's
Works (vol. ii. p. 406), and in the supplementary
volume to Pope's Works (1807, 4to.). The ex-

traordinary circumstance is, that they had appeared
as far back as 1753 in the miscellaneous works of
Aaron Hill, published in 1753, in 4 vols. 8vo., and
are included in that collection as his own. Roscoe
observes (Life of Pope, in vol. i. of his edition of

Pope's Works, p. 361., edit. 1824), without, how-
ever appearing to have been fully acquainted with
the facts of the case :

" These verses are not the production of Pope, as

might indeed readily have been perceived, but of Aaron
Hill."

I must confess I cannot agree with the remark.
If the point be to be decided by internal evidence,
the verses are surely Pope's. The collection of
A. Hill's miscellaneous works was a posthumous
one for the benefit of the family, and includes

several other poems, which were certainly not
written by him. Little stress, therefore, can be
laid upon the fact of the lines being included in

this collection, which seems to have comprised
whatever was found amongst Hill's papers, with-

out any nice examination or scrutiny. My con-

clusion is, that the verses are Pope's ;
and it is

at all events certain that they are not Charles

Yorke's. JAMES CROSSLEY:.

Archbishop Bolton of Cashel (Vol. iii., p. 39.).
He was born at Burrishool, in the county of

Mayo, about 1678
; graduated at Trinity College,

Dublin
; was ordained deacon in 1702 ; priest in

1703
;
became a prebendary of St. Patrick's, Dub-

lin, in 1707; chancellor of that cathedral in 1714;

vicar-general of the diocese of Dublin in 1720;
vicar of Finglas, near Dublin, in the same year;
prascentor ofChrist Church, Dublin, in 1722; bishop
of Clonfert in the same year; bishop of Elphin
in 1724; archbishop of Cashel in 1729; to which
diocese he bequeathed his valuable library.
He died in January, 1744, and was buried at

St. Werburgh's Church, in Dublin.
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See my Fasti Ecclesicp, Hibernicce, vols. i., ii., and

iv., for a few more particulars, if required.
H. COTTON.

Tlmrles, Ireland, Jan. 20. 1851.

Erasmus and Farel (Vol. iii., p. 38.). In my
Life of Calvin, p. 46., I mention that Erasmus
named Farel, Phallicus ; and infer that he pro-

bably did so from some manifestation of amorous

propensities on the part of that reformer.

A querist in your last number (J. C. R.) points
out that D'Aubigne, or his translator, spells the

word Fallicus, and refers it to the deceitful cha-

racter of Farel.

Phallicus is a Greek word, and has a meaning
(pa\\iKfa, of or belonging to the 0aXXot-. Fallicus,
to the best of my knowledge, is neither Greek nor

Latin, and has no meaning. Erasmus, in his

epistles, constantly spells the word Phallicus. (See
Epp. 698. 707. &c. Leyden, ed. 1706.) And that
I was justified in drawing from it an inference
which is in analogy with its meaning, the following
passages, in the last of the epistles just cited, will

establish :

" Hunc stomachum in me concepit (Phallicus) quod
in sponyia dubitem de Lutheri spiritu : prajterea quod
scripserim, quosdam sordidos, et impura vita se jacti-
tare nomine Evangel ii."

And a little farther on
" At tamen quicquid hactenus in me blateravit

Fh~allicus, non minus vane quam virulente, facite con-
douabitur hominis morbo, modo posthac sumat mores

Evangelii prcKcone dignos.
"

THOS. H. DYER.
London, Jan. 20. 1851.

Early Culture ofthe Imagination (Vol. iii., p. 38.).
The interesting article to which MR. GATTY

refers will be found in the Quarterly Review,
No. XLI. Sir Walter Scott, in a letter ad-
dressed to Edgar Taylor, Esq. (the translator of
German Fairy Tales and Popular Stories byM.M. Grimm), dated Edinburgh, 16th Jan. 1823,
says

" There is also a sort of wild fairy interest in them
[the Tales] which makes me think them fully better

adapted to awaken the imagination and soften the
heart of childhood, than the good-boy stories which
have been in later years composed for them. In the
latter case, their minds are, as it were, put into the
stocks, like their feet at the dancing- school, and the
moral always consists in good moral conduct being
crowned with temporal success. Truth is, 1 would
not give one tear shed over Little Red Riding-Hood
for all the benefit to be derived from a hundred His-
tories of Jemmy Goodchild In a word, I
think the selfish tendencies will be soon enough acquired
in this arithmetical age ; and that, to make the higher
class of character, our wild fictions like our own
simple music will have more effect in awakening the
fancy and elevating the disposition, than the colder and

more elaborate compositions of modern authors and

composers."
F. R. R.

Milnrow Parsonage.

Early Culture of the Imagination (Vol. iii.,

p. 38.). MR. ALFRED GATTY will find what he

inquires for in the 74th volume of the Quarterly
Review,

" Children's Books." With the prefatory
remarks of that article may be compared No. 151.
of the Rambler, "The Climacterics of the Mind."

T. J.

William Chilcot (Vol. iii., p. 38.). MR. HOOPER
is referred to the History of Tiverton, by Lieut.
Col. Harding, ed. Boyce, Tiverton; Whittaker,
London, 1847, vol. ii., B. III., p. 167., for an ac-
count of the family of Chilcot alias Cornyn ; to
which most likely the author belonged, and was

probably a native of Tiverton. As MR. HOOPER
may not have ready access to the book, I send the
substance of an extract. Robert Chilcott alias

Comyn, born at Tiverton, com. Devon, merchant,
and who died, it is supposed, at Isleworth, com.
Middlesex, about A. D. 1609,

" married Ann, d. of
Walter Cade of London, Haberdasher, by whom
he had one son, William, who married Catherine,
d. of Thomas Billingsly of London, Merchant,
and had issue." Certain lands also in Tiverton,
A. D. 1680-90, are described as "now or late of
William Comyns alias Chilcott." Ibid. p. 61.

If the first edition of the work were in 1698,
most likely the author was a grandson of the above-
named William Chilcot and Catherine his wife,
which the Tiverton registers might show. If the
search prove unsuccessful there, try that of Wat-
ford, Herts, where a branch of the same family
was settled, and to which there are monuments in
Watford churchyard. E. A. D.

By and Bye (Vol. ii., p. 424.). Surely this
means "

by the way." Good by may mean " Bon
v

)'
age." s. S.

Mocker (Vol. ii., p. 519.). In some of the

provincial dialects of England, and in the Scotch
of the lowlands of Scotland, there are a good
many Dutch words. Maker, in Dutch, means a
large hammer. This is probably the word used by
the old cottager of Pembridge, and spelt Mocker
byW.M. G.F.G.

Edinburgh.

Was Colonel Hewson a Cobbler? (Vol. iii.,

p. 11.). Hume's History relates that "Colonel
Hewson suppressed the tumult of London appren-
tices, November, 1659;" and that "he was a man
who rose from the profession of a cobbler to a high
rank in the army."

Colonel John Hewson was member for Guild-
ford from September 17, 1656, to January 27,
1658-59. (Bray and Manning.) GILBERT.
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Mole (Vol. ii., p. 225.)- This story is of course

much older than the form in which it now appears.

Sir Bevil Grenville is the great hero of the N. W.
coast of Cornwall; most of the floating legend
has been gathered about him.

Legends referring to the origin of different

animals are common. Mrs. Jamieson (Canada)
has a very beautiful Chippewa story of the first

robin.

It is believed in Devonshire that moles begin
to work with the flow, and leave off with the ebb

of the tide. The same thing is asserted of the

beaver.

Pillgarlick (Vol. ii., p. 393. ;
Vol. Hi., p. 42.).

The word is given by Todd, in his edition of

Johnson, under the forms Pilgarlick and Pilled-

garlick. The same orthography is adopted by
other lexicographers. The spelling, concerning
which your querist desires information, is, how-

ever, the least important point. I trust that the

question will elicit information of a valuable kind

as to the origin of the term, by which I have

myself been sorely puzzled, and which, I think,

has not been satisfactorily cleared up by^ any of

those who have attempted it. Following the

authority of Skinner, our philologists are satisfied

with assuring us, that pilled means bald (French,

pele) ;
and about this there can be no dispute.

Thus Chaucer (Reve's Tale) says :

" Round was his face, and camuse was his nose,

And pilled as an ape was his skull."

Shakspeare also has :

* Pieled priest ! doost thou command me to be shut

out?"

for " shaven priest." But pilled, in other cases,

as might be shown by quotations, which for the

sake of brevity I omit, means pillaged, robbed, and
also peeled, of which last sense the quotations
above given seem only to be a figurative applica-
tion. The difficulties which arise from these ex-

planations are, first, if bald be the true meaning,

why must we, with Todd, limit it to baldness,

resulting from disease, or more especially (as Grose

will have it) from a disgraceful disease ?

Secondly, if peeled be taken as the equivalent
to pilled, why is peeled garlick a more perfect

type of misery than any other peeled root or

fruit ?

Thirdly, if pillage is an essential ingredient in

the true meaning of the term "pilled garlick,"
what has the stolen garlick to do with wretched-

ness ? And,
Lastly, how will any one, or all of these ex-

planations together, tally with the following pas-

sage from Skelton :

"
Wyll, Wyll, Wyll, Wyll, Wyll,
He ruleth always styll.

Good reason and good skyll,

They may garlyck pyll,

Gary sackes to the myll,
Or pescoddes they may shyll,
Or elles go rost a stone?"

Why come ye not to Courte ? 103-109.

Without further elucidation of this pilling, the

existing definitions are pills which defy the de-

glutition of F. S. Q.

A Recent Novel (Vol. i., pp. 231. 285.). May
I be permitted to correct an error in a communi-
cation from one of your correspondents ? ADOL-
PHUS (p. 231.) puts a Query respecting the title of
a recent novel; and J. S. (p. 285.) informs him
that the title is Le Morne au Diable, by Eugene
Sue. The fact is, that "La Morne au Diable" is

the principal scene of the events described, and

nothing more. The title is L'Aventurier, ou la

JBarbe-bleue ; and an English translation, styled
the Female Slue Beard, or the Adventurer, was

published in 1845 by W. Strange, 21. Paternoster
Row. HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, W. I., Nov. 1850.

Tablet to Napoleon (Vol. i., p. 461.). The
form and punctuation given to this inscription by
C. suggest its true meaning. Napoleon is called

the Egyptian, the Italian, for reasons similar to

those for which Publius Cornelius Scipio obtained
the name of "

Africanus." There is, however,
another sense in which the epithet

" bis Italicus
"

is applicable to Napoleon : he was an Italian by
birth as well as by conquest. It is in this sense

that Voltaire has*
applied

to Henri Quatre the

second line of the following couplet :

*' Je chante ce heros qui regna sur Ja France
Et par droit de conquete, et par droit de naissance."

As to the "lingual purity" of the inscription,
there is not much to be said about it, one way or

the other. It is on a level with most modern in-

scriptions and epitaphs in the Latin language;
neither so elegant as the Latinity of Dr. Johnson,
or Walter Savage Landor, nor yet so hackneyed
as our " Latin de cuisine."

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, W. I., Nov. 1850.

North Sides of Churchyards (Vol. ii., pp.55.&c.)
In a chapter on the custom of burying on the

south side of churches, in Thompson's History of
Swine, published 1824, I find the following men-
tion of the north side being appropriated to felons :

" The writer hereof remembers, that between fifty

and sixty years ago, a man who was executed at Lin-

coln, was brought to Swine, and buried on the north

side of the church, as the proper place in which to bury
a felon."

I have heard it stated by several inhabitants of

the parish, that it is only within a few years that

burials began to be made irrespectively on the

north side. Whilst speaking of things in connec-

tion with this church, I may mention for the in-
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terest of antiquaries, that only a short time ago,
the sexton discovered a very curious fresco of the

Virgin on one of the pillars in the north aisle.

There is an inscription beneath the figure, but so

very indistinct, as not to admit of being deciphered.
K.W.E.

Hull.

Wisby (Vol. ii., p. 444.).
"
Wisby was fortified about 1200 against its country

neighbours; and King Magnus, 1288, quieted another
civil war, and allowed the citizens to restore their fallen

walls." Olaus Magnus, ii. 24.

"It was destroyed in 1361 (Koch) by Walderna,
King of Denmark, who, taking advantage of the dis-

cords in Sweden, and having flattered the King Mag-
nus till he made him a mere tool of his own, conquered
or destroyed some valuable parts of the Swedish do-

minions, and among the rest Gothland." Johannes

Magnus, Rex Sitev., xxi. 6.

and in 7. :

"
. . . ob direptum insigne emporium Vis becense."

"
As, therefore, it was not an individual event, pro-

bably it had not any individual cause, and that the pane
of glass story is not true." Olaus Magnus, x. 16.

The same Olaus (ii. 24.) says, that pride and
discord were its ruin

;
that its inhabitants scat-

tered into the continental cities; and that in

his time, 1545, there were splendid ruins, iron

doors, brass or copper windows, once gilt or
silvered. C. B.

Singing of Swans (Vol. ii., p. 475.)- If your
correspondent T. J. will turn to Erman's Travels
in Siberia translated by Cooley, vol. ii. p. 43., he
will find that the singing of swans is by no means
so groundless a notion as Bp. Percy supposed.
Erman says the notes of the Cygnus Olor are
most beautifully clear and loud " and that this

bird, when wounded, pours forth its last breath in

such notes, is now known for certain." There is

more also to the same purpose. A. C. M.

Dacre Monument at Herstmonceux (Vol. ii.,

p. 478.). In answer to part of the third Query of

your correspondent E. V., I beg to inform him
that sable, a cross potent or, is the coat of Alleyn.
Sable, a cross patonce or, belongs to Lascelles.

Argent a fesse gules belongs to the Solers family.
And barry of six argent and gules, with a canton

ermine, is the coat of Apseley of Sussex. H. C. K.

Herstmonceux Castle (Vol. ii., p. 477.). The
elucidation of your correspondent's second Query
suggests several further questions; for instance
Was Juliana wife of William, the owner of the
estate ? If so, did she die in the lifetime of her
husband ? If so, did she leave issue ? semble not,
and assuming her to have no direct heirs, the
estate would escheat. Was the King lord of the
fee? Were William de Warburton and In^elram

-de Monceatix relatives of the half blood of
Juliana? If so, a re-grant to them, if claimants,
would not, I imagine, have been unusual upon
payment of a fine to the crown. It would almost
seem as if a doubt existed as to the heirship, from
the expression

" whose next of kin they SAY they
are" This note is conjectural only, and is there-
fore offered with much diffidence. I. B. C.

Suem. Ferling. Grasson (Vol. iii
, p. 7.). It

is obvious that your correspondent's extract from
the Rotherfield court-roll is not accurately tran-

scribed. The original most probably contains no
such word as suem.

Ferling is a well-known word in old legal

phraseology. As a term of superficial measure it

denotes a quarter of an acre
;
of lineal measure,

an eighth of a mile, or furlong.
Grassum is the term cominonly used in the

northern parts of the kingdom to signify the fine,
or foregift in money, paid by a lessee for the re-

newal of his lease from a lay or ecclesiastical cor-

poration. It is derived from the A.-S. Gcersum
or Garsame, a treasure

;
the root of which is still

retained in the northern word Gear, goods or
stuff. A.

Jan. 10. 1851.

Portrait of Archbishop Williams (Vol. iii., p. 8.).
Your correspondent Y. Y. desires to be informed

of the " locus
"
of the portraits of several bishops,

among them of John Williams, Archbishop of
York. There is a full-length in the hall of this

college, which I shall have great pleasure in show-

ing to him should he ever find it convenient to pay
Cambridge a visit. P. J. F. GANTIJLLON.

St. John's College.

Swans hatched during Thunder (Vol. ii., p.

510.). Some years ago I purchased a pair of

swans, and, during the first breeding season after

I procured them, they made a nest in which they
deposited seven eggs. After they had been sitting
about six weeks, I observed to my servant, who
had charge of them and the other water-fowl, that
it was about the time for the swans to hatch. He
immediately said, that it was no use expecting it

till there had been a rattling peal of thunder to

crack the esrg-shells, as they were so hard and
thick that it was impossible for the cygnets to

break them without some such assistance. Per-

haps this is the reason why swans are said to be
hatched during a thunder-storm. I need only
say, that this is a popular fallacy, as swans regu-
larly hatch after sitting six weeks, whether there

happens to be a thunder-storm or not. HENRY E.

Etymology ofApricot (Vol. ii., p. 420.). I can-
not agree in the opinion expressed by your cor-

respondent E. C. H., that this word is derived
from the Latin prcecox, signifying

"
early-ripen-

ing," that the words vpoK^KKia and irpe^KKia are
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Gracised Latin, and that the Arabs them-

selves, adopting the word with a slight variation,
made it al-bercoy.
The fact of the fruit itself being of Asiatic

origin, renders it in the highest degree improbable
that the Orientals would borrow a name for it

from the Latin.

My own opinion is, that the reverse is the
case that the Latin is merely a corruption of
the Arabic

;
and that the Latins, in adopting the

word, naturally gave it the slight alteration which
rendered the Arabic word, to them unmeaning,
appropriately significant of the nature of the
fruit.

I find that in various languages the word
stands thus : in the Latin of the middle age,
avercoccius in the modern Greek, fiepvuoKKicv
in the Italian, albercocco, albicocca in the Spa-
nish, albaricoque and all these various words,
undeducible from the Latin prcecox, are readily
derivable from the Arabic word, the prefix a,
which is merely the article, being in some cases

dropped, and in others retained.

I may add, as a curious fact, that, in the south
of Italy, of which I am a native, the common
people call the apricot verricocca, and the peach
precucco, although the former ripen earlier than
the latter. A. P. DI Pio, Italo-Grseeos.

Carlisle.

" Plurima gemma latet caeca tellure sepulta
"

(Vol. ii., p. 133.). In the course of my reading,
some time back, I met with a passage which was

given as a quotation from Bishop Hall. I tran-

scribe it, as it appears to me to approach nearer
to the above hexameter than even Gray's lines :

" There is many a rich stone laid up in the bowels
of the earth ; many a fair pearl in the bosom of the

sea, that never was seen, nor ever shall be."

Time when Herodotus wrote (Vol. ii., p. 405.).
The passage in Herodotus which shows that he
was still employed on his history when he was

seventy-five, is in his first book. But A. W. H.

thinks, that, as it is a general introduction, show-

ing why he mentioned all places, small or great,
it must have been written at the beginning. I

should infer the contrary; that he would give an
account why he had done so after he had done it,

and not while it rested merely in intention.

But perhaps it may be said, that T\V is in the

former part of the sentence, and therefore might
have been repeated in the latter part, which is the

converse of it, though it might not be exactly the

proper tense.

However, F. Clinton puts down his birth B. c.

484; 452 or 456 as the years in which he read
his History at the Olympic Games

;
and 408 as a

year in which he was still adding to it.

However, if he wrote the passage when he was

thirty, that would justify the past tense, which

perhaps, too, we have a right to construe have been,
for that verb has no perfect preterite. C. B.

Lucy and Colin (Vol. iii., p*7.). The ballad

adverted to, which is the one translated by Vincent

Bourne, is by Tiokel, and will be found in any
collection of his works. Notwithstanding Southey's
epithet

" wretched !

"
it will always be admired,

both in the original and the translation.

JAMES CROSSLEY.

Manchester, Jan. 18. 1851.

Translations ofApuleius, &c. (Vol. ii., p. 464.).
In answer to your correspondent, G. P. I., con-

cerning a translation of the Golden Ass ofApuleius,
I beg you will insert the following particulars.
There is a copy in the British Museum (Press

Mark, case 21, b.) of a translation by Adlington.
The title is as follows :

" The XI. Boohes of the

Golden Asse, conteining the Metamorphosie of Lu-
cius Apuleius, enterlaced with an excellent Narration

of the Marriage of Cupido and Psiches, set out in

the iiii. v. and vi. Boohes. Translated out ofLatine
into Englishe by William Adlington. Imprinted at

London,in Fleet streate, and the sign ofthe Oliphante,

by Henry Wykes. Anno 1566." This work is of

extreme rarity. At the end of the Dedicatory

Epistle there is a MS. note, which I transcribe :

" This translation and its author has escaped

y
e notice of the Industrious Oxford Antiquary*,

for I find not his name in the Athen. Oxon., nor is

the book menconed (mentioned) in Mr. Ames's Ty-

pographical Antiquities, both which omissions add a

singular rareness to this scarce book. R. E. W"
The pagination of the book is only on one side,

and contains 127 folios, including the table of

contents. Kitson (vide note on fly-leaf) does not

notice this edition (1566), nor the second in 1571,

but quotes that of 1596. KENNETH MACKENZIE.

Taylor's translation of Apuleius's Golden Ass,

Lond. 1822, 2 vols., is said by Lowndes to be an

esteemed version.

The French translations of the same work, ac-

cording to De Bure (see Manuel du Libraire), are

very inferior. C. I. R.

Etymology of
" Grasson" (Vol. iii., p. 8.).

Grasson appears to be derived from "
grassor,"

" to assail." Livy somewhere has the following
"Grassor in possessionern agri" which would

be rendered,
" To enter upon it by force

;

"
it

being only by the payment of the fine (Grasson)
wat the entry, "Grassor," or alienation of copy-
hold lands, could be warded off': hence the act of

the lord of the manor (Grassor) became the name
for the fine paid by the tenant,

" Grasson."

BLOWEK.

Lynch Law (Vol. iii., p. 24.). Webster's Ame-

Wood.
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rican Dictionary (1848) explains this phrase
thus

" The practice of punishing men for crimes and

offences by private unauthorized persons, without a

legal trial. The term is said to be derived from a

Virginian farmer, named Lynch, who thus took the

law into his own hands." (U.S.)

Webster is considered the highest authority in

America, or I should not offer the above. G. II. B.

" Talk not ofLove" (Vol. iii., p. 7.). The song
quoted by your Querist, A. M., was written by
Mrs. MacLehose, the " Clarinda" of Burns, and is

to be found in most of the lives of the Scottish

poet.

[J. H., JR., says it is printed in Chambers's Jour-

nal, No. 1. New Series. DANIEL FERGUSON points
them out at p. 212. of a Collection of Songs of England
and Scotland, published by Cochrane, of Waterloo
Place

; and in vol. ii. of Johnson's Scots Musical

Museum,- and G. T. also refers to the last-named col-

lection.]

The Butcher Duke (Vol. iii., p. 8.). The
song referred to by MEZZOTINTO is to be found
in most of the collections of Scotch songs, under
the name of " Bonnie Laddie, Highland Laddie,"
for which old air it was written

; or, when only
partially printed, by the commencing line of one
of its stanzas :

" Geordie sits in Charlie's chair."

It is one of the numerous Jacobite songs com-

posed either about 1715, by some one " out in the

Fifteen," or later by a poet of " the Forty-five."
The author's name is unknown. In the collection

of Scottish songs, published by Robert Chambers
in 1829, the song, consisting of no less than

twenty-two stanzas, will be found at p. 367.

[L. M. M. R. has also kindly transcribed the song
from the Scots Musical Museum; and DR. C., of New-
castle, who says

" it is well known in the remoter dis-

tricts of Northumberland," obligingly offers to furnish

MEZZOTINTO with a copy, if he should desire it.]

Curfew (Vol. ii., p. 103.). The Curfew is rung
at Ilandsworth, near Sheffield. H. J.

Robertson Struan (Vol. iii
, p. 40.). As one of

those who quarter the coat of Robertson Struan, I

may perhaps be able to afford C. R. M. some slight
information. My maternal grandfather was a son
of William Robertson, of Richmond, one of whose

daughters married Sir David Dundas, Bart. The
arms borne by him were, Gules, three wolves'
heads erased, langued, azure. A selvage man in
chains hanging beneath the shield. Crest, a bare
cubit,

^supporting
a regal Crown. Motto, "Vir-

tutis Glorias Merces." W. J. BERNHARD SMITH.

Temple.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The landing of Charles Edward Stuart, and the
" Seven Men of Moidart," on the memorable 25th

July, 1745, was the opening of the last, and, in many
respects, the most brilliant and stirring chapter in the

Romance of English History. That Mr. Murray has

therefore done wisely in the publication, in a separate
form, of The Forty-Five ; by Lord Mahon, being the

Narrative of the Insurrection of I 745, extracted from
Lord Mahon's History of England, there can be little

doubt. The memory of that eventful period is so kept
alive among us, by snatches of Jacobite ballads, and
recitals of the strange incidents in which it was so rich,

that this separate publication of so much of Lord
Mahon's History of England from the Peace of Utrecht

(1713) to the Peace of Paris (1763) as relates to its

"moving accidents by flood and field," will be a great
boon to those numerous readers who have neither

means, time, nor opportunity to peruse Lord Mahon's

interesting narrative in that valuable contribution to

our national history for which it was originally written.

Some time since the British Museum purchased for

about 1201. a volume containing no less than sixty-four

early French Farces and Moralities, printed between
the year 1542 and 1548, of which a very large proportion
was entirely unknown. How important a collection

of materials for the early history of the Drama, espe-

cially in France, is contained in this precious volume,
we learn from a work which has reached us, "pas
destine au commerce" under the title of Description

Sibliographique et Analyse d'un Liare unique qui se

trouve au Musee Britannique, which contains a short but
able analysis of the various pieces which formed the

volume thus fortunately secured for our national library.

Though the name of the editor is stated, on the title-

page, to be Tridace - Nafe - Theobrome, Gentilhomme

Breton, we strongly suspect that no such gentleman is

to be found
;
and that we are really indebted for this

highly curious and interesting book to a gentleman who
has already laid the world of letters under great obliga-
tions, M Delpierre, the accomplished Secretary of

Legation of the Belgian Embassy.
Literature, Science, and the Arts have sustained a

heavy loss in the death of that accomplished patron
of them that most amiable nobleman the Marquess
of Northampton. His noble simplicity and single-
mindedness of character, and his unaffected kindliness

of manner, endeared him to all who had the good for-

tune to be honoured with his acquaintance, and by all

of whom his death will be long and most deeply
regretted.

Mr. Sandys, F. S A., of Canterbury, has issued a

Prospectus for the immediate publication, by Subscrip-
tion, of the Consuetudines KancicB : a History of Gavel-

kind and other remarkable Customs in the County of
Kent.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will sell on Monday
next, and four following days, a very select and valuable

Library, the property of a gentleman deceased, includ-

ing among other choice lots, two early MSS. of the

Divina Comedin, and an extensive, rare, and interest-

ing series of early editions of Dante.
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Books Received. Clark's Introduction to Heraldry

(London, Washbourne), fourteenth edition, which con-

tains a chapter and plates, which are entirely new, on

Heraldry in conjunction with Architecture; Hints

and Queries intended to promote the Preservation of

Antiquities and the Collection and Arrangement of In-

formation on the Subject of Local History and Tradition

a most useful little tract, highly creditable to the

Kilkenny Archaeological Society, by whose order it has

been printed for circulation ; The Peril of the Papal
Aggression ; or, the Case as it stands between the Queen
and the Pope, by Anglicanus. London, Bosworth,

Catalogues Received. Charles Skeet's (21. King
William Street, Charing Cross) Catalogue No. I. for

1851, of a Miscellaneous Collection of Books, New
and Second-hand; John Petheram's (94. High Hoi-

born) Catalogue, Part CXX. (No. 1. for 1851) of Old
and New Books ;

Edward Stibbs' (331. Strand) Cata-

logue, Part II., of a valuable Collection of Books, in-

cluding an extensive purchase of Italian, French, and

Spanish Literature ; Bernard Quaritch's (16. Castle

Street, Leicester Square) Catalogue No. 23. of Eu-

ropean and Oriental Philology and General Literature ;

John Miller's (43. Chandos Street) Catalogue No.

XVII. of Books Old and New.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

DE CULTO ET AMORE DEI. 2Pts. London, 1745,
AINSLIE'S MATERIA INDICA.
LEWIN, LEPIDOP. INSECTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, 18 coloured

Plates. 4to. 1805.

COCKBURNE ON GONORRHOEA VIRULENTA, C. 1. Col. London, 1721.

KAY, SYNOPSIS METHODICA AVIUM ET PISCIUM. London, 1713.

BCRKE'S THOUGHTS ON THE CAUSES OF THE DISCONTENTS, 1766.

*** Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to Mu. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

HANAP. Q. B., who asks the meaning of this old name given to

certain cups and drinking vessels, is referred to our First Vol.

pp. 477-8., our Second Vol. p. 150., and the Archaeological Journal,
Vol. ii., p. *63.

MR. KENNETH MACKENZIE, MR. M. A. LOWEH, MR. GEORGE
STEPHENS (of Stockholm), and severalanonymous Correspondents,
who have written to us suggesting certain alterations either in our
size, price, mode of publication, or other arrangements, are as-

sured that, fully appreciating the kind motives which have prompted
their comiiiunications, their respective suggestions will receive our
best attention ; and that if me do not adopt them, it will be for
reasons the force of which our Correspondents would, we have no

doubt, if they could be madefully acquainted with them, be the very
first to admit.

DELTA, who writes to us respecting the origin of the thought
embodied in Campbell's line

" Like angels' visits, few and far between,"

is referred to our First Vol. p. 102., and our Second Vol. p. 286.,

for two quotations from Norris of Bemerton, which embody the

same idea.

//MR. JOHN POWERS, who in NOTES AND QUERIES for Jan. \1th,

18.50, p. H>3., offered to furnish an extract from Hardiman's
Statute of Kilkenny, will have the kindness to do so at this distance

of time, and toforward it to us, the Querist to whom he replied,
and whose direction we have just received, will be much obliged to

him.

E. T., who inquires respecting the quotation in Sterne,
" God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,"

will find many earlier instances of this proverbial expression
quoted in our First Vol. pp. 325. 357. 418.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Breeches Bible Curse of Scotland John
Sanderson St. Saviour's, Canterbury Frozen Horn Under the

Rose Lynch Law " Talk not of Love "
Darby and Joan

Robertson of Struan Wolf and Hound Dijfbrmis Culture of
Imagination Lachrymatories Synod of Dart Bunyan and
Hobbes Booty's Case Lucy and Colin Black Rood of Scot-
land Ferling Portraits of Bishops Time whtn Herodotus
wrote Fronle Cnpillata Separation of Sexes in Church
Touchingfar the Evil True Blue St. Paul's Clock Annoy_
Umbrella.

VOLUME THE SECOND OF NOTES AND QUERIES, with very ccpious
INDEX, is now ready, price 9s. 6d. strongly bound in cloth. VOL. I.

is reprinting, and 'will, we hope, be ready next week.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Ketvsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring ii regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, %c.,
ars, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive. NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

TO BOOK BUYERS.-WILLIAM
BROUGH, 22. Paradise Street, Birmingham, has just

published a Catalogue of upwards of 10,000 Volumes of Second-
hand Books, which may be had Gratis on Application ; by Post,
Four Stamps. Books of every Description, and in any Quantity,
purchased.

holly

Mr. Maccabe's Somance of the Dark Ages,

BEET II A ,

" The book is able, learned, and instructive to a degree w
unusual in works of its class." Weekly Chronicle.
" We gladly recommend a work, the learning, purity, and in-

terest of which must please all kinds of readers." Morninef
Chronicle.
" The mere novel reader will value it for its exciting adventures,

its touching incidents, and its dramatic interest ; while it will be
acceptable to the historical studei.t for its vigorous grasp ol" his-
toric character, and to the antiquarian for its information relating
to the Dark Ages." Morning Post.
"

It is treated with the learning of a scholar, and the grace of
an experienced writer." News of the World.

See also NOTES AND QUERIES, January llth.

Also, Vols. I. and II.

A CATHOLIC HISTORY of ENGLAND.
By W. B. MACCABE, Esq.

" A work of great literary value." The Times.

T. C. NEWBY, 30. Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square.

Now ready, fcap. 8vo., price 7s. 6d.

A THIRD SERIES OF

PLAIN SERMONS, addressed to a Country
Congregation. By the late REV. EDWARD BLENCOWE,

Curate of Teversal, Notts, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxford.

A NEW EDITION OF THE FIRST
SERIES, and A SECOND EDITION OF THE SECOND
SERIES, price 7s. Gd. each.

" Their style is simple ; the sentences are not artfully con-

structed; and there is an utter absence of all attempt at rhetoric.

The language is plain Saxon language, from which 'the men on
the wall' can easily gather what it most concerns them to know."

Theologian.

Also, 2 vols. 12mo., sold separately, 8s. each,

SERMONS. By the REV. ALFRED GATTY,
M.A., Vicar of Ecclesfield.

" Sermons of a high and solid character earnest and affec-

tionate." Theologian.

"Plain and practical, but close and scholarly discourses."

Spectator.
London: GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.
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FAC-SIMILES.

ASHBEE
AND TUCKETT, LITHOGRA-

PHERS, &c., 18. BROAD COURT, LONG ACRE, bear respect-

fully to draw attention to their Establishment for the Execution

of ANCIENT AND MODERN FAC-SIMILES, both Plain and in Colours ; i

comprising Autographs, Charters, Deeds, Drawings, Illunii-
;

nations, Titlepages, Woodcuts, &c., which they produce with
j

the utmost fidelity and exactness, also without the Slightest in- i

jury to the Original. Specimens may be inspected at the Offices, |

or will be forwarded on Application.

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental LITHOGRAPHY
executed with the greatest attention and punctuality.

Now ready, in one handsome vol. 8vo., illustrated with 37 Plates
and 192 Woodcuts, half morocco, II. Is.

THE ROMAN WALL : An Historical, Topo-
graphical, and Descriptive Account of the Barrier of the

Lower Isthmus extending from the Tyne to the Solway, deduced
from repeate I i>ersonal Surveys. By the REV. JOHN COLLING-
WOOD BRUCE, M.A.

London : JOHN RUSSELL SMITH, 4. Old Compton Street, Soho.

Newcastle-ou-Tyne ; WILLIAM SANG and G. BOURCHIER
RICHARDSON.

ARNOLD'S SCHOOL CLASSICS, WITH ENGLISH NOTES.
Now ready, in 12mo., price 3s.

THE AJAX OF SOPHOCLES, with
ENGLISH NOTES, translated from the German of F. W.

SCHNEIDEWIN, by the RET. It. B. PAUL, Vicar of St. Augustine's,
Bristol, and late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Edited by
the REV. T. K. ARNOLD, M.A., Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Of whom may be had, by the same Editor,

1. THE PHILOCTETES of SOPHOCLES.
(Nearly Ready.)

2. THE OLYNTHIAC ORATIONS OF
DEMOSTHENES, with copious Notes and Grammatical Re-
ferences. 3s. (Nearly ready, ORATIO DE CORONA.)

3. HOMERI ILIAS, LIB. I. IV., with a
copious CRITICAL INTRODUCTION and NOTES. 7*. Gd.

4. SELECTIONS from CICERO, PART I.,
ORATIONS, 4s. PART II., EPISTLES, 55. PART III., TUSCULAN
DISPUTATIONS. (In the Press.)

ARNOLD'S GREEK SYNONYMES AND HANDBOOKS.
In 12mo., price Gs. Gd.

A HANDBOOK of GREEK SYNONYMES.
From the French of M. PILLON, Librarian of the Bibliotheque
Rbyale, Paris. Edited, with NOTES, by the REV. THOMAS
EERCHETEn ARNOLD, M.A., Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Of whom may be had,

1. DODERLEIN'S HANDBOOK of LATIN
SYNONYMES. 7s. Gd.

2. HANDBOOK OF GRECIAN ANTI-
QUITIES. 3s. Gd.

3. HANDBOOK
TIES. 3s. Gd.

4. THE ATHENIAN STAGE
;
a Handbook

for the Student of the GREEK DRAMA. 4s.

MR. T. RICHARDS (late of St. Martin's
Lane), PRINTER, and Agent to the PERCY and HAKLUYT

SOCIETIES, has removed to 37. Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-
Inn- Fields, where he respectfully requests all Letters may be
addressed to him.

OF ROMAN ANTIQUI-

THE LABOUR QUE S T I O N. MB.
MAYHEVV'S Letters in the MORNING CHRONICLE on the

Working Classes, are now being republished in Weekly Numbers,
price Twopi-nce ; and Monthly Parts, price Ninepence ; with
Engravings of the Scenes and People from Daguerreotypes by
BEARD. To be had of all Newsmen;

Office, 69. Fleet Street.

Just published, Fcap. 8vo., price 8rf., or forwarded Post Free on
receipt of Is. in Postage Stamps.

THE PERIL OF PAPAL AGGRESSION;
or the Case as it stands between THE QUEEN AND

THE POPE. By ANGLICANUS.
" A people who can understand and act upoji the counsels which

God has given it, in the past events of its history, is safe in the
most dangerous crisis of its fate." M. Guizot.

London : T. BOSWORTH, 215. Regent Street ; H. BASELEY, 9. Old
Broad Street, and of all Booksellers.

WHERE TO BUY A DRESSING CASE.
In no article perhaps is caution more necessary than in

the purchase of a Dressing Case, for in none are the meretricious
arts of the unprincipled manufacturer more frequently displayed.
MECHI, 4. LEADEN HALL STREET, near Gracechurch
Street, has long enjoyed the reputation of producing a Dressing
Case in the most finished and faultless manner. Those who
purchase one of him will be sure of having thoroughly seasoned
and well-prepared wood or leather, with the fittings of first-rate

quality. The prices range from 11. to WOl. Thus the man of
fortune and he of moderate means may alike be suited, while
the traveller will find the Mechian Dressing Case especially
adapted to his necessities 4. LEADENHALL STREET.

WHITAKER'S CLERGYMAN'S DIARY
AND ECCLESIASTICAL CALENDAR FOR 1851,

containing a Diary with the Lessons, Collects, and Directions for
Public Worship, .with blank spaces for Memoranda for every
Day in the Year, the Sundays and other Holidays being printed
in red.
The Ecclesiastical Calendar contains a list of all the Bishops,

Deans, Archdeacons, Canons, Prebendaries, and other dignitaries
of the United Church of England and Ireland, arranged under
their respective Dioceses. The Bishops and other Dignitaries of
the Colonial Church, the Scottish and American Episcopal
Churches ; Statistics of the Roman Catholic and Greek Churches,
the various bodies of Dissenters, Religious Societies in connexion
with the Church, with their Income and Expenditure ; Directions
to Candidates for Holy Orders, Curates, and newly-appointed
Incumbents; the Universities, Heads of Houses, Prizes, &c.
The Miscellaneous Part contains complete Lists of both Houses

of Parliament, the Ministry, Judges, &c., Tables of the Revenue,
Taxes, Wages, &c., with a variety of matter useful to all Clergy-
men, the whole forming a COMPLETE AND CONVENIENT CLERGY-
MAN'S POCKET BOOK. Price, in cloth, 3s., or with a tuck as a
pocket book, roan, Si., or in morocco, 6s. Gd.
"

It appears to be exceedingly well got up, and to contain all
that a clergyman or a churchman can de&ire."- Guardian.

" Well arranged, and full of useful matter." John Bull.
" The most complete and useful thing of the kind." Christian

Remembrancer.
Oxford: JOHN HENRY PAUKER ; and 377. Strand, London.

NOTICE.

THE NEW EUITION 0? BTJEKE'S PEERAGE
A2ID BABONETACKE for 1851

Is PUBLISHED THIS DA.Y.

Revised and corrected throughout to the Present Time from
the Personal Communications of the Nobility, &c.

In I Vol. Royal 8vo., comprising as much matter as twenty
ordinary volumes, with 1500 engravings of arms, &c. 38s. bound.

" The most complete, the most convenient, and the cheapest
work ol the kind ever given to the public." Sun.

Also just published, in 2vols. 8vo., 28s. bound,

HE. BISHASH'S LIFE AND HEIGH OE
CHABLES I.

New Edition, revised by the Author, and edited by his Son
B. DISRAELI, M.P.
"
By far the most important work on the important age of

Charles I. that modern times have produced.
" _ Quarterly

Review.

HENRY COLBURN, Publisher, 13. Great Marlborough Street.
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MILTON, SPENSER, SCOTT, *c,

We are requested to notice the Re-Issue by

H. WASHBOURNE, NEW BRIDGE STREET,

and enlarged Edition, with 4,000 Plates, 2 vols. 21*.

VioOK'OF FAMILY CRESTS AND
IS MO 4..miedl)y upwards of 4,()OOEngrav,ng8

,

muTtratlvt- of th.- Cr.-ts of nearly every 1-amily. /V *?/-
MMM^MWII a, to it, correctness (in the main) a, that it has been

tuedtua book ol rf(,-r,-nct. in the Herald's C Ucgc.

" No \ . nde this book sells." Spectator.

BOOK OF FAMILY MOTTOES, borne by
Nobility, Gentry. &c., with Translations and Names, ?s Gd.

Founeenth Fdition. and 74th Year of its Publication, with a New

Chapter on Heraldry as in conjunction with Architecture, &c.

CLARK'S INTRODUCTION TO
IIFKAI DRY I'pwards of 1,000 Plates, including the Arms of

numerou. Families.
P
Small8vo. 7,.fid. ; Plates, correctly coloured,

18*. ; or 12*. on paper prepared for Learners.

;fa:ljrr* of tf)f ^arty entfify Cfjttrrfj.

Now re-isued, at nearly half their published prices,

WORKS OF VENERABLE BEDE. 12 vols. 8vo.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS AND LIFE OF V. BEDE separate in

C Vols U. 10*.

ALDHFLM'S WORKS. 8vo. 6*. A.D. 705.

ARNULF'S LETTERS, &c. 6*. A.D. 1141.

BON'IFACE'S WORKS. 2 vols. 8vol2*. A.D. 720.

JOHN of SALISBURY'S WORKS. 5 vols. A.D. 1136.

LANFRANC'S WORKS. 2 vols. 12*. A.D 1070.

PETER of BLOIS' WORKS. 4 vols. \l. 4s. A.n. 1100.

The Serlev with the Works of THOMAS a" BECKFT, HER-
BERT of BOSH AM, and FOLIOT, complete in 35 vols. 8vo. 9A

Thutc who with to perfect their Sets are recommended to do so at

once.

MARTIN'S IKIX.TOKT.

MILTON'S PARADISE LOST, with 24 large Fngravinss
bv MAR i IN. Imperial 8vo. I/. lls.Gd. half-bound morocco ; 2/.2*.

morocco, elegantly gilt
" He is more original, more self-dependent than Raffaelle or

Michael Angelo ; they perfected the style of others of Massac-
rio an.l Segnorelli. Martin borrowed from none." 6'i'r E. L.
B. Lytton.
Sl'KNSKR'S POETICAL AND PROSE WORKS. With

Memoirs. Royal 8vo. 10*. M. cloth ; 20*. morocco.

TATOR. with Portraits and Lives of the Authors. 9*.

cloth ; IH*. 6rf. morocco.

HUDIBUAS, Gray's Edition. Edited by DK. NASH. Illustrated

by almve 100 Portraits, &c. 2 vols. 21*. ; or without the Por-
traits. 10*.

' When ordering a Hudibras, we do not know what better edi-
tion could be supplied

"
Douglas JerraM.

HosWKLL'S LIFF. OF DH. JOHNSON, by MALONB. 8vo.
It. cloth ; 9*. half moro<-co.

"
Neatly printed

and to which the industry of all the Crokers
ha* added little either curious or important. Spectator.

ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS. Illustrated.

Royal ftvo. It. firf ; without Plates 6*. M.
MOORE'S PICTOHI.U. HOOK OF OLD ENGLISH

It \I.L \DS and BORDER MINSTRELSY. Illustrated by ''00

Wood Engraving!. vo. 10*. W. cloth ; 12*. half morocco ; 20*.

antique morocco.
"

It containi a number of most curious and interesting ballads,
ly illuttraied b> clever and appropriate woodcuts." Lit.

liaxftif.

I R'S WORKS by GIFPORD. Royal STO. 10*. 6rf.

PKRCY S RhLIQlTRS of ANCIENT ENGLISH POETRY.
3 oU. Fcp. 8vo. With illuminated Titles. 15*. cloth; 18*
half morocco ; 24*. morocco ; 30*. antique morocco.

ELLIS'S SPECIMENS OF EARLY ENGLISH POETS.
3 vols., at same Prices.

" Washbourne's edition of Percy and Ellis are tempting books."

Gent. Magazine.

SIR WALTER SCOTT. The ABBOTSFORD, CABINET, and

all Editions of the NOVELS, POETRY, MISCELLANEOUS PROSE, and

LIFE.

WALTON'S LIVES OF DONNE, WALTON, HOOKER,
HERBERT, &c. 76 Engravings. MAJOR Edition. Small 8vo.

9*. cloth ; 14*. morocco antique

GEORGE HERBERT'S POEMS and COUNTRY PARSON.
Super-royal 32mo. cloth, antique, 4*. ;

morocco antique, 8*.

KJp It will be necessary to apply for WASHBOURNE'S Editions.

Committee for the Repair of the

TOMB CF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.

JOHN BRUCE, Esq., Treas. S.A.

J. PAYNE COLLIKR, Esq., V.P.S.A.
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WILLIAM RICHARD DRAKE, Esq., F.S.A.
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WILLIAM J. THOMS, Esq., F.S.A.

The Tomb of Geoffrey Chaucer in Westminster Abbey is fast

mouldering into irretrievable decay. A sum of One Hundred
Pounds will effect a perfect repair. The Committee have not

thought it right to fix any limit to the contribution ; they them-
selves have opened the list with a subscription from each of them
of Five Shillings ; but they will be ready to receive any amount,
more or less, which those who value poetry and honour Chaucer

may be kind enough to remit to them.

Subscriptions have been received from tho Earls of Carlisle,

Ellesmere, and Shal'tesbury, Viscounts Strangford and Mahon,
Pres. Soc. Antiq., The Lords Braybrooke and Londesborough,
and many other noblemen and gentlemen.

Subscriptions are received by all the members of the Commit-
tee, and at the Union Bank, Pall Mall East. Post-office orders

mav be made payable at the Charing Cross Office, to William
Richard Drake, "Esq., the Treasurer, 46. Parliament Street, or

William J. Tnoras, Esq , Hon. Sec., 25. Holy-Well Street, Mill,

bank.

THE LONDON HOMCEOPATHIC HOS-
PITAL, 32. Golden Square. Four ded by the BRITISH

HOMOEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION.

Patron: H.R.H. THE DUCHFSS OF CAMBRIDGE.

Vice-Patron: His GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.

President: F.M. THE MARQUIS OF ANGLESEY, K.G. K.C.B.

Chairman : CULLING C. SMITH, Esq.

Treasurer: JOHN DEAN PAUL, Esq., 217. Strand.

This Hospital is open every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday, at 2 o'clock, for the reception of Out- Patients without
Letters of Recommendation. In-Patients admitted every Tues-
day at 3 o'clock upon the Recommendation of a Governor or
Subscribers.

Subscriptions to the Hospital Funds will be thankfully received
by the bankers, Messrs. Strahan and Co., Strand, and Messrs.
Prescott and Co., Threadneedle Street, and by

RALPH BUCHAN, Honorary Secretary, 32. Golden Square.

Street Square, in the Parish
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" NOTES AND QUERIES
"

IN HOLLAND.

The following extremely interesting, and, we need

scarcely add, to us most gratifying, communication

reached us at too late a period last week to admit of

our then laying it before our friends, readers, and con-

tributors. They will one and all participate in our

gratification at the proof which it affords not merely
of that success which they have all combined to secure,

but of the good working, and consequent wide exten-

sion, of that great principle of literary brotherhood

which it has been the great object of " NOTES AND
QUERIES" to establish.

To the Editor of
" NOTES AND QUERIES."

Mr. Editor,
We have the pleasure of sending you the pro-

spectus of " DE NAVORSCHBR," a new Dutch peri-

odical, grounded upon the same principle as its

valuable and valiant predecessor,
" NOTES AND

QUERIES." The title, when translated into En-

glish, would be " The Searcher; a medium of
intellectual exchange and literary intercourse between

all who know something, have to ask something, or

can solve something" If it be glorious for yon to

have proposed a good example, we think it honour-
able for us to follow it.

Though we do not wish to be our own trumpets,
we can say that never a Dutch newspaper was

greeted, before its appearance, by such favourable

prognostics. Your idea, Mr, Editor, was received

with universal applause; and Mr. FREDERIK
MULLER, by whom " DE NAVORSCHER" will be

published, is not only a celebrated bookseller, but

also one of our most learned bookmen.

Keady to promote by every means in our power
the friendly intercourse between your country and
our fatherland, we desire of you to lay the follow-

ing plan before the many readers of " NOTES AND
QUERIES."

1. Every Query, which, promulgated by our

English sister, would perhaps find a solution when

meeting the eyes of Dutch readers, will be TRANS-

LATED for them by her foreign brother. We
promise to send you a version of the eventual

answers.

2. Of Queries, divulged in "Ds NAVORSCHER,"
and likely to be answered if translated for the

British readers of " NOTES AND QUERIES," a ver-

sion will be presented by us to the sister-peri-
odical.

3. The tit.le of BOOKS OR ODD VOLUMES wanted

to purchase, of which copies may exist in the

Netherlands, will be duly inserted into "DE
NAVORSCHER" when required. Mr. FREDERIK
MULLER will direct his letters, containing par-
ticulars and lowest price, to the persons anxious

for information.

4. All communications for " DE NAVORSCHER "

must be addressed to Mr. D. NUTT, Bookseller,

Vol. III. No. 66.
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No. 270. Strand ; or, carriagefree, to the ''Directors

of the same," care of Mr. FREDERIK. MULLER,
"
Heerengracht, near the Oude Spiegelstraat,

Amsterdam."
With a fervent wish that in such a manner,

two neighbourly nations, connected by religion,
commerce, and literary pursuits, may be more and
more united by the mail-bearing sea which di-

vides them, we have the honour to remain,
Mr. Editor,

Your respectful servants,
THE DIRECTORS OF " DE NAVORSCHER."

Amsterdam, the 16th of December, 1850.

When by the publication of " NOTES AND QUERIES"
we laid down those telegraphic lines of literary com-

munication which we hoped should one day find their

way into every library and book-room in the United

Kingdom, we little thought that, ere fifteen months

had passed, we should be called upon, not to lay down
a submarine telegraph, bxit to establish a swpennarine
communication with our brethren in the Low Countries.

We do so most gladly, for we owe them much. From
them it was that Caxton learned the art, but for which
" NOTES AND QUERIES

" would never have existed ;

and of which the unconstrained practice has, under

Providence, served to create our literature, to maintain

our liberties, and to win for England its exalted position

among the nations of the earth.

Heartily, therefore, do we bid God speed to " DE
NAVORSCHER, ;

" and earnestly will we do all we can

to realise the kindly wish of our Amsterdam brethren,

that the " two neighbourly nations of Holland and

England, connected by religion, commerce, and literary

pursuits, may be more and more united by the mail-

bearing sea which divides them."

SIR JOHN DAVIES AND HIS BIOGRAPHERS.

Sir John Davies, the " sweet poet" and "grave
lawyer" rather odd combinations by the bye,

according to Wood, was " born at Chisgrove, in

the parish of Tysbury in Wiltshire, being the son
of a wealthy tanner of that place !

"
This state-

ment is repeated in Cooper's Muses' Library, p. 331. ;

Nichols's Select Poems, vol. i., p. 276. ; Sir E.

Brydges's edition of Philips's Theatrum Poetarum,
1800, p. 272. ; Sir Harris Nicolas's edition of
Davison's Poetical Rhapsody, vol. i. p. cii., &c.
And Headley, in his Select Beauties of Poetry, ed.

1787, vol. i. p. xli., adds,
" he was a man of low

extraction !" Wood's assertion concerning Davies's

parentage, was made, I believe, upon the autho-

rity of Fuller ; but it is undoubtedly an error, as

the books which record the admission of the

younger Davies into the Society of the Middle

Temple, say the father was "late of New Inn,

gentleman."
Mr. Robert R. Pearce, in a recent work, en-

titled A History ofthe Inns of Court and Chancery,
8vo. 1848, p. 293., gives the following sketch of

the loading facts in the life of our "
poetical law-

yer:"
" Sir John Davis, the author of Reports, and several

other legal works, and a poet of considerable repute,
was of this Society [/.

e. the Middle Temple]. His
father was a member of New Inn, and a practi-
tioner of the law in Wiltshire. .At the Middle Temple,
young Davis became rather notorious for his irregu-

larities, and having beaten Mr. Richard Martin (also
a poet, and afterwards Recorder of London) in the

hall, he was expelled the house. Afterwards, through
the influence of Lord Chancellor Ellesmere, he was
restored to his position in the Middle Temple: and, in

1601, was elected a Member of the House of Com-
mons. In 1603, he was appointed by King James
Solicitor- General in Ireland. In 1606, he was called

to the degree of Serjeant-at-Law ; and, in the following

year, was knighted by the King at Whitehall. In

1612, he published a book on the state of Ireland,
which is often referred to

; and soon afterwards he was

appointed King's Serjeant, and Speaker of the House
of Commons in Ireland. On his return to England
he published his reports of cases adjudged in the King's
Court in Ireland, the first reports of Irish cases made

public. The preface to these reports is very highly
esteemed. It has been said to vie with Coke in solidity
and learning, and equal Blackstone in classical illustra-

tion and elegant language. Sir John Davis died 7th

of December, 1626."

It is amusing to see how erroneous statements

creep into ordinary biography. Headley, as we
have just seen, calls Davies " a man of low ex-

traction
;

" and now we find a more recent biogra-

pher adding (without the shadow of an authority),
"at the Middle Temple, young Davies became
rather notoriousfor his irregularities /"

Davies's quarrel with Richard Martin is alluded

to by Wood. After speaking of his admission into

the Middle Temple, and of his being made a

barrister (July, 1595), that writer adds:

" But so it was that he [Sir John Davies] being a

high-spirited young man, did, upon some little pro-
vocation or punctilio, bastinado Rich. Martin (after-

wards Recorder of London) in the Common Hall of

the Middle Temple, while he was at dinner. For

which act being forthwith [February, 15978] expell'd,

he retired for a time in private, lived in Oxon in the

condition of a sojourner, and follow'd his studies, tho'

he wore a cloak. However, among his serious thoughts,

making reflections upon his own condition, which

sometimes was an affliction to him, he composed that

excellent philosophical and divine poem called Nosce

Teipsum."

It is not a little singular that this very Richard

Martin, whose chastisement is thus recorded, had
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been on terms of strict friendship with our "high-

spirited
"
young lawyer. In 1596, Davies had

published his poem on dancing, entitled Orchestra,

the title-page of which is followed by a dedicatory
sonnet "To his very friend, Ma. Richard Martin."

This sonnet is written in extravagant terms of

friendship and admiration ; and as it is only to be
found in the rare first edition, and in the almost

equally rare Bibliographical Catalogue ofthe Elles-

mere Collection, some of your readers may not be

displeased to see it on the present occasion :

-
TO HIS VERY FRIEND MA. RICH.

'o whom shall I this dauncing Poeme send,
This suddaine, rash, halfe-capreol of my wit ?

To you, first mover and sole cause of it,

Mine-owne-selves better halfe, my deerest frend.

O, would you yet my Muse some Honny lend

From your mellifluous tongue, whereon doth sit

Suada in majestic, that I may fit

These harsh beginnings with a sweeter end.

You know the modest sunne full fifteene times

Blushing did rise, and blushing did descend,
While I in making of these ill made rimes,

My golden howers unthriftily did spend.
Yet, if in friendship you these numbers prayse,
I will mispeud another fifteene dayes.

"

The cause of quarrel between the two young
lawyers is not known, but the "offence," whatever it

was, was not slight. In the year 1622, when Davies

reprinted his poetical works, we find that his feel-'

ings of resentment against his once "
very friend

"

had not abated, for in place of the dedicatory
sonnet to Richard Martin, is substituted a sonnet
addressed to Prince Charles ; and at the conclusion,

of the poem, he left a hiatus after the one hundred
and twenty- sixth stanza, on account of the same

quarrel.
Sir John Davies's celebrated poem, Nosce Te-

ipsum (mentioned by Wood in the previous ex-

tract), is said to have gained the author the favour
of James I., even before he came to the crown.
Wood gives the precise period of its composition,
and, I think, with every appearance of truth, al-

though it does not accord with the statement of mo-
dern biographers, that it was written at twenty-five
years of age. (See Campbell's Essay on Poetry,
8fc., ed. 1848, p. 184.) The first edition of this

poem Avas printed in 4to. in the year 1599, and
has for its title the following :

" Nosce Teipsum. This Oracle expounded in Two
Elegies. 1. Of Humane Knowledge. 2. OftheSoule
of Man, and the Immortalitie thereof. London,
Printed by Richard Field, for John Standish.
43 leaves."

As I am deeply interested in all that relates to
the subject of this note, I have compiled a list of
editions of the above poem, which shows its popu-
larity for more than a century and a half:

1. 1599. London,
2. 1602.

3. 1608.

4. 1619.

5. 1622.

4 to.

4to.

4to.

8vo.

8vo.

6, 1653., it.

7. 1688. ib.

8. 1697. Dublin,

4to.

folio.

8vo.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

1714. ib.

1733. ib.

First edition.

Second ed.

Third ed.

Fourth ed.

The last edition printed

during the Author's life-

time.

Published by T. Jenner,
with curious plates, and

prose paraphrase.
With prose dissertation.

With Life of the Author,

by Nahum Tate.

12mo. Second edition by Tate.

8vo. With Essay by Dr. Sheri-

dan.

1749. London, 12mo.
1759. Glasgow, 12mo. With Life of the Author.
1760. London, 8vo. In Capel's Prolusions.

1773. ib. 12mo. In Davies's Poetical Works,
edited by Thompson.

Sir John Davies left behind him a large number
of MSS. upon various subjects, none of which have
since been printed. It would be very desirable

that a list, as far as can now be made out, should
be put on record. Anthony Wood says, several

of Davies's MSS. were formerly in the library of

Sir James Ware of Ireland, and since that in the

possession of Edward, Earl of Clarendon. The
most interesting of these MSS. were a Collection

of Epigrams, and a Metaphrase of David's Psalms.
The Harleian MSS., Nos. 1578. and 4261., con-
tain two law treatises of this learned writer, and
in Thorpe's Catalogue for 1823, I find A Treatise

of Tenures touchinge his Majesties Prerogative
lloyal, by John Davies, folio, MS.

Granger does not record any engraved por-
trait of this writer, and all my enquiries have
failed in discovering one. In Mr. Soame Je-

nyn's Hall, at Botesham^ in Cambridgeshire (in

1770), was a full-length portrait of an elderly

gentleman in a gown, with a book in one hand, on
which is written " Nosce Teipsum" If this is a

genuine portrait of Sir John Davies, it ought to

be engraved to accompany a new edition of his

poetical works
;
a publication which the lovers of

our old poetry would deem an acceptable offering.
EDWAKD F. RIMBAULT.

A NOTE ON QUEEN ANNE S FARTHINGS.

The idea that a Qiaeen Anne's farthing is a coin of
the greatest rarity, originated perhaps in the fact that

there are several pattern pieces executed by Croker,
which are much valued by collectors, and which con-

sequently bring higher prices. One type only was in

circulation, and this appears to have been very
limited, for it is somewhat scarce, though a speci-
men may easily be procu red of any dealer n coins

for a few shillings. This bears the bust of the
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Queen, with the legend ANNA DEI GRATIA reverse,

BRITANNIA around the trite figure of Britannia

with the spear and olive-branch: the date 1714

in the exergue. Those with Peace in a car,

Britannia standing with olive-branch and spear,
or seated under an arch, are patterns ; the second

has the legend BELLO ET PACE in indented letters,

a moile revived in the reign of George III. It

is said that many years ago a lady in the north of

England lost one of the farthings of Queen Anne,
which she much prized as the bequest of a de-

ceased friend, and that having offered in the public

journals a large reward for its recovery, it was
ever afterwards supposed that any farthing of this

monarch was of great value. J. Y. AKERMAN.

FOLK LORE.

Lammer Beads. Does any one know the

meaning of " Lammer beads ?" They are almost

always made of amber, and are considered as a

charm to keep away evil of every kind
;

their

touch is believed to cure many diseases, and they
are still worn by many old people in Scotland

round the neck. The name cannot have anything
to do with "

Larnmermuir," as, although they are

well known among the old people of Lammermuir,
vet they are equally so all over Scotland.

L. M. M. R.

On the Lingering of the Spirit. Perhaps you
may think the following story worthy of insertion

in your paper.
There is a common belief among the poor, that

the spirit will linger in the body of a child a long
time when the parent refuses to part with it. I

said to Mrs. B., "Poor little H. lingered a long
time

;
I thought, when I saw him, that he must

have died the same day, but he lingered on !

"

"
Yes," said Mrs. B.,

"
it was a great shame of his

mother. He wanted to die, and she would not let

him die : she couldn't part with him. There she

stood, fretting over him, and couldn't give him up ;

and so we said to her,
' He'll never die till you give

him up.' And then she gave him up; and he died

quite peaceably."
RICH. B. MACHELL

Vicarage, Barrow-on-Humber,
Jan. 13. 1851.

May, Cats (Vol. iii., p. 20.). In Hampshire, to

this day, we always kill May kittens. Cx

Mottos on Warming-Pans and Garters. I

seems to have been much the custom, about two
centuries ago, to engrave more or less elaborately
the brass lids of warming-pans with different de-

vices, such as armorial bearings, &c., in the centre
and with an inscription or a motto surrounding the
device. A friend of the writer has in his posses
sion three such lids of wavming-pans, one of whicl
has engraven on the centre a hart passant, an<"

.bove his back a shield, bearing the arms of

)evereux, the whole surrounded by this in-

crjption :

" THE . EARLE . OF . ESSEX . HIS . ARMES."

Another bears the arms of the commonwealth,
as seen on the coins of the Protectorate,) en-

ircled with an inscription, thus :

" ENGLANDS . STATS . ARMES."

The third bears a talbot passant, with the date
above its back, 1646, and the motto round :

" IN . GOD . IS . ALL . MY . TRUST."

[t appears to me that the first two, at least,

Delonged to inns, known by the respective signs
"ndicated by the mottos, &c. ; the first probably
n honour of the Lord-General of the Parliament's

army, who was the last Devereux bearing the

title.

That last described affords a curious illustration

of a passage cited in Ellis's Brand (ed, 1849, vol.i.

p. 245.), from The Welsh Levitt tossed in a Blanket,
1691.

" Our garters, bellows, and warming-pans wore godly
mottos," &c.

In further illustration, I may mention that the

owner of the warming-pans has in his possession
likewise a beautifully manufactured long silk

garter, of perhaps about the same date, in which
are woven the following words :

LOVE. NOT. THE. WORLD. IN .WHICH. THOU, MUST. NOT.

STAV.
BUT . LOVE . THE . TREASURE . THAT . ABIDES . ALWAY."

H.G.T.

NOTES ON JESSE S
" LONDON AND ITS CELEBRITIES.'

During my perusal of Mr. Jesse's pleasant vo

lumes, I marked two or three slips of the pen, which
it may not be amiss to make a note of.

In vol. i. pp. 403, 404, 405., there is a curious

treble error regarding Thomas Sutton, the muni
ficent founder of the Charter House. He is suc-

cessively styled Sir Thomas, Sir Richard, and Sir

Robert. Sutton's Christian name was Thomas.
He was never knighted. Of the quaint leaden

case which incloses his remains, and of its simple

inscription, an accurate drawing, with accompany-
ing particulars, by your able correspondent Mr,

E. B. PRICE, was inserted in the Gent. Mag. for

January, 1843, p. 43. The inscription runs thus
" 1611. THOMAS SUTTON, ESQUIAR."

Vol. ii. pp. 34, 35, 36. Mr. Jesse's ingenious

suggestions relative to the tradition of the buria
1

of Oliver Cromwell in Red Lion Square, meri

the careful attention of all London antiquaries.
Ib. p. 316. :

" There is no evidence of Clement's Inn having been

a Court of Law previous to 1486."

For " a court of law," read " an inn of court.
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Ib. p. 339. Erratum, line 9, in reference to

Mrs. Garrick's reopening of her house, for the first

time after her husband's decease for " 1701
"

read "
1781," obviously a printer's error.

Ib. p. 423. :

" Oanmer's successor in the see of Canterbury was

Archbishop Whitgift."

Whitgifl was GrinddTs successor, and Grindal

was preceded by Parker, who must be deemed
Cramner's successor. Cranmer perished in 1556.

Parker was made archbishop in 1559.

Mr. Jesse will not be angry, I am sure, with the

above notes, or need any apology for an attempt
to add to the value of his book.

HENBY CAMPKIN.
Reform Club, Jan. 10. 1851.

Verstegan. A Restitution ofDecayed Intelligence
in Antiquities, concerning the most noble and re-

nowned English Nation. By the Study and Travel

of Richard Verstegan. There is something so so-

norous and stately in the very sound of the title

of Master Richard Verstegan's etymological trea-

tise, that any bibliographical notice of it, I am
sure, will find a corner in " NOTES AND QUERIES."
The following MS. note is on a fly-leaf of my
copy, A.D. 1655 :

" The first edition was printed at Antwerp, in 1605.

A full account of this work is given in Oldys's British

Librarian, pp. 299 3J 2. It concludes with suggestions
for improving any future editions : namely, to add
those animadversions, in their proper places, which
have been since occasionally made on some mistakes in

it ; as those made by Mr. Sheringham on his fancy of

the Vitas being the ancient inhabitants of the Isle of

Wight, &c. But more especially should be admitted
the corrections of the learned Mr. Somner, he having
left large marginal notes upon Verstegan's whole book,
as we are informed by Bishop Kennett, the late accu-

rate author of his Life. This advice has never been
acted upon."

To this is subjoined a notice of Verstegan's
Poems.

" There is a thin 12mo. volume of Poems by Richard

Verstegan, of which only one perfect copy is known.
Dr. Farmer had it ; then a Mr. Lloyd, who disposed
of it, when it sold for 22Z. Is. Mr. Faber now has it.

Another copy, completed by MS., had belonged to

T. Park, which was sold at Sotheby's, March 11. 1821,
for I/. 19s. } and bought by Triphook."

J. YEOWELL.
Hoxton.

George Herbert and the Church at Leighton
Bromswold. LittleGidding. Some ofyour readers

may not be aware that George Herbert built the
church ofLeighton Bromswold, .Hunts, as well as that
of Beuierton. The church stands about three-

quarters of a mile to the right of the road from

Huntingdon to Thrapston, and a view of it is

given in Zouch's 4to. edition of Isaac Walton's
Lives ; it is stated, in a note, to be near

Spalding,
for which read Spaldwick. Herbert desired the

pulpit and reading-desk to be placed on opposite
sides of the church, and of the same height ; to

show that "
preaching ought not to be esteemed

above praying, nor praying above preaching."

Query, What is the state of the interior now,
as to pews, &c. ?

The nuns, if I may so call them, in the monastery
at Little Gidding, Hunts, employed themselves in

covering or in ornamenting the covers of books>
in patterns, with silver and coloured-silk threads :

a friend of mine in Surrey has a small volume so

ornamented by them. Jt. H.

Norwich, Jan. 2O.

Etymology of Kobold. At page 239. of Mr.
Bohn's edition of Keightley's Fairy Mythology,
we find that Mr. K., after heading a chapter with
"
Kobolds," says in a note :

" This word is usually derived from the Greek

ic6a\os, a knave, but as this is only found in lexico-

graphers, it may in reality be a Teutonic word in a

Greek form.
"

Surely, Mr. Keightley has forgotten the following

passages
1. Ar.Equites, 450. Dindf. [Conf.Ranse, 1015.]

"KAEHN: it6a\os cT.

AAA. iravavpyos el."

2. Ejusdem fab., 635. :

re /cot lt69a\Ot Kal M60wv."

3. Plutus, 279. :

4. Aristotle, H. A. 8. 12. 12. [Bekker Oxon.]
says of a bird,

" K6a\os Hal /xtyojT^s."

In the 2nd passage Liddell and Scott call K<teaAoi

" mischievous goblins" which is exactly equivalent
to " kobolds."

The word is also used adjectively for " knavish

tricks,"
"
rogueries."

See Equites, 419. :

"
Kal, v)\ Ai

1

,
&\\a y effri fi&v n6a\a ircu5J>s QVTOS."

Ranae, 104 :

" ^ ftfa n6ea\a y
1

itrrlv, &s al trot 5oK."

In Equites., 332. we find KoSa\iKfv^ara, "the
tricks of a K<teaAos." P. J. F. GANTILLON.

Judas Cup (Vol. ii., p. 298.). In the Ancient

Monuments, Rites, and Customs of Durham, pub-
lished by the Surtees Society, we have the follow-

ing account of a " Judas Cup
"
in the refectory,

which is described as

" A goodly great mazer, called Judas Cup, edged about
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with silver and double gilt, with a foot underneath it to

stand on, of silver and double gilt, which was never

used but on Maunday Thursday at night in the Frater

House, where the prior and the whole convent did

meet and keep their Maunday." (p. 68.)

I send this with reference to the mention of the
"Judas Bell" and "Judas Candle" in your 2nd
Volume, p. 298. ECHO.

Essheholt Priory. Esholt Hall (now in the

possession of W. K. C. Stansfield, Esq.) is the
same as the ancient priory of Essheholt, which was
under the abbot of Kirkstall.

This priory fell, of course, with the smaller

houses, and was valued at 19/. 0*. 8d. Essheholt
remained in the crown till the first year of
Edward VI., nine years after the dissolution, when
it was granted to Henry Thompson, Gent., one of
the king's gens-d'armes at Boulogne. In this

family the priory of Esholt remained somewhat
more than a century, when it was transferred to

the neighbouring and more distinguished house of

Calverley by the marriage of Frances, daughter
and heiress of II. Thompson, Esq., with Sir Walter

Calverley. His son, Sir Walter Calverley, Bart.,

built, on the site of the old priory, the house which
now stands.

Over a door of one of the out-buildings is an

inscription in ancient letters, from which may be
traced " Aleisbet. Pudaci, p ," with a bird

sitting on the last letter p. (Elizabeth Pudsay,
prioress).
The builder of the present house died in 1749 ;

and, in 1755, his son of the same name sold the
manor-house and furniture to Kobert Stansfield,

Esq., of Bradford
;
from whom the present owner

is descended.* CHAS. W. MAEKHAM.
Jan. 10. 1851.

Crossing Rivers on Skins (Vol. iii., p. 3.). Mr.
C. M. G., a near relative of mine, who lately
returned from naval service on the Indus, told me,
last year, that he had often seen there naked
natives employed in fishing. The man, with his

fishing-tackle, launches himself on the water, sus-
tained by a large hollow earthen vessel having a
round protuberant opening on one side. To this

opening the fisherman applies his abdomen, so as
to close the vessel against the influx of water;
and clinging to this air-filled buoy, floats about

quite unconcernedly, and plies his fishing-tackle
with great success. The analogy between this

Oriental buoy and the inflated skins mentioned by
Layard and by your correspondent JANUS DOUSA,
is sufficiently remarkable to deserve a note.

G. F. G.
Edinburgh.

*
Thoresby's History of Leeds.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES.

(Continued from Vol. ii., p. 493.)

(31.) P. H.F. (Vol. iii., pp.24, 25.) has described
a 12mo., or rather an 8vo., copy of a Latin Psalter
in his possession, and he wishes to know whether
Montanus had any connexion with one of the
translations therein exhibited. The title-page of

your correspondent's volume will tell him pre-
cisely what the book contains. He had better not

rely too much upon MS. remarks in any of his

treasures
;
and when a bibliographical question is

being investigated, let Cyclopaedias by all means
not be disturbed from their shelves. Would it

not be truly marvellous if a volume, printed by
Robert Stephens in 1556, could in that year have

presented, by prolepsis, to its precocious owner a
version which Bened. Arias Montanus did not
execute until 1571 ? But P. H. F.'s communica-
tion excites another query. He appears to set a

special value upon his Psalter because that the
verses are in it distinguished by cyphers ;

but

Pagnini's whole Bible, which I spoke of, came
thirty years before it, and we have still to go
nearly twenty years farther back in search of the

earliest example of the employment of Arabic

figures to mark the verses in the Book of Psalms.
The Quincuplex Psalterium, by Jacques le Fevre,
is a most beautiful book, perhaps the finest pro-
duction of the press of Henry Stephens the elder ;

and not only are the verses numbered in the copy
before me, which is of the improved "secunda
emissio" in 1513, but the initial letters of them
are in red. At signature A iiij. there is a very
handsome woodcut of the letter A., somewhat of a

different style, from the larger (not the Ascensian)
P., within the periphery of which St. Paul is re-

presented, and which is so well worthy of notice

in Le Fevre's edition of the Epistole diui Pauli

Apostoli, Paris, 1517. The inquiry toward which
I have been travelling is this, When did Henry
Stephens first make use of the open Ratdoltian
letter on a dotted ground ? (See Maitland's

Lambeth List, p. 328. Dibdin's Typog. Autiq.
vol. i., Prel. Disquis., p. xl.)

(32.) Is there extant any collation of the various

exemplars of the Alphabetum divini Amoris ? And
has an incontrovertible opinion been formed as to

the paternity of this tract ? For the common
error of ascribing it to Gerson is entirely inex-

cusable, as this Parisian chancellor is frequently
alleged therein. The third volume of his works,
set forth by Du Pin, in 1706, contains this

" Trea-
tise of the Elevation of the Soul to God," and the

editor has left the blunder uncorrected in his

Eccles. Hist. iii. 53. Again, can it be affirmed

that the folio impression of Louvain, (Panzer, ix.

243.), in which Gerson's name occurs, was as-

suredly anterior to the small black-letter and
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anonymous editions, likewise without dates ? Two
of the latter (one much older than the other) are

of 12mo. size, in 8vo., as is also Bonaventura's
Stimulus divini Amoris, printed in 1510 and 1517.

(33.) In what way can we detect the propounder
of the Notabilis expositio super canonem misse ?

His work is of small folio size, without mention of

place or year ;
but it certainly proceeded from

Nuremberg, and was it not one of the primitice
of Creusner ?

(34.) Who is designated by the letters " G. N.
N. D.," which are put at the head of the Epistle
to Zuinglius, De Magistris nostris Lovuniensibus,

quot et quotes sintf And why has the Vita S.

Nicolai, sice Stultitice Exemplar, originally at-

tached to this performance, been omitted by Dr.
MUnch in his edition of the Epistolcs obscurorum

Virorum, aliaque <evi decimi sexti Monimenta raris-

sima, Leipzig, 1827? If he had reprinted this

very desirable appendix, it would have furnished

him with the date " Anno M.D.XX.," which would
have prevented him from assigning this satirical

composition to the year
" 1521." (Einl. p. 408.)

(35.) A student can scarcely be considered

moderately well versed in ancient ecclesiastical

documents who has neither read nor heard of the

Somnium Viridarii ; and we may wonder at, and

pity, the learned Goldast, for having fallen into

the extravagant mistake of attributing this Latin
translation of the celebrated Dialogue, Le Songe
du Verger, to " Philotheus Achiliinus, Consiliarius

Regius." (Monarch. S. Rom. Imper. i. 58. Hanov.

1612.) The question arises, How was he misled ?

Was it not through a strange misconception of a
sentence in the Silva Nuptialis of Nevizan, to

which he refers in his preliminary "Dissertatio de
Auctoribus ?

"
This writer, who has been plen-

tifully purified by the Roman Index, had cited the

preface of an Italian poem,
"
II Viridario," com-

posed by his contemporary, Giovanni FILOTEO
ACHILLINI

;
and is it thus that an author of the

sixteenth century has got credit for an anonymous
achievement of the fourteenth age ? Goldastus
has hardly been out-Heroded by those who have
devised an individual named Viridarius, or " Le
Sieur du V (See Baillet, Deguisemens des

Auteurs, p. 479., and M. De la Monnoye's note,

pp. 501-2.)

(36.) Is there not a transpositional misprint in

the colophon of the old German Life of S. Doro~
thea, the so-called patroness of Prussia ? For it

would seem to be inevitable that we should en-
deavour to elicit 1492, and not 1512, from the

following date : "Den Dingstag nach Gregory als

man tzelete, M.CCCC. unde cxii." (Vid. Lilienthal,
Histor. B. Doroth. p. 6. Dantisc., 1744.)
(37.):-
" The Original Manuscript of both volumes of this

History will be deposited in the Cotton Library, by
" T. BURNETT."

Has this declaration been inserted, in the hand-

writing of Thomas Burnet, on the reverse of the

title-page of the second volume, in all large-paper
copies (and is it strictly limited to them ?) of

Bishop Burnet's History of his own Time, Lond.,
1734? Compare the printed

" Advertisement to

the Reader" in the first volume, published in 1724.

(38.) Mr. T. R. Hampson, the author of Medii
^Evi Kalendarium, which has, I believe, been com-
mended in " NOTES AND QUERIES," informs us, in

a precious production which he has lately issued
on the Religious Deceptions of the Church of Rome ,

p. 30., that

" Dr. Geddes, himself a learned Romanist, has se-

lected many [remarkable errors] in his tract, A Disco-

very of some Gross Mistakes in the Roman Martyrology"

Only fancy a Romanist, learned or unlearned,

having the effrontery to bestow so outrageous an

appellation upon such an exploit. Does not the
second volume of Miscellaneous Tracts, in which
the said treatise may be seen, explicitly admonish
us to remember that Michael Geddes, LL.D.,
was erst a chancellor of the Church of Sarum ?
"
Quid Roma3 faciam ?

"
he upbraidingly asks in

one of his title-pages,
" mentiri nescio." R. G.

Bishops' Lands. In the month of September,
1642, the Parliament appointed a committee for

the sale of Bishops' lands
;
and an account of some

sold between 1647 and 1651, will be found in

vol. i. of the Collectanea Topographica, 8vo., 1834.

On the Restoration, a committee sat to inquire
into these sales and make satisfaction. Bishop
Kennet refers to a MS. containing the orders of
the commissioners, but does not state where the

MS. was deposited ;
nor has Sir Frederic Madden,

who communicated that article to the Collectanea,
met with it anywhere.
Can any of your correspondents give any inform-

ation upon the subject, or say where may be found

any accounts of the sales of the lands under the

parliamentary orders, or of the proceedings of the

commissioners appointed to make restitution upon
the king's restoration ? G.

The Barons of Hugh Lupus. It appears by
the charter foundation to the abbey of St. Wer-
burge at Chester, that several very eminent persons
held the rank of Baron, under Hugh Lupus, Earl
of Chester. The charter is signed by the earl

himself and by the following barons : Richard, son

of Hugh Lupus; Hervey, Bishop of Bangor; Ra-

nulph de Meschines, nephew of the earl
; Roger

Bigod, Alan de Perci, William Constabular, Ra-

nulph Dapifer, William Malbanc, Robert Fitz-

Hugh, Hugh Fitz-Nornian, Hamo de Masci, and

Bigod de Loges.
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Can any of your readers inform us what befel

the families and descendants of William Malbanc,
and Bigod de Loges? The descendants of the

rest are too well authenticated to need inquiry. P.

Can the Queen make a Gentleman ? The fol-

1 owing is from the Patent Rolls (13 Ric. II. pars. 1.

in. 37. Prynne's Fourth Institutes, p. 68.) :

" Le Roy a tous ceux as queux cestes Lettres vien-

drount. Sachez qe come un Chivalier Fraunceys, a

ceo qe nous Soums enformez, ad chalenge un nostre

Liege, Johan de Kyngeston, a faire certeinez faitz et

pointz darmes oveske le dit Chivalier. Nous a fyn

qe le dit nostre liege soit le multz honerablement

resceuz a faire puisse et perfourmir les ditz faitz et

pointz d'armes luy avons resceux en lestat de Gentile

homme, et luy fait Esquier. Et volons, qil soit conuz

par armes, et porte desore enavant, Cestassavoir d'ar-

gent ove nne, chapewe Dazure ovesque une plume
Dostrich de goules. Et ceo a tous ycaux as queux y

appertient nous notifions pu ycelles. En tesmoignance
de quelle chose nous avons fait faire cestes noz lettres

patentes. Done souz nostre grant Seal a nostre Paleys
de Westm. le primer jour de Juyll.

u Par brief de Prive Seal."

H. WlTHAM.

Plafery. In Carew's masque of Ccelum Bri-

tannicum, acted before the court at Whitehall, the

18th of February, 1633 ; Momus, arriving from

Olympus immediately after Mercury, says to him
** The hosts upon the highway cry out with open

mouth upon you, for supporting plafery in your train ;

which, though, as you are the god of petty larceny, you
might protect, yet you know it is directly against the

new orders, and oppose the reformation in diameter."

What is plafery f It is evident that the joking
allusion to it was rather bold, for Mercury ex-

claims,
"
Peace, railer, bridle your licentious tongue,
And let this presence teach you modesty."

B. R. L
St. John's Bridge Fair. In what county in

England was St. John's Bridge Fair held in the

year 1614, and in what town in the county?
JOSEPHUS.

Queries on Costume. In Wilson's Life of De
Foe there is an anecdote of Charles II. concealing
himself, when a fugitive from Worcester, beneath
a lady's hoop, while his pursuers searched the
house in which he had taken refuge. Were hoops
worn so early as the year 1651 ? In the Book of
Costume I find no mention of them before the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century ; but I do not
think this circumstance conclusive, as the "Lady
of Rank "

is not always very accurate.

Writing of the reign of Anne, she says,
" Fans

were now very much used," but omits to mention
that they were in fashion long before, having been

indispensable to Catherine of Braganza and her

ladies at home and abroad, in the church and the

theatre.
"
Long gloves," says the Lady of Rank,

"
began

to be worn by the ladies in this reign
"

(Queen
Anne's).

" Twelve dozen Martial,* whole and half," says

Evelyn : were not whole Martial gloves, long ?

WEDSECNARF.

Cum Grano Salis. Sometime ago I asked from
what figure is borrowed the expression of " Cum
grano salis," and have had no reply. I can't find

it in Erasmus. Once a very clever Cambridge
man said that it meant " the thing must be
swallowed with a little Attic salt to make it go
down pleasantly." I don't think that he was right.

E.H.

Earl of Clarendons Daughter, Lucretia. I

should be very glad to learn whether the great
Earl of Clarendon had a daughter named Lucre-
tia. A friend of mine is descended from Dr.

Marsh, archbishop of Armagh, who (it is said)
married Lucretia, daughter of the Earl of Claren-

don, and was the father of Lucretia, wife of Dr.

McNeil, Dean of Down and Connor.
WEDSECNARF.

Vandyke's Portrait of Lord Aubigny. Can any
of your correspondents give any information

respecting a portrait, by Vandyke, of George
Lord Aubigny, brother to the Duke of Rich-

mond and Lennox ? There is no doubt that such

a picture once existed. L.

Foundation Stone of St. Mark's, Venice. In

vol. xxvi. of the Archceologia is a paper by the

late Mr. Douce,
" On the foundation stone of the

original church of St. Mark, at Venice," &c., ac-

companied by an engraving of the mutilated ob-

ject itself, which also appears to have been sub-

mitted to the inspection of the Society of Anti-

quaries at the time the paper was read. The essay

contains, in reality, very little information relating
to the stone, and that little is of no very satisfactory
kind

;
and I have never been able to divest myself

of the idea that it bears somewhat the semblance of

a hoax. Were I inclined to discuss the points which
have suggested this notion, the necessity there is

for brevity in corresponding with the Editor of
" NOTES AND QUERIES

" would preclude my doing
it

;
but I must quote the following passage, which

comes immediately after the statement that the

original church, in the foundation of which this

stone was deposited, was destroyed in 976.

" It is very possible that, in clearing away the rub-

bish of the old church, tiie original foundation stone

*
[" Martial. The name of a famous French per-

fumer, emulating the Frangipani of Rome." Mis-

cellaneous Writings of John Evelyn, pp. 705. 711. 4to.

edit. 1825.]
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was discovered, and, in some way or other, at present
not traceable, preserved."

If the fact is so, this stone,
" of a circular form,

the diameter six inches and a quarter, its thick-

ness half an inch," must have been loose in the
world for 858 years from its exhumation to 1834,
when Mr. Douce's essay was read, and during that
time has lost only the least important part of its

inscription and ornaments.
Can any one say where this stone now is ?

When and where Mr. Douce obtained it ? And,
I must add, what history was attached to it when
in his possession ? for he was not a person likely
to possess such an object without, at least, en-

deavouring to trace its history. On these points
the essay contains not a word. H. C. R.

Coins of Richard Cromwell. Will any of your
numismatical readers inform me whether there are

any coins or medals known of Richard Cromwell,
either during his chancellorship of Oxford, or his
short protectorate of these realms ? BLOWER.

Cataracts of the Nile. Seneca (Nat. Qucest,
iv. 2.) tells a story of the natives suffering them-
selves to be carried down in sport, which Rollin

says is confirmed by modern travellers
;
but can

this be so ? Can any one give the names of any
of these travellers, and supply the blank thus left

by the historian ? S. G.

Paternoster Tackling. Dancing Trenchmore.
What is the origin and meaning of this term ? also
of the phrase

"
Dancing Trenchmore ?

"
S. G.

Hymns. Will some of your correspondents
favour me with a copy of "

Queen Mary's La-
ment," a translation of which appeared in Coxe's

delightful Christian Ballads. Also Adam of St.

Victor's "exquisite poem" on the Cross, referred
to by Mr. Trench in his Sacred Latin Poetry f

JARLTZBERG.

^

Camden and Curwen Families. Camden, in
his Britannia, art. "Cumberland," mentions his

descent, by the mother's side, from the Curwens
of Workington. Should any of your numerous
correspondents be able to trace their descent, he
would much oblige a member of that family,

H.C.
Jartuare. Carl any of your readers oblige me

with any account of a printed book called Jartuare *

Its date would be early in the sixteenth century,
if not earlier. W. (1.)

JOHN BTJNYAN AND HIS PORTRAIT. DID BUNYAN
KNOW HOBBES ?

(Vol. ii., pp. 476. 518.
;
Vol. iii., p. 70.)

The best portrait of John Bunyan was drawn

and engraved by White, to the Holy War, 1682.

The original drawing, and a fine impression of the

engraving, is preserved in the illustrated Grainger's

History of England, in the print-room at the
British Museum. It was copied in folio for Bun-

yan's Works. It has been recently copied for Mr.

Bogue's elegant edition of the Pilgrim, and for

the first complete edition of Bunyan's Works,
now publishing by Messrs. Blackie and Sons,

Glasgow. A fac-simile was engraved for an edition

of the Pilgrim, by Mr. Pickering, 8vo. 1849.

That the great allegorist was not the author of
Hearfs Ease in Heart Trouble is perfectly clear,
not only that the style is very different, but from
the author being known. It was first published
in 1690, under the initials of J. B., and the Epistle
is dated " From the house of my pilgrimage,
March, 1690." Bunyan died in August, 1688.

Mr. Palmer, in his Calamy, vol. ii. p. 16., states

that the author was James Birdwood.
The earliest edition of The Visions which I have

been able to discover, is at " London : printed for

Edward Midwinter, at the Looking Glass upon
London Bridge, price, bound, one shilling;" with-
out date. This was printed early in the reign of

George I. This is seen in an advertisement of
books at the end, among which is The Lives of the

Monarchs of England to his present Majesty King
George. It is entitled, The Visions of John Bun-
yan, being his last remains. There is no account
of either of these books in The Straggler for the

Preservation of Mr. John Bunyan s Labours. This

gives a list of forty-three works published by him,
and of seventeen left by him at his decease for

publication. If The Visions were written by him,
it must have escaped the search of his widow and

surviving friends. The style at once proves that
it was not a production of his prolific pen. Bun-

yan's style was remarkably simple and plain. The
following phrases extracted from The Visions will

carry conviction to every reader :

" Mormo's of a future state," "metempsychosis of

nature,"
" nefandous villanies,"

" diurnal and annual,"

"my visive faculty," "soul-transparent and diaphonous,"
" translucid ray,"

" terrene enjoyments,"
" our minds

are clarified,"
"
types both of the ante and post-diluvian

world,"
" the tenuity thereof,"

" the aereal heavens,"
" effluxes of divine glory," ''all aenigmas," -'corrusca-

tions of his divine nature,"
" Solomon's mystick epi-

thalamium,"
" the epiphonema,"

"
propinquity in nature,"

" diversified refractions,"
" too hright and too diapho-

nous,"
" sweet odes and eniphalamics,"

" amarantine

crown," "bright corruscancy," "palinodies and elegies,"
"no cataplasm,"

" eccentricks quite exterminate,"
" mutual assassinates," &c. &c.

Such phrases and terms plain John Bunyan ut-

terly despised. They prove, as does the whole

plan of the treatise, that it must have been a very
different man to the author of the Pilgrims Pro-

gress who wrote these Visions.
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It is not likely that Hobbes and Bunyan were

acquainted ; they lived in distant parts of the

country. Bunyan's Pilgrim, which was the found-

ation of his wide-spread fame, was not published
till 1678, when the Leviathan philosopher was

ninety years of age : he died in 1679. Hobbes'

company were the learned and illustrious among
men, the Des Cartes, Gassends, and Wallises

of his age ;
while Bunyan associated with the de-

spised Nonconformists. Nor is it likely that

Bunyan read the Leviathan ; Dent's Plain Man's

Pathway to Heaven, The Practice of Piety, Fox's

Martyrs, and, above all, his Bible, constituted his

library during his imprisonment for conscience-

sake, which lasted from 1660 to 1672. Had he
suffered from Hobbes's philosophy, he would have

reclaimed it upon the house-tops, especially in

is Grace Abounding, that others might have been

guarded from such dangerous scepticism. The
Vision of Hobbes was doubtless intended to render

the forgery more popular. GEORGE OFFOR.

Hackney, Jan. 1851.

THE MOTHER CHURCH OF THE SAXONS.

In " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

(Vol. ii. T p. 478.)
SIR HENRY ELLIS observes, that

"
Although St. Martin's, Canterbury, is commonly

called the mother church of England on account of

its having been the first used here by Augustine, tradi-

tion represents, that when this missionary arrived in

Kent, he found an ancient church on the site of what
is now called St. Martin's."

SIR H. ELLIS adds, that :

" A charter of King Canute's styles Saviour's

church, Canterbury, the mother and mistress of all

churches in the kingdom of England." jEcclesia Sal-

vatoris, &c.

I conceive these accounts to be perfectly re-

concilable. From Bede's Ecclesiastical History

(b. i., caps. 25, 26.), we learn that, on the east

side of Canterbury, in the year 597, there was a

church dedicated to the honour of St. Martin, that

was "built while the Romans were still in the

island," some two hundred years before this date.

St. Martin's was the church wherein Bertha,

Queen of Kent, used to pray ;
she having been a

Christian of the Royal Family of the Franks.

It will, of course, be allowed that during the

sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries, different saints

were held in especial honour in different countries.

For instance, not long after the arrival of the

Roman missionaries in England, various churches

and monasteries, at Canterbury, Lindisfarne,

Bamborough, Lichfield, TVercmouth, and Jarrow,
and the capital city of the Picts, were wholly or

partially named after St. Peter. When Naitan,

King of the Picts, was about to build his church,
he sought the assistance of the Abbot of Were-

mouth, a strong supporter of Roman observances^

and "
promised to dedicate the same in honour of

St. Peter," and to follow the custom of the Roman
church, in certain matters, which the subjects of
his kingdom had protested against, for more than
a hundred years.
Now, on the occasion of Queen Bertha's leaving

France, she was accompanied to England by a,

bishop of her native country, named Luidhard
;

and when it is remembered that they settled in

Kent, amongst heathens of great superstition,
an example of which is recorded on the part of
her own husband, it is natural to suppose they
would, in some public manner, seek the especial

protection of the popular saint of France
; and

j

that saint was Martin. For so profound was the

popular veneration which the Franks at one pe-
riod offered to the power of Saint Martin, that

they even computed ordinary occurrences and
national events, by an era which commenced with
the year of his death.*

It is therefore very probable that the public act

of reverence just alluded to, consisted in a new
dedication of the repaired church, by adding to

the ancient name that of St. Martin.
That a practice of altering the names of sacred

edifices in this manner was common at the date

under consideration, cannot be questioned. For

example, Bishop Aidan, about the year 652, built

a church in the island of Lindisfarne, the name of
which is now unknown. This structure, however,

having been destroyed by a fire, his successor,

Finan, erected another on the same site, and ap-

parently of the same name. But when a second
fire destroyed this church also, in some five and

twenty or thirty years,
" a larger church

" was
erected on the old site, and gratefully "dedicated
in honour of St. Peter," by Theodore of Roman
appointment,

" the first archbishop whom all the

English church obeyed." (Bede, iii. 17. and 25.,

and iv. 2.) Here, then, a new name was given to

a church on the site of a former one of different
j

appellation ;
and in Lichfield, we have two ex-

i

amples of similar alterations in the names of
'

churches; one St. Chad's Church, Stow, and the
|

other, the cathedral. On the site of the former,
j

according to Bede, Bishop Chad built a St. Mary's
Church, hard by which he was buried

;

" but af- !

terwards, when the church of the most holy prince
j

of the apostles, Peter, was built, his bones were
j

translated into it." (Ecc. History, iv. 3.) That is

to say, when Chad was canonised, his remains
'

were removed to the site of the present cathedral, !

as relics over which the principal church of the

Mercian kingdom was to be erected.

Throughout the various documents relating to

this church, which are preserved in Dugdale's
Monasticon, vol. iii, pp. 219-255, Savoy edition,

* See Brady's Clavis Calendaria, November
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the cathedral is generally styled the church of St.

Mary and St. Chad. And again, on a recently
discovered seal of the dean and chapter, engraved
some two hundred years after Stephen's reign,

the inscription is this :

"
S' DECANI ET CAPL'l ECCI.E'lE SCE MA
KIE ET SCI CEDDE I.VCHFELD' AD CAS." *

But in a grant from King Stephen to Bishop

Roger de Clinton, who commenced the present

fabric, it is simply styled ecclesia Sancti Cedda de

Lichfield; and in the year 1341 a document was

addressed Decano et Capitulo ecclesice Sancti Ceddts

Lycli, as may be learned from the Fadera, vol. ii.

p.
2.

We thus perceive, that the original name of

Lichfield Cathedral has been dropped for cen-

turies, and so has that of the church which Bishop
Chad built in honour of the Virgin Mary at Stow ;

! for this church has, for a long time, been known

}
only by the name of Stow Church, or by that of

i

St. Chad's, Stow.

And in this manner, I fancy, may be reconciled

the different names of Saviour's, or St. Saviour's,

Canterbury, and St. Martin's, Canterbury ; both

alluding to the same church, THE MOTHER CHURCH
of Saxon England. J. RAWSON, M.D.

Lichfield.

to

The Frozen Horn (Vol. 5i., p. 262. ; Vol. iii.,

p. 25.). In an old edition of Hudibras now be-

fore me, I find the following note on the lines

quoted by J. M. G. :

" Some report that in Nova Zembla and Greenland
men's words are wont to be frozen in the air, and at

the thaw may be heard."

The application of the idea by Charles Dickens,
in his Old Curiosity Shop, is also, I think, ex-

tremely felicitous.
" ' Don't be frightened, mistress,' said Quilp, after a

pause.
' Your son knows me: I don't eat babies; I

don't like 'em. It will be as well to stop that young
screamer though, in case I should be tempted to do
him a mischief. Holloa, Sir 1 will you be quiet?'
Little Jacob stemmed the course of two tears which he was

squeezing out of his eyes, and instantly subsided into a
silent horror The moment their [Quilp
and Swivel ler] backs were turned, little Jacob thawed,
and resumed his crying from the point where Quilp had

frozen him." Vol. i. pp. 207-9.

J. B. COLMAN.

To Pose. In Vol. ii., p. 522., your correspondent
F. R. A. points out some passages in which the

* See the Gentleman's Magazine for August 1848;
in which an accurate representation of this seal is

given.

word "
posing

"
appears to be used in a sense

equivalent to "
parsing." Neither the etymology

nor the exact meaning of the word " to pose," are

easy to determine. It seems to be abbreviated
from the old verb " to appose ;" which meant, to

set a task, to subject to an examination or inter-

rogatory ;
and hence to perplex, to embarrass, to

puzzle. The latter is the common meaning of the

word to pose ; thus in Crabbe's Parish Register :

" Then by what name th' unwelcome guest to call,

Was long a question, and it posed them all."

Hence, too, the common expression, that a ques-
tion which it is difficult to answer, or an argu-
ment which seems to decide the controversy, is a

poser. The word "
posing

"
in the passages cited

by F. R. A. may refer to the examination of the

pupil by the teacher of grammar. Thus, Fuller,
in his Worthies, art. Norfolk, says that

" The University appointed Dr. Cranmer, afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury, to be the poser-general of all

candidates in divinity."

Roquefort, Gloss, de la Langue Romaine, has "
ap-

poner, appliquer, poser, plaier." See Richardson
in appose and pose. L.

Culprits torn by Horses (Vol. ii., p. 480.). In

reply to MR. JACKSON'S question respecting cul-

prits torn by horses, I beg to inform him that

Robert Francois Damiens was the last criminal

thus executed in France. He suffered on the

28th March, 1757, for an attempt on the life of

Louis XV. The awful penalty of the law was
carried out in complete conformity with the savage

precedents of former centuries. Not one of the

preparatory barbarities of question, ordinary and

extraordinary, or of the accompanying atrocities

of red-hot pincers, melted lead, and boiling oil,

was omitted. The agony of the wretched man
lasted for an hour and a half, and was witnessed,
as Mercier informs us, by all the best company in

Paris.

The men amused their leisure with cards, while

waiting, as he says, for the boiling oil
;
and the

women were the last to turn their eyes from the

hideous spectacle. Your correspondent may be

glad to be informed that the same punishment
was inflicted on Poltrot de Mere for the murder
of the Duke of Guise, in 1563; on Salcede, in

1582, for conspiring against the Duke of Alen^on ;

on Brilland, in 1588, for poisoning the Prince de
Conde ; on Bourgoing, Prior of the Jacobins, as

an accessary to the crime of Jaques Clement, in

1590; and on Ravaillac, for the murder of

Henry IV. in 1610. These, with the case of Jean

Chastel, are all of which I am aware. If any of

your readers can add to the list, I shall feel

obliged.
As I am upon the subject of judicial horrors, I

would ask, whether any of your correspondents
can supply me with a reference to the case of a
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woman executed, I think in Paris, and, if my
recollection serves, for a systematic series of in-

fanticides.

She was put to death by being suspended over

a fire in an iron cage, in which a number of wild

cats were shut up with her.

I read the story many years ago, and for some
time have been vainly endeavouring to recover it.

J. S.

Torn by Horses (Vol. ii., p. 522.). This cruel

mode of execution was practised both in antiquity
and the middle ages. Livy, speaking of Tullus

Hostilius, says :

" Exinde, duabus admotis quadrigis, in currus earum
distentum illigat Mettum; delude indiversum iter equi

concitati, lacerum in utroque curru corpus, qua inhaese-

rant vinculis membra, portantes. Avertere omnes a

tanta fcedidate spectaculi oculos." L. i., c. 28.

Livy adds, that this was the first and last

example of so savage a punishment among the

Romans. The punishment, however, must have
been well-known in antiquity, as it is alluded to

by Seneca among the tortures which accompanied
death.

"
Cogita hoc loco carcerem, et cruces, et equleos, et

uncum ; et adactum per medium hominem, qui per os

emeri>at, stipitem ; et distracta in diversum actis curribus

membra.'
1''

Epist. xiv. 4.

Grimm {Deutsche Rechtsalterthiimer, p. 692.)

quotes the following instance of this punishment
from Gregory of Tours, Hist. France, iii. 7. :

" Puellas crudelinece interfecerunt ita ut ligatis

brachiis super equorum cervicilms, ipsique acerrimo

mod stimulo per diversa petentes diversas in partes
feminas diviserunt

"

He adds that it occurs frequently in the legends
of the Carolingian period. Thus Turpin, c. 26.,

describes as follows the punishment of the traitor

Gannalon :

" Jussit ilium Carolus quatuor equis ferocissimis

totius exercitus alligari, et super eos quatuor sessores

agitantes contra quatuor plagas crcli, et sic digna morte

discerptus interiit."

Almost all cruel punishments have been used in

the East, and it is not improbable that execution

by means of horses may be mentioned in some
oriental narrative. L.

The Conquest (Vol. ii.. p. 440.). In Cambria

Triumphans, by Percy Enderbie, at p. 283. will be
found a copy of a deed, the conclusion of which
runs thus :

"
Sigilla nostra apposuimus in Castro nostro de

Burgavenny vicessimo secundo die Julii, anno regni

RegisHenrici sexti, postConqiiestum vicessimo septiino."

The word is here used for the accession of the

King. S. K.

Mayors their correct Prefix (Vol. i., p. 380.).
Since propounding my Query in Vol. i., p. 380.,

relative to this subject, I have to inform your
readers, that I have been favoured with the opinion
of gentlemen very high in official authority on all

points connected with heraldry and the rules of

precedence ;
which is, that the proper style of the

mayor of a borough is
" the worshipful ;" and

they are further of opinion, that there can be no

ground for styling the mayor of a city
" the right

worshipful." J.

True Blue (Vol. iii., p. 27.). On the origin of

this expression, I must claim the right to dissent

from your correspondent G. F. G., who appears
to have fallen into the error of confining a form of

very wide application to one particular case, in which
he discovers a trifling coincidence of fact. The
connexion of the colour blue with truth is of

very ancient date, of which the following may for

the present suffice as an example :

" And by hire beddes bed she made a mew
And covered it with velouettes blew,
In signe of trouth, that is in woman sene."

Chaucer, Squiere's Tale.

Blue, in the early practice of the tinctorial art,

appears to have been the most humble of the co-

lours in use, and the least affected by any external

influence
; and, down to the present day, if certain

tints of recent invention be excepted, the same
character may be claimed for it. What then more

natural, than that it should be taken as the type
of immutability, or that every party, political or

religious, should in turn assume it as the badge of

honesty of purpose, and of firm adherence to their

principles ? F. S. Q.

Modum Promissionis (Vol. ii., pp. 279. 347.

468.). This phrase is perhaps connected with the

promissivus modus, i. e. tempus promissivurn or

futurum of Diomedes and other mediaeval gram-
marians. T. J.

Fronte capillata, frc. (Vol. iii
, pp. 8. 43.). The

representation of "
Occasio," or "

Opportunity,"
with hair in front, and bald behind, is far more an-

cient than the drama referred to by your corre-

spondent G. A. S.

In \}\Q Anthologia (Brunck's edition, vol. ii. p. 49.)
the following beautiful epigram is the L3th by
Posidippus :

Ti's, ir

Aucr

Kis
v
A*yaA/ua TOV Kaipou.

~

'IS ; Kaipbs 6

Otivo/na 8^ rts

AucrtTTTros. 2w e, TIS ; Kaips TravSa/J-Tonp.
TiVre 8' eV &Kpa $4j87]/cas ;

'Aei rpoxdu. Tt 8e Tapffovs
' "

Xfipl 8e Sf^iTfprj TI (pepfis ^vpov ; "AvSpacri
^flS aK/iTJS 7Ta<77]S Ci^VTfpOS TfXfOw.

'H 8e K0fj.r), ri war' 6\\iiv; 'TiravTidcr&VTi Aa$e'<70ai,

N^J A/a. Ta%6in6ev irpbs T'L Qahaxpa ireAct ;

Tbv yap a?ra| itT^voiai. Trapadpff,avrd fj.e iruaalv

Ov Tts e6' i/jifipwv Spd^erai f^TriOfv.

Toftvex' o rexviTTls ff Sieirhafftv; E'lvfKev vfjitwv,

Eea-f, Kal (V irpoQvpois Or/Kf
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The same epigram, with an inconsiderable altera-

tion, is given in Bosch's Anthologia Graca, vol. ii.

p. 478., with a close Latin translation by Grotius.

The following English version of the Greek is as

nearly literal as the idioms of the two languages
will allow.

" Who is the sculptor, say, and whence ?

From Sicyon. What is he

By name ? Lysippus. Who art thou ?

I am Opportunity.
" Why is thy step so high and light?

I am running all the day.

Why on each foot hast thou a wing ?

I fly with the winds away.
" Why is a razor in thy hand ?

More keen my edge is set.

Why hast thou hair upon thy brow ?

To seize me by, when met.

" Why is thy head then bald behind?
Because men wish in vain,

When I have run past on winged feet

To catch me e'er again.

" WT

hy did the artist form thee so ?

To place me in this hall,

That I a lesson thus might give
To thee, friend, and to all."

Ausonius, in the fourteenth century ofthe Chris-

tian era, imitates this in his 12th epigram.
Phaedrus (lib. v., fab. 8.), in the Augustine age,

speaks
of the same representation as already sanc-

tioned by antiquity :

" OCCASIO DEP1CTA.

" Cursu veloci pendens in novacula,

Calvus, comosa fronte, nudo corpore ;

Quern si occuparis, teneas: elapsum semel
Non ipse possit Jupiter reprehendere ;

Occasionem rerum significat brevein.

Effectus impediret ne segnis mora,
Finxere antiqui talem effigiem temporis."

T. C.

Durham, Jan. 20. 1851.

Cross between a Wolf and a Hound (Vol. iii.,

p. 39.). There is no doubt that a dog and a wolf
are capable of breeding together. The fact is

well known, and has been long ascertained See

Penny Cyclopcedia, art. "Dog." The only ques-
tion is whether the offspring of this cross is a

mule, and, like other mules, incapable of con-

tinuing its race ;
or whether it is prolific ? The

latter position is maintained by Mr. Bell, in his

History of British Quadrupeds.
" The dog and

wolf will readily breed together (he says), and
their progeny is fertile.'''' But query, can any au-
thentic instance be produced of a cross between a

dog and a wolf, which has produced a prolific
animal ? L.

Professor Thomas Bell states that the dog and
wolf will readily breed with each other, and that

their progeny thus obtained will again mingle
with the dog. W. J. BEBNHAED SMITH.

Temple, Jan. 19. 1851.

I have read somewhere (in Kohl's Russia, if I

mistake not) that this cross is not uncommon in

the southern portion of European Russia, but I

have not the book at hand to refer to. Diss.

Your correspondent, T N, will find this fact

referred to in Sir John Franklin's Narrative of a

Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, vol. i.,

p. 268., 2nd edition, London. Murray, 1824.

Lieutenant Hood says
" On our way to the tent a black wolf rushed out

upon an Indian, who happened to pass its den. It was

shot, and the Indians carried away three black whelps,
to improve the breed of their dogs.

"

W. H. H. K.
Drayton Beauchamp, Jan. 22. 1851.

Touching for the Evil (Vol. iii., p. 42.). I

have seen an illuminated MS. containing the
form of prayer in use previous to the Reforma-
tion. As far as I remember, the MS. in ques-
tion must have been of the fifteenth century.
Where it may now be found I am not aware.
At the time of my seeing it, it was in the posses-
sion of Mr. Toovey of Piccadilly.
A somewhat curious field for inquiry on this

subject is opened by a passage in Voltaire's

Siecle de Louis XIV. Speaking of James II.

touching for the evil while in exile at the French
court, he says

" Soit que les Rois Anglais se soient attribue ce

singulier privilege, comme pretendans a la couronne
de la France; soit que cette ceremonie soit etablie chez

eux depuis le temps du premier Edouard."

Have we any evidence of the ceremony having
been performed by any French monarchs? I am
not aware of any. J. SN.

Old Booty (Vol. iii., p. 40.). In 1830 there

appeared a humorous versification, by W. T. Mon-
criefF, of this story, for the authenticity of which
he prudently says he cannot vouch. He furnishes

a sort of account of the affair, and of an action at

the suit of Booty's widow, the records of which,
it says, are at Westminster, Jan. 2. 1687.

Notwithstanding this apparent circumstantial

account, we find in a very entertaining anony-
mous work, entitled The History of Man ; or, the

Wonders of Human Nature, 2nd edit. Edinb.

1790, 8vo., vol. i. p. 376., a similar incident re-

lated of a Mr. Gresham, an eminent merchant of

London, which happened in the reign of Hen. VIII.,
the authorities for which are cited, Sandys 's Trav.
1. 4. p. 248.

;
Clark's Mir. c. 33. p. 115. F.R. A.

Breeches Bible (Vol. iii., p. 17.). The first

edition of this Bible is now before me. The title-

page and portions of the addresses to Queen
Elizabeth and to the reader are unfortunately
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wanting, as is also the first leaf of Genesis. But
the title of the New Testament is as follows :

" The Newe Testament of ovr Lord Jesus Christ.*^.*

Conferred diligently with the Greke, and best approved
translacions in divers languages. At Geneva : Printed

by Rouland Hull, M.D.LX."

There is a woodcut of the Egyptians pursuing
the Israelites on the shore of the Red Sea, sur-

rounded with texts from scripture. It is a small

quarto in Roman type, and divided into verses.

ECHO.

Separation of Sexes in Church (Vol. ii., p. 94.).
This custom appears to be of considerable anti-

quity. Sir Thomas More, in his Utopia (p. 285.

of the edition of1639), says

" When they be come thither, the men goe into the

right side of the church, and the women into the left

side."

J. SN.

Defender of the Faith (Vol. iii., p. 9.). By a

hasty perusal of the letter of COL. ANSTRUTHER in

your number of the 4th of January, I perceive
that some doubt has been raised whether any of

our sovereigns have used the title of Defender of

the Faith, prior to the time of King Henry VIII.

If you will refer to the fourth part of Prymie's
Institutes, pp. 229-30, and 295-6-7, you will

find set out at full length divers letters close and

patent from King Richard II. in the 6th, llth,
and 19th years of his reign, for suppressing the

heresies of WicklhT and his followers. These
letters are addressed to the Chancellor of the

University of Oxford, William Archbishop of

Canterbury (Courtney), and to Ralf'e Crombewell,
Chivalier, and John Lekyll, and the Mayor and
Bailiffs of Nottingham, in which King Richard II.

styles himself thus " Nos Zelo Fidei Catholicse,

Cujus Sumus Et Esse Volumus Defensores," &c.

H. WlTHAM.
Lincoln Chambers, Chancery Lane,

Jan. 14. 1851.

Epigram on Synod of Dort (Vol. iii,, p. 23.).

The statement in the Biographic Universelle, that

this epigram was made in England, is probably
taken from Mosheim (Eccl. Hist.'), who says the

same ;
but his authority Neal {Hist, of the Puri-

tans) does not say that it was made in England;
and one can hardly read the sentence in which he

quotes it without feeling satisfied that he did not

know who made it. After stating that the pro-

ceedings of the synod were much approved of by
the English divines, and quoting expressions of

Mr. Baxter and the learned Jacobus Capella in

its favour, he proceeds
" P. du Moulin, Paulus Servita, and the author of

the life of Waleus, speak the same language. But
others poured contempt upon the Synod, or burlesqued
their proceedings in the following lines :

' Dordrecht! Synodus, nodus; chorus integer, seger;

Conventus, ventus ; sessio stramen. Amen.'

Lewis du Moulin, with all the favourers of the
Arminian doctrine, as Heylin, Womeck, Brandt, &c.,

charge them with partiality and unjustifiable severity."

When a writer, in the midst of a shower of

authorities, refers a particular expression to

"others," it may almost be laid down as a rule,
that he does not know whose property it is. Here,
therefore, the inquiry seems brought to a dead

stop, in this tract at least. B. It. I.

Parish Register Tax (Vol, ii., p. 10.). In our

register, Hawarden, I find the following entry :

" October, 1783. On the 2nd of this month the

Act commenced which layeth a duty of threepence

upon every Registry of a Burial, except a Pauper's."

And again :

"Oct. 1. 1794. The duty of threepence on each

Registry of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, imposed by
Act of Parliament, commencing October 2. 1783,
ceased this day."

During this interval many burials are marked

paupers. WALDEGRAVE BREWSTER.

Hawarden, Flints.

Clergy sold for Slaves (Vol. ii., p. 41.).

Walker says :

" Mr. Dugdale, in relating the same matter, adds*

that Rigby not only exposed them to sale, but found

purchasers also ; and what is more, had actually con-

tracted with two merchants for them ; and for that

reason moved it twice (in the House, as I understand

him) that they might be disposed of."

WALDEGRAVE BEEWSTER.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

When a work of such general reference as a Peerage,
which is wanted upon every library table, and in every
club and reading-room "where men do congregate;"
which is, at the same time, from its nature, open to the criti-

cism of hundreds of critics, when a work of this nature

and of such extent as Burke
1

s Genealogical and Heraldic

Dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage of the British

Empire bears on its title-page the brief but expressive
words " Thirteenth Edition" it has obviously long cut-

lived the time when any question can exist as to its

merits. These have long been recognised by those best

able to appreciate them, namely, the noble personages
to whose history, and the history of whose descent and

collateral branches, it is especially devoted ;
and whose

personal communications have served to procure for the

present work the merit by which it seeks to distinguish
itself from all similar productions, namely, by its greater
fullness of detail and its extreme accuracy.
The Rev. A. Hussey, M.A., has in the Press Notes

on the Churches in the Counties of Kent, Sussex, and

Surrey mentioned in Domesday Book. Subscribers

names are received by Mr. J. Russell Smith.
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Mr. M. A. Lower's translation of The Chronicle of
Sattel Abbey, from the VOID of its Foundation by the

Conqueror in 1066 to the Year 1 1 76, will be published
in the course of the present month.

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell, on Monday and

Tuesday next, a very valuable and important Collection

of Classical and Historical Books, from the Library of

a Collector ;
and on Wednesday and two following

Days, an important portion of the valuable Library of

the Right Hon. C. W. Williams Wynn, including
First and Second Folio Shakspeare, Caxton's Golden

Legend, and some valuable MSS. , including one of the

works of Robert Rolle, the Hermit of Hampole, &c.

Catalogues Received. William Brown's (46. High
Holborn) Catalogue Part LI. of Second-hand English
and Foreign Books on Theology, Fine Arts, and Mis-

cellaneous Literature
;

J. Russell Smith's (4. Old

Compton Street, Soho) Catalogue of Books relating to

Kent, Sussex, and Surrey; W. S. Lincoln's (Chelten-
ham House, Westminster Road) Sixty-fifth Catalogue
of Cheap Second-hand English Foreign and Classical

Books.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

WALKER'S RHYMING DICTIONARY.
MRS. GRANT'S LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.
COLEBHOOKE'S ESSAYS. 2 Vols. 8vo.
SOUTHEY'S LIFE OF WESLEY (Early Edition.)
C^SAK, VALPY'S DELPHIN EDITION.
GREEK TRANSLATION OF CESAR'S GALLIC WAR.
VAN KSPEN, Jus ECCLUSIASTICU&I, 1781.

V* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

LOCKE. We shall next week lay before our readers a long and
most interesting inedited Letterfrom Lord Shafiesbury, the author
of the Characteristics, to Le Clerc, in which he gives a biographi-
cal sketch of hisfriend andfoster father , Mr. Locke.

J. S. B. Thf two Notes lucre duly forwarded. Will our cor-

respondent enable tis to write to him.

C. W. B. The vrry interesting little History of Venice in

Murray's Family Library was written by the late Rev. E. Smedley.
G. R. M. The brass token in question is a weight for weighing

half-guineas; the coinage weights of which were 2dwt. IGJgr.,
and the current weights 2 dwt. 16 gr.

We have ttco or three favours to request of our correspondents,
and we ask them no /ess for their sakes than for our own. \st.

That they will be particular in their references, and collate their
extracts before sending them to us ; for they little know the loss of
time and the trouble which a neglect of these trifles occasions us.
M. That they willforward their separate articles asfar as possible
on separate papers ; for several valuable communications are now
standing over, until we can find leisure to separate and arrange
for the press the different parts. 3rd. That they will write as

legibly as th<;y can.
J. S. (Brighton). Received.

K. R. H. M. The poem, beginning,
" Give Lucinda pearle nor stone,"

written by Thomas Carew, or Carye, was addressed to the cele-
brated Countess of Carlisle, daughter of Edward Lard Howard of
Escrick, and is printed at p. 48. of TomDavies' edition of Carew's
Poems (1772).

REPLIES RECEIVED. Umbrella Ulm MS.Pillgarlick Tan-
dem D. O. M. Swearing by Swans By and bye Frozen
Horn Gray and Byron Hornbooks Ring Dials Apricot
Folk Lore of Lancashire Ladij Bingham Downing Family
Episcopal Mitre Handbell before a Corpse Probabilism
Herstmonceux Castle Burning the Hill Ven-well Annoy
Breeches Bible Lynch Law " NOTES AND QUERIES

"
in Hol-

land Sir John Davies and his Biographers Queen Anne's

Farthings Jesse's London Ferstcgan George Herbert
Folk-Lore Bunyan and Hobbes Pretended Reprint of Old
Poetry Fossel Elk of Ireland Jonathan Hulls Touchstone's
Dial..

VOLUME THE SECOND OF NOTES AND QUERIES, with very copious
INDEX, is now ready, price 9*.6rf. strongly bound in cloth. VOL. I.

isj-eprinted, and may also be had at the same price.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of Ma. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

In a few days will be published, price 12s., containing nearly 400
pages with Illustrations, handsomely bound in cloth,

HE SUSSEX GARLAND.
Dedicated by Permission to the Sussex Archaeological

Society.

Edited and Published by JAMES TAYLOR, Newick, Sussex.

T

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for
FEBRUARY, 1851, contains the Story of Nell Gwyn re-

lated by PETER CUNNINGHAM, ESQ., F.S A., Chapter II (with
two engraving-) ; Laudism and Puseyism, a Parallel exhibiting
their exact identity : on the Poetry of Thomas Lodge, by John
Payne Collier, Esq., V.P.S.A. ; Unpublished Historical Illustra-
tions of the Reign of Henry VII., from the Archives of the City
of York

;
Extracts from a Pembrokeshire Diary in 16"<8; Unpub-

lished Order for supply of Night Gowns for Queen Elizabeth and
the Earl of Leicester ; Pio Nono and Canon Townsend ; the
History of the Roman Wall
eeval

TV
Ves.
With the customary Review of New Books, Historical Chronicle,
anil Obituary : including Pvlemoirs of Sir Lumley Skeffington, the
Rev. Richard Garnett, Dr. Haviland, Mr. Hullmandel, &c. &c,
Price 2s. Gd.

NICHOLS and Sox, Parliament Street.

Second Edition, revised and corrected, 8vo. cloth, price 155.

A TABLE OF ANTI-LOGARITHMS.
Containing to Seven Places of Decimals, natural Num-

bers, answering to all Logarithms from 00001 to 'J9S99 ; and an
improved Table of Gauss's Logarithms, by which may be found
the Logarithm to the sum or difference of Two Quantities where
Logarithms are given : preceded by an Introduction, containing
also the History of Logarithms, their Construction, and the
various Improvements made therein since their invention. By
HERSCHELI. E. FILIPOWSKI.
The publisher, having purchased the copyright and stereotype

places of these Tables, (published a few months ago at 2/. 2s.,) is

enabled to offer a corrected edition at -the above reduced price.
Testimonial of Augustus de Morgan, Esq."

I have examined the proofs of Mr. Filipowski's Table of
Anti-Logarithms, and of Gauss's Logarithms, and also the plan
of his proposed table of Annuities for three lives, constructed
from the Carlisle Table.
" The table of Anti-Logarithms is, I think, all that could be

wished, in extent, in structure, and in typography. For its ex-
tent it is unique among modern Tables. Of accuracy I cannot
speak, of course ; but this being supposed, I have no hesitation
in recommending it without qualification." The form in which Gauss's Tables are arranged will he a
matter of opinion. I can only say that Mr. Filipowski's Table is

used with ease, as I have found upon trial ; and that its extent, as

compared with other tables, and particularly with other FIVE-
FIGURE tables, of the same kind, will recommend it. I desire to
confine myself to testifying to the facility with which this table
caii be used ; comparison with other forms, as to RELATIVE
facility, being out of the question on so short a trial.
" On the table of Annuities for three live--, there is hardly

occasion to say anything. All who are conversant with Life
Contingencies are well aware how much it is wanted.

" A. DE MORGAN."
GEORGE BELL, No. 186. Fleet-street.
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INEDITED LETTER FROM THE EARL OF SHAFTES-
BURY, AUTHOR OF THE "

CHARACTERISTICS," TO
LE CLERC, RESPECTING LOCKE.

[We are indebted to our valued correspondent
JANUS DOUSA, for a transcript of the following impor-
tant letter the original of which is preserved in the
Remonstrant Library of Amsterdam and for which
our correspondent acknowledges his obligations to the
great kindness of Prof, des Amories van der Hoven.]

"
St. Giles's, in Dorset, Feb. 8-13. 1705.

"Sir, Haying once writt to you in my own Lan-
guage, I continue to use the same Privilege I am

sorry that I am in no better a condition to acquit

my self of my Promise to you. My Recovery has

been so slow, that I am scarce yet got up : and
have been unable to hold any Correspondance with

my Friends in Town. Mr. King promise! to send

me the Papers I mention'd to you of Mr. Lock's
;

who, it seems, had begun some Memoires of his

own relating to my Gd Father. These however

imperfect, yet as being Mr. Lock's own I should

have been glad to send you with what supplement
I could make myself: But Mr. King's Engage-
ments in the Publick affaires has made him delay
this so long, that according to the account you
have given me of the shortness of your Time, I

must way t no longer : but content my self with

giving you what I can out of my own head, with-

out other Assistance.
" Mr. Lock came into my Grandfathers Family

in the summer of the year 1666, recommended by
his Friend * Mr. Bennet of y

e town of Shaftesbury.
The occasion of it was thus. My Grandfather had

been ill for a great while after a Fall, by wch his

Breast was so bruised that in time it came to an

Imposthumation (?) within, and appeard by a

swelling under his stomach. Mr. Lock was at

that time a student in Physick at Oxford : and my
Grandfather taking a journey that way to drink

the Waters (having Mr. Bennet in y
e Coach with

him), He had this young Physician presented to

him : who tho' he had never practic'd Physick ;

yet appear'd to my Grandfather to be such a

Genius that he valew'd him above all his other

Physicians, the great men in practice of those

times. Accordingly on his advice and allmost

solely by his Direction, my Gd Father underwent

an Operation w
ch sav'd his Life, and was the most

wonderfull of the kind that had been heard of, till

that time. His Breast was layd open, the matter

discharg'd, and an Orifice ever afterwards kept

open by a silver pipe : an Instrument famouse

* " A Gentleman of a Sound Protestant Family all-

ways in great Friendship with ours. Both Father and

Son were members of Parlement for that Town, and

were Stewards to my Gd Father." (In a marginal

note. )

Vol. in. No. 67.
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upon Record, in- the Writings of our Popish and

Jacobite Authors, who never faild to reproach him
with this Infirmity.

"After this Cure, Mr. Lock grew so much in

esteem with my Grand-Father that as great a Man
as he had experienc'd him in Physick ;

he look'd

upon this but as his least part. He encourag'd
him to turn his Thoughts another way. Nor would
he suffer him to practice Physick except in his own

Family and as a kindness to some particular Friend.

He put him upon the studdy of the Religiouse and
Civil affaires of the Nation with whatsoever re-

lated to the Business of a Minister of State : in

w-
ch he was so successfull, that my G

d Father begun
soon to use him as a Friend, and consult with him
on all occasions of that kind. He was not only
with him in his Library and Closet, but in com-

pany with the Great Men of those times, the Duke
of Buckingham, Lord Hallifax and others, who

being men of Witt and Learning, were as much
taken with him. For together with his seriouse,

respectfull and humble Character, he had a mixture
of Pleasantry and a becoming Boldness of Speech.
The Liberty he could take with these great Men
was peculiar to such a Genius as his, A pleasant
Instance of it runs in my Mind : tho' perhaps the

relation of it may not be so pleasing to another.

"At an appointed Meeting of two or three of

these Great-Men at my Gd Father's House, more
for Entertainment and good company than for

Business, it happened that after a few Compliments
the Cards were called for, and the Court-Fashion

prevailing, they were engag'd in Play before any
Conversation was begun. Mr. Lock sate by as a

spectator for some time. At least taking out his

Table-Book, he began to write something very
busily : till being observd by one of the Lords,
and ask'd what he was meditating ; My Lords

(sayd he) I am improving my self the best I can

in your Company : for, having impatiently wayted
this Honour of being present at such a meeting of

the wisest Men and greatest Witts of the Age, I

thought I could not do better than to write your
Conversation : and here I have it, in substance, all

that has pass'd for this hour or two. There was
no need of Mr Lock's writing much of the Dia-

logue. The great men felt the ridicule, and took

pleasure in improving it. They quitted their

Play, and fell into a. Conversation becoming them
and so passd the remainder of the Day.

" When my Gd
Father, from being Chancellor o

the Exchequer, was made High Chancellor (w
ch

was in the year 1672) he advanc'd Mr. Lock to

the Place of Secretary for the Clergy : and when

my Gd Father quitted the Court and began to be
in Danger from it, Mr. Lock now shard with hiir

in Dangers, as before in Honours & Advantages
He entrusted him with his secretest negotiations
and made use of his assistant Pen in matters tha

nearly concernd the State, and were fitt to be

made publick, to raise that spirit in the Nation
hich was necessary against the prevailing Popish

Party.
1 It was for something of this kind that got air,

and out of great Tenderness to Mr. Lock that my
Grandfather in the year 1 674 sent him abroad to

travell: an Improvement w ch my Gd father was

gladd to add to those he had allready given him.

His Health servd as a very just Excuse : he being

consumptive as early in his Life as that was. So
:hat having travelld thro' France he went* to

Montpelier and there stayd for some time. He
returnd again to my Gd Fathers in the year 1678,
and remaind in his Family till the year 1682 :

ch was the year that my Gd Father retird into

Holland and there dyed. Mr. Lock who was to

have soon followd him thither, was not prevented
in the voyage, by this Death : but found it safest

for him to retire thither, and there lived (at our

good Friend Mr. Furly's of Rotterdam) till the

happy Revolution of King William, w ch restord

him to his native Country and to other Publick

offices of greater Note, woh
by fresh Meritts he

deserv'd : witness his then Publishd Books of Go-

vernment, Trade and Coin : by wch he had as

considerably servd the State, as he had done the

Church and Protestant Interest by his defence

of Toleration and support of the Revolution-

Principles.
" But of this part of his Life, you need no In-

formation.
" Thus far I have made mention of Mr. Lock as

to his station in Publick affaires, under my Grand-
father. Now as to his Service in private affaires,

and the Concerns of a Family, w
cb

was, in every

respect, so happy in him, that he seem as a good
Guardian Angel sent to bless it.

" When Mr. Lock first came into the Family,

my Father was a youth of about fifteen or sixteen.

Him my Grandfather entrusted wholly to Mr.

Lock for what remain'd of his Education. He was

an only Child, and of no firm Health : w ch induc'd

my G d
Father, in concern for his Family to think

of marrying him as soon as possible. He was too

young and unexperienc'd to chuse a Wife for him-

self: and my Grandfather too much in Business to

chuse one for him. The affair was nice, for tho'

my Grandfather requir'd not a great Fortune, he

insisted on good Blood, good Person and Consti-

tution, and above all, good Education, and a Cha-

racter as remote as possible from that of Court- or

Town-bred Lady. All this was thrown upon
Mr. Lock, who being allready so good a Judge of

Men, my Grand Father doubted not of his equal

" It was there (as I take it) that Mr. Lock came

so particularly well acquainted with My Lord Pern-

brock, that great Ornament and Pillar of our Nation.

He was then Mr. Herbert, a younger Brother only."

(In a marginal note.)
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Judgment in Women. He departed from him
entrusted and sworn, as Abraham's Head-servant *

that ruled over all that he had, and went into a far-

Country (the. North of England) to seek for his

Son a Wife whorae he as successfully found. Oi

Her, I and six more of us, Brothers & Sisters

were born
;
in whose Education Mr. Lock govern'd

according to his own Principles (since publishd

by him) and with such success that we all of us
came to full years, with strong & healthy Consti

tutions : my own the worst
;
tho' never faulty til

of late. I was his more peculiar Charge : being as

eldest son, taken by my Grandfather, & bred under
his immediate Care : Mr. Lock having the absolute

Direction of my Education, and to whorne next

my immediate Parents as I must own the greatest

Obligation, so I have ever preservd the highest
Gratitude & Duty.

" I could wish that my Time and Health would

permit me to be longer in this Account ofmy Friend
and Foster-Father, Mr. Lock. If I add any thing
as you desire, concerning my Grandfather him-

self, it must have a second place: this being a

subject more selfish and in w011 I may justly sus-

pect my self of Partiality: ofwch l would willingly
be free : and think I truly am so in this I now send

you. But I fear least this (such as it is) should
come too late, and therefore hasten to conclude
with repeated Assurances ofmy being your Oblig'd
Friend and humble Servant

" SHAFTESBURY.
" P. S. If after what I have said I dare venture a

Word to you as to my Grandfather's Apology for

the one and only thing I repine at in his whole
Life (I mean the unhappy Words you mention
delenda est Carthago), It must be this: That the
Publick would not insist on this as so ill, and in-

juriouse; if they considerd the English Constitu-
tion and manner of those times in wch the Prince
more lofty in Prerogative and at greater distance
from his People than now of days, used but a few
Words to his Parlement

;
and committed the rest

to his Keepers or Chancellor, to speak his sence for
him (as he expressd it in y

e conclusion of his own
speech) upon wch

my Grandfather, the then Chan-
cellor, and. in his Chancellor's Place f, spoke of

" Gen. c. 24." (/??, a marginal note.)
f The Speech was an Act of Councill examine!

beforehand in the Cabinet.
" Mr. Lock saw the first Coppy of it, wch was very

different ; and after it was alter'd in the Cabinet, my
Grandfather cotnplain'd to Mr. Lock and a Relation
of his whome Mr. Lock introducd into y

e
family." The same Person has left me a written account of

that affaire ; and so great was my Grandfather's Con-
cern and Trouble, that He who of all Men was esteemd
y
e most ready in speaking was forcd to desire Mr.
Lock to stand at his Elbow with the written Coppy to

prompt him in Case of failure in his Repetition."
(/ a marginal note.)

King's sence, as the King's mouth
;
in y

e same
manner as the Speaker of the House of Peers or

Commons, speaks the House's sence, as the House's
mouth (for so ho is esteemd and calld) whatsoever

may be his own private sence
;
or tho' he may have

deliver'd his own Opinion far contrary.
" Such was my Grandfather's Call : who was far

from delivering his Vote or Opinion in this man-
ner, either as a Councillor or Peer, or in his Place
in Parlement : where he carryed on a direct oppo-
site Interest : he being allready in open Enmity
with the Duke of York and his Party that carryed
on that Warr, in so much that he was at that very-
time suspected of holding a Correspondence with
Holland in favour of the Commonwealth- Party in

England. However it be, it is no small Comfort to

me that that wise Commonwealth of Holland, the

Parent and Nursing-Mother of Liberty, thought
him worthy of their Protection when he was a
sufferer for the common Cause of Religion and

Liberty : and he must ever remain a noble Instance
of the Generosity of that, State, and of that potent
Head of it, y

e
City of Amsterdam ;

where yourself
and other Great Men have met with a Reception
y

i will redound to their Honour1

.

" My Grandfather's turning short upon the Court

(as
* Sir William Temple expresses it) had only

this plain reason for it; that he discoverd the

King to be a Papist, through that disguise of an

Esprit fort, wch was a character his Vices and
over fondness ofWitt made him affect and act very

naturally. Whatever Complyances my Grand-

father, as a States-man, might make before this

discovery, to gain the King from his Brother and

y
e French Party, he broke off all, when by the

Duke of Buckingham's means, he had gaind this

secret. For my Grandfather's Aversion and irre-

concileable Hatred to Popery, was (as Phanati-

cisme) confessd by his greatest Enemyes to be his

Master-Passion. Nor was it ever said that the

King left him : but He the King, for nothing was
omitted afterwards by that Prince to regain him

;

nor nothing to destroy him, when that was found

impossible
" But I must, end : least I fail this Post."

The superscription is :

" A Monsieur
Monsieur LB CL.ERC

sur le Keiser Gracht

pres de 1'Eglise Arminienne-
a Amsterdam."

* " It is my Grandfathers Misfortune to have Sr

Willm Temple, a valewable Author, very unfavourable

:o him : there having been a great Quarrel between

;hem on a slight occasion of my Grandfather's having

itopt his Gift of Plate after his Embassy ; a Custome
wch my Grandfather as Chancellor of y

e
Exchequer

bought very prejudicial." (7 a marginal note.)
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MB. COUGH'S TRANSLATION OF THE HISTORY OF
THE BIBLE.

In vol. vi., p. 266 .,
of Nichols's Literary Anecdotes,

" Memoirs of Mr. Gough," is the following anec-

dote of Mr. Gough's precocious talents :

" At the very early age of eleven he commenced a

task that would have reflected credit on any period of

life ; which, by the indulgence of his mother, appeared
in print under the title of ' The History of the Bible,

translated from the French by R. G., junior, 1746.

London: Printed by James Waugh in the year 1747.'

Of this curious volume, consisting of 160 sheets in

folio, not more than twenty-five copies were printed, as

presents to a few particular friends ; and when com-

pleted at the press, it is marked by way of colophon,

Done at twelve years and a half old.'
"

Mr. Nichols in his notes says, that the French
edition was printed at Amsterdam, in 2 vols. folio,

with plates, 1700. That by the generosity of Mr.

Gough's worthy relict, he had a copy of the work
with Mr. Gough's corrections in maturer age; and
in a note at p. 642. of this volume of the Literary
Anecdotes Mr. Nichols further states, that

"
By a singular chance, at a sale of the library of Dr.

Guise in January, 1812, he met with two copies of

Mr. Gough's juvenile translation of the History of the

Bible; and at the end of one of the volumes were ten

sheets of Mr. Pickering's Dictionary, perhaps the only

copy of them in existence."

The Rev. Roger Pickering was Mr. Gough's
tutor until he was admitted at Bene't College,

Cambridge, July, 1752, being then in the 17th

year of his age. This Dictionary was compiled on

the plan of Calmet, but left unfinished.

Mr. J. B, Nichols, son of the late venerable

octogenarian, having recently presented me with

a copy of Mr. Gough's scarce volume, I am
anxious to learn by whom the original French
work was written, and where a copy may be pur-
chased. It is one of much erudition

;
sound in

doctrine and principle ; pleasing and familiar in

its language, and would, I should think, well repay
the publisher of a new edition, after a careful

correction of a few deficiencies in composition,
incidental to the early period at which Mr. Gough
translated it. There is nothing in the preface, or

in any part of the volume, to indicate the name of

the original author. Should Mr. J. B. Nichols

still possess Mr. Gough's more matured and cor-

rected copy, he might perhaps discover some
reference to the author. J. M. G.

Worcester, Jan. 1851.

FOLK LORE.

Lammer Beads (Vol. iii. p. 84.). If L. M. M. R.
had taken the trouble to consult Jamieson's Ety-
mological Dictionary, that rich storehouse of cu-

rious information, not merely in relation to the

language, but to the manners and customs, and
the superstitions of North Britain, he would
have found interesting notices connected with his

inquiry. See the.word LAMMER, and the same in

the Supplement, We might accept, without a
moment's hesitation, the suggestion of a learned
friend of Dr. Jamieson's, deriving Lammer from
the French, Vambre, were it not that Kilian gives
us Teut. Lamertyn-steen, succinum. In Anglo-
Saxon times it was called Eolhsand (Gloss. JElfr.),
and appears to have been esteemed in Britain from
a very early period. Amongst antiquities of the

Anglo- Saxon age, beads of amber are of very fre-

quent occurrence. Douglas has collected some

interesting notes regarding this substance, in his

Nenia, p. 9. It were needless to cite the frequent
mention of precularia, or Paternosters, of amber,
occurring in inventories. The Duke of Bedford,
Regent of France, purchased a most costly chaplet
from a Parisian jeweller, in 1431, described as
" une patenostres a signeaux d'or et d'ambre

musquet." (Leber, Inventaires, p. 235.) The

description
" de alba awmbre," as in the enume-

ration of strings of beads appended to the shrine
of S r William, at York Minster, may have been
in distinction from jet, to which, as well as to

amber, certain virtuous or talismanic properties
were attributed. There were, however, several

kinds of amber, succinum rubrum, fulvum, &c.

The learned professor of Copenhagen, Olaus

Worm, alludes to the popular notions and super-
stitious use of amber

" Foris in collo gestatum, contra fascinationes et

nocturna terriculamenta pueros tueri volunt ; capitis
etiam destiilationibus, et tonsillarum ac faucium vitiis

resistere, oculorum fluxus et ophthalmias curare."

By his account it would seem to have been re-

ceived as a panacea, sovereign for asthma, dropsy,
toothache, and a multitude of diseases.

" In summa (he concludes) Balsami instar est,

calorem nativum rohorans et morborum insultibus

resistens." Museum Warmianum, p. 32.

Bartholomsus Glanvilla, in his work, De Pro-

prietatibus Rerum, has not overlooked the pro-

perties of amber, which he seems to regard as a

kind of jet (book xvi., c. xlix.).
" Gette, hyght Gagates, and is a boystous stone, and

never the les it is precious."

He describes it as most abundant and of best

quality in Britain; of two kinds, yellow and black;
it drives away adders,

" Is contrary to fendes, h el petit for fantasies and

ayenste vexacions of fendis by night. And so, if so

boystus a stone dothe so great wonders, none shuld he

dispisid for foule colour without, while the vertu that

is within is unknowe." (Translation by Trevisa.)

ALBERT WAY.
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ON CATALOGUES Or BOOKS.

A series of notes on the utility of printed cata-

logues of public libraries may seem to be a

superfluity. It may be said, Who ever denied it f

Relying on a official document, I can assert that
it has been denied in defiance of common sense,
and the experience of two hundred and fifty years!
At such a time, it behoves every lover of litera-

ture to declare himself, and to furnish his quota
of facts or arguments corrective of this upstart
paradox. It is under the influence of that senti-

ment that I submit, for consideration in the proper
quarter, some short extracts from my bibliogra-

phic portfolios. BOLTON CORNEY.
" The forwardness of your CATALOGUE [of the

public library at Oxford] is very good tidings. ... I

would intreat you to meditate upon it, how it may be

performed to both our credits and contents." Sir

Tkomas BODLEY to Tho. James, c. 1604.
" Habes, benigne lector, catalogum librorum, eo

ordine dispositum, quo in celeberrima Oxoniensi
bibliotheca collocantur ; opus diu multumque deside-

ratum, et jam tandem editum." Tkomas JAMES, 1 605.
" Quamprimuin benignis academicorum suffragiis

in bibliothecarium electus essem, videremque justum
bibliothecae publics catalogum ab omnibus desiderari,

ego ut gratiis litaturn irem, me protinus accinxi ad
conficiendum proprio marte novum catalogum."
Tkomas HYDE, 1674.

" The general use of catalogues [of books], and
the esteem they are in at present, is so well known,
that it were to waste paper to expatiate on it."

Gerard LANGBAINE, 1688.
"

Q,uelles obligations la republique des lettres

n'a-t-elle pas aux Anglais, d'avpir donne' les catalogues
des livres que renferment leurs bibliotheques ! Celui
d'Oxford est d'une utilite reconnue, par le grand
nombre de livres qu il contient, et par 1'ordre alpha-
betique qu'on leur a donne." JOURDAN, 1739.

Catalogues of books are of great use in literary
pursuits . . . We mean not here to enter into all the
conveniencies of a more improved catalogue, for it

would require a volume to display them." William

OLDYS, 1745.
'' Solebat

[sc. Ruhnkenius] hand exiguam sub-
secivas operas partem tribuere perlegendis catalogis
librorum, sive per auctiones divendendorum, sive in

bibliotliecis publicis servatorum ; unde factum est, ut
rariorum cognitionem librorum, jam in Bergeri dis-

ciplina perceptam, continue augeret." Dan. WYTTEN-
BACH, 1799.

" Le premier besoin de 1'homme de lettres qui
entreprend un ouvrage, est de connoitre les sources

auxijuelles il peut puiser, les livres qui ont traite di-

rectement ou indirecteinent le sujet qui 1'occupe."
S. CHARPON de la Rochette, 1812.

" La bibliotheque [savoir, la bibliotheque royale
tablie a Bruxelles] aura deux catalogues : 1'un

alphabetique, 1'autre systematique. Dans 1'interet de
la science, le catalogue sera imprime, en tout ou en
partie." LEOPOLD, roi des Beiges, 1837.

" Le catalogue est Pinventaire el le veritable palla-

dium d'une bibliotheque. L'impression des catalogues
est toujours une chose utile, sinon indispensable.
. . . La publicite est, en outre, le frein des alms,
des negligences, et des malversations, 1'aiguillon du
zele, et la source de toute amelioration." L. A. CON-
STANTIN, 1839.

" La publication d'une nouvelle edition com-
plete du catalogue de la bibliotheque du roi [de
Fiance], serait, sans doute, le plus grand service qu'on
put jamais rendre a 1'histoire litte"raire ; et nous ne

regardons pas cette entreprise comme impraticable."
Jacques Charles BRUNET, 1842.
" M. Merlin pense avec moi, et c'est quelque

chose, que les justes plaintes formees contre radminis-
tration de la bibliotheque royale [de France] cesseront
des 1'instant ou Ton aura rcdige et publie le catalogue
general des livres imprimes." Paulin PARIS, 1847.

The " Winters Tale" As MR. PAYNE COLLIER
is making inquiries as to the origin of Shakspeare's
Winter's Tale, perhaps he will allow me to call his

attention to an oversight he has committed in his

edition of Greene's Pandosto, in the series called

Shakspeare^'s Library. In a note to the intro-

duction, p. ii., MR. COLLIER says,
" Some verbal resemblances and trifling obligations

have been pointed out by the commentators in their

notes to the Winter's Tale. One of the principal in-

stances occurs in Act IV. Sc. 3., where Florizel says :

" ' The gods themselves,

Humbling their deities to love, have taken

The shapes of beasts upon them : Jupiter
Became a bull and bellow'd ; the green Neptune
A ram, and bleated ; and the fire-rob'd god,
Golden Apollo, a poor humble swain,
As I seem now. Their transformations

Were never for a piece of beauty rarer,

Nor in a way so chaste.'

" '

This,' says Malone,
'
is taken almost literally from

the novel' when, in fact, the resemblance merely
consists in the adoption by Shakspeare of part of the

mythological knowledge supplied by Greene, i The

gods above disdaine not to love women beneath.

Phrebus liked Daphne ; Jupiter lo ; and why not I

then Fawnia?' The resemblance is anything but

literal."

It would appear, however, that the passage cited by
MR. COLLIER is not the one referred to by Malone.
MR. COLLIER'S passage is at p. 34. of his edition

of the novel; the one Malone evidently had in

view is at p. 40., and is as follows :

" And yet, Dorastus, shame not at thy shepheard's
weede : the heavenly godes have sometime earthly

thoughtes. Neptune became a ram, Jupiter a bul,

Apollo a shepheard : they Gods, and yet in love ; and

thou a man, appointed to love."

E L.N.

Inscribed Alms-dish. There is an alms-dish (?)
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in the possession of a clergyman
in this county, with the followin

man near Rotherham,

inscription :

' VREEST . GODT

SYN . GEBOEDT
ONDERHOVEDT .

ANNO . 1634."

[Fear God (and?) keep his commandments.]

Having so lately been so justly reproved by
your correspondent, MR. JANUS DOUSA, for judg-

ing of Vondel's Lucifer by an apparently unjust
review rather than by perusal, and his beau-

tiful chorus having so fully
" established his

case," I am rather shy of making any remarks

upon this inscription : otherwise I would venture

(errors excepted) to observe that there may be

a mistake in the position of the last three letters

of the third word.

If MR. DOUSA would kindly inform a very im-

perfect
Dutch scholar whether this sentence is

intended as a quotation from Ecclesiastes xii.,

13th verse,
" Vreest Godt ende bout syne geboden ;

"

or whether the third word is from the verb
Bonder houden," as looks probable, I shall be

greatly obliged to him. The Bible to which I

refer is dated 1644.

Being neither a scholar nor a critic, but only a

lover of books and languages, I hope MR. DOUSA
will accept my apology for the affront offered to

his countryman, Vondel. Your publication has

been a great temptation to people with a few
curious books around them to set sail their little

boats of inquiry or observation for the mere

pleasure of seeing them float down the stream in

company with others -of more importance and
interest. I confess myself to have been one of the

injudicious number ;
and having made shipwreck

of my credit against M. Brellet's Dictionnaire de

la Langue Celtique, and also on Vondel's Lucifer, I

must here apologise and promise to offend no
more. If MR. DOUSA will not be appeased, I have

only to add that I " send him my card." As Mrs.

Malaprop said to Sir 'Lucius O'Trigger
"
Spare my blushes 7am Delia,"

HERMES.
P. S. Can MR. DOUSA fix a positive date to my

undated History of Dr. John Faustus?

Landwade Church. It appears to me that an

important service would be rendered to posterity,
if a full account were taken of all the monuments
and inscriptions in such deserted churches as

Landwade appears to be. Such records may ere

long become invaluable, and every day is hasten-

ing them to oblivion. Already hundreds of such

churches, with the several monuments and inscrip-
tions they contained, have entirely passed away.
I have been making some investigation into the
demolished and desecrated churches of Bucking-
hamshire, and am astonished at the number of
monumental records which have thus perished.

Thirty-one churches at least have been lost to the

county, and some of them were rich in monu-
mental memorials.

Other counties, doubtless, have equally suffered.

Would it not, therefore, be well to collect accounts
of the memorials they contained, so far as they
can be obtained, and have them recorded in some

publication, that they may be available to future

historians, genealogists, and antiquaries? Is there

any existing periodical suitable for the purpose?
W. HASTINGS KEI.KE.

The First Edition of the Second Book of Hom-
ilies, by Queen Elizabeth in 1563. In the edition

of the Homilies at the Oxford University press in

1822, and which from inspection, in the portion
concerned, appear to be the same in the last, I

find in the Advertisement, page iv. note d., that

there exist four editions of the date 1563. Of
these, I presume, are two in my possession, and I

conclude one of them to be thejirst edition on the

following grounds: That one, printed by Richard

Jugge and John Cawood, 1563, has in the last

page and a half,
" Faultes escaped in the print-

yng," which appear to have been corrected in all the

subsequent editions, and are as they stand in the

-subsequent and modern editions, I presume, up
to the present time. But the principal proof
arises from a cancelled leaf in the Homily,

" Of
Common Prayer and Sacraments," as it stands in the

Oxford edition of 1822, p. 329-331. The passage
in question, as it there stands, and stands likewise

in another edition of 1563, which I have, begins
within three lines of the end of the paragraph,

p. 329.,
"
eth, that common or public prayer,"

&c., and ends at p. 331. line 13., "mentof bap-
tism and the Lord's supper," &c. In my pre-
sumed first edition the original passage has been

dismissed, and the substituted passage, being one

leaf, in a smaller type, in order plainly to contain

more matter, and it is that which appears, as I sup-

pose, in all subsequent and the present copies. It

would have been a matter of some curiosity, and

perhaps of some importance, to have the original
cancelled passage. But every intelligent reader

will perceive that the subject was one which re-

quired both delicacy and judgment. Is any copy

existing which has the original passage? My
copy unfortunately is imperfect, wanting three

leaves
;
and I apprehend this is an additional in-

stance an which the first edition of an important
work has been in a manner thrown aside for its

imperfection ; as was the case with the real first

edition of the Canons and Decrees of the Council

of Trent, and the Execution of Justice given to

Burghley. As the Oxford editor wished for in-

formation upon this subject, it is hoped that the

present communication may not be unacceptable
to him. J. M.

Jan. 23. 1851.
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DUTCH TRANSLATION OF A TRACT BY ROBERT
GREENE.

I was thinking of sending you a note or two -on

an early Dutch translation of a very celebrated

English tract when your last number came to

hand, by which I find that so much interest has

been produced by
" NOTES AND QUERIES

"
in

Holland, that certain literati are aboiit to -establish

a similar work in that country. If I mistake not,

what I now transmit will be acceptable to your
Batavian friends, and not unwelcome to those Avho

approve of your undertaking on this side of the

water.

A good deal has been advanced lately regard-

ing the interest taken by the inhabitants of Hol-

land, Belgium, and Germany, in our 'ancient

drama
;
and in consistency with what -was said

by Thomas Heywood more than 200 years ago,
some new information -lias been supplied respect-

ing the encouragement given to English players
abroad. The fact itself was well-known, and 'the

author last cited (Shakspeare Society's .reprint of

'the Apology for Actors, 1841, p. 5'8.) furnishes

the name of the very play performed on one oc-

casion at Amsterdam. The popularity of our
drama there perhaps contributed -to the -popula-

rity of our lighter literature, (especially of such as

came from the pens of our most notorious play-
wrights,) in the same part of Europe, and may ac-

count for the circumstance 1 am about to mention.
At this time of day I need hardly allude to

the reputation the celebrated Robert 'Greene
obtained in England, both as a dramatist and a

pamphleteer; and although we have no distinct

evidence on the point, we need hardly doubt that
some of his plays had been represented with ap-
plause in Holland. The Four Sons of Aymon,
which Heywood tells us was acted with such

strange effect at Amsterdam, must have been a

piece of precisely the same kind as Greene's Or-
lando Fwrioso, which we 'know was extraordinarily
popular in this kingdom, and may have been

equally so abroad. We may thus suppose that

Greene's fame had spread to the Netherlands, and
that anything written by him would be well re-

ceived by Batavian readers.
His Quip for an Upstart Courtier, or, a Quaint

Dispute between Velvet-breeches and Cloth-breeches,
was published in London in 1592, and went
through two, if not three, impressions in its first

year. It was often reprinted, and editions in

1606, 1615, 1620, 1625, and 1635, have come
down to us, besides others that, no doubt, have

entirely disappeared. That the fame of this pro-
duction extended to Holland, I have the proof
before me : it is a copy of the tract in Dutch,
with the following imprint :

" Tot Let/den. By
Thomas Basson. M.D.CI." A friend of mine writes
me from Rotterdam, that he has a copy, without

date, but printed about twenty or five-and-twenty
years after mine of 1601, which shows how long
the popularity of the tract was maintained ; and I

have little doubt that mine is not by any means
the earliest Dutch impression, if only because the

wood-cut of the Courtier and the Countryman
(copied with the greatest precision from the

London impression of 1592) is much worn and
blurred. The title-page runs as follows, and the

name of Robert Greene is rendered obvious upon
it for the sake of its attraction :

" Een Seer vermakelick Proces tusschen Flmveele-
Broeck ende Lafken-Broeck. Waer in verhaldt werdt
het misbruyck van de meeste deel der Menschen.
Gheshreven int Engelsch door Robert Greene, ende
nu int Neder-landtsch overgheset. Wederom over-

sien."

At the back of this title is printed a short ad-

dress from the translator to the Edele ende welg-
hesinde Leser, which states little more than that

the original had been received from England, and
concludes with the subsequent quatrain :

" Ghemerckt dit Dal vol van ydelheyt
'Soo lachet vrij als Democritus dede :

Doch zy gheraeckt met wat Barmherticheyt :

Als Heraclyt, bevveen ons qualen mede."

The spelling and punctuation are the same as in

the original, and the body of the tract follows

immediately :

" Staende eens smorghens op van eene onrustige
nacht rust, ende vindende mijn ghemoet noch wat

onstelt, gingh ick wandelen nae de vermacklyche vel-

den, om mijn Gheest wat te vermacken, dan wesende
noch in een Melancholijcke humeur, seer eensaem
sonder eenighe gheselschap, worde ick seer slaperich :

alsoo dat ick droomde. Dat ick een Dal sach wel

vercehrt, &c."

As few of your readers will have the Tneans of

referring to the original English, I quote Greeners

opening words from an edition of 1592 :

" It was just at that time when the Cuckoulds

quirister began to bewray Aprill, Gentlemen, with bis

never-changed notes, that I, damped with a melancholy
humor, went into the -fields to cheere up my wits

with the fresh aire: where solitarie seeking to solace

my selfe, I fell -in a dreame, and in that drewsie slum-

ber I wandered into a vale, &c."

The Dutch version fills thirty-two closely

printed pages, and ends with the succeeding
literal translation of Greene's last sentence :

' Tot dese Sententie (aldus by de Ridder ghepro-

nuncieert) aJle de omstaende Stemde daer toe, ende

klapten in haere handen, ende maeckte een groot ge-

luyde, waer door eck waeker worde, ende school uyt

niyneri Droom, soo stout ick op, ende met een vrolijck

ghemoet, gingh ick schryven, al her gene, dat ghy
hier ghehoort hebt."

The above is one of the few books I purchased
when I was in Holland some thirty years ago.;
and as I have quoted enough for the purpose of
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identification, I may conclude with asking some of

your Dutch correspondents, whether the tract, in

this or in any other edition, is of considerable

rarity with them ? In England I never saw a

copy of it but that in my possession. I may add
that every paragraph is separately numbered from
1 to 110, as if the production were one of impor-
tance to which more particular reference might be
made than eveii by the pagination.

THE HERMIT OF HOLYPORT.

THE BLACK ROOD OF SCOTLAND.

(Vol. ii., pp. 308. 409.)

I am not satisfied with what W. S. G. has written
on this subject ; and as I feel interested in it, per-
haps I cannot bring out my doubts better than in

the following Queries.
1. Instead of this famous cross being destined

by St. Margaret for Dunfermline, was it not
transmitted by her as an heir -loom to her sons?

Fordun, lib v. cap. Iv. :
"
Quasi munus haireditarium

transmisit ad Jilios" Hailes (Annals, sub anno

1093) distinguishes the cross which Margaret gifted
to Dunfermline from the Black Rood of Scotland

;

and it is found in the possession of her son David I.,
in his last illness. He died at Carlisle, 24th May,
1153. (Fordun, ut supra.)

2. Is not W. S. G. mistaken when, in speaking
of this cross being seized by Edward I. in the
Castle of Edinburgh in 1292, he says it is in a
list of muniments, &c., found "m quadam cista in

dormitorio S. Crucis" instead of in a list follow-

ing,
"
et in thesauria castri de Edinburgh inventa

fuerunt ornamenta subscripta?" (Ayloffe's Ca-
lendars, p. 327-

; Robertson's Index, Introd. xiii.)
3. When W. S. G. says that this cross was not

held in the same superstitious reverence as the
Black Stone of Scone, and that Miss Strickland is

mistaken when she says that it was seized by King
Edward, and restored at the peace of 1327, what
does he make of the following authorities ?

(1.) Fordun, lib. v. cap. xvii. :

"Ilia sancta crux quam nigram vocant omni genti
Scotorum non minus terribilem quam amabilem pro
suze reverentia sanctitatis."

(2.) Letters to the Eight Reverend the Lord
Bishop of Carlisle, occasioned by some Passages in
his late Book of the Scotch Library, $c., ascribed
to the historian Rymer : London, 1702. From a
" notable piece of Church history," appended to
the second Letter, it appears that" the Black Rood
accompanied King Edward in his progresses, along
with a famous English cross the Cross Nigth,
and that he received on these two crosses the

homage of several of the Scottish magnates. (The
same thing, I have no doubt, will appear from the
Fcedera of the same historian, which I have it not
in my power to refer to.)

(3.) Chronicon de Lanercost, printed by the
Maitland Club, Edinburgh, 1839, p. 283. Al-

luding to the pacification of 1327 :

" Reddidit etiam eispartem crucis Christi quam vocant

Scotti Blakerode, et similiter unam instruinentum. . . .

Ragman vocabatur. Lapidem tamen de Scone, in quo
solent regis Scotiae apud Scone in creatione sua colloeari,
Londonensis noiuerunt a se demittere quoquomodo.
Omria autem bsec asportari fecerat de Scotia inclytus
rex Edwardusfilius Henrici, dum Scottos suae subjiceret
ditioni."

Fabian and Holinshed report the same thing.
4. Is not Fordun quoting from Turgot and

Aelred (whom he names Baldredus) when he

speaks of "
ilia sancta crux quam nigram vocant ?"

And how does the description of the Durham
cross,

" Which rood and pictures were all three very richly

wrought in silver, and were all smoked black over,

being large pictures of a yard or rive quarters long,"
&c. &c.,

agree with the description of the Black Rood of

St. Margaret which, as Lord Hailes says,
" was of

gold, about the 'length of a palm ; the figure of

ebony, studded and inlaid with gold. A piece of

the true cross was enclosed in it
"

?

5. As to the cross "
miraculously received by

David 1., and in honour of which he founded

Holyrood Abbey in 1128," and which some an-

tiquaries (see A Brief Account of Durham Ca-
thedral ; Newcastle, 1833, p. 46.) gravely assert

was to be seen " in the south aisle of the choir of

Durham Cathedral at its eastern termination, in I

front of a wooden screen richly gilt and decorated

with stai-s and other ornaments," are not all agreed
that the story is a mere monkish legend, invented

long after Holyrood was founded (although, per-

haps, not so recent as Lord Hailes supposed) ? and
is it not, therefore, absurd to speak of such a cross

being taken at the battle of Durham, or to identify
it with the Black Rood of Scotland ?

6. The quotation of W. S. G. from the MS.
Dunelm. is curious ;

but is there any contemporary
authority for the Black Rood having been taken

with King David at the battle of Durham ? I can

find none.

7. Is it not, however, probable that King David
lost two crosses at Durham, one a military cross,

carried with his army, and taken from the Abbey
of Holyrood ;

and the other the famous Black Hood
found on his person, and made an offering to the

shrine of St. Cuthbert ? This would reconcile some

apparent discrepancies.
8. I find it noticed by Richardson in his Table

Book (Newcastle, 1846, vol. i.p. 123.), that "there

is a letter in the British Museum (Faustina, A 6.

47.) from the prior of Durham to the Bishop (then

absent), giving an account of the battle of Neville's

cross." Has this letter been printed, and where ?

If not so, will any of your correspondents have the
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kindness to examine it, and say if it gives any in-

formation as to a cross or crosses captured with the

King of Scots ? J. D. N. N.

ply
last

The "
Tanthony" When the porteress at the

principal entrance to Kirnbolton Park opens the

gates for the admission of a visitor, she rings a

bell to give warning to the servants at the castle

of his approach. This bell is popularly called the
"
Tanthony," in reference, I presume, to some

legend of Saint Anthony. Will one of your
readers be good enough to enlighten me ? ARTJN.

"Beauty Retire." Will the noble editor of

Pepys's Diary permit me to ask him whether he
has seen, in the Pepysian library, or elsewhere, a

copy, either in print or MS., of Pepys's song,
"
Beauty Retire," words and music ; or is it to be

found in any miscellaneous collection of songs ?

I. H. M.

The SouFs Dark Cottage. Being called on to re-

to matters as plain as those to which I replied
st week, I am less reluctant to acknowledge my

own ignorance or obliviousness, respecting a

couplet of which, I doubt not, hundreds of your
readers know the original habitat, but which can-
not be recalled to my own memory, nor to that of

several friends to whom I have referred. The

couplet is

" The soul's dark cottage, battered and decayed,
Lets in new light through chinks that time hath

made."

ErFARESS,
London, Jan. 4. 1851.

" Small by degrees and beautifully less" This
is a very common quotation, but, although I have
made frequent inquiries, I have never yet been
able to find out the author of it. Perhaps some
of your readers can inform me. W. H. B.

Musical Plagiarism. I think I remember to

have heard, two or three years ago, of an action
for damages brought against an eminent com-

poser, on account of plagiarism in a musical

composition ;
and that the defendant's argument

was founded on the fact, that there exist very few

really
"
original compositions," if originality ex-

cludes every form of plagiarism. And he adduced
as examples the " See the conquering hero," of
Handel

;
and the "

Zitti Zitti," of Rossini. Can
any of your readers refer me to the minutes of
this. trial; and tell me if any book has been pub-
lished in criticism of the originality of composers ?

R. M.

Simon Bache. In the parish church of Kneb-

worth^ Herts, is the brass of a priest, with the

following inscription :

" Hie jacet Dominus Simo Bache, Clericus, quon-

dam Thesaurarius Hospitii illustrissimi Principis
Domini Henrici Quinti Regis Angliae, ac Canonic.
Ecclesias Cathedralis Sancti Paulli, London; qui obiit

xix. die Mali. Anno Dom. nostr. 1414."

Can any of your readers inform me what this

office of Thesaurarius Hospitii was
; also, who

Simon Bache was that held it ; and how it hap-
pens that he is buried at Knebworth ? A. W. H.

Sir Walter Raleigh. In speaking of the diffi-

culty which exists in obtaining a perfect know-

ledge of any event, reference is often made to Sir

Walter Raleigh having witnessed an occurrence,
while confined in the Tower, and that two wit-

nesses gave such a different account from each
other as well as from himself, that he threw his

MS. history into the fire. In what contemporary
work is this recorded ?

A similar discrepancy in evidence is mentioned
with reference to the celebrated tourney at Tiani,
in 1502, in Prescott's Ferdinand and Isabella,
vol. iii. p. 45. H. J.

Harrisons Chronology. William Harrison, a

native of London, chaplain to Sir William Brooke,
Baron Cobham, Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports,

composed a Description ofBritain and ofEngland;
and likewise translated Hector Boethius's Descrip-
tion of Scotland, from the Scottish version of John
Bellenden. Both these pieces are printed in

Holinshed's Chronicles, 2 vols. fol. 1587. In the

prefaces Harrison speaks of a work on Chronology,
" which I have yet in hand." Has that work ever

been printed ? I discovered the manuscript of it

last year, in the Diocesan Library of Derry, in

Ireland; but did not ascertain ivho was its author

(though it bears the name of Harrison), until a

few days ago. H. COTTON.

Thurles, Ireland, Dec. 21. 1850.

Aristophanes on the Modern Stage. Can any
of your valuable correspondents inform me whe-
ther any of the plays of Aristophanes have been

produced upon the stage in a modern version
;
and

if so, when, and by whom? .

'-

I am inclined to think that some at least of the

comedies in the hands of a skilful author might
be made entertaining and popular.
The Acharnians and Peace, or perhaps even the

Birds, might form the groundwork of an amusing
piece. Should you be able to spare a corner in

your valuable periodical for this Query, you would

greatly oblige C. J. R. (2.)

Burton Crescent.

Drachmarus. Can any of your readers kindly
inform me, under what name "

Drachmarus," one

of the Schoolmen, is commonly known ?

J. SANSOM.

Strutfs Queen Hoo Hall. Some years back I

purchased of a son of the late Joseph Strutt, a

copy of Queen Hoo Hall, containing manuscript
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memoranda by that son relating to his father and
to Walter Scott. Amongst other matters it -states,

that the original manuscript of that romance was
submitted to Mr. Scott before it was published,
and that he retained it a long time before he pub-
lished his Waverley Novels. .Mr. Strutt, jun., ac-

cuses him of taking hints and facts from his pa-
rent's work. He also stated that the story of the

Illuminator in Queen Hoo\Hall is mainly an ac-

count of the life of his father. The three volumes
I gave to my friend and patron, Mr. John Broadly,
whose very 'fine and choice library was sold by
auction after his death, with the copy of the work

, referred to. I am desirous of ascertaining in

whose possession these volumes are ? I have a

beautiful miniature portrait of Joseph Strutt.

J. BHITTON.
17. Burton Street,. Jan. 21. 1831.

Cardinal's Monument. Passing into the church
of St. Saviour, Southward, yesterday by the

centre door on the south, I observed on a pillar to

the right, a sculpture of a cardinal's hat with the

"usual cord and tassels properly coloured, beneath
which "was a coat of arms, quartering alternately
'three lions and three neur-de-Ks. There is no
name or date upon it. It would be interesting to

know to whom it refers. J. D. A.

Names Bacon and Pagan. The very curious

and interesting information which has come to

light in the replies to my Query about the origin
of the patronymic BACON, emboldens me to put
^another question upon the subject.

I have long suspected, but have been unable to

prove, that the names Bacon and Fagan were 'Ori-

ginally one and the same. .Bacon, it appeal's, is

a Saxon word, meaning
" of the beech tree."

Fagan, I presume, is as undoubtedly from the

Latin " de fago,"
" of the beech tree."

The approximation of -sound in these 'names is

sufficiently evident. That the letters >C and G
have been commonly convertible between the

Latin and Saxon is without doubt. Query :

Have B and F been at all used convertibly ?

Or can any of your readers, Ijy any other means,

strengthen the probability, or prove the truth, of

my conjecture ? NOCAB.

Blunder. What is the origin of this word ? In
Woolston's First Discourse on Miracles (Lond.
1729), at p. 28., I find this passage :

" In another place he intimates what are meant by
oxen and sheep, viz., the literal sense of the Scrip-
tures. And if the literal sense be irrational and non-

sensical, the metaphor we must allow to be proper, in-

asmuch as nowadays dull and foolish and absurd stuff

we call Bulls, Fallings, and Blunders."

This would seem to imply that in Woolston's

days blunder was the name of some animal
;
but

in no dictionary have I been able to find such a

signification attributed to .it. The Germans use

the words lock and pudel in the same sense as our
word blunder. C. W. G.

Prince of Wales' Feathers, The establishment
of " DE NAVORSCHER "

is a matter of great impor-
tance to all students of our early history, and the

liberal intention of its projectors, to bring under
the -notice of their countrymen all Queries likely
to be answered by them, is one calculated to clear

up many obscure points in our early history. Sir

H. Nicolas concludes his valuable papers on the

Badge and Mottoes of the Prince of Wales

(Arehaologia, vol. xxxi. p. 372.) by expressing his

belief that both the former, namely, ihe Feathers,
and the mottoes,

" Ich Dien " and " Houmout"
were derived from the House of Hainault, possibly
from the Comte of Ostrevant, which formed the

appanage of the eldest sons of the Counts of that

province. Perhaps I may be allowed, through
your columns, to invite the attention of the cor-

respondents of " D<E NAVORSCHER "
to this point.

EFFESSA.

Portrait of Ben Jonson. Ritson, the well-

known antiquary, possessed an original painting
of Ben Jonson. It was -afterwards purchased by
W. Fillingham, Esq., of the Inner Temple, a gen-
tleman well known for his love of the early drama}
and whilst

:

in his possession
:

it
-was engraved by

Ridley in 8vo. What has become of the painting?
Can any of your readers point out its locality at

the present time ? EDWAHD F. RIMBAULT.

Robert Burton, otherwise Democritus Junior, the

author of that glorious book 7'he Anatomy of

Melancholy, is stated by Wood to Tiave been born

at Lindley, in Leicestershire. Plot, however, in

his Natural History of Staffordshire, 1686, p. 276.,

gives the place of his birth, Fald, in the latter

county ; and, furthermore, says lie was shown the

very house of his nativity. Can any of your cor-

respondents throw any light upon this subject ?

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Blowen, Origin of the Name. You have fallen

into a very general error in spelling my name

(pp. 71. 76.) with the terminal r, "Blower," in-

stead of '" Blowen." Perhaps some one of your

genealogical readers can inform me of the origin
and descendants of the family with this scarce

name, thus spelt,
" Blowen." Are we a branch of

the Blowers (as you appear to think we must be),

that useful family of alarmists, whose services in

early times were so necessary ? or are we the de-

scendants of the Flanders "Boleyns," Anglican-
ized "Bloyen?"

Query, Did Anna Boleyn, wife of Henry VIII.,

ever spell her name so ? 1 need not to be reminded

that some lexicographers define "Blowen" to be

a rude woman. Query, origin of that appellation,
so used-?

We have been citizens and liverymen of

London from Richard Blowen, who married, at
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the close of the seventeenth century, the sister of

Dr. Hugh Boulter (who became chaplain to

George L, and afterwards Lord Archbishop of

Armagh). BLOWEN.

TOUCHSTONE'S DIAL.

(Vol. ii., p. 405. ; vol. iii., p. 52.)

How is it that Mr. Knight, who so well and so

judiciously exposes the absurdness of attempting
to measure out a poet's imaginings by rule-and-

compass probability, should himself endeavour to

embody and identify Touchstone's dial an ideal

image a mei'e peg on which to hang the fool's

sapient moralizing ?

Surely, whether it was a real moving animated

ipocket watch, that was present to the poet's mind,
or a thumb ring dial, is an inquiry quite as bootless

as the geographical existence of a sea-coast in

Bohemia, or of lions and serpents in the forest of

Ardennes.

When Thaliard engages to take away the .life of

Pericles if he can get him within his "
pistol's

(length," are we seriously to inquire whether the

| weapon was an Italian dagger or an English fire-

arm ? or are we to debate which of the interpre-
tations would be the lesser anachronism?

But your correspondents (Vol. ii., p. 405. and
.

vol. iii., p. 52.) approve of, and confirm Mr.

Knight's suggestion of a ring dial, as though it

were so sell-evident as to admit of no denial.

Nevertheless, neither he nor they have shown any
good reason for its adoption : even its superior

antiquity over the portable time-piece is mere
surmise on their parts, unaccompanied as yet by
any direct proof. In point of fact, the sole argu-

i ment advanced by Mr. Knight why Touchstone's

I
dial should be a ring dial is, that

"
it was not likely

that the fool would have a pocket watch
"

Well, but
it might belong to Celia, carried away with the

"jewels and wealth" she speaks of, and, on account
of the unwieldy size of watches in those days, in-

trusted to the porterage of the able-bodied fool.

When Touchstone said, so very wisely,
" It is

ten o'clock" he used a phrase which, according to

Orlando in the same play, could only properly
apply to a mechanical time-piece. Rosalind asks

Orlando,
" I pray you what is it a clock f" to which

he replies,
" You should ask me what time o day ;

there's no clock in the forest." Again, when

J~acques declares that he did laugh
" an hour by

his dial," do we not immediately recall Falstaff's

similar phrase,
" an hour by Shrewsbury clock ?

"

If it shall be said that the word " dial
"

is more
used in reference to a natural than to a mechanical
indicator of time, I should point, in reply, to

Hotspur's allusion :

" Tho' life did ride upon a dial's point
Still ending with the arrival of an hour."

The "
dial's point," so referred to, must be in

motion, and is therefore the hand or pointer of a
mechanical clock.

A further confirmation that the Shakspearian" dial
" was a piece of mechanism may be seen in

Lafeu's reply to Bertram, when he exclaims,
" Then my dial goes not true,"

using it as a metaphor to imply that his judgment
must have been deceived.

These are some of the considerations that would
induce me to reject Mr. Knight's interpretation,
and, were it necessary to realize the scene between

Jacques and Touchstone at all, I should prefer

doing so by imagining some old turnip-faced
atrocity in clock-making presented to the fool's

lack-lustre eye, than the nice astronomical observa-
tion supposed by Mr. Knight.
The ring-dial, as described by him, and by your

correspondents, is likewise described in most of
the encyclopaedias. It is available for the latitude

of construction only, and was ono doubt common
enough a hundred years ago ; but.it is scarcely an

object as yet for deposit in the British Museum.
A. E. B.

Leeds, Jan. 28. 1851.

The Ring Dial, perhaps the most elegant in

principle of all the forms of sun dial, has not,
I think, fallen into .greater disuse than have sun
dials of other constructions. To describe, in this

place, a modern ring dial, and the method of using
it, would be useless : because it is an instrument
which may be so readily inspected in the shops of
most of the London opticians. Messrs. Troughton
.and Simms, of Fleet Street, make ring dials to a

pattern of about six inches in diameter, costing, in

a case, 21. 5s. They are, in truth, elegant "and
instructive astronomical toys, to say the least of
them

;
and indicate the solar time to the accuracy

of about two minutes, when the sun is pretty high.

Formerly, ring dials were made of a larger
diameter, with much costly graduation bestowed

upon them ; too heavy to be portable, and -too

expensive for the occasion. For example, at the

apartments of the Royal Astronomical Society, at

Somerset House, a ring dial, eighteen inches in

diameter, may be seen, constructed by Abraham
Sharp, contemporary and correspondent of New-
ton and Flamstead

; one similar to which, hazard-

ing a guess, I should say, could not be made under
100/. At the same place also may be seen, be-

longing to Mr. Williams, the assistant- secretary of
the society, a very handsome oriental astrolabe,
about four inches in diameter, richly chased with
Arabic characters and symbols ;

to which instru-

ment, as well as to modern ring dials, the ring
dials described in "NOTES AND QUERIES" (Vol. iii.,

p. 52.) seem to bear relation. If I recollect right,
in one of the tales of the Arabian Nights, the
barber goes out, leaving his customer half shaved,
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to take an observation with his astrolabe, to ascer-

tain if he were operating in a lucky hour. By his

astrolabe, therefore, the barber could find the time

of day ; this, however, I confess I could not pre-
tend to find with the astrolabe in question. King
dials, as I am informed, are in demand to go out

to India, where they are in use among surveyors
and military men ; and, no doubt, such instruments

as the astrolabe above-mentioned, which, though
pretty old, does not pretend to be an antique, are

in use among the educated of the natives all over

the East. ROBERT SNOW.

I send you the particulars'of twojbrass ring dials,

seeing they are claiming some notice from your
learned correspondents, and having recently

bought them of a dealer in old metals.

7-16ths of an inch wide, 1 and 7-16ths over,

3-8ths wide, and 1| over,

567 8 9 10 11 12 S
12 H

8765W43 2 112W.

Easton, Jan. 27. 1851.

WINIFREDA.

J. CLARKE.

(Vol. ii., p. 519. Vol. iii., p. 27.)

Subjoined is a brief notice of the various

printed forms in which the old song called " Wini-
freda" has, from time to time, been brought be-

fore the public. I am indebted for these particu-
lars to a kind friend in the British Museum, but

we have hitherto failed in discovering the author.

1. The song first occurs as a translation from

the ancient British language in D. Lewis's Collec-

tion of Miscellaneous Poems, 8vo. 1726, vol. i.,

p. 53., pointed out by your correspondent, MR.
HICKSON. (Vol. ii., p. 519.)

2ndly. In Watts' Musical Miscellany, vol. vi.,

p. 198. Lond. 1731 ;
it is with the tune, "Eveillez

vous ma belle Endormie," and is called "
Winifreda,

from the ancient language."

3dly. As an engraved song entitled " Colin's

Address;" the words by the Karl of Chesterfield,

set by W. Yates, 1752. The air begins "Away,
&c."

4thly. In 1755, 8vo., appeared Letters concerning

Taste, anonymously, but by John Gilbert Cooper ;

in Letter XIV. pp. 95, 96, he says,
" It was not in my power then to amuse you with

any poetry of my own composition, I shall now take

the liberty to send you, without any apology, an old

song wrote above a hundred years ago by the happy
bridegroom himself."

Cooper then praises the poem, and prints it at

length.

5thly. In 1765, Dr. Percy first published his

Reliques, with the song, as copied from Lewis.

6thly. We find an engraved song, entitled
"
Winifreda, an Address to Conjugal Love," trans-

lated from the ancient British language; set to

music by Signor Giordani, 1780. The air begins,"
Away, &c."

7thly. In Ritson's printed Songs as by Gilbert

Cooper, Park's edition, 1813, vol. i., p. 281., with a
note by the editor referring to Aikin's Vocal Bio-

graphy, p. 152.
;
and mentioning that in the Edin-

burgh Review, vol. xi., p. 37.
" Winifreda" is attri-

buted to the late Mr. Stephens, meaning George
Steevens.

8thly. In Campbell's British Poems, 1819,
vol. vi., p. 93., with a Life of John Gilbert Cooper,
to whom Campbell attributes the

authorship,
stating that he was born in 1723, and died in

1769 ; he was, consequently, only three years old

when the poem was printed, which would settle

the question, even if his disclaimer had been

merely a trick to deceive his friend.

Lord Chesterfield's claim is hardly worth notice
;

his name seems to have been used to promote the

sale of the k '

Engraven old Song ;" and no one can

doubt that he would gladly have avowed a pro-
duction which would have added to his literary
fame.

Whether the problem will ever be solved,

seems very doubtful
;
but I am disposed to think

that the song belongs to a much earlier period,
and that it should be looked for amongst the

works of those poets of whom Izaak Walton has

left us such agreeable reminiscences ;
and whose

simplicity and moral tone are in keeping with

those sentiments of good feeling to which " Wini-
freda" owes its principal attraction.

BRAYBROOKE.

Audley End.

Winifreda (Vol. iii., p. 27.). LORD BRAYBROOKE
has revived a Query which I instituted above

forty years ago (see Gent.'s Magazine for 1808,
vol. Ixxviii., Part i. p. 129.). The correspondent,
C. K., who replied to my letter in the same

magazine, mentioned the appearance of this song
in Dodsley's Letters on Taste (3rd edition, 1757.)
These letters, being edited by John Gilbert Cooper,
doubtless led Aikin, in his collection of songs, and

Park, in his edition of Ritson's English Songs, to

ascribe it to Cooper. That writer speaks of it as

an " old song," and with such warm praise, that

we may fairly suppose it was not his own produc-
tion. C. K. adds, from his own knowledge, that

about the middle of the eighteenth century, he well

remembered a Welsh clergyman repeating the

lines with spirit and pathos, and asserting that

they were written by a native of Wales. The
name of Winifreda gives countenance to this ;

and

the publication by David Lewis, in 1726, referred

to by Bishop Percy, as that in which it first ap-
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peared, also connects the song with the princi-

pality.
An Edinburgh reviewer (vol. xi. p. 37.)

says that it is
" one of the love songs

"
by Stephens

(meaning George Steevens), a strange mistake, as

the poem appeared in print ten years before

Steevens was born.

I notice this error for the purpose of asking

your readers whether many poems by this clever,

witty, and mischievous writer exist, although not,

to use the words of the reviewer,
" in a substan-

tive or collective form ?" " The Frantic Lover,"

referred to in the Edinburgh Review, and con-

sidered by his biographer as "superior to any
similar production in the English language," and

the verses on Elinor Rummin, are the only two

poems of Geoi-ge Steevens which now occur to

me ;
but two or three others are noticed in

Nichols's Literary Anecdotes as his productions.
J. H. M.

to

Did St PauTs Clock strike Thirteen f (Vol. iii.,

p. 40.). MR. CAMPKIN will find some notice of

the popular tradition to which he refers, in the

Antiquarian Repertory, originally published in

1775, and republished in 1807
;
but Idoubt whether

it will satisfactorily answer his inquiries.
I. H. M.

By the bye (Vol. ii., p. 424.). As no one of

your correspondents has answered the Query of

J. R. N"., as to the etymology and meaning of by
the bye and by and by, I send you the following

exposition ;
which I have collected from Richard-

son's Dictionary, and the authorities there re-

ferred to.

Spelman informs us, that in Norfolk there were
in his time thirteen villages with names ending in

by : this By being a Danish word, signifying
"

villa." That a ftye-law, Dan. by-lage, is a law

peculiar to a villa. And thus we have the general

application of bye to any thing ; peculiar, private,

indirect, as distinguished from the direct or main :

as, bye-ways, bye-talk, &c. &c. In the trial of Sir

Walter Raleigh, State Trials, James I., 1 603, are

these words :

" You are fools ; you are on the bye, Raleigh and I

are on the main. We mean to take away the king
and his cubs."

Here the contradistinction is manifest. Lord
Bacon and B. Jonson write, on the by ; as if, on
the way, in passing, indirectly :

"'There is, upon the by, to be noted.' 'Those
who have seluted poetry on the by

' such being a

collateral, and not the main object of pursuit."

This I think is clear and satisfactory.

By and by is quite a different matter. Mr.

Tyrwhitt, upon the line in Chaucer,
" These were his words by and by." R. R. 4581.

interprets
"
separately, distinctly ;" and there are

various other instances in Chaucer admitting the
same interpretation :

" Two yonge knightes ligging by and by."
Kn. T., v. 1016.

" His doughter had a bed all by hireselve,

Right in the same chambre by and by."
The Reves T., v. 4441.

So also in the " Floure and the Leafe," stanzas
9 and 24. The latter I will quote, as it is much
to the purpose :

" The semes (of the surcote) echon,
As it were a maner garnishing,
Was set with emerauds, one and one,

By and by"

But there are more ancient usages, e.g. in

R. Brunne, bearing also the same interpretation.
"The chartre was read ilk poynt bi and bi:"
William had taken the homage of barons "

bi and
bi." He assayed (i e. tried)

" tham (the horses)
In fliid bi"

Richardson's conception is, that there is a sub-
audition in all these expressions ; and that the

meaning is, by point and by point ; by baron and

by baron ; by horse and by horse : one and one, as

Chaucer writes ; each one separately, by him or
i7-self. And thus, that by and by may be ex-

plained, by one and by one; distinctly, both in

space or time. Our modern usage is restricted to

time, as,
" I will do so by and by :" where by and

by is equivalent to anon, i. e. in one (moment,
instant, c.). And so GOOD B'YE.

Bloomsbury.

Clement's Inn (Vol. iii., p. 84.). This inn was
neither " a court of law" nor " an inn of court,"
but "an inn of chancery;" according to the dis-

tinction drawn by Sir John Fortescue, in his De
Laudibus Legum Anglice, chap, xlix., written be-
tween 1460 and 1470.

The evidence of its antiquity is traced back to

an earlier date than 1486 ; for, according to Dug-
dale (Orig., p. 187.), in a Record of Michaelmas,
19 Edward IV., 1479, it is spoken of as then, and
diu ante, an Inn " hominurn Curias Legis tempo-
ralis, necnon honiinum Cousiliariorum ejusdem
Legis."
The early history of the Inns of Court and

Chancery is involved in the greatest obscurity;
and it is difficult to account for the original dif-

ference between the two denominations.

Any facts which your correspondents may be
able to communicate on this subject, or in re-
ference to what were the ten Inns of Chancery
existing in Fortescue's time, but not named by
him, or relating to the history of either of the

Inns, whether of Court or Chancery, will be most

gratefully received by me, and be of important
service at the present time, when I am preparing
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for the press my two next volumes of The Judges

of England. EDWARD Foss.

Street- End House, near Canterbury.

Words are men's daughters (Vol. iii., p. 38.).
I take this to be a proverbial sentence. In the

Gnomologia of Fuller we have " Words are for

women; actions for men" but there is a nearer

approach to it in a letter written by Sir Thomas

Bodley to his librarian about the year 1604. He
says,

" Sir John Parker hath promised more than you have

signified : but words are women, and deeds are men."

It was no doubt an adoption of the worthy knight,
and I shall leave it to others to trace out the true

author hoping it may never be ascribed to an
ancestor of BOLTON CORNJBY.

Passage in St. Mark (Vol. iii., p. 8.). Irenaeus

is considered the best (if not the only) commen-
tator among the very early Fathers upon those

words in Mark xiii. 32. "ou&4 o u&s;" and though
I cannot refer CALMET further than to the author's

works, he can trust the general accuracy of the

following translation :

"Our Lord himself," says he, "the Son of God,

acknowledged that the Father only knew the day and
hour of judgment, declaring expressly, that of that day
and hour knoweth no one, neither the Son, but the

Father only. Now, if the Son himselfwas not ashamed
to leave the knowledge of that day to the Father, but

plainly declared the truth ; neither ought we to be

ashamed to leave to God such questions as are too high
for us. For if any one inquires why the Father, who
communicates in all things to the Son, is yet by our
Lord declared to know alone that day and hour, he

cannot at present find any better, or more decent, or

indeed any other safe answer at all, than this, that

since our Lord is the only teacher of truth, we should

learn of him, that the Father is above all
; for the Son

saith,
' He is greater than I.' The Father, therefore,

is by Our Lord declared to be superior even in know-

ledge also ; to this end, that we, while we continue in

this world, may learn to acknowledge God only to have

perfect knowledge, and leave such questions to him ;

and (put a stop to our presumption), lest curiously in-

quiring into the greatness of the Father, we run at last

into so great a danger, as to ask whether even above
God there be not another God."

BLOWEN.
" And Coxcombs vanquish Berkeley by a Grin

"

(Vol. i., p. 384.). This line is taken from Dr.
Brown's Essay on Satire, part ii. v. 224. The entire

couplet is

" Truth's sacred fort th' exploded laugh shall win,
And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley by a grin."

Dr. Brown's Essay is prefixed to Pope's
"
Essay

on Man" in Warburton's edition of Pope's Works.

(See vol. iii. p. 15., edit. 1770, 8vo.)

Dr. Trnslers Memoirs (Vol. iii., p. 61.). The
first part of Dr. Trusler's Memoirs (Bath, 1806),

mentioned by your correspondent, but which is

not very scarce, is the only one published. I have
the continuation in the Doctor's Autograph, which
is exceedingly entertaining and curious, and full

of anecdotes of his contemporaries. It is closely
written in two 8vo. volumes, and comprises 554

pages, and appears to have been finally revised for

publication. Why it never appeared I do not know.
He was a very extraordinary and ingenious man,
and wrote upon everything, from farriery to

carving. With life in all its varieties he was per-

fectly acquainted, and had personally known almost'

every eminent man of his day. He had expe-
rienced every variety of fortune, but seems to

have died in very reduced circumstances. The
Sentential Variorum referred to by your corre-

rndent
is, I presume, what was published under

title of
" Detached Philosophic Thoughts of near 300 of

the best Writers, Ancient and Modern, on Man, Life,

Death, and Immortality, systematically arranged under
the Authors' Names." 2 vols. 12mo. 1810.

JAS. CROSSLEY.
Manchester, Jan. 25. 1&51.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Dr: Latham seems to have adopted as his literary
motto the dictum of the poet,

" The proper study of mankind is man."

We have recently had occasion to call the attention of

our readers to his learned and interesting volume en-

titled The English Language, a work which affords

proof how deeply he has studied that remarkable

characteristic of our race, which Goldsmith wittily de-

scribed as being
"
given to man to conceal his thoughts."

From the language to The Natural History of the-

Varieties of Man, the transition is an easy one. The
same preliminary studies lead to a mastery of both

divisions of this one great subject : and having so lately

seen how successfully Dr. Latham had pursued his

researches into the languages of the earth, we were

quite prepared to find, as we have done, the same learn-

ing, acumen, and philosophical spirit of investigation

leading to the same satisfactory results in this kindred,

but new field of inquiry. In paying a well-deserved

tribute to his predecessor, Dr. Prichard, whom he de-

scribes as " a physiologist among physiologists, and a

scholar among scholars," and his work as one " which,

by combining the historical, the philological, and the

anatomical methods, should command the attention of

the naturalist, as well as of the scholar," Dr. Latham
has at once done justice to that distinguished man,
and expressed very neatly the opinion which will he

entertained by the great majority of his readers of his

own acquirements, and of the merits of this his last

contribution to our stock of knowledge.
The Family Almanack and Educational Register for

1851, with what its editor justly describes as " its noble

list of grammar schools," to a great extent the " off-

spring of the English Reformation in the sixteenth
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century," will be a very acceptable book to every

parent who belongs to the middle classes of society ;

and who must feel that an endowed school, of which

the masters are bound to produce testimonials of moral

and intellectual fitness, presents the best security for

the acquirement by his sons of a, solid, well-grounded
education.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will sell on Monday
next, and three following days, the valuable antiqua-

rian, miscellaneous, and historical library of the late

Mr. Amyot. The collection contains all the best

works on English history, an important series of the

valuable antiquarian publications of Tom Hearne ; the

first, secondhand fourth editions of Shakspeare, and an

extensive collection of Shakspeariana ; and, in short,

forms an admirably selected library of early English

history and literature.

Catalogues Received Cole (15. Great Turnstile)

List, No. XXXII. of very Cheap Books; W. Pedder

(18. Holywell Street, Strand) Catalogue, Part I. for

1851, of Books Ancient and Modern; J. Wheldon

(4. Paternoster Row) Catalogue of a Valuable Col-

lection of Scientific Books; W. Brown (ISO. Old

Street, London) Catalogue of English Books on

Origin, Rise, Doctrines, Rites, Policy, &c., of the

Church of Rome, &c., the Reformation, &<r.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

Odd Volumes*

DRUMMOND'S HISTORY or NOBLE FAMILIES; Part II. containing
Compton and Arden.

BIBLIOTHEGA SPENCERIANA, Vol. IV.. and Bftssano Collection.

Scott's Novels and Romances, last series, 14 vols., 8vo The
SURGEON'S DAUGHTER.

* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,

to be sent to Mu. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

to

REPLIES RECEIVED. Col. Hcwson True Blue Plafery
Cockade Warming Pans Memoirs of Elizabeth Paternoster

Tackling Forged Papal Bulls By. Hook or by Crook - Cross-

ing Rivers on Skins Frvnte Capi/latd Tandem D. 0. M.
Cranmer's Descendants Histoire des Severances Sinking, of
Swans. Annoy Queen Mary's Lament Touching for the

Evil The Conquest Scandal against Eliza&etb Shipster
Queries on Costume Separation of Sexes in Church Cum
grano Salis St. Paul's Clock Sir John Davis Aver.

H. J. WEBB (Birmingham) has our best thanks for the Paper
he so kindly sent.

NEMO. The book wanted is reported. Will he send his address
to Mr. Bellf

U. U. C. " A Roland for an Oliver
"

is explained in out-

Second Volume, p. 132.

P. S. We should gladly receive any such succinct yet correct
and comprehensive definitions of new terms in science, or new
words in literature, as our correspondent suggests. Will he kindly
set the example ?

T. F. R. (Oriel). What are the coins? In one part they are
spoken oj as farthings, in another as sixpences.

K. R. H. M. received. Next double number.

VOLUME THE SECOND OF NOTES AND QUERIES, with very copious
INDEX, is now ready, price 9s. 6d. strongly bound in cloth. VOL. I.

is reprinted, and may also be had at the same price.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country. Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, $c.,

are, probably, not yet. aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Errata. No. 65. p. 62. 1. 25. for " Sullustius
" read " SaJ-

lustius." No. 66. p. 87. 1.3., for " in 8vo." read " in eights ";
1. 55., erase the comma after "tzelete," ; and for " M.CCCC." read
" mcccc." In the same column for "And" and ''For" read
"and" and "for." A similar correction may be made in the

preceding column, in which remove the comma after
"
style,"

and put a small ia "
Apostoli," and a period at "

Paris,,"

P. 92. 1. 24. for
" humble " read " durable."

SECOND-HAND BOOKS
ON SALE AT

WILLIAMS AND NORGATE'S,
14. Henrietta. Street, Covent Garden,

At the Low Prices marked for prompt payment.

EPISTOL.E OBSCURORUM VIRORUM
aliaque JEvi XVI. Monimenta rarissima. Edited by E.

MUENCH. (Published at 10$. 6rf.) price 5s.

" The best edition, however, is that by Dr. E. Muench, Leipz.,

1827. This contains many important additions, and a copious
historical introduction." S. W. Singer, in NOTES AND QUERIES.

LEGENDA AUREA, vulgo Historia Lom-
bardica dicta Jacobi a Voragino, ad opt. libr. fid", recens. Dr.
T. GR^SSE. In One thick Volume, 8vo. (published at 22s. 6rf.)

&. (post-free 6s. 6tf:)

TA-N-DER HAGEN'S TALES AND LEGENDS.

GESAMMTABENTEUER. 100 Altdeutsclie

Erzahlungen, Ritter- und Pfaft'en- Maeren. One hundred old

German Stories, Tales of Chivalry, and Monk Stories, Legends^

Drolleries, &c. Each story has an introduction and epitome,
various readings,, and notes. 3 thick volumes, 8va. Price 1 /. 1 Os.

HALDERSON'S ICELANDIC LEXICON.
Lexicon Islandico-Latino-Danicum Bixirn. Haldersonii, cura

Er. RASK. 2 vols. 4to., Copenhagen, 1814. (Published at 21. 2s.)

II. 9s.

CASTELLI LEXICON SYRIACUM
ex ejus Lexico heptaglotto cur^ MICHAEUS,. 2 vols. 4to., 1788.

(Published at 21s.) 8s.

SCRIPTURE LINGU2EQUE PHCENI-
CLE MONUMENTA, edita et inedita, illustr. G. GESENIUS.

3 Parts 4to. (48 fae-simile plates) 1837. (Published at 2/L 2s.) 1C*.

A Catalogue of Second-Hand Scientific Works
may be had.

A General Second-Hand Catalogue is in the Press.

Messrs WILLIAMS and NORGATE'* connection with all the

principal second-hand booksellers enables them to procure

SECOND-HAND BOOKS from the. Continent on very reasonable

terms.

WILLIAMS and Now*ATE, 14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

IGNATIUS, BY THE REV. W. CURETON.

Elegantly printed, in royal 8vo., price U. 11s. fid.

CORPUS
IGNATIANUM; or, a Complete

Body of the IGNAT1AN EPISTLES: Genuine, Inter-

polated, and Spurious, according to the three Recensions.

With numerous ExVacts, in Syriac, Greek, and Latin, and an

English jranslation of the Syrian Text ;
and an Introduction

and copious Notes.

By WILLIAM CURETON, M.A., F.R.S.

Of the British Museum ; Canon of Westminster.

BTONGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place.
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DEFENCE Or THE EXECUTION OF MART QUEEN OF
SCOTS.

Allow me to supply a deficiency in my last

volume of Extractsfrom the Registers of the Sta-
tioners'

1

Company, printed by the Shakspeare So-

ciety. It occurs at p. 224., in reference to an
entry of llth Feb., 1587, in the following terms :

" John Wyndett. Lycensed alsoe to him, under the
B. of London hand and Mr. Denham, An Analogic or
Resemblance bet%veene Johane, Queene of Naples, and
Marye, Queene of Scotland."

.

In the note appended to this entry 1 point out
a mistake by Herbert (ii. 1126. of his History of
Printing), who fancied that the Defence of the

Execution of Mary Queen of Scots, and Kyffin's
Blessedness of Britain, were the same work

; and
I add that " the Analogy here entered is not re-
corded among the productions of John Windet's

press." . This is true
;
but Mr. David Laing, of

Edinburgh, has kindly taken the trouble to send

me, all the way from Scotland, a very rare volume,
which proves that the Analogy in question was

printed by Windet in consequence of the registra-
tion, and that it was, in fact, part of a volume
which that printer put forth under the following
title :

" A Defence of the Honorable Sentence and Execu-
tion of the Queene of Scots : exampled with Analogies,
and Diverse Presidents of Emperors, Kings, and Popes.
With the Opinions of learned Men in the Point, &c. ;

together with the Answere to. certaine Objections
made by the favourites of the late Scottish Queene, &c.
At London, printed by John Windet."

It has no date : but it may be supplied by the

entry at Stationers' Hall, and by the subject of the

volume. The first chapter of the work is headed
" An Analogic or Resemblance betweene lone,

queene of Naples, and Marie, queene of Scotland,"
which are the terms of the entry ; and the proba-
bility seems to be, that when Windet took, or sent,
it to be licensed, the book had no other title, and
that the clerk adopted the heading of the first

chapter as that of the whole volume. It consists,
in fact, of eight chapters, besides a "

conclusion,"
and a sort of supplement, with distinct signatures

(beginning with D, and possibly originally form-

ing part of some other work), of Babington's letter

to Mary, her letter to Babington, the heads of a

letter from Mary to Bernardin Mendoza, and
"
points

"
out of other letters, subscribed by Curie.

The whole is a very interesting collection in rela-

tion to the history and end of Mary Queen of

Scots
;
but nobody who had not seen the book

could be aware that the entry in the Stationers'

Registers, of " An Analogic" &c., applied to this

general Defence of her execution. The manner
in which the "

analogy
"

is made out may be seen

by the two first paragraphs, which your readers

may like to see quoted :

"
lone, Queene of Naples, being in love with the

Duke of Tarent, caused, her husband Andrasius (or, as

Vol. ILL No.
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some terme him, Andreas), King of Naples (whom she

little favoured), to be strangled, in the yeare of our

Lord God 1348."

" Marie, Queene of Scotland, being (as appeareth

by the Chronicles of Scotlande and hir owne letters)

in love with the Earle of Bothwell, caused hir husband,
Henrie Lorde Darley, King of Scotland (whome she

made small account of long time before) to be strangled,
and the house where he lodged, called Kirk of Fielde,

to be blowen up with gunpowder, the 10th of Feb-
ruarie in the yeare of our Lord God 1567."

In this way the analogy is pursued through
twelve pages ; but, for my present purpose, it is

not necessary to extract more of it. I beg leave

publicly to express my thanks to Mr. Lain** for

thus enabling me to furnish information which I

should have been glad to supply, had it been in

my power, when I prepared volume 5i. of Extracts

from the Stationers' Registers.
J. PAYNE COLLIER.

DE NAVORSCHER.

An idea recorded in 1841, is to be realized In

1851 which promises, in various ways, to be the

annus mirabilis I

In an appeal to residents at Paris for a trans-

cript of certain inedited notes on Jean Paul

Marana, which are .preserved in the bibliotheque

royale, I made this remark :

u If men of letters, of whatever nation, were more

disposed to interchange commodities in such a manner,
the beneficial effects of it in promoting mutual riches,

would soon become visible." Gent. Mug. xv. 270.

Ni S.

The appeal was unsuccessful, and I could not
but ascribe the failure of it to the want of a con-
venient channel of communication. A remedy is

now provided thanks to the example set at

home, and the enterprising spirit of Mr. Frederik
Muller of Amsterdam.
We contemplate Holland as the school of

classical and oriental literature, and as the studio

of painters and engravers ; we admire her delicate

Elzevirs and her magnificent folios
; we commend

her for the establishment of public libraries, made
available by printed catalogues ; we do justice to the
discoveries of her early navigators; but we had

scarcely heard of her vernacular literature before
the publications of Bosworth, and Bowring.
As M. Van Kampen observes,

" La literature

hollandaise est presque inconnue aux etrangers a
cause de la langue peu repandue qui lui sert

d'organe." Under such circumstances it may be
presumed that many a query will now be made,
and many a new fact elicited. We may expect,
by the means of De Navorscher, the further grati-
fication of rational curiosity, and the improvement
of historical and bibliographic literature.

In assuming that some slight credit may be due
to one who gives public expression to a novel and

plausible idea, it may become me to declare that I

renounce all claim to the substantial merit of

having devised the means of carrying it into effect.

BOLTON CORNET.

A BIDDING AT WEDDINGS IN WALES.

The practice of "
making a bidding

"
and send-

ing
"
bidding letters," of which the following is a

specimen, is so general in most parts of Wales,
that printers usually keep 'the form in type, and
make alteration in it as occasion requires. The
custom is confined to servants and mechanics in

towns; but in the country, farmers of the humbler
sort make biddings. Of late years tea parties have
in Carmarthen been substituted for the bidding ;

but persons attending pay for what they get, and
so incur no obligation ; but givers at a bidding
are expected and generally do return "

all gifts

of the above nature whenever called for on a simi-

lar occasion." When a bidding is made, it is usual

for a large procession to accompany the young
couple to church, and thence to the house where
the bidding is held. Accompanying is considered

an addition to the obligation conferred by the

gift. I have seen, I dare say, six hundred persons
in a wedding procession, and have been in one or

two myself (when a child). The men walk to-

gether and the women together to church; but in

returning they walk in pairs, or often in trios, one

man between two women. The last time I was at

such a wedding I had three strapping wenclies

attached to my person. In the country they ride,

and generally there is a desperate race home to

the bidding, where you would be surprised to see

a comely lass, with Welsh hat on head and ordinary

dress, often take the 'lead of fifty or a hundred

smart fellows over rough roads that would shake

your-Astley riders out of their seatsand propriety.

" Carmarthen, October 2. 1850.

" As we intend to enter the Matrimonial State, on

Tuesday, the 22nd of October instant, we are encou-

raged by our Friends to make a Bidding on the occa-

sion the same day, at the New Market House, near the

Market Place; when and where the favour of your

good and agreeable company is respectfully solicited,

and whatever donation you may be pleased to confer on

us then, will be thankfully received, warmly acknow-

ledged, and cheerfully repaid whenever called for on a>

similar occasion,

By your most obedient Servants,

HENRY JOKES,

(Shoemaker,)

ELIZA DAVIES.

"'The Young Man, his Father (John Jones, Shoe-

maker), his Sister (Mary Jones), *is Grandmother

(Nurse Jones), his Uncle and Aunt < George Jones,
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Painter, and Mary, his wife), and his Aunt (Elizabeth

Itees), desire that all gifts due to them be returned to

the Young Man on the above day, and will be thankful

for all additional favours.

" The Young Woman, her Father and Mother (Evan
Davies, Pig-drover, and Margaret, his wife), and her

Brother and Sisters (John, Hannah, Jane, and Anne

Davies), desire that all gifts of the above nature due to

them be returned to the Young Woman on the above

day, and will be thankful for all additional favours

conferred."

W. SPURRELL.

COLERIDGE S
" RELIGIOUS MUSINGS.

Some readers of " NOTES AND QUERIES" may be
interested in a reading of a few lines in this poem
which varies from that given in Pickering's edition

of the Poems, 1844. In that edition the verses I

refer to stand thus (p. 69) :

For in his own, and in his Father's might,
The Saviour comes ! While as the Thousand Years
Lead up their mystic dance, the Desert shouts !

Old Ocean claps his hands ! The mighty Dead
Rise to new life, whoe'er from earliest time
With conscious zeal had urged Love's wondrous plan,

Coadjutors of God."

I happen to be in possession of these lines as

originally written, in Coleridge's own hand, on a

detached piece of paper. It will be seen that they
have been much altered in the printed edition

above cited. I am now copying from Coleridge's

autograph :

" For in his own, and in his Father's Might,
Heaven blazing in his train, the SAVIOUR comes !

To solemn symphonies of Truth and Love
The THOUSAND YEARS lead up their mystic dance.

Old Ocean claps his hands, the Desert shouts,
And vernal Breezes wafting seraph sounds
Melt the primaeval North. The Mighty Dead
Rise from their tombs, whoe'e[r] from earliest time
With conscious zeal had aided the vast plan
Of Love Almighty.

"

The variations of the printed poem from this

MS. fragment appear to me of sufficient import-
ance to warrant my supposition that many readers
and admirers of Coleridge may be glad to have the

original text restored. II. G. T.

Launceston.

FOLK LORE.

Lammer Beads, Lammer, or Lama beads are
so called from an order of priests of that name
among the western Tartars. The Lamas are ex-

tremely superstitious, and pretend to magic.
Amber was in high repute as a charm during the

plague of London, and was worn by prelates of

the Church. John Baptist Van Helmont (Ternary
of Paradoxes, London, 1650) says, that

" A translucid piece of amber rubbed on the jugular

artery, on the hand wrists, near the instep, and on the

throne of the heart, and then hung about the neck,"

was a most certain preventative of (if not a cure

for) the plague ;
the profound success of which

Van Helmont attributes to its magnetic or sym-
pathetic virtue. BLOWEN.

Engraved Warming-pans. Allow me to add
another illustration to the list furnished by
H. G. T., p. 84. One which I purchased a few

years ago of a cottager at Shotover, in Oxford-

shire, has the royal arms surmounted by C. R.,
and surrounded by

"FEARE COD HONNOR YE KINO, 1662."

The lid and pan are of brass, the handle of iron.

E. B. PRICE.

Queen Elizabeth's Christening Cloth. The men-
tion (in the first No. of your 3rd Vol.) of some
damasked linen which belonged to James II. re-

minds me of a relic which I possess, and the de-

scription of which may interest some of your
readers.

It is the half of Queen Elizabeth's christening
cloth, which came into my possession through a

Mrs. Goodwin. A scrap of paper which accom-

panies it gives the following account of it :

" It was given by an old lady to Mrs. Goodwin ;

she obtained it from one of the StrafFord family, who
was an attendant upon the Queen. The other half

Mrs. Goodwin has seen at High Fernby, in Yorkshire,
a place belonging to the family of the Rooks, in high

preservation. In its original state, it was lined with a

rose-coloured lutestring, with a flounce of the same
about a quarter deep. The old lady being very nota-

ble, found some use for the silk, and used to cover the

ehina which stood in the best parlour with this remains

of antiquity."

The christening cloth is of a thread net, worked
in with blue and yellow silk, and gold cord. It

must have been once very handsome, but is now
somewhat the worse for wear and time. It is about

2| feet wide and 3| feet in length, so that the en-

tire length must have been about 7 feet.

Can any one inform me whether the remaining
half of this interesting relic STILL exists

;
as the

notice attached to it, and mentioning its locality,
must now be fifty years old at least ? II. A. B.

i&tnor

The Breeches Bible. The able and interesting
article on the Breeches Bible which appeared in a

late number of " NOTES AND QUERIES" (Vol. iii.,

p. 17.) is calculated to remove the deep-rooted po-

pular error which affixes great pecuniary value to
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every edition of the Bible in which thewords "made
themselves breeches

"
are to be found, by showing

that such Bibles are generally only worth about
j

as many shillings as they are supposed to be worth

pounds. It is worth noting, with reference to this

translation, that in the valuable early English
version, known as Wickliffe's Bible, just pub-

j

lished by the university of Oxford, the passage !

in Genesis (cap. iii. v. 7.) is translated " thei
j

soweden togidre leeues of a fige tree and maden
hem brechis." EFFESSA.

Origin of the present Race of English. In

Southey's Letters of Espriella (Letter xxiv., p. 274.,
3rd edit.), there is a remark, that the dark hair of

j

the English people, as compared with the Northern
[

Germans, seems to indicate a considerable admix-
[

ture of southern blood. Now, in all modern >

ethnological works, this fact of present complexion !

seems to be entirely overlooked. But it is a fact, i

and deserves attention. Either it is the effect of !

climate, in which case the moral as well as the
j

physical man must have altered from the original \

stock, or it arises from there being more " un-
j

german" blood flowing in English veins than is
i

acknowledged. May I hazard a few conjectures ? !

1. Are we not apt to underrate the number of
Romanised Celts remaining in England after the
Saxon Conquest ? The victors would surely en-

|

slave a vast multitude, and marry many Celtic

women ; while those who fled at the first danger
would gradually return to their old haunts.

Under such circumstances, that the language
should have been changed is no wonder.

2. Long before the Norman Conquest there
was a great intercourse between England and

France, and many settlers from the latter country
came over here. This, by the way, may account
for that gradual change of the Anglo-Saxon lan-

guage mentioned as observable prior to the

Conquest.
3. The army of the Conqueror was recruited

from all parts of France, and was not simply
Norman. When the men who composed it came
into possession of this country, they clearly must I

have sent home for their wives and families ; and

many who took no part in the invasion no doubt
came to share the spoils. Taking this into account, I

we shall find the Norman part of the population to
J

have borne no small proportion to the then in-

habitants of England. It is important to bear in

mind the probable increase of population since

1066 A.D. TERRA MARTIS.

True Blue. I find the following account of this

phrase in my note-book, but I cannot at present
say whence I obtained it :

" The first assumption of the phrase
' true blue' was

by the Covenanters in opposition to the scarlet badge
of Charles I., and hence it was taken by the troops of
Leslie in 1639. The adoption of the colour was one

of those religious pedantries in which the Covenanters
affected a Pharisaical observance of the scriptural let-

ter and the usages of the Hebrews ; and thus, as they
named their children Habakkuk and Zerubbabel, and
their chapels Zion and Ebenezer, they decorated their

persons with blue ribbons because the following sump,
tuary precept was given in the law of Moses :

"
Speak to the children of Israel, and tell them to

make to themselves fringes on the borders of their

garments, putting in them ribbons of blue.'
"

Numb.
xv. 38.

E.L.N.
" By Hook or by Crook" The destruction

caused by the Fire of London, A.D. 1666, during
which some 13,200 houses, &c ,

were burnt down, in

very many cases obliterated all the boundary-marks
requisite to determine the extent of land, and even
the very sites occupied by buildings, previously to

this terrible visitation. When the rubbish was

removed, and the land cleared, the disputes and

entangled claims of those whose houses had been

destroyed, both as to the position and extent of

their property, promised not only interminable

occupation to the courts of law, but made the far

more serious evil of delaying the rebuilding of the

city, until these disputes were settled, inevitable.

Impelled by the necessity of coming to a more

speedy settlement of their respective claims than

could be hoped for from legal process, it was de-

termined that the claims and interests of all per-
sons concerned should be referred to the judgment
and decision of two of the most experienced land-

surveyors of that day, men who had been

thoroughly acquainted with London previously to

the fire ; and in order to escape from the nume-
rous and vast evils which mere delay must occasion,
that the decision of these two arbitrators should

be final and binding. The surveyors appointed to

determine the rights of the various claimants were
Mr. Hook and Mr. Crook, who by the justice of

their decisions gave general satisfaction to the

interested parties, and by their,speedy determina-

tion of the different claims, permitted the rebuild-

ing of the city to proceed without the least delay.
Hence arose the saying above quoted, usually ap-

plied to the extrication of persons or things from

a difficulty. The above anecdote was told the other

evening by an old citizen upwards of eighty, by no

means of an imaginative temperament. J. l3. S.

Putney, Feb. 1. 1851.

[We insert the above, as one of the many explana-
tions which have been given of this very popular

phrase although we believe the correct origin to be

the right of taking fire-bote by hook or by crook. See

NOTES AND QUERIES, Vol. i., pp. 281. and 405.]

Record of Existing Monuments. I have some
time since read your remarks in Vol. iii., p. 14. of
" NOTES AND QUERIES," on the Rev. J. Hewett's

Monumentarum of Exeter Cathedral, and intend in
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a short time to follow the advice you have there

given to "superabundant brass-rubbers," of copy-

ing the inscriptions in the churches and church-

yards of the hundred of Manley. The plan I in-

tend to pursue is, to copy in full every inscription

I

of an earlier date than 1750; also, all more modern
ones which are in any way remarkable as relating
to distinguished persons, or containing any pecu-

liarity worthy of note. The rest I shall reduce

into a tabular form.

The inscriptions of each church I shall arrange
chronologically, and form an alphabetical index to

each inscription in the hundred.

By this means I flatter myself a great mass of

valuable matter may be accumulated, a transcript
of which may not be entirely unworthy of a place
on the shelves of the British Museum.

I have taken the liberty of informing you of my
intention, and beg that if you can suggest to me
any plan which is better calculated for the purpose
than the one I have described, you will do so.

Would it not be possible, if a few persons in each

county were to begin to copy the inscriptions on
the plan that I have described, that in process of

time a copy of every inscription in every church
in England might be ready for reference in our
national library ?

Perhaps you will have the goodness, if you know
of any one who like myself is about to undertake
the task of copying inscriptions in his own neigh-
bourhood, to inform me, that I may communicate
with him, so that, if possible, our plans may be in

unison. EDW. PEACOCK, JUN.
Bottesford Moors, Mess'mgham, Kirton Lindsey.

[We trust the example set by Mr. Hewett, and
now about to be followed by our correspondent, is

destined to find many imitators.]

FIVE QUERIES AND NOTES ON BOOKS, MEN, AND
AUTHORS.

1. Newburgh Hamilton. Can any of your read-

ers inform me who Newburgh Hamilton was ? He
wrote two pieces in my library, viz. (1.) Petticoat

Plotter, a farce in two acts
; acted at Drury Lane

and Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, 1720, 12mo.
This has been mutilated by Henry Ward, a York
comedian, and actually printed by him as his own

production, in the collection of plays and poems
going under his name, published in 1745, 8vo., a

copy of which I purchased at Nassau's sale, many
years since. (2.) The. Doating Lovers, or the Li-
bertine Tamed, a comedy in five acts

;
acted in Lin-

coln's Inn Fields. It is dedicated to the Duchess
of Hamilton and Brandon, whose "

elegant taste

and nice judgment in the most polite entertain-

ments of the age," as well as her "piercing
wit," are eulogised. Accident gave me a copy of

Mr. Hamilton's book-plate, which consists of the
crest and motto of the ducal race ot Hamilton in

a very curious framework, the top being a row
of music-books, whilst the sides and bottom are
decorated with musical instruments, indicative,

probably, of the tastes of Mr. Hamilton.
2. The Children's Petition. I have also a very

extraordinary little book, of which I never saw
another copy. It formerly belonged to Michael
Lort, and is entitled

" The Children's Petition, or a Modest Remon-
strance of that Intolerable Grievance our Youth lie

under, in the accustomed Severities of the School Dis-

cipline of this Nation. Humbly presented to the
Consideration of the Parliament. Licensed Nov. 10.

1669, by Roger L'Estrange. London, 1669. 18mo."

The object of this most singular production is to

put down the flagellation of boys in that particular

part of the body wherein honour is said to be

placed ;
and the arguments adduced are not very

easily answered. The author, whoever he was,
had reason, as well as learning, on his side- I am
not aware of any other copy north the Tweed ;

but there may be copies in some of the libraries

south of that river.

3. Dr.Anthony Horneck. Do any ofthe letters of

the once celebrated Dr. Anthony Horneck exist in

any library, public or private ? His only daughter
married Mr. Barneveldt

;
and his son, who served

with Marlborough, left issue, which failed in the

male line, but still exists in the female line, in the

representative of Henry William Bunting, Esq.,
the caricaturist. The writer of these Queries is

the direct descendant of Mrs. Barneveldt, and is

anxious to know whether any unpublished MSS.
of his ancestors still exist. There was a Philip
Horneck who in 1709 published an ode inscribed

to his excellency the Earl of Wharton, wherein he
is described as LL.B., a copy of which I have.

There can be no doubt he is the individual intro-

duced by Pope in the Dunciad, book iii. line 152. ;

but what I wish to know is, whether he was a sou

of Dr. Horneck, and a brother of the general.
4. In Clifford's History of the Paul of Tixall,

|

the name of the real author of Gaudentio di Lucca

|

is given. Every reliance may be attached to the

i accuracy of the information there given, not only
i on account of the undoubted respectability of the

i author, but from the evident means of knowledge
i which he, as a Roman Catholic of distinction, must

j

have had.

5. The Travels of Baron Munchausen were
written to ridicule Bruce, the Abyssinian traveller,
whose adventures were at the time deemed ficti-

tious. Bruce was a most upright, honest man,
and recorded nothing but what he had seen

; never-

theless, as is always the case, a host of detractors

buzzed about him, and he was so much vexed at

the impeachment of his veracity, that he let them

get their own way. Munchausen, a veritable
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name the real possessor ofwhich died in October,
1817 was assumed, and poor Bruce was traves-

tied very cleverly, but most unjustly. The real

author has not been ascertained
;
but at one time

it was believed to have been James Grahame,
afterwards a Scotch barrister, and author of a

poem of much beauty, called The Sabbath. Cir-

cumstances which came to my knowledge, coupled
with the exceedingly loveable character of

Grahame, render this belief now incredible
;
but

undoubtedly he knew who the real author was.

The copy in my library is in two volumes : the

first, said to be the second edition,
"
considerably

enlarged, and ornamented with twenty explanatory
engravings from original designs," is entitled

Gulliver Revived : or the Vice of Lying properly
exposed, and was printed for the Kearsleys, at.

London, 1793. The second volume is called A
Sequel to the Adventures of Baron Munchausen,
and is described as " a new edition, with twenty
capital copperplates, including the Baron's por-
trait ; humbly dedicated to Mr. Bruce, the

Abyssinian traveller," was published by H. D.

Symonds, Paternoster Row, 1796. I had for

years sought for an original copy of this very sin-

gular work, and I at last was so successful as to

purchase the one above described, which had been

picked tip by a bookseller at the sale of some books

originally forming part of the library at Hoddam
Castle.

On looking over a copy of Sir John Mandeville,
" Printed for J. Osborne, near Dockhead, South-

wark ; and James Hodges, at the Looking Glass, on
London Bridge:"

I observe he gives at least there no account
whatever of his peregrinations to the polar regions;
and the notion of ascribing to him the story of the

frozen words is preposterous. I have not in my
library, but have read, the best edition of Sir

John's Travels (I don't mean the abominable re-

print), but I do not remember anything of the kind

there. Indeed Sir John, like Marco Polo, was

perfectly honest, though some of their informants

may not have been so. J. ME.

The Witches' Prayer. Can you inform me
where I can find the epigram alluded to by Addi-

son, in No. 61. of the Spectator, as " The Witches'

Prayer," which falls into verse either way, only
that it reads "cursing" one way, and "blessing"
the other ? Or is the epigram only a creation of

the pleasing author's fertile imagination ?

DOUBTFUL.
St. John's Wood.

Water-buckets given to Sheriffs. Can any of

your readers inform me the origin of the delivery
of water-buckets, glazed and painted with the city

arms, given to the sheriffs of London and Middle-
sex at the expiration of the year of their shrievalty ?

J. B. K.
Temple.

A Cracow Pike. Can any of your readers tell

me what a Cracow pike is ? I have searched

Meyrick's works on Ancient Armour without

finding any notice of such a weapon ;
but as those

works have no indexes one cannot be certain that
there may not be some mention of it. I shall be

obliged by a description of the Cracow pike, or a
reference to any authorities mentioning it, or its

use. I. H. T.

Meaning of Waste Book. Can you or any of

your readers inform me the origin of the term used
in book-keeping, viz.,

" Waste
"
book ?

I am the book-keeper and cashier in an exten-

sive firm, and I know there is very little wasted

that goes into our books bearing that name.
ONE WHO OFTEN RUNS FOE THE GREAT LEDGER.

MachelVs MS. Collectionsfor Westmoreland and
Cumberland. In the library of the dean and

chapter at Carlisle, are preserved six volumes
in folio, which purport to be Collections for the

History of Westmoreland and Cumberland, made in

the Reign of Charles II., by the Reverend Thomas
Machell. Have these collections been carefully

examined, and their contents made use of in any
topographical publication ?

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Decking Churches at Christmas. Does the

custom of dressing the churches at Christmas with

holly, and other evergreens, prevail in any country
besides England ? L.

Coinage of Germany. I should wish to be re-

ferred to the names of the principal works on the

coinage of Germany; not merely the imperial, but

that of sovereign prelates, abbeys, &c., that struck

money. A. N".

Titles of Peers who are Bishops (Vol. iii.,

p. 23.). Why is Lord Crewe always called so, and

not Bishop of Durham, considering his spiritual

precedency ? Was not Lord Bristol (who was an

Earl) always called Bishop of Derry ? Cx.

At Sixes and Sevens. Shakspeare uses the

well-known adage
" at sixes and sevens;" Ba-

con, Hudibras, Arbuthnot, Swift, all use the

proverb. Why should sixes and sevens be more

congruous with disorder than " twos and threes ?"

and whence comes the saying ? D. C.

Shaking Hands. What is the origin of the

custom of shaking hands in token of friendship ?

And were the clasped hands (now the common

symbol of Benefit Clubs) ever used as a signet,

prior to their adoption as such by the early Chris-

tians in their wedding rings ; or, did these rings
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bear any other motto, or posy, than " Fides an-

nulus castus" (i. e. simplex ct sine gemma) ?

J. SANSOM.

George Steevens^ Can any of your readers in-

form me whether a memoir of George Steevens,
the Shakspearian commentator, ever was pub-
lished ? Of course I have seen the biographical
sketch in the Gentleman s Magazine, the paragraph
in Nichols' Anecdotes, and many like incidental

notices. Steevens, who died in January, 1800, left

the bulk of his property to his cousin, Miss Eliza-

beth Steevens, of Poplar ;
and as there is no re-

servation nor special bequest in the will, I presume
she took possession of his books and manuscripts.
The books were sold by auction

;
but what has

become of the manuscripts ? A. Z.

Extradition. The discussion which was occa-

sioned, some time ago, by the sudden transference

of the word extradition into our diplomatic phra-
seology, must be still in the recollection of your
readers. Some were opposed to this change on
the ground that extradition is not English ;

others

justified its adoption, for the very reason that we
have no corresponding term for it

;
and one gen-

tleman resolved the question by urging that,.
"

si

le mot nest pas Anglais, il merite de Fetre." I
believe there is no reference in " NOTES AND
QUERIES

"
to this controversy ; nor do I now refer

to it with any intention of reviving discussion on.

a point which seems to have been set at rest by
the acquiescence ofpublic opinion. I wish merely
to put one or two Queries, which have been sug-
gested to me by the fact that extradition is now
generally employed as an English word.

1. Is there any contingency in which the mean-

ing of the word extradition may not be sufficiently

expressed by the verb to deliver up, or the sub-
stantive restitution ?

2. If so, how has its place been supplied hereto-
fore in our diplomatic correspondence ?

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, Dec. 1850.

Singing of Metrical Psalms and Hymns in
Churches. -I. When and how did the custom of

singing metrical psalms and hymns in churches

originate? 2. By what authority was it sanc-
tioned ? 3. At what parts of the service were
these psalms and hymns directed to be intro-
duced ? 4. Was this custom contemplated by the

compilers of the Book of Common Prayer ?

ARUN.

Ormonde Portraits. I shall feel much obliged
by information on the following points :

1. Whether any portrait of Thomas Earl of
Ormonde has been published ? He died in the

year 1614.

2. How many engraved portraits of Thomas, the
famous LordOssory, have been issued? their dates,
and the engravers' names.

3. How many engraved portraits of the first and
second Dukes of Ormonde, respectively, have ap-
peared ? their dates, and engravers' names.

JAMES GRAVES.
Kilkenny, Jan. 31. 1851.

Tradescant. In the inscription on the tomb of
the Tradescants in Lambeth churchyard, which it

is proposed to restore as soon as possible, these
two lines occur :

" These famous antiquarians, that had been
Both gardeners to the Rose and Lily queen."

Can any of your readers inform me when the
elder Tradescant came over to England, and when
he was appointed royal gardener ? Was it not in
the reign of Elizabeth ? J. C. B.

Lambeth..

Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Craigs^ L. M. M. R.
is very anxious to.be informed as to the origin of
the name of Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Craigs,
the well-known hill and rocks close to Edinburgh.

Lincoln Missal. Is a manuscript of the missal,

according to the use of the church of Lincoln,
known to exist ? and,, if so, where may it be seen ?

EDWARD PEACOCK, JUN.

MEANING OF

(Vol. iii., p. 66.)

I must beg a very small portion of your space
to reply to your correspondent H. K. S. C., who
criticises so pleasantly my remarks on the meaning
of "

eisell.'^ The question is : Does the meaning
MR. SINGER attaches to this word require in the

passage cited the expression of quantity to make
it definite? I am disposed to think that a definite

quantity may be sometimes understood, in a well-

iefined act, although it be not expressed. On the
other hand, your correspondent should know that

English idiom requires that the name of a river

should be preceded by the definite article, unless

it be personified ;
and that whenever it is used

without the article, it is represented by the personal

pronoun he. Though a man were able " to drink
the Thames dry," he could no more " drink up
Thames "

than he could drink up Neptune, or the

sea-serpent, or do any other impossible feat.

I observed before, that " the notion of drinking

up a river would be both unmeaning and out of

place." I said this, with the conviction that there

was a purpose in everything that Shakspeare
wrote

;
and being still of this persuasion, allow

me to protest against the terms " mere verbiage
"

and u
extravagant rant," which your correspon-

dent applies to the passage in question. The poet
does not present common things as they appear to

all men. Shakspeare's art was equally great,
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whether he spoke with the tongues of madmen

or philosophers. H. K. S. C. cannot conceive why
each feat of daring should be a tame possibility,

save only the last ;
but I say that they are all

possible ;
that it was a daring to do not impossible

but extravagant feats. As far as quantity is con-

cerned, to eat a crocodile would be more than to

eat an ox. Crocodile may be a very delicate meat,

for anything I know to the contrary ;
but I must

confess it appears to me to be introduced as some-

thing loathsome or repulsive, and (on the poet's

part) to gap the absurdity of the preceding feat.

The use made by other writers of a passage is one

of the most valuable kinds of comment. In a bur-

lesque some years ago, I recollect a passage was

brought to a climax with the very words,
" Wilt

eat a crocodile ?
" The immediate and natural

response was : not " the thing's impossible. !

"
but

"
you nasty beast !

" What a descent then from

the drinking up of a river to a merely disagreeable

repast. In the one case the object is clear and

intelligible, and the last feat is suggested by the

not so difficult but little less extravagant preced-

ing one
;
in the other, each is unmeaning (in refer-

ence to the speaker), unsuggested, and uncon-

nected with the other
; and, regarding the order

an artist would observe, out of place.
SAMUEL HICKSON.

St. John's Wood, Jan. 27. 1851.

P.S. In replying to Mr. G. STEPHENS, in refer-

ence to the meaning of a passage in the Tempest,
I expressed a wish that he would give the mean-

ing of what he called a "common ellipsis" "stated

at full." This stands in your columns (Vol. ii.,

p. 499.)
" at first," in which expression I am afraid

he would be puzzled to find any meaning.

I might safely leave H. K. S.C. to the same

gentle correction bestowed upon a neighbour of

his at Brixton some time since, by MR. HICKSON,
but I must not allow him to support his dogmatic
and flippant hypercriticism by falsehood and un-

founded insinuation, and I therefore beg leave to

assure him that I have no claim to the enviable

distinction of being designated as the friend of

MR. HICKSON, to whom I am an utter stranger,

having never seen him, and knowing nothing of

that gentleman but what his very valuable com-
munications to your publication conveys.

I have further to complain of the want of truth

in the very first paragraph of your correspondent's
note : the question respecting the meaning of

"Eisell" does not "remain substantially where
Steevens and Malone left it;" for I have at least

shown that Eisell meant Wormwood, and that

Shakspeare has elsewhere undoubtedly used it in

that sense.

Again : the remark about the fashion of ex-

travagant feats, such as swallowing nauseous

draughts in honour of a mistress, was quite un-
called for. Your correspondent would insinuate
that I attribute to Shakspeare's time " what in

reality belongs to the age of Du Guesclin and the
Troubadours." Does he mean to infer that it did
not in reality equally belong to Shakspeare's age?
or that I was ignorant of its earlier prevalence?
The purport of such remarks is but too obvious

;

but he may rest assured that they will not tend to

strengthen his argument, if argument it can be

called, for I must confess 1 do not understand
what he means by his "

definite quantity." But
the phrase drink up is his stalking-horse ; and,
as he is no doubt familiar with the Nursery
Rhymes*, a passage in them

" Eat up your cake, Jenny,
Drink up your wine."

may perhaps afford him further apt illustration.

The proverb tells us " It is dangerous playing
with edge tools," and so it is with bad puns : he has

shown himself an unskilful engineer in the use of
MR. HICKSON'S canon, with which he was to have
" blown up" MR. HICKSON'S argument and my
proposition ;

with what success may be fairly left

to the judgment of your readers. I will, however,

give him another canon, which may be of use to

him on some future occasion :
" When a probable

solution of a difficulty is to be found by a paral-
lelism in the poet's pages, it is better to adopt it

than to charge him with a blunder of our own

creating."
The allusion to "

breaking Priscian's head"
reminds one of the remark of a witty friend on a

similar occasion, that " there are some heads not

easily broken, but the owners of them have often

the fatuity to run them against stumbling-blocks
of their own making." S. W. SINGER.

DESCENT OF HENRY IV.

(Vol. ii., p. 375.)

Under the head of " Descent of Edward IV.,"

S.A.Y. asks for information concerning "a popular,

though probably groundless tradition," by which

that prince sought to prove his title to the throne

of England. S. A. Y., or his authority, Professor

Millar, is mistaken in ascribing it to Edward IV.

it was Henry IV. who so sought to establish his

claim.

"
Upon Richard II.'s resignation Henry,

Duke of Lancaster, having then a large army in the

kingdom it was impossible for any other title

to be asserted with safety, and he became king under

the title of Henry TV. He was, nevertheless, not ad-

mitted to the crown until he had declared that he

*
Nursery Rhymes, edited by James Orchard Hal-

liwell, P^sq., F.R.S., &c.
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claimed, not as a conqueror (which he was much in-

clined to do), but as a successor descended by right

line of the blood royal And in order to this

he set up a show of two titles : the one upon the pre-

tence of being the first of the blood royal of the entire

male line; whereas the Duke of Clarence (Lionel,

elder brother of John of Gaunt) left only one

daughter, Philippa : the other, by reviving an exploded

rumour, first propagated by John of Gaunt, that Ed-

mond Earl of Lancaster (to whom Henry's mother was

heiress) was in reality the elder brother of King
Edward I., though his parents, on account of his per-

sonal deformity, had imposed him on the world for the

younger." Blackstone s Commentaries, book i. ch. iii.

p. 203. of edit. 1787.

This Edmond, Earl of Lancaster, was succeeded

by his son Thomas, who in the fifteenth year of

the reign of Edward II. was attainted of high
treason. In the first of Edward III. his attainder

was reversed, and his son Henry inherited his

titles, and subsequently was created Duke of

Lancaster. Blanche, daughter of Henry, first

Duke of Lancaster, subsequently became his heir,

and was second wife to John of Gaunt, and mother

to Henry IV.
Edward IV.'s claim to the throne was by descent

from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, third son of Ed-
ward III., his mother being Cicely, youngest

daughter of Ralph Neville, Earl of Westmoreland.

Lionel married Elizabeth de Burgh, an Irish

heiress, who died shortly after, leaving one daugh-
ter, Philippa. As William of Hatfield, second son

of Edward III., died at an early age, without is-

sue, according to all our ideas of hereditary suc-

cession Philippa, only child of Edward III.'s third

son, ought to have inherited before the son of his

fourth son ; and Sir Edward Coke expressly de-

clares, that the right of the crown was in the de-

scent from Philippa, daughter and heir of Lionel,
Duke of Clarence. Henry IV.'s right, however,
was incontestable, being based on overwhelming
might. Philippa married Edward Mortimer, Earl
of March. Rcger, their son, succeeded his father

in his titles, and left one daughter, Anne, who
married Richard, Earl of Cambridge, son of Ed-
mund Langley, Duke of York, which Edmund,
Duke of York, was the fifth son of Edward III. ;

and thus the line of York, though a younger
branch of the royal family, took precedence, de

jure, of the Lancaster line. From this union

sprang Richard, Duke of York, who was killed

under the walls of Sandal Castle, and who left

his titles and pretensions to Edward, afterwards
the fourth king of that name.
The above is taken from several authorities,

among which are Blackstone's Comm., book i.

ch. iii.
;
and Miss Strickland's Lives of the Queens

of England, vols. ii. iii. iv. TEE BEE.

FOSSIL ELK OP IRELAND.

(Vol. ii., p. 494.
;
Vol. iii., p. 26.)

W. R. C. states that he is anxious to col-

lect all possible information as to this once noble
animal. I would have offered the following notes

and references sooner, but that I was confident

that some abler contributor to the pages of " NOTES
AND QUERIES" would have brought out of his

stores much to interest your natural history
readers (whose Queries I regret are so few and
far between), and at the same time elucidate some

points touched upon by W. R. C., as to the period
of its becoming extinct. Perhaps he would favour

me with the particulars of "
its being shot in 1553,"

and a particular reference to the plate alluded to

in the Nuremberg Chronicle, as I have not been
able to recognise in any of its plates the Cervus

Megaceros, and I am disposed to question the

correctness of the statement, that the animal

existed so lately as the period referred to.

There is in the splendid collection of the Royal
Dublin Society (which, unfortunately, is not ar-

ranged as it should be, from want of proper space),
a fine skeleton of this animal, the first perfect one

possessed by any public body in Europe :

" It is perfect" [I quote the admirable memoir drawn

up for the Royal Dublin Society by that able com-

parative anatomist Dr. John Hart, which will amply
repay a perusal by W. R. C., or any other naturalist

who may feel an interest in the subject]
" in every

single bone of the framework which contributes to

form a part of the general outline, the spine, the chest,

the pelvis, and the extremities are all complete in this

respect ; and when surmounted by the head and beau-

tifully expanded antlers, which extend out to a distance

of nearly six feet on either side, form a splendid display
of the reliques of the former grandeur of the animal

kingdom, and carries back the imagination to the

period when whole herds of this noble animal wan-

dered at large over the face of the country."

Until Baron Cuvier published his account of

these remains, they were generally supposed to be

the same as those of the Moose deer or elk of N.
America. (Vide Ann. du Museum d'Histoire Na-

turelle, torn, xii., and Ossemem Fossiles, torn, iv.)

This error seems to have originated with Dr.

Molyneux in 1697. (Vide Phil Trans., vol. xix.)
The perforated rib referred to was presented to

the society by Archdeacon Maunsell, and

" contains an oval opening towards its lower edge,
the long diameter of which is parallel to the length of

the rib, its margin is depressed on the outer and raised

on the inner surface ;
round which there is an irregular

effusion of callus. ... In fact, such a wound as would

be produced by the head of an arrow remaining in the

wound after the shaft had broken off." Hart's Me-

moir, p. 29.

There are in the Museum of Trinity College,

Dublin, a very complete and interesting series of
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antlered skulls of this animal. Should W. R. C.

or any other reader of "NOTES AND QUERIES,"
desire further information on this subject, I will

gladly, if in my power, afford it.

S. P. H. T. (a M. R. D. S.)

ta iHmor
Coverdale Bible (Vol. iii., p. 54.). Your cor-

respondent ECHO is quite right in declaring Mr.
Granville Penn's statement, that Coverdale used

Tyndale's New Test, in his Bible of 1535, to be

quite wrong. Mr. Penn very probably took his

statement from the Preface to D'Oyley and Mant's

Bible, as published by the Christian Knowledge
Society, which contains a very erroneous account

of the earliest English versions.

Tyndale's version of the New Testament was

not incorporated in any version of the whole Bible

till the publication of what is called Matthewe's

Bible in 1537.

For more particular statements confirmed by

proofs, your correspondent may consult Ander-

son's Annals of the English Bible, under the dates

of the respective editions, or his appendix to

vol. ii., pp. viii., ix. ; or Mr. Pearson's biographical
notice of Coverdale, prefixed to the Parker Soc.

edit, of his Remains; or the biographical notice of

Tyndale, prefixed to the Parker Soc. edit, of his

Works, pp. Ixxiv., Ixxv. ;
or Two Letters to Bishop

Marsh on the Independence of the Authorised Ver-

sion, published for me by Hatchard in 1827 and

1828. HENRY WALTER.

Epitaph (Vol. iii., p. 57.). The name of the
" worthie knyght" is Sir Thomas Gravener, as

A. B. R,. might have seen in the printed Catalogue
of the Harleian MSS. Who he was, is a more
difficult question to answer ;

but there was a

family of that name settled in Staffordshire, as

appears from MS. Harl. 1476. fol. 250. The

epitaph in question (at fol. 28 b of the old num-

bering, or 24 b ofthe new, not fol. 25 b.) is inserted

among several short poems written by Sir Thomas

Wyatt; and the epitaph itself has a capital W
affixed to it, as if it were also of his composition :

but I do not find it inserted in Dr. Nott's edition

of his poetical works, in 1816 ; nor does this MS.

appear to have been consulted by Dr. Nott. And
here I may take the liberty of remarking, how de-

sirable it is that your correspondents, in sending

any extracts from old English MSS. to the " NOTES
AND QUERIES," should adhere strictly to the ori-

ginal orthography, or else modernise it altogether.
A. B. R. evidently intends to retain the ancient

spelling ; yet, from haste or inadvertence, he has

committed no less than forty-four literal errors in

transcribing this short epitaph, and three verbal

ones, namely, itt for that (1. 11.), Hys for The

(I. 14.), and or for and (1. 17.). Another curious

source of error may here be pointed out. Nearly
all the MSS. contained in the British Museum
collections are not only distinguished by a number,
but have a press-mark stamped on the back, which
is denoted by Plut. (an abbreviation of Pluteus,

press), with the number and shelf. Thus the

Harleian MS. 78., referred to by A. B. R., stands
in press {Plut.} LXI1I. shelf'E. In consequence
of the Cottonian collection having been originally
designated after the names of the twelve Caesars

(whose busts, together with those of Cleopatra and
Faustina, stood above the presses), it appears to

have been supposed that other classical names
served as references to the remaining portions of
the manuscript department. In A. B. R.'s com-

munication, Plut. is expressed by the name of
Pluto ; in a volume of Miss Strickland's Lives of
the Queens of Scotland, lately published, it is meta-

morphosed into Plutus ; and the late Dr. Adam
Clarke refers to some of Dr. Dee's MSS. in the
Sloane (more correctly, Cottonian) library, under
Plutarch xvi. G! (See Catalogue of his MSS., 8vo.,

1835, p. 62.) The same amusing error is more

formally repeated by Dr. J. F. Payen, in a recent

pamphlet, entitled Nouveaux Documents inedits ou

peu connus sur Montaigne, 8vo., 1850, at p. 24. of
which he refers to Bibl. Egerton, vol. 23., Plu-

tarch, f. 167.," [Plut. CLXV1I. F.], and adds in a

note :

' On sait que dans nos bibliotheques les grandcs
divisions sont marquees par les lettres de 1'alpliabet; an
Musee JBritannique c'est par des noms de personnayes
celebres qu'on les designe." fj..

Probabilism (Vol. iii., p. 61.). Probabilism, so

far as it means the principle of reasoning or acting

upon the opinion of eminent teachers or writers,
was the principle of the Pythagoreans, whose ipse

dixit, speaking of their master, is proverbial ;
and

of Aristotle, in his Topics.
But probabilism, in its strict sense, I presume,

means the doctrine so common among the Jesuits,
200

years ago, and so well stated by Pascal, that

it is lawful to act upon an opinion expressed by a

single writer of weight, though contrary to one's

own opinion, and entirely overbalanced, either in

weight or numbers, by the opinion of other writers.

Jeremy Taylor, in his Ductor Dubitantium, tells

us that this doctrine, though very prevalent, was

quite modern
;
and that the old Casuists, according

to the plain suggestions of common sense, held

directly the contrary, namely, that the less pro-
bable opinion must give way to the more probable.

All this may be no answer to the deeper re-

search, perhaps, of your enquirer, but it may
possibly be interesting to general readers, as

well as the following refined and ingenious

sophism which was used in its support : They
said that all agreed that you could not be wrong
in using the more probable, best supported, opi-
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nion of the two. Now, let that in the particular
case in question be A, and the less probable B.

But the doctrine that you may lawfully take the

less probable in general is the more probable doc-

trine ; meaning at that time the doctrine of the

greater number of authorities : therefore they
said, even upon your principles it is lawful to

take B. C. B.

Old Hewson the Cobbler (Vol. iii., pp. 11. 73.).
The most satisfactory account of " old Hewson "

is the following, extracted from The Loyal Mar-

tyrology, by William Winstanley, small 8vo. 1665,

(p. 123.) :
-

" John Hewson, who, from a cobbler, rose by degrees
to be a colonel, and though a person of no parts either

in body or mind, yet made by Cromwell one of his

pageant lords. He was a fellow fit for any mischief,

and capable of nothing else ; a sordid lump of igno-
rance and impiety, and therefore the more fit to share

in Cromwell's designs, and to act in that horrid inur-

ther of his Majesty. Upon the turn of the times, he

ran away for fear of Squire Dun [the common hang-

man], and (by report) is since dead, and buried at

Amsterdam."

In the collection of songs entitled The Rump,
1666, may be found two ballads relative to Hew-
son, viz.,

" A Hymne to the Gentle Craft ; or

Hewson's Lamentation. To the tune of the Blind

Beggar :

"

" Listen a while to what I shall say
Of a blind cobbler that's gone astray
Out of the parliament's high way,

Good people pity the blind."

" The Cobbler's Last Will and Testament ; or
the Lord Hewson's translation :

"

" To Christians all, I greeting sent],

That they may learn their souls to amend
By viewing of my cobbler's end,"

Lord Hewson's " one eye
"

is a frequent subject
of ridicule in the" political songs of the period.
Thus in The Bloody Bed-roll, or Treason dis-

played in its Colours :

"

" Make room for one-ey'd HEWSON,
A Lord of such account,
'Twas a pretty jest
That such a beast

Should to such honour mount."

The song inquired for by my friend MR. CHAP-
PELL, beginning,

" My name is old Hewson," is

not contained in any of the well-known printed
collections of political songs and ballads, nor is it to
be found among the broadsides preserved in the

King's Pamphlets. A full index to the latter is

now before me, so I make this statement positively,
and to save others the trouble of a search.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.
Old Hewson and Smollett's "Strap" Per-

haps the enclosed extract from an old newspaper

of April, 1809, will throw some light upon this

subject :

" SMOLLETT'S CELEBRATED HUGH STRAP.

" On Sunday was interred, in the burial-ground of
St. Martin's-in-the- Fields, the remains of Hugh Hew-
son, who died at the age of 85. The deceased was a

man of no mean celebrity. He had passed more than

forty years in the parish of St. Martin's, and kept a

hair- dresser's shop, being no less a personage than the

identical Hugh Strap, whom Dr. Smollett rendered so

conspicuously interesting in his life and adventures of
Roderick Random. The deceased was a very intel-

ligent man, and took delight in recounting the scenes

of his early life. He spoke with pleasure of the time
he passed in the service of the Doctor ; and it was his

pride, as well as boast, to say, that he had been edu-
cated at the same seminary with so learned and dis-

tinguished a character. His shop was hung round
with Latin quotations, and he would frequently point
out to his acquaintance the several scenes in Roderick

Random, pertaining to himself, which had their found-

ation, not in the Doctor's inventive fancy, but in truth

and reality. The Doctor's meeting with him at a

barber's shop at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the subsequent
mistake at the Inn, their arrival together in London,
and the assistance they experienced from Strap's friend,

were all of that description. The deceased, to the last,

obtained a comfortable subsistence by his industry, and
of late years had been paid a weekly salary by the in-

habitants of the Adelphi, for keeping the entrances to

Villier's-walk, and securing the promenade from the

intrusion of strangers."
JOHN FKANCIS.

Eodolph Gualter (Vol. iii., p. 8.). From letters

to and from Rodolph Gualter (in Zurich, and

Original Letters, Parker Society} little can be

gathered ;
thus much have I gleaned, that though

mention is oftentimes made of Scotland, yet not

sufficient to identify Gualter as being a native of

that country ; yet it should be observed that he
dedicated his Homilies on the Galatians to the

King of Scotland, Zurich Letters (second series)

cxviii., see also, cxxix., cxxx. These remarks

may tend perchance to put J. C. R. on the right
track for obtaining true information.

N. E. R. (a Subscriber.)

Burning the Hill (Vol. ii., pp.
441. 498.). The

provision for burning out a delinquent miner, con-

tained in the Mendip mine laws, called Lord C. J.

Choke's laws, first appeared in print in 1687
;
at

least I can find no earlier notice of them in any
book ; but as the usages sanctioned by them are

incidentally mentioned in proceedings in the Ex-

chequer in 21 and 22 Elizabeth, they are no doubt
of early date. Article 6. certainly has a very san-

guinary aspect ; but as the thief, whose hut and
tools are to be burnt, is himself to be " banished

from his occupation before the miners for ever,"
it cannot be intended that he should be himself

burnt also. If any instance of the exercise of a
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custom or law so clearly illegal had ever occurred

within recent times, we should have assuredly
found some record of it in the annals of criminal

Ctice,
as the executioner would infallibly have

n hanged. The regulations are probably an

attempt by some private hand to embody the

local customs of the district, so far as regards lead

mining; and they contain the substance of the

usual customs prevalent in most metallic regions,
where mines have been worked ab antiquo. The
first report of the Dean Forest Commission, 1839,
f. 12., adverts to a similar practice among the coal

and iron miners in that forest. It seems to be an

instance of the Droit des arsins, or right of arson,

formerly claimed and exercised to a considerable

extent, and with great solemnity, in Picardy,

Flanders, and other places ;
but I know of no in-

stance in which this wild species of metallifodine

justice has been claimed to apply to anything but

the culprit's local habitation and tools of trade. I

need not add that the custom, even with this

limitation, would now be treated by the courts as

a vulgar error, and handed over to the exclusive

jurisdiction of the legal antiquaries and collectors

of the Juris amoenitates. E. SMIRKE.

" Fronts capillata" SfC. (Vol. Hi., pp. 8. 43.).

The couplet is much older than G. A. S. seems to

think. The author is Dionysius Cato,
"
Catoun,"

as Chaucer calls him in his book, Distichorum de

Moribus, lib. ii. D. xxvi. :

" Rem tibi quam nosces aptam, dimittere noli :

Fronte capillata, post est Occasio calva."

Corp. Poet. Lat., Frankfurt, 1832, p. 1195.

The history of this Dionysius Cato is unknown
;

and it has been hotly disputed whether he were a

Heathen or Christian ;
but he is at least sis old as

the fourth century of the Christian era, being men-
tioned by Vindieianus, chief physician in ordinary
to the emperor, in a letter to Valentinian I.,

A. D. 365. In the illustrations of The Baptistery,

Parker, Oxford, 1842, which are re-engraved from

the originals in the Via Vitce Eternce, designed by
Boetius a Bolswert, the figure of " Occasion

"
is

always drawn with the hair hanging loose in front,

according to the distich. E. A. D.

Time when Herodotus wrote (Vol. ii., p. 405.
;

Vol. iii., p. 30.). The passage in Herodotus
(i. 5.)

is certainly curious, and had escaped my notice,

until pointed out by your correspondent. I am
unable at present to refer to Smith's Dictionary of
Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology ; but

I doubt whether the reading of the poem or title,

in Aristotle's Rhetoric (n. 9. 1.), has received

much attention. In my forthcoming translation

of the "Pseudo-Herodotean Life of Homer" pre-
fixed to the Odysseia (Bohn's Classical Library),
note 1., I have thus given it :

" This is the exposition of the historical researches

of Herodotus of Tkurium" &c.

Now Aristotle makes no remark on the passage
as being unusual, and it therefore inclines me to

think mat, at the time of that philosopher and

critic, both editions were in use.

The date of the building of Thurium is B. c.

444, and Herodotus was there at its foundation,

being then about forty years of age. Most likely
he had published a smaller edition of this book
before that time, bearing the original date from

Halicarnassus, which he revised, enlarged, cor-

rected, and partly re-wrote at Thurium. I think
this would not be difficult to prove ;

and I would
add that this retouching would be found more

apparent at the beginning of the volume than
elsewhere. This may be easily accounted for by
the feeling that modern as .well as ancient authors

have, viz., that of laziness and inertness
; revising

the first 100 pages carefully, but decreasing from
that point. But to return : Later editors, I con-

ceive, erased the word Thurium used by Herodo-

tus, who was piqued and vexed at his native city,
and substituted, or restored, Halicarnassus

; not,

however, changing the text.

A learned friend of mine wished for the biblio-

graphical history of the classics. I told him then,
as I tell the readers of the " NOTES AND QUERIES"
now,

" Search for that history in the pages of the

classics themselves; extend to them the critical

spirit that is applied to our own Chaucer, Shak-

speare, and Milton, and your trouble will not be
in vain. The history of any book (that is the

general history of the gradual development of its

ideas) is written in its own pages." In truth, the

prose classics deserve as much attention as the

poems of Homer.
KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

January 20. 1851.

Herstmonceux Castle (Vol. ii., p. 477.). E. V.

asks for an explanation of certain entries in the

Fine Rolls, A.D. 1199 and 1205, which I can, in

part, supply. The first is a fine for having seisin

of the lands of the deceased mother of the two

suitors, William de Warburton and Ingelram de

Monceaux. As they claim as joint-heirs or par-

ceners, the land must have been subject to parti-

bility, and therefore of socage tenure. If the land

was not in Kent, the entry is a proof that the

exclusive right of primogeniture was not then

universally established, as we know it was not in

the reign of Henry II. See Glanville, lib. vii.

cap. 3.

The next entry records the fine paid for suing
out a writ de rationabili parte against (versus) one

of the above coheirs. The demandant is either

the same coheir named above, viz. Ingelram, al-

tered by a clerical error into Waleram, such

errors being of common occurrence, sometimes

from oscitancy, and sometimes because the clerk

had to guess at the extended form of a contracted

name, or he is a descendant and heir of Ingelram,
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claiming the share of his ancestor. I incline to
|

adopt the former explanation of the two here sug-
1

gested. The form of writ is in the Register of Writs,

;

and corresponds exactly with the abridged note of i

it in the Fine Roll. The "
esnecia," mentioned in

j

the last entry (not extracted by E. V.), is the
|

majorat or senior heir's perquisite of the capital i

mansion. E. V. will pardon me for saying, that
[

his translation of the passages is a little deficient

in exactness. As to E. V.'s query 4., does he

think it worth while to go further in search of a

reason for calling the bedroom floor of Herstmon-
ceux Castle by the name of Bethlem, when the

early spelling and common and constant pronun-
ciation of the word supply so plausible an ex- '

planation ? I myself knew, in my earliest days,
a house where that department was constantly so

nicknamed. But there certainly may be a more
recondite origin of the name

;
and something may

depend on the date at which he finds it first ap-

plied. E. SMIRKE.

Camden and Curwen Families (Vol. iii,, p. 89.).,

Camden's mother was. Elizabeth, daughter of

Gyles Curwen, of Poulton Hall, in the county of

Lancaster. In the " visitation
"

of Lancashire

made in 1613, it is stated that this Gyles Curwen
was " descended from Curwen of Workenton in

co. Cumberland ;" but the descent is not given, and
I presume it rests merely on tradition.

LLEWELLYN.

Joan Sanderson, or the Cushion Dance (Vol. ii.,

p. 517.). Your correspondent MAC asks for the

"correct date" of the Cushion Dance. Searching
out the history and origin of an old custom or

ballad is like endeavouring to ascertain the source

and flight of December's snow. I am afraid MAC
will not obtain what he now wishes for.

The earliest mention, that I have noticed, of

this popular old dance occurs in Heywood's play,
A Woman kiWd with Kindness, 1600. Nicholas,
one of the characters, says :

" I have, ere now, deserved a cushion : call for the

Cushion Dance,"

The musical notes are preserved in The English
Dancing Master, 1686; in The Harmonicon, a
musical journal ; in Davies Gilbert's Christmas
Carols (2nd edition) ;

and in Chappell's National

English Melodies. In the first-named work it is

called " Joan Sanderson, or the Cushion Dance,
an old Round Dance."

In a curious collection of old songs and tunes,
Neder-Landtsche Oedenek -clank door Adrianum
Valerium, printed at Haerlem in 1626, is preserved
a tune called " Sweet Margaret," which, upon
examination, proves to be the same as the Cushion
Dance. This favourite dance was well known in

Holland in the early part of the seventeenth cen-

tury, and an interesting engraving of it may be

seen in the Emblems of John de Brunnes, printed
at Amsterdam in 1624.
The last-named work (a copy of the edition of

1661 of which is now before me) is exceedingly
curious to the lovers of our popular sports and

pastimes. The engravings are by William Pass,
C. Blon, &c., and among them are representations
of Kiss in the Ring, the game of Forfeits, rolling
Snow-balls, the Interior of a Barber's Shop, with
citherns and lutes hanging against the wall, for the
use of the customers, &c.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

North Sides of Churchyards (Vol. ii., p. 93.).
In an appendix to our registers I find the follow-

ing entry, where I conceive the backside means the

northside. Though now the whole of our church-

yard is so full that we have much difficulty in

finding any new ground, what we do find, how-

ever, is on the north side.

"
1750, Oct. 23. One Mary Davies, of Pentrobin,

single woman, though excommunicated with the

Greater Excommunication, was on this day, within night,
on account of some particular circumstances alleged

by neighbours of credit in her favour (as to her re-

solving to come and reconcile herself, and do penance
if she recovered), indulged by being interred on the

backside the church, but no service or tolling allowed."

From this I conclude that here at least there

was no part of the churchyard left unconsecrated
for the burial of persons excommunicate, as one
of your correspondents suggests ;

or burial in such

place would have been no indulgence, as evidently
it was regarded in this case. It would be interest-

ing
to ascertain from accredited instances how late

this power of excommunication has been exercised,
and thereby how long it has really been in abey-
ance. I expect the period would not be found so

great as is generally imagined.
WALDEGRAVE BREWSTEE.

Antiquitas Sceculi JuventusMundi (Vol. ii., p. 466.).

Dugald Stewart, in his Dissertation prefixed
to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, ed. 7., p. 30.,

points out two passages of writers anterior to

Lord Bacon, in which this thought occurs. The
first is in his namesake, Roger Bacon, who died in

1292:
" Quanto juniores tanto perspicaciores, quia juniores

posteriores successione temporum ingrediuntur labores

priorum." Opus M'tjus, p. 9. ed. Jebb.

The Opus Majns of Roger Bacon was not, how-

ever, printed until the last century, and could not

have been known to Lord Bacon unless he had
read it in manuscript.
The second is from Ludovicus Vives, De Cans.

Corrupt. Art., lib. i., of which Mr. Stewart gives
the following version :

" The similitude which many have fancied between
the superiority of the moderns to the ancients, and the

elevation of a dwarf on the back of a giant, is alto-
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gether false and puerile. Neither were they giants,

nor are we dwarfs, but all of us men of the same stand-

ard ; and we, the taller of the two, by adding their

height to our own. Provided always that we do not

yield to them in study, attention, vigilance, and love

of truth; for if these qualities be wanting, so far from

mounting on the giant's shoulders, we throw away the

advantages of our own just stature, by remaining pros-
trate on the ground."

Ludovicus Vivcs, the eminent Spanish writer,

died in 1540, and therefore preceded the active

period of Lord Bacon's mind by about half a

century.
Mr. Stewart likewise cites the following sen-

tences of Seneca, which, however, can hardly be
said to contain the germ of this thought :

" Veniet tempus quo ista qua? nunc latent, in lucem
dies extrahet, et longioris aovi diligentia. . . . Veniet

tempus, quo poster! nostri tarn aperta nos nescisse mi-

rabuntur." Quast. Nat. vii. 25.

L.

Umbrella (Vol. i., p. 414.
;
Vol. ii., pp. 25. 93.

126.346.491.523.; Vol. Hi., p. 37.). Although
I conceive that ample proof has been given in

your columns that umbrellas were generally known
at an earlier period than had been commonly sup-

posed, yet the following additional facts may not

perhaps be unacceptable to your readers.

In Bailey's Dictionary, vol. i. (8th edit. 1737),
are these articles :

" PARASOL, a sort of small canopy or umbrella, to

keep off the rain."
" UMBELLA, a little shadow; an umbrella, bon-grace,

skreen-fan, &c., which women bear in their hands to

shade them."
" UMBELLIFOROUS Plants [among botanists]. Plants

which have round tufts, or small stalks standing upon
greater ;

or have their tops branched and spread like a

lady's umbrella."

"UMBRELLO \_Ombrelle, F. ; Ombrella, Ital. of Um-
bella, or Umbrecula, L.], a sort of skreen that is held

over the head for preserving from the sun or rain ; also

a wooden frame covered with cloth or stuff, to keep off

the sun from a window."

In Bailey's Dictionary, vol. ii. (3rd edit. 1737),
is the following :

" UMBELLATED [Umbellatus, L.] ; bossed. In botan.

writ, is said of flowers when many of them grow to-

gether, disposed somewhat like an umbrella. The make
is a sort of broad, roundish surface of the whole, &c.

&c."

Horace Walpole (Memoirs of the Reign of
George II., vol. Hi. p. 153.), narrating the punish-
ment of Dr. Shebbeare for a libel, 5th December,
1758, says,

" The man stood in the pillory, having a footman

holding an umbrella to keep off the rain."

In Burrow's Reports (vol. ii. p. 792.) is an
account of the proceedings in the Court of King's
Bench against Arthur Beardmore, under-sherilF of

Middlesex, for contempt of court in remitting
part of the sentence on Dr. Shebbeare. The affi-

davits produced by the Attorney-General stated

" That the defendant only stood upon the platform of
the pillory, unconfined, and at his ease, attended by a

servant in livery (which servant and livery were hired
for this occasion only) holding an umbrella over his

head, all the time :

"

and Mr. Justice Dennison, in pronouncing sen-

tence on Beardmore, did not omit to allude to the
umbrella. C. II. COOPER.

Cambridge, January 25. 1851.

Form of Prayer at the Healing (Vol. iii., p. 42.).
A copy of this service of an earlier date than,

those mentioned is before me,. It was printed in

folio at the Hague, 1650 ;
and is appended to "a

Form of Prayer used in King Charles II.'s Chap-
pel upon Tuesdays, in the times of his trouble and
distress." Charles I. was executed on that day of

the week. J. H. M.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

"
Thoughts take up no room," saith Jeremy Collier,

in a curious passage which Mr. Elmes has adopted as

the motto of a pretty little volume, which he has just

put forth under the following characteristic title :

HorcK VacivcR, a Thought-book of the Wise Spirits of all

Ages and all Countries, fit for all Men and all Hours.

The work appears to have furnished a source of occu-

pation to its editor when partially recovering from a

deprivation of sight. It is well described by him as a
"

Spicilegium of golden thoughts of wise spirits, who,

though dead, yet speak ;

" and being printed in \Vhit-

tingham's quaintest style, and suitably bound, this

Thought-book is as externally tempting as it is intrin-

sically valuable.

The Calendar of the Anglican Church Illustrated, with

Brief Accounts ofthe Saints who have Churches dedicated in

their Names, or whose Images are most frequently met with

in England ; the Early Christian and Mediaeval Symbols ;

and an Index of Emblems, is sufficiently described in

its title-page. The editor very properly explains that

the work is of an archaeological, not of a theological cha-

racter and as such it is certainly one which English

archaeologists and ecclesiologists have long wanted.

The editor, while judiciously availing himself of the

labours of Alt, Radowitz, Didron, and other foreign

writers, has not spared his own, having, with the view

to one portion of it, compiled a list of all the churches

in England, with the saints after whom they were

named. This is sufficient to show that the work is

one of research, and consequently of value ;
that

value being materially increased by the numerous
woodcuts admirably engraved by Mr. O. Jewitt, with

which it is illustrated.

Books Received Helena, The Physician's Orphan.
The third number of Mrs. Clarke's interesting series

of tales, entitled, The Girlhood of Shakspeare's Heroinet.
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Every-day Wonders, or Facts in Physiology which all

should know : a very successful endeavour to present a

few of the truths of that science which treats of the

structure of the human body, and of the adaptation of

the external world to it in such a form as that they be

readily apprehended. Great pains have been taken

that the information imparted should be accurate ; and!

it is made more intelligible by means of some admir-

able woodcuts.

Catalogues Received. John Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) No. 18. of Catalogues of Books Old and New;
J. Russell Smith's (4. Old Compton Street) Catalogue
Part II. of an Extensive Collection of Choice, Useful,

and Curious Books.

BOOKS ANp ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

RECHERCHE9 HlSTORIQUES SUR LES CONGREGATIONS HoSPITA-
LIERS DES FRERES PoNTiFES. A. GiifeGOiRR. Paris, 18l8 t

8vo. 72 pp.
SEPULCHRAL MEMORIALS OF A MARKET TOWN, by DAWSON
TURNER. Yarmouth, 1848.

STEPHEN'S CENTRAL AMERICA, 2 vols. 8vo. plates.
WHAKTONI ANGLIA SACRA. The best edition.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GR. Ex recensione Greisbaeh, cum var.
lect. 4 vols. 4to. Leipsic, 1806 or 1803. Engraved Frontispiece.

LARDNER ON TE TRINITY.
GOODRIDGE, JOHN, THE PHCENIX

; or, Reasons for believing that
the Comet, &c. London, 1781, 8vo.

*+* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

tcr

We. have many articles in type which we are compelled, by want
Of space, to postpone until next week, when the publication of our
double number will enable us to insert many interesting commu-
nications which are only waitingfor room,

REPLIES RECEIVED. St. Pancras Daresbury Plafery
Touching for the Evil Munchaustn Cold Harbour Land-
wnde Church Bacon and Fagan Sours Dark Cottage. Fine
by Degrees Simon Bache Away let nought Mythology of the
Stars Adur Burying in Church Walls Sir Cloudesle.y
Shovel Lynch Law Cardinal's Monument Inns of Court
True Blue Averia Dragons Brandon the Juggler Words
are Men's Daughters Sonnet by Milton -Dryden's Essay upon
Satire Ring Dials Sir Hilary Arthur Massinger Cran-
mer's Descendants Post Conquestum Prince of Wales' Fea-
thers Verbum GrcBcum Visions of Hell Musical Plagiarism

Lady Bingham Cockade Saint Paul's Clock By and by
Aristophanes on the Modern Stage.

LiTURGfcus,w;Ao writes on the subject of the letters M. and N. in
the Catechism and Marriage Service, is referred to our First

Volume, pp. 415. and 468.

F. M. B. Hicks' Hall was so called from Us builder, Sir Baptist
Hicks, aftenvfirds Viscount Camden'; and the name of the Old
Bailey, says Stow,

"
is likely to have arisen of some Count of old

time there kept." See Cunningham's Handbook of London.
K. R. H. M. received.

E. T. (Liverpool). We propose to issue a volume similar to
our first and second, at the termination of every half-year.

E. S. T. T. For origin of
"
Tempora mutantur," &c.,

see our First Volume, pp. 234. 419.

GEORGE PETIT. The book called Elegantiae Latinse, ptcblished
tinder the name of the learned Joh. Meursius, was written by
Charier of Grenoble. Meursius had no share in it.

H. A. R. Much information concerning the general and social
condition of Lunatics before 1828, will be found in Reports of
Committees of House of Commons of 1815, 1816, and 1827, and of
the House of Lords of 1828.

A. C. P. 7'he explanationfurnished is one about which there can
be no doubt, butfor obvious reasons we do not insert it.

K. R. H. M. We cannot promise until we see the article ; but,
if brief, we shall have every disposition to insert it.

C. H. P. Surely there is no doubt that Lord Howard of
Effingham, who commanded the Armada, was a Protestant.

VOLUME THE SECOND OF NOTES AND QUERIES, with very copious
INOEX, is noio ready, price 9s. 6d. strongly bound in cloth. VOL. I.

is reprinted, and may also be had at the same price.

NOTES ANI> QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ouglit not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, tyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communications for the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES sliould
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Erratum. No. 65. p. 67. col. 2. 1. 12., for
"
inert

" read "meet."

MR. T. ETCHARDS (late of St. Martin's
Lane), PRINTER, and Agent to the PERCY and HAKLUYT

SOCIETIES, has removed to 37. Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-
Inn-Fields, where he respectfully requests all Letters may be
addressed to him.

WHERE shall we go this morning ? Such 19

usually the query over the breakfast table with visitors
to London. Let us answer the question. If you can admire the
most beautiful specimens of PAPIER MAC-HE MANUFAC-
TURE which are produced in this country, displayed in the most
attractive forms if you want a handsome or useful dressing-
case, work-box, or writing-desk, if you need any requisite for the
work-table or toilet, or if you desire to see one o< the most elegant
emporiums in London then you will go to MECHl'S, 4. Lea-
denhall-street, near the India-house, in whose show-rooms you
may lounge away an hour very pleasantly.

Messrs. Hope and Co.'s New Publications.

FAC-SIMILE AUTOGRAPH LETTERS
of JUNIUS, LORD CHESTERFIELD, and MRS.

DAGRALLES ; fhewins that the Wife of Mr. Solomon Dagralles
was the Amanuensis employed in copying the Letters of Junius for

the Printer. With a Postscript to the first e<say on Junius and
his -works. By WILLIAM CRAMP, author of the "

Philosophy of

Language." Price 2s.

II.

THE STATESMAN'S PORTFOLIO AND
PARLIAMENTARY REVIEW: Consisting of Original Arti-

cles and Correspondence on all the important Topics of the day,
with a Review of Parliamentary Business. Invaluable to States-

men and others interested in the Acts of the British Senate. On
the 1st of March, to be continued monthly, price Is.

London : HOPE and Co., 16. Great Marlborough Street.

Price Id., by Post Id., or 5*. per Hundred for Distribution.

WESTMINSTER
AND DR. WISEMAN

;

or, FACTS v. FICTION. By WILLIAM PAGE WOOD,
Esq , M.P., Q. C. Reprinted from Thetimes, with an Advertise-

ment on the subject of the WESTMINSTER SPIRITUAL AID FUND,
and more especially on the Duty and Justine of applying the
Revenues of the suspended Stalls of the Abbey for the adequate
Endowment of the District Churches in the immediate neigh-
bourhood.

Second Edition, with an Appendix.

London: GEORGE BELL, 18<3. Fleet Street; Messrs. RIVINGTONS,
St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo Place ; and THOMAS
HATCHARD, 187. Piccadilly ; and by Order of all Booksellers.
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THE

(22d Ed., 1812.)

Finding that my copy of The Rolliad (" NOTES
AND QUERIES," Vol. ii., p. 373.) contains; fuller

information regarding the authors than has yet

appeared in your valuable periodical, I forward

you a transcript of the MS. notes, most of which

are certified by the initial of Dr Lawrence, from

whose copy all of them were taken by the indi-

vidual who gave me the volume,
W. C. TREVELYA.N.

Wallington, Morpeth.

Advertisement. Dr, Lawrence.

Advertisement to 4th Edition. Do>

Explanation of Frontispiece and Title. Do>

Dedication. Do.

Rollo Family. E. T. and R. " This was the. piece

first published, and the origin of all that followed."

Extract from Dedication. Fitzpatrick,
" The title

of these verses gave rise to the veliicle of Criticisms on

The RoUiad."L.

Criticisms.

No. 1. Ellis. The passage in p, 2
,.
from "His

first exploit" to "what it loses in sublimity," "in-

serted by Dr. L. to preserve the parody of Virgil, and

break this number with one more poetical passage."

L.

No 2. Ellis. " This vehicle of pditical satire

not proving immediately impressive, was here aban-

doned by its original projector, who did not take it up

again till the second part." L.

No 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Dr. Lawrence.

G. Ellis.

Richardson.

Fitzpatridc.
Dr. Lawrence*
Do.
Do.

Fitzpatrick.
Richardson.

Do.

Fitzpatrick.
Dr. Lawrence.

Do.

Verses on Mr. Dundas by

VOL. III. tfo. 69.
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The French Inscriptions by Ellis.

PART II.

No. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Ellis.

Do.
Richardson.

Do.

Fitzpatrick.
R d.

Dr. Lawrence.

The passage commencing
" The learned Mr. Daniel

Barrington," to "
drawing a long bow," " inserted

by R d under the verbal suggestions of Dr.

Lawrence."

The Rose. Dr. Lawrence.

The Lyan. Fitzpatrick.

Magaret Nicholson. Lines 2 12. by Dr. Lawrence;
the rest by A. (Adair.)

Charles Jenkinson. Ellis.

Jekyll. Lines 73. to 100., "inserted by Tickle;"
156. to end, "altered and enlarged by Tickle;" the

rest by Lord J. Townsend. (At the end of Jekyll is

the note which I have already sent to the " NOTES Ann

QUERIES/' Vol. ii., p. 373. W. C. T.)

Probationary Odes.

Preliminary Discourse. G. Ellis or Tickle. Q,.

Thoughts on Ode-writing. Tickle.

Recommendatory Testimonies. Tickle. " I believe

all the Testimonies are his, unless the last be by
Lord John Townsend." L.

Warton's Ascension. Tickle.

Laureat Election. Richardson. *' The first sugges-
tion of the vehicle for Probationary Odes for the Lau-

reatship came (as I understood, for I was not present)
from the Rev. Dudley Bate." L.

Irregular Ode. Tickle.

Ode on New Year. Ellis.

Ode No. 3. Dudley Bate.

4. Richardson.

6. Anonymous, communicated by Tickle.

7. Anonymous.
8. " Brummell." " Some slight correc-

tions were made by L., and one or

two lines supplied by others." L.

9. Tickle. " The first draft of this ode
was by Stratford Canning, a mer-
chant in the city ; but of his original

performance little or nothing re-

mains except five or six lines in the

third Stanza." L.

10. "Pearce, (I believe) Brother-in-law
of Dudley Bate." L.

11. " Boscawen, (I believe) afterwards of

the Victualling Office, communi-
cated by Tickle." L.

12. Lord John Townsend. "Three or

four lines in the last stanza, and

perhaps one or two in some of the

former, were inserted by Tickle.'
- JL'.

13. "
Anonymous, sent by the Post." L

Ode No. 14. "The Rev. O'Byrne.
' This political Parson's a * B'liever! most odd !

He b'lieves he's a Poet, but don't b'lieve in

God !

' Sheridan.

* Dr. O'B. pronounces the word
believe in this manner."

15. Fitzpatrick.
16. Dr. Lawrence.

17. Genl. Burgoyne.
18. R d.

1 9. Richardson.

20. Ellis.

21. Address. Dr.Lawrence. For "William
York" read "William Ebor."

Pindaric Ode. Dr Lawrence.
22. The Prose and Proclamation, "by

Tickle or Richardson." L.

Table of Instructions. Tickle or Richardson.

Political Miscellanies.

To the Public. R d.

Odes to W. Pitt. Fitzpatrick.

My Own Translation, prefixed to Ode 2nd. Dr.

Lawrence.
The Statesmen. R d.

Rondeau. Dr. Lawrence.
In the third Rondeau, for "

pining in his spleen"
read "

moving honest spleen." L. All the Rondeaus
are by Dr. L.

The Delavaliad. Richardson.

Epigrams. Tickle and Richardson.

Lord Graham's Diary.
"
Tickle, I believe." L.

Lord Mulgrave's Essays. Ellis.

Anecdotes of Pitt. G. Ellis.

A Tale. Sheridan.

Morals. Richardson.

Dialogue. Lord John Townsend.

Pretty mania.

Epigrams.
No. 1. Dr. Lawrence.

32. Do.
33. Do.
37. Do.

Foreign Epigrams.

No. 1. Ellis.

2. Rev. O'Byrne.
3. Do.
4. Do.
5. Do.
6. Dr. Lawrence.
7. Do.
8. Do.
9. Do.

10. Do.
1 1 . Tickle.

1 2. Do.
" Most of the English Epigrams unmarked are by

Tickle, some by Richardson, D. Bate, R d, and

others." L.

Advertisement Extraordinary. Dr. Lawrence.

Paragraph Office. Do.
Pitt and Pinetti. "

Ellis, I believe." L.

The Westminster Guide. Genl. Burgoyne.
A new Ballad. Lord J. Townsend or Tickle.
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Epigrams on Sir Elijah Itripey. R d.

by Mr. Wilberforco. Ellis.

Original Letter. A. (Adair.)

Congratulatory Ode. Courtenay.
Ode to Sir Elijah Impey.

" Anonymous I be-

lieve L. J. Townsend." L.

Song, to tune " Let the Sultan Saladin." R d.

A new Song,
"
Billy's Budget." Fitzpatrick.

Epigrams. R d.

Ministerial Facts. " Ld. J. Townsejid, I believe."

L.

Journal of the Right Hon. H. Dundas.
To end of March 7th. Tierney.

March 9th and 10th. Dr. Lawrence.
March llth. Tierney.
March 1 2th and 13th. C. Grey.
March 14th. Tierney.

" This came out in numbers, or rather in continua-

tions, in the Newspaper." L.
Incantation. Fitzpatrick.
Translations. "

Tickle, Richardson, R d, and
others." L.

The "Memoranda" &c. respecting The Ilolliad,
at Vol. ii., p. 439., recalled to my recollection a
" Note "

made several years back ; but the

"Query" was, where to find that Note? How-
ever, I made a mental note,

" when found," to
forward it to you, and by the merest chance it

has turned up, or rather, out ;
for it fell from

within an old "Common Place Book," when J
must not take credit for being in search of it, but,
in fact, in quest of another note. Should you
consider it likely to interest either your corres-

pondents, contributors, or readers, you are much
welcome to it ; and in that case, to have troubled

you with this will not be regretted by C. W.
Stoke, Bucks.

The Rolliad. ( Memorandum in Sir James Ma-ckin-

to&h's copy of that work. )

"
Bombay, 23rd June, 1804.

" Before I left London in February last, I received
from my old friend, T. Courtenay, Esq., M.P., notes,
of which the following is a copy, giving account of the
Authors of The Rolliad, and of the series of Political
Satires which followed it :

Extract from Dedication. Fitzpatrick.
Nos. 1. 2. G. Ellis.

No. 3. Dr. Lawrence.
No. 4. J. Richardson.
No. 5. Fitzpatrick.
Nos. 6. 7. 8. Dr. Lawrence.
No. 9. Fitzpatrick.
Nos. 10. 11. J. Richardson.
No. 12. Fitzpatrick.
Nos. 13. 14. Dr. Lawrence.

PART II.

Nos. 1.2. G. Ellis.

Nos. 3. 4. J. Richardson.
No. 5. Fitzpatrick.
No. 6. Read.
No. 7. Dr. Laurence?.

Political Eclogues.

Rose. Fitzpatrick.
The Lyan. Do.

Margaret Nicholson. R. Adair.

C. Jenkinson. G. Ellis.

Jekyll. Lord J. Townsend and Tickell.

Probationary Odfs.

No. 1. Tickell.

2. G. Ellis.

3. H. B. Dudley.
4. J. Richardson.

5. J. Ellis. ?G.
6. Unknowi).
7. (Mason's). Do;
8. Brummell.
9. Sketched by Canning, the Eton Boy,

finished by Tickell.

10. Pearce. ?

11. Boscawen.

12. Lord J. Townsend.
13. Unknown. Mr. C. believes it to be Mrs.

Debbing, wife of Genl. D.

14. Rev. Mr. O'Byrne.
1 5. Fitzpatrick.
16. Dr. Lawrence.
17. Genl. Burgoyne.
18. Read.

19. Richardson.

20. G. Ellis.

21. Do.
22. Do.

" If eyer my books should escape this obscure corner,

the above memorandum will interest some curious

collector. JAMES MACKINTOSH.
!t The above list, as far as it relates to Richardson, is

confirmed by his .printed Life, from which I took a

note at Lord J. Townsend's four days ago.
"J. MACKINTOSH. 18 Nov., 1823.

NOTE ON PAIAMON AND ARCITE.

It has probably often been remarked as some-
what curious, that Chaucer, in describing the ar-

rival of Palamon and Arcite at Athens, mentions
the day of the week on which it takes place :

" And in this wise, these lordes all and some,

Ben on the Sonday to the citee come," &c.

Nothing seems to depend on their coming on

one day of the week rather than on another. In

reality, however, this apparently insignificant cir-

cumstance is astrologically connected with the

issue of the contest. Palamon, who on the

morning of the following day makes his prayer to

Venus, succeeds at last in winning Emelie, though
Arcite, who commends himself to Mars, conquers
him in the tournament. The prayers of both are

granted, because both address themselves to their

tutelary deities at hours over which these deities

respectively preside. In order to understand this,

we must call to mind the astrological explanation
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of the names of the days of the week. According
!

to Dio Cassius, the Egyptians divided the day
I into twenty-four hours, and supposed each of

I
them to be in an especial manner influenced by
some one of the planets. The first hour of the

day had the prerogative of giving its name,' or

rather that of the planet to which it was subject, to

the whole day. Thus, for instance, Saturn pre
sides over the first hour of the day, which is called

by his name ; Jupiter over the second, and so on
;

the Moon, as the lowest of the planets, presidin_
over the seventh. Again, the eighth is subject to

Saturn, and the same cycle recommences at the

fifteenth and at the twenty-second hours. The
twenty-third hour is therefore subject to Jupiter,
and the twenty-fourth to Mars. Consequently, the

first hour of the following day is subject to the

j sun, and the day itself is accordingly dies Solis, or

Sunday. Precisely in the same way it follows

that the next day will be dies Luna?
;
and so on

throughout the week. To this explanation it has

been objected that the names of the days are

more ancient than the division of the day into

twenty-four parts ; and Joseph Scaliger has at-

tempted to derive the names of the days from
those of the planets, without reference to this

method of division. His explanation, however,
which is altogether geometrical, inasmuch as it

depends on the properties of the heptagon, seems

quite unsatisfactory, though Selden appears to

have been inclined to adopt it. At any rate, the

account of the matter given by Dio Cassius has

generally been accepted.
To return to Chaucer : Theseus, as we know,

had erected in the place where the tournament
was to be held three oratories, dedicated to Mars,
to Venus, and to Diana. On the day after their

arrival, namely, on Monday, Palamon and Arcite
offered their prayers to Venus and Mars re-

spectively, and Emelie, in like manner, to Diana.
Of Palamon we are told that

" He rose, to wenden on his pilgrimage
Unto the blisful Citherea benigne

"

two hours before it was day, and that he repaired
to her temple

" in hire hour."
In the third hour afterwards,

" Up rose the scnne, and up rose Emelie
And to the temple of Diane gan hie."

Her prayer also was favourably heard by the

deity to whom it was addressed
; the first hour of

Monday (the natural day beginning at sunrise)

being subject to Luna or Diana. The orisons of
Palamon were offered two hours earlier, namely,
in the twenty-third hour of Sunday, which is

smilary subject to Venus, the twenty-fourth or
last hour belonging to Mercury, the planet inter-

mediate between Venus and the Moon. It is on
this account that Palamon is said to have prayed
to Venus in her hour.

Areite's vows were made later in the day than
those of Palamon and Emelie. We are told that

" The nexte hour of Mars following this,"

(namely after Emelie's return from the temple of

Diana)
" Arcite unto the temple walked is

Of fierce Mars."

The first hour of Mars is on Monday, the fourth

hour of the day ;
so that as the tournament took

place in April or May, Arcite went to the temple
of Mars about eight or nine o'clock.

It may be well to explain the word "
inequal

"

in the lines

" The thridde hour inequal that Palamon

Began to Venus temple for to gon,

Up rose the sonne, and up rose Kmelie."

In astrology, the heavens are divided into twelve

houses, corresponding to a division of the ecliptic
into twelve equal parts, the first of which is mea-
sured from the point of the ecliptic which is on
the horizon and about to rise above it, at the in-

stant which the astrologer has to consider, namely,
the instant of birth in the case of a nativity, or

that in which a journey or any other enterprise is

undertaken.
The hours inequal here spoken of similarly cor-

respond to a division of the ecliptic into twenty-
four parts, so that each house comprehends the

portions of the ecliptic belonging to two of these

hours, provided the division into houses is made
at sunrise, when the first hour commences. It is

obvious that these astrological hours will be of

unequal length, as equal portions of the ecliptic
subtend unequal angles at the pole of the equator.
With regard to the time of year at which the

tournament takes place, there seems to be an in-

consistency. Palamon escapes from prison on the

3rd of May, and is discovered by Theseus on the

5th. Theseus fixes "this day fifty wekes" for

the rendezvous at Athens, so that the tournament
seems to fall in April. Chaucer, however, says
that
" Gret was the feste in Athenes thilke day,
And eke the lusty seson of that May
Made every wight to be, in swiche plesance," &c.

Why the 3rd of May is particularly men-
tioned as the time of Palamon's escape, I cannot

tell : there is probably some astrological reason.

The mixture of astrological notions with mythology
is curious : "the pale Saturnus the colde" is once

more a dweller on Olympus, and interposes to

reconcile Mars and Venus. By his influence Ar-
cite is made to perish after having obtained from
Mars the fulfilment of his prayer

" Yeve me the victorie, I axe thee no more." e-

FOLK LORE.
"
Snail, Snail, come out ofyour Hole" In Surrey,

and most probably in other counties where shell-
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snails abound, children amuse themselves by
charming them with a chant to put forth their

horns, of which I have only heard the following

couplet, which is repeated until it has the desired

effect, to the great amusement of the charmer.
'

Snail, snail, come out of your hole,

Or else I'll beat you as black as a coal."

It is pleasant to find that this charm is not pe-
culiar to English children, but prevails in places
as remote from each other as Naples and Silesia.

The Silesian rhyme is :

" Schnecke, schnecke, schniirre 1

Zeig mir dein viere,

Wenn mir dein viere nicht zeigst,
Schmeisz ich clich in den Graben,
Fressen dich die Raben ;

"

which may be thus paraphrased :

"
Snaii, snail, slug-slow,
To me thy four horns show

;

If thou dost not show me thy four,

I will throw thee out of the door,
For the crow in the gutter,
To eat far bread and butter."

In that amusing Folk's-book of Neapolitan
childish tales, the Pentamerone of the noble Count-
Palatine Cavalier Giovan-Battista Basile, in the

seventeenth tale, entitled " La Palomma," we have

a similar rhyme :

"
Jesce, jesce, corna

;

Ca mammata te scorna,

Te scorna 'ncoppa lastrico,

Che fa lo figlio mascolo."

of which the sense may probably be :

" Peer out ! Peer out ! Put forth your horns !

At you your mother mocks and scorns ;

Another son is on the stocks,

And you she scorns, at you she mocks."

S. W. SINGER.

The Evil Eye. This superstition is still preva-
lent in this neighbourhood (Launceston). I have

very recently been informed of the case of a young
woman, in the village of Lifton, who is lying hope-
lessly ill of consumption, which her neighbours
attribute to her having been " overlooked'

1 ''

(this is

the local phrase by which they designate the baleful

spell of the evil eye). An old woman in this town
is supposed to have the power of "

ill-wishing" or

bewitching her neighbours and their cattle, and is

looked on with much awe in consequence.
H. G. T.

"Millery! Millery ! Domty-poll!" &c. lam
told by a neighbour of a cruel custom among the

children in Somersetshire, who, when they have

caught a certain kind of large white moth, which

they call a miller, chant over it this uncouth

ditty :

"
Millery ! Millery ! Dousfy-p<A\ \

How many sacks hast them stole?"

And then, with boyish recklessness, put the

poor creature to death for the imagined misdeeds
of his human namesake. H. G. T.

"Nettle in, Dock out."" Sometime since, turning
over the leaves of Clarke's Chaucer, I stumbled on
the following passage in " Troilus and Cres-

sida," vol. ii. p. 104. :

" Thou biddest me that I should love another
All freshly newe, and let Creseide go,
It li'th not in my power leve brother,
And though I might, yet would I not do so :

But can'st thou playen racket to and fro,

Nettle
1

in Dock out, now this now that, Pandare ?

Now foule fall her for thy woe that care."

I was delighted to find the charm for a nettle

sting, so familiar to my childish ear, was as old

as Chaucer's time, and exceedingly surprised to

stumble on the following note :

" This appears to be a proverbial expression implying
inconstancy ; but the origin of the phrase is unknown
to all the commentators on our poet."

If this be the case, Chaucer's commentators may
as well be told that children in Northumberland
use friction by a dock-leaf as the approved re-

medy for the sting of a nettle, or rather the ap-
proved charm

;
for the patient, while rubbing in

the dock-juice, should keep repeating,
" Nettle in, dock out,

Dock in, nettle out,
Nettle in, dock out,
Dock rub nettle out."

The meaning is therefore obvious. Troilus is

indignant at being recommended to forget his

Cressida for a new love, just as a child cures a

nettle-sting by a dock-leaf. I know not whether

you will deem this trifle worth a corner in your
valuable and amusing

" NOTES."

THE SCALIGERS.

" Lo primo tuo rifugio e 'I primo ostello

Sara la cortesia del gran Lombardo,
Che '

su la Scala porta il santo uccello."

Dante, Paradiso, xvii. 70.

The Scaligers are well known, not only as

having held the lordship of Verona for some gene-
rations, but also as having been among the friends

of Dante in his exile, no mean reputation in itself;

and, at a later period, as taking very high rank

among the first scholars of their day. To which
of them the passage above properly belongs
whether to Can Grande, or his brother Bartolommeo,
or even his father Alberto, commentators are by
no means agreed. The question is argued more

largely than conclusively, both in the notes to

Lombardi's edition, and also in Ugo Foscolo's

Discorso nel testo di Dante.

Perhaps the following may be a contribution to

the evidence in favour of Can Grande. After say-
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ing, in a letter, in which he professes to give the

history and origin of his family,
" Prisca omnium familiarum Scaligerre stirpis in-

signia sunt, aut Scala singularis, aut Canes utrinque
scala? innitentes."

Joseph Scaliger adds
"

Denique principium Veronensium progenitores
eadem habuerunt insignia : donee in eain familiam Al-

boinus et Cunis Magnus Aquilam imperil cum Scala

primura ab Henrico VII , deinde a Ludovico Bavaro

acceptam nobis reliquerunt."

Alboinus, however, who received this grant
upon being made a Lieutenant of the Empire, and

having the Signory of Verona made hereditary in

his family, only bore the eagle
" in quadrante

scuti"

" Sed Canis Magnus, cum eidem a Ca?sare Ludovieo
Bavaro idem privilegium cofifirmatum esset, tetum
scutum Aquila occupavit, snbjecta Alitis pedibus Scald."

Can Grande, then, was surely the first who carried

the " santo uccello" in su la Scala ; and his epithet
of Grande would also agree best with Dante's

words, as neither his father nor brothers seem to

have had the same claim to it.

I would offer a farther remark about this same
title or epithet Can Grande, and the origin of the

scala or ladder as a charge upon the shield or coat

of this family. Cane would at first sight appear
to be a designation borrowed from the animal of
that name. There would be parallels enough in

Italy and elsewhere, as the Ursini, Lewis the Lion

(VIII. of France), our own Coeur de Lion, and
Harold Harefoot. Dante, too, refers to him under
the name "II Veltro," Inferno, canto 1. 1. 101.

But Joseph Scaliger, in the letter to which I re-

ferred before, gives the following account of it :

" Nomen illi fuerat Francisco, a sacro lavacro, Cant
a gentilitate, Magno a meriio rerum gestarum. Neque
enim Canis ab illo latranti animali dictus est, ut recte

monet Jovius, sed quod lingua Windorum, unde prin-

eipes Veronenses oriundos vult, Cahan idem est, quod
lingua Serviana Krai, id est Rex, aut Princeps. Nam
in gente nostra multi fuerunt Canes, Mastini, Visulphi
Guelphi." P. 17.

This letter consists of about 58 pages, and stands

first in the edition of 1627. It is addressed "ad
Janum Dousani," and was written to vindicate

his family from certain indignities which he con-
ceived had been put upon it. Sansovino and

Villani, it appears, had referred its
origin

to

Mastin II.,
"
qui," to use Scaliger's version of

the matter,
" Qui primus dictator poptili Veronensis perpetuus

creatus est, quern et auctorem nobilitatis Scaligerae et

Scalarum antea/afirwrn impudentissime nugantur hosti-s

virtutis fnajorum nostrorum."

It was bad enough to ascribe their origin to so
recent a date, but to derive it from a mere me-

chanic was more than our author-'s patience could
endure. Accordingly he is not sparing of invective

against those who so disparage his race.

Vappa, nebula, and similar terms, are freely

applied to their characters ; invidia, /caKOTJfoio, &c.,
to their motives. The following is a specimen of

the way he handles them :

" Dantes Poeta illustrissimum Christianissimorum

Regum Francia3 genus a laniis Parisiensibns deducit,

utique tarn vere, quam ille tei>ebiio nostrum a scalarum
fabro : quas minim, ni auctor generis hi suspendinm
eorum parabat, quos vaticinabatur illustri nobilitate

suae obtrectaturos."

Now the charge of a ladder upon their shield

was certainly borne by the several branches of this

family long before any of them became masters of

Verona; and I should suggest that it originated in

some brilliant escalade of one of the first members
of it. Thus, of course, it would remind us all

of perhaps the earliest thing of the kind I mean
the shield and bearings of Eteoclus before Thebes:

Tai 5* acnr}s oi> GfjuKpbv Tf>6irov'
'

ovrAiTTjs K\tfj.aKos Trp'.HTa/j.fid.a'eis

t Tfpbs e^jdpSiv irvp'yov, etcirepaai i&eAcej/."

Sept. c, Thebas, 461.

WAI/DEGRAVE BREWSTER.
H -n, Jan. 28. 1851.

INEDITED BALLAD ON TRUTH.

I send you herewith a copy of an ancient ballad

which I found this day while in search of other

matters. I have endeavoured to explain away
the strange orthography, and I have conjecturally

supplied the last line. The ballad is unhappily
imperfect. I trust that abler antiquaries than

myself will give their attention to this fragmentary
pocim.

'" A BALADE OF TROUTtfE.

(Marl. MSS. No. 43. folio 92.)
" What more poyson . than ys venome.
What more spytefull . than ys troozte. 1

Where shall hattred . sonere come.

Than oone anothyr . that troozte showthe,

Undoyng dysplesure . no love growthe. 5
And to grete* men . in especyall.
Troozte dare speke . lest' of all.

" And troozte . all we be bound to.

And troozte . most men now dothe fie.
4

What be we then . that so do. 10

Be we u ntrewe . troozte snythe ee.
s

But he y* tellethe troozte . what ys he.

A besy foole . hys name shalle range."
Or else he hathe an euyle tonge.

1

Truth, I presume, is meant, though it does not

seem to agree with the context, which is pure nonsense

in its present condition. * Great. 3 Least. 4 Flee.
5 Yea. 6

Ring, 1 fancy.
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" May a tong . be trew and evyle. 15

Trootze ys good . and evyle ys navtze. 7

God ys trootze . and navzt ys y
e
devyle.

Ego sum veritas . o18 lord tavzt.
9

At \vhyche word . my conceyt lavzt. 10

To se" our Lorde . yff
1 -

foly in hym be. 20
To use troozt . that few doth but he.

" To inedyle w* trouthe13
. no small game.

For trouthe told . of tyms ys shent.

And trouthe known . many doth blame.

When trouthe ys tyrned . from trew intent. 25
Yet trouthe ys trouthe . trewly inent. 11

But now what call they trouthe . trow ye.
Trowthe ys called colored honeste.

" Trouthe . ys honest without coloure.

Trouthe . shameth not in no condycyon. 30
Of hymself . without a trespasowre.
Be myst and knovvne . of evyle condycyon.
But of trouthe thys ys y

e
conclusyon.

Surely good ordre there ys brokyne.
Where trouthe may not . nor dare be spokyne.

15 35

" Trouthe many tyms ys cast.

Out of credence . by enformacyon.
Yet trouthe crepthe

16 out at last.

And ovyr mastrythe cavylacyon.
17

That I beseche Cryst . every nacyon. 40

May use trouthe . to God and man.
* * that he * not *

syn
* * ."

"

I would fill up the lacuna
" Now that he do not syn . we can/*

Perhaps, I repeat, some more able antiquaries
will give their attention to this, and satisfy me on
the points of punctuation, date, &c.

KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

Ayot St. Lawrence Church (Vol. iii.,pp. 39. 102.).

Ayot St. Lawrence, Herts, is another deserted

church, like that ofLandwade, in fact a ruin, with
its monuments disgracefully exposed. I was so
astonished at seeing it in 1850, that I would now
ask the reason of its having been allowed to fall

into such distress, and how any one could have had
the power to build the present Greek one, instead
of restoring its early Decorated neighbour. I did
not observe the 2 ft, 3 in. effigy alluded to in Arch.
Joum. iii. 239., but particularly noted the elegant
sculpture on the chancel arch capital.

I would suggest to Mr. Kelke, that the incum-
bents of parishes should keep a separate register,

'Naught,
a Our. "Taught.

>

Laughed. "See.
8

If.
13 Here the orthography changes.

" Meant.
15 I think there must be some allusion here, which
can only be arrived at by knowing the date of its com-
position.

1(J An elision for creepeth ; possibly an inter-
mediate etymological state of creeps.

17 From "to
cavil."

recording all monuments, &c. as they are put up,
as

existing,
or as found in MS. church notes, or

published in county histories. In the majority of

parishes the trouble of so doing would be trifling,
and to many a pleasant occupation. A. C.

Johannes Secundus Parnel Dr. Johnson.
In Dr. Johnson's Life of Parnel we find the fol-

lowing passage :

" I would add that the description of Barrenness, in

his verses to Pope, was borrowed from Secundus; but

lately searching for the passage which I had formerly
read, I could not find it."

I will first extract Parnel's description, and
then the passage of Secundus

;
to which, I sup-

pose, Dr. Johnson referred.

" This to my friend and when a friend inspires,

My silent harp its master's hand requires,
Shakes off the dust, and makes these rocks resound,
For fortune placed me in unfertile ground ;

Far from the joys that with my soul agree,
From wit, from learning far, oh far, from thee 1

Here moss-grown trees expand the smallest leaf,

Here half an acre's corn is half a sheaf.

Here hills with naked heads the tempest meet,
Rocks at their side, and torrents at their feet ;

Or lazy lakes, unconscious of a flood,

Whose dull brown Naiads ever sleep in mud."

Secundus, in his first epistle of his first book

(edit, Paris, p. 103.), thus writes :

M Me retinet salsis infausta Valachria terris,

Oceanus tumidis quam vagus ambit aquis.
Nulla ubi vox avium, pelagi strepit undique murmur,
Coelum etiam larga desuper urget aqua.

Flat Boreas, dubiusque Notus, flat frigidus Eurus,
Felices Zephyri nil ubi juris habent.

Proque tuis ubi carminibus, Philomena canora,

Turpis in obsccena rana coaxat aqua."
VARRO.

The King's Messengers, by the Rev. W. Adams.

Ought it not to be remarked, in future editions

of this charming and highly poetical book (which
has lately been translated into Swedish), that it is

grounded on one of the "
examples

"
occurring in

Barlaam and Josaphat f
"

In the third or fourth century, an Indian prince
named Josaphat was converted to Christianity by
a holy hermit called Barlaam. This subject was
afterwards treated of by some Alexandrian priest,

probably in the sixth century, in a beautiful tale,

legend, or spiritual romance, in Greek, and in a

style of great ease, beauty, warmth, and colouring.
The work was afterwards attributed to Johannes

Damascenus, who died in 760. In this half-

Asiatic Christian prose epic, Barlaam employs a

number of even then ancient folk-tales and fables,

spiritually interpreted, in Josaphat's conversion.

It is on the fifth of these "examples" that Mr.
Adams has built his richly-glittering fairy palace.
Barlaam and Josaphat was translated into almost
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every European dialect during the Middle Age,
sometimes in verse, but usually in prose, and be-

came an admired folk-book. Among the versions

lately recovered I may mention one into Old-

Swedish (a shorter one, published in my Old-

Swedish Legendarium, and a longer one, not yet

published) ; and one in, Old-Norwegian, from a
vellum MS. of the thirteenth century, shortly to

appear in Christiania. GEORGE STEPHENS.

Stockholm.

Parallel Passages. Under "Parallel Passages"
(Vol. ii., p. 263.) there occur in two paragraphs
"There is an acre sown with royal seed" conclud-

ing with "living like gods, lo die like men? from

Jeremy Taylor's Holy Dying ; and from Francis

Beaumont
" Here's an acre sown indeed -

With the richest royalest seed.

Though gods they were, as men they died."

Which of these twain borrowed the "
royal

seed"" from the other, is a matter of little moment;
but the correspondence of living as gods, and dying
as men, both undoubtedly taken from Holy Scrip-
ture

; the phrase occurring in either Testament :

" I have said, Ye are gods . . . But ye shall die

like men" (Psalm Ixxxii. 6, 7.); quoted by our
Saviour (John, x. 34.) :

" Jesus answered them, Is

it not written in your law, I said, Ye are Gods ?
"

J. G. M.
Hallamshire.

Cause of Rarity of William IV.
1

s Copper
Coinage. The copper coinage of William IV. is

become so scaroe, that possibly a doubt may some

day arise, whether any but a very limited issue of

it was ever made
;

it may be well, therefore, to

introduce a note on the cause of its disappearance,
while the subject is comparatively recent.

When the copper coins of the last reign appeared,
a slight tinge in the colour of the metal excited

the suspicion of those accustomed to examine such

things, that it contained gold, which proved to

be the fact ; hence their real value was greater
than that for which they passed current, and they
were speedily collected and melted down "by ma-

nufacturers, principally, I believe, as an alloy to

gold, whereby every particle of that metal which

they contained was turned to account. I have
been told that various Birmingham establishments

hud agents in different parts of the country, ap-

pointed to collect this coinage. R. C. H.

Burnet. In the list of conflicting judgments on

Burnet, quoted by your correspondents (Vol. i.,

pp. 40. 120. 181. 341. 493.), I find no reference to

the opinion of his cotemporary, Bishop Nicolson.
That writer takes a somewhat partial view of the
character and merits of the historian, and canvasses,

by anticipation, much of what has been urged
against him by our more modern critics. But, as

the weight of authorities already cited appears to

militate against Burnet, I am induced to send you
some of Bishop Nicolson's remarks, for the sake
of those readers who may not have immediate
access to them. I quote from his English His-
torical Library, 2nd edition, p. 119. :

" In the months of December and January in the

year following (1680), the historian {G. Burnet) had
the thanks of both Houses of Parliament for what he
had already done; and was desired to proceed to the

finishing of the whole work, which was done accord-

ingly. This historian gives a punctual account of all

the affairs of the Reformation, frcm its first beginning
in the reign of Henry VIII., till it was finally com-

pleted and settled by Queen Elizabeth, A.D. 1559.

And the whole is penned in such a masculine style as

becomes an historian, and such as is this author's pro-

perty in all his writings. The collection of records

which he gives in the conclusion of each volume are

good vouchers of the truth of all he delivers (as such)
in the body of his history ; and are much more per-
fect than could reasonably be expected, after the pains
taken, in Queen Mary's days, to suppress everything
that carried the maiks of the Reformation upon it.

The work has had so much justice done it, as to meet
with a general acceptance alwoad, and to be translated

into most of the European languages; insomuch that

even the most piquant of the author's enemies allow it

to have a reputation firmly and deservedly established,

Indeed, some of the French writers have cavilled at it
;

but the most eminent of them (M. Varillas and M.
Le Grand) have received due correction from the

author himself."

HEURY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, Dec. 1850.

Coleridge's Opinion of Defoe. Wilson, in his

Memoirs of the Life and Times of Defoe, vol ii.

p. 205., having quoted the opinion of the Editor

of Cadell's edition of Robinson Crusoe, "that
Defoe wanted many of those qualities, both of

mind and manner, which fitted Steele and Ad-
dison to be the inimitable arbitri elegantiariun of

English society, there can be no doubt," Cole-

ridge wrote in the margin of his copy,
" I doubt

this, particularly in respect to Addison, and think

I could select from Defoe's writings a volume

equal in size to Addison's collected papers, little

inferior in wit and humour, and greatly superior
in vigor of style and thought." Ts.

Millers "Philosophy ofModern History." In the

memoir, chiefly autobiographical, prefixed to the last

edition (published by Mr. Bohn, 1848-9) of this

most able and interesting work, we find the follow-

ing words, p. xxxv. :

" In the preceding period of my lecturing, I col-

lected a moderate audience [seldom exceeding ten ptr-

sons] in the Law School [his friend, Alexander Knox,
j

being always one], sufficient to encourage me, or at

least to permit me, to persevere, but not to animate

my exertions by publicity. But as 1 was approaching
the sixteenth century, the number of my hearers in-
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creased so much, that I was encouraged to remove to

the Examination Hall, from which time my lectures

attracted a large portion of public attention, strangers

forming a considerable portion of the auditory."

It is worthy of remark, in connexion Avith this

production of a highly-gifted scholar and di-vine,

whose name does honour to Trinity College, Dub-

lin, that Dr. Sullivan's Lectures on the Constitution

and Laws of England, which have since deservedly

acquired so much fame, were delivered in presence
of only three individuals, Dr. Michael Kearney and
two others surely no great encouragement to

Irish genius ! In fact, the Irish long seemed un-

conscious of the merits of two considerable works

by sons of their own university, Hamilton's

Conic Sections and Sullivan's Lectures; and hesi-

tated to praise, until the incense of fame arose to

one from the literary altars of Cambridge, and an

English judge, Sir William Blackstone, authorised

the other.

In the memoir to which I have referred, AVC find

a complete list of the many publications which
Dr. Miller,

"
distinguished for his services in

theology and literature," sent- forth from the press.
We are likewise informed that there are some un-

published letters from Hannah More, Alexander

Knox, and other distinguished characters, with

whom Dr. Miller was in the habit of corresponding.
ABHBA.

Anticipations of Modern Ideas or Inventions.

In Vol. iii., pp. 62. 69., are two interesting in-

stances of this sort. In Wilson's Life of Defoe,
lie gives the titles of two -works which I have
often sought in vain, and which he classes amongst
the writings of that voluminous author. They
run thus :

"
Augusts triitmphans, or the way- to make London

the most flourish-ing city in the universe. I. By
establishing a university where gentlemen may have an
academical education under the eye of their friends

[tfie London University anticipated]. II. To prevent
much murder, &c., by an hospital for foundlings. 1 1 1.

By suppressing pretended madhouses, where many of
the fair sex are unjustly confin'd while their husbands

keep mistresses, and many widows are lock'd up for

the sake of their jointures. IV. To save our youth
from destruction by suppressing gaming tables, and
Sunday debauches. V. To avoid the expensive im-

portation of foreign musicians by promoting an aca-

demy of our own, {Anticipation of the Royal Academy of
Music], &c. &c. London: T.Warner. 1728. 8vo."

" Second Thoughts are ttest ; or a further Improvement
of a late Scheme to prevent Street Robberies, by which
our Streets will be so strongly guarded and so glori-
ously illuminated, that any Part' of London will be as
safe and pleasant at Midnight as at Noonday ; and
Burglary totally impracticable [a remarkable anticipa-
tion of the present st<de of things in the principal thorough-
fares']. With soms Thoughts for suppressing Rob-
beries in all the Public Roads of England [rural police

anticipated]. Humbly offer'd for the Good of his

Country, submitted to the Consideration of Parliament,
and dedicated to his Sacred Majesty Geo. II., by
Andrew Moreton, Esq. [supposed to be an assumed
name ; a common practice of De Foe's]. London.
W. Meadows, 1729."

R. D. H.
"
Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon !

" The
above text is often quoted as not being in accord-
ance with the present state of our astronomical

knowledge, and many well-known commentators
on the Bible have adopted the same opinion.

I findKitto, in the Pictorial Bible, characterising
it as "an example of those bold metaphors and

poetical forms of expression with which the Scrip-
tures abound." Scott (edit. 1850) states that "

it

would have been improper that he (Joshua) should

speak, or that the miracle should be recorded ac-

cording to the terms of modern astronomy."
Mant (edit. 1830) says :

u It is remarkable that

the terms in which this event is recorded do not

agree with what is now known regarding the
motion of the heavenly bodies."

Is it certain that Joshua's words are absolutely
at variance and irreconcileable with the present
state of astronomical knowledge ? Astronomers
allow that the sun is the centre and governing
principle of our system, and that it revolves on its

axis. AVhat readier means, then, could Joshua
have found for staying the motion of our planet,
than by commanding the revolving centre, in its

inseparable connex ion with all planetary motion,
to stand still ? L K.

Langleys Polidore Vergile. At the back' of'the

title of a copy of Langley's Abridgement of Poli-

dore Vergile, 8vo., Lond. 1546, seen by Hearne in

1719, was the following MS. note :-

" At Oxforde, the yere 1546, browt down to Seyn-

bury by John Darbye, pryse-Hrf. When I kept Mr.

Letymer's shype 1 bout thys boke when the Testament
was obberagatyd that shepe hgrdys myght not red hit.

I prey God amende that blyndnes. Wryt by Robert

Wyllyams, kepynge shepe uppon Seynbury Hill."

At the end of the dedication to Sir Ant. Denny
is also written :

" Robert Wyllyams Boke, bowgyt by,John Darby at

Oesforth, and brot to Seynbury."

The. Seynbury here mentioned was doubtless

Saintbury in Gloucestershire, on the borders of

Worcestershire, near Chipping Campden, and
about four miles distant from Evesham. P. B.

Luther and Ignatius Loyola. A parallel or

counterpoising view of these two characters has

been quoted in several publications, some of recent

date
;
but in all it is attributed to a wrong source.

Mr. M'Gavin, in his Protestant, Letter CXL.,
(p. 582, ed. 1846); Mr. Overbury, in his Jesuits

(Lond. 1846), p. 8., and, of course, the authority
from which he borrow?, Poynder's History of the

Jesuits ; and Dr. Bowling's Romanism, p. 473.

Vol. III._>fo. 69.
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(ed. New York, 1849) all these give, as the

authority for the contrasted characters quoted,
Damian's Synopsis Societatis Jesu. Nothing of

the kind appears there ; but in the Imago primi
S(Eculi Soc. Jesu, 1640, it will be found, p. 19.

The misleader of these writers seems to have
been Villers, in his Prize Essay on the Reforma-
tion, or his annotator, Mills, p. 374. Novus.

P.S. (Vol. ii., p. 375.). The lines quoted by
Dr. Pusey, I have some notion, belong to a

Romish, not a Socinian, writer.

WinkeL I thought, some time since, that the

places bearing this name in England, were taken
from the like German word, signifying a corner.

I find, on examination, that there is a village in

Rhenish Prussia named " Winkel." It seems that

Charlemagne had a wine-cellar there
;

so that

that word is no doubt taken from the German
words wein and heller, from the Latin vinum and
cella. AREDJID KOOEZ.

Foreign Renderings. In addition to those given,
I will add the following, which I once came across

at Salzburg :

"
George Nelbock recommande 1'hotel aux Trois

Allies, vis-a-vis de la maison paternelle du celebre

Mozart, lequel est nouvellement fourni et offre tons
les comforts a Mrs. les voyageurs."

Translated as follows :

"
George Nelbock begs leave to recommand his hotel

to the Three Allied, situated vis-a-vis o/the birth house
of Mozart, which offers all comforts to the meanest

charges."

Also the following :

" M. Reutlinger (of Frankfort on Main) takes leave

to recommande his well furnished magazine of all kind
of travelling-luggage and sadle-works."

AREPJID KOOEZ.

SamuelJohnson Gilbert Wahejield. Whoever
has had much to do with the press will sympathise
with Ma CHARLES KNIGHT in all that he has stated

("NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. iii., p. 62.) respecting
the accidental but not at first discovered sub-
stitution of modern for moderate. If that word
modem had not been detected till it was too late

for an explanation on authority, what strange
conjectures would have been the consequence !

Happily, MR. KNIGHT was at hand to remove that

stumbling-block.
I rather fancy that I can rescue Samuel Johnson

from the fangs of Gilbert Wakefield, by the sup-
position of an error of the press. In 1786, Wake-
field published an edition of Gray's Poems, with
notes

;
and in the last note on Gray's

" Ode on
the Death of a Cat," he thus animadverts on Dr.
Johnson :

" Our critic exposes himself to reproof from the
manner in which he has conveyed bis severe remark :

show a rhyme is sometimes made. The omission of the

relative, a too common practice with our writers, is

an impropriety of the grossest kind : and which neither

gods nor men, as one expresses himself, nor any language
under heaven, can endure."

Now in Dr. Johnson's Life of Gray, we find

this sentence:
" In the first stanza ' the azure flowers that blow '

show resolutely a rhyme is sometimes made when it

cannot easily be found."

My notion is, that the word how has been
omitted in the^printing, from the similarity of

blow, show, how; and thus the sentence will be
" The azure flowers that blow show how resolutely a

rhyme is sometimes made when it cannot easily be
found."

But Gilbert Wakefield was a critic by profes-

sion, and apparently as great in English as he
was in Greek. VARRO.

Passage in Gray's Elegy. I do not remember
to have seen noted the evident Lucretian origin of

the verse
" For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn,

Nor busy housewife ply her evening care ;

No children run to lisp their sire's return,

Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share."

Compare Lucretius, lib. 3. v. 907. :

" At jam non domus accipiet te laeta ; neque uxor

Optima, nee dulces occurrent oscula nati

Praeripere, et tacita pectus dulcedine tangent."

ECHO.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES.

{Continuedfrom Vol. iii., p. 87.)

(39.) Does any one now feel inclined to vindi-

cate for Inchofer, Scioppius, Bariac, or Contarini,

the authorship of the Monarchia Solipsorumf

Notwithstanding the testimony of the Venice

edition of 1652, as well as the very abundant evi-

dence of successive witnesses, in favour of the

first-named writer, (whose claim has been recog-
nised so lately as the year 1790, by the Indice

Ultimo of Madrid), can there be the smallest doubt

that the veritable inventor of this satire upon the

Jesuits was their former associate, JULES-CLEMENT
SCOTTI ? For the interpretation of his pseudo-

nyme,
" Lucius Cornelius Europasus," see Niceron,

Mem. xxxix. 70-1.

(40.) Mr. Cureton (Ant. Syr. vers. of Ep. of
S. Ignat. Preface, p. ii., Lond. 1845) has asserted

that

" The first Epistles published, bearing the name of

St. Ignatius one to the Holy Virgin, and two to the

Apostle St. John, in Latin, were printed in the year

1495. Three years later there appeared an edition of

eleven Epistles, also in Latin, attributed to the same
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holy Martyr. But nearly seventy years more elap-sed
before any edition of these Epistles in Greek \vas

printed. In 1557, Val. Paceus published twelve," &c.

Two connected Queries may be founded upon
tbis statement: (1.) Is not Mr. Cureton un-

doubtedly in error with respect to the year 1495 ?

for, if we may believe Orfandi, Maittaire, Fabri-

cius (B. 6?.), and Ceillier, the three Latin Epistles
above named had been set forth previously at

Cologne, in 1478. (2.) By what mysterious

species of arithmetic can it be demonstrated that

"nearly seventy years" elapsed between 1498 and
1557 ? The process must be a somewhat similar

one to that by which "A.D. 360" is made equi-
valent to "

five-and-twenty years after the Council

of Kice." (Pref., p. xxxiv ) In the former in-

stance ''seventy" is hardly a literal translation of

Bishop Pearson's "
sexaginta :

"
but whether these

miscalculations have been already adverted to, and

subsequently amended, or not, I cannot tell.

(41.) In the same Preface (p. xxiv.) a very
strange argument was put forward, which, as we

may learn from the last Quarterly Review, p. 79.,
where it is satisfactorily refuted, has been since

repeated by Mr. Cureton. He maintains that the

Syriac text of the Ignatian Epistles cannot be an

epitome, because that " we know of no instances

of such abridgment in any Christian writer." To
commence with the West, is not Mr. Cureton

acquainted with the manner in which Rufinus
dealt with the History of Eusebius ? Have we
here no specimens of abbreviation

;
no allusion in

the prologue to "omissis quse videbantur super-
flua ?

" Has Mr. C. never looked into that memo-
rable combination of the independent works of

three contemporaries, entitled Historia Tripartite!.?

and, not to wander from the strictest bounds of

bibliography, will any one presume to baast of

having a copy of this book printed prior to

that now near me, (a spectacle which De Bure
could never get a sight of),

"
per lohannern

Schuszler regie vrbis Augustensis ciuem," anno
|

1472? But let us go to the East in search of I

compendium^. Did not Theodorus Lector, early j

in the sixth century, reduce into a harmony the

compositions of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theo-
doret ? How does Assemani speak of the first two
patts of the Ecclesiastical History of Zacharias

Rhetor, supposed to have been written in Syriac,
about the year 540 ?

" Prima est epitome Socratis,
|

altera Theodoreti." (Biblioth. Orient., torn. ii. !

cap. vii.) On this occasion, manifestly, ancient
records are encountered in an abridged Syriac j

form
; a circumstance which will not strengthen

the Curetonian theory relative to the text of the

Ignatian Epistles. Again, bearing in mind the
resemblance that exists between passages in the

interpolated Epistles and in the Apostolic Consti-

tutions, with the latter of which the Didascalia of

Ignatius seems to have been commingled, let us

inquire, Did not Dr. Grabe, in his Essay upon the

Doctrine of the Apostles, published in 1711, unan-

swerably prove that the Syriac copy of this Dida-
scalia was much more contracted than the Arabic

one, or than the Greek Constitutions of the

Apostles? Is it not true that extracted portions
of these Constitutions are found in some old MS.
collections of Canons ? Has not Cotelier furnished
us with an ''Epitome,"

1

compiled by Metaphrastes
from Clementine counterfeits, concerning the life

of S. Peter ? And, to descend from the tenth to

the sixteenth century, are we not indebted to

Carolus Capellius for an "
Epitome Apoxtolicarum

Constitutionum, in Creta insula repertarum" 4to.,

Ingolstad. 1546?

(42.) When MR MERRYWEATHKR (Vol. iii., p. 60.)
was seeking for monastic notices ofextreme longe-

vity, did he always find it feasible to meet with

Ingulphus's History of Croyland Abbey
"
apud

Wharton, Anglia Sacra, 613?" and if it be not

enough" to have read an account of an ecclesiastic

who is said to have attained to the delectable age of
J 68 years, is it not questionable that anything will

suffice except it be the narrative of the Seven

Sleepers ? The third " Lectio" relating to these

Champions of Christendom, as it is given in a

Vatican MS ,
makes the period of their slumber to

have been about 370 years. Who was the author
of that finely-printed and illustrated quarto volume,
the Sanctorum Septem Dormientium Historia, ex

Ectypis Musei Victorii expressa, published, with

the full approbation of the Censors, Romae, 1741 ?
" Obscurus esse gestio

"
is his declaration about

himself (p. 63.). "Has he remained incognito?
R. G.

SHAKSPEARE'S " ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA.

The first scene of the third act of Shakspeare's

play of "
Antony and Cleopatra," at first sight, ap-

pears to be totally unconnected with what goes
before and what follows. It may be observed that

the dramas founded on the Roman history are much
more regular in their construction than those

founded on the English history. Indeed, with re-

spect to the drama in question, I am not aware of

any scene, with the exception of that I have men-

tioned, which does not bear more or less on the

fortunes of the personages from whom the play
derives its name. Hence I am led to conjecture
that the dramatist here alludes to some event of the

day, which was well known to his audience.
_

The

speech of Ventidius seems to point to something of

the kind :

" O Silius, Silius!

I have done enough : a lower place, note well,

May make too great an act : for learn this, Silius ;

Better leave undone, than by our deed acquire
Too high a fame, when him we serve's away," &c.

Some of your numerous readers will doubtless
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be able to inform me whether there is any instance

in the annals of that age of an inferior officer

outshining his superior, and being cashiered or

neglected in consequence.
Malone assigns to the play the date of 1608.

X. Z.

GREENE S
" GROATSWOBTH OF WITTE."

The interesting nrticle by the HERMIT or HOLY-
TORT, on the early German translation of Greene's

Quip for an Upstart Courtier, will, I am sure, be
read with attention by all lovers of our e:irly litera-

ture. My object in addressing you on the subject
is to draw the attention of your foreign correspon-
dents, and perhaps the notice of your new contem-

porary, to the great importance of discovering
whether the Groatsworth of Witte was also trans-

lated into German. The earliest edition I have
seen is that of 1617, but it was printed as early as

1592
;
and I have long been curious to ascertain

whether the remarkable .passage respecting Shak-

speare has descended to us in its genuine state.

In the absence of the English edition of 1592, this

information might be obtained from a translation

published before 1617. Perhaps, however, some
of your readers may be able to point out the exist-

ence of an earlier edition. I have sought for that

of 1592 for several years without any success.

J. O. HALLIWELL.

f&inax

Fronte Capillata The following lines recurred
to my memory after reading in your last number
the translation of the epigram by Pasidippus in

the article on "Fronte capillata," c.
;

it is many
years since I read them, but have forgotten where.
Can you or any of your correspondents inform me
who is the author of them ?

" Oh ! who art thou so fast proceeding,
Ne'er glancing back thine eyes of flame?

Known but to few, through earth I'm speeding,
And Opportunity's my name.

" What form is thrt, that scowls beside thee?

Repentance is the form you see ;

Learn then the fate may yet betide thee,
She seizes them, who seize not me."

HENRY M. BURT.
Gibson Square, Feb. 4. 1851.

Prayer of Bishop of Nantes. In Allison's

History of the French Revolution, ed. 1849, at

page 432. vol. i., there occurs the following pas-
sage :

" The Bishop of Nancy commenced, as customary,
with the prayer :

'

Receive, O God, the homage of the

Clergy, the respects of the Noblesse, and the humble
supplications of the Tiers Etat.'"

This formula was, the historian tells us, received

with a storm of disapprobation by the third order.

Will any of your contributors be so obliging as

to inform me where the form of prayer spoken of

as customary is to be found ?

J.M.
Liverpool.

Advantage of a Bad Ear. Can any of your
readers supply the name of the man of mark in

English history, who says
" he encouraged in him-

self a bad ear, because it enabled him to enjoy
music he would not have enjoyed without?"

I have looked through the lives of Lord Herbert

ofCherbury, Hampden, Hobbes, Andrew Marvel],
and Fletcher of Saltoun, without finding it; though
it is possible it may be in some of these after all.

The list given will point to the kind of personage
in question. TN.

Imputed Letters of Sullustius or Sallustius (Vol.

iii., p. 62.). I am sorry to sny that the printer
has completely spoiled my Query, by printing
Sullustius instead of Sallustius throughout the

whole article. I subjoin a few more particulars

concerning them. In the edition printed at

Cambridge (4to. 1710), and published under the

auspices of the learned Wasse, they are included.

They are there entitled Orationes ad C. Ccesarem,
de Republica Ordinanda. Cortius rejects them,
and De Brosses accepts them. Douza, Crispinus,

Perizonius, Clericus, &c., all speak in favour of

their authenticity. Allen does not mention them,
and Anthon rejects them entirely. With these

additional hints I doubt not but that some of your ,

obliging correspondents will be able to give me a
!

reply. KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

Eev. W. Adams. When did Mr. Adams, the

accomplished author of the Sacred Allegories, die?

This is unaccountably omitted in the " Memoir "

prefixed to the collected edition of his Allegories

(London, Kivingtons, 1849). Can any charac-

teristic anecdote be related of him, suitable for

giving point to a sketch of his life for foreign

readers? GEORGE STEPHENS.

Stockholm.

Mr. Beard, Vicar of Greenwich. Any infor-

mation relating to "Mr. Beard, Vicar of Green-

wich," who, in the year 1563, was recommended by

Loftus, Archbishop of Armagh, and Brady, Bishop
of Meath, as a proper person to be preferred to

the bishopric of Kildare, will be very acceptable
to SPES.

Goddartfs History of Lynn. It has been always
understood that Mr. Guybon Goddard (who was !

Recorder -of this borough in 165,1 or thereabouts) !

collected a quantity of materials for a history of

Lynn, and that in 1677 or 1678 an offer to pur-
chase them was made by the corporation to his

son, Thomas Goddard, but it seems without suc-

cess. The fact of such materials having been
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collected is recognised by Goddard's brother-in-

law, Sir Wm. Dugdale (who refers to it in some

part of his works), us also by Parkin, in his his-

tory of Freebridge and King's Lynn, p. 293., where

he is called a curious collector of antiquities. My
Query is, Can any of your correspondents inform

me where this collection can be met with ?

JOHN NORSK CHADWICK.

Sir Andrew Chadwick.It is stated that on the

18th Jan. 1709-10, Sir Andrew Chadwick, of St.

James's, Westminster, was knighted by Queen
Anne for some service done to her, it is sup-

posed for rescuing her when thrown from her

horse. Can any of .your correspondents inform

me if such was the fact, and from what source

they derive their information ?

JOHN NURSE CIIABWIGK.

King's Lynn.

Sangaree. Your periodical having been the

means of eliciting some interesting particulars re-

specting the origin of the word grog, perhaps you
will allow me to claim a simitar distinction for the

word sangaree. You are aware that this word is

applied, in the West Indies, to a beverage com-

posed of Madeira wine, syrup, water, and nutmeg.
The French call it sangris, in allusion, it is sup-

posed, to the colour of the beverage, which when
mixed has the appearance, as it were, of grey
blood (sang gris) : but as there is reason to believe

that the English were the first to introduce the

use of the thing, they having been the first to in-

troduce its principal ingredient, Madeira wine, I

am disposed to look upon sangaree as the original
word, and sangrift as nothing more than a cor-

ruption of it. Can any of your readers (among
whom I trust there are many retired West India

planters) give the etymology of this word ?

HENRY II, BREEN.
St. Lucia, Dec. 1850.

King John at Lincoln. Matthew Paris, under
the year 1200, gives an account of King John's

visiting Lincoln to meet William, king of Scots,
and to receive his homage :

" Ubi Rex Johannes, [he says] contra consilium

multorum, intravit civitatem intrepidus, quod nullus

antecessorum suorum attentare ausus fuerat."

My Query is, What were they afraid of?

C. W. B.

Canes lesi. May I also put a question with

respect to an ancient tenure in Dorsetshire, re-

corded by Blount, edit. 1679, p. 46. :

"
Juliana, &c., tenuit dimidiam hidam terrae, &c.,

per serjantiam custodiendi Canes Domini Regis lesos,

si qui fuerhit, quotieseunque Dominus Ilex f'ugaverit
in Foresta sua de Blakemore : et ad dandum mniin
denariuin ad clancturam Parci Domini Regis de

Gillingham."

Blount's explanation of Canes lesos, is "leash

hounds or park hounds, such as draw after a hurt

deer in a leash, or liam
;

"
but is there any reason

why we should not adopt the more simple rendering
of ""hurt hounds;" and suppose that Dame
Juliana was matron of the Royal Dorset Dog
Hospital ?

Ducange gives no such word as lesus ; neither

does he nor any authority, to which I have access,

help me to understand the word clanctura. I trust,

however, that some of your correspondents will.

C. W. B,

Headings of Chapters in English Bibles. The

arguments or contents which are prefixed to each

chapter of our English Bibles seem occasionally to.

vary; some being more full and comprehensive
than others. When and by whom were they com-

piled ? what authority do they possess ? and

where can we meet with any account of them ?

LlTURGICUS.

Abbot Eustacius and Angodus de Lindsei. Can

any of your learned readers inform me in what

reign an Abbot Eustaciiis nourished ? He is wit-

ness to a charter of Ricardus de Lindsei, on his

granting twelve denarii to St. Mary of Greenfeld, in

Lincolnshire : there being no date, I am anxious

to ascertain its. antiquity. He is there designated
" Eustacius Abbe Flamoei" Also witnessed by
Willo' decano de Hoggestap, Roberto de Wells,
Eudene de Bavent, Radulpho de Neuilla, &c. The
latter appears in the Doomsday Book. The char-

ter is to be found among Ascough's Col., B. M.
I should also be glad to know whether the

Christian name Angodus be German, Norman, or

Saxon. Angodus de Lindsei grants a carrucate

of land in Hedreshille to St. Albans, in the time

of the Conqueror. If this person assumed the

name of Lindsei previous to the Doomsday inqui-

sition, ought not his name to have appeared in the

i Doomsday Book, he who could afford to make
I
a grant of 100 acres of land to the Abbey of St.

1 Albans ? J. L.

Oration against Demosthenes. Mr. Harris of

Alexandria made a discovery, some years ago, of

a fragment of an oration against Demosthenes.

|
Can you, or any of your kind correspondents,
favour me with an account of it ? I cannot recall

the particulars of the discovery, but I believe the

oration, with a fac-simile, was privately printed.
KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

pun .
_ C. H. KENVON (Yol. iii., p. 37.) asks if

Milton could have seriously perpetrated the pun
" each tome a tomb." I doubt whether he in-

tended it for a pun. But his Query induces me
to put another. Whence and when did the aver-

sion to, and contempt for, a pun arise ? Is it an

offshoot from the Reformation? Our Catholic

fellow-countrymen surely felt no such aversion;

for the claim which they make of supremacy for
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their church is based upon a pun, and that a very

sorry one. A. R.

Sonnet (query by Milton?} (Vol. iii., p. 37.).-

May I inquire from your correspondent whether

he possesses the book, A Collection of Recente and

Witty Pieces by Several Eminente Hands, London,

1628, from which this sonnet is stated to be ex-

tracted. The lines look suspiciously modern, and

I should, before making any further observations

upon them, be glad to be assured of their authen-

ticity through the medium of your pages.
JAS. CROSSI^EY.

Medal given to Howard. Hepworth Dixon, in

his Life of Howard, mentions a Russian General

Bulgarhow, who was presented by his countrymen
with a gold medal, as

" one who had deserved well

of his country." The General's reply stated that

Ms services to mankind reached his own country

only ;
but there was a man whose extraordinary

philanthropy took in all the world, who had al-

ready, with infinite toil and peril, extended his

humanity to all nations, and who was therefore

alone worthy of such a distinction ;
to him, his

master in benevolence, he should send the medal !

And he did so. Can any of your readers inform

me who now possesses this medal, and where it is

to be found ? W. A.

Withers' Devil at JSarum. Where is Withers

Devil at Sarum, mentioned in Hudibras, to be met
with ? It is not in any of his collected works that

I have seen. JAMES WAYLEN.

Election of a Pope.-^ I have read somewhere

that some cardinals assembled in a water-closet

in order to elect a pope. Can any of your readers

refer me to any book where such a fact is men-
tioned ? T.

Battle in Wiltshire. A pamphlet dated .(in MS.)
Dec. 12. 1642, describes an engagement as taking

place in Wiltshire between Rupert and Skippon.
If this be so, how comes it to pass that not only
the general histories are silent as to the event, but

that even the newspapers omit it ? We know that

Rupert was at the sack of Cirencester, in February,,
1642-3 ; and Cirencester is on the borders of

Wiltshire : but is there any authority for the first-

mentioned visit to this county, during the period
from the affair at Brentford to the taking of

Cirencester ? JAMES WAYLEN.

Colonel Fell. Can you inform me who are the

representatives or descendants of Lieut.-Colonel

Robert Edward Fell, of St. Martin's in the Fields,

London, where he was living in the year 1770?
He was the great-grandson of Thomas Fell, of

Swarthmore Hall, co. Lancaster, Esq,, Chancellor

of the Duchy of Lancaster during the Common-
wealth, whose widow married George Fox, founder

of the Quakers. DE II.

Tennyson s " In Mflmoriam."* Perhaps some of

your readers may be able to explain the reference
in the following verse, the first in this beautiful

series of poems :

" I held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,

That men may rise on stepping-stones
Of their dead selves to higher things."

The following stanza, also in the poem num-
bered 87., much needs interpretation :

" Or cooled within the glooming wave,
And last, returning from afar,

Before ike crimson-circled star

Had fallen into her father's grave."

W. B. H.
Manchester.

Magnum Sedile. Can .any of your correspon-
dents throw light on the singular arched recesses,

sometimes (though rarely) to be found on the

south side of chancels, west of the sedilia. The
name of magnum sedile has been given to them, I

know not on what authority,; but if they were
intended to be used as stalls of dignity for special

occasions, they would hardly have been made so

wide and low as they are generally found. A good
example occurs at Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire,

certainly not monumental ;
and another (but more

like a tomb) at Merton, near Oxford, engraved in

the Glossary of Architecture. Why should they
not have been intended for the holy sepulchre at

Easter? as I am not aware that these were ne-

cessarily restricted to the north side. Is there

any instance of a recess of this kind on the south

side, and an Easter sepulchre on the north, in the

same church ? C. R. M.

Ace of Diamonds the Earl of Cork. In ad-
,

dition to the soubriquets bestowed upon the nine

of diamonds of " the Curse of Scotland," and that

of " the Grace Card," given to the six of hearts

(Vol. i., pp. 90. 1 19.), there is yet another, attached

to the ace ,of diamonds, which is everywhere in

Ireland denominated "the Earl of Cork," the origin
of which I should be glad to know. E. S. T.

Closing of Rooms on account of Death. In the

Spectator, No. 110., July, 1711, one of Addison's

papers on Sir Roger de Coverley, the following

passage occurs :

" My friend, Sir Roger, has often told me with a

good deal of mirth, that at his first coming to his estate

lie found three parts of his house altogether useless ;

th^t ,the ibest room in it had the reputation of being
haunted, and i>y that means was locked up ; that

noises had been heard in his long gallery, so that he

could not get a servant to enter it after eight o'clock at

night ; that the door of one of his chambers was nailed

up, because there went a story in the family that a

butler had formerly hanged himself in it ; and that his

mother, who lived to a great age, had shut up half the

rooms in the house, in which either her husband, a son,
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or daughter had died. The knight seeing his habita-

tion reduced to so small a compass, and himself in a

manner shut out of his own house, upon the death of

his mother ordered all the apartments to be flung open,
and exorcised by his chaplain, who lay in every room
one after another, and by that means dissipated the

fears which had so long reigned in the family."

The practice of shutting up rooms in which
members of the family had died was retained up
to the end of the last century. I learn from a

friend that, in a country house in the south of

England, his mother's apartment, consisting of a

sitting-room, bed-room, and dressing-room, was
closed at her death in 1775. The room in which
his grandfather had died in 1760 was likewise

closed. These four rooms were kept locked up,
with the shutters shut, till the year 1793, when
the next owner came into possession, who opened
them, and caused them to be again used. Pro-

bably other cases of the same sort may be known
to your correspondents, as having occurred in the

last century ;
but the custom appears to be now

extinct. L.

Standfast's Cordial Comforts. I have lately

procured a copy of an interesting book, entitled
" A Little Handful of Cordial Comforts : scattered

throughout several Answers to Sixteen Questions and

Objections following. By Richard Standfast, M. A.,

Rector of Christ Church in Bristol, and Chaplain in

Ordinary to King Charles II. Sixth Edition. Bristol,

1764. 18mo. pp. 94."

Can any of your readers give me further parti-
culars of Mr. Standfast, or tell me where to find

them ? In what year was the work first published ?

: It was reprinted in Bristol in 1764, "for Mr.
Standfast Smith, apothecary, great-grandson of
the author." Has any later edition appeared ?

ABHBA.
" Predeceased" and "Designed" J. Dennis-

toun, in his Memoirs of the Dukes of Urbino, ii.

p. 239., says
" His friend the cardinal had lately predeceased

him."

Can any of your readers give me an instance
from any one of our standard classical authors of
a verb active "

to decease
"
?

The same author uses the word designed several
times in the sense of designated. I should be glad
of a few authorities for the use of the word in this

sense. W. A.

Lady Fights at Atherton. A poem, published
in 1643, in honour of the King's successes in the

West, has the following reference to a circumstance
connected with Fairfax's retreat at Atherton
Moor :

" When none but lady staid to fight."
I should be glad to learn to what this refers,

and whether or not the real story formed the basis
of De Foe's account of the fighting lady at Thame,

laid about the same period, viz. the early part of
the year 1643. JAMES WAYUGN.

Sketches of Civil War Garrisons, Sfc. During
the civil war, sketches and drawings were, no

j

doubt, made of the lines drawn about divers gar-

|

risons. Some few of these have from time to time

| appeared as woodcuts : but I have a suspicion that

j

several remain only in MS. still. If any of your
i

readers can direct me to any collection of them in

|

the British Museum or Oxford, they would shorten
I a search that has long been made in vain,

JAMES WAYLEN.
" Jurat f crede minus :" Epigram. Can any of

your learned readers inform me by whom the

following epigram was written ? I lately heard it

applied, in conversation, to the Jesuits; but I

think it is of some antiquity :

" Jurat ? crede minus : non jurat ? credere noli :

Jurat, non jurat? hostis ab hoste cave."

F. R. R.

Meaning of Gulls. What is the origin of the

word "gulls," as applied in Wensleydale (North
York) to hasty-pudding, which is a mixture of

oatmeal and milk or water boiled ? D. 2.

The Family of Don. Can any of your corre-

spondents furnish me with information regarding
the family of Don, of Pitfichie, near Monymusk,
Aberdeenshire ; or trace how they were connected
with the Dons of Newton Don, Roxburghshire?

A. A.
Abridge.

Wages in the last Century. I should like to

have any particulars of the price of labour at

various periods in the .last century, especially the

wages of domestic servants. May I be permitted
to mention that I am collecting anecdotes of the

manners and customs, social arid domestic, of our

grandfathers, and should be much obliged for any
curious particulars of their ways of living, their

modes of travelling, or any peculiarities of their

daily life ? I am anxious to form a museum of

the characteristic curiosities of the century ;
its

superstitions, its habits, and its diversions.

A. A.

Abridge.

Woman, Lines on. Can any of your corres-

pondents inform me who was the author of the

following lines :

" She was

But words would fail to tell her worth : think

What a woman ought to be,

And she was that."

They are to be found on several tombstones

throughout the country. SCRUTATOR.
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THE EPISCOPAL MITRE AND PAPAL TIARA.

(Vol. iii., p. 62.)

In answer to the question of an " INQUIRER
"

respecting the origin of the peculiar form and first

j

use of the episcopal mitre, I take the liberty of

i suggesting that it will be found to be of Oriental

extraction, and to have descended from that coun-

i try, either directly, or through the medium of

i
other nations, to the ecclesiastics of Christian

Rome. The writers of the Romish, as Avell as

Reformed Churches, now admit, that most, if not

all, of the external symbols, whether of di'ess or

ceremonial pageantry, exhibited by the Roman
Catholic priesthood, were adopted from the Pa-

gans, under the plea of being
" indifferent in them-

selves, and applicable as symbolical in their own
rites and usages" (Marangoni, Delle cose gentili e

profane trasportate nel uso ed ornamento delle

chiesi) ;
in the same manner as many Romish

customs were retained at the Reformation for the

purpose of inducing the Papists to "come in," and
conform to the other changes then made (Southey,

History of the Church). Thus, while the disciples
of Dr. Pusey extract their forms and symbols from
the practices of Papal Rome, the disciples of the

Pope deduce theirs from the practices of Pagan
Rome.
With this preface I proceed to show that the

episcopal mitre and the papal tiara are respectively
the copies each of a distinct head-dress originally
worn by the kings of Persia and the conterminous

countries, and by the chiefs of their priesthood,
the Magi. The nomenclature alone indicates a

foreign extraction. It comes to us through the

Romans from the Greeks
;
both of which nations

employed the terms pirpct, Lat. mitra, and ndpa,
Lat. tiara, to designate two different kinds of

covering i'or il.ve head in use amongst the Oriental

races, each one -of a distinct and peculiar form,

though as being foreigners, and consequently not

possessing the technical accuracy of a native, they
not iinfrequently confound the two words, and

apply them indiscriminately to both objects.

Strictly speaking, the Greek ^t/rpa, in its primitive
notion, means a long scarf, whence it came to

signify, in a secondary sense, various articles of
attire composed with a scarf, and amongst others

the Oriental turban (Herod, vii. 62.). But as we
descend in time, and remove in distance from the

country where this object was worn, we find that

the Romans affixed another notion to the word,
which they used very commonly to designate the

Asiatic or Phrygian cap (Virg. JEn. iv. 216.;
Servius, 1. c.) ; and this sense has likewise been

adopted in our own language :

" That Paris now with bis unmanly sort,

With mitred hat." Surrey, Virgil, JEn. iv.

Thus the word mitra in its later usage came to

signify a cap or bonnet, instead of a turban
; and it

is needless to observe that the priests of a religion

comparatively modern, when they adopted the

term, would have taken it in the sense which was
current at their own day. Now, though the com-
mon people were not permitted to wear high
bonnets, nor of any other than a soft and flexible

material, the kings and personages of distinction

had theirs of a lofty form, and stiffened for the

express purpose of making them stand up at an

imposing elevation above the crown of the head.
In the national collection at Paris there is pre-

|

served an antique gem, engraved by Caylus
(Recueil tfAnliq., vol. ii. p. 124.), on which is en-

graved the head of some Oriental personage,

probably a king of Parthia, Persia, or Armenia,
who wears a tall upstanding bonnet, mitred at the

top exactly like a bishop's, with the exception
that it has three incisions at the side instead of a

single one. These separate incisions had no doubt
a symbolical meaning amongst the native races,

although their allusive properties are unknown to

us
;

but it is not an unwarrantable inference,
nor inconsistent with the customs of these nations

as enduring at this day, to conclude that the num-
bers of one, two, or three, were appropriated as

distinctions of different degrees in rank ;
and that

their priests, the Magi, like those of other coun-

tries where the sovereign did not invest himself

with priestly dignities, imitated the habiliments as

they assumed the powers of the sovereign, and
wore a bonnet closely resembling his in form and

dignity, with the difference of one large mitre at

each side, in place of the three smaller ones.

If this account be true respecting the origin of

the mitre, it will lead us by an easy step to deter-

mine the place where it was first used at An-

tioch, the " Queen of the East," where, as we are

told in the Acts of the Apostles, the followers of

Christ were first called "Christians;" thus indi-

cating that they were sufficiently numerous and

influential to be distinguished as a separate class
j

in that city, while those in Rome yet remained I

despised and unknown. Antioch was the imperial
residence of the Macedonian dynasty, which suc-

ceeded Alexander, who himself assumed the up-

right bonnet of the Persian king (Arrian. iv. 7.),

and transmitted it to his successors, who ruled

over Syria for several hundred years, where its

form would be ready at hand as a model emblematic
of authority for the bishop who ruled over the

primitive church in those parts.
The tiara of the popes has, in like manner, an

Eastern origin ;
but instead of being adopted by

them directly from its native birth-place, it de-

scended through Etruria to the Pagan priesthood
of ancient Rome, and thence to the head of the

Roman Catholic Church. The ndpn of the Greeks,
and tiara of the Latins, expresses the cloth cap or

fez of the Parthians, Persians, Armenians, &c.,
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which was a low scull-cap amongst the commonalty,
but a stiff and elevated covering for the kings and

personages of distinction (Xen. Andb. ii. 5, 23.).

This imposing tiara is frequently represented on

ancient monuments, where it varies in some details,

though always preserving the characteristic pe-

culiarity of a tall upright head-dress. It is some-

times truncated at its upper extremity, at others

a genuine round-topped bonnet, like the Phrygian

cap when pulled out to its full length, and stiffened

so as to stand erect each a variety of form pe-
culiar to certain classes or degrees of rank, which

at this period we are not able to decide and dis-

tinguish with certainty. But on a bas-relief from

Persepolis, supposed to have belonged to the

palace of Cyrus, and engraved by Ferrario (Cos-
tume dell' Asia, vol. iii. tav. 47.), may be seen a

bonnet shaped very much like a beehive, the exact

type of the papal tiara, with three bands (the

triregno) round its sides, and only wanting the

cross at the summit, and the strawberry-leaved

decoration, to distinguish it from the one worn by
Pio Nono : and on a medal of Augustus, engraved
on a larger scale in Rich's Companion to the Latin

Dictionary, art. Tutulus, we find this identical

form, with an unknown ornament on the top, for

which the popes substituted a cross, reappearing
on the skull of a pagan priest. I. may add that

the upright tiaras represented on works of ancient

art, which can be proved, or are known to be

worn by royal personages, are truncated at the

summit; whence it does not seem an improper
inference to conclude that the round and conical

ones belonged to persons inferior to the kings
alone in rank and influence, the Magi ;

which is

the more probable, since it is clear that they were

adopted by the highest priests of two other re-

ligions, those of Pagan and of Christian Rome.
If space admits, I would also add that the

official insignia and costume of a cardinal are

likewise derived from the pagan usages of Greece.

Amongst his co-religionists he is supposed to

symbolize one of the Apostles of Christ, who went
forth ill clothed and coarsely shod to preach the

Gospel ; whereas, in truth, his comfortable hat,
warm cloak, and showy stockings, are but borrowed

plumage from the ordinary travelling costume of
a Greek messenger (aTrooroAos). The. sentiment of

travelling is always conveyed in the ancient bas-

reliefs and vase paintings by certain conventional

signs or accessories bestowed upon the figure

represented, viz., a broad-brimmed and low-
crowned hat (ireraffos, Lat. petasus), with long
ties (redimiculd) hanging from its sides, which
served to fasten it under the chin, or sling it be-
hind at the nape of the neck when not worn upon
the head; a wrapping cloak (i^nov, Lat. pallium}
made of coarse material instead of fine lamb's
wool

; and a pair of stout travelling boots laced
round the legs with leathern thons

'

more serviceable for bad roads and rough weather
than their representatives, red silk stockings. All
these peculiarities may be seen in the following
engravings (Winhelm. Man. Inecl TratL, Prelim.,

p. xxxv. ; Id., tav. 85. ; Rich's Companion, art.
"
Ceryx

" and "
Pallium").

I regret that the nature of your publication
does not admit the introduction of woodcuts,
which would have enabled me to present your
readers with the best of all demonstrations for

what I advance. In default of that I have endea-
voured to point out the most compendious and
accessible sources where the figures I refer to may
be seen in engravings. But if any reader of
" NOTES AND QUERIES

"
should not have an op-

portunity of consulting the books cited, and is

desirous of pursuing the investigation to satisfy

himself, I would willingly transmit to him a draw-

ing of the objects mentioned through Mr. Bell, or

any other channel deemed more convenient.

A. RICH, JUNB.

The Episcopal Mitre (Vol. iii., p. 62.).

Godwyn, in his Moses and Aaron, London, 1631,
b. i., c. 5., says that

" A miter of fine linnen sixteene cubits long, wrap-
ped about his bead, and a plate of purple gold, or

holy crowne, two fingers broad, whereon was graven
Holinesse to the Lord, which was tied with a blew lace

upon the forefront of the miter,"

was that " which shadowed and signified the kingly
office of our Saviour Christ," in the apparel of the

Jewish high priest, and ordered (Lev. xvi. 4.) :

and again, in his Romance Historice Antliologia,

Oxford, 1631, lib. iii. sec. 1. cap. 8., he says that the
" MitraA'id signifie a certaine attire for women's heads,

as a coife or such like."

For further illustration see Virgil's JEneid, lib. iv.

1.216.:
" Maaonia mentum mitra crinemque madentem."

Again, lib. ix. 1. 616. :

" Et tunica? manicas et habent redimicula mitraj."

During the ennobling of the clergy by the

Roman emperors, in the seventh and eighth cen-

turies, a crown was found necessary ;
and anciently

cardinals wore mitres; but, at the council of

Lyons, in 1245, they were appointed to wear hats.

The Episcopal Mitre (Vol. Hi., p. 62.). AN
INQUIRER will find much curious matter respect-

ing the mitre, collected botli from classical writers

and antiquaries, in Explications de plusieurs Textes

dijfficiles
de VEcriture par le R. P. Dom. [Mar-

tin^, 4to., a Paris, 1730. To any one ambitious of

j
learnedly occupying some six or seven columns of

!
" NOTES AND QUERIES" the ample foot references

are very tempting; I content myself with trans-

cribing two or three of the entries in the index :

" Mitre des anciens, leur nature, et leur forme ; etait la
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marque du Sacerdoce se portait ordinairement a la tete, et

quelquefois aux mains. Forme des mitres dans leur origine,

et dans les terns posterieurs" &c.

This dissertation, which is illustrated by several

plates, will repay for the time spent in reading it.

I presume INQUIRER is acquainted with Godwyn's
Moses and Aaron, where he will find something.

W. DN.

Episcopal Mitre. The origin of the peculiar
form of the episcopal mitre is the cloven tongues
which descended on the Apostles on the day of

Pentecost, with the gift of the Holy Spirit. Of this

the mitre is an emblem. L. M. M. R.

DRYDEN S ESSAY UPON SATIRE.

(Vol. ii., pp. 422. 462.)

The Query proposed by your correspondent,
as to the authorship of the Essay on Satire, is

a very interesting one, and I am rather surprised
that it has not yet been replied to. In favour
of your correspondent's view, and I think it is

perhaps the strongest argument which can be al-

leged, is Dean Lockier's remark :

" Could anything be more impudent than his

(Sheffield's) publishing that satire, for writing which

Dryden was beaten in Rose Alley (and which was so

remarkably known by the name of the ' Rose Alley
Satire') as his own ? Indeed he made a few alterations

in it, but these were only verbal, and generally for the

worse." Spence's Anecdotes, edit. Singer, p. 64.

Dean Lockier, it must be observed, was well

acquainted with Dryden from 1685 to the time of
his death

;
and appears to speak so positively that

he would seem to have acquired his knowledge
from Dryden's own information. His first intro-

duction to that great poet arose from an observ-
ation made in Dryden's hearing about his Mac
Fleckno ; and it is therefore the more likely that

he would be correctly informed as to the author's

other satires. Dean Lockier was, it may be added,
a good critic

;
and his opinions on literary subjects

are so just, that it is to be regretted we have only
very few of them.

I confess I do not attach much weight to the

argument arising from the lines on the Earl of

Mulgrave himself contained in the poem. To
transfer suspicion from himself, in so general a

satire, it was necessary to include his own name
amongst the rest

; but, though the lines are some-
what obscure, it is, after all, as respects him, com-

I pared with the other persons mentioned, a very
I

gentle flagellation, and something like what chil-

dren call a make-believe. Indeed Rochester, in a

letter to his friend Henry Saville (21st Nov. 1679),
speaks of it as a panegyric.
On the other hand, Mulgrave expressly denied

Dryden's being the author, in the lines in his

Essay on Poetry,
" Tho' praised and punished for another's rhymes."

and by inference claimed the poem, or at least

the lines on Rochester, as his own. Dryden, in

the Preface to his Virgil, praises the Essay on

Poetry in the highest terms
; but says not a word

to dispute Mulgrave's statement, though he might
then have safely claimed the Essay on Satire, if

his own
;
and though he must have been aware

that, by his silence, he was virtually resigning his

sole claim to its authorship. It was subsequently
included in Mulgrave's works, and has ever since

gone under the joint names of himself and Dryden.
On the question of internal evidence critics

differ. Your correspondent can see in it no hand
but Dryden's ; while Malone will scarcely allow
that Dryden made even a few verbal alterations
in it (Life, p. 130.) ; and Sir Walter Scott is not
inclined to admit any further participation on the

part of the great poet than " a few hints for revi-

sion," and denies its merit altogether a position
in which I think very few, who carefully peruse it,

will agree with him.

I am disposed to take a middle course between

your correspondent and Dryden's two biographers,
and submit that there is quite sufficient internal

evidence of joint ownership. I cannot think such
lines as

"
I, who so wise and humble seem to be,
Now my own vanity and pride can't see ;

"

or,

"
I, who have all this while been finding fault,

E'en with my master who first satire taught,
And did by that describe the task so hard,
It seems stupendious, and above reward."

or,

" To tell men freely of their foulest faults,

To laugh at their vain deeds and vainer thoughts :

"

would proceed from Dryden, while it is to be
noticed that the inharmonious rhymes

" faults"

and "thoughts" were favourites of Mulgrave, and
occur twice in his Essay on Poetry.

Neither can I doubt that the verses on Shaftes-

bury, the four "will any dog;" the four "For
words and wit did anciently agree;" the four
" Mean in each action ;" the two " Each pleasure
has its price" are Dryden's additions, with many
others,

^

which a careful reader will instantly

appropriate.
I can find no sufficient authority for the state-

ment of Malone and Sir W. Scott, that Pope re-

vised the Essay on Satire. It is well known he

corrected that on Poetry. JAS. CROSSLEY.

Manchester, Feb. 10. 1851.
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FOUNDATION-STONE OF ST. MARK S AT VENICE.

(Vol. iii., p. 88.)

I recollect having seen the stone in question in

the collection of the late Mr. Douce, in whose pos-
session it had been for some years before his com-
munication of it to the Society of Antiquaries.
It is quite evident that he was satisfied of its

authenticity, and it was most probably an acci-

dental purchase from some dealer in antiquities,
who knew nothing about it. I happen to know
that it remained in the hands of Sir Henry Ellis

at the time of Mr. Douce' s death, and your cor-

respondent H. C. R. will most probably find it

among the other collections of Mr. Douce now in

the museum at Goodrich Castle.

The doubt expressed by your correspondent is

evidently founded upon
%

the engraving and ac-

companying paper in the 26th volume of the

Archceologia ; and as it conveys such a grave cen-

sure of the judgment of the director of the council

and secretaries of the Antiquarian Society, it ap-

pears to me that it is incumbent upon him to

satisfy his doubts by seeing the stone itself, and,
if he should be convinced of his error, to make the

amende honorable.

It is to be regretted that he did not state " the

points which have suggested this notion of its

being a hoax." For my own part, I cannot see

the motive for such a falsification
;
and if it is one,

it is the contrivance of some one who had more

j epigraphic skill than is usually found on such
occasions.

There is nothing in the objection of your cor-

respondent as to the size and form of the stone
which would have any weight, and it is not neces-

sary to suppose that it
" must have been loose in

the world for 858 years." On pulling down the
old church, the foundation-stone in which this was
imbedded may have been buried with the rubbish,
and exhumed in comparatively recent times. It

had evidently fallen into rude and ignorant hands,
and suffered by being violently detached from the
stone in which it was imbedded.

Every one who knew the late Mr. Douce must
have full confidence in his intimate knowledge of
mediaeval antiquity, and would not easily be led
to imagine that he could be deceived on a point
like this

;
but are we to presume, from a vague

idea of your correspondent's, that the executive

body of the Society of Antiquaries would fail to
detect a forgery of this nature ?

S. W. S., olim F. S. A.

Foundation-stone of St. Mark's, Venice (Vol. iii.,

p. 88.). This singular relic is now preserved in
the " Doucean Museum," at Goodrich Court,
Herefordshire, with the numerous objects of art
and antiquities bequeathed by Mr. Douce to the
late Sir Samuel Meyrick. I believe that nothing

can now be ascertained regarding the history of
this stone, or how it came into the possession of
Mr. Douce. Sir Samuel enumerates it amongst" Miscellaneous Antiquities," No. 2., in his inter-

esting Inventory of this Collection, given in the
Gentleman's Magazine, Feb., 1835, p. 198. The
Doucean Museum comprises, probably, the finest

series of specimens of sculpture in ivory existing
in any collection in England. The Limoges
enamels are also highly deserving of notice.

ALBERT WAY.

HISTOIRE DBS SEVARAMBES.

(Vol. iii., pp. 4. and 72.)

I am not sufficiently familiar with Vossius or

his works to form any opinion as to the accuracy
of the conclusion which MR. CROSSLEY has arrived

at. There is at least much obscurity in the

matter, to which I have long paid some little

attention.

My copy is entitled,
" The History of the Sevarambians : A People of

the South 'Continent. In Five Parts. Containing an
Account of the Government, &c. Translated from the

Memoirs of Capt. Siden, who lived fifteen years amongst
them. Lond. 1738." (8vo. pp. xxiii. and 412,)

I have given this to show how it differs from
that spoken of by MR. C. as being in two parts, by
Capt. Thos. Ziden, and not a reprint, but a trans-

lation from the French, which Lowndes says was
"
considerably altered and enlarged"
If this be so, we can hardly ascribe to Vossius

the edition of 1738. The preface intimates that

the papers were written in Latin, French, Italian,
and Dutch, and placed in the editor's hands in

England, on his promising to methodise them and

put them all into one language ;
but I do not ob-

serve the slightest allusion to the work having
previously appeared either in English or French,

although we find that Barbier, in his Diet, des

Anon., gives the French edit. 1 pt. Paris, 1677 ;

2 pt. Paris, 1678 et 1679, 2 vols. 12mo.
; Nouvelle

edit. Amsterdam, 1716, 2 vols. 12mo.
;
and ascribes

it to Denis Vairasse d'Alais.

There is a long account of this work in Diet.

Historique, par Marchand : a la Haye, 1758, fo.

sub. nom., Allais, as the author, observing

"II y a diversite d'opinions touchant la langue en

laquelle il a ete ecrit ou compose."

The earliest he mentions is the English one of

1675, and an edition in the French, "a Paris,

1677 ;" which states on the title, Traduit de VAn-

glois, whereas the second part is "imprimee a

Paris chez VAuteur, 1 678," from which Marchand
concludes that Allais was the writer, adding,

" On n'a peut-etre jamais vu de Fiction composee
avec plus d'art et plus d'industrie, et il faut avouer
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qu'il y en a pen ou le vraisemblable soit aussi inge-
uieusement et aussi adroitement conserve."

Win. Taylor, of Norwich, writes to Southey,

asking,
" Can you tell me who wrote the History of the

Sevaramlians ? Tlie book is to me curious. Wieland I

steals from it so often, that it must have been a

favourite in his library ; if I had to impute the book

by guess, I would fix on Maurice Ashby, the trans-

lator of Xenophon's Ci/ropcedia, as the author."

to which Southey replies,
" Of the Sevarambians I know nothing!" (See

Gent. Mag. N. S. xxi. p. 355.)

Sir W. Scott, in his Memoirs of Swift, p. 304.

(edit. 1834), speaking of Gulliver's Travels, says
" A third volume was published by an unblushing

forger, as early as 1727, without printer's name, a great

part of which is unacknowledged plunder from a work
entitled Hist, des Sevaj-ambes, ascribed to Mons. Alletz,

suppressed in France and other Catholic kingdoms on
account of its deistical opinions."

It would seem from this, that Sir Walter was
not aware of the English work, or knew much of

its origin or the author. F. 11. A.

Hifttoire des Sevarambes. The second edition

of Gulliver's Travels, entitled Travels into several

Remote Nations of the World, l>y Lemuel Gulliver,
2 vols. 8vo., London, 1727, is accompanied with a

spurious third volume, printed at London in the

same year, with a similar title-page, but not pro-

fessing to be a second edition. This third volume
is divided into two parts : the first part consists,

first, of an Introduction in pp. 20
; next, of two

chapters, containing a second voyage to Brobding-
nag, which are followed by four chapters, con-

taining a voyage to Sporunda. The second part
consists of six chapters, containing a voyage to

Sevarambia, a voyage to Monatamia, a voyage to

Batavia, a voyage to the Cape, and a voyage to

England. The whole of the third volume, with
the exception of the introduction and the two

chapters relating to Brobdingnag, is derived from
the Hiatoire des Sevarambes, either in its English
or French version. L.

TOUCHING FOR THE EVIL.

(Vol. iii., pp. 42. 93.)

There is ample evidence that the French monarchs

performed the ceremony of touching for the evil.

In a MS. in the University Library, Cam-
bridge*, is this memorandum :

" The Kings of England and Fraunce by a peculiar

guift cure the King's evill by touching them with their

handes, and so doth the seavenih sonne." Ant.

Miraldus, p. 384.

* Dd. 2. 41. fo. 38 b.

Fuller intimates that St. Louis was the first

king of France who healed the evil.
" So wit-

nesseth Andrew Chasne, a French author, and
others." *

Speaking of the illness of Louis XI.,
" at Forges

neere to Chinon," in March, 1480, Philip de Coin-
mines says :

" After two daies he recovered his speech and his

memory after a sort: and because he thought no man
understood him so wel as my selfe, his pleasure was
that I should ahvaies be by him, and he confessed him-
selfe to the officiall in my presence, otherwise they
would never have understood one another. He had
not much to say, for he was shriven not long before,

because the Kings of Fraunce use alwaies to confesse

themselves when they touch those that be sick of the

King's evill, which he never failed to do once a weeke.
If other Princes do not the like, they are to blame, for

continual! a great number are troubled with that

disease."f

Pierre Desrey, in his Great Chronicles of
Charles VIII., has the following passage relating
to that monarch's proceedings at Home in January,
1494-5:

"
Tuesday the 20th, the king heard mass in the

French chapel, and afterwards touched and cured many
afflicted with the king's evil, to the great astonishment
of the Italians who witnessed the miracle. "|

And speaking of the king at Naples, in April,
1495, the same chronicler says :

" The 15th of April, the king, after hearing mass
in the church of the Annonciada, was confessed, and
then touched and cured great numbers that were
afflicted with the evil a disorder that abounded
much all over Italy when the spectators were greatly
edified at the powers of such an extraordinary gift.

" On Easter day, the 19th of April, the king was
confessed in the church of St. Peter, adjoining to his

lodgings, and then touched for the evil a second time."

Fuller, in remarking upon the cure of the king's
evil by the touch of our English monarchs, ob-

serves :

" The kings of France share also with those of

England in this miraculous cure. And Laurentius

reports, that when Francis I., king of France, was

kept prisoner in Spain, he, notwithstanding his exile

and restraint, daily cured infinite multitudes of people
of that disease ; according to this epigram :

'

Hispanos inter sunat rex chcvradas, estqne

Captivus Superis gratus, ut ante fuit,'

1 The captive king the evil cures in Spain :

Dear, as before, he doth to God remain.'

" So it seemeth his medicinal quality is affixed not

*
Fuller, Church History, edit. 1837, i. 228.

f Danett's Translation, edit. 1614, p. 203.

f Monstrelet edit. 1845, ii. 471.

Ibid. 476.
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to his prosperity, but person ; so that during his

durance, he was fully free to exercise the same."*

Cavendish, relating what took place on Cardinal

Wolsey's embassy to Francis I., in 1527, has the

following passage :

" And at his [the king's] coming in to the bishop's

palace [at Amiens], where he intended to dine with

my Lord Cardinal, there sat within a cloister about

two hundred persons diseased with the king's evil,

upon their knees. And the king, or ever he went to

dinner, provised every of them with rubbing them and

blessing them with his bare hands, being bareheaded all

the while; after whom followed his almoner distribut-

ing of money unto the persons diseased. And that

done, he said certain prayers over them, and then

washed his hands, and so came up into his chamber to

dinner, where as my lord dined with him."f

Laurentius, cited by Fuller in the page already

given, was, it seems, physician in ordinary to King
Henry IV. of France. In a treatise entitled De

\

Mirabili Strumarum Curationc, he stated that

I

the kings of England never cured the evil.
" To

cry quits with him," Dr. W. Tucker, chaplain to

Queen Elizabeth, in his Charismate, denied that

the kings of France ever originally cured the evil

"but per aUtjicam propaginem, 'by a sprig of right, 'de-

rived from the primitive power of our English kings,
under whose jurisdiction most of the French provinces
were once subjected." J

Louis XVI., immediately after his coronation

at Rlieims, in 1775, went to the Abbey of St.

Remi to pay his devotions, and to touch for the

evil. The ceremony took place in the Abbey
Park, and is thus described in a paper entitled

Coronation of the Kings of France prior to the

Revolution, by Charles White, Esq. :

" Two thousand four hundred individuals suffering
under this affliction, having been assembled in rows in

the park, his majesty, attended by the household phy-
sicians, approached the first on the right. The phy-
sician-in-chief then placed his hand upon the patient's

head, whilst a captain of the guards held the hands of

the latter joined before his bosom. The king, with
his head uncovered, then touched the patient by
making the sign of the cross upon his face, exclaiming,

'May God heal thee! The king touches thee.' The
ivhole two thousand four hundred having been healed

in a similar manner, and the grand almoner having
distributed alms to each in succession, three attendants,
called chefs de goblet, presented themselves with golden
salvers, on which were three embroidered napkins.
The first, steeped in vinegar, was then offered to the

king by Monsieur ; the second, dipped in plain water,
was presented by the Count d Artois ;

and the third,

*
Fuller, Church History, edit. 1837, i. 227.

t Cavendish, Life of Wohey, edit. Singer, 1825,
vol. i. p. 104.

I Fuller, Church History, edit. 1837, i. pp. 227, 228.

moistened with orange water, was handed by the Duke
of Orleans." *

The power of the seventh son to heal the evil

(mentioned in the MS. I have cited) is humour-

ously alluded to in the Toiler (No. 11.). I sub-

join the passage, which occurs in a letter signed
" D. Distaff."

"
Tipstaff, being a seventh son, used to cure the

king's evil; but his rascally descendants are so far from

having that healing quality, that by a touch upon the

shoulder, they give a man such an ill habit of body,
that he can never come abroad afterwards."

I imagine that by the seventh son is meant the

seventh son of a seventh son. C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, Feb. 4. 1851.

P. S. Since the above was written, I have ob-
served the following notice of the work of Lauren-
tius in Southey's Common Place Book, 4th Series,
478. (apparently from a bookseller's catalogue) :

" Laurentius (And.) De Mirabili Strtimas Sa-

nandi VI. Solis Gallia? Regibus Christianissimis divi-

nitas concessa, (fine copy,) 12s. Paris, 1609.
" This copy possesses the large folded engraving of

Henry IV., assisted by his courtiers in the ceremony
of curing the king's evil."

ta JKt'nor

Forged Papal Bulls (Vol. ii., p. 491.). In your
Number, 20th Dec., J. E. inquires where is the in-

strument for counterfeiting the seal of the Pope's
Bulls, which was dredged up from the ruins of
old London Bridge. It is in my possession, and

your correspondent will find an account of it, with
woodcuts of the instrument itself and the seal, in

the Proceedings of the Archaeological Association,
llth Feb. 1846. GEO. R. CORNER.

Eltham.

Obeism. As your correspondent T. PL (Vol. iii.,

p. 59.) desires "any information" on the subject
of Obeism, in the absence of more and better, I
offer my mite : that in the early part of this cen-

tury it was very common among the slave-popula-
tion in the West Indies, especially on the remoter
estates of course of African origin not as either

a "religion"" or a "rite," but rather as a super-
stition

;
a power claimed by its professors, and

assented to by the patients, of causing good or evil

to, or averting it from them ; which was of course

always for a "consideration" of some sort, to the

profit, whether honorary, pecuniary, or other, of
the dispenser. It is by the pretended influence
of certain spells, charms, ceremonies, amulets worn,
or other such incantations, as practised with more
or less diversity by the adepts, the magicians and

conjurers, the " false prophets" of all ages and
countries.

* New Monthly Magazine, vol. liii. p. 160.
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On this matter, a curious phenomenon to inves-

tigate would be, the process by which the unton-

sured neophyte is converted into the bonneted

doctor ;
the progress and stages of his mind in the

different phases of the practice ;
how he begins by

deceiving himself, to end in deceiving others ; the

first nninquiring ignorance; the gradual admission

of ideas, what he is taught or left to imagine ;
the

faith, of what is fancied to be so, the mechanical
belief ;

then the confusion of thought from the in-

trusion of doubt and uncertainty ; the adoption of

some undefined notions
; and, finally, actual un-

belief; followed by designed and systematic injus-
tice in the practice of what first was taken up in sin-

cerity, though even this now
perhaps

is not unmixed
with some fancy of its reality. For this must be
the gradation more or less gone through in all such

things, whether Obeism, Fetichism, the Evil Eye,
or any sort of sorcery or witchcraft, in whatever
variousness of form practised ; cheats on the one

hand, and dupes on the other : ikeprimum mobile

in every case being some shape or other of gain to

the practitioner.
It seems, however, hardly likely that Obeism

should now be "
rapidly gaining ground again

"

there, from the greater spread of Christianity
and diffusion of enlightenment and information in

general since the slave-emancipation ;
as also from

the absence of its feeding that formerly accom-

panied every fresh importation from the coast :

as, like mists before the mounting sun, all such im-

postures must fade away before common sense,

truth, and facts, whenever these are allowed their

free influence.

The conclusion, then, would rather be, that

Obeism is on the decline ; only more apparent,
when now seen, than formerly, from its attracting

greater notice. M.

Obeahism. In answer to T. H.'s Query re-

garding Obeahism, though I cannot answer his

question fully, as to its origin, &c., yet I have

thought that what I can communicate may serve

to piece out the more valuable information of your
better informed correspondents. I was for a short

time in the island of Jamaica, and from what I

could learn there of Obeahism, the power seemed
to be obtained by the Obeah-man or woman, by
working upon the fears of their fellow -negroes,
who are notoriously superstitious. The principal
charm seemed to be, a collection of feathers, coffin

furniture, and one or two other things which I
have forgotten. A small bundle of this, hung over
the victim's door, or placed in his path, is supposed
to have the power of bringing ill luck to the un-
fortunate individual. And if any accident, or loss,

or sickness should happen to him about the time,
it is immediately imputed to the dreaded influence

of Obeah ! But I have heard of cases where the
unfortunate victim has

died under this power

s gradually wasted away, and
ful spell, which, I have been

informed by old residents in the island, is to be
attributed to a more natural cause, namely, the

influence of poison. The Obeah-man causes a

quantity ofground glass to be mixed with the food
of the person who has incurred his displeasure ;

and the result is said to be a slow but sure and

wasting death ! Perhaps some of your medical
readers can say whether an infusion of powdered
glass would have this effect. I merely relate what
I have been told by others.

While speaking of the superstition of the negroes,
I may mention a very curious one, very generally
received and universally believed among them,
called the rolling calf, which, if you wish, I will

give you an account of in my next. D. P. W.

Pillgarlick (Vol. ii.,p. 393.
;
Vol. iii.,pp. 42. 74.).

It seems to me that the passage quoted from
Skelton by F. S. Q. completely elucidates the

meaning of this word. Let us premise that, ac-

cording to all principles of 'English etymology,
pill-garlick is as likely to mean " the pillar of

garlick" as to be a syncopated form of "pilVd
garlick" Now we see from Skelton's verse that i

in his time the peeling of garlick was proverbially
a degraded employment one which was pro-

bably thrust off upon the lowest inmate of the

servants' hall, in an age when garlick entered

largely into the composition of all made dishes.

The disagreeable nature of the occupation is

sufficient to account for this. Accordingly we

may well suppose that the epithet
" a poor pill-

garlick
"

would be applied to any person, in

miserable circumstances, who might be ready
to undertake mean employment for a, trifling

gratuity.

This, I think, satisfactorily answers the original

question,
" Whence comes the expression ?

" The
verse quoted by F. S. Q. satisfactorily establishes

the orthography, viz., pill garlick. A Query of

some interest still remains In what author do
j

we first find the compound word ? R. D. H.

Pillgarlick (Vol. iii., p. 74.). That to pill is
j

merely another form of the word to peel, appears
from the book of Genesis, c. xxx., v. 37, 38 :

" And Jacob took him rods of green poplar, and

of the hazel and chesnut tree : and pilled white

strakes in them, and made the white appear which

was in the rods. And he set the rods which he

had pilled before the flocks," &c.

On first seeing your correspondent's Query, it

occurred to me that perhaps
"
poor Pillgarlick"

was in some way akm to "
Pillicock," of whom

Edgar, in King Lear, records that " Pillicock sat

on Pillicock's hill ;" but the connexion between
these two worthies, if any, I confess myself quite
unable to trace.

I conceive that Pillgarlick means "peeler of

garlick," i. e. scullion
; or, to borrow a phrase from

a witness in a late case at the Middlesex sessions,
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which has attracted some attention,
" a person in

a low way of life."

The passage from Skelton, cited by your cor-

respondent F. S. Q., may, I think, be explained
thus : the will is so powerful in man's moral con-

stitution, that the reason must content itself with

an inferior place (as that of a scullion compared
with that of the master of the house) ;

or if it at-

tempts to assert its proper place, it will find it

a hopeless endeavour as hopeless as that of
"
resting a stone." X. Z.

|

Hornbooks (Vol. ii., pp. 167. 236.)- In answer
to MR. TIMES, I send you the following particulars
of a Hornbook in the British Museum, which I

have this morning examined.
It is marked in the new catalogue (Press Mark

828, a. 55.). It contains on one side the " Old

English Alphabet" the capitals in two lines, the

small letters in one. The fourth line contains the

vowels twice repeated (perhaps to doubly impress

upon the pupil the necessity of learning them).
Next follow, in two columns, our ancient com-

panions,
"
ab, eb, ib," &c., and "

ba, be, bi," &c.

After the formula of exorcism comes the " Lord's

Prayer" (which is given somewhat differently to

our present version), winding up with "
i. ii. iii.

iiii. v. vi. vii. viii. ix. x." On the other side is

the following whimsical piece of composition :

" What more could be wished for, even by a literary

gourmand under the Tudors, than to be able to Read and

Spell ; To repeat that holy charm before which fled all

unholy Ghosts, Goblins, or even the old Gentleman, him-

self to the very bottom of the Red Sea, and to say that

immortal prayer, which secures heaven to all who ex

animo use it, and those mathematical powers, by hnowing
units, from which spring countless myriads"

Now for my
"
Query." Can any of your cor-

respondents oblige me with the probable date of

this literally literary treasure, or refer me to any
source of information on the subject ?

KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

Bacon (Vol. iii., p. 41.). The explanation

given in a former number from old Verstegan, of

the original meaning of the family name of Bacon,
and the application of the word to the unclean

beast, with the corroboration from the pages of

Collins's Baronetage, is very interesting. The
word, as applied to the salted flesh of the dead

animal, is another instance of the introduction of a

foreign term for a dead animal, in opposition to

the Anglo-Saxon name of the living animal. It

was used in this sense in France at a very early

period; and Ampere, in his Histoire Litteraire de la

France avant le Ylieme Siecle, iii. 482., mentions
the word among other instances of Gallicisms in

the Latin of the Carolingian diplomas and capitu-
laries, and quotes the capitularies of Charles the
Fat. Bacco, pore sale, from the vulgar word
bacon, jambon. The word was in use as late as the

seventeenth century in Dauphine, and the border-

ing cantons of Switzerland, and is cited in the

Moyen de Parvenir, ch. 38. The passage is cu-

rious, as it would seem to intimate that Lord
Bacon was one of the personages introduced in

that very extraordinary production of the Ra-
belaisian school.

I have frequently heard the word employed by
the country people in the markets of Geneva.

J. B. D.

Lachrymatories (Vol. ii., pp. 326. 448.). In
illustration of the question as to the probable use
of those small vases so commonly found in sepul-
chral monuments, I extract the following from

Wayfaring Sketches among the Greeks and Turks.
2d edit. Introduction, pp. 6, 7. London : Chap~
man, 1849.

[
1

*

" The poorest of the sepulchres is certain to con-
tain (in Greece) at least a few of these beautiful vases,
the lachrymatories, &c.

* * * * * *

When found in the graves of females, their form would

generally seem to indicate that they had been used for

containing scents, and other requisites of the toilet ;

in one that was found not long since, there was a pre-

paration evidently (?) of. rouge or some such paint for

the face, &c., the mark left by the pressure of two fingers

of a small hand was distinctly visible (?)."

To me, ignorant as I am of antiquarian matters,
this sounds very curious ; and I send it you in

case you may find it worthy of insertion, as pro-
vocative of discussion, and with the utilitarian

idea that / may gain some information on the

subject. C. D. HAMONT.
Greenock, Jan. 16. 1851.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth (Vol. iii.,

p. 11.). An intercepted letter, apparently from
a popish priest, preserved among the Venetian

correspondence in the State Paper Office, gives
the following account of the death-bed of the

Queen ; which, as illustrative of the observations

of your correspondent CUDTN GYWN, may not be

uninteresting :

" London, 9 Martii, J603.
" About 10 dayes synce dyed the Countess of

Notingham. The Queene loved the Countess very
much, and hath seemed to take her death very heavelye,

remayning euer synce in a deepe melancholye, w th con-

ceipte of her own death, and complayneth of many in-

firmyties, sodainlye to haue ouertaken her, as impostu-
mecon in her head, aches in her bones, and continual!

cold in her legges, besides notable decay in iudgem*
and memory, insomuch as she cannot attend to any
discources of governm* and state, but delighteth to heare

some of the 100 merry tales, and such like, and to such is

uery attentiue ; at other tymes uery impatient, and

testye, so as none of the Counsayle, but the secretary,
dare come in her presence."

May we not class this story of her majesty's
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predilection for the hundred merry tales among
the " black relations of the Jesuits ?" SPES.

Meaning of Cefn. What is the meaning of the

Welsh word " Cefn" used as a prefix ?

JOSEPHTJS.

1. The first meaning of the word "Cefn" is,

" the back
;

"
e. g.

" Cefn dyn,"
" the back of a

man."
2. It also signifies

" the tipper part of the ridge
of some elevated and exposed land." As a prefix,

its meaning depends upon the fact whether the

word attached to it be an adjective or a substan-

tive. If an adjective be attached, it has the second

signification ;
i. e. it is the upper part of some ex-

posed land, having the particular quality involved

in the adjective, such as,
"
Cefndu,"

"
Cefngwyn,"

"
Cefncoch," the black, white, or red headland.

When a substantive is attached, it has the first

signification ;
i. e. it is the lack of the thing signi-

fied by the substantive
;
such as,

"
Cefnllys," the

back of the court. E. L.

Portrait ofArchbishop Williams (Vol. iii., p. 8.).

There is a portrait of this prelate in the library
of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, in the

Cloisters. The greater part of the archbishop's

library was given to this library, but only one

volume of it seems to have been preserved. It is

of this library the remark is made in J. Beeverell,

Delices de la Grande Bretagne, p. 847., 12mo., 1707 :

" II se trouve dans le cloistre line bibliotheque

pullique, qui s'cuvre soir et matin pendant les seances

des Cours de Justice dans "Westminstre." ;t.

Sir Alexander dimming (Vol. iii., p. 39.). In

answer to an inquiry relative to Sir Alexander

Gumming, of Culter, I may refer to the Scottish

Journal (Menzies, Edin. 1848) of Topography,

Antiquities, Traditions, SfC., vol. ii. p. 254., where
an extract from a MS. autobiography of the baro-

net is given. The work in which this occurs is

little known; but, as a repertory of much curious

and interesting information, deserved a more ex-

tensive circulation than it obtained. It stopped
with the second, volume, and is now somewhat

scarce, as the unsold copies were disposed of for

waste paper.

Pater-noster Tackling (Vol. iii., p. 89.). Pater-

noster falling-tackle, so called in the shops, is used
to catch fish (perch, for instance) which take the

bait at various distances between the surface and
the bottom of the water. Accordingly, hooks are

attached to a line at given intervals throughout its

length, with leaden shots, likewise regularly dis-

tributed, in order to sink it, and keep it extended

perpendicularly in the water.
This regularity of arrangement, and the re-

semblance of the shots to beads, seems to have
caused the contrivance to have been, somewhat

fancifully, likened to a chaplet or rosary. In a

rosary there is a bead longer than the rest, for

distinction's sake called the Pater-noster ; from
whence that name applies to a rosary ; and, there-

fore, to anything likened to it
; and, therefore, to

the article offishing -tackle in question.
The word pater-noster, i. e. pater-noster-wise, is

an heraldic term (vide Ash's Dictionary), applied
to beads disposed in the form of a cross.

KOBERT SNOW.

Welsh Wordsfor Water (Vol. iii., p. 30.).
" It is quite surprising," says Sharon Turner ( Trans,

of the Royal Society of Literature, vol. i. pt. i. p. 97. ),

"to observe that, in all the four quarters of the world,

many nations signify this liquid by a vocable of one or

more syllables, from the letter M."

He mentions the Hebrew word for it, mim; in

Africa he finds twenty-eight examples, in Asia

sixteen, in South America five, in North America

three, in Eur-ope three
;
and elsewhere, in Canary

Islands one, in New Zealand one. He adds
" We trace the same radical in the Welsh more, the

sea, and in the Latin mare, humor, humidus.*
" All these people cannot be supposed to have de-

rived their sound from each other. It must have de-

scended to them from some primitive source, common
to all."

From the expression used by J. W. H.,
" the

connexion of the Welsh dwr with the Greek vSap

is remarkable," he appears not to have known that

Vezron found so many resemblances in the Doric

or Laconic dialect, and the Celtic, that he there-

upon raised the theory that the Laceda2monians and

the Celts were of the same the Titanic stock.

T. J.

Early Culture ofthe Imagination (Vol. iii., p. 38.).

The germ of the thought alluded to by MB.
GATTY is as ancient as the time of Plato, and may
be found in the Republic, book ii. c. 17. If this

will aid MR. GATTY in his research, it is gladly

placed at his disposal by
KENNETH K. II. MACKENZIE.

January 20. 1851.

Vcnville (Vol. iii., p. 38.). R. E. G. inquires

respecting the origin of this word, as applied to

certain tenants round Dartmoor Forest. The
name is peculiar to that district, and is applied

chiefly to certain vills or villages (for the most

part 'also parishes), and to certain tenements

within them, which pay fines to the Lord of Lid-

ford and Dartmoor, viz. the Prince of Wales, as

Duke of Cornwall. The fines are supposed to be

due in respect either of rights of common on the

forest, or of trespasses committed by cattle on it ;

for the point is a vexata quccstio between the lord

and tenants of Dartmoor and the tenants of the

Venville lands, which lie along the boundaries of it.

* He may have added the Armoric or Breton mor,

mar ; and the Irish muir, mara.
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In the accounts rendered to the lord of these fines,

there was a distinct title, headed "Fines Vil-

larum
" when these accounts were in Latin ;

and

I think it cannot be doubted that the lands and

tenures under this title came to be currently called

Finemll lands from this circumstance. Hence

Fenvill, Fengfield, or Venvill ;
the last being now

the usual spelling and pronunciation. R. E. G.

may see a specimen of these accounts, and further

observations on them, in Mr. Rowe's very in-

structive Perambulation of Dartmoor, published a

year or two ago at Plymouth. E. S.

Cum Grano Sali* (Vol. in., p. 88.) simply mei.ns,

with a grain of allowance
; spoken of propositions '.

which require qualification. The Cambridge man's

explanation, therefore, does not suit the meaning.
I have always supposed that salis was added to

denote a small grain. I find in Forcellini that the

Romans called a small flaw in crystals sal. C. B.

Hoops (Vol. iii., p. 88.). The examples given
in Johnson's article Farthingale will sufficiently

answer the question. Farthingales are mentioned

in Latimer with much indignant eloquence :

"
I trow Mary had never a verdingale."

If the question had been, not whether they
were in use as early as 1651, but whether they

were in use in 1651, perhaps there would have

been more difficulty, for they do not appear in

Hollars dresses, 1640. C. B.

Cranmers Descendants (Vol. iii., p. 8.). It may
be of some interest to C. D. F. to be informed,

that the newspapers of the time recorded the

death of Mr. Bishop Cranmer of Wivelescombe,
eo. Somerset, on the 8th April, 1831, at the a<?e of

eighty -eight. He is said to have been a direct

descendant of the martyred archbishop, to whose

portraits he bore a strong personal resemblance.

Shakspeares Use of the Word "Captious" (Vol.

ii.., p. 354.). Why may not the word have the

same meaning as it has now ? A captious person
is not primarily a deceitful person, but either one
who catches at any argument to uphold his own
cause, or, more generally, one who catches or

cavils at arguments or expressions used by another,
and fastens a frivolous objection on them ; one
who takes exception to a point on paltry and in-

sufficient grounds :

" Yet in this captions and intenible sieve

I still pour in the waters of my love."

i. e. yet into this sieve, which catches at, and yet
never holds them, I still pour the waters of my
love.

There seems to me a double meaning of the

word captious, indicating an under-current of

thought in the author ; first, the literal sense, then
the inferential :

" this sieve catches at and seems as if

it would intercept the waters of my love, but takes

me in, and disappoints me, because it will not up-
hold them." The objection to explaining captious

by simply fallacious, is that the word means this

by inference or consequence, rather than primarily.
Because one who is eager to controvert, i. e. who
is captious, generally, but not always, acts for a

sophistical purpose and means to deceive. Cicero,
I believe, usesfallax and captiosus as distinct, not

as synonymous, terms. E. A. D.

Boiling to Death (Vol. ii., p. 519.).
"
Impoysonments, so ordinary in Italy, are so abo-

minable among English, as ^1 Hen. 8. it was made

high treason, though since repealed ; after which the

punishment for it was to be put alive in a caldron of

water, and there boiled to death : at present it is felony
without benefit of clergy." Chamberlayne's State of

England, an old copy, without a title-page.

Judging from the list of bishops and maids of

honour, I believe the date to be 1669.

WEDSECNARF.

Dozen of Bread (Vol. ii., p. 49.). The Duchess
of Newcastle says of her Nature's Picture :

" In this volume there are several feigned stories,

&c. Also there are some morals and some dialogues;
but they are as the advantage loaf of bread to the

baker's dozen." 1656.

WEDSECNARF.

Friday Weather (Vol. iii., p. 7.). A very old

friend of mine, a Shropshire lady, tells me that her

mother (who was born before 1760) used to say
that Friday was always the fairest, or the foulest,

day of the week. WEDSECNARF.

Saint Paul's Clock (Vol. iii., p. 40.). In reply to

MR. CAMPKIN'S Query, I send you the following
extract from Easton's Human Longevity (London,
1799):
"James Hatfield died in 1770, aged 105. Was

formerly a soldier : when on duty as a centinel at

Windsor, one night, at the expiration of his guard, he

heard St. Paul's clock, London, strike thirteen strokes

instead of twelve, and not being relieved as he expected
he fell asleep ;

in which situation he was found by the

succeeding guard, who soon after came to relieve him ;

for such neglect he was tried by a court-martial, but

pleading that he was on duty his legal time, and assert-

ing, as a proof, the singular circumstance of hearing
St. Paul's clock strike thirteen strokes, which, upon
inquiry, proved true he was in consequence ac-

quitted."
J. B. COLMAN.

Lunardi (Vol. ii., p. 469.). I remember seeing
Lunardi's balloon pass over the town of Ware,
previous to its fall at Standon. I have seen the

moonstone described by your correspondent C. J. F.,

but all that I can remember of an old song on the

occasion is.
"
They thought it had been the man

in the moon," alluding to the men in the fields,

who ran away frightened. But a servant girl had
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the courage to take the rope thrown out by
Lunardi, and' was well rewarded. It caused a

great sensation, and many of the principal inha-

bitants of Ware and Wadesmill assembled with

Lunardi at the Feathers Inn, at the latter place.
J. TAYLOB.

Newick, Sussex.

Outline in Painting. J. O. W. H. (Vol. i., p.

318.) and H. C. K. (Vol. iii., p. 63.) are earnestly

referred, for resolution of their doubts, to the

work by Mr. lluskin, in 2 vols. large 8vo., en-

titled Modern Painters, by a Graduate of Oxford,

published by Smith and Elder, 1846.

ROBERT SNOW.

Handbell before a Corpse (Vol. iii., p. 68.).

Your correspondent 1- has too inconsiderately
dismissed the Query which he has undertaken to

answer touching the custom of ringing a handbell

in advance of a funeral procession. He says,
"I have never considered it as anything but a

cast of the bell-mans office, to add more solem-

nity to the occasion."

The custom is invariably observed throughout

Italy, and is common in France and Spain. I

have witnessed at least some hundreds of funerals

in various cities and villages of Piedmont, Sardinia,

Tuscany, the Roman States, Naples, Elba, and

Sicily ;
and in Malta

; yet never knew I one with-

out the handbell.

Its object, as first explained to me in Florence, is

to clear the way for the procession ; to remind pas-

sengers and loiterers to take off their hats
;
and to

call the pious to their doors and windows to gaze

upon the emblems of mortality, and to say a

prayer for the repose of the departed soul

Brandon the Juggler (Vol. ii., p. 424.). Your

correspondent T. CR. is referred to Scot's Dis-

coverie of Witchcraft, p. 308. (edit. 1584) for a

notice of this person and his pigeon'.
JAS. CROSSLEY.

"Words are Men's Daughters" (Vol. iii., p. 38.).

This line is taken from Dr. Madden's Boidters

Monument (Dublin, 1745, 8vo ), a poem which

was revised by Dr. Johnson, but to which little

attention has been paid by his biographers. Mr.
Croker observes (edit, of Boswell, 1848, p. 107,

note)
" Dr. Madden wrote very bad verses. The few lines

in Boulter's monument which rise above mediocrity

may be attributed to Johnson."

Those who take the trouble to refer to the poem
itself, Avill, notwithstanding Mr. Croker's hasty

criticism, find a great many fine and vigorous

passages, in which the hand of Johnson is clearly

distinguishable, and which ought not to be allowed

to remain unnoticed. Perhaps on a future occa-

sion I may, in support of this opinion, give some

specimens from the poem. The line as to which
T. J. inquires,

" Words are men's daughters, but God's Sons are

things,"

and which is in allusion to Genesis vi. 2. 4., is, I
entertain no doubt, one of Dr. Johnson's insertions.

JAS. CROSSLEY.
" Fine by degrees, and beautifully less" (Vol. iii.,

p. 105.). This line is from Prior's "
Henry and

Emma," a poem, upon the model of the " Xut-
brown Maid." I copy part of the passage in

which it occurs, for the sake of any of your readers
who may be lovers of context, and may not have the

poem at hand to refer to .

"
Henry [addressing Emma].

"
Vainly thou tell'st me what the woman's care
Shall in the wildness of the woods prepare; [420]
Thou, ere thou goest, unhappiest of thy kind,
Must leave the habit and the sex behind.
No longer shall thy comely tresses break
In flowing ringlets on thy snowy neck ;

Or sit behind thy head, an ample round,
In graceful braids with various ribbon bound :

No longer shall the bodice aptly lac'd

From thy full bosom to thy slender waist,
That air and harmony of shape express,
Fine by degrees, and beautifully less: [^30]
Nor shall thy lower garments' artful plait,

From thy fair side dependent to thy feet,

Arm their chaste beauties with a modest pride,
And double every charm they seek to hide."

C. FORBES.

Temple, Feb. 10.

[We are also indebted for replies to this Query to

Robert Snow, Fras. Crossley, A. M., J. J. M., A. H.,
S. T., E. S. T. T., V., W. K., R. B., and other corre-

spondents. C. H. 1*. remarks :

"
Pope, who died in 1 744, twenty-three years after

Prior, evidently had this line in view when he wrote as

follows :

" '

Ladies, like variegated tulips, show ;

'Tis to their changes half their charms they owe ;

Fine by defect, and delicately weak,
Their happy spots the nice admirer take.'

"

And J. H. M. tells us,
" The late Lord Ellenborough

applied the line somewhat ignobly, when speakin_' of

bristles, in a dispute between two brushmakers.'']

" The Sours dark Cottage" (Vol. iii., p. 105.).
The couplet "EFFARESS" inquires for, is to be

found in Waller's poems. It is a production of

his later years, and occurs in the epilogue to his
" Poems of Divine Love," and " Of the Fear of

God," &c., thus :

" The soul's dark cottage, batter'd and decay'd,
Lets in new light through chinks that time has made,

Stronger by weakness, wiser, men become,
As they draw nigh to their eternal home.

Leaving the old, both worlds at once they view,
That stand upon the threshold of the new."
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There is another couplet worth citing

The seas are quiet, when the winds give o'er ;

So calm are we, when passions are no more."

How different were the effusions of Waller's

earlier muse ! In the year 1645, Humphrey
Mosley published

"
Poems, SfC., written by Mr. Ed.

"Waller, of Beaconsfield, Esquire, lately a Member
of the Honourable House of Commons." The

title-page also states that

" All the Lyrick Poems in this Booke were set by

Mr. Henry Lawes of the King's Chappell, and one of

his Majesties Private Musick."

It is not a little remarkable that the same pub-

lisher, in the same year, should have also given to

the world the first edition of that precious volume

Milton's Minor Poems; and, in the advertise-

ment prefixed, he thus adverts to the circum-

stance :

" That incouragement I have already received from

the most ingenious men, in their clear and courteous

entertainment of Mr. Waller's late choice Peeees, hath

onece more made me adventure into the world, present-

ing it with these ever-green and not to be blasted laurels."

Had Humphrey Mosley any presentiment of the

deathless fame of Milton ? S. W. SINGER.

" The Soul's dark Cottage" frc. (Vol. in., p. 105.).

This admired couplet can never escape recollec-

tion. It was written by Waller. From the tenor

of some preceding lines, and the place which the

verses occupy in the edition of 1693, they must be

among the latest of his compositions.
EOT/TON COHNEY.

[A. H. H., R. B., C. J. R., H. G. T., and other

friends have replied to this Query.
The Rev. J. Sansom points out a kindred passage

in his poem of Divine Love, canto vi. p. 249. :

" The soul contending to that light to fly

From her dark cell," &c.

H. G. sends a beautiful parallel passage from
Fuller (Holy State Life of Monica) :

"
Drawing near

her death, she sent most pious thoughts as harbingers
to heaven, and her soul saw a glimpse of happiness

through the chinks of her sickness-broken body."
And J. H. M. informs us that amongst Duke's Poems
is a most flattering one addressed to Waller, evidently
allusive to the lines in question.]

"Beauty Retire
"

(Vol. iii., p. 105.), The lines

beginning "Beauty Retire," which Pepys set to

music, taken from the second part of the Siege of
\ Rhodes, act iv. scene 2., are printed in the 5th
volume of the Memoirs, p. 250., 3rd edition.

I believe the music exists in the Pepysian
Library, but any of the Fellows of Magdalene
College could ascertain the fact BRAYBROOKE.

Mythology of the Stars (Vol. iii., p. 70.). I
would here add to my recommendation of Captain

Smyth's Celestial Cycle (ante, p. 70.), that soon

after it appeared it obtained for its author the

annual gold medal of the Royal Astronomical

Society; and that it is a book adapted to the

exigencies of astronomers of all degrees, from the

experienced astronomer, furnished with every
modern refinement of appliances and means of

observation, to the humbler, but perhaps no less

zealous beginner, furnished only with a good pair
of natural eyes, aided, on occasion, by the common

opera-glass. Such an observer, if he goes the

right way to work, will make sure of a high degree
of entertainment and instruction, and may rea-

sonably hope to light on a discovery or two, worthy,
even in the present day, of being recorded.

ROBERT SNOW.

Simon Bache (Vol. iii., p. 105.). Thesaurarius
__

Hospitii. The office of " Thesaurarius Hospitii,"
about which A. W. H. inquires, means, I believe,
" Treasurer of the Household." In Chauncy's

Hertfordshire, vol. ii. p. 102., the inscription on

Simon Bache is given in the same terms as by

your correspondent. The learned author then

gives, at p. 103., the epitaph on another monument
also in Knebworth Church, erected to the memory
of John Hotoft, in which occur these two lines :

"
Hospitii regis qui Thesaurarius olim

Henrici sexti merito pollebat honore."

At p. 93. of the same volume, Sir Henry Chauncy
speaks of the same John Hotoft as an eminent

man, and sheriff of the county, and adds :

" He was also Treasurer of the King's Household
afterwards ; he dyed and was buried in the chancel of

this church, where his monument remains at this day."

Who Simon Bache was, or how he came to be

buried at Knebworth, I cannot tell. The name of
" Bach" occurs in Chauncy several times, as that of

mayors and assistants, at Hertford, between 1672

and 1689. J. H. L.

Winifreda (Vol. iii., p. 108.). It may perhaps
interest LORD BRAYBROOKE and J. H. M. to know,
that I have in my possession the copy of Dods-

ley's Minor Poems, which belonged to John Gil-

bert Cooper, and which was bought at the sale

of his grandson, the late Colonel John Gilbert-

Cooper-Gardiner. The song of " Winifreda" is

at page 282. of the 4th volume; and a manuscript
note, in the handwriting of the son of the author

of Letters concerning Taste, states it to have been

written "
by John Gilbert Cooper." The praise

bestowed by Cooper on the poem, and which

J. H. M. conceives to militate against his claim, to

the composition, is obviously intended to apply to

the original, and not to Cooper's elegant transla-

tion.

'

A.

Newark.

Queries on Costume (Vol. iii., p. 88.). Addi-
son's paper in the Spectator, No. 127., seems to be
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conclusive that hooped petticoats were not in use

so early as the year 1651. The anecdote in con-

nection with the subject related in Wilson's Life

of De Foe, has always appeared to me very ques-

tionable, not only on that consideration, but be-

cause Charles was at the time a fine tall young
man of more than twenty-one years of age, and
at the only period that he could have been in the

neighbourhood referred to, he was on horseback

and attended by at least two persons, who were
also mounted. Neither can the circumstances

related be at all reconciled with the particulars

given by Clarendon and subsequent writers, who
have professed to correct the statements of that

historian by authority. J. D. S.

Antiquitas SceculiJuventus Mundi (Vol. ii., p. 2 1 8.
;

Vol. iii., p. 125 ). Permit me again to express my
opinion, wilh due deference to the eminent aiitho-

rities cited in your pages, that the comprehensive
words of Lord Bacon, "Antiquitas sssculi juven-
tus mundi," were not borrowed from any author,
ancient or modern. But it would be a compli-
ment which that great genius would have been the

first to ridicule, were we to affirm that no anterior

writer had adopted analogous language in express-

ing the benefits of " the philosophy of time." On
the contrary, he would have called our attention to

the expressions of the Egyptian priest addressed

to Solon, (see a few pages beyond the one referred

to in his Advancement of Learning) :

" Ye Grecians are ever children, je have no know-

ledge of antiquity nor antiquity of knowledge."

The words of Bacon to me appear to be a conden-

sation of the well-known dialogue in Plato's Ti-

mceus, above quoted, as will, I hope, appear in the

following paraphrase :

" Apud vos propter inundationes ineunte modo
saeculo nihil scientiarum est augmentationis. Quoad
nos juventus mundi ac terra ^gyptiacae, qua nulla

hominum exitia fuerunt, progreciiente tempore, anti-

quitas fit sceculi, et antiquissimarum rerum apud nos

monumenta servantur."

T.J.

Lady Bingham (Vol. iii., p. 61.). Lady Bing-
ham, whose daughter, afterwards Lady Crewe, was

unsuccessfully courted by Sir Symonds D'Ewes

(for which see his autobiography), was Sarah, the

daughter of John Heigham, Esq., of Clifford's

Hall, in Urckham Brook, Suffolk, of the same family
with Sir Clement Heigham, Knt., of Barrow,
Suffolk, Speaker of the House of Commons. She
was married by banns at St. Olave's, Hart Street,

Jan. 11, 1588, to Sir Richard Bingham, Knt., of

co. Dorset. She married, secondly, Edward

Waldegrave, Esq., of Lawford, Essex, to whom she

was second wife, and by him had Jemima, after-

wards Lady Crewe. Edward Waldegrave, married

to his first wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Bartholo-

mew Averell, of Southminster, Essex, had by

her an only daughter, Anne, who married Drew,
afterwards Sir Drew Drury, Bart., of Kiddles-

worth, Norfolk. He, Edward Waldegrave, was
descended from a younger branch of the family
of Waldegrave, of Smallbridge, in the parish of

Bures, Suffolk, from whence descends the present
Earl Waldegrave.
Lady Bingham lies buried in the chancel of

Lawford church, where a stone in the floor states

her age to have been sixty-nine, and that she was
buried Sept. 9. 1 634. There is also another stone
in the floor for Edward Waldegrave, Esq., who
married Dame Sarah Bingham, by whom he had
one daughter, Jemima, who was married to .John

Stearne (a mistake evidently for Sfene, the seat of
James Lord Crewe). Edward Waldegrave was
buried Feb. 13, 1621, aged about sixty-eight.
The large monument in Lawford church is for

the father of this Edward Waldegrave, who died
in 1584. D. A. Y.

Proclamation ofLangholme Fair (Vol. iii., p. 56.).
MONKBARNS wishes the meaning of the choice

expressions in this proclamation. They may be

explained as follows : Hustrin, hustling, or riot-

ously inclined, being so consonanted to make it

alliterate with custrin, spelt by Jamieson, custroun,
and signifying a pitiful fellow. Chaucer has the

word trustron in this sense.

Land-louper, one who runs over the country, a

vagabond.

Dukes-couper I take to be a petty dealer in

ducks or poultry, and to be used in a reproachful
sense, as we find "pedlar," "jockey," &c.

Gang-y-gate swinger, a fighting man, who goes

swaggering in the road (or gate) ;
a roisterer who

takes the wall of every one. Swing is an old word
for a stroke or blow.

Durdam is an old word meaning an uproar,
and akin to the Welsh dowrd Urdum may be a

corruption of whoredom^ but is more probably

prefixed to the genuine word as a co-sounding

expletive.
Brabblement seems to be a derivative from the

Scotch verb "
bra," to make a loud and disagree-

able noise (see Jamieson) ;
and squabblement ex-

plains itself.

Lugs, ears ; tacked, nailed ; trone, an old word,

properly signifying the public weighing-machine,
and sometimes used for the pillory.
A nail e/ tival-a-penny is, of course, a nail of that

size and sort of which twelve are bought for a

penny.
Until he down of his hobshanks, and up with his

muclde doubs, evidently means, until he goes down
on his knees and raises his hands. Hobshanks is,

I think, still in common use. Of doubs I can give
no explanation. W. T. M.

Edinburgh, Jan. 29th.

Burying in Church Walls (Vol. iii., p. 37.).
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To the examples mentioned by N". of tombs in

church walls, may be added the remarkable ones at

Bottisham, Cambridgeshire. There are several of

these in the south aisle, with arches internally and

externally : the wall between resting on the coffin

lid. They are, of course, coeval with the church,
which is fine early Decorated. They are considered,
I believe, to be memorials of the priors of Angle-
sey, a neighbouring religious house. They will,

no doubt, be fully elucidated in the memoir of

Bottisham and Anglesey, which is understood to

be in preparation by members of the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society. At Trumpington, in the

same county, is a recessed tomb of Decorated date,
in the south wall of the chancel, externally.

C. R. M.

Defender ofthe Faith (Vol. ii., pp. 442.481.; Vol.

iii., pp. 9. 94.). Should not King Edward the

Confessor's claim to defend the church as God's
Vicar be added to the several valuable notices in

relation to the title Defender of the Faith, with
which some of your learned contributors have
favoured us through your pages ?

According to Hoveden, one of the laws adopted
from the Anglo-Saxons by William was :

" Ilex autem atque vicarius Ejus ad hoc est consti-

tutus, ut regnum terrenum, populum Dei, et super
omnia sanctum ecclesiam, revereattir et ab injuriatoribus

defeiulat," &c.

Which duty of princes was further enforced by
the words

" lllos decet vocari reges, qui vigilant, defenrfunt, et

regunt Ecclesiam Dei et populum Ejus, imitantes regein

psalmographum," &c. Vid. Rogeri de Hoveden Annal.,

par. post., . Regis Officiurn ; ap. Rerum AngHcarum
Scriptures post Bedum, ed. Francof. 1601, p. 604.

Conf. Prynne's Chronol. Records, ed. Lond. 1666,
torn. i. p. 310.

This law appears always to have been received
as of authority after the Conquest ;

and it may,
perhaps, be considered as the first seed of that

constitutional church supremacy vested in our

sovereigns, which several of our kings before the

Reformation had occasion to vindicate against

Pupal claims, and which Henry VIII. strove to

carry in the other direction, to an unconstitutional
excess. J. SANSOM.

Sauenap, Meaning of (Vol. ii., p. 479.). The
word probably means a napkin or pinafore ; the
two often, in old times, the same thing. The
Cornish name for pinafore is save-all. (See Halli-

well's Arch. Diet.) I need not add that nap,
napery, was a common word for linen.

GEORGE STEPHENS.
Stockholm.

Sir Thomas Herberts Memoirs (Vol. ii., p. 476.).
The memoirs of Charles I. by Sir Thomas Her-

bert were published in 1702. I transcribe the
title from a copy in my own possession :

" Memoirs of the two last years of the reign of
that unparall'd prince, of ever blessed memory, king
Charles I. By sir Tho. Herbert, major Huntingdon,

;

col. Edw. Coke, and Mr. Hen. Firebrace, etc. London,
Rob. Clavell, 1702, 8vo."

!

The volume, for a publication of that period, is

of uncommon occurrence. It was printed, as far

as above described,
" from a manuscript of the Right

Reverend the Bishop of Ely, lately deceased." The
i t* , i i . . . i

remainder
articles.

_, ___^ ^ ^ 7
_

j

of the volume consists of reprinted
BOLTON CORNEY.

Robert Burton (Vol. iii., p. 106.). The sup-
position that the author of the Anatomy of Melan-

choly was born at Fald, Staffordshire, instead of

Lindley, Leicestershire, seems probable from the

fact, that in an edition of the History of Leicester-

shire, by his brother William, I find that the

latter dates his preface
" From Falde, neere Tut-

bury, Staff., Oct. 30. 1622." In this work, also,

under the head "
Lindley," is given the pedigree

of his family, commencing with "James de Burton,

Squier of the body to King Richard the First
;

"

down to " Rafe Burton, of Lindley, borne 1547
;

died 17 March, 1619 ;" leaving
" Robert Burton,

bachelor of divinity and student of Christ Church,
Oxon

;
author of the Anatomy of Melancholy ;

borne 8 of Febr. 1578;" and "William Burton,
author of this work (History of Leicestershire),
borne 24 of Aug. 1575, now dwelling at Faide, ann.

1622." T.T.
Leicester.

Drachmarus (Vol. iii., p. 105.). If your cor-

respondents (Nos. 66 and 67.) who have inquired
for a book called Jartuare, and for a writer named
"Drachmarus," would add a little to the length
of their questions, so as not by extra-brief-

ness to deaden the dexteritv of conjecturers, per-

haps they might be nearer to the reception of

replies. Many stranger things have happened
than that Drachmarus should be renovated by the

context into Christian Druthmar.

Averia (Vol. iii., p. 42.). I have long desired

to know the exact meaning of averia, but I have
not met with a good explanation until lately. It

is clear, however, from the following legal expres-
sion,

" Nullus distringatur per averia carucce."

Caruca is the French charrue, and therefore averia

must mean either cart-horses or oxen which draw
the plough. P.

Dragons (Vol. iii., p. 40.). I think the Draco of

the Crusaders' times must have been the Boa con-

strictor. If you will look into St. Jerome's Vitas

Patrum, you will find that he mentions the trail of

a "draco" seen in the sand in the Desert, which

appeared as if a. great beam had been dragged along.
I think it not likely that a crocodile would have
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ventured so far from the banks of tlie Nile as to be

seen in the Desert. P.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The members of the Percy Society have just received

the third and concluding volume of The Canterbury
Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, a new Text, with Illustrative

Notes, edited by Thomas Wright, Esq. It is urged as

an objection to Tyrwhitt's excellent edition of the Can-

terbury Tales, that one does not know his authority for

any particular reading, inasmuch as he has given what
he considered the best among the different MSS. he

consulted. Mr. Wright has gone on an entirely differ-

ent principle. Considering the Harleian MS, (No.

7334.) as both '" the oldest and best manuscript he has

yet met with," he has "
reproduced it with literal

accuracy," and for the adoption of this course Mr.

Wright may plead the good example of German
scholars when editing the Nibdungen Lied. That
the members of the Society approve the principle of

giving complete editions of works like the present, has

been shown by the anxiety with which they have looked

for the completion of Mr. Wright's labours ; and we
doubt not that, if the Council follow up this edition of

the Canterbury Tales with some other of the collected

works which they have announced such as those of

Hoccleve, Taylor the Water Poet, &c they will

readily fill up any vacancies which may now exist in

their list of members.
Mr. Parker has just issued another handsome, and

handsomely illustrated volume to gladden the hearts of

all ecclesiologists and architectural antiquaries. We
allude to Mr. Freeman's Essay on the Origin and

Development of Window Tracery in England, which
consists of an improved and extended form of several

papers on the subject of Tracery read before the

Oxford Architectural Society at intervals during the

years 1846 and 1848. To those of our readers who
know what are Mr. Freeman's abilities for the task he

has undertaken, the present announcement will be a

sufficient inducement to make them turn to the volume
itself ; while these who have not yet paid any atten-

tion to this interesting chapter in the history of Archi-

tectural progress, will find no better introduction to

the study of it than Mr. Freeman's able volume with

its four hundred illustrations.

Mr. Foss has, we hear, gone to press with two ad-

ditional volumes of his Judges of England, which will

carry his subject down to the end of the reign of

Richard III.

The Athenaeum of Saturday last announces that the

remaining Stowe MSS., including the unpublished
Diaries and Correspondence of George Grenville, have
been bought by Mr. Murray, of Albemarle Street,
from the Trustees of the Duke of Buckingham. The
correspondence will form about four volumes, and will

be ready to appear among our next winter's novelties.

The Grenville Diary reveals, it is said, the secret

movements of Lord Bute's administration the private
histories of Wilkes and Lord Chatham and the
features of the early madness of George III. ; while

the Correspondence exhibits Wilkes, we are told, in a

new light and reveals (what the Stowe Papers were

expected to reveal) something of moment about Junius;
So that we may at length look for the solution of this

important query.
Messrs. Puttick ami Simpson (191. Piccadilly) will

sell, on Monday and Tuesday next, a collection of
Choice Books, mostly in beautiful condition. Among
the more curious lots are, an unpublished work of

Archbishop Laud, on Church Government, said to

have been presented to Charles I. for the instruc-

tion of Prince Henry ; a/id an unique Series of

Illustrations for Scotland, consisting of several thousand

engravings, and many interesting drawings and auto-

graphs.
We have received the following Catalogues :

Bernard Quaritch's( 16. Castle Street, Leicester Square)

Catalogue (N.y. 24.) of Books in European and Ori-

ental Languages and Dialects, Fine Arts, Antiquities,
&e. ; Waller and Son's (188. Fleet Street) Catalogue of

Autograph Letters and Manuscripts, English and

Foreign, containing many rare and interesting Docu-
ments.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

CONDER'S PROVINCIAL COINS. Publisher's name I cannot recollect.

HISTORICAL KEGISTEK for 1st February, 1845, price Gd. No. 5. ;

also for 22d February, 1845, price W. No. 8., and subsequent
Numbers till its discontinuation. Published by Wallbrklge,
7. Catherine Street, Strand.

LUI.LII (HAVMONDi) OPEKA, Mogunt, 10 Vols. fol., 1721-42.
LICETI (FoiiTUNii) DE Quoins PER EPISTOLAS, Bonon. 7 torn.

4to., 1040-50.

SCAUCHU SIVE SCALIGEKI (PAULi) OPER\, Basil, I 5fi9, 4to.

OCCULTA OCCULTOHUM, Vienii. 1556, 4to.

. SATIRE PHILOSOPHIC*:, Regiom. 1563,8vo.
MISCELLANEOIUJM, Colon. 157'.', 4to.

, DE VITA EJUS ET SCRIPTIS, 4to., Uhne,
1803.

.RESPONSA JURIS CONSULTORUM DE ORIGINE GENTE ET NOMINE
PAULI SCALIGERI, Colon. 1567, 4to.

SCALIGEROHUM ANNALEs, Colon, sine anno in 12mo.
SCALIGERI (Jos.) MESOLABIUM, Lugd. Bat. 1594, fol.

GRUBINII (OPORINI) AMPHOTIDKS SCIOPPIAN^E, Paris, 1611, 8vo.

ARDANI (HIERON) OPUSCULA MEDICA ET PHILOSOPHICA, Basil,

1566, 2 Vols. 8vo.

CoNTUADICENTIUM,MFDICOUUM,Lugd.l534,4tO.
THEONOSTON, Kom. 1617, 4to.

DE IMMOKTALITATE ANIMORUM, Ludg. 1545,
12mo.

DE MALO MEDF.NDI Usu, Venet. U>36, 12mo.
CAMPANELLJE (THowffi) PHILOSOPHIA SENSIBUS DEMO.NSTRATA,

Neap., 15!il, 4to.
GASSENDI (PETRI) EFISTOLICA EXERCITATIO, IN QUA PRINCIPIA

ROB. FLUDDI MEDICI DETEGUNTUH, Paris, 1630, 8vo.
SCIOFPII (GASP.) ELOGIA SCIOPPHNA, Papiae, 1617, 4to.

DE AUGUSTA DOM A
S AUSTRIA ORIGINS, Const.,

1651, 12mo.
OBSERVATIONES LINGU.E LATINJS, Francof., 1G09,

8vo.
NAUDJEI (GAB.) GRATIARUM ACTIO IN COLLEGIO PATAV., Venet.,

1633, 8vo.
INSTAURATIO TABULARII REATINI, Romae, lG40,4to.

*^ Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to Mr. BELL, Publisher of

" NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

J. E. The price of" NOTES AND QUERIES
"

is 3d. per Number.
There was an extra charge />;; the Index ; and No. Go. was a
double Number, price fid. The taking of the Index was, as Lubin
Lug says,

"
quite optional."
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PHILO- STEVENS. We do not know of any Memoir of the late

Mr. Price, the Editor of Warlon's History of English Poetry.

There is not certainly one prefixed to any edition of Warton. Mr.

Price was a thorough scholar, and well deserving of such a

memorial.

E. S. T. Only waitingfor an opportunity of using them.

MARTIN FAMILY (of Wivenhoe). CLERICUS, who soughtfor in-

formation respecting this Family, may, by application to our

publisher, learn the address of a gentleman who has collected

evidence of their pedigree.

DE NAVORSCHER. Mr. Nutt, of 270. Strand, it the London

Agent for this interesting work, of which we have received the

January and February Numbers.

Our MONTHLY PART fur FEBRUARY, price Is. 3d., will be ready
on Wednesday next.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Salisbury Craigs Shaking Hands
Robert Burton Vim MS. Metrical Psalms Booty's Case

Language given to Man EiselLammer Beads Tradescant

Mnnc/iausen Sixes and Sevens Under the Rose, %c. (from
Ache) Waste Book Cracowe Pike Gloves Descent of

Henry IV. -Lord Howard of Effingham Lincoln Missal

Prai/er at the Healing Hats of Cardinals Aver St. Paul*
Clock.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-

sellers and Newsvemlers. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers oug/il not to experience any difficulty

in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, #c.,

are, probably, not yet ati'are of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday

parcels.

All communicationsfor the. Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Erratum No. 67. p. 101. 1.4., for a read an.

An unpublished MS. of ARCHBISHOP LAUD on Church Govern-

mem, and very Choice Books, Mahogany Glazed Book-case,
Two Fine Marble Figures, &c.

PUTT1CK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on MONDAY, February 24th, and

following Day, a Collection of very Choice Books in beautiful

Condition, Books of Prints, Picture Galleries, a Fine Set of

Curtis' Botanical Magazine; a beautiful Series of Pennant's

Works, in russia ; Musee Francaise and Musee Royal, morocco ;

Annual Register, whole-bound in calf, and numerous other
valuable Books, many in rich bindings.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

Highly Interesting Autograph Letters.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at thei

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on FRIDAY, February 28th, a highly
Interesting Collection of Autograph Letters, particularly Letters
of Modern Poets, CRABBE, BYRON, &c. ; some very rare Docu-
ments connected with the Scottish History; an Extraordinary
Declaration issued by James III., the Old Pretender; and mauj
others of equal consequence.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

Valuable Library, late the Property of the Rev. GEORGE INNES
Head Master of the King's School, Warwick, deceased. Si

Days' Sale.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers o

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at thei
Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on MONDAY, March 3rd, and Fiv

following Days, the valuable LIBRARY of the late Rev. GEOUG
INNES, consisting of Theology ;

Greek and Latin Classics ; Ih
Works of Standard Historians, Poets, and Dramatists ; a Com
plete Set of the Gentleman's Magazine to 1842 ; a few Count
Histories, all in good condition, many handsomely bound.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

CiOWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY.
J Now ready, Vol. IV. price I/. 16s. cloth boards.

Vols. I. II. and III., price II. 19s. 6rf. each, and cases for binding
e Vols. always on hand.

V* Subscribers who may desire to complete their copies can do
o from the stock of the second edition, at Re-issue price.

To be had of Mr. SOWERBY, 3. Mead Place, Lambeth ;
and of

1 Booksellers.

HITAKER'S CLERGYMAN'S DIARY
AND ECCLESIASTICAL CALENDAR FOR 1851,w

ontaining a Diary with the Lessons, Collects, and Directions for

'ubltc Worship, with blank spaces for Memoranda for every

)ay in the Year, the Sundays and other Holidays being printed
i red.

The Ecclesiastical Calendar contains a list of all the Bishops,

)eans, Archdeacons, Canons, Prebendaries, and other dignitaries
fthe United Church of England and Ireland, arranged under
lieir respective Dioceses. The Bishops and other Dignitaries of

the Colonial Church, the Scottish and American Episcopal
Churches ; Statistics of the Roman Catholic and Greek Churches,
he various bodies of Dissenters, Religious Societies in connexion

with the Church, with their Income and Expenditure ;
Directions

o Candidates for Holy Orders, Curates, and newly-appointed
ncumbents; the Universities, Heads of Houses, Prizes, &c.

The Miscellaneous Part contains complete Lists of both Houses
f Parliament, the Ministry, Judges, &c., Tables of the Revenue,
faxes, Wages, &c,, with a variety of matter useful to all Clergy-
men, the whole forming a COMPLETE AND CONVENIENT CLERGY-
MAN'S POCKET BOOK. Price, in cloth, 3s., or with a tuck as a

jocket book, roan, 5s., or in morocco, 6s. Grf.

"
It appears to be exceedingly well got up, and to contain all

hat a clergyman or a churchman can desire." Guardian.

" Well arranged, and full of useful matter." John Bull.

" The most complete and useful thing of the kind." Christian

Remembrancer.

Oxford: JOHN HENRY PARKER ; and 377. Strand, London.

Committee for the Repair of the

TOMB OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.
JOHN BRUCE, Esq., Treas. S.A.

J. PAYNE COLLIER, Esq., V.P.S.A.

PETER CUNNINGHAM, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM RICHARD DRAKE, Esq., F.S.A.

THOMAS W. KING, Esq., F.S.A.

SIR FREDERICK MADDEN, K.R.

JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS, Esq., F.S.A.

HENRY SHAW, Esq., F.S.A.

SAMUEL SHEPHERD, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM J. THOMS, Esq., F.S.A.

The Tomb of Geoffrey Chaucer in Westminster Abbey is fast

mouldering into irretrievable decay. A sum of One Hundred
Pounds will effect a perfect repair. The Committee have not

thought it right to fix !iny limit to the contribution ; they them-
selves have opened the list with a subscription from each of them
of Five Shillings ; but they will be ready to receive any amount,
more or less, which those who value poetry and honour Chaucer

may be kind enough to remit to them.

SubscViptions have been received from the Earls of Carlisle,

Ellesmere, and Sliaftesbury, Viscounts Strangford and Mahon
Pres. Soc. Antiq., The Lords Braybrooke and Londesborough,
and many other noblemen and gentlemen.

Subscriptions are received by all the members of the Commit-
tee, and at the Union Bank, Pall Mall East Post-office orders

may be made payable at the Charing Cross Office, to William
Richard Drake, Esq., the Treasurer, 4G. Parliament Street, or

William J. Thorns, Esq , Hon. Sec., 25. Holy-Well Street, Mill,

bank.
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Now Ready, in 200 pages, Demy 18mo.,

WITH A PICTORIAL VIEW AID GROUND PLAN OF THE
GREAT EXHIBITION BUILDING,

AND VIEW OF THE BIRMINGHAM EXPOSITION,
Price, in Fancy Binding, 2s. 6d., or Post Free, 3s.

Dedicated to His Royal Highness Prince Albert

GILBERT'S POPULAR NARRATIVE

ORIGIN, HISTOEY, PROGRESS, AND PROSPECTS

GREAT INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION,
1851;

WITH A GUIDE TO THE FUTURE RULES AND ARRANGEMENTS.

By PETER BERLYN.

PUBLISHED BY JAMES GILBERT, 49. PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

Orders Received by all Booksellers, Stationers, and Newsvendors.

Just published, No. 5., price 2s. Gd.,

DETAILS
OF GOTH EC ARCHITECTURE,

Measured and Drawn from existing Examples. By
JAMES K. COLLING, Architect.

CONTENTS :

Archway from Bishop Burton Church and Corbel from Wawn
Church, Yorkshire.

Font from Bradfield Church, Norfolk.
Nave Arches, St. Mary's Church, Beverley.
Clerestory Windows from ditto.

One compartment of Nave and Label Terminations from ditto.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

\ RCH^EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE. The
L\ Volume of Transactions of the LINCOLV MEETING,
to which Subscribers for the year 1848 are entitled, is ready for

delivery, and may be ob ained, on application at the Office of the

Society, 26 Suffolk Street, Pall Mall. Directions regarding
transmission of copies to Country Members should be addressed

to GEORGE VULLIAMY, Esq., Secretary. The Norwich Volume
is also completed, and will be forthwith delivvered.

It is requested that all arrears of subscription may be remitted

without delay to the Tre.isurer, EDWARD HAWKINS, Ksq The
Journal, No'. 29., commencing Vol VIII., will be published at

the close of March, and forwarded, Postage Free, to all Members
not iu arrear of their contributions.

The SALISBURY VOLUME is nearly ready for delivery.
Subscribers' names received by the Publisher,

GEOHGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

THE DEVOTIONAL LIBRARY, Edited by
WALTER FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D., Vicar of Leeds. Just

Published.

THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD AND
SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. With suitable Meditations and
Prayers. By WILLIAM READING, M.A. (Reprinted from the
Edition of 1737.) 32mo. cloth, price 2s.

Also,

DEVOUT MUSINGS ON THE BOOK OF
PSALMS, Part 3. Psalms LXXVI. to CX. Price 1. cloth;
and Vol. I , containing Parts 1. and 2., price 2.. Gd. cloth.

Leeds ; RICHARD SLOCOMBE. London ; GEORGE BELL,
186. Fleet Street.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

DNUTT bejjs to call the Attention of the
Public to his Establishment for the SALE of FOREIGN

BOOKS, both Old and New, in various Languages, and in every
Department of Literature. His Stock is one of the largest of its

kind in London, and is being continually augmented by Weekly
Importations from the Continent He has recently published the

following Catalogues, either of which may be had Gratis, and
forwarded anywhere by Post upoti receipt of Four Stamps : Clas-
sical and Philological Books; Miscellaneous German Hooks and
Elementary Works ; Theological, Philosophical, and Oriental
Books.

270. Strand (opposite Arundd Street), removed from Fleet
Street.

Printed by THOMAS CLARK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride,
in the City of London ; and published by GEORGE BELL, of No. 18G. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, February 22. 1851.
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A WORD TO THE LITERARY MEN OF ENGLAND.
"

Twenty scholars in seven years might retrieve the

worst losses we experience from the bigotry of popes and
califs. I do not intend to assert that every Herculanean

manuscript might, within that period, he unfolded; but
the three first legible sentences might be; which is quite
sufficient to inform the intelligent reader whether a
farther attempt on the scroll would repay his trouble.
There arefewer than thirty Greek authors worth inquiring

for; they exist, beyond doubt, and beyond doubt they may, by
attention, patience, and skill, be brought to light.

* * With
a smaller sum than is ann.ually expended on the appoint-
ment of some silly anxl impertinent young envoy, we

might restore all, or nearly all those writers of immortal
name, whose disappearance has been the regret of

genius for four entire centuries. In my opinion, a few
thousand pounds, laid out on such an undertaking^
would be laid out as creditably as on a Persian carpet
or a Turkish tent." Lattdor's Imaginary Conversations

Southey and Porson Works, vol.-i. p. 20*

I call upon the literary men of England, upon,
the English government, and upon the public, to

set the example in a glorious expedition, which,,
even in this age of wonders, is one of no. little im-

portance and magnitude. I conjure them to bear
in mind the words I have placed at the head of
this article, the opinion of one of our best and
most delightful authors. This opinion Mr. Lander,
veiled under the eidolon of Porson, I feel as-

sured, does not hold alone
;.
I believe it to be en-

graven on the " red-leaved tablets
"
of the hearts

of many more learned and more distinguished
scholars than myself, who am but as the trumpet
which is to rouse the friends of classical literature

to action ; as the bell which awakens the reaper to

his abundant harvest : but I will sustain, that on
none of them is it cut more deeply or more inex-

tinguishably than on mine.
I propose that the friends of Classical, Scan-

dinavian, and Oriental literature form themselves
into an Association for the Rescue of the many
ancient MSS. in the Greek, Latin, Anglo-Saxon,
Norwegian, Zend, Sanscrit, Hebrew, Abyssinian,.

Ethiopian, Hindostanee, Persian, Syriac, Arabic,
Armenian, Coptic, Turkish, and Chinese lan-

guages : that application be made to government
for the pecuniary furtherance of this enterprise ;

and that the active co-operation of all foreign

literary men be secured.*

Thus a careful and untiring search may be
entered upon in all the regions of the earth where

any MSS. are likely to be found, and the recovery
or loss of the many inestimable authors of anti-

quity be made certain. Let the libraries of Eu-

rope be examined strictly anglf inquisitorially (and
this will not be a heavy expense), and the new ac-

cessions to classical literature printed, the MSS.

* I need not remind you how favourable an oppor-

tunity is presented by this year.

VOL. III. JS
T
o. 7.
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which present themselves of already known authors

carefully examined, and the variations to the re-

ceived text marked. How much this is wanted
we experience in the corruptions of Sophocles,

.ZEscbylus, Thucydides, Plato, and Aristoteles !

In this way much that is valuable may be reco-

vered; much that is matter of discussion set at

rest. Let me instance the Babrian fables, and the

discovery of Mr. Harris at Alexandria; who, it

was remarked to me, might have discovered the

whole, instead of a part, had proper hartd^ un-
folded the mummy.
On the advantages of this search, it were useless

to expatiate : every one is sensible of it, and,
sooner or later, it must occur. Let us not allow

our grandchildren to surpass us in everything, bufc

let us set about this ourselves. Monstrous as the

idea seems, it is simple of execution.

I will not take up the space so kindly afforded

me by the Editor of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"
with

speculation. The Association should be composed
of a Literary Section and a Business Section : the

first to be under the administration of a President

and an efficient Board of Examiners, to look into

literary matters, and examine and appoint the

proper officers of the Investigation Parties ; which

parties must be composed of clever, adventurous,

hardy, and adroit men, obtaining the assistance of

the natives wherever they may be carrying on
their researches : the Second Section to be under
the direction of a Chairman and Finance Com-
mittee, to which the officers of the subordinate

departments render their accounts.

I know not whether more will be required of
me on this subject ; very likely not : but I reserve

much that I could say, until that time. I have
now only to thank the Editor for inserting this

long, but I will not say, wholly uninteresting pi'o-
KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

February 18. 1851.

THE ESSAY ON SATIRE.

Dryden, as sir Walter Scott observes, left a

name in literature " second only to those of Mil-

ton and Shakspere" ; but, popular as his writings
were, he gave no collective edition of his poetical
or dramatic works. The current editions of his

poems may therefore be open to censure, both on
the score of deficiency and redundancy and such
I believe to be the fact.

An Essay on satire, itself a coarse satire, has
been ascribed to him for more than a century on
dubious authority, and the correctness of this as-

cription has been propei'ly suggested as a question
for examination.
We have to decide on the credibility of two op-

posite statements, as made in the publications
about to be enumerated :

1.
" The works of John Sheffield, earl of Mulgrave,

marquis of Normanby, and duke of Buckingham.
LONDON : printed for John Barber, 1723. 4. 2 vols."

2. " The works of John Sheffield, earl of Mulgrave,

marquis of Normanby, and duke of Buckingham.
Printed for John Barber, alderman of LONDON, 1726.

Small 8. 2 vols."

3. "
Original poems and translations, by John

Dryden, Esq. LONDON : printed for J. and R. Tonson,
1743. 12. 2 vols."

In the two former publications, the poem appears
as the entire composition of the noble author, and

is said to have been " written in the year 1675."

In the latter publication it appears without date,

and is said to be "
by Mr. Dryden and the earl of

Mulgrave."
The publications were posthumous,

and as the

editors afford no explanation of the point in dis-

pute, we must consult the reputed authors.

In the year 1691, as an advertisement to King
Arthur, a dramatic opera. Dryden printed a cata-

logue of his "
plays and poems in quarto," in

order to prevent future mis-ascriptions. The

catalogue comprises ten poems, but no Essay on

satire. The publisher of King Arthur was Mr.

Jacob Tonson.
In 1682, the earl of Mulgrave published, anony-

mously, through the agency of Mr. Joseph Hind-

marsh, an Essay upon poetry. It contains these

lines :

" The laureat here may justly claim our praise,

Crown'd by Mac-Fleckno with immortal bays;

Though prais'd and punish'd for another's rimes,

His own deserve that glorious fate sometimes,

Were he not forc'd to carry now dead weight,
Rid by some lumpish minister of state."

In 17 1*7, Mr. Tonson published Poems ly the

earl of Roscommon ; and added thereto the Essay
on poetry,

" with the leave and with the correc-

tions of the author." The lines shall now be

given in their amended state, as they appear in

that volume, with the accompanying notes :

" The Laureat* here may justly claim our praise,

Crown'd by Mack-Fleckno] with immortal bays ;

Tho' prais'd and punished once for other's \ rhimes,

His own deserve as great applause sometimes ;

Yet Pegasus ||,
of late, has born dead weight,

Rid by some lumpish ministers of state."

Next to Dryden an:l the earl of Mulgrave,, as

authorities on this question, comes the elder Jacob

Tonson. Both writers were contributors to his

Poetical miscellanies. In 1701 he published Poems

on various occasions, etc. By Mr. John Dryden.
The volume has not the Essay on satire. The same

" * Mr. Dryden. f A famous satyrical poem of his.

\ A copy of verses called, An essay on satyr, for which

Mr Dryden was both applauded and beaten, tho' not

only innocent but ignorant, of the whole matter. H
A

poem call'd, The hind and panther."
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Tonson, as we have just seen, gave currency to

the assertion that D ryden was "ignorant of the

whole matter."

To this display of contemporary evidence must
be added the information derivable from the post-
humous publications enumerated in the former

part of this article. The publication of 1723 was
made by direction of the duchess of Buckingham.
The couplet,

" Tho' prais'd," &c., and the appended
note, were omitted. In 1726 Mr. alderman Bar-
ber republished the volumes " with several ad-

ditions, and without any castrations," restoring
the couplet and note as they were printed in 1717.

In the Original poems of Dryden, as collectively

published in 1743, the joint authorship is stated

without a word of evidence in support of it.

If we turn to the earlier writers on Dryden, we
meet with no facts in favour of his claim to the

poem in question. Anthony a Wood says,
" the

earl of Mulgrave was generally thought to be the

author." This was written about 1694. The
reverend Thomas Birch, a man of vast information,

repeated this statement in 1736. Neither Con-

greve nor Giles Jacob allude to the poem.
The witnesses on the other side are, 1. The

publisher of the State poems. 2. Dean Lockier.
And 3. The reverend Thomas Broughton.
The State poems, in which the essay is ascribed

to Dryden, may be called a surreptitious publica-
tion : it carries no authority. The testimony of

Lockier, which is to the same effect, was never

published by himself. It was a scrap of conversa-
tion held thirty years after the death of Dryden,
and reported by another from memory. The
reverend Thomas Broughton, who asserts the joint

authorship of the poems, cites as his authority the

Original poems, &c. Now Kippis assures us that

he edited those volumes. On the question at issue,
he could discover no authority but himself!

Dryden may have revised the Essay on satire.

Is that a sufficient reason for incorporating it with
his works? Do we tack to the works of Pope
the poems of Wycherly and Parnell ? We have

authority for stating that Pope revised the Essay
on poetry. Is it to be added to the works of Pope?
Be it as it may, the poem was published, in sub-

stance, six years before Pope was born !

As the evidence is very brief, there can be no

necessity for recapitulation ;
and I shall only add,

that if about to edit the poetical works of Dryden,
I should reject the Essay on satire.

BOLTON C&RNEY.

MACKLIN'S ORDINARY AND SCHOOL OF CRITICISM.

Mr. George Wingrove Cooke, in his valuable
work, The History of Party (vol. iii. p. 66.),
gives an admirable sketch of the life of Edmund
Burke. Speaking of his early career, and of the
various de&igns which he formed for his future

course, we are told that "at Macklin s Debating
Society he made the first essay of his powers of

oratoz-y."
Mr. Cunningham, in his Handbook for London,

speaks of Macklin delivering Lectures on Elocu-
tion at Pewterer's Hall (p. 394,), and of his resi-

dence inTavistock How, Covent Garden (p. 484.);
but he does not mention Macklin's Debating So-

ciety. I imagine that by this "Debating Society"
is meant an Ordinary and School of Criticism,
which that eminent actor established in the year
1754, in the Piazza, Covent Garden. Mr. W.
Cooke, in hisZz/e ofMacklin, 1806, p. 199., says

" What induced him [Mackliu] to quit the stage in

the full vigour of faroe and constitution, was one of

those schemes which he had long previously indulged
himself iti, of suddenly making his fortune by the

establishment of a tavern and coffee-house in the Piazza,
Covent Garden ; to which he afterwards added a school

of oratory, upon a plan hitherto unknown in England,
founded upon the Greek, Roman, French, and Italian

Societies, under the title of The JSritish Inquisition."

The first part of this plan (the public ordinary)
was opened on the llth of March, 1754; and an

amusing account of its operations may be found
in Angela's PIG Nie, p. 32. The second part of
" Macklin's mad plan," as it was then termed,
" The British Inquisition," commenced proceed-

ings on the 21st of November in the same year;
and here, according to the first advertisement,
" such subjects in Arts> Sciences, Literature, Cri-

ticism, Philosophy, History, Politics, and Morality,
as shall be found useful and entertaining to society,
will be lectured upon and freely debated."

EDWABD F. RIMBAULT.

" LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST" (Act IL Scene 1.).

" It is odd that Shakspeare should make Dumain

inquire after Rosaline, who was the mistress of Biron,
aud neglect Katharine, who was his own. Bkon
behaves in the same manner. Perhaps all the ladies

wore masks." STEEVENS.
"
They certainly did." MALONE.

" And what if they did ?
"

In what possible way can tfee circumstance of

the ladies u-earing masks lessen the inconsistency-

pointed out by Steevens ?

Uosaline has been immediately singled out by
her former admirer

" Did I not dance with you in Brabant once ?
"

a circumstance quite inconsistent with uncertain

identity afterwards.

But if the gentlemen really did mistake the

identity of their ladies, Boyet's answers must have
misled them into a similar mistake in their names :

so that the natural consequence would have been,
that each lover would afterwards address his
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poetical effusion nominally to the wrong lady !

which does not appear to have been the case.

Therefore, even if the masking be admitted, it

can in no way lessen the inconsistency of the cross

questions, which to me appears to have arisen from
a most palpable instance of clerical or typogra-

phical transposition.
Steevens was on the right scent, although he

rejected it in the same breath, when he said,
" No advantage would be gained by an exchange of

names, because the last speech is determined to 'Biron

by Maria, who gives a character of him after he has

made his exit."

Tins is a good reason against a transposition in

the male names, but it is none whatever against
the same occurrence in the ladies' names ; and

consequently it is there that the true solution of

the difficulty must be sought.
If we admit that a substitution may have oc-

curred, of " Rosaline" for "
Katharine," in Boyet's

answer to Duinain, and vice versa in his answer
to Biron., all difficulty disappears at once.

The completeness with which the idea of trans-

position not only accounts for the existence of the

error, but at the same time suggests the manner
in which it may be corrected, ought of itself to

secure its reception, even if it were not corrobo-

rated in a very singular way by the following col-

lateral circumstance.

It may be observed that Boyet points out two
of the ladies, not only by name, but also by styling
them " heirs ;'" .one of Falconbridge, the other of

A-leiHjon. Now in their previous descriptions of

their respective lovers, one of the ladies (Maria)
says she had met Longaville at a marriage of a
"
Falconbridge ;

"
another lady (Katharine) says

she had met Duinain at " Duke Alencon's." When,
therefore, we nd that Boyet, in reply to Longa-
ville's question, designates Maria as " heir of Fal-

conbridge," it is i direct analogy that he should, in

answer to Dumain's question, designate Katharine
as "heir of Alen9on;" but, in consequence of the

transposition of names, Boyet appears, as the text

now stands, to confer that designation, not upon
Katharine, but upon Rosaline, whom Biron had
met at Brabant !

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the

names of Katharine and Rosaline have been trans-

posed contrary to the author s intention, and the

only wonder is not that such a
very

common-

place error should have been committed but
that it should have been suffered to remain

through so many editions up to the present time.

A. G. B.

Leeds, Feb 10. 1851.

NOTES ON NEWSPAPERS.

I send you the following, as a help to " Materials

for a satisfactory History of Newspapers," alluded

to in the last volume of " NOTES AND QUERIES,"
p. 375.

I have in my possession some old newspapers,
ranging from 1691 to 1694, entitled A Collection

for Improvement of Husbandry and Trade, edited

by John Houghton, F.R.S., St. Bartholomew
Lane, behind the Royal Exchange, London. The
size is a small folio, published weekly, generally
every Friday. It was carried on for some time

|

merely as a single leaf, with no advertisements.
In this form, the editor says

" These papers are 2d. each here, and anybody may
have them by the post. But where that is thought
too much, it may be eased by ten or twelve obliging
themselves constantly to take them from a bookseller,

coffee-man, or some other, who may afford to pay a

carrier, and sell them there for 2d. . or at most 3d. ; or

carriers themselves may gain well, if they'll serve the

country gentlemen. And any such bookseller, coffee-

man, or carrier, that will apply themselves to me, shall

have good encouragement, with liberty to return those

that won't sell."

Ultimately the editor determined on admitting
advertisements. He then doubled the size of his

paper, making it two leaves instead of one. In

reference to this increased size he says,
" My collection I shall carry on as usual. This

part is to give away ; and those who like it not, may
omit the reading. I believe it will help on trade, par-

ticularly encourage the advertisers to increase the vent

of my papers. I shall receive all sorts of advertise-

ments, but shall answer for the reasonableness of none ;

unless I give thereof a particular character, on which

(as I shall give it) may be dependance, but no argu-
ment that others deserve not as well."

"
I am intbrm'd that great numbers of gazettes are

each time printed, which makes them the most uni-

versal intelligencers , but I'll .suppose mine their first

handmaid, because it goes (tho' not so thick, yet) to

most parts. It's also lasting, to be put into volumes

with indexes ; and particularly there shall be an index

I of all the advertisements, whereby, for ages to come,

I
they may be useful. I have publish'd on the subject

j

of Husbandry and Trade, two quarto volumes, three

I

folio volumes, with the great sheet of taxes, acres,

houses, &c. ; and am weekly carrying on this paper,

which may be brought to anybodies house within the

Bills of Mortality, or penny post, for one penny the

week ; and anywhere else in England (where enough

I

will encourage a bookseller or carrier). The volumes

I may be had from most booksellers of England, Scot-

land, or Ireland."

The Collection, which the editor will carry on as

| usual, refers to the single sheet. The Gazette

must have been the London Gazette. In what

sort of way the editor could suppose that adver-

tisements could be useful for ages to come, we, in

this age of enlightenment and knowledge, are at a

loss to conceive. The great sheet of taxes, acres,

houses, &c., I have, and may give you an account

of its contents at some future time. The first page
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of the paper was always devoted to a letter from

the editor's own pen on husbandry, trade, chemis-

try, domestic cookery, and a variety of other topics.

The editor appears to have been a spirited man,
who collected with great care and diligence a great

variety of facts whereby to interest his readers.

The advertisements are very curious, specimens of

which I will give you in another communication.

Each paper contains the weekly prices of wheat,

rye, barley, malt, oats, horse beans, peas,, coals,

hops, hay, tallow, and wool, in all the counties of

England and Wales ;
the prices of provisions in

London
;

also a weekly statement of wind and
weather ; the number of deaths, and their causes

;

the number of christenings and burials, specifying
how many of each sex. The editor often concludes

a column of information by stating,
" this is all I

see useful to posterity." He not only appears to

have been a man of an active mind, but also a very
kind man

;
for he says to those who advertise in his

paper for situations, &c., that "
if they apply them-

selves to me, I'll strive to help them." He appears
also to have kept a shop, or at least to have traded
in certain articles : for in one of his papers is this

advertisement :

" In my first volume of 1.682, I published my own
selling of chocolate, and have sold in small quantities
ever since : I have now two sorts, both made of the

best nuts, without spice or perfume ; the one 5*., and
the other 6s. the pound ; and I'll answer for their

goodness. If I shall think fit to sell any other sorts,

I'll give noticei JOHN HOUGHTON. "

By this advertisement we get at the date when
the paper was first published. H. M. BBALBY.

North Brixton.

MR. GOUGH S TRANSLATION OF THE HISTORY OF THE
BIBLE.

The original work is thus described by Brunet,
in his Manuel, Paris, 1842, vol. ii. p. 583. :

" Histoire du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament (par
Dav. Martin), enrichie de plus de 400 fig. Anvers

(Antwerp.), P. Mortier, 1700, 2 vol. gr. in fol."

This work is usually called Bible de Mortier. It

is not a difficult book to be met with, but the price
varies considerably according to the state of the

plates. H. F.

Mr. GougKs Translation of the History of the
Bible (Vol. iii.r p. 100.). A friend has furnished
rue with the following extract from the Manuel du
Libraire of M. J. C. Brunet in reply to my in-

quiry who was the author of the original history.
It is taken from torn. i. p. 544.

" Histoire du : V. et du N. Testament (par Dav.
Martin), enrichie de plus de 400 fig. Anvers. (Ant-
werp.), P. Mortier, 1700, 2 vol.gr. infol."

M. Brunet informs us that copies of these volumes
are valued by the state of the plates ;

one of which,

the Apocalypse, having been broken, was
mended with nails, which marked the impression,
and gave the distinction of copies before or with
the nails.

As there can be no doubt but that most book-
sellers take in your useful publication, one of them

may be induced to inform the undersigned if he
has a copy for sale, and the price. J. M. GUTCH.

Worcester.

Origin of Harlequins. In a note to his trans-
lation of Priscus' "

History of the Embassy sent to

Attila by Theodosius the Younger
"

(Hist Civiliz.

app. iii. vol. ii. p. 430., Bogue's edit. European
Library), M. Guizot remarks, alluding to the ap-
pearance of Zercho, a Moor, at Attila's feast:

" Is it not singular to find an harlequin at the court
of Attila? Yet such is the origin of these buffoons.
The colour of the black slaves, the strangeness of their

face and manners, caused them to be sought after as

excellent ministers of mirth ; to complete the singu-

larity, Zercho asks his wife at the hands of Attila,

closely paralleling Harlequin demanding Columbine."

Is this account of the origin of Harlequins
generally acquiesced in ? I should be obliged by
any early notice of the character of Harlequin,
and his introduction on the English or any foreign
stage. E, L. N.

Monosyllables. Among the many correspond-
ents who have sent you specimens of monosyllabic
poetry, I have seen no one who, has quoted this

very singular passage from Phineas Fletcher's

Purple Island. It \sfar more striking than anything
you have yet inserted on this subject.

Canto I. Stanza 7.

" New light new love, new love new life hath bred ;

A life that lives by love, and loves by light ;

A love to Him to whom all loves are wed ;

A light to whom the sun is darkest night :

Eye's light, heart's love, soul's only life He is ;

Life, soul, love, heart, light, eyo, and all are His ;

Be eye, light, heart, love, soul ; He all my joy and
bliss."

In seventy words only one of more than a syl-
lable

;
the alliteration in the second line is likewise

noticeable. H. A. B.
Trin. Col., Cambridge.

The Breeches, or Geneva Bible (Vol. iii., p. 17.).
I have before me a copy of Christopher Bar-

kar's edition of the "Breeches" Bible, 1576, small

folio, in which, on the fly-leaf, is the following
interesting note in the handwriting of the late

Francis Douce :

" It is generally conceived that the peculiarity,
'and they sewed fig tree leaves together^ and made
themselves breeches,' belongs exclusively to this Bibje,

but it is. a mistake. The Saxon version by JElfric ha,
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' and sewed Jiff-leaves,
and worked them WEED-BREECH, or

tloaths for the breech.' Wicliffe also translates ' and

maden hem breechis /' and it is singular that Littleton,

in his excellent Dictionary, explains perizomata, the

word used in the Vulgate, by breeches. In the manu-

script French translation of Petrus Comestor's Com-

mentary on the Bible, made by Guiars des Moulins in

the 13th century, we have ' Couvertures tout autres-

sint comme unnes petites braies.'"

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Etymology of Mushroom. In the sixteenth

century this word appears generally to have been

spelt Mushrump. Nares, in his valuable Glossary,

gives an instance from Marlow's play of Edward
the Second, 1598

;
but there is an earlier example

in Robert Southwell's Spirituall Poems^ 1595 :

" He that high growth on cedars did bestow,

Gave also lowly mushrumps leave to growe."

It is also spelt Mushrump in Cockeram's Dic-

tionary, 1632. These instances may possibly lead

to a correct etymology of the word.
EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Curious Fact in Natural History. There is in

the Brazils a popular superstition to this effect.

There is a tree called Japecarga, which is said to

grow out of the body of the insect called Cigara.
This is a very large tree, and the Cigara is an in-

sect which makes an incessant chirping on the tree,

and, as the saying goes, chirps till it bursts. When
the insect dies, the tree is said to grow out of it,

the roots growing down the legs* My explana-
tion is this : The insect feeds on the seeds of the

Japecarga, and occasionally, under advantageous
circumstances, some of the seeds germinate, and

cause the death of the insect* the tree shooting up
through the softest part, the back, and the rootlets

making their way down the only outlets, the legs.

I wish to know whether any similar fact in Natu-
ral History has been noticed, and if not, how is it

accounted for, since I can vouch for the skin of

the insect having been found with the tree grow-

ing out of its back, and the roots growing down

through the legs. JOHN MANLEY.
Pernambuco.

Hudibras in 1710. On the back of the oldest

register of the parish of Syston, Leicestershire,

is the following memorandum :

"
July 19th, 1710. Borrow'd then of Mr. Hesketh

Hndibrass in 3 parts, wch I promise to return upon
demand ; witness my hand, JOHN KILBY."

A pretty strong proof of the value and interest

of this work about a century and a half ago.
AEUN.

The Great Exhibition. It is well known that

the vineyards of Switzerland have been long pro-
tected from hail by means of upright poles having

copper wire attached to them, termed "
para-

greles," distant from each other from 60 to 100

feet. The formation of hail is an effect of which

electricity is the cause, and the cloud being de-

prived of this agent by the conductors, descends in

the shape of rain. Mr. John Murray, F.S.A.,
F.L.S., &c., in his work on Switzerland, speaks

very decidedly of their utility. Has then this

ingenious contrivance been considered with re-

ference to the protection of the Great Exhibition
and its valuable, or rather invaluable, contents?
or why is it deemed inapplicable to the purpose ?

C. T.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.

Everybody can see that the first commandment is

directed against polytheism, and the second against

idolatry ;
and most people know that the Church of

Rome differs from the Church of England in joining
these two into one commandment, and dividing the

tenth into two commandments, so as to make up
the full number, ten. This point of difference be-

twixt the two churches must necessarily have

been the subject of much dispute. There must
be plausible reasons on both sides for every com-
mandment in the Anglican ritual being different

from its correspondent on the Roman tables : and
the settlement of this question must properly be-

long to the theologian, since holy scripture only
mentions how many divine commandments there

are (Exodus, xxxiv. 28. : Deuteronomy, iv. 13.,

x. 4-), without authoritatively separating them.

Will any one kindly inform me where this ques-
tion may be found fully discussed

;
and where

mention is made of the earliest known divisions of

the law ? Also, I should be glad to know how
the Jews at the present day divide the command-
ments

;
and whether there is any record or tra-

dition of there ever having been discussions in

their church upon this very interesting and no

less important matter ? ALFRED GATTY,

Ecclesfield.

Was Hugh Peters ever on the Stage? In a

pamphlet entitled Arbitrary Government dis-

played to the Life, in the illegal Transactions of
the late Times under the tyrannick Usurpation of
Oliver Cromwell, ed. 1690, p. 98., we are in-

formed that Hugh Peters, after he had been ex-

pelled the University of Cambridge, went to Lon-

don, and enrolled himself as a player in Shak-

speare's company,
" in which he usually performed

the part of Clown." Is there any other authority

for this statement P EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

English Synonymes. What are the books of

best authority for the synonymes of the English
lan<ma"e ? A FOREIGNER.
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Christmas Day. Which of the popes fixed

dogmatically the 25th of December as the birthday
of our Saviour ? Was it not either Julius I. or

II. ? and what grounds had he for his decision ?

J.C.

A Coggeshall Job." Saffron Walden, God help

me." Has the old saying of" A Coggeshall Job '

occupied the attention of your readers ? And
why is it that many of the mendicants who
ramble the county of Suffolk in search of relief,

when asked where they come from, reply in a

pitii'ul tone,
" Saffron Walden, God help me."

Easton.

T. Gilburt on Clandestine Marriages. I have a

MS. against the validity of clandestine marriages,
dated from Oxford, June 23rd, 1682, signed T.

Gilburt. It is a learned and argumentative trea-

tise on this subject. It is entitled :

" An Argument against the Validitie of Clandestine

Marriages in the Sight of God. Sent with a Letter

to a person of Qualitie desiring my Judgment in y*
case wherein he was too nearly concerned."

I am anxious to know who this T. Gilburt may
have been. W. P.

Father Hehl, and Cahagnet. If any of your
numerous readers can say where any account of

Father Hehl, who in 1774 discovered animal mag-
netism, may be found ; and whether such a person
as M. L. Alph. Cahagnet is living in Paris or else-

where, whether he "is a doctor or pharmacien,
what his age may be, and whether the persons
whose letters are given in his book, Arcanes de la

Vie future deooiles, are real or imaginary beings,

they will greatly comfort ENGASTKIMYTHUS.

Roman Catholic Bishops in Ireland. Can any
of your readei's refer me to any printed or manu-

script account of the appointment of Roman
Catholic bishops in Ireland by the Stuart family

subsequent to the death of James II., containing
names, dates, &c. ? DRUMLETHGLAS.

Derivation of the Word Fib. Can any of your
readers suggest a proper derivation of this word ?

Old Bailey, to whom a reference would occasionally
save many doubts and inquiries, connects it with
"
fable." Johnson says nothing as to the ety-

mology, but explains it as " a cant word among
children

;

"
while, at the same time, he inserts it

on the authority of Pope and Arbuthnot.
In reading the works of that very learned and in-

structive author, Samuel Werenfels, I was struck
with a passage in his Diatribe de Meteoris, p. 272.

(Amstel. Wetstein, 1702), which seemed to furnish
a probable solution of the question :

"
Propter

abusum nominis Phoebi evenit, ut omnes qui,
altius in oratione, quarn decet, se extollere volunt,
Gallis hodiernis QoiSoXoyew Phoebum loqui, Parler

Phebus, dicantur." So far as the sound is con-

cerned, this seems a nearer approximation to " fib"

than the word " fable." The sense, too, is not

very remote from the accepted one of "
talking

fibs." Query, as to this conjecture ? C. H. P.

Brighton, Feb. 10. 1851.

Thomas May, the Author of the Supplement to

Lucan. Who was this Thomas May? To an
Elzevir edition of Lucan, 1658, Amsterdam, "ac-
curanto Cornelio Sebreveljo," there is added "

Sup-
plementum Lucani Libri Septem ; authore Thoma
Maio, Anglo." In the preface it is stated,

*'

Sup-
plementum Lucani ab Anglo quodam antehSc
seorsim editum, et huic materise aptissimum ad-

junximus, ne quid esset quod hie desideraretur."

In the fourth book of this Supplement, Cato is

represented as soliloquising before his death as

follows :

" Quam diversa, inquit, restant post funera sortes 1

Credo equidem, divine Plato, te dogmata vera

Haec ipsum docuisse Deum, Deus ipse sequendam
(Aut Natura homines ratioque innata fefellit)

Proposuit virtutem, et praemia debita justis

Hajc quonian justos injusta potentia fraudat

Saepiijs in terris, et gens humana rebellat

Solvere post mortem justissimus ipse tenetur."

The famous soliloquy in Addison's Cato seems
to resemble this, in its general tone of thought.
In a former passage occur these lines :

" Solatia sola hsee,

Quod meliore frui post mortem lumine sperat.

Jmmortalem animam spes haec probat."

The idea is similar to that contained in -^

" Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire,

This longing after immortality?"

Addison seems to me to have had May's der

scription of Cato's death in his mind, when he
wrote the soliloquy. J. H, L.

Bunting's Irish Melodies. This admirable

musical scholar many years since promised a new
edition of the first two volumes of his Irish Airs.

Is there any hope of this being soon accomplished ?

GEORGE STEPHENS.
Stockholm.

Rudbeck, Campi Elysii. A copy of this work
is said to exist in Sherard's* Collection, in the Bo-
tanical Garden, Oxford. It must have been

acquired before 1797. (See Bibliotheca Banksiana,
iii. 67.)

Vol. I. The title and some following leaves are

written. Does any note exist as to who copied
these leaves, or when, or where ?

Is any name of any former owner written

on the book-back, title, or elsewhere ; or is it

known when it was purchased, or at what price ?

*
Sherard, 1738.
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Dees any library-mark, auction-number, or other

identifying signature occur ?

Is it quite complete at the end, or is anything
missing after page 224. ?

Does the whole consist of figures, or have some
leaves an introduction, text, or corrections, &c. ?

Vol. II. Does anything in this volume illus-

trate any of the above questions ?

A SWEDISH BIBLIOGNOST.
Stockholm.

Prince of Wales' Motto (Vol.iii., p. lOfi.).
The Query of EFFESSA is one of great interest to

us "
Taffies," but I wish to add the following to

it. Is there any foundation for the idea, which
we so strenuously maintain, that " Ich Dien "

is a

misspelled edition of " Eich Dyn" " Behold the

inaii :" and that the motto was bestowed on
Edward of Carnarvon in consequence of his royal
father having learned these two Welsh words, and
made use of them when he presented his infant to

the assembled tribes as a prince who could "speak
no word of English ?

"
SELEUCUS.

Sorrow's Danish Ballads. The singular au-
thor of Lavengro, Mr. Geo. Borrow, some years
ago published certain translations of Danish or

other northern ballads, with which I have never
*been able to meet. Can you or any of your
readers furnish me with the title of the book and

publisher's name ?

My curiosity respecting it has again been
aroused somewhat strongly by the account in

Lavengro of the way in which he began to study
Danish. It might afford a good lesson to all

young
"
philologers."

I presume that, at the mature age of " NOTES
ANP QUERIES," commonplace compliments as to

its usefulness and high general value, begin to be

very stale
;
but I cannot close without a hearty" God speed
"
to you in your labours. BBUNO.

Head of the Saviour. Can any of your readers

give me some information about an engraving of
our Saviour, which may just now be seen in many
of the London print-shops? It represents the

side-face, and is said to be a fac-simile of a likeness

engraved on an emerald by order of some Roman
Emperor, and which served as the ransom of some
other famous person (who, I quite forget). Is

this really the truth ? P. M. M.

Lines on English History. The Sword Flam-

berg. I shall be greatly obliged to any of your
correspondents who can inform me where I can

procure a copy of some lines on English history,

commencing :

*' William the Norman conquers England's state
In his own forest Rofus meets his fate," &e.

They are said to be written by a Roman Catholic

gentleman named Chaloner.
I also wish to know something about the old

German sword called the "Flamberg." I have
seen it represented as twisted like a column of

flame, and should like to know Lts history, and
whether there was any allusion in it to the naming
sword that kept the gate of Paradise.

Mention is made of it by Kdrner in his poem," Manner und Buben :"

" JStosst in it an

Mann fiir Mann
Wer den Flamberg schwisgen Ttann,"

Can your correspondents tell me, also, whether
there is such a phrase, expressive of the place
where four roads met, as a " four warnt way," and
whence its origin, and how properly spelt ?

AN ENGLISH MOTHER.
Denarius Philosophorum. Can you inform me

what the inscription "Denarius Philosophorum"
means, on Bishop Thornborough's monument in

Worcester Cathedral ? D. Y.
" Sees Good in everything." Where does the

line,
" Sees good in everything, and God in all."

come from ? D. Y.

Christchurch, Oxford

Oxford Friars Voyage to the North Pole. In a

book I have, entitled Prospects of the mostfamous
Parts of the World, date 1646, occurs the follow-

ing :

" Towards the north pole we have gained, more in

proportion, as far as Nova Zerrrbla, and the sea is known
to be navigable to the 81st degree : whether the rest be

land or not it never yet appeared to any (as 1 heare of)
but an Oxford Friar by a Magique voyage. He
reports of a Black Rock just under the pole, and an Isle

of Pygmies; other strange miracles, to which, for my
part, 1 shall give little credit till I have better proof for

it than the Devil's word."

Query, Who was the friar ? and where is the

account of his voyage to be found ? J. Y. R.

Roman Catholic Church. The Rev. J. M.
Neale has just published an appendix to his Intro-

duction to the History of the Holy Eastern Church,

containing a list of all the sees in that communion,
with the names of the present possessors. Can

any of your correspondents inform me where I

can meet with a similar notitia of the sees in the

Roman Catholic Church ? E. H. A.

[The Almanack du Cltrge de France contains a ca-

talogue of Roman Catholic bishops throughout the

world, compiled from documents furnished by the

Congregation De Propaganda Fide of Rome.]

Cor Linguae. May I ask who is the author of

the following epigram, quoted by Coke on the

trial of Garnet ?

" Cor linguae foederat naturas sanctio,

Veluti in quodam certo connubio ;

Ergo cum dissonent cor et locutio,

Sermo concipittir in adulterio."

J. Bs.
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Bishop Hooper's Godly Confession, Sfc. Being
engaged in editing Bishop Hooper's works, and

finding myself impeded by want of the original
edition of his Godly Confession and Protestation of
the Christian Faith, printed at London by John

Day, 1550, I am induced to seek your assistance,

and to ask whether you can inform me where a

copy of the above work may be found ?

(THE REV.) CHARLES NEVINSON.

Browne's Hospital, Stamford.

Extradition, Ignore, Diamagnetism. In pur-
suance ofmy note to you regarding the definition

of words in science and literature which may have

sprung up of late years, will you allow me to

quote, as instances in the latter department, the

two words " extradition
"
and "

ignore ?
"

1. Is the following a correct definition of "ex-
tradition," viz.,

" the surrender by a sta.te, of a

political refugee, at the request of a foreign

power ?
"

2. Is the etymology of the word made up of
" extra" and "

ditio
"
put for "

deditio," a giving
up or surrendering ?

Does "ignore" mean to "treat as non-existent;"
and are there no other words in the language
which express exactly the meaning conveyed by
these two ?

In science, I would ask, is
"
diamagnetism

"

correctly explained by terming it
" the property

of any substance whereby it turns itself, when
freely suspended, at right angles to the magnetic
meridian.

'

P. S.

Cinquante Lettres d"
1

Exhortation. Can any of

your readers inform me who is the author of the

following work ?

"
Cinquante lettres d'exhortation et de consolation

sur les souffrances de ces derniers terns, et sur quelques
autres sujets ; ecrites a diverses personnes par Mons.
D. V. B. pendant ses exils et ses prisons, en France ;

et depuis que par ordre du Roi, il s'est retire en
Hollande. La Haye, 1704, 8vo."

The copy which I have seen is lettered on the
back "

Beringke-Lettres ;" but I can find no
account of any person of that name at all likely
to have written the letters, nor any authority for

ascribing their authorship to a person of that
name. TYRO.

Dublin.

Old Tract on the Eucharist. Can any of your
readers tell me the name of the author of the

following tract ?

" A Full View of the Doctrines and Practices of
the Ancient Church, relating to the Eucharist. Lond.
1688."

Wishing to procure a copy, I have asked seve-
ral booksellers, but without success. It has been
most strongly recommended by a writer of the

present day. ABHBA.

CARDINAL'S MONUMENT.

(Vol. iii., p. 106.)

Your correspondent and querist, J. D. A., asks
for some information respecting the coat of arms,
surmounted by a cardinal's hat, sculptured and
affixed to one of the pillars of the south transept
in St. Saviour's Church, Southwark. I send in

reply an extract from a now scarce book, Arthur
Tiler's History and Antiquities of St. Saviours,
1765, with which all the later historians of the
church agree :

"Anno 1400. 2 Hen. IV.
" The whole church was new built about this time ;

Henry Beaufort (second son of John of Gaunt, Duke
of Lancaster, son of Edward III.), Cardinal of St.

Eusebius, and Bishop of Winchester from the year
1405 to the time of his death in 1447, might have con-
tributed towards the building, being a man of great
wealth, for which he was called the rich Cardinal, as
the arms of the Beauforts are carved in stone on a pillar
in the south cross aisle; and by the remaining sculpture on
each side it appears to be done for strings pendant from a
Cardinal's hat placed over them. The arms are quar-
terly France and England, a border compone argent
and azure."

When the transepts were rebuilt, some years
since, the cardinal's hat, which till that time was

nearly defaced, was then restored, and the coat of
arms newly emblazoned. W. B.

19. Winchester Place, St. Saviour's, Southwark.

[G. A. S. and JAMES H. SMITH have forwarded
similar replies.]

With reference to the Query of J. D. A. (p. 106.

ante), it would appear that the cardinal's hat,
but with a difference in the number of rows of

tassels, is sometimes seen on the monuments of
men who never were raised to that dignity.

In the Cathedral of St. Canice, Kilkenny, are
two monuments placed there during the rule of
the Confederate Catholics, viz., that of James
Cleere,

" Protonotarius et Rector ecclesiae D. Jo-
annis Dioecesis oporiensis," who died A. D. 1643,
Nov. 14; and David Rothe, intrusive Roman Ca-
tholic Bishop of Ossery, who died some years
after on both of which the arms of the individual
are surmounted by a cardinal's hat. It is quite
certain that neither of these ecclesiastics had a

right to this distinction as cardinals. For the

right of Bishops and Prothonotaries to wear hats or

caps of the same shape as the cardinals, with their

colours and peculiarities, see Glossary of Heraldry
(Oxford), under "

Cap-Cardinals." Any further

examples will oblige J. GRAVES.
Kilkenny, Feb. 10. 1851.

The Cardinal's hat, with arms beneath, on a pillar
near the poet Gower's monument, in St. Saviour's,
Southwark, refers directly to the beneficence of
that busy cardinal and very remarkable man,
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Cardinal Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester, and who
in that capacity resided in the adjoining palace ;

indirectly it refers to the marriage of James V. of

Scotland with Jane Beaufort, the Cardinal's niece:

and it is something to the honour of St. Mary
Overies, (the church in question,) to add that it

was within its walls that the ceremony took place.
Besides Gower, the parish registers state that

Edmond Shakspeare ob. 1G07 (one of the bro-

thers of the great dramatist), John Fletcher ob.

1625, and Philip Massinger ob. 1640. (See Mr.

Knight's Old England, eng. 548. p. 147.)
BL.OWEN.

A cardinal's hat is differenced by colour and the

number of its tassels, not by its shape, which is

the same for all clergymen. Thus, for simple

priests, a black hat, with one tassel on either side
;

for a bishop, a green hat with three tassels
;
for a

cardinal, a crimson hat with five or seven tassels.

What the reason may be for the variation in the

number of the tassels amongst cardinals, I should

be glad to learn. W. D-N.

In Ciaconius (Vita et Res Gestee Pontificum,

Rome, 1630), there is a list of all the cardinals

created up to that date, with their armorial bear-

ings ; and the only instances of France and Eng-
land quarterly (which is, no doubt, what is in-

tended), are those of Cardinal Beaufort, Bishop
of Winchester, and Cardinal Hallum, Bishop of

Salisbury. I can find no mention anywhere of
the family of Cardinal Hallum, or Hallam

;
and

should be glad to know who he was descended

from, and why he had those arms assigned to him

by Ciaconius, who is tolerably correct. A.W. M.

BOOTY'S CASK.

(Vol. Hi., p. 40.)

I cannot refer DEMONOLOGIST to an authentic

report of Booty's case, but I believe none is more
so than that in Kirby's Wonderful and Eccentric

Museum, vol. ii. p. 247.

The following extract is given from the journal
of Mr. Spinks :

"
Friday, 15th May, 1687. We had the observation

of Mr. Booty this day. Captain Barrisby, Captain Bris-

towe, Captain Brown, I, and Mr. Ball, merchant, went
on shore in Captain Barnaby's boat, to shoot rabbits

upon Stromboli ; and when we had done we called all

our men together by us, and about half an hour and
fourteen minutes after three in the afternoon, to our

great surprise, we all of us saw two men conie running
towards us with such swiftness that no living man
could run half so fast as they did run, when all of us

heard Captain Barnaby say,
' Lord bless me, the fore-

most is old Booty, my next-door neighbour;' but he

said he did not know the other that run behind : he
was in black clothes, and the foremost was in grey.
Then Captain Barnaby desired all of us to take an

account of the time, and put it down in our pocket-
books, and when we got on board we wrote it in our

journals ; for we saw them into the flames of fire, and
there was a great noise which greatly affrighted us
all ; for we none of us ever saw or heard the like

! before. Captain Barnaby said he was certain it was
|

old Booty, which he saw running over Stromboli and

I

into the flames of Hell. It is stated that Captain
Barnaby told his wife, and she told somebody else, and
that it was afterward told to Mrs. Booty, who arrested

Captain Barnaby in a thousand pound action, for what
he had said of her husband. Captain Barnaby gave
bail to it, and it came on to a trial in the Court of

King's Bench, and they had Mr. Booty's wearing
apparel brought into court, and the sexton of the

parish, and the people that were with him when he
died

; and we swore to our journals, and it came to

the same time within two minutes : ten of our men
swore to the buttons on his coat, and that they were
covered with the same sort of cloth his coat was made
of, and so it proved. The jury asked Mr. Spinks if he
knew Mr. Booty. He answered,

' I never saw him
till he ran by me on the burning mountain.'"

The chiefjustice from April, 1687, to February,
1689, was Sir Robert Wright. His name is not

given in the report, but thejudge said
" Lord have mercy upon me, and grant that I may

never see what you have seen : one, two, or three may
be mistaken, but thirty never can be mistaken. So the

widow lost her suit."

An action for slander of a deceased husband,

brought by the widow, and the defendant held to

bail, is a remarkable beginning. The plea of jus-

tification, that Booty ran into Hell, is hardly sup-

ported by evidence that he ran into the flames at

Stromboli. The evidence was, that the defendant

said that one of the two runners was Booty ;
it

does not appear that the other witnesses knew
him. The witnesses must have kept a good look

to observe the buttons of Booty's coat when he

ran more than twice as fast as any living man
could run. Finally, as the time of the death and

the observation " came to the same within two

minutes," and Stromboli is about 15 east of

Gravesend, Booty must have run to Hell before

he died.

I have no doubt that " the case is well known
in the navy." The facts are of the sort usually

reported to the marines; but the law such as was

unknown before 9 & 10 Viet. c. 95. H. B. C.

U. U. Club, Feb. 11.

THE CONQUEST.

(Vol. ii., p. 440. ; Vol. iii., p. 92.)

I question the position of S. K., that the phrase
"
post conquestum

"
is used in the deed he cites

(Vol. ii., p. 92.) for the accession of the king.
" Post conquestum

"
was, in records and deeds,

applied with more or less frequency to all our

kings, from Edward III. to Henry VIII. To show

this I give the following references to the pages of

Madox's Formulare Anglicanum :
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EDWARD III. 12. 19. 92. 94. 120. 121. 139. 14O.

166. 167. 168. 201. 203. 228. 229. 23O. 264.

282. 283. 318. 322. 349. 361. 362. 386. 387.

388. 389. 402. 403.

RICHARD II. 66. 96. 122. 123. 140. 141. 169.

203. 268. 284. 323. 325. 326. 327. 362. 390.

404. 405. 410.

HENRY IV. 67. 97. 98. 124. 125. 142. 172. 204.

205. 269. 270. 284. 285. 328. 329. 330. 350.

391. 405. 407.

HENRY V. 67. 68. 126. 143. 144. 206.285. 331.

391. 408. 420.

HENRY VI. 18. 34. 100. 101. 103. 104. 126.

127. 145. 147. 148. 206. 207. 208. 233. 270.

271. 286. 331. 332. 333. 334. 351. 364. 392.

393. 394. 409. 410. 434.

EDWARD IV. 128. 148. 209. 234. 286. 335. 352.

365. 394. 395.

RICHARD III. 108.209. 212.411.

HENRY VII. 71. 214. 235. 339. 352. 365. 396.

412. 438.

HENRY VIII. 235. 236. 273. 343. 396. 414.

I believe "
post conquestum" was also applied to

Edward V.
;
but the records and deeds of his short

reign are necessarily but few.

I conjecture that the use of the term "
post

conquestum
"
thus originated.

As we had Kings of England of the name of

Edward before the Conquest, Edward the First

was distinguished from these monarchs by being

styled
"
King Edward, the son of King Henry

"

(his father was called "
King Henry, the son of

King John "). In like manner, Edward II. was

distinguished from his father by being called "King
Edward, the son of King Edward;" but Ed-
ward III. could not thus be distinguished from his

father
;
he was therefore called King Edward III.

;

but, as there were Kings Edward before the Con-

quest, the third was qualified by the addition of

the phrase in question,
"
post conquestum." To

Richard II. generally, and to his successors up to

Henry VIII. either generally or occasionally, the

same phrase,
"
post conquestum," was also applied ;

but, if we except Edward IV. and V., this phrase
was not at all required, or applicable in their cases,

inasmuch as no King of England before the Con-

quest was named either Richard or Henry.
C. H. COOPER,

Cambridge, Feb. 4. 1851.

DESCENT OF HENRY IV.

(Vol. ii., p. 375.
;
Vol. iii., p. 120.)

Upon the deposition of Richard II., 30th Sep-
tember, 1399, Henry IV., then Duke of Lancas-

ter, claimed the crown in the following terms :

" In the name of the Fader, Sonne, and Holy
Ghost, I, Henry of Lancastre, chalenge this Rewme of

Ynglonde and the Croune, with all the Membres and
the appurtenances, als I that am descendit be ryght
lyne of the Blode comyng fro the gude Lord King

Henry thirde, and thorghe that ryght that God of his

grace hath sent me with helpe of my kyn and of my
friendes to recover it : the which Rewme was in poynt
to be ondone for defaut of Governance, and undoying of

the gude Lawes."

Rapin observes upon this (vol. i. p. 476.) :

" It was not without reason that he affected to make
use of obscure expressions, which left undetermined
the foundation upon which he built his pretended right.
If he seemed to derive his title from Henry III.

rather than from Edward III., his grandfather, it was
because there was a rumour that Edmund, Earl of

Lancaster, surnamed Crouch-back, was eldest son of

Henry III. ; but by reason of his deformity Edward I.,

his younger brother, was placed on the throne. Ac-

cording to this supposition, the Duke would have made
the ignorant believe he could ground his title upon
being son of Blanch of Lancaster, granddaughter of

Edmund Crouch-back, and heiress of that family. But
as he was sensible everybody could not be imposed
upon by so gross a forgery, he added certain expres-
sions, intimating that he built his right also upon the

service he had just done the state. This is the mean-

ing of the claim, expressed in such obscure terms. As
it was resolved to adjudge the crown to the Duke, the

Parliament took care not to examine his claim too

closely, but were very willing to suppose it uncontest-

able. Thus, without any regard to the just rights of

the Earl of March, it was decreed that Henry should
be proclaimed king, which was done that very day," &c.

It would seem, however, that Henry -was to a

certain extent compelled to make his claim to the

crown in the form he did (Hales, Hist. C. L. c. 5.),

notwithstanding his desire to do so as a conqueror.
(Seld. Tit. Hon. 1. 3.) J. B. COJLMAN.

tfl jHtncr

Chauncy Entwysel. To a dry genealogical

Query (Vol. iii., p. 61.), your readers will wish
me to reply as briefly as possible. F. R. R. will

find that Sir H. Chauncy's statement is borrowed
from Weever. The latter founded his statement,
that " Wilfred Entwysel was the last heir of his

house," on the authority of Dalton, Norroy ; but
this statement, as your correspondent has shown,
and as other evidence would prove, is not well-

founded. It may be assumed that Sir Bertyne
Entwysel did not leave issue, male, by Lucy his

wife, the daughter of Sir John Ashton, of Ashton-

under-Lyne, as Leland speaks of a daughter only,
" of whom Master Bradene, of Northamptonshire,
is descended." His connexion with Lancashire is

shown by his epitaph, and by our finding his name
as a witness to a Lancashire charter. The alli-

ance which he formed may be urged as a further

proof. Leland's expression, that " he came into

England," may imply that Sir Bertyne remained
in France discharging the duties of his office, from
the period of the Battle of Agincourt, where he
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signally distinguished himself, until his services

were again called for in the Wars of the Roses.

J. H. M.
" Pretended

"
Reprint of Ancient Poetry, in J.

Taylor's Catalogue of 1824 (Vol. ii., p. 463.), re-

plied to by CATO (Vol. ii., p. 500.). My attention

has been drawn to the above, wherein doubts have
been raised as to the existence of a volume sup-

posed to be UNIQUE ;
and criticisms follow on my

note, which records the fact, that "only TWO
COPIES were reprinted." CATO has already stated

that the reprinting the TWO COPIES was at the

expense of the late Rev. Peter Hall
;
and ONE

COPT produced at his sale twenty shillings : the

other copy bore the impress of Mr. Davidson, a

highly respectable printer; and that only two copies
were reprinted, one of which came direct to me
from the Rev. Peter Hall. This copy was pur-
chased from me by an eminent statesman, who has

formed one of the finest libraries in the kingdom.
JAMES TAYLOR,

Formerly of Blackfriars Road.

Newick, Jan. 27. 1851.

Lights on the Altar. I would refer your cor-

respondent D. SHOL.BUS (Vol. ii., p. 495.) to one
of the Canons published under King Edgar, about
the year 968. Lambard's Latin version of the or-

dinance is as follows:
"
Semper in ecclesia lumen ardeat dum Missa de-

cantetur."

ed. Wheloc. p. 70. Cantab. 1644.

Compare Cressy's Church History of Brittany,

p. 870. A.D. 1668.) R. G.

Cognation of the Jaws and Lacedtemonians (Vol.
ii., p. 377.). I should occupy too much space in

your interesting publication were I to give a list

of the critics or ethnographers who have com-
mented on this passage, and shall therefore be
content to mention some of the most important
works which may afford sufficient information, or

at least enable your correspondent to pursue the

inquiry farther.

Calmet's Dissertation sur la Parente des Juifs et

des Lacedemoniens, which is included in his Disser-

tations, Paris, 1720, in 3 vols. 4to, and also in

his Commentaires. Stillingfleet's Origines Sacra,
book iii., c. 4., who admits the probability that the

Spartans had relation to Abraham, as deriving
from Phaleg, from whom Abraham came. This

appears to have been intended by the expressions
of Josephus, e 4i/&y -yfvovs KOL\ GK TT}S irpbs

'

A.fipa/j.ov

o:/c6i<$T7jToy (book xii. c. iv.) ;
but the Versions, and

most critics, interpret the words in the 12th chap.
of 1 Maccabees, K yevovs 'A/3poc^u, as implying that

they came from Abraham : see Selden, de Syne-
driis, 1. ii. c. iii. s. v. The Rev. Charles Forster's

Historical Geography of Arabia, part i. sect, vi.,

in which he discusses "the vestiges of Arab colonies,

and maintains the Arabo-Abrahamic origin of the
Greeks." Stephanus Morinus, in Diss. de Cog-
natione Lacedcemoniorum et Hebrceorum (inter dis-

sertationes viii. Dordraci, 1700, 8vo.)
Your correspondent, who, in Vol. ii., p. 230., re-

quests to be supplied with "a list of all the theories
and publications respecting the ten tribes com-

monly called the Lost Tribes," will probably be
satisfied with that furnished by Basnage's History
of the Jews, in which, however, he overlooks the

theory of Olaus Rudbeckius, Filius, that they are
to be found neither in Asia, nor Africa, nor Ame-
rica, but in Lapland! The same author, in a
treatise de Ave Selau, cujus mentio fit Numer. xi.

31., endeavours to establish an analogy between
the Hebrew and Gothic languages.

T. J.

Queen Marys Lament (Vol. iii., p. 89.). The
following copy of verses, written by this beautiful
and unfortunate princess, during her confinement
in Fotheringay Castle, was presented to the public
by the kindness of a very eminent and liberal

collector :

" Que suis-je helas ? et de quoi sert la vie ?

J'en suis fors qu'un corps prive de cueur ;

Un ombre vayn, un objet de malheur,
Qui n'a plus rien que de mourir en vie.

Plus ne me portez, O enemys, d'envie,

Qui n'a plus 1'esprit a la grandeur,
J'ai consomme d'excessive douleur,
Voltre ire en href de voir assouvie.

Et vous amys qui m'avez term chere,
Souvenez-vous que sans cueur, et sans santey,
Je ne scaurois auqun bon oauvre faire.

Soubaitez done fin de calamitey,
Et que SMS has etant assez punie,
J'aie ma part en la joie infinie."

The verses are written on a sheet of paper, by
Mary herself, in a large rambling hand. The fol-

lowing literal translation of them was made by a

countrywoman of Mary's, a lady in beauty of per-
son and elegance of mind by no means inferior to

that accomplished and unfortunate princess :

"
Alas, what am I ? and in what estate?

A wretched corse bereaved of its heart,
An empty shadow, lost, unfortunate :

To die is now in life my only part.
Foes to my greatness, let your envy rest,

In me no taste for grandeur now is found ;

Consum'd by grief, witli heavy ills oppress'd,
Your wishes and desires will soon be crown'd.

And you, my friends, who still have held me dear,

Bethink you, that when health and heart are fled,

And ev'ry hope of future good is dead,
'Tis time to wish our sorrows ended here

;

And that this punishment on earth is given,
That my pure soul may rise to endless bliss in heaven."

Immediately before her execution she repeated
the following Latin prayer, composed by herself,
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and which has been set to a beautiful plaintive air,

by Dr. Harington of Bath :

" O Domine Deus, speravi in te !

O care mi Jesu, nunc libera me !

In dura catena, in misera poena desidero te !

Languendo, gemendo, et genuflectendo,
Adoro, imploro, ut liberes me !

"

It may be thus paraphrased :

" In this last solemn and tremendous hour,

My Lord, my Saviour, I invoke Thy power !

In these sad pangs of anguish and of death,

Receive, O Lord, Thy suppliant's parting breath !

Before Thy hallowed cross she prostrate lies,

O hear her prayers, commiserate her sighs 1

Extend thy arms of mercy and of love,

And bear her to thy peaceful realms above."

Anecdotes of some Distinguished Persons,
8vo. London, 179.5, vol. i. p. 154.

H.E.

Tandem D. O M. (Vol. iii., p. 62.) I would

suggest that this inscription might be resolved

into
" Tandem Deus Otia Misit,"

a thanksgiving for the fulfilment of some oft-

made prayer or long-cherished hope ;
the idea

if I am right in my conjecture having proba-

bly been taken from the 6th line of Virgil's 1st

Eclogue
" O Melibaee ! deus nobis haec otia fecit."

Any accounts that remain of the great Cartha-

ginian Captain's Cornish namesake, may perhaps
tend to show that he had preferred the " otium
cum dignitate" of literary leisure to the turmoil of
the battle of life, and to the use of the. harness,
whether civil or military, that it had forced him
to wear. C. FORBES.

Temple.

[J. V. S. suggests,
" May it not in its complete

state be ' Tandem Deo Optimo et Maximo,' and its

translation,
' When all is done, let praise be to God

most mighty and most beneficent?'" and X. Z. says,
"
Possibly,

' Tandem desiderate opere mactus '

not,
I think, a very choice specimen of Latinity, but perhaps
good enough for a fly-leaf.' ]

Tandem D. O. M. (Vol. iii., p. 62.). Is not
D. O. M. the common abbreviation fur " Deo
Optimo Maximo ?" and so the whole phrase an

acknowledgment by the painful (and probably
pious) collector of the most interesting library
referred to, of his thanks to God on having

" at

length" obtained possession of some Ions-coveted
folio, or vainly-sought-for edition ? J. EASTWOOD.

Ecclesfield.

D. O. M. I am emboldened by the Query re-

specting
" Tandem D. O. M. (Vol. iii., p. 62.) to

ask, what is the solution of D. O. M. ? On the
head of a tombstone, the inscription is frequent on
the continent I am aware that it is interpreted

" Deo Optimo Maximo " when occurring in the

dedication of a church ; but it appears on a tomb
to supply the place of our M.S., or the D. M. of the

Romans. Can any of your readers give me the

true meaning ? It must be well known, I should

think, to all who have studied inscriptions. As I

am indebted to Faber Marinus for an excuse for

putting this Query, it is only courteous to suggest
a solution to his D. O. M. may it be " Datus
omnino Musis ?

" n.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

To such of our readers, and we believe they form
neither the least numerous nor the least intelligent

portion of our friends, who consider the columns which
we devote to Folk Lore among the most interesting

parts of our paper, we recommend an attentive perusal
of a little work, which has just reached a second edition,
and which is calculated to invest with fresh interest that

very curious subject. "We allude to Dr. Herbert

Mayo's volume On the Truths contained in Popular
Superstitions, with an Account of Mesmerism. Dr.

Mayo's object is " to exhibit in their true light the

singular natural phenomena by which old superstition
and modern charlaianism have in turn profited, to in-

dicate their laws, and to develope their theory
" and he

does this in a way to excite the reader's deepest atten-

tion, and to convince him that there are more things
in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in his philo-
sophy.

Daily Steps towards Heaven, or Practical Thoughts
on the Gospel History, and especially on the Life and
Teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ. For every Day in
the Year, according to the Christian Seasons, with Titles

and Characters of Christ, and a Harmony of the Four
Gospels, is the ample and descriptive title of a small
devotional volume, which has been received with such
favour by all classes of churchmen as to have passed
through two large editions in little more than a twelve-
month ; which is better testimony to its merits than any
we could give.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will sell on Monday
next, and the five following days, a valuable collection
of Books, from the library of a gentleman in the

country, among which will be found some curious

early English Tracts relating to the Church, and some
scarce poetical pieces.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, of 191. Piccadilly,
will sell on Monday, and five following days, the valu-
able library of the late Rev. George Innes, Head
Master ot the King's School, Warwick

; together with
the library of a clergyman.

BOOKS RECEIVED. Dr. Pusey's Letter to the Lord
Bishop of London, in explanation of some Statements
contained in a Letter by the Rev. W. Dodsworth.

Directions for the Preservation of English Antiquities,
especially those of the First Three Periods. By J. Y.
Akerman. This little tract, which is illustrated with
numerous woodcuts, has been prepared by the Secretary
of the Society of Antiquaries, in a cheap form (it is sold
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for a penny !),
that by its wide circulation, especially

among agricultural labourers, it may be the means of

preserving many remains of interest. Is it too much
to ask those who approve of Mr. Akerman's object to

assist in its circulation ; and to further that object by
depositing any articles which it may be the means of

rescuing from destruction either in the British Museum,
or the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. B. Quaritch's (16. Castle

Street, Leicester Square) Cheap Book Circular, and

Catalogue of Books in all Languages ; J. Russell

Smith's (4. Old Compton Street, Soho) Catalogue of
Ancient Manuscripts on Vellum and Paper; Deeds,
Charters, and other Documents relating to English
Families and Counties; Hebrew Manuscripts, Auto-

graph Letters, &c.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

COMENII (JOAN. AMOS) Uwus NECESSARY Amst. 16G8, 4to.

. DE INDEPENDENTIA, Amst. 1661, 12mo.
RAYMONDI SEBUNDI THEOLOGIA NATU-

RALIS, Amst. 1661, 12mo.
DE REGULA FIDEI, Amst., 1658, 12mo.
DE NATURA CALORIS ET FRIGORIS, Amst.,

1660, 12mo.

(COMENH (J. A.) SEB ANON.) CARTESIUS CUM SDA PHILOSOPHIC
EVERSUS, 12mo.

RIPAMONTH (Jos.) HISTORIA MfiDioLANENsis, Mediol., 1648,
5 Vols. fol.

MARESH (SAML.) ANTIRRHETICON CONTRA J. A. COMENIUM,
Groning,, 4to.

ERASTI (THOMJS) DE AURO POTABILI, Basil, 1578, 8vo.
. DlSPUTATIONES I>E MfiDICINA PHILIPPI PARA-

CELW, 4 Parts, 4to., Basil, 1572.

VARRO (TERENT.) DE LINGUA LATINA CUM NOTIS G. SCIOPPII,
Ingolds., 1605, 8vo.

EPISTOLA NOBILISSIMI ET LITERATISSIMI Vim (i. e. DAKL. ERE-
MITE) PATAVIO AD GASPAREM SGIOPPIUM ROMAM SCRIPTA,
1610, 4to.

MACRI (NicoDEMi) CUM NTCOLAO CRASSO DTSCEPTATIO OE PAR.E-
NESI CAKDINALIS BARONII AD REMPUB. VENETAM, Venet., 1607,
8vo.

POMPONATH (PETRl) Ol'ERUM NOMENCLATOR EX BlBLIOTHECA Jo.

BOURDELOTII, Paris, 1633, 8vo.
LICETI (FORTUN.) DK PSOPRIORUM OPEiiUM HISTORIA, Patav.

1634, 4to.

SCALIGERI (JUL. CjES.) ORATIO DE OPTIMO DICENDI GENERE CON-
TRA ERASMUM, Lutet., 1537, 8ro.

POTEANI (ERYCIl) PoMPA PROSPHONETICA, Lovan., 1639, 8vO.

WOTTONI (HEN.) EPISTOLA DE GASPARE SCIOPPIO, Amberg., 1613,
8vo.

LAVAND*! (EuGENii) GRAMMATICUS PJEDICUS, 1G38, 12mo.
1 GRAMMATICUS PAL.EPHATIUS, 1639, 12mo,

,
. NOTE ASTRUM INEXTINCTUM, 1641, 8vo.

SPECTATOR NEWSPAPER, No. 1102. for Sept. llth, 1847. (Ten
Shillings will be given for a clean copy.)

GRETSER (JACOBUS) OPERA OMNIA DE SANCTA CRUCE ACCURATE
RECOGNITA MULTIS PARTIBUS LOCUPLETATA ET UNO 1TJ VOLU-
MINE EDITA. Folio, Illgolst. 1616.

MICHAEL DRAYTGN'S WORKS, 4 Vols. 8vo. 1753.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to Mr BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 18C. Fleet Street.

to

M. A. H.
had its o:

H. " A Skeleton in every House.'" This saying doubtless

rigin in an Italian Story. See our Second t'ol., p. 231.

L. J., -who inquires about the nams Rotten Row, is referred to

our Second Vol^ p. U35.

i. N. CHADWICK. " A Rowland for an Oliver" is explained
in our Second Vol., p. 132 ; and " As Lazy as Ludlam's Dog,"
which is a kindred proverb, to his

"
Laxy as Hall's Dog,'* in

Vol. i., p. 476. ; Vol. ii., p. 42.

M. R. The Royal Arms from William the Conqueror (?) to
the time of Henry II. were two lions passant gardant ; but
Henry II., on his marriage with Eleanor, added her arms, a lion
passant gardant, to his own ; making the three lions, which have
continued to the present day to be the insignia of England. See
Parker's Glossary of Heraldry.
CHARLES H. MARKIIAM. The figures on the chemist's bottles

are the signs deno/ing the seven planets, which the alchemist
formerly employed in common with the astrologer. See a curious
article entitled Astrology and Alchemy in the Quarterly Review
Vol. xxi. pp. 180. et seq.

VARRO is right in his conjecture ; and thanked for his kindness
and good wishes. Will he not unmask f

REPLIES RECEIVED. Waste-book Fronte Capillata North
Side of Churches " Talk not of Love" Sixes and Sevens
George Herbert at Leighton Bromawold Scandal against Queen
Elizabeth Aver Anticipations of Modern Id<-as Scaligers
Snail, Snail Nettle in Cushion Dance Shakspeare's Cap-
tious Sun, stand thou still Barons of Hugh Lupus Prede-
ceased and Designed The Spider and the Fly Crede quod
habes Culprits torn by Horses "Antony and Cleopatra"
Ballad editing By Hook or by Crook Blunder True Blue

Steele's Birth-place MacheU's MSS. Sir Andrew Chadwick
Gray's Elegy Crossing Rivers on Skins Passage in

Tr-nnyson Jurare ad Caput Lines on Woman Chapters in

English Bibles Dozen of Bread Cum Grano Salt's Warming-
pans Langholme Fair Ttie Fir Cone.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor of NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Errata. No. 69. p. 152. col. 2. 1. 6., for "paternoster, i. e."
read "

paternostree \ and in some copies of No. 63, in the last
stanza of the Digby Poems,

" Paw; and Maw> " had not been cor-

rected, as they should have been, to " Paw and Maw."

THE ADVERTISER is desirous of meeting
with a Situation as AMANUENSIS, or Reader to a Gentle-

man ; or as Secretary, or Librarian, either to a Society, or a
Private Gentleman : or any other situation where Literary Tastes
and Knowledge are required. Unexceptionable reference given.
Address Mr. D. STEVENS, Church Street, Godalming.

EVERYTHING
FOR THE TOILET at

MECHI'S MANUFACTORY, 4. LEADENHALL
STREET.-Superior hair, nail, tooth, ^having, and flesh brushes,
clothes and hat brushes, combs, washing and shaving soaps.
Various nail and corn instruments, razors, razor strops and paste
and shaving powder, ladies' and gentlemen's dressing-cases, with
or without fittings, in Russia leather, mahogany, rosewood and
japan ware, ladies' companions and pocket-books, elegantly fitted,
also knitting-boxes, envelope cases, card cases, note and cake
baskets, beautiful inkstands, and an infinity of recherche articles

not to be equalled.

Published this Day, 12mo., cloth, 5s.

THE DIALECT AND FOLK-LORE OF
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. A Glossary of Northampton-

shire Provincialisms ; Collection of Fairy Legends, Popular
Superstitions, Ancient Customs, Proverbs, &c. By THOMAS
STERNBERG.

London : J. RUSSELL SMITH, 4. Old Compton Street, Soho.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

DNUTT beors to call the Attention of tlie

Publicto his Establishment for the SALE ofFOREIGN
BOOKS, both Old and New, in Carious Languages, and in every
Department of Literature. His Stock is one of the largest of its

kind in London, and is being continually augmented by Weekly
Importations from the Continent. He has recently published the

following Catalogues, either of which may be had Gratis, and
forwarded anywhere by Post upon receipt of Four Stamps : Clas-
sical and Philological Books; Miscellaneous German Books and

Elementary Works; Theological, Philosophical, and Oriental
Books.

270. Strand (opposite Arundel Street), removed from Fleet Street.
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In the Frew.

THE THIRD AND FOURTH VOLUMES
OF THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND. By EDWARD FosS,

F.S.A. Comprehending the period from Edward 1. to Richard lit.,

1272 to 1485.

Lately published, price 28s.

VOLUMES I. and II. of the same Work ;
from the Conquest to

the end of Henry III., 1066 to 1272,

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMAN*

ARNOLD'S DEMOSTHENES, WITH ENGLISH NOTES.

In 12mo., price 4s. Gd.

THE ORATION OF DEMOSTHENES ON
THE CROWN, edited, from the best Text, with ENGLISH

NOTES, and Grammatical References. By the Rev. THOMAS
KERCHEVER ARNOLD, M.A., Hector of Lyndon, and late Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTON'S, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Of whom may be had, by the SAME EDITOR (with ENGLISH Not fis):

1. THBOLYNTHIAC ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES.
3s.

2. THE AJAX OF SOPHOCLES. 3s.

3. THE PHILOCTETES OF SOPHOCLES. (In the "Press.)

HOR& VACIV/E.

Just published, in Fcap. IGmo. (printed by C. WHITTINGHAM,
Chiswick), price 4s. Gel. bound in Cloth,

A THOUGHT BOOK HOR^E VACIY^E;
or, a Thought Book of the Wise Spirits of all Ages and all

Countries, fit for all Men and all Hours. Collected, arranged,

and edited by JAMES ELMES, Author of " Memoirs of Sir Christo-

pher Wren," &c.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. price 28J., cloth,

THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND : a History
of the English Commonwealth till the Period of the Nor-

man Conquest. By JOHN M. KEMBLE, M.A., F.C.P.S.

" The work throughout conveys a clearer idea of the life and

character of the Saxons in England than anything we have met

with elsewhere. * * * This account of THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND
will indicate its historical and archaeological value ;

but these are

not its only uses. The lawyer will find in its pages the germs of

our common law, especially relating to land ; and the ethnologist

or political philosopher will meet with much assistance in his

inquiries into the early social condition of mankind." Spectator.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

Will be published, in 8vo., price 3s. M., March 1st,

THE NUMISMATIST : a Monthly Publi-
cation, exclusively devoted to the familiar Illustration of

the SCIENCE of NUMISMATOGRAPHY, or that Branch of Antiquarian
Research which relates to ANCIENT COINS and MEDALS. By
MAXIMILIAN BORRELL.

London : JOHN HEARNE, 81. Strand ; ROLLIN, 12. Rue Vivienne,
Paris ; BAILLIERE, New York.

SOWERBY'S
ENGLISH BOTANY.

Now ready, Vol. IV. price M. 16s. cloth boards.
Vols. I. II. and III., price II. 19*. Gd. each, and cases for binding

the Vols. always on hand.

** Subscribers who may desire to complete their copies can do
so from the stock of the second edition, at Re-issue price.

To be had of Mr. SOWE-RBY, 3. Mead Place, Lambeth ; and of

all Booksellers.

DR.
PUSEY'S DEFENCE OF HIS OWN

PRINCIPLES: A Letter to the Bishop of London in

Explanation of some Statements contained in a Letter by the

Rev. W. Dodsworth. By the Rev. E. B. PUSEY, D.D. Third
and Cheaper Edition. 18mo. pp. 196. 1*.

Also now ready, 8vo., price 1*.

DR. PUSEY'S RENEWED EXPLANA-
TIONS, in consequence of the Rey. W. Dodaworth's Comments
on the above.

Oxford : JOHN HENRY PARKER, and 377. Strand, London.

THE FAMILY ALMANACK AND EDU-
CATIONAL REGISTER FOR THE YEAR OF OUR

LORD 1851. Containing, in addition to the usual Contents of an
Almanack, a List of the Foundation and Grammar Schools in

England and Wales ; together with an Account of the Scholar-

ships and Exhibitions attached to them. Post 8vo. 4s.

London : JOHN HENRY PARKER. 377. Strand.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for
March 1851 contains among others the following articles:

The State Paper Office (being the first of a series of Papers on
the present state of English Historical Literature). Newly Dis-
covered Poems by Bishop Hall. Saint Francis and the Fran-
ciscans. The Glossary of Architecture. The Story of Nell

Gwyn, Chapter III. (being part of an original work by Peter

Cunningham, Esq., F. S. A., now in course of publication in the

Magazine). Nineveh and Persepolis restored (with Engravings )<.

The Character of Socrates. Baronial and Ecclesiastical An-
tiquities of Scotland (with Engravings). Seize Quartiers of

Queen Anne Notes of the Month. Review of New Works.
Full Reports of the Society of Antiquarians and other Archse.

ologiual Societies Historical Chronicle, and Obituary, including
Memoirs of the Duke of Newcastle, the Countess of Warwick,
Lord Viscount Alford, Field-Marshal Grosvenor, William Holmes,
Esq., George Taylor, Esq., of Witton, &c., &C, Price 2*. Gd.

NICHOLS and SON, 25. Parliament Street.

This Day, Part 12, price 9s. plain ; 10s. 6rf. tinted ; Proofs,
large paper, 12.

rlpHE CHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE
1. AGES. By HENRY BOWMAN and JOSEPH S. CROWTHER,

Architects, Manchester.

CONTENTS :

St. Stephen's, Etton, Northamptonshire South Elevation.

St. Peter's, Threekingham, Lincolnshire. Belfry Windows
and Lower Lucarnes, N. E. and W. Sides of Spire: Lower
Lucarnes S. Side of Spire, and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Tier of Spire
Lights : Inner South Doorway and North Doorway: Mouldings,
Full Size.

St. Andrew's, Heckington, Lincolnshire. North Doorway,
Nave Piers and Archmouldings. Caps and Bases, Nave, Tran-
sept, Choir and Tower Arches.

To be completed in Twenty Parts, each containing G Plates,

imperial folio.

" We can hardly conceive anything morn perfect. We heartily
recommend this series to all who are able to patronize it."

Ecclcsiologist.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

This Day, No. 6., price 2s. Gd.,

DETAILS
OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE,

Measured and Drawn from existing Examples. By
JAMES K. COLLING, Architect.

CONTENTS I

Doorway from Etton Church, Yorkshire.
Priest's Doorways from Denton Church, Norfolk, and Highatn

Ferrers Church, Northamptonshire.
Window from Framptou Church, Lincolnshire.

Tracery and Groining from Beverley Minster.
One Compartment of Nave and Label Termination's from St.

Mary's Church, Beverley.
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ON TWO PASSAGES IN " ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS
* WELL."

Among the few passages in Shakspeare upon
which little light has been thrown, after all that

lias been written about them, are the following in

Act. IV. So. 2. of All's Well that Ends Well,
where Bertram is persuading Diana to yield to his

desires :

" Bert. I pr'ytliee, do not strive against my vows :

I was compell'd to her; but I love thee

By love's own sweet constraint, and will for ever

Do thee all rights of service.

Dia. Ay, so you SCM-VB us,

Till we serve you : but when you have our roses^,

You barely leave our thorns to prick ourselves,,

And mock us with our bareness.

Bert. How have I sworn ?

Dia. 'Tis not the many oaths that make the truth ;

But the plain single vow, that is vowM true.

What is not holy, that we swear not by,
But take the Highest to witness: Then, pray you,

tell me,
If I should swear by Jove's great attributes,

1 lov'd you dearly, would you believe my oaths,

When I did love you ill? this has no holding,
To swear by him whom I protest to love,

That I will work against him."

Read " when I protest to Loe."
It is evident that Diana refers to Bertram's

double vows, his marriage vow, and the subse-

quent vow or protest he had made not to keep it.

" If I should swear by Jove I loved you dearly,

would you believe my oath when I loved you ill ?

This has no consistency, to swear by Jove, when

secretly I protest to Love that I will work against
him (i. e. against the oath I have taken to Jove)."
Bertram had sworn by the Highest to love his

wife ;
in his letter to his mother he says :

" I have wedded her, not bedded her, and sworn to

make the not eternal :"

he secretly protests to Love to work against his sa-

cred oath ; and in his following speech he says :

" Be not so cruel-holy, Love is holy."

He had before said :

" do not strive against my vows :

I was, compell'd to her ; but I love thee

By Love's own sweet constraint:"

clearly indicating that this must be the true

sense of the passage. By printing when for whom,
and Love with a capital letter, to indicate the per-

sonification, all is made clear.

VOL. III. No. 71.
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After further argument from Bertram, Diana
answers :

" 1 see that men make ropes in such a scarre

That we'll forsake ourselves."

This Rowe altered to " make hopes in such af-

fairs,"" arid Malone to u make hopes in such a
scene." Others, and among them Mr. Knight and
Mr. Collier, retain the old reading, and vainly en-

deavour to give it a meaning, understanding the

word scarre to signify a rock or cliff,
with which

it has nothing to do in this passage. There can
be no doubt that "make ropes" is a misprint for
" make hopes" which is evidently required by the

context,
u that we'll forsake ourselves." It then

only remains to show what is meant by a scarre,
which signifies here anything that causes surprise
or alarm; what we should now write a scare.

Shakspeare has used the same orthography, scarred,

i. e. scared, in Coriolanus and in Winter's Tale.

There is also abundant evidence that this was its

old orthography, indicative of the broad sound the

word then had, and which it still retains in the

north. Palsgrave has both the noun and the verb
in this form :

"
Scarre, to scar crowes, espouven-

tail." And again,
" I scarre away or feare away,

ns a man doth crowes or such like
; je escar-

mouche." The French word might lead to the con-

clusion that a scarre might be used for a skirmish.

(See Cotgrave in v. Esearmouche.) I once thought
we should read " in such a warre," i. e. conflict.

In Minshen's Guide to the Tongues, we have :

" To SCARRE, videtur con6ctum ex sono oves vel

aliud quid abigentium et terrorem illis incutientium.
Gall. Ahurir ratione eadem :

"
vi. to feare, to fright.

Objections have been made to the expression" make hopes ;" but the poet himself in King
Henry VIII. has "more than I dare make faults,"
and repeats the phrase in one of his sonnets : surely
there is nothing more singular in it than in the
common French idiom, "faire des esperances."

S. W. SlNGER.

GEORGE HERBERT AND THE CHURCH AT LEIGHTON
BROMSWOLD.

(Vol. iii., p. 85.)

I have great pleasure in laying before your
readers the following particulars, which I collected
on a journey to Leighton JBromswold, undertaken
for the purpose of satisfying the Query of E. H.
If they will turn to A Priest to the Temple, ch. xiii.,

they will find the points to which, with others, my
attention was more especially directed.

Leighton Church consists of a western tower,
nave, north and south porches and transepts, and
chancel. There are no aisles. As Prebendary of
the Prebend of Leighton Ecclesia in Lincoln Ca-
thedral, George Herbert was entitled to an estate
in the parish, and it was no doubt a portion of the
increase of this property that he devoted to the

repairing and beautifying of the House of God,
then "lying desolate," and unfit for the celebration
of divine service. Good Izaak Walton, writing
evidently upon hearsay information, and not of

his own personal knowledge, was in error if he

supposed, as from his language he appears to have

done, that George Herbert almost rebuilt the

church from the foundation, and he must be held

to be incorrect in describing that part of it which
stood as " so decayed, so little, and so useless."

There are portions remaining earlier than George
Herbert's time, whose work may be readily dis-

tinguished by at least four centuries; whilst at one
end the porches, and at the other the piscina, of

Early English date, the windows, which are of dif-

ferent styles, and the buttresses, afford sufficient

proofs that the existing walls are the original, and
that in size the church has remained unaltered for

ages. As George Herbert new roofed the sacred

edifice throughout, we may infer this was the chief

structural repair necessary. He also erected the

present tower, the font, put four windows in the

chancel, and reseated the parts then used by the

congregation.

Except a western organ gallery erected in 1840,
two pews underneath it, and one elsewhere, these

parts-, the nave and transepts, remain, in all proba-

bility, exactly as George Herbert left them. The
seats are all uniform, of oak, and of the good old

open fashion made in the style of the seventeenth

century. They are so arranged, both in the nave

and in the transepts, that no person in service

time turns his back either upon the altar or upon
the minister. (See

"NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. ii.,

p. 397.) The pulpit against the north, and the

reading-desk, with clerk's seat attached, against
the south side of the chancel-arch, are both of the

same height, and exactly similar in every respect ;

both have sounding-boards. The font is placed
at the west end of the nave, and, together with its

cover, is part of George Herbert's work; it stands

on a single step, and a drain carries off the water,

as in ancient examples. The shallowness of the

basin surprised me. A vestry, corresponding in

style to the seats, is formed by a wooden inclosure

in the south transept, which contains " a strong

and decent chest." Until the erection of the

gallery, the tower was open to the nave.

The chancel, which is raised one step above the

nave, is now partly filled with hijjh pews, but, as

arranged by the pious prebendary, it is believed

to have contained only one low bench on either

side. The communion table, which is elevated by
three steps above the level of the chancel, is

modern, as are also the rails. There is a double

Early English piscina in the south wall, and an

ambry in the north. A plain cro^ss
of the seven-

teenth century crowns the eastern gable of the

chancel externally.
No doubt there were originally

"
fit and proper
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texts of scripture everywhere painted ;

"
but, if

this were so, they are now concealed by the white-

wash. Such are not uncommon in neighbouring
churches. No "

poor man's box conveniently
seated" remains, but there are indications of its

having been fixed to the back of the bench nearest

to the south door.

The roof is open to the tiles, being, like the

seats, Gothic in design and of seventeenth century
execution. The same may be said of the tower,
which is battlemented, and finished off with pin-
nacles surmounted by balls, and has a somewhat

heavy appearance. But it is solid and substantial,
and it is evident that no expense was spared to

make it so far as the skill of the time could make
it worthy of its purpose and of the donor. There
are five bells. No. 1. has the inscription :

" IHS NAZARENVS REX IVDEOIIVM FILI DEI
MISERERE MEI : GEORGE WOOLF VICAR :

i : MICHELL : c : w : w : N. 172O."

Nos. 2. 4. and 5. contain the alphabet in Lom-
bardic capitals; but the inscription and date on
each of them,

"THOMAS NOBBIS MADE ME 1641"

show that they are not of the antiquity which

generally renders the few specimens we have of

alphabet bells so peculiarly interesting, but pro-

bably they were copied from the bells in the more
ancient tower. No. 3. has in Lombardic capitals
the fragment

" ESMLE : CCATHERINA,"

and is consequently of ante-Reformation date.

The porches are both of the Early English pe-
riod, and form therefore a very noticeable feature.

On the external walls are several highly orna-
mented spouts, upon some of which crosses are

figured, and upon one with the date " 1632" I

discovered three crests; but as I could not accu-

rately distinguish what they were intended to

represent, I will not run the risk of describing
them wrongly. The wivern, the crest of the

Herberts, did not appear ; nor, so far as I could

learn, does the fabric itself afford any clue to him
who was the principal author of its restoration.

The view from the tower is extensive, and, from
the number of spires that are visible, very pleasing:
fifteen or sixteen village churches are to be seen
with the naked eye; and I believe that Ely Cathe-

dral, nearly thirty miles distant, may be discovered
with the aid of a telescope. ARUN.

FOLK LORE.

Sacramental Wine. In a remote hamlet of

Surrey I recently heard the following superstition.
In a very sickly family, of which the children
were troubled with bad fits, and the poor mother
herself is almost half-witted, an infant newly born

seemed to be in a, very weakly and unnatural
state. One of the gossips from the neighbouring
cottages coming in, with a mysterious look said,
"
Sure, the babby wanted something, a drop of

the sacrament wine would do it good." On sur-

prise being expressed at such a notion, she added,
" Oh ! they often gives it." I do not find any
allusion in Brand's Antiquities to such popular
credence. He mentions the superstition in Berk-

shire, that a ring made from a piece of silver

collected at the communion (especially that on
Easter Sunday) is a cure for convulsions and fits.

ALBERT WAT.
"
Snail, Snail, come out of your Hole" (Vol. iii.,

p. 132.). Your correspondent S. W. SINGER has

brought to my recollection a verse, which I heard
some children singing near Exeter, in July last,

and noted down, but afterwards forgot to send to

you :

"
Snail, snail, shut out your horns ;

Father and mother are dead :

Brother and sister are in the back yard,

Begging for barley bread."

GEO. E. FRERE.

Perhaps it would not be uninteresting to add
to the records of the "Snail-charm" (Vol. iii,

p. 132.), that in the south of Ireland, also, the same

charm, with a more fanciful and less threatening
burden, was used amongst us children to win from
its reserve the startled and offended snail. We
entreated thus :

" Shell a muddy, shell a muddy,
Put out your horns,

For the king's daughter is

Coming to town
With a red petticoat and a green gown !"

I fear it is impossible to give a elue as to the

meaning of the form of invocation, or who was the

royal visitor, so nationally clothed, for whose sake

the snail was expected to be so gracious.
F.J. H.

Nievie-nick~nack. A fire-side game, well known
in Scotland; described by Jamieson, Chambers,
and (last, though not least) John M'Taggart.
The following version differs from that given by
them :

"
Nievie, nievie, nick, nack,
Whilkhan will thou tak?

Tak the rieht, or tak the wrang,
I'll beguile thee if I can.

1*

It is alluded to by Sir W. Scott, St. Ronan's,
iii. 102.

;
Bluckwood's Magazine, August, 1821,

p. 37.

Rabelais mentions a la nicnoque as one of the

games played by Guargantua. This is rendered

by Urquhart Nivinivinack : Transl , p. 94. Jamie-

son (Supp. to Scot. Diet., sub voce) adds :

" The first part of the word seems to be from Neive,
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the fist be.ing employed in the game. Shall we view

nick as allied to the E. v. signifying 'to touch

luckily '.?

"

Now, there is no such seeming derivation in the

first part of the word. The Neioe, though em-

ployed in the game, is not the object addressed.
It is held out to him who is to guess -r- the conju-
ror and ii is he who is addressed, and under a

conjuring name. In short (to hazard a wide con-

jecture, it may be), he is invoked in the person of

NIC NEVILLE (Nrivie Nic), a sorcerer in the days
of James VI., who was burnt at St. Andrew's in

1569. If I am right, a curious testimony is fur-

nished to his quondam popularity among the com-
mon people :

" From that he past to Sanctandrois, wliare a notable
sorccres callit Nic Neville was condamnit to the death
and brynt," &c. &c. The Historic and Life of King
James the Sext, p. 40. Edin. 1825. Bannatyne Club Ed.

J D.N.N.

RECORDS AT MALTA.

Let me call your attention, as well as that of

your readers (for good may come from both), to
an article in the December No. of the Archceologi-
cal Journal, 1850, entitled " Notice of Documents
preserved in the Record Office at Malta ;" an article

which I feel sure qught to-be more publicly known,
both for the sake

t
of the reading world at large,

and the -high character bestowed upon the present
keeper of those records, M. Luigi Vella, under
whose charge they have been brought to a minute
course of investigation. There may be found here

many things worthy of elucidation ; many secret

treasures, whether for the archaeologist, bibliopole,
or herald, that only require your widely dissemi-
nated "brochure" to bring nearer to our own
homes and our own firesides. It is with this view
that I venture to express a hope, that a precis of
that article may not be deemed irregular-; which

point, of course, I must leave to your good judg-
ment and good taste to decide, being .a very Tyro
in arcliaeoiogy, and no book-worm (though I really
love a book), so J know nothing of their points of

etiquette. At the same time I must, in justice to
Mr. A. Milward (the writer of the notice, and to
whom I have not the honour of being known),
entreat his pardon for the plagiarism, if such it

can be called, having only the common "recipro-
cation of ideas" at heart

; and remain as ever an
humble follower under Captain Cuttle's standard.

One Corporal W.H.IJP.

PRECIS of Documents preserved in Record Office, Malta.

Six volumes of Records, parchment, consisting of
Charters from Sovereigns and Princes, Grants of Land,
and other documents connected with the Order of St.
John from its establishment by Pope Pascal II., whose
original bull is perfect.

Two volumes of Papers connected with the Island
of Malta before it came into the possession of the

Knights, from year 1397 to .beginning of sixteenth

century.
A book of Privileges of ihe Maltese, compiled

about '209 years ago.
Several volumes of original letters from men of note ;

among whom we may mention, Viceroys of Sicily,

Sovereigns of England. One from the Pretender,
dated 1725, from Rome; three from Charles II., and
one from hjs admiral, John Narbrough. .Numerous
Processes of Nobility, containing much of value to

many noble families; of these last, Mr. Vella has
taken the trouble of separating all those referring to

any English families.

Also a volume of fifteenth century, containing th

accounts of the commanderies. This is a continuation
of an older and still more interesting .volume, which is

now in the Public Library.

For further particulars, see Archaeological Jour-

nal, December, 1850, p. 369>

ON AN ANCIENT MS. OF " BED^ HISTORIA
ECCLESIASTICA."

Some gentleman connected with the cathedral

library of Lincoln may possibly be able to give me
some information respecting a MS. copy of the

Historia Ecclesiastica of Beda in my possession,
and of which the following circumstances are

therem apparent '. It is plainly a MS. of great

antiquity, on paper, and in folio. On a fly-leaf it

has an inscription, apparently of contemporaneous
date, and which is repeated in a more modern
hand on the next page with additions, as follows:

" Hunc librum legavit Willms Dadyngton qudam
Vicarius de Barton *up humbre ecpiie Lincoln ut eet

sub custodia Vieecancellarii."

Then fellows :

"
Scriptii p maims Nicoi Belytt Vicecancellarii iiiito

die mesis Octob* Anno Dni millesimo quicentessimo

decimoqulto et Lra dpicalius G et Anno j>jj henrici

octavi sexto."

In the hand of John, father of the more cele-

brated Ralph Thoresby, is added :

" Nunc e Libris Joilis Thoresby de Leedes emp.
Executor*" 8 Tho. Dni Fairfax, 1673."

Through what hands it may have passed since,

I have no means of knowing ; but it came into

mine from Mr. J. Wilson, 19. Great May's Build-

ings, St. Marti-n's Lane, London, in whose Cata-

logue for December, 1831, it appeared, and was

purchased by me for 31. 3s.

There it is conjectured to be of the twelfth cen-

tury, and from the character there is no reason to

doubt that antiquity. It is on paper, and has been

ili-used. It proceeds no farther than into lib. v.

c. xii., otherwise, from the beginning complete.
The different public libraries of the country
abound in MSS. of this book. It il probable
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that, under the civil commotions in the reign of

Charles I. the MS. in. my possession came into

the hands of General Fairfax, and thence into those

of John Thoresby : so>that no blame can possibly
attach to the present, or even some past, genera-
tions, of the curators of any library, whether cathe-

dral or private. It is, at all events, desirable to

trace the pedigree of existing MSS. of important
works, where such information is attainable.

Perhaps some of your correspondents may be

able to inform me what became of the library of

Ralph Thoresby ;
for into his possession, there can

be little doubt,, it came from his father. J. M.

j&tnar $oteS.

The Potters and Shepherd's. Keepsakes, la the

eabiaiet of a lover of Folk-lore are two quaint and
humble jnemorials by which two "

inglorious
Miltons

"
have perpetuated their affection, each in

characteristic sort. The one was a pottery the

other, probably,, a. shepherd. The "
pignus amoris"

of the former is, a small earthenware vessel in the

shape of a book,, intended apparently to hold a
"
nosegay" of flowers. The book has yellow

clasps, and is authentically inscribed on. its sides,

thus i

" The . Love .. Is . True.
That . I . owe . You.
Then . se . you . Bee.

The , Like . To . Mee.

( On the other side. )

"The . Gift. Is . Small.

Good . will . Is . alL

Jeneuery . y
e 12 day.

JS88."

The shepherd's love gift is a wooden implement,
very neatly carved, and intended to hold knitting-
needles. On the front it has this couplet I

" WHEN THIS YOV SEE.

REMEMBER MEE . MW

( On one side. )

MW. 1673.'*

To an uninformed mind these sincere records of
honest men seem as much "signs of the times" as

the perfumed sonnets dropped by expiring swains
into the vases of "

my lady Betty," and "
my lady

Bab," with a view to publication. H. G. Ti

Writing-paper. I have long been subject to

what, in my case, I feel to be a serious annoyance.
For the last twenty years I have been unable to

purchase any letter-paper which I can write upon
with comfort and satisfaction. At first, I was al-

lowed to choose between plain and hot-pressed ;

but now I find it impossible to meet with any,
whic.h is not glazed or smeared over with some

greasy coating, which renders it very disagreeable
for use with a common quill and I cannot en-
dure a steed pen. My style of writing, which is a

strong round Roman hand, is only suited for a

quill.
Can any of your correspondents put me in the

way of procuring the good honest letter-paper
which I want ? I have in vain applied to the
stationers in every town within my reach. Would
any of the paper-mills be disposed to furnish me
with a ream or two of the ungkized, plain, and

unhotpressed paper which 1 am anxious to obtain ?

Whilst I am on this subject, I will take occasion
to lament the very great inferiority of the paper
generally which is employed in printing books. It

may have a fine, glossy, smooth appearance, but its

texture is so poor and flimsy, that it soon frays or

breaks, without the greatest care
;
and many an

immortal work is committed to a. miserably frail

and perishable material!

A comparison of the books which were printed
a century ago, with those of the present day, will,

I conceive, fully establish the complaint which I

venture to make
;
and I would particularly remark

i upon the large Bibles and Prayer Books which are

now printed at the Universities for the use of our
churches and chapels, which are exposed to much
wear and tear, and ought, therefore, to be of more
substantial and enduring texture, but are of so

flimsy, brittle, and cottony a manufacture, that

they require renewing every three or four years.
" LAUDATOR TEMPORIS ACTI."

Little Casterton (Rutland) Church. Within the
communion rails in the church of Little Casterton,

Rutland, there lies in the pavement (or did lately)
a stone, hollowed out like the basfo. or drain of

a piscina, which some church-hunters have sup-

posed to be a piscina, and have noticed as a great

singularity. The stone, however, did not origin-

ally belong to this church ;
it was brought from

, the neighbouring site of the desecrated church of
1

Pickworth, by the late Reverend Richard Two*

peny, who held the rectory, of Little Casterton

upwards of sixty years ; he had long seen it lying

neglected among the ruins, and at length brought
it to his own church to save it from destruction.

It may be interesting to some of your readers

!
to learn that in the chancel of Little Casterton

i are monumental brasses of an armed male and

}

a female figure, the latter on the sinister side, with

the following inscription in black letter : >

" Hie jacet Dns Thomas Burton miles quondam
dns de Tolthorp ac ecclesise. . . . patronus qui obiit

kalendas Augusti. . . , dila Margeria uior ejus
sinistris quor. aiabus jjpieietur deus amen."

R. C. H,

The Hippopotamus (Vol. ii., pp. 35. 277.). I can
refer your correspondent L. (Vol. ii

, p. 35.) to one
more example of a Greek writer using the word

iVTroTrdTajuos, viz., the Hieroglyphics ot Horapollo
Nilous, lib. i. 56. (I quote from the edition by
A. T, Cory. Pickering, 1840):
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5e Kal a-xapiarov, iirnQitoTap.ov owxas $vo,

/ros, ypd<j>ov(riv."

He there mentions the idea of the animal con-

tending against his father, &c.; and as he flourished

in the beginning of the fifth century, it is probable
that he is the source from which Damascius took

the story.
I have in my cabinet a large brass coin of the

Empress Ptacilia Severa, wife of Philip, on which
is depicted the Hippopotamus, with the legend
SAECVLARES. AVGG., showing it to have been
exhibited at the saecular games. E S. TAYLOR.

Specimens of Foreign English. Several ludi-

crous examples have of late been communicated

(see Vol. ii., pp. 57. 138.), but none, perhaps, com-

parable with the following, which I copied about
two years since at Havre, from a Polyglot adver-

tisement of various Local Regulations, for the

convenience of persons visiting that favourite

watering-place. Amongst these it was stated

that
" Un arrangement pent se fair* avec le pllote, pour de

promenades d rames."

Of this the following most literal version was

enounced,
* One arrangement can make himself with the pilot

for the walking with roars
"

(sic).

ALBERT WAY.
St. Clare. In the interesting and amusing

volume of Rambles beyond Railways, M. W. Wilkie
Collins has attributed the church of St. Cleer in

Cornwall, with its Well and ruined Oratory, to

St. Clare, the heroic Virgin of Assisi
; but in the

elegant and useful Calendar ofthe Anglican Church,
the same church is ascribed to St. Clair, the Martyr
of Rouen. My own impression is, that the latter

is correct ; but I note the circumstance, that some
of your readers better informed than myself, may
be enabled to answer the Query, which is the

right ascription? When Mr. Collins alluded to

the fate of Bishop Hippo, devoured by rats, I pre-
sume he means Bishop Hatto, commemorated in

the "
Legends of the Rhine."

BERIAH BOTFIELD.
Norton Hall, Feb. 14. 1851.

Dr. Dodd. On tbe 13th February, 1775,
Dr. Dodd was inducted to the vicarage of Wing,
Bucks, on the presentation of the Earl of Chester-
field. On the 8th February, 1777, he was arrested
for forging the Earl's bond. Dr. Dodd never
resided at Wing ; but, during the short period he
held the living, he preached there four times.
The tradition of the parish is, that on those oc-
casions he preached from the following texts

;
all

of them remarkable, and the second and fourth

especially so with reference to th<j subsequent
fate of the unhappy man, whose feelings they may
reasonably be supposed to embody.

The texts are as follows :

1 Corinthians xvi. 22. " If any man love not the

Lord Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema Maran-atha."
Micah vii. 8. "

Rejoice not against me, O mine

enemy; when I fall, I shall arise; when I sit in dark-

ness, the Lord shall be a light unto me."
Psalm cxxxix. 1,2.

" O Lord, thou hast searched me
and known me. Thou knowest my down-sitting and
mine up-rising, thou understandest my thought afar

off."

Deuteronomy xxviii. 65, 66, 67. " And among these

nations thou shalt find no ease, neither shall the sole of

thy foot have rest ;
but the Lord shall give thee there

a trembling heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow of

mind: and thy life shall hang in doubt before thee;
and thou shalt fear day and night, and shalt have none
assurance of thy life : In the morning thou shalt say,
Would God it were even ! and at even thou shalt say,
Would God it were morning! for the fear of thine

heart wherewith thou shalt fear, and for tl;e sight of

thine eyes which thou shalt see."

Q. D.

Haft of Cardinals and Notaries Apostolic (Vol . iii.

p. 169.). An instance occurs in a MS. in this

college (L. 10. p. 60.) circa temp. Hen. VIII., of

the arms of " Doctor Willm. Haryngton, pro-
thonotatre apostolik," ensigned with a black liat,

having three tassels pendant on each side : these

appendages, however, are somewhat different to

those attached to the Cardinal's hat, the cords or

strings not being fretty. I have seen somewhere
a series of arms having the same insignia ; but, at

present, I cannot say where.

THOS. WM. KING, YORK HERALD.

College of Arms, Feb. 17. 1851.

Baron Munchauseris Frozen Horn.
" Till the Holy Ghost came to thaw their memories,

that the words of Christ, like the voice in Plutarch

that had become frozen, might at length become

audible." Hammond's Sermons, xvii.

These were first published in 1648. E. H.

Contracted Names of Places. Kirton for Cre-

diton, Devon
;

A\Tilscombe for Wiveliscombe,
Somersetshire ; Brighton for Brighthelmstone,
Sussex ; Pomfret for Pontefract, Yorkshire ;

Gloster for Gloucester. J. W. H.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES.

(Continued from Vol. iii., p. 139.)

(43.) Is there any valid reason for not dating
the publication of some of Gerson's treatises at

Cologne earlier than the year 1470? and if good
cause cannot be shown for withholding from them

so high a rank in the scale of typographic being,

must we not instantly reject every effort to ex-

tenuate Marchaiid's obtuseuess in asserting with

reference to Ulric Zell,
" On ne voit des editions

de ce Zell qu'en 1494 ?
"

(Hist, de Vlnp., p. 56.)
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Schelhorn's opinion as to the birthright of these

tracts is sufficient to awaken an interest concerning

them, for he conceived that they should be classed

among the earliest works executed with cut move-

able characters. (Diat. ad Card. Quirini lib., p. 25.

Cf. Seemiller, i. 105.) So far as 1 can judge, an

Adequate measure of seniority has not been gene-

rally assigned to these Zellian specimens ofprinting,
if it be granted

" Coloniam Agrippinani post

Moguntinenses primum recepisse artem." (Meer-
man, ii. 106.) This writer's representation, in his

ninth plate, of the type used in 1467, supplies us

with ground for a complete conviction that these

undated Gersonian manuals are at least as old as

the Auguslinus de singularitate clericorum. But

why are they not older ? Is there any document
which has a stronger conjectural claim ? Van de

Velde's Catalogue, tome i. Gand, 1831, contains

notices of some of them
;
and one volume before

me has the first initial letter principally in blue

and gold, the rest in red, and all elaborated with

a pen. The most unevenly printed, and therefore,
I I suppose, the primitial gem, is the Tractatus de

mendicitate spiritual^ in which not only rubiform

capitals, but whole words, have been inserted by a

chirographer. It is, says Van de Velde, (the former

possessor,) on the fly-leaf,
" sans chiffres et reclames,

en longues lignes de 27 lignes sur les pages en-

tieres." The full stop employed is a sort of
4

twofold, recumbent, circumflex or caret; and the

most eminent watermark in the paper is a Unicorn,

bearing a much more suitable antelopian weapon
than is that awkwardly horizontal horn pi*efixed

by Dr. Dibdin to the Oryx in profile which he
has depicted in plate vi. appertaining to his life of

Caxton : Typographical Antiquities, vol. i.

(44.) Wherein do the ordinary Hymni et Se-

quentice differ from those according to the use of

Sarum ? Whose is the oldest Expositio commonly
attached to both ? and respecting it did Badius,
in 1502, accomplish much beyond a revision and
an amendment of the style ? Was not Pynson,
in 1497, the printer of the folio edition of the

Hymns and Sequences entered in Mr. Dickinson's

valuable List of English Service- Books, p. 8.
; or

is there inaccuracy in the succeeding line? Lastly,
was the titular woodcut in Julian Notary's im-

pression, A. i>. 1504 (Dibdin, ii. 580.), derived
from the decoration of the Hymnarius, and the

Textus Scquentiarum cum optima commento, set

forth at Delft by Christian Snellaert, in 1496 ?

From the first page of the latter we receive the

following accession to our philological knowledge:

"Diabolus dicitur a dia, quod e.st duo, et bolos

morsus ; quasi dupliciter mordens ; quia Isedit homi-
nem in corpora et anivna."

(45.) (1.) In what edition of the Salisbury Missal
did the amusing errors in the " Ordo Sponsalium"
first occur

;
and how long were they continued ?

I allude to the husband's obligation,
" to haue

and to holde fro thys day wafor beter for wurs," &c.,
and to the wife's prudential promise,

" to haue et

to holde for thys day."
1

(2.) Are there any vellum
leaves in any copy in England of the folio impres-
sion very beautifully printed en rouge et noir " in

alma Parisiorum academia," die x. Kal. April,
1510?

(46.) On the 1 Hh of last month (Jan.) somebody
advertised in " NOTES AND QUERIES" for Foxes
and Firebrands. In these days of trouble and re-

buke, when (if we may judge from a recent article

savouring of Neal's second volume) it seems to be

expected that English gentlemen will, in a Maga*
zine that bears their name, be pleased with a

rechauffe of democratic obloquy upon the character

of the great reformer of their church, and will

look with favour upon Canterburies Doome, would
it not be desirable that Robert Ware's (and Nal-

son's) curious and important work should be

republished ? If a reprint of it were to be! un-

dertaken, I would direct attention to a c<vny in

my possession of "The Third and Last Part,"
Lond. 1689, which has many alterations marked
in MS. for a new edition, and which exhibits the

autograph of Henry Wai's.

(47.) Was COHAUSEN the composer of " Cleri-

cus Deperrucatus ; sire, in fictitiis Clericorum

Comis moderni seculi ostensa et xplosa Vanitas :

Cum Figuris ; Autore ANNCEO RHISENNO VJBCCHIO,
Doctore Romano-Catholico," printed at Amster-

dam, and inscribed to Pope Benedict XIII.? One
of the well-finished copperplates, page 12., repre-
sents " Monsieur I'Abbe prenant du Tabac"

(48.) Where can a copy of the earliest edition

of the Testamentum XIL Patriarcharmn be found?
for if one had been easily obtainable, Grabo, Cave,

Oudin, and Wharton (Ang. Sac. ii. 345.) would
not have treated the third impression as the first ;

and let it be noted by the way that " Clerieo EU->

chero" in Wharton must be a mistake for "Clerieo

Nicolao." Moreover, how did the excellent Fa-
bricius (Bibl. fned. et inf. Latin., and also Cod.

Pxeudepig. V. T., i. 758.) happen to connect

Menradus Moltherus with the editio princeps of

1483 ? It is certain that this writer's letter to

Secerius, accompanying
a transcript of Bishop

Grossetdte's version, which immediately came forth

at Haguenau, was concluded "postridie Noil. Ja-

nuar. M.IX.XXXII."

(49.) (1.) Who was the bibliopolist with whom
originated the pernicious scheme of adapting newly

printed title-pages to books which had had a pro*
viou-s existence? Sometimes the deception may be

discerned even at a glance : for example, without

the loss of many seconds, and by the aspect, of

a single letter, (the long s,) we can perceive
the falsehood of the imprint,

"
Parisiis, apud Paul

Mellier, 1842," together with "
S.-Clodoaldi, e

typographeo Belin-Mandaiv" grafted upon tome i.
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of the Benedictine edition of S. Gregory Nazian-

zen's works, which had been actually issued in

1778. Very frequently, however, the comparison
of professedly different impressions requires, be-

fore they can be safely pronounced to be identical,

the protracted scrutiny of a practised eye. An
inattentive observer could not be conscious that the

works of Sir James Ware, translated and improved
by Harris, and apparently the progeny of the

year 1764, (the only edition, and that but a spu-
rious one, recorded in Watt's Bibliotheca Britan-

mca,) have been skilfully tampered with, and
should be justly restored the first volume to

1739, the second to 1745.

(2.) We must admit that a bookseller gifted
with mature sapience will very rarely, or never,
be such an amateur in expensive methods of bam-

boozling, as to prefer having recourse to the

title-page expedient, if he could flatter himself

that his purpose would be likely to be effected

simply by doctoring the date ; and thus a question

springs up, akin to the former one, How great is

the antiquity of this timeserving device ? At this

moment, trusting only to memory, I am not able

to adduce an instance of the depravation anterior

to the year 1606, when Dr. James's Bellum Papale
was put forth in London as a new book, though in

reality there was no novelty connected with it,

except that the last in 1600 (the authentic date)
had been compelled by penmanship to cease to be
a dead letter, and to germinate into a 6.

(3.) If neither the judicious naturalisation of a

title-page, nor the dexterous corruption of the

year in which a work was honestly produced,
should avail to eliminate " the stock in hand," res

ad Triarios rediit there is but one contrivance

left. This is, to give to the ill-fated hoard another

name ; in the hope that a proverb properly belong-

ing to a rose may be superabundantly verified in

the case of an old book. What Anglo-Saxon
scholar has not studied " Divers Ancient Monu-
ments," revived in 1638 ? and yet perhaps scarcely

any one is aware that the appellation is entirely

deceptive, and that no such collection was printed
at that period. The inestimable remains of ^Elfric,

edited by L'Isle in 1623, and then entitled, "A
Saxon Treatise concerning the Old and New Testa-

ment" together with a reprint of the " Testimonie

of Antiquitie" (sanctioned by Archbishop Parker
in 1567,) had merely submitted to substitutes for

the first two leaves with which they had been
ushered into the world, and after fifteen years the

unsuspecting public were beguiled. When was
this system of misnomers introduced ? and can a

more signal specimen of this kind of shamelessness

be mentioned than that which is afforded by the

fate of Thorndike's De ratione ac jure Jiniendi Con-
troversias EcclesicB Disputatio ? So this small

folio in fours was designated when it was pub-
lished, Lond. 1670; but in 1674 it became Originet

Ecclesiastics; and it was metamorphosed into

Restauratio Ecclesice in 1677.

(50.) Dr. Dibdin (Typ. Antiq. iii. 350.) has
thus spoken of a quarto treatise, De autoritate,

ojficio, et potentate Pastorum ecclesiasticorum :

" This very scarce book is anonymous, and has

neither date, pr inter's name, nor place ; but being bound

u-p with two other tracts of Bertbelet's printing are my
reasons for giving it a place here/'

The argument and the language in this sentence
are pretty nearly on a par ;

for as misery makes
men acquainted with dissimilar companions, why
may not parsimony conglutinate heterogeneous

compositions ? I venture to deny altogether that

the engraved border on the tide-page was exe-
cuted by an English artist. It seems rather to

be an original imitation of Holbein's design : and
as regards tire date, can we not perceive what was
meant for a modest " 1530

1 '

on a standard borne

by one of the boys in procession ? In Simler's

Gesnerian Bibliotheca SIMON HESS (let me reite-

rate the question, Who was he ?) is registered as

the author
;
and of his work we read,

" Liber

impressus in Germania." This observation will

determine its locality to a certain extent ; and
the tractate may be instantly distinguished from
all others on the same subject by the presence of

the following alliterative frontispiece :

" Primus Papa, potens Pastor, pietate paterna,

Petrus, perfectam plebem pascendo paravit.
Posthabito plures populo, privata petentes,

Pinguia Pontifices, perdunt proh pascua plebis."

R. G.

ENIGMATICAL, EPITAPH.

In the church of Middleton Tyas, in the North

Riding of the county, there is the following extra-

ordinary inscription on the monument of a learned

incumbent of that parish :

" This Monument rescues from oblivion the Remains
of the Rev. J< hn Mawer, D.D., late Vicar of this

Parish, who died Nov. I8th, 1 763, aged 60. The
doctor was descended from the roya! family of Mawer,
and was inferior to none of his illustrious ancestors in

personal merit, being the greatest linguist this nation

ever produced. He was able to write and speak

twenty-two languages, and particularly excelled in the

Eastern tongues, in which he proposed to his Royal

Highness Frederick Prince of Wales, to whom he was

firmly attached, to propagate the Christian religion in

the Abyssinian empire, a great and noble design,

which was frustrated by the death of that amiable

prince."

Whitaker, after giving the epitaph verbatim

in his History of Richmondshire, vol. i. p. 234.,

says :

This extraordinary personage, who may seem to

have been qualified for the office of universal inter-

preter to all the nations upon earth, appears, notwith-
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standing, to have been unaware that the Christian

religion, in however degraded a form, has long been

professed in Abyssinia. With respect to the royal line

of Mawer I was long distressed, till, by great good
fortune, I discovered that it was no other than that of

old King Coyl."

As I happen to feel an interest in the subject
which disinclines me to rest satisfied with the fore-

going hasty not to say flippant explanation of the

learned historian, I am anxious to inquire whether

or not any reader of the " NOTES AND QUERIES"
can throw light on the history, and especially the

genealogy, of this worthy and amiable divine ?

While I have reason to believe that Dr. Mawer
was about the last

person
in the world to have

composed the foregoing eulogy on his own charac-

ter, I cannot believe that the allusion to illustrious

ancestors "
is merely a joke," as Whitaker seems

to imply; while it is quite certain that there is

nothing in the inscription to justify the inference

that the deceased had been "unaware that the

Christian religion" had "long been professed in

Abyssinia:" indeed, an inference quite the reverse

would be quite as legitimate.. J. H.

Rotherfield, Feb. 23. 1851.

SHAKSPEARE S
" MERCHANT OF VENICE

(Act IV. Sc. 1.).

In the lines

" The quality of Mercy is not strained,

It droppeth, as the gentle rain from heaven,

Upon the place beneath."

What is the meaning of the word "strained?"
The verb to strain is susceptible of two essentially
different interpretations ;

and the question is as

to which of the two is here intended ? On refer-

ring to Johnson's Dictionary, we find, amongst
other synonymous terms, To squeeze through some-

thing ; to purify l)y filtration ; to weaken by too

much violence; to push to its utmost strength.

Now, if we substitute either of the two latter

meanings, we shall have an assertion that u
Mercy

is not weakened by too much violence (or put to

its utmost strength), but droppeth, as the gentle
rain from heaven," &c., where it would require a
most discerning editor to explain the connexion
between the two clauses. If, on the other hand,
we take the first two meanings, the passage is

capable of being understood, if nothing else. Be-

ginning- with to squeeze through something; what
would present itself to our ideas would be, that
"
Mercy does not fall in one continuous stream (as

would be the case, if strained) on one particular
portion of the earth, but expands into a large and
universal shower, so as to spread its influence over
the entire globe." This, however, though not ab-

surd, is, I fear, rather forced.

To come to the second explanation of to purify,

which in my opinion is the most apt, I take it that

Shakspeare intended to say, that "
Mercy is so

pure and undefiled as to require no cleansing, but
falls as gently and unsullied as the showers from
heaven, ere soiled by the impurities of earth."

With these few remarks, I shall leave the matter
in the hands of those whose researches into the

English language may have been deeper than my
own, with a hope that they may possess time and
inclination to promote the elucidation of a diffi-

culty in one of the most beautiful passages of our

great national bard; a difficulty, by the way,
which seems to have escaped the notice of all the
editors and commentators. L. S.

Was Lord Howard of Effingham, who commanded
in chief against the Spanish Armada, a Protestant

or a Papist ? On the one hand, it is highly im-

probable that Queen Elizabeth should employ a

popish commander against the Spaniards.
1 . The silence of Dr. Lingard and other his-

torians is also negatively in favour of his being a

Protestant.

But, on the other hand, it has been repeatedly
asserted, in both houses of Parliament, that he was
a Papist.

2. It is likely, because his father was the eldest

son by his second wife of Thomas, second Duke of

Norfolk, and was created Baron Howard of Effing-
ham by Queen Mary.

3. Whatever his own religion may have been,
he was contemporary with his cousin, Philip, Earl
of Arundel, whom Camden calls the champion of

the Catholics, and whose violence was the cause of

his perpetual imprisonment.
4. The present Lord Effingham has recently de-

clared that by blood he was (had always been ?)

connected with the Roman Catholics.

Under these and other circumstances, it is a

question to be settled by evidence. C. H. P.

Brighton.

Lord Bexley hoiu descended from Cromwell f

In the notice of the late Lord Bexley in The

Times, it is stated that he was maternally descended

from Oliver Cromwell, the Protector, through the

family of Cromwell's son-in-law, Ireton.

Burke, in his Peerage, mentions that Henry
Vansittart, father of Lord Bexley, was governor of

Bengal (circa 1770), and that he married Amelia

Morse, daughter of Nicolas Morse, governor of

Madras.
It would therefore appear that this said Nicolas

Morse was a descendant of General Ireton. I

wish to ascertain if this assumption be correct ;

and, if correct, when and how the families of Morse
and Ireton became connected ? If any of your
correspondents can furnish information on this sub-

No. 71.
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ject, or acquaint me where I can find any account

or pedigree of the Morse family, I shall feel much
indebted to them. PURSUIVANT.

Earl of Shaftesbury. I have read with great
interest Lord Shiiftesbury's letter to Le Clerc,

published in No. 67. May I ask your cor-

respondents JANUS DOUSA and Professor des

Amories VAN DER HOVEN, whether the Remon-
strants' library of Amsterdam contains any papers

relating to the first Earl of Shaftesbury, which

might have been sent by the third Earl to Le
Clerc ^ and whether any notices or traditions

remain in Amsterdam of the first Lord Shaftes-

bm-y's residence and death in that city ? Any
information relative to the first Earl of Shaftes-

bury will greatly oblige, CH.

Family of Peyton. Admiral Joseph Peyton
[Post-Captain, December 2, 1757 Admiral, 1787

ob. 1804] was Admiral's First Captain in the

fleet under Darby, at the relief of Gibraltar, 1781.

He was son of Commodore Edward Peyton [Post-

Captain, April 4, 1740], who is supposed to have

gone over from England, and settled in America,
and there to have died. I should be very glad of
further particulars of these persons. Are my dates

correct? How is this branch of the family (lately

represented by John Joseph Peyton, Esq., of

Wakehurst, who married a daughter of Sir East

Clayton East, Bart., and died in 1844, leaving four
children minors) connected with the Baronets

Peyton, of Iselham, or Dodington ? Who was the
father of the above Commodore? It may aid the

inquiry to mention that this branch is related to

the Grenfell family : William Peyton, second son
of the above Admiral Joseph, having married a
first cousin of Pascoe Grenfell, Esq , M.P. for

Great Marlow (who died in 1833). ACHE.

" La JRose nait en un Moment" I wish to learn
the name of the author of the following verses, and
where they are to be found. Any of your corre-

spondents who can inform nie shall receive my
sincere thanks :

" La Rose nait en un moment,
En un moment elle est fletrie ;

Mais ce que pour vous mon coeur sent,
Ne finira qu'ayec ma vie."

T. H. K.
Malewr, Man.

John Collard the Logician. Could any of your
correspondents tell me where I could find any
account of John Collard, who wrote three treatises
on Logic: The first, under the name of N.
Dralloc (his name reversed), Epitome of Logic,
Johnson, St. Paul's Church Yard, 1795

;
in his

own name, Essentials of Logic, Johnson, 1796;
and in 1799, the Praxis ofLogic. He is mentioned
as Dralloc by WUatcly and Kinvan

; but nobody
seems to have known him as Collard but Levi

Hedge, the American writer on that subject. I
made inquiry, some forty years ago, and was in-

formed that he lived at Birmingham, was a chair-
maker by profession, and devoted much of his time
to chemistry; that he was known to and esteemed

by Dr. Parr
; and that he was then dead.

At the close of his preface to his Praxis he

says,
" Aaid let me inform the reader also, that this srork

was not composed in the pleasant tranquillity of retire-

ment, but under such untoward circumstances, that
the mind was subject to .continual interruptions and
vexatious distraction."

Then he adds,
" I have but little doubt but this Praxis will, at

some future period, find its way into the schools; and
though critics should at present condemn what they
have either no patience or inclination to examine, I
feel myself happy in contemplating, that after I am
mouldered to dust, it may assist our reason in this
most essential part."

J B. G.
Feb. 20. 1851.

Traherne's Sheriff's of Glamorgan. Could any
of your readers tell me where I might see a copy
of A. List of the Sheriff's of County Glamorgan,
printed (privately?) by Rev. J. M/Traherne? I
have searched the libraries of the British Museum,
the Athenaeum Club, and the Bodleian at Oxford,
in vain. EDMOND W.

Haybands in Seals. I have, in a small collec-
tion of Sussex deeds, two which present the fol-

lowing peculiarity: they have the usual slip of

parchment and lump of wax pendant from the
lower edge, but the wax, instead of bearing an
armorial figure, a merchant's mark, or any other
of the numerous devices formerly employed in the
authentication of deeds instead of one's chirograph,
has neatly inserted into it a small wreath composed
of two or three stalks of grass (or rather hay)
carefully plaited, and forming a circle somewhat
less in diameter than a shilling. The deeds, which
were executed in the time of Henry the Seventh,
relate to the transfer of small landed properties.
I have no doubt that this diminutive hayband was
the distinctive mark of a grazier or husbandman
who did not consider his social status sufficient to
warrant the use of a more regular device by way
of seal. I have seen a few others connected with
the same county, and, if I recollect rightly, of a
somewhat earlier date. I shall be glad to ascer-
tain whether this curious practice was in use in
other parts of England. M. A. LOWER.

Lewes.

Edmund^Prideaux, and the First Post-office.
Polwhele, in his History of Cornwall, says, p. 1 39. :

" To our countryman Edmund Prideaux we owe
the regular establishment of the Post-office."
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He says again, p. 144. :

" Edmund Prideaux, Attorney- General to Oliver

Cromwell, and Inventor of the Post-office."

Now the Edmund spoken of as Attorney-Ge-

neral, was of Ford Abbey, in Devonshire, and
second son of Sir Edmund Prideaux, of Netherton,
in the said county, therefore could not be one of
the Cornish branch.

Query No. 1. Who was the Edmund Prideaux,
his countryman, that regularly established the

Post-office ?

Query No. 2. How were letters circulated be-
fore his time ?

Query No. 3. Was Edmund Prideaux the

Attorney-General, the inventor of the Post-office,
as he states

;
if not, who was ?

Query No. 4. Has any life of Edmund Prideaux
as Attorney-General been published, or is any
account of him to be found in any work ?

G. P. P.

William Tell Legend. Could any of your
readers tell me the true origin of the William
Tell apple story ? I find the same story told of

(1.) Egil, the father of the famous smith Way-
land, who was instructed in the art of forging
metals by two dwarfs of the mountain of Kallova.

(Depping, Mem. de la Societe des Antiquaires de

France, torn, v. pp. 223. 229.)

(2.) Saxo Grammaticus, who wrote nearly a

century before Tell, tells nearly the same story of

one Toko, who killed Harold.

(3.)
" There was a souldier called Pumher, whoj

daily through witchcraft, killed three of his

enemies. This was he who shot at a pennie on
bis son's head, and made ready another arrow to

have slain the Duke Remgrave (? Rheingraf),
who commanded it." (Reginald Scot, 1584.)

(4.) And Adam Bell, Clym of the Clough, and
William of Cloudeslie. G. H. R.

Anns of Cottons buried in Landivade Church, fyc.

(Vol. in., p. 39.). WillJoNATHAN OLDBUCK, Jim.,

oblige me by describing the family coat-armour
borne by the Cottons mentioned in his Note ? It

may facilitate his inquiry, in which, by the way, I
am much interested. R. W. C,

Sir George BUG'S Treatise on the Stage. What
has become of this MS. ? Sir George BUG men-
tions it in The Third University of England,
appended to Stowe's Annals, ed. 1631, p. 1082. :

'* Of this art [the dramatic] have written largely
Petrus Victorius, &c. as it were in vaine for me to

say anything of the art ; besides, that / have written

thereof a particular treatise.
"

If this manuscript could be discovered, it would
doubtless throw considerable light upon the
Elizabethan drama. EDWARD? F. RIMBAULT.

A Cracowe Pike (Vol. iii., p, 105.). Since I sent

you the Query respecting a Cracowe Pike, I have

found that I was wrong in supposing it to be a

weapon or spear : for Cracowe Pikes was the name
given to the preposterous

"
piked shoes," which

were fashionable in the reign of Richard II., and
which were so long in the toes that it was necessary
to tie them with chains to the kneer in order to-

render it possible for the wearer ta walk. Stowe,
in his Chronicle, tells us that this extravagant
fashion was brought in by Anne of Bohemia,

j

Queen of Richard II. But why were they called
Cracowe pikes ? L H. T.

St. Thomas of Trunnions. Who was this saint,
and why is he frequently mentioned in connexion
with onions ?

" Nay softe, my maisters, by Saincte Thomas of Trunions,
I am not disposed to buy of your onions.'"

Apius and Virginia, 1575.
" And you that delight in trulls and minions,
Come buy my four ropes of hard S. Thomas's onions."

Ttie Hog hath lost his Ptarl, 16:14..

"Buy my rope of onions white St. Thomas's
onions," was one of the cries of London in the
seventeenth century. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Paper-mill near Stevenage (Vol. ii., p. 473.).
In your number for December 14, 1850, one of

your correspondents, referring to Bartholomeus de

Prop. Rerum, mentions a paper-mill near Steven-

age, in the county of Hertford, as being probably
the earliest, or one of the earliest, established in

England. I should feel much obliged if your
correspondent, through the medium of your pages,
would favour me with any further particulars on
this subject ; especially as to the site of this mill,,

there being no stream within some miles of Steven-

age capable of turning a mill. I have been unable
to find any account of this mill in either of the

county histories. HERTFORDIENSIS.

Mounds, Munts, Mounts, In the parish register
of Maresfield in Sussex, there is an entry recording
the surrender of a house and three acres of land,,

called the "
Mounds," in 1574, to the use of the

parish ;
and in the churchwardens' accounts at

Rye, about the same time, it is stated that the

church of Rye was entitled to a rent from certain

lands called
" Mounts." In Jevington, too, there

are lands belonging to the Earl of Liverpool called

Munts or Mounts, but whether at any time belong-*

ing to the church, I am unable to say. Any inform-
ation as to the meaning of the word, or account
of its occurring elsewhere, will much oblige

R. W. B.

Church Chests. A representation of two

knights engaged in combat is sometimes found on,

ancient church chests. Can any one explain the

meaning of it ? Examples occur at Harty Chape^
Kent, and Burgate^ Suffolk* The former is, men-.

tioned in the Glossary of Architecture, and de-

scribed as a carving : the latter is painted only,
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plyM

and one of the knights is effaced : the other is ap-

parently being unhorsed ; he wears a jupon em-

broidered in red, and the camail, &c., of the time

of Richard II. : a small shield is held in his left

hand: his horse stoops its head, apparently to

water, through which it is slowly pacing. Is this

a subject from the legend of some saint, or from

one of the popular romances of the middle ages ?

Are any other examples known ? C. R. M.

The Cross-bill Is " The Legend of the Cross-

bill," translated from Julius Mosen by Longfellow,
a genuine early tradition, or only a fiction of the

poet?
2. Is the Cross-bill considered in any country

as a sacred bird? and was it ever so used in archi-

tectural decoration, illumination, or any other

works of sacred art ?

3. What is the earliest record on evidence of

the Cross-bill being known in England ?

H. G. T.

Launceston.

lovunni Volpe. -Can any of your readers sup-

ly a notice of IOVANNI VOLPE, mentioned in a

S. nearly cotemporary to have been
" An Italian doctor, famous in Queen Elizabeth's

time, who went with George Earl of Cumberland
most of his sea voyages, and was with him at the taking

of Portorico ?"

Another MS., apparently of the date of James I.,

describes him as "
physician to Queen Elizabeth."

He had a daughter, Frances, widow of Richard

Evers, Esq. ("of the family of Evers of Coventry"),
who married, 2d November, 1601, Richard Hughes,

Esq., then a younger son, but eventually repre-

sentative, of the ancient house of Gwerclas and

Cymmer-yn-Edeirnion, in Merionethshire, and

died 29th June, 1636. M. N. O.

Auriga. How conies the Latin word AURIGA
to mean " a charioteer. ?

" VABRO.

To speak in Lutestring. 1. Philo-Junius ; that

is, Junius himself in the 47th Letter, writes :

" I was led to trouble you with these observations by
a passage which, to speak in lutestring, I met with this

morning, in the course ofmy reading."

Had the expression in Italics been used before

by any one ?

2. In the 56th Letter, addressed to the Duke of

Grafton, Junius asks :

" Is the union of Blifil and Jilack George no longer a

romance ?
"

What part of that story is .here referred to ?

VARRO.
"
Lavora, come se tu" SfC. In Bonn's edition

of Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living and Dying, I

observe in the notes several Italian sentences,

mostly couplets or proverbs. One peculiarly
struck me : and I should feel obliged if any of

your readers could tell me whence it was taken,
name of author, &c. The couplet runs thus

(Vide p. 182. of the work) :

" Lavora, come se tu avessi a campar ogni hora :

Adora, come se tu avessi a morir allora."

Indeed it would not be amiss, if all the notes

were marked with authors' names or other refer-

ence, as I find some few of the Latin quotations
as well as the Greek, and all the Italian ones,

require a godfather. W. H. P.

Tomb of Chaucer. Are any of the existing

English families descended from the poet Chaucer?
If so, might they not fairly be applied to for a

contribution to the proposed restoration of his

tomb ? His son Thomas Chaucer left an heiress,

married to De la Pole, Duke of Suffolk
;
but I have

not the means of ascertaining whether any of their

posterity are extant. C. R. M.

Family of Clench. Can any of your readers

supply me with the parentage and family of Bruin
Clench of St. Martin's in the Fields, citizen of

London ? He married Catharine, daughter of Wil-

liam Hippesley, Esq., of Throughley, in Edburton,
co. Sussex

;
and was living in 1686. His Christian

name does not appear in the pedigrees of the

Clinche or Clench family of Bealings and Holbrook,
co. Suffolk, in the Heraids' Visitations, in the British

Museum. His daughter married Roger Donne,

Esq., of Ludham, co. Norfolk, and was the mater-

nal grandmother of the poet Cowper.
C. R. M.

CRANMER s DESCENDANTS.

(Vol. in., p. 8.)

Your correspondent may be interested to know,
that Sir Anthony Chester, Bart., of Chichley, co.

Bucks, married, May .21, 1657, Mary, dau. of

Samuel Cranmer, Esq., alderman of London, and
sister to SirCsesar Cranmer, Kt., of Ashwell, Bucks.

This Samuel Cranmerwas traditionally the last male

heir of the eldest of Cranmer's sons; his descent

is, I believe, stated in general terms in the epitaphs
of Lady Chester, at Chichley, and Sir Caesar

Cranmer, at Ashwell. He was a great London
brewer by trade, nnd married his cousin Mary
(sister of Thomas Wood, Bishop of Coventry and

Lichfield, and Sir Henry W^ood, Bart., of the Board
of Green Cloth), dau. of Thomas Wood, Esq., of

Hackney, by his wife Cranmer. They had

only two children, and it would appear from

Harleian MS. No. 1476. fo. 419., which omits all

mention of Sir Caesar, that he died in his father's

lifetime, and that Lady Chester was sole heiress

to this branch of the Cranmers.
There are two brief pedigrees I have seen of

these Cranmers, one in Harl. MS. 1476. above
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mentioned, the other in Philipot's Catalogue of
Knights; but neither of them goes so far as to

connect them with the archbishop, or even with the

Nottinghamshire family ; for they both begin with

Samuel Cranmer's grandfather, who is described

of Alcester, co. Warwick. Now the connexion is

certain : could one of your readers supply me with

the wanting links ? Is it possible that they omit

all mention of the archbishop on account of the

prejudice mentioned by your correspondent; being
able to supply the three generations necessary to

gentility without him ?

I am obliged to write without any books of re-

ference, or 1 would have consulted the epitaphs in

question again. R. E. W.

I am afraid that my quotations from memory,
in my letter of Saturday, were not exactly correct;

for on examining Lipscomb's Buckinghamshire
to-day, I find that it is stated (vol. iv. pp. 4-7.) on
the monument of Samuel Cranmer at Astwood

Bury, that he was " descended in a direct line

from Richard Cranmer, elder brother to Thomas,

archbishop of Canterbury ;

"
and that it was found,

on an inquisition held on April 7, 1640, that his

son and heir Caesar Cranmer (called on the monu-
ment " Sir Caesar Wood Ate Cranmer, Kt.") was
his heir at six years of age. This Cassar was

knighted by Charles II., and died unmarried.; so

that his sister, Lady Chester, was evidently the re-

presentative of this branch of the Cranmer family.

Now, with regard to this statement on the monu-
ment, in the first place it is discrepant with Lady
Chester's epitaph at Chichley, which (Lipscomb's
Bucks, vol. iv. p. 97.) expressly declares that she

derived her descent from the archbishop. In the

next place it appears from Thoroton's Notts, that

the archbishop had no elder brother named
Richard. His elder brother's name was John;
who by Joan, dau. of John Frechevill, Esq., had two

sons, Thomas and Richard. Could this be the

Richard alluded to ? In the third place, in neither

of the pedigrees alluded to is there given any con-

nexion with the family of Cranmer of Aslacton.

And, lastly, it is opposed to the uniform tradition

of the family. Now, if any of your readers can
clear up this difficulty, or will refer me to any other

pedigree of the Cranmers, I shall feel extremely
obliged to him.

With the exception of the points now noticed,

my former letter was perfectly correct, and may
be relied on in every respect.

I may mention that these Cranmers were from
Warwickshire. The monument states that Sa-
muel Cranmer was born at " Aulcester

"
in that

.county,
" about the year 1575." E. E. W.

DUTCH POPULAR SONG-BOOK.

(Vol. Hi., p. 22.)

Th second edition of the song-book mentioned
by the HERMIT OF HOLYPORT must have been
published between 1781 and 1810, as the many
popular works printed for S. and W. Koene may
testify. In 1798 they lived on the Linde gracht,
but shifted afterwards their dwelling-place to the
Boomstraat. For the above information about
a trifle, interesting enough to call a hermit from his
memento-mori cogitations I am indebted to the
kindness of Mr. J. J. NIEUWENHUYZEN.

But, alas! what can I, the man with a borrowed
name and borrowed learning, say in reply to the
first Query of the busy anchorite? He will believe

me, when I tell his reverence that I am not JANUS
DOUSA. What's in the name, that I could choose
it ? Must I confess ? A .token of grateful re-
membrance ; the only means of making myself
known to a British friend of my youth, but for
whom

I^would perhaps never have enjoyed MR.
HERMIT'S valuable contributions the medium, in

short, of being recognised incognito. Will this do ?

Or must I say, copying a generous correspondent
of " NOTES AND QUERIES," Spare my blushes,
I am J. H. VAN LENNEP.

Amsterdam, Feb. 25. 1851.

BARONS OF HUGH LUPUS.

(Vol. iii., p. 87.)

Your correspondent P. asks for information re-

specting the families and descendants of William
Malbank and Bigod de Loges, two of the Barons
of Hugh Lupus, Earl of Chester, whose signatures
are affixed to the charter of foundation of St.

Werburgh's Abbey at Chester.

Of the descendants of William Malbank I can
learn nothing ; but it appears from the MS.
catalogue of the Norman nobility before the Con-

quest, that Roger and Robert de Loges possessed
lordships in the district of Coutances in Normandy.
One at least, Roger, must have accompanied the

Conqueror to England (and his name appears in
the roll of Battle Abbey as given by Fox), for we
find that he held lands in Horley and Burstowe
in Surrey. His widow, Gunuld de Loges, held
the manor of Guiting in Gloucestershire of King
William; and in the year 1090 she gave two
hides of land to the monastery of Gloucester to

pray for the soul of her husband. Roger had two
sons, Roger and Bigod, or, as he is sometimes called,
Robert. The former inherited the lands in Surrey.
One of his descendants (probably his great-grand-
son) was high sheriff of Surrey and Sussex in the

years 1267, 1268, and 1269. His son Roger de

Loges owned lands and tenements in Horley,
called La Bokland,, which he sold to the Abbot of
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Chertsea. His successor, John de Logge of Bur-

stowe, witnessed in the tenth year of Edward II.

a deed relating to the transfer of land in Hadre-

sham, Surrey. The name became gradually cor-

rupted to Lodge.
To return to the subject of inquiry, Bigod de

Logos
" held five tenements in Sow of the Earl of Chester, by
the service of conducting the said earl towards the king's

court through the midst of the forest of Cannock,

meeting him at Rotford bridge upon his coming, and

at Hopwas bridge on his return. In which forest the

earl might, if he pleased, kill a deer at his coming, and

another at his going back : giving unto Logeseach time

he should so attend him a barbed arrow. Hugo de

Loges granted to William Bagot all his lands in Sow,

to hold of him the said Hugo and his heirs, by the

payment of" a. pair of white gloves at the feast of

St. Michael yearly." Dugdale.

Bigod de Loges had two sons, Hugo and

Odardus :

" Odardus de Loges was infeoffed by Ranulphus de

Meschines, Earl of Chester, in the baronies of Stanyton,

Wigton, Doudryt, Waverton, Blencoyd, and Kirkbride,

in the county of Cumberland ; and the said Odardus

built Wigton church and endowed it. He lived until

King John's time. Henry I. confirmed the grant of

the barony to him, by which it is probable that he

lived a hundred years. He had issue Adam. Adam
had issue Odard, the lord, whose son and heir, Adam
the Second, died without issue, and Odard the Fourth

likewise," &c. Denton's MS.

Of the branch settled in Staffordshire and War-
wickshire

" Hugo de Loges married, tempo Richard I., Mar-

gerie, daughter and heiress of Robert de Brok. By
this marriage Hugo became possessed of the manor of

Casterton in Warwickshire. He was forester of Can-

nock chace. He had issue Hugo de Loges, of Chester-

ton, whose son and heir, Sir Richard de Loges, died

21st of Edward I. Sir Richard had issue two sons,

Richard and Hugo. The eldest, Richard of Chester-

ton, left issue an only daughter, Elizabeth, married to

Nicholas de Warwick. The issue of this marriage
was John de Warwick, whose daughter and heiress,

Eleonora, married Sir John de Peto, and brought the

manor of Chesterton into that family." Dugdale.

M. J, T.

SHAKSPEARE' s
" ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA."

(Vol. iii., p. 139.)

The scene in Antony and Cleopatra contains

two expressions which are in Henry VIII.
" Learn this, Silius."

"Learn this, brother." Hen. VIII.

" The Captain's captain."
" To be her Mistress' mistress, the Queen's queen."

Hen. VIII.

The first of these passages is in a scene in Henry
VIIL, which MR. HICKSON gives to Fletcher (and

of which, by-the-bye, it may be observed, that,
like the scene in Antony and Cleopatra, it has

nothing to do with the business of the play). The
other is in a scene which he gives to Shakspeare.

But, perhaps, there may be doubts whether

rightly. I am exceedingly ignorant in Fletcher
;

but here is a form of expression which occurs
twice in the scene, which, I believe, is more con-
formable to the practice of Fletcher :

" A heed was in his countenance."
" And force them with a constancy."

There is very great stiffness in the versification :

one instance is quite extraordinary:
" Yet I know her for

A spleeny Lutheran ; and not wholesome to

Our cause, that she should lie i' the bosom of

Our hard rul'd king."

There is great stiffness and tamenesa in the

matter in many places.

Lastly, what MR. HICKSON hopes he has taken
off Shakspeare's shoulders, the compliments to

the Queen and the King, is brought in here most

forcedly :

" She (i. e. A. Boleyn) is a gallant creature, and

complete
In mind and feature. I persuade me, from her

Will fall some blessings to this land, which shall

In it be memoriz'd."

But there is also the general question, whether,
either upon a priori probability, or inferences de-

rived from particular passages, we are bound to

suppose that the two authors wrote scene by scene.

Shakspeare might surely be allowed to touch up
scenes, of which the mass might be written by
Fletcher.

As to the dates, MR. COLLIER is persuaded that

Henry VIII. was written in the winter of 1603-4.

The accession of James was in March, 1603. MR.
COLLIER thinks that the compliments to Queen
Elizabeth were not written in her lifetime. He
thinks that, even in the last year of her long reign,
no one would have ventured to call her an "

aged
princess," though merely as a way of saying that

she would have a long reign ;
and he says, there is

not the slightest evidence that the compliment to

King James was an interpolation. But surely it

is strong evidence that if there is no interpolation,
this passage

" As when
The bird of wonder dies, the maiden phoenix,"

afterwards
" When Heav'n shall call her from this cloud of dark-

ness,"

and then, after disposing of the King
" She shall be to the happiness of England
An aged princess

Would I had known no more but she must die ;

She must the saints must have her yet a virgin," &c.
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would be ridiculous. All that can be said is, that

either way it is partly ridiculous to make it a

matter of prophecy and lamentation that a human

being must, sometime or other, die.

But it is very difficult to conceive that the

compliments to Elizabeth should have been written

after her death.

Fletcher, born in 1579, did not, in Mr. Dyce's

opinion, bring out anything singly or jointly with

Beaumont till 1606 or 1607.

The irrelevant scenes, like that of Ventidius,
are introduced with two objects one to gain
time, the other for the sake of naturalness: of

the latter of which there are two instances in

Macbeth ; one where the King talks of the swal-

lows' nests : the other, relating to the English king
touching for the evil, seems remarkably suited to

the mind of Shakspeare. C. B.

"
SUN, STAND THOU STILL UPON GIBBON !

"

(JOSH. x. 12.)

(Yol. iii., p. 137.)

The observations of I. K. upon this passage
have obviously proceeded from a praiseworthy
wish to remove what has appeared to some minds
to be inconsistent with that perfect truth which

they expect to be the result of divine inspiration.
I. K. doubtless believes that God put it into the

heart of Joshua to utter a command for the

miraculous continuance of daylight. But why
should he expect the inspiration to extend so far

as to instruct Joshua respecting the manner in

which that continuance was to be brought about?
Joshua was not to be the worker of the miracle.

It was to be wrought by Him who can as easily

stop any part of the stupendous machinery of His

universe, as we can stop the wheels of a watch.
Joshua was left to speak, as he naturally would,
in terms well fitted to make those around him
understand, and tell others, that the sun and moon,
whom the defeated people notoriously worshipped,
were so far from being able to protect their wor-

shippers, that they were made to promote their

destruction at the bidding of Joshua, whom God
had commissioned to be the scourge of idolaters.

And when the inspired recorder of the miracle
wrote that " the sun stood still," he told what the

eyes saw, with the same truth as I might say that
the sun rose before seven this morning. Inspira-
tion was not bestowed to make men wise in

astronomy, but wise unto salvation.

Those who think that the inspired penman
should have said " the earth stood still," in order
to give a perfectly true account of the miracle,
have need to be told, or would do well to remember,
that the stopping of the diurnal revolution of the

earth, in order to keep the sun and moon's apparent
places the same, would not involve a cessation of

its motion in its orbit, still less a cessation of that

great movement of the whole solar system, by
which it is now more than . conjectured that the

sun, the moon, and the earth are all carried on

together at the rate of above 3700 miles in an
hour

;
so that to say

" the earth stood still" would
be liable to the same objection, viz., that of not

being astronomically true. I. K. carries his no-
tion of the "

inseparable connexion
"
of the sun

" with all planetary motion
"

too far, when he

supposes that a stoppage of the sun's motion round
its own axis would have any effect on our planet.
The note he quotes from Kitto's Pictorial Bible
is anything but satisfactory ;

and that from Mant
is childishly common-place. Good old Scott ad-

verts with propriety to the Creator's power to

keep all things in their places, when the earth's

revolution was stopped ; but when he endeavoured
to illustrate it by the little effect of a ship's

casting anchor when under full sail, he should
have consulted his friend Newton, who would have

stopped such an imagination. Another commen-
tator. Holden, has argued, in spite of the Hebrew,
that " in the midst of heaven" cannot mean mid-

day, having made up his mind that the moon can
never be seen at that hour !

Such helpers do but make that difficult which,
if received in its simplicity, need neither perplex
a child nor a philosopher. H. W.

ta

Ulm Manuscript (Vol. iii., p. 60.). The late

Bishop Butler's collection of manuscripts is in the

British Museum. I send you a copy of the bishop's
own description of the MS. (which should be called

the St. Gall MS.}, from the printed Catalogue,
which was prepared for a sale by auction, previous
to the negociation with the trustees for the pur-
chase of the collection for the nation.

" Acta Apostolorum. Epistolae Paul! et Catholicse

cum Apocalypsi. Latine. Saeculi IX. Upon Vel-

lum, 4to.

The date of this most valuable and important
manuscript is preserved by these verses :

' Iste liber Pauli retinet documenta sereni

Hartmodus Gallo quem contulit Abba Beato,
Si quis et hunc Sancti sumit de culmine Galli

Hunc Gallus Paulusque simul dent pestibus amplis.'

Which I thus have tried to imitate :

Jjnfee cnntqwrtf flje XwctrintaS at J^ejmct

tljafifcat ytt>e gt ta geyiut (Sail ;

<gf 01131 tafe tfjjjg fcofee front Ijgej!) gtyntt <

Jjejmct all appall fjgm anU J^giut $taull

flail.

Hartmodus was Abbot of St. Gall in the Grisons

from A.D. 872 to 874. The MS. therefore may be

earlier than the former, but cannot be later than the

latter date.
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Tli is MS. is of the very highest importance. It con-

tains the celebrated passage of St. John thus: ' Quia tres

sunt, qui testimonium dant, Spliritus, aqua, et sanguis,

et tres unum sunt. Sicut in ccelo tres sunt, Pater, Ver-

bum, et Spiritus, et tres unum sunt.' This most im-

portant word Sicut clearly shows how the disputed

passage, from having been a Gloss crept into the text.

And on the first page prior to the Seven Catholic

Epistles is the Prologue of St. Jerome, bearing his

name in uncials, which Porson and other learned men
think spurious. See Person's Letters to Travis, p. 290."

Bp. Butler's Manuscript Catalogue.
H. Foss.

Rotherhithe, Jan. 29. 1851.

Harrison's Chronology (Vol. iii., p. 105.). To
the querist on William Harrison all lovers of

bibliography are under obligations. At Oxford,
amid the Bodleian treasures, he could not have
had many questions to ask : at Thurles the case

may be much otherwise, and he is entitled to a

prompt reply.
After examining the Typographical Antiquities

of Ames and Herbert, and various bibliographical

works, relying also on my own memory as a col-

lector of books for more than thirty years, I may
venture to assert that the Chronology of W.
Harrison has never been printed. I can further

assert that no copy of the work is recorded in the

Catalogi librorum manuscriptorum Anglics et Hiber-

nice, Oxoniae, 1697.

The best account of Harrison is given by bishop
Tanner, in his Bibliotheca Britannico-Hibernica.

Wood, however, should be consulted. With
reference to the events of his life, it is important
to observe that the date of his letter to sir William

Brooke, which may be called an autobiography in

miniature, is 1577.

Assuming that this question could not escape
the notice of other contributors, I had made no
researches with a view to answer it, and shall be

happy to remedy the defects of this scrap at a

future time. BOLTON COBNEY.

Mistletoe on Oaks (Vol. ii., pp. 163, 214.). Is it

ever found now on other trees ? Sir Thos. Browne

( Vulg. Err. lib. ii. cap. vi. 3.) says, "We ob-

serve it in England very commonly upon Sallow,

Hazell, and Oake." By-the-bye, DR. BELL (p. 163.)
seems to adopt the belief, which it is Browne's

object in the section referred to above to refute,

viz., that " Misseltoe is bred upon trees, from
seeds which birds let fall thereon." Have later

observations shown that it was Browne himself

who was in error ? ACHE.

Swearing by Swans (Vol. iii., p. 70.). An in-

stance of the cognate custom of swearing by phea-
sants is given by Michelet, Precis de VHistoire

Moderne (pp. 19, 20.). On the taking of Constanti-

nople by the Turks,
"
L'Europe s'emut enfin : Nicholas V. precha la

croisade. ... a Lille, le due de Bourgoyne fit

apparaitre, dans un banquet, 1'image de 1'Eglise
desolee et, selon les rites de la chevalerie, jura Dieu,
la Vierge, les dames, et le faisan, qu'il irait combattre
les infideles." (1454.)

It seems, however, that in spite of all these for-

malities, the oath did not sit very heavily on the
conscience of the taker : for we are told imme-

diately after that
" Cette ardeur dura peu. . . . le due de Bourgoyne

resta dans ses tats."

Michelet gives, as his authority, Olivier de la

Marche, t. viii. De la Collection des Memoires

relatifs a THist. de France, edit, de M. Petitot.

X.Z.

Jurare ad caput animalium (Vol. ii., p. 392.
;

Vol. iii., p. 71.). Schayes, a Belgic writer (in
Les Pays Bas avant et durant la Domination Ro-
maine, vol. ii. p. 73. et seq.), furnishes references
to two councils, in which this mode of swearing
was condemned, viz. Concil. Aurelianense (Or-
leans), A. D. 541, and Concil. Liptinense (Liptines
or Lestines), 743. On the Indiculus Paganiarum
of the latter he subjoins the commentaries of Des
Roches (Anc. Mem. de TAcad. de Brux^), de Mein-
ders (de statu relig. sub Carolo M., p. 144.),
d'Eckart (Francia Orient, lib. i. p. 407.), de Can-
ciani (de Legibus barbaror., torn. iii. p. 78.). The

enquirer may also consult Riveli Opera on the

Decalogue ; Petiti, Observ. Miscell. lib. iv. c. 7. :

" Defenditur Socrates ab improba Lactantii ca-

lumnia et de ejus jusjurando per canem:" and
Alex, ab Alexandro, Geniales Dies, lib. v. c. 10.

I may avail myself of this opportunity of no-

ticing the misprint in p. 152., Fezron for Pezron.
T. J.

Ten Children at a Birth (Vol. ii., p. 459. ; Vol.

iii., p. 64.). We are indebted to the obliging

courtesy of the editor of the Leeds Mercury for

the following extract from that paper of the 9th

October, 1781 :

" A letter from Sheffield, dated October 1, says,
' This day one Ann Birch, formerly of Derby, who
came to work at the silk-mills here, was delivered of

TEN children ; nine were dead, and one living, which,
with the mother, is likely to do well.'

"

Our informant adds
" I never heard of any silk-mills at Sheffield. If

there was a Medical Society in Sheffield then, its

records might be examined."

Can our correspondent N. D. throw any further

light upon this certainly curious and interesting
case ?

Richard Standfast (Vol. iii., p. 143.). This

divine is buried in Christ Church, Bristol
; having

been rector of that church for the long space of

fifty-one years. There is a monument erected to

his memory in the above-mentioned building,
with the following inscription :
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" Near this place lieth the body of Richard Standfast,

Master of Arts, of Sidney College in Cambridge, and

Chaplain-in Ordinary to his Majesty King Charles I.,

who for his loyalty to the King and stedfastness in

the established religion, suffered fourteen years' seques-

tration. He returned to his place in Bristol at the

restoration of King Charles II., was then made pre-

bendary of the cathedral church of Bristol, and for

twenty years and better (notwithstanding his blindness)

performed the offices of the church exactly, and dis-

charged the duties of an able, diligent, and orthodox

preacher. He was Rector of Christ Church upwards
of fifty-one years, and died August 24, in the seventy-

eighth year of his age, and in the year of Our Lord

1681.

He shall live again."

The following additional lines, composed by
himself, were taken down from his own mouth
two days before his death

;
and are, according to

his own desire, inscribed on his tomb :

" Jacob was at Bethel found,
And so may we, though under ground.
With Jacob there God did intend,

To be with him where'ver he went,
And to bring him back again,
Nor was that promise made in vain.

Upon which words we rest in confidence

That he which found him there will fetch us hence.

Nor without cause are we persuaded thus,

For where God spake with him, he spake with us."

Besides the work your correspondent mentions,
he wrote a book, entitled a Caveat against Se-

ducers. J. K. R. W.
Feb. 22. 1851.

"Jurat, crede minus'
1 ''

(Vol. iii., p. 143.). This

epigram was quoted by Sir Ed. Coke on the trial

of Henry Garnet. The author I cannot tell, but

F. R. R. may be glad to trace it up thus far.

J. Bs

Rab Surdam (Vol. ii., p. 493. ; Vol. iii,, p. 42.).

May not " Rab Surdam "
be the ignorant stone-

cutter's version of "
resurgam ?

" M. A. H
The Scaligers (Vol. iii., p. 133.). Everything

relating to this family is interesting, and I have
read with pleasure your correspondent's commu-
nication on the origin of their armorial bearings
I am, however, rather surprised to observe, tha

he seems to take for granted the relationship
of Julius Caesar Scaliger and his son Joseph to

the Lords of Verona, which has been so con

vineingly disproved by several writers. The
world has been for some time pretty well satisfiec

that these two illustrious scholars were mere im

posters in the claim they made, that Joseph
Scaliger' s letter to Janus Dousa was a very im

pudent affair. If your correspondent has me
with any new evidence in support of their claim

it would gratify me much if he would make i

known. Who would not derive pleasure from

seeing the magnificent boast of Joseph proved at

ast to have been founded in fact :

" Ego sum septimus ab Imperatore Ludovico et

[llustrissirna Hollandias comite Margareta : septimus
tem a Mastino tertio, ut et magnus Rex Franciscus,
iterarum parcus."

and Scioppius's parting recommendation
' Quid jam reliquum est tibi, nisi ut nomen com-

mutes et ex Scalifero fias Furcifer ?
"

Scaliger Hypo-
bolimaeus. Mogunt., 1607, 4to., p. 74. b.

deprived of its force and stringency ? I fear,

however, that this is not to be expected.
It is impossible to read Joseph Scaliger's de-

fence of his own case in the rejoinder to Scioppius,

Confutatio fabulce Burdonum, without observing
that the author utterly fails in connecting Niccolo,
the great-grandfather of Joseph, with Guglielmo
della Scalu, the son of Can Grande Secundo.
And yet such is the charm of genius, that the

Confutatio, altogether defective in the main point
as a reply, will ever be read with delight by suc-

ceeding generations of scholars.

JAMES CROSSLET.

Manchester, Feb. 22. 1851.

Lincoln Missal (Vol. iii., p. 119.). It is clear

that one of the most learned ritualists, Mr. Mas-

kell, did not know of a manuscript of the Lincoln

Use, else he would have noted it in his work,
The Ancient Liturgy of the British Church, where
the other Uses of Salisbury, York, Bangor, and

Hereford, are compared together. In his preface
to this work (p. ix.) he states

"It has been doubted whether there ever was a Lin-

coln Use in any other sense than a different mode and

practice of chanting."

MR. PEACOCK would probably find more inform-

ation in the Monumenta Ritualia, to which Mr.
Maskell refers in his preface.

N. E. R. (A Subscriber.)

By and bye (Vol. iii., p. 73.). Your correspon-
dent S. S., in support of his opinion that by the bye
means "

by the way," suggests that, good bye may
mean " bon voyage." I must say the commonly
received notion, that it is a contraction of " God
be wi' ye," appears to me in every way preferable.
I think that in the writers of the Elizabethan age,

every intermediate variety of form (such as "God
b' w' ye," &c.) may be found

;
but I cannot at this

moment lay my hand on any instance.

In an ingenious and amusing article in a late

Number of the Quarterly, the character of different

nations is shown to be indicated by their different

forms of greeting, and surely the same may be said

of their forms of taking leave. The English pride
themselves, and with justice, on being a peculiarly

religious people : now, applying the above test,

as the Frenchman has his adieu, the Italian his

addio, the Portuguese his addios, and the Spaniard
his "

vaya usted con Dios" it is to be presumed
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that the Englishman, also, on parting from his

friend, will commit him to the care of Providence.

On the other hand, it must be admitted that the

Germans, who, as well as the English, are sup-

posed to entertain a deeper sense of religion than

many other nations, content themselves with a

mere " lebe-wohl." I should be obliged if some
one of your readers will favour me with the forms

of taking leave used by other nations, in order

that I may be enabled to see whether the above
test will hold good on a more extensive appli-
cation. X. Z.

Gregory the Great. This is clearly a mere

slip of the pen in Lady Morgan's pamphlet. I

think it may confidently be asserted that Gre-

gory VII. has not been thus designated habitually
at any period. R. D. H.

True Blue (Vol. iii., p. 92.).
" The earliest

connexion of the colour blue with truth
"
(which

inquiry I cannot consider as synonymous with the

original Query, Vol. ii., p. 494.) is doubtless to

be traced back to one of the typical garments
worn by the Jewish high priest, which was (see

Godwyn's Moses and Aaron, London, 1631, lib. i.

chap. 5.)
" A robe all of blew, with seventy

two bels of gold, and as many pomegranates, of

blew, purple, and scarlet, upon the skirts thereof."

He says that "
by the bells was typed the sound

of his (Christ's) doctrine; by the pomegranates
the sweet savour of an holy life;" and, without

doubt, by
" the blew robe

" was typified the im-

mutability and truthfulness of the person, mission,
and doctrine of our great High Priest, who was
clothed with truth as with a garment. The great

Antitype was a literal embodiment of the symbolic

panoply of his lesser type. BLOWEN.

Drachmarus (Vol. iii., p. 157.). Your cor-

respondent has my most cordial thanks both for

his suggestion, and also for his conjecture.
1. Perhaps you will kindly afford me space to

say, that the name of Drachmarus occurs in a well-

Written MS. account ofBishop Cosin's controversy,

during his residence in Paris, with the Benedictine

Prior Robinson, concerning the validity of our

English ordination : in the course of which, after

stating the opinion of divers of the Fathers, that

the keys of order and jurisdiction were given John

xx.,
" Quorum peccata," &c., Cosin adds :

" I omit Hugo Cardirvalis, the ordinary gloss,

Drachmarus, Scotus, as men of a later age (though all,

as you say, of your church) that might be produced to

the same purpose."

I slnould here perhaps state, that no letter of

Prior Robinson's is extant in which any mention
is made either of Drachmarus or of Druthmarus.

2. Before my Query was inserted, it had not
|

only occurred to me as probable that the tran-

scriber might have written Drachmarus in mistake
j

for Druthmarus, but I had also consulted such of !

Druthmar's writings as are found in the Bill. Pair.

I came to the conclusion, however, that a later

writer than Christian Druthmar was intended.

My conjecture was, that Drachmarus must be a

second name for some known writer of the age of

the schoolmen, just as Carbajalus may be found
cited under the name of Loysius, or Loisius, which
are only other forms of his Christian name, Ludo-
vicus. J. SANSOM.

The Brownes of Cowdray, Sussex. E. H. Y.

(Vol. iii., p. 66.) is wrong in assigning the title of

Lord Mountacute to the Brownes of Cowdray,
Sussex. In 1 & 2 Phil, and Mary, Sir Antony
Browne (son of the Master of the Horse to

Henry VIII.) was created Viscount Montague
(Collins). When curate of Eastbourne, in which

parish are situated the ruins of their ancestral

Hall of Cowdray, I frequently heard the village
dames recite the tales of the rude forefathers of

the hamlet respecting the family.

They relate, that while the great Sir Antony
(temp. Hen. VIII.) was holding a revel, a monk
presented himself before the guests and pro-
nounced the curse of fire and water against the

male descendants of the family, till none should be

left, because the knight had received and was re-

taining the church-lands of Battle Abbey, and
those which belonged to the priory of Eastbourne.
Within the last hundred years, destiny, though
slow of foot, has overtaken the fated race. In
one day the hall perished by fire, and the lord by
water, as mentioned by E. H. Y. The male line

being extinct, the estate passed to the sister of

Lord Montague. This lady was married to the

late W. S. Poyntz, Esq., M.P. The two sons of

Mr. and Mrs. Poyntz were drowned at Bognor,
and the estate a second time devolved on the fe-

male representatives. These ladies, still living,
are the Marchioness of Exeter, the Countess

Spencer, and the Dowager Lady Clinton. The
estate passed by purchase into the hands of the

Earl of Egmont.
The old villagers, the servants, and the de-

scendants of servants of the family, point to the

ruins of the hall, and religiously cling to the

belief that its destruction and that of its lords re-

sulted from the curse. It certainly seems an il-

lustration ofArchbishop Whitgift's words to Queen
Elizabeth :

" Church-land added to an ancient inheritance hath

proved like a moth fretting a garment, and secretly
consumed both : or like the eagle that stole a coal from
the altar, and thereby set her nest on fire, which con-

sumed both her young eagles and herself that stole it."

E. RDS.
Queen's Col., Birm., Feb. 20. 1851.

Red Hand (Vol. ii,, p. 506., ct ante). A cor-

respondent, ARUN, says,
" Yonr correspondents

would confer a heraldic benefit if they would
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point out other instances, which I believe to exist

where family reputation has been damaged by j

similar ignorance in heraldic interpretation." I
j

boy at school I was shown the hatchments in

Wateringbury church, in Kent, by my master,
'

and informed that Sir Thomas Styles had murdered
some domestic, and was consequently obliged to ,

bear the "bloody hand:" and lastly, and lately,
'

at Church-Gresley, in Derbyshire, at the old hall

of the Gresley family, I was shown the marble
I

table on which Sir Roger or Sir Nigel Gresley had
'

cut up, in a sort of Greenacre style, his cook
;
for

j

which he was obliged to have the bloody hand in
i

his arms, and put into the church on his tomb.
II. W. D.

I

Anticipations ofModern Ideas by Defoe (Vol. iii.,
i

p. 137.). The two tracts mentioned by your cor- i

respondent R. D. H., and which he states he has
j

often sought in vain, namely, Augusta Triumphans,
London, 1728, 8vo., and Second Thoughts are best,

London, 1729, 8 vo., are to be found in the Selection

from Defoe's Works published by Talboys in

20 vols. 12mo. in 1840. They are both indis-

putably by Defoe, and contain, as your correspon- |

dent observes, many anticipations of mod-em im-
j

provements. I may mention that there is a tract, j

also beyond doubt by Defoe, on the subject of
j

London street-robberies, which has never yet been
j

noticed or attributed to him by any one. It is far
j

more curious and valuable than Second Thoughts \

are best, and is perfectly distinct from that tract,
j

It gives a history, and the only one I ever yet met
'

with, written in all Defoe's graphic manner, of

the London police and the various modes of street
j

robbery in the metropolis, from the time of

Charles II. to 1731, and concludes by suggestions I

of effectual means of prevention. It is evidently
the work of one who had lived in London during
the whole of the period. The title is

" An effectual Scheme for the immediate preventing !

of Street Robberies, and suppressing all other Disorders
|

of the Night, with a brief History of the Night Houses,
and an Appendix relating to those Sons of Hell called

Incendiaries. Humbly inscribed to the Right Ho-
nourable the Lord Mayor of the City of London.
London : Printed for J. Wilford, at the Three Flower
de Luecs, behind the Chapter House in St. Paul's

Church Yard. 1731. (Price Is.) 8vo., pages 72."

I have also another tract on the same subject,
which has not been noticed by Defoe's biographers,
but which I have no hesitation in ascribing to him.
It is curious enough, but not of equal value with
the last. The title is

" Street Robberies considered. The reason of their

being so frequent, with probable Means to prevent 'em.

To which is added, three short Treatises: J. A Warn-

ing for Travellers j with Rules to know a Highway-

man, and Instructions how to behave upoji the occasion.

2. Observations on Housebreakers. How to prevent
a Tenement from being broke open. With a Word of

Advice concerning Servants. 3. A Caveat for Shop-
keepers : with a Description of Shoplifts, how lo know
'em, and how to prevent 'em : also a Caution of deli-

vering Goods : with the Relation of several Cheats

practised lately upon the Publick. Written by a con-

verted Thief To which is piefix'd some Memoirs of

his Life. Set a Thief to cntch a Thief. London :

Printed for J. Roberts, in Warwick Lane. Price 1*.

(No date, but circ. 1726.) Svo., pages 7*2."

JAMES CROSSI.E-?.

Meaning of Waste-book (Vol. iii., p. 118.).
-

The waste-book in a counting-house is that in

which all the transactions of the day, receipts,

payments, &c., are entered miscellaneously as they
occur, and of which no account is immediately
taken, no value immediately found ; whence, so to

speak, the mass of affairs is undigested, and the

wilderness or waste is uncultivated, and without
result until entries are methodically made in the

day-book and ledger ;
without which latter ap-

pliances there would, in book-keeping, be waste

indeed, in the worst sense of the term. The word

day-book explains itself. The word ledger is ex-

plained in Johnson's and in Ash's Dictionary, from
the Dutch, as signifying a book that lies in the

counting-house permanently in one place. The

etymology there given also explains why certain

lines used: in fishing-tackle, by old Isaak Walton,
and by his disciples at the present day, are called

ledger-lines. It, however, does- not seem to ex-

plain the phrase ledger-lines, used in music ;

namely, the term applied to those short lines added
above or below the staff of five lines, when the

notes run very high or very low, and which are

exactly those which are not permanent. Here the :

French word Uger tempts the etymologist a little.

ROBERT SNOW.

Deus Justi/lcatus (Vol. ii., p. 441.). There is

no doubt that this work was written by Henry
Hallywell, and not by Cudworth. Dr. Worthing-
ton, whose intercourse with the latter was of the

most intimate kind, and who would have been

fully aware of the fact had he been tbe author,

observes, in a letter not dated, but written circ.
j

September, 1668, addressed to Dr. More, and of
j

which I have a copy now before me :

" I bought at London Mr. IJallywell's Deus Justifi-
j

catus. Methinks it is better written than his former

Letter. He will write better and better."

In a short account of Hally\vell, who was of the

school of Cudworth and More, and whose MS.
correspondence with the latter is now in my pos-

session, in Wood's Fasti, vol. ii. p. 187. Edit. Bliss,

Wood, "
amongst several things that he hath

j

published," enumerates five only, but does not :

give the Deus Justificatus amongst them. It
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appears (Wood's Athena, vol. iv. p. 230.) that he

was ignorant who the author of this tract was.

It is somewhat singular that the mistake in

ascribing Deus Justijicatvs to Cudworth should

have been continued in Kippis's edition of the

Biographia Britannica. It was so ascribed to

him, first, as far as I can find, by a writer of the

name of Fancourt, in the preface to his Free

Agency of Accountable Creatures Examined, Lon-
don, 1733, 8vo. On his authority it was included

in the list of Cudworth's works in the General
; Dictionary, 1736, folio, vol. iv. p. 487., and in the
I Biographia Britannica, 1750, vol. iii. p. 1581., and

in the last edition by Kippis. Birch, in the mean
i time, finding, no doubt, on inquiry, that there was
no ground for ascribing it to Cudworth, made no
mention of it in his accurate life prefixed to the

edition of the Intellectual System in 1742.

Rallywell, the author, deserves to be better

known. In many passages in his works he gives

ample proof that he had fully imbibed the lofty
Platonism and true Christian spirit of his great
master. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Touchstone's Dial (Vol. ii., p. 405. ; Vol. iii., pp.52.
107.). I am gratified to find that my note on
" Touchstone's Dial" has prompted MR. STEPHENS
to send you his valuable communication on these

old-fashioned chronometers. The subjoined ex-
tract from Travels in America in the Year 1806, by
Thomas Ashe, Esq., is interesting, as it shows that
"
Ring-dials

"
were used as common articles of

barter in America at the commencement of the

present century :

'* The storekeepers on the Allegheny River from
above Pittsburg to New Orleans are obliged to keep
every article which it is possible that the farmer and
manufacturer may want. Each of their shops exhibits

a complete medley : a magazine, where are to be had
both a needle and an anchor, a tin pot and a large cop-

per boiler, a child's whistle and a piano-forte, a ring-
dial and a clock," &c.

J. M. B.

Ring Dials. I was interested with the reference
to Pocket Sun-dials in " NOTES AND QUERIES,"
pp. 52. 1 07. because it re-furnished an opportunity of

placing in print a scrap of information on the sub-

ject, which I neglected to embrace when I first read
MR. KNIGHT'S note on the passage in Shakspeare.
About seventy years ago these small, cheap, brass
"
Ring-dials

"
for the pocket were manufactured

by the gross by a firm in Sheffield (Messrs. Proc-

tor), then in Milk Street. I well remember the
workman an old man in my boyhood- who had
been employed in making them, as he said, "in
basketsful

;

"
and also his description of the modus

operandi, which was curious enough. They were
of different sizes and pi-ices ;

and their extreme

rarity at present, considering the number formerly
in use, is only less surprising than the commonness

of pocket-watches which have superseded them.
I never saw but one of these cheapest and most
nearly forgotten horologia, and which the old

brass-turner, as I recollect, boasted of as "
telling

the time true to a quarter of an hour 1

"
D.

Sheffield, Jan. 2. 1851.

Cockade (Vol. iii., p. 7.). The Query of A. E.
has not yet been satisfactorily answered

; nor can
1 pretend to satisfy him. But as a small contribu-
tion to the history of the decoration in question,
I beg to offer him the following definition from
the Dictionnaire etymologique of Roquefort, 8vo..

Paris, 1829:-
" COCARDE. touffe de rubans que sous Louis XIII.

on portoit sur le feutre, et qui iuiitoit la crete du coq."

If this be correct, APODUKTES (p. 42.) must be
mistaken in attributing so recent an origin to the
cockade as the date of the Hanoverian succession.
The truth is, that from the earliest period of
heraldic institutions, colours have been used to

symbolise parties. The mode of wearing them

may have varied
;
and whether wrought in silk, or

more economically represented in the stamped
leather cockade of our private soldier, is little to

the purpose. It will, however, hardly be con-
tended that our present fashion at all resembles
"
la crete du coq." F. S. Q.
" The ribband worn in the hat

"
was styled

" a
favour" previous to the Scotch Covenanters' nick-

naming it a cockade. Allow me to correct APO-
DI.IKTES (p. 42.) :

" The black favour being the

Hanoverian badge, the white favour that of the

Stuarts." The knots or bunches of ribbons given
as favours at marriages, &c., were not invariably
worn in the hat as a cockade is, but it was some-
times (see Hudibras, Pt. i. canto ii. line 524.)

" Wore in their hats like wedding garters."

There is a note on this line in my edition, which
is the same as J. B. COLMAN refers to for the note
on the Frozen Horn (p. 91.). BLOWEN.

Pudbeck's Atlantica Grenville copy Tomus I
Sine Anno. 1675. 1679. (Vol. iii., p. 26.). Has any
one of these three copies a separate leaf, entitled
" Ad Bibliopegos ?

" Not one of them.

(Neither has the king's (George 111.) copy, nor
the Sloane copy, both in the Museum.)
Has the copy with the date 1679, "Testimonia"

at the end? The Testimonia are placed after the

Dedication, before the text (they are inlaid). They
occupy fifteen pages.
Have they a separate Title and a separate sheet

of Errata f Neither the one nor the other.

Is there a duplicate copy of this separate Title

at the end of the Preface? No.

(The copy with the date 1675 has at the end
Testimonia filling eight pages, with a separate
title, and a leaf containing three lines of Errata.)
Tomus II. 1689. How many pages of Tes-
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timonia are there at the ehd of the Preface ?

Thirty-eight pages.

(In George III.'s copy the Testimonia occupy

forty-three pages.)
Is there in any one of these volumes the name

of any former owner, any book number, or any
other mark by which they can be recognised ;

for

instance, that of the Puke de la Valliere? No.

Not in Mr. Grenville's, nor in George III.'s, nor

in the Sloane's.; this last has not the Third Volume.
HENRY Foss.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth (Vol. Hi., p. 1 1
.).

It is a tradition in a family with which I am
connected, that Queen Elizabeth had a son, who
WHS sent over to Ireland, and placed under the

care of the Earl of Ormonde. The Earl, it will

be remembered, was distantly related to the

Queen, her great-grandmother being the daughter
of Thomas, the eighth Earl.

Papers are said to exist in the family which

prove the above statement. J. Bs.

Private Memoirs of Queen Elizabeth. The
curious little volume mentioned by MB. ROPER
(Vol. iii., p. 45.), is most probably the book alluded

to by J. E. C., [).
23. I possess a copy of much

later date (1767). It is worthy of note, that the

narrative is headed The Earl of Essex ; or, the

Amours of Queen Elizabeth; while the title-page

states, The secret History of the most Itenownd Q.
Elizabeth and Earl of Essex.

I think it can scarcely be said to be corroborative

of the ' scandal" contained in Mr. ives's MS. note,
or that in Burton's Parliamentary Diary',

cited by
P. T., Vol. ii. p. 393. Whitaker, in his Vindication of
Mary Q. of Scots, has displayed immense industry
and research in his collection of charges against
the private life of Elizabeth, but makes no men-
tion of these reports. E. B. PRICE.

Bibliographical Queries (No. 39.), Monarchia

Solipsorum (Vol. iii., p. 138.). Your correspon-
dent asks, Can there be the smallest doubt that the

veritable inventor of this satire upon the Jesuits

was their former associate, Jules-Clement Scotti?

Having paid considerable attention to the writings
of Scotti, Inchofer, and Scioppius, and to the evi-

dence as to the authorship of this work, I should,

notwithstanding Niceron's authority, on which

your correspondent seems to rely, venture to assert

that the claim made for Scotti, as well as that for

Scioppius, may be at once put aside. No two
authors ever more carefully protected their literary

offspring, numerous as they were, by the catalogues
and lists of them which they published or dis-

persed from time to time, than these two writers.

In them every tract is claimed, however short,
which they had written. Scotti published one in

1650, five years after the publication of the Mon-
archia Solipsorum ; and I have a letter of his, of

the same period, containing a list of his writings.

Scioppius left one, dated 1647, now in MS. in the

Laurentian Library with his other MSS., and
which carefully mentions every tract he had written

against the Jesuits. The Monarchia Solipsorum
does not appear in the lists of these two writers ;

and no good reason can be assigned why it should

not, on the supposition of its being written by
either of them. If not in those which were pub-
lished, it certainly would not have been omitted
in those communicated to their friends, not Jesuits,
or which were found amongst their own MSS.
Then, nothing can be more distinct than the style
of Scotti, of Scioppius, and that of the author,
whoever he was, of the Monarchia. The much-
vexed spirit of the bitterest of critics would have

been still more indignant if one or two of the

passages in this work could ever, in his contem-

plation, have been imputed to his pen.
It is in this case, as in most other similar ones,

much easier to conclude who is not, than who is

the author of the book in question. The internal

evidence is very strong in favour of Inchofer." It

was published with his name in 1652, seven years

only after the date of the first edition ; and the

witnesses are many among his contemporaries, who

speak positively to his being the author. Further,
there is no great dissimilarity in point of style, and
I have collected several parallel expressions occur-

ring in the Monarchia and Inchofer's other works,
which very much strengthen the cliiim made on
his behalf, but which it is scarcely necessary to

insert here. In my opinion, he is the real author.

The question might, I have no doubt, be finally
set at rest by an examination of his correspondence
with Leo Allatius, which is, or was, at all events,

in the Vatican. JAMES CBOSSLEY.

Manchester, Feb. 22. 1851.

Touching for the Evil (Vol. iii., p. 93.). It

was one of the proofs against the Duke of Mon-
mouth, that he had touched for the evil when in

the West ;
and I have seen a handbill describing

the cures he effected. It was sold at Sir John
St. Aubyn's sale of prints at Christie's some few

years since. H. W. D.

" Talk not of Love" (Vol. iii., pp. 7. 77.). In

answering the Query of A. M. respecting this

pleasing little song, your correspondents have

neglected to mention that the earliest copy of it,

i. e. that in Johnson's Scots Musical Museum, has

two additional stanzas. This is important, because, i

from No. 8. of Burns's Letters to Clarinda, it ap-

pears that the concluding lines were supplied by
Burns himself to suit the music. He remarks
that

" The latter half of the first stansa would have been

worthy of Sappho. I am in raptures with it."
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Mrs. Mac Lehose (Clarinda) was living in 1840,
in the eightieth year of her age.

EDWARD F. KIMBAULT.

Did St. Paul's Clock strike Thirteen ? (Vol. iii.,

p. 40.). Yes : but it was not then at St. Paul's;
for I think St. Paul's was then being rebuilt.

The correspondent to the Antiquarian Repertory
says :

" The first time I heard it (the circumstance) was
at Windsor, before St. Paul's had a clock, when the
soldier's plea was said to be that Tom of Westminster
struck thirteen instead of twelve at the time when he

ought to have been relieved. It is not long since a

newspaper mentioned the death of one who said he
was the man."

About the beginning of the eighteenth century
this bell was removed to St. Paul's, &c. Can any
of the readers of the " NOTES AND QUERIES" supply
the newspaper notice above referred to. The
above was written in 1775. The clock tower in

which the bell was originally (and must have been
when the sentinel heard it) was removed in 1715.

JOHN FRANCIS.

[The story is given in Walcott's Memorials of West-

minster as being thus recorded in The Public Advertiser
of Friday, 22nd June, 1770: "Mr. John Hat field,

who died last Monday at his house in Glasshouse

Yard, Aldersgate, aged 102 years, was a soldier in the

reign of William and Mary, and the person who was
tried and condemned by a Court Martial for falling

asleep on his duty upon the terrace at Windsor. Pie

absolutely denied the charge against him, and solemnly
declared that he heard St. Paul's clock strike thirteen,
the truth of which was much doubted by the court
because of the great distance. But whilst he was
under sentence of death, an affidavit was made by
several persons that the clock actually did strike thirteen

instead of twelve; whereupon he received his majesty's

pardon. The above his friends caused to be engraved
upon his plate, to satisfy the world of the truth of a

story which has been much doubted, though he had
often confirmed it to many gentlemen, and a few days
before his death told it to several of his neighbours.
He enjoyed his sight and memory to the day of his

death."]

Defence of the Execution of Mary Queen of
Scots (Vol. iii., p. 113.). Among the benefits

conferred by
" NOTES AND QUERIES" upon the

literary world, is the information occasionally
afforded, in what libraries, public and private, very
rare books are deposited. MR. COLLIER expresses
his thanks to MR. LAING for sending to him a very
rare volume by Kyffin. Had I seen his " Ex-
tracts from the Registers of the Stationers' Com-
pany," I should have had much pleasure in fur-

nishing him with extracts, from another copy in

the Chethain Library, of the tract he has de-

scribed. The llev. T. Corser possesses the same
author's Blessedness of Britain. His other works
are enumerated by Watt, and should be transferred

to a Bibliotheca Cambrensis. T. J.

Metrical Psalms, #c.'(Vol. iii., p. 119.). ARTJN
may find all the information he seeks by consulting
a treatise of Heylin's on the subject of the metri
cal version of the Psalrns, published by Dr. Rich.

Watson, under the title of The Deduction. 8vo.
Lond. 1685.

Together with this treatise, two letters from
Bishop Cosin to Watson are published ; in the
latter of which, towards the end, the following
paragraph occurs :

" The singing Psalms are not adjoined to our Bibles,
or to our Liturgy, by any other authority than what
the Company of Stationers for their own gain have
procured, either by their own private ordinances among
themselves, or by some order from the Privy Council
in Queen Elizabeth's time. Authority of convoca-
tion, or of Parliament, such as our Liturgy had, never
had they any : only the Queen, by her Letters Patent
to the Stationers, gave leave to have them printed, and
allowed them (did not command them) to be sun<j in

churches or private houses by the people. When the

Liturgy was set forth, and commanded to be used,
these psalms were not half of them composed : no

bishop ever inquired of their observance, nor did ever

any judge at an assize deliver them in his charge :

which both the one and other had been bound to do,
if

they
had been set forth by the same authority which

the Liturgy was. Besides you may observe, that they
are never printed with the Liturgy or Bible, nor ever
were ; but only bound up, as the stationers please, to-

gether with it," &c.

J. SANSOM.

Aristophanes on the Modern Staffe (Vol. iii.,

p. 105.). Moliere has availed himself in the

comedy of the Bourgeois Gerdilhomme very libe-

rally of the comedy of the Clouds. The lesson in

grammar given to Monsr. Jourdain is nearly the

same as that which Socrates gives to Strepsiades.
W. B. D.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The last number of the Gentleman's Magazine con-

tains a very important paper upon the limited accessi-

bility of the State Paper Office to literary inquirers,
and the consequent injury to historical literature. But
not only is the present system illiberal ; it seems that it

has been determined by the Lords of the Treasury
that the historical papers anterior to 1714 shall be

transferred from the State Paper Office to the new
Record Office, which is now rising rapidly on the

Rolls Estate. Under present circumstances, this is a

transfer from bad to worse. Our contemporary shows
the absurdity and injustice to literature of such a de-

termination in a very striking manner. We cannot

follow him through his proofs, but are bound as the

organ of literary men to direct attention to the subject.

It is most important to every one who is interested

and who is not? in the welfare of historical lite-

rature.
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The Unpublished Manuscripts on Church Government

by Archbishop Laud, stated to have been prepared for

the education of Prince Henry, and subsequently pre-

sented to Charles I., which we mentfioried in our sixty-

ninth number, was sold by Messrs, Puttick and

Simpson, on the iMth ultimo, for Twenty Guineas.

And here we may note that in the Collection of Auto-

graphs sold by the same auctioneers on Friday last,

among other valuable articles was a Letter of Burke,
dated 3rd Oct. 1793, from which we quote the follow-

ing passage, which will be read with interest at the

present time, and furnishes some information respecting
Cardinal Erskine the subject of a recent Query : ~-

" I confess, I would, if the matter rested with me,
enter into much more distinct and avowed political

connections with the Court of Rome than hitherto we
have held. If we decline them, the bigotry will be on
our part and not on that of his Holiness. Some mis-

chief has happened, and much good has, I am con-

vinced, been prevented by our unnatural alienation.

. . . . With regard to Monsigncr Erskine, I

am certain that all his designs are formed upon the

most honourable and the most benevolent public prin-

ciples." One of the most interesting lots at the sate

was a proclamation of the " Old Pretender," dated

Rome, 23 Dec. 1743, given "under our Sign Manual .

and Privy Seal," the seal having the inscription
" JA-

COBUS III. REX," which fetched Eleven Pounds.
We believe there are few libraries in this country,

however small, in which there is not to be found one
shelf devoted to such pet books on Natural History
as White's Selborne, the Journal of a Naturalist, and
Waterton's Wanderings. The writings of Mr. Knox
are obviously destined to take their place in the same
honoured spot. Actuated with the same love of nature,
and gifted with the same power of patient observation

as White, he differs from him in the wider range over

which he extends his observation, and in combining
the ardour of the sportsman with the scientific spirit

of inquiry which distinguishes the naturalist. In his

Game Birds and Wild Fowl : their Friends and their

Foes, which contains the result of his observations and

experience, not only on the birds described in his

title-page, but on certain other animals supposed, often-

times most erroneously, to be injurious to their welfare

and increase we have a work which reflects the

highest credit upon the writer, and can scarcely fail to

accomplish the great end for which Mr. Knox wrote
it, that of "

adding new votaries to a loving observation
of nature."

BOOKS RECEIVED. Desdemona, the Magnifies
Child ; the Fourth of Mrs. Cowden Clarke's Stories of
The Girlhood of Shakspeare's Heroines, is devoted to the

history of
" a maid

That paragons description and wild fame."

Gilbert's Popular Narrative of the Origin, History,

Progress, and Prospects of the Great Industrial Exhibi-
tion of 1851, by Peter Bertyn, a little volume appa-
rently carefully compiled from authentic sources of
information upon the several points set forth in its

ample title-page.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANfE-ft T6 rURCMASE.

WILSON'S ORNAMENTS OP CHURCHES CONSIDERED,
TnfiuBALD'6 SHAKSPEAHE BBSTOUEO.
CELEBRATED TRIALS, 6 Vols. 8vo., 1325. Vol. 6.

OSSIAN, 3 Vols. 12mo. Miller, 1&05. Vol. 2.

HOVVITT'S RURAL LIFE or ENGLAND, I2mo. J838, Vol. 2.

SHARON TURNER'S ANGLO-SAXONS. Last Edition.
CHAMBERS'* SCOTTISH BIOGRAPHY, 4 Vols. 8vo.

Tup LADY'S POETICAL MAGAZINE, or BEAUTIES or BRITISH
POETRY, Vol. 2. London, 1781.

BUUNET'S HIBTOBY ov THE REFORMATION. Folio. Vol. 3.

PASSERI, ISTORU DELLE PITTUKE IN MAJOLICA. Pesaro, 1838 j or
any other Edition.

NAVAL CHRONICLE, any or all of the odd books of the first 12 Vols.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be .sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 1SG. Fleet Street.

Although tpe have t/u's week enlarged our paper to 21 pages, we
are compelled to solicit the indulgence of many correspondentsfor
the postponement of many interesting NOTES, QUEUES, and
REPLIES.

C. H. P. willfind his Query inserted. Jt was in type last week,
but only postponed from want, of room. We hae omitted his com-
ment called fur by the omission of the words "fleet against the."

W. S. Thefine lines commencing,
" My mind to me ;i kingdom is t
Such perfect joy therein I find :"

were written by Lovelace.

F. B. RELTQN. The Satyr on the Jesuits was written by
John Oldkam, and originally published, in 1679.

SALOPIAN. The tragedy ofTlie Earl of Warwick, or The King
and Subject, was translated from the French of De la, Harpe by
Paul Hejfernan.

CAM. It appears from Brayley's Londiniana, iv. 5. on the

authority of Stn/pe's Stow, b. i. p 287., that Sir Baptist Hicks,
afterwards Viscount Campden, was the son of Robert Hicks, a
silk mercer, who k>-pt a shop in Cheapside, at Soper's Lane End, at
the White Bear. See also Cunningham's Handbook of London,
Art. HICKS' HALL.

O. P. The lines
' Had Cain been Scot, God would have chang'd his doom,
Not forc't him wander, but confin'd him home."

are from Cleveland's Rebell Scott, and would be found at p. 52.

of Cleveland's Poems, ed. 1C54.

H., who asks whether any friend living in London would con-
sult books for him at the British Museum, and let Aim know the
result, had better specify more particularly what is the information
he requires.

RUSTICUS will find the information he seeks in a Biographical
Dictionary under the name Sarpi.

L. J. Blackstone (Bookiv. cap. 25. ; vol. iv. p. 328. ed. 1778)
supposes that pressing a mute pri oner to death was gradually in-
troduced between 31 Edw. III. and 8 Hen. IV. as a species of
mercy to t'<e delinquent, by delivering him sooner from his
torment.

REPLIES RECEIVED. " Love's Labour's Lost" Election of a
Pope Umbrellas Signs on Chemists' Bottles Christinas Day

Four Events A Coggeshall Job Denarius I'hilusupttorum
Days of the Week Hugh Peters Sun, stand thou still Master
John Slwrne Boiling to Death Wages in the last Century
Crossing llivers on Skins [flection of a Pope Origin of Har-
lequins Thomas May Prince of Wales' Motto Ten Com-
mandments Tract on the Eucharist.

VOLS. I. and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 9.v. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sel'ers and Xewsvenders. It is publislied at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers oug/,t not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in ihcir Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.
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NEW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED BY SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.

THE STONES OF VENICE. Volume the
First, THE FOUNDATIONS. By JOHN RUSKIN, Esq., Author

of " Seven Lamps of Architecture,"
" Modern Painters," &c.

Imp. 8vo. with 21 Plates and numerous Woodcuts, 2/. 2*. in em-
bossed cloth.

MILITARY MEMOIRS OF LIEUT.-COL.
JAMES SKINNER, C.B., commanding a Corps of Irregular

Cavalry in the Hon. East India Company's Service. By J. BAIL-
LIE FKASER, Esq., 2 vols. post 8vo. with Portraits, 21*. cloth.

in.

THE BRITISH OFFICER; his Position,
Duties, Emoluments, and Privileges. By J. H. STOCQUELER. 8vo.

15*. cloth extra.
IV.

ROSE DOUGLAS ; or, the Autobiography of
a Minister's Daughter. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21*. cloth,

v.

A TRIP TO MEXICO; or, Recollections of
a Ten Months' Ramble in 1849-50. By a BARRISTER. Post 8vo.

9s. cloth.

London : SMITH, ELDER, and Co., 65. Cornhill.

-Edinburgh: OLIVER and BOYD. Dublin: J. M'GLASHAN.

IN ANTICIPATION OF EASTER.

THE SUBSCRIBER has prepared an ample
sitpplyof his well known and approved SURPL1CKS, from

20*. to 50*., and various devices in DAMASK COMMUNION
LINEN, well adapted for presentation to Churches.

Illustrated priced Catalogues sent free to the Clergy, Architects,

and Churchwardens by post, on application to

GILBERT J. FRENCH, Bolton, Lancashire.

Second Edition, now ready, price 3*. 6d.

THE NUPTIALS OF BARCELONA.
A Tale of Priestly Frailty and Spanish Tyranny. By

R. N. DUNIMR.
" This work is powerfully written. Beauty, pathos, and great

poweis of description are exhibited in every page. In short, it is

well calculated to give the author a place among the most eminent

writers of the day." Sunday Times.

SAUNDERS & OTLEY, Publishers, Conduit Street.

Just published, foolscap 8vo. price \0s. 6d.

THE CALENDAR OF THE ANGLICAN
CHURCH ILLUSTRATED. With Brief Accounts of

the Saints who have Churches dedicated in their Names, or whose

Images are most frequently met with in England: the early
Christian and Medieval Symbols ; and an Index of Emblems.
With numerous Woodcuts.

"
It is perhaps hardly necessary to observe that this work is of

an archa-ological, not of a theological character ;
the Editor has

not considered it his business to examine into the truth or false-

hood of the legends of which he narrates the substance ; he gives

them merely as legends, and in general so much of them only as

is necessary to explain why particular emblems were used with a

particular saint, or why Churches in a given locality are named
after this or that saint.*' Preface.

JOHN HENRY PARKKH, Oxford and London.

FAMILY ALMANACK AND EDU-
CATIONAI, REGISTER FOR THE YEAR OF OUR

LORD 1851. Containing, in addition to the usual Contents of an

Almanack, a List of the Foundation and Grammar Schools in

England and Wales; together wiih an Account of the Scholar-

ships and Exhibitions attached to them. Post 8vo. 4s.

London: JOHN HENRY PARKEK. 377. Strand.

o
Just published, imperial 4to., price 10*. 6d.

UTLINE SKETCHES OF OLD BUILD-
1NGS IN BRUGES. By E. S. COLE. 15 Plates.

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

In a few days, royal 8vo., cloth, price 10*.

THE SEVEN PERIODS OF ENGLISH
CHURCH ARCHITECTURE. Denned and Illustrated

by EDMUND SHARPS, M.A., Architect, M.I.B.A. An Elementary
Work showing at a single glance the different Changes through
which our National Architecture passed, from the Heptarchy to
the Reformation. Twelve Steel Engravings and Woodcuts.
Each Period, except the First, is illustrated by portions of the

Interior and the Exterior of one of our Cathedral Churches of

corresponding date, beautifully engraved on Steel, so presented
as to enable the Student to draw for himself a close comparison
of the characteristic features which distinguish the Architecture
of each of the SEVEN PERIODS, and which are of so striking and
simple a nature as to prevent the possibility of mistake.
The First, or Saxon Period, contains so few buildings of interest

or importance, as to render its comparative illustration unneces-

sary, if not impossible.
GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

Just ready, 8vo., cloth, price 15*.

ATABLE OF ANTI-LOGARITHMS.
Containing to Seven Places of Decimals, natural Number?,

answering to all Logarithms from 0001 to 99999 ; and an improved
Table of Gauss's Logarithms, by which may be found the .Loga-
rithm to the sum or difference of Two Quantities where Loga-
rithms are given : preceded by an Introduction, containing also

the History of Logarithms, their Construction, and the various

Improvements made therein since their invention. By HERSCHELL
E. FILIPOWSKI. Second edition, revised and corrected.
The publisher, having purchased the copyright and stereotype

plates of these tables, (published a few months ago at 2/. 2*.,) is

enabled to offer a corrected edition at the above reduced price.

Testimonial of Augustus de Morgan, Esq.
"

I have examined the proofs of Mr. Kilipowski's Table of
Anti- Logarithms and of Gauss's Logarithms, and also the plan of
his proposed table of Annuities for three lives, constructed from
the Carlisle Table.
"

! he table of Anti-Logarithms is, I think, all that could be
wished, in extent, in structure, and in typography. For its ex-
tent it is unique among modern Tables. Of accuracy I cannot

speak, of course ; but this being supposed, I have no hesitation in

recommending it without qualification.
"The form in which Gauss's Tables are .'.ranged will be a

mattr-r of opinion. I can only say that Mr. i-ilipowski's Table is

used with ease, as I have found upon trial ; and that its extent,
as compared with other tables, and particularly with other
FIVE- FIGURE tables, of the same kind, will recommend it. I desire

to confine myselt to testifying to the facility with which this table

can be used: comparison witli other forms, as to RELATIVE facility,

being out. of the question on so short a trial.
" On the table of Annuities for three lives, there is hardly oc-

casion to say anything. All whoare conversant with Life Contin-

gencies are well awaie how much it is wanted. A. DE MORGAN."
GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street

Choice Engravings, Drawings, and Paintings.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on THURSDAY next, March 13,

and following day, a collection of choice engravings, mostly
of the English School, the property of a gentle". an, comprising
choice proofs of Woollen

;
a series of the works of Joshua Rey-

nolds, all brilliant proofs ; Miiller's Madonna di San Sisto, a very

early proof; Charles II. by Farthorne, extra rare, a splendid

proof; and many other choice proofs of the works of English and

Foreign Artists. Catalogues will be sent on application.

This day is published, Part I., 4to., price 1*.

ILLUSTRATIONS
OF MEDIEVAL COS-

TUMES in England, collected from MSS. in the British

Museum, Bibliotheque de Paris, &c. By T. A. DAY and J. B.

DINES. To be completed in Six Monthly Parts.

London : T. BOSWORIH, 215. Regent Street.

Printed by THOMAS CLARK SIIAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride,

in the City of London ;
and published by GKOKGE BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Duustaii in

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, March 8. 1851.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER.

(Vol. iii., pp. 131. 133.)

I am glad to perceive that some of the corre-

spondents of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

are turning
their attention to the elucidation of Chaucer. The
text of our father-poet, having remained as it were
in fallow since the time of Tyrwhittr now presents
a rich field for industry ; and, in offering free

port and entry to all comments and suggestions,
to be there sifted and garnered up, the pages of
" NOTES AND QUERIES

"
may soon become a de-

pository from which ample materials may be ob-.

tained for a new edition of Chaucer, now become
an acknowledged desideratum.

One excellent illustration has lately been added,
at page 133., in a note without signature upon
" Nettle in, dock out." If confirmed *, it will fur-

nish not only a most satisfactory explanation of

that hitherto incomprehensible phrase, but also a,

curious example of the faithful preservation of an

exact form, of words- through centuries of oral

tradition.

And if the note which precedes it, at page 131.,

upon a passage in Palamon and Arcite, is less

valuable, it is because it is deficient in one of the

most essential conditions which such communica-
tions ought to possess that of originality. No.

suggestion ought to be offered which had been

previously published in connexion with the same

subject : at least in any very obvious place of re-

ference, such as notes or glossaries already ap-

pended to well-known editions of the tex;t.

Now the precise explanation of the planetary
distribution of the twenty-four hours, of the day,

given by 6. in the first portion of his communica-

tion, was anticipated seventy or
eighty years ago

by Tyrwhitt in his note upon the same passage of

Palamon and Arcite. And with respect to e.'s

second explanation of the meaning of " houre

inequal," that expression also has been, com-
mented upon by Tyrwhitt, who attributes it to the

well-known expansive duration of ancient hours,

the length of which was regulated by that of the

natural day at the several seasons of the year:
hence an inequality, always exjsted, except at the

equinoxes, between hours before, and hours af-

ter, sunrise. This is undoubtedly the true expla-

nation, since Chaucer was, at the time, referring
to hours before and after sunrise upon the same

day. On the contrary, e.'s ecliptic hours, if they
ever existed at all (he has cited no authority),
would be obviously incompatible with the planet-

ary disposition of the hours first referred to.

I shall now, in my turn, suggest explanations
of the two new difficulties in Chaucer's text, to

*
[Of which there can be no doubt. See further

p. 205. of our present Number. ED.]

VOL. III. No. 72.
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which, at the conclusion of his note, e. has drawi
attention.

The first is, that,
" with respect to the time o:

year at which the tournament takes place, there

seems to be an inconsistency." Theseus fixes
" this day fifty wekes

"
from the fourth of May

as the day on which the final contention must come
off, and yet the day previous to the final conten-
tion is afterwards alluded to as " the lusty seson

of that May," which, it is needless to say, woult
be inconsistent with an interval of fifty ordinary
weeks.
But fifty weeks, if taken in their literal sense oJ

350 days, would be a most unmeaning interval for

Theseus to fix upon, it would almost require

explanation as much as the difficulty itself: it is

therefore much easier to suppose that Chaucer
meant to imply the interval ot a solar year. Why
he should choose to express that interval by fifty,

rather than by fifty-two, weeks, may be surmised
in two ways : first, because the latter phrase
would be unpoetical and unmanageable ; and,

secondly, because he might fancy that the week of

the Pagan Theseus would be more appropriately

represented by a lunar quarter than by a Jewish
hebdomad.

Chaucer sometimes makes the strangest jumble
mixing up together Pagan matters and Chris-

tian, Roman and Grecian, ancient and modern;
so that although he names Sunday and Monday as

two of the days of the week in Athens, he does so

evidently for the purpose of introducing the allo-

cation of the hours, alluded to before, to which
the planetary names of the days of the week were

absolutely necessary. But in the fifty weeks ap-

pointed by Theseus, the very same love of a little

display of erudition would lead Chaucer to choose
the hebdomas lunce, or lunar quarter, which the

Athenian youth were wont to mark out by. the

celebration of a feast to Apollo on every seventh

day of the moon. But after the first twenty-
eight days of every lunar month, the weekly
reckoning must have been discontinued for about
a day and a half (when the new moon was what
was called " in coitu," or invisible), after which
a new reckoning of sevens would recommence.
Hence there could be but four hebdomades in

each lunar month ;
and as there are about twelve

and a half lunar months in a solar year, so must
there have been fifty lunar weeks in one solar

year.
It will explain many anomalies, even in Shak-

speare, if we suppose that our early writers were
content to show their knowledge of a subject in a

few particulars, and were by no means solicitous

to preserve, what moderns would call keeping, in

the whole performance.
The next difficulty, adverted to by e., is the

mention of the THIRD as the morning upon
which Palamon "brake his prison," and Arcite

went into the woods " to don his observaunce to

May."
There is not perhaps in the whole of Chaucer's

writings a more exquisite passage than that by
which the latter circumstance is introduced; it is

well worth transcribing :

" The besy larke, the messager of day,
Saleweth in hire song the morwe gray ;

And firy Phebus riseth up so bright,
That all the orient laugheth at the sight ;

And with his stremes drieth in the greves
The silver dropes hanging on the leves."

Such is the description of the morning of the
" thridde of May ;" and perhaps, if no other men-
tion of that date were to be found throughout
Chaucer's works, we might be justified in setting
it down as a random expression, to which no par-
ticular meaning was attached. But when we find
it repeated in an entirely different poem, and the
same "observaunce to May" again associated with

it, the conviction is forced upon us that it cannot
be without some definite meaning.

This repetition occurs in the opening of the
second book of' Troilus and Creseide, where " the
thridde" has not only "observaunce to May" again
attributed to it, but also apparently some peculiar
virtue in dreams. No sooner does Creseide behold
Pandarus on the morning of the third of May, than
"
by the hond on hie, she toohe him fast" and tells

him that she had thrice dreamed of him that

night. Pandarus replies in what appears to have
been a set form of words suitable to the occasion

" Yea, nece, ye shall faren well the bet,
If God wull, all this yeare."

Now unless the third of May were supposed to

possess some unusual virtue, the dreaming on that

morning could scarcely confer a whole year's wel-
fare. But, be that as it may, there can at least be
no doubt that Chaucer designedly associated some
celebration of the advent of May with the morn-

ing of the third of that montl^
Without absolutely asserting that my explana-

tion is the -true -one, I may nevertheless suggest
it until some better may be offered. It is, that
the association may have originated in the invo-

cation of the goddess Flora, by Ovid, on that day
{Fasti, v.), in order that she might inspire him
with an explanation ofthe Floralia, or Floral games,
which were celebrated in Rome from, the 28th of

April to the third of May.
These games, if transferred by Chaucer to

Athens, would at once explain the "gret feste"
and the "

lusty seson of that May."
Supposing, then, that Chaucer, in the Knighfs

Tale, meant, as I think he meant, to place the
reat combat on the anniversary of the fourth of

Vlay that being the day on which Theseus had

ntercepted the duel, then the entry into Athens
)f the rival companies would take place on (Sun-
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day) the second, and the sacrifices and feasting on
the third of May, the last of the Floralia.

A. E. B.

Leeds, March 4. 1851.

INEDITED POETRY, NO. II.

CHORUS.

(Harleian B1SS., No. 367. fo. 154.)
"

Is, is there nothing carm withstand
The hand

Of Time : but that it must
Be shaken into dust ?

Then poore, poore Israelites are wee
Who see,

But cannot shuun the Graue's captivitie.

"
Alas, good Browne ! that Nature hath

No bath,
Or virtuous herbes to sttayne,
To boyle

* thee yong againe ;

Yet could she (kind) but back command
Thy brand,

Herself would dye ere thou should'st be unman'd.

" But (ah !) the golden Ewer by [a] stroke,
Is broke,

And now the Almond Tree
With teares, with teares, we see,

Doth lowly lye, and with its fall

Do all

The daughters dye, that once were musicalL

" Thus yf weake builded man cann saye,
A day

He lives, 'tis all, for why?
He's sure at night to dye,

For fading man in fleshly lomef
Doth rome

Till he his graue find, His eternall home.

"Then farewell, farewell, man of men,
Till when

(For us the morners meet,
Pal'd visag'd in the street,

To scale up this our britle birth

In earth,)
We meet with thee triumphant in our mirth."

Trinitall Hall's Exequies.

Now, to what does Hall refer in the third

stanza, in his mention of the almond-tree ? Is it

a classical allusion, as in the preceding stanza, or
has it some reference to any botanical fact? I
send the ballad, trusting that as an inedited mor-
sel you will receive it.

KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

[We do not take Hall here to be the name of a man,
but Trinity Hall at Cambridge.]

* The reader will recognise the classical allusion,

f Loam, earth
; roam.

ON A PASSAGE IN MARMION.
'

I venture for the first time to trespass upon
the attention of your readers in making the ibl-

j

lowing remarks upon a passage in Marmion,
which, as far as I know, has escaped the notice or

all the critical writers whose comments upon that

celebrated poem have hitherto been published.
It will probably be remembered, that long after

the main action of the poem and interest of the

story have been brought to a close by the death
of the hero on the field of Flodden, the following
incident is thus pointedly described :

"Short is my tale: Fitz-Eustace' care

A pierced and mangled body bare

To moated Lichfield's lofty pile :

And there, beneath the southern aisle,

A tomb, with Gothic sculpture fair

Did long Lord Marmion's image bear,

&c. &c. &c.

" There erst was martial Marmion found,
His feet upon a couchant hound,

His hands to Heaven upraised :

And all around on scutcheon rich,

And tablet carved, and fretted niche,
His arms and feats were blazed.

And yet, though all was carved so fair,

And priest for Marmion breathed the prayer,
The last Lord Marmion lay not there.

From Ettrick woods a peasant swain
Follow'd his lord to Flodden plain,

&c. &c. &c.

" Sore wounded Sybil's Cross he spied,
And dragg'd him to its foot, and died,

Close by the noble Marmion's side.

The spoilers stripp'd and gash'd the slain,

And thus their corpses were mista'en ;

And thus in the proud Baron's tomb,
The lowly woodsman took the room."

Now, I ask, wherefore has the poet dwelt with
such minuteness upon this forced and improbable
incident? Had it indeed been with no other

purpose than to introduce the picturesque de-

scription and the moral reflexions contained in the

following section, the improbability might well be

forgiven. But such is not the real object. The
critic of the Monthly Review takes the following
notice of this passage, which is printed as a note
in the last edition of Scott's Poems in 1833 :

" A corpse is afterwards conveyed, as that of Marmion,
to the cathedral of Lichfield, where a magnificent tomb
is erected to his meniory, &c. &'c. ; but, by an admira-

bly imagined act of poetical justice, we are informed that

a peasant's bjdy was placed beneath that costly monu-
ment, while the haughty Baron himself was buried like

a vulgar corpse on the spot where he died."

Had the reviewer attempted to penetrate a little

deeper into the workings of the author's mind, he
would have seen in this circumstance much more
than "an admirably imagined act of poetical jus-
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tice." He would have perceived in it the ulti-

mate and literal fulfilment of the whole penalty
foreshadowed to the delinquent baron in the two

concluding stanzas of that beautiful and touching

song sung by Fitz-Eustace in the Hostelrie of

Gifford in the third canto of the poem, which I

here transcribe ;

" Where shall the traitor rest,

He the deceiver,

Who could win maiden's breast,

Ruin, and leave her?

In the lost battle,

Borne down by the flying,
Where mingles war's rattle,

With groans of the dying
There shall he be lying.

Her wing shall the eagle flap

O'er the false-hearted,

His warm blood the wolf shall lap
Ere life be parted.

Shame and dishonour sit

By his grave ever ;

Blessing shall hallow it,

Never, O never !
"

Then follows the effect produced upon the con-

science of the "
Traitor," described in these pow-

erful lines ;

" It ceased, the melancholy sound ;

And silence sunk on all around.
The air was sad ; but sadder still

It fell on Marmion's ear,

And plain'd as if disgrace and ill,

And shameful death, were near."

&c. &c. &c.

And lastly, when the life of the wounded baron

is ebbing forth with his blood on the field of

battle, when
" The Monk, with unavailing cares

Exhausted all the Church's prayers
Ever, he said, that, close and near,

A lady's voice was in his ear,

And that the priest he could not hear

For that she ever sung,
' In the lost battle, borne down by the flying,
Where mingles war's rattle with groans of the dying !

'

So the notes rung."

I am the more disposed to submit these remarks
to your readers, because it is highly interesting to

trace an irresistible tendency in the genius of this

mighty author towards the fulfilment of prophetic
j

legends and visions of second sight : and not to
j

extend this paper to an inconvenient length, I

purpose to resume the subject in a future number,
and collate some other examples of a similar cha-

racter from the works of Sir Walter Scott.

I write from the southern slopes of Cheviot,
almost within sight of the Hill of Flodden.

During the latter years of the great Border Min-

strel, I had the happiness to rank myself among
the number of his friends and acquaintance, and I

revere his memorv as much as I prized his friend-

ship. A BORDEBEB.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE PROVINCIALISMS.

To burl, burling ; to shunt, Sec. In the report
of the evidence regarding the death of Mrs.

j

Hathway, at Chipping Sodbury, supposed to

have been poisoned by her husband, the follow-
|

ing dialectical expression occurs, which may
deserve notice. One of the witnesses stated

that he was invited by Mr. Hathway to go with
him into a beer-house in Frampton Cotterell,
" and have a tip," but he declined.

" Mr. H. went in and called for a quart of beer, and
then came out again, and 1 went in. He told me ' to

burl out the beer, as he was in a hurry ;

' and I ' burled'
out a glass and gave it to him." Times, Feb. 28.

I am not aware that the use of this verb, as

a provincialism, has been noticed ; it is not so

given by Boucher, Holloway, or Hallivvell. In
the Cumberland dialect, a birler, or burler, is the

master of the revels, who presides over the feast

at a Cumberland bidden-wedding, and takes espe-
cial care that the drink be plentifully provided.

( Westmoreland and Cumberland Dialects, London,
1839.)

Boucher and Jamieson have collected much
regarding the obsolete use of the verb to birle, to

carouse, to pour out liquor See also Mr. Dyce's
notes on Elynour Rummyng, v. 269. (Ske/tons
Works, vol. ii. p. 167.)- It is a good old Anglo-
Saxon word byrlian, propinare, haurire. In the

Wycliffite versions it occurs repeatedly, signifying
to give to drink. See the Glossary to the valuable

edition lately completed by Sir F. Madden and
Mr. Forshall.

In the Promptorium Parvulorum, vol. i. p. 51.,
we find

"
Bryllare of drynke, or schenkare : Bryllyn, or

schenk drynke, propino : Bryllynge of drynke," &c.

Whilst on the subject of dialectical expressions,
I would mention an obsolete term which has by
some singular chance recently been revived, and
is actually in daily use throughout England in

the railway vocabulary I mean the verb " to

shunt." Nothing is more common than to see an-

nounced, that at a certain station the parliamentary
" shunts

"
to let the Express pass ; or to hear the

order " shunt that truck," push it aside, off' the

main line. In the curious ballad put forth in

1550, called " John Nobody
"

(Strype's Life of
\

Cranmer, App.p. 138.), in derision of the Reformed

church, the writer describes how, hearing the

sound of a "
synagogue," namely, a congregation

of the new faith, he hid himself in alarm :

" Then I drew me down into a dale, wheras the dumb
deer

Did shiver for a shower, but I shunted from a freyke,
For I would no wight in this world wist who I were."
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In the Townley Mysteries, Ascensio Domini,

p. 303., the Virgin Mary calls upon St. John to

protect her against the Jews,
" Mi fleshe it qwakes, as lefe on lynde,

To shontt the shrowres sharper than thorne,"

explained in the Glossary,
" sconce or ward

off." Sewel, in his English and Dutch Dictionary,

1766, gives "to shunt (a country word for to

shove), schuiven" I do not find "
shunt," how-

ever, in the Provincial Glossaries : in some parts

of the south,
" to shun

"
is used in this sense.

Thus, in an assault case at Reigate, I heard the

complainant say of a man who had hustled him,

"He kept shunning me along: sometimes he shunt

me on the road," that is, pushed me off the footpath
on to the highway.

I hope that the Philological Society has not aban-

doned their project of compiling a complete Pro-

vincial Glossary : the difficulties of such an under-

taking might be materially aided through the

medium of " NOTES AND QUEBIES."
AJLBEBT WAY.

THE CHAPEL Or LOBETTO.

Among the aerial migrations of the chapel of

Loretto, it is possible that our own country may
hereafter be favoured by a visit of that celebrated

structure. In the mean time, as I am not aware

that the contributions of our countrymen to its

history have been hitherto commemorated, the fol-

lowing extract from a note, made by me on the

spot some years ago, may not be unsuitable for

publication in " NOTES AND QUERIES." As I had
neither the time nor the patience which the pious,
but rather prolix, Scotchman bestowed upon his

composition, I found it necessary to content my-
self with a mere abstract of the larger portion.
The story of the holy House of Loretto is en-

graved on brass in several languages upon the walls

of the church at Loretto. Among others, there

are two tablets with the story in English, headed
" The wondrus flittinge of the kirk of our blest

Lady of Laureto." It commences by stating that

this kirk is the chamber of the house of the Blessed

Virgin, in Nazareth, where our Saviour was born;
that after the Ascension the Apostles hallowed and
made it a kirk, and " S. Luke framed a pictur to

har vary liknes thair zit to be seine
;

"
that it

was " haunted with inuckle devotione by the folke

of the land whar it stud, till the people went
after the errour of Mahomet," when angels took

it to Slavonia, near a place called Flumen : here

it was not honoured as it ought to be, and they
took it to a wood near Recanati, belonging to a

lady named Laureto, whence it took its name.
On account, of the thieveries here committed, it

was again taken up and placed near, on a spot

belonging to two brothers, who quarrelled about

the possession of the oblations offered there ; and

again it was removed to the roadside, near where
it now stands. It is further stated that it stands

without foundations, and that sixteen persons be-

ing sent from Recanati to measure the foundations
still remaining at Nazareth, they were found

exactly to agree :

" And from that tim fourth it has beine surly ken'd
that this kirk was the Cammber of the B. V. whereto
Christian begun thare and has ever efter had muckte
devotione, for that in it daily she hes dun and dus

many and many mirakels. Ane Frier Paule, of Sylva,
an eremit of muckle godliness who wond in a cell neir,

by this kirk, whar daily he went to mattins, seid that

for ten zeirs, one the eighth of September, tweye hours

before day, he saw a light desceride from heaven upon
it, whelk he seyd was the B. V. wha their shawed
harself'e one the feest of her birthe."

Then follows the evidence of Paule Renalduci,
whose grandsire's grandsire saw the angels bring
the house over the sea: also the evidence of Fran-
cis Prior, whose grandsire, a hunter, often saw it

in the wood, and whose grandsire's grandsire had
a house close by. The inscription thus termi-

nates :

"
I, Robt. Corbington, priest of the Companie of

lesus in the zeir MDCXXXV., have treulie translated the

premisses out of the Latin story hanged up in the seid

kirk."

S. SMIRKE.

FOLK LOBE.

" Nettle in Dock out" (Vol.iii., p. 133.). Ifyour
correspondent will refer to The Literary Gazette,
March 24, 1849, No. 1679., he will find that I

gave precisely the same explanation of that ob-

scure passage of Chaucer's Troilus and Creseide,
lib. iv., in a paper which I contributed to the

British Archaeological Association.

FRAS. CBOSSLET.

[We will add two further illustrations of this passage
of Chaucer, and the popular rhyme on which it is

founded. The first is from Mr. Akerman's Glossary

of Provincial Words and Phrases in Use in Wiltshire,

where we read
" When a child is stung, he plucks a dock-leaf, and

laying it on the part affected, sings
' Out 'ettle

In dock
Dock shall ha a new smock ;

'Ettle zhant

Ha' narrun.'
"

Then follows a reference by Mr. Akerman to the

passage in Troilus and Creseide. Our second illustra-

tion is from Chaucer himself, who, in his Testament of
Love (p. 482. ed. Urry), has the following passage:

" Ye wete well Ladie eke (quoth I), that I have not

plaid raket, Nettle in, Docke out, and with the wea-

thercocke waved."
Mr. Akerman's work was, we believe, published in
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184G ; and, at all events, attention was called to these

passages in the Athenaum of the 12th September in

that year, No. 985.]

Soul separates from the Body. In Vol. ii.,

p. 506., is an allusion
(

to an ancient superstition,
that the human soul sometimes leaves the body of

a sleeping person and takes another form ; allow

me to mention that I remember, some forty years

.ago, hearing a servant from Lincolnshire relate

a story of two travellers who laid down by the

road-side to rest, and one fell asleep. The other,

seeing a bee settle on a neighbouring wall and go
into a little hole, put the end of his staffin the hole,

and so imprisoned the bee. Wishing to pursue
his journey, he endeavoured to awaken his com-

panion, but was unable to do so, till, resuming his

stick, the bee flew to the sleeping man and went
into his ear. His companion then awoke him,

remarking how soundly he had been sleeping, and
asked what had he been dreaming of? " Oh !

"

said he,
" I dreamt that you shut me up in a dark

cave, and I could not awake till you let me out."

The person who told me the story firmly believed

that the man's soul was in the bee. F. S.

Lady's Trees. In some parts of Cornwall, small

branches of sea-weed, dried and fastened in turned
wooden stands, are set up as ornaments on the

chimney-piece, &c. The poor people suppose
that they preserve the house from fire, and they
are known by the name of "

Lady's trees" in

honour, I presume, of the Virgin Mary.
H. G. T.

Launceston.

Norfolk Folk Lore Rhymes. I have met with
the rhyines following, which may not be unin-

teresting to. some of your readers as Folk Lore,

Norfolk:
"
Rising was, Lynn is, and Pownham shall be,

The greatest seaport, of the three."

Another version of the same runs thus :

"
Rising was a seaport town.
And Lynn it was a wash,

But now Lynn is a seaport Lynn,
"

And Rising fares the worst."

Also another satirical tradition in rhyme :

" That nasty stinking sink-hole of sin,

Which the map of the county denominates Lynn."
Also:

" Caistor was a city ere Norwich was none,
1

And Norwich was built of Caistor stone."

JQHN NURSE CHADWICK.
King's Lynn.

Note for the Topographers of Ancient London,
andfor the Monasticon.

" Walter Grendon, Prior of the hospital of S* John

of Jerusalem, acknowledges to have received, by the
hands of Robert Upgate and Ralph Halstede, ^from

Margaret, widow of Sr John Philippot K*, Thomas
Goodlak and their partners, 4 pounds in full pay-
ment of arrears of all the rent due to us from their
tenement called Jesoreshall in the city of London.

" Dated 1. December, 1406."

From the original in the Surrenden collection.

L. B. L.

Gray and Burns.
"
Authors, before they write, should read."

So thought Matthew Prior ; and if that rule had
been attended to, neither would Lord Byron have
deemed it worth notice that " the hnell of parting
day" in Gray's Elegy,

" was adopted from Dante;"
nor would Mr. Gary have remarked upon

"
this

plagiarism," "if indeed he used the term. (I refer

to " NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. iii., p. 35.) The
truth is, that in every good edition of Gray's
Works, there is a note to the line in question, by
the poet himself, expressly stating that the passage
is "an imitation of the quotationfrom Dante" thus

brought forward.
I could furnish you with various notes on Gray,

pointing out remarkable coincidences of sentiment
and expression between himself and other writers;
but I -cannot allow Gray to be a plagiary, any
more than I can allow Burns to be so designated,
in the following instances :

At the end of the poem called The Vision, we
find

" And like a passing thought she fled."

In Hesiod we have
" 'O 8' cTrraro Sxrre v6r)na." Scut. Here. 222.

Again, few persons are unacquainted with
Burus's lines

" Her 'prentice han' she tried on man,
An' hen she made," &c.

In an old play, Cupid's Whirligig (4to. 1607),
we read

" Man was made when Nature was but an appren-
tice, but woman when she was a skilful mistress of her

art."

Pliny, in his Natural History, has the pretty
notion that

"
Nature, in learning to form a lily, turned out a

convolvulus."

VARRO.

Richard III., Traditional Notice of. I have
an aunt, now eighty-nine years of age, who in early
life knew one who was in the habit of saying .

" I knew a man, who knew a man, who knew a man
who danced at court in the days of Richard III."

Thus there have been but three links between one
who knew Richard III. and one now alive.

My aunt's acquaintance could name his three

predecessors, who were members of his own family :
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their names have been forgotten, but his name was

Harrison, and he was a member of an old York-
shire family, and late in. life settled in Bedford-

shire.

llichard died in 1484, and thus five persons have

sufliced to chronicle an incident which occurred

nearly 370 yeai-s since.

Mr. Harrison further stated that there was

nothing remarkable about Richard, that he was
not the hunchback "

lump of foul deformity
rt

so

generally believed until of late years.
The foregoing anecdote may be of interest as

showing that traditions may come down from re-

mote periods by few links, and thus be but little

the

H. J. B.
differing from the actual occurrences.

66. Hamilton Terrace,
St. John's Wood, March 5, 1851.

Oliver Cromwell. Echard says that his highness
sold himself to the devil, and that he had seen

the solemn compact. Anthony a Wood, who doubt-

less credited this account of a furious brother loy-

alist, in his Journal says :

"
Aug. 30. 1658. Monday, a terrible raging wind

happened, which did much damage. Dennis Bond, a

great Oiiverian and anti-monarchist, died on that day,
and then the devil took bond for Oliver's appearance."

Clarendon, assigning the Protector to eternal

perdition, not liking to lose the portent, boldly

says the remarkable hurricane occurred on Sep-
tember 3, the day of Oliver's death. Oliver's ad-

mirers, on the other hand, represent this wind as

ushering him into the other world, but for a very
different reason.

Heath, in his Flagellum (I have the 4th edit.),

says :

" It pleased God to usher in his end with a great
whale some three months before, June 2, that came up
as far as Greenwich, and there was killed ; and more

immediately by a terrible storm of wind : the prognos-
ticks that the great Leviathan of men, that tempest
and overthrow of government, was now going to his

own place I"

I have several works concerning Cromwell, but
in no other do I find this story very like a whale.

Would some reader of better opportunities favour

us with a record of these two matters of natural

history, not as connected with the death of this re-

markable man, but as mere events ? Your well-

read readers will remember some similar tales re-

lative to the death of Cardinal Mazarine. These
exuberances of vulgar minds may partly be at-

tributed to the credulity of the age, but more

probably to the same want of philosophy which
caused the ancients to deal in exaggeration.

B. B.

Snail-eating. The practice of eating, if not
of talking to, snails, seems riot to be so unknown
this country as some of your readers might in

imagine. I was just now interrogating a village
child in reference to the addresses to snails quoted
under the head of "FOLK LORE," Vol. Hi., pp. 132.

and 179., when she acquainted me with the not

very appetising fact, that she and her brothers

and sisters had been in the constant habit of in-

dulging this horrible Limacotrophy:

" We hooks them out of the wall (she says) with a

stick, in winter time, and not in summer time (so it

seems they have their seasons) ; and we roasts them,

and, when they've done spitting, they be a-dorie ; and
we takes them out with a fork, and eats them. Some-
times we has a jug heaped up, pretty near my pina-
fore-full. I loves them dearly."

Surely this little bit of practical cottage economy
is worth recording. C. W. B.

'

fettlr fetf.

BIDDINGS IN WALES.

There is a nursery song beginning
"
Harry Parry, when will you marry ?

When apples and pears are ripe.

I'll eome to your wedding, without any bidding,

And," &c. &c. Sec.

Does this mean that I will come without an

invitation, or without a marriage-present? It will

be observed that Parry is a Welsh name, and that

bidding is a Welsh custom, as is shown by ME.
SPURRELL, (Vol. iii., p. 114.). He has anticipated

my intention of sending you a bidding-form, which
has been lying upon my table for some weeks, but
which I have not had time to transcribe

;
I now

send it you, because it somewhat varies from MR.
SPURRELL'S, and yet so much resembles it as to show
that the same formula is preserved. Both show
that the presents are considered as debts, trans-

ferable or assignable to other parties. Is this the

case in all districts of Wales where the custom of

bidding prevails ? I think I have heard that in

some places the gift is to be returned only when
the actual donor " enters into the matrimonial

state." It will be observed, too, in these forms,
relations only transfer to relations. Is it considered

that they may assign to persons not relations ?

Some of your Welsh correspondents may reply to

these questions, which may elucidate all the va-

rieties of practice in a custom which contributes

much to the comfort of a young couple, and, in

many instances, is an incentive to prudence, be-

cause they are aware that the debt is a debt of

honour, not to be evaded without some loss of

character.

" December 26. 1806.

" As we intend to enter the Matrimonial State on

Tuesday the 20th of January, 1 807, we purpose to

make a Bidding on the occasion the same day for the

young man at his father's house, in the village of Llan-

saint, in the parish of St. Ishmael
,-
and for the young
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woman, at her own 'house, in the said tillage -of Llan-

eaint ; at either of which places the favour of your

good company on that day will be deemed a peculiar

.obligation ;
and whatever donation you may be pleased

to confer on eithe* of us then, will be gratefully re-

jceived, and cheerfully repaid whenever required on a

similar occasion, by
Your humble servants,

SETH REES,
ANN JENKINS.

'* The young man's father and motherland also the

young woman's father and mother, and sister Amy,
desire that all gifts of the above nature due to them,

may be returned on the same day ; and will be thank-

ful .for all favour shown the young couple."
E. H.

Lord ofEelton (Vol. Hi., p. 56.). Will your cor-

respondent MONKBARNS favour me with the date

of the paper from which he copied the paragraph
quoted, and whether it was given as being then in

use, or as of ancient date ?

Can any of your readers inform me from what

place the Lord of Relton derived his name ?

What was his proper name, and who is the present

representative of the family ?

Is there any family of the name of Relton now

existing in the neighbourhood of Langholme, or

in Cumberland .or Westmoreland ?

F. B. RELTON.

Beatrix de Bradney. In your
" NOTES AND

QUERIES" for January 25th, 1851, p. 61., yo\i
have given Sir Henry Chauncy's Observations on
Wilfred Entwysel.

Sir Bertin left a daughter named Lucy, of

whom Master Bradene of Northamptonshire is

descended. Can F. R. R., or any genealogist, in-

form me whether this Master Bradene is descended
from Simon de Bradney, one of the Knights of the

Shire for Somersetshire in the year 1346? In
Collins's Somersetshire, vol. iii. p. 92., be mentions :

" In St. Michael's Church, Bawdrip, under a large
Gothic arch lies the effigy in armour of Sir Simon de

Bradney or Bredenie.
" The Manor of Bradney, in Somersetshire, supposed

to have ended in Beatrix de Bradney, an heiress, and

passed with her into other families ; this Beatrix was

living in the forty*sixth year of Edward III."

Can you inform me whom she married ? About

sixty-five years ago it was purchased by the late

Joseph Bradney, Esq., of Ham, near Richmond
;

and his second son, the Reverend Joseph Bradney,
of Greet, near Tenbury, Shropshire, is the present

possessor. JUMA R. BOCKETT.
Southcote Lodge, near Reading.

" Letters on the British Museum*" In the year
1767 was published by Dodsley a work in 12mo.

pp. '92., with the above title; and at p. 85. is

printed "A Pastoral Dialogue," between Celia
and Ebron, beginning,

" As Celia rested in the

shade," which the author states he "found among
the manuscripts." I wish to know, first, who was
the anonymous author of these letters

; and,

secondly, in what collection of manuscripts this
"
Dialogue" is to be found.

p..

Ballad Editing The " Outlandish Knight
"

(Vol. iii., p. 49.). I was exceedingly glad to see Mr.
F. Sheldon's "valuable contribution to our stock of
ballad literature" in the hands ofMr.Rimbault, and

thought the treatment it received no better than it

deserved. Blackwood, May, 1847, reviewed Mr.
Sheldon's book, and pointed out several instances

of his "godfathership :

"
among others, his ballad

of the " Outlandish Knight," which .he -obtained
from " a copy in the possession of a gentleman at

Newcastle," was condemned by the reviewer as
" a vamped version of the Scotch ballad of '

May
Collean.'

"
It may be as the reviewer states, but

the question -I would wish answered is one affect-

ing the reviewer himself; for, if I mistake not,
the Southron "Outlandish Knight" is the original
of "May Collean" itself. I have by me a copy, in

black letter, of the "Outlandish Knight," English
in every respect, and as such differing considerably
from Mr. Sheldon's border edition, and from "May
Collean;" and, with some slight alterations, the

ballad I have is yet popularly known through the
midland counties. If any of your correspondents
can oblige me with a reference to the first appear-
ance of "

May Collean," sheet or book, 1 shall

esteem it a favour. EMUN.

Birmingham.

Latin Epigram on the Duchess of Eboli. In
his controversy with Bowles touching the poetry
of Pope, Byron states that it was upon the Prin-

cess of Eboli, mistress of Philip II. of Spain,
and Mangirow, the minion of Henry III. of

France, that the famous Latin epigram, so well

known to classic readers, was composed, conclud-

ing with the couplet :

" Blande puer lumen <juod habes concede parenti,
Sic tu cascus Amor, sic erit ilia Venus."

Can any contributor to the " NOTES AND
QUERIES" suggest what authority his lordship has

for his statement ? Many years since, a curious

paragraph appeared in one of the public journals,
extracted apparently from an historical work,

specifying the extraordinary political embroglios
which the one-eyed duchess occasioned, eliciting
from one of the statesmen of her times the com-

plimentary declaration, that if she had had two

eyes instead of only one, she would have set the

universe on fire. A reference to this work 1

fancy one of Roscoe's would be of material ser-

vice to an historical inquirer. C. R. H.
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Engraved Portrait.

" All that thou see'st and readest is divine,

Learning thus us'd is water turn'd to wine ;

Well may wee then despaire to draw his minde,

View here the case; i'th Booke the Jewell finde."

The above quatrain is placed beneath a portrait

characteristically engraved by Cross. Above the

head is the following inscription :

" jEtatis Sua? 50. Octob. 10. 1649."

Of whom is this a portrait ? It is no doubt

well known to collectors, and is of course a fron-

tispiece; but having never yet seen it vis-a-vis

with a title-page, I am at a loss as to the author

of whom it is the vera effigies. Possibly some of

your readers will be kind enough to enlighten me

upon the matter, and favour me with the name
^

of

the British worthy thus handed down to posterity

by Cross's admirable burin. HENRY CAMPKIN.

Blackstom s Commentaries and Table of Pre-

cedence. The first edition of Blackstone was

published at Oxford in 4to., in the year 1765; and

the Table of Precedence, in the 12th chapter of

the First Book, found in subsequent editions

edited by Mr. Christian, does not occur in Black-

stone's first edition. Can any of your readers,

having access to good legal theories, inform me in

which of Blackstone's own editions the Table of

Precedence was first inserted ? E.

The Two Drs. Abercromby. In the latter half

of the seventeenth century, there were two phy-
sicians of the name of Abercromby, who both gra-
duated at the university of Leyden, and were

afterwards the authors of various published works.

The first work ofDavid Abercromby mentioned in

Watt's Bibliotheca is dated in 1684, and the first

written by Patrick Abercromby in 1707. As it

was usual to compose an inaugural dissertation at

obtaining the doctorate, and such productions were

ordinarily printed (in small quarto), J. K. would
feel obliged by the titles and dates of the inau-

gural dissertations of either or both of the physi-
cians above mentioned.

Witte van Haemstede. Can any of your readers

inform me whether there still exist any descendants

of Witte van Haemstede, an illegitimate scion of

the ancient house of Holland ? Willem de Water,
in his Adelijke Zeeland, written in the seventeenth

century, says that in his youth he knew a Witte

van Haemstede of this family, one of whose sons

v^came pastor of the Dutch congregation in

London. Navorscher, Jan. 1851, p. 17.

J. Bruckner Dutch Church in Norwich. In
the Gentleman s Magazine for 1804 is a short

memoir of the Rev. J. Bruckner. He was born
in the island of Cadsand, completed his studies at

Leyden, where he enjoyed the society of Hemster-

huis, Valckenaer, and the elder Schultens. In

1753 he became pastor of the Walloon, and after-

wards of the Dutch congregation in Norwich,
where he remained till his death in May, 1804.
In 1767 he published at Leyden his Theorie du

Systeme Animal; in 1790 appeared his Criticisms

on the Diversions of Purley.
Could your correspondents furnish me with a

complete list of Bruckner s works, and direct me
to a history of the Dutch church in Norwich,
from its origin to the present time ? Navorscher,
Feb. 1851, p. 28.

[Under this heading we propose to give such Minor
Queries as we are able to reply to at once, but which
are not of a nature to be answered with advantage in

our Notices to Correspondents. We hope by this

means to economise our space.]

The Hereditary Earl Marshal. Miss Marti-

neau, in her History of England, book iii. ch. 8.,

speaks (in 1829) of

"three Catholic peers, the Duke of Norfolk, Lord Clif-

ford, and Lord Dormer, having obtained entrance at

last to the legislative assembly, where their fathers sat

and ruled when their faith was the law of the land."

In Lord Campbell's Lives of the Chancellors,
there is an anecdote, vol. vii. p. 695., of the Duke
of Norfolk falling asleep and snoring in the House
of Lords, while Lord Eldon was on the woolsack.
Did not the Duke of Norfolk (though Roman
Catholic) sit and vote in the House of Lords, either

by prescription or special act of parliament, be-
fore 1829 ? J. H. S.

[The anecdote told by Lord Campbell (but much
better by Lord Eldon himself in Twiss's Life of the

great Chancellor), does not refer to the late Duke of

Norfolk, but to his predecessor Charles (the eleventh

duke), who was a Protestant. The late duke never
sat in parliament till after the Relief Bill passed. In
1824 a Bill was passed to enable him to exercise the

office of Earl Marshal without taking certain oaths,
but gave him no seat in the House. We may as well

add, that Lord Eldon's joke must have been perpe-
trated not on the bringing up of the Bill, when the

duke was not in the House but on the occasion of
the Great Snoring Bill being reported (April 2, 181 l)j
when the duke appears to have been present]

The Beggar's Petition. I shall feel obliged by
your informing me who the author is of the
lines

"
Pity the sorrows of a poor old man,
Whose trembling limbs have borne him to your door."

S.

[The authorship of this little poem has at times ex-
cited a good deal of attention. It has been attributed,
on no very sufficient grounds, to Dr. Joshua Webster,
M. D. ; but from the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixx.,

p. 41., it appears that it is the entire production of the
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Rev. Thomas Moss, minister of Brierly Hill and

Trentham, in Staffordshire, who wrote it at about the

age of twenty-three. He sold the manuscript of that, and
ofseveral others, to Mr. Smart, printer, in Wolverhamp-
ton, who, from the dread which Mr. Moss had of

criticism, was to publish them on this condition, that

only twenty copies should have his name annexed to

them, for the purpose of being presented to his relations

and friends.]

"
Tiring-irons never to "be untied" To what

does Lightfoot (vol. vii. p. 214.) refer when, in

speaking of the Scriptures, he says
"
They are not unriddleable riddles, and tiring-irons

never to be untied"?

J. EASTWOOD.
Ecclesfield.

[The allusion is to a puzzle for children often

used by grown children which consists of a series of

iron rings, on to or off which a loop of iron wire may
be got with some labour by those who know the way,
and which is very correctly designated a tiring -iron,~\

THE MEANING OF EISEIX.

[This controversy is becoming a little too warm for

our pages. But MR. CAUSTON is entitled to have some

portion of the letter he has sent to us inserted. He
writes with reference to the communications from MR.
HICKSOK and Ma. SINGER in our 68th Number, p. 119.,

in reply to MR. C.'s Article, which, although it had

been in our hands a considerable time, was not inserted

until our 65th Number, p. 66. ; a delay which gave to

that article the appearance of an attempt to revive a

discussion, whereas it really was written only in con-

tinuance of one.]

To ME. HICKSOX I suggest, that whether the

notion of "
drinking up a river," or "

eating a cro-

codile," be the more "
unmeaning

"
or " out of

place," must after all be a mere matter of opinion,
as the latter must remain a question of taste

;
since

it seems to be his settled conviction that it is not

"impossible," but only "extravagant." Arch-
deacon Nares thought it quite the reverse ; and I

beg to remind your readers that Shakspearian cro-

codiles are never served a la Soyer, but swallowed

au naturel and entire.

MR. HICKSON is dissatisfied with my terms
u mere verbiage" and "extravagant rant." Ire-
commend a careful consideration of the scene over

the grave of Ophelia ; and then let any one say
whether or not the "wag" of tongue between
Laertes and Hamlet be not fairly described by the

expressions I have used, a paraphrase indeed, of

Hamlet's concluding lines :

"
Nay, an thou'lt mouth,

I'll rant as well as thou."

Doubtless Shakspeare had a purpose in every-

thing he wrote, and his purpose at this time was to

work up the scene to the most effective conclusion,
and to display the excitement of Hamlet in a series

of beautiful images, which, nevertheless, the queen
his mother immediately pronounced to be " mere
madness," and which one must be as mad as Ham-
let himself to adopt as feats literally to be per-
formed.
The offence is rank in the eyes of MR. SINGER

that I should have styled MR. HICKSOX his friend.
The amenities of literature, I now perceive, do not
extend to the case, and a new canon is required,
to the effect that " when one gentleman is found

bolstering up the argument of another, he is not,
even for the nonce, to be taken for his friend." I
think the denial to be expressed in rather strong
language ;

but I hasten to make the amende suitable
to the occasion, by withdrawing the "

falsehood
and unfounded insinuation."

MR. SINGER has further charged me with " want
of truth," in stating that the question remains
"
substantially where Steevens and Malone had left

it." Wherein, I ask, substantially consists the dif-

ference ?

MR. SINGER has merely substituted his
" wormwood wine" for Malone's vinegar ; and be-
fore he can make it as

palatable
to common sense,

and Shakspeare's
"
logical correctness and nicety

of expression," as it was to Creed and Shepley, he
must get over the "

stalking-horse," the drink UP,
which stands in his way precisely

as it did in that
of Malone's more legitimate proposition. MR.
SINGER overleaps the difficulty by a bare assertion
that " to drink UP was commonly used for simply
to drink." He has not produced any parallel case
of proof, with the exception of one from Mr. Hal-
livvell's Nursery Rhymes. I adopt his citation, and
shall employ it against him.
Drink UP can only be grammatically applied to a

determinate total, whether it be the river Yssell
or MR. HICKSON'S dose of physic. Shakspeare
seems to have been well acquainted with, and to

have observed, the grammatical rule which MR.
SINGER professes not to comprehend. Thus :

and

" I will drink,
Potions q/'eysell."

Shaksp. Sonnet cxi.

" Give me to drink mandragora,"
Ant. and Cleop., Act I. Sc. 5.

are parallel passages, and imply quantity indeter-

minate, inasmuch as they admit of more or less.

Now MR. SINGER'S obliging quotation from the

Nursery Rhymes,
" Eat UP your cake, Jenny,

Drink UP YOUR wine"

certainly implies quite the reverse
;
for it can be

taken to mean neither more nor less than the iden-

tical glass of wine that Jenny had standing before
her. A parallel passage will be found in Shak-

speare's sonnet (cxiv.) :

" Drink up the monarch's plague, this flattery :

"
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and in this category, on the rule exponed, since it

cannot positively appertain to the other, must,
I think, be placed the line of Hamlet,

" Woo't drink up eisell ?
"

as a noun implying absolute entirety ;
which

might be a river, but could not be grammatically

applied to any unexpressed quantity.
Now what is the amount and value of MR.

SINGER'S proposition ? He says :

"In Thomas's Italian Dictionary, 1562, we ha^e
' ASSENZIO, EyscU'* ;

and Florio renders that word

AssEi;izio, not J3ysell9] by 'wormwood.' What is

meant, however, is wormwood wine, a nauseously bitter

medicament then much in use."

When pressed by LORD BRAYBROOKE (" NOTES
AND QUERIES," Vol. ii., p. 286.), wUo proved, by an

extract from Pepys's Diary, that wormwood wine,
so far from bearing out MR. SINGER'S description,

was, in fact, a fashionable luxury, probably not

more nauseous than the pale ale so much in repute
at the present day, MR. SINGER very adroitly

produced a " corroborative note" from " old Lang-
ham" (" NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. ii., p. 315.),

which, curiously enough, is castrated of all that

Langham wrote pertaining to the question in

issue. Treating of the many virtues of the pre-

vailing tonic as an appetiser, and restorer " of

a good color" to them that be "leane and evil

colored," Langham says :

S"

Make wormwood wine thus : take aqua vitce and

msey, of each like much, put it in a glasse or bot<-

tell with a few leaves of dried wormwood, and let it stand

certain days,] and strein out a little spoonfull, and
drink it with a draught of ale or wine : [it may be

long preserved.]
"
f

Thus it will be seen that the reason for "streining
out a little spoonfull

"
as a restorative for a weak

stomach was less on account of the infusion being
so "

atrociously unpalatable," than of the alcohol

used in its preparation.
Pr. Venner also recommends as an excellent

stomachic,
" To drink mornings fasting, and sometimes also

before dinner, a draught of wormwood-wine or beer:"

and we may gather the " atrocious bitterness
"
of

the restorative, by the substitute he proposes :
"
or,

for want of them," he continues :

" white wine or stale beer, wherein a few branches of

wormwood have, for certain hours, been infused."
:(:

* This deduction is not warranted by the Vocal),

della Crusca, or any other Ital. Die. to which I have
had opportunity of reference : and Somner and Lye are

quite distinct on the A. -Sax. words, Wermod and Eisell.

f Garden of Health, 4to. London, 1633. The por-
tions within the brackets were omitted by MR. SINGER.

| Via Recta ad Vitam Longam, by Thomas Venner,
M.D. 4to. London, 1660.

Dr. Parr, .quoting Bergius, .describes Absinthium
as "a grateful stomachic;" and Absinthites as "a
pleasant form of the wormwood." *

Is this therefore the article that Hamlet pro-
posed to drink up with his crocodile ? So far from

thinking so, I have ventured to coincide with
Archdeacon Nares in favour of Steevens

; for

whether it be Malone's vinegar, or MR. SINGER'S
inore comfortable stomachic, the challenge to drink
either " in such a rant, is so inconsistent, and even

ridiculous, that we must decide for the river,
whether its name be exactly found or not." f

I am quite unconscious of any purport in my re-

marks, other than they appear on paper ; and I

.should be sorry ijideed to accuse MR. SINGER of

being "ignorant" of anything; but I venture to

suggest that those young gentlemen of surpassing
spirit, who ate crocodiles, drank UP eisell, and com-
mitted other anomalies against nature in honor of
their mistresses, belonged decidedly to a period of
time anterior to that of Shakspe^re, and went
quite out with the age of chivalry, of which

Shakspeare saw scarcely even the fag end. Your
lover of Shakspeare's time was quite another
animal. He had begun to take beer. He had
become much more subtle and self-satisfied. He
did sometimes pen sonnets to his mistress's

eye-brow, and. sing soft nothings to the gentle

sighing of his " Lewte." He sometimes indeed
looked "pale and wan;" but, rather than for

love, it was more than probably from his im-
moderate indulgence in the " newe weede," which
he drank J, though I never discovered that it was
drank up by him. He generally wore a doublet
and breaches of satin, slashed and lined with
coloured laffata ; and walked about with a gilli-

flower in one hand, and his gloves in the other.

His veritable portrait is extant, and is engraved in

Mr. Knight's Pictorial Shakspeare.
It will be time enough to decide which of us

has run his head against "a stumbling-block of his

own making," when MR. SINGER shall have found
a probable solution of his difficulty

"
by a parallel-

ism in the poet's pages."
H. K. STAPLE CAUSTON.

Vassall Road, Brixton, Feb. 21. 1851.

* Med. Diet.

t A description of the rivers Yssel will be found in

Diet. Geograph. de la Martiniere, v. ix. fo. 1739.

| As the verb " to drink " was not limited to the

act of bibition, but for MR. HICKSON'S decision against

drinking up the "
sea-serpent," it might yet become a

question whether Hamlet's eisell had not been a mis-

print for eosol (asinus).

Merchant of Venice, Introduction.
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William Chilcott (Vol. iii., pp. 38. 73.). The
few notes which follow are very much at the ser-

vice of your correspondent. William Chilcott,

M.A., was rector of St. George's, Exeter, where he

died on May 30, 1711, at the age of forty-eight.
The coat of arms on the tablet to his memory indi-

cates that he married a Coplestone. His daugh-
ter Catherine died in August, 1695. The first

edition of the Practical Treatise concerning Evil

Thoughts was printed at Exeter in 1690, and was

dedicated to his parishioners. Robert Chilcott,

whom I take to be the brother of William, was

rector of St. Mary-Major in Exeter, and died

Feb. 7, 1689.

There does not appear to be any evidence that

the persons above mentioned were descended from

the Chilcotts of Tiverton, though the identity of

the Christian names renders it probable. If the

object were to trace their ancestors or their de-

scendants, much might be added to the suggestions
of E. A. D. by searching the registers at Tiverton,
and by comparing Prince's Worthies of Devon, ed.

1810, p. 21 3., and Polwhele's Devon, vol. iii. p. 351.,

with Harding's Tiverton ; in various parts of which

eight or nine individuals of the name are men-

tioned; especially vol. i. book ii. p. 114.; vol. ii.

book iii. pp. 101, 102. 167. 183., and book iv.,

p. 20., where the connexion of the Chilcotts with

the families of Blundell, Hooper, Collamore, Cross-

ing, Slee, and Hill, is set forth. Failing these, the

object might be attained by reference to the regis-

ters at Stogumber, co. Somerset, and of Northam,
near Bideford, with the inscribed floorstones in the

church there. Something might perhaps be learned

of their descendants by reference to the registers

at Exeter, and those at Morchard-Bishop, where

a John Chilcott resided in 1700; Nympton St.

George, where a family of the same name lived

about
5

1740; North Molton, where C. Chilcott was

vicar in 1786; and Dean Prior, where Joseph
Chilcott was vicar about 1830. A Mr. Thomas

Chilcott, who was an organist at Bath, married

Ann, daughter of the Rev. Chichester Wrey.
This lady died in 1758, and was buried at Tavis-

tock, near Barnstaple. The coat of arms on the

tablet to her memory is almost identical with the

coat of the Rev. William Chilcott of Exeter first

above mentioned. J. D. S.

Fossil Elk of Ireland (Vol. iii,, p. 121.). In the

Edinburgh Journal of Science, New Series, vol. ii.,

1830, p. 301., is a curious paper by the late Dr.

Hibbert Ware, under the title of" Additional Con-

tributions towards the History of the Cervus Eury-

ceros, or Fossil Elk of Ireland." It is illustrated

with a copy of an engraving of an animal which

Dr. H. W. believes to have been the same as the

Irish elk, and which was living in Prussia at the

time of the publication of the book from which it

is taken, viz. the Cosmographia Universalis of
Sebastian Munster : Basilia, 1550.

Dr. H. W. in this paper refers to a former one
in the third volume of the first series of the same
journal, in which he advanced proofs that the
Cervus was of a race which had but very recently
become extinct. W. C. TBEVELYAN.

Edinburgh, Feb. 19. 1851.

Canes Lesos (Vol. iii., p. 141.). In a note to
Beckwith's edition ofBlount's Jocular Tenures, 4to.

1815, p. 225., Mr. Allan of Darlington anticipates

your correspondent C. W. B., and says, respect-
ing Blount's explanation of " Canes lesos,''

" I can
meet with no such word in this sense : why may
it not be dogs that have received some hurt ? Icesos

from Itedo" Clancturam should be clausturam,
and so it is given in the above edition, and ex-

plained
" a tax for fencing." S. W. SINGER.

"By Hook or by Crook" (Vol. iii., p 116.)
However unimaginative the worthy Cit may be for

whose explanation of this popular phrase J. D. S.

has made himself answerable, the solution
sounds so pretty, that to save its obtaining further

credence, more than your well-timed note is

needed. I with safety can contradict it, for I find

that "
Tusser,

"
a Norfolk man living in the reign

of Henry VIII., in a poem which he wrote as a

complete monthly guide and adviser for the farmer

through the year, but which was not published till

1590, in the thirty-second year of Queen Eliza-

beth, has the following advice for March 30 :

" Of mastiues and mongrels, that many we see

A number of thousands, to many there be :

Watch therefore in Lent, to thy sheepe go and looke,
For dogs will have vittels, by hooke and by crooke."

This must be a Norfolk phrase ;
for in January he

advises farmers possessing
"
Hollands," rich grass

lands, to only keep ewes that bear twins,
" twin-

lins." BLOWEN.

This appears as a well-known proverbial expres-
sion long before the time pointed out by J. D. S.

Thus, in Devout Contemplations, by Fr. Ch. de

Fonseca, Englished by J. M., London, 1629, we
read that the Devil

" Overthroweth monasteries ; through sloth and
idleness soliciting religious men to be negligent in

coming to Church, careless in preaching, and loose in

their lives. In the marriage bed he soweth tares,

treacheries, and lightness. With worldly men he

persuadeth that he is nobody that is not rich, and

therefore, bee it by hooke or by crooke, by right or wrong,
he would have them get to be wealthy."

W. D N.

Suem. Allow me to suggest to your corre-

spondents C.W.G. (Vol iii., p. 7.) and*A. (Vol. iii.,

p. 75.), that suem is probably a form of the

A.-S. word seam, a horse-load, and generally a

burden. For cognates, see Bosvvorth's A.-S. Diet.
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I may add, that the word is written swun in a

charter of Edward the Confessor, printed by
Hickes in his Thesaurus, vol. i. p. 159., as follows :

ic ann -

ftridde treow.
-3 ftridde swun of aevesan

tSass nextan wudes tSe lip to kyngesbyrig," &c.

Which Hickes thus renders :

" Dono tertiam quamque arborem, et tertiam quam-
que sarcinam jumentariam fructuum, qui nascuntur in

sylva proximo ad kyngesbyrig sita," &c.

R. M. W.
Sir George Downing (Vol. iii., p. 69.). The

I following extract of a letter in Cartes' Letters, ii.

| 319., confirms the accuracy of the memorandum
as to Sir G. Downing's parentage, sent you by
J. P.O. The letter is from T. Howard to Charles II.,

written April 5, 1660, on the eve of the Resto-

ration. Downing had offered to Howard to serve

the King,

"alleging to be engaged in a contrary party by his

father, who was banished into New England, where he

was brought up, and had sucked in principles that

since his reason had made him see were erroneous."

CH.

Miching malicho (Vol. iii., p. 3.). Your cor-

respondent MR. COLLIER is probably not aware
that his suggestion respecting the meaning of
Malicho had been anticipated upwards of twenty
years since. In the unpretending edition of Shak-

speare by another of your correspondents, MR
SINGER, printed in 1825, I find the following
note :

"
Miching malicho is lurking mischief, or evil doing.

To mich, for to skulk, to lurk, was an old English
verb in common use in Shakspeare's time ; and Malicho,
or Malhecho, misdeed, he has borrowed from the

Spanish. Many stray words of Spanish and Italian

were then affectedly used in common conversation, as

we have seen French used in more recent times. The
Quarto spells the word Maliicho. Our ancestors were
not particular in orthography, and often spelt accord-

ing to the ear."

I have since looked at Ma. COLLIER'S note to

which he refers, and find that he interprets mich-

ing by stealing, which will not suit the context ;

and abundant examples may be adduced that to

mich was to skulk, to lurk, as MR. SINGER has very
properly explained it. Thus Minsheu :

" To MICHE, or secretly hide himself out of the way,
as TRUANTS doe from Schoole, vi. to hide, to cover."

and again
" A micher, vi. Truant."

MR. COLLIER'S text, too, is not satisfactory, for

he has abandoned the old word Malicho, and given
Mallecho, which is as far from the true form of the

Spanish word as the old reading, which he should
either have preserved or printed Malhecho, as

Minsheu gives it.

I am glad to see from your pages that MR.
SINGER has not entirely abandoned "Shakspearian

illustration, for in my difficulties I have rarely
consulted his edition in vain

; and, in my humble
opinion, it is as yet the most practically useful
and readable edition we have. FIAT JUSTITIA.

Cor Linguae, frc. (Vol. iii., p. 168.). The lines

quoted by J.Bs. occur in the poem "De Palpone et

Assentatore," printed in the volume ofLatin Poems,
commonly attributed to Walter Mapes, edited by
Mr. T. Wright for the Camden Society, 1841, at

p. 1 12., with a slight variation in expression, as

follows :

" Cor linguae foederat naturae sanctio,

Tanquam legitimo quodam connubio
;

Ergo cum dissonant cor et locutio,
Sermo concipitur ex adulterio."

Mr. Wright's only source quoted for the poem
is MS. Cotton. Vespas. E. xii. Of its authority he
remarks (Preface, p. xx.), that the writer's name
was certainly Walter, but that he appears to have
lived at Witnborne, with which place Walter

Map is not traced to have had any connexion
;

and if Mr. Wright's conjecture be correct, that

the young king alluded to in it is Henry III.,
it must of course have been written some years
after Walter Map's death. J. G. N.

Under the Rose (Vol. i., pp. 214. 458.; Vol. ii.,

pp. 221. 323.). I am surprised that no one has
noticed Sir T. Browne's elucidations of this phrase.
(Vulg. Err. lib. v. cap. 21. 7.) Besides the

explanation referred to by ARCH^EUS (Vol. i.,

p. 214.), he says :

" The expression is commendable, if the rose from any
naturall propertie may be the symbole of silence, as

Nazienzene seems to imply in these translated verses
'

Utque latet Rosa verna suo putarnine clausa,
Sic os vincla ferat, valid! sque arctetur habenis,

Indicatque suis prolixa silentia labris.'
"

He explains
" the Germane custome, which

over the table describeth a rose in the seeling
"

(Vol. ii , pp. 221. 323.), by making the phrase to

refer only to the secrecy to be observed " in so-

ciety and compotation, from the ancient custome
in Symposiacke meetings to wear chapletts of
roses about their heads." ACHE

"
Impatient to speak and not see" (Vol. ii.,

p. 490.). There is no doubt of the fine inter-

pretation of your correspondent ;
but it is not

illustrated by the Latin. Also, I apprehend,
" in-

docilis pad" is not put for "indocilis patiendi."
It is a common use of to proud to be praised;
angry to be so ill-treated.

It illustrates a line in Hotspur, the construction
of which Warburton would have altered :

" I then, all smarting, and my wounds being cold,
To be so pestered," &c., i. e. at being.

May I mention a change in Troilus and Cressida
which I have long entertained, but with doubt :

" And with an accent tun'd in self-same key,
Retires to chiding fortune."
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Pope reads "returns," Hanmer "replies." My
conjecture is

" reeries." C. B.

Bishop Frampton (Vol. iii., p. 61.).
-< ' See an

interesting notice of his preaching in
Pepys'

Diary, Jan. 20, 1666-7 ;
and what is said of him

in Lathbury's Nonjurors, p. 2'03. But probably
JN'fR. EVANS is already aware of these references

to Bishop Frampton, whose life is a desideratum
which many will be glad to hear is going to be

supplied
1

.

'

E. H. A.

Old Tract on the Eucharist (Vol.-iir., p. 169.).
The author of the tract on the Eucharist, re-

ferred to by ABHBA, was the Kev. John Patrick.

The title of the tract, as given in the catalogues of

Archbishop Wake, No. 22,
;
of Dr. Gee, No. 73. ;

and of Peck, No. 286., of the Discourses against

Popery during the Meign of James //., i& as

follows:

" A Full View of the Doctrines and Practices of the

Ancient Church relating to the Eucharist, wholly
different from those of the present Roman Church, and
inconsistent with the Belief of Transubstantiation

;

being a sufficient Confutation of Consensus Veterum,

Nubes Testium, and other late Collections of the

Fathers pretending the contrary. By John Patrick,

Preacher at the Charter-house, 1688. 4to."

E. C. HARRINGTON.
Exeter, March 3. 1851.

This--tract is in 4to., and contains pp; xv. 202.

It is one of the more valuable of the numerous
tracts published on the Roman Catholic contro-

versy during the reign of James II. In a col-

lection of more than two hundred of these made
at the period of publication, and now in my
library, the names of the authors are written upon
the titles, and this is attributed to Mr. Patrick.

In another collection from the library of the late

Mr. Walter Wilson, it is stated to be by Bishop
Patrick. Bishop Gibson reprinted the tract in

his Preservative against Popery\ London, 1738,
fol. vol. ii. tit, vii. pp. 176 252.; and in the table

of contents says that it was written by
" Mr.

Patrick, late preacher of the Charter-house."

Not Bishop Patrick therefore, but his brother,
Dr. John Patrick, who died 1695, aged sixty-

three, was the author of this tract.

JOHN J. DREDGE.

Was Hugh Peters ever on the Stage ? (Vol. iii.,

p. 166.). I possess
" A Dying Father's last Legacy to an Onely Child,

or Hugh Peter's Advice to his Daughter^ Written

by his own Hand during his late Imprisonment in the

Tower of London, and given her a little before his

Death. London, 1660 :"

which advice he ends, p. 94., with

"The Father of our Lord Jesus Christ preserve you
to his Heavenly Kingdom, my poor child.

"To ELIZABETH PETERS."

And then, after a poem at p. 97., he commences a
short sketch of his life with

" I shall grve you an account of myself and dealings,
that (if possible) you

1 may wipe off some dirt, or be
the more cbivtent to carry it."

That part of his life which would bear upon this

subject reads tlru-s, p. 98. :

" When' (at Cambridge) I spent some years vainly

enough, being but fourteen' years old when thither I

came, my tutor died, and I was exposed to iny shifts.

Coming from thence, at London God struck me with

the sense of my sinful estate by a sermon I heard

under Paul's."

The wonderful success of his lecture at Se-

pulchre's caused it to be asserted by his enemies,
that his enthusiastic style of preaching was but

stage buffoonery. (See p. 100.)
" At this lecture the resort grew so great, that it

contracted envie and anger . . . There were six of

seven thousand hearers . . . and I went to Holland :

"

thereby leaving his character to be maligned. I

do not believe, from the tone of the condemned
man's Legacy, that he would purposely avoid any
mention of the stage, had he appeared on it, and
"
usually performed the part of a clown

;

"
in fact

it appears, that immediately on his coming into

London he was awakened by the " sermon under

Paul's, which stuck fast :

"
he almost directly left

for Essex> and was converted by
" the love and

labours of Mr. Thomas Hooker. I there preacht ;

"

so that he was mostly preaching itinerantly in

Essex, when it is asserted that he was "a player
in Shakspeare's company." That Legacy in ques-
tion, and a book autograph of Hugh Peters, are at

the service of DR. RIMBAULT. BLOWEN.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

All who take an interest in English philology will

join in the wish expressed a few pages back by one of

the highest authorities on the subject, Mr. Albert

Way namely, "that the Philological Society has not

abandoned their project of compiling a complete Pro-

vincial Glossary;" and will greet as a valuable contri-'

bution towards that great desideratum, every skilful

attempt to record a local dialect* As such, Mr. Stern-

berg's valuable little book, The Dialect and Folk Lore

of Northamptonshire, will meet a hearty welcome from
our philological friends; and no less hearty a welcome
from those who find in "

popular superstitions, fairy-

lore, and other traces of Teutonic heathenism," mate-

rials for profitable speculation on the ancient mythology
of these islands. We are bound to speak thus favour-

ably of Mr. Sternberg's researches in this department,
since some portion of them were first communicated

by him to our Folk- Lore columns.
BOOKS RECEIVED. Vestiges of the Gael in Givynedd,

by the Rev. William Basil Jones, M. A. A learned

essay on a subject of deep interest to the antiquaries
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of the Principality, involving, as it Joes among other

questions, that of the claim of the Gael, or the Cyrmy,
to be the ahorigines of the country.

The Book of Family Crests-, comprising nearly every

Family Bearing, properly blazoned and explained, ac-

companied by upwards of Four Thousand Engravings,.
witli the Surnames of the Bearers, Dictionary of Mottoes,

and Glossary of Terms, in 2 Vols., Sixth Edition. The
best criticism on this popular work, with its well

blazoned title-page bearing the words SIXTH EDITION on

its honour point, is to state, as a proof o its complete-

ness, that it records the Crests of upwards of ninety
Smiths, and nearly fifty Smyths and Smgtftes.

Illustrations of Medieval Costume in England,, col-

lected from MSS. in the British Museum, by T. A. Day
and J. B. Dines. When before did English an-

tiquaries see four plates of costume, some of them
coloured, .sold for one shilling? As an attempt at

cheapening and so popularising archaeological litera-

ture, the work deserves encouragement.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. Williams and Norgate's

(14. Henrietta Street, Covent Gardea) German Book
Circular, No. 27. ;

G. Bumstead's (205. High Holbora)
Catalogue Part 49. of Interesting and Rare Books ;

Cole's (15. Great Turnstile) List No. 33. of very
Cheap Books; B. Quaritch's ( 1 6. Castle Street, Leices-

ter Square J Catalogue No. 26. of Books in all Lan-

guages.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES-
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

ARCHJLOLOGIA. Vol. 3.

FKERES TRANSLATIONS FROM ARISTOPHANES.
MORRISON'S EDIT. OF BURNS' WORKS, 4 Vols., printed at Perth.
HERD'S COLLECTION OF ANCIENT AND MODERN SCOTTISH SONGS.

Vol. 2. Eclin. 1778.
BUND HARRY'S "

WALLACE," edited by Dr. Jamieson. 4to.

Companion volume to " THE BRUCE."
BAHROW'S (ISA-AC) WORKS. Vol. t. 1683; or 8 leaves a d,

" Some
Account of the Life," c.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," 180. Fleet Street.

to

R. C. P. "
Thai,"

" Theam," "
Thealonia," in the Charter

referred to, are certain rignts of toll, of which the peculiarities will
befound many Law Dictionary ; and"Infangethe" was the privi-
lege ofjudging any thief within the fee.

S. P. (). R. We must refer this correspondent also to a Law
Dictionary for afull explanation of the. terms Sergeant and Ser-
geautey. A Deed Poll is plain at the top, and is so called to dis-

tinguish it from a Deed Indented, which is cut in and out at the

top.

TYRO. The work quoted as Gammer Gurton in the Arundines
Catni, is the collection of Nursery Rhymes first firmed by /l-tson ,

and of which an enlarged edition was published by Triphook in

1810, under the title of Gammer Gurton's Garland, or The Nursery
Parnassus, &c.

R. C. The music, fyc. of "The Roast Beef of England,"
" Britons

Strike H >me," and ' T'he Grenadier's March," will be found in
Mr. C/iuppeU's Collection of National English Airs. Webbe's Glee,"
Hail Star of Brunswick," the words of which are by Young, may

doubtless be got at Cramer's. \Ve cannot point out a collection

containing the words and music of" Croppies lie down."
K. R. H. M. All received.

A. E. B. is thanked for his suggested monogram, which shall not
be last sight of : also for his friendly criticism.

HERMES. We have received a packet from Hollandfar our cor-

respondent. Will he inform us how it may beforwarded to him ?
M. or N. The meaning of these initials in our Catechism and

Form of Matrimony is still involved in great obscurity. See" NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. i., pp. 415. 476. ; Vol. ii., p. 61.

DE NA-.voRseHER. Mr. Nutt is the London Agent for the sup-
ply of our Dutch ally, the yearly subscription to which is about
Ten Sittilirtgs.
" Conder on Provincial Coins " has been reported to the Pub-

lisher. Will the person who wants this book send his address f
REPLIES RECEIVED. Head of the Saviour Barrow's Danish

Ballads Mistletoe on Oaks Lord Howard of Effingham Pas-
sage in Merchant of Venice Waste-book Dryden's Absalom
MS. of Bade Altar Lights- Auriga Ralph Thoresbu's- Li-
brary St. John's Bridge Fair Closing Rooms North Side of
Churchyards Barons of Hugh Lupus Tandem D. O. M.
Fronts Capillata Haybands in Seals Hanger Countess of
Desmond-^

Aristophanes-
on Modern Stage Enigmatical Epitaph

Notes' on Newspapei-s- Duncan Campbell MS. Sermons- h
J. Taylor Dr. Dodd D. O. M. S. Hooper's Godly Confession-

Winkle Street "Site-was but words are wanting'" Umbrella*
Conquest Old Tract on the Eucharist Prince of Wales'*

Motto By- Hook or by Crook LiglUs* on the Altar Derivation'
of Eih,, fa Extradition, Jgimre, %c. Oueahism Thesaurus
Hospitii Christmas Day Camden and Curwen Families
Death by Burning Organ Blower Thomas May Friday-
Weaaier.

VOLS. I. and \l.,eaoh with-very copious Index, may. still be had,
price 9*. M, each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be' procured", by order, af alt Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly . Mtny of the country Booksellers, fyc.,
or;, probably, not y:'t aware of this- arrangement, which' unit
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

THE LONDON HOMCEOPATHIC HOS-
PITAL, 32. Golden -square: founded by the British

Homoeopathic Association, and supported by voluntary, con-
tributions.

Patroness H. R. H. the Duchess of CAMBRIDGE.
Vice- Patron His Grace the Duke of BEAUFORT, K*G.

Treasurer John Dean Paul, Esq. (Messrs. Strahan and Co.,
Strand).

The ANNUAL FESTIVAL in aid of the funds of the Charity,,
and in commemoration of the opening of this the first Horn ceo--

pathic Hospital established in London, will be held at the Albion
Tavern, Aldersgate-street, on Thursday, the l()th of April next,
the anniversary of the birth of Samuel Hahnemann :

The Most Noble the Marquis of WORCESTER, M.P, V.P., in
the chair.

STEWARDS.
F. M. the Marquis of Anglesey
lit. Hon. the Earl of Chester-

field

Rt. Hon. the Earl of Essex
Rt. Hon. Viscount Sydney
Rt. Hon. Lord Gray
The Viscount Maldon
The Lord Francis Gordon

The Lord Clarence Paget, M.P.
The Lord Alfred Paget, M.P.
The Lord George Paget, M.P.
Culling Charles Smith, Esq.
Marmaduke B. Sampson, Esq.
F. Foster Quin, Esq., M.D.
Nathaniel Barton, Esq.

J. Askew. Esq.
H. Banister, Esq.
H. Bateman, Esq.
Capt.Branford,R.N.
F. Blake, Esq.
H. Cameron, Esq.
Capt.Chapman.R.A.
F.R.S.

II. Cholmondeley,
Esq.

J. B.Crampern, Esq.
Col. Disbrowe
W. Dutton, Esq.
Ed. Esdaile, Esq.
W. M, Fache, Esq.
Fr. Fuller, Esq.
H. Goez, Esq.
J. Gosnell, Esq.

G. Hallett, Esq.
E. Hamilton, Esq.,
M.D.

J. Hugging-, Esq^
P. Hughes, Esq.
J. P. Knight, Esq.,
R. A.

J. Kidd, Esq.
T. R. Leadam, Esq.
T. R. Mackern, Esq.
V.Massol,Esq.,M.D.
J. Mayne,Esq.,M.D.
J. B. Metcalfe, Esq.
C.T.P.Metcalfe.Esq.
S.T. Partridge. Esq ,

M.D.
T. Piper, Esq.
W. Piper, Esq.

R. Pope, Esq.
H. Reynolds, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
H. Rosher, Esq.
C. J. Sanders, Esq.
W. Scorer, Esq.
Rittson Souihall,
Esq.

T. Spicer, Esq.
J. Smith, Esq.
C. Snewin, Esq.
C. Trueman, Esq.
T.Uwins, Esq.,li.A.
W. Watkins, Esq.
J. Wisewould, Esq.
D. W. Witton, Esq.
S. Yeldham, Esq.
J. G. Young, Esq.

The responsibility of Stewards is limited to the dinner ticket,
21s., and gentlemen who will kindly undertake the office are re-

spectfully requested to forward their names to any of the
Stewards ; or to the Hon. Secretary at the Hospital.

32. Golden-square. RALPH BUCIIAN, Hon. Sec.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESERVING A RECORD OF EXISTING

MONUMENTS.

When, in the opening Number of the present Volume

(p. 14.), we called the attention of our readers to the

Monumentariwm of Exeter Cathedral, we expressed a

hope that the good services which Mr. Hewett had

thereby rendered to alf genealogical, antiquarian, and

historical inquirers would be so obvious as to lead a

number of labourers into the same useful field. That

hope bids lair to be fully realised. In VoLiii., p. 116.,

we printed a letter from MR. PEACOCK, announcing
his intention of copying the inscriptions in the churches

and churchyards of the Hundred of Man ley ; and we
this week present our readers with three fresh com-

munications upon the subject.

We give precedence to Miss BOCKETT'S, inasmuch

as it involves no general proposal upon the subject,

but is merely expressive of that lady's willingness, in

which we have no doubt she will be followed by many
of her countrywomen, to help forward the good work.

In your Number for Feb. 15th,, I find MB,.
EDWARD PEACOCK, Jan., of Bottesford Moors,
Messingham, Kirton Ljndsey, wishes to collect

church memorials for a work he intends to

publish. If he would like the accounts of monu-
ments in the immediate neighbourhood of Reading-
as far as I am able it would give me pleasure to

send some to him. JULIA R. B.OCKETT.

Southcote Lodge, near Reading.

The second makes us acquainted with a plan for the

publication of a M>mumenta Anglicann by MR. DUNKIN,
a plan which would have our hearty concurrence and

recommendation, if it were at all practicable ;
but

which, it will be seen at a glance, must fail from its

very vastness. If the Monnnu'ntarvum of Exeter con-

tains the material for half a moderate-.sized octavo

volurne, in what number of volumes does Ma. DUNKIN

propose to complete his collection even if a want of

purchasers of the early volumes did not nip in the bud

his praiseworthy and well-intentioned scheme?

Your correspondent MB. EDW. PEACOCK, Jun
,

may be interested in knowing that a work has

some time been projected by my friend Mr. Alfred

John Dunkin of Dartford (whose industry and

antiquarian learning render him well fitted for

the task), under the title of Monumevta Anglicana,
and which is intended to be a medium for preserv-

ing the inscriptions in every church in the king-
dom. There can be no doubt of the high value

and utility of such a work, especially if accompa-
nied by a well-arranged index of names

;
and I have

no doubt MB. PEACOCK, and indeed many others

of your valued correspondents, will be induced to

VrT. TTT Vr
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assist in the good cause, by sending memoranda
of inscriptions to Mr. Dunkin. L. J.

Plymouth.

The following letter from the REV. E. S. TAYLOR

proposes a Society for the purpose:

I for one shall be happy to co-operate with
MR. PEACOCK in this useful work; and I trust that,

through the valuable medium of " NOTES AND
QUERIES," many will be induced to offer their

assistance. Could not a Society be formed for the

purpose, so that mutual correspondence might
take place ? E. S. TAYLOR.

Martham, Norfolk.

We doubt the necessity, and indeed the advisability,

of the formation of any such Society.

MR. PEACOCK (ante, p. 1 17.) has already wisely sug-

gested, that " in time a copy of every inscription iu

every church in England might be ready for reference

in our National Library," and we have as little doubt

that the MS. department of the British Museum is the

proper place of deposit for such records, as that the

trustees would willingly accept the charge of them on

the recommendation of their present able and active

Keeper of the Manuscripts- What he, and what the

trustees would require, would be some security that

the documents were what they professed to be ;
and

this might very properly be accomplished through the

agency of such a Society as MR. TAYLOR proposes, if

there did not already exist a Society upon whom such a

duty might very safely be devolved: and have we not,

in the greater energy which that Society has lately dis-

played, evidence that it would undertake a duty for

which it seems pre-eminently fitted ? We allude to the

Society of Antiquaries. The anxiety of Lord Mahon,
its president, to promote the efficiency of that Society,

has recently been made evident in many ways ; and we

cannot doubt that he would sanction the formation of

a sub-committee for the purpose of assisting in col-

lecting and preserving a record of all existing monu-

ments, or that he would find a lack of able men to serve

on such a committee, when he numbers among the

official or active Fellows of the Society gentlemen so

peculiarly fitted to carry out this important national

object, as Mr. Hunter, Sir Charles Young, Mr. J.

Pavne Collier, and Mr. Bruce.

ON THE WORD " RACK IN SHAKSPEARfi's TEMPEST.

As another illustration of the careless or super-
ficial manner in which the meaning of Shakspeare
has been sought, allow me to call attention to the

celebrated passage in the Tempest in which the

word " rack" occurs. The passage really presents

no difficulty ;
and the meaning of the word, as it

appears to me, might as well be settled at once

and for ever. I make this assertion, not dogmati-

cally, but with the view of testing the correctness

of my opinion, that this is not at all a question of

etymology, but entirely one of construction. The

passage reads as follows :

" These, our actors,

As I foretold you, were all spirits, and
Are melted into air, into thin air :

An'd, like the baseless fabrick of this vision,

The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve ;

And, like this insubstantial pageant, faded,

Leave not a rack behind." Tempest, Act IV. Sc. 1.

As I have expressed my opinion that this is not

at all a question of etymology, I shall not say
more in reference to this view of the case than

that "
rack," spelt as in Shakspeare, is a word in

popular and every-day use in the phrase "rack

and ruin ;" that we have it in the term " rack off,"

as applied to wine, meaning to take from the rack,

or, in other words,
" to leave a rack

"
or re-

fuse "behind," racked wine being wine drawn
from the tees ; and that it is, I believe, still in use

in parts of England, meaning remains or refuse, as,

in the low German,
" der Wraek" means the same

thing. Misled, however, by an unusual mode of

spelling, and unacquainted with the literature of

Shakspeare's age, certain of the commentators

suggested the readings of track and trace; where-

upon Home Tooke remarks :

" The ignorance and presumption of his commenta-

tors have shamefully disfigured Shakspeare's text. The

first folio, notwithstanding some few palpable misprints,

requires none of their alterationr.. Had they under-

stood English as well as he did, they would not have

quarrelled with his language." Diversions of Purley,

p. 595.

He proceeds to show that rack "
is merely the

past tense, and therefore past participle, peac or

pec, of the Anglo-Saxon verb Recan, exhalare, to

reek ; and although the advocates of its
being_

a

particular description of light cloud refer to him

as an authority for their reading, he treats it

throughout generally as
" a vapour, a steam, or an

exhalation." But Home Tooke, in his zeal as an

etymologist, forgot altogether to attend to the

construction of the passage. What is it that shall

"leave not a rack behind?" A rack of what?

Not of the baseless fabric of this vision, like

which the "
cloud-capp'd towers shall dissolve,"

-

not of this insubstantial pageant, like which they
shall have faded, but of "the cloud-capp'd

towers, the gorgeous palaces, the solemn temples,
the great globe itself." There is in fact a double

comparison ; but the construction and the meaning
are perfectly clear, and no word will suit the pas-

sage but one that shall express a result common
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to the different objects enumerated. A cloud may
be a fit object for comparison, but it is utterly

inconsequential ; while the sense required can

only be expressed by a general term, such as re-

mains, a vestige, or a trace.

I beg now to transcribe a note of Mr. Collier's

en this passage :

"'Rack' is vapour, from reck, as Home Tooke
showed ; and the light clouds on the face ot heaven are

the 'rack,' or vapour from the earth. The word 'rack'

was often used in this way." Coll. Shaksp., vol. i.

p. 70,

Mr. Knight appears to incline to the same
view; and regarding these as the two latest

authorities, and finding in neither of them any
reference to the question of construction, I natu-

rally concluded that the point had been over-

looked by the commentators. On reference, how-

ever, I found to my surprise, that Malone, for the

very same reasons, had come to the same conclu-

sion. Had Malone's argument been briefly stated

by the " two, latest arid best editors," I should, of

course, have had no occasion to trouble you with
this note : and this instance, it appears, to me, fur-

nishes additional reasons for enforcing the prin-

ciple for which I am contending ;,
the neglect of it

affecting, in however slight a degree-, the sense or

correctness of so important and frequently quoted
a passage. For my own part, 1 should have

thought that the commonest faith in Shakspeare
would have protected any editor, whose avowed

object it was to restore the text, from preferring
in this instance, to the plain common sense of Ma-
lone, the more showy authority of Home Tooke,

In my last paper I wrote, "So far as quantity
is concerned, to eat a crocodile would be no more
than to eat an ox." You have omitted the

negative. SAMUEL HICKSON.

ANCIENT INED1TED. POEMS, NO. III.

In my last communication on this subject, I

forgot to remark on the strange title given to the

monody on Mr. Browne. May I ask if the name
of " Chorus" was thus indiscriminately applied at

the time when the poem was composed ?

The next poem that I shall give is copied from
Hurleian MSS.

t 367., art. 60., foL 158. It is

entitled

" A VERTBOUS WOMAN.
" When painted vice fils upp (he rimes
Of these our last depraued times :

And soe much lust by wanton layes
Dispersed is ; that beautie strayes
Into darke corners wheere vnseen, 5
Too many sadd berefts haue been.
Aduance my muse to blaze1 that face

Wheere beautie sits enthroand in grace.

1

Blason, describe.

The eye though bright, and quicke to moue,
Daignes not a cast to wanton lone. 10
A comely ffront not husht in hayre,
Nor face be-patcht to make it fayve.
The lipps and cheekes though seemely redd,
Doe blush afresh if by them fedd.

Some wanton youthes doe gaze too much 15

Though naked breasts are hidd from touch.
When due salutes are past, they shunn
A seconde kisse : yea, half vndone
Shee thinkes herselfe, when wantons praisa
Her hatide or face with such loose phraise 20
As they haue learnt at acts and scenes,
Noe hand in hand with them shee meenes,
Shall giue them boldnes to embalme,
Ther filthie fist in her chast palme.
Her pretious honners overlookes, 25
At her retires the best of bookes.
Whatsoeuer else shee doth forget
Noe btisines shall her prayers

1
let.

Those that bee good, shee prizes most,
Noe time with them shee counteth lost. SO
Her chast delights, her mind, aduance
Above Lot-games or mixed dance.
Shee cares not for an enterlude,
Or idly will one day conclude*
The looser toungs that filth disclose 35
Are graueolencie to her nose.

But when a vertuous man shall court

Her virgin thoughts in nuptiall sort :.

Her faire depor[t]ment, neyther coy
Nor yet too forward, fits his ioy, 40
And giues his kisses leaue to scale

On her fayre hand his faythfull zealev

Blest is his conquest in her loue,
With her alone death cann remoue.
And if before shee did adorne 45
Her parents' bowse, the cheerefuli morne

Reioyceth now at this blest pay re,

To see a wife soe chast soe fayre..

They happy Hue ; and know noe smart
Of base suspects or Jealous heart

;
50

And if the publike bredd noe feare,

Nor sadd alarms did fill ther care,

From goodnes flowes ther ioy soe cleere

As grace beginnes ther heauen heere."

The poem has no subscription, nor, from the

appearance of the paper, should I say there had
been one. The comparatively modern phrase-

ology points to a late era. The poem is bound up
with a quantity of John Stowe's papers, and I

think is in his handwriting, upon comparing it

with other papers known to be his in the same
book. As it is my chief object (next to contri-

buting to the preservation and publication of

these ancient ballads) to obtain data regarding
the anonymous productions of the earlier days of

England's literature, any remarks, allow me to

say, that other contributors will favour our me-

1 We have here an instance of the use of the word

prayers as a dissyllable.
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dium ,of intercommunication with, will be much

appreciated by
KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

[Our correspondent is certainly mistaken in sup-

posing this poem to be in Stowe's handwriting. We
have the best possible authprLty for assuring him that

it is not.]

FOLK LORE,

Moths called Souls. While I am upon this

subject, I may as well mention that in Yorkshire
the country-people used in my youth^ and perhaps
do still, call night-flying white moths, especially
the Hepialus humuli, which feeds, whije in the

grub state, on the roots of docks and other .coarse

plants,
" souls." Have we not in all this a rem-

nant of "
Psyche ?

"
F. S.

[This latter paragraph furnishes a remarkable coin-

cidence with ..the tradition from the neighbourhood of

Truro (reqorded by MR. THOMS in his Folk Lore of

Shakspeare, Athenaum (No. IO41,) Oct. 9. 1847) which

gives the name ,of Piskfys both to the fairies and to

moths, which are believed by many to be departed souls.
~\

Holy Water for the Hooping Cough (Vol. iii.,

p. 179.). In <one of the
principal

towns of York-

shire, half a .century ago, it was the practice for

persons in a respectable class of life to take their

children, when ajfticted with the hooping cough,
.to a neighbouring convent, where the priest al-

lowed them tp .drink a small quantity of holy
water out of a silver chalice, which the little suf-

ferers were strictly forbidden to touch. By Pro-

testant, as well as Roman Catholic parents, this

was regarded as a remedy. Is not the super-
stition analogous to that noticed by MR. WAY ?

EBORACOMB.

Daffy Down Ditty. At this season, when the

.early spring flowers are showing themselves, we
hear the village children repeating these Jines :

" Daffa down dill has now come to town,
In yellow petticoat and a green gown."

Does not this nursery rhyme throw light upon
the character of the royal visitor alluded to in

the snail char.n recorded by J\ J. H. (p. 179.)?
EBORACOMB,

PR. MAITLAND'S ILLUSTRATIONS AND ENQUIRIES
RELATING TO MESMERISM.

I know more than one person who would second
the request that I am about to make through
" NOTES AND QUERIES" to DR. MAITLAND, that he
would publish the remaining parts of his Illustra-

tions and Enquiries relating to Mesmerism : he
would do so, I know, at once, if be thought that

anybody would benefit by them ; and I can bear
witness to Part I. as having been already of

some use. It is high time that Christians should

be decided as to whether or no they may meddle

with the fearful pow.er whose existence it is im-

possible to ridicule.any longer.. DR. MAITLAND has

suggested the true course .of thought upon the

subject, and promised to lead us along it ;;
but it

is impossible at present to use anything that he

has said, on account of its incompleteness. In

tracing the subject through history, DR. MAITLAND
would no doubt mention the "

Ofj.<t>a\fyvxoi, or Um-
bilicani," of the fourteenth century, whose prac-
tices make a page (609.) of Waddington's History
of the Church read like a sketch of Middle-age
Mesmerism, contemptuously given. Also, in Wash-

ington Irving's Life of Mahomet, a belief some-
what similar to theirs is stated to have been

preached in the seventh century ^Bohns Re-

print in Shilling Series., p. 191.) by a certain Mo-
seilma, a false prophet.

I may add that Miss Martineau's new book,
Letters on the Development of Mans Nature., by
Atkinson and Martineau, which cannot be called

sceptical, for its unbelief is unhesitating, is the

jmniediate cause of my writing to-day.
** A, L, K,

Original Warrant. The following warrant
from the original in the Surrenden collection may
interest some of your correspondents, as bearing

upon more than one Query that has appeared in

your columns :

" Forasmuch as S1 John Payton, Jtnigbt, Lieutenant

of the Tower, hath heretofore receaved a warrant from

the Lls. of the counsell, by her Mat8 commandment, for

the rempvinge of Wright the Preist out of the Tower,
to Framingham Castle, and for that, since then, it is

thought more convenient, that he be removed to the

Clincke Theise therefore shalbe to require now (sic)

to enlarge him of his imprisonment in the Tower, and

to deliver him prisoner into the hands of the L. Bishop
of London, to be committed by his Lp. to the Clincke,

because it is for her M t8
special! service, for duinge

whereof, this shalbe your warrant.
** From the court at

" Oatlands this 29
" of September, 1602,

" Bo. CEcrtL.
" To Mr. Anthony Deeringe,

"
Deputy Lieutenant of .the Tower of London."

"2. October, 1602.
" I have receyed Mr. Wryght from Mr. Derynge,

Deputy Lieutenaunt, and have comitted him to the

Clincke according the direction from Mr. Secretary
above expressed.

" Ilic. LONDON."

L.B.L.

Gloves. Prince Rupert. In your First Vol.,

pp. 72. 405., and in other places in Vol. ii., there

are notices with respect to the presentation of

gloves. If what is contained in the following
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paper be not generally known, it may claim an
interest with some of your readers :

" At the Court of Whitehall, the 23rd of October,
1678. Present

The King's most excellent Majesty,
His Highness Prince Rupert,
Lord Archbp. of Canterbury,"

[with twelve others, who are named.]
1

" Whereas formerly it hath been a custom upon the

Consecracon of all Bps for them to make presents of

Gloves to all Persons that came to the Consecracon

Dinners, and others, wch amounted to a great Sum of

Money, and was an unnecessary burden to them, His
Matie this day, taking the same into his consideration,
was thereupon pleas'd to order in Council, that for the

future there shall be no such distribucon of Gloves;

but that in lieu thereof each Lord Bp before his Con-
secracon shall hereafter pay the Sum of 50Z. to be

employ'd towards the Rebuilding of the Cathedral
Church of St. Paul. And it was further ordered, that

his Grace the Lord Archbp of Canterbury do not pro-

ceed to consecrate any Bp before he hath paid the sd

Sum of 501. for the use aforesaid, and produced a Re-

ceipt for the same from the Treasurer of the Money for

Rebuilding the said Church for the time being, wch as it

is a pious work, so will it be some ease to the respec-

tive Bps, in regard the Expense of Gloves did usually
farr exceed that Sum.

" PHU LLOYD.'*
Tanner's MSS. vol. 282. 112. al. 74.

One of your correspondents, I think, some time

back, asked for notices of Prince Rupert posterior
to the Restoration. Besides the mention made of
him in this paper, Echard speaks of his having
the command of one squadron of the English fleet

in the Dutch war. J. SANSOM.

Inscription on a Gun (Vol. in., p. 181.). Your
notes on " the Potter's and Shepherd's Keepsakes

"

remind me of an old gun, often handled by me in

my youth, on the stock of which the following
tetrastick was en-nailed :

44 Of all the sports as is*

I fancies most a gun ;

And, after my decease,
I leaves this to my son."

Whether this testamentary disposition ever passed
through Doctors* Commons, 1 know not. C. W. B.

Richard IIL (Vol. iii., pp, 206-7.). The
statement by MB. HARRISON, that Richard was
not a "

hunchback," is curiously
" backed" by an

ingenious conjecture of that very remarkable man,
Doctor John Wallis of Oxford, in his Grammatica
Lingua Anglicance, first published in 1653. The
passage occurs in the 2d section of chapter 14,
"De Etymologia." Wallis is treating of the
words crook, crouch, cross, $c., and says :

" Hinc item croisada de militibusjdicebatur ad bellum
(quod vocant) sanctum conscript's (pro recuperanda
terra sancta) qui a tergo gestabant formara Crucjs ;

et

Richardus olim Rex Anglise dicelxatur cmuch -backed,
non quod dorso fuerit incurvato, sed quod a tergo
gestare gestiebat formam Crucis."

G. F. G.
Edinburgh.
Lines by Pope. On the back of a letter in my

possession, written by the poet Gray,, are the fol-

lowing lines in the handwriting of his friend
Mason:

" By Mr. Pope.
'* Tom Wood of Chiswick, deep dlviney
To Painter Kent gave all this coin.

'Tis the first coin, I'm bold to say,
That ever Churchman gave to Lay."

" Wrote in Evelyn's book of coins given by Mr.
Wood to Kent : he had objected against the word
pio in Mr. Pope's father's epitaph."

If these lines are not already in print, perhaps
you will insert them amongst your

" NOTES "
as a

contribution from ROBERT HOTCHKIN.

Thimbleby Rectory, March 13. 1851,

Origin of St. Andrew's Cross in connexion with
Scotland. John Lesley, bishop of Ross, reports,
that in the night before the battle between Athel-
stan, king of England, and Hungus, king of the
Pictsr a bright cross, like that whereon St. Andrew
suffered, appeared to Hungus, who, having ob-
tained the victory, ever ai'ter bore that figure.
This happened in 819. Vide Gent. Mag! for
Nov. 1732. E. S. T,

Snail -eating (Vol. iii., p. 2074- Your corre-

spondent C. W. B. does not seem to be aware that
" a ragout of boror (snails)

"
is a regular dish

with English gypsies. Vide Sorrow's Zincali^
part i. c. v.

He has clearly not read Mr. Borrow's remarks
on the subject :

" Know then, O Gentile, whether thou be from the
land of Gorgios (Ejigland^or the Busne (Spain), that
the very gypsies, who consider a ragout, of suails a
delicious dish, will not touch an eel because it bears a
resemblance to a snake ; and that those who will feast
on a roasted hedgehog could be induced by no money
to taste a squirrel 1"

Having tasted of roasted hotchiwitchu (hedge-
hog) myself among the "gentle Rommanys;' I
can bear witness to its delicate fatness; and
though a ragout of snails was never ofiered for

my acceptance, I do not think that those who
consider (as most "Gorgios" do) stewed eels a

delicacy ought to be too severe on " Limacotro-
phists !

"
HERMES.

Snail -eating. Perhaps you will permit me to

remark, in reference to the communication of
C. W. B., that snails are taken medicinally occa-

sionally, and are supposed to be extremely
s^rengthenincr. J have known them eagerly
sought after for the meal pf a consumptive pa-
tient. As a niiitter of taste, too,, they are by
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some considered quite epicurean. A gentleman
whom I used to know, was in the constant habit

as he passed through the fields, of picking up the

white slugs that lay in his way, and swallowing
them with more relish than he would have done
had they been oysters.

That snails make a no inconsiderable item in

the bill of fare of gypsies, and other wanderers, I

proved while at Oxford, some time ago .;
for pass-

ing up Shotover Hill, in the parish of Headington,
I unexpectedly came upon a camp of gypsies who
were seated round a wood fire enjoying their

Sunday's dinner : this consisted of a consider-

able number of large snails roasted en the

embers, and potatoes similarly cooked. On in-

quiry, I was told by those who were enjoying
their repast, that they were extremely good, and
were much liked by people of their class, who
made a constant practice of eating them. I need

hardly say that I received a most hospitable in-

vitation to join in the feast, which I certainly
declined. L. J.

HENRY SMITH.

In Marsden's History of the Early Puritans (a
work recently published, which will well repay
perusal) there occurs (pp. 178, 179.) the following
notice of Henry Smith :

" Henry Smith was a person of good family, and well

connected ; but having some scruples, he declined pre-

ferment, and aspired to nothing higher than the weekly
Lectureship of St. Clement Danes. On a complaint
made by Bishop Ay liner, Whitgift suspended him, and
silenced for a while probably the most eloquent preacher
in Europe. His contemporaries named him the Chry-
sostom of England. His church was crowded to ex-

cess ; and amongst his hearers, persons of the highest

rank, and those of the most cultivated and fastidious

judgment, were content to stand in the throng of

citizens. His sermons and treatises were soon to be

found in the hands of every person of taste and:piety :

they passed through numberless editions. Some of

them were carried abroad, and translated into Latin.

They were still admired and read at the close of nearly
a century, when Fuller collected and republished them.

Probably the prose writing of this, the richest period
of genuine English literature, contains nothing finer

than some of his sermons. They are free,, to an asto-

nishing degree, from the besetting vices of his age

vulgarity, and quaintness, and affected learning ;
and

he was one of the first English preachers who, -without

submitting to the trammels of a pedantic .logic, con-

veyed in language nervous, pure, and beautiful, the

most convincing arguments in the most lucid order,

and made them the ground-work of .fervent aud im-

passioned addresses to the conscience."

Would it not be desirable, as well in a literary as

a theological point of view, that any extant ser-

mons of so renowned a divine should be made

accessible to general readers? At present they
are too rare and expensive to be largely useful.

A brief Narrative of the Life and Death of Mr,

Henry Smith (as it is for substance related by
Mr. Thomas Fuller in his Church History}, which
is prefixed to an old edition (1643) of his sermons
in my possession, concludes in these words:

" The wonder of this excellent man's worth is in-

creased by the consideration of his tender age, be

dying very young (of a consumption as it is conceived)
above fifty years since, about Anno 1600."

THOS. M'CALMONT.
Highfield, Southampton.

Owen Glendoicer. Some of your Cambrian

correspondents might, through your columns, sup-

ply a curious and interesting desideratum in his-

torical genealogy, by contributing a pedigree,
authenticated as lar as practicable by dates and

authorities, and including collaterals, of OWEN
GLENDOWER, from his ancestor Griffith Maelor,
Lord of Bromfield, son of Madoc, last Prince of

Powys, to the extinction of Owen's male line.

All Cambrian authorities are, I believe, agreed in

attributing to Owen the lineal male representation
of the sovereigns of Powys ;

but I am not aware

that there is any printed pedigree establishing in

detail, on authentic data, Ms descent, and that

of the collaterals of his line
;
while uncertainty

would seem to exist as to one of the links in the

chain of deduction, as to the fate x>f his sons and
their descendants, if any, as well as to the mar-

riages and representatives of more than one of his

daughters.
I have in vain looked for the particulars I have

indicated in Yorke's Royal Tribes of Wales; in

the Welsh Heraldic Visitation Pedigrees, lately

published by the Welsh MSS. Society, under the

learned editorship of the late Sir Samuel Mey-
rick ;

and in the valuable contributions to the

genealogy of the Principality to be found in the

Landed^Gentry and the Peerage and Baronetage of

Mr. Burke, a pedigree, in other respects admi-

rable, in the Landed Gentry of a branch of the

dynasty of Powys, omitting the intermediate de-

scents in question. -S. M.

Meaning of Gig-Hill. Can any ofyour readers

favour me with an explanation of the following
matter in local topography .? There are two places
in the neighbourhood of Kingston-on -Thames

distinguished by the name of Gig-Hill*, although
there is no indication of anything in the land to

warrant the name.

*
[One of these places, namely, that on the road

from Kingston to Ditton, is, we believe, known as Gig'*

Hill. ED.]
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Are there any instances to be met with where
the place of punishment by the stocks or pillory
in olden times, was known by that name ?

There was a king of Brittany who resigned his

crown, and obtained the honours of canonisation

as Saint Giguel, in the seventh century. St. Giles,

who died about the sixth century, might, perhaps,
have had some connexion with those who are

traditionally believed to have been punished on
the spot; that is, if we judge by his clients, who
locate themselves under the sanctity of his name as

a " Guild
M

or fraternity in London.
There is, however, a curious use by Shakspeare

of the word gig. It occurs in Love's Labours Lost,
AcfcV. So. 1.:

Holofernes says,
" What is the figure ?

Moth- Horns.

Hohfcrnes. Thou disputest like an infant^ Go,

whip thy gig."

I submit this matter, as local names have often

their origin in religious associations or in pro-
verbial philosophy.

It has been suggested that giggle, as a mark of

the derision to which the culprit was exposed,
might so become corrupted.

If the term be connected with the punishment,
it would be, doubtless, one of general application.
The smallest contribution will be thankfully re-

ceived. K.

Sir John Vaughan. In the patent under which
the barony of Hamilton of Hackallen, in the county
of Meath, was granted on the 20th of October, in

the second year of the reign of George I., to

Gustavus Hamilton, he is described as son of
Sir Frederick Hamilton, Knt., by Sidney, daugh-
ter and heiress of Sir John Vaughan, Knt.

;
and

that the said Dame Sidney Hamilton was descended
from an honourable line of ancestors, one ofwhom,
Sir Will Sidney, was Chamberlain to Henry II.,

another of the same name Comptroller of the

Household to Henry VIII., &c., &c.
Can any of your genealogical friends inform

me who the above-named Sir John Vaughan mar-

ried, and in. what way she was connected with the

Sidneys of Penshurst, as the pedigree given by
Collins contains no mention of any such marriage?
The arms of Sir John Vaughan, which appear

quartered with those of Hamilton and Arran in

the margin of the grant, are, Argent, a chevron
sable between three infants' heads couped at the

shoulders, each entwined round the neck with a

snake, all proper, thereby intimating his descent
from the Vaughans of Porthaml Tretower, &c.,
in the county of Brecon. J. P. O.

Quebecca and his Epitaph.
" Here lies the body of John Quebecca, precentor

to iny Lord the King. When his spirit shall enter

the Kingdom of Heaven, the Almighty will say to the

Angelic Choir,
'

Silence, ye calves ! and let me hear
John Quebecca, precentor to my Lord the King.'

"

Can any of your correspondents inform me who
John Quebecca was, and where the epitaph may
be found ? B. HAILSTURE.

A Monumental Inscription. Near the chancel
door of the parish-church of Wath-upon-Dearne,
in Yorkshire, is an upright slab inscribed to the

memory of William Burroughs. After stating
that he was of Masbro', gentleman, and that he
died in the year 1722, the monument contains
the two following hexameters :

"
Burgus in hoc tumulo nunc, Orthodoxus Itermus,

Deposuit cineres, animam revocabit Olympus."

The meaning of all which is obvious, except of
the words " Orthodoxus Iterrous :" and I should
be glad to have this unscanning doggrel trans-

lated. It has been conjectured, that Itermus must
be derived, from tier, and hence that Burroughs
may have been a traveller, or possibly an orthodox
itinerant preacher : surely there can be no pun-
ning reference to a journeyman ! The lines have
been submitted, in vain, to. some high literati in

Oxford. A. G.
Ecclesfield,

Sir Thomas Herbert's Memoirs of Charles I.

(Vol. iii., p. 157.). My friend, who is in posses-
sion of the original MS. of this work, is desirous

of ascertaining whether the volume published in

1702 be a complete and exact copy of it. I will

transcribe the commencing and concluding pas-

sages of the MS., and shall be obliged if MR.
BOLTON CORNEY will compare them with the book
in his possession, and tell me the result.

"
S'i
" By your's of the 22d of August last,. I find you

have receaved my former letters of the first and thir-

teenth of May, 1678 ; and seeing 'tis- your further

desire," &c.
" This briefe narrative shall conclude with the king's

owne excellent expression.- Crowns and kingdoms are

not so valuable as my honour and reputation those must
have a period with my life but these survive to a glorious
kind, of: immortality when I am dead and gone : a good
name being the embalming of princes, and a sweet conse-

crating of them to an eternity of love and- gratitude

amongst posterity."

The present owner of the MS. has an idea that

an incorrect copy, was fraudulently obtained and

published about 1813. Is there any foundation
for this supposition ? ALFRED GATTY.

Ecclesfield.

Comets. Where may a correct list of the

several comets and eclipses, visible in France or

England, which appeared, or took place, between
the years 1066 and 1600, be obtained ?

S.P.O.R.
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Natural Daughter of James IT. James II., in

Souveraint du Monde (4 vols. J722), is stated to

have had a natural daughter, who in 1706 was mar-

ried to the Duke of Buckingham.
Can any of your readers inform me the name of

this daughter, and of her mother? Also the dates

of her birth and death, and the name of her hus-

band, and of any children ? F. B. HELTON.

Going the Whole Hog. What is the origin of

the expression "going the whole hog?" Did it

take its rise from Cowper's fable, the Love of the

World reproved, in which it is shown how " Ma-
hometans eat up the hog?" 2.

Innocent Convicts. Can any of your readers

furnish a tolerably complete list of persons con-

victed and executed in England, for crimes of

which it afterwards appeared they were innocent?

2.

The San Grail. Can any one learned in

ecclesiastical story say what are the authorities

for the story that King Arthur sent his knights

through many lands in quest of the sacred vessel

used by our Blessed Lord at His " Last Supper,"
and explain why this chalice was called the "

Holy
Grail" or "Grayle?" Tennyson has a short

poem on the knightly search after it, called " Sir

Galahad." And in Spenser's Faerie Queene,
book ii. cant. x. 53., allusion is made to the

legend that "Joseph of Arimathy brought it to

Britain." W. M. K.

Meaning of
" Slums" In Dr. Wiseman's Ap-

peal to the lieason and Good Feeling of the English

People, we find the word "slums" made use of

with respect to the purlieus of Westminster Abbey.
Warren, in a note of his letter on " The Queen or

the Pope?" asks "What are 'slums?' And
where is the word to be found explained ? Is it

"Roman or Spanish? There is none such in our

language, at least used by gentlemen."
I would ask, may not the word be derived from

asylum, seeing that the precincts of abbeys, &c.

used to be an asylum or place of refuge in ancient

times for robbers and murderers ? W. M. W.
Stokesley.

Bartolus
1

''Learned Man Defended and Re-

formed" Can any one inform the applicant in

what modern author this excellent (and he be-

lieves rare) book in his possession, translated from
the Italian of Daniel Bartolus, G. J., by (Sir)
Thomas Salusbury, 1660, is spoken of in terms of

high approval ? The passage passed before him not

long ago, but having made no note, he is unable to

recover it. Query, Is it in Mr. Hallam's Literary

History, which he has not at hand ? U. Q.

Odourfrom the Rainbow. What English poet
is it that e .ubodies the idea contained in the fol-

lowing passage of Bacon's Sylva f I had noted it

on a loose scrap of paper which I left in my copy
of the Sylva, but have lost it :

" It hath been observed by the Ancients, that when
a Raine Bow seemeth to hang over or to touch, there

breaketh forth a sweet smell. The cause is, for that

this happenth but m certain matters which have in

themselves some sweetnesse, which the Gentle Dew of

the Raine Bow doth draw forth. An<l the like doe

soft showers; for they also make the ground sweet.

But none are so delicate as the Dew of the Raine How,
where U falleth. It may be also that the water itself

hath some sweetnesse: for the Raine How consisteth of

a glomeration of small drops which cannot possibly fall

but from the A Ire that is very Low. And therefore

may hold giving sweetnesse of the herbs and flowers, as

a distilled water," &c. Bacon's Si/lva, by Rawley,
6th ed. 1651, p. 176.

JARLTZBERG.

Tradesmen's Signs. A CITIZEN wishes to be
informed in what year or reign the signs that

used to hang over the tradesmen's shop-doors
were abolished, and whether it was accomplished

by
** act of parliament," or only

"
by the authority

of the Lord Mayor." Also, whether there is any
law now m existence that prevents the tradesmen

putting the signs up again, if they were so dis-

posed.

ffiinar tihtert'gtf

Supporters borne by Commoners. Can any of

your readers state why some commoners bear

supporters, and whether the representatives of

Bannerets are entitled to do so ? 1 find in Burke's

Dictionary of Landed Gentry, that several gentle-
men in England, Scotland, and Ireland continue

to use them. See Fulford, p. 452. ; Wyse, p. 1661. ;

Hay-Newton, p. 552., &c. &c.

The late Mr. Portman, father of Lord Portman,
used supporters, as do Sir W. Carew, Bart., and

some other baronets. GUINEGATE.

[Baronets are not entitled, a* such, to bear supporters,

which are the privilege of the peerage and the knights
of the orders.

There are many baronets who by virtue of especial

warrants from the sovereign have, as acts of grace and

favour, it) consideration of services rendered to the

state, received such grants ; and in these instances they

are limited to descend with the dignity only. No
doubt there are some private families who assume and

improperly bear supporters, but whose right to do

so, even under their own statements as to origin and

descent, has no legal foundation. " NOTES AND

QUERIES" afford neither space nor place for the dis-

cussion of such questions, or for the remarks upon a

correction of statements in the works quoted.]

Answer to Fisher's Relation. I have a work

published at London by Adam Islip, an. 1620,

the tide-page of which bears
" An Answere to Mr. Fisher's Relation of a Third
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Conference betweene a certaine B. (as he stiles him) and

himselfe. The conference was very private till Mr.

Fisher spread certaine papers of it, which in many
respects deserved an Answere. Which is here given by
R. B., Chapleine to the B. that was employed in the ;

conference."

Pray, who was the chaplain ? I have heard he

was the after-famous Archbishop Laud.

I pray your assistance in the resolution of this

Query. J. M.

Liverpool.

[This famous conference was the third held by divines

of the Church of England with the Jesuit Fisher (or

Perse, as his name really was : see Dodd's Church His-

tory, vol. iii. p. 394.). The first two were conducted

by Dr. Francis White: the latter by Bishop Laud, was

held in May, 1622, and the account of it published by
R B. (/. e. Dr. Richard Bayhe, who married Laud's

niece, and was at that time his chaplain, <md afterwards

president of St. John's College, Oxford). Should

J. M. possess a copy printed in 1620, it would be a

literary curiosity. Laud says himself, that " his Dis-

course was not printed till April, 1624."]

Drink up Eisell (Vol. iii., p. 119.). Here is a

passage in Troilus and Cressida, in which drink up
occurs (Act IV. Sc. 1.):

" He, like a puling cuckold, would drink up
The lees and dregs of a flat-tamed piece."

The meaning is plainly here avaler, not boire.

Here is another, which does not perhaps illus-

trate the passage in Hamlet, but resembles it

(Act III. Sc. 2.) :

" When we vow to weep seas, live in fire, eat rocks,

tame tigers, thinking it harder for our mistress to de-

vise imposition enough, than for us to undergo any
difficulty imposed."

C.B.

[We are warned by several correspondents that this

subject is becoming as bitter as wormwood to them.

Before we dismiss it, however, we must record in our

pages the opinion of one of the most distinguished
commentators of the day, Mr. Hunter, who in his

New I/lustrations, vol. ii. p 263., after quoting "po-
tions of eysell

"
from the sonnet, says,

" This shows it

was not any river so called, but some desperate drink.

The word occurs often in a sense in which acetum is

the best representative, associated with verjuice and

vinegar. It is the term used for one ingredient of the

bitter potion given to our Saviour on the cross, about
the composition ot which the commentators are greatly
divided. Thus the eighth prayer of the Fifteen Oos
in the Salisbury Primer, 1555, begins thus: ' O Blessed

Jesu, sweetness of heart and ghostly pleasure of souls,

I beseech thee for the bitterness of the aysell and gall
that thou tasted and suffered for me in thy passion,'
&c."

Since the above was written, we have received a

communication from An English Mother with the words
and music of the nursery song, showing that the music
does not admit the expressions

" eat up," and " drink

/>,-" quoting from Haldorson's Icelandic Lexicon,

Eysill, m. Haustrutn en Ose allsa ; and asking what
if Shakspeare meant either a pump or a bucket ? We
have also received a Note from G. F. G. showing that

eisel in Dutch, German, and Anglo-Saxon, c., meant

vinegnr, and stating, that during his residence in Flo-

rence in 1817, 1818, and 1819, he had often met with

wormwood wine at the table of the Italians, a weak
white wine of Tuscany, in which wormwood had been

infused, which was handed round by the servants im-

mediately after the soup, and was believed to promote

digestion.]

Saxon Coin struck at Dirty., In the reign of

Athelstan there was a royal mint at Derby, and a

coinage was struck, having on the obverse merely
the name of the town, Deoraby, and on the other

side the legend "HEGENREDES MO . ON . DEORABY."
What is the meaning of this inscription ?

11. C. P.

Derby, Feb. 26. 1851.

[If HEGENREDES is rightly written, it is the name of

a moneyer. MO . ON . DEORABY signifies Monetarius

(or Moneyer) in Derby. Coins are known with

MEGENFRED and MEGNEREDTEs. and our correspondent

may have read his coin wrongly.]

SCANDAL AGAINST QUEEN ELIZABETH.

(Vol. ii., p. 393.; Vol. iii., pp. 11. 151. 197.)

THE MARQUIS or ORMONDE having been in-

formed that certain statements, little compli-

mentary to the reputation of Queen Elizabeth,
and equally discreditable to the name of his

ancestor, Thomas, Earl of Ormonde, have ap-

peared in " NOTES AND QUERIES," wherein it is

stated " that the Ormonde family possess docu-
ments which afford proof of this," begs to assure

the editor of the journal in question, that the

Ormonde collection of papers, &c. contains nothing
that bears the slightest reference to the very
calumnious attack on the character of good Queen
Bess.

Hampton Court, March 17. 1851.

[If the Marquis of Ormonde will do us the favour

to refer to our Number for the 8th March (No. 71.),

he will find he has not been correctly informed with

respect to the article to which his note relates. The

family in which the papers are stated to exist, is clearly
not that of the noble Marquis, but the family with

which our correspondent
" J. Bs." states himself to be

" connected ;" and we hope J. Bs. will, in justice both

to himself and to Queen Elizabeth, adopt the course

suggested in the following communication. We be-

lieve the warmest admirers of that great Queen cannot

better vindicate her character than by making a strict

inquiry into the grounds for the scandals, which, as

has been already shown (antd, No. 62. p. 11.), were
so industriously circulated against her.]
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J. Bs. says papers are " said to exist in the

family which prove the statement." As it is one

of scandal against a female, and that female a

great sovereign, should he not ascertain the fact

of the existence of any such paper, before sup-

porting the scandal, and not leave a tradition to

be supported by another tradition, when a little

trouble might show whether any papers exist, and
when found what their value may be. Q. G.

25
- 20
- 10
- 4
- 3

THE MISTLETOE ON THE OAK.

(Vol. ii., pp. 163. 214.
;
Vol. Hi., p. 192.)

From having been a diligent searcher for the

mistletoe on the oak, I may be allowed to mnke a

few remarks upon the question. Is it ever found

now on other trees ? Now, it not only occurs

abundantly on other trees, but it is exceedingly
rare on the oak. This may be gathered from

the following list, in which numbers have been

used to express comparative frequency, as near

as iny observations enable me to form a judg-
ment :

On Native Trees.

Apple (various sorts)

Poplar (mostly the -Wack) -

Whitethorn
Lime -

Maple .---,-
Willow ... - 2

OAK - .-:M-j:-; - tt&-.o < 1

On Foreign Trees.

Sycamore - - - - - 1

Robinia - - - - /
- 1

From this it would appear that, notwithstanding
the BRITISH OAK grows everywhere, it is at

present only favoured by the companionship of the

mistletoe in equal ratio with two comparatively

recently introduced trees. Indeed such objection
does this parasite manifest to the brave old tree,

ven in his teens, that, notwithstanding a newly-

planted line of mixed trees will become speedily
attacked by it, the oak is certain to be left in his

pride alone.

I have, however, seen the mistletoe on the oak

in two instances during my much wandering about

Amid country scenes, especially of Gloucester and

Worcester, two great mistletoe counties. One
was pointed out to me by my friend, Mr. Lees,

from whom we may expect much valuable in-

formation on this subject, in his forthcoming
edition of the fiotanical Looker-out it was on a

young tree, perhaps of fifty years, in Eastnor Park,
on the Malvern chain. The other example is at

Frampton-on-Severn, to which the President of

the Cotteswold Naturalists' Club, T. B. L. Baker,

Esq., and myself, were taken by Mr. Clifford, of

Frampton. The tree is full a century old, and

the branch, on which was a goodly bunch of

the parasite, numbered somewhere about forty
years. That the plant is propagated by seeds

there can, I think, be but little doubt, as the

-seeds are so admirably adapted for the peculiar
circumstances under which alone they can propa-
gate ;

and the want of attention to the facts con-
nected therewith, is probably the cause why the

propagation of the mistletoe by artificial means is

usxially a failure.

I should be inclined to think that the mistletoe

never was abundant on the oak
;
so that it may

be that additional sanctity was conferred on the

Viscum guerneum on account of its great rarity.
JAMES BUCKMAN.

Cirencester.

Mistletoe upon Oak (Vol. ii., p. 214.). Besides
the mistletoe-bearing oak mentioned by your cor-

respondent, there is one in Lord Somers' park,
near Malvern. It is a very fine plant, though it

has been injured by sight-seeing marauders.
H. A. B.

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Mistletoe (Vol. ii M pp. 163., 214.). Do I un-
derstand your correspondent to ask whether
mistletoe is found now except on oaks ? The
answer is, as at St. Paul's,

"
Circumspice." Just

go into the country a little, The difficulty is

generally supposed to be to find it on the oak.

C. B.

UNIVERSAI/ITY OF THE MAXIM,
" LAVORA COME

SB TU," ETC.

(Vol. iii., p. 188.)

I have not been able to trace this sentence to its

source, but it would most probably be found in

that admirable book, Monosinii Floris Italicce Lin-

guce, 4to., Venet., 1604 ;
or in Torriano's Diction-

art/ of Italian Proverbs and Phrases, folio, Loud.,

1666, a book of which Duplessis doubts .the ex-

istence ! Most of Jeremy Taylor's citations from
the Italian are proverbial phrases. Your corre-

spondent has probably copied the phrase as it stands

in Bohn's edition of the Holy Living and Dying,
but there is a trifling variation as it stands in the

first edition of Holy Living, 1650 :

" Lavora come se tu havesti a campar ogni bora :

Adora come se tu havesti a morir alhora."

The universality of this maxim, in ages and
countries remote from each other, is remarkable.

Thus we find it in the HITOPADESA :

" A wise man should think upon knowledge and

wealth as if he were undecaying and immortal. He
should practise duty as if he were seized by the hair of

his head by Death." Johnson's Translation, Intr. 3.

So, Democratis of Abdera, more sententiously :

" Ovrcas TTfipu %rjv, o>s Kal dxiyov KCU iroXvv xP^vov

Then descending to the fifteenth century, we
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have it thus in the racy old Saxon Laine Doc-
trinal :

" Men schal leven, unde darumme sorgen,
Alse men Slarven sholde niorgen,
Unde leren ernst liken,

Alse men leven sholde ewigliken."

Where the author of the Voyage autour de ma
Chambre, Jean Xavier Maitrc, stumbled upon it,

or whether it was a spontaneous thought, does not

appear ; but in his pleasing little book, Lettres sur

la Vieillesse, we have it thus verbatim :

" II font vivre comme si 1'on avoit a mourir demain,
mais s'arranger en meme temps sa yie, autant que cet

arrangement peut dependre de notre prevoyance,
comme si 1'on avoit deyant soi quelques siecles, et

meme une eternite d'existence."

Some of your correspondents may possibly be
able to indicate other repetitions of this truly
"
golden sentence," which cannot be too .often

repeated, for we all know that
" A verse may reach him who a sermon flies."

S. W. SINGER.

to

Tennyson's In Memoriam (Vol. iii., p. 142.).
" Before the crimson-circled star

Had fallen into her father's grave."

means " before the planet Venus had sunk into

the sea."

In Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography and Mythology, under the word Aphro-
dite or Venus, we find that
" Some traditions stated that she had sprung from the

foam (o.(f>p6s) of the sea which had gathered around the

mutilated parts of Uranus, that had been thrown into

the sea by Kronos, after he had unmanned his father."

Hesiod. Theog. 190.

The allusion in the first stanza of In Memoriam
is, I think, to Shelley. The doctrine referred to

is common to him and many other poets ;
but he

perhaps inculcates it more frequently than any
other. (See Queen Mab sub finem. Revolt of
Islam, canto xii. st. 17. Adonais, stanzas 39. 41.

et passim.) Besides this, the phrase
" clear harp"

seems peculiarly applicable to Shelley, who is re-

markable for the simplicity of his language.
X. Z.

Tennyson's In Memoriam. The word star ap-
plies in poetry to all the heavenly bodies

; and,
therefore, to the crescent moon, which is often near

enough to the sun to be within, or to be encircled

by, the crimson colour of the sky about sunset ;

and the sun may, figuratively, be called father of
the moon, because he dispenses to her all the light
with which she shines

; and, moreover, because
new, or waxing moons, must set nearly in the same
point of the horizon as the sun

; and because that

point o-f the horizon in which a heavenly body
sets, may, iiguratively, be called its grave ; there-

fore, I believe the last two lines of the stanza of

the poem numbered Ixxxvii., or 87, in Tennyson's
In Memoriam, quoted by W. B. U., to mean
simply
We returned home between the hour of sunset

and the setting of the moon, then not so much ax a
week old. ROBERT SNOW.

Bishop Hooper s Godly Confession, Sfc. (Vol. iii.,

p. 169.). The Rev. CHARLES NEVINSON may be
informed that there are two copies f the edition,

of the above work for which he inquires, in the

library of Trinity College, Dublin. TYRO.
Dublin.

MacheWs MS. Collections for Westmoreland and
Cumberland (Vol. iii., p. 118.).-~ In reply to the

inquiry of EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/T, that gentleman
may learn the extent to which the Machell MS.
collections of the Rev. Thomas Machell, who icas-

chaplain to King Charles II., have been examined,
and published, by referring to Burn and Nichol-
son's History of Westmoreland and Cumberland,
edit. 1778. A great part of the MS. is taken up
with an account of the antiquary's own family, the

"Mali Catuli," or Machell's Lords of Craken-

thorpe in Westmoreland. The papers in the li-

brary of Carlisle contain only copies and references-

to the original papers, which are carefully preserved

by the present representatives of the family. There
are above one thousand deeds, charters, and other

documents which I have carefully translated and
collated with a view to their being printed pri-

vately for the use of the family, and I shall feel

pleasure in replying to any inquiry on the sub-

ject. Address :

G.P. at the Post Office, Barrow upon Humber,
Lincolnshire.

Two impressions of the seal of the Abbey of

Shapp (anciently Hepp), said not to be attainable

by the editors of the late splendid edition of the

Monasticon, are preserved in the Machell MSS.
Oration against Demosthenes (Vol. iii., p. 141.).

For the information of your correspondent KEN-
NETH R. H. MACKENZIE, I transcribe the title of the
oration against Demosthenes, for which he makes

inquiry, which was not "
privately printed

"
as he

supposes, but published last year by Mr. J. W.
Parker.

" The Oration of Hyperides against Demosthenes,

respecting the Treasure of Harpalus. The Fragments
of the Greek Text, now first edited from the Fac-simile
of the MS. discovered at Egyptian Thebes in 1847 ;

together with other Fragments of the same Oration
cited in Ancient Writers. With a Preliminary Dis-
sertation and Notes, and a Fac-simile of a Portion of
the MS. By Churchill Eabington, M.A. London:
J. W. Parker, 1850."

The discovery of the MS. was made by Mr.
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A. C. Harris of Alexandria, who placed a fac-simile

in the hand of Mr. Churchill Babington, who
edited it as above described.

My information is derived from an article on
the work in the Christian Remembrancer for Oc-

tober, 1850, to which I refer MB. MACKENZIE for

further particulars. TYEO.

Dublin.

[Ma. EDWARD SHEARE JACKSON, B. A., to whom we
are indebted for a similar reply, adds,

" Mr. Harris

contributed a paper on the MS. to the Royal Society
of Literature "]

Mr. Sharpe has also published
"
Fragments of

Orations in Accusation and Defence of Demos-
thenes, respecting

the money of Harpalus, arranged
and translated," in the Journal of the Philological

Society, vol. iv. ; and the German scholars

Boeckh (in the Hallische Litteratur-Zeitung for

1848) and Sauppe have also written critical

notices on the fragments ;
but whether their no-

tices include the old and new fragments, I am
unable to say, having only met with a scanty
reference to their learned labours. J. M.

Oxford.

BorroiJs Danish Ballads (Yol. iii., p. 168.).
The following is the title of Mr. Borrow's book,
referred to by BRUNO :

" Targum ; or, Metrical Translations from Thirty

Languages and Dialects. By George Borrow. ' The
Raven has ascended to the Nest of the Nightingale.'
Persian Poem. St. Petersburgh. Printed by Schulz

and Beneze. 1835."

R. W. F.

Borrow's Danish Ballads. The title of the

work is

" Romantic Ballads, translated from the Danish,
and Miscellaneous Pieces; by George Borrow. 8vo.

Printed by S. Wilkin, Norwich ; and published at

London by John Taylor, 1826."

In the preface it is stated that the ballads are

translated from Oehlensloger, and from the

Kicempe Viser, the old Norse book referred to in

Lavengro. p.

Head of the Saviour (Vol. iii., p. 168.). The

correspondent who inquires about the " true like-

ness
"
of the Saviour exposed in some of the Lon-

don print-shops, is not perhaps aware that there is

preserved in the church of St. Peter's at Rome a

much more precious and genuine portrait than the

one to which he alludes a likeness described by
its possessors as "far more sublime and venerable

than any other, since it was neither painted by
the hands of men nor angels, but by the divinity
himself who makes both men and angels." It is

not delineated upon wood or canvass, ivory, glass,

or stucco, but upon
" a pocket handkerchief

lent him by a holy woman named Veronica, to

wipe his face upon at the crucifixion" (Aringhi,

Roma Sulterran., vol. ii. p. 543.). When the

handkerchief was returned it had this genuine por-
trait imprinted on its surface. It is now one of
the holiest ofrelics preserved in the Vatican basilica,

where there is likewise a magnificent altar con-

structed by Urban VIII., with an
inscription

commemorating the fact, a mosaic above, illus-

trative of the event, and a statue of the holy
female who received the gift, and who is very
properly inscribed in the Roman catalogue of

saints under the title of ST. VERONICA. All this

is supported by
"
pious tradition," and attested by

authorities of equal value to those which esta-

blish the identity of St. Peter's chair. The only

difficulty in the matter lies in this, that the woman
Veronica never had any corporeal existence, being
no other than the name by which the picture itself

was once designated, viz., the VERA ICON, or

"True Image" (Mabillon, Her. /to/., p. 88.). This

narrative will probably relieve your correspondent
from the trouble of further inquiries by enabling
him to judge for himself whether " there is any
truth" about the other true image. A. R., Jun.

In your 70th Number I perceived that some cor-

respondent asked, "What is the truth respecting a

legend attached to the head of our Saviour for

some time past in the print-shops?" I ask the

same question. True or false, I found in a work
entitled The Antiquarian Repertory, by Grose,

Astle, and others, vol. iii., an effigy of our Saviour,
much inferior in all respects to the above, with

the following attached :

" This present figure is the similitude of our Lord

1 H V, oure Saviour imprinted in amirvld by the pre-

decessors of the greate turke, and sent to the Pope
Innosent the 8. at the cost of the greate turke for a

token for this cawse, to redeme his brother that was

taken presonor."

This was painted on board. The Rev. Thomas

Thurlow, of Baynard's Park, Guildford, has

another painted on board with a like inscription,
to the bt-st of my recollection : his has a date on

it, I think.

Pope Innocent VIII. was created Pope in 1484,
and died in 1492.

The variation in the three effigies is an argu-
ment ngainst the truth of the story, or the two on

board must have been ill-executed. That in the

shops is very beautiful.

The same gentleman possesses a Bible, printed

by Robert Barker, and by the assignees of John

Bill, 1633 ; and on a slip of paper is, "Holy Bible

curiously bound in tapestry by the nuns of Little

Gidding, 12mo., Barker."
In a former Number a person replies that a

Bible, bound by the nuns of Gidding for Charles I.,

now belongs to the Marquis of Salisbury. Query
the size of that f

Norwich, March 9.
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Lady Bingham (Vol. iii., p. 61.). If C. W. B.

will refer to the supplementary volume of Burke's

Landed Gentry, p. 159 ,
he will see that Sarah,

daughter of John Heighaiii, of Giffbrds Hall, co.

Suffolk (son ofWilliam Heigham, of Giffords, second

son of Clement Heigham, of Giffords, second son of

Thomas Heigham, of Heigham, co. Suffolk) married,

first, Sir Richard Bingham, Knt., of Melcombe

Bingham, co. Dorset, governor of Connaught in

1585, &c. ;
and secondly, Edward Waldegrave, of

Lawford, co, Essex. This, I presume, is the lady
whose maiden name he enquires for. C. R. M.

Shakspeares Use of Captious (Vol. ii., p. 354.).
In All's Well that Ends Well, Act I, Sc. 3.:

" I know I love in vain ; strive against hope ;

Yet in this captious and intenible sieve,

I still pour in the waters of my love,

And lack not to lose still :"

has not MR. SINGER, and all the other com-
mentators upon this passage, overlooked a most

apparent and satisfactory solution ? Is it not
evident that the printer simply omitted the vowel
"

a," and that the word, as written by Shakspeare,
was "

capatious, the "
t," according to the ortho-

graphy of the time, being put for the " c
"
used by

modern writers ?

With great deference to former critics, I think

this emendation is the most probable, as it accords
with the sentiment of Helena, who means to de-

pict her vast but unretentive sieve, into which she

poured the waters of her love. W. F. S.

P.S. I hope MR. SINGER and J. S. W. will tell

us what they think of this proposed alteration.

Bognor, Feb, 22. 1851.

Tanthany (Vol. iii., p. 105.). I would suggest
that the "tanthony" at Kimbolton is a corruption
or mis-pronunciation of "

tintany," tintinnabulum.

I have failed to discover any legend of St. Anthony,
confirmatory of ARUN'S suggestion. A.

Newark, Notts., Feb. 12.

By the bye (Vol. iii., p. 73.). Is your corre-

spondent S. S. not aware that the phrase
" Good

bye
"

is a contraction of our ancestors' more de-
votional one of " God be wi' ye !

" D. P. W.
Rotherhithe, Jan. 21. 1851.

Lama Beads (Vol. iii., p. 115.). It is a pretty
bold assertion that Lama beads are derived from
the Lamas of Asia. Lamina, according to Jamie-
son, is simply the Scotch for amber. He says
Lamertyn steen means the same in Teutonic. I

do not find it in Wachter's Lexicon.
Your correspondent's note is a curious instance

of the inconvenience of half quotation. He says
the Lamas are an order of priests among the
Western Tartars. I was surprised at this," since
their chief strength, as everybody knows, is in

Thibet. On referring to Rees's Cyclopaedia, I
found that the words are taken from thence

;
but

they are not wrong there, since, by the context

they have reference to China. C . B.

Language given to Men, Sec. (Vol. i., p. 83.).
The saying that language was given to men to

conceal their thoughts is generally fathered upon
Talleyrand at present. I did not know it was in

Goldsmith ; but the real author of it was Fon-
tenelle. C. B.

Daresbury, the White Chapel of England (Vol.
iii., p. 60.). This jeu-cCesprit was an after-

dinner joke of a learned civilian, not less cele-

brated for his wit than his book-lore. Some
stupid blockhead inserted it in the newspapers,
and it is now unfortunately chronicled in your
valuable work. It is not at all to be wondered at

that " the people in the neighbourhood know
nothing on the subject." ECHO.

Holland Land (Vol. ii., pp. 267. 345.
;
Vol. iii.,

pp. 30. 70.). Were not the Lincolnshire estates

of Count Bentinck, a Dutch nobleman who came
over with William III., and the ancestor of the
late Lord George Bentinck, M.P. for Lynn Regis,
denominated Little Holland, which he increased by
reclaiming large portions in the Dutch manner
from the Wash ? E. S. TAYLOR.

Passage in the Tempest (Vol. ii.,p. 259, &c.).
I do not profess to offer an opinion as to the right

reading ; but with reference to the suggestion of
A. E. B. (p. 338.) that it means

" Most busy when least I do it,"

or
" Most busy when least employed,"

allow me to refer you to the splendid passage
in the De Officiis, lib. iii. cap. i., where Cicero

expresses the same idea :

" Pub. Scipionern, . . . eum, qui primus Africanus ap-

pellatus sit, dicere solitum scripsit Cato, . . . Nunquam
RC minus otiosum esse, quam cum otiosus ; nee minus

soluin, quam cum solus esset. Magnifica vero vox,
et magno viro, ac sapiente digna ; qua; declarat, ilium

et in otio de negotiis cogitare, et in s:>litudine secum

loqui solitum : ut neque cessaret unquam, et interdum

oolloquio alterius non egeret."
ACHE.

Damasked Linen (Vol. iii., p. 13.). I believe it

has always been customary to damask the linen

used by our royal family with appropriate devices.

I have seen a cloth of Queen Anne's, with the
" A. R." in double cypher, surrounded by buds
and flowers ;

and have myself a cloth with a view
of London, and inscribed " Der Konig Georg II.,"

which was purchased at Brentford, no doubt

having come from Kew adjoining. H. W. D.

Straw Necklaces (Vol. ii., p. 51 1 .). Having only
lately read the " NOTES AND QUERIES" (in fact,

this being the first number subscribed for), I do
not know the previous allusion. It makes me
mention a curious custom at Carlisle, of the ser-
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vants who wish to be hired going into the market-

place of Carlisle, or as they call it
"
Carel," with

a straw in their mouths. It is fast passing away,
and now, instead of keeping the straw constantly
in the mouth, they merely put it in a few seconds

if they see any one looking at them. Anderson, in

bis Cumberland Ballads, alludes to the custom :

" At Carel I stuid wi' a strae i' my mouth,
The weyves com roun me in clusters:

'What weage dus te ax, canny lad?' says yen."

H,W. D.

Library of the Church of Westminster (Vol. iii
,

p. 152.). The statement here quoted from the

De/ices de la Grande Bretagne is scarcely likely
to be correct. We all know how prone foreigners
are to misapprehension, and therefore how unsafe

it is to trust to their observations. In this case,

may not the description of the Bibliotheque Pub-

lique, which was open night and morning, during
the sittings of the courts of justice, have originated

merely from the rows of booksellers' stalls in

Westminster-hall ? J. G. N.

The Ten Commandments (Vol. iii., p. 166.).
Waterland (vol. vi. p. 242., 2nd edition, Oxford,

1843) gives a copy of the Decalogue taken from
an old MS. In this the first two commandments
are embodied in one. Leighton, in his Exposition

of the Ten Commandments, when speaking on the

point of the manner of dividing them, refers in a

vague manner to Josephus and Philo. 11. V.

Sitting crosslegged to avert Evil (Vol. ii., p. 407.).
Browne says :

" To set crosselegg'd, or with our fingers pectinated
or shut together, is accounted bad, and friends will

perswade us from it. The same conceit religiously

possessed the ancients, as is observable from Pliny :

'

Poplites alternis genibus imponere nefas olim ;

'

and
also from Athenoms, that it was an old veneficious prac-
tice." Vulg. Err., lib. v. cap. xxi. 9.

ACHE.

George Steevens (Vol. iii., p. 119.). A. Z.

wishes to know whether a memoir of George Stee-

vens, the Shakspearian commentator, was- ever

published, and what has become of the manu-

scripts.
I believe the late Sir James Allen Park wrote

his life, but whether for public or private circula-

tion I cannot tell.

The late George Steevens had a relative, a Mrs,

Collinson, and daughters who lived with him at

Hampstead, and with him when he died, in Jan.

1800. Miss Collinson married a Mr. Pyecroft,
whose death, I think, is in the Gentleman's Maga-
zine for this month : perhaps the Pyecroft family

may give information respecting the manuscripts.
" The house he lived in at Hampstead, called the

Upper Flask, was formerly a place of public enter-

tainment near the summit of Hampstead Hill. Here
Richardson sends his Clarissa in one of her escapes

from Lovelace. Here, too, the celebrated Kit- Cat
Club used to meet in the summer months; and here,
after it became a private abode, the no loss celebrated

George Steevens lived ami died." Vide Park's

Hampstead, pp. 250. 352.

I just recollect Mr. Steevens, who was very
kind to us, as children. My mother, who is an

octogenarian, remembers him well, and says he

always took a nosegay, tied to the top of his cane,

every day to Sir Joseph Banks.
JULIA K. BOCKETT.

Southcote Lodge, near Reading.

The Waistcoat bursted, frc* (Vol. ii., p. 505.).
The general effect of melancholy : digestion is

imperfectly performed, and melancholy patients

generally complain of being "blown up." BOD-
VAR'S "

blowing up," on the contrary, is the mere
effect of the generation of gases in a dead body,
well illustrated by a floating dead dog on the

river side, or the bursting of a leaden coffin.

H. W. D.

Love's Labour's Lost (Vol. iii., p. 163.). Your
correspondent has very neatly and ably made out
how the names of the ladies ought to have been

placed ; but the error is the poet's, not the printer's.
It is impossible to conceive how, in printing or tran-

scribing, such a mistake should arise; the names
are quite unlike, and several lines distant from
one another. Such forgetful ness is not very un-
common in poets, especially

those of the quickest
and liveliest spirit. It is the old mistake of

Bentley and other commentators, to think that

whatever is wrong must be spurious. These, too,

we must recollect, are fictitious characters.

C..W. B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Agreeing with Mr. Lower, that they who desire to

know the truth as to the earlier periods of our national

history, will do wisely to search for it among the mists

and shadows of antiquity, and rather collect it for

themselves out of the monkish chronicles than accept
the statements of popular historiographers, we receive

with great satisfaction the addition to our present list

of translations of such chronicles, which Mr. Lower has

given us in The Chronicle of Battel Abbey from 1066 to

1 1 76, now first translated, with Notes, and un Abstract

of the subsequent History of the Establishment. The

original Chronicle, which is preserved among the Cot-

tonian MSS., though known to antiquaries and his-

torians, was never committed to the press until the

year 1846, when it was printed by the Anglia Christiana

Society from a transcript made by the late Mr. Petrie.

Mr. Lower's translation has been made from that edi-

tion ; and though undertaken by him as an illustration

of local history, will be found well deserving the pe-
rusal of the general reader, not only from the light it

throws upon the Norman invasion and upon the his-
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tory of the abbey founded by the Conqueror in fulfil-

ment of his vow, but also for the pictures it exhibits of

the state of society during (he period which it em-

braces.

BOOKS RECEIVED The Embarrassment of the Ckrgij

in the Matter of Church Discipline. T\vo ably written

letters by Presbyter Anglicanus, reprinted, by request,

from the Morning Post; Ann Ash, or the Foundling,

by the Author of
' Charlie Burton

' and ' The Broken

Arm.'' If not quite equal to Charlie Burton, and there are

few children's stories which are so, it is a tale well calcu-

lated to sustain the writer's well-deserved reputation ;
<

Burns and his Biographers, being a Caveat to Cavillers,

or an Earnest Endeavour to clear the Cant and Calumnies

which, for half a Century, have clung, like Cobwebs, round

the Tomb of Robert Burns.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson, of 93. Wellington
Street, Strand, will sell on Monday next, and five fol-

lowing days, the valuable Library of the late Mr.
Andrews of Bristol, containing, besides a large collec-

tion of works of high character and repute, some valuable

Historical, Antiquarian, and Heraldic Manuscripts.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. John Gray Bell's (17. Bed-

ford Street, Covent Garden) Catalogue of Autograph
Letters and other Documents ; John Alex. Wilson's

(20. Upper Kirkgate, Aberdeen) Catalogue of Cheap
Books, many Rare and Curious; E. Stibbs' (331.

Strand) Catalogue Part III. of Books in all Languages.'

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

MADAME D'AULNOY'S FAIRY TALES, a small old folio. At the end
of the Edition sought for, there are some Spanish Romances :

it is in one vol.
RURAL WALKS RAMBLES FARTHER, by Charlotte Smith. A

Cnild's Book in 4 Vols. (of the last Century).

[However ragged and worn the above may be, it does not signify.]

Any Rare or Valuable Works relating in any way to FREE
MASONRY.

BARONH ANNALES ECCLES. COM CENT. O. RAYNALDI ET LAUTER-
BACHII. 25 Volumes.

L'AniiE DE SAINT PIFRRE, PROJET DE PAIX PERPETUELLE, 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, oil Ton traitedela Ke-
cessite, do 1'Origine, des Droits, des Homes, et des Differentes
Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes do 1'Auteur de
"
TelemaquR." 2 Vols. 12mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.
The same, Second Edition, under the title of ESSAI PHILOSO-
PHIQUE SUR LE GOUVERNBMENT ClVIL, SELON LES PRINCtPS DE
FENfiLON. 12mo. Londres, 1721.

BIBLIA HEDRAICA, cum locc. pavall. et adnott. J. H. Michaelis.
Halae Magd. 1720. Quarto preferred.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 18G. Fleet Street.

We are this week compelled by want of room to postpone many
interesting papers, among which we may mention one by LORD
BRAYBKOOKE on Portraits of Distinguished Englishmen, and one
by SIR F. MADDEN on the Collection"of Pictures of Bart, del Nave
purchased by Charles I. Our next Number will be enlarged to
i\ pages, so as to include these and many other valuable communi-
cations, tchich are now waitingfor insertion.
Lucius QUESTORIUS. It is obvious that we have no means of

explaining the discrepancy to which vur correspondent refers. Ifwe rightly understand his question, it is one which the publisheralone can answer.
ENQUIRER (Milford). The copy of Iludibras described is worth

from fifteen to twenty shillings. _

W. H. G. A coin of Aphrodisiff in Caria. Has our correspon-
dent consulted Mr. Akerman's Numismatic Manual ?

J. N. G. G. Ananias, Azarias, and Mizael, occurring in the

Benedicite, are the Hebrew names of Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego. See Daniel, i. 7.

LAUDATOH TBMPORTS ACTI. Will our correspondent who wrote
to us under this signature enable us to address a communication to

hi*np

HERMES is assured that the proposal for "showing the world
that there is something worth living for beyond external luxury

"

is only postponed because it jumps completely with a plan which is

now tender consideration and which it may in due time help
forward.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Lines on Woman Meaning of Strained
Mounds or Munts Rococo Sea Headings of Chapters in

English Bibles^ Ptnfdece'a&t'd antt Dtisvgntd Christinas Day
Vim MS'.Bede M-S, Kooty-s Casa Good- bye Almond
Tree Snait-catuig Swearing by Swans Rev. W. Adams

Engraved Portraits /.# Tua Neltte in Portraits of
Bishops Passage in Gray Oliver Cromwell Fifth Sons

Lady Jane of Westmoreland The Volpe Family Ten Chil-
dren at a- Birth Edmund Prideaux and thefirst Post-office
Dr. Thomlinsort Drax Free School Mistletoe Standfast's
Cordial Comfort.

VOLS. I. and Hi., each with very copious Index, may still behadi,

price 9.v. 6d. each.

NOTES ANU QUERIBS may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers oug/tl not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable iltem to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Errata__ No. 65., p. 68., col. 2., 1. 14., should be .

" How canst thou thus be useful to the sight."

No. 70., p. 169., col. 2., 1. 43., for "Oporiensis" read "Ossoriensis;"
and line 4

r
'., for "Ossery

" read "Ossory." No. 72., p. 213., col. 2.,

1. 17., for "authority
" read "

authorship."

IN ANTICIPATION OF EASTER.

THE SUBSCRIBER has prepared an ample
supply of his well-known and approved SURPLICF-S, from

20s. to 50s.', and various devices in DAMASK COMMUNION
LINEN, well adapted for presentation to Churches.

Illustrated priced Catalogues sent free to the Clergy, Architects,
and Churchwardens by post, on application to

GILBERT J. FRENCH, Bolton, Lancashire.

H
Just published,

RODD'S CATALOGUE, Part II. 1851,
containing many Curious and Valuable Books in all

Languages, some rare Old Poetry, 1'lays, Shakspeariana, &c.

Gratis, per post, Four Stamps.
23. Little Newport Street, Leicester Square.

Fourth Edition, price 3d.

THE CANTICLES IN THE PRAYER-BOOK,
with the GREGORIAN TONES adapted to them : as also the

1 14th and 1 15th Psalms, and the CREED OF ST. ATHANASIUS.

Price Is.

THE PSALTER, with the GREGORIAN TONES
adapted to the several Psalms.

'. Price Grf.

HARMONIZED GREGORIAN TONES
(For

" THE PSALTER," &c. W. B. H.)

JOHN HENRY PARKER, Oxford and London.

Second Edition, price 3s.

A COLLECTION OF ANTHEMS used
in the Cathedral and Collegiate Churches of England and

Ireland. By WILLIAM MARSHALL, Mus. Doc. The Appendix
separate, price Is.

IJOHN HENRY PARKER, Oxford and London.
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Just published, in foolscap 8vo., price 5*. cloth, lettered.

REV. WILLIAM WALFORD,
LATE CLASSICAL AND HEBREW TUTOR IN THE COLLEGE

AT HOMERTON.
Edited (with a Continuation) by JOHN STOUGHTON.

London: JACKSON AND WALFORD, 18. St. Paul's Churchyard.

WORKS BY MR. HEPWORTH DIXON.
Illustrated, in foolscap 8vo, price 6*. cloth,

A THIRD EDITION of JOHN HOWARD
and the PRISON-WORLD of EUROPE.

Also, in foolscap 8vo., price 6s. cloth,

THE LONDON PRISONS ; with an Account
of the more Distinguished Persons who have been confined in

them.

London: JACKSON AND WALFORD, 18. St. Paul's Churchyard.

Third Edition, published this Day. In post 8vo., with numerous

Illustrations, price 8*. bound in cloth, or 17*. morocco antique,

NINEVEH
AND PERSEPOLIS : An His-

torical Sketch of Ancient Assyria and Persia. With an

Account of the Recent Researches in those Countries. By
W. S. W. VAUX, M.A., of the British Museum.

*** This Edition has been thoroughly revised and enlarged,
and several New Illustrations introduced, from recent additions

to the collection in the British Museum.

ARTHUR HALL, VIRTUE, and Co., 25. Paternoster Row.

LITERARY
AGENCY MR. F. G. TOMLINS

(Secretary to the Shakspeare Society ; Author of a Brief

View of the English Drama ; a Variorum History of England ;

Garcia a Tragedy ; the Topic, the Self Educator, &c. &c ) is

desirous to make it known that a Twenty Years' experience with

the Press and Literature, as Author and Publisher, enables him

to give advice and information to Authors, Publishers, and Per.

son* wishin" to communicate with the Public, either as to the

Editing, Advertising, or Authorship of Books, Pamphlets, or

Literary productions of any kind. Opinions obtained on Manu-

scripts previous to publication, and Works edited, written, or

supervised for the Press by acknowledged writers in their various

departments.
OFFICE, 19. SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND ;

where works of reference for Literary Purposes may be ob-

tained or referred to.

Published this day, in one handsome volume 8vo., with Illustra-

tions, price 9*. in cloth.

THE CHRONICLE OF BATTEL ABBEY,
in SUSSEX, originally compiled in Latin by a Monk of

the Establishment, and now first translated, with Notes and an

Abstract of the subsequent History of the Abbey. By MARK
ANTONY LOWER, M. A.

MR. LOWER'S OTHER PUBLICATIONS.

ESSAYS ON ENGLISH SURNAMES. The Third Edition,

in 2 vols. post 8vo., cloth 12s.

CURIOSITIES OF HERALDRY, with numerous Engrav-

ings, 8vo., clth, 14*.

J. RUSSELL SMITH, 4. Old Compton Street, Soho, London.

Just published, Gratis, or sent per Post, on Receipt of

Four Stamps,

A CATALOGUE OF AUTOGRAPH LET-
TliRS, FRANKS, AND OTHER DOCUMENTS on

Sale by JOHN GRAY BELL, 17. Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, in 400 very large and full pages, Demy 8vo.,

Containing matter equal in quantity to 1,500 pages of an ordinary
volume 8vo. Price only 4s., or postage free, 5*., strongly and
neatly bound in cloth,

GILBERT'S
COPIOUS SERIES OF PAM-

PHLETS on the ROMAN CATHOLIC QUESTION
containing Important Documents of Permanent H storieal In.
terest having Reference to the Re-establishment of the CA-THOLIC HIERARCHY IN ENGLAND, 1850-1.

The Editor of these Pamphlets deems it almost superfluous to
dwell on the paramount importance of every respectable family
possessing this volume of very special present and permanent
interest. During the discussion -of the exciting matters now at
issue in this all-absorbing question, there can be no questioning
the well- recognised fact that the possession of this copious and
cheap volume is essential to every thoughtful and inquiring
person in our beloved country. To enable those who are a* yet
unaware of the immense mass of interesting and important docu-
ments there are in its pages, AN INDEX OF ITS CONTENTS is ISSUED
FOR GRATUITOUS DISTRIBUTION this will abundantly testify to
the fact ; and the Editor, in conclusion, thinks it only necessary
to state that, with scarcely an exception, the whole of the docu-
ments are printed, verbatim, as they originally appeared, and in

very numerous cases they have had the additional advantage of
the direct and special revision of the authors.
The Editor deems it necessary to state his conviction that all

the important facts and documents relative to the " Roman
Catholic Question

" have appeared in the pages of these Pam-
phlets. Doubtless, during the progress of the Ecclesiastical
Titles Assumption Bill through the Houses of Parliament many
speeches of interest will be made

; still the Editor thinks they
will, to a considerable extent, be merely elaborations of the
materials already in these pages, devoid of original facts or docu-
ments. Should, however, on the conclusion of the debates, the
Editor's opinions undergo a change, he will issue the results in
the form of an Appendix to the present volume.

*V Any persons who may wish to possess the Series or sheet
containing any specific article particularised in the Index, will

be at liberty to purchase it separately, at One Penny or Three-
half-pence each sheet respectively, or at one penny each extra

post-free, through the Publisher. Series 1 to 17 sell at Id ., and
18 to 25 at

l^rf. each, but it must be observed that each sheet or
Series contains several documents.

Published by JAMES GILBERT, 49. Paternoster Row, London.

Agent for Scotland, J. MENZIES, Bookseller, Edinborough :

for In-land, J. M'GLASHAN, Bookseller, Dublin.

Or Orders may be given to any Bookseller, Stationer, S(C.

Just published, price 12s.. foolscap 8vo.

THE HOMCEOPATHIC HAND-BOOK and
CLINICAL GUIDE for the TREAT "ENT of DIS-

EASES : a Complete Pocket-book of Homoeopathic Therapeutics
tor Domestic Use, as w ell as for Medical Practitioners. By Dr.
G. H. G. JAHR Translated from the German by I). SPILLAN,
A M., M.D. This is a new, full, and complete translation from
the original, with a copious Glossary and Index. It is excellently
adapted for reference in domestic practice, as well as to assist the

practitioner.

London : WILLIAM HEADLAND, 15. Princes-street,

Hanover-square.

THE WATER CURE.

HPHE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
I HYDROPATHY, along with the POPULAR TREAT-
MEN T of Ml- ASLES, SMALL-POX, and other Diseases. By
DR. MACLEOD, F.R.C P.E., Physiciai to therelebratedV. harfetlale
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ON PORTRAITS OF DISTINGUISHED ENGLISHMEN.

In submitting to you the following brief obser-

vations, it is neither my wish nor intention to
undervalue or disparage the labours of Horace

Waipole, and Granger, and Pennant, and Lodge,
and the numerous writers who have followed in

their train, and to whom we are so much indebted

for their notices of a great variety of original

portraits of distinguished Englishmen, which still

adorn the mansions of our aristocracy, and are

found in the smaller collections throughout the

realm. But I may be permitted to express my
surprise and regret that in this age of inquiry no,

general catalogue of these national treasures,

should ever have been published. It is true that

the portraits, as well as the other objects of attrac-

tion in our royal palaces, have been described in

print with tolerable accuracy, and some good
accounts are to be met with of the pictures at

Woburn, and Blenheim, and Althorpe, and many
of the residences of the nobility which can boast

their local historian. We are, however, in most
cases obliged to content ourselves with the meagre
information afforded by county topography, or
such works as the Beauties of England, Neale's

Country Seats, and unsatisfactory guide-books.
No one, then, can doubt that such a compilation

as I am advocating would prove a most welcome
addition to our increasing stock of historical tore,

and greatly assist the biographer in those researches

upon which, from no sufficient materials being at

hand, too much time is frequently expended with-

out any adequate result. A catalogue would also

tend to the preservation of ancient portraits,

which, by being brought into notice, would acquire
more importance in the estimation of the posses-
sors ; and in the event of any old houses falling
into decay, the recorded fact of certain pictures

having existed there, would cause them to be in-

Sjired
after, and rescue them from destruction,

pportunities would likewise be afforded of cor-

recting misnomers, and testing the authenticity of

reputed likenesses of the same individual; further,

the printed lists would survive after all the family
traditions had been forgotten, and passed away
with the antiquated housekeeper, and her worn-
out inventory. The practice, too, of inscribing
the names of the artist and person represented on

the backs of the frames, would probably be better

observed; and I may mention as a proof of this

precaution being necessary, the instance of a

VOL. III. Xo. 74.
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baronet in our day having inherited an old house
full of pictures, which were one and all described,
in laconic and most unsatisfactory terms, as "Por-
traits of Ladies and Gentlemen Unknown" The
losses of works of art and interest by the lament-

able fires that have occurred so frequently within

the memory of man, may furnish a further motive

for using every endeavour to preserve those pic-
tures that remain to us; but probably a far greater
number have perished from damp or neglect, and
a strange combination of mischief and ignorance.
Let us hope that in this respect the times are

improving. For one, I cannot consent to the

wanton destruction of a single portrait, though
Horace Walpole assures us

" That it is almost as necessary that the representa-
tions of men should perish and quit the scene to their

successors, as it is that the human race should give

place to rising generations; and, indeed, the mortality
is almost as rapid. Portraits that cost twenty, thirty,

sixty guineas, and that proudly take possession of the

drawing-room, give way in the next generation to the

new married couple, descending into the parlour, where

they are slightly mentioned as my father and mother's

pictures. When they become my grandfather and

grandmother, they mount to the two pair of stairs, and

then, unless dispatched to the mansion-house in the

country, or crowded into the housekeeper's room, they

perish among the lumber of garrets, or flutter into rags
before a broker's shop at the Seven Dials." Lives

of the Painters, vol. iv. pp. 14, 15.

I am tempted to add, that many years ago I

saw a large roll of canvass produced from under a

bed at a furniture shop in "
Hockley iu the Hole,"

which, when unfolded, displayed a variety of old

portraits, that had been torn out of their frames,
and stowed away like worn-out sail-cloth ; the

place was so filthy that I was glad to make my
escape without further investigation, but I noticed

a whole-length of a judge in scarlet robes, and I

could not help reflecting how much surprised the

painter and the son of the law whom he deline-

ated would have been, could they have anticipated
the fate of the picture.

Having made these remarks, I am not unaware
how much easier it is to point out a grievance
than to provide a remedy ;

but perhaps some of

your readers more conversant with such matters,

may form an opinion whether it would answer to

any one to undertake to compile such a catalogue
as I have described. Though much would remain
to be done, a great deal of information is to

be gleaned from printed works, and doubtless

lists of portraits might be in many instances pro-
cured from the persons who are fortunate enough
to possess them. It should also be remembered
that amongst the MSS. of Sir William Musgrave
in the British Museum, there are many inventories

of English portraits, affording a strong presump-
tion that he may once have meditated such a

publication as I have pointed out.

But, whether we are ever to have a catalogue
or not, some advantage may arise from the dis-

cussion of the subject in " NOTES AND QUERIES ;

"

and if it should lead to the rescue of a single por-
trait from destruction, we shall have advanced one

step in the right direction. BRAYBROOKE.

Audley End, March 18.

STORY OF A RELIC.

P. C. S. S. found, some days ago, the following
curious story in a rare little Portuguese book in

his possession, and he now ventures to send a

translation of it to the " NOTES AND QUERIES."
The work was printed at Vienna in 1717, and is

an account of the embassy of Fernando Telles da

Sylva, Conde de Villa Mayor, from the court of

Lisbon to that of Vienna, to demand in marriage,
for the eldest son of King Pedro II. of Portugal, the

hand of the Archduchess Maria Anna of Austria.

It was written by Father Francisco da Fonseca,
a Jesuit priest, who accompanied the ambassador

in quality of almoner and confessor, and is full of

amusing matter, particularly in reference to the

strange opinions concerning our laws, government,
and religion, which the worthy padre appears to

have picked up during his short stay in England.
The original of the annexed translation is to be

found at pp. 318, 319, 320. 268. of Fonseca s

Narrative.

" As we are now upon the subject of miracles

wrought by Relics in Vienna, I shall proceed to re-

late another prodigy which happened in the said city,

and which will greatly serve to confirm in us those

feelings of piety with which we are wont to venerate

such sacred objects. The Count Hanach, who was

greatly favoured by the Duke of Saxony, begged of

him, as a present, a few of the many relics which the

duke preserved in his treasury, assuredly less out of

devotion than for the sake of their rarity and value.

The duke, with his usual benignity, acceded to this

request, and gave orders that sundry vials should be

dispatched to the count, filled with most indubitable

relics of Our Lord, of the Blessed Virgin, of the

Apostles, of the Innocents, and of other holy persons.

He directed two Lutheran ministers to pack these

vials securely in a precious casket, which the duke

himself sealed up with his own signet, and sent off to

Vienna. On its arrival there, it was deposited in the

chapel of the count, which is situated in the street

called Preiner. The count immediately informed th

bishop of the arrival of this treasure, and invited him

to witness the opening of the casket, and to attend for

the purpose of verifying its contents. Accordingly the

bishop came, and on opening the casket, there pro-

ceeded from it such an abominable stench, that no man

could endure it, infecting, as it did, the whole of the

chapel. The bishop thereupon ordered all the vials

to be taken out, and carefully examined one by one,

hoping to ascertain the cause of this strange incident,

which did not long remain a mystery, for they soon
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found the very vial from which this pestilent odour

was issuing. It contained a small fragment of cloth,

which was thus labelled,
' Ex caligis Divi Martini Lu-

theri,' that is to say,
' A bit of the Jire-fches of Saint

Mn-t'ui Luther,' which the aforesaid two Lutheran

ministers, by way of mockery of our piety, had slily

packed up with the holy relics in the casket. The

bishop instantly gave orders to burn this abominable

rag of the great heresiarch, and forthwith, not only the

stench ceased, but there proceeded from the true relics

such a delicious and heavenly odour as perfumed the

entire building."

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. II.

Complaint of Mars and Venus.

I am not aware that the obvious astronomical

allegory, which lurks in Chaucer's "
Complaint of

Mars and Venus," has been pointed .out, or that

any attempt has been made to explain it. In

Tyrwhitt's slight notice of that poem, prefixed to

his glossary, there is not the most remote hint
that he perceived its astronomical significance, or
that he looked upon it in any other light than
" that it was intended to describe the situation of
some two lovers under a veil of mystical allegory."
. But, as I understand it, it plainly describes an
astronomical conjunction of the planets Mars and
Venus, in the last degree of Taurus, and on the
12th of April.
These three conditions are not likely to concur

except at very rare intervals it is possible they
may have been only theoretical but it is also

possible that they may have really occurred under
Chaucer's observation

;
it might therefore" well

repay the labour bestowed upon it if some person,
possessed of time, patience, and the requisite
tables, would calculate whether any conjunction,
conforming in such particulars, did really take

place within the latter half of the fourteenth cen-
tury : if it was considered worth while to search
out a described conjunction 2500 years before

Christ, in order to test the credibility of Chinese
records, it would surely be not less interesting to
confirm the accuracy of Chaucer's astronomy, of
his fondness for which, and of his desire to bring
it forward on all possible occasions, he has given
BO many proofs in his writings.
The data to be gathered from the little poem

in question are unfortunately neither very nurae- I

rous nor very definite
;
but 1 think the following !

points are sufficiently plain.
1st. The entrance of Mars into the sign Taurus i

(domus Veneris), wherein an assignation has been
'

made between him and Venus :

" That Mars shall enter as fast as he may glide,
In to her next palais to abide,

Walking his course 'till she had him ytake,
And he prayed her to hast her for his sake."

2nd. The nearly double velocity in apparent I

ecliptic motion of Venus as compared with Mars :

" Wherefore she spedded as fast in her way
Almost in one day as he did in tway,"

3d. The conjunction :

" The great joy that was betwix hem two,
When they be mette, there may no long tell.

There is no more but into bed they go."

4th. The entrance of the Sun into Taurus, as

indicated in the unceremonious intrusion of Phe-
bus into Venus' chamber

; which, as though to

confirm its identity with Taurus,
"
Depainted was with white boles grete ;"

whereupon Mars complains :

" This twelve dayes of April I endure

Through jelous Phebus this misaventure."

(It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader of

Chaucer, that in the poet's time the Sun would
enter Taurus on the 12th of April.)

" Now flieth Venus in to Ciclinius tour,
With void corse, for fear of Phebus light."

These two lines, so obscure at first sight, afford,
when properly understood, the strongest confirm-

ation of the astronomical meaning of the whole ;

while, by indicating the conjunction on the last

degree of Taurus, they furnish a most essential

element for its identification.

I confess that this " CICLINIUS" gave me a good
deal of trouble

; but, taking as a guide the astro-

nomical myth so evident throughout, I came to

the conviction that "Ciclinius" is a corruption,
end that Chaucer wrote, or intended to write,
CYLLENIUS a well-known epithet of Mercury,
and used too in an astronomical sense by Virgil,
'

ignis coeli Cyllenius"
Now the sign Gemini is also " domus Mercurii ;

''

so that when Venus fled into the tour of Cyllenius,
she simply slipped into the next door to her own
house of Taurus leaving poor Mars behind to

halt after her as he best might.
6th. Mars is almost stationary :

" He passeth but a sterre in dales two."

There still remain one or two baffling points in

the description, one of which is the line

" Fro Venus Valanus might this palais see,"

which I am convinced is corrupt : I have formed
a guess as to its true meaning, but it is not as yet
fully confirmed.

The other doubtful points are comprised in the

following lines, which have every appearance of

significance ;
and which, I have not the least

doubt, bear as close application as those already

explained: but, as yet, I must acknowledge an

inability to understand the allusions. After Venus
has entered Gemini

" Within the gate she fled into a cave :

Dark was this cave and smoking as the hell ;

Nat but two paas within the gate it stood,

A natural day in darke I let her dicdl."

A. E. B.

Leeds, March 17.
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CHARGES THE FIRST AND BARTOLOMEO BELLA
NAVE'S COLLECTION OF PICTURES.

Among some miscellaneous papers in a volume
of the Birch MSS. in the British Museum (Add.
4293. fol. 5.)'is preserved a curious document illus-

trative of the love of Charles I. for the fine arts,

and his anxiety to increase his collection of paint-

ings, which, as it has escaped the notice of VVal-

pole and his annotators, I transcribe below.

" CHARLES R.
" Whereas wee vnderstand that an excpllent

Collection of paintings are to be solde in Venice,
whiche are knmven by the name of Bartolomeo deDa
Nave his Collection, Wee are desirous that our beloved

servant Mr. William Pettye, should goe thither to

make the bargayne for them, Wee our selues beinge
resolved to goe a fourthe share in the buyinge of them

(soe it exceed not the some of Eight hundred powndes
sterlinge), but that our Name be concealed in it.

And if it shall please God that the same Collection be

bought and come safelye hither, Then wee doe promise
in the word of a Kinge, that they shall be divyded
with all equallitye in this maner, vid*. That, they
shall be equallie divyded into fower partes by some
men skillfull in paintinge, and then everie one inte-

rested in the shares, or some for them, shall throwe the

Dice sevt'rallye, and whoesoever throwes moste, shall

choose his share first, and soe in order every e one shall

choose after first, as he castes most, and shall take their

shares freelye to their owne vses, as they shall fall vnto

them. In wittnes whereof wee haue sett our hande,
this Eight daye of July, in the Tenth year of our

Reigne, 1634."

The individual employed by Charles in this

negotiation is the same who collected antiquities
in Greece for the Earl of Arundel. He was Vicar
of Thorley, in the Isle of Wight, and is believed

to have been the uncle of the celebrated Sir

William Petty, ancestor of the Marquis ofLans-
downe. It would be curious to learn the par-
ticulars of the "bargayne" made by him, and how
the pictures were disposed of after their arrival in

England. Were the Warrant and Privy Seal books
of the period (still remaining among the Exchequer
records) easily accessible, no doubt some informa-

tion on these points might be gained. That this

collection of Bartolomeo della Nave was a cele-

brated one, we have the testimony of Simon
Vouet, in a letter to Ferrante Carlo, written from
Venice. August 14, 1627, in which he speaks of it

as a ''studio di bellissime pitture" (Bottari, Lettare

Pittoriche, vol. i. p. 335.: Milano, 1822): and that

it came over to England, is asserted repeatedly
by Ridolfi, in his Vite degli illustri Pittori Veneti,
the first edition of which appeared at Venice in

1648. He mentions in this work several paintings
which were in Delia Nave's collection, and which
it may be interesting to refer to here, in case they
are still to be traced in England. In vol. i. p. 107.

(I quote the Padua edition of 1835) is noticed a

painting by Vincenzio Catena, representing Judith

carrying the head of Holofernes in one hand, and
a sword in the other. In the same volume, p 182.,
a portrait of Zattina by Palma il Vecchio, holding
in her hand "una zampina dorata;" and at p. 263.

several sacred subjects by Titian, among which is

specified one of the Virgin surrounded by Saints,
and another of the woman taken in adultery,
with " molti ritratti

"
by the same. Again, at

p. 288., a head of a lady, supposed to be the

mother of the artist Nadelino da Murano, one of

the most talented pupils of Titian
;
and at p. 328. a

painting by Andrea Scliiavone, and some designs
of Parmigiano. In vol. ii. p. 123. are mentioned
two paintings by Battista Zelotti from Ovid's

Fables; and at p. 141. a picture of the good Sa-

maritan, by Jacopo da Ponte of Bassano. For
these references to Bottari and Ridolfi, I own my-
self indebted to Mr. William Carpenter, the keeper
of the department of engravings in the British

Museum; and, probably, some of your readers may
contribute further illustrations of Bartolomeo della

Nave's collection of pictures, and of the purchase
of them by Charles I. I do not find this purchase
noticed in Vanderdort's list of Charles's pictures,

published by Walpole in 1757. F. MADDEN.

JHtuor

Nonsuch Palace. Our antiquarian friends may
not be aware that traces of this old residence of

Elizabeth are still to be seen near Ewell. Tradi-

tions of it exist in the neighbourhood and Hanse-

town, and Elizabethan coins are frequently dug
up near the foundations of the u

Banquetting
House," now inclosed in a cherry orchard not far

from the avenue that joins Ewell to Cheatn. In a

field at some distance is an old elm, which the

villagers say once stood in the court-yard of the

kitchen. Near this is a deep trench, now filled with

water, and hedged by bushes, which is called
" Diana's Dyke," now in the midst of a broad

ploughed field, but formerly the site of a statue

of the Grecian goddess, which served as a fountain

in an age when water-works were found in every

palace-garden, evincing in their subjects proofs of

the revival of classical learning. The elm above-

mentioned measures thirty feet in the girth, imme-

diately below the parting of the branches. Its age
is

"
frosty but kindly ;" some two or three hundred

summers have passed over its old head, which, as

yet, is unscathed by heaven's fire, and unriven

by its bolt. The ground here swells unequally
and artificially, and in an adjoining field, long

called, no one knew why,
" the Conduit Field,"

pipes that brought the water to the palace have

lately been found, and may be seen intersected by
the embankments of the Epsom railway.
The avenue itself is one of the old approaches

to the palace, and was the scene of a skirmish

during the civil wars.
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Your readers may, perhaps, forget that this

palace was the scene of the fatal disgrace of young
Essex. GEORGE W. THORNBURY.

Ferrar and Benlowes. The preface to that

very singular poem, Theophila : Love's Sacrifice.

Lond. 1652, by Edw. Benlowes, contains a pas-

sage so closely resembling the inscription
" in the

great parlour" at Little Gidding (Peckard's Life

of NIC. Ferrar, p. 234.), that the coincidence can-

not have been accidental, and, if it has not been

j

elsewhere pointed out, may be worth record. As
the inscription, though not dated, was set up during
the life of Ferrar, who died in 1637, the imitation

was evidently not his. Only so much of the in-

scription is here given as is requisite to show the

parallel.
" He who (by reproof of our errors, and remon-

strance of that which is more perfect) seeks to mike us

better, is welcome as an An^el of God : and he who

(by a cheerful participation of that which is good)
confirms us in the same, is welcome us a Christian

friend. But he who faults us in absence, for that

which in presence he made show to approve of, doth

by a double guilt of flattery and slander violate the

bands both of friendship and charity."

Thus writes Benlowes :

" He who shall contribute to the improvement of
the author, either by a prudent detection of an errour,
or a sober communication of an irrefragable truth, de-

serves the venerable esteem and welcome of a good
Angel. And he who by a candid adherence unto, and
a fruitful participation of, what is good and pious, con-
firms him therein, merits the honourable entertainment
of a faithful friend : but he who shall traduce him in

absence for what in presence he would seem to applaud,
incurres the double guilt of flattery and slander : and
he who wounds him with ill reading and misprision,
does execution on him before judgement."

G. A. S.

Traditions from remote Periods through few
Links (Vol. iii., p. 206.). The communication of
H. J. B., showing how a subject of our beloved

Queen Victoria can, with the intervention, as a

lawyer would say, of " three lives," connect herself
with one who was a liegeman of that very dissimilar

monarch, Richard TIL, reminds me of a fact which
I have long determined in some way to commit to
record. It is this : My father, who is only sixty-
eight years old, is connected in a similar mode
with a person who had the plague during the
prevalence of that awful scourge in the metropolism the year 1665, with the intervention of one
life only. My grandfather, John Lower of Alfri-

ston, co. Sussex, distinctly remembered an aged
woman, who died at the adjacent village of Ber-
wick at about ninety, and who had, in her fourth

year, recovered from that frightful disease.
Should it please Providence to spare my father's
life to see his eighty-third birthday, the recol-

lections of three persons will thus connect events

separated by a period of two centuries.

I may take this opportunity of mentioning a

fact which may interest such of the readers of
" NOTES AND QUERIES" as are students of natural

history. My grandfather, who was born in the

year 1735 (being the son of Henry Lower, born
on the night of the memorable storm of November,
1703), was among the very last of those who en-

gaged in the sport of bustard-hunting in the South
Downs. This bird has been extinct, on at least

the eastern portion of that range, for upwards of a

century. The sport was carried on by means of

dogs which hunted down the poor birds, and the

sticks of the human (or inhuman ?) pursuers did

the rest. My ancestor was " in at the death
"
of

the last of the bustards, somewhere about 1747,

being then twelve years old.

MARK ANTONY LOWER,
Lewes.

Longevity. Some few years since I had oc-

casion to search the parish registers of Evercreech
in Somersetshire, in one of which I met with

the following astounding entry :

" 1588. 20th Dec., Jane Britton of Evercriche, a

Maidden, as she afirmed of the age of 200 years, was

buried."

I can scarcely believe my own note, made,
however, with the register before me. C. W. B.

The Thirty-nine Articles. The following MS.
note is in a copy which I have (4to. 1683) :

"
Sept. 13. 1702.

" Memor. That Mr. Thomas King did then Read

publickly and distinctly, in a full Congregation during
the Time of Divine Service, the nine and thirty Ar-

ticles of Religion, and Declare his Assent and Consent,

&c., according as is Required in the Act of Uni-

formity, In the Parish Church of Ellesmere, In the

Presence of Us, who had the said Articles printed
before Us. E. KYNASTON.

THO. EYTON.
AR. LANGFORD.
WILL. SWANWJCK."

J. O. M.

Emendation of a Passage in Virgil. Allow me
to send you an emendation of the usual readings
of the 513th line of the first Georgic, which oc-

curred to me many years ago, and which still

appears to me more satisfactory than any which

have hitherto been suggested.
"

Ut, cum carceribus sese eft'udere quadriga?,

Ac sunt in sputio, en frustra retinacula tendens,

Fertur equis auriga, neque audit currus habenas."

" When the chariots have passed the barriers,

And are now in the open course,

Lo, the charioteer vainly pulling the

Reins, is carried along by the steeds."

The usual readings are " addunt in spatio," or
" addunt in spatia," which are difficult to be ex-
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plained or understood. The emendation which

I suggest is, I think, simple, easy, and intelligible;

and I can imagine how the word " addunt" arose

from the mistake of a transcriber, by supposing
that the MS. was written thus: acfvnt, with a

long f closely following the c, so as to resemble

a d. SCRIBLERUS.

Poems discovered among the Papers of Sir K.

Digby. In page 18. of your current volume is a

poem of which I am anxious to know the author :

it is entitled the " Houre-Glasse." Among the

poems of Amaltheus I have discovered one so like

it, that it appears to be almost a translation. It

is curious, and but little known, so that I trust you
can find it a place in " NOTES AND QUERIES."

" HOKOLOGIUM FULVERUM, TUMULUS ALCIPPI.

Perspicuo in vitro pulvis qui dividit horas

Dum vagus augustum sajpe recurrit iter,

Olim erat Alcippus, qui Gallae ut vidit ocellos,

Arsit, et est cssco factus ab igne cinis.

Irrequiete cinis, miseros testabere amantes

More tuo nulla posse quiete frui."

H. A. B.

Matter-of-fact Epitaph. May I venture to ask

a place for the following very matter-of-fact epi-

taph in the English cemetery at Leghorn ?

' Amstelodamensis situs est hie Burr. Johannes,

Quatuor e lustris qui modo cratus erat :

Ditior anne auro, an meritis hoc nescio : tantas

Caeca tamen Clotho non toleravit opes."

which may be thus freely rendered :

" Here lie the remains of a Dutchman named Burr.

John,
Who baffled at twenty the skill of his surgeon ;

Whether greater his merits or wealth, 1 doubt

which is,

But Clotho the blind couldn't bear such great riches."

C. W. B.

ANCIENT DANISH ITINERARY: PROL IN ANGLIAM.

An ancient scholiast on Adam of Bremen, "pau-
lulum Adamo ratione aetatis inferior," according
to his editor, Joachim Maderus, supplies us with a

curious list of the stations in the voyages from

Ripa, in Denmark, to Acre, in the Holy Land.

Adam of Bremen's Ecclesiastical History dates

toward the end of the eleventh century, about

1070. His text is as follows :

" Alterum (episcopatum) in Ripa ; quse-civitas alio

tangitur alveo, qui ab oceano influit, et per quern vela

torquentur in Fresiam, vel in nostram Saxoniam, vel

certe in Angliam."
The scholiast hns this note :

" De Ripa in Flandriam ad Cuicfal velificari potest
duobus diebus, et totidem noctibus ; de Cuicfal ad

Prol in Angliam duobus diebus et una nocte. Illud est

ultimum caput Anglia: versus Austrum, et est processus
illuc de Ripa angulosus inter Austrian et Occidentem.
De Prol in Britanniam ad Sanctum Matthiam, uno
die, indead Far,juxta S;mctum Jacobum tribus noc-
tibus. Inde Leskebone duobus diebus inter Austrum
et Occidentem. De Leskebone ad Narvese tribus die-

bus et tribus noctibus, angulariter inter Orientem et

Austrum. De Narve.se ad Arruguen quatuor diebus
et quatuor noctibus, angulariter inter Aquilonem
et Orientem. De Arruguen ad Barzalun uno die,

similiter inter Aquilonem et Orientem. De Barzalun
ad Marsiliam uno die et una nocte, fere versus Orien-

tem, declinando tamen parum ad plagam Australem.
De Marsilia ad Mezein in Siciliam quatuor diebus et

quatuor noctibus, angulariter inter Orientem et Aus-
trum. De Mezein ad Accharon xiiii diebus et totidem

noctibus, inter Orientem et Austrum, rnagis appropi-
ando ad Austrum."

We may fairly consider that the stations marked
in this itinerary are of great antiquity.

" Prol in

Angliam" is, no doubt, Prawle Point, in Devon-
shire

;
a headland which must have been well

known to the Veneti long before the days ofAdam
of Bremen. Its mention here is one among the

many proofs of the early importance of this coast, the

ancient " Littus Totonesium," the scene of one of
Marie's fabliaux, and of some curious

passages
in

Layamon's Brut, which are not to be found in the

poem of Wace. I wish to ask,
1. Is the word "Prol" Saxon or British, and

what is its probable etymology ?

2. Where was " Cuicfal in Flandriam," from
whence the voyage was made to Prol ?

RICHARD JOHN KING.

CHIMING, TOLLING, AND PEAL-RINGING Or BELLS.

Some of your clerical readers, as well as myself,
would probably be glad to have determined, what
are the proper times and measures in which the

bells of a church ought to be rung. There seems
to be no uniformity of practice in this matter, nor

any authoritative directions, by which the customs
that obtain may be either improved or regulated.
The terms chiming, tolling, and peal-ringing,

though now generally understood, do not intel-

ligibly apply to the few regulations about bells

which occur in the canons.

I believe that chiming is the proper method of

summoning the congregation to the services of the

church : and tolling certainly appears to be the

most appropriate use of the bell at funerals. But

chiming the bells is an art that is not recognised in

the older rules respecting their use. For instance,
the Fifteenth Canon orders that on Wednesdays
and Fridays weekly, warning shall be given to the

people that litany will be said, by tolling of a bell.

And, on the other hand, though we toll at a funeral,
the Sixty-seventh Canon enjoins that

" After the party's death, there shall be rung no
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more but one short peal, and one other before the

burial, and one other after the burial."

The peal here alluded to does not of course mean

what MR. ELLACOMBE has so clearly described

to be a modern peal, in Vol. i., p. 154., of " NOTES

AND QUERIES;" but it would at least amount, I

suppose, to consonantia campanarum, a ringing

together of bells, as distinguished from the toll or

single stroke on a bell. Home Tooke says :

" The toll of a bell is its being lifted vp (tollere, to

raise), which causes that sound we call its toll."

The poet does not clear the ambiguity and con-

fusion of terms, when he sings
"

Faintly as tolls the evening chime !
"

Peals are not heard in London on Sunday
mornings, I believe

;
but in the country, at least

hereabouts, they are commonly rung as the sum-

mons to church, ending with' a few strokes on one

bell
;
and then a smaller bell than any in the peal

(the sanr.tus bell of old, perhaps, and now some-

times vulgarly called " Tom Tinkler") announces

that divine service is about to begin.
The object of these remarks is to elicit clearly

what is the right way of ringing the bells of a

church on the several occasions of their being
used. ALFRED GATTY.

Ecclesfield.

MAZER WOOD : GUTTA PERCHA.

In the Musceum Tradescantianum, or a Collection

of Rarities preserved at South Lambeth, near Lon-

don, by John Tradescant, 1656, I find, amongst
" other variety of rarities,"

" the plyable Mazer

wood, which, being warmed in water, will work to

any form;" and a little farther on, in the list of

"utensils and household stuffe," I also find "Mazer
dishes." In my opinion, it is more than a coin-

cidence that Doctor Montgomery, who, in 1843,
received the gold medal of the Society of Arts
for bringing gutta percha and its useful properties
under the notice of that body, describes it in

almost the same words that Tradescant uses when

speaking of the pliable Mazer wood : the Doctor

says,
"

it could be moulded into any form by
merely dipping it into boiling water." It is

worthy of remark that Tradescant, who was the

first botanist of his day, seems to have been un-
certain of the true nature of the "Mazer wood,"
for he does not class it with his "

gums, rootes,

woods;" but, as before observed, in a hetero-

geneous collection which he styles
" other variety

of rarities." Presuming, as I do, that this Mazer
wood was what we now term gutta percha, the

question may be propounded, how could Trades-
cant have procured it from its remote locale f

The answer is easy. In another part of the

Musceum Tradescantianum may be found a list of
the "benefactors" to the collection; and amongst

their names occurs that of William Curteen, Esq.
Now this William Curteen and his father Sir

William, of Flemish descent, were the most ex-

tensive British merchants of the time, and had
not only ships trading to, but also

possessed
forts

and factories on, some of the islands of the

Eastern Archipelago, the native habitat of the

sapotaceous tree that yields the gutta percha.
Curteen was a collector of curiosities himself, and
no doubt his captains and agents were instructed

to procure such : in short, a specimen of gutta

percha was just as likely to attract the attention

of an intelligent Englishman at Amboyna in the

fifteenth century, as it did at Singapore in the

nineteenth.

If there are still any remains of Tradescant's

collection in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford,
the question, whether the Mazer wood was gutta

percha or not, might be soon set at rest; but it is

highly probable that the men who ordered the

relics of the Dodo to be thrown out, showed but

little ceremony to the Mazer wood or dishes.

A curious instance of a word, not very dissimilar

to Mazer, may be found in Eric Red's Saga, part
of the Plata Annals^ supposed to be written in the

tenth century, and one of the authorities for the

pre-Columbian discovery of America by the Ice-

landers. Karlsefne, one of the heroes of the Saga,
while his ship was detained by a contrary wind in

a Norwegian port, was accosted by a German, who
wished to purchase his, Karlsefne's, broom.

" ' I will not sell it,' said Karlsefne. ' I will give

you half a mark in gold for it,' said the German man.

Karlsefne thought this a good offer, and thereupon
concluded the bargain. The German man went away
with the broom. Karlsefne did not know what wood
it was ; but it was Mcesur, which had come from Wine-
land !"

Perhaps some reader may give an instance of

Mazer wood being mentioned by other writers
;
or

inform me if the word Mazer, in itself, had any

peculiar signification. W. PINKERTON.

Paul Pitcher Night. Can any of the contri-

butors to " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

throw light

upon a curious custom, prevalent in some parts of

Cornwall, of throwing broken pitchers, and other

earthen vessels, against the doors of dwelling-

houses, on the eve of the' Conversion of St. Paul,
thence locally called " Paul pitcher night ?

" On
that evening parties of young people perambulate
the parishes in which the custom is retained, ex-

claiming as they throw the sherds,
" Paul's eve,

And here's a heave I

"

According to the received notions, the first

"heave" cannot be objected to; but, upon its

being repeated, the inhabitants of the house whose
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door is thus attacked may, If they can, seize the

offenders, and inflict summary justice upon them;

but, as they usually effect their escape before the

door can be opened, this is not easily managed.
Query, Can this apparently unintelligible cus-

tom have any reference to the 21st verse of the

ixth chap, of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans :

" Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the

same lump to make one vessel unto honour, and
another unto dishonour?" the earthen frag-
ments thus turned to dishonour being called
" Paul's pitchers."

Any more probable conjecture as to the origin
or meaning of this custom, or any account of its

occurring elsewhere, will greatly oblige
F. M. (a Subscriber).

Disinterment for Heresy. A remarkable in-

stance of disinterment on account of heresy is

stated to have occurred a little before the lie-

formation, in the case of one Tracy, who was

publicly accused in convocation of having ex-

pressed heretical tenets in his will ; and, having
been found guilty, a commission was issued to

dig up his body, which was accordingly done. 1

shall be much obliged to any of your readers who
will favour me with the date and particulars of

this case. ARUN.
"Just Notions" 8fC. At the end of the Introduc-

tion of The Christian Instructed in the Principles

of Religion, by W. Reading, Lond. 1717, occur the

following lines: (Query, whether original, or, if

not, from whence quoted ?)
" Just notions will into good actions grow,
And to our reason we our virtues owe ;

False judgments are the unhappy source of ill,

And blinded error draws the passive will.

To know our God, and know ourselves, is all

We can true happiness or wisdom call."

U.Q,

Pursuits of Literature. How came the author

of the Pursuits of Literature to be known ? I

have before me the llth edition (1801); and in

the Preface to the fourth and last dialogue, the

author declares that " neither my name nor situ-

ation in life will ever be revealed" He does not

pretend to be the sole depository of his own secret ;

but he says again :

* My secret will be for ever preserved, I know, under

every change of fortune or of political tenets, while

honour, and virtue, and religion, and friendly affection,

and erudition, and the principles of a gentleman have

binding force and authority upon minds so cultivated

and dignified. When they fall, am contented to fall

with them."

Nevertheless, the author of the Pursuits of
Literature is known. How is this ? S. T. D.

Satirical Medal. I possess a medal whose

history I should be glad to know. It is apparently
of silver, though not ringing as such, and about an

inch and a quarter in diameter. On the obverse
are two figures in the long-waisted, full-skirted

coats, cavalier hats, and full-bottomed wigs of, I

presume, Louis XIV. 's time. Both wear swords;
one, exhibiting the most developed wig of the two,
offers a snuff-box, from which the other has ac-

cepted a pinch, and fillips it into his companion's
eyes. The legend is

" Faites-vous cela pour m'af-

fronter ?
"

The mitigated heroism of this query seems to be
noted on the reverse, which presents a man digging
in the ground, an operation in which he must be
somewhat hampered by a lantern in his left hand

;

superfluous one would deem (but for the authority
of Diogenes), as the sun is shining above his head
in full splendour. The digger's opinion, that the

two combined are not more than the case requires,
is conveyed in the legend,

" Je eherche du courage pour mon maistre."

The finding was curious. On cutting down an

ash-tree in the neighbourhood of Linton, Cam-

bridgeshire, in 1818, a knob on its trunk was lopped
off, and this medal discovered in its core ! Jt was

probably the cause of the excrescence, having been,

perhaps, thrust under the bark to escape the

danger of its apparently political allusion. The
Linton carrier purchased it for half-a-crown, and
from him it passed in 1820 into hands whence it

devolved to me.
Is anything known of this medal, or are any

other specimens of it extant ? I pretend to no

numismatic skill, but to an unlearned mind it

would seem to contain allusion to the insult which

Charles II. and his government were supj>osed to

submit to from Louis XIV,
;
to be, in fact, a sort

of metallic HB.
Some friend, I forget who, pronounced the

workmanship Dutch, which would, I think, favour

the above theory. The figures are in bold and

prominent relief, but to a certain degree rounded

by wear, having been evidently carried in the

pocket for a considerable time. G. W. W.

Matthew's Mediterranean Passage, I should be

thankful for any information as to where the fol-

lowing work could be seen, and also respecting the

nature of its contents.
" Somerset. Matthew's Mediterranean Passage by

water from London to Bristol, &c., and from Lynne to

Yarmouthe. Very rare, 4to. 1670."

The above is quoted from Thos. Thorpe's Cat.,

part iii.,. 1832, p. 169., no. 7473. MERCURII.

Inscription on an Oak Board. I have an old

oak board, on which are carved the following lines

in raised capital letters of an antique form, with

lozenges between the words :

" IF . YOV . WOVLD . KNOW . MY . NAME .

OR . WHO . I . WAS . THAT . DID . THE . SAME .

LORE . IN . GENESIS . WHERE . HEE . DOO . IND1GHT."
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The letters are two inches long, and a quarter
of an inch high from the sunken face of the board,
which is four feet long by ten inches

wide.^
It

has a raised rim or border round the inscription ;

which proves that it had not contained more lines

than as above. It was found at Hereford, in a

county which still abounds in timbered houses,
and it had been lately used as a weather-board.

The legend was submitted to the late Sir Samuel

Meyrick of Goderich Court
;
who was of opinion,

that it had formerly been over the chimney-piece
or porch of some dwelling-house, and is a riddle

involving the builder's or founder's name. If any
of your readers can suggest the age and original
use of this board, or explain the name concealed

in the lines, it will oblige P. H. F.

Expressions in Milton. Allow me to ask some

correspondent to give the meaning of the follow-

ing expressions from the prose works of Milton:

" A toothless satire is as improper as a toothed

sleek stone, and as bullish."

" A toothed sleek stone," I take to mean a
"
Ja?o e(^ whetstone," very unfit for its purpose ;

but what is the force of the term " as bullish ?"

Again :

" I do not intend this hot season to lid you the base,

through the wide and dusty champaign of the councils."

The meaning I receive from this is,
" I don't mean

to carry you through the maze of the ancient
councils of the church ;

"
but I wish to know the

exact force of the expression
" to bid you the

base?" R. (a Reader).

Saints' Days.
' The chorea invita is not a very

satisfactory explanation of St. Vitus's dance
; and

though St. Vitus is not in the Roman martyrology
of our day, yet he is in the almanacs of the fifteenth

century, and probably earlier. The martyr Vitus
makes the 15th of June a red letter-day in the
first almanac ever printed. Who was St. Vitus,
and how did he give his name to the play of the
features which is called his dance ? Again, the

day before St. Patrick is celebrated in Ireland, St.

Patricius is celebrated in Auvergne. Can any
identity be established ? M.

Chepstoiv Castle. In Carlyle's Life of Crom-
well, vol. i. pp. 349, 350., there is a letter from

Cromwell, dated before Pembroke, wherein he
directs a Major Saunders, then quartered at or
near Brecon, to go to Monmouthshire and seize
Sir Trevor Williams ofLlangevie, and Mr. Morgan, |

High Sheriff of Monmouth, "as," he writes, "they
j

were very deep in the plot of betraying Chepstow
Castle." Carlyle has the following foot-note to
the letter :

"_
Saunders by his manner of indorsing this letter seems

to intimate that he took his two men; that he keeps \

the letter by way of voucher. Sir Trevor Williams by !

and bye compounds as a delinquent, retires then into

Llangevie House, and disappears from history. Of
Sheriff Morgan, except that a new sheriff is soon ap<-

pointed, we have no farther notice whatever."

Can any of your correspondents give me in-

formation in what work I can find a tolerably full

account of this "
betraying of Chepstow Castle ?

"

and also of what place in the county was this

Morgan, Sheriff of Monmouth ? DANYDD GAM.

The Wilkes MSS. and " North Briton" I in-

quired long since what had become of these MSS.,
which Miss Wilkes bequeathed to Peter Elmsley,
of Sloane Street,

" to whose judgment and deli-

cacy
"
she confided them, meaning, I presume,

that she should be content to abide by his judg-
ment as to the propriety of publishing them, or a

selection ;
but certainly to be preserved for the

vindication of her father's memory ; otherwise she

would have destroyed them, or directed them to be

destroyed. In 1811 these MSS. were, I presume,
in the possession of Peter Elmsley, Principal of

St. Alban's Hall, as he submitted the Junius Cor-

respondence, through Mr. Hallam, to Serjeant

Rough, who returned the letters to Mr. Hallam.
Where now are the original Junius Letters, and
where the other MSS.? The Athenaeum has an-

nounced that the Stowe MSS., including the

Diaries and Correspondence of George Grenville,
are about to be published, and will throw a " new

light" on the character of John Wilkes. I suspect

any light obtained from George Grenville will be

very like the old light, and only help to blacken

what is already too dark. I therefore venture to

ask once again, Where are the Wilkes MSS. ? and
can they be consulted ? Further, are any of your
readers able and willing to inform us who were the

writers of the different papers in the North Briton,
either first or second series ? Through

" NOTES
AND QUERIES

" we got much curious information

on this point with reference to the Rolliad.

W. M. S.

" O wearisome Condition of Humanity!" Can

any of your readers inform me in what " noble poet
of our own "

the following verses are to be found.

They are quoted by Tillotson in vol. ii. p. 255. of

his Works, in 3 vols. fo.

" O wearisome condition of humanity !

Born under one law, to another bound ;

Vainly begot, and yet forbidden vanity ;

Created sick, commanded to be sound.

If Nature did not take delight in blood,

She would have found more easy ways to good."

Bloomsbury. Q.

Places called
"
Purgatory" The Rev. Wm.

j

Thornber, in his Histonj of Blackpool in the Fylde \

District of Lancashire, gives the following ex-

planation of the name as applied to particular

fields, houses, &c. :

" The last evening in October (or vigil of All Souls)
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was called the Teanlay night ; at the close of that day,

till within late years, the hills which encircle the Fylde
shone brightly with many a bonfire, the mosses rival-

ling them with their iires kindled for the object of

succouring their friends in purgatory. A field near

Poulton, in which this ceremony of the Teanlays was

celebrated (a circle of men standing with bundles of

straw raised high on pitchforks), is named Purgatory;
and will hand down to posterity the farce of lighting
souls to endless happiness from the confines of their

prison-house : the custom was not confined to one

village or town, but was generally practised by the

Romanists."

It is certain that places may be found here and
there in the county still going by the name of

Purgatory. Can any of your correspondents
throw further light on the matter, or tell us if the

custom extended to other counties? P. P.

Epitaph in Halts "
Discovery." The following

epitaph occurs in Bishop Hall's Discovery of a
New World, by an English Mercury, an extremely
rare little volume, unknown to Ames or Herbert

;

and is, I should imagine, a satire on some states-

man of the time. Query, on whom ?

"
Passenger.

'

Stay, reade, walke, Here lieth Andrew Turne-

coate, who was neither Slave, nor Soldier, nor Phisi-

tian, nor Fencer, nor Cobler, nor Filtcher, nor Lawier,
nor Usurer, but all ; who lived neither in citty, nor

countrie, nor at home, nor abroade, nor at sea, nor at

land, nor here, nor elsewhere, but everywhere. Who
died neither of hunger, nor poyson, nor hatchet, nor

halter, nor dogge, nor disease, but altogether. I., I. H.,

being neither his debtour, nor heire, nor kinsman, nor

friend, nor neighbour, but all : in his memory have

erected this, neither monument, nor tombe, nor se-

pulcher, but all ; wishing neither evill nor well, neither

to thee, nor mee, nor him, but all unto all." P. 140

C. J. FRANCIS

JHuwr
Canon and Prebendary. What is the differ

ence between a canon and a prebend or prebendary
in a cathedral, or a collegiate church establish-

ment ? W. J

[The distinction seems to be this, that a prebendar
is one who possesses a preband, which formerly
canon might or might not hold. Subsequently, when
canons received prebends for their support, the t\

classes became confounded ; the one, however, is

name of office (canon), the other of emolument (pre

bendary).
" Une partie du clerge 6tait toujours aupres d

1'eveque, pour assister aux prieres et a toutes le

fonctions publiques. L'eveque consultait les pretres su

toutes les affaires de 1'eglise : et pour 1'execution il s

servait des diacres et des ministres inferieurs. Le rest

du clerge" etait distribue dans les titres de la ville et de

la campagne, et rie se rassemblait qu'en certaines oc-

casions, d'ou sont venus les synodes. De cette premiere

artie de clerge sont venus les chanoines des cathedrales.
1 est vrai que du commencement on nommait clercs

anoniques, tous ceux qui vivaient selon les canons,
ous la conduite de leur eveque; et qui etaient sur le

anon ou la matricule de 1'^glise, pour ctre entretenus
ses depens, soit qu'ils servissent dans 1'eglise matrice,
u dans les autres titres. Depuis, le nom de canonique
u chanoines fut particulierement applique aux clercs,
ui vivaient en cornmun avec leur eveque." Institution

lu Droit Ecclesiastique, par M. 1'Abbd Fleury, liere

>arde, chap. xvii.

So much for the origin of canons. As to pre-
bendaries :

Praebenda, est jus percipiendi reditus ecclesiasticos,
ratione divini officii, cui quis insistit. Alia est cano-
nicatui annexa, alia sine ea confertur. Gl. in c. cum
M. Ferrariensis, 9. in verbo receperunt de constil.

Pfcebendam, beneficium et titulum nihil reipsa interest :

usu tamen loquendi in alia ecclesia vocatur Prajbenda,
in alia beneficiam, seu titulus. Secund. Pac. hag.
Decret. hoc tit." Lib 2. tit. xxviii. of the Aphorisms of
Canon Law, by Arn. Corvinus. Paris, 1671.

In the Quare Impedit of Mallory, the distinction is

thus expressed :

' There is a difference taken between a prebendary
and a canon, for a prebendary is a pr&bendo and nomen

facti in respect of the maintenance given to him : but

Canonicus est nomen juris ; and in our usual translations

a secular is translated to a regular, but not e converso,

a regular to a secular, Palm 501." p. 34. sub titulo

Advowson.]

What Amount of Property constitutes an Esquire?
The practice of subjoining "Esquire" to the

names of persons has become so universal, that the

real significance of the title is quite lost sight of.

Will some one of your correspondents inform me
what amount of property really constitutes an

Esquire ? W. L.

[No fixed amount of property is a qualification for

the title or rank of Esquire. For the description of

persons so entitled to be designated, see Blackstone's

Commentaries, vol. i. ; and the later the edition, the

greater advantage W. L> will have in the notes and

remarks of the latest law writers.]

Cromwell Family. Will some of your corre-

spondents be so good as to inform me, to whom the

children (sons and daughters) of Oliver Cromwell's

daughter Bridget were married, those by her first

marriage with Ireton as well as those by her second

marriage with Fleetwood. I can learn but the

marriage of one : Ireton's daughter Bridget mar-

ried a Mr. Bendyshe. M. A. C.

[Cromwell's daughter Bridget, who was relict of

Henry Ireton, married Charles Fleetwood of Arming-
land Hall, Norfolk, and Stoke Newington, Middlesex:

she died, lb'81, without any issue by Fleetwood. See

Fleetwood's pedigree in No. IX. of the Bill. Topog.

Britannica, pp. 28, 29. By her first husband, Plenry

Ireton, to whom she was married in 1 646, she had one

son and four daughters, of whom a full account will be
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found in Noble's House of Cromwell, vol. ii. pp. 319

329., in whii:h volume will be found an account of the

family of Fleetwood.]

Daughters of the Sixth Earl of Lennox. J. W.
wishes for information as to who married, or what

became of the daughters and granddaughters of

Charles Stuart, the sixth Earl of Lennox, and bro-

ther of Darnley ?

[The brother of Darnley (the husband of Mary
Queen of Scots) was Charles, fifth Earl of Lennox, who
left an only daughter, the interesting and oppressed

Lady Arabella Stuart, as every common Peerage will

state.]

Wife of Joseph Nicholson. Any information

as to who was the wife of Joseph Nicholson, who
resided in London the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, would much oblige one of his

descendants.

He was second son of the Rev. Joseph Nichol-

son, rector of Plumland, Cumberland, who was
married to Mary Miser, of Crofton.

His eldest brother was Dr. Win. Nicholson,

Bishop of Carlisle, afterwards Bishop of Derry,
and died there 1727. The bishop's nephew, Rev.
James Nicholson, son of the above Joseph, came
to Ireland as chaplain to his uncle, and became
rector of Ardrahan, co. Galway, and died there

about 1776. ANDREW NICHOLSON.

[If our correspondent will refer to the title-page of

the Bishop's celebrated work, The English, Scotch, and
Irish Historical Libraries, as well as to his corre-

spondence with Thoresby, the Leeds antiquary, he
will find his name spelt Nicolson, without the letter h.

This deserves to be noted, as there was another Dr.
William Nicholson, consecrated Bishop of Gloucester,
A.D. 1660.]

Six Abeiles. In Mrs. Barrett, Browning's beau-
tiful poem, Rhyme of the Duchess May, the fol-

lowing lines occur :

" Six abeiles i' the kirkyard grow,
On the northside in a row."

Will you or some of your readers kindly inform
me what abeiles are. From the context, they
would seem to be some kind of tree, but what tree
I cannot discover. M. A. H.

Monkstown, co. Cork, Feb. 18. 1851.

[Bailey, in his Dictionary, says, "An abele-tree is a
fine kind of white poplar." See also Chambers' Cyclo-
paedia. ]

Southey. There is a jen tfesprit attributed to

Southey, on the expedition of Napoleon into

Russia, beginning,
"
Buonaparte must needs set out
On a summer's excursion to Moscow,"

and ending,
" But there's a place which he must go to,

Where the fire is red, and the brimstone blue,
Sacre-bleu, ventre-bleu,

He'll find it hotter than Moscow."

I know this was printed, for I saw it when a boy.
Where can it be found ? M.

[See
" The March to Moscow," in Southey's Poetical

Works, p. 464., edit. 1850.]

Epigram against Burke. Can any reader sup-
ply me with some lines of great asperity against
Edmund Burke, excited (I believe) by the unre-

lenting hostility exhibited by Burke against War-
ren Hastings ?

The sting of the epigram is contained in the
last line, which, alluding to the exemption of
Ireland from all poisonous reptiles, runs as

follows :

" And saved her venom to create a Burke."

And if the said lines shall be forthcoming, I
should be glad also to be informed of their re-

puted author. A BORDERER.

[The following epigram, thrown to Burke in court,
and torn by him to shreds, has been always attributed

to Mr. Law (Lord ElFenborough), but erroneously :

" Oft have we wonder'd that on Irish ground
No poisonous reptile has e'er yet been found

;

Reveal'd the secret stands of nature's work,
She saved her venom to create a Burke."

The real author was one Williams, notorious for his

nom de guerre, Anthony Pasquin. Townsen d's His-

tory of Twelve Eminent Judges.]

Knights Hospitallers. Where may a correct list

be found of the names of the several persons who
held the appointment of Master of the Knights
Hospitallers in England, from the period of their

first coming until the dissolution of their houses ?

S. P. O. R.

[See Dugdale's Monasticon Anglicanum, new edition,
vol. vi. pp. 796 798.]

MESMERISM.

(Vol. iii., p. 220.)

I am much obliged to your correspondent
A. L. R. for his kind notice of my pamphlet on

Mesmerism, and equally so to yourself for insert-

ing it
;

because it gives me an opportunity of

explaining to him, and others to whom I am per-

sonally unknown, and who are therefore not aware
of my circumstances and movements, why the

work was not continued without delay. In doing
this I will try to avoid trespassing on your good-
ness by one word of needless egotism. In my
Preface I described my materials as a " number of

fragments belonging to various ages and places,"
as "scattered facts and hints" which I had met
with in books which were not suspected of con-

taining such matter ; and some of them books not

likely to fall into the hands of anybody but a

librarian, or at least a person having access to a

public library. It may be easily understood that

rough materials thus gathered were not fit for
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publication ;
and that, -without the books from

which they had been "noted" and "queried,"

they could not be made so : and if I had antici-

pated the course of events (notwithstanding an

inducement which I will mention presently), I

should not have thought of publishing a Part I.

But when I sent it to the press, I had no idea

that I should ever return here, or be at an incon-

venient distance from the libraries which were
then within my reach, and open to my use. As it

was, I regretted that I had done so, and felt

obliged to hurry the pamphlet through the press,
that I might pnck up these papers, and many other

things more likely to be hurt by carriage, for a

residence an hundred miles off; and here they are

in statu quo. I have not attempted to do any
thing with them, not only because I have been

very much occupied in other ways, but because I

do not know that I could fit them for publication
without referring to some books to which I have
not access. At the same time I feel bound to add,
that while I still think that some of the things to

which I refer might be worth printing, yet I do

not consider them so important as the matter

which formed the subject of the Part already pub-
lished. I did think (and that was the inducement
to which I have already referred) that it was high
time to call the attention of disinterested and re-

flecting persons to the facts alleged by mesmerists,
and to the names by which they are attested. I

have the satisfaction of knowing that I have in

some degree succeeded in this design. I may
perhaps some day find a channel for publishing
the fragments alluded to

;
but in the mean time,

I shall be very glad if I can supply anything
which your correspondent may think wanting, or

explain anything unintelligible in what is pub-
lished, if he will let me hear from him either with

or without his name. I am sorry to ask for so

much space, knowing how little you have to spare ;

but I cannot resist the temptation to offer an ex-

planation, which will be so widely circulated, and

among such readers as I know this will be, if you
can find room for it. J. R. MAITXAND.

Gloucester, March 24,

LORD HOWARD OF EFFINGHAM.

(Vol. iii., p. 185.)

The following observations, though slight in

themselves, may tend to show that Charles Lord
Howard of Eflingham, afterwards Earl of Not-

tingham, was, or professed to be, a Protestant.

1st. On his embassy to Spain, Carte says (I

quote from Collins's Peerage, vol. iv. p. 272.)
" On Friday the last of this Month His Catholick

Majesty ratified the peace upon Oath in a great cham-
ber of the palace .... It was pretended that the Clergy
would not suffer this to be done in a Church or Chapel

where the neglect of reverence of the Holy Sacrament
would give scandal."

I presume the "neglect of reverence" was ap-

prehended in the case of the English ambassador.
2nd. In Fuller's Worthies (Surrey), speaking of

Lord Nottingham, it is said

" He lived to be very aged, who wrote '

man,' (if

not married) in the first of Queen Elizabeth, being an

invited guest at the solemn consecration of Matthew
Parker at Lambeth ;

and many years after, by bis

testimony, confuted those lewd and loud lies which the

papists tell of the Nag's Head in Cheapside."

3rd. He was one of the commissioners on the

trial of Garnet and others ;
and told him, as he

stood in a box made like a pulpit
"

Sir, you have this day done more good in that

pulpit wherein you now stand, than you have done in

any other pulpit all the days of your life." Arch&o-

logia, vol. xv.

His coffin-plate has been engraved somewhere,
and, if his will exists, it might probably settle the

question. Q. D.

Lord Howard of Effingham (Vol. iii., p. 185.).
There is some proof that he was a Protestant

in the letter of instructions to him from King
James (Biog. Brit, p. 2679.) :

"
Only we forewarn you, that in the performance of

that ceremony, which is likely to be done in the King's

(of Spain) chapel, you have especial care that it be

not done in the forenoon, in the time of mass, to the

scandal of our religion } but rather in the afternoon, at

what time their service is more free from note of

superstition."

May Lord Eflingham have changed his religion
between the Armada and his mission to Spain ?

C.B.

IOVANNI VOLPE.

(Vol. iii., p. 188.)

The Volpes were an ancient, noble Florentine

family of the second class, some branches of which

according to the usage of Florence, changed their

name, and adopted that of Bigliotti. The object of

the change was to remove the disqualification which

attached to them, as nobles, of holding offices un-

der the republic. In illustration of this singular

practice, the following extracts may be cited :

" Le peuple nomma une commission pour corriger

les statuts de la republique, et reprimer par Jes lois

1'insolence des nobles. Une ordonnance fameuse,

connue sous le nom d1 Ordinamenti delta Giustizia,

fut 1'ouvrage de cette commission. Pour le maintien

de la liberte et de la justice, elle sanctionna la jurispru-

dence la plus tyrannique, et la plus injuste. Trente-

sept families, les plus nobles et les plus respectables de

Florence, furent exclus a jamais du priorat, sans qu'il

leur fut permis de recouvrer les droits de cite, en se
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faisant matriculer dans quelque corps de metier, ou en

exercant quelque profession .... Les membres de

ces trente-sept families f'urent designes, meme dans les

lois, par les noms de grands et de magnats ; et pour
la premiere fois, on vit un titre d'honneur devenir non-

seulement un fardeau onereux, mais une punition."

Sismondi, Histoire des Republiqnes ItaUennes, torn. iv.

pp. 63-4. : Paris, 1826.
" The people, now sure of their triumph, relaxed

the Ordinances of Justice, and, to make some distinction

in favour of merit or innocence, effaced certain families

from the list of thejiobility. Five hundred and thirty

persons were thus elevated, as we may call it, to the

rank of commoners. As it was beyond the competence
of the Republic of Florence to change a man's an-

cestors, this nominal alteration left all the real ad-

vanta ge of birth^as they were, and was undoubtedly
an enhancement of dignity, though, in appearance, a

very singular one. Conversely, several unpopular com-
moners were ennobled in order to disfranchise them.

Nothing was more usual, in subsequent times, than
such an arbitrary change of rank, as a penalty or

a benefit. (Messer Antonio de Baldinaccio degli
Adimari, tutto che fosse de piu grandi e nobili, per

grazia era misso tra '1 popolo. Vittani, xii. c. 108.)
Those nobles who were rendered plebeian by favour,
were obliged to change their name and arms." Hal-
lam's Middle Ages, vol. i. p. 435-6. : London, 1834.

" In the history of Florentine families, a singular
feature presents itself; by a practice peculiar to Italy,

nay, it is believed to Florence, families, under certain

circumstances, were compelled to change their arms
and their surnames, the origin of which was as follows.

After having long suffered the insolent factions of the

great families to convulse the state, the middle classes,

headed indeed by one of the nobles, by a determined

movement, obtained the mastery. To organize their

newly-acquired power, they instituted an office, the
chief at Florence during the republican era, that of
Gonfalonier of Justice ; they formed a species of na-
tional guard from the whole body of the citizens, who
were again subdivided into companies, under the com-
mand of other officers of inferior dignity, also styled
Gonfaloniers (Bannarets). As soon as any noble com-
mitted violence within the walls of the city, likely to com-
promise the public peace, or disturb the quiet of the state,
the great bell at the Palazzo Vecchio raised its alarum,
the population flew to arms, and hastened to the spot,
where the Gonfalonier of Justice speedily found him-
self in a position, not merely to put an end to the dis-

turbance, but even to lay siege to the stout massive
fortresses which formed the city residences of the in-

solent and refractory offenders to which they then
withdrew. But the reforming party did not stop
there

; by the new constitution, which was then intro-

duced, the ancient noble families, termed by cotem-

porary historians '
i grandi,' and explained to include

those only which had ever been illustrated by the order
of knighthood, were all placed under a severe system of
civil restrictions, and their names were entered upon a
roll called the Ordinances of Justice ; the immediate
effect was that, losing all political rights, they were
placed in a most disadvantageous position before the
law.

"
By a remarkable species of democratic liberality, a

man or a family might be emancipated from this po-
sition and rendered fit for office, born again as it were
into a new political life, by renouncing their connections

(consorteria) and changing their arms and surnames.

They were then said to be made plebeian or popular

(fatti di popolo). Niebuhr has noticed the analogy of

such voluntary resignation of nobility to the ' transitio

ad plebem
'

of the Romans.
" This practice of changing arms and surnames ori-

ginated from the Ordinances of Justice promulgated
about that time, which expressly requires this as a con-

dition to the enjoyment by any of the old families of

popular rights. It gave rise to great varieties of sur-

names and armorial bearings in different branches of

the same house. But it has nevertheless been noted
that in all these mutations it was still the endeavour of

the parties to retain as much as possible of the ancient

ensigns and appellations, so that traces of descent and
connexion might not in the progress of years be alto-

gether obliterated. Thus the Cavalcanti took the name
of Cavallereschi, the Tornaquinci that of Tornabuoni.

Sometimes they obtained the object by a play upon the

name itself thus ; at other times by making a patro-

nymic of the Christian name of the first or some other

favourite ancestor ; thus a branch of the Bardi assumed
the name of Gualterotti, and a branch of the Pazzi that

of Accorri. Sometimes they took their new name from
a place or circumstance calculated to preserve the me-

mory of their origin ;
thus the Agolanti designated

themselves Fiesolani, the Bostichi from the antiquity
of their stock, Buonantichi. In mutation of arms a

similar object was borne in mind. Thus the Buondel-
monti simply added to their ancient bearings a moun-
tain az. and a cross gu. The Baccelli, who were a
branch of the Mazzinghi, replaced the three perpen-
dicular clubs, the ancient ensigns of the family, by two

placed in the form of a cross.
" As the object of these provisions was to discrimi-

nate for the future those of the ancient families who
had acceded to the principles of the popular institutions

from their more haughty kindred, who remained true to

the defence of their feudal and aristocratical pretensions,
the change either of arms or surname was not required
if the whole family became converts to the new doc-

trines
;
for then there was no need of discrimination,

and the law was not framed out of any dislike merely
to particular ensigns, but only to the principles and

opinions which they had up to a certain time been

understood to represent." Mazzinghi.

The identity of the Volpes and Bigliottis is

attested by ancient sepulchral monuments of the

family in Santo Spirito at Florence. To mark
the ancient origin, they retained or assumed the

fox (volpe) as their arms. Borghini, in his Dis-

corsi (Florence, 1584-5), mentions the family
as an instance of the name giving rise to the arms,
and mentions Sandro Bigliotti, 1339, as the first

who assumed the fox as his ensigns. The distinc-

tion and influence enjoyed at Florence by the

family is indicated by its having contributed ten

Gonfaloniers of Justice to the republic ;
an office

corresponding in rank with those ofDoge ofVenice
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and Doge of Genoa. Details of several branches

of thefamily will be found in Saggi Istorici

jyAntichita Toscane di Lorenzo Cantini : Firenze,
1798.

Among the junta of twenty noblemen of Venice,
chosen in 1355, on the discovery of the conspiracy
of Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice, we find the

name of " Ser N iccolo Volpe
"

:

"
Quest! [que

1

del Consiglio de' Dieci] elessero tra

loro una Giunta, nella notte, ridotti quasi sul romper
del giorno, di venti nobili di Vinezia de' migliori, de'

piu savii, e de' piu antichi, per consultare, non pero
che mettessero pallottola." Vitce Ducum Venetorum,

thougli the title is in Latin, the work is in Italian,

published in Muratori's Rerum Italicarum Scriptores,

torn. xii. p. 634.

The following particulars are extracted from

the Biographic Universelle :

" Ivo. Biliotti, d'une famille patricienne de Florence

(qui avoit fourni dix Gonfaloniers de Justice a cette

republique, et place ses armes sur les monnaies de

1'etat), fut un des derniers defensetirs de la liberte de

sa patrie, et un des meilleurs capitaines de son temps.
En 1529, il defendit le fort de Spello, en Toscane,
centre les troupes liguees du pape et de 1'Empereur
Charles Quint. II obligea le prince d' Orange, qui les

commandait, a se retirer, et se distingua aussi au siege
de Florence. II passa au service de Fran9ois Ier

, roi

de France, avec de Gondi et Pierre de Strozzi, ses

parents, et fut tue au siege de Dieppe. Une partie de

la famille Biliotti, proscrite par les Medicis, se refugia
a Avignon et dans le comtat Venaissin, vers la fin du
15 e siecle. Le 29 juillet, 1 794, le chef de cette maison,

Joseph Joachim, Marquis de Biliotti, chevalier de St.

Louis, age de soixante-dix ans, aussi distingue par ses

vertus que par sa naissance, fut la derniere victime du
tribunal revolutionnaire d'Orange, qui fut suspendu le

lendemain de sa mort."

The only particulars of lovanni Volpe furnished

by the Gwerclas MSS. are given in the annexed

pedigree. The marriage of his daughter Frances
with my ancestor, Richard Hughes of Gwerclas,
arose from the latter (before his accession to the

family estates and representation, consequent on the
decease without issue Februarys, 18 James I.,

1620-1 of his elder brother, Humffrey Hughes,
Esq., of Gwerclas, Baron of Cymmer-yn-Edeir-
nion, High Sheriff of Merionethshire in 1618)
having been secretary of the princely Cliffords,
Earls of Cumberland, to whom lovanni Volpe had
been physician. There can be little doubt that

lovanni was descended from a branch of the Italian

Volpes which had retained the ancient name
;
a

supposition confirmed by the tradition of my
family, and by the fact of the fox being assigned
to his daughter Frances as her arms, in an em-
blazoned genealogy of the house of Gwerclas com-

piled in 1650 by the most accurate and eminent
of Welsh antiquaries, Robert Vaughan of Hen-

gwrt, Esq.
I may add, that among the Gwerclas pictures

are portraits of Richard Hughes and Frances
;
the

latter exhibiting in features and complexion the

unmistakeable impress of Italian lineage.

WILLIAM HUGHES.

Twyford, Hants, March 18. 1851.

WILLIAM WOLFE.
Arms,Vert a fox

courant, proper.

JOHN WOLFE, aliter VULF, " An Italian

doctor ; was ffamous in Queene Eliza-

beth's tyme, went with George Erie

of Cumberland most of his sea

voyages, and was with him at the

takeing of Portorico, in the Indies."

,
" Descended

of the fFamily of the Monn-

taynes in Yorkshire, who
keepe the name this daye

[1622.]."

RICHARD EVERS (1st)
" Of the ffamily of

Evers of Coventry."

FRANCES,
" Sole

daughter." Died
29 June, 1636,
circa aet. 50.

(2nd) RICHARD HUGHES, ESQ., of

Gwerclas, co. Merioneth, Baron of

Cymmer-yn-Edeirnion. Married
2 Nov. 1601. Died 21 March, 1641,
circa aet. 80.

MARTHA, "
Only daughter." T RICHARD LLOYD

Born 25 January, 1599.
'

of Vaerdre [in

Married, 27 June, 1616. Edeirnion, co.

Merioneth].
" Had issue sonnes and daughters, now [19 April,

1622] liveing."

HUMFFREY HUGHES, ESQ., of Gwerclas,
Baron of Cymmer-yn- Edeirnion, son
and heir. High Sheriff of Merioneth-
shire in 1670. Born 14 Aug. 1605.
Buried at Llangar in Edeirnion,
4 May, 1682. J
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Giovanni Volpe or Master Wolfe (Vol. ill.,

p. 188.). This person was certainly never "
phy-

sician to Queen Elizabeth," but he
^
may have

received from her Majesty the appointment of

apothecary, as he did from her successor. On
New-Year's day, 1605-6, John Vulp presented to

the king
" a box of Indian plums," receiving in

re! urn 7 oz. di. di. qr. of gilt plate ;
he is then

named the last of five apothecaries who paid their

votive offerings to royalty. (Nichols's Progresses,

Sj'c. of King James I., vol. i. p. 597.) In

1617 he had risen to be the king's principal

apothecary, and by the name of John Wolfgango
Rumlero received " for his fee by the year 40 li."

as appears by the abstract of his Majesty's revenue

attached to the pamphlet entitled Time brought to

Light by Time, From the name here given him,
it may be conjectured that he was rather from

Germany than Italy. However, he also went by
the plain English name of Master Wolfe.

He is thus alluded to in the epilogue to Ben
Jonson's Masque of the Metamorphosed Gipsies,
when it was performed at Windsor in September,
1621:
" But, lest it prove like wonder to the sight
To see a gipsy, as an ^Ethiop, white,

Know that what dy'd our faces was an ointment

Made and laid on by Master Woolfe's appointment,
The Count Lycanthropos."

As he was a man of such prominence in his

profession, probably many other notices of him

might be collected if duly
" rioted

"
as they occur.

J. G, N.

ta iHuurr

Sir Andrew Chadwick (Vol. iii., p. 141.). It was
stated in evidence, in a trial at Lancaster assizes,

Hilary Term, 1769, between Law and Taylor,

plaintiffs, and Duckworth and Wilkinson, defend-

ants, respecting the heirs at law of Sir Andrew
Chadwick, and their claim to his estates, that
"

Ellis Chadwick married in Ireland a lady of

fashion, who had some connexion with her late

Majesty Queen Anne, and had issue by her the

late Sir Andrew Ghadwick. Ellis, the father,

dying in his son's infancy, about the year 1693,
his widow brought her son Andrew over to England,
where he was very early introduced at court, and

being contemporary with the young Duke of

Gloucester, became a great favourite with him,
was knighted, and had divers preferments." From
the Attorney-General's MS. Brief. The latter

part of this statement does not appear to confirm
the supposition recorded by MR. J. N. CHADWICK.

F.R.R.

Manuscript of Bede (Vol. iii., p. 180.). The
volume in question is entered in the Catalogue of

Thoresby's MSS., No. 10. in the Dacatus Leodien-

*, p. 72. 2d ed. 1816. The greater part of these

MSS. came into the hands of Ralph Thoresby,
Jun., and, together with the coins, were disposed
of by public auction in March, 1764, by Whiston

Bristow, sworn broker. The MSS. were sold on
the third day, but the volume containing Bede
does not appear among them. The opinion
formed by J. M. of the age of this MS. is cer-

tainly erroneous, and being on paper it is more

probably of the fifteenth than the twelfth century.
The period of William Dadyngton, Vicar of Bar-

ton, might decide this. /*.

MS. of Bede (Vol. iii., p. 180.). Your corre-

spondent will find a description of this MS. in the

catalogue of Thoresby's Museum, at the end of his

Ducatus Leodiensis, edit. 1715, fol., p. 515. He will

also, in Thoresby's Correspondence, 1832, 8vo.

vol. ii. p. 39., see a letter from Dr. John Smith, the

editor of Bede's History, respecting this manu-

script, the original of which letter is in my pos-
session.

After many dismemberments, what remained of

Thoresby's Museum, including his manuscripts,
was sold in London in March, 1764, by auction.

Mr. Lilly, the bookseller of Pall Mall, had a priced

catalogue of this sale
;
and your correspondent, if

anxious to trace the pedigree of his MS. further,

can, I have no doubt, on application, get a reference

made to that catalogue.
I take the present opportunity of mentioning

that, at Mr. Upcott's sale, when I became the

purchaser of the Thoresby papers, including his

MS. diaries, his Album, and upwards of 1000

letters to him, a very small number of which were

printed in the collection, in two volumes, edited

by Mr. Hunter, one of the diaries, from May 14,

1712, to September 26, 1714, which was sold with

the lot, was after the sale found to be missing. It

subsequently came into the hands of a London

dealer, by whom it was sold to a Yorkshire gen-

tleman, as I understand, but whose name I have

not yet been able to trace. Should this meet his

eye, I will venture to appeal to his sense of justice,

entirely ignorant as I am sure he has been of the
"
pedigree," to use your correspondent's ex-

pression, of his MS., whether he will allow it to

be longer separated from the series to which it

belongs, and which is incomplete without it. I

need hardly say, I can only expect to receive it on
the terms 'of repaying the price paid for it, and

which I should embrace with many thanks.

JAS. CROSSLEY.

Manchester, March 8. 1851.

[The following advertisement of the missing MS.

appeared in the Catalogue (No. 33., 1848) of Mr.

C. J. Hamilton, then of Castle Court, Birchin Lane,
now residing in the City Road, London :

"
Thoresby's

(Ralph, antiquary of Leeds), Diary from May 14,

1712, to September 23, 1714, an original unpublished

MS., containing much highly interesting literary in-

formation, with autograph on fly-leaf, thick 8vo., 436
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pages, vellum with tuck, closely written, price

21. 12s. 6d." The purchaser was Mr. "VVallbran, Fall

croft, Ripon, Yorkshire.]

Closing of Rooms on account of Death (Vol. iii.

p. 142.). I am acquainted with a remarkabh
instance of this custom. A respectable farmer

who resided in a parish in Bedfordshire, adjoining
that in which I am writing, died in 1844; leaving
to his daughter the fine old manor-house in which
he had lived for many years, and in which he died,

together with about 300 acres of land. The lady,
with her husband, was then residing in a neigh-

bouring village, where the latter rented a farm,
which he has since given up, retaining the house

;

but she positively refused to remove to the manor-

house, "because her father had died in it;" and

as she still persists in her refusal, it is unoccupied
to this day. For Mr. is not even permitted
to let it, except a part, now tenanted by a valued

friend of mine, which for many years has been let

separately. The rooms and the furniture in them
remain exactly as in the lifetime of the late occu-

pant. The lady's husband, who farms the land

attached to the house, is put to great inconveni-

ence by living at a distance from it, but nothing
will induce her to alter her determination. The
facts I have related are notorious in the neigh-
bourhood. ARUN.

Enigmatical Epitaph on Rev. John Mawer
(Vol. iii., p. 184.). -On reading to a lady the ar-

ticle on this subject in a late Number, she imme-

diately recollected, that about thirty years ago
she had a governess of that name, the daughter
of a clergyman in Nottinghamshire, who often

mentioned that they were descended from the

Royal Family of Wales, and that she had a brother

who was named Arthur Lewellyn Tudor Kaye
Mawer.

This anecdote will perhaps be of use in directing
attention to Cambrian pedigrees, and leading it

from Dr. Whitaker's " Old King Cole" to " the

noble race of Shenkin." J. T. A.

Haybands in Seals (Vol. iii., p. 186.). The

practice mentioned by MR. LOWER, of inserting

haybands, or rather slips of rush, in the seals of

feoffments, was common in all counties
;
and it

certainly was not confined to the humbler classes.

Hundreds of feoffments of the fifteenth century,
and earlier, have passed through my hands with

the seals as described by MR. LOWER, relating to

various counties, and executed by parties of all

degrees. In these instances, a little blade of rush

is generally neatly inserted round the inner rim
of the impression, and evidently must have been
so done while the wax was soft. In some in-

stances, these blades of rush overlay the whole
seal ; in others, a slip of it is merely tied round
the label. In delivering seisin under a feoffment,
the grantor, or his attorney, handed over to the

grantee, together with the deed, a piece of turf,
or a twig, or something plucked from the soil, in
token of his giving full and complete possession.
I have generally supposed that these strips of rush
were the tokens of possession so handed over, as

part and parcel of the soil, by the grantor ; and
that they were attached to the seal, as it were," in perpetuam rei memoriam." In default of
better information, I venture to suggest this ex-

planation, but will not presume to vouch for its

correctness. L. B. L.

Notes on Newspapers (Vol. iii., p. 164.). John
Houghton, the editor of the periodical noticed by
your correspondent, A Collection for the Improve-
ment of Husbandry and Trade, was one of those
meritorious men who well deserve commemoration,
though his name is not to be found in any biography
that I am acquainted with. He was an apothecary,
and became a dealer in tea, coffee, and chocolate.
He was in politics a loyalist, or Tory, and was
admitted a member of the Royal Society in 1679-
80. He began to publish his Letters on Husbandry
and Trade in 1681. No. l.is dated Thursday,
September 8, 1681. The first collection ended
June, 1684, and consists of two vols. 4to. In

November, 1691, Houghton determined to resume
his old plan of publishing papers on Husbandry and
Trade. His abilities and industry were warmly
recommended by several members of the Royal
Society : Sir Peter Pott, John Evelyn, Dr. Hugh
Chamberlain, and others. The recommendation is

prefixed to the first number of this second collec-

tion. The first paper is dated Wednesday, March
30, 1692

; and the second Wednesday, April 6,
1692

; they were continued every succeeding
Wednesday. The concluding paper was published
September 24, 1703. There were 583 numbers, in

19 vols., of the folio papers. The last number con-
tains an "Epitome" of the 19 vols. and a "Fare-
well," which gives his reasons for discontinuing the

paper, and thanks to his assistants,
"
wishing that

knowledge may cover the earth as the water covers
the sea." A selection from these papers was pub-
lished in 1727, by Richard Bradley, F.R.S., in

three vols. 8vo., to which a fourth was afterwards
added in 1728, 8vo.

Houghton also published An Account of the Acres
and Houses, with the proportional Tax, Sfc. of
each County in England and Wales. Lond. 1693,
on a broadside. Also, Book of Funds, 1694, 4to.

Alteration of the Coin, with a feasible Method to it

1695. 4to. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Duncan Campbell (Vol. i., p. 186.). There
seems to be no doubt that Duncan Campbell,
vhose life was written by Defoe, was a real person.
See Taller, vol. i. p. 156. edit. 1786, 8vo.

; Spec-
ator, No. 560. ; Wilson's Life of Defoe, vol. iii.

'. 476. His house was " in Buckingham Court,
ver against Old Man's Coffee House, at Charing
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Cross," and at another period of his life in Mon-
raouth Court. He is reported to have amassed a

large fortune from practising upon the credulity of

the public,
and was the grand answerer of" Que-

ries" in his day. Defoe's entertaining pieces re-

lating to him are evidently novels founded upon
fact. JAS. CROSSLEY.

Christmas Day (Vol. in., p. 1-67.). Julian I.

has the credit of transferring the celebration of

Christ's birth from Jan. 6th to Dec. 25th
; but

Mosheim considers the report very question-
able (vol. i. p. 370. Soames's edit.). Bingham, in

his Christian Antiq., devotes ch. iv. of book xx. to

the consideration of this festival, and that of the

Epiphany ; but does not notice the claim set up
on behalf of Julian I.; neither Neander (vol. iii.

pp. 415 22. Eng. Translation). It would appear
that the Eastern Church kept Christinas on Jan.

6th, and the Western Church on Dec. 25th :

at length, about the time of Chrysostom, the

Oriental Christians sided with the Western
Church. Bingham also cites Augustine as saying
that it was the current tradition that Christ was
born on the eighth of the kalends of January, that

is, on the 25th of December. Had, therefore,
Julian I. dogmatically fixed the 25th of Decem-
ber as the birthday of our Saviour, it is scarcely

possible to suppose that Augustine, who flourished

about half a century later, would allege current

tradition as the reason, without any notice of

Julian. N. E. R. (A Subscriber).

[See Tillemont's Histoire Ecclesiastique, tome i.,

note 4., for a full discussion of this question. Also

Mosheim's De Helms Christianorum ante Constantiiium

Commentarii, sseculura primum, see. 1. ; and Butler's

Lives of the Saints, article Christmas- Day.]

Christmas-day (Vol. iii
, p. 167.). St. John of

Chrysostom, archbishop of Nice (died A.T>. 407),
in an epistle upon this subject, relates (torn. v.

p. 45. edit. Montf., Paris, 1718-34) that, at the

instance of St. Cyril of Jerusalem (died A.D. 385),
St. Julius (Pope A.D. 337-352) procured a strict

inquiry to be made into the day of our Saviour's

nativity, which being found to be the 25th Dec.,
that day was thenceforth set apart for the cele-

bration of this
" Festorum omnium metropolis,"

as he styles it. St. Tilesphorus (Pope A.D. 128-

139), however, is supposed by the generality of

ancient authorities to be the first who appointed
the 25th Dec. for that purpose. The point is

involved in much uncertainty, but your cor-

respondent may find all the information he seeks

in Baronii Apparatus ad Annales Ecclesiasticos,

fol., Lucas, 1740, pp. 475. et seq.; and in a curious

tract, entitled The Feast of Feasts; or, the Cele-

bration of the Sawed Nativity of our Blessed Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ; grounded upon the

Scriptures, and confirmed by the Practice of the

Christian Church in all Ages. 4to. Oxf. 1644.

This tract is in the British Museum. J. C.

makes a tremendous leap in chronology when he
asks " Was it not either Julius I. or IL?" Why
the one died exactly 1161 years after the other!

COWGILL.

Christmas Day (Vol. iii., p. 167.). In a note
to one of Bishop Pearson's sermons (Opera Minora,
ed. Churton) occurs the following passage from
St. Chrysostom :

"Ilapa rcaif a/cpi)8<Js ravra tiSSrcav, teal T^V tr<i\iv

tK*ivt)i> (sc. Romatn) olKovvrcDv, irapfthytyduGi/ rfiv

r]/J.epav. Oi yap e/cc? SiaTpifiovTes avtaQfv Kal e/c

IT a X atas irapa86<rf(as TavTTji/ eVtTfAoGj/Tes," &c.

Homil Di. Nat. ii. 354.

The remainder of the quotation my note does
not supply, but it may be easily found by the re-

ference. The day, therefore, seems fixed by"
tradition," and received both by the Eastern

and Western Church, and not on any dogmatical
decision of the popes. R,. W. F.

MS. Sermons by Jeremy Taylor (Vol. i., p. 125.).

Coleridge's assertion,
" that there is now extant

in MS. a folio of unprinted sermons by Jeremy
Taylor," must have proceeded from his wishes
rather than his knowledge. No such MS. is known
to exist

;
and such a discovery is, I believe, as

little to be expected as a fresh play of Shakspeare's.
Was it in the " Lands of Vision," and with " the

damsel and the dulcimer," that the transcendental

philosopher beheld it ? JAS. CROSSLEY.

Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel (Vol. ii.,

p. 406.). The edition noticed by your corre-

spondent, "printed and sold by H. Hills, in Black-

friars, near the Water Side, for the benefit of the

Poor," 1708, 8vo., is a mere catch-penny. Hills,
the printer, was a great sinner in this way. I

have Roscommon's translation of Horace's Art of
Poetry, 1709 ; his Essay on translated Verse, 1709;

Mulgrave's Essay on Poetry, 1709; Denham's

Coopers Hill, 1709; and many other poems, all

printed by Hills, on bad paper, and very incor-

rectly, from 1708 to 1710, for sale at a low price.
JAS. CROSSLEY.

The Rev. W. Adams (Vol. iii., p. 140.). The
age of Mr. Adams at his death was thirty-three.
His tomb is in the churchyard of Bonchurch a

simple coped coffin
;
but the cross placed upon it

is, in allusion to his own beautiful allegory, slightly

i-aised, so that its shadow falls

"
Along the letters of his name,
And o'er the numher of his years."

I have a pretty engraving of this tomb, pur-
chased at Bonchurch in 1849, and your corre-

spondent may perhaps be glad to adopt the idea
for an illustration of the book he mentions.

E. J. M.

Duchess of Buckingham (Vol. iii., p. 224.). I
am much 'surprsed at this question; I thought
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there were few ladies of the last century better

known than Catherine, daughter of James II. (to
whom he gave the name of Darnley) by Miss

Ledley, created Countess of Dorchester. Lady
Catherine Darnley was married first to Lord Angle-
sey, and secondly to Sheffield Duke of Bucking-
ham, by whom she was mother ofthe second duke of
that name, who died in his minority, and the title

became extinct. All this, and many more curious

particulars of that extraordinary lady, may be
found in the Peerages, in Pope, in Walpole's Re-
miniscences, and in Park's edition of the Noble
Authors. C.

" Go the whole Hog" (Vol. iii., p. 224.). We
learn from Men and Manners in America, vol. i.

pp. 18, 19., that going the whole hog is the Ame-
rican popular phrase for radical reform, or derno-

cratical principle, and that it is derived from the

phrase used by butchers in Virginia, who ask their

customer whether he will go the whole hog, ordeal

only for joints or portions of it. C. B.

Lord Sexless Descent from Cromwell (Vol. iii.,

&185.).
In answer to PURSUIVANT'S Query,

ow were the families of Morse and Ireton con-

nected ? it appears that Jane, only child of

Richard Lloyd (of Norfolk ?), Esq , by Jane,
second daughter of Ireton, married, circa 1700,
Nicholas or Henry Morse. But what appears to

me most likely to have occasioned the report of

Lord Bexley's connexion with the Cromwell

family is, that the late Oliver Cromwell, Esq., of

Cheshunt, married Miss Mary Morse in 1771,
which must have been not far from the period
when Lord Bexley's mother, also a Miss Morse,
was married to Mr. Vansittart. WAYLEN.
Morse and Ireton Families. I have a small

original portrait of General Ireton by old Stone
;

on the back of it is a card, on which is the follow-

ing:
"
Bequeathed by Jane Morse to her daughter Ann

Roberts, this picture of her grandfather Ireton. Will

dated Jan. 15. 17354-33."
" Anne Roberts, wife of Gaylard Roberts, brother

of Christ* Roberts, father of J. R."

In Noble's Memoirs of the Cromwell Family,
vol. ii. p. 302., the name is printed Moore, evi-

dently a mistake for Morse :

" Jane, third daughter of General Treton, having
married Richard Lloyd, Esq., the issue of this mar-

riage was Jane, an only child, who married Nicholas,
or Henry Moore [Morse], Esq., by whom she had four

sons and three daughters."
SPES.

The Countess of Desmond (Vol. ii., pp. 153. 186.

219. 317.). Touching this venerable lady, the

following
" Note" may not be unacceptable.

In the year 1829, when making a tour in

Ireland, I saw an engraving at Lansdowne Lodge,
in the county of Kerry, the residence of Mr.

Hickson, on which, the following record was
inscribed :

" Catherine Fitzgerald, Countess of Desmond (from
the original in the possession of the Knight of Kerry
on Panell).

" She was born in 1464 ; married in the reign of
Edw. IV. ; lived during the reigns of Ed\v V
Rich. III., Hen. VII., Hen. VIII., Edw. VI., Mary,'
and Elizabeth; and died in the latter end of James' or

i

the beginning of Charles I.'s reign, at the great age
of 162 years."

On my return home I was much surprised and

gratified to find in my own house, framed and
glazed, a very clever small-sized portrait in

crayon, which at once struck me as a fac-simile

(or nearly so) of the engraving 1 had seen at

Lansdowne Lodge.
Your correspondent C. in p. 2 1 9. appears very

sceptical about this female Methusehih ! and

speaks of a reputed portrait at Windsor "
as a

gross imposition, being really that of an old
man"

" Non nostrum tantus componere lites :

"

but I would remind your correspondent C. that
such longevity is not impossible, and the tradi-

tions of the Countess of Desmond are widely
diffused. The portrait in my possession is not
unlike an old man

;
but old ladies, like old hen

pheasants, are apt to put on the semblance of the
male. A BORDERER.

Aristophanes on the Modern Stage (Vol. iii.,

p. 105.). In reply to a Query of your cor-

respondent C. J. B,., I beg leave to state, that,
after having made inquiry on the subject, I can-
not find that any of the Comedies of Aristophanes
have ever been introduced upon the English stage,

although I agree with him in thinking that some
of them might be advantageously adapted to the

modern theatre
;
and I am more confirmed in this

opinion from having witnessed at the Odeon in

Paris, some years since, a dramatic piece, entitled
" Les Nuees d'Aristophane," which had a great
run there. It was not a literal translation from
the Greek author, but a kind of melange, drawn
from the Clouds and Plutus together. The cha-

racters of Socrates and his equestrian son were

very well performed ; but the scenic accessories I

considered very meagre, particulai'ly the choral

part, which must have been so striking and beau-
tiful in the original of the former drama. Upon
my return to England I wrote to the then lessee

of Drury Lane Theatre, recommending a similar

experiment on our stage from the free version by
Wheelwright, published some time before by the

late D. A. Talboys, of Oxford. The answer I

received was, that the manager had then too

much o*n his hands to admit of his giving time to

such an undertaking, which I still think might be

a successful one (as is the case with the "Antigone"
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of Sophocles, so often represented at Berlin), and

such as to ensure the favourable attention of an

English audience, particularly as the subject turns

so much upon the danger and uselessness of the

meteoric or visionary education, then so prevalent

at Athens. ARCH^EUS.

Dusseldorf, March 6.

Denarius Philosophorum (Vol. iii., p. 168.).

Bishop Thornborough may have been thus styled

from his attachment to alchemy and chemistry.

One of his publications is thus entitled :

"
Nihil, Aliquid, Omnia, in Gratiam eorum qui

Artem Auriferam Physieo-chymice et pie, profitentur."

Oxon. 1621.

Another part of his monumental inscription is

singular. On the north side are, or were, these

words and figures
" In uno, 2 3a 4r 10 non

spirans spero."
" He was," says Wood, " a great encourager of

Bushall in his searches after mines and minerals ;

"

and Richardson speaks of this prelate as

" Rerum politicarum potius quam Theologicarum
et artis Chemicae peritia Clarus."

J. H. M.

On a Passage in tlie Tempest (Vol. ii., pp. 259.

299. 337. 429. 499.). If you will allow me to

offer a conjecture on a subject, which you may
think has already been sufficiently discussed

^

in

your pages, I shall be glad to submit the following
to the consideration of your readers.

The passage in the Tempest, Act III. Scene 1.,

as quoted from the first folio, stands thus :

" I forget :

But these sweet thoughts do even refresh my labours

Most busie lest, when I do it."

This was altered in the second folio to

" Most busie least, when I do it."

Instead of which Theobald proposes,
" Most busyless, when I do it."

But "
busyless

"
is not English. All our words

ending in less (forming adjectives), are derived

from Anglo-Saxon nouns; as love, joy, hope, &c.,

and never from adjectives.

My conjecture is that Shakspeare wrote
" I forget :

But these sweet thoughts do even refresh my labour's

Most business, when I do it."

" Most
"
being used in the sense of "

greatest," as

in Henri/ VI., Ft. I., Act IV. Scene 1., (noticed by
Steevens) :

" But always resolute in most extremes."

Thus the change of a single syllable is sufficient

to make good English, good sense, and good metre
of a passage which is otherwise defective in these

three particulars. It retains the s in "
labours,'

keeps the comma in its place, and provides tha

antecedent for "
it," which was justly considered

necessary by MR. SINGER. JOHN TAYLOR.

30. Upper Gower Street.

Meaning of Waste-book (Vol. iii., pp. 118. 195.).
Richard Dufforne, of Northampton, in his very

curious
" Merchant's Mirrour, or Directions for the Perfect

Ordering and Keeping of his Accounts ;
framed by

way of Debitor and Creditor after the (so tearmed)
Italian Manner, containing 250 rare Questions, with

their Answers in the form of a Dialogue ; as likewise

a Waste Book, with a complete Journal and Ledger
thereunto appertaining ;"

annexed to Malyne's Consuettido vel Lex Merca-

toria, edit. 1636, folio, gives rather a different

explanation of the origin of the term " waste-

book" to that contained in the answer of your last

correspondent.
" WASTE-BOOK," he observes,

" So called, because, when the Matter is written into

the Journal!, then is this Book void, and of no esteeme,

especially in Holland ; where the buying people firme

not the Waste-book, as here our nation doe in

England."
JAS. CROSSLEY.

Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Craigs (Vol. iii.,

p. 119.). L. M. M. R. is informed that there is a

tradition of King Arthur having defeated the

Saxons in the neighbourhood of this hill, to the

top of which he ascended for the purpose of view-

ing the country.
In the Encyclopaedia Britannica we have another

explanation also (sub uoce), as follows :

" Arthur's Seat is said to be derived, or rather cor-

rupted, from A'rd Seir, a place or field of arrows,'

where people shot at a mark : and this not improperly ;

for, among these cliffs is a dell, or recluse valley, where

the wind can scarcely reach, now called the Hunter's

Bog, the bottom of it being a morass."

The article concludes thus :

" The adjacent crags are supposed to have taken

their name from the Earl of Salisbury ; who, in the

reign of Edward III., accompanied that princs in an

expedition against the Scots."

But query "a height of earth;" "earthes"

(an old form of the genitive), or u airthes height,"
not unnaturally corrupted to " Arthur's Seat."

W. T. M.
Edinburgh.

Salisbury Craigs, Craiglockhart Hill and

Craigmillar Castle, both in the neighbourhood of

the Craigs, are all so called from Henry de Craig-
millar, who built the castle (now in ruins) in the

twelfth century. There is a charter in the reign
of Alexander II., in 1212, by William, son of

Henry de Craigmillar, to the monastery of Dun-
fermline, which is the earliest record of the castle.

BJLOWEN.

Meaning of
" Harrisers" (Vol. ii., p. 376.).

I am told that the practice which CLERICUS Rus-
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TICUS speaks of, holds in Yorkshire, but not the

name.
In Devon a corn-field, which has been cut and

cleared, is called an " arrish." A vacant stubble-

field is so called during the whole of the autumn
months.
Your correspondent suggests "arista;" can he

support this historically ? If not, it is surely far-

fetched. Let me draw attention to a word in our

English Bible, which has been misunderstood be-

fore now by readers who were quite at home in the

original languages:
"
earing nor harvest" (Genesis).

Without some acquaintance with the earlier

forms of our mother tongue, one is liable to take

earing to mean the same as
"
harvest," from the

association of ears of corn. But it is the substan-

tive from the Anglo-Saxon verb erian, to
plough,

to till : so that "
earing nor harvest"= "

sowing nor

reaping." From erian we may pass on to arare,
and from that to arista : in the long pedigree of

language they are scarcely unconnected : but the

Anglo-Saxon is not derived from the Latin
; they

are, each in its own language, genuine and inde-

pendent forms. But it is curious to see what an
attraction these distant cousins have for one

another, let them only come within each other's

sphere of gravitation.

In, Yorkshire the verb to earland is still a

living expression ;
and a Yorkshireman, who has

more Saxon than Latin in him, will not write
" arable land," but " earable land." A Yorkshire

clergyman tells me that this orthography has been

perpetuated in a local act of parliament of 110 very
ancient date.

Putting all these facts together, I am inclined

to think that "arrish" must first mean "land for

tillage ;

"
and that the connexion of the word

with "gleaning" or "gleaners" is the effect of as-

sociation, and therefore of later date.

But it must be observed, there is a difference

between " arrish
"

and " harrisers." Can it be
shown that Dorset-men are given to aspirating
their words ? Besides this, there is a great differ-

ence between "arrissers" and "arrisAers" for

counties so near as Dorset and Devon. And
again, while I am quite familiar with the word
"
arrish," I never heard "

arrishers," and I believe

it is unknown in Devonshire. J. E.

Oxford.

Harrisers or Arrishers. Doubtless, by this

time, some dozen Devonshire correspondents will

h ave informed you, for the benefit of CLERICUS
R USTICLS, that arrishers is the term prevailing in

th at county for " stubble." The Dorset harrisers

ar e therefore, perhaps, the second set of gleaners,
who are admitted to the fields to pick up from the

stu 6Me, or arritihes, the little left behind by the

reapers' families. A third set of gleaners has been
admitted from time immemorial, namely, the

Anser stipularis, which feeds itself into plump con-

dition for Michaelmas by picking up, from be-
tween the stubble, the corns which fell from the
ears during reaping and sheaving. The Devonshire
designation for this excellent sort of poultry
known elsewhere as "stubble geese" is "arrish
geese."
The derivation of the word must be left to a

better provincial philologist than W. H. W.
Chaucer's "Fifty Wekes" (Vol. iii., p. 202.).

A. E. B.'s natural and ingeniously-argued conjec-
ture, that Chaucer, by the "fifty wekes" of the

Knightes Tale,
" meant to imply the interval of a

solar year," whether we shall rest in accepting
the poet's measure of time loosely and poetically,
or (which I would gladly feel myself authorised
to do) find in it, with your correspondent an
astronomical and historical reason, is fully se-
cured by the comparison with Chaucer's original.
The Theseus of Boccaccio says, appointing the

listed fight:
" E TERMINE vi sia a cio donate
D' UN ANNO INTERO."

To which the poet .subjoins:
'* E cosi fu ordinato."

See TESEIDE, v. 98.

A. L. X.
The Almond Tree, Sfc. (Vol. iii., p. 203.). The

allusions in Hall's poem, stanzas iii. & v., refer to
the fine allegorical description of human decrepi-
tude in Ecclewastes, xii. 5, 6., when

' ' The almond tree shall flourish
'

(white hairs), and
' the silver co:d shall be loosed,' and ' the golden bowl
broken ' and ' the mourners shall go about the streets.'

"

The pertinence of these solemn figures has been

sufficiently explained by biblical commentators.
It is to be presumed that the reference to a source
so well known as the Bible would have occurred at

once to the Querist, had not the allusions, in the

preceding stanza, to the heathen fable of Medea,
diverted his thoughts from that more familiar

channel. V.

Belgravia.

[Similar explanations have been kindly furnished by
S. C., HERMES, P. K., R. P., J. F. M., J. D. A.,
and also by W. (V), who refers to Mead's Medico.

Sacra for an explanation of the whole passage.]

St. Thomas s Onions (Vol. iii., p. 187.)- In
reference to the Query, Why is St. Thomas fre-

quently mentioned in connexion with onions ? I

fancy the reason to be this. There is a variety of
the onion tribe commonly called potato, or mul-

tiplying onion. It is the rule to plant this onion on
St. Thomas's day. From this circumstance it ap-
pears to me likely that this sort of onion may be
so called, though I never heard it before. They
are fit for use as large hard onions some time be-
fore the other sort. J. WODDERSPOON.

Norwich, March 10. 1851.
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Roman Catholic Peers (Vol. iii., p. 209.). The

proper comment has been passed on the Duke of

Norfolk, but not on the other two Roman Catholic

peers mentioned by Miss Martineau. She names

Lord Clifford and Lord Dormer as "
having ob-

tained entrance at last to the legislative assembly,
where their fathers sat and ruled when their faith

was the law of the land." The term " fathers
"

is

of course figuratively used, but we may conclude

the writer meant to imply their ancestors possess-

ing the same dignity of peerage, and enjoying, in

virtue thereof, the right of "
sitting and ruling" in

the senate of their country. If such was the lady's

meaning, what is her historical accuracy? The
first Lord Dormer was created in the reign of

James L, in the year 1615; and, dying the next

year, never sat in parliament : and it has been

remarked as a very singular fact that this barony
had existed for upwards of two centuries before

any of its possessors did so. But the first Lord

Dormer, who sat in the House of Lords, was ad-

mitted, not by the Roman Catholic Relief Act, but

by the fact of his being willing to take the usual

oaths : this was John, the tenth lord, who suc-

ceeded his half-brother in 1819, and died without

issue in 1826. As for Lord Clifford of Chudleigh,
that family was not raised to the peerage until the

year 1672, in the reign of Charles II.

J. G. N.

Election of a Pope (Vol. iii., p. 142.). Pro-

bably T. refers to the (alleged) custom attendant

upon the election of a pope, as part of the cere-

mony alluded to in the following lines in Hudi-
bras :

"
So, cardinals, they say, do grope
At t'other end the new made Pope

"

Part I. canto iii. 1. 1249. [24mo. ed. of 1720.]

In the notes to the above edition (and probably
to other of the old editions) your correspondent
will find a detailed explanation of these two
lines : I refer him to the work itself, as the

"note" is scarcely fit to transcribe here.

J. B. COLMAN.

Comets (Vol. iii., p. 223.). There is a copious
list of all the cornels that have appeared since the

creation, and of all that ivill appear up to A. D.

2000, in the Art de verifier les Dates, vol. i. part i. ;

and vol. i. part ii. of the last edition. C.

Camden and Curwen Families (Vol. iii., pp. 89.

125.). H. C. will find, in Harl. MS. 1437. fo. 69.,
a short pedigree of the family of Nicholas Culwen
of Gressiard and Stubbe, in the county of Lan-
caster, showing his descent from Gilbert Culwen
or Curwen (a younger brother of Curwen of

Workington), who appears to have settled at

Stubbe about the middle of the fifteenth century.
Although this pedigree was recorded by au

thority of Norroy King of Arms, in 1613, while
Camden held the office of Clarenceux, it does not

show any connexion with Gyles Curwen, who
married a daughter and coheir of Barbara, of

Poulton Hall, in the county of Lancaster, and

whose daughter Elizabeth was the wife of Samp-
son Camden of London, and mother of Camden.

Nevertheless, it may possibly throw some light on

the subject.
If H. C. cannot conveniently refer to the Harl.

MSS., I will with much pleasure send him a copy
of this pedigree, and of another, in the same MS.,
fo. 29., showing Camden's descent from Gyles
Curwen, if he will communicate his address to the

Editor of " NOTES AND QUERIES." LLEWELLYN.

Auriga (Vol. iii., p. 188.). That part of the

Roman bridle which went about the horse's ears

(auras), was termed aurea ; which, being by a

well-known grammatical figure put for the whole

head-gear of the horse, suggests as a meaning of

Auriga, "is qui AUREAS AGIT, he who manages,

guides, or (as we say) handles, the reins."

PELETHRONIUS.
Ecclesfield Hall.

Straw Necklaces (Vol. i., p. 4., &c.). May not

these be possibly only Spenser's "rings of rushes,"

mentioned by him among other fragile ornaments

for the head and neck ?

" Sometimes her head she fondly would aguize
With gaudy girlonds, or fresh flowrets dight
About her necke, or rings of rushes plight."

F. Q- lib. ii. canto vi. st. 7.

ACHE.

The Nine of Diamonds, called the Curse of Scot-

land (Vol. i., pp. 61., 90.). The following expla-
nation is given in a Classical Dictionary of the

Vulgar Tongue, 1785; an ignoble authority, it

must be admitted :

" Diamonds imply royalty, being ornaments to the

imperial crown, and every ninth King of Scotland lias

been observed tor many ages to be a tyrant, and a

curse to that country."
J. H. M.

" Cum Grano Salis" (Vol. iii., pp.88. 153.). I

venture to suggest, that in this phrase the allusion

is to a rich and unctuous morsel, which, when
assisted by a little salt, will be tolerated by the

stomach, otherwise will be rejected. In the same

wny an extravagant statement, when taken with a

slight qualification (cum grano sails} will be tole-

rated by the mind. I should wish to be informed

what writer first uses this phrase in a mstaphorical
sense not, I conceive, any classical author.

X. Z.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Mr. Rees of Llandovery announces for publication

by subscription (undi-r tiie auspices of the Welsh

MSS. Society), a new edition of The Myvyrian Archae-

ology of Wales, with English translations and notes,
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nearly the whole of the historical portions of which,

consisting of revised copies of Achau y Saint, historical

triads, chronicles, &c. are ready for the press, having
been prepared for the late Record Commission, by
Aneurin Owen, Esq., and since placed by the Right
Hon. the Master of the Rolls at the disposal of the

Welsh MSS. Society for publication. As the first volume
consists of ancient poetry from the sixth to the four-

teenth centuries, much of which, from its pressnt im-

perfect state, requires to be collated with ancient MS.
copies of the poems, not accessible to the former edi-

tors ; in order to afford more time for that most es-

sential object, it is proposed to commence with the

publication of the historical matter : while the laws

of Howel Dda, having been recently published by
the Record Commission, will not be included ; by
which means it is expected the original Welsh text and

English translations of the rest of the work can be

comprised in four or five volumes, as the greatest care

will be paid to the quantity of matter and its accuracy,
as well as typographical excellence, so as to ensure the

largest amount of information at the least expense.
We need hardly say that this patriotic undertaking
has our heartiest wishes for its success.

The Rev. J. Forshall, one of the editors of the re-

cently published Wickliffu Bible, has just edited, under
the title of Remonstrance against Romi-sh Corruptions in

the Church) addressed to the People and Parliament of

England in 1395, 18 Ric. II., a most valuable paper
drawn up by Purvey, one of Wickliffe's friends and

disciples, for the king, lords, and commons, then

about to assemble in parliament. As presenting a

striking picture of the condition of the English
Church at the time, when combined efforts were first

made with any zealousness of purpose for its amend-
ment and reform ; and affording a tolerably com-

plete sketch of the views and notions of the Wick-
liffite party on those points of ecclesiastical polity and

doctrine, in which they were most strongly opposed to

the then prevailing opinions ; this publication is an

extremely valuable contribution to the history of a

period in our annals, which has scarcely yet received

its due share of attention : while the great question
which is agitating the public mind renders the ap-

pearance of Purvey's tract at this moment peculiarly
well-timed. Mr. Forshall has executed his task in a very
able manner; the introduction is brief and to the pur-

pose, and the short glossary which he has appended is

just what it should be.

The Camden Society has lately added a very im-

portant work to its list of intended publications. It

is the St. PauFs Domesday of the Manors belonging to

the Cathedral in the year 1222, and is to be edited,
with an introduction and illustrative notes, by Arch-
deacon Hale.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson (191. Piccadilly) will

sell, on Monday next and four following days, a se-

lection of valuable Books, including old poetry, plays,

chap-books, and drolleries, and some important MSS.
connected with English County and Family History.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson (3. Wellington Street,

Strand) will sell on Monday the valuable collection

of English coins and medals of Abraham Rhodes, Esq. ;

on Wednesday and Thursday, a valuable collection of

engravings, drawings, and paintings, including a very
fine drawing of Toronto by Turner ; and on Friday
and two following days, the valuable assemblage of

Greek, &c. coins and medals, including the residue of
the Syrian Regal Tetradrachms, recently found at

Tarsus in Cilicia, the property of F. R. P. Boocke, Esq.
BOOKS RECEIVED. Angels the Ministers of God's

Providence. A Sermon preached before the University of
Dublin on Quinquayesima Sunday, 1851, by the Rev.
Richard Gibbings, M.A. The Legend of Saint Peter's

Chair, by Anthony Rich, Jan., B.A. A clever and
caustic reply to Dr. Wiseman's attack on Lady Morgan,
by a very competent authority the learned editor

of the Illustrated Companion to the Latin Dictionary
and Greek Lexicon. Dr. Wiseman pronounced Lady
Morgan's statement to be " foolish and wicked." Mr.
Rich has shown that these strong epithets may more

justly be applied to Dr. Wiseman's own " Remarks."

Supplement to Second Edition of Dr. Herbert Mni/os
Letters on the Truths contained in Popular Superstitions

may be best characterised in the writer's own words,
as " a notice of some peculiar motions, hitherto unob-

served, to the manifestation of which, an influence un-

consciously proceeding from the living human frame
is necessary," and a very startling notice it is.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. Williams and Norgate's
(14. Henrietta Street) Catalogue No. 2. of Foreign
Second-hand Books, and Books at reduced Prices;
W. Nield's (46. Burlington Arcade) Catalogue No. 5.

of Very Cheap Books; W. Waller and Son's (188.
Fleet Street) Catalogue, Part 1. for 1851, of Choice
Books at remarkably low prices.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

THE PATRICIAN, edited by Burke. Vol. 1.

HISTORICAL REGISTER. January, 1845. Nos. 1. to 4.

A MIRROR FOR MATHEMATICS, by Kobert Farmer, Gent. London,
1587.

MAD. CAMPAN'S FRENCH REVOLUTION (English Translation).
PARRY'S ARCTIC VOYAGE.
FRANKLIN'S ARCTIC VOYAGE.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 18G. Fleet Street.

ta

We this week have the pleasure of presenting our readers with
an extra Eight Pages, rendered necessary by our increasing cor-

respondence. If each one of our readers could procure us une
additional subscriber, it ivould enable us to make this enlargement
permanent, instead of occasional.

E. N. W. A ring which had belonged to Mary Q.ue,en nf Scots,

very similar to that which E. N. W. possesses, was exhibited some

years since. A friend, on whose judgment, ws place great reli-

ance, is of opinion that the cutting on U. N. W.'s ring is modern.
Could ti'jt K. N. W. eihiltit it at the. Society of Antiquaries f Mr.
Akerman, the resident Secretary would take charge, of it for that

purpose.
LAMMEK BEADS. Justice to MR. BLOWEN requires that we

should explain that his article in No. fi8 was accidentally inserted

after he had expressed his u'ish to withdraw it, in consequence of
MR. WAY'S most satisfactory paper in No. G7.

E. M. " God tempers the wind," &c. Much curious illustra-

tion of this proverb, ofwh/'c't the French version occurs in Grater's

Florilegium, printed in 1G11, will be found in " NOTES AND
QCTEIIIKS," Vol. I., pp. 2!1. 236. 3-'5. 357. 418.

E. M. "Vox Populi Vox Dei" were the words chosen by
Archbishop Mepham for his Sermon, when Edw. III. was called

to the throne. See " NOTES AND QUERIES," VoL I., pp.370. 419.

492. forfurther illustrations.
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S. WMSN. The propo-ed sJiort and true account of Zacharie

Boyd would be acceptable.

H N. E. Lord Rochester wrote a poem of seventeen stanzas

tenon NOTHING. The Latin poem on the satne subject, to which

H. N. E. refers, is probably that by Passerat, inserted by Dr.

Johnson in /it's Life of Rochester.

K. R. H. M. Received.

O S St. Thomas a Watering's was close to the second mile-

stone on the Old Kent Road. See Cunningham's Handbook of

London, s. v.

BOKROW'S TRANSLATIONS. NORVICENSIS and E.D. are thanked

for their Replies, which had been anticipated. The latter also for
his courteous offer.

J. M. (Tavy), who is certainly our fourth correspondent under

that signature (will he adopt another, or shall we itdd (4.) to his

initials ?), is thanked. His communications shall appear in an

carl;/ Number.
REPLIES RECEIVED. St. Graal Moths called Sonls Rack-

Tines on Woman's Will Odour from the Rainbow Almond
Tree -In Memoriam Gig's Hill Comets Language given
to Man The whole Hog Monosyllables Mistletoe Head of
the Saviour Snail eating Coverdale or Tindal's Bible Dutch
Church Post-office Drachmarus Quebccca's Epitaph
Meaning of

" strained" By-the-bi,e Gloves Tradesmen's

Signs Old Heicaon Slums Morganatic Marriages Quinces
"sir John Vuughan Commoner marrying a Peeress Pilgrim's

Road Herbert's Memoirs.

VOLS. I. and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9 >. Gil. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, "by order, of all Book-
sellers and Xewsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ottglit not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many 0} the country Booksellers, $c.,
arc, probably, not

iffl
aware of (his arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor o/ NOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of Mil. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

CHEAP FOREIGN BOOKS.

WILLIAMS
AND NORGATE'S CATA-

LOGUliS of SECOND-HAND BOOKS, each 1 Stamp:

a. THEOLOGY.
A. CLASSICS. Philology, Archaeology; Ancient History;

Roman Law.

c. SCIENTIFIC BOOKS. Medicine, Anatomy, Chemistry ;

Natural History and Philosophy.

d. GERMAN BOOK CIRCULAR, No. 27.

14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

C HAMILTON'S Catalogue No. 42. will be
9 ready April 1. consisting of a remarkably cheap class of

OLD BOOKS and TRACTS, in varioin languages, particularly

interesting at the present crisis, and purchased wiih n the last

few days. It consists of Works on Catholicism, Hist -.ry, Bio-

graphy, &c. &c. ; including som? very interesting Tracts relating
to Ireland and Scotland, collected by the distinguished Reverend
CHARLES LESLIE, Author of " Snake in the Grass," &c. For-
warded on receipt of postage stamp.

No. 22. Anderson's Buildings, City Road, nearly opposite the

New Congregational Church. Late of Bridge Place.

Valuable Books, County MSS., Cabinet Snnff Boxes, very fine

China Vase, Paintings, &c.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL bv AUC TION, at their

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on MONDAY, March 31, and
Four following Davs, A 'COLLECTION of VALUABLE
BOOKS, from the LIBRARY of a GENTLEMAN, Books of

Prints, Picture Galleries, Voyipes and Travel , &c., chiefly in

fine condition, m-iny in choice old calf gilt and russia bindings ;

also numerous curious Books, Poetry, Plays, Chap. Books, and
several valuable MSS., particularly a collec:ion relative to the

Family and Possessions of Sir Ed. Coke, valuable MSS. relating
to Yorkshire, very large collection of MSS. connected with
various English Counties, &c.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

THE LONDON HOMOEOPATHIC HOS-
PITAL, 32. Golden -square: founded by the British

Homoeopathic Association, and supported by voluntary con-
tributions.

Patroness H. R. H. the Duchess of CAMBRIDGE.
Vice-Patron His Grace the Duke of BEAUFORT, K-G.

Treasurer John Dean Paul, Esq. (Messrs. Strahan and Co.,
Strand).

The ANXUAL FESTIVAL in aid of the funds of the Chanty,
and in commemoration of the opening of this the first Homeo-
pathic Hospital established in London, will be held at the Albion

Tavern, Aldersgate-street, on Thursday, the 10th of April next,
the anniversary of the birth of Samuel Hahnemann :

The Most Noble the Marquis.of WORCESTER, M.P, V.P., in
the chair.

STEWARDS.

F. M. the Marquis of Anglesey
Rt. Hon. the Earl of Chester-

field

Rt. Hon. the Earl of Essex
Rt. Hon. Viscount Sydney
Rt. Hon. Lord Gray
The Viscount Maldon
The Lord Francis Gordon

The Lord Clarence Paget.M.P.
The Lord Alfred Faget, M.P.
The Lord George Paget, M.P.
Culling Charles Smith, Esq.
Marnaaduk B. Sampson, Esq.
F. Foster Quin, Esq., M.D.
Nathaniel Barton, Esq.

J. Askew, Esq.
H. Banister, Esq.
H. Bateman, Esq.
Capt.Branford.R.N.
F. Blake, Esq.
H. Cameron, Esq.
Capt.Chapman.R.A.
F.R.S.

H. Cholmondeley,
Esq.

J. B.Crampern, Esq.
Col. Disbrowe
W. Dutton, Esq.
Ed. Esdaile, Esq.
W. M. Fache, Esq.
Fr. Fuller, Esq.
H. Goez, Esq.
J. Gosnell, fc-sq.

G. Hallett, Esq.
E. Hamilton, Esq.,
M.D.

J. Huggins, Esq.
P. Hughes, Esq.
J. P. Knight, Esq.,

R. A.
J. Kidd, Esq.
T. R. Leadam, Esq.
T. R. Mackern, Esq.
V.Massol.Esq.,M.D.
J. Mayne,Esq.,M.D.
J. B. Metcalfe, Esq.
C.T.P.Metcalfe.Esq.
S.T. Partridge, Esq.,
M.D.

T. Piper, Esq.
W. Piper, Esq.

R. Pope, Esq.
H. Reynolds, Esq.
A. Robinson. Esq.
H. Rosher, Esq.
C. J. Sanders, Esq.
W. Scorer, Esq.
Rittson Soaihall,

Esq.
T. Spicer, Esq.
J. Smith, Esq.
C. Snewin, Esq.
C. Trueman, Esq.
T.Uwins,Esq.,R.A.
W. Watkins. Esq.
J. \Visewould, Esq.
D. W. Witton, Esq.
S. Yeldham, Esq.
J. G. Young, Esq.

The responsibility of Stewards is limited to the dinner ticket,

21.?., and gentlemen who will kindly undertake the office are re-

spectt'ully requested to forward their names to any of the

Stewards ; or to the Hon. Secretary at the Hospital.

32. Golden-square. RALPH BUCKAN, Hon. Sec.

Now ready, fcap. Svo., price 7s. Grf.

A THIRD SERIES OF

PLAIN SERMONS, addressed to a Country
Congregation. By the late Rftv. EDWARD BLENCOWE,

Curate of Teversal, Notts, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxford.

ALSO,

A NEW EDITION OF THE FIRST
SERIES, and A SECOND EDITION OF THE SECOND
SERIES, price 7s. Gd. each.

"Their style is simple; the sentences are not artfully con-

structed; and there is an utter absence of all attempt at rhetoric.

The language is plain Saxon language, from which 'the men on
the wall' can easily gather what it most concerns them to know."

Theologian.

Also, 2 vols. l'2mo., sold separately, 8s. each,

SERMONS. By the REV. ALFRED GATTY,
M.A., Vicar of Ecclesfield.

" Sermons of a high and solid character earnest and affec-

tionate." Theologian.
" Plain and practical, but close and scholarly discourses."

Spectator.

London: GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.
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COMMITTEE FOR THE REPAIR OF THK

TOMB OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.
JOHN BRUCE, Esq., Treas. S.A.

J. PAYNE COLLIER, Esq., V.P.S.A.

PETER CUNNINGHAM, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM RICHARD DRAKE, Esq., F.S.A.

THOMAS W. KING, Esq., F.S.A.

SIR FREDERICK MADDEN, K.H.

JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS, Esq., F.S.A

HENRY SHAW, Esq.. F S A

SAMUEL SHEPHERD, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM J. THOMS, Esq., F.S.A.]

The Tomb of Geoffrey Chaucer in Westminster Abbey is fast

mouldering into irretrievable decay. A sum of One; Hundred

Pounds will effect a perfect repair. The Committee have not

thought it right to fix any limit to the contribution ; they them-

selves have onened the list with a subscription from each of them

of Five Shillings ; but they will be ready to receive any amount.,

more or less, which those who value poetry and honour Chaucer

may be kind enough to remit to them.

Subscriptions have been received from the Earls of Carlisle,

Ellesmere, and Shaftesbury, Viscounts Strangford and Mahon,
Pres. Soc. Antiq., The Lords Braybrooke and Lonuesborough,

and many other nob"emen and gentlemen.

Subscriptions are received by all the members of the Commit-

tee and af the Union Bank, Pall Mall East. Post-office orders

mav be made payable at the Charing Cross Office, to William

T?i< ;tiard Drake "Eso the Treasurer, 46. Parliament Street, or

William J Tnoms, Esq ,
Hon. Sec., 25. Holy-Well Street, Mill,

bank.

Now ready, the Second Edition, price 25s., illustrated by nume-

rous exa ' pies of Rare and Exquisite Greek and Roman Coins,

executed by a New Process in exact fac-simile of the originals,

and in their respective metals.

ANCIENT
COINS AND MEDALS; an

Historical Account of the Origin of Coined Money, the

Development of the Art of Coining in Gr.'Cre and her Colonies,

its Progress during the extension of the Roman Empire, and its

decline as an Art with the Decay of that Power. By H. N.

HUMPHREYS.
"

It is needless to remark how desirable an addition such a work

as this must be to the library of the historian, the classical scholar,

and the clergyman, no less than to the artist." Daily News,

GRANT and GRIFFITH, Corner of St. Paul's Churchyard.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE. The

Volumes of the Transactions at the NORWICH and
LINCOLN MEETINGS are on delivery, at the office of the
Society, 26. Suffolk Street. Directions regarding their transmis-
sion to Members in the country should be addressed to GEORGE
VULLIAMY, Esq., Secretary.
The SALISBURY VOLUME, published by MR. BELL, 186.

Fleet Street, is nearly ready. Subscribers' names received by the
Publisher. Price 15s.

The OXFORD VOLUME i ready for Press. All Members
desirous that the Series of Annual Volumes should he continued
are requested to send their names to the Publisher, MR. PARKER,
377. Strand, or to the Secretary of the Institute.

The JOURNAL, No. 29., commencing Vol. VIII., will be
issued in a few days to all Members not in arrear of their sub-
scriptions, which may be remitted to EDWARD HAWKINS, Esq.,
Treasurer, by Order on the Charing Cross Post Office, or to
MESSRS. COUTTS, Bankers of the Institute.

26. Suffolk Street, Pall-mall, March 24, 1851 .

NEW THEOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
On the 25th instant was published, No. I., price 4s., of

THE THEOLOGICAL CRITIC
; a Quarterly

Journal. Edited by the Rev. THOMAS KERCHEVER ARNOLD,
M.A., Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge.
This Journal will embrace Theology in its widest acceptation,

and several articles of each Number will be devoted to Biblical

Criticism.

CONTENTS : 1. Newman's Ninth Lecture. 2. Galatians iii. 13.

3. Cardinal Bessarion. 4. Lepsius on Biblical Chronology. 5.

The Ministry of the Body. 6. Romans xiv. 7. Is the Beast from
the Sea the Papacy ? 8. Modern Infidelity : Miss Martineau and
Mr. Atkinson. 9. St. Columban and the Early Irish Missionaries.
10. Dr. Bloomfield and Mr. Alford. 11.

"
Things Old and New."

R'IVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place.

Just published, 1 vol. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

AN ARGUMENT FOR THE ROYAL
SUPREMACY. By the Rev. SANDERSON ROBINS, M.A.

Also, recently, by the same,

SOME REASONS AGAINST THE RE-
VIVAL OF CONVOCATION. 8vo. Is.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

This day is published, price Is.

THE LEGEND OP ST. PETER'S CHAIR,
by ANTHONY RICH, B.A.

"
Legend, which means that which ought to be read, is, from

the early misapplication of the term by impostors, now used by us

as if it meant that which ought to be laughed at." Tooke's

Diversion of Purley.

C. WESTERTON, Hyde Park Corner, and all Booksellers.

Also the Fourth Edition, price Is., of

LADY MORGAN'S LETTER TO CAR-
DINAL WISEMAN.

IN ANTICIPATION OF EASTER.

THE SUBSCRIBER has prepared an ample
supply of his well-known and approved SURPL1CKS, irom

20s. to 50s., and various devices in DAMASK COMMUNION
LINEN, well adapted for presentation to Churches.

Illustrated priced Catalogues sent free to the Clergy, Architects,

and Churchwardens by post, on application to

GILBERT J. FRENCH, Bolton, Lancashire.

*,A K, Tun- ATI AVK FHAW of No 8 New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride,
"

ti c City o Lo,Hlo*S i aml piblfeheS' by GKOKOK BBO, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St Dunstan in

Se West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid.- Saturday, March 29. ISol.
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TWO CHANCELLORS.

^ Although neither your readers nor I are politi-
cians enough to interfere in the changes proposed
with reference to the oih'ee of Lord Chancellor, I
doubt not that some of them, now the subject is

on the tapis, may feel interested in a fact con-
nected with it, which our ancient records disclose :

namely, that on one occasion there were two
chancellors acting at the same time for several
months together, and both regularly appointed by
the king.

r

It is an unique instance,, occurring in the reign
of Edward IV. : the two chancellors being Thomas
Rotheram, Bishop of Lincoln, and John Alcock,

Bishop of Rochester. The former received the

Great Seal in May, 1474, in the fourteenth year
of the reign, and without any doubt continued
chancellor till the king's death

; and yet, from

April to September in the following year, the lat-

ter was also addressed by the same title. During
that interval of five months, there are numerous
writs of Privy Seal addressee! by the king to both,
in which each of them is styled

" our chancellor."

This curious circumstance may be thus ac-

counted for. King Edward had for some time
been contemplating an invasion of France ; and
when his preparations were completed (about
April), as he required his chancellor, Bishop
Rotheram, to attend him on the expedition, it

became m-cessary to provide some competent per-
son to transact the business of the Chancery in his

absence. On previous occasions of this nature, it

had been usual to place the seal that was used in

England, when the king was abroad, i-n the hands
of the Master of the Rolls, or some other master
in Chancery, with the title of Keeper : but, for

some unexplained reason (perhaps because Bishop
Alcock was a man whom the king delighted to

honour), this prelate was dignified with the supe-
rior designation, although Bishop Rotheram still

retained it. The voyage being delayed from

April to July, during the whole of that period,
each being in England, both acted in the same
character ; Privy Seals, as I have said, being sent

to both, and bills in Chancery being addressed also

to Bishop Alcock as chancellor. Rotheram was
with the king in France as his chancellor, and is

so described on opening the negotiation in August,
which led to the discreditable peace by which
Edward made himself a pensioner to the French

king. No Privy Seals were addressed to Alcock
after September 28

;
which may therefore be

considered the close of this double chancellorship,
and the date of Bishop Rotheram's return to

England.
Who knows whether the discovery of this an-

cient authority may not suggest to our legislators
the division of the title between two possessors

VOL. Ill, No. 75.
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with distinct duties, in the same manner that two
chief justices were substituted in the reign of

Henry III. for one chief justiciary ?

The immediate interest of this fact has prompted
me to anticipate its appearance in the volumes of

my work, which you have been kind enough to

announce as being in the press. EDWARD Foss.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. III.

" Now flieth Venus in to Ciclinius tour.
* * *

"
Alas, and there hath she no socour,
For she ne found ne sey no maner wight.

* # *

" Wherefore her selven for to hide and save,

Within the gate she fledde in to a cave.
* * *

" Now God helpe sely Venus alone,

But as God wold it happed for to he,

That while the weping Venus made her mone,
Ciclinius riding in his chirachee,

Fro Venus Valanus might this palais see;

And Venus he salveth and maketh chere,

And her receiveth as his frende full dere."

Complaint of Mars and Venus-

Having in my last communication (Vol.iii.,p.235.)
shown cause for the alteration in the foregoing

quotation of Ciclinius into Cyllenius, I shall now
endeavour to interpret the line in Italics, which in

its present shape is utterly without meaning.
Whatever word Valanus may be supposed to

represent, whether a proper or a common name,
still the construction of the whole line is evidently

corrupt.

Taking Valanus, in the first place, as a proper
name, the most probable original would be VALENS ;

for the connexion of which with Mercury we must
refer to Cicero (De Nat. Deor. iii. 22.), where
mention is made of it in these words :

" Alter (Mercurius) Valentis et Phoronidis films, is

qui sub terris habetur idem Trophonius."

Here the identification with Trophonius strikes

us at once as affording a clue to THE CAVE into

which Venus fled, giving great probability to

Valens as the true solution of Chaucer's meaning.
But if we receive it as such, the following

hypothesis becomes necessary, viz., that Chaucer

imagined a double impersonation of Mercury one

absent, the other present, one sidereal, the other

mythological, one Cyllenius, the other Valens.

When Venus first enters Mercury's
"
palais,"

she " ne found ne sey no maner wight" This sig-
nifies the absence from home of Cyllenius, who was
abroad upon "his chirachee" in attendance upon
the Sun

;
and here again is an instance of the nice

astronomical accuracy of Chaucer. It was im-

possible that the plcmet Mercury could be in the

sign Gemini, because his greatest elongation, or

apparent distance from the sun, does not exceed

29 degrees ;
so that the sun having but just en-

tered Taurus, Mercury could not be in Gemini.
Neither could Venus see Valens (the other im-

personation of Mercury), because of his conceal-

ment in the cave ;
but when she entered the cave,

then she was welcomed and received by him.

Now, to render the text conformable with this

interpretation, some alteration in the construction
is necessary, as indeed it must be in any attempt
to render the passage intelligible.

Taking away the word "Fro," and transposing"
might" to the other side of "Valanus," the lines

would stand thus,
"

it happed for to be

That, while the weping Venus made her mone,

(Cyllenius riding in his chirachee)
Venus might Valens in this palais see ;

And Venus he salveth and maketh chere,

And her receiveth as his frende full dere 1"

On the other supposition of " Valanus" being a

common name, to which a capital letter has been

prefixed in mistake, then the only word for which

it would appear to be a probable substitution

would be "
Vallum," in the sense of a border or

rampart ; but the application would be so far-

fetched that I shall not attempt it, especially as I

look upon the explanation afforded by
" Valens

"

as most probably the true one. A. E. B.

Leeds, March 20. 1851.

FOLK LORE.

Cure of Hooping Cough. There is a supersti-
tion in Cheshire that hooping cough may be cured

by holding a toad for a few moments with its head

within the mouth of the person affected. I heard

only the other day of a cure by this somewhat dis-

agreeable process ;
the toad was said to have

caught the disease, which in this instance proved
fatal to it in a few hours. A. II. II.

Charms from Devonshire. The following
charms were obtained from an old woman in this

parish, though probably they are all known to you

already :

(a. ) For a Scald or Burn.
" There were three angels came from the East and

West,
One brought fire and another brought frost,

And the third it was the Holy Ghost.

Out fire, in frost, in the Name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."

(b. ) For a Sprain.
" As our Blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was

riding into Jerusalem, His horse tripped and sprained

his leg. Our Blessed Lord and Saviour blessed it, and

said,
' Bone to bone, and vein to vein,

O vein, turn to thy rest again !

'

M. N. so shall thine, in the Name," &e.
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(c.) For stopping Blood.

" Our Blessed Saviour was born in Bethlehem

and baptized in the river Jordan.

' The waters were wild and rude.

The child Jesus was meek, mild, and good.'

He put His foot into the waters, and the waters

stopped, and so shall thy blood, in the Name," &c.

(</.) For the Tooth-ache.

" All glory ! all glory ! all glory 1 be to the Father,

and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost.
' As our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was walking

in the garden of Gethsamene, He saw Peter weeping.
He called him unto Him, and said, Peter why, weepest
thou? Peter answered and said, Lord, I am grie-

vously tormented with pain, the pain of my tooth.

Our Lord answered and said, If thou wilt believe in

Me, and My words abide with thee, thou slialt never

feel any more pain in thy tooth. Peter said, Lord, I

believe, help Thou my unbelief. In the Name, &c.
" God grant M. N. ease from the pain in his teeth.

"

(e.) For Fits. G-o into a church at midnight
and walk three times round the communion table.

This was done in this parish a few years since.

(/.) An inhabitant of this parish told me that

his father went into Lydfbrd Church, at twelve

o'clock at night, and cut off some lead from every
diamond pane in the windows; with which he

made a heart, to be worn by his wife afflicted with
" breastills" \. e. sore breasts.

(g.) The skin cast by a snake is very useful in

extracting thorns, &c. from the body, but, unlike

other remedies, it is repellent, not attractive; hence
it must always be applied on the opposite side

to that on which the thorn entered. In some
cases where the skin has been applied on the same

side, it has forced the thorn completely through the

hand.

Lent Lilies. Oak Webs, SfC. In this part of

Cornwall, the native yellow narcissus, known in

most counties, and in the books, as daffodils ("the

"Daffy Down Dilly" ofyour correspondent, Vol. iii.

p. 220.), are called only by the name of Lent lilies,

or simply Lents, and are commonly sold by the poor
children, frequently in exchange for pins. The
pleasing name reminds one of Michaelmas Daisy
(Chrysanthemum'), Christmas rose (Helleborus
niger), and the beautiful pasque flower (Anemone
pulsatilla).

The common beetle called cockchafer is here
known only as the oak-web, and a smaller beetle
as fern-web. It seems hard to guess why they
should be named web (which in Anglo-Saxon
means weaver), as they do not, I think, form any
cocoon. H. G. T.

Launceston.

THE THRENODIA CAROLINA OF SIR THO. HERBERT.

The Threnodia Carolina of sir Thomas Herbert
is a jewel of historical composition, and I am per-

suaded that a new edition of it, if formed on a
collation of the best manuscripts, and illustrated

by extracts from the principal historians of the
same period, would not only be received by the

public with thanks, but with expressions of sur-

prise that so rare a treasure should have been
suffered to remain in such comparative obscurity.
There are four manuscripts of the work in

public libraries, two of which I am enabled to

describe.

1. The Harleian Ms. in the British Museum,
No. 7396.

This Ms. is in folio. The preliminary leaves

have the notes marked 1,2, 3 the second being
in the handwriting of sir William Dugdale. The
narrative occupies thirty-six pages, with interlinear

corrections and additions. This Ms. does not
contain the words This brief narrative, &c. nor
the letter dated the 3d Nov. 1681.

"XHRENOniA CAROLINA."

(1)
" This book contains Sr Tho. Herberts memoirs

being the original in his own hand sent to ST Wm
Dug- i

dale in 1678."

(2)
" A true and perfect narrative of the most re-

markable passages relating to king Charles the first

of blesved memory, written by the proper hand of Sr

Thomas Herbert baronet, who attended upon his ma*"
from Newcastle upon Tine, when he was sold by the

Scotts, during the whole time of his greatest afflictions,

till his death and buriall ; wch was sent to me 8r Will 1"

Dugdale knight, garter principall king of armes, in

Michael Imasse Terme a. 1678, by the said Sr Thomas
Herbert, from Yorke, where he resideth."

" VERITAS ODIUM PARIT."

(3)
" Court passages in the two last yeares of the

raigrne of king Charles the first, during y
e time of his

affliction."

2. The Harleian Ms. in the British Museum,
No. 4705.

This Ms. is in small folio. It was formerly in

the possession of Peter le Neve, norroy. A pre-

liminary leaf has the subjoined attestation by sir

William Dugdale. The narrative is much more

ample and circumstantial than in the former Ms.,
but it is not all in the handwriting of sir Thomas
Herbert. The letter dated 3 November 1681,
and the relations of Huntington, Cooke, and Fire-

brace, are added in the handwriting of Dugdale ;

also, the names of persons who corresponded with

Charles I. while he was a prisoner in the Isle of

Wight. The passages transcribed by the REV.
ALFRED GATTY appear in this Ms. also in the

edition of 1702. The edition of 1813 is a verbatim

reprint of the first and second articles of that of

1702. It was edited by Mr. George Nicol.

" CAROLINA THKENODIA."

" This booke containeth a large answer to a short

letter sent by Sr Will"1

Dugdale kn* (garter; principall

kdng of armes) unto Sr Thomas Herbert baronet, re-
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siding in the citty of Yorke. By wch letter he did

desire the sayd S* Thomas Herbert to informe him of

such material! passages, as he had observed touching
the late king Charles the first (of blessed memory)

I during the time that he the sayd Sr Thomas did

attend him in person ; B* for the two last yeaxes of his

afflicted life,"

The other Mss, alluded to are preserved in the
! Asbinolean Museum at Oxford, The most im-

portant
is No. 1141., which is minutely described

i
in the admirable catalogue compiled by Mr. Black.
A transcript of the Threnodia Carolina by Ant. &

' Wood, also in the Ashmolean Museum, is recorded

by Huddesford.
As there were two recensions of the narrative, I

:
have added a specimen of each of the Harleian

j Mss., which may serve as a clue to the nature of
other copies, whether in public libraries, or in

private hands.

** The Lords ordered a girdle or pircumscription of

Capital! Letters to be cutt in Lead and putt about the

Coffin, being onely these wordes

KING CHAHLEB
1648,

The kings body wa then brought from the chamber
to Saint Georges hall, whence after a Little pause, it

was w th a slow pase & much sorrow carrye'd by those

gentlemen that were in mourninge : the Lords in

blacks following the royall Corpes & many gentlemen
after them, and their attendants." THRENODIA CA
BOLINA, p. 36. Harleian MS. 7396.

" The girdle or circumscription of Capital! Letters

in Lead putt about the Coffin had onely these words.

KING- CHARLES.
1648.

The Kings body was then brought from his Bed-
chamber, downe into S* Georges-hall ; whence after a

little stay, itt was with a slow and solemn pace (much
sorrow in most faces discernable) carryed by gentle-
men that were of some quallity and,in mourning, the

Lords in like habitts followed the Royall Corps, the

Governor, and severall gentlemen, and officers, and
attendants came after." CAROLINA THRENODIA, p. 80.

Harleian MS. 4705.

BOLTON COHNEY.

Sir Thomas Herberts Memoirs of Charles I.

The question suggested by ME. GATTY'S first note

upon this subject was one of some importance,
viz., whether the original MS. in the possession of
his friend contained anything of Sir Thomas Her-
bert's not hitherto published? There is no doubt
that the " Memoir of the two last years of King
Charles I." was written by Sir Thomas Herbert,
after his retirement to his native city of York, at
the request of the author of the Athena Oxonienses,
who made use of nearly the whole of it in compil-
ing that great work, adapting different portions to
his biographical notices of the persons to whom
they principally related. The notices of Colonel

Joyce and Colonel Gobbet are chiefly composed of

extracts from Herbert'* Memoir
; whilst under the

name of Herbert himself not more than about
one-third of his own communication will be found.
The first edition of the Athena WHS not pub-

lished until 1691, several years after Sir Thomas
Herbert's death ; and the memoir in a complete
form, with the title of Threnodia Carolina, did not

appear until the year 1702, when it was published
by Dr, Charles (joodall, physician to the Charter

House, together with other tracts relating to

Charles I. This is doubtless the volume described

by MR. BOLTON CORNEY (Vol. iii., p. 157.), who
will, I hope, favour your readers with the infor-

mation requested by MR. GATTY (p 222.),
The Memoir, as published in 1813 by G. and

W. Nicol, Booksellers, Pall Mall, professes to be
a faithful reprint of the former edition of 1702.
The commencing and concluding paragraphs in

this reprint are precisely the same as those tran-

scribed by MR. GATTY'S friend from the MS. in

his possession. His idea, that an incorrect copy
of his MS. was improperly obtained, and published
iu 1813, seems to be without foundation. A,

IHtunr Jlotetf.

Shakspeare's Venus and Adonis. The following
extract from an advertisement in the St. James*

Chronicle, April 15, 1779, is worth a note as il-

lustrative of the altered value of the book
referred to :

" If any person is possessed of an impression of

Shakspeare's Venus and Adonis, 4to. Print d by Richard
Field for John Harrison, 1593, and will bring it to

Mr. Thomas Longman, bookseller, in Paternoster Row,
he will receive one guinea for it."

Malone gave 25Z. for the copy in his collection

in the Bodleian. J. F. M.

Moorfields in Charles II 's Time. I copy this

from The New Help to Discourse, published about

1670:

" Two gentlemen of Stepney going homewards over

Moor-fields, about twelve of the clock at night, were

staid by an impertinent constable with many frivolous

questions, more by half to show his office than his wit;

one whereof was, If they were not afraid to go home
at that time of the night ? They answered, No.'

Well,' said he,
' I shall let you pass at this time ;

but if you should be knockt on the head before you

get home, you cannot hut report that there was a good
watch kept in Moor-fields."

BLOWEN.

Yankee, Derivation of. The word Yankee is

nothing more than the word English so trans-

formed by the imperfect pronunciation of the

natives of Massachusets Yenghis, Yunghis, Yan~

kies. The orthography of this much-used epithet,

which is not given, we believe, in any English or

American work, was communicated to M. Philarete
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Charles by one of the best-informed men of that

province.
" Le mot Yankee, appliqu^ aujourd'hui eomme sobri-

quet aux populations agricoles et comment-antes du

nord, n'est autre que ie mot English transforme par la

prononciation defectueuse des indigenes du Massachu-

sets: Yenghis, Yanghis, Yankies. Nous tenons de Pun
des homines les plus instruit de la province cette

eurieuse etymologic, que rie do-nne aucun ouvrage
americaia ou anglais. Les Anglais, quand ils se

moquent des Yankies, se m;>quent d'eux-memes. Phi-

lare:e Charles,
" Les Americains," in Revue des Deux

Mondes, May 15, 1850.

J. M.

A Word to Literary Men (Vol. iii., p. 161.).

Perhaps MR. KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE will

allow me to add the following as a rider to his

suggestion:
44 Even, after all the labours of the Prussian scholars,"

says Dr. Arnold,
" much remains to be done towards

obtaining a complete knowledge of the number, and
still more of the value, of the Greek MSS. now existing
in Europe. It is not easy to know how many MSS.
of any given writer are extant, where they are to be

found", and, above all. whether from their age and
character they are worth the trouble of an exact colla-

tion. A labour of this kind cannot be accomplished by
individuals ; but the present spirit of liberal co-opera-
tion, which seems to influence literary as well as scien-

tific men throughout Europe, renders its accomplish-
ment by the combined exertions of the scholars of dif-

ferent countries by no means impracticable. It would
be exceedingly convenient to possess an alphabetical
list of all the extant Greek and Latin writers, with a

catalogue raisonnee of the MSS. of each; and if such a
work were attempted, there is little doubt, I imagine,
that in point of number a very large addition would be
nmde to the stock of MSS. already known. What the
result might be in point of value is another question;
still it is desirable to know what we have to trust to;
and when we have obtained a right estimate of our

existing resources in manuscripts, we shall then be
better able to judge what modern criticism will have
to do from its own means towards bringing the text of
the ancient writers to the greatest possible state of per-
fection." Preface to Thiicydides, vol. iii. page iv.

2d edit.

M. N.

POEMS OF JOHN SEGUARD OF NORWICH.

In the Letters on the British Museum, 1767
(referred to Vol. Hi., p. 208.), at p. 33. is given a
short Latin poem, which the writer states he
"found among the manuscripts ;" and adds, "It
was written by John Seward in the time of

Henry V., who conquered Charles VI. of France."
The poem, is as follows :

" Ite per extremam Tanairn, pigrosque Triones,
Ite per arentem Lybiam, superate calores

Solis, et arcanos Nili deprendite fontes,

Herculeumque sinum, Bacchi transcurrite tnetas,

Angli juris erit quicquid complectitur orbis.

Anglis rubra dabunt pretiosas aequora conchas,
Indus ebur, ramos Panchaia, vellera Seres,
Dum viget Henricus, dum noster vivit Achilles ;

Est etenim laudes longe transgressus avitas."

If these lines are compared with the contem-

porary Leonine verses in praise of Henry V., pre-
served in MS. Cott. Cleop. B. i. f. 173. beginning :

" Ad Salvatoris laudes, titulos et honores."

their great superiority, in point of Latinity, will

be perceived, and this Query forthwith arises :

Who was John Seward ?

In reply to this, the following information has
been collected. The name of the author was not

Seward, but Seguard. He is not mentioned by
Leland, but Bale calls him "

insignis sui temporis
rhetor ac poeta;" and states further, that in the

city of Norwich, "non sine magno auditorum

fructu, bonas artes ingenue profitebatur." He
then gives a list of his writings> among which is a
work on Prosody, entitled Metristenchiridion, ad-
dressed to Richard Courtney, Bishop of Norwich,
who held the see only from Sept. 1413 to Sept.
1415, and therefore composed during that interval.

He notices also a tract De miseria hominis, to-

gether with Carmina diversi generis and Epistolce
ad diversos ; all of which, he says, he himself saw
in manuscripts in Merton College, Oxford, and in

the Royal Library of Edward VI. Pits, the next

authority in point of date, chiefly follows Bale in

his account of John Seguard ; but adds,
"
Eques-

tris ordinis in Anglia patre natus," and among his

writings inserts one not specified by Bale, De
laudibus Regis Henrici Quinti, versu. Tanner

copies the first of these statements, yet, singular

enough, omits all notice of the poem on Henry V.,
the very one, apparently, cited in the Letters ou
the JBritish Museum. But there are further diffi-

culties. It was natural to suppose, that the MS,
seen by Bale in the Royal Library would be there
still ; and Tanner unhesitatingly refers to the
volume marked 15 A. xxii. art. 5., as the one
which contained the poem De miseria hominis,
noted by Bale. On looking, however, at this

manuscript, it became apparent that both Bale
and Tanner are in error in ascribing this poem to

Seguard. The handwriting is of the early part of

the thirteenth century, and consequently full a

century and a half before the Norwich poet was
born ! At the conclusion is this note, by the same
hand :

44 Hos versus, sicut nobis quidam veridicus retulit,

Segardus junior de Sancto Audomaro composuit."

The writer here named is not mentioned in Fa-
bricius, nor in the Histoire Litteraire de la France.
Besides the MS. in Merton College, Oxford, re-

ferred to by Bale, which still exists there under the

signature Q. 3. 1., I find another in Bernard's Catt.
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MSS. Anglice, 1697, vol. ii. p. 216., among the

manuscripts of Sir Henry Langley of Shropshire,
" No. 22. Jo. Bernard [read Seguard] Poemata."
I would therefore close these remarks by request-

ing attention to the following Queries :

1. As Blomefield is silent on the subject, is any-
thing more known respecting the biography of

John Seguard ?

2. Can a list be obtained of the contents of the

Merton manuscript?
3. What became of the Langley MS., and where

is it at present ?

4. In what manuscript of the British Museum
is the poem on Henry V. contained ?

F. MADDEN.
P.S. Since I wrote the above, I have found in

the Sale Catalogue of the Towneley library, 1814,

pt. i. lot 396. :

*
Seguardi Opiiscula. Manuscript on vellum. This

volume contains several treatises not mentioned by
Bale or Pits."

It was purchased by Mr. Laing for II. Is. May
I, therefore, add one more Query?

5. Can the present owner of this MS. (which is

probably the same as the Langley copy) furnish a

note of its contents ? F. M.

EPITAPH ON THE COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE.

Who was the writer of the oft-quoted lines,
" Underneath this marble (sable) bearse,"&c.

intended, as all know, fen' an epitaph on Mary
Sidney, afterwards Countess of Pembroke, but not

inscribed upon any monumental stone ? They are

almost universally attributed to Ben Jonson, and
are included amongst his poems. But this is not

conclusive evidence, as we also there find the

epitaph on Drnyton, which was written by
Quarles. In Aubrey's MS. Memoires of Naturall

Remarques in Wilts, these verses are said to

have been " made by Mr. Willia. Browne, who
wrote the Pastoralls, and they are inserted there."

Mr. Britton, in his Life of Aubrey (p. 96.), adds:
" It is essential to observe, that Aubrey is not alone

in stating them to be by Browne ; for, in his note upon
the subject, he left a blankfor the latter's Christian name,
*Wil liam,' which was filled up by Evelyn when he perused
the manuscript. Indeed, Evelyn added as a further

note,
'

William, Governor to the now Earl of Oxford.'"

But these lines are not to be found in Browne's
Pastorals. In book ii., song 4., there is an

epitaph, but which bears little resemblance to the

one in question. It concludes with the following
conceit :

" IF to the grave there ever was assign'd
One like this nymph in hody and in minde,
We wish here in baime, not vainely spent,
To fit this maiden with a monument,
For brass, and marble, were they seated here,

Would fret, or melt in tears, to lye so near."

Addison, in The Spectator, No. 323., speaks of
this epitaph as " written by an uncertain author."
This was not more than seventy -five or eighty
years after Jonson's death. In the lives of the

Sidneys, and in Ballard's Memoirs of Celebrated
Ladies (1752), no author is mentioned; but the
latter speaks of the epitaph as likely to be more

lasting than marble or brass. To the six lines

which generally stand alone, the following are

added in the two last-mentioned works :

" Marble pyles let no man raise,

To her name, for after daies,

Some kind woman, born as she,

Reading this like Niobe,
Shall turn marble, and become,
Both her mourner and her tomb."

These are also given by Brydges in his Peers of
James //., but they are not in Jonson's works.
Did they originally form part of the epitaph, or are

they the production of another and later author ?

That this epitaph should be attributed to

Jonson, may possibly have arisen from the follow-

ing lines being confounded with it. Jacob, in his

English Poets, says
" To show that Ben was famous at epigram, I need

only transcribe the epitaph he wrote on the Lady
Elizabeth L. H. :

" Underneath this stone doth lie

As much virtue as could die,

Which when alive did harbour give
To as much beauty as could lire.

J. H. M.
Bath.

i&irior

The Vellum-bound Junius. Mr. Cramp, in his

late publication, Junius and hisWorhs, conjectures
that the printer having bound a copy of Junius for

and under the direction of the writer of the letters,

followed the pattern in the binding of other copies ;

and this, he says,
" will account for similar copies

having been found in the libraries of so many per-

sons, which from time to time has occasioned so

much speculation." With Mr. Cramp's conjecture
I do not concern myself; but 1 should be much

obliged if he would inform me, through your

Journal, in what libraries, and where, these many
vellum-bound copies have been found, and where

I can find the speculations to which they have

given rise. V. B.

The Vellum-bound Junius. Some years ago, on

reading the private letters of Junius, addressed to

H. S. Woodfall, and printed by G. Woodfall, 1812,

I was particularly struck by those of No. 58. and

59., wherein he states a desire to have one set of

his letters (which were published 3d March, 1772,

by Woodfall) bound in vellum.

Constantly bearing in mind the fact of the vel-

lum copy, I invariably examined all the book
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catalogues that came in my way for it. At las

the long-wished-for object appeared at the Stowe

sale, and I immediately gave my agent instruc-

tion to purchase the book for me, and he might
offer as much as 101. : he bid 8/., and then it was
intimated that it was no use to go on

; that fifty

guineas would not purchase it, or any other sum.

Query, Has this volume been in any other
sale ? if not, it certainly connects the Buckingham
family with Junius, though it does not prove the
author. W. D. HAGGARD.

[The Stowe copy of Junius, it appears, was bought
by Mr. Rodd for 9/., no doubt upon commission.]

What is a "
Tye?" In Essex, many parishes

have a place called " the tye," which I believe is

always an out-lying place where three roads meet.
In an old map I have seen one place now called
"
Tye

"
written " Dei." Is it where a cross once

stood, and Tye a corruption of Dei ? Forby, in

his East Anglian Vocabulary, mentions it, but
cannot make it out. A. HOLT WHITE.

"
Marriage is such a Rabble Rout." In

D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature, Moxon's edi

tion, in 1 vol. p. 118., or ed. edited by his son,
vol. i. p. 363., under the head "A Literary Wife,"
are the lines

"
Marriage is such a rabble rout,
That those that are out, would fain get in;
And those that are in, would fain get out :

"

quoted from Chaucer. I have heard these lines

quoted as being from Hudibras: as I cannot trace
them in my editions of Chaucer or Butler, perhaps
some of your readers can tell me where I can find

them ? S. WMSON.

Arms of Robert Nelson. Can any of the nu-
merous readers and correspondents of " NOTES AND
QUERIES" describe the armorial bearings of Robert

Nelson, Esq., the author of the Companion for the

Festivals and Fasts of the Church of England f

He was biiried in the burying-ground in Lamb's
Conduit Fields, January, 1714. G.F.

Knebsend or Nebsend, co. York. Query, where-
abouts in the county of York is this place ? I
believe that one of the above is the way of spell-

ing, but at any rate they have the same sound.

J. N. C.

Moore's Almanack. Can any of your corre-

spondents inform me as to the history of Moore s

Almanack ?

What is the date of its first appearance ? Was
Francis Moore a real personage, or merely a

myth? H. P. W.
Temple.

Archbishop Loftus. I shall be deeply obliged
to any of your correspondents who will inform me
whether, and where, any diary or private memo-
randa are known to exist of Adam Loftus, who

was Archbishop of Dublin nearly forty years,
from 1567 to 1605, Lord Chancellor of Ireland,
and the first Provost of Trinity College, Dublin.
He was an ancestor of the Viscount Loftus, and
of the Marquess of Ely. HENRY COTTON.

Thurles, Ireland, March 20.

Matrix of Monastic Seal. A brass matrix has
fallen into my hands of a period certainly not
much anterior to the Revolution. Device, the

Virgin and Child, their heads surrounded with
nimbi

;
the former holds in her right hand three

lilies, the latter a globe and cross. The legend is :

" * SIGIL . MON . B . M . DE . FRATO . ALIAS . DE .

BONO . NVNCIO."

In the field, a shield charged with three lions

passant. Can any correspondent aid me in as-

signing it rightly ? There was an Abbey of St.

Mary de Pratis at Leicester (Vide Gent. Mag.,
vol. xciii. p. 9.) ;

and there is a church dedicated to
" St. Mary in the Marsh at Norwich." In a

recent advertisement I find a notice of Scipio
Ricci, Bishop of Pistoia and Prato, so that the

appellation is not very uncommon.
E. S. TAYLOR.

Syriac Scriptures and Lexicon. What edition

of the Peschito-Syriac version of the Old and New-

Testaments, respectively, is considered the best ?

Also, what Syriac Lexicon stands highest for value
and accuracy ? T. TN

Villiers Duke of Buckingham. There is a tra-

dition in Portsmouth, that in the evening preceding
his assassination, Villiers Duke of Buckingham
killed a sailor. Is there any authority for this ?

E. D.

Porci solidi-pedes. Can any of your readers

inform me if any pigs with single hoofs are in

existence in any county in England ? They are

mentioned in a letter from Sir Thomas Browne to

Dugdale the antiquary. J. S. P. (a Subscriber).

The Heywood Family. I am anxious to know
if Thomas Heywood, the dramatist, was in any
way related to Nathaniel Heywood or Oliver Hey-
wood, the celebrated Nonconformist ministers in

the seventeenth century ? Could any of your
correspondents give me information on this point?

H. A. B.
Trin. Coll. Camb.

Was Charles II. ever in Wales ? There is a

tradition amongst the inhabitants of Glamorgan-
hire, that, after his defeat at the battle of Worces-

ter, Charles came to Wales and staid a night at

a place called Llancaiach Vawr, in the parish of

jrelligaer. The place then belonged to a Colonel

Pritchard, an officer in the Parliamentary army ;

and the story relates that he made himself known
;o his host, and threw himself upon his generosity
or safety. The colonel assented to his staying for
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one night only, but went away himself, afraid, as the

story goes, that the Parliament should come to know
he had succoured Charles. I know that Llancaiach

was a place of considerable note long after that,

and that an old farmer used to say he had heard

the story from his father. The historians, I be-

lieve, are all silent as to his having fled to Wales
between the time of his defeat at Worcester and
the time he left the country. DAVYDD GAM.

[Some accounts state that Charles I. was entertained

by Colonel Prichard, when that monarch, travelling
tli rough Wales, lost his way between Tredegar and

Brecknock. (See Lewis's Topographical Dictionary of
Wales, art.

"
Gellygaer.)]

Dog's Head in the Pot. "Thomas Johnson,
Citizen and Haberdasher of London, by will, dated
3d Sept. 1563, gave 13s. 4d. annually to the high-

ways between Barkway and Dogshed-in-the-Pot,
otherwise called Horemayd."
The Dogshed-in-the-Pot here mentioned was,

as I infer, a public-house in the parish of Great or

Little Hormead in Hertfordshire, by the side of

the road from Barkway to London. In-Akennan's
Tradesmen's Tokens current in London I find one

(numbered 1442) of the "
Dogg's-Head-in-the-

Potte" in Old Street, having the device of a dog
eating out of a pot ;

and the token of Oliver

Wallis, in Red Cross Street (No. 1610., A.D. 1667),
has the device of a dog eating out of a three-legged

pot. In April, 1850, Hayward Brothers (late
R. Henly and Co.), wholesale and manufacturing
builders ironmongers, 196 Blackfriars Road, and
117. and 1.18. Union Street, Borough, London

(who state their business to have been established

1783), put forth an advertisement headed with a

woodcut of a dog eating out of a three-legged pot.
Can any of your readers elucidate this sign of

the "
Dog's-head-in-the Pot ?" C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, May 24. 1 850.

" Poor Allindas growing old''' Charles II., to

vex the Duchess of Cleveland, caused Will Legge
to sing to her

" Poor AUinda's growing old,

Those charms are now no more."

(See Lord Dartmouth's note in Burnet, vol. i.

p. 458. ed. 1823.) Let me ask, through
" NOTES

AND QUERIES," Dr. Rimbault, Mr. Chappell, or

any readers, where are these verses to be found?
P. CUNNINGHAM.

Who was the Author of
" The Modest Enquiry,

8fc." f There is an anonymous tract, entitled A
Modest Enquiry, Sfc., (4to. London, 1687), on the

question of St. Peter's ever having been at Rome :

proving, in so far as a negative in the case can be

proved, in the most logical, full, clear, and satis-

factory manner, that He never was at Pome ;

and never was, either nominally or otherwise, Bishop

of the Church there : and showing the grounds for

the contrary assertion to be altogether baseless

and untrue
; being a tissue of

self-contradicting
forgeries and frauds, invented long subsequently
to the time, evidently for the sole purpose of jus-

tifying the Papal pretensions of succession and
derivation from the Apostle ;

as those, and all its

other claims, are founded alone upon that fact,

and must stand or fall with it.

The inquiry is conducted throughout with evi-

dence of great acquaintance with Scripture and
much theological learning (though the writer

states himself to be a layman), without the least

undue pretension, and with the most perfect tem-

perateness and impartiality. The work would
seein now well worth reprinting in a cheap and

popular form.

Who was the author ? M.

[In Francis Peck's Catalogue of Discourses in the

Time of King James II., No. 226., the name of HENRV
CARE is given as the author. A list of his other works

may be found in Watt's Bibliotheca.~\

William Penns Family. Can any of your
correspondents inform me to whom his eldest sur-

viving son (William) was married, and also to

whom the children of the said son were married, as

well as those of his daughter Letitia (Mrs. Aubrey),
if she had any? This son and daughter were
William Penn's children by his first marriage
with Miss Springett. A. U. C.

[William Penn, eldest son (of William Penn by Miss

Springett), had two children, Gulielma Maria, married

to Charles Fell, and William Penn of the Rocks in

Sussex, who by his first wife, Christian Forbes, had a

daughter and heir, married to Peter Gaskell. Mrs.

Aubrey was living in 1718, Our correspondent may
also be referred to Mr. Hepworth Dixon's recently

published William Penn, an Historical JSioyrajihy.^

Deal, Dover, and Harwich . Where do the fol-

lowing lines come from ?

" Deal, Dover, and Harwich,
The devil gave with his daughter in marriage ;

And, by a codicil to his will,

He added Helvoet and the Brill."

J. H. L.

[Francis Grose, in his Collection of Proverbs, speaks
of them as " A satirical squib thrown at the innkeepers
of those places, in return for the many impositions

practised on travellers, as well natives as strangers.

Equally applicable to most other sea-ports."]

Author of Broad Stone of Honour. Who is

the author of the Broad Stone of Honour, of which

mention is made in the Guesses at Truth, 1st

series, p. 230., &c., and in the Ages of Faith, p. 236.,

works of some interest in reference to the Papal
discussions which are raging at present ?

NEMO.

[Kenelm M. Digby is the author of the Broad Stone

of Honour.
]
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Pope Joan. Can any information be procured
as to the origin of the game called Pope Joan, and !

(what is of more importance) of the above title,

whether any such personage ever held the keys
of St Peter and wore the tiara ? If so, at what

period and for what time, and what is known of

her personal history ? NEMO.

[That Papissa Joanna is merely a fictitious cha-
j

racter, is now universally acknowledged by the best I

authorities. " Clearer confirmations must be drawn
j

for the history of Pope Joan, who succeeded Leo IV.
and preceded Benedict III , than many we yet dis-

cover, and he wants not grounds that doubts it." So

thought Sir Thomas Browne, in his Vulgar Errors,
B. vii. Ch. 17. Gibbon, too, rejects it as fabulous.
" Till the Reformation," he says,

" the tale was re-

peated and believed without offence, and Joan's female
statue long occupied her place among the Popes in the

Cathedral of Sienna. She has been annihilated by
two learned Protestants Blondel and Bayle ; but their

brethren were scandalized by this equitable and ge-
nerous criticism. Spanheim and L'Enfant attempted
to save this poor engine of controversy, and even Mo-
shi'im condescends to cherish some doubt and sus-

picion." Tke Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
chap. xlix. Spanheim's work, Joanna Papissa Restituta,
was printed at Leyden in 1692

]

The Welld the World's End. I am very anxious
to find out, whether there still exists in print (or
if it is known to any one now alive) an old Scotch

fairy tale called "The Weary Well at the World's

End?"_ Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe, Esq., who is

unhappily dead lately, knew the story and meant
to write it down

; but he became too infirm to do
so, and though many very old people in the hilly
districts of Laininerinoor and Roxburghshire re-
member parts of it, and knew it in their youth, I
cannot find one who knows it entirely.

L. M. M. R.

[Some references t> the story alluded to by our

correspondent will be found in Dr. Leyden's valuable
introduction to Tke Complaynt of Scotland ; and the

story itself in Chambers'* admirable collection of Scot-
tish Folk Lore, Popular Rhymes of Scotland, p. 236. of
the third edition, which form vol. vii. of the Select

Writings of Robert Chambers.
]

Sides and Angles. What is the most simple
and least complicated method of determining the
various relations of the sides and angles of the

I

acute and obtuse-angled triangles, without the aid
of trigonometry, construction, or, in fact, by any
method except arithmetic ? F. G. F.

St. Andrew's.

[Tne relations of sides and angles cannot be obtained
without trigonometry in some shape. A very easy

j

work has lately been published by Mr. Hemming, in
which there is as little as possible of technical trigo-
nometry.]

Meaning of Ratehe. In John Frith's Antithesis,
published in 1529, he says:

" The pope and bishops hunt the wild deer, the fox,

and the hare, in their closed parks, with great cries, and
horns blowing, with hounds and ratches running."

I should be glad to have the word ratches satis-

factorily explained. H. W.
[From a note by Steevens on the line in King Lear

(Boswell's Shakspeare, vol. x. p. 155.), it appears that
the late Mr. Hawkins, in his notes to The Return from
Parnassus, p. 237., says,

" That a rache is a dog that
hunts by scent wild beasts, birds, and even fishes, and
that the female of it is called abrache." and in Magnifi-
cence, an ancient Interlude or Morality, by Skelton,

printed by Rastell, no date, is the following line ;

" Here is a leyshe of ratches to renne an hare."

In a following note, Mr. Toilet, after saying
" What

is here said of a rache, might, perhaps, be taken from
Holinshed's Description of Scotland, p. 14.," proceeds,
" The females of all dogs were once called braches ;

and Ulitius upon Gratius observes,
' Raclia Saxonibus

canem significabat unde Scoti hodie Rache pro cane
fcemina habent, quod Anglis est Brache.'"]

"Feast ofReason" Sfc. Seeing your correspon-
dents ask where couplets are to be found, I

venture to ask whence comes the line
" The feast of reason and the flow of soul.

"

I have often heard it asked, but never answered.
H. W. D.

[It will be found in Pope's Imitations of Horace,
Book ii. Satire i. :

" There St. John mingles with my friendly bowl
The feast of reason and the flow of soul."]

Tu Autem. In page 25. of "
Hertfordshire,"

in Fuller's Worthies, there is a story of one
Alexander Nequam, who, wishing to become a
monk of St. Alban's, wrote thus to the abbot
thereof :

" Si vis, veniam. Sin autem, tu autem."

To which the abbot replied :

" Si bonus sis, venias. Si Nequam, nequaquam."
Can any of your readers inform me of the mean-

ing of " tu autem" in the first line? as I have
been long puzzled.

This puts me in mind of a form which there
was at Ch. Ch., Oxford, on "gaudy" days. Some
junior students went to the "

high table" to say a

Latin grace, and when they had finished it, they
were dismissed by the Dean saying "Tu autem;"
on which, I remember, there was invariably a

smile pervading the faces of those present, even
that of the Dean himself, as no one seemed to

know the meaning of the phrase. I believe that it

was in my time an enigma to all. Can any of

your ingenious readers solve ine this ? H. C. K.

Rectory, Hereford.

[Pegge in hs Anonymiana, Cent. iv. Sect. 32. says,
" At St. John's College, Cambridge, a scholar, in my
time, read some part of a chapter in a Latin Bible ;

and after he had read a short time, the President, or
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the Fellow that sat in his place cried, Tu autem. Some
have been at a loss for the meaning of this ; but it

is the beginning of the suffrage, which was supposed
to follow the reading of the Scripture, which the read-

ing scholar was to continue by saying Miserere mei,
Domine. But at last it came to mean no more than
to be a cue to the reader to desist or give over."]

BARONS OF HUGH LUPUS.

(Vol.iii., pp.87. 189.)

The inquiry of P., in p. 87., seems to indicate
an impression that all the witnesses to the charter
of Hugh Lupus to Chester Abbey were barons of
the Palatinate, but only a few of them were such,
the rest being of England generally.
The original barons of the Palatinate were

clearly distinguishable by possession of privileges
confirmed to them by a well-known charter of
Earl Ranulph III.

;
and all the Norman founders

of their baronies will be found, under Cestrescire,
in Domesday, as tenants in capite, from the Earl
Palatine, of lordships within the lyme of his county.
Bigod de Loges (one of the subjects of P.'s in-

quiry) will not bear this test, unless he was iden-
tical with Bigot, Norman lord of the manors
afterwards comprised in Aldford Fee, which is not
known to have been the case. For this last-named

Bigot, whose lands descended through the Alfords
to Arderne, reference may be made to the History
of Cheshire, i. xxix., H. 41 1 .

William Malbanc, the other subject of inquiry,
who has eluded M. J. T.'s searches, is easily iden-
tified. He was the Norman baron of Nantwich,
the Willelmus Malbedeng of the Domesday Sur-

vey (vol. i. p. 265. col. 2.), and the name is also

written thus in the copy of H. Lupus's charter
referred to, which was ratified under inspection

by Guncelyn de Badlesmere, Justiciary of Chester
in 8 Edw. I.

The charter, with Badlesmere's attestation pre-
fixed, will be found in Leycester's Cheshire Anti-

quities, p. 109., and in Ormerod's Hist, of Cheshire,
vol. i. p. 12. In the latter work, in vol. iii., the

inquirer will also find an account of William Mal-

bedeng or Malbanc, his estates, his descendant

coheirs, and their several subdivisions, extending
from p. 217. to p. 222., under the proper head of
Nantwich or Wich Malbanc, a still existing Pala-
tine barony. LANCASTRIENSIS.

Your correspondent M. J. T. says it appears
from

" The MS. Catalogue of the Norman nobility before
the Conquest, that Robert and Roger de Loges pos-
sessed lordships in the districts of Coutances in Nor-

mandy."

Will he be so good as to say what MS. Catalogue
he refers to ? He seems to speak of the MS.

Catalogue of Norman nobility as if it were some
well-known public and authentic record. Q. G.

EDMUND PRIDEAUX AND THE FIRST POST-OFFICE.

(Vol. iii., p. 186.)

In a recent number of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

(which, by the way, I have only recently become
acquainted with) I saw the Queries of your corre-

spondent G. P. P. upon the above subject, and
having some time ago had occasion to investigate
it, I accumulated a mass of notes from various
sources, and these I send you, rough and un-

1

polished as they are, in the hope that in the ab-
sence of better information, they may prove to be
acceptable.

Herodotus (viii. 98.) mentions the existence of
a method of communication among the Persians,
by means of horsemen placed at certain distances.

In the Close and Misae Rolls (temp. King John
et post) payments are recorded for nuncii who were
charged with the carriage of letters.

In 1481, Edward IV., during his war with Scot-

land, established horse riders at posts twenty
miles apart, by which letters were conveyed two
hundred miles in two days (Gale's Hist. Croy-
land) ; and the Scottish Parliament issued an
ordinance for facilitating the expedition of couriers

throughout the kingdom. Carriers of letters also
existed in England about this time, for in a letter
from Sir J. Paston, written in 1471, we are in-

formed that "
Courby, the carrier, hath had 40d.

for the third hired horse," for a journey from
Norwich to London and back. (Fenn's Paston

Letters, 4to. vol. v. p. 73.)
In 1542, letters reached Edinburgh on the fourth

day from their despatch from London. (Sadler's
Letters and Negotiations.}

In 1548, the rate to be charged for post-horse
hire was fixed by statute (2 & 3 Edw. VI. cap. 3.)
at one penny per mile.

In 1581 (according to Camden), Thomas Ran-
dolph was appointed the first Chief Postmaster of
all England.
James I. established (date unknown) the office

of Foreign Postmaster, which was first held by
Mathewe le Questor.

In 1631, Charles I. appointed William Fiizell

and Thomas Witherings (in reversion) to the sole

management of the foreign post-office. And at

this date it seems a regular home post was also

carried on, as appears by the following entry from
the Corporation Books of Great Yarmouth :

"1631. Agreed, June 6, with the Postmaster of

Ipswich to have Quarterly 20s. paid him for carry-
ing and bringing letters to and from London to

Yarmouth for the vse of the Towne."
In 1635, Charles I. issued a proclamation for

the establishment of " a running post or two, to
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run night and dny between Edinburgh and Scot-

land and the City of London, to go thither and

come back again in six days :

"
branch posts were

ulso to be established with all the principal towns

on the road : the rates of postage were fixed at 2d.

under 80 miles ; 4d. for 140 miles
;
6d. beyond ;

and 8d. to Scotland. This is conclusive evidence

that a regular post-office establishment existed

nearly ten years before Prideaux had anything to

do with the post-office.
In 1640, a proclamation was issued by the Long

Parliament, by which the offices of Foreign and
Inland Postmaster (then held by Witherings) were

sequestrated into the hands of one Philip Burla-

machy, a city merchant. Soon after this we find a

Committee of the Commons, with "Master Ed-
mund Prideaux

"
for chairman, inquiring into the

matter.

In 1644, a resolution of the Commons declared

that " Edmund Prideaux, Esq., a member of the

House," was " constituted master of the posts,

messengers, and couriers."

In 1649 Prideaux established a weekly con-

veyance to every part of the kingdom ; and also

appears to have introduced other judicious reforms

and improvements, indeed he seems to have been
the llowland Hill of those days ; but he has not

the slightest claim to be considered as the " In-

ventor of the Post-office." The mistake may have
arisen from a misapprehension of the following
statement from Blackstone: "Prideaux first esta-

blished a weekly conveyance of letters into all parts
of the nation, thereby saving to the public the charge
of maintaining postmasters, to the amount of 7000Z.

per annum."
I have not been able to obtain any particulars

of Prideaux's personal history. MERCURII.
Jememutha Magna.

Edmund Prideaux and the First Post-office.
See the Appendix to the Report of the Secret
Committee of the House of Commons on the

Detaining and Opening of Letters at the Post-

Ofh'ee, 1844, which contains copies of numerous
documents furnished by Mr. Lechmere and Sir
Francis Palgrave. ARUN.

[We avail ourselves of this opportunity of inserting
the following extract from Mr. Rowland Hill's Post-

Office Reform ; its Importance and Practicability, p. 86.
of the third edition, published in 1837, as it shows

clearly the use which Mr. Rowland Hill made of the

story in his great work of Postage Reform
; and that

Miss Martineau had clearly no authority for fathering
the story in question upon that gentleman :

"
Coleridge tells a story which shows how much the

Post-office is open to fraud, in consequence of the

option as to pre-payment which now exists. The story
is as follows:

' One day, when I had not a shilling which I could

spare, 1 was passing by a cottage not far from Keswick,
where a letter-carrier was demanding a shilling for a

letter, which the woman of the house appeared unwill-

ing to pay, and at last declined to take. I paid the

postage, and when the man was out of sight, she told
me that the letter was from her son, who took that
means of letting her know that he was well

; the letter

was not to be paid for. It was then opened and found
to be blank !'*

" This trick is so obvious a one that in all probability
it is extensively practised."

The quotations of your correspondent G. P. P.,
from Polwhele's Cornwall, relate to the same in-

dividual, and a more general construction must, I
think, be put upon the expression

" our country-
man," than that it inferred a native of the county.
The family of Prideaux was one of great antiquity,
and originated in Cornwall (their first seat being
at Prideaux Castle there), and had estates there in
the time of the above Edmund. His father, Sir
Edmund Prideaux, of Netherton (the first ba-

ronet), studied the law in the Inner Temple, where
he became very eminent for his skill and learning.
He is stated to have raised a large estate in the
counties of Devon and Cornwall. He married

* * *
.; secondly, Catherine, daughter of Piers

Edgecombe, of Mount Edgecombe, Esq., by whom
he had two sons, Sir Peter his successor, and
Edmund, the subject of your correspondent's
Queries, who is thus described in Prince's Worthies

of Devon, p. 509. :

" This gentleman was bred to the law, and of so great
a reputation, as well for zeal to religion as skill in the
law, it is not strange he was chosen a Member of that
which was called the Long Parliament, wherein he
became a very leading man ; for, striking in with the

prevailing party of those times (though he never joined
with them in setting upon the life of his Sovereign), he

grew up to great wealth and dignity. He was made
Commissioner of the Great Seal [1643. Rushworth,
vol. iii. p. 242.], worth 1500J. a-year and by ordinance
of Parliament practised within the bar as one of the

king's counsel, worth 50001. per annum. After that
he was Attorney General, worth what he pleased to make
it [!!], and then Postmaster General
from all which rich employments he acquired a great
estate, and among other things purchased the Abbey of
Ford, lying in the Parish of Thorncombe, in Devon-
shire, where he built a noble new house out of the
ruins of the old," &c.

Prideaux cannot be called the inventor of the

Post-office, although to him may be attributed the
extension of the system. The first inland letter

office, which, however, extended to some of the

principal roads only, was established by Charles I.

in 1635, under the direction of Thomas Withering,
who was superseded in 1640. On the breaking
out of the civil war, great confusion was occasioned
in the conduct of the office, and about that time
Prideaux's plan seems to have been conceived.

*
Letters, Conversations, and Recollections of S. T.

Coleridge, vol. ii. p. 114.
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He was chairman of a committee in 1642 for con-

sidering the rates upon inland letters; and after-

wards (1644) appointed Postmaster, in the execu-
tion of which office he first established a weekly
conveyance of letters into all parts of the nation.

Prior to this, letters were sent by special messen-

gers, or postmasters, whose duty it was to supply
relays of horses at a certain mileage. (Blackstone,
book i. c. 8. s. 3.)

I am unable to discover when Edmund Prideaux
died ; but it appears that either he, or one of his

descendants, took part in the rising of the Duke
of Monmouth in the West of England, upon which
occasion the "

great estate
" was found of great

service in providing a bribe for Lord Jeffreys.
In the Life of Lord Jeffreys, annexed to the

Western Martyrology ; or, Bloody Assizes (5th
ed. 2o6. London, 1705), it is said that " A western

gentleman's purchase came to fifteen or sixteen

hundred guineas, which my Lord Chancellor had."

And Rapin, vol. ii. p. 270., upon the authority of

Echard, iii. p. 775., states that in 1685 one Mr.

Prideaux, of Ford Abbey, Somerset, gave Jeffreys
14000/. [probably misprint for 140C/.]

" to save his

life."

I think it likely that your correspondent may
find further information upon the subject of this

note, in the Life ofDr. Humphrey Prideaux, Dean
of Norwich (born 1648, died 1724), published in

1748. J. B. COLMAN.

Eye, March 18. 1851.

Polwhele was clearly wrong in designating
Edmund Prideaux, the Attorney-General, a Cor-

nishman, as he belonged to the family long seated

in Devonshire, and was fourteenth in descent from
Hickedon Prideaux, of Orcharton, in that county,
second son of Nicholas, lord of Prideaux, in

Cornwall, who died in 1169.

The four Queries of G. P. P. may be more or

less fully answered by reference to Prince's

Worthies of Devon, ed. 1810, p. 651.; and an ex-

cellent history of the Post-office in the Penny
Magazine for 1834, p. 33.

Is it too much to ask of your correspondent,
who writes from Putney under my initials, that he

will be so good as to change his signature ? I

think that I have strong reasons for the request,
but I will only urge that I was first in the field,

under the designation which he has adopted.*
J. D. S.

*
[Would J. D. S. No 1, and J. D. S. No. 2, add the

final letter of their respective names, h n s y, or what-
ever it may be, the difficulty may probably be avoided.

We have now so mnny correspondents that coincidence

of signature can scarcely be avoided.]

LADY JANE OF WESTMORELAND.

(Vol. i., p. 103.; Vol. ii., p. 485.)

Jane, Countess of Henry Neville, fifth Earl of

Westmoreland, was daughter of SIB ROGER CHOLM-
LET, of Kinthorpe and Roxby, co. York. (Vis.
York. Harl. MS. 1487. fol. 354.) She is often
confused with his other wife, Anne Manners, and
also with her own sister, Margaret Gascoigne, both
in the Neville and Cholmley pedigrees as printed.
(Burke

1

s Extinct Baronetage, art. Cholmley, and
Extinct Peerage, art. Neville.} But while the
Manners pedigree in Collins's Peerage (by Long-
mate, vol. i. p. 433.), as cited by Q. D., removes
the former difficulty, that of Gascoigne is dis-

posed of by the Cholmley pedigree in Harl. MS.
above quoted, as well as by that (though otherwise

very incorrect) in Charlton's Whitby book iii. pp.
290, 291. 313., and by the Gascoigne pedigree in

Whitaker's Richmondshire, vol. i. p. 77. Thus we
possess legal and cotemporary evidence who JANE,
Countess of Henry, fifth Earl of Westmoreland,
really was, without any authentic obstacle or un-
removeable contradiction to its reception, viz. that

she was a Cholmley.
But I conceive your correspondent's identifi-

cation is totally erroneous. It is true be only puts
an hypothesis on the subject ;

but this hypothesis
has no solid foundation. In the first place, Henry,
fifth Earl of Westmoreland, died in 1549; and
all authorities seem to agree that his first wife was
Anne Manners, and his second Cholmley 's daugh-
ter. Thus, if either of his countesses were living
in 1585, it must have been the latter, by which
means all chance of appropriation is removed from
Manners to Cholmley. But I shall now give
reasons for contending that neither of these ladies

was your correspondent's Countess of Westmore-
land, by referring him (2ndly) to Longmate's Col-

lins's Peerage, vol. i. p. 96., where he will find that i

Jfine, daughter of Henry Howard, the talented and i

accomplished Earl of Surry, married Charles Ne- I

ville, sixth Earl of Westmoreland. He has evidently
j

passed her over, through seeing her called Anne in
j

the Neville pedigrees; "Anne" and "Jane" being
j

often mutually misread in old writing, from the '

cross upon the initial letter of the last name.
I offer it to your correspondent's consideration,

whether his "
Jane, Countess of Westmoreland,"

was not wife of the said Charles Neville, sixth

Earl of Westmoreland, who was attainted 18 Eliz.

(1575-6). His date is evidently most favourable
to this view. It is true the attainder stands in the

way ; but if even this affords an obstacle, the next
candidate for appropriation would be Jane Cholm-

ley. Assuming, however, that your correspondent
allows this lady as a candidate for the appropria-
tion, her pedigree corroborates the claim. I have

found, by long and minute observation, that here-

ditary talent, &c. usually descends by the mesmeric
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tie of affection and favoritism, from fathers to the

eldest daughter, and from mothers to the eldest

son; and the pedigree of Jane, Countess of Charles,

sixth Earl of Westmoreland, stands thus :

EDWARD STAFFORD, Duke of Buckingham ; great,

good, and accomplished, and fell a victim to envy. =

1st Dau. ELIZABETH, wife of Thomas Howard, third

Duke of Norfolk. =
|

1st Son. HENRY HOWARD, Earl of Surry, the poet;

great, good, and accomplished, and fell a victim to

envy = as physical heir of his mat. grandfather.

1st Dim. JANE, wife of Charles Neville, sixth Earl of

Westmoreland (and qu. the authoress in question ?).

Besides being eldest daughter of the celebrated

poet, the said Jane, Countess of Westmoreland,
was sister of Henry Howard, the learned Earl of

Northampton, her father's younger son (some
younger son, like eldest daughters, generally in-

heriting, physically, in some prominent feature,

from the father). WIILIAM D'Ori/r BAYLEY.

to JHtimr

Ulm Manuscript (Vol. in., pp. 60. 191.)- In ad-

dition to the information supplied by ME. Fosa, it

may be mentioned that this manuscript is so called

from having been referred to by Griesbach as the

Codex Ulmensis apud Gerbert. This takes us*to the

Iter Alernannicuin, Italicum et Gallicum of Martin

G-erbert, published in 1765, at p. 192. of which
work he informs us, that in the year 1760 this

manuscript was preserved at Ulm in the library
of the family of Krafft, which consisted of 6000

volumes, printed and manuscript. Of its history
from this period till it came into Bishop Butler's

hands, I am ignorant. Its reference at present
in the British Museum is MSS. Add. 11,852. /*.

Father Maximilian Hell (Vol. iii., p. 167.)-
A querist is in conscience bound to be a respon-
dent; [ therefore hasten to tell you that Dr. Watt

(Biblioth. Britan. iv. MAGNETISM, ANIMAL) should
have written Hell instead of Hekl. It was that

eminent astronomer, Maximilian Hell, who sup-
posed that magnets affected the human frame, and,
at first, approved of Mesmer's views. The latter

was at Vienna in 1774; and perhaps got some
parts of his theory from Father Hell, of whom he
was afterwards jealous, and therefore very abusive.
The life of Hell in Dr. Aikin's General Biography
is an unsatisfactory compilation drawn up by Mr.
W. Johnston, to whom we are indebted for the
current barbarism so-called. In that account
there is not one word on Hell's Treatise on Arti-

ficial Mag-nets, Vienna, 1763 ;
in which the germ

of animal magnetism may probably be found.

ENGASTRIMYTHUS.

Meaning of
" strained" as used by Shakspeare

(Vol. iii., p. 185.). The context of the passage

quoted by L. S. explains the sense in which Shak-

speare used the word " strain'd :"

" Portia. Then must the Jew be merciful.

Shylock. On what compulsion must I ? tell me that.

Portia. The quality of mercy is not strain'd," &c.

that is, there is nothing forced, nothing of com-

pulsion in the quality of mercy.
Johnson gives :

" To strain, to force, to con-

strain." Q. D.

L. S. will find his difficulty solved by Johnson's

Dictionary (a work to which he himself refers), if

he compares the following quotation with Portia's

reply to Shylock :

" He talks and plays with Fatima, but his mirth

Is forced and strained," &c.

EGDUP.

[We have also to thank, for replying to this Query*
our correspondents R. F., R. T. G. H., P. K.. J. H.
KERSHAW, C. M., Y., E. N. W., C. D. LAMONT, and
also Mn. SNOW, who remarks that " actresses rarely
commence this speech satisfactorily, or give, or seem
to feel, the point of contrast between the must and no

must, the compulsion and no compulsion. In fact, the

whole of it is usually mouthed out, without much re-

ference to Shylock or the play, as if it had been learned

by rote from a school speech-book. Hazlitt says, in

his Characters of Shakspeare s Plays,
' The speech

about mercy is very well, but there are a thousand
finer ones in Shakspeare.' "]

Headings of Chapters in English Bibles (Vol. iii.,

p. 141.). The summaries of the contents of each

chapter, as found in the authorised editions of our

English Bible, were prefixed by Miles Smith,

bishop of Gloucester, one of the original transla-

tors, who also wrote the preface, and, in conjunc-
tion with Bishop Bilson, finally reviewed the

whole work. Your correspondent will find full

answers to his other queries in Stackhouse and
Tomlins

;
in Johnson's History of English Trans-

lations, &c.
;
and in T. H. Home's Introduction.

COWGILL.

NOTES OH BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The author of The History of the Church of Rome
to the end ofthe Episcopate of Damasus, A.D. 384, which
has just been published by Messrs. Longman, well re-

marks, " that he is not aware that there is any account

of the Church of Rome, framed on the simple and

obvious principle of merely collecting and arranging
the testimony of history with regard to facts, and so

presented to the reader as that he should have a right
to believe that when he has read what is before him, he
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has learnt all that is to be known. This is strange,

considering the points at issue, and the extent, duration,

and intensity of the controversies which have been

carried on between that Church and the rest of Chris-

tendom." It is indeed strange, and it happens fortu-

nately, looking at the all-important question which
now agitates the public mind, that the subject should

have engaged for some years the attention of a learned,

acute, and laborious scholar like Mr. Shepherd, so that

he is enabled to put forth the result of his inquiries

upon this interesting topic at this moment. Air.

Shepherd's book is indeed a startling one: and when
we tell our readers that he " has proved, or, to say the

least, has given such indications as will lead to the proof
that some documents which have been quoted as autho-

rities in the History of the Early Christian Church,
are neither genuine nor authentic ;

"
that he has pretty

well resolved St. Cyprian into a purely mythic person-

age; and shown that all the letters in his works passed
between imagined or imaginary correspondents, we
think we are justified in pronouncing his History of the

Church of Rome a work calculated to excite the deepest
interest in all who peruse it (and by the omission of

all long quotations in the leirned languages, it is

adapted for the perusal of all), to exercise great influ-

ence on the public mind, and to awaken a host of

endeavours to combat and overthrow arguments which

appear to us, however, to be irresistible.

The Council of the Shakspeare Society has just is-

sued to the members the first volume for the present

year. It contains Two Historical Plays on the Life and

Reign of Queen Elizabeth, by Thomas Heywood, which
are very ably edited, with an Introduction and Notes,

by Mr. Collier ; and we have no doubt will be very

acceptable ; first, from the interest of the plays

themselves, the second of which appears to have been

extremely popular ; and, lastly, as a further instalment

towards a complete collection of Heywood's dramatic

works.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will sell on Tuesday
and Wednesday next a valuable portion of the Library
of a gentleman, including the late Charles Mathews'

copy of the Second Shakspeare; a valuable series of

works on Annuities, &c. ; and another on the History
and Antiquities of London.

BOOKS RECEIVED. Supplement on the Doctrine and

Discipline of the Greek Church. We characterised

Mr. Appleyard's interesting little volume, entitled,

The Greek Church, as historical rather than doctrinal.

The title of this Supplement shows that it expressly

supplies the very material in- which the original work
was deficient. Arch&ologin Cambrensis, Ntw Series*

No. VI. A very good number of this record of the

Antiquities of Wales and its Marches, and in which
are commenced two series of papers of great interest

to the Principality : one on the Architectural An-

tiquities of Monmouthshire, by Mr. Freeman ; the

other on the Poems of Taliessin, by Mr. Stephens.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. W. Brown's (46. High

Holborn) Catalogue Part 52. of Valuable Second-

hand Books, Ancient arid Modern; Cole's (15.
Great Turnstile, Holborn) List No. 33. of very Cheap
Books; B. Quaritch's (1C. Castle Street, Leicester

Square) Catalogue No. 27. of Antiquarian, His-

torical, Heraldic, Numismatic, and Topographical
Books; Charles Skeet's (21. King William Street,

Strand) List No. 2. of Miscellaneous Books just pur-
chased.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

WOOD'S ATHENE, by Bliss. Vol. 3. 4to.
DIBDIN'S TYPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES. Vols. 2 and 4. 4to.
NICHOLS' LITEKARY ANECDOTES. Vol.4. 8vo. 1812.
MEDE'S WORKS, by Worthington. 1664. Fol. Vol.1.
DOUD'S CATHOLIC CHURCH HISTORY. Vol. 2. Fol. edition.
WARBURTON'S (BISHOP) WOHKS. 4to. edition. Vol.1.
A MIRUOR FOR MATHEMATICS, by Hobert Tanner, Gent. London,

1587.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free
to-be sent to MR. BKLL. Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 180. Fleet Street.

t0

We are reluctantly compelled, by want of room, to postpone until
next week Mil. SINGER'S Paper on a passage in Shakspeare's \

Antony and Cleopatra; one by MR. DAWSON TURNER on the
Authors of the Ro Iliad ; and many other interesting communica-
tions.

CROMWELL'S DKVLINGS WITH THE DEVIL. S. H. H. thanked
for the curious MS. he has forwarded upon this subject, which
shall appear next week, when the original shall be carefully re-
turned. We should b,: glad to see the other paper referred to by
S. H. II.

A. L. is thanked. The only reason for the non-appearance of
any of his communications is, that they were not sent separately,
and we have not had time to make a selection. We take this

opportunity of again begging correspondents who write to us on
several subject*, to oblige us by writing on separate papers ; and
(which does not refer to A. L.) by writing plainly, more particu-
larly proper names and quotations.
K. R. H. M. Received.

NOCAB has our very best thanks for his kind letter, and fit's

endeavours to increase our circulation. We are endeavouring to

arrangefor a permanent enlargement of our paper, and propose
shortly to make use of NOCAB'S communication and valuable hint.

SING'S reminder, that Saturday last, the '29th of March, was
"

the centenary anniversary of the death of Caplttin Coram, the

worthy founder of the Foundling," reached us too late for zis to

call attention to it.

MR. A. J. DUNKIN'S communication on the subject of his pro-
posed Monumenta Anglicana shall have our early attention.

KERRIENSIS is thanked for several interesting communications
of which ive propose to make an early use.

Will L. M. M. R send his address ? The book he wants has been

reported to the publisher.
REPLIES RECEIVED. Mathew's Med. Passage San Grail

Nettle in, $c The Tanthony Treatise by Bug inert Circu-
lation of the Blood Sir A . Chadwick Rowley Powley Lang-
holme Fair Epitaph on Turncoat Gig Hill Damasked
Linen Endeavour Meaning of Strained Ruck Daughter
of James II. Snail-eating Munchausen's Travels Mitre,
&c. Cloven Tongues "Going the whale hog" Expression in

Milton Hatbands in Seals King John at Lincoln Handbell

Vineyards Mazer Wood.

VOLS. I. an-t II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 9i. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought nut ID experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Mtinij of the country Booksellers, S(C.,

ar:, probably, not yt aware of this arrangement, which will

enable then to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/N
TOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No 186. Fleet Street.

Errata. P. 236 col. 2. 1.26, for Hanse town read hamlet;
p. 23*, col. 1. 1.27, for "cratus" read "watus" ; p. 247, col 1. 1.29,

for " Coimf" read "Court;" p. 250, col. 1. 1.4. for
"

'/'edley
"

read "
Sedley," col. 2. 1. 23, for " tantws

"
read " tanta*."
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On the 31st of March was commenced the Publication of a

NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY,
In Monthly Volumes, each containing Three Hundred and Twenty Pages, and from Thirty to a Hundred Engravings,

Price Half-a-Crown, Beautifully Bound.

THE Age in which we live is essentially of a practical character,
and the predominant principle influencing all classes is a marked
desire for cheapness. Cheapness, however, is too often found
without excellence, and hence this proposition to supply a defi-

ciency at present existing in the popular literature of this country.
For some time past the projectors of the present undertaking

have felt interested in watching the result of an experiment simul-

taneously made by the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Book
Trades ; and, having seen that cheap, and occasionally indifferent

literature,
"
got up

"
in a most inferior manner, will sell, they feel

assured that good and judiciously selected works, having the ad-
ditional advantage of COPIOUS ILLUSTRATION, being produced with
the utmost attention to general excellence, and published at the
moderate price fixed upon, cannot fail to secure extensive patro-
nage from the Reading Public. The principle upon which they
can undertake to supply good books at a low rate is, that being
themselves the actual producers, they are enabled to save the

public the expense of all intermediate profit.
As a practical explanation of the above views, THREE SAMPLE

VOLUMES of the ' NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY" were pub-
lished on the 31st of March. It will be observed that these volumes
are widely different in character, in order that the public may| brm
sonr.e idea of the extent and variety of the series generally. After-
ward?, one volume will be issued monthly. Each volume will
contain at least 320 crown octavo pages, illustrated according to
the requirements of the subject-matter, by from 30 to 100 illustra-

tions, and will be strongly bound in ornamental cloth boards.
Thus, for 30s. a year, in the course of a short period, a Libraiy
of great extent and interest maybe formed, which shall furnish
materials for instruction and amusement during the course of a
long life.

The chief advantages which this series of works will present
over all others more especially the closely printed double
column editions, and the new fashioned, though equally objec-
tionable, Shilling books, with their numerous error*, thin paper,
and flimsy Winding, are the following :

1. A carefully Revised Text.
2. Judicious Explanatory Foot Notes.
3. Engravings really Illustrating the Text.
4. A new and legible Type.
5. Good Paper and Printing.
6. Strong neat Binding.

In carrying out their undertaking it will be the endeavour of
the projectors to bes.ow upon Half-crown Volumes for the many
the same typographical accuracy, and the same artistic ability,
hitherto almost exclusively devoted to high-priced books for the
few. Supported by the co-operation of the Reading Public, no
pains will OH spared to provide every English home with a com-
plete treasury of knowledge and entertainment in the volumes of
the " NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY."

The following are the Volumes which appeared on the 31st of March,

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF DR. JOHNSON, VOL. I.

THE BOOK OF ENGLISH SOXGS.

THE BURIED CITY OF THE EAST NINEVEH.

Office of the ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS, 198. Strand.

D
Just published, No. VII., price 2s. 6<f., imperial 4to.

ETAILS of GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE,
measured and drawn from existing Examples, by J. K.

COLLING, Architect. CONTENTS : Eastern side of Altar Screen,
Beverley Minster ; Details from dilto ; One compartment of Nave,
Austrey Church, Warwickshire ; Clerestory and Aisle windows
from ditto; Buttresses from ditto. (Continued monthly )

GEORGE BELL, Fleet Street.

Just published, New Edition, 4to. cloth, price 25s.

ILLUSTRATIONS
of the REMAINS of

ROMAN ART in CIRENCESTER, the SITE of AN.
T1ENT CORINIUM. By Professor BUCKMAN. F.L.S.. &c., and
C. H. NEWMARCH, Esq. Containing Plates by DE LA MOTTE, of
the magnificent Tessellated Pavements discovered in August and
September, 1849, with copies of the grand heads of Ceres Flora,
and Pomona, reduced by the Talbotype from fac simile tracings
of the original ; together with various other Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings.

Cirencester : BAILY AND JONES ; Londor
Fleet Street.

GEORGE BELL,

HARDWICK'S HISTORY OF THE ARTICLES.
In 8vo., 10s. 6rf.,

A HISTORY of the ARTICLES of RE-
LIGION: to which is added a SERIES of DOCUMENTS,

from A.D. 1536 to A D. 1615; together with Illustrations from
Contemporaty Sources. By CHARLES HARDWICK, M.A., Fellow
of St. Catherine's Hall, Cambridge, and Whitehall Preacher.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo Place; and
DEIGHTON, Cambridge.

Second Edition, Now Ready, Price 3$. Gd.,

rpHE NUPTIALS of BA RCE L ONA:
JL A Tale of Priestly Frailty and Spanish Tyranny.

By R. N. DUNBAR.

" This work is powerfully written. Beauty, pathos, and great
powers of descripti >n are exhibited in every page. In short, it is

well calculated to give the author a place among the most emi-
nent writers of the day." Sunday Times.

SAUNUEUS and OTLEY, Publishers, Conduit Street.
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COULD SHAKSPEARE HAVE DESIGNATED CLEOPATRA
" YOND RIBALD- RID NAG OF EGYPT ?

"

To judge of this question fairly, it will be ne-

cessary to cite the passage in which it occurs, as
it stands in the folio, Act III. Sc. 8., somewhat at
large.

" Eno. Naught, naught, all naught t I can behold no

longer :

Th' Antoniad, the Egyptian admiral,
With all their sixty, fly, and turn the rudder ;

To see't, mine eyes are blasted.

Enter SOARUS.
Scar. Gods and goddesses, all the whole syno.d of

them !

Eno. What's the passion ?

Scar. The greater cantle of the world is lost

With very ignorance ; we have kiss'd away
Kingdoms and provinces.

Eno. How appears the fight ?

Scar. On our side like the token'd pestilence,
Where death is sure. Yond ribaudred Nagge of

Egypt,
WThcm leprosy o'ertake, i' the- midst o* the fight
When vantage like a pair of twins appear'd,
Bath as the same, or rather ours the elder,
The Breeze upon her, like a cow in June,
Hoists sail and flies.

Eno. That I beheld :

Mine eyes did sicken at the sight, and could not
Endure a further view.

Scar. She once being loof'd,

The noble ruin of her magick, Antonyt

Clans on his sea-wing, and, like a doting mallard,

Leaving the fight in height, flies after her;
I never saw an action of such shame ;

Experience, manhood, honour, ne'er before

Did violate so itself.

Eno. Alack, alack !"

The notes in the variorum edition begin by one
from Johnson, in which he says :

" The word is in the old edition ribaudred, which I

do not understand, but mention it in hopes that others

may raise some happy conjecture."

Then Steevens, after having told us that a ribald

is a lewdfellow, says :

" Ribaudred, the old reading, is I believe no more
than a corruption. Shakspeare, who is not always very
nice about his versification, might have written,

' Yon ribald-rid nag of Egypt
'

i. e. Yon strumpet, who is common to every wanton
fellow."

Malone approves Steevens's ribaldfrid, but adds,

"By ribald, Searus, I think, means the lewd Antony in

particular, not every lewd fellow."

VOL. TIL No. 76.
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Tyfwhitt saw the necessity of rending hag in-

stead of nag, and says what follows seems to

prove it :

" She once being loof 'd,

The noble ruin of her magick, Antony,
Claps on his sea-wing." ( j

It is obvious that the poet would not have made
Scarus speak of Antony as the noble ruin of Cleo-

patra's magick, and of his manhood and honour,
and in the same breath designate him as a ribald.

He would be much more likely to apply the

epithet lewd hag to such an enchantress as Cleo-

patra, than that of ribald-rid nag, which I feel

convinced never entered the imagination of the

poet.

Imperfect acquaintance with our older language
has been too frequently the weak point of the

commentators ;
and we see here our eminent lexi-

cographer confessing his ignorance of a word
which the dictionaries of the poet's age would
have enabled him readily to explain. For although
we have not the participle ribaudred, which may
be peculiar to the poet, in Baret's Alvearie we find
"
Ribaudrie, vilanie in actes or wordes, filthiness,

uncleanness
" "A ribaudrous and filthie tongue,

os obscoenum et impoidicum :

"
in Minsheu, ri-

baudrie and ribauldrie, which is the prevailing

orthography of the word, and indicates its sound
and derivation from the French, rather than from
the Italian ribalderia.

That nagge is a misprint for hagge, will be evi-

dent from the circumstance, that in the first folio we
have a similar error in the Merry Wives of Wind-

sor, ActIV.Sc. 2., where instead of "you witch, you
hagge" it is misprinted

"
you witch, you ragged

It is observable that hagge is the form in which
the word is most frequently found in the folios,

and it is the epithet the poet applies to a witch or

enchantress.

I cannot, therefore, but consider the alteration

of the text by Steevens as one of the most violent

and uncalled-for innovations of which he has
been guilty; and he himself seems to have had
his misgivings, for his observation that Shakspeare
"is not always very nice about his versification"

was meant as an apology for marring its harmony
by the substitution of ribald-rid for the poet's own
ribaudred.

It is to me a matter of surprise that Mr. Collier

and Mr. Knight, in their laudable zeal for ad-
herence as closely as possible to the old copies,
should not have perceived the injury done both to

the sense and harmony of the passage by this

unwarrantable substitution. S. W. SINGER.

BROWNE'S BRITANNIA'S PASTORALS.

I have lately been amusing myself by reading
the small volume with this title published in

Clarke's Cabinet Series, 1845.

Among the many pleasing passages that I met
with in its pages, two in particular struck me as

being remarkable for their beauty; but I find that

neither of them is cited by either Ellis or Camp-
bell. (See Ellis, Specimens of the Early English
Poets, 4th edition, corrected, 1811

;
and Campbell,

Specimens of the British Poets, 1819.)
Indeed Campbell says of Browne :

" His poetry is not without beauty ;
but it is the

beauty of mere landscape and allegory, without the

manners and passions that constitute human interest."

Vol. iii. p. 323.

Qualified by some such expression as too often

generally in almost every instance, the last

clause might have passed, standing as it does, it

appears to me to give anything but a fair idea of

the poetry of the Pastorals. My two favourites

are the "
Description of Night

"

" Now great Hyperion left his golden throne," c.,

(consisting of twenty-six lines) book ii. song 1.

(Clarke, p. 186.); and the " Lament of the Little

Shepherd for his friend Philocel
"

" With that the little shepherd left his task," &c.,

(forty-four lines) book ii. song 4. (Clarke,

p. 278.)
If you will allow me to quote a short extract

from each passage, it may enable the reader to see

how far I am justified in protesting against Camp-
bell's criticism ; and I will then try to support the

pretensions of the last, by showing that much of

the very same imagery that it contains is to be

found in other writings of acknowledged merit:

i. FROM THE "DESCRIPTION OF NIGHT."

" And as Night's chariot through the air was driven,

Clamour grew dumb, unheard was shepherd's song,
And silence girt the woods : no warbling tongue
Talk'd to the echo ; satyrs broke their dance,

And all the upper world lay in a trance.

Only the curled streams soft chidings kept,
And little gales that from the green leaf swept

Dry summer's dust, in fearful whisp'rings stirr'd,

As loath to waken any singing bird."

II. FKOM THE " LAMENT OF THE LITTLE SHEPHERD."

" See ! yonder hill where he was wont to sit,

A cloud doth keep the golden sun from it,

And for his seat, (as teaching us) hath made
A mourning covering with a scowling shade.

The dew in every flower, this morn, hath lain,

Longer than it was wont, this side the plain,

Belike they mean, since my best friend must die,

To shed their silver drops as he goes by.

Not all this day here, nor in coming hither,

Heard I the sweet birds tune their songs together,

Except one nightingale in yonder dell

Sigh'd a sad elegy for Philocel.

Near whom a wood-dove kept no small ado,

To bid me, in her language,
' Do so too

'

The wether's bell, that leads our flock around,

Yields, as methinks, this day a deader sound.
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The little sparrows which in hedges creep,

Ere I was up did seem to bid me weep.
If these do so, can I have feeling less,

That am more apt to take and to express?
No l--t my own tunes be the mandrake's groan,
If now they tend to mirth when all have none."

Both those passages may have been quoted by
some of Campbell's predecessors. This might

justify him in not repeating them, but not in

writing the criticism to which I have ventured to

object. His work holds a high rank in English
literature it is taken as a text-book by the gene-

rality of readers ; for which reasons I think that

every dictum it lays down ought to be examined
with more than usual care and attention.

Compare with different parts of the "Lament:"
" And Ardennes waves above them her green leaves,

D.?wy with nature's tear drops, as they pass,

Grieving, if aught inanimate e'er grieves,
Over the unreturning brave, alas !

Ere evening to be trodden like the grass," &c.

CMlde Haro'd, Canto iii. St. 27.

" The morning of the day on which the farmer was
to he buried, was rendered remarkable by the uncom-
mon denseness of an autumnal fog. To Mrs. Mason's

eye, it, threw a gloom over the face of nature ; nor, when
it gradually yielded to the influence of the sun, and

slowly retiring from the valley, hunsr, as if rolled into

masses, mid-way upon the mountains, did the changes
thus produced excite any admiration. Still, wherever
she looked, all seemed to wear the aspect of sadness.

As she passed from Morrison's to the house of mourn-

ing, the shocks of yellow corn, spangled with dew-

drops, appeared to her to stand as mementos of the

vanity of human hopes, and the inutility of human
labours. The cattle, as they went forth to pasture,

lowing as they went, seemed as it lamenting that the
hand which fed them was at rest ; and even the Itobin-

red-hreast, whose cheerful notes she had so often lis-

tened to with pleasure, now seemed to send forth a

song of sorrow, expressive of dejection and woe."
Miss Hamilton's Cottagers of Glenburtiie, chip, xii.

C. FORBES.
Temple.

"A the Sweat of thy Brow" (Vol. ii., p. 374.).
To the scriptural misquotation referred to, you
may add another :

" In the sweat of thy brow shall thou eat bread."

The true text reads,
" In the sweat of t\\y face shall thou eat bread."

Gen. iii. 19.

The misquotation is so common, that a refer-
ence to a concordance is necessary for proving to

many persons that it is not a scripture phrase.
J. GALLATLY.

[In the Wicklimte Bible lately published by the

University of Oxford, the words are,
" swoot of thi

cheer orface," and in some MSS. " cheer ether bodi."]

Anecdotes of Old Times (Vol. iii., p. 143.). A
friend of mine has furnished me with the following

particulars, which may, perhaps, be interesting to

A. A.
When the aunt of my friend married and began

housekeeping, there were only two tea-kettles be-
sides her own in the town of Knighton, Radnor-
shire. The clergyman of the parish forbad the

use of tea in his family; but his sister kept a small

tea service in the drawer of the table by which
she sat at work in the afternoon, and secretly
made herself a cup of tea at four o'clock, gently

closing the drawer if she heard her brother ap-

proach. This clergyman's daughter died, at an
advanced age, in 1850.

My friend's mother (who was born a year or

two before the battle of Culloden), having occasion

to visit London while living at Ludlow, went by
the waggon, at that time the only public convey-
ance on that road . A friend of lier's wished to place
her daughter at a school in Worcester, and as she

kept no carriage, and was unable to ride on horse-

back, then the usual mode of travelling, she walked

from her residence in Knighton to Ludlow, and
thence to Worcester, accompanied by her daugh-
ter, who rode at a gentle pace beside her.

WEDSECNARF.

Foreign English. The following handbill is a

specimen of German English, and is stuck up
among other notices in the inn at Rastadt :

" ABVICE OP AN HOTEL.
" The underwritten has the honour of informing the

public that he has made the acquisition of the hotel to

the Savage,, well situated in the middle of this city.

He shall endeavour to do all duties which gentlemen
travellers can justly expect ; and invites them to please
to convince themselves of it by their kind lodgings at

his house.. BASIL
JR. SINOISEM.

Before the tenant of the Hotel to the Stork

in this city."

BLOWEN.

Britannicm. I gather the following anecdote
from the chapter

"
Paper Wars of the Civil Wars "

in Disraeli's Quarrels ofAuthors. Sir John (Bir-

kenhead) is the representative of the Mercurius

Aulicus, the Court Gazette ; Needham, of a Par-

liamentary Diurnal.
" Sir John never condescends formally to reply to

Needham, for which he gives this singular reason :
' As

for this libeller, we are still resolved to take no notice,

till we find him able to spell his own name, which to

this hour BIUTANNICUS never did.' In the next number
of Needham, who had always written it Brittanictis, the

correction was silently adopted."

A similar error occurs on the shilling and six-

penny pieces of George III., circa 1817 (those
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most frequently met with in the present circula-

tion), whilst the cotemporary crowns and half-

crowns have the correct orthography. R. W. C.

Honeymoon. Among my memoranda I find

that, on January 31, 1845, an accomplished Welsh

lady said to me, that the common expression
"
Honeymoon

"
was "

probably derived from the

old practice in Wales of drinking metheglin for

thirty days after the marriage of a bride and

bridegroom. A metheglin jollification for thirty

days among the relatives and friends of the newly
married pair." The metheglin is a fermented

liquor, of some potency, made from honey. The

lady asked me, at the same time, if honey was
used by the ancient Greeks or Romans in the pre-

paration of a fermented liquor. I said that I re-

collected no such use of honey among them, but

that the ancient Greeks seemed to have brewed a

leer of some kind from barley or other grain, as

allusion was made to it by Aristophanes. Perhaps
this notice of the "

honeymoon
"
may draw forth

some information from your correspondents who
are learned in "folk lore." In the Old Testa-

ment there are many passages alluding to the use

of honey, but none of them appear to indicate its

having been employed in making a fermented

beverage. Lucretius alludes to the practice of

enticing children to swallow disagreeable medicine

by anointing the edge of the cup with honey.
(~? T? C*
(jr. -C . G.

Edinburgh.

Fees at Westminster Abbey. The custom of

taking fees at Westminster Abbey is of very
ancient date, and was always unpopular. Shirley
alludes to it in his pleasant comedy called The
Bird in a Cage, when Bonomico, a mountebank,
observes

" I talk as glib,

Methinks, as he that farms the monuments."

The dean and chapter, however, in those days
were more moderate in their demands, for the price
of admission was but one penny to the whole.

" This grant was made to the chapter in 1597, on

condition that, receiving the benefit of the exhibition

of the monuments, they should keep the same monu-
ments always clean," &c. See Replyfrom the Dean and

Chapter to an Order of the House of Commons, 1827.

BLOWEN.

Turning the Tables. In Bingley's Useful
Knowledge, under the head of MAPL.E, I chanced
to hit upon the following the other day :

" By the Romans maple wood, when knotted and
veined, was highly prized for furniture. When boards

large enough for constructing tables were found, the

extravagance of purchasers was incredible : to such an
extent was it carried, that when a Roman accused his

wife of expending his money on pearls, jewels, or simi-

lar costly trifles, she used to retort, and turn the tables

Hence our expression of '

turning
on her husband,
the tables."'

Can any of your kind contributors supply a
better derivation ? n, $.

AUTHORS OF THB ROLLIAD PURSUITS OP
LITERATURE.

I cannot doubt but that many of your readers
feel with me under great obligations to your very
able and obliging correspondents, LORD BRAY-
BROOKE and MR. MARKLAND, for the information
afforded us upon the subject of the writers of the
Rolliad. And, though not many of them are,

probably, sufficiently old to remember as I do
if not the actual publication of that work, yet, at

least, the excitement produced by its appearance
I apprehend that the greater number are aware
that it really did produce a great sensation

; and

that, as with the Letters of Junius before it, and
the Pursuits of Literature subsequently, public

curiosity for a long time busied itself in every
direction to detect the able and daring authors.

With this impression, I have been not a little sur-

prised to find, since the notice of the work in your
pages, that I have failed in tracing any account of

it in the two books to which I naturally turned, the

Gentleman's Magazine and Nichols' Literary Anec-
dotes. Very thankful therefore should I be if any
of your correspondents would direct my inquiries
to a better channel, and particularly if they would

guide me to information respecting the authors,
for here I am completely at fault. I allude more

especially to Richardson, Tickell, and General

Fitzpatrick ; who, I doubt not, were men of such

notoriety and standing in their day, that " not to

know them, argues myself unknown." And yet,

humiliating as is this acknowledgment, it is far bet-

ter to make it than to remain in ignorance ;
for the

case can surely not be one " where ignorance is

bliss," and where, consequently,
"

'tis folly to be

wise."

I need hardly beg it to be understood, that, in

grouping together the Rolliad, the Pursuits of

Literature, and Junius' Letters, I by no means in-

tended to place them upon an equality ;
and here

I may inform your correspondent S. T. D. (what
a pity that you do not require every one to give
his name at length !) that the fact of Mr. Matthias

being the author of the second of these works was

scarcely made a secret by his family after he went

to Italy. Indeed, for some time previously, it

was well known to myself from what passed at

this house, where he was a frequent visitor,, and

where I should at any time be happy to give
S. T. D. ocular demonstration of it, by the pro-
duction of the letters addressed to the "

Anony-
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mous Author of the Pursuits ofLiterature" accom-

panied in some cases with his own answers.

DAWSON TURNER.
Yarmouth, April 1. 185K

ACCOUNT OF A LARGE ANCIENT \VOOI>-ENGRAVING.

Perhaps some of your readers may be able to

give me information regarding a large and very
elaborate woodcut, which has been many years in

my possession, and obviously has been used as the

fly-leaf of some folio volume, though, of course,
not originally intended for such a purpose. It is

so complicated, that I fear I shall have some diffi-

culty in explaining it, and my explanation may
require more space than you may be willing to

afford me. You can, however, insert my Query
at any time when you have room to spare.
The size of the engraving is 16 inches by 13,

and it is divided into two large oblong circles, and
a centre ;

a story being carried on, clearly alle-

gorically, from the outer circle to the second, and
from the second to the centre. I will speak of

each, beginning with the outer, which is entered

by a portico, consisting of two columns and a

round arch
;
on the base of one of the columns is

a monogram of the artist or of the engraver,
formed of the letters R, D. Under the arch is

seated a lady richly attired, who holds a large cup
and cover in her left hand, and around her are
fourteen naked children, to one of which she seems

tendering the chalice
; while a bearded old man,

with a scroll, is directing attention to what is going
on in the outer circle. Passing under this portico
we see, immediately behind it, six ladies, three

religious and three secular
;
while to the right of

the three secular ladies is a naked, winged female

figure, with her foot on a sphere, a large goblet in

her right hand, and some objects that look like

fetters in her left hand. To the right of this

figure are many others of both sexes, but nearer the

spectator, some tranquil and some in despair ;

while, within a sort of pavilion, we see a young
lady and an old gentleman banquetting, and in

another compartment in bed. Still farther to the

right of the winged figure are persons who appear
to be escaping from torments, while a young man
in rags is making his way towards a person in a

religious habit, who has a scourge in his hand;
behind these are two persons under a miserable
thatched shed, while a lady is pointing out to a

young man what is to be observed in the second
circle.

This division is entered by another gate consisting
of two square ornamented columns supporting a
low gable, beneath which a lady, with a cross on
the cape of her dress, is receiving a young man.
The persons in this circle are very variously em-
ployed : on the right of the spectator are rocks

with one man climbing up them, and another
fallen headlong : on the left are five persons, male
and female, engaged in singing and playing, and
near them two men performing military music on
a drum and fife ; to their right are groups of phi-
losophers and men of science with spheres, astro-

labes, books, compasses, &c., and one wearing a
laurel crown with a scroll in his hand, probably a

poet.
We then come to the centre, or inner circle,

which is entered by a wooden gate of the simplest
construction, and under it is a religious lady with
a young erect female on her right hand, and a

supplicating male, in tattered garments, on her
left. Beyond these are six females, variously clad,
some with flowing hair, some in close caps, and
others with nebula round their heads. A little to

the right of these is a throned lady, with a crown
of peculiar construction on her head, and a sceptre
in her hand, before whom kneels a female figure,

upon whose brows the throned lady is about to

place a coronet. Behind the throne is what ap-
pears to be a conventual building of rather sin-

gular appearance, with round, square, and octa.gon
towers, and surrounded by a battl'emented wall.

Considerably to the right of the throned lady is a

figure clearly intended for some booted king wear-

ing a crown and a collar of esses : on one side of
him is a severe looking dame, fully clad and with

flowing hair ; and on the other a younger lady,
also with flowing hair, and with her bosom bare.

Such is the woodcut regarding which I request
some intelligence from your readers,, as I have
shown it to several persons, who I thought could

enlighten me, but who could afford me no satis-

faction. I suspect, from the costumes and the

edifices, that it is German
;
and I ought to have

mentioned that each circle is separated from the
others by a low stone wall running all round, and
that trees, hills, and fountains are not sparingly
introduced. In the whole, it includes nearly a

hundred figures of men, women, and children.

THE HERMIT OF HOI^YPQRT.

Viaggi di Enrico Wanton. A fiction, upon the

same plan as Gullivers Travels, describing the

visit of two Europeans to communities of monkeys
and cynocephali, and written by a Venetian named
Zaccaria Seriman, was printed at Venice in 1749,
and again in 1764. A third edition, with the title-

page Delli Viaggi de Enrico Wanton alle Terre

Austruli, nuova Ediziane, was printed in London in

1772,
"
presso Tommaso Brewman Stampatore in

Wych Street, Temple Bar," in 4 vols. 8vo. This
edition is dedicated to George III. by

" L'umilis-

simo e fedelissimo suddito, Enrico Wanton." Can

any of your correspondents explain how this work
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(which is of no great literary merit) came to be

reprinted in England, and dedicated to the king ?

A notice of Seriman's life may be found in the

Biographie Universelle. L.

Gloucester Alarm. In the archives of Lyme
Regis is this entry :

" Town Accompt Book.

"1661. For the four soldiers and drummers for

service on the Gloucester alarm and candles, 10s Od."

What was the " Gloucester alarm ?
"

G. R.

Where is Criston, County Somerset ? Mr.

Vaughan, a young man who was to have joined
the Duke of Monmouth, was of that house or

place. G. R.

" There was a Maid of Westmoreland." " Some

fifty summers past," I was in the habit of hearing

sung a simple ballad, which commenced
" There was a maid of Westmoreland,
Who huilt her house upon the sand :

"

and the conclusion of which was, that, however
desolate and exposed a situation that might be for

her dwelling, it was better than in " the haunts of

men." This was said to have been written by the

late Mr. Thomas Sheridan. I never heard by
whom the music to it, which was very pretty, was

composed ;
nor whether or not it was published.

Can any of your correspondents supply the

words of this old ballad, and state the name of

the composer of the music to it ? Also whether it

was published, and, if so, by whom ? E. H.

AnthonyBridges. In the HampshireVisitationof
1622, Harl. MS. 1544. fo. 25., appears the marriage
of Barbara, second daughter of Sir Richard Pex-

sall, of Beaurepaire, in co. Southampton, by
Ellinor his wife, daughter of William Pawlett,

Marquis of Winchester., to "Anthony Bridges."
That Sir Richard Pexsall died in 1571, is the only
clue I have to the date of the match.

Query, Who was this Anthony Bridges, and did

he leave issue ?

Is it possible that this is the identical Anthony,
third surviving son of Sir John Bridges, first Baron
Chandosof Sudeley^ respecting whose fate there is

so much uncertainty? He is presumed to have mar-
ried a daughter of .Forteecue of Essex, but the col-

lateral evidence on which the supposition is founded
is too slight to be satisfactory. Little is known but
that he was born before 1532 ; that he was living in

1584 (in which year he was presented to the living
of Meysey Hampton in Gloucestershire, the county
in which he resided) ; and that he had a son

Robert, upon a presumed descent from whom the

late Sir Egerton Brydges founded his well-known
claim to the barony of Chandos of Sudeley.

O. C.

Barlaam and Josaphat (Vol. iii., p. 135.). I

was much interested in MR. STEPHENS' remarks on

the Rev. W. Adams's beautiful allegory, and would
be glad to know from him, or some other of your
learned correspondents, what English translations
there are of this "spiritual romance in Greek;"
where I may find an account or notice of the

work, or get a copy of it. JARLTZBERG.
" Stick at Nothing" The expression "stop at

nothing" occurs in the following couplet in Dry-
den's Aurengzebe :

" The world is made for the bold impious man,
Who stops at not/ting, seizes all he can."

And Pope, in one of his letters, has the expres-
sion "

stick at nothing," where he says :

" The three chief qualifications of party-writers are,
to stick at nothing, to delight in flinging dirt, and to

slander in the dark by guess."

Can any of your correspondents explain the

origin of the word "stick" in the sense in which it

is used by Pope ; and how it came to supplant
altogether the more intelligible word "

stop," as

employed by Dryden ? HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, January, 1851.

"
Ejusdem Farinfa" Your readers are ac-

quainted with the expression
"
ejusdem farina?,"

and the derogatory sense in which it is employed
to describe things or characters of the same
calibre. It was in common use among clerical

disputants after the Reformation
;
and Leland has

it in the following remarks respecting certain

fabulous interpolations in the Black Book at

Cambridge :

" Centum suht ibi, pratferea, ejusdem farinas fabula."

I have no doubt, however, that the origin of

the expression may be traced to the scholastic

doctors and casuists of the Middle Ages.
Will any of your correspondents be good

enough to explain th circumstances which gave
rise to the adoption of " farina" as a term expres-
sive of baseness and disparagement ?

HENRY IL BREEN.
St. Lucia, January, 1851.

Batail. Favine, in his Theatre of Honour (b. ii.

c. 13 ), in speaking of a bell at Menda, says of the

clapper of a bell, that "
it is a Bataill in Armes."

AVas this word ever introduced into English he-

raldry ? The only instances of bells in English arms
that I can discover in the books to which I have

access at present are in the coats of Bell, Porter,

Osney, and Richbell. H. N. E.

The Knights of Malta. On the stone corbels

which support the roof of one of the aisles of a

church in my neighbourhood, there are carved the

armorial badges of persons who are supposed to

have contributed to the building of the church,
which was erected in the thirteenth century. On
one of the corbels (the nearest to the altar, and

therefore in the most honourable place) there is

a lamb bearing a flag. The lamb has a nimbus
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round its head, and the staff of the flag terminates

in a cross like the head of a processional cross.

The device, I have reason to think, was the badge
of the knights of the order of Saint John of Jeru-

salem, who had a preceptory in this neighbourhood
during the thirteenth century. In the history of

these knights, first of Jerusalem, then of Rhodes,
and afterwards of Malta, I find it stated, that in

the year 1130 Pope Innocent II. commanded that

the standard of the knights (at that time settled at

Jerusalem) should be "
gules, a full cross argent."

Will any of your correspondents be so kind as

to inform me if the device on the corbel was the

badge of the knights of the order of St. John of

Jerusalem? and if so, at what time thev first

assumed it ? S. S. S.

General Pardons. Has any example of a ge-
neral pardon under the great seal been ever printed
at length ? particularly any of those granted after

the restoration of Charles II. ? J. G. N.

" Too ivise to err" You will oblige many of

your readers if you will inform them from whence
the words

" Too wise to err, too good to be unkind,"

are quoted. T. W. A.

THOMAS MAT.

(Vol. Hi., p. 167.)

Thomas May, famous amongst the busy charac-

ters of his age, both as a politician and a poet,
was the eldest son of Sir Thos. May, Knt., of

Mayfield, in Sussex, where he was born in 1595.

At the usual period of life, he was admitted a

fellow-commoner of Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge ; and having taken the degree of B.A. he
entered himself at Gray's Inn, with the intention

of studying the law, which, however, it is uncer-
tain whether he ever pursued as a profession.
Whilst he was a student of the law, he made the

acquaintance of Edward Hyde, afterwards Earl of
Clarendon

;
and became the intimate associate of

Ben Jonson, Selden, Cotton, Sir K. Digby, Thos.

Carew*,
" and some others of eminent faculties in

their several ways."
" His parts of nature and art," writes Clarendon

-f,
in

describing his character,
" were very good, as appears

"by his translation of Lucan (none of the easiest work
of that kind), and more by his Supplement to Lucan,
which being entirely his own, for the learning, the wit,

and the language, may be well looked upon as one of
the best epic poems in the English language."

* The Life of Edward, Earl of Clarendon, Sec., Oxf.
1827.

f The same.

As an elegant writer, indeed, of Latin verse, he is

justly numbered amongst the most successful of

the accomplished poets of our nation Ben Jonson,

Cowley, Milton, Marvell, Crashaw, Addison, Gray,
Smart, T. Warton, Sir W. Jones, &c who have
devoted their leisure to this species of composition.
Clarendon goes on to say that May was " born
to a fortune, if his father had not spent it ; so that

he had only an annuity left him, not proportion-
able to a liberal education :

"

'" Yet since," continues this illustrious authority,
" his fortune could not raise his mind, he brought his

mind down to his fortune, by a great modesty and

humility in his nature, which was not affected, but

very well became an imperfection in his speech,
which was a great mortification to him, and kept him
from entering upon any discourse but in the company
of his very friends," of whom he had not a few, for " he

was cherished by many persons of honour, and very

acceptable in all places."

From Charles I., no mean judge of poetry, and
a liberal patron of the Muses, May received much

encouragement, and many substantial marks of

favour in the shape of donatives ;
and it was at

the express command of this monarch that he
wrote his historical poem entitled The Victorious

Reigne of Edward III. From disgust, however,
at the appointment of D'Avenant to the Laureate-

ship, on the death of Jonson in 1637, a post to

which, according to what he considered to be his

own superior deserts*, he was himself justly en-

titled,
"
May fell from his duty, and all his former

friends," and became an active agent in promot-
ing the designs of the so-called popular leaders.

Through the interest of Cromwell, he was nomi-

nated Secretary to the Parliament, in which capa-

city he wrote a History of its transactions, a work
which was published in 1647. This performance,
which is highly commended by Granger, rendered

its author extremely obnoxious to the royal party,
who exercised all their powers of pen to disparage
both the book and its compiler. He is represented

by Clarendon, for instance,
" as prostituting him-

self to the vile office of celebrating the infamous

acts of those who were in rebellion against the

king ;
which he did so meanly, that he seemed to

all men to have lost his wits, when he left his

honesty." Anthony a Wood's account f of these

matters, and of May himself, is that

" He was graciously countenanced by K. Charles I.

and his royal consort ; but he, finding not that prefer-

ment from either which he expected, grew discon-

tented, sided with the Presbyterians, and, upon the

*
Southey calls May " the very able competitor of

D'Avenant," and describes him as " a man so honour-

ably known by his translation of Lucan, and his Sup-

plement to that poet, that it were to be wished he

were remembered for nothing else." Biog. Sketches.

j-
Athena Oxon. Bliss's edit.
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turn of the times, became a debauchee ad omnia ; en-

tertained ill principles as to religion, spoke often very

slightly of the Trinity, kept beastly and atheistical

company, of whom Thos. Challoner, the regicide, was

one, and endeavoured to his power to asperse and in-

validate the king and his cause."

His acquaintance with Challoner is also alluded

to by Aubrey, who says*, "that his translation of

Lucan's excellent poem made him in love with
the republique." Aubrey adds, he was

" A handsome man, debauched, and lodged in the

Httle square by Cannon Row, as you go through the

alley."

Clarendon concludes his notice of May by ob-

serving that
"

Shortly after the publication of his parliamentary

history he died, miserable and neglected, and deserves

to be forgotten."

The fact is, he was found dead in his bed in

Nov. 1650; but that he was "neglected" is not

altogether correct. At any rate, he was honoured
with a public funeral, a marble monument, and a

laudatory epitaph in Westminster Abbey, short-

lived dignities ! for, at the Restoration, the me-
morial of his fame was torn down, whilst his body
was exhumed, and, after being treated with much

ignominy, hurled into a large pit in St. Margaret's

churchyard adjpining. Besides the works above

noticed. May also wrote The Description of
Henry //., in verse, with A Short Survey of the

Changes of his Reign, and The Single and Com-

parative Character of Henry and Richard his Sons,
in prose. Nor was that of Lucan his only trans-

lation, for he rendered into English verse Virgil's

Georgics and Selected Epigrams of Martial. He
was also the author of five dramas, two of

which are given in Dodsley's Old Plays. A now

forgotten critic, Henry Headley, B.A., of Norwich,
observes concerning his historical poems, that

May
" Has caught no small portion of the energy and de-

clamatory spirit which characterises the Roman poet,

whom, as he translated, he insensibly made his model.

His battle pieces," our critic continues,
"
highly merit

being brought forward to notice ; they possess the re-

quisites, in a remarkable degree, for interesting the

feelings of an Englishman. While in accuracy they
vie with a gazette, they are managed with such dex-

terity, as to busy the mind with unceasing agitation,
with scenes highly diversified and impassioned by
striking character, minute incident, and alarming

situation."-}-

In confirmation of the general propriety and

justness of these remarks, I would refer to the

* In MSS. Ashmol., as quoted in Biog. Britann.,
from which, and Chalmers's Biog. Diet., the dates, and
such of the facts above given, not otherwise authenti-

cated, are principally derived.

f Biographical Sketches, Lond., 12mo. 1787.

description of "The Den of the Vices" (H.n. b. \.\
and to the accounts of" The Death of Rosamond"
(H. ii. b. v.), "The Battle of Cressy" (E. m.
b. Hi.), and " The Capture of Mortimer" (E. m.
b.

i.). These pieces can only be thus vindicated,

being much too long for extracting ;
but I think

a republication of the entire poems would be an

acceptable boon to the public. COWGILL.

Although May's version of Cato's soliloquy is

immeasurably below Addison's, I am inclined to

agree with J. H. L., that, on comparing them, it is

more than probable, Addison had May's descrip-
tion of Cato's death in his mind at the same time
he penned the justly celebrated soliloquy in the

5th Act of his Cato. E. B. PRICE.

Cow Cross.

Thomas May, the Author of the Supplement to

Lucan (Vol. iii., p. 167.), was the secretary and his-

torian of the Long Parliament. He was born at

May field in 1595
;
took the degree of B. A. at Syd-

ney-Sussex College, Cambridge, and afterwards en-

tered Gray's Inn, but devoted himself to literature.

He translated Virgil's Georgics, Selected Epigrams
of Martial, and in 1627 Lucan's Pharmlia; to the

latter, in 1630, he supplied an English continuation
of his own in seven books, intituled, A Continuation

of the Subject of Lucan's Historical Poem till the

Death of Julius Ccesar. It was dedicated to

Charles. He afterwards published at Leyden a

Latin translation of the seven additional books
;

this was added to the Amsterdam and other

editions of Lucan, and has established May's fame
as a classic scholar. Andrew Marvell, who saw
onlv an apology for the doings of the tyrannical

parliament in the continuation of Lucan's poem,
calls May

" Most servile wit, and mercenary pen,

Polydore, Lucan, Allan, Vandal, Goth.

Malignant poet and historian both,

Go seek the novice statesmen and obtrude

On them some Roman cast similitude."

He died suddenly in the night of 13th Nov.,

1650, his de'ath being attributed by Marvell to a

little too much indulgence in wine.
" As one pot drunk into the packet-boat,
Tom May was hurry 'd hence, and did not know't."

W. DURRANT COOPER.
81. Guilford Street.

[We are also indebted to BAI.LIOLF.NSIS and other

correspondents for general replies to this Query ; and to

W. S. (Richmond) for a reference to Baron Maseres'

account of him prefixed to his edition of May's History

of the Long Parliament.^

DUCHESS OF BUCKINGHAM.

(Vol. iii., pp. 224. 249.)

P. C. S. S. believes that a reference to almost

any Peerage or work on British genealogy, would
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have saved MB. F. B. HELTON the trouble of ad-

dressing the inquiry at Vol. iii., p. 224. Katharine

Sedley, daughter of Sir Charles Sedley, com-
memorated in Johnson's line

" And Sedley cursed the form that pleased a king
"

was created Countess of Dorchester by James II.,

and subsequently married David Collyer, first

Earl of Pontmore in Scotland. She died in 1692,

having had by King James a natural daughter, to

whom, by royal warrant, that monarch gave the

rank and precedence of a duke's daughter ;
she

was styled Lady Catherine Darnley, and married

first, in October 1699, James, third Earl of Angle-
sey, from whom, on account of alleged cruelty on

his part, she was separated by act of parliament
in the following year. The earl died in 1701,
and his widow married, secondly, in 1705, John
Sheffield, first Duke ofNormanby and Buckingham.
She died on the 13th of March, 1743, and was
interred with almost regal pomp in Westminster

Abbey. By \i&c first husband (the Earl of Angle-
sey) she had an only daughter, the Lady Catherine

Annesley, married to Mr. William Phipps, father of

the first Lord Mulgrave, and, consequently, great-

grandfather of the present Marquis of Normanby,
who on his recent elevation to that dignity, has, it

appears, preferred to take one of the ducal titles of

a nobleman from whom he does not descend, and
of whose blood there does not flow a single drop
in his veins, to the just assumption of the title of

one from whom he does descend, and whose sole

representative he undoubtedly is.

Of the Duchess of Buckingham's inordinate

pride, there are some curious stories in Walpole's
Letters to Sir Horace Mann (sub anno 1743).
But perhaps the most remarkable instance of it is

to be found in a periodical, paper called the British

Champion^ which was published at that time, and
which is now not commonly to be met. In the

No. for April 7, 1743, there is the following anec-
dote :

" I have been informed that a lady of high rank,

finding her end approaching, and feeling very uneasy
apprehensions of this sort, came at length to a resolu-

tion of sending for a clergyman, of whom she had
heard a very good character, in order to be satisfied as

to some doubts. The first question she asked was,
whether in heaven (for she made no doubt of going
thither) some respect would not be had to a woman of
such birth and breeding ? The good man, for such he

really was, endeavoured to show her the weakness of
this notion, and to convince her that there was, where she
was going, no acceptance of persons, and much more
to the same purpose. This the poor lady heard with
much attention, and then said with a sigh,

'

Well, if it

be so, this heaven must be, after all, a strange sort of a

place !

' "

P. C. S. S. is unwilling to believe this painful
story the more so, as it must be recollected that

the author of the paper was an inveterate Whig,
and the Duchess (jure paterno) as inveterate a

Jacobite, P. C. S. S.

SAN GRAIL.

Sir Walter Scott, in his Marmion (Introduction
to Canto First), writes of Sir Lancelot of the Lake,
that

" A. sinful man and unconfessed,
He took the SangreaPs holy quest,
And slumbering saw the vision high
He might not view with waking eye."

In his note on this passage, 'he refers to the

romance of the Morte Arthur, and says :

" One day when Arthur was holding a high feast

with his Knights of the Hound Table, the Sangreal, a

vessel out of which the last Passover was eaten (a pre-
cious relic, which had long remained concealed from

human eyes, because of the sins of the land), suddenly

appeared to him and all his chivalry. The consequence
of this vision was that all the knights took on them a

solemn vow to seek the Sangreal."

The orthography of the word in the romance
itself is Sancgreall, which affords us a clue to what
I believe to be its true etymology, Sa?ig reel

(Sanguis realis), a name it derived from the tra-

dition of its having been employed, not only to

hold the paschal lamb at the Last Supper, but also

by Joseph of Arimathea to catch the blood and
water which flowed from the wounds ofour Blessed

Lord.
Archdeacon Nares, in his Glossary, pp. 209. 445.,

enters largely into the legendary history of the

Sangreal, as well as the question of its orthography.
He takes some pains to refute the etymology given

above, and quotes Roquefort (Diet, de la Langue
Romane) to prove that graal or greal signifies a

broad open dish. Will any one who has the means
of consulting Roquefort inform us, whether he

brings forward any instance of the existence of such

a word in this sense? or, if so employed, whether

such use may not have arisen from the ordinary
erroneous orthography? It is a question well

worth investigation, which I hope may call some

abler pens than mine into exercise.

This holy relic, the object of so much fruitless

search to Arthur and his knights, is now safely

deposited in the cathedral of Genoa, where all,

holy or unholy, may behold it, on making the

accustomed offering to its sanctity. Of old, it

concealed itself from the eyes of all but those free

from mortal sin; but now, the ability to pay five

francs puts one in possession of every Christian

virtue, and the Sacro Catino (as it is called) is

exhibited on the payment of that sum. In ad-

dition to the authorities quoted by Nares, I would

refer to Sir F, Palgrave, in Murray's Handbook

to Northern Italy, 1st edition, p. 105. SA. CA.

No. 76.
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The St. Graal (Vol. iii., p. 224.). Your cor-

respondent W. M. K. will find the subject of " the

Sangreal's holy quest" treated in the late Mr.
Price's elaborate preface to Warton's History of
English Poetry (ed. 1840), p. 53.; also an account

of the MS. at C. C. C., Cambridge, in the same

work, vol. i. p. 149.
;
and a reference to Walter

Map's -translation of the Latin romance of St.

Graal into French, vol. ii. p. 416. See also Sis-

mondi, Lit. of the South of Europe (Bohn, 1846),
vol. i. p. 197., and note. H. G. T.

THE FROZEN HORN.

(Vol. ii., p. 262. ;
Vol. iii., p. 25.)

Your correspondent J. M. G. quotes Hudibras,

p. i. c. i. 1. 147. :

" Where truth in person does appear,
Like words congeal'd in northern air."

Zachary Grey does not, in his note, refer to

Mandeville, but he says :

" See an explication of this passage, and a merry
account of words freezing in Nova Zernbla, Tathr,
No. 254. ; and Rabelais' account of the bloody fight of

the Arimasphians and Nephclebites upon the confines

of the Frozen Sea (vol. iv. c. 56. p. 229., Ozell's edit.

1737). To which Mr. John Done probably refers, in

his panegyric upon T. Coryat, and his Crudities :

' It's not that French which made his giants see,

Those uncouth islands, where words frozen be,
Till by the thaw next year they've voice again.'"

W. B. H.
Manchester.

J. M. G. quotes Sir John Mandeville for the

story of the congealed words falling like hail from
the rigging of his ship in the Arctic regions. I

do not remember the passage, but there is one
almost identical in Rabelais' Pantagruel, lib. iv.

ch. Iv., headed
" Comment en haulte mer Pantagruel ou'it diverses

parolles desgelees."

In the notes to Bonn's translation it is said :

" Rabelais has borrowed these from the Courtisan of

Balthasar de Castillon, of which a French translation

was printed in 1539, and from the Apologues of Caelius

Calcagnnius of Ferrara, published in 1544."

W. J. BEHNHARD SMITH.

Temple.

BAB AT THE BOWSTER.

(Vol. ii., p. 517 .)

Your correspondent MAC is mistaken when he

says that no words are used in the Scottish dance
of " Bab at the Bowster :" I have myself

" babbed
at the Bowster" within the last few years. Upon
that occasion the words sung by the company
while dancing round the individual bearing the
" bowster

"
were

" Wha learn'd you to dance,
You to dance, you to dance,

Wha learn'd you to dance
Bab at the bowster brawly?"

To which the " bowster-bearer
"
replies

" My mither learned me to dance,
Me to dance, me to dance,

My mither learned me to dance

Bab at the bowster brawly."

After which, throwing down the " bowster" or

cushion before one of the opposite sex, they both
kneel upon it, and kiss one another affectionately.

I never heard any words save the above ; but a

friend from a neighbouring county (Dumbarton-
shire) informs me, that with them it is sometimes

changed into
" Wha gi'ed you the keys to keep,

The keys to keep," &c.

There are also other variations which I believe

I can procure, should they be desired by MAC or

others. I should perhaps mention, for the benefit

of Southrons, that almost all untravelled Scotch-
men in conversation use the verb to learn in place
of the verb to teach. Y.

Glasgow.

The dance in Scotland called " Bab at the

Bowster" is always the winding up at "kirns" and
other merrymakings, and is most likely similar

to the cushion-dance. The tune to which it is

danced has words belonging to it. The beginning
lines are

" There's braw yill,

Down at the mill,

Bab at the bowster," &c.

L. M. M. R.

OLIVER CROMWELL AND HIS DEALINGS WITH THE
DEVIL.

(Vol. iii., p. 207.)

Among the papers of an old personal friend and

correspondent of the "
Sylvanus Urban "

of his

day, a clergyman of the good old school, who
died a quarter of a century ago, aged eighty-six, I

find the inclosed. It may possibly lead to the

further elucidation of one of the Notes of B. B.

It is unfortunate that no date is attached to it, nor

any intimation of its history. Its owner was the

intimate friend of Bennet, Bishop of
Cloyne,_

of

Dr. Farmer, of Burgess, Bishop of St. David's

(afterwards Salisbury), and other eminent divines

of his time.

With this MS. was inclosed another, in more

modern writing ; but, from the orthography, copied
from an older paper, headed " Private Amours of

Oliver Cromwell." It is very short, and also

without date. It is at your service if desired.

S. II. H.
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A NARRATIVE CONCERNING CROMWELL S DEALINGS WITH
THE

" On y* 3d of Sept., in y
e
morning, Cromwell took

Colonel Lindsey, his intimate friend, and first Capt. of

his regiment, to a wood side not far from y
e
army, and

bid him alight and follow him into that wood, & take

particular notice of what he saw & heard.
" After they had both alighted & secured their horses,

& walked some small way into the wood, Lindsey began
to turn pale, & to be seiz'd with horrour, from some
unknown cause : upon wch Cromwell askt him how he

did, or how he felt himself. He answered, that he was
in such a trembling & consternation that he never felt

y* like in all y
e conflicts and battles he had been en-

gaged in : But wether it proceeded from the gloomy-
ness ofy* place, or y temperament of his body, he knew
not. 'How now?' said Cromwell, 'what! trowbled

with vapours ? Come forward, man.' They had not

gon above 20 yards before Lindsey on a sudden stood

still and cry'd out, by all that's good he was seized

with such unaccountable terrours & astonishment that

it was impossible for him to stir one step further.

Upon which Cromwell call'd him faint-hearted fool, &
bid him stand there & observe or be witness: and then

advancing to some distance from him, he met with a

grave elderly man, with a roll of parchment in his

hand, who deliver'd it to Cromwell, who eagerly pe-
rused it. Lindsey, a little recover'd from his fear,

heard severall loud words betwixt them : particularly
Cromwell said,

' This is but for seven year. I was to

have it for 21, and it must and shall be so.' The other

told him positively it coud not be for above seven ;

upon which Cromwell cry'd with a great fierceness, it

slid be, however, for 14 year; but the other person

plorily declared it coud not possibly be for any longer
time : and if he woud not take it so, there was others

that woud accept of it : Upon which Cromwell at last

took y
e

parchment, and returning to Lindsey with

great joy in his countenance, he cry'd, Now, Lindsey,
the battle's our own : I long to be engag'd.' Return-

ing out of the wood, they rode to y* army, Cromwell
with a resolution to engage as soon as possible, & y

e

other with a design of leaving y
e
army as soon. After

y
e first charge Lindsey deserted his post, and rode

away with all possible speed, day and night, till he
came into y

e
county of Norfolk, to y

e house of an
intimate friend, and minister of that parish : Cromwell,
as soon as he mist him, sent all ways after him, with a

promise of a great reward to any that w'd bring him
alive or dead.

" Thus far y
e narrative of Lindsey himself; but some-

thing further is to be remembered to complete & con-
firm y

e
story.

" When Mr. Thorowgood saw his friend Lindsey
come into his yard, his horse and himself just tired, in
a sort of amaze he said, How, now, Colonel ; we hear
there is like to be a battle shortly. What ! fled from
your colours?' A battle !

'

said y other ; yes, there
has bin a battle, and I am sure y

c
King is beaten. If

ever I strike a stroke for Cromwell again, may I perish
eternally, for I am sure he has made a league with y
Devil, and he will have him in due time.' Then, de-

siring his protection from Cromwell's inquisitors, he

went in & related y
e whole story, and all the circum-

stances, concluding with these remarkable words, That
Cromwell w'd certainly die that day seven year that

the battle was fought,
"The strangeness of his relation caused Mr. Thorow-

good to order his son John, then about 12 years of

age, to write it in full length in his common place
book, & to take it from Lindsey's own mouth. This
common place book, and likewise y

e same story writen
in other books, I am sure is still preserv'd in y

e
family

of y
e
Thorowgoods : But how far Lindsey is to be

believed, & how far y
e

story is to be accounted in-

credible, is left to y
e reader's faith and judgment, & not

to any determination of our own,"

ta iBU'nar

Gig Hill (Vol. iii., p. 222.). Perhaps your cor-

respondent is mistaken in saying that " there is no
indication of anything in the land to warrant the
name." At least, the very fact of its being a hill is

suspicious. If I could venture to affront you with
a pun, I should say, that it seems to me very na-
tural that the top of a hill should look like a gig.

Mercy on us ! do words wear out so fast ? Why,
I have not reached three-score, and did not I
"
whip my gig" when I was an " infant"? not

an infant born in a remote province, sucking in

archaism with my mother's milk, playing with
heirloom toys, and calling them by obsolete names,
but a smart little cockney, born and bred in the

parish of St. Andrew, Holborn, where, no doubt,
there were gig-whipping brats plenty. In the
crowded state of your columns, you would not
thank me for enlarging on the top-hie, or I should

really feel disposed to enter into a dissertation on
the nature and characteristic differences of whip-
ping-tops, humming-tops, peg-tops, and gigs. As
to the latter, it certainly occurs to me, now that

the question is raised, that I have not seen such a

thing for a long time
; though I fancy gigs lying

in the shop-windows, as they did at a period when
I was more likely to observe them ;

and if they
have become so far forgotten, it may be worth

while, for the sake of Shakspeare, to say that they
were generally (as far as I remember always)
made of horn

; and therefore, when Holofernes says
"
Go, whip thy gig

"
(which means just the same as

Mr. Oldbuck's "Sew your sampler, monkey!"),
Moth replies,

" Lend me your horn to make one,
and I will whip about your infamy circum circa ; a

gig of a cuckold's horn !

"
It is enough to add that

the gig was made of the tip of the horn, and looked,
while spinning, like an inverted extinguisher. It

was hollow, but my impression is that there was
sometimes lead at the bottom of the inside. Even
with the ballast, it was a ticklish, volatile, kickety

thing, much more difficult to set up and to keep

up than the sober whipping-top, and bearing some-

what the same relation to one in bulk and motion,
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that a ship's gig may do to herself, or a gig on land

to a coach. As to Gig Hill, however, unless it has

a conical top, some other explanation must be

sought. N. B.

[C., E. H., and numerous other correspondents, have

also kindly replied to this Query.]

Epigram against Burke (Vol. in., p. 243.).
" Oft have I heard that ne'er on Irish ground,
A poisonous reptile ever yet was found ;

Nature, though slow, will yet complete her work,
She has saved her venom to create a Burke."

The author of these lines was Warren Hastings
himself; his private secretary (Mr. Evans) sat by
his side during tha trial, and saw him write the

above. My authority is a niece of Mr. Evans, who
formed one of her uncle's family at the period of

the trial. KM.
Engraved Portrait (Vol. iii., p. 209.). This is

the portrait of Samuel Clarke, the ejected minister

of Bennet Fink, London. I have three impres-
sions of this engraving now before me. Two of

these are in an illustrated Granger, and are in

different states, the earlier one having no shading
in the background. The third copy is prefixed
to

" A Collection of the Lives of Ten Eminent Divines,

Famous in their Generations for Learning, Prudence,

Piety, and painfulness in the work of the Ministry, &c.

By Sa. Clarke, Preacher of the Gospel in St. Bennet

Fink, London, 1662." 4to.

Very likely the same plate had been previously
used for some other of Clarke's numerous publi-
cations. At the end of the verses beneath the

portrait, my copies have " P.V.A.M. fecit" which,
I suppose, are the initials of Peter Vinke.

JOHN I. DREDGE.

A full and interesting account of this worthy
divine is given in Granger, vol. v. p. 73.

;
and

the quatrain will be found annexed to a brief

account of the same portrait in Ames's English
Heads, p. 43. J. F. Y.

Salgado's Slaughter-house (Vol. ii., p. 358.).
Your correspondent asks, Who was Salgado ? and
his question has not yet, I believe, been answered.

James Salgado, whose name does not appear in

any biographical dictionary, though it deserves to

do, and whose pieces are unnoticed in Peck's Cata-

logue, though they should certainly not have been

omitted, was a Spanish priest, who renounced the

Roman Catholic belief, and was imprisoned by the

Inquisition, and after undergoing many sufferings
made his escape to England in the latter part of

the reign of Charles II. His history is contained
in An Account of his Life and Sufferings^ in a 4to.

tract in my possession, entitled, A Confession of
Faith of James Sulgado, a Spaniard, and sometimes
a Priest in the Church of Rome, London, 1681, 4to,

Watt and Lowndes both notice some of his pieces,

but their lists are very imperfect, and do not comprise
the tract, of which your correspondent gives the

title, and which is also in my possession, and several

others which I have noted in my copy of his Con-

fession, but which it is perhaps unnecessary to

enumerate here. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Mathews (notMatthew's} Mediterranean Passage
(Vol. iii., p. 240.). I have a copy of this work,
and shall have pleasure in forwarding it to

MERCURII for perusal, if he will address a note to

me, which the publisher of " NOTES AND QUERIES"
will forward. NIBOR.

Oxford, March 29. 1851.

The Mitre and the " Cloven Tongues
"

(Vol. iii.,

p. 146.). My attention has just been directed to

the remark of your correspondent L. M. M. R
,

who adduces the miracle of the " cloven tongues
as of fire" as having supplied the form of the

mitre.

This is an old explanation ;
but your corre-

spondent does not appear to be aware that t; cloven"

has been rejected by high classical authority, as

not being a correct interpretation of the woi'd

Sia/iepi^ej/ai. The exact translation is, "And
tongues as of fire appeared, being

distributed to

them." The same verb is used in the passage,
"
They parted my garments among them," parted

or distributed the exact equivalent.
It appears to me that the translators have here

made an extraordinary blunder. They have, I

think, mistaken Siawpify for Sio^uepi'&o. For the

peculiar meaning of the former verb I beg to refer

those who have not observed it, to Liddcll and

Scott's Lexicon. The substitution of a letter here

(77
for e) would give to the Scripture term a signifi-

cance, which, though analogous to that of the

current translation, is immeasurably distant from

the exact interpretation.
HUGHES FRAZER HALLE.

Chudleigh, March 24. 1851.

Slums (Vol. iii., p. 224.). This word is, I take

it, an Americanism, being an abbreviation of settle-

ments.

The back settlements and back slums are used

synonymously. D. Q.

" God's Acre" (Vol. ii., p. 56,)- On looking
back to some of your old numbers I find W. H. K.

has never been answered with regard to the

above application of the term to churchyards.

Longfellow (Liverpool edition, 1850, p. 36.) com-

mences one of his poems thus :

" I like that ancient Saxon phrase, which calls

The burial-ground God's Acre. It is just ;

It consecrates each grave within its walls,

And breathes a benison o'er the sleeping dust."

Whether this may be any help to W. H. K., I

know not, but I cannot refrain from the Query
What is the Saxon phrase alluded to ? W. H. P.
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Wages in the last Century (Vol. iii., p. 143.).-
I have a note on this subject which is at A. A.'s

service, extracted from the Gentleman's Magazine
for May 1732, vol. ii. p. 771. :

" WAGES (YEARLY) appointed by the Justices, A.D.

1732, to be taken by the Servants in the County of

Kent.
s. d.

Head Ploughman, Wasgoner, or Seedsman 800
His Mate - - - 4

Best Woman Servant - - - 3

Second Sort - - - 2

Second Ploughman - - - 6

His Mate - - - - 3

Labourers by the Day, in Summer - I 2

Ditto, in Winter - I

County of Gloucester.

Head Servant in Husbandry - - 5

Second Servant - - - - 4

Driving Boy under 14 Years - - 1

Head Maid Servant in Dairy, and Cook - 2 10
Second Maid Servant - - - 2 O
Mower in Hay Harvest, without Drink,

per Day - 1 2

With Drink, per Day - - 1

Mower and Reaper in Corn Harvest, with

Diet, per Day - - - 1

Other Day-labourer, from Corn to Hay
Harvest, with Drink only, per Day - 8

With Diet, per Day - - 4
Without Diet or Drink, per Day - 10

Carpenter, Wheelwright, and Mason, with-

out Drink, per Day - - - 1 2
With Drink, per Day -

r'.V
- * >"

I send the note as I have it in my common-
place book

;
but I should think that the periodical

from which the above is extracted, contains much
that would suit A. A.'s purpose. E. S. TAYLOR.

Martham, Norfolk.

Tradesmen's Signs (Vol. iii., p. 224.). The pro-
jecting signs over tradesmen's shop-doors were re-

moved under the London Paving Act, 6 Geo. III.

c. 26. s. 17. In the Percy History of London, i.

179., the act is erroneously said to have been

passed in 1 762. From Malcolm's Anecdof.es ofLon-
don, pp. 468, 469., it seems that the clause in ques-
tion was inserted in the act in consequence of in-

quiries by a committee appointed by the Court of
Common Council in 1764* Mr. Peter Cunningham,
in the ''London Occurrences," prefixed to his

Handbook for London, says: "1766. The house-

signs of London taken down."
No doubt the existing Metropolitan Paving

Acts contain clauses which will prevent trades-
men from again putting up projecting $igns.

Cv .11. COOPER.
Cambridge.

Standfast's Cordial Comforts, frc. (Vol. iii.,

p. 143.). ABHBA. will find in a catalogue of cu-
rious books published by G. Burnstead, 205. High

Holborn, an early edition of Standfast. It is de-

scribed thus :

" Standfast (R.), A Little Handful of Cordial Com-
forts, and a Caveat against Seducers ; with the Blind

Man's Meditations, and a Dialogue between a Blind
Man and Death, 12mo. 1684."

This may assist ABHBA in his researches. Z.

St. Pancras (Vol. ii., p. 496.). Your correspon-
dent MR. YEOWELL asks where C. J. Smith's col-

lection of MSS., cuttings and prints, &c. relating
to the parish of St. Pancras, are deposited ? It is

in the library of Richard Percival, Esq., 9. High-
bury Park, Islington.
Can any of your readers give an account of St.

Pancras ? He was martyred May 12, 304. R.

[Has our correspondent looked at the Calendar of
the Anglican Church, lately published by Parker of

Oxford? A brief notice of St. Pancras will be found

on p. 274. of that useful little work.]

Lines on " Woman s Will" (Vol. i., p. 247.).

Although somewhat late in the day, I send you
the following paragraph from the Examiner of

May 31, 1829 :

" Woman's Will. The following lines (says a cor-

respondent of the Brighton Herald) were copied from
the pillar erected on the Mount in the Dane-John

Field, formerly called the Dungeon Field, Canterbury:
' Where is the man who has the power and skill

To stem the torrents of a woman's will ?

For if she will, she will, you may depend on't,

And if she won't, she won't; so there's an end on't."'

H.C.
Workington.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth (Vol. ii., p. 393.
;

Vol. iii., p. 11.). In Hubback on the Evidence of
Succession, p. 253., after some remarks on the word
"
natural," not of itself in former times denoting

illegitimacy, this passage occurs :

" But as early as the time of Elisabeth the word

natural, standing alone, had acquired something of its

presont meaning. The Parliament, in debating upon
the act establishing the title to the crown in the

Queen's issue, thought it proper to alter the words
' issue lawfully begotten,' into ' natural-born issue,'

conceiving the latter to be a more delicate phrase. But
this created a suspicion among the people, that the

Queen's favourite, Leicester, intended after her death to

set up some bastard of his own, pretending it was born

of her, and bred up privately." Duke of Buckingham
On Treasons, cited Amos's Fortescue, p. 154.

J. H. L.

CoggeshallJob (Vol. iii., p. 167.)- Does J. C.

allude to the tradition that the Coggeshall people

placed hurdles in the stream to turn the river, and
chained up the wheelbarrow when the mad dog bit

it? J. H.L.

Whale caught at Greenwich before the Death of
Cromwell (Vol. iii., p. 207.). B. B. wishes a record
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of the capture of a whale at Greenwich, immedi-

ately previous to Cromwell's death. I take leave

to inform him that, in a tract entitled A Catalogue
of natural Rarities, with great Industry, Cost and

thirty Years' Travel in foreign Countries collected,

by Robert Hubert, alias Forges, Gent,, and sworn
Servant to his Majesty. And Dayly to be seen at

the Place called the Musick House, at the Miter,
near the West End of St. Paul's Church, ,1664,
there is the following item :

" The vein of the tongue of that whale that was taken

up at Greenwich, a little before Cromwell's death."

W. PlNKERTON.
Ham.

Fronte Capillata, frc. (Vol. iii., pp. 8. 43. 124.).
The following lines from Tasso's^4more Fvggitivo

contain the same figure as the Latin quoted above :

"
Crespe ha le chiome e d'oro,

E in quella guisa appunto,
Che Fortuna si pinge
Ha lunghi e folti in sulla fronte i crini ;

Ma nuda ha poi la testa

Agli opposti confini."

ROBERT SNOW.

The lines quoted by your correspondent are

from Peacock's "
Headlong Hall," and are imi-

tated from Machiavelli's "
Capitolo dell' Occa-

sione." The whole air stands thus
; the second

stanza differing slightly from the version given by
MR. BURT. The lines are very pretty, at least in

my opinion.

LOVE AND OPPORTUNITY.

" Oh 1 who art thou, so swiftly flying ?

My name is Love, the child replied;
Swifter I pass than south -winds sighing,
Or streams through summer vales that glide.

And who art thou, his flight pursuing?
'Tis cold Neglect whom now you see :

The little god you there are viewing,
Will die, if once he's touched by me.

" Oh ! who art thou so fast proceeding,
Ne'er glancing back thine eyes of flame?

Mark'd but by few, through earth I'm speeding,
And Opportunity's my name.

What form is that which scowls beside thee ?

Repentance is the form you see :

Learn then, the fate may yet betide thee :

She seizes them who seize not me."

W. R. M.

John Sanderson, or the Cushion-dance (Vol. ii.,

p. 517.). Though I am unable to answer your
correspondent MAC'S inquiry as to the antiquity
of this dance, it may interest him as well as

others of the readers of u NOTES AND QUERIES
"

to know, that when Walpole made up his mind to

abandon his Excise bill (which met with a still

fiercer opposition out of doors than in the House
of Commons), he signified his intention to a party

of his adherents at the supper-table, by quoting
the first line of the accompanying song :

" This dance it will no further go !"*

This, at least, shows the popularity of this dance
in the reign of George II. H. C.

Workington.

George Stecvens and William Stevens (Vol. iii.,

p. 230.). The late Sir J. A. Park wrote Memoirs

of William Stevens, the Treasurer of Queen Anne's

Bounty, and the biographer of Jones of Nayland.
As little resemblance must have existed between
this gentleman and " the Puck of commentators,"
George Steevens, as between the two Harveys :

" The one invented Sauce for Fish,
The other Meditations."

J. II. M.

Memoirs of Stevens by the late Sir James Allan
Park have been published, and are well worth

reading; but this Stevens was not George Steevens,
the Shakespearian commentator, but William,
Treasurer of Queen Anne's Bounty, one of the

most meek and humble minded of men.
" He was inferior to none in profound knowledge,

and steady practice of the doctrines and discipline of

the Church of England ; austere to himself alone, cha-

ritable and indulgent towards others, he attracted the

young by the cheerfulness of his temper, and the old

by the sanctity of his life."

Miss BOCKETT should not confound such a holy
character with George Steevens. E. H.

Memoirs of George Steevens, Esq., F.R.S. and

F.S.A. (Vol. iii., p. 119.). In answer to A. Z. it

may be stated that a brief memoir of Mr. Steevens

was given in Nichols's Literary Anecdotes of the

Eighteenth Century, vol. ii. p. 6SO. ; further anec-

dotes, and some of his letters, in vol. v. of
Nicholses

Literary Illustrations; and further letters (his

correspondence with Dr. Percy, Bishop of Dro

more), in vol. vii. of the latter work; besides many
incidental notices, which will be found by reference

to the indexes. On the last occasion a copy of his

portrait by Dance, was attached; and in vol. v. of

the Literary Illustrations is an engraving of his

monument by Flaxman, in Poplar Chapel.

Tradescant (Vol. iii., p. 119.). At what period
the elder Tradescant came into England is not

with certainty known, but it is supposed to have

been about the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign, or

the beginning of that of James I. He obtained

the title of Royal Gardener circa 1629.

It may not be superfluous to mention (on the

authority of Allen's History of Lambeth, p. 142.)

that formerly the three following lines were on

the monument in Lambeth churchyard, until its

* This occurred in the year 1733.
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reparation by public subscription in 1773, when

they were left out :

This monument was erected at the charge of Hester

Tradescant, the relict of John Tradescant, late deceased,

who was buried the 25th of April, 1662."

ALFRED W. H.

Kennington.

Origin of Harlequins (Vol. iii., p. 165.). Your

correspondent and querist E. L. N. wishes for an

account of the Origin of Harlequins. I beg to

refer E. L. N. to an account of the Hellequines,
or " La Mesnie Hellequin," given by M. Paul

Paris, in his work on the Manmcrits Franqois de

la Bib. du Roi, vol. i. p. 322. M. Paris says :

" On donnoit ce nom (Hellequines) a des especes de

feux follets ou genies plutot malfaisants que favora-

bles, et plutot moqueurs que malfaisants L'origine
de la tradition de la Mesnie Hellequin se perd dans

1'obscurite des temps. On 1'entendoit surtout bruire

dans les environs de la ville d'Aries J'ignore la

premiere origine de cette locution ; mais ce qui me
semble incontestable, c'est qu'on confondit facilement la

Mesnie Hellequin avec celle ' de la Mort,' famille bariolee

de rousre et de noir, et dont le manteau de cer6monie
devoit etre un grand pan de toile ou linceul. Deja le

lecteur a devance la consequence qu'il faut tirer de

tout cela ; la Mesnie Hellequin, partie necessaire des

corteges effrayants ou grotesques dans le moyen-age,
est devenue insensiblement, sous la main des arrangeurs,
notre famille d'Arlequin. Le costume bariole d'Arle-

quin n'est rien autre que le fantastique costume du

representant de la Mort Et, si ce que je viens de
diie est fonde, on ne repetera plus apres Menage
(Gilles), que le mot Arlequin fut pris d'abord, sur la

fin du xvi siecle, par un certain bouffbn italien que le

President Harlay avoit accueilli. II est certain que le

mot Arlequin se trouve tres-anciennement dans un
grand nombre de mysteres.

" '

Numquid me velis,' ecrivoit Jean Raulin, mort
en 1514,'antiquam illam familiam Harlequini, revocare,
ut videatur mortuus inter mundanae curiae nebulas et

caligines equitare?"'

By the above extracts, which 1 fear you will find

too long, harlequinades would seem rather to be
derived from the wanton pranks of sprites than
the coarse gambols of buffoons

;
and this deriva-

tion would certainly best agree with the accepted
character of the modern harlequin. H. C. C.

"Predeceased" and "Designed" (Vol. iii.,

p. 143.). The former word is used in an active
sense by Shakspeare, in his "

Rape of Lucrece :

"

' If children predecease progenitors,
We are their offspring, and they none of ours."

"
Designed," in the sense of "

designated," is

employed by Locke :

^

" 'Tis not enough to make a man a subject, to con-
vince him that there is regal power in the world ; but
there must be ways of designing and knowing the
person to whom the regal power of right belongs."

COWGILL.

jugis invectiis equis," Sfc. (Vol. ii.,

p. 391.). These lines, in which "veriis" and
"antesolat" are, of course, misprints for "variis"
and "

antevolat," apply with such peculiar exact-
ness to Guide's celebrated Aurora, at the Rospi-
gliosi Palace, that I cannot but think the painting
has given rise to the lines. Besides, in the ancient

mythology, the Horje are said to be three in num-
ber, daughters of Jupiter and Themis, and one of
their offices was harnessing the horses of the Sun.
It is unlikely, therefore, that any classic author
would mention them, as being seven in number.

C. I. R.

St. Johns Bridge Fair (Vol. iii., p. 88.). Per-

haps in the county of Northampton, and in the

city of Peterborough, where a fair, commencing
October 2d, is still called "Bridge Fair." The
parish church of Peterborough is dedicated to St.

John Baptist ; but a fair on the saint's day would
be too near the other, and probably more ancient

fair, which is held on old St. Peter's Day, to whom
the cathedral church is dedicated. ARUN.

Anticipations ofModern Ideas by Defoe (Vol. iii.,

pp. 137. 195.). It is a singular fact, to which I

do not remember a reference has hitherto been

made, that Defoe, in his Life and Adventures of
Captain Singleton, has foreshadowed the discovery
by recent travellers of a great inland lake in the

South of Africa. He describes his adventurous
hero and companions, during their attempt to

cross this vast continent from Mozambique to

Angola, as having, on the ninth day of their

journey, come in " view of a great lake of water."
" The next day," he adds,

" which was the tenth

from our setting out, we came to the edge of this lake,
and happily for us, we came to it at the south point of

it, for to the north we could see no end of it ;
so we

passed by it, and travelled three days by the side of it."

Life, Adventures, and Piracies of Captain Singleton,

chap. vi.

According to a rough calculation by one of the

party, they were, a few days before reaching it,

700 miles from the coast of Mozambique, and
1500 from the Cape of Good Hope. Now Messrs.

Murray and Oswell, the enterprising travellers to

whom we owe the discovery of this vast South
African lake, describe it as being in longitude
24 East, latitude 19 South

;
a position not very

wide apart from that indicated in Defoe's amusing
fiction. T. C. SMITH.

Lord Howard of Effingham (Vol. iii., p. 244.).
I submit that the passages quoted by your corre-

spondent are not sufficient evidence to lead us to

conclude that that nobleman ever was a Protestant.
As to the "

neglect of reverence to the Holy Sa-

crament," it is only said that the priests might
pretend that as a cause

;
and it is not to be sup-

posed that, an ambassador would so far forget him-
self as to show any disrespect to the religion of the
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prince he was sent to. Besides, it is likely that

Lord Howard was chosen for the embassy as

being a Catholic, and therefore more acceptable
to a prince of the same religion.

2nd. Fuller's words only refer to testimony on a

disputed fact, on which Catholic evidence to the

effect quoted by him would have peculiar weight.
3rd. The words to Garnet, who had declared

his innocence and abhorrence of the imputed crime,
are such as a Catholic would be most likely to use.

4th. The word "our" in the royal instructions,

is the word of form, and resembles the editorial

"we" In royal instructions to Mr. Shiel at

Florence, Mr. Wyse at Naples, or Mr. More
O'Ferrall at Malta, her Majesty would use the

words " our religion ;

"
would that imply that any or

all of those gentlemen were Protestants ?

After all, Lord Howard may have conformed to

the court religion after the period of the Armada :

occasional conformity was frequent at the period.
KEBEIENSIS.

Separation of the Sexes in Church (Vol. ii.,

p. 94.; Vol. iii., p. 94.). In Collectanea Topo-

graphica, #e., vol. iii. p. 134., is printed the " Ac-
count of the Proctors of the Church of Yeovil,

co. Somerset, 36 Hen. VI. 1457-8." The learned

editor says :

" The first item is remarkable, as affording an in-

stance of seats being made subject to sale at so early a

period ;" and proceeds :
"

it may be observed that the

two sexes must have sat in different parts of the church,

as, with only one exception, the seats are let to other

persons of the same sex as before."

LLEWELLYN.

Separation of the Sexes in Time of Divine Ser-

vice (Vol. ii., p. 94.). A proof of the correctness

of the remark advanced in this note is afforded by
the practice followed in the little church of Co-

vington, Huntingdonshire, where a few of the old

open seats remain towards the western end> in

which each sex still sits on its proper side, although
the custom does not hold with respect to the pews
which some of the farmers and others have erected

for themselves at the eastern end. ARUN.

Separation of the Sexes at Church. Many of

your correspondents have taken up the separation
of the living at church, but none have alluded to

the dead. I extract the following from a deed of

the 34th of Elizabeth :

" But also in the two severall vawtes or towmbes in

the sayd chappell, and in the sowthe syde of the same,
and in the wall of the sayd church, ffor themselves only
to bury in

; that is to say, in the upper of the same,

standing eastwards, to bury the deade bodyes of the

men, being ancestors of the sayd A. B. ; and in the

lower, standing westwards, to bury the deade bodies of

the women, being wyves or children female of his, the

said A. B.'s ancestors."

Perhaps some of your correspondents can tell us
whether such separate vaults were customary?

Vox Populi Vox Dei (Vol. i., p. 370.). Your

correspondent DANIEL ROCK states these words to

have been chosen by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, Simon Mepham, as his text for the ser-

mon he preached when Edward III. was called to

the throne; and in your Notices to Correspondents,
Vol. iii., p. 254., you repeat the statement.

The prelate by whom the sermon was preached
was not Simon Mepham, but his predecessor, Wal-
ter Reynolds, who was Archbishop of Canterbury
when the second Edward was deposed, and when
Edward III. was crowned, on February 1, 1327.

This Walter Reynolds died on November 16, 1327,
and Simon Mepham was appointed his successor

on December 11, 1327. John Toland, in his

Anglia Libera, p. 114., has this reference to the

sermon which was preached by the Archbishop
Reynolds on the occasion of the king's coronation:

" To Edward I. succeeded his son Edward IT., who

growing an intolerable tyrant, was in a parliament
summoned by himself formally accused of misgovern-
ment, and on his own acknowledging the truth of this

charge, solemnly deposed. When his son, Edward III.,

was elected with .universal consent, Walter, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, preached the coronation sermon,
and took these words for his text,

" Vox populi Vox

Dei, the voice of the people is the voice of God," so

little did they dream in those days of the divine right
of monarchy, or that all power did not originally derive

from the people, for whom and by whom all govern-
ments are erected and maintained."

Sir Harris Nicolas in his Synopsis of the Peer-

age, and Dugdale in his Monasticon, give the

name of this Archbishop as Walter Reynolds. Sir

Richard Baker, in his Chronicle, describes him as

Walter Reginald; and in Hume's England he is

called Walter de Reynel. ST. JOHNS.

Mazer Wood (Vol. iii., p. 239.). The Querist

asks,
" Has the word Mazer any signification in

itself?"

It is used to signify a cup. Vide Walter Scott's

Lord of the Isles, where Robert Bruce is speaking:
"
Bring here, he said, the Mazers four,

My noble fathers loved of yore."

And it is probably derived from the Irish " Maed-

dher," a standing cup, generally of wood, of a

quadrangular form, with a handle on each of the

sides. The puzzle was how to drink out of it,

which was done from the angles. A silver
" Mned-

dher" was presented to Lord Townshend when

leaving Ireland, who puzzled many of his English
friends by placing it before them filled with claret.

Uninitiated persons usually attempted to drink

from the ilat side, and poured the wine over their

clothes. I think another was presented to Lord

Normanby when in Ireland. We see gutta percha
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cups and buckets everywhere now-a days. Per-

haps such an utensil might
have been among the

dishes, &c. mentioned in the Catalogue of the

Tradescant Museum. KERRIENSIS.

[S~>e a curious note on Mazers, used as large drink-

ing-cups, or goblets, in Walter Scott's Poetical Works,

p. 488., edit. 1848.]

Traditions from remote Periods through few
Hands (Vol. iii., p. 237.). The following facts

may not be uninteresting on this subject.

The late Maurice O'Connell of Derrynane, co.

Kerry, died early in 1825, and would have com-

pleted 99 years on the 31st of March in that year.

The writer hereof has heard him tell anecdotes de-

rived from the conversation of Daniel M'Carthy,
of the same co., who died about 1740, aged at

least 108 years. This Daniel M'Carthy was com-

monly known by the nick-name of "Dhonald

Bhin," or " Yellow Dan," and was the first man
that ran away from the battle ofAughrim. There

is a short account of him in Smith's History of

Kerry, in which he is mentioned as lately deceased.

You have thus a period of over 200 years, the tra-

ditions of which might be derived through three

persons, the survivor of whom, your correspondent,
is but middle aged. I remember being told in the

co. Clare, circiter 1828, of an individual then

lately deceased, who remembered the siege of

Limerick by General Ginkle, and the news of the

celebrated treaty of Limerick. It is to be wished

that your readers who reside in, or may visit Ire-

land, would take an interest in this subject. I am
certain that in remote parts of the country much
curious tradition could be thus brought to light; and

it would be interesting to compare the accounts of

great public events, as remembered and handed
down by the peasantry, with those which we take

on the faith of historians.

As relating to this subject, I may refer to the

allusion made in page 250. of the same Number to

the Countess of Desmond, who was said to have
lived to so great an age. I have seen the picture
alluded to at Glanlearne in Valencia, the seat of

the knight of Kerry ;
and it must have been taken

at a comparatively early period of life, as the

Earl of Desmond was outlawed, and his estates

confiscated, in the reign of Elizabeth. Some re-

cord of how this old lady's jointure was provided
for might yet be discovered, and the period of her

decease thus ascertained. KERRIENSIS.

Latin Epigram on the Duchess ofEboli (Vol. iii.,

p. 208.). This beautiful epigram, which C. R. H.
has somewhat mutilated even in the two lines

which he gives of it, was written by Jerome
Amaltheus, who died in 1574, the year in which

Henry III. of France came to the throne; so that

it is unlikely at least that the " Amor "
was meant

for Mangirow, his " minion." In the edition of

the poems of the three brothers Amalthei, which

I possess, and which was printed at Amsterdam
in 1689, the epigram runs

" DE GEMELLIS FRATRE ET SORORE LUSCIS.

* Lumine Aeon, dextro, capta est Leonilla sinistro,

Et potis est forma vincere uterque Deos.
Blande puer, lumen, quod habes concede puellcB,

Sic tu caecus Amor, sic erit ilia Venus."

I have seen it thus translated :

" One eye is closed to each in rayless night,
Yet each has boauty fit the gods to move,
Give, Aeon, give to Leonill thy light,

She will be Venus, and thou sightless Love."

The relationship between the Duchess of Eboli
and Mangirow I do not remember. Were they
brother and sister? or was she ever known as

Leonilla?

Among Jerome Amaltheus's other epigrams I

find several about this "Aeon;" and one, entitled

"De duabus Amicis," begins
" Me Icetis Leonilla oculis, me Lydia torvis

Aspicit."

The mistress of Philip II. (who here, by the

j
by, seems to have recovered her lost eye) would

hardly have been the mistress of an Italian poet.
H. A. B.

Trin. Coll. Cam.
"
Harry Parry, when trill you marry" (Vol. iii.,

p. 207.). E. H. has omitted the last line, which,

however, is well known. May it not have the

same meaning as the lines in the "
Marquis de

Carabas
"
of Beranger :

" Et tous vos tendrons,
Subiront Phonneur
Du droit du seigneur?"

The nursery rhyme may have been sung to the

young Baron to teach him. his feudal privileges, as

the lines
" Hot corn, baked pears,
Kick nigger down stairs,"

are used to inculcate the rights of a white man on
the minds of infant cotton planters in the Southern
States. J. H. L.

Visions of Hell (Vol. iii., p.^70.). In solving
the Query propounded by F. R. A. as to " whether

Bunyan was the author of the Visions?" it is very
necessary that all the editions should be known of

and collated. 1 have one not yet referred to, styled
The Visions of John Bunyan, being his last Re-

mains, giving an Account of the Glories of Heaven,
the Terrors of Hell, and of the World to come,

London, printed and sold by J. Hollis, Shoemaker

Row, Blackfriars, pp. 103., with an address to the

! reader, subscribed "
thy soul's well-wisher, John

! Bunyan," without date. " Thomas Newby, of

! Epping, Essex," is written in it ; he might have
been only the first owner of the book, which was

certainly published before the year 1828 or 20,
but I should say not much earlier. BLOWEN.
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"Laus tua non tua Fraus" frc. (Vol. i., p. 416.)-

Verse Lyon. Puttenham's Arte of English Poesie,

published in 1589, contains an earlier allusion to

this epigram than any of those mentioned by your

correspondents at Vol. ii., p. 77., and assigns to

Pope Alexander [Qy. VI.] the doubtful honour of

being the subject ofit. The passage is at p. 11.,

and is as follows :

" Another of their pretie inuentions was to make a

verse of such wordes as by their nature and manner of
|

construction and situation might be turned backward
word by word, and make another perfit verse, but of

quite contrary sence, as the gibing monke that Wrote

of Pope Alexander these two verses :

' Laus tua non tua fraus, virtus non copia rerum,
Scandere te faciunt hoc deCus eximium :

'

which if ye will turne backward, they make two other

good verses, but of a contrary sence, thus :

' Eximium decits hoc faciunt te scahdere, ferum

Copia, non virtus, fraus tua, non tua laus ;

'

and they call it Vvrse Lyon."

Query, Why? and where else is Verse Lyon
alluded to ?

J. F. M.

[ts not " farse i,yon" Puttenham's translation of

Leonine Verse?]

Passagefrom Cyrribeline (Vol. ii., p. 135.).
'" Some jay of Italy,
Whose mother was her painting, hath betrayed him."

Act III. Sc. 4.

The word painting (your correspondent's stum-

bling-block) evidently means resemblance re-

semblance of character, and as such exactly cor-

responds to the German word Ebenbild, an image
or painting, which is used in the same sense

;
e. g.

Sie hat das Ebenbild ihres Mutters,
" She is the

Very image of her mother." CRANMORE.
Rue de Cerf, 6. Brussels.

Engraved Warming-pans (Vol. Hi., pp. 84. 115.).
As an earlier instance of this custom, it may be

worth notice that I have one which was pur-
chased some years ago at the village of Whatcote
in Warwickshire; it is engraved with a dragon, and
the date 1601. I think it probable that it ori-

ginally came from Compton Wyniatt, the ancient

seat of the Earls [now Marquis] of Northampton ;

the supporters ofthe Compton family being dragons,
and Whatcote being the next village to Compton
Wvniat't, SPES.

Symbolism of the Fir-cone (Vol. i., p. 247.).
The Fir-cone on the Thyrsus a practice very
general throughout Greece, but which is very
prevalent at Athens, may perhaps, in some degree,
account for the connexion of the Fir-cone (sur-

mounting the Thyrsus) with the worship of Bac-
chus. Incisions are made in the fir-trees for the

.purpose of obtaining the turpentine, which dis-

tils copiously from the wound. This juice is

mixed with the new wine in large quantities ; the
Greeks supposing that it would be impossible to

keep it any length of time without this mixture.
The wine has in consequence a very peculiar taste,
but is by no means unpleasant after a little use.

This, as we learn from Plutarch, was an ancient
custom (Sympos. Quast. iii. and iv. p. 528. edn.

Wytten); the Athenians, therefore, might naturally
have placed the Fir-cone in the hands of Bacchus.

(' Lord Aberdeen's Journals," Appendix to Wai-
pole's Memoirs of 2'urkey, fyc., vol. i. p. 605.)

F. B. RELTON.

Dr. Robert Thomlinson (Vol. i., p. 350.).
The gentleman who is very anxious for the com-
munication of any matter illustrative of the life of
the doctor, his family, &c., will find considerable
useful and interesting information relating to him,
his widow, and brother, by referring to the under-
mentioned Reports from the Commissioners for
inquiring concerning Charities :

5th Report, pages 67. 69.
;
23rd Report, pages

56. 450.
;
31st Report, pages 754. 757.

There is a slight allusion to the doctor in the
Returns of Corporate Offices and Charitable Funds,
8fc., p. 375. H. EDWARDS.

Touching for the Evil (Vol. iii., p. 93.). St.

Thomas Aquinas refers the practice of touching
for the evil by French kings to Clovis. See a

work published in 1633, by Simon Favoul, entitled,
Du Pouvoir que les Rois de France ont deguerir les

Ecrouellcs; also a work by Du Laurens, entitled,
De Mirabili Strumas sanandi vi, regibus Galliarum
Christianis divinitus concessa, libri duo, Paris,

1609, in 8vo.

Edward the Confessor is said to have been the

first English king who touched for the evil. Con-

sequently the English can hardly be said to have
owed their supposed power to their pretensions to

the crown of France. E. J. R.

[We are indebted to MR. J. B. DITCHFIELD and Ma.
JOSEPH SULLEY for very elaborate notices of the custom
of the French kings touching for the evil ; but the prin-

cipal facts contained in those communications have

already been laid before our readers by MK. COOPER

(Vide No. 69. p. 148. et seq.)]

Drax Free School (Vol. ii., p. 199.). It appears

by the will of Charles Read, dated July 30, 1669,
that that gentleman had at his own charge erected

a school-house at Drax, which he designed for a

free school, and for the habitation ofa schoolmaster,
to instruct the children of the inhabitants of that

parish gratis, to read, write, and cast accounts,
nnd in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, as occasion

should require ; and that he had erected six

almshouses at Drax, for six aged and impotent

people at that parish, and the lodgment of six

poor boys ;
and for the support and maintenance

of the said school, master, alms people, and poor

boys, he directed his executors to lay out 2000/. in
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the purchase of freehold land of 120?. per annum
hi o'r near Drax, to be conveyed to trustees to let

such land at the best improved rent, for the pur-

poses and uses mentioned in his will ; and he ap-

pointed the lord mayor and aldermen of York,
visitors of the school and almshouses.

At the time of the inquiry by the charity com-

missioners, the estates purchased in pursuance of

the directions of Mr. Read's will amounted to 391

acres of land, let at 5421. per annum, and there

was an accumulation of stock of 12,700J. in the

Three per Cents, the whole income being 924Z. 9s. &d.

per annum.
MR. DYSON will find a copious account of this

school, &c., in the following Reports of the Com-
missioners : XXI. p. 598. ;

XXXII. part 2d. p.

828. ;
and the latter gives a full detail of pro-

ceedings in Chancery, and other matters connected

with the administration of the trust.

HENRY EDWARDS.

Enigmatical Epitaph on the Rev. John Mawer

(Vol. iii., pp. 184. 248.). Perhaps it may be of

service to J. H. to know that Arthur Llewellyn
Tudor Kaye Mawer, referred to by J. T. A., was
a short time ago an assistant bookseller at Oxford,
and may be heard of by addressing a line to Mr.

Vincent, Herald Office, or Mr. Wheeler, booksellerj

Oxford. NIBOR.

Treatise by Engelbert, Archbishop of Treves

(Vol. i., p. 214.). MR. SANSoivi may probably
find the information he desires in the reprint of

Bishop Cosin's History ofPopish Transubstantiation,

London, 1840, in which the references are verified,

and the quotations given in full length. T. J.

King John at Lincoln (Vol. iii., p. 141.). There
is no question of Matt. Paris alluding here to the

old prophecy which forbade a king's wearing his

crown in Lincoln, or, as some think, even entering
the city. Although he makes John the first to

break through the superstition, yet the same
is attributed to his predecessor Stephen, who is

described by H. Huntingdon as entering the city

fearlessly
"
prohibentibus quibusdam supersti-

tiosis." This was after the great disasters of

Stephen's reign ;
but as the succession eventually

departed from his line, Lord Lyttleton observes
that the citizens might nevertheless be

strength-
ened in their credulity ;

and Henry II. certainly
humoured it so far as to wear his crown only in

the suburb of Wigford. John seems to have been

very partial to the place, and visited it repeatedly,
as did many of his successors. Many parallel su-

perstitions might, no doubt, be gathered, as that
of Oxford, and Alexander the Great at Babylon,
&c. B.

Lincoln.

Haybandsin Seals (Vol. iii., p. 186.). In your
paper for March 8. 1 observe a Query by MR. M. A.

LOWER respecting seals. It appears that Ma,
LOWER has in his possession one or two seal?,

temp. Henry VII., which are impressed on hay-
bands, that is to say, the wax is encircled by a

twisted wisp of hay, or split straw ; and, if I rightly
understand MR. LOWER, no device is apparent on
the wax, but some ends of the hay or straw pro-
trude from the surface of it. Under these circum-
stances MR. LOWER states his opinion that such
seals belonged to mediaeval gentlemen who occu-

pied their time in fattening stock, simply graziers.
It may be interesting to some of your correspon-

dents, and especially to MR. LOWER, to know that

a few seals, both pendent and impressed on the

parchment itself, within haybands, may be found
of as early a date as the reign of Edward II.

From that time the fashion became very preva-
lent : in the reigns of Richard II., Henry IV.,

Henry V., Henry VI., and, indeed, down to the

period of Elizabeth, it Was the co'mrtioh practice
to secure the wax impression in this manner.
Almost all the impressions of the Privy Seal of

Henry V., called " the Eagle," are made oh hay-
bands. It is needless to give further examples, as

they must be well known to all antiquaries who
have studied the history of seals. It is not from
the examination of a few specimens of early seals

that a general conclusion is to be rationally drawn ;

and it is to be hoped that MB, LOWER may^ even

yet, be induced to abandon his singular theory of

graziers' seals. T. HUDSON TURNER.

If your correspondents on this subject will refer

to the first volume of Kalendars and Inventories of
his Majesty's Exchequer,, published by the Com-
missioners of Public Records, they will find in the

Introduction, written by Sir Francis Palgrave, at

page cxlvii., a fac-simile representation of a letter

upon paper from James IV. of Scotland to

Henry VII., dated July 12, 1502, showing the

seal encircled by a rush ring. At page exxxvii,

it is stated that in the fifteenth century a rush

ring surrounding the fragile wax was not unfre-

quently used for the purpose of preserving it.

Sv S. S,

Aver (Vol. iii., pp. 42. 157.). Spelman, in his

Glossary, derives averia from averare pro laborare.

Averare he derives from the French ffuvre and

ouvrage,
" vel potius a Latino operafe, o et p, ut

solent, in a et w, conversis." "
Hence," he says,

" our ancestors called beasts <of burden averia, and
the Scotch called them avaria" In Northumber-

land, he elsewhere adds,
"
they call a lazy, sluggish

horse ' a faulse aver,' or '
afer.'

"

Averum signified goods and chattels, and per-
sonal property in general, and, in this sense, is

derived from the French avoir. It also signified
the royal treasure, as appears from the following
extract from the will of Philip Augustus, sub anno
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1 190. After directing his rents, services, and ob-

lations to be brought annually to Paris, he adds

" In receptionibus averi nostri, Adam clericus noster

presens erit, et eas scribet, et singuli habeant singulas
claves de singulis archis in quibus reponetur averum
nostrum in templo."

Tlie following story, which illustrates P.'s Query,
is told by Blackstone :

" Sir Thomas More (when a student on his travels)

is said to have puzzled a pragmatic professor at Bruges,
who gave a universal challenge to dispute with any

person in any science : in omni scibili, et de quolibet
ente. Upon which Mr. More sent him this question,
' Utrum averia caruca?, capta in vetito namio, sint

irreplegibilia, Whether beasts of the plough, taken in

withernam, are incapable of being replevied :

' "

a question likely enough to pose any man except
an English lawyer. CUDYN GWYN.

Aver or Aiver is a word in common use in the

south of Scotland for a horse. In Burns's poem
entitled

" The Dream," there is this couplet :

" Yet aft a ragged cowte's been known
To mak a noble aiver."

J. Ss.

Aver (Vol. iii., p. 42.). Your correspondents
G. M. and D. 2. are at cross purposes. The
latter is unquestionably right in his opinion about
haver cake, haver in that instance being the Ger-
man Hafer, Sw. Havre, &c., as held by Brockett

{North Country Words) and Carr {Craven Glos-

sary}. But aver, averium, on which G. M. des-

cants, is altogether a different word. As D. 2.

requires the authority of a dictionary, allow me to

refer him to Lacombe, Dictionnaire du vieux Lan-

gage Francois, where he will find :

" AVOIRS, animaux domestiques de la b:isse cour."
" AVERLANDS, marchand de chevaux."

And in the second, or supplementary volume of

the same work :

" '

AVERS,' bestiaux qui nantissent une ferme a la

campagne."

See also Jamieson {Scottish Dictionary) :

" AVER, a cart-horse."

A suggestion may also be gathered from Web-
ster under AVERAGE. F. S. Q.

In the Chronicle of Jocelyn de Brakelond, at

p. 29. of Tomlins's translation, mention is made of

one Beodric,
" Lord of that town, whose demesne lands are now

in the demesne of the Cellarer. And that which is

now called Averland was the land of the rustics."

Again, at p. 30. :

" The Cellarer was used freely to take all the dung-
hills in every street, for his own use, unless it were

before the doors of those who were holding overland ;

for to them only was it allowable to collect dung and to

keep it."

To this a note is appended to the effect that
" Averland seems to have been ancient arable land

so called, held by rustic drudges and villans."

At p. 29. the said Cellarer is stated
" To have aver-peni, to wit, for each thirty acres

two pence."*

Roquefort, in his Glossaire de la Langue Ro-

mane, gives Aver, from avoir : "Bestiaux qui nan-

tissent une ferme de campagne ;" and Ave,
" un

troupeau de brebis," from ovis.

Raynouard, in the Nouveau Choix des Poesies des

Troubadours, vol. ii., which commences the Lexiqiie

Roman, derives " Aver "
also from Avoir ; to sig-

nify possession generally I take it. 2dly, Trou-

peau,
" E play mi quan li corredor

Fan las gens e 'Is avers fugir."

(" Et il me plait quand les coureurs

Font fuir les gens et les troupeaux.")
Bertrand de Born, Be m Play.

Barbazan, in his short Glossary, derives the word
from Avarus. H. C. C.

I would inform D. 2. and others (Vol. iii., p. 42.)
that aver, or haver-cake, which he states to be the

!

name applied in North Yorkshire to the thin oat-
!

cake in use there, is evidently derived from the I

Scandinavian words, Hafrar, Havre, Hafre, oats.

G. E. R. GORDON.
Stockholm.

" The Sword Flamberg" (Vol. iii., p. 168.).
AN ENGLISH MOTHER is informed that " Flam-

berge," or "
Floberge," is the name of the sword

won in battle from the Saracen admiral Anthenor

by Mangis d'Aygremont, the hero of the romance
of that name. Ancient swords were frequently

j"
flamboyant," or with waved edges ;

more espe-

cially those used for purposes of state. The
Dukes of Burgundy bore a two-handed sword of

this form. Indeed,
"
flaming swords," as they

were called, were worn down to the time of our

Charles II., and perhaps later. It is rather singu-
lar that the ordinary sj nonyma for a sword should

be " brand." The name of the weapon taken from

King Bucar by the Cid was "
Tizona," or the Fire-

brand.

The flamboyant type may possibly be of Eastern

origin. The krisses of the Malays, at the present

day, have serpentine blades.

W. J. BERNHARD SMITH.

Temple.

Cockade (Vol. iii., pp. 7. 196.). The cockade was

simply the knot of the riband that served to cock

the broad flapped hat worn by military men in the

seventeenth century, and which in fine weather, or

going into action, &c., they used to cock, by means

of hooks, laces, and ribands. We see still in the

* "
Averpenny was a sum paid as a composition for

certain rustic services."
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cocked-hats of coachmen and beadles, the traces of

these old ligaments. Hence the phrase to cock

one's hat. Let me add one or two remarks on

other points of dress arising out of old military
habits. In old times coats were of the shape we
now call frocks, and lined throughout, generally
with a different colour from the outside. When
a person in one of these coats was going about any
active work, and particularly into fight, he doubled
back his sleeves, and folded back the collar, which,

being of a different colour, came to be what we
now call the facings of military uniforms. The
French, truer to their origin, still call them the
" revers" So also on such occasions the broad
skirts of the frock coat used to be hooked back not

to impede the movements of the lower limbs, and
thence the swallow tails of military uniforms. So
also the high jack-boots, that covered the knees,

used, in walking, to be turned down, and the in-

side being of a lighter colour, gave the idea of what
are called top-boots. C.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

In the belief that the time has arrived when the

history of our national architecture must be reconsi-

dered, with a view to a revision of the classes or periods
into which it has hitherto been divided, Mr. Sharpe has

just put forth a handsomely illustrated volume, under
the title of The Seven Periods of English Architecture

defined and illustrated. Mr. Sharpe's proposal is, that

these seven periods should be thus formed: three

belonging to the division Romanesque, under the titles

of Saxon, Norman, and Transitional Periods ; and the

remaining four to the Gothic, viz. the Lancet, Geome-
trical, Curvilinear, and Rectangular Periods. We
must, of course, refer our readers who desire to know
the principles upon which Mr. Sharpe proposes this

great change to the work itself, which is plain and to

the purpose.
Mr. Bolm some time since became the purchaser of

a large number of' the copper-plates of Gillray's Carica-
tures. Having had impressions taken, and arranged
them in one large volume, he sought the assistance of
Mr. Wright, who had just then published his History
of the House of H mover, illustrated by Caricatures, and
Mr. II. H. Evans, the well-known bibliopole, towards
an anecdotical catalogue of the works of this clever
satirist: and the result of the labours of these gentle-
men has just been published under the title of Histori-
cal and Descriptive Account of the Caricatures of James

Gi/lray, comprising a Political and Humorous History
of the latter Part of the Reign of George III. The
volume will be found not only an interesting key to
Mr. Bonn's edition of Giilray, and a guide to those
who may be m iking a separate collection of his works,
but a pleasant illustration of the wit and satire which
lashed the politicians and amused the public
" In the old time when George the Third was king."
Those who know the value of those historical re-

searches which Sir F. Palgrave has already given to

the world, will be glad to hear that the first volume of
his History nf Normandy and of England will probably
be published before the close of the present month.
In this first volume, which is described in the adver-

tisement as containing the general relations of Mediae-
val Europe, the Carlovingian Empire, and the Danish

Expeditions into Gaul, we understand the learned
author has treated those expeditions at considerable

length, and enters very fully into that of the decline of
the Carlovingian Empire, a portion of the work as

important, as it is in a great measure new, to the

English reader. Not the least valuable part of the
book will be Sir Francis Palgrave's account of the
nature and character of the Continental Chronicles,
which form the substratum of his work, but which,
existing only in the great collections of Duchesne,
Bouquet, Pertz, &c., are generally very imperfectly
known to English students.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will sell, on Monday
next, a collection of very rare and interesting Auto-

graph Letters, more particularly illustrative of the

period of the Civil Wars. On the same day they will

also commence a Four-days' Sale of valuable Books,
and Books of Engravings, chiefly from the Library of
a gentleman deceased, including the original edition
of Stuart and Revett's Athens, a copy of Merian's Topo-
graphia Germanics containing nearly one thousand en-

gravings, and many other works of high character.

BOOKS RECEIVED. JlosweWs Life of Johnson, Illus-

trated, vol. i. This is the first volume of the National
Illustrated Library, which the projectors describe " as
an endeavour to bestow upon half-crown volumes for

the many the same typographical accuracy, and the
same artistic ability, hitherto almost exclusively devoted
to high-priced books for the few." In choosing Bos-
well's Johnson for their first work, the projectors have
shown excellent judgment ; and we are bound to add
that the book is not only well selected, but neatly
printed, and illustrated with a number of excellent
woodcuts. Illustrations of Medieval Costume in Eng-
land, Sfc., Part II. This second part deserves the
same praise for cheapness as its predecessor. The Cape
and the Kafirs, the new volume of Bohn's cheap series,
is a well-timed reprint of Mrs. Ward's Five Years in

Kafirland, with some little alteration and abridgment,
and the addition of some information for intending
emigrants, from information supplied by published
official reports.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. J. Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue No. XX. of Books Old and New;
T. Kerslake's (3. Park Street, Bristol) Catalogue of
Books lately bought; W. S. Lincoln's (Cheltenham
House, Westminster Road) Sixty-seventh Catalogue of

Low-priced books, mostly Second-hand ; Williams and

Norgate's (14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden) Cata-

logue No. III. of Foreign Second-hand Books, and
Books at reduced prices.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

THE COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLAND, edited by Leyden. 8vo. Edin-
burgh, 1801.

THOMS' LAYS AND LUGENDS OF VARIOUS NATIONS. Parts I. to
VII. 12mo. 1834.
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PASSIONAEX EFTF. DAT LEVENT DER HEILIGF.N. Folio. Basil, 1522.

CAIMAN! LA ROSA D'ORO PONTIFICIA. 4to. Rome, 1681.

BKOEMEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZEN DER ERSTEN CHJUSTEN. Jena,
1705.

PULLEN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM. 8vo.
COOPER (C. P.), ACCOUNT OK PUBLIC RECORDS. 8vo. 1822. Vol. I.

LINGARD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Sin. 8vo. 1837. Vols. X.
XI., XII., XIII.

%* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

$attr*5l ta

\Ve are again compelled by the number and value of the com-
munications, which have reached us, to present our Readers with
an extra Eight Pages. We trust, therefore, we shall be excused

if, with reference to what we stated a fortnight since, on the sub-

ject of making this enlargement permanent instead of occasional,
we quote from a valued correspondent the mode he has kindly
adopted with the view of promoting that increase of our circula-

tion, upon which such permanent enlargement of our paper must
depend. NOCAB writes thus :

" Whenever 1 find an article in

any Number which I know to be peculiarly congenial to the taste

of.any ofmy literary or scientific friends, I forward them a copy.
A letter of thanks and an intention of future subscription has
almost invariably been the result.'" We are sure that this hint
will not be lost upon ourfriends.

P. will find .his communication on Averia inserted in No. 69.

p. 157.

S. H. H. Received, and will be taken care of.

COMETS AND ECLIPSES. We are requested by our valued cor-

respondent C. to say that his Reply, p. 253., should have been
headed Eclipses, and was intended to refer to the list of Eclipses
(not Comets) in the work to which he refers. He was probably
led into this slip iff the pen by the manner in which S. P. O. R.
had, in No. 73. p. 223. mixed up Comets and Eclipses in the same
Query.
JARLTZBERG has our best thanks. We receive his friendly sug-

gestions in the spirit in which they are offered ; and will, as far
as practicable, attend to them. We trust he will receive in the
same spirit our explanation, that the delay in inserting his com-
munications arises chieflyfrom the difficulty in deciphering them.
Our correspondents little know how greatly editorial labours are
increased by this apparently trifling cause.

E. T. C. Our correspondent will find, on referring to our
First Vol., p. 445., that the so-called French original of

" Not a
drum was heard," is only a clever literary hoax from the pen of
Father Prout, which first appeared in Bentley's Miscellany.

J. B. ,C. A proof of the Sovereign of 18-20 ; and if in very good
condition, would perhaps sellfor Two or Three Pounds.

LLEWELLYN. Will this correspondent favour us with his ad-
dress, that n-e may forward a communication which we have
receivedfor him f

ACHE is requested to say how a communication may reach him.

F. R. R. We have a further Query for this correspondent on
the subject of Sir Andrew Chadwick, tf he will favour us with his
address.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Epitaph in Hall's Discovery Disinter-
ment for Heresy Mistletoe The San Grail MS. Cat. of
Norman Nobility Ined/ted Poetry Mazer Whale in the

Thames Facia in Natural History Nicolson Family Yankee
Cowdray Scandal against Elizabeth Capt. John Stevms

Shakspeare's Captious Epitaph on Countess of Pembroke
King Richard III Ten Commandments Comets Edmund
Prideaux Lost MSS. Shakspeare's Use of" Strained " Pil-

grim's Road to Canterbury Solid-footed Pigs Meaning of Gig
Swearing by Swans Places called Purgatory Tu Aut'em

Thomas May Pope Joan Waste Book Abbot Eustacius

Chiming, SfC.

VO.LS. I. and II., each, with very copious Index, may slill be had,
price 9.?. 6rf. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
tellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, SfC.,

are, probiMy, not y*'t turare of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor o/ NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

HE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CLXXVI., is just published.

CONTENTS :

POULTRY LITERATURE.
WOMEN IN FRANCE- MADAME DE MAINTKNON.
JULIUS CjESAR-MERlVALE'S ROMAN HISTORY.
THE REPUBLIC IN THK KING'S COACHES.
SANITARY MOVEMENT CENTRALIZATION.
LIVES OF CALVIN. By DYER, &c.
LORD HOLLAND'S REMINISCENCES.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

TO BOOK COLLECTORS, AUCTIONEERS,
and DEALERS in SECOND-HANI) BOOKS. The

Book containing the MINUTES of VESTRY of the Parish of
St. Paul, Covent garden, between the Years 1645 and IC8I, having
been (on examination of the Books and Documents belonging to the

Parish) discovered to be missing, a REWARD of TEN POUNDS
will be paid to any Person who shall forthwith cause the said

Minute-book to be delivered to Mr. MOSELEY, Vestry Clerk, 13.

Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

This day is published,

SKETCHES
OF THE POETICAL LITERA-

TURE OF THE PAST HALF CENTURY. In Six

Lectures, delivered at the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution.

By D. M. MOIR [Delta]. In Fcap. 8vo. (pp. 330.) price 5s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY, 3. Parliament Street, London.

VALUABLE NEW PRINCIPLE.

Payment of premiums may be occasionally suspended with-
out forfeiting the policy, on a new and valuable plan, adopted by
this society only, as fully detailed in the prospectus.

A. SQRATCHLEY, M. A.,

Actuary and Secretary ; Author of " Industrial Investment and
Emigration ; being a Second Edition of a Treatise on Benefit

Building Societies, &c." Price 10s. Gd.

London : J. W. PARKER, West Strand.

FREEMASON'S QUARTERLY MAGA-
ZINE and REVIEW, No. 5, just published, price 35.

CONTENTS .-Freemasonry during the Great Exhibition Love's
Triumph The First Offence On the Tabernacle and Temple
Notes upon Funeral Solemnities The Condition ot Scotch Ma-
sonry-' Thinking" and "

Working" Freemasons Masonic Pro-
cessions- On the Rhine Correspondence Obituary: Dr Crnce-
fix, Peter Thompson, Mr W. Lorraine. T. Pryer, c G. Chapter
and G. Lodge Report The 33rd Degree The Charities Me-
tropolitan and Provincial Intelligence Scotland, Irelai d. The
Colonies, East Indies, West Indies, America, Switzerland.

R. SPENCER, 314. High Holborn ; and sold by all Booksellers.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CXC.,
will be published on TUESDAY next.

CONTENTS :

1. ENGLAND AS IT IS,
2. SALMON FISHERIES.
3. SOUTHEY'8 ( IKR AND CORRESPONDENCE.
4. LAMANISM IN TARTARY AND THIBET.
5. VICTOR COUSIN".
6. SPAIN AND SPANISH POLITICS.
7. SHALL WE RETAIN OUR COLONIES?
8. THE DEFEAT OF ITALY.
9. ULTRAMONTANE DOUBTS.
London: LONGMAN & Co. Edinburgh: A. & C. BLACK.

JOHN
MILLER'S CATALOGUE ofBOOKS.

The New Number for APRIL is ready this day, and can be
had Gratis, on application. Amongst others, it contains a large
Selection of Books on Painting and the Fine Arts, from the

Library of the late Sir M. A. Shee. President of the Royal Aca-
demy ;

a few articles from the late Duke of Cambridge's Collec-
tion ; Works on Political Economy and History ; Books of
Ballads ; the Drama, Sec. &c.

JOHN MILLER, 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square.
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Just published, in One thick Volume, post 8vo. cloth, 12s.

WILLIAM PENN; an HISTORICAL BIOGRA-
PHY, from New Sources. With an extra Chapter on

"The Macaulay Charges." By WILLIAM HEPWORTH DIXON.
With a Portrait.

"Within the compass of an octavo volume Mr. Dixon has

compressed a great variety of facts, many original, and all skil-

fully arranged, so as to produce an authentic moral portrait of

his hero. The literary merits of the volume include great re-

search, and a narrative at once consecutive and vivid

It makes an undeniable exposure of blunders committed by Mr.

Macaulay in reference to its hero, which will go far to compro-
mise his character as a historian." Athentsum.

London : CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193. Piccadilly.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 12 and 13 Viet. C. 91.

DIRECTORS.

HENUY KER SEYMER, Esq., M.P., Hanford, Dorset, Chairman.
JOHN VILLIERS SHELLEY, Esq., Mareslield Park, Sussex, Deputy-
Chairman.

John ChevaHier Cobbold, Esq., M.P., Ipswich.
William Cubitt, Esq , Great George Street. Westminster.

Henry Currie, Esq., M.P., West Hortley, Surrey.
Thomas Kdward Dicey, Esq., Claybrook Hall, Lutterworth.
William Fislier Hobbs, Esq., Boxted Lodge, Colchester.
Edward John Hutchins, Ksq., M.P., Eaton Square, London.
Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Great George Street.

Colonel George Alexander Reid. M.P., Bnlstrode Park, Bucks.
William Tite, Esq., F. U.S., I.owndes Square, London.
William Wibhere, Esq., The Frythe, Welwyn, Herts.

This Company is empowered to execute

1. All works of Drainage (iciuding Outfalls through adjoining
Estates), Irrigation, Reclaiming, Enclosing, and otherwise im-

proving Land.

2. To erect Farm Homesteads, and other Buildings necessary
for the cultivation of Land.

3. To execute Improvements, under Contract, with Commis-
sioners of Sewers, Local Boards of Health, Corporations, Trus-
tees, and other Public Bodies.

to carry out every kind of permanent Improvement, either by
the Application of their own or the Company's Funds, secured by
a yearly Cnarge on the Property improved.rg e Property improv.
Proposals for the Execution of Works to be addressed to

WILLIAM CLIFFORD, Secretary.

Offices, 52. Parliament Street,
Westminster.

ARNOLD'S SELECT PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES, WITH
ENGLISH NOTES.

In 12mo, price 3s.

THE PHILOCTETES of SOPHOCLES,
with ENGLISH NOTES, translated from the German of

F. W. SCHNEIDEWIN, by the Rev. R. B. PAUL, M.A., and edited
by the Rev. T. K. ARNOLD, M. A.. Rector of Lyndoa, and late
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Of whom may be had, uniformly printed and edited,

1. The AJAX of SOPHOCLES, with English
Notes. 35.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for
April contains, among other articles : The Character of

Charles II. by Peter Cunningham, Esq.. F.S. A.. being Chapter IV.
of the History of Nell Gwyn. -Unpublished Poems of Alex. Gill.
The Dukes of Guise Chalcondylesand the, English. -Bishop

Stanley _ Original Letter of Pres. John Adams. _ Saint Francis
and the Franciscans. The Bell of Saint Patrick. Totnes
Castle (with a Plate). Anecdotes of the Protectorate, by Dr.
H. Sampson Ancient Scottish Seals (with several Engravings).

Mr. Macaulay and Penn. With Notes of the Month, Review
of New Publications, Reports of Antiquarian Societies. Historical
Chronicle, and OBITUARY, including Memoirs of the Marquess of
Northampton, Countess of Charleville, Lord Berners, Lord Bex-
ley, Sir F. Lawley, Sir Wm. Owen Barlow, Sir John Tobin,
Charles Spence, tisq., Q.C., James Sedgwick, Esq., Joanna
Baillie, Rev. A. Brandram, Rev. H. H. Norris, and other eminent
persons recently deceased. Price 2*. 6d.

NICHOLS and SON, 25. Parliament Street.

STOCK of THEOLOGICAL BOOKS of Messrs. IVES and
SWAN, late of Paternoster- Row; an authentic Portrait of Wil-
liam Huntington ; Baily on Annuities, 207 Copies, &c.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON, Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their
Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on SATURDAY, April 12, and
Five following Days, Sunday and Good Friday excepted, the Ex-
tensive STOCK of THEOLOGICAL BOOKS, Ancient and
Modern, mostly in the English Language, including a valuable
Collection of the Works of the Puritan Divines, Commentators
on the Scriptures, Ecclesiastical Historians, and Miscellaneous
Writers. Catalogues will be sent on application.

In the Press, Volumes III. and IV. of

THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND. By ED-
WARD Foss, F.S.A. Comprehending the period from Ed-

ward 1. to Richard III., 1272 to 1485.

Lately published, price 28s.

VOLUMES I. and II. of the same Work ; from the Conquest to
the end of Henry III., 10C6 to 1272.

" A work in which a subject of great historical importance is
treated with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves; in
which Mr. Foss has brought to light many points previously un-
known, corrected many errors, and shown such ample knowledge
of his subject as to conduct it successfully through all the intri-
cacies of a difficult investigation ; and such taste and judgment
as will enable him to quit, when occasion requires, the dry details
of a professional inquiry, and to impart to his work as he pro-
ceeds, the grace and dignity of a philosophical history." Gent.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

Second Edition, cloth, Is.

THE GREEK CHURCH
; a Sketch. By the

Author of "
Proposals for Christian Union."

"Anything written by the Author of '

Proposals for Christian
Union' is sure to be distinguished by an excellent spirit. The
'Greek Church,' a Sketch, is well put together; and, though
slight will be found to contain as much real information as manya book ot greater size and more pretension," The Guardian,

By the same, now ready, price 4d.

A SUPPLEMENT ON THE DOCTRINEAND DISCIPLINE OF THE GREEK CHURCH.
" We characterised the interesting little volume entitled ' TheGreek Church as h.stoncal rather than doctrinal. The title of

h,s Supplement shows that it expressly supplies the very material
in which the original work was deficient." Notes and'Queries.
This Essay and Supplement conclude the Series. The four

preceding Essays of Unity on sale. Second Edition, 1*. each.

London: JAMES DARLING, Great Queen Street, LincoJn's-Inn-
Fields.
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ITIN DRINKING SONG BY RICHARD BRAITHWATT.

I have been surprised, from the facility with

which the author of "Drunken Barnaby
"
seems to

pour out his Leonine verse, that no other produc-
tions of a similar character are known to have

issued from his pen. I am not aware that the

following drinking song, which may fairly be at-

tributed to him, has ever appeared in print. It

was evidently unknown to the worthy Ilaslewood,
the crowning glory of whose literary career was

the happy discovery of the author, Richard Braith-

wait. I transcribe it from the MS. volume from
which James Bosweli first gave to the world Shak-

speare's verses " On the King." Southey has

somewhere said that " the best serious piece of

Latin in modern metre is Sir Francis Kinaston's

Amores Troili et Cressidce, a translation of the

two first books of Chaucer's Poem*; but it was
reserved for famous BARNABY to employ the bar-
barous ornament of rhyme, so as to give thereby
point and character to good Latinity."

Southey does not seem to have known those

remarkable productions of the middle ages, which
have been made accessible to us by the researches

of Docen, of Grimm, of Schmeller, and of Mr.

Wright; and, above all, of that exquisite gem,
" De Phyllide et Flora," first printed by Docen f,
and since given by Mr. Wright in his collection

of Poems attributed to Walter de Mapes. We have,

however, a much better text from the hand of

Jacob Grimm, in the Memoirs of the Academy of
Berlin for 1843, p. 239. Of this poem it is per-

haps not exaggeration to say, that it is an Idyll
which would have done honoiy to the literature

of any age or country ; and if it is the production-
of Walter de Mapes, we have reason to be proud
of it. It is a dispute between two maidens on

the qualities of their lovers, the one being a soldier,

the other a priest. It breathes of the spring, of

nature, and of love :

" Erant ambae virgines et ambae reginae,

Phyllis coma libera Flora comto crine,

Non sunt formae virginum sed fbrmae divinae,

Et respondent facies luci matutinae.

Nee stirpe, nee facie, nee ornatu viles,

Et annos et animos habent juveniles

St-d sunt parum inpares, et parum hostiles

Nam hinc placet clericus illi vero miles."

* Southey was not aware that the whole of Chaucer's

Poem, and the " Testament of Cressid," by Henryson,
was translated by Kinaston and accompanied by a

copious commentary in English, but only exists in one

sole MS. The press of the Camden Society would be

well employed on it.

j-
In Baron von Aretin's Be.ytrage zur Geschichte

und Literatur, vol. vii. p. SOI. ; but the copy, though
a good text, was defective at the end.

VOL. III. No. 77.
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Love is called in to decide the dispute, and it

causes no surprise to find, after due ventilation of

the cause, the judgment of the court to be :

" Secundum scientiam et secundum morem,
AD AMOREM CLERICUM DICUNT APTIOREM."

Your readers who are not already acquainted
with this interesting picture of ancient manners
will, I think, be pleased with having it pointed
out to their notice.

Should the following song not be already in

print, I can also furnish from the same source a

version of the ballad on " Robin Goodfellow
"
by

the same hand, should it be acceptable.*
S. W. SINGER.

" CANT1O.

" O Pampine ! quo venisti ?

Cur me spectas fronte tristi?

Tolle caput, sis jucundus,
Tolle poculum exue fundus,
Et salutem jam bibamus,
Ad sodales quos amamus;
O Pampine ! tibi primum
Haustum summits hunc ad imum.

Ecce de christallo factum
Purum vas, et hoc intactum,

Lympha nunc et suceo plenum,
Nee includit hoc venenum ;

Medicamen quod repellit
Omnes malos, nee fefellit,

O Pampine ! invito Momo,
Tibi, tu es meus homo.

Hie est sacer fons et flumen,

Quod qui potant vocant numen,
Iras pellit, demit lites,

Et superbos facit mites ;

Et post flumen hoc te amcenum
Annos reparare senum :

O Pampine ! tibi habe,
Bibe si sis dignus tabe.

Hoc si tu gustabit nectar,
Si sis Paris fies Hector,
Iras demit inquietas,
In memento facit laetas ;

Pro doloribus est solamen,
Pro pulicibus medicamen ;

O Pampine ! habe tibi,

Bibe tu cum ego bibi.

Hie est aqua vera fortis,

Vincula qua? solvet mortis,

Aut, si placet, aqua vita?,

Roborans ab atra Dite :

Hinc sunt uti qui potestis

Omnia, cibus, potis, vestis ;

O Pampine ! tibi cito

Bibe, aut ab hinc abito.

*
[We are sure we are only expressing the opinion

of the majority of our readers when we say it will be
most acceptable. ED.]

Si frigistis, sine joco,
Solo hoc utare foco,
Si esuries hie sunt oves,

Pulli, vituli, et boves ;

Quod si sitis ecce montem,
Quern si scandes habet fontem
O Pampine ! bibe rursus,

Bibe, tu nam venit cursus.

Si a?grotas sume potum,
Vis ut valeas tolle totum,

Cape poturn hunc paratum,
Sanus eris, est probatum ;

Si in corpore aut in mente
Dolebant in quavis dente ;

O Pampine 1 tibi statim

Sume potum hinc gradatim.

Bacche jam et jam Silene,
Pocula impleatis plene,

Ope jam adiutus vestra

Domum, feram e fenestra.

JEdes vertunt jam rotunda?,
Et succedant res secundae :

O Pampine ! tibi bibo,

Bibe, vale ! ego abibo."

STRANGE APPEARANCES IN THE SKY.

Strange appearances in the sky have not been
without their ominous signification from the time

that the greater and lesser lights were placed there

at the creation, to the rainbow after the Deluge;
and onward to the "star in the east" which an-

nounced our Saviour's birth, and the "
light from

heaven" which accompanied St. Paul's conversion.

But the question is, whether there has since been

any meaning in other like celestial illuminations ?

Some historical credit is claimed for the fiery

sword, and armies fighting in the air, which pre-
ceded the siege of Jerusalem : for the cross of the

Emperor Constantino : for the bow about the sun

seen by Augustus Cjesar, when he took possession
of the Roman empire : and for stars, or other

heavenly lights, which have seemed to herald the

births or deaths of illustrious personages. But
are these stories to be believed ? and, if they are,

where is the line of credibility to be drawn?

People cannot come together, and talk either on

this subject, or on that of ghosts, but every one
" hath a revelation, hath an interpretation." The

poet, walking on the mountains, looked into the

sky, and
" The appearance, instantaneously disclosed,

Was of a mighty city boldly say
A wilderness of building, sinking far,

And self-with drawn, into a wondrous depth,
Far sinking into splendour without end?"

The two following extracts are from private
letters now before me. The first account was

written in 1825 by a physician, still alive, and
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who at the time read an account of what he had

geen at a meeting of the Plinian Society. He says,
" I last evening read a paper upon an extraordinary

appearance of letters, formed by the clouds, seen by a

Mr. T. and myself. We had also with us two little

boys, one nine, the other eleven years of age, who were

able to make out each letter equally with ourselves.

These children were at the time walking some distance

behind us: but, upon their coming up, and being
shown the letters, they read them without having
heard any observation of ours respecting them. We
saw them for about two minutes, when they gradually

changed their form each letter changing its perpen-
dicular for a horizontal position, and at length the

whole becoming converted into that form of cloud,
denominated cirro-stratus. I will endeavour to give

you a faint idea of the appearance, by forming the

letters as well as my memory will enable me. I make
no comment upon the words themselves, as they are

too extraordinary for observation of any kind. It was

upon the 1 2th of last month : several showers had fallen

in the course of the day, but the afternoon was fine.

The time seven in the evening. The letters were
formed upon a fine blue surface, having no other clouds
near them, except very small ones, which tended much
to heighten the effect of the whole.

ETERNAL
(ETERNAL)

Millennium
(MILLENNIUM)

" You will observe several deficiencies in the letters
of the first word, viz. in the first ' E ;

'
also in the '

N,'
the second part being short; and a slight defect in the
letter A.' With respect to the second word, the first

six letters were very perfect : the others, with the ex-

ception of the '

M,' mere strokes
; but in number

sufficient to make up the word : and they had the ap-
pearance of having been perfect. I can assure you they
were anything but obscure, and required very little

stretch of the imagination. In the first word the
letters were equidistant and beautifully uniform. The
second word was not quite straight, being curved
towards its termination. This appeared to me to arise
from the change of position which the letters were
undergoing, as before stated."

My other extract is from a letter written in
1851. The scene to which it refers is a sick
chamber occupied by an octogenarian grand-
mother, who is in extremis. Her daughter, who
writes the account, is present, together with a
grandchild, who is nearly eleven years old. The
nurse has left the room.

" We afterwards stood by poor grandmamma's fire,
and then we sat at her window to see the moon rise.
There were many clouds about it, and directly under
it \vas the most marked figure of our Saviour on the
cross. The head was concealed in light, but the arms
were outstretched, and the body quite distinct. M.
saw it too, and said,

' How appropriate, aunt, for the

beginning of Lent!' She has never alluded to it

since, nor, of course, have I ; nor do I think any more
of it, than that there it was : and there is something
happy in the fancy, at all events, for it shone on he'r

dying bed."

As you admit folk lore into.
" NOTES AND

QUERIES," also well-attested anecdotes, although
these may not absolutely conduce to the advance-
ment of learning or art, perhaps you will receive
this paper for the amusement of those who, like

myself, feel an interest in anything which takes
us a little out of the hardware facts of " the age
we live in." ALFRED GATTY.

Ecclesfield.

" AFTER ME THE DELUGE."
If stolen wisdom could be returned to its rightful

authors, great, indeed, would be the transfer of

property. Prince Metternich is said to be the

sayer of " After me the Deluge." And yet the
Prince took the saying from the mouth of Madame
Pompadour ; and she took it from whom ? It

may be reasonably doubted that her brain origin-
ated it ; for it was not an order of brain that

packs wisdom in few syllables.
" ' After me the Deluge," said Prince Metternich

; a
fina saying, but a false prophecy we trust."

I quote this from an admirable paper in The Times
of to-day (April 10.) on the Crystal Palace, and

quote the subscribed from an Essai sur la Mar-
quise de Pompadour, prefixed to the Memoires
de Madame du Hausset, Femme de Chawbre de
Madame Pompadour, in Barriere's Bibliotheque des
Memoires.

" Madasne de Pompadour, dans 1'ivresse de la pros-

perite, repondit a toutes les menaces de 1'avenir par
ces trois [quatre] mots,

" APRES NOUS, LE DELUGE,"
qu'elle repetait souvent."

In this case,
"
Pompadour v. Metternich,"

surely a verdict must be returned for the lady,
unless Voltaire puts in a future claim.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.
West Lodge, Putney Common.

BISHOP THORNBOROUGH S MONUMENT.

[The writer of the following interesting communica-
tion does not appear to be aware that he is obliging us

and a correspondent D. Y., who had asked (Vol. iii.,

p. 168.) for an explanation of the phrase Denarius

P/iilosophorum, in the Bishop's Monument.]
Our local antiquaries have long been puzzled by

an inscription in the Lady chapel of our cathedral.

It stands on the monument of Bishop Thorn-

borough, and was prepared by himself fourteen

years before his decease in 1641, at the age of

ninety-four. He was addicted to alchymy, and

published a book in 1621, entitled Atflofleojpi/cos,

site, Nihil aliquid, omnia, Sfc. In the course of

some recent studies in the Pythagorean philosophy,

my attention was accidentally engaged by this
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inscription ;
and it at once struck me that it was

thence that the explanation was to be derived.

The epitaph is as follows : on one side,
" Denarius Philosophorum, Dura Spiro, Spero."

on the other,

In Uno, 2. 3. 4<* 10. non Spirans Sperafo."

The two latter letters are now effaced.

It is well known that the Pythagoreans found
all the modes of space in the relations of numbers.
The monad, or unit, was not only the point

whence all extension proceeds, but it further sym-
bolised the First Principle, the origin of all. The
decad represented the line, as being bounded by
two points or monads. The triad stood for sur-

face as length and width. The tetrad for the per-
fect figure, the cube, length, depth, and width. The
decad, or denarius, indicated comprehensively all

being, material and immaterial, in the utmost per-
fection: hence the term decas, or denarius, was
used summarily for the whole science of numbers,
as in the title of Meursius's tract De Denario

Pythagorico, which was published four years after

the date of the inscription, and when the philo-

sophy was attracting much attention among Euro-

pean scholars. To be as concise as possible then,
I presume that the old bishop intended that the

tomb on which his effigy lies was his access to that

perfection of existence which philosophers had

designated by the decas, or denarius. During the

present life he was hoping for it,
" Dum Spiro,

Spero." On the other side: "In Him, who is

the source, the beginning, the middle, and the

end of all existence ami perfection (in Uno, 2.
39 . 4or 10. non Spirans Sperabo), though I breathe
no more, yet shall I hope."
Such is probably the meaning of his pious con-

ceit, and I offer it as a solution of what has long
served for a riddle to the visitors of our cathedral.

Beyond this, your readers and myself may be

equally indifferent to such cabalistical quaintness.
But let us treat it with charity, as the devout
consummation of an aged alchymist. O. F.

College Green, Worcester, March, 1851.

King Richard HI. (Vol. Hi., p. 221.). On the

14th May, 1491 (6 Henry VII.), one Master
William Burton, the schoolmaster of Si. Leonard's

Hospital, in the city of York, was accused before

the magistrates of having said that "King Richard
was an hypocrite, a crocheback, and buried in a

dike like a dog." This circumstance is reco; ded
in a contemporary document of unquestionable
authenticity (vide extracts from York Records in

the Fifteenth Century, p. 220.) ;
and must remove

all doubt as to the fact of Richard's bodily defor-

mity. The conjecture of Dr. Wallis, quoted by
G. F. G., can have no weight when opposed by

clear evidence that the word "
crouchbaek," as

a term of reproach or contempt, was applied to

King Richard within a few years after his death,

by one to whom his person must have been fa-

miliarly known. A.

Shakspeare a thorough Sailor. Let me point
attention to a genuine nautical expression, in the
use of which Shakspeare shows himself a thorough
sailor :

" The wind sits in the shoulder of your Rail."

Hamlet, Act I. Sc. 3.

In a " fore and aft sail
"
of the present day, the

"shoulder" is the foremost upper corner, and the
last part of the canvass on which the wind fixes its

influence when a vessel is "sailing by the wind,"
or even " off the wind." The "veriest lout" in

the "after-guard" will appreciate the truthfulness

and beauty of the metaphor. A. L.

"A fellow-feeling," fyc.
" A fellow-feeling makes one wondrous kind."

This oft-quoted line is from Garrick's Epilogue
on quitting the stage. r.

Early Instances of the Word "News." Without
the slightest intention of re-opening the discussion

as to whether the word "newes" be of native

growth or imported, I would beg leave to suggest
as a means of completing its history, that should

any of the readers of " NOTES AND QUERIES,"
whose researches may lead amongst the authorities

oi' the fifteenth century, meet with instances of the

word in familiar use between A.D. 1400 and A.D.

1500, they would notify the same.
The earliest date of its colloquial use as yet

recorded in
" NOTES AND QUERIES," is A.D. 1513 :

on the other hand, the word, so far as I am aware,
is nowhere used by Chaucer, although his near

approach to it in the following lines is very
remarkable :

" There is right row come into the trune a gest,
A Greek espie, and telleth newe things,
For which I come to tell you newe tidings."

Troilus and Creseide, b. ii. 1113.

After this, the transition to the word itself is

so extremely easy, that it could not be far distant.

A. E. B.

Under the Rose. It may interest the inquirers
into the origin of this expression to know, that at

Lullingston Castle in Kent, the residence of Sir

Percival Dyke, there is in the hall an old picture,
or painted carving (I forget which, as it is many
years since I saw it), of a rose, some two feet in

diameter, surrounded by an inscription, which, if

I remember right, runs as follows, or nearly so :

" Kentish true blue ;

Take this as a token,
That what is said here

Under the rose is spoken."

It is now, or was when I saw it, in the hall of that
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ancient mansion, but I believe had been brought
from an old house in the neighbourhood.

E. H. Y.

I PORTEAITS OF SPENSER.

The engraved portraits of Spenser differ so much
from each other as to throw doubts on their re-

semblance to the poet.
I have now before me the following :

1. That prefixed to Bell's edition, 1777, engraved
by Cook from " au original in Lord Chesterfield's

collection."

2. Prefixed to an edition in one volume pub-
lished by Spiers, 1840.

3. Prefixed to Moxon's edition, 1845.
We are not told from what paintings Nos. 2. and

3. are engraved, but they resemble each other, and
are somewhat like that in Bell's edition; so I shall

set these three down as forming one class of por-
traits. No. 2. has, however, a curious inscription,
Edmund Spenser, obiit 1559, which would lead us
to reject it altogether, and look on it as an ima-

ginary likeness.

4. The portrait in Pickering's Aldine edition,
1839: this bears no resemblance, either in cos-
tume or features, to those already mentioned; but,
if I mistake not, is like that in Todd's edition,

published in 1805, we may call these a second
class.

An original portrait of Spenser is said to be in

Lord Chesterfield's collection; another in Duplin
Castle, the seat of Lord Kinnoul (of this there is

a copy at Althorpe by Sir Henry llueburn). Mr.
Wright, in his Memorials of Cambridge^ mentions
a portrait at Pembroke College,

" a copy by
Wilson," but he does not say from what original :

Mr. Craik, in Spenser and his Writings, speaks of
two as being in this college.

^

The writer thinks he recollects a law-suit rela-
tive to a portrait of the poet, which had been sold
to the late Sir Robert Peel, and which was stated
to have come from Ireland. Perhaps some of

your readers could give information respecting
this picture.

It is clear, if the first three are all from the
Chesterfield original, that this painting, and the
one from which Mr. Pickering's is taken, cannot
both be portraits of Spenser. The object of this

Query is to ascertain, if possible, which engraving,
or class of engravings, resembles the pout."

E. M.B.

THE VENDACE.

The very remarkable fish called the Vendace is

to be found but in one place in the three king-
doms, the Castle Loch of LocLmaben, a parish

to the south of Dumfriesshire in Scotland. The
Vendace, it is said, derives its name from Vendois

in France, and was brought to this country by
one of the James's. This, however, is mere con-

jecture, and, from its habits, highly improbable
because they die the moment they are either touched

or exposed to the air.

According to Mr. Stewart (Elements of Natural

Hist.}, the Vendace belongs to a species which he
calls Salmo albula, or the "

Juvangis."
" This species," he adds,

" is found in Lochmaben in

Scotland, and nowhere else: it is said to have been

carried thither from England in the time of Robert the

Bruce."

Mr. Stewart describes the fish, but from his de-

scription, it is evident he has never seen it. The

following one is exact :

' This beautiful fish measures from four to six inches

in length, and tapers gradually to the tail. When
taken out of the water, it has a bright silvery white ap-

pearance, with a slight tendency to a light blue along
the back and part of the sides. In size it resembles a

small herring or par, but particularly the former, not

only in the mouth and external appearance, but also in

the anatomical structure. Upon the top of the head

there is & very distinct shape of a heart, covered with

a transparent substance of a brownish colour, resem-

bling a thin lamina of mica slate, through which the brain

is visible. This peculiar mark proves it to be as yet a

distinct and undescribed species. Nothing is ever found

visible to the naked eye in the stomach of the Vendace.

They are extremely delicate, and are allowed to be the

most pleasing to the taste of all fish. The general mode
of catching them is with a net, as there is no instance

known of their having been caught either with bait

or the artificial fly.
The pike, with which this lake

abounds, is their greatest enemy. It has been fre-

quently stated that no fewer than fifteen distinct

species of fish, fit for the table, have been found in the

Castle Loch."

Dr. Knox, sometime Lecturer upon Anatomy
in Edinburgh, states :

" That he has not only discovered the food of the

Vendace, but actually exhibited it before the Members
of the Royal Society, and offers suggestions for the

stocking of the various lakes in Britain with this ex-

quisite fish ; pointing out first the necessity of locating

its natural food, without which it cannot live."

Allowing, however, that some neighbouring lake

could be covered with some of these invisible and

"incredibly minute entomostraceous animals,"

which the learned lecturer says constitute their

food, we should still find a difficulty in transfer-

ring the fish
;
as every attempt to do so, though

conducted with the greatest possible care and

nicety, has failed.
In the preceding account, I have followed the

Rev. John Gardiner of Lochmaben, who, in 1835,

drew up an admirable account of his parish, which

is inserted in the statistical survey of the county.
The gentlemen of the county have formed a
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Vendace Club, which meets at Lochmaben an-

nually on the 25th and 26th of July, when they
dine off the fish. I asked one of the members
how

long
it had been in existence, and he said

about thirty years. JAELTZBEEG.

JHmor

Ex Pede Herculem. I shall feel much obliged
if any of your correspondents or readers can
inform me of the origin of the proverb

" Ex
pede Herculem." In what classical author is it

to be found ? I have looked in vain through
Erasmi Adagia for it. H. H.

"
To-day we purpose" Will any one be good

enough to say where these lines (quoted by Mr.

Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. ii. p. 188.) are to

be found :

"
To-day we purpose, ay, this hour we mount
To spur three leagues towards the Apennine;
Come down, we pray thee, ere the hot sun count
His dewy rosary on the eglantine."

G. N.
" God takes those soonest whom He loves the best"

Where shall we find the origin of this expres-
sion, so frequently occurring on tombstones in

almost all parts of the country ? Or how far

back can it be traced ? The following, in Rain-
ham church, Kent, is of the year 1626:

" Here slepes my babe in silance, heauen's his rest,

For God takes soonest those he loueth best."

T. H. K.
Malew, Man.

Quakers' Attempt to convert the Pope. At what

period, and in what author besides Veryard's
Tour in the Low Countries, is the story of two

Quakers being imprisoned in the Lazzaretto in

Rome, for attempting to convert the Pope, to be
found? Were they persons of any standing in

the Society? B. S. S.

Whychcote of St. Johns. In one of the volumes

published under the foregoing title, in 1833, there

is a striking story, evidently fictitious in the main,
but assuming, as an element of fact, the remem-
bered existence of a head-stone over a grave in

the little burial-ground, under the shadow of the

venerable ruins of Tynemouth Priory in Nor-
thumberland, containing the single word "Fanny."
Does any one of the Tyneside readers of the
" NOTES AND QIJEEIES

"
personally recollect the

actual existence of such a memorial? Is the real

name of the author of the entertaining work dis-

closed in any subsequent publication, or is it

generally known ? J. D.

Meaning of Rechibus, $>c. Among the rights
claimed by the Esturmys in Saveruak forest,
8 Edw. III., occurs

" Et omnia placita de leporibus, rechibus, heymectis,
tessonibus, vulpibus, murilegis, et perdricibus :"

which I translate

" And all pleas concerning hares, traps, hedgehogs,
badgers, foxes, wild-cats, and partridges :"

but I confess I have no confidence in some of
these words, as the glossaries in the British Mu-
seum Library fail to explain them. I therefore
solicit your courteous assistance.

JAMES WAYLEN.

Family of Queen Katherine Parr. The pedigree
of the once eminent family of Parr, as recorded in

various printed works Dugdale, Nicholls, Burke,
|

&c., is far from being complete or satisfactory.
Could any one versed in the genealogy of the

northern counties supply any information on the

following points?
I. The early descent. Dugdale, in his Baronage,

commences with Sir William Parr, who married
Elizabeth De Ros, 1383

;
but he states the family

to have been previously
" of knightly degree."

A MS. pedigree in the Herald's College also men-
tions Sir William as "descended from a race of

knights." Where is an account of this race to be
found ?

II. The separation between the two lines of

Parr and Kendal. Sir Thomas Parr, father of

Queen Katherine, died 1518; and his Inq. p. m.

states him to have held manors, messuages, lands,

woods, and rents, in Parr, Wigan, and Sutton.

Ten years afterwards, 1528, Bryan Parr was found

by Inq. p. m. to have held the manor, messuages,
woods, lands, &c. of Parr. How was Bryan related

to Sir Thomas ?

III. The descendant in the fourth degree of

Bryan was Henry Parr, of Parr, who was, ac-

cording to a MS. in the college, aged twenty in

1621. Had he any descendants?
If no positive information can be afforded, yet

a clue to where it might be sought for would

oblige GENEALOGICUS LANCASTRIENSIS.

Short.

" Or wily Cyppus that can wink and snort,

While his wife dallies on Maecenas' skort."

Hall, Satires, Book iv. Sat. 1. (Whittingham's
edition, 1824.)

Of course the general meaning of these two

verses is obvious enough. But how is the latter to

be read ? Are we to read " dallies on," as one

word, i. e. keeps dallying, and "skort" (as a mere

abbreviation of the Latin "scortum") as a nomi-

native in apposition with " wife?" If so, the verse

is intelligible, though harsh enough even for Hall.

If not, the word "skort" must have some other

meaning which I am unacquainted with. I can-

not find it at all in Halliwell, the only authority I

have at hand to refer to. K. I. P. B. T.
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Religious Teaching in the German Universities.

Will any of your numerous readers direct me to

any book or books containing information on the

present state of religion and religious teaching in

the German Universities ? ROVERT.

Epigram Inj Dunbar Endymion Porter. Can

any of your correspondents supply the deficient

verses in the following epigram, addressed by
Thomas Dunbar, keeper of the Ashmolean Mu-
seum from 1815 to 1822, to Miss Charlotte Ness,
who required him to explain what was meant by
the terms abstract and concrete f

"
Say what is abstract, what concrete,

Their difference define ?

They both in one fair person meet,
And that fair form is thine.

For when I lovely Charlotte view,
I then view loveliness."

Can any one substantiate the local tradition

that Endymion Porter was born at the manor-
house ofAston Subedge, in Gloucestershire

;
or fur-

nish any particulars of his life before he became

gentleman of the bedchamber to Prince Charles ?

BAIXIOIENSIS.

Sathaniel. Can any of your correspondents
inform me in what book, play, poem, or novel, a

character named Sathaniel appears ? There is a
rather common picture bearing that title

;
it re-

presents a dark young lady, in Eastern dishabille,
with a turban on her head, reclining on a many-
cushioned divan, and holding up a jewel in one
hand. I have seen the picture so often, that my
curiosity as to the origin of the subject has been

completely aroused ; and I have never yet found

any one able to satisfy it. F. T. C.

The Scoute Generall. I have in my possession
a small 4to. MS. of 32 pages, entitled The Scoute

Generall,
"
communicating (impartially) the mar-

tiall affaires and great occurrences of the grand
councell (assembled in the lowest House of Par-

liament) unto all kingdomes, by rebellion united
in a covenant," &c., which is throughout written in

verse, and particularly satirical against the Round-
heads of the period (1646), and remarkable for

the following prognostication of the death of the
unfortunate monarch Charles I. :

Roundheads hragge not, since 'tis an old decree,
In time to come from chaines wee should be free:

Tray
tors shall rule, Injustice then shall sway,

Subjects and nephewes shall their king betray;
And he himselfe, O most unhappy fate !

For kings' examples, kingdomes imitate :

What he maintain'd, I know it was not good,
Brought in by force, and out shall goe by blood," &c.

It occupies about thirty lines more. At the
bottom of the title, and at the conclusion of the

postscript, it has merely the initials S. D. Could

any of your worthy correspondents inform me who
S. D. was ?

The MS. is evidently cotemporary, and, accord-

ing to the introduction, was " ordered to be forth-

with published, cio'iocxi/vi.
;

" and as I cannot
trace that such a production was ever issued, the
answer would confer a favour on C. HAMILTON.

City Road, April 1. 1851.

Arthur Pomeroy, Dean of Cork. Can any one
of your genealogical readers assist me in ascer-

taining the parentage of Arthur Pomeroy, who
was made Dean of Cork in 1672 ? He was fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge, in which university
he graduated as A.B. in 1660, M.A. in 1664, and
S. T. P. in 1 676. He is stated in Archdale's edition

of Lodge's Peerage of Ireland (article
" Harber-

ton") to have sprung from the Pomeroys of Ings-
don in Devonshire, and is stated to have gone to

Ireland as chaplain to the Earl of Essex, Lord
Lieutenant. J. B.

Civil War Tract.
" A Letter sent from a worthy Divine, to the Right

Honourable the Lord Mayor of the City of London:

Being a true relation of the battaile fought betweene
His Majesty and his Excellence the Earle of Essex.

From Warwicke Castle, the 24. of October, 1642, at

two a clock in the morning. Together with a Prayer
for the happy uniting of the King and Parliament, fit

to be used by all good Christians, daily in their houses.

London, Octob. 27. Printed for Robert Wood.
1642."

The above is the title of a tract now in my pos-
session. Is it known to any collector of tracts

relating to the Battle of Edgehill ? Who was the
"
worthy divine," the writer ? P. Q.

[On the title-page of this tract among the King's
pamphlets in the British Museum, the name of Mr.
Bifield has been written. No doubt it is the produc-
tion of the Rev. Adoniram Byfield, chaplain to Col.

Cholmondeley's regiment, in the army of the Earl of

Essex in 1642, and who was subsequently one of the

scribes to the Assembly of Divines, and a most zealous

Covenanter. See Wood's Athena:, by Bliss, vol. iii.

p. 670.]

Trisection of the Circle. Has the problem of

the trisection of the angle been solved ? or, if not,
is there any reward for its solution; and what

steps should be taken to obtain it ?

JOHN VINCENT LYSTER.

[The problem of the trisection of the angle by aid of

the straight line and circle, used as in Euclid, has

never been solved no reward was ever offered for its

solution.]

Wolseijs Son. Can any of your readers give
an account of a son of Cardinal Wolsey, whose
existence is recorded in a letter from Eustace
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Chaiipys to the Emperor Charles V., October 25,

1529, in the following words :

" The cardinal has now retired with a very small

train to a place about ten miles hence. A son of his has

been sent for from Paris, who was there following his

studies, and of whom I have formerly made some men-
tion to your Majesty." Correspondence of Charles V.,

p 291.

Cardinal Beaton had lots of bastards, but I

never remember to have seen in any account of

Wolsey mention made of natural children.

J. M.

[The existence of a natural son of Cardinal Wolsey
is a fact as well ascertained as any other fact of the

Cardinal's history, and referred to in the various

biographies of him that have appeared. His name was
Thomas Winter. In Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary,
vol. xxxii. -pp. 25.5 and 256. note, reference is made to

a Bull of Pope Julius II., dated August, 1508, to be
found in Rennet's MSS. in the British Museum, in

which he is styled,
" dilecti filio Thornae Wulcy," Rec-

tor of Lymington, diocese of Bath and Wells, Master of

Arts, "pro dispensations ad tertium incompatibi/e." This
is explained by the passage in Wood's Athena?, OKOU.

Fasti, part i. p. 73. (Bliss ed.), relating to him.
"This Tho. Winter, who was nephew (or rather nat.

son) to Cardinal Tho. Wolsey, had several dignities
confer'd upon him before he was of age, by the means of
the said Cardinal," viz. the archdeaconry of York, 152:i ;

chancellorship of the church of Sarum ; the deanery
of Wells, 1 525 ; the provostship of Beverly ; and the

archdeaconry of Richmond, &c. : on which there is a
note by Baker, that " this Tho. Winter is said to have
held of the church's goods clearly more than 2000 pds.

per an." Wood adds, that about the time of the Car-
dinal's fall, he gave up all or most of his dignities,

keeping only the archdeaconry of York, which he re-

signed also in 1540. In Grove's Life and Times of
Cardinal Wolsey, vol. iv.

,p. 31 '.., among the "Articles"

against the Cardinal, Article XXVII. expressly

charges him, < that 'he took from his son Winter his

income of 2,700/. a-year, applied it to his own use,
and gave him only 200/. yearly to live on." A refer-

ence is made in Sir H. Elhs's Letters Illustrative of
English History, 2nd Series, vol. ii. p. 70., to a letter

of Edmund Harvel to Dr. Starkey, dated from Venice,
April 1535, in which the writer expresses his obliga-
tions to Mr. Winter, for his "friendly mvnde toward
him," and begs him to return his thanks.

In Mr. Gait's Life of Wolsey (Appendix IV. p. 424.
of Bogue's edition) will be found a copy of a letter from
John Clusy to Cromwell, -in relation to a natural

daughter of Wolsey 's in the nunnery ot Shaftesbury. ]

Cardinals and Abbots in the English Church.
It may not be generally known, but the fact is so,
that the English church numbers two CARDINALS
and a LORD ABBOT amongst her members. In
Whitaker's Clerical Diary, under the head of
London Diocese, there is attached to St. Paul's a
senior and a junior cardinal

; and in Ireland exists
the exempt jurisdiction ,of Newry and Mourne,

under the government of the Lord Abbot, who is

the Earl of Kilmorey. Can any of your readers

give me any information respecting these officials?

W. J.

[Cardinal. The title of cardinal (cardinulis) in

early times was frequently applied to any bishop,

priest, or deacon holding an official post. In France
there were many cardinal priests: thus, the curate of

the parish of St. John de Vignes is called, in old char-

ters, the cardinal priest of that parish. There were
also cardinal deacons, who had the charge of hospitals
for the poor, and who ranked above the other deacons.

Thus, two of the minor canons of St. Paul's are called

cardinals of the choir, whose duties are to preserve order

in Divine service, administer the Eucharist, and offi-

ciate at funerals In former times, they heard confes-

sions and enjoined penances. (Newcourt's Repertorium,
vol. i. p. 233. ) It was not till -the twelfth century that

the Sacred College of Cardinals was organised ; nor

was it till 1567 that clergymen were forbidden by
Pius V. to assume the title of cardinal unless appointed

by the Pope.

Lay Abbots. In early .times we frequently find secu-

lar persons denominated "field abbots" and "abbot

counts," upon whom the sovereign had bestowed certain

abbeys, for which they were obliged to render military

service, as for common fiefs In the time of Charles

the Bald many of the nobility in France were abbots,

having a dan to officiate for them. Thus, too, in

Scotland, James Stuart, the natural son of James V.,

was, at the time of the Reformation, Prior of St. An-

drew's, although a secular person. The Earl of Kil-

morey, who is impropriator of the tithes of St. Mary.

Newry, is a lay abbot, or representative of the pre-

ceding abbots of a Cistertian Abbey which formerly
existed in that town. His episcopal functions, how-

ever, are confined to convening ecclesiastical courts, and

granting probates of w.ills and licenses for marriages,

subject only to the metropolitan jurisdiction of the

Archbishop of Armagh. A remnant of the secularis-

ation of ecclesiastical dignities has already been noticed

in our pages (Vol. ii., pp. 447. 500.), in the case of the

late Duke of York, who was at the same time Com-
mander-in-chief and Bishop of Osnaburg.]

SIB BALTHAZAR GERBIER.

(Vol. ii., p. 375.)

Your correspondent J. MT. has great reason

to congratulate himself on the possession of the

singularly curious tract which he describes, and

which gives an autobiography of this extraordinary
adventurer. I am not aware of any other copy in

any public or private collection. I have a 4to.

tract in nineteen pages, evidently printed abroad,

the title of which is

" Balthazar Gcrbier, Knight,
to

All Men tliat love Truth."
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This gives a very interesting life of him by
himself, perfectly distinct from, and containing

many particulars not given in the tract possessed
bv your correspondent, which also contains matter

not in the above. 1 have likewise another tract,

privately printed in Holland in English, French,
and .Dutch, in fifteen pages 12uio., the English
title to which is

" A true Manifest,

By Sr B. Gerbier.

Anno
1653."

In this, which gives some curious particulars as

to
" Mr. Hughe teeters," and the book entitled

The JNvnsitch (Jharles, he refers to another "little

manifest" published on the 2nd day of October,

lu'52, "that the world might take notice that he
was not at all invested with any foreigne engage-
ment." Of the tract so referred to, 1 regret to

say no copy is known. !None of the other three

tracts appear to have been seen by Horace Wai-

pole, who had collected a great number of

Gerbier's pamphlets, and also the MS. next men-
tioned, which, at the Strawberry Hill sale, came

together into my possession. The MS. contains

the original appointments of Sir Balthazar to the

offices be held while in England, a pedigree of his

family beautifully emblazoned, and a large quan-
tity of MS., prose and poetry, in his autograph ;

including a most extensive collection of projects
and proposals, which seem to have been equally
at the service of England or France. The best

account we have of Gerbier is that which Horace
V\ alpole has supplied in the Anecdotes of Painting
(see Works, voi. iii. p. 1&9.J ; but his diplomatic
negotiations, and his career as an artist and adven-

turer, never forgetting his academy at Whitefriars
and Bethnal Green, would furnish matter lor a

very amusing volume. 'Ihe general biography,
however, to which he would be most appropriately
remitted, and which is still a desideratum in

literature, is that which is proposed by JL>r. John-
son, in Chalmers's admirable parody :

'
1 think a good book might be made of scoundrels.

I would have a Uioyrufjhia Fluyitiosa, the Lives of
imminent Scoundrels Irom the earliest accounts to the

present day."
JAS. CROSSLEY.

THE TRAVELS OF BARON MUNCHATJSEN.

(Vol. ii., p. 519.; Vol. iii., p. 117.)

Is not your correspondent J. ME. in error when
he sa)s the original travels of the Baron were
written to ridicule Bruce? I think this will only
apply to the second volume, or "

Sequel," seeing that
there exists an edition of Gulliver Revived, printed
at Oxford, 1786, four years before Bruce pub-
lished. J. ME. further remarks, that there was at

one time reason to believe that James Graham
was the author of the well-known book in question,
but that circumstances have come to his knowledge
altogether precluding the possibility that the author
of 'Ihe Sabbath and The Travels of Baron Muu-
chausen are identical.

To me it appears there were two of these James
Grahams, and that from their being contempo-
raries, they are usually rolled into one. 1 have
in my library a volume containing Wallace, a Tra-

gedy, Edinburgh, 1799; and Mary Stewart, Queen
of Scots, an Historical Drama, Edinburgh, ifcOl,
which appears to have belonged to Mr. George
Chalmers, upon the titles of which that gentleman
has written,

"
by James Graham, Advocate, Edin-

burgh, son of T. Graham, a writer of reputation
in Glasgow."
From this one would think Mr. Chalmers had

the author of The Sabbalh in his eye: a conclusion,
however, difficult to come to in the face of u cri-

tique which thus characterises the tragedy of
W allace :

" The play is not uninteresting, and the author has
exhibited occasional proofs of poetical genius ; but
there are sorre passages in the piece that tall little short
of blasphemy :

"

a charge which, of course, could never apply to

this "lovable" and subsequently reverend author
of The Sabbath, a, poem breathing the humblest

piety, and published only five years after Wallace;
consequently here is, in the author of the tragedy
of Wallace, another James Graham at the service
of J. ME., to whom, if his other proofs are strong,
the Baron may be assigned with more probability.

I may add, taking it for granted thut Chaimeis
was right in claiming these two plays for a James
Grahtun, that there is the strongest corroborative

proof of there being two of the name in the exist-
ence of Mary Stewart, a Dramatic Poem, the

acknowledged performance of the author of The
Sabbath (see his Poems, 2 vols. I809j, a pro-
duction differing in title, and bearing no resem-

blance, 1 should think, to the first named.
While upon the subject, and presuming that the

tragedy of Wallace is known to J. ME., 1 may take
the opportunity to ask him, as he is ayout the

Tweed, whether there is really any authority for

the assertion contained in the Abbotsford Library
Catalogue, and also in that of Constable's Library,
sold in 1817, that of this anonymous tragedy of
Wallace there were only six copies printed? Upon
the face of mine there is nothing to indicate its

rarity, it being an octavo, printed lor A. Constable;
but the remarkable book may be some other: your
correspondents will, however, 1 dare say, be able
to enlighten me. A COLLECTOR.

Baron Munchausen (Vol. ii., p. 519.). As it

was nearly thirty years since 1 had seen the Percy
Anecdotes, I was obliged to speak doubtfully of
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having derived from that work the statements

that the author of Munchausen was a Mr. "M
and that he was a prisoner in France. Accident
has within the last few days thrown in my way
the very volume of the Anecdotes in which this is

stated (vol. v., Anecdotes of Captivity', p. 103.) ;

and I find that I was mistaken only in supposing
"M V place of confinement to have been the

Bastile, whereas the time is said to have been the

Reign of Terror, and therefore of course the

Bastile cannot have been the place. J. C. R.

to fRinar &tttried.

Tobacco in the East (Vol. ii., pp. 155. 231.).
M. D. asks for "chapter and verse" of A. C. M.'s
reference to Sale's Koran respecting tobacco.

Had A. C. M. recollected that tobacco (Nico-
tiand) is an American plant, he would hardly have
asked whether " tobacco is the word in the ori-

ginal
"
of the tradition mentioned by Sale in his

Preliminary Discourse, 5. p. 123. (4to. ed. 1734.)

Happily Reland, whom Sale quotes (Dissert. Mis-

cell., vol.ii. p. 280.), gives his authority, the learned

orientalist, Dr. Sike, who received the Hadeth at

Leghorn from Ibn Saleh, a young Muselman. It

says, in good Arabic, that in the latter days Mos-
lims, undeserving of the name, shall drink hashish

(hemp), and call it tabak
;
the last words, "yukdl

lehn tabdku," are no doubt a modern addition by
those who had heard of tamhdko (the Romaic TO.V-

iraKov). As the use of hashish or hashishah (the

herb), more completely hashishata fuhara, i. e.

Monk's Wort, a technical term for hemp, chewed
as a narcotic by fakirs (monks), was not known
till A. H. 608 (A. D. 1211), it could not be men-
tioned in the Koran unless Mohammed were, as

Sale observes,
" a prophet indeed." Tabakah, a

plate, dish, or shelf, is now sometimes used by
ignorant persons in the East for tambdko, of which
a complete account is given in the Karabaden,
or great treatise of Materia Medica in Per-
sian. Of that work, there is a beautifully written

copy, made, probably, for the late Mr. Colebrooke,
by whom it was presented to the library of the

Royal Asiatic Society. I shall conclude by an-
other Query : What is the Greek word trans-
formed by Asiatic scribes into Karabaden ?

ANATOLICTJS.

Captain John Stevens (Vol. ii., p. 359.). This

ingenious man, as to whom your correspondent
inquires, was one of the hard-working translators
in the early part of the last century. The mate-
rials for his biography are very scanty. He was
a Roman Catholic, and at the Revolution followed
the fortunes of his abdicating master, in whose
service he accepted a commission, and accompanied
him in the wars in Ireland. He was also employed
in several other services, and died October 27,

1726. See Biographia Dramatica, vol. i. p. 691.,
edit. 1812. He is not noticed in Chalmers's Bio~
graphical Dictionary, though as the continuator of

Dugdale's Monasticon he unquestionably ought to
have been. Watt gives a list (Bib. Brit., vol. i.

p. 880.) of his books arid translations
; but it is, as

usual, very defective and erroneous. It does not
include his translation of Don Quixote, of Dupin,
of An Evening's Intrigue (1707, 8vo.), and a great
number of other works; and it ascribes to him the

History of the Wars of Charles XII., King of
Sweden, London, 1715, which was written, as it

needs no great sagacity to discover, by Daniel
Defoe, though Chalmers and Wilson have not
noticed it. JAMES CROSSLEY.

MS. Catalogue of Norman Nobility (Vol. iii.,

p. 266.). The MS. Catalogue of Norman No-
bility referred to in No. 75., a document of great
value, is or was in the possession of Sir William
Betham, having been purchased by him about six

years ago, from Mr. Boone, of New Bond Street.
Your correspondent will find that Odardus de

Loges was infeofi'ed by Earl Ranulph the 1st in

the barony of Wigton in Cumberland, in which
he was confirmed by Henry I. Bigod, whose name
was attached to the charter of foundation of St.

Werburg's Abbey, is elsewhere, according to Or-
merod, called Robert. M. J. T.

Illustrations of Chaucer, No. III. (Vol. iii.,

p. 258.).

"Fro Venus VALANUS might this palais see."

(or) volant

? Might Venus, voluns fro this palais, see.

(flying)

*o>y.

Comets (Vol. iii., pp. 223. 253.). If your cor-

respondent S. P. O. R. wish to go fully into the

history of comets, and be not alarmed at the pro-
spect of three thick folios, through which 1 have

gone, I can assure him, with considerable interest,
let me recommend to him Theatrum Cometicum,
Auctore Stanislao Lubienietz Lubieniecio Rolitsio,

Amst., in 2 vols. (but generally bound in three)
folio. The first contains an immense correspon-
dence, not merely with astronomers, but with

poets, critics, physicians, and philosophers, to
whom the indefatigable editor wrote for their

opinions on the subject of comets. The second
vol. gives a history of comets from the Deluge to

1665, and is a repository of everything bearing
upon the subject. From this work Bayle derived
his learning, when he wrote his most amusing
work on comets. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Pope Joan (Vol. Hi., p. 265.). NEMO will find
much information on the question,

" Whether
Pope Joan ever held the keys of St. Peter?" in

Alexander Cooke's Dialogue between a Protestant
and a Papist; manifestly proving that a Woman
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called Joane was Pope of Rome : against the sur-

mises and objections made to the contrary by Robert

Bellarmini and Ccesar Baronius, Cardinals, Flori-

mondus Rcemondus, and other Popish Writers, im-

pudently denying the same, 4to
, pp. 128, 1610.

The work was dedicated to the Archbishop of

York, and was reprinted in 1625 in 4to., and in

French, 1633, 8vo. The author, in his address To
the Popish Reader, says :

" I ffer unfo thee here a discourse touching POPE

JOANE (ifthou darest read it, for fear of falling into thy

Pope's curse), whose Popedome I will make good unto thee,

not by the testimonies of Pantaleon, and Functius, and

Sleidan, and Illyricus, and Constantinus Phrygio, and

John Bale, and Robert Barnes, because thou hast con-

demned their persons, and their books too, to hell ; but by

the testimonies of thy brethren, the sonnes of thine own

mother; because, as one saith,
' Amici contra amicum,

et inimici pro inimico, invincibile testimonium est.'
"

E. C. HARINGTON.
The Close, Exeter.

Abbot Eustacius (Vol. iii., p. 141.). As J. L.'s

inquiry after an abbot of that name has hitherto

been unsuccessful, perhaps he would like to know-

that Eustacia was abbess of the monastery at

Shaftesbury (founded by King Alfred), tempore
incerto, but probably in the time of Stephen. See
Willis's History of Abbeys, and a History of the

Ancient Town of Shaftesbury, p. 2 1 . BLOWEN.

The Vellum-bound Junius (Vol. iii., p. 262.).
In the Minor Queries of your Number 75., you
have kindly inserted my notice on the vellum-
bound Junius. I beg to state further, that the

reason of my being so desirous to procure this

copy at the Stowe sale was, that it was not only
bound in vellum, but was also printed on that

article. If any of your correspondents can inform
me of another copy printed on vellum, I should

be glad. W. D. HAGGARD.

Bank of England, April 5. 1851.

Meaning of Waste-book (Vol. iii., pp. 118. 195.

251.). Among a list of " the books printed for,
and are to be sold by John Hancock, at the sign
of the Three Bibles in Pope's-head Alley, in Corn-

hill," 1 find The Absolute Accountant, or London

Merchant, containing instructions and directions

for the methodical keeping of merchant's ac-

counts, after the most exact and concise way of
debtor and creditor

;
also a Memorial, vulgarly

called a waste-book, and a cash-book, with a jour-
nal and a ledger, &e., 1670. This is the first

reference I have seen to the correct designation
of the book, which might have received its vulgar
name of waste from wast, the second person of
was thus the Memorial or the Wast-book.

BLOWEN.

Cowdray (Vol. iii., p. 194.). There is a mis-

print here of Eastbourne for Easebourne. There is

a curious note on Cowdray, and the superstition
attached to it, in Croker's Boswell, p. 711. 8vo.

edit. C.

Solemnisation of Matrimony (Vol. ii., p. 464.).
A. A. will find, from Blackstone's Commentaries,
vol. ii. p. 135., that in feudal times a husband had
the power of protecting his lands from the wife's

claim to dower, by endowing her, ad ostium Ec-
clesits, with specific estates to the exclusion of
others

; or, if he had no lands at the time of the

marriage, by an endowment in goods, chattels, or

money. When special endowments were thus

made, the husband, after affiance made and troth

plighted, used to declare with what specific lands

he meant to endow his wife (" quod dotat earn de

tali manerio" &c.) ; and therefore, in the old York
ritual (Seld. Ux. Hebr. 1. ii. c. 27.) there is at

this part of the matrimonial service the following
rubric " Sacerdos interroget dotem mulieris ; et si

terra ei in dotem detur, tune dicatur psalmus isle," &c.
When the wife was endowed generally, the hus-

band seems to have said " with all my lands and
tenements I thee endow," and then they all became
liable to her dower. When he endowed her with per-

sonalty only, he used to say, "with all my worldly
goods (or, as the Salisbury ritual has it,

" with all

my worldly chattels") I thee endow," which en-

titled the wife to her thirds, or pars rationabilis,
of his personal estate, which is provided for by
Magna Charta, cap. 26. The meaning, therefore,
of the words noticed in A. A.'s Query, if they can
be said to have any meaning in the present state

of the law, is simply that the wife's dower is to be

general, and not specific, or, in other words, that

she is to have her pars rationabilis in all her hus-
band's goods. J. F. M.

Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke (Vol. iii.,

p. 262.). Although J. H. M. has concluded that

William Browne was not the author of this

epitaph, because it is not to be found amongst his

Pastorals, it would nevertheless appear that the

lines are rightly attributed to him, if the following
extract may be relied on :

" The well-known epitaph of the celebrated Countess

of Pembroke, the sister of Sir Philip Sidney, has been

generally ascribed to Ben Jonson. The first stanza is

printed in Jonson's poems ; but it is found in the manu-

script volume of poems by William Bro\vne,the author

of Britannia's Pantorals, preserved in the Lansdown
Collection, British Museum, No. 777., and on this

evidence may be fairly appropriated to him, particu-

larly as it is known that he was a great favourite with

William, Earl of Pembroke, son of the Countess."

Relics of Literature : London, Boys, 1823, p. 60.

ALFRED GATTY.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth (Vol. ii., p. 393. ;

Vol. iii., pp. 11. 151. 197. 225.). Your corre-

spondents seem to have overlooked the celebrated
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letter of Queen Mary of Scotland, printed in the

State Trials, and lately reprinted by Lord Camp-
bell in his Lives of the Chancellors, tit. Sir C.

Hatton. I may as well add (though I do not

believe the fact) that my grandmother (herself a

Devereux) repeated to me the tradition of a son

of Queen Elizabeth's having been sent to Ireland.

C.

The Tanthony (Vol. iii., pp. 105. 229.). I am
obliged to A. for the trouble he has taken in

reference to my Query ; but perhaps I may be
correct in my suggestion, for on looking into the

second volume of the Archaeological Journal the

other day, I accidentally found an account of
the discovery of a figure of St. Anthony at Mer-

thyr, near Truro, in which it is mentioned that
" Under the left arm appears to have passed a staff,

and the pig, with a large bell attached to its neck,

appears in front of the figure." P. 202.

I shall be much obliged to anybody who will

settle the point satisfactorily. The fair held on
old St. Andrew's Day is always called in Kim-
bolton and the neighbourhood

" Tandrew "
fair,

so why not "
Tanthony

"
for " Saint Anthony ?

"

ARUN.

The Hippopotamus (Vol. iii., p. 181.). Your

correspondent MR. E. S. TAYLOR will find in

Vol ii., p. 458., an example of the word lviroTr6rafjios

cited from Lucian, a writer anterior both to

Horapollo and Damascius. In the same page is

a reference to the story of the wickedness of the

hippopotamus in Plutarch
;
so that Horapollo and

Damascius, doubtless, borrowed from a common
source, or repeated a current fable, to be found in

many writings then extant. L.

Tu Autem (Vol. iii., p.265 ). The words " Tu
autem, Domine, miserere nostri,"

" But Thou,
O Lord ! have mercy upon us," were originally a

form of prayer used by the preacher at the end of

his discourse, as a supplication for pardon for any
sinful pride or vainglory, into which he might
have been betrayed in addressing his congregation.
Hence the words " tu autem," as Pegge properly
says, came to denote a hint to the reader to leave

off.

The custom is still in constant use among the

I members of the cathedral church of Durham. At
I

the public dinners given by the canons, in what is

i there called "hospitality residence," one of the cho-

risters comes in after dinner, dressed in his official

costume, and, taking his station behind the canon
in residence, reads, in the manner which is now
well known as intoning, eight verses of the 119th

Psalm, first saying,
" Here beginneth the part

of the 119th Psalm."

When the eight verses are concluded, the canon
turns round to the chorister, saying

" tu autem,"

giving him a shilling ;
to which the chorister re-

plies,
" Domine miserere nostri," and retires.

plo
lib

The explanation of the words, as originally em-

loyed, is given by Kupertus De Divinis Officiis,
ib. i c. xiv. :

DE " TU AUTEM DOMINE."

"
Quodque in fine dicit,

' Tu autem Domine mise-

rere noslri,' hoc innuit, ne ipsum quidern bonum
j

ofiicium prasdicandi sine alicujus vel levis culpje pulvere

possa pagi. Nam, ut ait B. Augustinus,
' Verlmm

prffidicationis securius auditur quam dicitur. Pra-di-

cator quippe cum bene dicere se sentit, difficile minis

est ut noh quantulumcunque spiritu elationis tangat ;

et quia quasi per terram ambulat et pedes ejus pulvere

sordidantiir, idcirco misericord ia Dei indiget, ut in hue

parte lavetur, etiamsi mundus sit totus.'
"

From this explanation it is plain, that the Monk
of St. Albans, writing to the abbot

" Si vis, veniam ; Sin autem, tu autem,"

would be understood to express
" If you wish, I will come

;
but if otherwise, there

is an end of the matter."

T. C.

Durham, April 8. 1851.

Places called Purgatory (Vol. iii., p. 241 .). There
is a farm-house still called "

Purgatory," about

two miles south of Durham, east of the London

road, and close to the left bank of the river Wear.
The farm is part of the estate of a highly respect-
able family, which has, I believe, always been

Roman Catholic. No reason for the name is

known in the neighbourhood. T. C.

Durham, April 8. 1851.

Swearing by tiwans, frc. (Vol. ii., p. 392.; Vol.

iii., pp 70. 192.). In addition to what has already

appeared on this subject, the following extract

from Tyrwhitt's Glossary to Chaucer will, I hope,
be acceptable.

" Ale and Bred. This oath of Sire Thopas on ale

and bn>d was perhaps intended to ridicule the solemn

vows, which were frequently made in the days of chi-

valrie, to a peacock, a pheasant, or some other noble

bird." See M. de Sainte Paluye, Sur Vane. C/teval.,

Mem. iii
m

*.

This practice is alluded to in "Dunbar's Wish
that the King were Johue Thomsonnis man" (MS.
Maitland, st. v.) :

" I would gif all that ever I have

To that condition, so God me saif,

That ye had VOWIT TO THE SWAN
Ane yeir to be Johne Thomsonnis man."

And so in the Prol. to the Corttin. of the Canterb.

T., ver. 452., the Hosteler says:
" I MAKE A VOWE TO THE pEcocK, ther shall wake a

foule mist."

The instance given in Vol. iii., p. 192., is recorded

by Monstrelet, 'Hist, de France, Charles VII.
T. J

>

Edmund Prideaux and the Post-office (Vol. iii.,

pp. 186. 206.). In a MS. on parchment, now
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before me, are contained entries of the dates of
|

the various letters patent and grants connected
'

with the post-office, to the latter end of the reign ,

of Charles I., and the names of the persons to

whom the grants were made. The earliest date is

the 37th of Henry VIIL, and the last the 13th I

of Charles I. If an extract from the MS., which
j

gives a similar index to the appointments in the
|

Courts of Law, the Customs, the Forests, and a
i

great variety of other offices, will assist your I

correspondent, I shall be happy to supply it. I

may notice, what seems to have been overlooked
j

by your two correspondents who have replied to

the inquiry, that some account of Prideaux is given
by Wood (Vid. Fast. vol. i. p. 424., edit. Bliss),
from which it appears that he was ALA. of Cam-
bridge, Member of the Inner Temple, Member of

Parliament for Lyme in Dorsetshire, and Recorder
of Exeter; and that his death took place on the
19th Aug., 1659 (misprinted 1569 in this edit.),
an 1 that

" From his employments gaining a vast estate, he
loft at the time of his death an incredible mass of

gold (as the credible report then went), besides lands

of very great demesnes."

JAS. CROSSLEY.

Small Words and " Low" Words (Vol. ii., pp. 305.

349.377.). Apropos to Pope's use of "low words,"
in the sense of short words, conf. Boileau, satire

iv. 97. 8.

" Lui faisant voir ses vers et sans force et sans graces,
Mo'ites sur deux grands mots, comme sur deux

echasses."

On which one of his commentators makes the fol-

lowing note:

"
Boileau, pour se moquer des mots gigantesques,

cit jit orduiaireinent ce vers de Chapelain :

roc
*

1?.

1 De ce sourcilleux roc 1'inebranlable cime.' Ji ^
'

3

2 -
Et il disposoit ce vers comme il est ici a cote. "

fr
Dans cette disposition il semble que le mot <u ^*

' roc
'

soil monte sur deux echasses
'

a*

(S.i

I commend to * 's attention this instance of a
"low" word supported on two "high" ones.

^

K. I.P.B.T.

Lord HowardofEffingham (Vol. iii., pp. 1 85. 244.).
It has been supposed that the Earl of Notting-

ham was a Catholic, and having held office in the

reign of Queen Mary, he probably was so at that
time ; but he certainly was a Protestant during
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and in the beginning
of James I. was at the head of a commission to
discover and expel all Catholic priests. (Vide
Memorials of the Hoicard Family.,) R. R. M.

Obeahism. Ventriloquism (Vol. iii., pp. 59.

149.). T. H. will find, in the authorities given
below, that Obeahism is not only a rite, but
a religion, or rather superstition, viz. Serpent-
worship. Modern Universal History, fol. vol. vi.

p. 600. ; 8vo. vol. xvi. p. 411.; which is indebted
for its information to the works of De Marchais,
Barbot, Atkyns, and Bosnian : the last of which

may be seen in Pinkerton's Collection, vol. xvi.
t

and a review of it in Acta Eruditor., Lips. 1705,

p. 265., under the form of an "
Essay on Guinea."

In Astley's Collection of Voyages, there is an ac-
count compiled from every authority then known,
and a very interesting description of the rites and
ceremonies connected with this superstition. Ac-

cording to the same authors, the influence of the
Obeist does not depend on the exercise of any art

or natural magic, but on the apprehensions of evil

infused into his victim's mind. See also Lewis's
Jourrual of a Residence among the Negroes in the

West Indies.

The following references will furnish a reply at

once to two Queries ; to that here noticed, and to

that on "
Ventriloquism" (Vol. ii., p. 88.).

The name of the sacred serpent, which in the
ancient language of Canaan was variously pro-
nounced, was derived from "ob" (inflare), perhaps
from his peculiarity of inflation when irritated.

See Bryant's Analysis, vol. i.; Deane's Worship of
the Serpent, p. 80. From a notion of the mysterious
inflation produced by the presence of the divine

spirit, those who had the spirit of Ob, or Python,
received the names of Ob, or Pythia ; according to

the riot unusual custom for the priest or priestess
of any god to take the name of the deity they
served. See Selden, De Dis Syris, Synt. 1. c. 2.

It is a curious coincidence, that as the Witch of
Endor is called "

Oub," and the African sorceress
"
Obi," from the serpent-deity Oub, so the old

English name of a witch, "hag," bears apparent
relationship to the word hah, the ancient British
name of a species of snake. In Yorkshire, ac-

cording to Stukeley, they call snakes "
hags" and

"
hag-worms," (Abury, p. 32,).
In the Breton language, Belech is

"
Priest," and

may similarly indicate a priest of Bel-the-Dragon.
From the Hebrew Ob, the Greek o<f>is was pro-

bably derived ; for the same word, in Hebrew,
Arabic, and Greek, which denotes "divination"
denotes a "serpent."

"
Nachash,"

*
"ilahat,"f"

otWfeo-flcu," I have the same double signification
as if the serpent were recognised as the grand in-

spirer of the heathen prophets. See Faber's
Horce MosaiccB, vol. i. p. 98.

The word "Ob" was translated by the LXX.
" a ventriloquist," in accommoda-

* See Parkhurst.

f Dickinson's Delphi Phoenic., p. 10.

| Stillmgfleet's Orig. Sacrce, book iii. c. iii. s. 18.
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tion to the received opinions respecting^
the Py-

thian priestess. See the Notes to Creech's Lucre-

tius, book v. ;
Jones's (of Nayland) Physiolog.

Disquis. p. 290. The deception practised by (he

Witch of'Endor, and by the damsel mentioned in

Acts xvi. 16., was of this description. SeeWierus
de Prcestig. Damon, p. 203. ;

and Reginald Scot's

Discoverie of Witchcraft, p. 148.

The serpent, which with heathen mythologists
had various acceptations (see Vossius, Theologia
Gent, et Physiologia Christ.), was also understood

as a natural symbol or hieroglyphic of the air.

Can any of your learned correspondents furnish

materials illustrative of this figurative relation

between the serpent and the elements ? T. J.

Meaning of Peep (Vol. ii., p. 118.). You have

already told us the meaning of the word peep in

the phrase
" Wizards that peep and that mutter ;

"

in confirmation I may add that the noise made by
the queen bee in the hive previous to swarming is

in Devonshire called peeping. J. M. (4.)

Venwell or Venville (Vol. iii., p. 38.). Yen-

well or Venville appears to me to be a corruption
of the vrordfengfield; and the meaning of it seems

to be, that custom of delivering possession of land

to a purchaser by cutting a piece of turf from the

field bought, and delivering it into his hands.

I well remember, when a boy, accompanying

my father to receive possession of an outlying field,

distant from the main estate which he had bought;
the seller's agent, I think, came with us and cut a

small piece of turf from the ground, and delivered

it into my father's hands, saying (if I recollect

right),
"
By this turf I deliver this field into your

possession." By this means my father "fenged"

(took) the "field" into his own hands, and became

the legal proprietor of it. P.

Venville. The peat or black earth of Dart-

moor is still called ven or fen. Is it not more

probable that the adjoining 'parishes (or parts of

them) are said to be in Venville or fengfield, from

their being within the peat district, than that an

abbreviation of a legal term, fines villarum fin.

viL, should become naturalised among the pea-

santry, as is the case with the word Venville ?

The second part of the word seems akin to the

Scottish fail,
u a turf, or flat clod covered with

grass cut off from the rest of the sward." (Jamie -

son.)
K-

Hand-bells at Funerals (Vol. ii., p. 478.). In

the Testamenta Eboracensia, p. 163., Johannes

Esten de Scardeburgh, le Ankersymth, bequeaths
2d.

" Clerico ecclesiae pro pulsacione campanarum, et

le belman portand' campanam per villam excitandum

populum ad orandum."

A hand-bell (as I am informed by a Roman
Catholic gentleman) often precedes the Host, when

carried in procession to the sick, &c., in order to
clear the way, and remind passengers of the usual
reverence paid at such times. B.

Lincoln.

Shillings and Sixpences of George III. (Vol. iii.,

p. 275.). R.W. C. has fallen into a misconception
in supposing that these coins present an erroneous

spelling of the Latinized style of the monarch,
whilst the contemporary crowns and half-crowns
have the correct orthography. The spelling of
the legend on the sixpences and shillings was in-

tentional, and with a meaning, being inscribed in

an abridged form GEOB: in. D : G : BRITT : REX
F : D : the reduplication of the T was designed,
after classical precedent, to represent the plural

Dritanniarum, i.e., Great Britain and Ireland. N.

Odour from the Rainboiv (Vol. iii., p. 224.).
I hope that I have found JARLTZBERG'S note in

the following lines :

" Like to that smell which oft our sens2 descries

Within a field which long unploughed lies,

Somewhat before the setting of the sun ;

And where the rainbow in the horizon

Doth pitch her tips ;
or as when in the prime,

The earth being troubled with a drought long time,
The hand of heaven his spongy clouds dotli strain,

And throws into her lap a shower of rain
;

She sendeth up (conceived from the sun)
A sweet perfume and exhalation."

Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, Book i. Song 2.

[Clarke's Cabinet Series, 1845, p. 70.]

C. FORBES.

Odourfrom the Rainbow. The following stanzas

are from a poem, called " The Blind Girl," in a

publication by Pickering, 1845, of Memorials of a

Tour, and Miscellaneous Poems, by Robert Snow,

Esq. Lond., 1845 :

" Once in our porch whilst I was resting,
To hear the rain-drops in their mirth,

You said you saw the rainbow cresting
The heavens with colour, based on earth :

And I believe it fills the showers

With music ; and when sweeter air

Than common breathes from briar-rose bowers,
Methinks the Rainbow hath touched there."

[We have reason to believe that the idea was sug-

gested to Mr. Snow neither from Bacon's Sylva, nor

from any of our English poets, but from a Greek

writer after the Christian era, referred to by Coleridge
in his Table Talk.}

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Mr. Hepworth Dixon, who is already favourably
known as the author of a Life of Howard, has just pub-
lished William Penn, an Historical Biography. It is

unquestionably a book of considerable talent; and even

those who may be most inclined to dissent from the
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author's views of the political principles of the Quakers

(and we suspect many of the Quakers themselves will

be found among that number), will admit that in treat-

ing him not as a mere Quaker, as preceding biographers
had been too much disposed to do. but as "a great

English historical character the champion of the

Jury Laws the joint leader, with Algernon Sidney,
of the Commonwealth men the royal councillor of

1684-8 the courageous defender of Free Thought
the founder of Pennsylvania" Mr. Dixon has suc-

ceeded in the task which he had proposed to himself,

namely, that of transforming William Penn " from a

myth into a man." His vindication of this great man
from what he designates

" The Macaulay Charges"
would not, however, have lost one iota of its efficiency,

had it been couched in somewhat more measured

terms.

Mr. Murray announces The Grenville Papers ; being

the Private Correspondence of Richard Grenville Earl

Temple, his Brother George Grenville, their Friends and

Contemporaries, as in the press. It will contain some
letters from Junius, and Mr. Grenville's Diary, parti-

cularly during his premiership, from 1763 to 1765.

The fifth and sixth volumes of Lord Mahon's History

of Englandfrom the Peace of Utrecht are also at press.

Lady Theresa Lewis is nearly ready with a work
which cannot but be of great interest. It is entitled

Lives of the Friends and Contemporaries of Lord Chan-
cellor Clarendon, illustrative of Portraits in his Gallery ;

with an Account of the Origin of the Collection ; and a

descriptive Catalogue of the Pictures. It will form two

volumes, and be accompanied by illustrative portraits.

Mr. Colburn announces a new library edition of

Miss Strickland's Lives of the Queens of England.

Although revised and considerably augmented by new
materials which have been placed at Miss Strickland's

disposal since the appearance of the earlier impressions
of her book, this edition is to be comprised in eight

monthly volumes.
BOOKS RECEIVED. The Buried City of the East:

Nineveh. A popular view of the discovery of the

remains of the great city, compiled principally from

Botta, and illustrated with numerous woodcuts, affords

information enough, perhaps, for those who may be
unable to consult the stirring narrative of Layard
himself, but must send to his pages a great number of

readers, in whom it can only serve to waken a lively
interest in this great triumph of individual perseverance.

The Iliad of Homer, literally translated, with explana-
tory Notes, by T. A. Buckley, B.A., is the new volume
of Bohn's Classical Library,- and the Editor expresses
his hopes

" that it will be found to convey, more accu-

rately than any which has preceded it, the words and

thoughts of the original." The work has obviously
been executed with great care ; and the notes, though
brief, are to the point.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. John Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue No. XXI. of Books Old and

New; J. Russell Smith's (4. Old Compton Street)

Catalogue Part III. of Choice Useful and Curious

Books, English and Foreign ; and Catalogue of a sin-

gular Collection of 25,OOO Ancient and Modern Tracts
and Pamphlets, Part II.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WAHTfD TO PURCHASE.

CLARE'S RURAL MUSE
PASSIONAEI EFTR D.VT LKVENT DER HETLIGEN. Folio. Basil, 1522.
CARTARI LA ROSA D'ORO PONTIFICIA. 4to. Home, 1681.

BUOEMEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZEN UER ERSTEN CHRISTEN. Jena,
1705.

%* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free.
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of " NOTES AND
QUERIES." 180. Fleet Street.

ta

Among many articles of great interest which are in type, but

unavoidably postponed until next Saturday, thefourth and last in
the month, when we shall consequently publish a double number,
are Shakspeare and Fletcher, by Mr. Hickson Illustrations of
Chaucer, No. IV. Illustrations of Tennyson Sallust and
Tacitus Haybands in Seals, by Mr. Lower, Mr. Burtt, and
L. B. L North Side of Churchyards Sir F. Kynaston's
Academy, by Dr. Rimbault and several very important commu-
nications on the proposed MONUMENTARIUM ANGLICANUM.

S. J. R. is referred to our First Volume, p. 467.. for informa-
tion on the subject of May Marriages being unlucky.

AN OLD BOY. We will do our best to follow the good advice
so pleasantly given : but he has little knowledge of the difficulty of

pleasing alt to say nothing of our fditorial selves. For instance,
in the case to which he has referred in our Second Volume, we have
ascertained that the second article was in type before the one
which precedes it had reached us.

H. K. G. S. Received with great regret. We believe we best

consulted the respect due to our correspondent by the course we
followed, as we are certain that we adopted it with the best

intentions towards him.

We are this week compelled to go to press one day earlier than

usual; we have to request the indulgence of our correspondents
for the omission of our usual LIST OF REPLIES RECEIVED, and
for not replying until next week to several inquiries which have
been addressed to us.

VOLS. I. and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9i. G:t. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Xewsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of thz country Booksellers, tyc.,

are, probably, not yet aware, of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addi-essed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

In royal 8vo., with numerous Illustrations, price II. 8s.

THE ARCHAEOLOGY and PRE-HISTORIC
ANNALS OF SCOTLAND. By DANIEL WILSON.

"
Many reflections are suggested by this beautiful volume,

which is one of the most interesting, learned, and elegant works
we have seen for a long time. * * * We commend it to every
reader of taste and judgment." Westminster Review.

SUTHERLAND and KNOX, Edinburgh : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and
Co. ; and J. II. PARKEK, London.

Valuable Library and MSS. Antiquities and Miscellaneous

Objects.

PUTTICK
AND SIMPSON", Auctioneers of

Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on WEDNESDAY, April 23, and
Three following Days, the LIBRARY of a Gentleman, consisting
of Modern Useful Books, together with some articles of consi-

derable Rarity, a First Edition of Cocker's Arithmetic (but one
other known) ; numerous Bibliographical Works, important Col-
lection of MSS., relating to Warwickshire, Oxfordshire, London,
Lancashire, Somersetshire, Suffolk, and other Places ; Charters,

EpistoUe S. Paula MS. of the Tenth Century, &c. Catalogues
will be sent on application.
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Just published, price 2s. 6d. in cloth,

AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY OF
SCRIPTURE NAMES, ACCENTED AND EX-

PLAINRD ; with Copious Illustrative Notes, and Introductory
Observations on the Origin of Language and Proper Names, &c.

By VV. G. HIRD
Recommended by the Rev. Drs. Eadie, Forbes, Hannah

Hill, Acivorth, and Godwin ; Revs. Daniel Walton, W. Bird
J. D. Brocklehurst, T. Rowland, Jonathan Clyde, J. G. Miall
W. Cooke, c. &c.

London : HAMILTON, ADAMS, and Co.
; SIMPKKN and MARSHALL.

Edinburgh: OLIVER and BOYD. Glasgow: G. GALLIE. Man-
chester : FLETCHER and TUBBS. Bradford, Yorks. : DALE and
BYLES.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY, 3. Parliament Street, London.

VALUABLE NEW PRINCIPLE.

Payment of premiums may be occasionally suspended with-
out forfeiting the policv, on a new and valuable plan, adopted by
this society only, as fully detailed in the prospectus.

A. SCRATCHLEY, M.A.,
Actuary and Secretary; Author of " Industrial Investment and
Emigration ; being a Second Edition of a Treatise on Benefit
Building Societies, &c." Price 10*. 6d.

London : J. W. PARKER, West Strand.

TiHE
CAMDEN SOCIETY for the Publica-
tion of Eaily Histoiical and Literary Remains.

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held at
the hreemason's Tavern, Great Queen Street, on Friday the 2nd
ot May, at Four o'clock precisely ; the LORD BRAYBROOKE, the
President, in the Chair.

WILLIAM J. THOMS, Secretary.

The following are the Publications of the Society for the
year 1850-1.

I. A SELECTION FROM THE WILLS
Preserved in the Will Office at Bury St. Edmund's. Edited bv
SAMUEL TYMMS, Esq.

II. WALTER MAPES " DE NUGIS CURI-
AL1UM." A Treatise on the Political Affairs of his Time
written in 1181. Edited by THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq., M.A.

III. SIR RICHARD GUYLFORDE'S PIL-
GRIMAGE TO THE HOLY LAND, A. u. 150(i. Edited from
a copy believed to be unique from the Press of Richard Pynson
by SIR HENIIY ELLIS, K.H., Sec. S. A.
The Subscription to the Society is II. per annum, which be-

comes due on the 1st of May.
Communications from Gentlempn desirous of becoming Mem-

bers may be addressed to the Secretary ; or to Messrs. NICHOLS
No. 25. Parliament Street, Westminster, i y whom the Subscrip-
tions of all Members resident in London are received.

rg-i HE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CLXXVI., is just publUhed.

CONTENTS :

POULTRY LITERATURE.
WOMEN IN FRANCS- MADAME DE MAINTKNON
JULIUS C^ESAR-MERIVALE'S HOMAN HISTORYTHE KEPUDLIC IN THK KING'S COACHES
SANITARY MOVEMENT CENTRALIZATION
LIVES OF CALVIN. By DYER, &c.
LOliD HOLLAND'S REMINISCENCES.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

DR. MAITLAND'S ERUVIN SECOND EDITION.
In small 8vo., price 5*. 6rf.

ERUVIN ;
or MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYSSUC ^ "^ ** NATURE *

By the Rev. S. R. MAITLAND, D.D., F.R.S., and F.S.A.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place;

Of whom may be had, by the same Author,

1. ESSAYS on the REFORMATION in
ENGLAND. 15*.

2. ESSAYS on the DARK AGES. Second
Edition. 12s.

ORIGINAL LETTERS ON THE CHURCH IN IRELAND.
In post 8vo., price 10*. 6d.

ORIGINAL
LETTERS and PAPERS in

ILLUSTRATION of the HISTORY of the CHURCH
in IRELAND, during the Reigns of Edward VI., Mary and
Elizabeth.

Edited, with Notes, from Autographs in the State-Paper OflSce,

By EVELYN PHILIP SHIRLEY, ESQ., M.A.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place.

MAPS AND ATLASES of the SOCIETY FOB
THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, Published by

C, Knight, 90. Fleet Street.

ATLAS COMPLETE, with Index, 212 Maps, plain, in 1 vol.,
half morocco or russia, 61. 7s. Coloured, 1 vol., half morocco or
russia, ill. I Is.

LIBRARY ATLAS, 161 Maps, 1 volume, plain, 5/. bs. ;

coloured, 71. 7s.

FAMILY ATLAS, 54 Maps, plain, 11. 2s. ; coloured, 2/. 16*.

SCHOOL ATLAS, MODERN and ANCIENT, 39 Maps, plain
U. 3s ; coloured, \l. 13s.

OUTLINE MAPS, FOR LEARNERS, Part I., 12 Maps, 4s.;
Part II., 8 Maps, 3*.

SINGLE MAPS, plain, 6rf. each ; coloured, Qil.

MAP OF LONDON, for the convenience of VISITORS to the
EXHIBITION, plain, Is. ; coloured, Is. Grt. ; bound in cloth, 3s.

The whole of the Maps are corrected to the present time, and
a Prospectus, with full particulars, will be forwarded post-free
on application to the Publisher, 90. Fleet Street.

Just published, foolscap 8vo., cloth, with Steel Engraving,
price 4s. M.

^HE FAIRY GODMOTHERS and other
Tales. By Mrs. ALFRED GATTY.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Flett Street.

A New Edition, 24mo., price 5s
,
of

EMPIS DE IMITATIONS CHRIS IT, et

Contetnptn Mundi, omniumque ejns vanitatum, Libri IV.
Codex De Advocatis Seculi xiii. With Life by CHARLES BUILEH.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

K
A New Edition, Rvo., with Frontispiece,

" Fcce Homo,"
engraved by Robinson, after a Painting by Guercino, 9s.,

OF the IMITATION of JESUS CHRIST.
Translated from the Latin Original, ascribed to THOMAS

A KEMPIS. By T. F. DIBDIN, D.D.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

Printed by THOMAS CLARK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. ttride,

in the City of London ; and published by GEOKGK BKIX, of NTo 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186 Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, April 19. 1851.
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ON THE PROPOSED SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESERVING A

RECORD OF EXISTING MONUMENTS.

The following communications have reached us since

the publication of our remarks on the proposed MONU-
MENTARIUM ANGLicANUM ( No. 73. p. 217. et seq. ).

They serve to show how much interest the subject has

excited among those best qualified to judge of the

great utility of some well-organised plan for the pre-
servation of a record of our still existing monuments.

MR. DUNKIN'S letter (which was accompanied by a

copy of the Prospectus issued by him in 1844) claims

precedence, as showing the steps which that gentleman
has already taken. It is a communication highly
creditable to his exertions in the cause, but does not

alter our views as to the practicability of any success-

ful attempt to accomplish this object by individua

exertion.

In No. 73. Vol. iii. of " NOTES AND QUERIES"
you have honoured me by an allusion to the
Monumenta Anglicana I have in the press, as " a

plan which would have your hearty concurrence
and recommendation, if it were at all practicable;
but which must fail from its very vastness." It

may be so
;
but the motto of my family is Essayez.

Every "gigantic scheme" must have a commence-
ment, and this "

scheme," I am perfectly aware,
is. one " that no individual, however varied in

attainments and abilities, could without assistance

hope to achieve." My father, upwards of half a

century since, commenced collecting mortuary
memorials ; many of the monuments from which
he copied the inscriptions have since been de-

stroyed by time, and many, very many, more bv
the ruthless innovations of beautifying church-
wardens. These "

very vast
"

collections the
labour of a life however, only form a

portion of
the materials I now possess; for since I issued my
prospectus in 1844, 1 have received many thousands
of inscriptions and rubbings of brasses from clergy-
men and others ; and I trust I shall be favoured
with still further assistance, as in all cases where
information is rendered, the source whence de-
rived shall be most thankfully and freely acknow-

ledged.

VOL. III. N-
f 78.
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The plan I have adopted with regard to ar-

rangement is to folio each page three times, viz.,

i. each parish by itself; ii. each county; iii. alpha-

betically ;
so that each parish can be considered

complete in itself; each county can be bound up
by itself; or the whole alphabetically, gazetteer-
wise.

The index will be also in three divisions,
i. general; ii. names of places; iii, names of per-
sons.

With regard to the number of volumes, I need
not say that that is entirely in nubibus. My im-

pression is limited to seventy-five copies, the same
as my father's Oxfordshire, with which it corre-

sponds in size.

I should have preferred seeing the government
performing the task of preserving manuscripts of

all existing monuments
;
but it is the fashion in

Britain for government to leave all apparently
national undertakings to individual exertion. I

will here conclude with a quotation from the re-

port I have just published of the Transactions at

the Congress of the British Archaeological Asso-
ciation held in Worcester :

" Lamentation is, however, worse than useless : the

spirit of the age forbids all idle mourning. If we
would awaken a sympathy and interest in our pursuits,
we must gird up our loins like men, and be doing, and
that right earnestly; fur it is hopeless any longer wait-

ing for the government, as a ' Deus ex machina,' to

help us to rescue our antiquities from destruction."

ALFRED JOHN DUNKIN.

Our next is from a correspondent (who has favoured

us with his name) who proposes a scheme almost more
extensive than that advocated by Ma. DUNKIN, but

who differs from that gentleman by recognising the

necessity of combined endeavour to carry it out.

A few years since I propounded a scheme for an

Ecclesiologicon Anglicanum, or record of the his-

tory, not only architectural and monumental, but
also local and traditional, of every parish in Eng-
land. Though I had long conceived such a

design, I must confess myself indebted to some
excellent remarks on the subject which appeared
in the Ecclesiologist (New Series, No. x., April,

1846). Fully aware that so stupendous a work
could never be accomplished by any single indi-

vidual, I compiled a prospectus of my design, and
invited the co-operation of all antiquaries. I pro-
posed to publish at intervals, and in alphabetical
order, the parishes of every county, and by di-

viding the labour among different coadjutors, and

giving to each a separate branch of inquiry,

thereby insuring, by successive revisions, a cer-

tainty of correctness, I hoped to succeed in the

undertaking. My project was, however, laid

aside by reason of other engagements; but, as I
still think it worthy of consideration, I have

troubled you with these " Notes "
in the hope

that, by publication in your pages, they may be
the means of suggesting to others interested in

the matter the practicability of carrying them
out. Though with no definite object in view, but
with a presentiment of their after utility, I have,

during many provincial campaigns, collected archi-

tectural notes, as well as genealogical memoranda,
from the churches I have visited. To these, such
as they are, any of your readers is welcome, for

the purposes to which I have referred, and I
know many who would gladly send their contri-

butions to such an undertaking. W. J. D. R.

Our next letter, though brief, is valuable ae furnish-

ing a case in point, to prove the practical utility which

would result from the realisation of some well-considered

scheme for the attainment of the great national object

which we are advocating.

As an instance of the practical use of such
a collection, let me inform your readers that in

1847, being engaged in an ejectment case on
the home circuit, it became most important to

show the identity of a young lady in the pedigree,
the parish register of St. Christopher le Stocks

only giving the name and date of burial. I found
that when St. Christopher's was pulled down for

the enlargement of the Bank of England, some
kind antiquary had copied all the monuments.
The book was found at the Herald's College ;

it

contained an inscription proving the identity, and
a verdict was obtained. J. S. B.

Our last communication is, we have reason to believe,

from an active and zealous Fellow of the Society of

Antiquaries, who would heartily co-operate in carrying

out the practical suggestions thrown out in his letter.

In Vol. iii., p. 218., you suggest that the Society
of Antiquaries is the body which should undertake

the task of forming a record of existing monu-
ments in churches. Entirely agreeing in the

opinion you have expressed, I would venture to

offer some remarks on the subject. The under-

taking is a vast and laborious one, and can only be

effected by great subdivision of labour.

That the Society of Antiquaries is the fittest

agent for the work, I think admits of little doubt;
its Fellows are widely spread throughout the coun-

try. In every neighbourhood may be found one

or more gentlemen able and willing to give their

aid, and to excite others to assist. The Archao-

logical Institute and the British Archaeological
Association would doubtless add the weight of

their influence, and the personal assistance of their

members.
The clergy throughout the country would be

able and willing labourers; and surely these con-

joined forces are adequate to the occasion.

One consideration suggests itself, viz., whether
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the record should be confined to monuments in

churches, or whether it should be extended to

those in churchyards? I think it should be so

extended, partially that is, that all the monu-
ments in churches should be given ;

and such of

the monuments in churchyards as, upon a careful

inspection, may appear to be in any way worthy
of preservation. We do not perhaps want the ten

thousand " afflictions sore
" which ten thousand

John Smiths are stated to have "
long time bore."

The inscriptions in churches should be accom-

panied with rubbings of all brasses; and, as far as

possible, with drawings of the most interesting
monuments.

I am satisfied the thing can be done, if it be

undertaken with prudence, and continued with

energy. The copies should be certified by the

signature of the parson making them, and they
should all be transcribed on paper of the same

description, so that they might be bound in

volumes.
The expense would probably be considerable,

because in some instances paid labour might be

requisite ;
but it would be as nothing compared

with the magnitude and importance of the result;

and if, as is probable, the Society of Antiquaries

might hesitate at undertaking the whole charge, I

doubt not that many would contribute towards it,

and amongst them Q. D.

A very slight consideration of the object which it is

proposed to accomplish, and the means by which it can

be attained, will show that it falls properly into three

distinct operations, namely, Collection, Preservation,

and Publication.

The first and most important is, the Collection of

Materials. In this, it is obvious, the co-operation of

individuals well qualified for the work may be secured

in all parts of the country, provided some well-defined

plan of operation is furnished for their guidance, by
some recognised centre of union. A Committee of the

Society of Antiquaries, who should well consider and

determine upon some uniform plan of recording the

inscriptions, &c., is clearly the body who, from their

position, could most effectually, and with the greatest

propriety, issue such circulars. That the Antiquaries
would in this receive the support of both the Ar-

chaeological Societies, there cannot, of course, be any
doubt.

And as we have in the Society of Antiquaries a

machinery already established for the proper collection

of the materials, so we have an existing and most ap-

propriate place for their preservation in the British

Museum, where they imy be consulted at all times,

by all parties, with the greatest facility, and free of

charge.

These two great points, then, of Collection arid Pre-

servation, it is clear may be attained at an expense so

inconsiderable, compared with the benefits to be gained
from their accomplishment, that we cannot believe in

their failure from want of funds.

For the accomplishment of the third great end, that

of Publication, there is no existing machinery. But
let the work of collection and preservation be once

fairly entered upon let it be seen how valuable a

collection of materials has been gathered ready to the

hand of a Society which should undertake its publica-

tion, and there need be little fear that from the sup-

porters of the various Antiquarian, Archaeological, and

Publishing Societies, now spread throughout the

country, there would be found plenty of good men and
true ready to lend their aid to the printing and pub-

lishing of the MONUMENTARIUM ANCLICANUM.

But as the first step is COLLECTION and that step
is the one in which the SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES can

best move, we trust that the present year, in which this

Society celebrates the centenary of its chartered exist-

ence, will be signalised by its promotion of such a

Record of Existing Monuments as is here proposed ;

which cannot be otherwise regarded (and we use the

words of the Society's Charter) than as "good, use-

ful, honest, and necessary for the encouragement, ad-

vancement, and furtherance of the study and know-

ledge of Antiquities and the History of this Country."

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. IV.

The Pilgrimage to Canterbury.
" Whanne that April with his shoures sote

The droughte of March hath perced to the rote,
And bathed every veine in swiche licour

Of which vertue engendred is the flour ;

When Zephyrus eke with his sote brethe

Enspired hath in every holt and hethe
The tendre croppes and the yonge Sonne
Hath in the Ram his halfe cours vronne ;

* * #
'

*

Than longen folk to gon on pilgrimages

Befelle, that in that seson, on a day."

Prologue.

I quote these lines because I wish to show that

Tyrwhitt, in taking them as indicative of the very
day on which the journey to Canterbury was per-
formed, committed a great mistake.

The whole of the opening of the prologue, down
to the line last quoted, is descriptive, not of any
particular day, but of the usual season of pilgrim-
ages ;

and Chaucer himself plainly declares, by the
words " in that seson, on a day

"
that the day is

as yet indefinite.
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But because Tyrwhitt, who, although an excel-

lent literary critic, was by no means an acute

reader of his author's meaning, was incapable of

appreciating the admirable combination of physical
facts by which Chaucer has not only identified

the real day of the pilgrimage, but has placed it,

as it were, beyond the danger of alteration by any
possible corruption in the text, he set aside these

physical facts altogether, and took in lieu of them
the seventh and eighth lines of the prologue
quoted above, which, I contend, Chaucer did not
intend to bear any reference to the day of the

journey itself, but only to the general season in

which it was undertaken.
But Tyrwhitt, having seized upon a favourite

idea, seems to have been determined to carry it

through at any cost, even at that of altering the

text from " the Ram "
into " the Bull :

"
and I fear

that he can scarcely be acquitted of unfair and
intentional misquotation of Chaucer's words, by
transposing

" his halfe cours
"

into " half his

course," which is by no means an equivalent ex-

pression. Here are his own words :

" When he (Chaucer) tells us that ' the shoures of

April had perced to the rote the drought of March '

(ver. 1, 2.), we must suppose, in order to allow due
time for such an operation, that April was far advanced ;

while, on the other hand, the place of the sun,
'

having
just run half his course in the Ram' (ver. 7, 8.), restrains

us to some day in the very latter end of March. This

difficulty may, and, I think, should, be removed by

reading in ver. 8. the BULL, instead of the RAM. All

the parts of the description will then be consistent with

themselves, and with another passage (ver. 4425.),
where, in the best MSS., the eighte and twenty day of

April is named as the day of the journey to Canter-

bury." Introductory Discourse.

Accordingly, Mr. Tyrwhitt did not hesitate to

adopt in his text the twenty-eighth of April as

the true date, without stopping to examine
whether that day would, or would not, be con-
sistent with the subsequent phenomena related by
Chaucer.

Notwithstanding Tyrwhitt's assertion of a diffi-

culty only removable by changing the Ram into

the Bull, there are no less than two ways of under-

standing the seventh and eighth lines of the pro-

logue so as to be perfectly in accordance with the

rest of the description. One of these would be to

suppose the sign Aries divided into two portions

(not necessarily equal in the phraseology of the

time), one of which would appertain to March,
and the other to April and that Chaucer, by the
" halfe cours yronne," meant the last, or the April,
half of the sign Aries. But I think a more pro-
bable supposition still would be to imagine the

month of April, of which Chaucer was speaking,
to be divided into two " halfe cours," in one of

which the sun would be in Aries, and in the other

in Taurus; and that when Chaucer says that

" the yonge Sonne had in the Ram his halfe cours

yronne," he meant that the Aries half of the month
of April had been run through, thereby indicating
in general terms some time approaching to the
middle of April.

Both methods of explaining the phrase lead

eventually to the same result, which is also iden-
tical with the interpretation of Chaucer's own
contemporaries, as appears in its imitation by
Lydgate in the opening of his "Story of Thebes:"

" Whan bright Phebus passed was the Ram,
Midde of April!, and into the Bull came."

And it is by no means the least remarkable in-

stance of want of perception in Tyrwhitt, that he

actually cites these two lines of Lydgate's as cor-
roborative of his own interpretation, which places
the sun in the middle of Taurus.

I enter into this explanation, not that I think
it necessary to examine too curiously into the

consistency of an expression which evidently was
intended only in a general sense, but that the

groundlessness of Tyrwhitt's alleged necessity for

the alteration of " the Ram "
into '* the Bull

"

might more clearly appear.
I have said that Tyrwhitt was not a competent

critic of Chaucer's practical science, and I may
perhaps be expected to point out some other
instance of his failure in that respect than is

afforded by the subject itself. This I may do by
reference to a passage in " The Marchante's Tale,"
which evinces a remarkable want of perception
not only in Tyrwhitt, but in all the editors of

Chaucer that I have had an opportunity of con-

sulting.
The morning of the garden scene is said in the

text to be "er that dayes eight were passed of the

month of Juil" but, a little further on, the

same day is thus described :

"
Bright was the day and blew the firmament,
Phebus of gold his stremes doun hath sent

To gladen every flour with his warmnesse;
He was that time in Geminis, I gesse,
But litel fro his declination

In Cancer."

How is it possible that any person could read
these lines and not be struck at once with the

fact that they refer to the 8th of June and not to

the 8th of July ? The sun would leave Gemini
and enter Cancer on the 12th of June ; Chaucer
was describing the 8th, and with his usual accuracy
he places the sun "but litel fro" the summer
solstice !

Since " Juil
"

is an error common perhaps to

all previous editions, Tyrwhitt might have been
excused for repeating it, if he had been satisfied

with only that : but he must signalise his edition

by inserting in the Glossary attached to it
"
JUIL, the month of July" referring, as the sole
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authority for the word, to this very line in

question of " The Marchante's Tale !

"

Nor does the proof, against him in particular,
end even there

;
he further shows that his atten-

tion must have been especially drawn to this

garden scene by his assertion that Pluto and

Proserpine were the prototypes of Oberon and
Titania; and yet he failed to notice a circum-

stance that would have added some degree of

plausibility to the comparison, namely, that

Chaucer's, as well as Shakspeare's, was a Mid-
summer Dream.

It is, perhaps, only j ustice to Urry to state that

he appears to have been aware of the error that

would arise from attributing such a situation of

the sun to the month of July. The manner in

which the lines are printed in his edition is

this:

" ere the chiyis eight
Were passid, er' the month July befill."

It is just possible to twist the meaning of this

into the eighth of the Kalends of July, by which
the blunder would be in some degree lessened

;

but such a reading would be as foreign to Chau-
cer's astronomy as the lines themselves are to his

poetry. A. E. B.

Leeds, April 8. 1851.

THE ACADEMIES OF SIR FRANCIS KYNASTON AND
SIR BALTHAZAR GERBIER.

Among the many interesting associations con-
nected with old Covent Garden and its neigh-
bourhood, we ought not to overlook Sir Francis

Kynaston's
" Museum Minervse."

In the year 1635, King Charles the First granted
his letters patent to fcir Francis Kynaston,

" Es-

quire of the body to his Majesty," whereby a
house in Covent Garden, which Sir Francis had

purchased, and furnished with books, manuscripts,
musical and mathematical instruments, paintings,
statues, antiques, &c., was appropriated for ever
as a college for the education of the young no-

bility, and others, under the name of the " Mu-
seum Minervae." Sir Francis Kynaston was made
the governor with the title of "regent;" Edward
May, Thomas Hunt, Nicholas Phiske, John Spidell,
Walter Salter, Michael Mason, fellows and pro-
fessors of philosophy and medicine, music, astro-

nomy, geometry, languages, &c. They had power
to elect professors also of horsemanship, dancing,
painting, engraving, &c.

;
were made a body cor-

porate, were permitted to use a common seal, and
to possess goods and lands in mortmain. (Pat. 11
Car. pt. 8. No. 14.) In the following year, 1636,
was published, dedicated to the "

Regent and
Professors," 2 he Constitutions of the Museum Mi-
nerva; giving an Account of an Academy for
teaching chiefly Navigation, Hiding, Fortification,

Architecture, Painting, and other useful Accom-
plishments.

The " Museum "
seems to have been highly pa-

tronised, for we find that on the 27th February,
1635 (the year of its foundation), Prince Charles,
the Duke of York, and the Lady Mary their

sister, honoured it with their presence to witness
a masque, entitled " Corona Minervse," which was
written and prepared for the occasion by Sir
Francis Kynaston. This masque was, I believe,

printed in the year of its production, but I do
not find it mentioned in the last edition of the

Biographia Dramatica.
Mr. Cunningham, in his Handbook of London,

mentions (p. 42.) that

" Sir Francis Kynaston, the poet, was living in

Covent Garden in 1 636, on the east side of the street

towards Berrie" (Bedfordbury).

And again, in his notice of Bedford Street (p. 44.),
he says, Sir Francis resided " on the west side in

1637." Both these entries refer to the same resi-

dence a noble mansion, built in the year 1594,

which, after being inhabited by several important
families, finally passed into the possession of Sir

Francis Kynaston, who altered and adapted it

(rebuilding some portions) as the college of the
" Museum Minervse." The ground plan, which is

now before me, exhibits a well-arranged and com-
modious building with two fronts, one in what is

now Bedfordbury, and the other (probably added

by Sir Francis) in the street now called Bedford
Street. The building, when Sir Francis Kynaston
purchased it in 1634, stood in the centre of a

large garden. The surrounding streets, King
Street, New Street, Bedford Street, Chandos

Street, Henrietta Street, and Bedfordbury, were
not commenced building until the year 1637.

The " Museum Minervse
"

is not named in Mr.

Cunningham's excellent Handbook ; but when we
take into consideration the enormous amount of

information required for a work of the kind, we
ought not to blame the author for a few trifling
omissions.

Sir Balthazar Gerbier, an enterprising projector
of the same century, by profession a painter and
an architect, but now scarcely remembered as

either, seems to have imitated the " Museum
Minervse" in an academy opened at Bethnal
Green in 1649. Here, in addition to the more
common branches of education, he professed to

teach astronomy, navigation, architecture, per-

spective, drawing, limning, engraving, fortifica-

tion, fireworks, military discipline, the art of well

speaking and civil conversation, history, constitu-

tions and maxims of state, and particular dispo-
sitions of nations,

"
riding the great horse," &c.

Once in each week, at three o'clock in the after-

noon, Sir Balthazar gave a public lecture gratis
on the various sciences. The lectures were gene-
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-ally advertised in the Perfect Diurnal, and a few

curious specimens of these advertisements may be

een in Lysons' Environs of London, ed. 1795,

vol. ii. p. 30.

Balthazar Gerbier was born at Antwerp about

1591, came young into England, and was a re-

tainer of the Duke of Buckingham as early as

1613. Upon the accession of Charles the First, he

was employed in Flanders to negociate privately
a treaty with Spain. In 1628 he was knighted at

Hampton Court ; and, as he says himself in one of

his books, was promised by the king the office of

surveyor-general of the works, after the death of

Inigo Jones. In 1637 he was employed in some

private transactions of state; and on the 13th of

July, 1641, he took the oaths of allegiance and

supremacy, having a bill of naturalisation. In

1648 he appears to have projected the above-

named academy, the failure of which very soon

happened. Sir Balthazar then went to America,
where he seems to have been very ill treated by
the Dutch, and narrowly escaped with his life.

He afterwards returned to England, and designed
the triumphal arch for the reception f Charles

the Secend. He died at Hempsted-marshaL, in

1667, whilst engaged in superintending the man-
sion of Lord -Craven, and was buried in the

chancel of that church.

In conclusion, it may be as well to mention,

that, prior to the (establishment of the " Museum
Minervse," a committee had been appointed in

the House of Lords, consisting of the Duke of

Buckingham and others, for taking into con-

sideration the state of the public schools, and
method of education. What progress was made
in this inquiry is not known, but in all probability
the academies of Sir Francis Kynaston and Sir

Balthazar Gerbier owed their origin to the meet-

ings of this committee. EDWARD F. EIMBAULT

6HAKSPEARE AND FJLETCIIEB.

I fed greatly obliged to your correspondem
C. B. for the attention he has bestowed on th<

question of Fletcher's connexion with Henry VIII.

as it is only through the concurrent judgments o

those who think the subject worthy of their ful

and impartial consideration, tkat we can hope
to arrive at the truth. His remarks (Vol. iii.

p. 190.) are the more valuable, as they coincid

with a doubt in my own mind, wliich has, to a

great extent, ripened since I last communicatet

with you on the subject; and, indeed, I have no
need to hesitate in saying, that I had more diffi

culty in coming to a conclusion with regard to thi

scene (Act III. Sc. 2.) in which the passage
occur quoted by C. B., than with any other seem

in the whole play. The suggestion, that Shak-

speare might nave touched scenes of which th

mass had been written by Fletcher, is a poin

hich I had not overlooked, and which indeed, to

ome extent, might be said to follow from the

iew I took of the relation of Shakspeare and
letcher as master and scholar. Yet this sug-

^estion is especially valuable regarding this scene,
and may account for that which, without it, is not
o easily explained.
If, however, there be any lurking notion in

our correspondent's mind, that the scene in

Antony and Cleopatra (Act III. Sc. 1.) referred

o by X. Z. (Vol. iii., p. 139.) is, judging from
:ertain coincidences of expression, an interpola-

ion, and not by Shakspeare, I beg at once to be
illowed to express my total dissent from such a

riew. Whether, also, there may have been any
secondary allusion to some known event of the clay,

as X. Z. supposes, and as is by no means impro-
vable, I cannot say ;

but I protest against its

jeing said that the scene referred to is
"
totally

unconnected with what goes before, and what
follows."" Antony is the hero of the play; and

this scene shows the culminating point of Antony's
fortunes, when his very successes turn against
bim.

To return to Henri/ VIII., the compliment to

the Queen, to which your correspondent refers, is,

as he very justly observes, brought in in a very
forced manner. This, to my mind, is very strong
evidence ; otherwise I should not think it un-

worthy of Shakspeare. And it still has to be

borne in mind, that he would have had to ac-

commodate his characters and circumstances to

the views of another writer. Shakspeare's spirit

was too catholic, too universal, to have allowed,
in a work entirely his own, even his Wolsey to

have made use of the term " a spleeny Lutheran ;"

yet neither in the passage in which this expression

occurs, nor in the one above referred to, is the

versification characteristic of Fletcher. For my
own part, however, I cannot recognise Shakspeare's

spirit in this antagonism of creeds, which is, per-

haps, even more strongly displayed in the pro-

phetic speech of Cranmer's in the last scene,

wherein he says, "God shall be truly known!"
It may be said, that in both these instances the

expressions are true to the characters of Wolsey
and Cranmer. It may be so

; for both are wanting
in that ideal elevation which Shakspeare never

fails to give. That, with this reservation, he be-

comes the mouth-piece -of each character, is most

true
;
and a curious instance of the writer's utter

forgetfulness of his assumed character of con-

temporary with the events he is relating, occurring
in Act. IV. Sc. 2., where Griffiths says

M He was most princely : ever witness for him
Those twins of learning, that he rais'd in you,

Ipswich and Oxford 1 one oftv/iichfeli with him,

Unwilling to outlive the good that did it ;

The other, though unfinish'd, yet so famous,
So excellent in art, and still so rising"
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has no parallel in Shakspeare's works. To John

Fletcher, indeed, at the close of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, these things were known

;
but scarcely

to the attendant of Queen Katherine, who has but

just narrated the circumstances, then newly hap-

pened, of Wolsey's fall. On maturer consider-

ation, then, I am inclined to think that the whole
of the scene (Act III. Sc. 2.) to which your
correspondent refers, was originally written by
Fletcher, although, as it now stands, it is strongly
marked by the hand of Shakspeare. In the same

category, also, I am inclined to place Scenes 3.

and 4. of Act II. It will be observed that these

changes are not inconsistent with the view I had

previously taken ; the effect being merely, that I

am inclined to ascribe a little more than in the

first instance to the hitherto unsuspected partici-

pator in the work. I am not sure, too, that I

shall not be coming nearer to ME. SPEEDING ; as,

if I am not mistaken, it is in some of these scenes

that he imagines he detects " a third hand ;" a

theory which, though I do not adopt,, I certainly
have not confidence enough to reject altogether.
But this view affects so very small a portion of

the play, that it is of very little consequence.
SAMUEL HICKSON.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TENNYSON..

That great poets are sometimes obscure, needs
no proof. That the greatest poets will necessarily
be so to the ordinary reader, seems to me equally
indisputable.
Not without effort can one enter into the spon-

taneous thought of another, or even of himself in

another mood. How much more when that other

is distinguished from his fellows by the greatness
and singularity of his thoughts, and by the ex-
treme subtilty of their connecting links. Obscu-

rity is not a blemish but an excellence, if the pains
of seeking are more than compensated by the

pleasures of finding, the luxury of jimflTjcm, where
the concentrated energy of a passage, when once

understood, gives it a hold on the imagination and

memory such as were ill sacrificed to more diluted
clearness.

Grandis prcefatio tenui incepto a sort ofapology
to Tennyson for implying that he needs illustra-

tion. Some time ago I made a few notes on par-
ticular passages in Locksley Hall* which I now
enclose. Some of them are, I dare say,, super-
fluous some, possibly, erroneous. If so, they will

stand a fair chance of being corrected in your
valuable publication.

By the bye, if a " NOTES AND QUERIES
"
had

existed in the days of .ZEschylus, we might have
beeu saved from many a recourse to "

corrupt
text" and "lacunas admodum deflenda3."

Notes on Locksley Hall,

Stanza 2. "Dreary gleams :" in apposition with

" curlews." I know the construction of this line

has puzzled a good many readers.

Stanza 23. " Yet it shall be." Yet " decline"

thou certainly wilt.

Stanza 28. "He will answer," &c. With an

oath, it may be at the least with a coarse rebuff.

Stanza 29. "The heart's
disgrace."

The dis-

grace, the injury, and degradation the heart has
suffered its prostitution to a mercenary service

by a marriage of interest.

Stanza 34. "Never." Alas! I never can.

Stanza 35. "In division of the records of the
mind." In dividing my recollections of her into

two groups, and erasing the one.

Stanza 38. "The poet is" (as I think has been

already pointed out) Pante.
Stanza 40. " He hunts," &e-. He thy husband.
Stanza 42. "

Never, never," &c. Never again !

(joys never to return) sung by the ghosts of years
departed.

Stanza 51. "I have but an angry fancy" my
only qualification.

Stanza 53. "But the jingling of the guinea," &c.

But there is no fighting now : the nations get over
their quarrels in another way by the jingling of
the guinea, instead of the clang of arms.

ls
"
Mother-age.

.
"
Mother-age, for mine I know

not."

This mother-age is a great difficulty. At first

I took it for the past of history, but now understand

by it the past of his own life> at least its earliest

and brightest period that age which had been as

a mother, the only mother he ever knew.
Stanza 70. "Youthful joys." The bright hopes

of his youth. (?)
Stanza 75. " Blinder motions." Less rational,

less well-guided emotions.
Stanza 91.

" The distance." The distant fu-

ture, the "
good time coming."

There are some lines^ in In Memoriam (I have
not the book at hand, tyut any reader thereof will

instantly recollect them)^ which indicate Tenny-
son's acquaintance with and appreciation ofJeremy
Taylor, who thus expresses the thoughts of the

"wild fellow in Petronius," suggested by the sight
of a floating corpse.

" That peradventurc this man's wife, in some part of

the Continent, safe and warm, looks next month for

the good man's return : or, it may be, his son knows

nothing of the tempest : or his father thinks of that

affectionate kiss which is still warm upon the good old

man's cheek ever since he took a kind farewell ; and

he weeps with joy to think how blessed he shall be

when his beloved boy returns into the circle of his

father's arms." Holy Dying.

Compare with " Sure never moon to evening,"

&c., in the same poem, and I think the same

place :
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Nee nox ulla diem, neque noctem aurora secuta est,

Quae uon audierit mistos vagitibus segris

Ploratus mortis comites, et funeris atri."

Lucretius, ii. 579.

G.P.

FOLK LORE.

Sacramental Wine (Vol. iii., p. 179.). From a

note by MR. ALBERT WAY, on the use of sacra-

mental wine, one ^ould be led to infer that it was
recommended on account of some superstitious
belief in its superior excellency from having been

used in religious worship ; but I would suggest
that the same reasons which recommend Teynt
wine, the kind generally used for the Sacrament,
are those which have established for it a reputa-
tion in cases of sickness : these are its rich red

colour, and sweet and agreeable flavour.

Weakness is popularly supposed to be caused

by a thinness and want of blood ; if wine be re-

commended for this, there is a deeply rooted pre-

judice in favour of red wine because the blood is

red, and upon no better principle than that which

prescribes the yellow bark of the barberry for the

yellow state ofjaundice ;
the nettle, for the nettle-

rash; and the navel-wort (Cotyledon umbilicus),
for weakness about the umbilical region. The
truth is, that rustic practice is much influenced

by the doctrine of similitudes, the principle of
" similia similibus curantur" having been more

extensively recognised in the olden time than

since the days of Hahnemann.
The sweetness of Teynt wine would recommend

it for children, to whom a stronger wine is gene-

rally distasteful
;
but Port is generally prescribed

as a tonic for adults.

It may further be remarked, that the recom-
mendation to give Sacramental wine might arise

from the fact, that, as in some parishes more wine
is provided than is required, the remainder is put
by to be given to the poor who may require it at

the hands of the clergyman.
In sending these remarks, I am led to request

that your correspondents would make Notes upon
such old wives' remedies as are employed upon
the principles I have mentioned.

JAMES BUCKMAN.
Cirencester, April 12.

Cure of Disease by means of tiheep. A child in

my parish has been for some time afflicted with

disease of some of the respiratory organs. The
mother was recommended to have it carried

through a flock of sheep as they were let out of

the fold in the morning. The time was considered

to be of importance. 3.

If Rectory, Somerset.

ANCIENT INEDITED BALLADS, NO. IV.

I next transcribe the following lines from the
same MS. as my last. It is another epitaph on
the Mr. Browne that I mentioned in No. II. It

contains a curious illustration of a passage in

Shakspeare, which has been often debated in the

pages of " NOTES AND QUERIES," and so deserves

preservation.

" Vpon the death of that right worthye man, MR.
BROWNE, late of Caius and Gonville Colledge dis-

ceased. Epicedion."

(Harl. MSS., No. 367. fol. 155.)
" If vowes or teares from heartes or eyes,
Could pearce the unpenitrable skyes,
Then might he live, that now heere lyes.

But teares are tonguelesse, vowes are vaine,

T recall what fate calls ; els how faine 5

What death hath seis'd, wold I regaine.

But sure th' immortal one belaves

This wished soule in 's blissfull waves:
111 comes too oft, when no man craves.

Rest, therefore, vrne, rest quietlye, 10
And when my fates shall call on me,
So may I rest, as I wish the.

" R. CONSTABLE,
Caio-Gonvillensis."

I need hardly point out the striking similarity
between the expression in Shakspeare

"and the delighted spirit

To bathe in fiery floods,"

and the third stanza of this poem.
KENNETH li. II. MACKENZIE.

POETICAL COINCIDENCES, ETC.

Byron.

In the Jealous Lovers of Thomas Randolph, the

following passage occurs, which may possibly have

suggested to Lord Byron the fearful curse he has

put into the mouth of Eve, in u the grand and

tremendous drama of Cain"*
" May perpetual jealousie

Wait on their beds, and poison their embraces
With just suspitions : may their children be

Deform'd, and fright the mother at the birth :

May they live long and wretched ;
all men's hate,

And yet have misery enough for pity :

May they be long a-dying of diseases

Painful and loathsome," &c.

That exquisite stanza in the Third Canto of

Childe Harold,
" Even as a broken mirror," &c.,

has been often admired. In Carew's poem, The

Spark, I find the following lines, which contain a

similar image :

* Sir Walter Scott.
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" And as a looking-glass, from the aspect,
Whilst it is whole, doth but one face reflect,

But being crack'd, or broken, there are shown

Many half faces, which at first were one ;

So Love," &e.

To the coincidences which have been already

pointed out regarding that exquisite line in the

Bride of Abydos :

" The mind, the music breathing from her face,"

the following from Carew may perhaps be added :

" The harmony of colours, features, grace,

Resulting airs (the magic of a face)
Of musical sweet tunes, all which combin'd,
To crown one sovereign beauty, lie coufined

To this dark vault." Epitaph on the Lady S.

All will recollect the wonderful description of

the shipwreck in Don Juan;, and more particu-

larly the incidents so graphically related in stanzas

52 and 53 of the Second Canto : to a part of which,
the following passage from Lee's CEdipus bears

some resemblance :

"
Methought I heard a voice,

Now roaring like the ocean, when the winds

Fight with the waves ; now in a still small tone

Your dying accents fell, as wrecking ships,
After the dreadful yell, sink murm'ring down,
And bubble up a noise."

I have now before me a print of John,, the first

Lord Byron, engraved from a painting in the col-

lection of Lord Delaware
;
in which he is pour-

trayed in armour, with a truncheon in the left

hand, and the right arm bare to above the elbow.
Can this have suggested to Lord Byron the idea
of describing

"
Alp the renegade" as fighting with

" the white arm bare," in the Siege of Corinth ?

Byron refers to Smollett as an authority for
" blatant beast," apparently forgetting that the

figure originated with Spenser. Again, in a note
to Don Juan respecting his use of the phrase"
reformadoes," he remarks :

"The Baron Bradwardine, in Waverley, is authority
for the word*"

It occurs, however, in Ben Jonson, and may be
found in Blount's Glossographia ; Phillips's World
of Words, and other old dictionaries of the same
P^iod. T. C. SMITH.

THE REPUBLIC OF SAN MARINO.

Amidst the Apennines, far removed from the

ordinary track of tourists, is the diminutive republic
of San Marino, which boasts never to have been
subjugated. Whether it has escaped invasion be-
cause it has escaped notice, or because burglars
never attack an empty cottnge, is a point which I
shall not stop to discuss. Few travellers visit it,
but the trouble of doing so would be amply repaid.
The situation is highly romantic; and the view
from the summit of the bold escarpment, upon

which the town is perched, extends over a wilder-
ness of mountains.
The population of the territory is said not to ex-

ceed 6,000 or 7,000 souls. Its whole income is de-
rived from a moderate duty on tobacco ;

and its

standing army (for it possesses this indispensable in-

cident to political independence) is chiefly employed
in vain attempts to prevent the evasion of that duty.
Among the greatest and most highly esteemed

curiosities of the place, is a statue of Christ on the

cross, with a head of real hair, which is cut twice a

year, and always grows again ! This faculty of re-

production is as profitable as it is wonderful
; for,

besides the resort of pious visitors, drawn by the

capillary attractions of such a miraculous piece of

sculpture, the locks that are cut off are stated, by
the ecclesiastical functionaries in charge of the

statue, to be a sure preservative against all harm
to the wearer, and are of course in request as an
article of commerce; My object in communicating
to you these notes, is to introduce to you a copy,
which I transcribed myself, of one of the state

papers preserved in the archives of the republic.
It appears to be a letter of encouragement, ad-

dressed by the Priors and Gonfaloniere of the

republic of Florence to;that of S. Marino, during
a siege that the latter was undergoing. Perhaps
some of your readers may be able to point out the

precise occasion that called for the letter.

SYDNEY SMIRKE.
"
Magnifici viri amiei nri carml , Habbiamo vedato

la lettera vi scrive il Governatore, et habbiamo inteso

la volunta dello exercito della Chiesa. Dovete essere

di buono animo et stare constant! et fermi : et perdere
la vita insieme con la liberta che e meglo allo huomo-
uso a essere libero, essere morto che essere servo.

Iddio a chi piace la liberta vi aiutera difenderai : et

noi et la nra lega non vi manchera : havete inteso le

provision! facte et di denari et di gente ad Arimino ; et

faremo delle altre tante che saranno abastanza. Valete.

Ex palatio nro die viij. Junij, M.CCCCLXVIIJJ.
" Priores libertatis et > r ...

Vexillifer Justiti. f
P *ul1 FlorentinJ'

' Earth.. Scala.

"
Magnificis Viris hominibus teme Sa Marini amicis

ST. FRANCIS.

I think Mrs. Jameson, in her Legends of the

Monastic Orders, has left unnoticed the very re-

markable book of the Conformity of St. Francis's

Life with that of Jesus Christ, a work, the blas-

phemy of which is only equalled by its absurdity.
The book was written by Bartholomew of Pisa,

a monk of the order, and licensed in 1399 by the

general of the Minorites,

" Approbatum est a fr. Henrico ord. frat. Minorum

generali ministro et servo et caeteris ministris etdiffini-

toribus capituli generalis apud Sacrum locum de As-

sisio die 2 Augusti A. D. 1399."

No. 78,
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The title of the first edition, which is very rare,

is as follows :

" Liber Conformitatum Vita? S. Francisci ad Vitam
Jesu Christi. Authore Fr. Bartholomaeo degli Alhizzi,

ex recens. Fran. Zenonis. Irnpressum Mediolani per
Gotardum Ponticum apud templum Sancti Satyri.
Anno M.CCCCCX. die 18 mensis Septembris, In fol.

literis quadratis."

The second edition:
" Opus aur. et inexplicabilis bonitatis et conti-

nentia?, Conformitatum scilicet vita? Beati Fra. ad vita

Di. nri Jesu xpi. Mediolani, in edibus Zanoti casti-

lionei 1513. in fol. goth."

The third edition, also in folio, appeared at

Bologne (1590) as " Liber aureus, inscriptus liber

Conformitatum, etc., per IlieremBucchium," with

some alterations in the text.

Fourth edition :

" Vita S. FraiT. conf. ad vit. Xti., per S. Bonaven-

turara Conscriptu ab Henr. Sedulio Cora, illustrala,

4to., Antr. 1597."

Another edition, by Jer. Bucch, in folio, ap-

peared at Bologne in 1620 ;
and an abridged

edition in octavo, by Phil. Bosquier, at Cologne,
under the title of Antiguitates Franciscans:, a very

good edition of the Liber Conform.,
" Et ex An-

nalibus Madingi collecta per Tibur. Navarrum,"
was published in 4to. at Rome in 1670.

The late Dr. Elrington had a very fine copy of

the following French translation :

"Traite des Conformites du Disciple avec son Maitre,
c'est a dire, de Saint

Francois
avec J. C., ete., le tout

recueilli par un frere rnineur recollect. (Valentin

Marde.) Liege, 1658-60. 4 part, en 3 vol. in 4to."

In 1542 a small volume was put forth, contain-

ing choice passages from the Liber Conformitatum,
with a preface and letter to the reader, purport-

ing to be from Martin Luther. It was accordingly

by many attributed to him
;
the real compiler was

Erasmus Alberus. The title of the first edition is

" Alcoranus Franciscorum, etc., ex libro Conformi-

tatum : Francof. 1542, parv. 8vo."

It was reprinted, with a French translation, by
Conrad Badius, at Geneva, 1560 or 1578

;
so says

Brunet.
The best edition of this work was that published

at Amsterdam in 1734, in two vols. 12 mo., with

some capital plates by Picart. The title is

" L' Alcoran des Cordeliers, tant en Latin qu'en
Francois ; c'est a dire, Recueil des plus notables bourdes

et blasphemes de ceux qui ont ose comparer Sainct

Franyois a Jesus Christ : tire du grand livre des Con-

formites, jadis compose par frere Bartheletni de Pise,

Cordelier en son vivant. Nouvelle edition, ornee de

figures dessinees par B. Picart. A Amsterdam. Aux
Defens de la Compagnie. MDCCXXXIV."

Another work, printed the same year, is often

found with this :

"
Legende Doree, ou Sommaire de 1'Histoire des

Freres-mendians de 1'ordre de Saint Franois. (Par
Nic. Vignier.) Amsterdam, 1734. 12mo. lle'impr.
sur 1'ed. de Leyde, 1608 in 8vo."

Thomas of Celano, the friend and scholar of
St. Francis, and the author of the famous Dies

Ira, after the saint's death composed a brief
account of his life, which he afterwards greatly

enlarged, and which even now is the most authentic
we possess. I should be glad to know the best,
as well as the latest editions of this life.

"
Francis," said Luther,

" was no doubt an honest

and a just man. He little thought that such supersti-
tion and unbelief should proceed out of his Jife."

Tischreden.

Bering-ton says of St. Francis :

" In an age of less intemperance in religion, miracles

and the fancied intervention of peculiar favours from

heaven, would not have been deemed necessary to stamp
worth and admiration on a character which in itself

possessed the purest excellences that fall to the lot of

man. But this circumstance, and more than this, the

reception which an institute so peculiarly framed met
with, serve to manifest the singular taste of the age."

Berington's Henry If., p. 629.

" It is scarcely possible," says Mr. Massingberd,
"
to read the history of St. Francis of Assisi, with-

out believing that there was in him a sincere and

self-devoted, however ill-directed, piety." We
must not let the foolish legends afterwards written

of him lower him in our estimation, nor cease to

regard him as a sincere and devoted Christian.

MARICONDA.

Charles Lamb's Epitaph. Perhaps the follow-

ing lines, which I have copied from the gravestone
of Charles Lamb, who lies in the churchyard at

Edmonton, may be interesting to those of your
readers who are among the admirers of the witty
and gentle Elia :

"
Farewell, dear friend ; that smile, that harmless mirth,
No more shall gladden our domestic hearth ;

That rising tear, with pain forbid to flow,

Better than words, no more assuage our woe ;

That hand outstretch'd from small but well-earn'd

store,

Yield succour to the destitute no more.

Yet art thou not all lost : thro' many an age
With sterling sense and humour shall thy page
Win many an English bosom, pleased to see

That old and happier vein revived in thee.

This for our earth, and if with friends we share

Our joys in heav'n, we hope to meet thee there."

I have heard it conjectured that the above were
written by Wordsworth. I shall feel obliged if

any of your readers will inform me whether the

llate laureate was the author of them or not ?

MARIA S.

Edmonton.
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M. or N. (Vol. i., p. 415.
;
Vol. ii., p. 61.).

There have been several suggestions as to the

origin of the use of these letters in the services

of the church, but I do not think that any cor-

respondent has hit upon the very simple one
which I have always considered to be most pro-
bably the true explanation; which is, that as these
services were compiled when algebra stood much
higher in the rank of sciences than it does at

present, it is by no means unlikely that these two
letters should be used to signify indefinite and
variable names, as they are in algebra to represent
indefinite or variable numbers, in the same manner
as A. B. C. are as signs of known or definite, and
X. Y. Z. of unknown sums. E. H. Y.

Henry VIII. and Sir Thos. Curwen. The
following quaint extract from Sandford's MS.
History of Cumberland, now in the library of the
Dean and Chapter of Carlisle, exhibits that
" reknowned king," Henry VIII., in so good-
natured a light, that I think, if you can find a
corner for it, it may amuse some of your readers.
That the good knight and " excelent archer"
should have been so outwitted by his son-in-law
is a matter of some regret to one of his de-
scendants i

" Sir Thos. Curwen, Knight, in Henry the Eight's
time, an excelqnt archer at twelvescpre merks ; and
went up with hismen to. shoote with that reknowned
King at the dissolution of abbeys : and the King says
to him, Curwen, why doth thee begg none of these

Abbeys? I wold gratify thee some way. Quoth the

other, Thank yow, and afterward said "he wold desire
of him the Abbie of ffurness (nye unto him) for 20^
one yeares. Sayes the King : take it for ever: quoth
the other, it is long enough, for youle set them up
againe in that time : but they not likely to be set up
againe, this Sir Tho. Curwen sent Mr. Preston, who
had married his daughter, to renew the lease for him

;

and he even rennewed in his own name
; which when

his father-in-law questioned, quoth Mr. Preston, you
shall have it as long as you live ; and I think I may as
well have it with your daughter as another."

After some descents, this family of Preston, of
the manor of Furness, terminated in a daughter,
who married Sir William Lowther, whose grand-
son left his estates in Furness and Cartmell to
his cousin, Lord George Cavendish, through
whom they are inherited by the Earl of Bur-
lington. As Harry the Eighth's good intentions
towards Sir Thomas Curwen have been frustrated,
his descendants must console themselves by know-
ing that the glorious old ruin of Furness could
not be in better hands than his lordship's. H. C.

Workington.

Periodical Literature, 1707.
" The author of the Observator is MR. RIDPATW, y

author of the Flying Post. The base author of the late

paper, which has been some time since dropp'd, viz.
The Observator Revived, was one PEARCE, an exchange

broker, some time since concerned in the paper called

Legion's Address, and forced to fly on that account into
Holland. The publisher of the Pheenix is a Presby-
terian bookseller, named J. Darby, in Bartholomew
Close, who has told me that he was chiefly assisted

therein by the famous MR. COLLINS, the supposed
author of The Use of Reason in Propositions, &c., and
Dr. Tindal's familiar acquaintance." Original Letter

of the. Rev. Robert Watts, M.-A., dated London, Feb. 6.

1 707-8.

P.B.

Archbishop Sancroft. It is well known that

Pr. William Dillingham, Master of Emanuel Col-

lege, Cambridge, published, in 1678, a volume of
Latin poems, partly translations from George
Herbert, partly pieces of his own, with some few
added from other sources. But it is not known
that most of the pieces in this volume were cor-
rected by the hand of Archbishop Sancroft, and
that one certainly was from his own pen. It oc-
curs at p. 155. of the octavo volume alluded to,
and is entitled "

Hippodromus." This is a trans-
lation from an epigram by Thomas Bastard, first

printed in 1598, and beginning :

" I mett a courtier riding on the plaine."

That it is Archbishop Sancroft's is proved from
an original letter, addressed to him by Dillingham
in 1677, and preserved in the Bodleian. P. B.

Sir Henry Slingsby. This gallant cavalier, who
was murdered (as Lloyd says in his Memoirs) by
Oliver Cromwell in 1658, wrote an account of the
scenes in which he bore a part, from 1638 to 1648,
which he called "

Commentaries, containing many
remarkable occurrences during the Civil Wars."
Can any of your correspondents tell me where the

original manuscript is to be found, and whether it

was ever printed ? I have seen an indifferent

transcript, beginning,
" The chappel at Ked House

was built by my father, Sir Henry Slingsby." If
't has never been published, it would be an ac-

ceptable contribution to the, historical memoirs of
the times, and worth the attention of the Camden
Society. P. B.

Origin of a Surname. Martha Denial, widow,
aged seventy-five, was buried in Ecclesfield

ihurchyard, 3rd February, 1851. Her husband,
Joseph Denial, told the parish clerk that his

grandfather was found when an infant deserted
n a church porch ;

and that he was surnamed
Denial, as one whom all deny ,*

and was christened

Daniel, which is composed of the same letters.

This is the tradition of the origin of a surname
now common in this parish. A. G.

Ecclesfield.

Madderfs Reflections. Madden's Reflections and
Resolutions for the Gentlemen of Ireland. In the

>reface to the reprint of this work we meet with
he following paragraph :

" The very curious and interesting work which is
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now reprinted, and intended for a wide and gratuitous

circulation, is also of uncommon rarity : there is not a

copy of it in the Library of Trinity College, or in any
of the other public libraries of this city [Dublin], which
have been searched on purpose. The profoundly-
learned Vice- Provost, Doctor Barrett, never met with

one; and many gentlemen well skilled in the literature

of Ireland, who have been applied to for information

on the subject, are even unacquainted with the name
of the book."

The full title of the work to which I refer, and
which is an 8vo. volume of 200 or 300 pages, is

Reflections and Resolutions proper for the Gentle-

men of Ireland^ as to their Conduct for the Service

of their Country. It was printed in Dublin in

1738; it was reprinted there in 1816 at the sole

expense of the well-known philanthropist, Thomas
Pleasants, and the author was Samuel Madden,
D.D., the author of several publications : a great

patron of arts and literature in his native land,
and one of whom Dr. Johnson remarked with

truth, "His was a name Ireland ought to

honour." For some authentic information re-

specting him, see Nichols's Literary Anecdotes of
the Eighteenth Century, vol. ii. pp. 31. 699. ; and

Grosley's Tour in England, vol. ii. p. 260. These

writers, however, make no mention of his Re-

flections.
The original edition may indeed be looked upon

as rather rare, but not so rare as some appear
inclined to think. I have a copy, and until lately
had two ;

and at different times I have met with

copies for sale. However, the copy now in the

library of the Royal Dublin Society was pur-
chased some years ago at a high price ; and, unless

I am mistaken, there is not one as yet in the

British Museum. The reprint which is there is

much to be preferred by readers in general.
ABHBA.

THE BELLMAN, AND HIS HISTORY.

I have often read Vincent Bourne's poem,
" Ad Davidem Cook, Westmonasterii Custodem
Nocturnum et Vigilantissimum, Anno 1716:"

Pickering's edition, p. 129. This nightly guardian,
it appears, was accompanied by a dog :

" Cum variis implent tenebra? terroribus orbem,
Tu comite assuetum cum cane carpis iter,"

was armed with a stout staff, or knotty club :

" Nee te perterrent, nodoso stipitc fretum,
Subdola qui tacito pectore furta parant,"

and carried a bell :

" Tinnitu adventum signans, oriantur an astra,

Narras, an pure lucida Luna micet."

To the last-mentioned part of his equipment,
he owed the title of " Bellman."
The Bellman's duty, however, was not confined

to crying the rising of the stars, or the shining of
the moon, but he cheered his nightly round with

many a chant :

" Nocturnum multo carmine fallis iter."

The next lines are descriptive of the Bellman's

poetry, and tell us the subjects of it. Of some of
these I want explanation ; and of all, examples.
I am at a loss to explain the following four lines :

" Divorum hyberni menses quotcunque celebrant,

Cuique locum et versum dat tua musa suum :

Crispino ante omnes; neque enim sine carmine fas est

Nobile sutorum prastcriisse decus."

The next lines refer to the Bellman's loyalty in

ever remembering the Royal Family ;
to his salu-

tation of masters and mistresses
;
to the useful

instruction he pours forth in song to young men
and maidens

; and to the happy marriages he
wishes to such as give heed to his warnings. The
Bellman then addresses himself to men-servants
and maid-servants, enjoining honesty on the

former, cleanliness on the latter. Repeatedly
wishing prosperity to his masters, he concludes
with one pre-eminent exhortation to keep in mind,
that the friendly hand of death levels the highest
and the lowest.

My ignorance asks several questions. When
did the Bellman lay aside his bell, and assume the

rattle; and, with this change (I presume), drop
the name of Bellman for that of Watchman, to

whom the silent policeman has succeeded ? Was
the dog the usual aide-de-camp of the Bellman ?

Are there any other instances in which the dog
is mentioned as assisting the Bellman in his noc-
turnal guardianship ?

As to the Bellman's poetry, Milton will occur
to every one :

" Or the bellman's drowsy charm
To bless the door from nightly harm."

// Penseroso.

1. Herrick's Hesperides, p. 169., is a Bellman's

song, a blessing, concluding :

" Past one o'clock, and almost two,
My masters all, good-day to you."

2. Ibid. p. 251. is another song; a warning to

remember the judgment-day, and ending
" Ponder this when I am gone,
By the clock 'tis almost one."

See The Tatter, No. 111., for the Bellman's
salutation :

" Good morrow, Mr. Bickerstajf, good morrow, my
masters all."

" It was the owl that shriek'd, the fatal bellman,
Which gives the stern'st good night."

Shakspeare, Macbeth, Act If. Sc. 2.

Gay refers to the Bellman's song in the follow-

ing lines :

" Behold that narrow street which steep descends,
Whose building to the slimy shore extends ;
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Here Arundel's fam'd structure rear'd its frame,
The street alone retains the empty name ;

Where Titian's glowing paint the canvass warm'd,
And Raphael's fair design, with judgment, charm'd,
Now hangs the bellman's song, and pasted here

The colour'd prints of Overtoil appear."
Trivia, book ii. 482.

In the Archaic and Provincial Dictionary, the

duty of the Bellman in his poetic character seems
to be limited to blessing the sleepers. It appears
from the poem by Vincent Bourne, that his Muse
took a much more extensive range.
Can you inform me where I can. find more

about the Bellman, his bell and his dog; and,.

especially, his songs ? Where can I find " The
Bellman's Songs?"

Is " Bellman
"
a name given to dogs in modern

times ? See Taming of the Shrew, Induction.

F. W. T.

[We cannot insert F. W. T.'s Query without re-

ferring to the admirable translation of Vinny Bourne's

Ode, which is to be found in our First Volume, p. 152.]

WAS SALLUSTIUS A LECTURER ? CONNEXION
BETWEEN SALLUSTIUS AND TACITUS.

Sallustius, in his celebrated abstract of the Punic
records of Thempsal, makes the following remark :

" Nam de Carthagine silere melius puto, quam
parum dicere, quoniam alio properare tempus monet."

De Bello Jugurthino, c. xix. ed. Allen.

Does not thi& sound as if the history has been
read out to an assembly ? There is strong pre-

sumptive evidence in favour of such a. supposition,
in the tradition of Herodotus having read aloud
his history at the Grecian Games. Besides, it was
a common practice of Cicero and Plinius the

Younger to read out their orations and treatises.

I cannot help thinking that the histories, of Sal-

lustius were first delivered as lectures, taken down

by reporters*" employed by himself for the purposes
of preserving his words, as he had only notes before

him, fairly transcribed from the stenographic
character, and then, but not till then, made a subject
of closet-study. This, I think, is easy of proof,
and instances may be adduced (the expression 1

have quoted is one) where the lecturer peeps out.

The interpolated state in which this classic has
come down to us is indeed sad : there is scarcely
a chapter throughout the Catiline and Jugurtha
where some transcriber has not been at work,
sticking in words and sometimes whole sentences,
which, I am astonished to see, have escaped the
notice of Cortius, Allen, and the older editors.

I said above that Sallustius made his lectures
or orations on the history of his country a subject
of closet study. He did so, and in an eminent

*
Short-hand, we know, was in use at Rome.

degree. His conciseness, clearness (when relieved
from the burden of interpolation), and usual im-

partiality, point to a careful and spiritual study of

Thucydides ; but he could not attain to an equal
degree of sweetness as the Greek historian, on
account of the general character of their several

languages differing. As far, however, as Roman
could approach to Greek, I conceive Sallustius
has approached to Thucydides. Tacitus (whose
mind was impregnated with, and steeped in Sal-

lustius) rarely enounces a sentiment in his nume-
rous works the origin of which is not referable to
the latter author. It requires some careful thought
sometimes^ before the passages can be traced

; but

they are traceable
;.
and if we had the whole works

of Sallustius, I doubt not but that we should be
able to trace them all much more easily. Perhaps

I say it without stress, mind
; it is a mere sug-

gestion it would be possible to restore, or rather
connect some of the> historical fragments of Sal-

lustius by means of the works of Tacitus. When
we find a sentiment of Sallustius half expressed in

the fragment, and trending towards the conclusion
arrived at by Tacitus, may we not, as we know
how completely the latter had imbibed the thoughts
of the former, reasonably suppose the remainder of
the passage to be parallel ; and, following out the

idea, restore it, taking into consideration the dif-

ference of the mode of expression in the two
eras? And this may hold good, not only between
Tacitus and Sallustius,. but between Sallustius

and Thucydides.
Such is the aspect under which I endeavour to

behold the classics, viz. as one great whole, having
here and there pieces gone or faded (lost or hope-
lessly corrupted), and which fit into each other,

showing the building which intellect erects, the

only building calculated to withstand the hand of
time. Thanks be to printing, to cheap literature,
and' to English energy and investigation, antiquity

may again rear her head, and feel that it is com-

prehended in all its varied bearings, and lights
and shadows.
To men Kke Niebuhr,. Grote, Layard, Prescott,

St. John, Wilkinson, Rawlinson,. and Norris, da
we owe a debt of gratitude, for such patience and

investigation ;
and no one cheers them on with a

more sincere feeling, and thanks them for their

past exertions, than

KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

THE OUTER TEMPLE.

Mr. Peter Cunningham, in his delightful Hand-
book of London, says, that when the New Temple
"
passed to the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem,

the Inner and Middle Temple were leased to the

Students of the Common Law
; and the OUTER

TEMPLE to Walter Stapleton, Bishop of Exeter :"

and in describing Essex House, by which name it
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was afterwards known, he repeats the same state-

ment
;

as if the Outer Temple was part of the

original property of the Knights Templars.
I should be very glad to know what authority

he has for this
;
because I have very great doubt

whether the " Outer Temple" ever belonged to

the Knights Templars or to the Knights of St.

John, or was in any manner comprehended within
the property. The New Temple, as the whole

property was called, belonged to Aymer de Va-
lence, Earl of Pembroke, at the time of his death,
in June, 1323. The Council of Vienna, in 1324,
bestowed all the lands of the Knights Templars
on the Knights of St. John. Since my letter to

you on the general subject of the Temple, and
L. B. L.'s obliging answer (Vol. ii., pp. 103. 123.),
I have been kindly furnished by Mr. Joseph Burtt,
of the Chapter House, with a deed, dated June 28,

1324, by which the Knights of St. John granted
the whole of the New Temple,

" totum messuagium
nostrum vocatum Novum Templum," to Hugh le

Despencer the younger ; describing it to be lying
between the 'house (hospicium) of the Bishop of
Exeter towards the west, and the house of Hugo
de Courteneye towards the east. This shows

manifestly that if the Bishop of Exeter's house
ever belonged to the Temple, it did not at that

time^ and I am not aware of any earlier evidence

proving that the Templars ever possessed it.

I believe, though I have not seen the record,
that, in the grant to Sir William Paget, temp.
Henry VI., it is described as the " Outer Temple;"
but I am inclined to think, from various circum-
stantial testimonies, that it was merely so called

because it was situate on the outside of the Temple.
If any of your correspondents could illustrate

this question, or that more curious one, when
the New Temple was first divided between Inner
and Middle, I should feel infinitely obliged.

EDWARD Foss.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES.

1. Can any of your readers give me any in-

formation regarding a work which I find recorded
in a catalogue thus : A Catalogue of above 300
Coins of Canute, King of Denmark and England,
found near Kirhwall, with Specimens. 4to. London,
1777 ? I should like, if possible, to have a copy of
the title-page, the size, and the number of pages ;

and, if possible, the name of the compiler.
2. I should like to find out the name of the

translator into English, of Pontoppidan's Natural

History of Norway, published in folio inLondon in
1755.

3. Can any of your readers oblige me with the
name of the author of a controversial sermon,
entitled Whigs no Christians, preached at London,
on the anniversary of the martyrdom of King
Charles, in 1712-13, and published in the same
year ?

Bopeas.

DUTCH BOOKS PUBLISHED OUT OF THE NETHER-
LANDS.

Although the Dutch language is now regarded
in foreign countries with a neglect bordering on

contempt, and its study, when attended to at all,

generally undertaken as a work of necessity rather

than a labour of love, I have thought it would not
be without interest to examine to what extent it

was formerly cultivated (were it even chiefly by
Dutchmen) in foreign lands ;

to institute a search
after the productions of the Dutch mind in the
Dutch language brouglit forth on foreign soils; in

a werd, to pass in review the Dutch books which
have been published in other countries during the

period included between the invention of printing
and our own days.

It appears to me that such a review would lead

to much interesting research, and would tend not

only to illustrate our literature, but also to clear

up many points still obscure in our national, and
more especially in our ecclesiastical, history.
The review which I propose would be limited,

in the first instance, to the formation of an exact

and complete list of such exotic works, with the

addition of such notes as I might be able to add.

A more experienced hand may then make use of

these materials to form a more perfect treatise on
this portion of our literature.

In execution of this plan I have already com-

piled a list of names of books and authors
; these

have been gathered partly from an examination of

the works themselves, partly from catalogues and
other sources where such works are mentioned.

Now, however, as my resources are nearly ex-

hausted, and my labours by no means complete, I

take the liberty to lay my plan before those who

may be disposed to concur with me, those who

may be able to procure me information, those

who have the possession or the care of libraries in

which such books are to be found, and of which

catalogues have not been printed ; and, for the end

I have in view, I invite them all to help me in

the completion of my work. The editors of the

Navorscher have consented to open their columns

to contributors. To spare needless trouble, I wish

it to be distinctly understood that I do not include

any works published in Belgium, or in the colonies

now or formerly in our possession. MARTINUS.

Amsterdam, March 11. 1851.

WHAT WAS THE COUNTRY OF THE ANGLES?

What country was inhabited by the Angles be-

fore they occupied Britain ? Adam of Bremen

(Hist. Eccl c. 3.) says :

"
Igitur Saxoncs primo circa Rhenum sedes habitant

et vocati sunt Angli quorum pars inde veniens in

Britanniam, etc."
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Notwithstanding
the opinion of Turner, and

most other historians, I venture to offer a few-

facts in confirmation of the monk's testimony.
1. The names of places on the Lower Rhine, and

more especially in Guelderland, point to an An-

glian origin : for instance, Engclanderholt, Enge-
lenburg and Engelenberg, Angerlo olim Angelerlo.

Engeland, near Beekbergen, is mentioned in a

charter
* dated 801 as villa Englandi. Several

other places bear the same name : two near Har-

denberg, one in the land of Putten, another in

our parish ;
which also contains Hensclwten olim

Hengestschoten, and owes its own name to Woden.

Near Nimwegen, we have Horssen. 2. Many
local names in the same district, which can only
be explained by reference to the A.-S. Hulkestein

on the Zuyder Sea, Hulkestein near Arnhem, from
A.-S. hulc, a dwelling : thus, stone buildings,
castles. Thri, A.-S., three, is mentioned in a

charter dated 855 as the name of a villa, now
the hamlet Drie, near Ermelo. Hierd and Heerd,
from A.-S. hierde, perhaps also Hardewick or

Harderwyk from the same. Braclog, a wood
near Engelanderholt, from brae, enemy, and

locen, an enclosure, is mentioned in a charter

(801). Luntern and Lunhorst, from A.-S. Lun,

poor. Wigmond, from wig, war ; and mund, de-

fence. Culenburg, from, ciol or ceol, a ship.

Klingelbeck, near Arnhem, from clingan, to shrink

up. Ysseloord from ord, a point ; and thus con-

fluence of two rivers, as we see also on the Rhine,
Roerort and Angerort. Herwynen, Herveld, Her-

nen, Herwaarden, Winden Delwyncn, Sennewyn,
can be explained f by A.-S. here and win. 3. The

agreement between the names of places here, and
those of every part of England occupied by the

Angles. Out of a great number of instances col-

lected by Mr. Molhuysen (see Nyhoff's Bijdragen,
vol. iii.) I will take a few. In Kent we have

Appledore, Appleton, Appleby ;
here Appeldorn,

Appel, Appeltern, Appelenburg on the Wahal.
Ashe and Ash; Asch, near Buren, and others.

Barne ; Bern near Heusden, and Baarn near
Amersfoort. Barnefield

;
Barnevcld. Bonington,

Boningen. Dover
;
Doveren. Gillingham ; Gel-

linchem. Hearne ; Hiern, near Waardenburg.
Herne

; Hernen. Leisdon ; Leusden. Lone
;

Loenen. Sandwich ; Sandwyh, near Tiel. Watch-
orne

; Waghorn, in the Velume. In Yorkshire :

Beel ; De Beele, near Voorst. Byland ; Byland.
Campe ; Campen. Catwich

; Katwyk. Dodworth
;

Dodewaard. Ecope ; Heicop. Grimestone
;
Grim-

mestein, on the Eem. Heck; Eck. Hampall ;

Empel, near Engelen. Herfield; Herveld.

Hewick; Eivyk, &c. &c. The evident similarity
of names in this list, which might be extended

* Bondam's Charter-boek.

f See Gibson, A.-S. Chroi

through several pages, affords at least a strong

presumption that a part of the land of our fathers

is to be sought here. I will just add that there

is a MS. containing copies of charters, registers,

&c., collected by Opstraeten van der Moelen, a

genealogist, who died in the early part of the

seventeenth century, now in the possession of
Mr. Van Asch van Wyck. In this is an article

entitled " De Nobili et Antiqua Familia dicta

Amersfoort seu potius Heemsfurt vel Hemefurt a
vado Heeme seu Hemi fluvii." The writer makes
mention of the well-known grant of Charlemagne
to the cathedral of Utrecht, by which Lisidunum

(Leusden) and four forests on the banks of the
Eem were ceded to this church : Hengestschoten,
Fornese, Mocoroth, and Widoc. The writer con-

siders the last-named forest to be that of Wede
or Woden ; and derives thence the family-name
Weede. Concerning Hengestschoten is remarked :

"
Hengist, qui circum annum 450 Britanniam insu-

lam cum suis Frisonibus et Saxonibus occupat." And
further :

" Weede nomen adhunc retinere videtur a

Woden, qui fuit avus avi Hengesti, sicut Hengestschoten,
mine prasdium dominorum Oestbroek, ab Hengisto
nominatur."

Henschoten was ceded to the abbey of Oest-
broek in 1130, and sold at the breaking up of the

monasteries
;
and is now the property of Mr. Van

Asch van Wyck. Since, therefore, the above
extract must have been written before the Re-

formation, the belief that our forefathers pro-
ceeded from this country is by no means new

;

and the evidence in its support is, I think, stronger
than that adduced by Turner and Lappenberg in

favour of an immigration from Sleswig ;
indeed it

seems not improbable that the first settlers, with

Hengist at their head, sailed from the mouth of the

Eem. I have more to add in a future Number,
if

" NOTES AND QUERIES
"
can afford me space.

J. S.

Woudenberg, April, 1851.

Villenage. Can any of your readers inform me
at what period villenage became extinct in this

kingdom ? I have now before me a grant of a

manor from the Crown, in the third and fourth

year of the reigns of King Philip and Queen
Mary, conveying, amongst other goods and chat-

tels, the bondmen, bondwomen, and villeins, with

their sequels,
"
Nativos, nativas, e villanos cum

eoz sequelis." According to Blackstone, the

children of villeins were in the same state of

bondage with their parents ; whence they were

called, in Latin,
"
nativi," which gave rise to the

female appellation of a villein, who was called a

neife. What I wish to learn is, whether the old

wording of Crown grants had survived the ex-
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istenee of villenage ;
or whether bondage was a

reality in the reign of Philip and Mary ;
and if so,

at what time it became extinct ? H. C.

Wdrkington.

[Our correspondent's Query is an interesting one;
but he does not seem to be aware that in our First Vol.,

j).
139., Mr. E. SMIRKE had given the names ^of three

"bondmen ofbloude "
living near Brighton in 1617.]

Roman Roads near London. In the most an-

cient maps of Middlesex that I have seen, there

are no roads marked out. In a folio coloured

map of Middlesex, published by Bowen (the date

of which is, I think, 1709, although the same map
has various dates, like those of Speed, where the

date only is altered several times), the roads are

introduced. A Roman road appears from the

corner of the Tottenham Court Road, where the

Hampstead Koad and the New Koad now meet,

running through what must now be the Regent's
Park, until it reaches Edgeware, and thence to

Brockley Hills, called Sulloniacae, an ancient city
in Antonine's Itinerary. The lanes marking this

road are so different from the other roads, as to

show at once what is intended
;
and yet, either in

this same map, or in another with the same route,

Watling Street is printed upon ;the highway that

leads to Tyburn Turnpike, in a manner to show
the whole of that distance is meant. The Roman
road from Tottenham Court, after making its ap-

pearance in a variety of other maps up to a certain

date, about 1780, is nowhere to be found since,
in any of the Middlesex maps. Can any of your
readers show by what authority this was first

introduced, and why discontinued; and if the

Watling Street branched off, upon its approach to

London, where did the part crossing Oxford Street

at Tyburn lead to ? JOHN FRANCIS-X.

Mrs. Catherine Barton. In Brewster's Life of
Sir Isaac Newton, p. 250., is the following pas-

sage:
" This accomplished nobleman was created Earl of

Halifax in 1700, and after the death of his first wife
he conceived a strong attachment for Mrs. Catherine

Barton, the widow of Colonel Barton, and the niece of
Newton."

I wish particularly to know the maiden name of
this Catherine Barton

; she married Mr. Conduitt,
who succeeded Sir I. Newton as Master of the
Mint. J. E. R. S.

Sampford, Braintree, April 7. 1851.

Sempecta at Croyland. DR. MAITLAND has so

kindly answered your correspondent's Query re-

specting his work on Mesmerism, that I venture
to ask him another, through the medium of your
pages. Where can be found the poem respecting
the old soldier monk at Croyland (or Sempecta, as

Ingulphus calls him), from which DR. M. has given
extracts in p. 305. of his Dark Ages f H. 11. L.

Trin. Coll.

Schmidt's Antiquitates Neomagensis Roman Me-
dicine-stamps. Can any of your readers inform

me,
1st. Of the DATE when Schmidt published his

Antiquitates Neomagensis, and WHERE : also in what
libraries it is to be found ?

2nd. Of the existence of any Roman medicine-

stamps found in the British Islands, as yet unde-
scribed by those who have written on the subject.

Q.

ir Harris Nicolas' History of the Royal Navy.
Is there any probability that the History of the

Royal Navy, begun by Sir N. H. Nicolas, and
carried by him to the reign of Henry V., will ever

be continued. It is a most valuable work, and
was stopped by his lamented death, just as it was

beginning to be most interesting. E. N. W.

Wooden Baldrocks. Thanhsgiving-book. In

the vestry-books of St. Peter's, Ruthin, co. Den-

bigh, there are some entries, explanations of which

will be very acceptable.
From 1683, and many subsequent years, there

is a constant repetition in the churchwarden's

account of " Wooden Baldroeks," from time to

time supplied new to the parish.
In 1704, "A Thanksgiving- book" is charged

in the parish accounts.

Query the use and nature of Baldrock ? and

what book is meant by a Thanksgiving-book ?

About the above period, continual payments are

made for the destruction of hedgehogs, which

seem to be valued at sixpence a-piece, in some
cases fourpence ;

and to have been allowed in the

parish accounts. A CHURCHWARDEN.

History of the Jesuits. Who was the author of

A History of the Jesuits; to which is prefixed a

Reply to Mr. Dollars Defence of that Order. It

was published in two volumes 8vo
, London, 1816,

by Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, Paternoster Row.
H. R. L.

Trin. Coll.

Mind your P's and Q's. What is the origin of

this phrase ? I have heard one solution of it, but

wish to ascertain whether there is any other ?

R. D. H.

Mode of hiring Domestic Servants in Holder-

ness Sittings Fest. It is customary once a

year for men and women servants out of place to

assemble in the market places of Hedon and Pa-

trington, the two chief towns in Holderness, and

there to await being hired. This very ancient

custom is called Hedon Sittings or Statutes. What
is the name derived from? A^small sum of money
given to each servant hired, is supposed to legalise

the contract, and is called the Fest. From what

is the word derived ? F. R. R.

Home-made Wines. It is stated in The Times

of this morning (Feb. 17) that
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" We know from old chronicles that most of the

wine drank by Englishmen, under the Plantagenets,
was of home production."

Can any, and if so what, authority be shown for

this statement? J. Sw.

Inscription on a Clock. Under the curious

clock in Exeter Cathedral are inscribed these

words :

" FEREUNT ET IMPUTANTUR, SC. horSB."

I have been told that they are the concluding
words of a longer inscription on some foreign
clock. Can any of your readers tell me if they
be so ? J. W. HEWETT.

Inscription on the Tomb of Peter the Hermit.

At Huy, on the Meuse, is shown the tomb where

Peter the Hermit was buried : it is in the shape
of an obelisk, and has an inscription on each of

the four sides. Of this inscription, which is cu-

rious, and which I copied when I was there, I

have lost the greater part : can one of your cor-

respondents supply it for me, or tell where the

lines are originally to be found, as I fancy they
are adapted to, and not made for, the monument.
The part of the inscription which I h'ave runs

as follows :

(INSCRIPTION. )

" Soldat du Pape Urbain, aux cris de ' Dieu le veut,'

II a precipite 1'Europe sur 1'Asie ;

Le peril arrive, sa sainte frenesie

N'a plus trouve qu'un cri arrive ' Sauve qui peut.'

Dieu,
L'intolerant 1'outrage, insulte a sa grandeur,
Tel masque qu'il affecte, il n'est qu'une imposteur."

Another two-lined motto is headed " Les Illu-

sions;" and a third, "LaLiberte;" but neither

these, nor a longer one (which I fancy introduces

the names of Moliere, Rousseau, and Fenelon),
am I able to quote. H. A. B.

Wife of James Torre. James Torre, the

Yorkshire antiquary, married for his first wife

Elizabeth Lincolne (see Ducatus Leod., p. 119.

Whitaker's ed.) : can any one inform me who was
that lady's father, and if there is any pedigree
known of the family ?

I have little doubt that the Rev. William Lin-

colne, rector of Halton, Lincolnshire, mentioned

by Walker, in his Sufferings of the Clergy, b. ii.

p. 295., was of the same family.
EDWARD PEACOCK, Jun.

Bottesford Moors.
" The Bears Bible" In the library of Queen's

College, Oxon, is a copy of the Spanish version of
the Bible, by Cassiod. Reyna (1569), with the

following inscription :

"
Ampliss. Antistiti. ac Dno Rmo D. Edmundo

Grindalo, archiepiscopo Cantuariensi, et totius Anglize

prinrati digniss. Ob erepta hvjus Hispanica versionis

sacrorum librontm Scripta ex hostium manibus Cassio-
dorus Reinius ejusdem versionis author gratitudinis

ergo et in perpetuae observaritiae pignus D. D.D."

AYhat are the circumstances here alluded to ?

H. H. W.

Harris, Painter in Water - Colours. Some
friends of mine have a large paper copy of the
edition of the Bible, published in 1802, by Messrs.

Nicoll, of Pall-Mall, and known as " Reeves'

Bible," which is adorned with a large number
of small original drawings in water-colour by" J. Harris, of Walworth, Surrey." I should be

obliged if any of your correspondents can give
me any information respecting Mr. Harris, and
can tell me whether he is still living. The
drawings were made before the year 1819.

T. C. W.

University Hoods. The Scotch universities of

Aberdeen, St. Andrew's, and Glasgow had, before
the Reformation, or before the Revolution rather,
hoods for the several degrees of M.A., D.D.,
LL.D., and D.C L. What these were, is a ques-
tion which it is now very difficult to determine ;

but this much is known, that the hoods of Aber-
deen were identical with those of Paris, those of
St. Andrew's with those of Louvain, and those of

Glasgow with those of Bologna. The Revolution,
however, has done much to obliterate the traces

of even the Parisian hoods
; and the M.A. hood of

Paris is all that has hitherto rewarded the re-

searches of the university antiquary. Can any
of your readers assist in the somewhat interesting

investigation by endeavouring to discover, or in-

forming us if they already know, what were the
hoods of the universities of Paris, Louvain, and

Bologna, for the several degrees I have enume-
rated. G. A. J.

" Nuttis Fraus tufa latebris." Can any of your
correspondents favour me with a reference to the
above motto? S. S.

Voltaire, where situated? The "terre" hamlet,
or other property of Voltaire, from which the
French poet took the addition to his paternal
name of Arouet, where situated ? That there is,

or at least was, in Voltaire's time, such an estate,
Condorcet's statement (vide Voltaire) makes ap-

parent. But the locality is not pointed out. Can

any of your correspondents help me to it ? V.

Table of Prohibited Degrees, 1563. By the
99th canon of the Church of England the " table

of prohibited degrees" set forth by authority in

1563 is ordered to "be in every church publ-'-
1 -

set up and fixed at the charge of the parish."
this usually done now ? and if not, why is it omitted

1563 is ordered to "be in every church publicly
Is

lone now ? and if not, why Is it omitt
to be done ?

What is the authority for the insertion of the

Canons, or the Articles, or the table of the pro-
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hibited degrees found in the Book of Common

Prayer? J. O. M.

Launcelot Lyttleton. I shall be greatly obliged
to any genealogist who can tell me who was that

Launcelot Lyttleton, a Lichfield gentleman, whose
eldest daughter, Mary, married the Hon. Francis

Roper, ami became the mother of the fourteenth

Lord Teynham. Was this Launcelot a descendant

of Sir Edward Lyttleton, temp. Eliz.,who married

a daughter of Sir William Devereux ?

I could answer my own question by an inspec-
tion of the "

Roper Roll ;" but unfortunately that

is in Ireland, and I may not soon discover the

address of its possessor. H. G. R. C.

Erechtheum.

The Antediluvians. Can you or any of your
learned correspondents inform me of any work

likely to assist me in my researches into the

antediluvian history of our race ? The curious

treatise of Reimmanus, and the erudite essay of

J. Joachimus Maderus, I have now before me
;
but

it occurs to me that, besides these and the more

patent sources of information, such as Bruckerus

and Josephus, there must be other, and perhaps
more modern, works which may be more practi-

cally useful. Perhaps the author of the elegant

essay on the subject in Ei*uvin may be able to

refer to such a work. G. A. J.

ifttnor

Withers HaleMah.Mr. R. A. Willmott, in

his Lives of Sacred Poets, has done himself credit

by doing justice to George Wither, and vindicat-

ing his claims as a poet, whom it has long been

the fashion to underrate
;
but who Southey said

"had the heart and soul of a poet in him." (Life,
iii. 126.)

In the Life, Mr. Willmott says :

" In 1641 appeared the Haleluiah, or Britain's

Second Remembrancer . . . which book, now as scarce

as the first Remembrancer is common, I have not seen."

It is therefore very probable that the work is

seldom to be met with. I have a copy, but it is

unfortunately imperfect; wanting a few leaves

(only a few I imagine) at the end. There is no

index, nor table of contents, by which I might
ascertain the extent of the deficiency. The last

page is 478, and contains a portion of Hymn 60,

part iii. If any reader of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

would kindly inform me what is the number of

pages of the work, and where a copy may be seen,

he will oblige S. S. S.

[The work consists of 487 pages, with an Index of

twelve more. A copy of it is in the Library of the

British Museum.]

Voltaire's Henriade. Is it known who is the

author of the English translation of this poem

into blank verse, published in 1732. The pre-
face and the notes create a desire to know the
author. In one of the notes (17) he speaks of

something as being
"
proved at large in my His-

tory of Christianity now ready for the press."
I am not aware that any such work exists. Was
it ever published ? If not, what became of the

manuscript ? S. T. D.

[Voltaire's Henriade was translated by John Lock-
man, a gentleman of great literary industry, who died
Feb. 2, 1771. See Nichols's Bowyer, and Chalmers's

Biographical Dictionary. A list of his published
works will be found in Watt's Bibliotheca Britan.]

Christ-CrosseA. In Tatham's Fancie's Theater,
12mo., 1640, is a poem in praise of sack, wherein
the following lines occur :

" The very children, ere they scarce can say
Their Pater Noster, or their Christ-crosse A,
Will to their Parents prattle, and desire

To taste that Drinke which Gods doe so admire."

Can any of your readers inform me the meaning
of " Christ- Crosse A "

here mentioned ? Does it

allude to some alphabet then in use ? CATO.

[The alphabet was so designated, because in the old

primers a cross was prefixed to it. ^ares tells us that

in French it was called Croix de par Dieu : and upon
reference to Cotgrave for an expression of that term,
we find,

" The Christ's-cross-row ;
or the hornbook

wherein a child learns it."]

Apple-pie Order. Spick and Span new. My
wife very much grudges my spending. threepence a

week for the "NOTES AND QUERIES," and threatens

me with stopping the allowance unless I obtain

from some of your correspondents answers to the

two following Queries :

1. What is the origin of the phrase "Apple-pie
order ?

"

2. Ditto of "
Spick and span new ?

"

JERRY SNEAK.

[We leave to some of our friends the task of answer-

ing the first of the Queries which our correspondent
has put to us by desire of his " better-half."

There is much curious illustration of the phrase

Spick and Span in Todd's Johnson, s. v. Spick : and

Nares in his Glossary says,
"
Span-news is found in

Chaucer :

' This tale was aie span-newe to begin.'
Trail, and Ores., iii. 1671.

It is therefore of good antiquity in the language, and

not having been taken from the French may best be

referred to the Saxon, in which spannan means to

stretch. Hence span-new is fresh from the stretchers,

or frames, alluding to cloth, a very old manufacture of

the country ; and spick and span is fresh from the spike,
or tenter, and frames. This is Johnson's derivation,

and I cannot but think it preferable to any other."

A very early instance of the expression, not quoted

by Todd, may be found in the Romance of Alexander:
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" Richeliche he doth him schrede

In tpon-neowe knightis weode."

L. 4054-5.

And Weber, in his Glossary (or rather, Mr. Douce, for

the " D "
appended to the note shows it to have pro-

ceeded from that accomplished antiquary), explains it,

"
Spon-neowe, span-new, newly spun. This is pro-

hahly the true explanation of spick and span new. Ihre

renders sping-spang, plane novus, in voce fick fack."

The learned Jamieson. in his Dictionary, s. v. Split-new

(which corresponds to the German Splitter neu, i. e. as

new as a splinter or chip from the block), shows, at

greater length than we can quote, that split and span

equally denote a splinter or chip ;
and in his Supple-

ment, s. v. Spang-new, after pointing out the connexion

between spinga (assula) and spaungha (lamina), shows

that, if this be the original, the allusion must be to

metal newly wrought, that has, as it were, the gloss
from the fire on it : in short, that the epithet is the

same as one equally familiar to us, i. e. Jire-new, Germ.
vier-neu. We will bring this note to a close by a re-

ference to Sewell's Dutch Dictionary, where Spikspelder
nieuw is rendered "

Spick and span new."]

Theory of the Earth's Form. Have any objec-
tions to the received theory of the earth's spherical

form, or any revival of the old "
plane

"
doctrine,

been recently noticed and controverted by scientific

men of known standing ? BRUNO.

[The old theory has been advanced, and even lectured

on, within these two years ; but no notice has been
taken of it by scientific men.]

Carolus Lawson. Who was " Carolus Law-
son," of whom I have a good print, engraved
by Heath. He is called " Scholse Mancuniensis

Archididascalus," 1797. " Pietas alumnorum"
is inscribed underneath, and on the back is writ-

ten, probably by some grateful pupil
" Cari propinqui, cari liberi, cari parentes, sed

omnes omnium caritates Archididascalus noster com-
ehendit." Cicero (verbis quibusdam mutatis).

NEMO.

[Mr. Charles Lawson was educated at Corpus
risti College, Oxford, and was presented by the

^resident, Dr. Randolph, in 1749, to the place of
Second Master of Manchester Grammar School; upon
the death of Mr. Purnell, in 1764, he succeeded him
as Head Master. The colleges of St. John, in Cam-
bridge, and of Brazenose, in Oxford, can bear witness
to the success with which he laboured for more than
half a century in his profession, having received from
the Manchester school, whilst under his direction, a

very considerable number of well-grounded classical

scholars. He died at Manchester on April 19, 1807,

aged seventy-nine. Some further particulars respect-

ing him may be found in the Gentleman's Magazine,
vol. Ixxvii. part i. p. 583.]

HATBANDS IN SEALS.

(Vol. iii., pp. 186. 248. 291.)

1 am sorry that in referring to a peculiarity in

ancient seals under this title, MR. LOWER should
have pinned to his notice a theory which I feel

persuaded is quite untenable. It is surely some-

thing new to those who have directed their atten-

tion to the numerous devices upon seals to find

that the husbandman had so low an opinion of his

own social status as to reject the use of any emblem-
atical sign upon his seal, when Thomas the smith,

Roger the carpenter, and William the farrier, bore
the elements of their respective crafts as proudly
as the knight did his chevron or fess. But the

question is one of facts. The following examples
of the use of the "

hayband" are now before me :

6 June, 7 Henry IV. Grant by John Dursley,
citizen and armorer of London, to William Ser-

jaunt Taverner, of Stanes, and another, of a mes-

suage, &c. in Westminster. Seal of dark red

wax, about 1 inch in diameter; a hay-stalk
twisted and pressed into the wax while hot, in-

closing a space as large as a shilling, in which is a

poor impression of a badly engraved seal
; the

whole very clumsy and rough.
26 November, 24 Henry VI. Grant by Maurice

Brune, Knight, Robert Darcy, John Doreward,
Henry Clovill, Esquire, John Grene, and Henry
Stampe, to Richard Hill and others, of lands, &c.,
in Sprinfield, &c., in Essex. Each seal is round
and thick, and has the impression of a small ar-

morial bearing. The 1st, 2nd, and 5th seals have
a small plaited coil of hay pressed into the wax,
and inclosing the impression.

26 Henry VI. Receipt by Jane Grene for 10Z.

paid her by the Earl of Ormond. Seal of dimi-

nutive size, and the impression nearly defaced.

Round the extreme edge is a " diminutive hay-
band."

2 January, 34 Henry VI. Grant by Thomas
Tudenham, Knight, John Leventhorp, Esquire,
and Thomas Radclyff, of the reversion of the

manor of Newhall to John Neell and others. All

the seals, which are large and thick and more than
two inches in diameter, have the impression of a

signet ring inclosed with a "hayband" of parch-
ment pressed into them. One of these coils being
loose shows itself to be a thin strip of the label

itself brought through the wax.
10 February, 14 Edward IV. Lease by Sir

Thomas Urswyk, Knight, Chief Baron of the Ex-

chequer, and Thomas Lovell, to John Morton and

others, of the manor of Newhall, Essex, and other

lands, &c. The seal of Lovell has his armorial

bearings and legend ;
that of the Lord Chief Baron

is the impression of a signet ring, being a classical

bust. The seal itself is a thick ball of wax about
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two inches across, pressed into the face of which

is a "
hayband" or twisted coil of thin parchment

inclosing the impression.
I am sure that 1 have seen many examples much

earlier and later, but those given are merely in

reference to the theory of your Lewes correspon-
dent. Even they are surely inconsistent with the

idea of the practice being peculiar to any locality
or distinctive of any class. My recollection would
lead me to assign the fourteenth to the sixteenth

centuries as the period of its use. But still the

question remains Has it any, and what significa-

tion ? I have always considered it to have been

a contrivance to strengthen the substance of the

seal itself. The earliest instances I have seen

were "applique" seals, such as the royal privy

seals, and with these it would seem to have ori-

ginated. Their frail nature suggested the use of

some substance to protect the thin layer of wax
from damage by the crumpling of the parchment
on which they were impressed. For some time its

use was confined to this kind of seal ;
and fashion

may perhaps have extended the practice to pen-
dent seals, where, however, it was often efficacious

in neutralising the bad quality of the wax so

general in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

The plaiting of the hay or straw sometimes as-

sumed a fanciful shape. Although the impressions
of seals of the time of Henry VII. are often very
bad, there are generally traces of their existence

;

these may perhaps be discovered in MR. LOWER'S
seals if he looks more to the enclosure than to the

substance forming it. JOSEPH BORTT.

Haybands in Seals M. A. LOWER thinks that

MR. T. HUDSON TURNER has misapplied his descrip-
tion of the seals in his possession. The seals are

not impressed upon haybands, neither do " some
ends of the hay or straw protrude from the sur-

face." The little fillet or wreath of hay, about

equal in diameter to a shilling, is inlaid upon the

pendent lump of wax, and forms the ornament or

device of the seal, rather than an integral portion
of it, like that in the specimens referred to by
MR. TURNER.
M. A. LOWER begs, under favour, to add, that

the very fact of a Query being inserted in the

pages of this invaluable one might almost say

indispensable publication, implies a candid

avowal pro tanto of ignorance on the part of the

Querist, who might reasonably expect a plain

answer, unaccompanied by any ungracious reflec-

tion on the side of the more highly-gifted savant

that furnished the reply. As a simple matter of

taste, many other correspondents besides MARK
ANTONY LOWER may probably object, like the

latter's eminent namesake, Mr. Tony Weller, to

being
"
pulled up so wery short," especially in

cases where there is a clear misapprehension on the

part of the respondent.

Haybands in Seals. It is impossible for one
moment to doubt the correctness of MR. HUDSON
TURNER'S remarks on this question, and I hasten
to retract my own suggestions, frankly acknow-

ledging them to be erroneous.

I had always taken the same view as MR. TUR-
NER (for it is very palpable to the eye, and speaks
for itself), till diverted from it by one of those

sudden fancies which, spite of all caution, will ever

and anon unaccountably cross the mind and be-

wilder the better judgment. To have established

my view, these rushes should have been proved to

be affixed to deeds of fenffment alone; a point

which, at the moment, I overlooked. Even while

I write, I have before me a lease granted by the

abbey of Denney in the fifteenth century, with a

rush in the seal; and MR. TURNER'S cited instances

of royal charters put an end to all question.
Lest others be led astray by my freak of fancy,

without an opportunity of correcting it by MR.
TURNER'S statement, the proper course for me is

to acknowledge myself wrong palpably, umnis-

takeably wrong, MR. TURNER'S explanation is

the correct one; thanks to him for it liberavi

animam meam. L. B. L.

NORTH SIDE OF CHURCHYARDS.

(Vol. ii., pp. 93. 253. ;
Vol. iii., p. 125.)

Your correspondents on this subject have ge-

nerally taken it as granted, that the prejudice

against burying in this portion of the churchyard
is almost universal. In a former communication

(Vol. ii., p. 93.) I stated that there are at least

some exceptions. Since that time I have visited

perhaps a hundred churchyards in the counties of

York, Derby, Stafford, Bucks, Herts, and Oxford,
and in nearly half of these burial had evidently
been long since practised on the north side of the

several churches. The parish church of Ashby
de la Zouch is built so near the south wall of the

churchyard, that the north must clearly have been

designed for sepulture. I was incumbent of an

ancient village church in that neighbourhood, which

is built in the same manner, with scarcely any

ground on the south, the north being large and

considerably raised by the numerous interments

which have taken place in it. It has also some old

tombs, which ten years ago were fast falling to de-

cay. The part south of the church contains very
few graves, and all apparently of recent date.

In my former communication I mentioned, that

in this churchyard burial has been chiefly, till of

late, on the north side of the church ; and, since

that communication, a vault has been made on the

south side, which has convinced us the ground
had never before been there broken up. The soil

is chalk ; whereas, whenever a grave is made on

the north side, human dust and bones are so
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abundant, that the chalk soil has almost lost its

nature.

Till more light can be thrown on the subject
than what has yet appeared in " NOTES AND
QUERIES," I cannot but retain my original opinion,

viz., that the favourite part of interment, in earlier

times, was that nearest the principal entrance into

the church. The original object of burying in

churches and churchyards was the better to insure

for the dead the prayers of the worshippers, as

they assembled for public devotion. Hence the

churchyard nearest the entrance into church
would be most in request. The origin of the

prejudice for the south side, which I believe to be
of recent date, may, I doubt not, be ascertained

from any superstitious cottager who entertains it.

" It would be so cold, sir," said one to me,
" to be

always lying where the sun would never shine on
me."

If your correspondent on this subject in Vol. iii.,

p. 125., would ask an old inhabitant of his parish
which is the backside of their church, and why it

is so called ? he would probably come at the fact.

I would refer him to Burn's History of Parish

Registers, page 96., foot-note, where he will find

it stated that "a part of the churchyard was
sometimes left unconsecrated, for the purpose of

burying excommunicated persons."
W. HASTINGS KELKE.

Drayton Beauchamp.

North Side of Churchyards. Your correspon-
dents seem to be agreed as to the facts, not as
to the origin of the objection. I suspect MR.
HAWKER (Vol. ii., p. 253.) is nearest the truth

;

and the following, from Coverdale on Praying for
the Dead, may help to strengthen his conjecture :

" As men die, so shall they arise : if in faith in the
Lord towards the south, they need no prayers ; they
are presently happy, and shall arise in glory : if in un-

belief without the Lord towards the north, then are they
past all hope."

N. S.

North Side of Churchyards (Vol. ii., pp. 253.
346.). The subjoined extract from Bishop Wil-
kins's Discourse concerning a New Planet, tending
to prove that it is probable our Earth is one of the

Planets, 8vo., 1640, pp. 6466., will serve to illus-
trate the passage from Milton, of the north being"
the devoted region of Satan and his hosts :

"

" It was the opinion of the Jewish rabbles, that man
was created with his face to the east ; therefore the
Hebrew word signifies ante, or the east ; post, or the
west

; dextra, or the south
; sinistra, or the north. You

may see all of them put together in that place of
Job xxiii. 8, 9. :

' Behold I go forward, and he is
riot there ; and backward, but I cannot perceive him :

on the left hand, where he doth work, but I cannot
behold him. He hideth himself on the right hand,
that I cannot see him.' Which expressions are, by

some interpreters, referred unto the four coasts of

heaven, according to the common use of those original
words. P'rom hence it is that many of the ancients

have concluded hell to be in the north, which is signi-
fied by the left hand

; unto which side, our Saviour
tells us, that the goats shall be divided. Which opi-
nion likewise seems to be favoured by that place in

Job xxvi. 6, 7., where it is said,
' Hell is naked before

God, and destruction hath no covering.' And presently
it is added,

' He stretcheth out the north over the empty
place.' Upon these grounds, St. Jerome interprets
that speech of the Preacher, Eccles. xi. 3. :

' If the tree

fall toward the south, or toward the north, in the

place where the tree falleth, there shall it be,' concern-

ing those who shall go either to heaven or hell. And
in this sense also do some expound that of Zechariah

(xiv. 4.), where it is said that ' the Mount of Olives

shall cleave in the midst : half of it shall remove
toward the north, and half of it toward the south.'

By which it is intimated, that amongst those Gentiles,
who shall take upon them the profession of Christ,

there are two sorts : some that go to the north, that is, to

hell; and others to the south, that is, to heaven. And
therefore it is, say they, that God so often threatens

evil out of the north : and upon this ground it is, saith

Besoldus, that there is no religion that worships that

way. We read of the Mahometans, that they adore
towards the south ;

the Jews towards the west ;

Christians towards the east ; but none to the north."

J.Y.
Hoxton.

THE ROULIAD, AND SOME OF ITS WRITERS.

(Vol. iii., p. 276.)

MR. DAWSON TURNER asks for information re-

garding three writers in the Rolliad, viz. : Tickell,
Richardson, and Fitzpatrick. Memoirs of the first

two are given in Chalmers's Dictionary ; but in

Moore's Life of Sheridan, MR. TURNER will find

several notices of them, far more attractive than

dry biographical details. They were both inti-

mately associated with Sheridan
; Tickell, indeed,

was his brother-in-law. One would prefer calling
them his friends, but steady friendship must rest

upon a firmer basis than those gifts of wit, talent,
and a keen sense of the ridiculous, which prevailed
so largely amongst this clever trio.

Tickell's production, Anticipation, is still re-

membered from its cleverness and humour
; but

when every speaker introduced into its pages has

long been dead, and some of them were little

known to fame, the pamphlet is preserved by a
few solely from the celebrity which it once pos-
sessed.

His death in 1793 was a most melancholy one.
It is described by Professor Smyth in his inte-

resting Memoir of Sheridan, a book printed some
years ago for distribution among his friends, and
which well deserves publication.

Independent of his contributions to the Rolliad,
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Richardson did little as an author. His comedy
of The Fugitive, acted and published in 1792, was
well received, and is much praised. Why has
this production so completely disappeared ?

General Fitzpatrick was born in 1749, and died
in 1815. He was the second son of John, Earl of

Upper Ossory ; twice Secretary-at-War ; once

secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, the
Duke of Portland

; but what he regarded as his

highest distinction, and it is recorded on his tomb,
was the friendship of Fox during forty years of
their lives.

^Some of his speeches on the union with Ireland
will be found in the thirty-fourth volume of the

Parliamentary History.
His epitaph, by himself, is inscribed on a sar-

cophagus in the church-yard at Sunning Hill, in

which he describes himself what his friends ad-
mitted to be truth a politician without ambition,
a writer without vanity.
Which is the true reading in the following lines

by Fitzpatrick on Fox ? In my copy the word
" course" in the third line is erased, and the word
"mind" is substituted.

" A patriot's even course he steered,
Mid Faction's wildest storms unmoved :

By all who marked his course revered,

By all who knew his heart beloved."

Sheridan says most justly :

" Wit being generally founded upon the manners
and characters of its own day, is crowned in that day,

beyond all other exertions of the mind, with splendid
and immediate success. But there is always something
that equalises. In return, more than any other pro-
duction, it suffers suddenly and irretrievably from the
hand of Time."

Still some publications, from their wit and bril-

liancy, are sufficiently buoyant to float down
to posterity. The publication in question, the

Rolliad, is one
;
the Anti-Jacobin another. You

may not be unwilling, in your useful pages, to

give a list of some of the writers in the latter

publication. My own copy of it is marked from
that belonging to one of the writers, and is as

follows :

Nos. 1. 4. 9. 19. 2G, 2733., by Mr. George Ellis.

Nos. 6. and 7., by Messrs. Ellis and Frere.
Nos. 20, 21, 22. 3036., by Mr. Canning.
No. 10. by M.

; No. 13. by C. B.
; No. 39. by N.

To the remaining numbers, neither names nor
initials are affixed. Can any of your readers ex-

plain the initials, M., C. B., and N.
; and give us

the authors of the remaining numbers ?

In
replying

to Mr. TURNER'S Queries, I shall at-

tend to the wish expressed by so old and so valued
a friend, and substitute for initials, of which he

disapproves, the name of J. H. MARKLAND.

RICHARDSON TICKELL FITZPATRICK.

(Vol. iii., p. 276.)

I am much surprised at ME. DAWSON TURNER'S

inquiry about these names. I will not say with
him that,

" not to know them argues himself un-
known." On the contrary, my wonder is, that

one, himself so well and so favourably known as

MR. TURNER, should have need to ask such a

question about men with whom, or, at least, with
whose fame, he must have been a contemporary,
presuming, as I do, that he is the same MR. DAW-
SON TURNER with whose works we have been

acquainted for above half a century. Since, how-
ever, he has made the Query, I will answer it as

succinctly as I can.

The Right Honourable Richard Fitzpatrick was
the only brother of the last Earl of Upper Ossory,
and prominent in fashion, in politics, and in ele-

gant literature, and not undistinguished as a

soldier. He sat in nine successive parliaments (in
two which I knew him). As early as 1782 he was

Secretary-for Ireland, and in 1783 Secretary-at-
War, which office he again filled in 1806. In the

galaxy of opposition wits, when opposition was

wittiest, Fitzpatrick was generally admitted to be
the first, and there were those who thought him
in general powers superior even to Fox and She-
ridan. His oratory, however, did not do justice to

his talents, and he was both shy and indolent.

His best speech was that in December, 1796, for

the release of Lafayette, to which even the ridicule

of the Anti-Jacobin allowed the merit of pathetic

eloquence. His share in the Rolliadvf&s consider-

able, and there are many other sprightly and some

elegant specimens of his poetical talents scattered

through various publications. I wish they were
collected.

Richard Tickell, the grandson of Addison's

friend, and brother-in-law to Sheridan, was the

author of Anticipation, one of the liveliest political

pamphlets ever written. He published many
occasional poems, the best of which is a poetical
"
Epistle from Charles Fox, partridge shooting, to

Lord John Townsend, cruising." MR. DAWSON
TURNER will find more about him in the Bio-

graphical Dictionary.

Joseph Richardson, who died in 1803, was M.P.
for Newport in three parliaments. He was an

intimate friend of Sheridan's, and partner with

him in Drury Lane Theatre. He wrote a play,
entitled The Fugitive ; but he is only remembered
for his contributions (whatever they were) to the

Rolliad. In the Gentleman's Magazine (vol. Ixxiii.

p. 602.), MR. DAWSON TURNER will find a longer
notice of him.

There are a few remarks on the authors of the

Rolliad in Moore's Life of Sheridan, i. 420. C.
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QUAKERS' ATTEMPT TO CONVERT THE POPE.

(Vol. iii., p. 302.)

I have never met with any satisfactory account

of this singular Quaker aggression. Perhaps it

may be a contribution towards one ifyou can find

room for some notice of a tract in my possession.

It is entitled, A Narrative of some of the Sufferings

of J. P. in the City of Rome, London, printed for
Thomas Simmons, at the Bull and Mouth, near

Aldersgate, 1661, 4to., pp. 16. This narrative of

John Perrot's does nor, however, give any par-
ticulars respecting his going to Rome, or the pro-

ceedings which led to his captivity there, but

begins with the words
" When I was cast into Prison, because I loved the

souls of my enemies," &c. ;

and after eight pages, chiefly occupied by inflated

description of his sorrows, from which one obtains

no facts, he tells us that God took pity on him,
" And raised up his little babe, my dear Brother Thomas

Hart, to set his tender soul nearer unto
my^ sufferings,

and made him. take my burdens on his back, and the

yoak of my tribulation on his neck, and made him sup
of my sore sorrows, and drink of the bleedings of my
grief,''

and so he goes on ; but we do not learn what
Thomas Hart did, except that he comforted John
Perrot in his confinement.

" Moreover," he says,
" the everlasting mercies of

my God did stir up the bowels of other two of his

tender babes, named in the tent Jane Stokes and
Charles Baylie, to come to visit me whilest I was as

forsaken of all men. "

They persevered, he tells us,
" in their pilgrimage until they arrived to Rome, where
C. B. offered his life to ransom me, and both of them
entered into captivity for the love which they bore to

life."

lis Narrative (strictly speaking) contains no fur-

her information, but that at the bottom of the

enth page it is dated and signed,
" Written in Rome Prison of Madmen. JOHN."
The remaining six pages of the pamphlet con-

ist of a letter from Charles Baylie, giving an
Account of his pilgrimage with Jane Stokes, from
Dover to Calais, Paris, Marseilles, G-enoa, until

"
Arriving," he says,

" safe at Rome, we were drawn
in our lives directly to the place where the dearly
beloved J. P. was, and coming to the prison door, I

enquired for him, and having answer of his being there,
I desired for to speak with him, but it would not be

permitted us
;

So it was said in me, Write unto him,
which I did, the which he answered us in the fulness

of love, which refreshed us after our weary steps ; For
our souls were refreshed one in another, though one
another's faces we had never seen to the outward, and
then we being kept in a holy fear not to do nor act one

way nor other, but as we were moved of the Lord, least

we should add to his bonds, I say, being thus kept,

were delivered out of the snare of the fowler, who

secretly lay in wait to betray our innocency ; And after

a little time the Lord showed me I should go to the

inquisition, which I did, and enquired for the Inquisi-

tor, as I was showed of the Lord I should do ; and
when I spoke to him I told him / was come from
Englandfor to see my brother J. P. ; to which he answered,
I should see him, and appointed me to come to a certain

place called Minerva, and there, saith he, / will procure

you the liberty of the Cardinalls to see him ; he had me
also to the Inquisition office, where he asked many
questions of me concerning our religion, to which I

answered in the simplicity of my heart in the fear of the

Lord ;
and at the appointed time I came to the place

aforesaid, and there I was showed what further I should

do, which was to tender my body for my brother
; and

so from that time I hardly missed opportunity to speak
to them as often as they met : for their manner was
thus to meet twice a-week, the one time at Minerva,
and the other time at Monte- Cavallo, where the Pope's
own dwelling is, where I also did the like, more than

once, which stirred them up against me, in great

enmity," &c.

I am afraid I am trespassing on your overfilled

columns ;
but omitting his account of his going to

the Jews' synagogue, and of the command which
he received to fast twenty days as a testimony

against those who falsely stated that John Luffe
had fasted nineteen days and died on the twentieth

omitting this, I must give one more extract.

Having been detained in one of his visits to the

Minerva, he says:
" From thence I was carried to the Inquisition, where

I was shut up close, and after I had been there 3 dayes
the Lord said to me, Thou must go to the Pazzarella,
which was the Prison or Hospital of mad men, where
our dear brother was prisoner ; and it was also said

unto me, Thou shalt also speak to the Pope ; And at the

17 dayes end, I was led from the Inquisition towards
the other prison, and by the way I met the Pope
carried in great pomp ; as it was the good will of the

Lord that I should speak unto him, men could not

prevent it, for I met him towards the foot of a bridge,
where I was something nigh him, and when he came

against me, the people being on their knees on each

side of him, I cried to him with a loud voice in the

Italian tongue, To do the thing that was Just, and to

release the Innocent ; and whilest I was speaking, the

man which led me had not power to take me away until

I had done, and then he had me to prison where my
endeared brother was, where I fasted about 20 dayes
as a witness against that bloody generation," &c.

As to how they got out, he only says :

" Soon after my fast, the Lord, by an outstretched arm,

wrought our deliverance, being condemned to perpetual

galley -slavery, if ever we returned again unto Rome."

It appears, however, that though thus prevented
from exercising his office of a missionary in Rome,
Charles Baylie did not relinquish it. In the letter

just quoted he informs his correspondent (who
this was does not appear), that since he had seen his

face, he had been several times (as he was while
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writing) shut up in strong prisons ;
and the letter

is dated

"The third of the sixth month, 1661. From the

Common Gaol in Burkdon, in France, about thirty leagues

from Dover, where I am a sufferer for speaking the

Word of the Lord to two Priests, saying, All Idols, all

Idolatries, and all Idol Priests must perish."

John Perrot seems to have considered that his

mission extended over all the world. While in

Rome Prison of Madmen, he wrote an address
"To all people upon the face of the Earth," which
he "sent thence the 8th of the 10th month, 1660;"
and he was, no doubt, the author of the tract which
follows it (and precedes the narrative) in my
volume, entitled " Blessed openings of a day of

good things to the Turks. Written to the Heads,
Rulers, Ancients, and Elders of their Land, and
whomsoever else it may concern," though it is

only signed
" JOHN." To him also, I suppose,

we must ascribe another tract, Discoveries of the

Day-dawning to the Jewes. Whereby they may
know in what state they shall inherit the riches and

glory of Promise. " J. P." is all that is given for

the author's name on the title-page, but the tract
is signed jnv, that is, John. He too, I presume,
was the author of another of the tracts, An Epistle
to the Greeks, especially to those in and about
Corinth and Athens, frc. Written in Egripo in the

Island of Negroponte, by a Servant of the Lord :

J. P. He seems to have been at Athens on the
27th day of the 7th month, in the year accounted

1657, being the first day of the week, the day of
Greek solemn worship, and to have been " con-
versant" with Carlo Dessio and Gumeno Stephaci,
" called Greek doctors." S. R. M.

Gloucester.

SNAIL-EATING.

(VoLiii., p. 221.)

Snail-eating is by no means uncommon. When
I was a youth I took a dozen snails every morn-

ing to a lady who was of a delicate constitution,
and to whom they were recommended as whole-
some food. They were boiled, and mixed up with
milk. They were the common snail, usually found
about old garden walls. A friend of mine, in

walking round his garden, was in the habit of

picking the snails off his fruit-trees and eating
them raw. He was somewhat fastidious, for I have
seen him take a snail, put it to his tongue, and

reject it as not of a good flavour, and select another
more agreeable to his taste. We are strange
creatures of habit, especially in our feeding. I

am fond of oysters, muscles, and cockles
;
but

I do not think anything could induce me to taste

a snail, a periwinkle, or a limpet. B. H.

Snail-eating. This practice is very general in

Italy. While residing near Florence, my atten-

tion was often attracted by a heap of fifty or one
hundred very clean, empty, snail-shells, in a ditch,
or under a bush ; and I indulged in many vain

speculations, before I could account for so strange
a phenomenon.
One day, however, I happened to meet the

contadina coming out of my garden with a basket
on her arm

;
and from her shy, conscious manner,

and an evident wish to avoid my seeing the con-

tents, I rather suspected she had been making
free with my peaches. To my surprise, however,
I found that she was laden with the delicious

frutta-di-terra (sometimes so called, as the Echi-

nus, so common along the Italian coast, is called

frutta-di-mare) ;
and thinking that she had been

collecting them simply from regard to my fruit

and vegetables, I thanked her for her kind ser-

vices. But she understood me ironically, and,
with a good deal of confusion, offered to carry
them to the kitchen, apologising most elaborately,
and assuring me that she would on no account

have taken them, had not our cook told her that

we despised them, and that she would no doubt
be welcome. I asked her what in the world she

intended to do with them ? and, with a look of

amazement at my question, even surpassing mine
at her reply, she informed me that her brother

and his wife had come to pay them a visit, and

that, with my kind permission, she would thus

treat them to " una bellissima cena." She had

collected about three quarts, during a search of

two hours. The large brown kind only are eaten.

Among the poor they are generally esteemed a

delicacy, and are reputed to be marvellously
nutritious. NOCAB.

SIR JOHN DAVIES, DAVIS, OE DAVYS.

(Vol. iii., p. 82.)

The following additional particulars of this emi-

nent lawyer and poet may be deemed interesting.
In a letter from Mr. Pary to the Rev. Josiah

Mead, of the 26th November, 1626, it is stated :

" Tomorrow, it is said Sergeant Richardson shall be

Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and Sir

John Davis nominated to the King's Bench, because

he hath written a book in defence of the legality of this

new Loan."

In another letter of the 9th December, 1626, it

is stated :

" I heard last night that Sergeant Davis, who it is

said looked to be Lord Chief Justice of the King's

Bench, in place of Sir Randal Crew, was found dead

in his bed."

And, again, in a letter from the Rev. Josiah

Mead to Sir Martin Stuteville, of the 16th Dec.,

1626:
" This of the death of Sir John Davis, for aught I
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can hear, holds true. It is added, that he was at

supper with my Lord Keeper that evening before I

was told by him that he should be Lord Chief Justice

of the King's Bench ; but he lived not to see the

morning. My Lord of Huntingdon rode up, upon
this news, for he is his heir."

Ferdinando Lord Hastings, eldest son of Henry,
Earl of Huntingdon, married Lucy, daughter and
heiress of Sir John Davis, and in 1613 succeeded
his father as Earl of Huntingdon.

Sir John Davis married Lady Eleanor, only
daughter of the Earl of Castlehaven, and sister of

the infamous Earl. She remarried Sir Archibald

Douglas, and died in 1652. She was the lady of
the anagram celebrity,

"
Reveal, oh, Daniel," and

" Never so mad a lady." There is no doubt that

she and her brother were as mad as could well be.

In a letter from Mr. Edward Rossingham to Sir

Thomas Puckering, dated 4th January, 1636, it is

stated :

"
Sunday before Christmas the Bishop, Dean, and

Chapter of Lichfield sent up a complaint against the

Lady Eleanor Davis. It seems the cathedral church
in Lichfie'd is lately very beautifully set out with

hangings of arras behind the altar, the Communion
table handsomely railed in, and the table itself set out
in the best manner, and the Bishop's seat fairly built.

This Lady came one Communion day, in the morning,
with a kettle in one hand and a brush in the other, to

sprinkle some of her holy water (as she called that in

the kettle) upon these hangings and the Bishop's seat,

which was only a composition of tar, pitch, sink -puddle
water, &c., and such kind of nasty ingredients, which
she did sprinkle upon the aforesaid things. This being
the act of a mad woman, the Lords, to prevent further

mischief, have given out two warrants, the one to bring
the L idy to Bethlehem, the other to the keeper of
Bethlehem to receive her. There are messengers gone
into Staffordshire to bring her up."

It appeared afterwards she was so poor, that it

became a question at the Council who should main-
tain her. She seems to have been wholly neglected
by her second husband.

Sir John Davis and his lady are buried in the
church of St. Martin's in the Fields, and the fol-

lowing are their epitaphs, from Strype's Stow,
book vi. p. 72. :

" D. O. M. S. Johannes Davys, Equestris ordinis

quondam Attornati Regis Generalis amplissima Pro-
vincia in regno Hib. functus. Inde in Patriam revo-
catus inter Servientes Domini Regis ad Legem primum
locum sustinuit. Ob. 1626."

" Accubat dignissimo marito incomparabilis Uxor,
&c., 1652."

" Note. She was the Lady Eleanora, the only
daughter of the Earl of Castlehaven, Baron Audley."

W. II. LAMMIN.
Fulham, April 15. 1851.

LOCKE MSS.

(Vol. ii., p. 413.)

In reference to an inquiry after MSS. relating
to Locke, I enclose particulars of a small 4to. MS.
volume in my possession. THOMAS KERSLAKE.

MANUSCRIPT. LOCKE'S (John, an Attorney
living at Publow, and father of the illustrious Metaphy-
sician of the same name) Common- Place Book, con-

taining Matters (relating to the Hundreds of Chew,
Chew ton, Kainsham, Brewton, Catsashe, Norton Fer-

ris, Horethorne, Froome, Wellowe, Whitstone, Wells

Forum, Portbury, Bathe Forum, Winterstoke, Bemp-
stone, Kihnersdon, Brent, Hartliffe and Bedminster,
Hampton and Claverton, and Phillips Norton Liber-

ties, Glaston, Qut-ene Camell, &c. ) of daily use to him
as Court Keeper to Col. Alex. Popham, a Magistrate
and Leader of Parliamentary Forces in Somersetsh.,
variously dated from 1629 to 1655, all in the hand-

writing of the elder John Locke, also many entries by
other hands of other matters, in the remaining leaves

of the same volume, many of which are probably in the

handwriting of the afterwards distinguished younger
John Locke, 4to. original vellum wrapper, 12Z. 12*.

Contains :

Entries of Bailments and Bindings over of Prosecu-
tors in cases of Felony which occurred in the neigh-
bourhood of Pensford, for the Assizes at Bath, Taunton,
Bridgewater, and Wells, 1630-31.

Appointment at Bathe of Overseers of Woollen Cloth,
1631, for Chew, Dundry, Chewstoke, Ubley, Mids.

Norton, Kainsham, Publow, Kelston, Mounton
Coombe, Bathford, Bathwicke, Freshford, Weston,
Froome, Rode, Beckington, Lullington, Berkley,
Chew, Mells, and Leigh, Colsford, Hampton et Cla-

verton, Batheaston, Charterhouse Hinton, with the
names of the Overseers.

Scotch Postures (Humorous).
Names of the Tithings in the Hundreds of Chew,

Chewton, and Kainsham.

Abp. Usher on the Liturgie and Episcopal! Govern-
ment, 1640.

The Sums of the Payment of each Tithing of the
above hundreds of the 1st of 15th and 10th of the Sub-

sidy of 3-15ths and lOths to K. James, to declare war

against Spain, 1623-4.
The Yearlie Proportion of the Severall Hundreds

of the Easterne Division of the Countie towarde the
releife of the Hospital!, 1632. Ditto, Westerne Di-
vision.

The Yearlie Rate for the Maymed Soldiers of every
Hundred and Libertie within this County of Somerset.
The Rate of Kainsham Hundred, with the amount

of each Parish.

A Rate devised at Hinton in 1601, for the raising of
100 men for Ireland, with consent of the Bath Magis-
trates, and their names.
The number and proportion of Shipping within

Englande and Wales, to be made readie against Mar. 1,

1635.

Hundred of Kainsham, Quarterlie Payment of each

tithing to the Hospitalls and Maymed Soldiers.
A Rate made at Pensford 23rd Sept., 1 635, for the

raising of 1 60Z.
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The Assizes holden at Bathe, 24th July, 1637, be-

fore the Right Honble. S. Fynch, the Names of the

Justices (among whom are John Stowell, Ralph Hop-
ton, John Homer, Rob. Hopton, John Harington, c.),

and the Names of the Grand Jury.
Suhsidie 17th Charles: A Particular how each

Tithing within the Hundreds of Chew, Chewton, and
Kainsham stands chardged, for the Reliefe of his Maties

Army and the Northerne parte of the Kingdom,
Thomas Hunt of Dundry, Collector.

The Protestation by Order of Parliament, 5 Maij,

1641, with Jo. Locke's acceptance of the Protestation

in the Parish Church of Publoe, 3rd Apr., 1642.

Kainsham: The "
Purblinde, Partiall, and Inno-

vated Rate" of this Hund., 24th Sept., 1649.

Kainsham Hund.: A Rate for Ship-money
with the Particulars of every Tithing, Parish, and
Particular Person chardged contains the name of

every rateable person in the parishes of Burnet, Pres-

ton, Stanton Drew, Stanton Prior, Salford, Publoe,

Marksbury, Chelworth, Shrubwell, Belluton, Compton
Dando, Farmborrow, Chewton, Whitchurch, Charlton,

Brislington, and Kainsham, with the amount of this

celebrated tax assessed to each person.
The Names of the Lords Lieutenants nominated by

the Howse of Comons, 1641.

The Muster Roll of the Collonell Sir Rawfe Hopton,
Knight, his Band of 200 foote Soldiers, within the

Eastern Division, and Regiment of the Countie of

Somerset. Bathe, xxi xxij
do

Maij, 163y. (Contains,
a List of the Officers,

" William Tynte," &c. a list

of bearers of Pikes, with the Names of the Soldiers

and of the gentlemen or tithings for whom they serve,

also a similar list of the bearers of "
Shott")

A list of Parishes in the Deaneries of Froome and

Bedminster, with the name of the Clergyman of each,

the arms supplied by him, and the Names of the men
who bore them.

A Rate for raising 41-00-03 per mensem, in

the hund. of Kainsham, for General 1 Fairfax Army,
1648.

Several Papers relating to Differences concerning
Rates between the In Hundred and Out Hundred of

Kainsham.
Particulars and Value of Feer's Tenement, in Bel-

luton, now in the possession of Henry Stickland, given
in by him this day, 24 Dec., 1655.

Rente to my Landlord, Coll. Alex. Popham, out

of the 3 Tenements I hold in Publoe, and the Lives

thereon at the time of their obtaining, 1650.

A Receipt for his Rente at Publoe, 3. Sbris & 1 1

Dec., 1638.

The above are in the handwriting of Jo. Locke, the

elder ; in another hand, on blank covers, left by the former,
are Propositions on

Philosophy : Phisicke, Ethike, and Dialectike.

De^Providentia Dei et ad genus,
De* Pra?destinatione.

Propositiones Catholica;.

N. B. One of the later chapters of the Essay on the

Human Understanding is treated under propositions

nearly identical with the leaf of the MS. which is

described in the preceding four lines.

Copia Actus Locationis Mensa? Dominica? in Ec-
clesia S. Gregory Civitatis London.

Character of Drunkenness (Rhyme*), &c. &c.
At the end, in several hands, are various receipts:

one in the elder Locke's handwriting,
' The Weapon

Salve, and the use thereof, as it was sent unto mee as a
most excellent and rare secret from my Cosin Alder-
man John Locke*, of Bristoll, in his Letter, dat. 5

Apr,, 1650,' also 'To make Shineing Inke,' signed
<JL: Ox-.'

On the last leaf is a record of the Births, Marriages,
and Deaths of the Locke Family, from 1603 to 1624,

including that of John Locke, the father, 29 April,
1606."

ta flftinat

Defoe's Anticipations (Vol. iii., p. 287.). Defoe
had probably seen the English translation, or

rather abridgment, of Father Dos Santos's Ethio-

pia Oriental, in Purchas's Pilgrimes (vol. ii. 1544,
fol. ed.), in which some hints are given of the

great lake (nyassi, t. e. sea) Maravi, which lies

nearly parallel with the eastern coast, and was
known to D'Anville, in whose map Massi is mis-

engraved for Niassi. A very careful examination
of the Portuguese expeditions across the continent
of Africa has been given by Mr. Cooley, in the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society (vol. xv.

p. 185. ;
xvi. p. 138.), and he has ascertained, ap-

proximately, the extent and position of that great
lake, which, from distrust of D'Anville, one of the

most exact geographers, had been expunged from all

modern maps. It is considerably to the N. and E.

of the Nyarni lately determined, and of much

greater extent. AMATOL.

Epitaph in Hall's Discovery (Vol. iii., p. 242.).
The work entitled Discovery of a New World,

or a Description of the South Indies, hitherto un-

known, by an English Mercury, imprinted by E.

Blount, no date, 12mo., is not, as your correspondent

supposes, very rare, nor is it by Bishop Hall. It

is a free translation, or rather paraphrase, and an

excellent one in its way, by John Healey, of

Bishop Hall's very entertaining Mundus Alter et

Idem, first published in 12mo., Francof., without

date, afterwards reprinted with Campanella's Ci-

vitas Solis and Bacon's Atlantis at Utrecht, 1643,

24mo., and subsequently included in the edition

of Bishop Hall's works by Pratt, 10 vols., Lond.,

1808, 8vo. The epitaph quoted is not a satire

upon any statesman of the time. The writer is

describing the Land of Changeableness, or, as it is

called in the Latin original,
" Variana vel Moro-

nia Mobilis," and gives in the course of his de-

scription this epitaph on Andreas Vortunius (a

vertendo), or, as he is styled in the English trans-

*
High Sheriff of Bristol in 162(5, and the Mayor

of Bristol in 1641 who refused admittance to the royal
forces. See Barrett and Seyer.
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lation,
" Andrew Turncoate." The epitaph occurs

in p. 132. of the Latin edition of 1643, and is

evidently, as indicated by the marginal note, an
imitation or parody of the famous one on .ZElia

Lf^lia Crispis, which has exercised the ingenuity
of so many writers, and of which our own country-
man, Richard White, of Basingstoke, the historian,
has given three different interpretations. See his

JElia Lcelia Crispis, Epitaphium Antiquum quod in

Agro Bononiensi adhuc videtur, a diversis inter-

pretation varie, novissime autem a Richardo Vito

explicatum, Padua, 1568, 4to. An article on this

epitaph and its various interpreters, of whom I

have collected about forty, might be made a very
interesting one. JAMES CROSSLEY.

[We wish Ma. CROSSLEY than whom no one is

more competent would favour us with such an

article. The following communication from MR.
FORBES is only one of several we have received, showing
that the interest in this enigma is not abated.]

Epitaph in Hall's Discovery (Vol. in., p. 242.).
When this epitaph is assigned to its right owner,

it may perhaps throw some light on its twin-bro-
ther the epitaph on " 2Elia Laelia Crispis"
" about which many of the learned have puzzled
their heads." (See Encyc. Brit., article

"
^Enigma.")

I enclose a copy of this epitaph, which you can use
or not, as you please. If you think that it might
help to "unearth" Mister Andrew Turnecoate, you
may perhaps like to lay it before your readers

; if,

on the other hand, that it would but increase the

difficulty of the operation by distracting attention

needlessly, you can hand it over to " the Editor's

best friend" the fire.

" D. M.

JElia Laelia Crispis,
Nee vir, nee mulier,
Nee androgyna ;

Nee puella, nee juvenis,
Nee anus ;

Nee casta, nee meretrix,
Nee pudica ;

Sed omnia ;

Sublata

Neque fame, neque ferro,

Neque veneno ;

Sed omnibus :

Nee ccelo, nee terris,

Nee aquis,
Sed ubique jacet.

Lucius Agatho Priscius,

Nee maritus, nee amator,
Nee necessarius ;

Neque mcererts, neque gaudens,

Neque flcns ;

Hanc,
Nee molem, nee pyramidem,

Nee sepulchrum,
Sed omnia,

Scit et nescit, cui posuerit."
C. FORBES.

Saint Thomas of Lancaster. The following
passage in Fuller's Worthies (of Yorkshire) does
not seem to have been noticed by either of your
correspondents who replied to MB. R. M. MILNES'

Query in Vol. i., p. 181.:
" Thomas Plantagenet. Before I proceed, I must

confess myself formerly at a great loss to understand
a passage in an honourable author, speaking of the
counterfeit reliques detected and destroyed at the Re-
formation :

' The Bell of Saint Guthlac, and the Ftft
of Saint Thomas of Lancaster, both remedies for the
headache.

1

(Vide Lord Herbert's Life of Henry VIII.,

p. 431.) But I could recover no Saint Thomas (saving
him of Canterbury} in any English Martyrology, till

since, on enquiry, I find him to be this Thomas Plan-

tayenet. He was Earl of Derby, Lancaster, Leicester,
and (in the right of Alice his wife) of Lincoln. A
popular person, and great enemy to the two Spencers,
minions to King Edward II., who being hated as devils

for their pride, no wonder if this Thomas was honored
as a Saint and Martyr by the common sort.* Indeed
he must be a very good chymist who can extract mar-

tyr out of malefactor : and our chronicles generally
behold him put to death for treason against King Ed-
ward II. But let him pass for a saint in this shire,

though never solemnly canonized, it being true of such
local saints, what Servius Honoratus observeth of

topical gods,
' ad alias regiones nunquam transibant,'

they travelled not so far as to be honored in other
countries. His beheading, alias his martyrdom, hap-
pened at Pomfret A.D. 1322."

It would appear from the foregoing extract that

Thomas of Lancaster was never admitted into the
Romish calendar of saints

; though his memory
was locally revered, especially for his opposition
to the two Spencers, or Despensers, as they are
called by Hume. This historian had no respect
for "the turbulent Lancaster;" but the quaint
old Fuller seems to have thought well of him.

As a bell-man I am more interested in the vir-

tues of the bell of Saint Guthlac, than in the hat
of Saint Thomas ; and I take this opportunity of

asking assistance from the readers of "NOTES AND
QUERIES" towards a collection of curious anecdotes
and information about bells, which I am endea-

vouring to make. Any contributions will be

thankfully received by me. ALFRED GATTY;.

Ecclesfield.

. Francis Moore (Vol. iii., p. 263.). That such
a personage really did exist. there can be little

doubt. Bromley (in Engraved Portraits, Sfc.)

gives 1657 as the date of his birth, and says that
there was a portrait of him by Drapentier ad
vivum. Lysons mentions him as one of the re-

* " In sanctorum numerum retulit vulgus. Oamden's
Brit, in Yorkshire. Amongst other profits received by
the abbey of Leicester, in 1348, from oblations at the
church of St. Martin in that town, occurs, pes Thomte
Lancastrice respondebat, 61. 10s." History of Leicester-

shire, vol. i. p, ^91.
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markable men who, at different periods, resided at

Lambeth, and says that his house was in Calcott's

Alley, High Street, then called Back Lane, where
he seems to have enlightened his generation in

the threefold capacity of astrologer, physician, and
!

schoolmaster. J. C. B.

Lambeth.

"
TickhiU, God help me" (Vol. i., p. 247.;

Vol. ii., p. 452.). Although I am full late

with my pendent, I am tempted to add the in-

stance of "
Kyme God Knows," well known to

all explorers of the Fens. The adjunct,
" God

knows," is supposed to be part of the following
verse :

" It's Kyme, God knows,
Where no corn grows,
And very little hay ;

And if there come a wet time,
It weshes all away."

If I misquote, perhaps some Fen man will set

me right.
As to the " Lincoln-heath where should 'un ?

"

instanced by your correspondent H. C. ST. CROIX,
in the No. for April 27, 1850, it is quite unknown
in this neighbourhood, and I believe must belong
to some other locale. B.

Lincoln.

Meaning of Tye (Vol. iii., p. 263.). On or

contiguous to the South Downs, in Sussex,
there are several portions of land bearing this

designation, as Berwick Tye, Alfriston Tye,
Telscombe Tye, &c. They are all contiguous to

the villages from which they derive their names.
These lands were formerly held in common by
the tenants of the respective manors, and I

think the origin of the expression may be traced

to the tethering or tying-up of cows, horses,

&c., for the double purpose of preventing their

straying, and of preserving the fences of the

neighbouring tenements. I offer this conjecture
with some diffidence, because the word is very !

often found in composition with proper names of
j

places, as Lavortye, Brambletye, Holtye, Puxtye,
j

Ollantigh. The vulgar notion, that it means a

space which originally measured ten acres, is, I

think, untenable. M. A. LOWER.
Lewes.

Dutch Church in'Norwich (Vol. iii., p. 209.).
Some interesting details connected with the esta-

blishment of the Dutch Church in Norwich, as

well as the first settlement of the Walloons in that

city, will be found in Blomefield's History of
Norfolk, vol. iii. p. 282. et seq., edit. 1806.

J. Y.

The Dutch Church, Norwich. Some account of

this church may be seen in Burn's History of the

Foreign Refugees, 1846. It is to be regretted, j

however, that the registers and acts of vestry are
j

missing. The seal of the church has lately been
discovered. J. S. B.

Lost Manuscripts (Vol. iii., pp. 161. 261.). In

pursuance of MR. MACKENZIE'S suggestions re-

specting the search for lost manuscripts, permit
me to ask, if all hope must be considered as given
up of decyphering any more of those discovered
at Herculaneurn, or of resuming the excavations

there, that have been so long discontinued ? Per-

haps the improved chemical processes of recent

days might be found more successful in facilitating
the unrolling of the MSS., than the means re-

sorted to so long ago by Sir H. Davy. Can any
of your correspondents state whether anything
has been done lately with the Herculaneum MSS. ?

Eustace says that
" As a very small part of Herculaneum has hitherto

been explored, it is highly probable that if a general
excavation were made, ten times the number of MSS.
above mentioned (1800) might be discovered, and

among them, perhaps, or very probably, some of the first

works of antiquity, the loss of which has been so long
lamented." Classical Tour, vol. i. 4to., p. 585.

J. M.
Oxford.

The Circulation of the Blood (Vol. iii
, p. 252.).

In a paraphrase on Ecclesiastes xii. 1 6., en-

titled, King Solomon's Portraiture of Old Age,
by John Smith, M.D., London, 1676, 8vo., 1752,

12mo., the author attributes the discovery of the

circulation of the blood to King Solomon. Mede
also finds the same anticipation of science in "the

pitcher broken at the fountain." Who was the

first to suggest the transfusion of blood ? T J.

Alliteration (Vol. iii., p. 165.) Your correspon-
dent H. A. B., in quoting the seventh stanza from

Phineas Fletcher'sPM/^^ Island, observes, that the

second line,
" A life that lives by love, and loves by light,"

is
" noticeable" for its alliteration. But the best

specimen that I have met with in English after

having read much verse, and published a volume,
which my partial friends call poetry will be

found in Quarles' Divine Emblems, book ii. em-
blem ii. Beyond all question, Quarles was a poet
that needed not "apt alliteration's artful aid" to

add to the vigour of his verse, or lend liquidity to

his lines. Quarles is often queer, quaint, and

querulous, but never prolix, prosey, or puling.
" We sack, we ransack to the utmost sands

Of native kingdoms, and of foreign lands :

We travel sea and soil ; we pry, we prowl,
We progress, and we prog from pole to pole.

"

Verily, old Francis must have had a prophetic

peep at the effects of free trade, and the growing
greatness of Great Britain, in the gathering of the

Nations under a huge GLASS CASE in Hyde Park,
in the present year 1851 ! C. G.

Edinburgh.
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Vineyards in England (Vol. ii., p. 392.). The
Lincoln " Vine Closes

"
may as well be added to

the rest. They were given to the church here by
Henry I. See the charter, entitled Carta Hen. I.

de Vinea sua Line., in Dugdale (Caley's) vol. vi.

p. 1272. Their site is a rather steep slope, facing
the south, and immediately east of the city. The
southern aspect of our hill was celebrated long ago

by some poet, as quoted by H. Huntingdon :

" Urbs in colle sita est, et collis vergit ad austrum."

N.B. One of the Abbey fields at Bullington, a

few miles east of Lincoln, is known as the Hop-
yard. The plant has never been cultivated in

these parts within memory, or the range of the

faintest tradition, but the character of the soil is

clayey, and perhaps not unsuitable. Were hop-
yards often attached to monasteries? The house
at Bullington was of the order of Sempringham.

B.
Lincoln.

Countess of Desmond (Vol. Hi., p. 250.). Ifyour
correspondents on this subject should be wander-

ing to the south-east of London, they may be inte-

rested in knowing that there are two very striking

portraits of this lady in Kent, one at Knowle, near
Seven Oaks

; the other, which is the more remark-
able picture of the two, at Bedgebury, near Cran-

brook, the seat of Viscount Beresford. E. H. Y.

St. Johns Bridge Fair (Vol. iii., pp. 88. 287.).
I cannot agree with the conjecture that this was

Peterborough Bridge Fair. On the confines of
Gloucestershire and Berkshire, at the distance of
about 77 miles from London, near Lechlade, arid

on the road to Farringdon, is a St. John's Bridge,
near which was a priory or hospital. It is at this

place that the Thames first becomes navigable.
(Leland's Itinerary, vol. ii. fo. 21, 22, 23.; vol. iv.

fo. 48.; Bowles's Post Chaise Companion, 1782,
pi. 28.; Lysons' Berkshire, vol. i. p. 193., and

map of county prefixed; Collectanea Topographica
et Genealogica, vol. i. p. 320.

; Parliamentary
Gazetteer, art.

"
Lechlade.") Whether there is or

ever was a fair at this place is more than I can
state

; but perhaps some of your correspondents
dwelling in those parts can give information on
this point. C. Ii. COOPER.

Cambridge, April 14. 1851.

Paring the Naih unlucky on Sunday/t (Vol. ii.,

p. 511.; Vol. iii., p. 55.). Compare Sir Thomas
Browne's Vulgar Errors, lib. v. cap. xxi. x.

ACHE.

Errata in Braithiuaifs Latin Drinking-song
(Vol. iii., p. 297.). It is well for us that honest

Barnaby is not alive to visit upon us the scanda-
lous "

negligences and ignorances" with which our

transcript of his song abounds
;

and it is no
excuse perhaps to say, that the errors almost all of

them exist in the MS. from whence the transcript
was made. Sensitive as he has shown himself
"
upon the errata's," he would not have accepted

the apology from us which he makes for himself.
" Good reader, if this impression have errors in it,

excuse it. The copy was obscure ; neither was
the editor, by reason of his distance, and employ-
ments of higher consequence, made acquainted
with the publishing of it."

" His Patavinus erravit prelis,
Authorem suis la'urando telis."

The following corrections, which are necessary
to the sense, have been pointed out, and have no
doubt been already silently made by many of our
readers.

Sic in MS.
Stanza 3. hoc te amoenum

reparare
Stanza 4. memento

gustabil
Stanza 5. solvet

potis
Stanza 6. frigestfis

Stan/a 8. succedant

Omit the

forsan.
hoc amoenum
reperire
momento

gustabi*
solv/t

potws

frigescis

succedwnt
comma between Domum and

feram, and disregard the erroneous punc-
tuation generally.

There may be other errors
; for, as it stands at

present^
the song is inferior to the other known

productions of the pleasant author of the ITINE-
BARIUM. We can only hope that its publication,
in even this imperfect form, may lead to the dis-

covery of a better text
; and we must be content

if the lines of the author are applied to our
blunders :

" Delirans iste Sapiens Gottam,
Reddit Coetum propter Cotem"

" Quid si breves fiant longi ?

Si vocales sint dipthongi ?

Quid si graves sint acuti?
Si accentus fiant muti ?

Quid si placide, plene, plane,
FKEGI FHONTEM PRISCIANI?

Quid si sedem muto sede ?

Quid si carmen clatido pede ?

Quid si noctem sensi diem?
Quid si veprem esse viam?
Sat est, Verbum declinavi,
Titubo titubas titubavi."

In the last line of the extract from "
Phyllis

and Flora," hinc is printed for huic; inpares, in
the preceding line, is the correct readino- for

impares.
"
Impar richtiger Inpar" (Scheller).

s. w. s.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.
The publication of The National Cyclopedia of Use-

ful Knowledge has just been completed by the issue of !
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the twelfth volume. We notice this useful condensa-
tion of The Penny Cyclopaedia principally, however, for

a feature which we hope to see more widely extended,

namely, that of issuing it in a strong and handsome

half-binding, at the moderate charge of one shilling

per volume extra. The practice of publishing books in a
bound form (more especially such books as are intended
for very general circulation) is one which we have no
doubt may be widely extended with great satisfaction

to purchasers. It has, generally speaking, been, up to
the present time, too closely confined to books of high
price, adapted only to wealthy purchasers, whom the
words " bound by Hayday," or " morocco extra," with
the necessary increase of price, charm, rather than dis-

courage.
There is perhaps no work to which, at the present

moment, when the World's Fair is about to commence,
and we are sure to be visited by hundreds, or rather

thousands, of our Gallic friends, with whom we shall

be in daily and hourly conversation, we can more

appropriately call the attention of our readers than to

the second division (Partie Francaise- Anglaise) of M.
Tarver's Dictionnaire Phraseologique Royal, in which we
can assure them they will find the readiest solution of
all those phraseological queries which may arise during
their intercourse with our lively neighbours. A very
cursory examination of its pages will serve to convince
the inquirer of the great learning and patient industry
of M. Tarver

;
and his interest in the work will not be

diminished by the reflection that the name of its accom-

plished author will be found in the obituary of the

present week.
When noticing, a few weeks since, one of Captain

Knox's interesting volumes, we spoke of the undying
popularity of White's Selborne. A proof at once of
this popularity, and a means of increasing it, will be
found in a new edition of this delightful book just
issued as one of the volumes of John's Illustrated

Library. It is entitled to its place in this series on
account of forty admirable woodcuts by which it is

illustrated; and to a place on the bookshelves of every
Naturalist, for the sake of the additional notes of
Sir W. Jardine, and its present editor, Mr. Jesse.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson (191. Piccadilly) will

sell on Tuesday and Wednesday next an exceedingly
choice Collection of Autograph Letters, comprising
numerous Letters of extraordinary rarity, selected

principally from Upcott's Collection. We cannot

attempt to particularise the many interesting lots

which are to be found in the present collection, but
recommend the Catalogue to attention for the satis-

factory manner in which the different documents are

arranged and described.

CATALOGUES RECEIVER. B. Quaritch's (16. Castle

Street, Leicester Square) Cheap Book Circular (No.
XXVIII.) of Books in all Languages; W. Pedder's

(18. Holywell Street) Catalogue Part II. for 1851,
of Books Ancient and Modern; R. Saywell's (138.
High Holborn) Select Catalogue Part XXI. of Books
in Theology, Classics, and General Literature.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

BREVIARIUM ROMANUM. Pars Verna. Antverpiae. Ex Typ.
Plantinianae. 1700 or 1714.

NEW ENGLAND JUDGED NOT BY MAN'S, BUT THE SPIRIT OF THB
LORD: AND THE SUMME SEALED up OF NEW ENGLAND'S PER-
SECUTIONS. By GEORGE BISHOPS. Quarto, 1661. Wanted
from page 150 to the end.

*** Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MR. BKLL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUliUIES," 180. Fleet Street.

J. S. S. (Leicester). THE CH \UCEH MONUMENT. It will re-
quire about \00l. to make a complete restoration. Not one-half
that amount has yet been subscribed.

X. Y. Z. The custom of" Swearing on the Horns at Highgate
"

is very ably treated by Hone, Every-Day Book, vol. ii. p. 79. et

seq. It probably arose from the graziers who put up at the Gate-
house on their way to Smithfield, and were accustomed, as a means
of keeping strangers out of their company, to bring an ox to the
door as a test : those who did not like to be sr/'orn of their frater-
nity, and kiss its horns, not being deemed fit members of their

society.

W. R. M. Will this correspondent favour us with another
copy of his Queries, which were received and intended for inser.

tion, but have apparently been omitted by some accident f

A. W. H. Our correspondent willfind that his Query had been
anticipated in Vol. i., p. 336. Its appearance then brought it a
mat> of Replies, mostly of a very unsatisfactory kind. We delayed
repeating the Query until we could find leisure to condense those

replies, so as to prevent our correspondents furnishing us irith

information already in our possession. We hope to do this next
week.

SING. Bryan Waller Procter, Esq., one of the Commissioners
of Lunacy.

REPLIES RECEIVED Nettle in San Graal Duchess of
Buckingham Newburgh Hamilton Ex Pede Hcrculem
Knebsend Derivation of Yankee Passage in f-'irgil Bacon
and Pagan Solid-hoofed Pigs Under the Rose Stick at

Nothing Ejitsdem Farina: Meaning of Ruck Meaning of
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soonest Tandem D. 0. M. fyc Bartolomeo's Pictures Herst-

moncqpux, Sfc.

VOLS. I. and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 9.v. Gd. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ougfit not to experience any difficulty
'

procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

are, probably, not ytt aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in thtir Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 136. Fleet Street.

LITERARY
AGENCY. MR. F. G. TOMUNS

(Secretary to the Shakspeare Society ; Author of a Brief
View of the English Drama; a Variorum History of England;
Garcia, a Tragedy; the Topic, the Self Educator, &c. &c ) is

desirous to make it known that a Twenty Years' experience with
the Press and Literature, as Author and Publisher, enables him
to give advice and information to Authors, Publishers, and Per.
sons wishing to communicate with the Public, either as to the

Editing, Advertising, or Authorship of Books, Pamphlets, or

Literary productions of any kind, Opinions obtained on Manu-
scripts previous to publication, and Works edited, written, or

supervised for the Press by acknowledged writers in their various

departments.

OFFICE, 19. SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND ;

where works of reference for Literary Purposes may be ob-

tained or referred to.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO, V.

The Arke of Artificial Day.

Before proceeding to point out the indelible
marks by which Chaucer has, as it were, stereo-

typed the true date of the journey to Canterbury,
I shall clear away another stumbling-block, still

more insurmountable to Tyrwhitt than his first

difficulty of the " halfe cours
"
in Aries, viz. the

seeming inconsistency in statements (1.) and (2.)

in the following, lines of the prologue to the Man
of Lawe's tale :

Oure hoste saw wel that the bright sonue,
The arke of his artificial day, had ironne
The fourthepart and halfe an houre and more,.

* * * *

And saw wel that the shadow of every tree

Was as in length of the same quantitie,.
That was the body erecte, that caused it,.

And therefore by the shadow he toke his wit

(2.) \ That Phebus, which that shone so clere and
bright,

Degrees was five and fourty clombe on hight,
And for that day, as in that latitude

It was ten of the clok, he gan conclude."

The difficulty will be best explained in Tyr-
whitt's own words :

"
Unfortunately, howev.er, tshiss description, though

seemingly intended to be so accurate, will neither en-
able u& to conclude with the MSS. that it was '

ten. of
the clock,' nor to fix upon any other hour ; as the two.

circumstances just mentioned are not found to coincide
in any part of the 28th, or of any other day of April, in.

this climate." Introductory Discourse, xiv.

In a foot-note, Tyrwhitt further enters into, a
calculation to show that, on the 2.8th. of April,
the fourth part of the day and half an hour and
more (even with the liberal allowance of a quarter
of an hour to the indefinite phrase

* and more')
would have been completed by nine o'clock A. M*
at the latest, and therefore at least an hour too
soon for coincidence with (2.).

Now, one would think that Tyrwhitt, when he
found his author relating facts, "seemingly in-

tended to be so accurate" would have endeavoured
to discover whether there might not be some
hidden meaning in them, the explaining of which

might make that consistent, which, at first,, was
apparently the reverse.

Had he investigated with such a spirit, he must
have discovered that the expression

" arke of the
artificial day" could not, in this instance, receive
its obvious- and usual meaning of the horary
duration from sunrise to sunset

And for this simple reason : That such a mean-

ing would presuppose a knowledge of the hour
of the very thing in request and which was about

VOL III. No. 79.
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to be discovered by
" our hoste," who " toke his

wit
"
from the sun's altitude for the purpose ! But

he knew already that the fourth part of the day
IN TIME had elapsed, he must necessarily have
also known what that time was, without the ne-

cessity of calculating it !

Now, Chaucer, whose choice of expression on
scientific subjects is often singularly exact, says," Our hoste saw that the sonne," &c.

; he must there-
fore have been referring to some visible situation :

because, afterwards, when the time of day has
been obtained from calculation, the phrase changes
to "gan conclude" that it was ten of the clock.

It seems, therefore, certain that, even setting
aside the question of consistency between (1.) and

(2.), we must, upon other grounds, assume that
Chaucer had some meaning in the expression" arke of the artificial day," different from what
must be admitted to be its obvious and received

signification.
To what other ark, then, could he have been

alluding, if not to the horary diurnal ark?
I think, to the AZIMUTHAL ARCH OF THE HORI-

ZON included between the point of sunrise and that
of sunset !

The situation of any point in that arch is called

its bearing; it is estimated by reference to the

points of the compass; it is therefore visually
ascertainable : and it requires no previous know-

ledge of the hour in order to determine when the
sun has completed the fourth, or any other, portion
of it.

Here, then, is prima facie probability established

in favour of this interpretation. And if, upon
examination, we find that it also clears away the

discrepancy between (1.) and (2.), probability
becomes certainty.

Assuming, upon evidence which I shall hereafter

explain, that the sun's declination, on the day of

the journey, was 13 26' North, or thirteen degrees
and a half, the sun's bearing at rising, in the

neighbourhood of London, would be E.N.E., at

setting W.N.W.; the whole included arch, 224;
and the time at which the sun would complete
one-fourth, or have the bearing S.E. by E., would
be about 20 minutes past nine A.M., thus leaving
40 minutes to represent Chaucer's " halfe an hour
and more !

"

A very remarkable approximation which con-
verts a statement apparently contradictory, into a

strong confirmation of the deduction to be ob-
tained from the other physical facts grouped
together by Chaucer with such extraordinary
skill !

On the other hand, it is impossible to deny that

the " hosteV subsequent admonition to the pil-

grims to make the best use of their time, warning
them that " the fourthe partie of this day is gon,"
seems again to favour the idea that it is the day's
actual horary duration that is alluded to.

This can be only hypothetically accounted for

by observing that in this, as in many other in-

stances, Chaucer seems to delight in a sort of dis-

guised phraseology; as though to veil his true

meaning, and designedly to create scientific puzzles
to exercise the knowledge and discernment of his

readers. A. E. B.

Leeds, April 14. 1851.

FOREIGN ENGLISH GUIDE TO AMSTERDAM.
I doubt not many of your readers will have been

as much amused as myself with the choice speci-
mens of Foreign English enshrined in your pages.
When at Amsterdam, some years since, I purchased
a Guide to that city, which I regard as a consider-
able literary curiosity in the same line. It was pub-
lished at Amsterdam, by E. Maascamp, in 1829,
and contains from beginning to end a series of
broken English, professing all the while to be
written by an Englishman.

It commences with the following
" Advertise-

ment:"
" The city of Amsterdam remarkable as being one

of the chief metropoles of Europe, and as being in many
respects the general market of whole the universe ;

justly celebrated for its large interior canals, on both

of their sides enlivened and sheltered by ranges of large,

thick, and beautiful trees, and presenting, on large
broad and neatly kept, most regularly pav'd quays,

long chains of sumptuous habitations, or rather palaces
of the principal and weathy merchants ; moreover re-

markable by its Museum for the objects of the fine

arts, &c., its numberless public edifices adapted either

to the cultivation of arts, or to the exertions of trade,

or to establishments charitable purposes, or of temples of

all manners of divine worship the city of Amsterdam,
we say," &c. It is dated " This 15the of Juin, 1829."

In page 14. the author gives us an account of

his habits, &c. :

" I live in Amsterdam since some considerable time

I drink no strong liquors, nor do I smoke tobacco

and with all this I have not been attacked by those

agues and fevers wh
frequently reign here from the

month of Juin to the end of the autumn : and twenty

foreigners whom I know, do follow the same system,
and are still as healthy as I myself; while I have seen

a great many of natives taking their drains and smoking
their pipes ad libitem, and moreover chawing tobacco in

a quite disgusting manner, who," &c.

An Amsterdam Sunday, p. 42. :

" On Sundays and holydays the shops and ware-

houses, and, intra muros, those of public entertainment

are close : the devotees go to church, and sanctify the

sabbath. Others go to walk outside the towngates :

after their walk, they hasten to fine public-play-gardens,
where wine, thea, &c. is sold. Neither the mobility
remains idle at these entertainments. Every one in-

vites his damsel, and joyously they enter play-gardens
of a little less brilliancy than the former. There, at

the crying sound of an instrument that rents the ear,
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accompanied by the delightful handle-organs and the

rustic triangle, their tributes are paid to Terpsichore ;

every where a similitude of talents ; the dancing out-

does not the musician."

Description of the Assize Court :

" The forefront has a noble and sublime aspect, and
is particularly characteristical to what it ought to re-

present. It is built in a division of three fronts in the

corinthie order :. each of them consists in four raizing
columns, resting upon a general basement, from the

one end of the forefront to the other, and supporting a

cornish, equally running all over the face ; upon this

cornish rests a balustrad, like the other pieces alto-

gether of Bremen-hardstone. The middle front, serv-

ing for the chief entrance, is adorned with the provincial
arms, sculpted by Mr, Gabriel, &c Every
where a sublime plan, and exact execution is exhibited

here, and the whole tends as much to the architects,

who are the undertakers of it, as they have earned

great praizes by building anew the burnt Lutheran
church."

I will not trespass on your space by any further
extracts ; but these will suffice to show that my
book is &m generis, and worth commemoration.

C. W. B.

SEVEN CHILDREN AT A BIRTH THREE TIMES
FOLLOWING.

Your correspondent N". D.'s papers (Vol. ii. r

p. 459., and Vol. iii., p. 64.) have reminded me of
another remarkable instance of fecundity related

by the well-known civil engineer JAN ADRIAENSZ.
LEEG-WATER, in his Kleyne Chronycke, printed
at Amsterdam in 1654 :

"Some years since," says he, p. 31., "I was at

Wormtr, at an inn near the town-hall ; the landlady,
whose name \vasFrankJen, told me of the Burgomaster
of Hoorn, who in the spring went over the (Zuyder?)
sea to buy oxen, and going into a certain house he
found seven little children sitting by the fire, each with
a porringer in its hand, and eating rice-milk, or pap,
with a spoon ; on which the Burgomaster said,

Mother, you are very kind to your neighbours, since

they leave their children to your care.' '

No,' said the
woman, '

they are all my own .children, which I had at
one birth

;
and if you will wait a moment, 1 will show

you more that will surprise you.' She then fetched
seven other children a birth older : so she had fourteen
children at two births. Then the woman said to the

Burgomaster, ' I am now enceinte, and I think in the
same way as before : if you come here next year, call

upon me again.' And so, the next year, when the

Burgomaster went over the sea, he called upon the
woman

; and the woman had again brought forth seven
children at a birth. Thus the woman had at three
births twenty-one children."

_

I subjoin the original of which the above is a
literal translation. J. S.

Woudenberg, April, 1851.

KAMASSHED, MEANING OF THE TERM.

In the curious volume recently edited by Sir

Henry Ellis for the Camden Society, entitled The

Pilgrimage of Syr It. Guylforde, Knyght, a sin-

gular term occurs, which may claim a note of

explanation. It is found in the following passage :

"
Saterdaye to Suse, Noualassa, and to Lyungborugh;

and at the sayd Noualassa we toke moyles to stey us

vp the mountayne, and toke also marones to kepe vs

frome fallynge. And from the hyght of the mounte
down to Lyuyngborugh I was ramasshed, whiche is a

right straunge thynge." P. 80.

Sir Henry has not bestowed upon us here any
of those erudite annotations, which have custo-

marily enhanced the interest of works edited under
his care.

Sir Richard Guylforde was on his homeward
course from the Holy Places by way of Pavia,
where he visited the convent and church which
contained the shrine and relics of St. Augustine,
as also the tomb of Lionel, Duke of Clarence,
second son of Edward III., whose monumental

inscription (not to be found in Sandford's Genea-

logical History'} the worthy knight copied.
On the 13th Feb. 1506, Sir Richard approached

the ascent of Mont Cenis by the way of S. Am-
brogio and Susa. At the village of Novalese,
now in ruins, the party took mules, to aid their

ascent, and marroni, long-handled mattocks, or

pick-axes, to prevent their falling on the dan-

gerous declivities of the snow. The journey was

formerly made with frightful expedition by means
of a kind of sledge an expedient termed la

ramasse which enabled the traveller, previously
to the construction of that extraordinary road,
well known to most readers, to effect in a few
minutes a perilous descent of upwards of 6000 feet.

The ramasse, as Cotgrave informs us, was
" A kind of high sled, or wheelbarrow, whereon tra-

vellers are carried downe certaine steep and slippery
hils in Piemont."

Its simplest form had probably been a kind of

fagot of brushwood, ramazza, or a besom, not
much unlike the rapid locomotive of witches, who
were called in old times ramassieres, from their

supposed practice of riding on a ramee, ramasse,
or besom. At the present time even, it occa-

sionally occurs that an adventurous traveller

crossing the Mont Cenis is tempted to glide
down the rapid descent, in preference to the long
course of the zigzag road

;
and I remember to

have heard at Lauslebourg the tale, doubtless
often related, of an eccentric Milord who ascended
the heights thrice from that place, a journey of
some hours, for the gratification of the repeated
excitement caused by a descent on the ramasse
in about as many minutes. The cranium of a

horse, as it was stated, was the vehicle often pre-
ferred for this curious adventure : and the tra-
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532, Translation of a Letter

602.

623

624.

Ballynanihch
Viri eruditi

New Morality

- Giffbrd,. "|

Ellis,
f

Canning,
|

'B;,

Frere, J
- Canning,, c.

- Canning
- Canning

Frere

Gifford

G.
- Frere, w.

Canning, w.
These lines were

Banning, B.

banning, ~|
u.

Vere, I

Jifford, f c,

J.Ellis, J
From Mental Misf

Yet venial Vices, &c. -

Bethink thee, Gifford, &c.

written by Mr. Cunning some years before he
had any personal acquaintance with Mr. Gifford.

Awake ! for shame ! - Canning, w.
Fond Hope !

(525.

628.

629; Such is the liberal Justice - Canning, w.
631. O Nurse of Crimes

- Frere, w.

6:33,

634.

See Louvet
But hold severer Virtue

~]

w.

J

- Frere,

Canning,
G. Ellis,

- Canning, 'w.

^^^ Frere,

Canning,
To thee proud Barras bows Frere,

"J

Canning, I w.

Ellis, J
- Gifford, 1

Ellis, J
w'

- Frere, "In't W.
Canning, J

- Canning, w.

635, Ere long perhaps -

Couriers and Stars -

637. Britain beware

Wright, the publisher of the Anti-Jacobin, lived

at 169. Piccadilly, and his shop was the general
morning resort of the friends of the ministry, as

DebrelFs was of the oppositionists. About the time
when the Anti-Jacobin was contemplated, Owen,
who had been the publisher of Burke's pamphlets,
failed. The editors of the Anti-Jacobin took his

house, paying the rent, taxes, &c., and gave it up to

Wright, reserving to themselves the first floor,
to which a communication was opened through
Wright's house. Bein-g thus enabled to pass to
their own rooms through Wright's shop, where
their frequent vis-its did not excite any remarks,
they contrived to- escape particular observation.

Their meetings were most regular on Sundays,
but they not ^infrequently met on other days of
the week, and in their rooms were chiefly written
the poetical portions of the work. What was written
was generally left open upon the table, and as
others of the party dropped in, hints or sugges-
tions were made; sometimes whole passages were
contributed by some of the parties present, and

j

afterwards altered by others,, so that it is almost
[

impossible to ascertain the names of the authors.
!

Where, in the above notes; a piece is ascribed to
different authors, the conflicting statements may
arise from incorrect information, but sometimes
they arise from the whole authorship being as-

signed to one person, when in fact both may have

contributed. If we look at the references, vol. ii.

pp. 420. 532. 623., we shall see Mr. Canning,

naming several authors, whereas Lord Burghersh
assigns all to one author. Mr. Canning's authority
is here more to be relied upon. "New Morality"
Mr. Canning assigns generally to the four con-
tributors

;
Mr. Wright has given some interesting

particulars by appropriating to each his peculiar

portion.
Gifford was the working editor, and wrote most

of the refutations and corrections of the "
Lies,"

"
Mistakes," and "

Misrepresentations."
The papers on finance were chiefly by Pitt : the

first column was frequently for what he might
send

; but his contributions were uncertain, and

generally very late, so that the space reserved

for him was sometimes filled up by other matter.

He only once met the editors at Wright's.

Upcott, who was at the time assistant in Wright's

shop, was employed as amanuensis, to copy out for

the printer the various contributions, that the au-
thors' handwriting might not be detected.

EDW. HAWKINS,

The Anti-Jacobin (Vol. in., p. 334.). In a copy
of the Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin*, now in my pos-
session, occurs this note in the autograph of Mr.
James Boswell :

" These lines [Lines written by a Traveller at Czarco^

zeld] were written by William PITT a* I learnt

from his nephew on the 28th of May 1808, at a dinner

held in honour of his memory."

The sirname is in large capital letters
;.

the

year is indistinctly written. This is the note

which is indicated in the auction-catalogue of the

library of Mr. Boswell, No. 2229.

BOLTON COBKET.

jBtner

Egg and Arrow Ornament. Mr. Ruskin^ in his

Stones of Venice, vol. i. p. 305., says
' The Greek egg and arrow cornice is a nonsense

cornice, very noble in its lines, but utterly absurd in its

meaning. Arrows have had nothing to do with eggs
'at least since Leda's time), neither are the so-called

arrows like arrows, nor the eggs like eggsf nor the

loneysuckles like honeysuckles : they are all conven-

tionalized into a monotonous successiveness of nothing

pleasant to the eye, useless to the thought."

The ornament of which Mr, E. thus speaks is

ndifferently called egg and tongue, egg and dart,

as well as egg and arrow. It seems to me that

the egg is a complete misnomer, although common,

to all the designations ;
and I fancy that the idea

of what is so-called was originally derived from

the full-length shield, and therefore- that the or-

nament should be named the shield and dart, an

association more reasonable than is suggested by

any of the ordinary appellations. Can any of
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your correspondents offer any confirmation of

this? B. J.

Liverpool, March 31. 1851.

Defoe's Project for purifying the English Lan-

guage. Among the many schemes propounded by
De Foe, in his Essay upon Projects, published in

1696, there is one which still remains a theory,

although eminently practicable, and well worthy of
consideration.

He conceived that there might be an academy
or society formed for the purpose of correcting,

purifying, and establishing the English language,
such as had been founded in France under Cardinal
Richelieu.

The work of this society," says Defoe,
" should

be to encourage polite learning, to polish and refine

the English tongue, and advance the so much neglected

faculty of correct language ; also, to establish purity
and propriety of style, and to purge it from all the

irregular additions that ignorance and affectation have
introduced ; and all these innovations of speech, if I

may call them such, which some dogmatic writers have
the confidence to foster upon their native language, as

if their authority were sufficient to make their own
fancy legitimate."

Never was such .a society more needed than in

the present day, when you can scarcely take up a

newspaper, or a periodical, a new poem, or any
modern literary production, without finding some
new-coined word, perplexing to the present
reader, and a perfect stumbling-block in the way
of any future editor.

Some of these words are, I admit, a welcome
addition to our common stock, but the greater

part of them are mere abortions, having no analogy
to any given root.

A- society similar to the one proposed by Defoe

might soon be established in this country, if a, few
such efficient authorities as Dr. Kennedy would
take the initiative in the movement.
He who should first establish such a societ}', and

bring it to a practicable bearing, would be con-

ferring an inestimable boon on society.
. I trust that these hints may serve to arouse
the attention of some of the many talented contri-

butors to the " NOTES AND QUERIES," and in due
season bring forth fruit. DAVID STEVENS.

Godalming, April 19. 1851.

Great Fire of London. Our popular histories

of England, generally, contain very indefinite

statements respecting the extent of destruction

wrought upon the city of London by the Great
Fire. I have therefore thought it may be inte-

resting to others, as it has been to myself, to peruse
the following, which purports to be " extracted
from the Certificates of the Surveyors soon after

appointed to survey the Ruins.""
" That the fire that began in London upon the

second of September, 1666, atone Mr. Farryner's house,

a baker in Pudding Lane, between the hours of one
and two in the morning, and continued burning until
the sixth of that month, did overrun the space of three
hundred and seventy-three acres within the walls of
the city of London, and sixty-three acres three roods
without the walls. There remained seventy-five acres
three roods standing within the walls unburnt. Eighty-
nine parish churches, besides chappels burnt. Eleven
parishes wilhin the walls standing. Houses burnt,
Thirteen thousand two hundred

" JONAS MOORE, )

RALPH GATRIX, \
Surve

.
vo"-

I copy this from a volume of tracts, printed
1679 to 168 r; chiefly

" Narratives
"
of judicial and

other proceedings relating to the (so called)

"Popish Plots" in the reign of Charles II.

WM. FRANKS MATHEWS.

Noble or Workhouse Names
" The only three noble names in the county were to

be found in the great house [workhouse] ;
mine [Berners]

was one, the other two were Devereux and Bohun."

Lavengro, iii. 232.

The above extract reminds me ofa list of names of

the poor about St. Alban's, which I forwarded some
months since, viz. Brax, Brandon, De Amer, De
Ayton, Fitzgerald, Fitz John, Gascoigne, liar-

court, Howard, Lacey, Stanley, Ratcliffe. A. C.

PASSAGES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT ILLUSTRATED
FROM DEMOSTHENES.

Acts xvii. 21. :

" For all the Athenians and strangers which were

there spent their time in nothing else, but either to tell,

or to hear some new thing."

Can any of your biblical correspondents inform

me in what commentary upon the New Testament
the coincidence with the following passages in

Demosthenes is noticed, or whether any other

source of the historical fact has been recorded ?

In the translation of Petrus Lagnerius, Franc.

1610 (I have not at hand the entire works), we
find these words :

" Nihil est omnium, Atheniemes, in prassentia no-

centius, quam quod vos alienati estis a rebus, et tan-

tisper operam clatis, dum audientes sedetis, si quid
Novi nuntiatum merit" (4. contr. Phil").

Again :

" Nos vero, dicetur verum, nihil facientes, hie per-

petuo sedemus cunctabundi, turn decernentes, turn in-

terrogantes, si quid Novi in foro dicatur." 4 Orat. ad

Philipp. Epist.

Pricseus, in his very learned and valuable Com-
mentarii in varios N. T. Libros, Lond. 1 660, fol.,

at p. 628., in v. 21., says only
" Videantur qua? ex Demosthene, Plutarcho, aliis,

Ernditi annotarunt."
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Matthew xiii. 14. :

" And in them is fulfilled the prophecy of Esaias,
which saith, By hearing ye shall hear, and shall not

understand ; and seeing ye shall see, and shall not per-
ceive.'

"

This proverb seems to have been common to all

ages and countries. It is of frequent occurrence
in the New Testament (Mark iv. 12.; viii. 18.;
John xii. 40.

; Acts xxviii. 25.
; Romans xi. 8.),

and, as in Matthew, is referred to Isaiah. But, in

the Old Testament, there is earlier authority for

its use in Deuteronomy xxix. 4. It occurs also in

Jeremiah v. 21. ; in Ezekiel xii. 2., and, with a

somewhat different application, in the Psalms,
cxv. 5.

; cxxxv. 16.

That it was employed as an established proverb
by Demosthenes seems to have been generally
overlooked. He says :

" Ol fjLfv OVTWS dpwvres TO, T&V r)Tux'f]K6T(av fpya,
&(TTf TO TTJS Tra.poiiJ.ias, o/jcSvTts (J.)) bpav, /col aKovovras p3)

aitoveiv. (Kara 'ApiffToyeirovos, A. Taylor, Cantab,
vol. ii. pp. 494-5.)

It is quoted, however, by Pricseus (p. 97.), who
also supplies exactly corresponding passages from
Maximus Tyrius (A.D. 190), Plutarch (A.D. 107-

20), and Philo (A. D. 41). Of these, the last only
can have been prior to the publication of St. Mat-
thew's Gospel, which Saxius places, at the earliest,
in the

reign
of Claudius.

Hugo Grotius has no reference to Demosthenes
in his Annotationes in Vet. Test., Vogel & Doderein,
1776

;
but cites Heraclitus the Ephesian, who,

according to Saxius, flourished in the year 502
B. c., and Aristides, who, on the same authority,
lived in the 126th year of the Christian era. Has
any other commentator besides Pricaeus alluded to
.the passage in Demosthenes ? C. II. P.

Brighton, April 21.

THE HOUSE OF MAILLE.

The house of Maille (vide Lord Mahon's Life
of Conde) contributed to the Crusades one of its

bravest champions. Can any of your numerous
contributors give me information as to the name
and achievements of the Crusader ?

Claire Clemence de Maille, daughter of the
Marechal Duke de Breze, and niece of Richelieu,
was married in 1641 to the Due d'Enghien, after-
wards the Great Conde

;
and Lord Mahon, some-

where in his life of the hero, makes mention of the

princess as the "last of her family."
Claire Clemence had an only brother, who held

the exalted post of High Admiral of France, and
in 1646 he commanded a French fleet which dis-
embarked 8000 men in the marshes of Sienna, and
himself shortly afterwards fell at the siege of Orbi-
tello. The admiral having died unmarried, the
Breze estates became the property of the princess,

who transmitted them to her descendants, the last

of whom was the unfortunate Due d'Enghien, who
perished at Vincennes.
Thus much is patent ;

but I think it probable
his lordship was not aware that a branch of the

family was exiled, and with the La Touches, La
Bertouches, &c., settled in the sister kingdom,
most likely at the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes. Their descendants subsequently passed
over into this country, and have contributed to the

lists of the legal and medical professions. Up to

the present century a gentleman bearing the

slightly altered name of Mallie held a commission
in the British army. Even now, the family is not

extinct, and the writer being lately on a visit to a

lady, probably the sole representative in name of

this once powerful house, noticed in her possession
a series of four small engravings, representing the

Great Conde ;
his mother, a princess of Montmo-

rency, pronounced to be the " handsomest woman
in Europe;" the old Marechal de Maille Breze;
and his daughter, Claire Clemence.
Our Pall Mall is, I believe, derived from Pailee

Maille, a game somewhat analogous to cricket, and

imported from France in the reign of the second

Charles : it was formerly played in St. James's

Park, and in the exercise of the sport a small

hammer or mallet was used to strike the ball. I

think it worth noting that the Mallie crest is a

mailed arm and hand, the latter grasping a mallet.

Be it understood that the writer has no preten-
sions to a knowledge of heraldic terms and devices

;

so, without pinning any argument on the coinci-

dence, he thought it not without interest. He is

aware that the mere fact of a similarity between
surnames and crests is not without its parallel in

English families. A NEW SUBSCRIBER.

Birmingham, April 22. 1851.

&uertaf.

Meaning of
"

eign." What is the meaning
of the word "eign" in Presteign, also the name
of a street and a brook ? Is it connected with the

Anglo-Saxon thegen or theignf H. C. K.

Hereford.

The Bonny Cravat. Can any of your readers

give a probable explanation of the meaning of the

sign of an inn at Woodchurch, in Kent, which is

" The Bonny Cravat," now symbolised as a huge
white neckcloth, with a " waterfall

"
tie ?

E. H. Y.

What was the Day of the Accession of Richard

III. ? Sir Harris Nicolas, in his Chronology of

History (2nd edition, p. 326,) decides for June 26,

1433, giving strong reasons for such opinion.
But his primary reason, founded on a fac-simile

extract from the Memoranda Rolls in the office

of the King's Remembrancer in the Exchequer of
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Ireland, printed, with fac-simile, in the second
|

Report of the Commissioners on Irish Records,
\

1812, p. 160., gives rise to a doubt; for, as Sir

Harris Nicolas states,
4< It is remarkable that the printed copy should

differ from the fac-simile in the identical point which

caused the letter to be published, for in the former the

xxvij
th of June' occurs, whereas in the fac-simile it

is the '

xxvj
th ofJune.' The latter is doubtless correct ;

for an engraver, who copies precisely what is before

'him, is less likely to err than a transcriber or editor."

This is most probably the case ; but perhaps
some of your correspondents in Ireland will settle

the point accurately. J. E.

Lucas Family. Can any of your correspondents
inform me what were the names of the sons of

John Lucas, of Weston, co. Suffolk, who lived at

the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the six-

teenth century ? One of them, Thomas, was

Solicitor-General, and a Privy Councillor, to

Henry VII., and had estates in Suffolk. W. L.

Watch of Richard Whiting. In Warner's His-

tory (*f Glastoribury mention is made of the watch

.of Richard Whiting, the last abbot. It is stated

in the Gentleman s Magazine of 1805 to have been

in the possession of the Rev. Mr. Boweu, of Bath.

Since then, I think, it was sold by auction.; at least

I have heard so. Perhaps some of your readers

know what has become of it, and can say where it

now is. The name " Richard Whiting" is said to

.be engraved inside it. C. O. S. M.

Laurence Howel, the Original Pilgrim. The
unfortunate Laurence Howel published in 1717

(the year in which he was committed to Newgate)
a little volume, entitled Desiderius ; or, the

'Original Pilgrim, a Divine Dialogue, showing the

most compendious Way to arrive at the Love of
God. Rendered into .English, and explained, with

Notes. By Laurence Howel, A. M. London
;

printed by William Redmayne, for the Author,
1717. In the preface he tells us, that the work
was originally written in Spanish ; afterwards

translated into Italian, French, High-Dutch and

Low-Dutch, and -about the year 1587 into Latin

from the High-Dutch, by Laurentius Surius.

There were subsequently two more Latin ver-

sions : one by Vander Meer, from the French and
Dutch copies, compared with the original ;

and
another by Antonius Boetzer in 1617. The
author's name, he says, was unknown to all the

editors, and the several editions had different

titles
; by some it was called the Treasure of

Devotion, by others the Compendious Way
io Salvation. The last, however (Boetzer's, I

presume), bears that of Desiderius. As this

was the author's title, Mr. Hov/el adopted it for

his translation, adding, he says, that of the

Original Pilgrim, to distinguish it from others of

the same name, or very like it. He there informs

us that Mr. Royston (the distinguished publisher
in Charles II.'s and James II.'s reigns) had de-

clared that Bishop Patrick took his Parable of the

Pilgrim from it, and that it had formed the

ground-work of the writings of many authors in

that style.
Can any of your readers give me the titles of

the editions in Spanish, or any language, of this

interesting little book ? I should be much obliged
for any information regarding it. Is Howel's
little translation scarce ? Has the authorship of

the original ever been hinted at ?

RICHARD HOOPER.

University Club, March 22. 1851.

The Churchwardens' Accounts, SfC-, of St. Mary-
de-Castro, Leicester. Nichols, in his History of
Leicestershire, has given numerous extracts from
the accounts of this ancient collegiate establish-

ment (founded in 1107), and also from a book

relating to the religious guild of The Trinity con-

nected with the church. All these documents
have now, however, entirely disappeared, how,
or at what period since the publication of the

work, is unknown
;
but I find by a newspaper-

cutting in my possession (unfortunately without

date or auctioneer's name), that a very large col-

lection of ancient documents, filling several boxes,
and relating to this church and others in the

county, was sold by auction in London some years

ago, probably between the years 1825 and 1850.

I shall feel
obliged

if any of your correspondents
can inform me in whose possession they now are,

and if they can be consulted, LEICESTKENSIS.

Aristotle and Pythagoras. What reason (if any)
is there for supposing that Aristotle derived his

philosophy from Pythagoras himself? D. K.

When Deans first styled Very Reverend. Can

any of your correspondents state at what period
Deans of Cathedrals were first designated as
"
Very Reverend ?

"
Forty years ago they prayed

at Christ Church, Oxford, for the Reverend the

Deans, the Canons, &c. The inscription on the

stone covering the remains of Sir Richard Kaye,
Bart., Dean of Lincoln, who died in 1809, terms

him " the Reverend." X. X.

Form of Prayer at the Healing (Vol. iii., pp.42.
93. 148,)- As my note on this subject has been

misunderstood, I would prefer this Query. What
is the earliest edition of the Prayer Book in which

the Form for the Healing appears? Mr. Lath-

bury states 1709, which isl believe the generally
received date

;
but it is found in one printed in

London in 1707 immediately before the Ar-

|

tides. Its appearance in the Prayer Book is

i entirely unauthorised
;
and it would be curious to

j

ascertain also, whether it found a place in the

Prayer Books printed at Oxford or Cambridge.
N. E. R. (a Subscriber).
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West Chester. In maps of Cheshire, 1670, and

perhaps later, the city of Chester is thus called.

Why is it so designated ? It does not appear to

be so called now. Passing through a village only
six miles from London last week, I heard a mother

; saying to a child,
" If you are not a good girl I

! will send you to West Chester." " Go to Bath"
1 is common enough ; but why should either of

! these places be singled out ? The Cheshire threat

I

seems to have been in use for some time, unless

K
4li at city is still called West Chester.

JOHN FRANCIS X.

The Milesians. With respect to the origin of
e Milesian race little seems to be known, even

by antiquaries who have given their attention to

I

the archseology of Ireland, the inhabitants of

|
which country are reputed to have been of Mile-

|

sian origin. The Milesian race, also, is thought to

j

have come over from Spain, a conjecture which is

|

rather confirmed by the etymology of the names of

|

some Irish towns, where the letters gh, as in

Drogheda and Aghada, if so convertible, have the
same pronunciation as the Spanish j in Aranjuez
and Badajoz, and also by the expression and cast

of features marked in many of the peasants of the
south-west of Ireland, which strikingly resemble
those of the children of Spain.
There is also another subject of antiquity in

Ireland, and closely connected with her early his-

tory, of the true origin of which the world seems
much in ignorance^ viz. her Round Towers.

Possibly some of your able correspondents will

kindly supply some information on one or both of
these subjects, W. II. M.
Round Bobbin. In Dr. Heylin's controversy

j

with Fuller on his Church History, the following
quotation

* occurs :

I

" That the Sacrament of the Altar is nothing else but

j

a piece of bread, or a little predie round robbin."

In the East Riding of Yorkshire the term is

j

designative of a petition, in which all the names are

|

signed radiating from a centre, so as to render it

! impossible to discover who was the first to sign
; it. What is the derivation of it ? R. W. E.

Cor. Chr. Coll., Cambridge.

Experto crede Roberto. What is the origin of
this saying ? Jtf. B.

Captain Howe.
"

Captain Howe, the King's (George IT.) nephew
by an illegitimate source." Pictorial History of Eng-
land, iv. 597.

Can you inform me how this captain was thus
related to George II. ? F. B. HELTON.

Bactria. Can you refer me to a work worthy
the name of The History of Bactria, or to detached

Appeal of Injured Innocence, p. 462.

information concerning Bactriana, under the Scy-
thian kings ? I also want a guide to the Grseco-
Bactrian series of coins. BIXWEN.

TIIE FAMILY OF THE TRABESCANTS.

(Vol. ii., pp. 119. 286.)

The family of the Tradescants is involved in

considerable obscurity, and the period of the
arrival of the first of that name in England is

not, for a certainty, known. There were, it

seems, three of the Tradescants at one time in this

country grandfather, father, and son. John
Tradescant (or Tradeskin, as he was generally
called by his contemporaries) the elder was, ac-

cording to Anthony AVood, a Fleming or a Dutch-
man. He probably came to England about the
latter end of the reign of Elizabeth, or in the be-

ginning of that of James the First. He is reported
to have been a great traveller, and to have pre-
viously visited Barbary, Greece, Egypt, and other
Eastern countries. Upon his first arrival here he
is said to have been successively gardener to the
Lord Treasurer Salisbury, Lord Weston, theDuke
of Buckingham, and other noblemen of distinction.

In these situations he remained until the office of

royal gardener was bestowed upon him in 1629.
To John Tradescant the elder, posterity is mainly

indebted for the introduction of botany in this

kingdom.
"
He, by great industry, made it mani-

fest that there is scarcely any plant existing in the
known world, that will not, with proper care,
thrive in our climate." In a visit made by Sir

W. Watson and Dr. Mitchell to Tradescant's gar-
den in 1749, an account of which is inserted in

the Philosophical Transactions, vol. xlvi. p. 160., it

appears that it had been many years totally ne-

glected, and the house belonging to it empty and
ruined; but though the garden was quite covered
with weeds, there remained among them manifest

footsteps of its founder- They found there the

Borago latifolia sempervirens of Caspar Bauhine;
Polygonatwn vulgare latifolium, C.B.

; Aristolochia

clematitis recta, C.B. ; and the Dracontium of Do-
doens. There were then remaining two trees of
the Arbutus, which from their being so long used to

our winters, did not suffer from the severe cold
of 1739-40, when most of their kind Avere killed

in England. In the orchard there was a tree of
the llhamnus cutharticus, about twenty feet high,
and nearly a foot in diameter. There are^at

present no traces of this garden remaining.
In the As'umolean Library is preserved (No.

1461.) a folio manuscript (probably in the hand-

writing of the elder Tradescant) which purports
to be " The Tradescants' Orchard, illustrated in

sixty-five coloured drawings of fruits, exhibiting
various kinds of the apple, cherry, damson, date,
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gooseberry, peares, peaches, plums, nectarines,

grape, Hasell-nutt, quince, strawberry, with the

times of their ripening."
Old John Tradescant died in the year 1652, at

which period he was probably far advanced in

years, leaving behind him a son (also of the same

name) who seems to have inherited his father's

talents and enthusiasm. There is a tradition that

John Tradeseant the younger entered himself on
board a privateer going against the Algerines, that

he might have an opportunity of bringing apricot-
trees from that country. He is known to have
taken a voyage to Virginia, whence he returned
with many new plants. The two Tradescants
were the means of introducing a variety of curious

species into this kingdom, several of which bore
their name. Tradescants' Spiderwort and Aster are

well known to this day ; and Linnaeus has immor-
talised them among the botanists by making a new

genus under their names of the Spiderwort, which
had been before called Ephemeron.
When the elder Tradescant first settled in

England, he formed a curious collection of natural

history, coins, medals, and a great variety of
" uncommon rarities." A catalogue of them was

published in 12mo. in the year 1656, by his son,
under the name of Museum Tradescaniianum

,
to

which are prefixed portraits, both of the father

and son, by Hollar. This Museum or "
Ark," as

it was termed, was frequently visited by persons
of rank, who became benefactors thereto ; among
these were Charles the First, Henrietta Maria (his

I

queen), Archbishop Laud, George Duke of Buck -

I ingham, Robert and William Cecil, Earls of Salis-

bury, and many other persons of distinction :

among them also appears the philosophic John

Evelyn, who in his Diary has the following
notice :

"
Sept. 17, 1657, I went to see Sir Robert Needham,

at Lambeth, a relation of mine, and thence to John
Tradescant's museum."
" Thus John Tradeskin starves our wondering eyes

By boxing up his new-found rarities."

Ashmole, in his Diary (first published by Charles
Burman in 1717), has three significant entries re-

lating to the subject of our notice, which I tran-

scribe verbatim:

" Decem. 12, 1659. Mr. Tredescant and his wife

told me they had been long considering upon whom to

bestow their closet of curiosities when they died, and
at last had resolved to give it unto me.

"
April 22, 1662. Mr. John Tredescant died.

May 30, 1662. This Easter term I preferred a bill

in Chancery against Mrs. Tredescant, for the rarities

her husband had settled on me."
j

The success of Ashmole's suit is well known
;

but the whole transaction reflects anything but
honour upon his name. The loss of her husband's

treasures probably preyed upon the mind of Mrs.

Tradescant ; for in the Diary before quoted, under
April 4, 1678, Ashmole says :

" My wife told me that Mrs. Tradescant was found
drowned in her pond. She was drowned the day
before at noon, as appears by some circumstance."

This was the same Hesther Tradescant who erected
the Tradescant monument in Lambeth church-

yard. She was buried in the vault where her
husband and his son John (who

" died in his

spring") had been formerly laid.

The table monument to the memory of the
Tradescants was erected in 1662. The sculptures
on the four sides are as follows, viz. : on the north,
a crocodile, shells, &c., and a view of some Egyp-
tian buildings ; on the south, broken columns,
Corinthian capitals, &c., supposed to be ruins in

Greece, or some Eastern country ;
on the east,

Tradescant's arms, on a bend three fleurs-de-lys,

impaling a lion passant; on the west, a hydra,
and under it a skull

; various figures of trees, &c.,
in relievo, adorn the four corners of the tomb :

over it is placed a handsome tablet of black marble.
The monument, by the contribution ofsome friends

to their memory, was in the year 1773 repaired,
and (according to Sir John Hawkins) the following
lines, "formerly intended for an epitaph, inserted

thereon." Other authorities say that they were

merely restored.
" Know, stranger, ere thou pass beneath this stone,

Lye John Tradescant, grandsire, father, son ;

The last dy'd in his spring ; the other two
Liv'd till they had travell'd Art and Nature through,
As by their choice collections may appear,
Of what is rare, in land, in sea, in air ;

Whilst they (as Homer's Iliad in a nut)
A world of wonders in one closet shut

;

These famous antiquarians that had been
Both Gardeners to the Rose and Lily Queen,

Transplanted now themselves, sleep here
; and when

Angels shall with their trumpets waken men,
And fire shall purge the world, these hence shall rise,

And change this garden for a Paradise."

A number of important errors concerning this

once celebrated family have been made by differ-

ent writers. Sir John Hawkins, in a note to his

edition of Walton's Angler (edit. 1792, p. 24.),

says :

" There were, it seems, three of the Tradescants,

grandfather, father, and son : the son is the person here

meant : the two former were gardeners to Queen
Elizabeth, and the latter to King Charles I."

The epitaph above quoted satisfactorily proves, I

think, that the Tradescants were never gardeners
to the maiden Queen. "The rose and lily queen"
was certainly Henrietta Maria, the queen of

Charles the First. I have now before me (from
the cabinet of a friend) a small silver medal struck

to commemorate the marriage of Charles the First.

It has on the obverse the busts of Charles and

Henrietta, the sun shining from the clouds above
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them : the inscription is CH : MAG : ET : HEN : MA :

BRIT : HEX : ET : BEG. The reverse contains in the

field, Cupid mixing lilies with roses; the legend
being FVNDIT: AMOR: LTLIA: MIXTA: BOSIS. In

the exergue is the date 1625. The Tradescant

mentioned by Walton in 1653 was the second of

that name, not the son, as stated by Sir John
Hawkins.
The editor of the last edition of Evelyn's Diary

(vol. ii. p. 414.) says, speaking of the Trades-

cants :

" They were all eminent gardeners, travellers, and

collectors of curiosities. The two first came into this

country in the reign of James I., and the second and

third were employed in the Royal Gardens by Charles I."

Here is & positive statement that the elder Trades-

cant and his son came into England in the reign
of James L But there is no proof of this given.
It is merely the writer's assertion. At the end of

the same note, speaking of Tradescant's Ark, the

editor observes :

" It formed the foundation of the Ashmolean Mu-
seum at Oxford, and a catalogue of its contents was

printed by the youngest John Tradescant in 1656,
with the title of Museum Tradescantianum. He died

m 1652."

It was not the youngest John Tradescant that died
in 1652, but the oldest, the grandfather the first

of that name that settled in England.
The following is a list of the portraits of the

Tradescant family now in the Ashmolean Museum;
both father and son are in these portraits called

Sir John, though it does not appear that either of

them was ever knighted. Mr. Black, in his ex-
cellent catalogue of the Ashmolean Library, also

calls the elder Tradescant Sir John. (See p. 1266.)
1. Sir John Tradescant, sen., three-quarter size,

ornamented with fruit, flowers, and garden roots.

2. The same, after his decease.

3. The same, a small three-quarter piece, in

water colours.

4. A large painting of his wife, son, and daugh-
ter, quarter-length.

5. Sir John Tradescant, junior, in his garden,
with a spade in his hand, half-length.

6. The same with his wife, half-length.
7. The same, with his friend Zythepsa of Lam-

beth, a collection of shells, &c. upon a table be-
fore them.

8. A large quarter piece inscribed Sir John
Tradescant's second wife and son.

Granger says he saw a picture at a gentleman's
house in Wiltshire, which was not unlike that of
the deceased Tradescant, and the inscription was

applicable to it :

" Mortuus haud alio quam quo pater ore quiesli,
Quam facili frueris nunc quoque nocte doces."

I may add, in conclusion, that several beautiful

drawings of the Tradescant monument in Lam-

beth churchyard are preserved in the Pepysian
library. These drawings were engraved for the

Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixiii. p. 88.
;
and

are printed from the same plates in the Bibliotheca

Topographica Britannica, vol. ii.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

MEANING OF VENVILLE.

(Vol. iii., pp. 152. 310.)

I observe, in p. 310. of the present volume,
that two correspondents, P. and K., have con-

tributed conjectures as to the meaning and origin
of the term venville, noticed and explained ante,

p. 152. The origin of the word is of course to

some extent open to conjecture ; but they may rest

assured that the meaning of it is not, nor ever

has been, within the domain of mere conjecture
with those who have had any opportunities of in-

quiry in the proper quarter. The term has not

the slightest reference to the ceremony of deli-

vering possession, which P. has evidently witnessed

in the case of his father, and which lawyers call

livery of seisin
;
nor is there on Dartmoor any

such word as ven signifying peat, or AS fail, signi-

fying turf. No doubt a fen on the moor would

probably contain " black earth or peat," like most
other mountain bogs ;

and if (as K. says) fail means
a " turf or flat clod

"
in Scotland, I think it pro-

bable that a Scotchman on Dartmoor might now
and then so far forget himself as to call peat or

turf by a name which would certainly not be
understood by an aboriginal Devonian. The
local name of the peat or other turf cut for fuel

is vaggs, and this has perhaps been confounded in

the recollection of K.'s informant with ven. At
all events, I can assure both P. and K. (who, I

presume, are not familiar with the district) that

the tenants of venville lands have no functions to

perform, as such, in any degree connected with
either turf-cutting or "

fenging fields," and that

they do not necessarily, or generally, occupy peat
districts, or rejoice in

" All the infections that the sun sucks up ]

From bogs, fens, flats," &c. ;

but, on the contrary, they are the owners of some
of the most valuable, salubrious, and picturesque

purlieus of the forest. With regard to the name
"
fengfield," although I am pretty familiar with

the records of the forest extant for the last five

hundred years past, I do not remember that it is

ever so named or spelt in the muniments of the

manor or forest. It is so written by Risdon, and
in some few other documents entitled to little

weight, and from which no safe inference can be
drawn. Whatever be the etymological origin of

the term, it should be assumed as indisputable by
any one who may hereafter exercise his ingenuity
or his fancy upon it, that the four most prominent
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incidents to the tenure are 1. payment of fines;

2. situation in an ancient vill
;

3. attendance on
the lord's court ;

4. enjoyment of certain rights of

common. It may be that neither the fine nor the

vill forms a component part of the name
;
but K.

need have no scruple in believing that an abbre-

viated Latin or "
legal term

"
(invented, of course,

by the stewards or bailiffs of the lord) may have
become naturalised among those of the inhabitants

of the Moor whom it concerns. The tenants or

retainers of a manor have no alternative but to

submit to any generic name by which the steward

may please to distinguish them. Thus the
"
priors

"
and "

censers'"" of Dartmoor forest are

content to be called by those names, because they
were designated as "prehurdarii" arid "censarii"
in the court rolls some hundred years ago. The
tenants of a certain lordship in Cornwall know
and convey their tenements by the name of

landams to this day, merely because the stewards

two hundred years ago, when the court rolls were
in Latin, well knowing that landa was the Latin
for land, and that transitive verbs in that language
require an accusative case, recorded each tenant

as having taken of the lord " unam landam, vo-
catam Tregollup," &c. Indeed so easily does a

dipt exotic take root and become acclimated

among the peasantry of the Moor,- whose powers
of appropriation are so much disparaged by the

sceptical doubts of K., that since the establish-

MADOCUS

GRIFFITH, Dominus de Bromfeld,
obiit 1270, sepultus apud Val-

craeys.

ment of local courts the terms fifa and casa have
become familiar to them as household words

; and
the name and uses of that article of abbreviated

Latinity called a 'bus are, as I am credibly in-

formed, not unknown to them. E. SMIRKE.

te to jfflfnor

Newburgh Hamilton (Vol. iii., p. 117.). In
Thomas YVhincop's List of Dramatic Authors, &c.,
the following notice of Hamilton occurs :

" Mr. Newburgh Hamilton.
A Gentleman, who I think was related to, at least

lived in the family of Duke Hamilton ; he wrote two

Plays, called

I. The Doating Lovers, or The Libertine Tam'd ; a

Comedy acted at the Theatre in Lincoln's Inn-Fields,
in the year 1715, with no success: but supported to

the third night, for the Author's Benefit
;
when the

Boxes and Pit were laid together at the unusual Price

of six Shillings each Ticket.

II. The Petticoat Plotter; a Comedy of two Acts,

performed at the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane."
T. a T.

Pedigree of Owen Glendawer (Vol. iii., p. 222.).
A contributor who is not a Cambrian, sends the

following pedigree of Owen Glyndowr, with the

authority from whence he has obtained it, viz.

Harl. MS. 807., Robert Glover's Book of Pedigrees
and Arms, drawn up in part about 1574. H. E.

Filia JACOBI

LEWELLINPS, ulti-

mus Princeps
Walli*.

I

MA DOC VICHAN, Das
de Bromfield, cujus
eustodiam in minori

rotate, Rex H. 3,

dedit Johanni Com.
Warennae, 1270, qui
adificavit Castrum
de Holt.

LEOLINUS,
Dnsde
Chirke.

GRIFFITH VAWER
GWVNN, Diis de
Yale avus Owyn
Glyndore.

GRIFFITH VICHAN,
pater Owyn
Glyndoure.

4 films, Dlisde

Kynllieth.

PHILIP AP YEVOR, .

Lord of Iscoyd.

UNICA, filra

et haeres.

THOMAS AP LLYN ap __ A HONOR A,

Owen ap Meredeth

ap Owen ap Rhese

ap Griffin ap Reseap
Thewdor.

iilia et

hajres.

ELENA, Filia nupta Tudor

ap Grono,

OWEN GLYNDOWRE,
proditor Rex H. 4.

ALICIA, filia et haires,

nupta Scuda-

more.

JOHANNIS SCUDAMORE, miles,

duxit filiam et luerecTam

Oweni Glendo'ure prodi-

toris Regis H. 4.
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Mind your Ps and Q's (Vol. iii., p. 328.).

This expression arose from the ancient custom of

hanging a slate behind the alehouse door, on

which was written P. or Q. (i. e. Pint or Quart)

against the name of each customer, according to

the quantity which he had drunk, and which was

not expected to be paid for till the Saturday

evening, when the wages were settled.

The expression so familiar to schoolboys of "go-

ing tick" may perhaps be traced to this, a tick or

mark being put for every glass of ale.

C. DE LA. PRYME.

The Sempecta at Croyland (Vol. iii., p. 328.).

He was not there, however; and I am sorry to say,

I do not remember where he was personally, or

exactly where the account of him is to be found.

I have no doubt of its being in one or other of

the fourteen volumes of Martene's Thesaurus et

Amplissima Collectio. I do not now possess those

books, and have not access to them ;
but I think

your correspondent will find what he wants with-

out much difficulty if (as I suspect) it is with some

other pieces in rhyme, and therefore likely to

catch the eye in turning over a volume chiefly in

prose. Perhaps the name "Francis" may be in

the index. If he does not, I shall be happy to

seek for information. S. R. MAITLANU.

Gloucester.

Solid-hoofed Pigs (Vol. iii., p. 263.). I saw a

pig of this kind a few years ago, in possession of

Sir William Roman, Bart., of Dromroe, near

Cappoquin, in the county of Waterford.

I do not know whether he has any of that breed

at present ;
but have little doubt that a note, ad-

dressed to Sir William on the subject, would re-

ceive a courteous reply. H. C.

Thurles, April 9. 1851.

Porci solide-pedes (Vol. iii., p. 263.). -A cor-

respondent of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

inquires
about the breed of solid-hoofed pigs. Some years,

perhaps twenty years, ago there were several pigs
of that sort in the possession of Robert Ramsden,

Esq., of Coulton Hall, Notts, of which he was

good enough to give some to my father. I believe

they were considered of Chinese origin, but how

remotely I do not know. They were very easily

fattened, but always of small size
;
and I think,

unless my memory much deceives me, on removing
the horny portion of the hoof, the rudiments of a

cloven hoof, like that of the ordinary swine, were
to be seen. E. G. SELWYN.

Blackheath, April 17. 1851.

Sir Henry Slingsby s Diary (Vol. iii., p. 323.).
The council of " THE CAMDEN SOCIETY" will no
doubt be pleased to find that your correspondents
are good enough to keep in view the welfare of

that Society, and to suggest works suitable for

their publication.

If Sir Henry Slingsby's Diary had never been

published, it would indeed have been an excel-

lent book for the Camden Society ; but be kind

enough to inform your correspondent P. B. that,

besides some quotations printed in Seward's Anec-

dotes, and large extracts published at Edinburgh,
in an octavo volume, in 1806, the whole Diary,
with a great deal of illustrative matter relating
to the Slingsby family, was published in one

volume, 8vo., London, 1836, under the very com-

petent editorship of the Rev. Daniel Parsons, of

Oriel College, Oxford.

It appears from the preface to that publication,
that the original MS. is not now known to be in

existence. Mr. Parsons printed from a copy of

the original, made by Sir Savile Slingsby, in

1714-5, which then remained at Scriven. ETTIE.

Criston, Somerset (Vol. iii., p. 278.). Perhaps
PRISTON is the place inquired for. This is a vil-

lage near Keynshem, where a Mr. Vaughan Jen-

kins has some property. Criston, as a place in

Somerset, is unknown to J.

Bath, April 18.

Criston (Vol. iii., p. 278.). There is a small

village in Somersetshire called Christon, about five

miles N. W. of Axbridge. C. I. R.

Tradesmen s Signs (Vol. iii., p. 224.). In the

delightful little volume on Chaucer, in Knight's

shilling series, entitled Pictures of English Life,

the author has the following on the Tabard, at

p. 19.:
" The sign and its supports were removed in 1776,

when all such characteristic features of the streets of

London in the olden time, disappeared in obedience to

a parliamentary edict for their destruction."

It would appear, however, by the subsequent

quotation from Brand's Antiquities, vol. ii. p. 359.,

that the edict above referred to was not carried

into execution against all signs ;
or that, if so, it

was soon repealed :

11 Lord Thurlow, in his speech for postponing the

further reading of the Surgeons' Incorporation Bill,

July 17th, 1797, stated 'that by a statute still in force,

the barbers and surgeons were each to use a pole.'
"

R.W.E.
Cor. Chr. Coll., Cambridge.

Emendation of a Passage in Virgil (Vol. iii.,

p. 237.). The emendation of SCRIBLERUS is cer-

tainly objectionable, and by no means satisfactory,

for these reasons: 1st. "Ac sunt in spatio" is

by no means elegant Latin, which " addunt se in

spatia
"

is
;
for the word " addunt

"
is constantly

used in the same way elsewhere.

2nd. The word "
spatium" is seldom used to

signify a chariot course.
"

Spatia," the plural, was the proper expres-

sion, and is only so deviated from in poetry in a

single instance. (Juv. Sat. vi. 582.) It is used in
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the plural in Virg. JEn. v. 316. 325. 327. ; Statius,
Theb. vi. 594.; Horace, Epist. 1. xiv. 9.

Vide Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities, under
art. Circus, p. 232.

Surely there is nothing unintelligible in the

expression,
" addunt se in spatia," which is the

reading given in almost all the best editions.

J. E. M.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Archdeacon Cotton, whose endeavours to ascertain
and record the succession of the Prelates and Members
of the Cathedral Bodies in Ireland are probably known
to many of our readers (at least, by the Queries which
have appeared in our Columns), has just completed his

Fasti Ecclesics Hibernice, in 4 vols. 8vo. From the
nature of the work, it is obvious that it could never
have been undertaken with a view to profit. The
printing, &c., has cost upwards of six hundred pounds,
and the Archdeacon, naturally unwilling to lose the
whole of this outlay, is circulating a prospectus offer-

ing copies at fifty shillings the set. Of these, there
are but two hundred. The utility of a book which
contains the names and preferments of every occupant
of an Irish see, dignity, or prebend, from the earliest

period to the present day, so far as existing materials

permits, is so obvious, that it can scarcely be doubted
that it must eventually find a place in all public and
official libraries.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. J. Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue No. XXII. of Books Old and New;
D. Nutt's (270. Strand) List of Valuable Books,
Foreign Theology, Canon Law, Monastic History,
Fathers of the Church, &c.; Nattali and Bond's (23.
Bedford Street, Covent Garden) Catalogue of Ancient
and Modern Books in all Languages; W. Heath's

(29. Lincoln's Inn Fields) Catalogue No. III. for

1851, of Valuable Second-hand Books in all classes

of Literature; T. D. Thomson's (13. Upper King
Street, Russell Square) Catalogue Part XIV. of
Second-hand Books English and Foreign ; J. Tupling's
(320. Strand) Catalogue of Books on Divinity, so

classified as to form a guide to Students in their choice;
J. Lilly's (7. Pall Mall) Catalogue No. III. of Valu-
able Books relating to English History, Antiquities,
&c. ; Olive Lasbury's (10. Park Street, Bristol) Cata-

logue No. XI. of Books now on Sale; J. Petheram's

(94. High Holborn) Catalogue Part CXXII. of Books
Old and New; W. S. Lincoln's (Cheltenham House,
Westminster Road) Catalogue No. LXVIII. of Cheap
Second-hand Books.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

HISTORY OF JENNY SPINNER, THE HERTFORDSHIRE GIUL, written
by herself. London. 18mo. J. Wheble, Warwick Square. 1800.

ANTI-JACOBIN REVIEW. Vols. LI. and LI I.

BRITTON'S ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUITIES. Vol. III., No. 7.,

giving an account of St. Nicholas' Chapel in King's Lynn, by
Rev. Edw. Edwards, with Plate. 5s. will be given for this

separate Number.
THE PROPHETIC MESSENGER, edited by Rev. J. Baylee of Birken.
head, Nos. 3. and 15.

LA PRISON DE DARTMOOR, ou RECIT HISTORIQUE DES INFORTUNES
&c., DES PRISONNIERS FKANCAIS EN ANGLETEHRE, &c Par
L. Catel. 8vo. 2 Tomes. Paris, 1R47.

CL-RETON, PILLAR OF THE CUBED OF THE SUNNITES.
POND'S CATALOGUE OF Ilia STARS RHDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
MADE AT GREENWICH FROM 1816 TO 1833.

TAYLOR, A GENERAL CATALOGUE OF THE PRINCIPAL FIXED STARS
Madras, 1844.

MACDONALD, DISSEHTATIO DE NECROSE ET CALLO, 1795.
Edinburgh.

DIEFFENBACH, TRAVELS IN NEW ZEALAND. 4to. 1843.
DIANJE (ANTON.) RESOLUTION MORALIUM SUMMA. 4to.

%* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carria"e free,
to be sent to MR. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUKR1ES," 186. Fleet Street.

OUR PROGRESS IN THE COLONIES. We cannot resist bringing
before our readers the following passage from a letter which ac-

companied some very interesting communications Jrum ADELAIDE,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, received by -us this week :

" A lover and a student of all that is interesting or curious in

literary antiquity, my position necessarily debars me from all
access to original manuscripts, and to such volumes as are only
to be found in large public libraries ; and also keeps me in igno-
rance of much that is going on in the literary world. Thus there
is a blank in the course of my favourite, study which is well filled

up by your excellent and interesting periodical. It is indeed a
great, boon to all situated as / am at a distance from the fountain
he.id of antiquarian knowledge."
Such an acknowledgment of our utility to our brethren abroad,

is most gratifying to us. We trust those of our readers who hove
friends and relatives who are fond of literary pursuits, resident
in the colonies, will do them and us the kindness of directing their

attention to
" NOTES AND QUERIES."

V. is requested to say how we can address a letter to him.

W. P. A. The Catalogue of Sir T. Phillip's MSS. is privately
printed. There are copies, we believe, at the Bodleian, the Athe-
nteum, and the Society of Antiquaries.

E. B. P. Correct in this supposition.
W. A. The Camden Society could not undertake the publi-

cation of the proposed Monumentarium Anglicanum, without

neglecting the objects for which it was more immediately instituted.

D. K.'s Query was in type before we received his reminder. We
do not acknowledge the receipt of Queries, from an anxiety not to

occupy space unnecessarily.
C. W. and B. W. E. are both thanked for the friendly tone of

their communications.

X. Y. Z. HALLAM'S LITERATURE OF EUROPE. The supple,
mental notes on the Literature of Europe have not yet been incor-

porated in any edition of that work. Theyform a separate volume

adapted to all the existing editions.

MONUMENTARIUM ANGLICANUM. We continue to receive valu-
able communications upon this subject, which we shall take an
early opportunity of bringing before our Readers.

DE H. A private communication awaits this correspondent.
Will hefurnish us with his address ?

Among many communications which we are this week obliged
to postponefor want of room, ire may mention MR. PETER CUN-
NINGHAM'S Reply to MR. Foss on the Outer Temple An interest-

ing paper on The Lay of the Last Minstrel, and many lieplies.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Post Conquestum Quakers' Attempt to

Convert the Pope Statute Sessions or Sittings Thanksgiving
Book Locke MSS. Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin Nullis Fraus,
c Meaning of Tye Apple-Pie Order Launcelot I.yttellon

'illenage God takes those soonest Sir II . Slingshy Inscrip-
tion ana Clock Christ's Cross Row Four Want Ways Francis

Moore Witle van Uemstedc Dutch Church, Peter Sterry, &c.

Mistletoe Obeism San Graal Cleopatra Auriga Shake-

speare's Use of Delighted Dutch Books.

VOLS. I. and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9s. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all nook-
sellers and Newsvemlers. It is published at noon on Friday, so

hat our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
'n procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, &;c.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
larcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor of NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.
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THE
GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for

MAY contains, among other articles : The Sayings of

Charles II. by PETER CUNNINGHAM, Esq. .being Chapter V. of the

Story of Nell Gwyn. Fourier and Fourierism A Few Facts

about Itadulph Agas, the Land Surveyor. History of the Puri-

tans. Historical Illustrations of the Reign of Henry VII. from
the Municipal Archives of York. Original Letter of Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu. Biography of William Penn The Archae-

ology of Scotland (with several Engravings) Origin and De-
velopment of Window Tracery in England, c. &c. With Notes
of the Month, Review of New Publications, Reports of Antiqua-
rian and other Societies, Historical Chronicle ; and OBITUARY,
including Memoirs of the Earl of Harrington, the Earl of Meath,
Lord Dacre, Lord de 1'Isle and Dudley, Lord Moncrieff, bir

Alexander Hood, Alderman Sir John Pirie, Lt.-Gen. Sir Dudley
Hill, Capt. J. D. Cunningham, Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe, Esq ,

T. S. Davies, Esq., and other Eminent Persons recently deceased.
Price -2s. 6il.

NICHOLS and SON, 25. Parliament Street.

PROVIDENT LIFE OFFICE,
50. REGENT STREET.

CITY BRANCH: 2. ROYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.
Established 1806.

t

Policy Holders' Capital, 1,192,8187.

Lnnual Income, 150,0007 Bonuses Declared, 743,0007.

ims paid since the Establishment of the Office, 2,001,4507.

President.

The Right Honourable EARL GREY.

Directors.

The Rev. James Sherman, Chairman.

Henry Blencowe Churchill, Esq., Deputy-Chairman.

Henry B. Alexander, Esq.
George Dacre, Esq.
William Judd, Esq.
Sir Richard I). King, Bart.
The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird
Thomas Maugham, Esq.

William Ostler, Esq.
Apsley Pellatt, Fsq.
George Round, Esq.
Frederick Squire, Esq.
William Henry Stone, Esq.
Capt. William John Williams.

J. A. Beaumont, Esq., Managing Director.

Physician John Maclean, M.D.F.S.S, 29. Upper Montague
Street, Montague Square.

IETEEN-TWENTIETHS OF THE PROFITS ARE
DIVIDED AMONG THE INSURED.

Examples of the Extinction of Premiums by the Surrender of
Bonuses.

Date
of

Policy.
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GILBERT'S
GUIDE TO LONDON, with

Map, c. This original Work having long been in full

preparation for publication is now ready. It is especially intended

as a useful and indispensable Pocket-companion to every Visitor

to the Metropolis during the Great Exhibition of 1851. Price

only Is. 6/1. sewed, or 'is. bound ; or Postage Free, Gd. extra.

Separate Editions of the Book are also issued in the French and
German Languages at Gd. each extra.

Now ready, in 200 pages, demy 18mo., with Illustrations, price, in

fancy binding, only Is. Gd., or Post Free, 2s., the Second Edition,

DEDICATED TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE
ALBERT,

GILBERT'S POPULAR NARRATIVE of
the ORIGIN, HISTORY, PROGRESS, and PROSPECTS of

the GREAT INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, 1851 ; with a
Guide to the future Rules and Arrangements. By PETER
BERLYN, Esq.
" A useful record of the history and progressive development of

the marking incident of onr age and nation. The narrative is

sufficiently full in its details for the general public now and here-

after." Athenccum.
" We are bound to say that the work has been judiciously done,

and the result is a very satisfactory review of all that has been

effected in the way of "industrial Exhibitions up to the present
time." Literary 'Gazette.

"
It is a really useful volume of practical information to all ex-

hibitors and visitors at the Exhibition." Expositor.

At least 100 other equally laudatory criticisms have appeared in

the various Public Journals.

In a few days will be published, beautifully printed in 8vo., price

only 7s. 6~d., or Postage Fre^, 8s. fid., illustrated by 1!0 splendid

Pictures, engraved by GEORGE MEASOM,

DEDICATED TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE
ALBERT,

GILBERT'S DESCRIPTION OF THE
CRYSTAL PALACE ; its Architectural History and Construc-

tive Marvels. By PETER. BEKLYN and CHARLES FOWLER, Jun.,

Esqrs. The Engravings will depict the various peculiarities and

novelties of this wonderful Building, as well as the Machinery,
&C. used in its construction.

'

The combined object of the Pro-

prietor Authors, and Artists, is to produce a work worthy of the

occasion, and, in every sense, fit to be bought and preserved by

every Visitor as a memento of this universally interesting

Exhibition.

GILBERT'S VISITOR'S ILLUSTRATED
MAP OF LONDON, having in view the depicting of the prin-

cipal Roads and Streets of the Metropolis, with Illustrations of

its most important Buildings and Sights, engraved on their exact

localities. This novel Map will be found an interesting Guide to

all Visitors of London. The price, in sheet, coloured, with Let-

terpress Keys and References, is Is. 6d. ; or in case for the pocket,
2s. ; or postage free, 3s.

GILBERT'S GUIDE TO THE STREETS
OF LONDON, with Frontispiece and Tables of Cab Fares ; the

Rules and Laws relative to Metropolitan Conveyances ; and Ex-

planations in Four Languages. As a Companion to the " Visitor's

Illustrated Map." With 5000 References, to enable the Visitor

to find his own way throughout the length and breadth of the

Metropolis. Price Cd. ; or, Postage Free, Is.

GILBERT'S KEY TO LONDON. On one
large Sheet, containing particulars of its Palaces, Parks, Public

Buildings, Hospitals, Inns of Court, Bridges, Gardens, Museums,
Literary Institutions, Theatres, Public Amusements, Exhibitions,

Cab Faros, Railway Stations, Ambassadors, Bankers, Hotels,

Docks, Arcades, Private Galleries, Curiosities, Churches and

Chapels ; Cat), Omnibus, and Coach Rules and Laws ; Omnibus
Routes, Environs, Post-Offices, Steamers, Foreign Money Tables,

&c., &c. Price, on a large sheet, Is. ; in case, 2s. ; or Postage
Free, Is. extra ; or on roller varnished, 3s. 6d.

Tondon: Published by JAMES GILBERT, 49. Paternoster Row.
Orders received by all Booksellers, Stationers, &c.

GREAT

EXHIBITION.
CENTRAL AVENUE.

An Illustrated Priced Cata.

logue of Church Furniture Con-

tributed by

GILBERT J. FRENCH,
BOLTON, LANCASIIIUK,

forwarded Free by Post on ap-

plication.

Parcels delivered Carriage Free

in London, daily.

Just published, No. VIII., price 2s. Gd., royal 4to.

DETAILS
of GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE,

measured and drawn from existing Examples, by J. K.
COLLING, Architect. CONTENTS : Font from Greetwell Church,
Lincolnshire; Window from Cottingham Church, Yorkshire ;

Pulpit from Westminster Abbey ; Chimney Shaft from Southwell
Minster ; Five examples of Closing Rings.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

Just published, a New Translation of

HEAVEN and- ITS WONDERS; the
WORLD of SPIRITS (or the intermediate Region,

which is the first receptacle of Man after Death); and IIKLL:
described by one who has heard and seen what he relates. From
the Latin of EMANUEL SWEDENEORG. Translated by the Rev.
SAMUEL NOBLE. Second Edition, carefully revised ; with a New
Preface, by the Translator, including Explanatory Notes and
Observations. Together with the original English Preface by
the Rev. THOMAS HARTLEY, A.M., Rector of \Vinwick, North-
amptonshire. In 8vo. cloth, price 5s.; or without Mr. Hartley's

Preface, 4s.

HODSON, 22. Portugal Street, Lincoln's Inn ; and all other
Booksellers.

INSTRUCTIVE
MUSIC. HAMILTON'S

MODERN INSTRUCTIONS for the PIANO, Twenty-
second Edition, 4s. ;

his Dictionary of 3,500 Musical Terms,
Thirty -fifth Edition, Is.; Clarke's Catechism of the Rudiments of

Music, Is.; Clare's Psalmody, 12 books, 3s. each; Warren's
Chanter's Hand Guide, 373 chants, 5s. ; Psalmody, 2 vols. each

2s.; his Catechism of Class Singing, Is., Key to ditto, Is. ; his

Easy Organ Tutor, 4s. ; Hamilton's Catechisms, 1 to 5, each 2s.

iind 3s. ; Otto on the Violin, 3s.
; Dubonrg on ditto, 5s. ; Spohr's

Great School for the Violin, 31s. Gd. ; Camp;ignoli's ditto, 24s. ;

Baillot's Method for the Violoncello, 12s.; Drouet's Method for

the Flute, 15s. ; Berbiguer's Method, 12s. ; Dressler's ditto, 9s. ;

Richardson's Method, 2 books, 7s. Gd. each ; Goodban's Method
for the Violin, 10s. Cd.; Hamilton's Catechism for the Organ,
New Edition, 4s. ; Gottfried Weber's complete Theoretical Works,
by John Bishop, 3U. Gd. ; Cherubini ditto on Counterpoint and

Fugue, 31s. Gd. ; Albrechtsberger's complete Theoretical Works,
42s. ; Mozart's Thorough Bass, 5s. ; Done's ditto, 4s. ; and Dan-

neley's Encyclopaedia of Music, Gs__London: R. COCKS and Co.,
New Burlington Street, Publishers to Her Majesty. N.B. A
variety ol the most elegant Pianofortes (manufactured by Messrs.

Cocks) from 22 Guineas upwards. Price List with drawings
gratis, and postage free. Pianos on hire at 15s. per Month ;

Cocks's Musical Miscellany for May, 2d., Stamped, 3d. ;
S. Glover's

Great Globe Quadrilles, 2d., Stamped, 3d.

Printed by THOMAS CI>AUK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at JSTo. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride,

in the City of London ;
and published by GEORGE BELT,, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in

the West/in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, May 3. 1851.
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GREAT EXHIBITION, NOTES AND QUERIES, AND

CHAUCER'S PROPHETIC VIEW OF THE, CRYSTAL PALACE.

The first of May, eighteen hundred and fifty-one,

will be remembered in the Calendar for centuries after

those who witnessed its glories shall have passed away.
Its memory will endure with our language ;

and the

Macaulays and Hallams of the time to come will add

brilliancy to their pages by recounting the gorgeous

yet touching ceremonial of this great Apotheosis of

Peace. Peace has occasionally received some foretaste

of that day's glory ; but only at times, when the sense

of its value had been purchased by the horrors which

accompany even the most glorious warfare. But never

until the reign of Victoria were its blessings thus

recognised and thus celebrated, after they had been

uninterruptedly enjoyed for upwards of a quarter of a

century. Who then, among the thousands assembled

around our Sovereign in that eventful scene, but felt

his joy heightened by gratitude, that his lot had been

cast in these happy days.

It was a proud day for Queen Victoria, for her Il-

lustrious Consort, for all who had had " art or part
"

in the great work so happily conceived, so admirably

executed. And we would add (even at the risk of

reminding our readers of Dannis' energetic claim,
" That's my Thunder ! ") that it was also a proud day
for all who, like ourselves, desire to promote intercom-

munication between men of the same pursuits, to

bring them together in a spirit, not of envious rivalry,

but of generous emulation, ta make their powers,

faculties, and genius subservient to the common welfare

of mankind. In our humble way we have striven

earnestly to perform our share in this great mission ;

and although in the Crystal Palace cottons may take

the place of comments, steam-engines of Shakspeare,

the palpable creations of the sculptor of the super-

sensual imaginings of the poet, the real of the ideal, .

Still the GREAT EXHIBITION OF THE INDUSTRY OF ALL

NATIONS is, in more senses than one, merely a MONSTER

NUMBER OF " NOTES AND QUERIES." So palpable, indeed,

is this similarity, that, if the long-talked-of Order of
Civil Merit should be instituted, (and certainly there

was never a more fitting moment than the present for

so honouring the cultivators of the peaceful arts), we
make no doubt that " NOTES AND QUERIES" will not

be forgotten. Should our prophecy be fulfilled, we
net'd scarcely remind our readers of Captain Cuttle's

injunction and our Motto.

VOL. III. Xo. 80.
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And here, talking of prophecy, we would, first

reminding our readers how, in the oklen time, the

Poet and the Prophet were looked upon as identical,

call their attention to the following vision of our

Queen in her Crystal Palace, which met the eye when

in "fine phrensy rolling" of the Father of English Poetry,

as he has recorded in his House of Fame. Had
Chaucer attended the opening of tlie Exhibition as

" Our own Reporter" could his description have been

more exact?

THE TEMPLE Y-MADE OF GLAS.

A Prevision by Dan Chaucer, A.D. 1380.

Now hearken every manir man
That English understande can,

And listeth to my dreme to here,
For nowe at erst shall ye lere :

thought, that wrote al that I met
And in the tresorie it set

Of my braine, nowe shall men see

If any vertue in thee bee

To tellen al my dreme aright
Nowe kithe thy engine and thy might !

* * * *

But, as I slept, me mette I was
Within a temple ymade of glas,

In which there were mo images
Of gold, standing in sundry stages,
Sette in mo rich tabernacles,
And with perrie mo pinnacles,
And mo curious portraitures,
And queint manner of figures
Of gold worke, than I saw ever.

But all the men that been on live

Ne han the conning to descrive

The beaute of that ilke place,
Ne couden casten no compace
Soch another for to make,
That might of beauty be his make

;

Ne so wonderly ywrought,
That it astonieth yet my thought,
And maketh all my witte to swinke
On this castel for to thinke,
So that the wondir great beautie

Caste, crafte, and curiositie,

Ne can I not to you devise,

My witte ne may not me suffise
;

But nathelesse all the substaunce
1 have yet in my remembraunce,
For why ? Me thoughtin, by saint Gile,
All was of stone of berile,

Bothe the castel and the toure,
And eke the hall, and every boure;
"Without peeces or joynings,
But many subtell compassings,
As barbicans and pinnacles,

Imageries and tabernacles
;

I saw, and ful eke of windowes
As flakes fallen in great snowes

;

And eke in each of the pinnacles
Weren sundry habitacles.

When I had scene all this sight
In this noble temple thus,

Hey, Lord, thought I, that madest us,
Yet never saw I such noblesse
Of images, nor such richesse
As I see graven in this church,
But nought wote I who did them worche,
Yet certaine as I further passe,

I wol you all the shape devise.

Yet I ententive was to see,
And for to poren wondre low,
If I could anywise yknow
What maner stone this castel was :

For it was like a limed glas,
But that it shone full more clere,
But of what congeled matere
It was, I n' iste redely,
But at the last espied I,

And found that it was every dele

A thing of yse and not of stele :

Thought I,
" By Saint Thomas of Kent,

This were a feeble foundement
To byilden on a place so hie ;

He ought, him little to glorijie
That hereon bilte, God so me save"

But, Lord, so faire it was to shewe,
For it was all with gold behewe :

Lo, how should I now tell all this,

Ne of the hall eke what need is ?

But in I went, and that anone,
There met I crying many one
" A larges, a larges, hold up well !

God save the Lady of this pell !

Our owne gentill Lady Fame
And hem that willen to have a name."
For in this lustie and rich place
All on hie above a deis

Satte in a see imperial!
That made was of rubie royall
A feminine creature

That never formed by nature
Was soche another one I saie :

For alderfirst, soth to saie,

Me thought that she was so lite

That the length of a cubite

Was lenger than she seemed to be
;

* * * * *

Tho was I ware at the last

As mine eyen gan up cast

That this ilke noble queene
On her shoulders gan sustene

Both the armes and the name
Of tho that had large fame.
And thus found I sitting this goddesse

In noble honour and richesse

Of which I stinte a while now
Other thing to tellen you.
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But Lord the perrie and the richesse,

I saw sitting on the goddesse,
And the heavenly melodie

Of songes full of araionie

I heard about her trone ysong
That all the palais wall rong.

Tho saw I standen hem behind

A farre from hem, all by hernselve

Many a thousand times twelve,
That made loud minstralcies,

In eonemuse and shalmies,
And many another pipe,
That craftely began to pipe.
And Pursevauntes and Heraudes
That crien riche folkes laudes,
It weren, all and every man
Of hem, as I you tellen can,
Had on him throwe a vesture

Which nien clepe a coate armure.
Then saw I in anothir place,

Standing in a large space,
Of hem that maken bloudy soun,
In trumpet, beme, and clarioun.

Then saw I stande on thother side

Streight downe to the doores wide,
From the deis many a pillere
Of metall, that shone not full clere,

But though ther were of no richesse

Yet were they made for great noblesse.

There saw I, and knew by name
That by such art done, men have fame.

There saw I Coll Tragetour
Upon a table of sicamour

Play an uncouth thing to tell,

I saw him carry a wind-mell

Under a walnote shale.

Then saw I sitting in other sees,

Playing upon sundrie other glees,
Of which 1 n' ill as now not rime,
For ease of you and losse of time,
For time ylost, this know ye,

By no way may recovered be.

What should 1 make longer tale ?

Of all the people that I sey
I could not tell till domisdey.
Then gan I loke about and see

That there came entring into the hall

A right great company withall,
And that of sondry regions
Of all kind of condicions

That dwelle in yearth under the Moone,
Poore and riche

;
and all so soone

As they were come into the hull

They gan on knees doune to fall

Before this ilke noble queene.
" Madame" sayd they,

" we bee

Folke that here besechcn tliee

That thou graunt us now good fame,
And let our ivorkes have good name ;

In full recompensacioun
Ofgood worhe, give us good renoun"
And some of hem she graunted sone,
And some she warned well and faire,

And some she graunted the contraire.

Now certainly I ne wist how,
Ne where that Fame dwelled or now,
Ne eke of her descripcion,
Ne also her condicion,
Ne the order of her dome
Knew I not till I hider come.
# * * * *

At the last I saw a man,
Which that I nought ne can,
But he semed for to bee,
A man of great auctoritie

And therewithall I abraide,
Out of my slepe halfe afraide,

Remembring well what I had sene,
And how hie and farre I had bene
In my gost, and had great wonder
Of that the God of thonder
Had let me know en, and began to write <-

Like as you have herd me endite,
Wr

herefore to study and rede alway,.
I purpose to do day by day.
Thus in dreaming and in game,

Endeth this liteli booke of Fame.

We are indebted for this interesting communication

to our correspondent A. E. B., whose admirable IL-

LUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER in our columns have given so

much pleasure to the admirers of the old poet. Our

correspondent has sent it to us in the hope that it may
be made available in helping forward the good work

of restoring Chaucer's tomb. We trust it will. The

Committee who have undertaken that task could,

doubtless, raise the hundred pounds required, by ask-

ing those who have already come forward to help them,

to change their Crown subscriptions into Pounds.

With a right feeling for what is due to the poet, they

prefer, however, accomplishing the end they have in

view by small contributions from the admiring many,
rather than by larger contributions from the few. As

we douht not we number among the readers of " NOTES

AND QUERIES
"
many admirers of

" Old Dan Chaucer, in whose gentle spright,

The pure well-head of poetry did dwell,"

to them we appeal, that the monument which was

erected by the affectionate respect of Nicholas Brigham,

nearly three centuries ago, may not in our time be

permitted to crumble into dust
; reminding them, in

Chaucer's own beautiful language,

" That they are gentle who do gentle dedes."
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ox "TUB LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL*'

I resume the subject commenced in the com-

ments on "a Passage ,in Marmion" printed in

No. 72., March 15, 1851 ; and I here propose to

consider the groundwork and mechanism of the

inost original, though not quite the first produc-
tion of Scott's muse, The Lay of the Last Minstrel

In the Introduction prefixed to this poem, nearly

thirty years after its publication, Sir Walter Scott

informs the world that the young Countess of

Dalkeith, much interested and delighted with the

wild Border tradition of the goblin called
"
Gilpin

Horner
"

(which is given at length in the notes

appended to the poem), enjoined on him the task

sof composing a ballad on the subject;
" And thus v

(says Sir Walter)
*' the goblin story

objected to by several critics as an excrescence upon the

poem, was, in factj the occasion of its being written."

Yes, and more than this ; for, strange as it may
appear to those who have not critically and minutely

attempted t unravel the very artful and compli-
cated plot of tjhis singular poem, the Goblin Page
is, as it were, the key-note to the whole composi-

tion, the agent .through whose instrumentality the

fortunes of the house of Branksome are built up
anew by the pacification of ancient feud, and the

union of the fair Margaret with Henry of Cran-

stoun. Yet, so deeply veiled is the plot, and so

intricately contrived the machinery, that I ques-
tion if this fact be apparent to one reader out of a

thousand ;
and assuredly it has never been pre-

sented to my view by any one of the critics with

whose comments I have become acquainted.
The Aristarchus of the Edinburgh Revieiv, Mr.

Jeffrey, who forsooth thought fit to regard the new
and original creations of a mighty and inventive

genius
" as a misapplication, ia some degree, of

very extraordinary talents,'" and " conceived it

his duty to make one strong effort to bring back

the great apostle of this (literary} heresy to the

wholesome creed of his instructor" seems not to

have penetrated one inch below the surface. In
his opinion

" the Goblin Page is the capital de-

formity of the poem,"
" a perpetual burden to the

poet and to the readers," "an undignified and im-

probable fiction, which excijtes neither terror, ad-

miration, nor astonishment, but needlessly debases

the strain of the whole work, and excites at once

our incredulity and contempt."

Perhaps so, to the purblind vision of a pedantic
formalist

; but, nevertheless, The Lay of the Last

Min.strel, that poem, whose varied imagery and
vivid originality, combined with all its other

beauties, have been, and ever will be, the delight
and admiration of its readers, could not exist

without this so-called "
capital deformity." This

I shall undertake to demonstrate, and in so doing

to prove the "
capital absurdity*' of such criticism

as I have cited.

Let us therefore begin with tfce
feeginfiing.

The widowed Lady of Branksome, brooding over
the outrage which had deprived her h.usbaad of

life, meditates only vengeance upoa all the parties
concerned in this affray. The lovely Lady Mar-
garet wept in wild despair, for her lever had stood
in arms against her father's da :

" And well she knew, her mother dread.,

Before Lord Cranstoun she should wedj
Would see her on her dying bed."

The first Caato of the poem eoEtai-ns that sin-

gular episode, when
"
(The Ladye) sits in secret Jjower

Jn old Lord David's western tower,
And listens to a heavy sound
That moans the mossy -turrets found," &.e.

* Erom the souad of Teviot's tide

Chafing with the mountain side,
&c. &c.

The Ladye knew it well-!

It was .the Spirit of,tbe Fl<?od that spoke.
And he called on the Spirit of the FeJl."

And when the River Spirit asks concerning the

fair Margaret, who had mingled her tears with his

stream :

" What shall be the maiden's fate?
Who shall be the maidert's mate? "

the Mountain Spirit replies, that, amid the cloud*

and mist which veil the stars,

"
111 may I read their high decree:

But no kind influence deign they shower
On Teviot's tide and Brankome's tower,

Till pride be quelled, and love befree."

I must here transcribe the following Section

xviii.:

" The unearthly voices ceased,
And the heavy sound was still ;

Jt died on the river's breast,
It died on the side of the hill.

But round Lord David's tower,
The sound still floated near,

For it rung in the Ladye's bower,
And it rung in the Ladye's ear,

She raised her stately head,
And her heart throbbed high with pride:

' Your mountains shall bend,
And yonr streams ascend,
Ere Margaret be our foeman's bride \

'"

Jn pursuance of this stern resolution, "the Ladye
sought the lofty hall" where her retainers were
assembled ;

" And fronj amid the armed train

She called to her William of Deloraine."

She then gives him the commission, well remem-
bered by every reader, to proceed on that night to

Melrose Abbey to unclose the grave of Michael
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Scott, and to rifle it of the magical volume which,

was accessible only on St. Michael's- night, at the

precise
moment when the rays of the moon should

throw the reflexion of the- red! cross emblazoned in

the eastern oriel upon the wizard's monumental

stone, expecting that the- jvossession of this
" Book of Might

""
would enable her to direct the

destiny of her daughter according to the dictates

of her own imperious nature.. " Dis aliter visum."

Fate and MICHAEL SCOTT had willed it otherwise^

And here I must beg my readers to take notice

that this far-famed wizard, Michael Scott, although
dead and buried, is supposed still to exert Ms in-

fluence from the world of spirits as the guardian

genius of the house of Buccleuch ; and he had
been beforehand with the Ladye of Rranksome in

providing Henry of Cranstoun with one of his

familiar spirits, in the shape of the Goblin Page,
by whose agency alone (however unconscious the

subordinate agent may be) a chain of events is

linked together which results in the union of the

two lovers. After this parenthesis I resume the

thread of the narrative.

Deloraine rides to Melrose in the night, presents
himself to the Monk of St. Mary's aisle, opens the

sepulchre of the wizard, and presumes to take
" From the cold hand the Mighty Book,"

in spite of the ominous frown which darkened the

countenance of the dead. He remounts his steed

and wends his way homeward
" As the dawn of day

Began to brighten Cheviot gray ;'"

while the aged monk, having performed the last

duty allotted to him in his earthly pilgrimage, re-

tired to his ceil and breathed his last in prayer
and penitence before the cross.

Ere Deloraine could reach his journey's end, he
encounters a feudal foeman in the person of Lord
Cranstoun, attended by his Goblin Page, who is

here first introduced to the reader. A conflict

takes place, and Deloraine being struck down
wounded and senseless, is left by his adversary to

the charge of this elf, who in stripping off his

corslet espied the "
Mighty Book." With the

: curiosity of an imp he opens the iron-clasped

I

volume by smearing the cover with the blood of
the knight, and reads ONE SPEI^L, and one alone^ by
permission ; for

" He had not read another spell,
When on his cheek a buffet felt,

So fierce, it stretched him on the plain
Beside the wounded Deloraine.
From the ground he rose dismayed,
And shook his huge and matted head ;

One word he muttered, and no more,
' Man of age, thou smitest sore 1

'

c. &c.

Now, if yon ask who gave the stroke,
I cannot tell, so mot i thrive

It was not given by man alive."

But he had read sufficient for the purposes of
his mission, and we shaH see how lie applies the

knowledge so marvellously acquired.
By the glamour of this spell he was empowered \

to make one thing assume the form of another.
' fe It had much of glamour might, .

Could make a ladye seem a knight;
The cobwebs on a dungeon wall,

Seem tapestry in a lordly hall,"

&c. &c.

The first use he makes ofhis power is to convey
the wounded knight, laid across his weary horse,,
into Branksome Hall

" Before the beards of tlie warders all
;.

And each did after swear and say,
There- only passed a wain of hay."

Having deposited him at the door of the Ladye's
bower, he repasses the outer court, and finding
the young chief at play, entices him into the

woods under the guise to him of a " comrade gay."
"
Though on the drawbridge, the warders stout,

Saw a terrier and a lurcher passing out ;"

and, leading
him far away

" o'er bank and fell,"

w,ell nigh frightens the fair boy to death by resum-

ing his own elvish shape.
" Could he have had his pleasure wilde,

He had crippled the joints of the noble child;
&c. &c.

But his awful mother he had in dread,

And also his power was limited^
&c. &c,

Here let me observe that all this contrivance is

essential to the conduct of the narrative ; and if

we simply grant the postulate which a legendary
minstrel has a right to demand, to wit, the potency
of magic spells to effect such delusions (pictoribus

atque Poetis Quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa

potestas), all the remainder of the narrative is

easy, natural, and probable. This contrivance is

necessary, because, in the first place, if it had been,

known to the warders that William of Deloraine

had been brought into the castle wounded almost

unto death, he could not be supposed capable of

engaging Richard Musgrave in single combat two

days afterwards ; nor, in the second place, would
the young chief have been permitted to stroll out

unattended from the guarded precincts.
To proceed : the boy thus bewildered in the

forest falls into the hands of an English forayer,
and is by him conveyed to Lord Dacre, at that

time one of the Wardens of the Marches^by whom
he is detained as a hostage, and carried along
with the English troops, then advancing towards

Branksome under the command of the Lord War-
dens in person.

"(But) though the child was led away,
In Branksome still he seemed to stay,

For so the Dwarf his part did play."
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And there, according to his own malicious nature,

played likewise a score of monkey tricks, all of

which, grotesque and "
undignified" ! as they may

be, yet most ingeniously divert the mind of the

reader from the real errand and mission of this

supernatural being.

Shortly afterwards, on his exhibiting symptoms
of cowardice at the expected contest, he is con-

veyed from the castle by the Ladye's order, and

speedily rejoins his lord, after the infliction of a

severe chastisement from the arm of Wat Tinlinn.

He then procures Cranstoun's admission within

the walls of Branksome (where the whole clan

Scott was assembling at the tidings of the English

Raid) by the same spell
" Which to his lord he did impart,
And made him seem, by glamour art,

A knight from hermitage."

And on the following day, as Deloraine did not

appear in the lists ready to engage in the appointed
duel with Richard Musgrave, we are told,

" Meantime, full anxious was the Dame,
For now arose disputed claim,

Of who should fight for Deloraine,
'Twixt Harden and 'twixt Thiitlestaine,

&c. &c.

But yet, not long the strife for, lo !

Himself the Knight of Deloraine,

Strong, as it seemed, and free from pain,
In armour sheathed from top to toe,

Appeared, and craved the combat due ;

The Dame her charm successful knew,
And the fierce chiefs their claims withdrew."

The conflict takes place, and ends in favour of
the Scottish knight; when the following scene
occurs :

" As if exhausted in the fight,

Or musing o'er the piteous sight,
The silent victor stands :

His beaver did he not unclasp,
Marked not the shouts, felt not the grasp
Of gratulating hands.

When lo ! strange cries of wild surprise,

Mingled with seeming terror rise

Among the Scottish bands,
And all, amid the thronged array,
In panic haste gave open way
To a half-naked ghastly man,
Who downward from the castle ran ;

He crossed the barriers at a bound,
And wild and haggard looked around,
As dizzy, and in pain ;

And all, upon the armed ground
Knew William of Delorane !

Each ladye sprung from seat with speed,
Vaulted each marshal from his steed ;

1 And who art thou,' they cried,
' Who hast this battle fought and won? '

His plumed helm was soon undone
' Cranstoun of Teviotside !

For this fair prize I've fought and won,'
And to the Ladye led her son."

Then is described the struggle that takes place
in the maternal breast :

" And how the clan united prayed
The Ladye would the feud forego,

And deign to bless the nuptial hour
Of Cranstoun's Lord and Teviot's Flower.

" She looked to river, looked to hill,

Thought on the Spirit's prophecy,
Then broke her silence stern and still,

' Not you, but Fate, has vanquished me ;

Their influence kind/;/ stars may shower

On Teviot's tide and Branksome's tower,

For pride is quelled, and love is free.'
"

The mission of the elf is now accomplished, his

last special service having been to steal the armour
of William of Deloraine " while slept the knight,"
and thus to enable his master to personate that

warrior.

It may be remarked that hitherto there is no

direct evidence that the Page was sent by Michael

Scott. That evidence is reserved for the moment
of his final disappearance.
On the same evening, after the celebration of the

nuptials, a mysterious and intense blackness en-

veloped the assembled company in Branksome
Hall.

" A secret horror checked the feast,

And chilled the soul of every guest ;

Even the high Dame stood half aghast,
She knew some evil in the blast ;

The elvish Page fell to the ground,
And, shuddering, muttered,

' Found! found! found!'

xxv.
" Then sudden through the darkened air,

A flash of lightning came,
So broad, so bright, so red the glare,
The castle seemed on flame,

&c. &c.

Full through the guests' bedazzled band
Resistless flashed the levin-brand,

And filled the hall with smouldering smoke,
As on the elvish Page it broke,

&c. &c.

When ended was the dreadful roar,

The elvish Dwarf was seen no more.

XXVI.

" Some heard a voice in Branksome Hall,

Some saw a sight, not seen by all ;

That dreadful voice was heard by some

Cry, with loud summons, '

Gylbin, come !

And on the spot where burst the brand,

Just where the Page had flung him down,
Some saw an arm, and some a hand,
And some the waving of a gown :

The guests in silence prayed and shook,

And terror dimmed each lofty look,

But none of all the astonished train

Was so dismayed as Deloraina,

&c. &c.
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At length, by fits, he darkly told,

With broken hint, and shuddering cold,

That he had seen, right certainly,

A shape, ivith amice wntpped around,

With a wrought Spanish baldric bound,

Like a pilgrim from beyond the sen,

And knew but how it mattered not

IT WAS THE WIZARD, MlCHAEL ScOTT."

After this final consummation, it is amusing to

notice a slight
" incuria" on the part of the poet,

which I wonder has never been corrected in the

later editions. Having described the nuptial

ceremony of Cranstoun and Margaret in the early

part of the last Canto, he says in Section xxviii.,

* Nought of the bridal will I tell,

Which after in short space befell,"

&c. &c.

I think I have now succeeded in proving that the

Goblin Page, so far from being a mere ''intruder"

into this glorious poem so far from being a mere

after-thought, or interpolation, to " suit the taste

of the cottagers of the Border," as Mr. Jeffrey

"suspects," is the essential instrument for con-

structing the machinery of the plot. We have,

indeed, the author's word that it formed the found-

ation of the poem. My readers will therefore

form their own estimate of the value of Mr. Jef-

frey's criticisms, couched as they are in no very
considerate, much less complimentary phraseology.
I cannot but admire the "douce vengeance" of

the gentle-spirited subject of his rebukes, who has

contented himself with printing these worthless

sentences of an undiscerning critic along with the

text of his poems in the last edition, there to re-

main a standing memorial of the wisdom of that

resolution adhered to throughout the life of the

accomplished author, who tells us,

" That he from the first determined, that without

shutting his ears to the voice of true criticism, he

would pay no regard to that which assumed the form
of satire."

In point of fact, Sir Walter had no very exalted

opinion of the genus Critic ; and I could give one
or two anecdotes, which I heard from his own lips,

strongly reminding one of the old fable of the

painter who pleased nobody and everybody.
In conclusion, I beg leave to observe, that in

these u Notes
"
I do not presume to underrate, in

any degree, Mr. Jeffrey's acknowledged powers of

criticism. He and Scott have alike passed away
from the stage of which they were long the orna-

ments in their respective spheres ; but I must
consider that in the passages here cited, as well as
in many others, he has proved himself either in-

competent or unwilling to appreciate the original-

ity, the power, and, above all, the invention of
Sir Walter Scott's genius. A BORDERER.

POEMS DISCOVERED AMONG THE PAPERS OF SIR

KKNKI.M DIGBY.

Since I last wrote to you on the subject of these

poems, I have discovered the remaining portions
of Ben Jonson's poem on the Lady Venetia: I
have therefore no doubt now that my MS. is a

genuine autograph; and if so, not only this, but
the "

Houreglasse," which was inserted in your
63rd No., is Ben Jonson's. This last has, I

think, never been published ; nor have I ever
seen in print the following lines, which are written
in the same hand and on the same paper as the
"
Houreglasse." They were probably written after

Lady Venetia's death.

" You wormes (my rivals), whiles she was alive,

How many thousands were there that did strive

To have your freedome ? for theyr sakes forbeare,

Unseemely holes in her soft skin to wear.
But if you must (as what worme can abstaine ?)
Taste of her tender body, yet refraine

With your disordered eatings to deface her,

And feed yourselves so as you most may grace her.

First through her eartippes, see you work a paire
Of holes, which, as the moyst enclosed ayre [air]
Turnes into water, may the cold droppes take,
And in her eares a payre of jewels make.
That done, upon her bosome make your feaste,

Where on a crosse carve Jesus in her brest.

Have you not yet enough of that soft skinne,
The touch of which, in times past, might have bin

Enough to ransome many a thousande soule

Captiv'd to love? then hence your bodies roule

A little higher ;
where I would you have

This epitaph upon her forehead grave;

Living, she was fayre, yong, and full of witt;

Dead, all her faults are in her forehead writt."

If I am wrong in supposing this never to have
been printed, I shall feel much obliged by one of

your correspondents informing me of the fact.

H.A.B.
Trin. Col. Cambridge.

FOLK I.ORE.

The Christmas Thorn. In my neighbourhood
(near Bridgewater) the Christmas thorn blossoms
on the 6th of January (Twelfth-day), and on this

day only. The villagers in whose gardens it

grows, and indeed many others, verily believe

that this fact pronounces the truth of this being
the day of Christ's birth. S. S. B.

Milk-maids in 1753. To Folk-lore may be
added the following short extract from Read's

Weekly Journal, May 5, 1733 :

" On May- Day the Milk -Maids who serve the

Court, danced Minuets and Rigadoons before the Royal
Family, at St. James's House, with great applause."

Y. S.

Diseases cured by Sheep (Vol. iii., p. 320.).
The attempted cure of consumption, or some com-
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plaints, by walking among a flock of sheep, is not

new. The present Archbishop of Dublin was
recommended it, or practised it at least, when

young. For pulmonary complaints the principle
was perhaps the same as that of following a plough,

sleeping in a room over a cowhouse, breathing the

diluted smoke of a limekiln, that is, the inhaling of

carbonic acid, all practised about the end of the

last century, when the knowledge of the gases was
the favourite branch of chemistry.
A friend of mine formerly met Dr. Beddoes

riding up Park Street in Bristol almost concealed

by a vast bladder tied to his horse's mouth. He
said he was trying an experiment with oxygen on
a broken-winded horse. Afterwards, finding that

oxygen did not answer, he very wisely tried the

gas most opposite to it in nature. C. B.

Sacramental Wine (Vol. iii., p. 320.). This
idea is a relic of Roman Catholic times. In
Ireland a weakly child is frequently brought to

the altar rails, and the priest officiating at mass

requested to allow it to drink from the chalice of

what is termed the ablution, that is, the wine and
water with which the chalice is rinsed after the

priest has taken the communion, and which ablu-

tion ordinarily is taken by the priest. Here the

efficacy is ascribed to the cup having just before

contained the blood of Our Lord. I have heard
it seriously recommended in a case of hooping-
cough, lour correspondent MR. BUCKMAN does

not give sufficient credit for common sense to the

believers in some portion of folk lore. Red wine
is considered tonic, and justly, as it contains a

greater proportion of turmic than white. The
yellow bark of the barberry contains an essential

tonic ingredient, as the Jesuit's bark does quinine,
or that of the willow salieine. Nettle juice is well

known as a purifier of the blood; and the navel-

wort, like Euphrosia, which is properly called Eye-
bright, is as likely to have had its name from its

proved efficacy as a simple, as from any fancied

likeness to the region affected. The old monks
were shrewd herbalists. They were generally the

physicians of their neighbourhood, and the names
and uses of the simples used by them survive the
ruin of the monasteries and the expulsion of their

tenants. KERRIENSIS.
" Nettle inDockout" (Vol. iii., pp. 133. 201.205.).
I can assure A. E. B. that in the days of my

childhood, long before I had ever heard of Chaucer,
I used invariably, when I was stung with nettles,
to rub the part affected with a dock-leaf or stalk,
and repeat,

" Nettle out, dock in.""

This charm is so common in Huntingdonshire
at this day that it seems to come to children almost

instinctively. None of them can tell where they
first heard it, any more than why they use it.

ARUN.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

The following passage from a sermon preached at

Paul's Cross, March 26, 1C20, by John King, Bishop
of London, refers in a curious manner to many im-

provements and alterations which have either been

already effected in our own time, or are still in

contemplation. The sermon was " on behalf'e of

Paule's Church," then in a ruinous condition
; and

was delivered in the presence of James himself,
who suggested the preacher's text, Psal. cii. 13, 14.

" So had my manner ever beene aforetime," says the

Bishop,
" to open the volume of this Booke, and goe

through the fields of the Old and New Testament,

plucking and rubbing such eares of corne therein as I

best liked, making choice (I meane) of my text, and

buckling myself to my task at myne owne discretion
;

but now I am girt and tied to a Scripture by him, who
as he hath most right to command, so best skill to

direct and appoint the best service I can."

After an elaborate laudation of England, and of

London as the "
gem and eye," which has

" the body of the King, the morning and midday in-

fluence of that glorious sun ; other parts having hut

the evening O fortunati nimium ; you
have the finest flowre of the wheat, and purest bloud

of the grape, that is, the choice of His blessed Word
hath God given unto you ;

and great is the companie
of the preachers"

the Bishop proceeds thus :

' Not to weary mine eyes with wandering and roving
after private, but to fixe upon publicke alone, when
I behold that forrest of masts upon your river for

trafficke, and that more than miraculous bridge, which

is the communis terminus, to joyne the two bankes of

that river; your Royall Exchange for merchants, your
Halls for Companies, your gates for defence, your
markets for victual!, your aqueducts for water, your

granaries for provision, your Hospitalls for the poore,

your Bridewells for the idle, your Chamber for orphans,
and your Churches for holy assemblies ; I cannot denie

them to be magnificent. workes, and your Citty to de-

serve the name of an Augustious and mnjesticall Citty;

to cast into the reckoning those of later edition, the

beautifying of your fields without, and pitching your
Smithfield within, new gates, new waterworkes, and

the like, which have been consecrated by you to the

dayes of his Maje^tie's happy reigne : and I hope the

cleansing of the River, which is the vena porta to your

Citty, will follow in good time. But alter ail these,

as Chr'st to the young man in the Gospell, which had

done r.ll and more, Unum libi deest, i vis perfectus esse,

vade, vende ,
so may 1 say to you. There is yet one

thing wanting unto you, if you will be perfit, perfit

this church : not by parting from all, but somewhat,
not to the poore, but to God himselfe. This Church

is your Sion indeed, other are but Synagogues, this

your Jerusalem the mother to them all, other but daugh-
ters brought up at her knees ; this the Cathedral!, other

but Parochiall Churches'; this the Bethel for the daily

and constant service of God, other have their inter-

missions, this the common to you all, and to this doe
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your tribes ascend in their greatest solemnities ; others

appropriated to several Congregations, this the stan-

dart in the high rode of gaze ; others are more retired,

this the mirrour and marke of strangers, other have

but their side lookes : finally, this unto you, as S. Peters

in the Vatican at Rome, S, Marks at Venice, and that

of Diana at Ephesus, and this at Jerusalem of the

Jewes ; or if there be any other of glory and fame in

the Christian world, which they most joy in."

JOHN KING.

t??aning of Luncheon. Our familial' name of

luncheon is derived from the daily meal of the

Spaniards at eleven o'clock, termed once or Tonce

(pronounced lonchey). From Ford's Gatherings
in Spain. A. L.

Charade upon Nothing translated. In your
No. for July a correspondent asks who was the

author of the very quaint charade upon
"
Nothing :

"

" Me, the contented man desires,

The poor man has, the rich requires,
The miser gives, the spendthrift saves,
And all must carry to their graves."

Possibly he may not object to read, without

troubling himself as to the authorship of, the sub-

joined translation :

' Me, qui sorte sua contentus vixerit, optat,
Et quutn pauper habet, dives habere velit ;

Spargit avarus opum, servat sibi prodigus aeris,

Secum post fati funera quisque feret."

EFFIGIES.

Giving the Lie. The great affront of giving the

lie arose from the phrase
" Thou liest," in the

oath taken by the defendant in judicial combats
before engaging, when charged with any crime by
the plaintiff; and Francis I. of France, to make
current his giving the lie to the Emperor Charles V.,
first stamped it with infamy by saying, in a solemn

assembly, that " he was no honest man that would
the lie." BLOWEN.

^hronisms of Painters. An amusing list is

given in D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature (edit.

1839, p. 131.). The following are additional :

At Hagley Park, Worcestershire, the seat of
Lord Lyttleton, is a painting by Varotari, a pupil
of Paul Veronese, of Christ and the Woman taken
in Adultery. One of the Jewish elders present
wears spectacles.
At Kedleston, Derbyshire, the seat of Lord

Scarsdale, is a painting by Rembrandt, Daniel

interpreting Belsbazzar's Dream. Daniel's head
is covered with a peruke of considerable magni-
tude. J. E.

Spenser's Faerie Queene. The following brief
notes may perhaps prove interesting :

1. Spenser gives us a hint of the annoyances to

which Shakspeare and Burbage may have been

subject:
" All suddenly they heard a troublous noise,

That seemed some perilous tumult to design,
Confused with women's cries and shouts of boys,
Such as the troubled theatres oft-times annoys."

B. IV. iii. 37.

2. Spenser's solitary pun occurs in book iv.

canto viii. verse 31. :

" But when the world wox old, it wox war-old,

Whereof it hight."

3. Cleanliness does not appear to have been a

virtue much in vogue in the "
glorious days of

good Queen Bess." Spenser (book iv. canto xi.

verse 47.) speaks of
" Her silver feet, fair washed against this day,"

i. e. for a special day of rejoicing.
4. An instance of the compound epithets so

much used by Chapman in his translation of

Homer, is found in Spenser's description of the

sea-nymphs, book iv. canto xi. verse 50. :

" Eione well-in-age,

And seeming-still-to-smile Glauconoroe."

J. H. C.

Adelaide, South Australia.

Prayer ofMary Queen of Scots. The incorrect

arrangement, in Seward's Anecdotes, of the follow-

ing beautiful lines, said to be composed by Mary
Queen of Scots, and repeated immediately before

her execution, and a diffuse paraphrase subjoined,
in which all their tenderness is lost by

^
destroying

their brevity and simplicity, may justify another

arrangement, and an attempt to preserve their

simple and tender character in fewer words and a

different measure :

" O Doraine Deus, O Lord, my God,

Speravi in Te, I have trusted in Thee :

O mi eare Jesu, My Jesu beloved,

Nunc libera me : . Me presently free :

In dura catena, In cruel chains,

D.esidero Te. In penal pains,

Languendo, gemendo, I long for Thee,

Et genu flectendo, I moan, I groan,

Adoro, imploro, I bend my knee ;

Ut liberes me. I adore, I implore,
Me presently free."

Can any of your correspondents inform me where

these lines first appear ? on what authority they
are ascribed to Mary Queen of Scots ? and also

who mentions their having been repeated imme-

diately before her execution ?

ALEXANDER PYTTS FALCONER.

Beeton-Christchurch, Hants.

A small Instance of Warren Hastings' Magnani-
mity. During the latter years of his life, Warren

Hastings was in the habit of visiting General

D'Oyley in the New Forest
;
and thus he became

No. 80.
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acquainted with the Rev. W. Gilpin, vicar of

Boldre, and author of Forest Scenery, &c. Mr.

Gilpin's custom was to receive morning visitors,

who sat and enjoyed his agreeable conversation
;

and Warren Hastings, when staying in the neigh-
bourhood, often resorted to the Boldre Parsonage.
It happened, one Sunday, that Mr. Gilpin preached
a sermon on the character of Felix, which com-
menced in words like these :

" Felix was a bad man, and a bad governor. He
took away another man's wife and lived with her ;

and

he behaved with extortion and cruelty in the province
over which he ruled.'"

Other particulars followed equally in accord-

ance with the popular charges against the late

Governor^General of India, who, to the preacher's

dismay, was unexpectedly discovered sitting in the

D'Oyley pew. Mr. Gilpin concluded that he then

saw the last of his
"
great

"
friend. But, not so :

on the following morning Warren Hastings came,
with his usual pleasant manner, for a chat with

the vicar, and of course made no allusion to the

sermon.
This was told me by a late valued friend, who

was a nephew and curate of Mr. Gilpin ;
and I am

not aware that the anecdote has been put on
record. ALFBED GATTY.

Ecclesfield.

Richard Baxter. In the long list of Richard
Baxter's works, one is entitled, An unsavoury
Volume of Mr. Jo. Crawford's anatomized : or,

a Nosegay of the choicest Flowers in that Garden,

presented to Mr. Joseph Caryl, by Richard Baxter.

8vo., Lond. 1654.

At the end of a posteript to this tract, the fol-

lowing sentence is subjoined;
** Whatsoever hath escaped me in these writings that

>s against meekness, peace, and brotherly love, let it be

all unsaid, and hereby revoked ; and I desire the pardon
,of it from .God and Man, RICHARD BAXTER."

Baxter's literary career was not the least extra-

ordinary part of his history. Orme's life of him

says, that the catalogue of his works contains

nearly a hundred and sixty-eight distinct publica-
tions. A Jist of no less than one hundred and
seven is given at the end of his Compassionate
Counsel to all Young Men, 8vo., Lond. 1682.

Baxter's most popular treatises, as the world

knows, were his Call to the Unconverted, and his

Sainfs Everlasting Rest. H. E.

Registry of Dissenting Baptisms in Churches.
A fact ,eame to my knowledge some time since,

which seems worthy of having a note of it made, and
recorded in your journal. On looking over the

registry of baptisms administered in the meeting-
house of an ancient city, I was struck by the

occurrence of four names, which I had seen entered
in a genealogy as from the baptismal registry of

one of its parish churches. This appeared to me

so strange, that I examined the parish registry in

order to verify it ; and I found that the baptisms
were actually recorded as on the same days in

both registries. Of course, the father, having had
his child baptized by the dissenting minister, pre-
vailed on the clergyman of his parish church to

register it.

Whether this was a common custom at the time
when it took place (1715-21) I have no means of

knowing. As a fee was probably charged for the

registration, it was not likely to be asked for in

all instances ; and, no doubt, when it was asked

for, many clergymen would consider it inconsistent

with their duty to grant it. D. X.

NOTES AND QUERIES RELATING TO SCANDINAVIA.

Can any of your readers furnish a list of the dif-

ferent editions of Olaus Magnus ? I have lately
met with a curious one entitled Historia delle

Gente et della Natura delle Cose Settentrionali, da
Olao Magno Gotho Arcivescovo di Vpsala nel Regno
di Suezia e Gozia, descritta in XXII Libri.

Tradotta in Lingua Toscana. In Vinegia, 1565.

This edition, in folio, contains a very interesting
old map of Scandinavia, and a profusion of little

cuts or engravings, representing men, animals,

gods, mountains, weapons, religious rites, natural

wonders, and everything relating to the people I

and the country that could be conceived or

gathered together. Is there any English transla-

tion of Olaus Magnus ?

Is there any English translation of Jornandes'
Histoire Generale des Goths ? It is full of curi-

ous matter. The French edition of 1603 gives
the following accounts of the midnight sun :

" Diverses nations ne laissent pas d'habiter ces con-

tre'es "(Scanzia or Scandinavia). "Ptolomee en nomme
sept principales. Celle qyi s'appelle Adogit, et qui
est la plus reculee vers le Nord, voit (dit on) durant

1'Este le Soleil rouler 1'horizon quarante jours sans se

coucher; mais aussi pendant 1'Hyver, elle est privee
de sa lumiere un pareil espace de temps, payant ainsi

par le long ennui que lui cause 1'absence de cet Astre,

la joye que sa longue presence lui avoit fait ressentir."

There is a little old book called Histoire des In-

trigues Galantes de la Reine Christine de Suede et

de sa Cour, pendant son sejour a Rome. A Amster-

dam, 1697. It opens thus :

" Rome, qui est le centre de la religion, est aussi le

Theatre des plus belles Comedies du Monde :

"

and after giving various accounts, personal and

incidental, of her mercurial majesty, and of her

pilgrimage to Rome, recites the following epigram
on her first intrigue there, which, to give due

precedence to the church, happened to be with a

Cardinal, named Azolin :
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" Mais Azolin dans Rome
Sceut charmer ses ennuis,
Elle eut sans ce grand homme
Passe de tristes nuits;"

adding :

" Dans ce peu de paroles Mr. de Coulanges [its

author] dit beaucoup de choses, et fait comprendre
1'intrigue du Cardinal avec la Reine."

I can find no account of this Reverend Cardinal.

Who was he (if anybody), and what is his his-

tory ? And who was the author of these odd
memoirs of the Swedish Queen ?

At page 228. of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

I see

mention of an English translation of Danish bal-

lads by Mr. Borrow. Is there any translation of

Norwegian ballads? Many of them are very
beautiful and characteristic, and well worthy of
an able rendering into our own language, if there
were any one to undertake it. There is also

much beauty in the Norwegian national music,
of which a pretty but limited collection, the
Norske Field-Melodier, arranged by Lindeman,
is published at Christiania.

What is the best method of reaching Iceland ?

and what really good books have been published
on that country within the last twenty years ?

WILLIAM E. C. NOURSE.
London, April 22. 1851.

THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH.

Query, Has Mons. Foucault's pendulum experi-
ment been as yet clearly enunciated ? and do I
understand it aright, when I conceive it is intended
to show the existence of a certain uniform rotation

in azimuth of the horizon, but different for different

latitudes
; which rotation, if made out to exist, is

acquired solely in virtue of the uniform diurnal
rotation (15 hourly) in right ascension of the

equator, identical in all latitudes.

A pendulum, manifestly, can only be suspended
vertically, and can only vibrate in a vertical plane ;

and surely can only be conceived, in the course of
the experiment, to be referred to the horizon, that

great circle of the heavenly sphere to which all

vertical circles are referred.
A spectator at the north pole has the pole of

the heavens coincident with his zenith ; and there,
all declination circles are also vertical circles

;
and

there, the equator coincides with the horizon
;

whereby the whole effect of the rotation of the
earth there (15 hourly) may be conceived to be
given to the horizon: whilst, at the equator, the
horizon is perpendicular to the equator, which
therefore gives no such rotation at all to the hori-
zon. Simple inspection of a celestial globe will

illustrate this. Considering the matter thus, at
the pole the rotation of the horizon is 15 hourly,
and at the equator is 0, or nothing. But the sine
of the latitude (=90) at the pole is unity, or 1

;

and the sine of the latitude (=0) at the equator
is 0. Therefore, at these two extremes, the ex-

pression 15 x sin. lat. actually does give the amount
of hourly apparent rotation of the horizon; namely,
15 at one place, and at the other. Now, as I

understand the experiment, as given in the public
prints, it is asserted that the same expression of
15 x sin. lat. will give the rotation of the horizon
in intermediate latitudes; of which rotation I

subjoin a table calculated for the purpose.

Degrees

of

Latitude.
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be satisfactorily made out to those best capable
ofjudging, I cannot readily conceive of an experi-
ment less likely than the above to carry conviction

to the minds of the wholly unlearned of the rota-

tion of the earth.

I perceive that B. A. C., in the Times of April 24,
avows his determined scepticism as to the virtue

of the experiment. ROBERT SNOW.

William ap Jevan's Descendants. In Burke's
Landed Gentry, p. 1465., mention is made of Wil-
liam ap Jevan, "an attendant upon Jasper Duke of

Bedford, and afterwards upon Hen. VII.
;

" and
of a son, Morgan Williams, ancestor of the Crom-
wells. Will some correspondent oblige by giving
a reference to where any account may be met with
of any other son, or children, to such William ap
Jevan, and his or their descendants ? W. P. A.

"
Geographers on Afric Downs" Can any of

your correspondents tell me where these lines are

to be found ?

u So geographers on Afric downs,
Plant elephants instead of towns."

They sound. Hudibrastic, but I cannot find them
in Hudibras. A. S.

Irish Brigade. Can any of your correspon-
dents furnish any account of what were called
" The Capitulations of the Irish Brigades ?

"
These

Capitulations (to prevent mistakes) were simply
the agreements under which foreign regiments
entered the French service. The Swiss regiments
had their special

"
capitulations" until 1830, when

they ceased to be employed in France. They
appear to have differed in almost every regiment
of the Irish brigade ;

the privileges of some being
greater than those of others. One was common
to all, namely, the right of trial by their officers

or comrades solely, and according to the laws of
their own country.

Also, is there any history of the brigades pub-
lished ? I have heard that a Colonel Dromgoole
published one. Can any information be afforded

on that head ? K.

Passage in Oldham. The following lines, on
the virtues of "

impudence," occur in that exqui-
site satirist, Oldham, described by Dryden as " too
little and too lately known :

"

" Get that great gift and talent, impudence,
Accomplish'd mankind's highest excellence:

'Tis that alone prefers, alone makes great,
Confers alone wealth, titles, and estate ;

Gains place at court, can make a fool a peer ;

An ass a bishop ; can vil'st blockhead rear

To wear red hats, and sit in porph'ry chair :

'Tis learning, parts, and skill, and wit, and sense,

Worth, merit, honour, virtue, innocence."

I quote this passage chiefly with reference to the
"
porphyry chair," and with the view of ascertain-

ing whether the allusion has been explained in any
edition of Oldham's Poems. Does the expression
refer to any established use of such chairs by the
wearers of " red hats ?

"
or is it intended merely

to convey a general idea of the sumptuousness and

splendour of their style of living ?

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, March, 1851.

Mont-de-Piete. Can any of your readers fur-
nish information as to the connexion between these
words and the thing which they are used to

denote ? Mrs. Jameson says, in her Legends of
the Monastic Orders, p. 307. :

" Another attribute of St. Bernardin's of Siena, is

the Monte-di- Pieta, a little green hill composed of three

mounds, and on the top either across or a standard, on
which is the figure of the dead Saviour, usually called

in Italy a Pieta. St. B. is said to have been the

founder of the charitable institutions still called in

France Monts-de- Piete, originally for the purpose of

lending to the poor small sums on trifling pledges
what we should now call a loan society, and which,
in their commencement, were purely disinterested and
beneficial. In every city which he visited as a preacher,
he founded a Monte-di- Pieta ; and before his death,
these institutions had spread all over Italy and through
a great part of France."

It is added in a note :

"
Although the figures holding the M. di P. are,

in Italian prints and pictures, styled
' San Bernardino da

Siena," there is reason to presume that the honour is

at least shared by another worthy of the same order,
' II Beato Bernardino da Feltri,' a celebrated preacher
at the end of the fifteenth century. Mention is made
of his preaching against the Jews and usurers, on the

miseries of the poor, and on the necessity of having a

Monte-di- Pieta at Florence, in a sermon delivered in

the church of Santa Croce in the year 1488."

On p. 308. is a representation of the Monte-di-

Pieta, borne in the saint's hand. I need not

specify the points on which the foregoing extract

still leaves information to be desired. W. B. H.

Manchester.

Poem upon the Grave. A. D. would be obliged

by being informed where to find a poem upon
The Grave. Two voices speak in it, and. it com-
mences

" How peaceful the grave ;
its quiet how deep !

Its zephyrs breathe calmly, and soft is its sleep,
And flowerets perfume it with ether."

The second voice replies
" How lonesome the grave; how deserted and drear,"

&c. &c.

Clocks : when self-striking
1 Clocks first invented.

In Bolingbroke's Letters on the Study of History
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(Letter IV.), I read the following passage in re-

lation to a certain person :

" His reason had not the merit of common me-
chanism. When you press a watch or pull a clock,

they answer your question with precision ; for they

repeat exactly the hour of the day, and tell you neither

more nor less than you desire to know."

I believe this work was written about 1711.

Can you tell me when the self-striking clock was

invented, and by whom ? JINGO.

Clarksoris " Richmond." Can any of your
readers inform me who is in possession of the

papers of the late Mr. Clarkson, the historian of

Richmond, in Yorkshire? I wish to know what
were the ancient documents, or other sources, from
which the learned author ascertained some facts

stated in his valuable work. To whom should I

apply on the subject ? D. Q.
" Felix quern faciunt," 8fC. I wish you could

tell me where I can find this line :

" Felix quern faciunt aliena pericula cautum."

EFFIGIES.
Whitehall.

Sir Francis WindebanKs elder Son. Sir Fran-
cis Windebank, " of treacherous memory," it is

well known, died at Paris in September, 1646.

He had two sons
;
what became of Thomas, the

elder f Francis, the second, was a colonel in the

royal army : he was tried for cowardice in surren-

dering Blechingdon House, in Oxfordshire, to

Oliver Cromwell without a blow; and being found

guilty, was shot at Broken Hayes, near Oxford,
in April, 1645. I am anxious to make out the
fate of his elder brother.

EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/T.

Incised Slab. I have a large incised slab in

my church, with the figures of a man (Richard
Grenewey) and his wife upon it, with the date 1473.

Following the date, and filling up the remainder
of the line of the inscription, is the figure of a
cock in a fighting attitude. Can any of your
readers enlighten me on the subject ? H. C. K.

Etymology of Balsall. Will you allow me to

ask some of your readers to give me the etymology
of Balsall ? It occurs frequently about here, as

Balsall Temple, B. Sheet, B. Grange, B. Common,
and near Birmingham is Balsall Heath. It is

not to be confounded with Beausall Common,
which also is near this place. F. R.

Kenilworth.

St. Olave's Churches. In the Calendar of the

Anglican Church, Parker, Oxford, 1851, at pp.267,
and 313., it is stated that Saint Olave helped King
Ethelred to dislodge the Danes from London and

Southwark, by destroying London Bridge ;
and

that, in gratitude for this service, the churches at

each end of the bridge are dedicated to him
;

on

the Southwark side, St. Olave's, Tooley Street, is
;

but was there ever a church on the London side,

bearing the same name ? The nearest one to the

bridge is St. Olave's, Hart Street ; but that is

surely too distant to be called " at the end of the

bridge." E. N. W.
Southwark, April 21. 1851.

Sabbatical and Jubilee Years of the Jews. As
the solution of many interesting topics in con-
nexion with Jewish history is yet dependent on the

period of the institution of the Sabbatical and
Jubilee years, the following observations will not

perhaps be deemed unworthy of a " nook" in

your columns. A spark may blaze ! I therefore
throw it out to be fanned into a more brilliant

light by those of your readers whose studies pe-
culiarly fit them to inquire more searchingly into

the subject. The Jews, it has been remarked

by various writers, were ignorant of astronomy.
Both, however, the Sabbatical and Jubilee years
have been, as I conceive and will endeavour to

show, founded on astronomical observation, com-
memorative of no particular event in Jewish

history, but simply that of the moon's revolu-
tions

;
for instance, with reference to the Sab-

batical year, allowing for a difference of four days
and a half, which occurs annually in the time of the
moon's position on the equator, it would require,
in order to realise a number corresponding to the

days (29) employed by the moon in her synodical
revolution round the earth, a period to elapse
of little less than six years and a half: thus ex-

hibiting the Jews' seventh or Sabbatical year, or

year of rest. This result, besides being instruc-

tive and commemorative of the moon's menstrual

course, is at the same time indicative, as each
Sabbatical year rolls past, of the approach of the

"finisher of the Seven Sabbaths of years," or year of

Jubilee, so designated from its being to the chosen

people of God, under the Jewish dispensation, a

year of " freedom and redemption," in comme-
moration of the moon's complete revolution, viz.,
her return to a certain position at the precise
time at which she set out therefrom, an event
which takes place but once in fifty years : in

other words, if the moon be on the equator, say,
on the first day of February, and calculating
twenty-nine days to the month, or twelve luna-
tions to the year, a cycle of fifty years, or " seven
Sabbaths of years," must elapse ere she will again
be in that position on the same day.

HlPPARCHUS.
Limehouse, March 31. 1851.

Arms of Isle of Man. The arms of the Isle of
Man are gules, three legs conjoined in the fess

point, &c. &c. or. These arms were stamped on
the old halfpence of the island,- and we may well
call them the current coin.

In an old edition of the Mythology of Natalia
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Comus, Patavii, 1637, small 4to., at page 278., I

find an Icon of Triptolenius sent by Ceres in a

chariot drawn by serpents, hovering in the clouds

over what I suppose to be Sicily, or Trinacria;
and on a representation of a city below the

chariot occurs the very same form of coin, the

three legs conjoined, with the addition of three

ears of corn.

This seems to me to be a curious coincidence.

MERVINIENSIS.

Doctrine of the Resurrection. Can any of your
readers inform me of any traces of the doctrine of

the Resurrection to be found in authors anterior

to the Christian era? The following passage from

Diogenes Laertius is quoted in St. John's Manners
and Customs of Ancient Greece, vol. i. p. 355. :

" Kal aj/atw<7e<r0ai, Kara rovs Wldyovs, </>7jcri (0eo-

iro/JLTTos),
TOVS avBp&n'ovs, Ka\ efrcffflaj aOavdrovs."

How far does the statement in this passage in-

volve the idea of a bodily resurrection ? I fancy
the doctrine is not countenanced by any of the

apparitions in the poetical Hades of Virgil, or of

other poets. ZETETICUS.

National Debts. Is there any published work

descriptive of the origin of the foundation of a
" National Debt "

in Florence so early as the year

1344, when the state, owing a sum of money,
created a " Mount or Bank," the shares in which

were transferable, like our stocks? It is not men-
tioned inNiccolo Machiswellis History ofFlorence;
but I have a note of the fact, without a reference

to the authority. Is there any precedent prior
to the foundation of our National Debt ?

F. E. M.

Leicester's Commonwealth. Are the real authors

of Leicester's Commonwealth, and the poetical tract

generally found with it, Leicester's Ghost, known ?

According to Dodd's Church History, the first is

erroneously attributed to Robert Parsons the

Jesuit. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

HISTOIRE DES SEVARAMBES.

(Vol. iii., pp. 4. 72. 147.)

The History of the Sevarites, in the original

English edition, consists of two parts : the first

published in 1675, in 114 pages, small 12ino.,

without a preface ;
the second published in 1679,

in 140 pages, with a preface of six pages. The
French version of this work is much altered and

enlarged. The title is changed into Histoire des

Sevarambes, the " Sevarites" being dropped. There
is a preface of fifteen pages, containing a supposed
letter from Thomas Skinner, dated Bruges, Oct. 28,
1672. The work is divided into five parts,
three of which are in the first, and two in the

second volume of the Amsterdam edition of 1716.

These five parts are together more than twice as

bulky as the two parts of the English work.
There is no copy of the original French edition

of 1677-9 described by Marchand, in any English
public library ;

but if there is a copy in the French
national library, any of your bibliographical cor-

respondents at Paris could easily ascertain whether

(as is probably the case) the Amsterdam edition

is a mere reprint from the original Paris edition.

The French version of this work is not only
much enlarged, but it differs in the names and in-

cidents, and is fuller in the account of the institu-

tions and customs of the imaginary state. The
English edition of 1738 (1 vol. 8vo.) is a literal

translation from the French version, though it does
not purport to be a translation. It may be doubted
whether the translator was aware of the existence

of the English publication of 1675-9. The Ger-
man translation was published in 1680; the Dutch
translation in 1682 : both these appear to have
been taken from the French.
Morhof (Polyhistor., vol. i. p. 74.), who inserts

this work among the libri damnati, and dwells

upon its deistical character, refers to the French
version ; and though he knew that the book had

originally appeared in English, he probably was
not aware of the difference between the two ver-

sions. A note added by his first editor, Moller,
states that Morhof often told his friends that he

believed Isaac Vossius to have been the author of

the work. Isaac Vossius was in England from
1670 until his death, which took place at Windsor,

February 21, 1689. His residence in England,
combined with the known laxity of his religious

opinions, doubtless suggested to Morhof the con-

jecture that he wrote this freethinking Utopia.
There is, however, no external evidence to support
this conjecture, or to show that it had any better

foundation than the conjecture that Bishop Ber-

keley wrote Gaudentio di Lucca. The University
of Leyden purchased the library of Isaac Vossius

for 36,000 florins. If it is still preserved at

Leyden, a search among his books might ascertain

whether there is among them any copy of the

English or French editions of this work, and

whether they contain any written remark by their

former possessor. Moreover, it is to be observed

that the system of natural religion is for the first

time developed in the French edition; and this

was the part which chiefly gave the book its cele-

brity : whereas, the supposition of Morhof implies
that the English and French versions are identical.

Heumann, in his Schediasma de Libris Anonymis
et Pseudonymis (Jena, 1711), p. 161. (reprinted in

Mylius, JBibliotheca Anon, et Pseudon., Hamburg,
1740, vol. i. pp. 170-6.) has an article on the His-

toire des Seuarambes. It is there stated that
" Messieurs de Portroyal" superintended the

French translation of the work ;
but no authority

is given for the statement. Christian Thomasius,
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in his Monthly Review of November 1689, attri-

buted the work to D'Allais (or Vairasse). He
alleged three reasons for this belief: 1. The ru-

mour current in France
;

2. The fact that Allais

sold the book, as well as his French grammar ;

3. That a comparison of the two works, in respect
of style and character of mind, renders it most

probable that both are by the same author. The

testimony of Thomasius is important, as the date

of its publication is only ten years posterior to the

publication of the last part of the French version.

Leclerc, in a review of the Schediasma of Heu-
mann, in the Bibliotheque Choisie, published in

1712 (torn. xxv. p. .402., with an addendum,
torn. xxvi. p. 460.), attests positively that Vairasse

was the author of the work in question. He says
that Vairasse (or, as he spells the name, Veiras)
took the name of D'Allais in order to sell his

book. He had this fact from persons well

acquainted with Vairasse. He likewise mentions
that Vairasse was well known to Locke, who gave j

Leclerc an account ofhis birthplace. Leclerc adds
that he was acquainted with a person to whom
Vairasse wished to dedicate his book (viz. the His-
toire des Sevarambes), and who possessed a copy of
it, with a species of dedication, written in his hand.

This testimony is so distinct and circumstantial,
as to leave no reasonable, doubt as to the con-
nexion of Vairasse with the French version. The

difficulty as to the authorship of the English ver-

sion still, however, remains considerable. The
extensive alterations introduced in the French
edition certainly render it probable that two dif-

ferent writers were concerned in the work. The
words of Leclerc respecting the information re-

ceived from Locke are somewhat ambiguous ;
but

they do not necessarily imply that Locke knew
anything as to the connexion of Vairasse with the

book, though they are not inconsistent with this

meaning. Locke had doubtless become acquainted
with Vairasse during his residence in England.
Considering the length of time which Vairasse

passed in England, and the eminence of the per-
sons with whom he is said to have had relations

(viz. the Duke of York, Lord Clarendon, and

Locke), it is singular that no mention ofhim should
be discoverable in any English book.
The error, that the work in question was written

by Algernon Sidney, appears to have arisen from
|

a confusion with the name of Captain Siden, the

imaginary traveller. Fabricius (BiUiograph.
Antiq., c. xiv. 16. p. 491.) mentions Sidney and
Vairasse as the two most probable claimants to the

authorship.
Hume, in his Essay on Polygamy and Divorces,

refers to the History of the Sevarambians, and calls

it
" an agreeable romance." L.

WAS THERE AN " OUTER TEMPLE IN THE POS-

SESSION OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS OR KNIGHTS
OF ST. JOHN ? (Vol. iii., p. 325.)

I have great pleasure in complying with the

very proper request of MR. Foss, and give my
authority at once for stating in the Hand-bookfor
London that the so-called " Outer Temple" was a

part of the Fleet Street possession of the Knights
Templars or Knights of St. John, or was in any
manner comprehended within the New Temple
property off Fleet Street and Temple Bar. My
authority is Sir George Buc, whose minute and
valuable account of the universities of England is

dedicated to Sir Edward Coke. Buc's words are

these :

" After this suppression and condemnation of the

Templers, their house here in Fleete Street came to

the handes and occupation of diuers Lordes. For
our Antiquaries and Chronologers say, that after this

suppression Sir Thomas Plantagenet Earl of Lan-
caster (and Cousin to the King then raigning) had it,

but beeing after attainted of treason, hee enioyed it but
a short time.

" Then next Hugh Spencer Earle of Glocester got into

it, but he also was soone after attainted, and executed for

Treason. After him Andomare de Valence, a noble-

man of the great house of Lusignan, and Earle of Pem-
brooke, was lodged in it for a while. But this house
was '

Equus Seianus
'

to them all : and (as here it ap-

peareth) was ordayned by God for other better uses,

and whereunto now it serueth. After all these noble

fenants and occupants were thus exturbed, dead, and

gone, then certaine of the reuerend, ancient professours
of the La\ve., in the raign of King Edward the Third,
obtained a very large or (as I might say) a perpetuall
Lease of this Temple, or (as it must bee understood)
of two parts thereof distinguished by the names of the

Middle Temple and the Inner Temple, from the fore-

sayd loannites But the other third part, called

the Outward Temple, Doctor Stapleton, Bishop of

Exceter, had gotten in the raign of the former King,
Edward the Second, and conuerted it to a house for

him and his successors, Bishops of Exceter of

whom the late Earle of Essex purchased it, and it is

now called Essex house : hauing first beene (as I haue

sayd) a part of the Templers' house, and in regard of

the scituation thereof, without the Barre, was called

the Outward or Utter Temple, as the others, for the

like causes, were called the Middle Temple and the

Inner Temple." Sir George Bue, in Stow by Howes,
ed. 1631, p. 1068.

This seems decisive, if Buc is to be relied on, as I

think he is. But new facts, such as MR. Foss's

researches and MR. BURTT'S diligence are likely to

bring to light, may upset Buc's statement alto-

gether.
I must join MR. Foss in his wish to ascertain

when the names Inner Temple and Middle Temple
were first made use of, with a further Query, which

I should be glad to have settled, when the See

of Exeter first obtained the site of the so-called
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"Outer Temple?" Stapleton, by whom it was

perhaps obtained, was Bishop of Exeter from 1307
to 1326. PETER CUNNINGHAM.

OBEISM.

(Vol. -in., p. 59.)

In reply to F. H., I beg leave to state that
Obeism is not in itself a religion, except in the
sense in which Burke says that "

superstition is

the religion of feeble minds." It is a belief, real or

pretended, in the efficacy of certain spells and in-

cantations, and is to the uneducated negro what
sorcery was to our unenlightened forefathers.
This superstition is known in St. Lucia by the
name of Kembois. It is still extensively practised
in the West Indies, but there is no reason to sup-
pose that it is rapidly gaining ground. F. II. will

find ample information on the subject in Pere
Labat's Nouveau Voyage aux Isles franqaises de

VAmerique, tome ii. p. 59., and tome iv. pp. 447.
499. and 506., edition of 1742; in Bryan Edwards'
History of the West Indies, vol. ii. ch. iii., 5th
edition (London, 1819); and in Dr. R. R. Mad-
den's Residence in the West Indies, vol. ii. letter 27.

Perhaps the following particulars from Bryan Ed-
wards (who says he is indebted for them to a Mr.
Long) on the etymology of obeah, may be accept-
able to some of your readers :

" The term obeah, obtah, or obia, (for it is variously
written,) we conceive t > be the adjective, and obe or

obi, the noun substantive; and that by the word obia

men or women is meant those who practise 061.

The origin of the term we should consider as of no im-

portance, in our answer to the question proposed, if, in

search of it, we were not led to disquisitions that are

highly gratifying to curiosity. From the learned Mr.
Bryant's commentary upon the word op/i, we obtain a

very probable etymology of the term. < A serpent, in

the Egyptian language, was called ob or aub.' Obion
is still the Egyptian name for a serpent' Moses, in

the name of God, forbids the Israelites ever to inquire
of the demon Ob, which is translated in our Bible,
charmer or wizard, divinator aut sorcilegus.' The
woman at Endor is called oub or ob, translated Py-
thonissa; and oubaois (he cites from Horus Apollo) was
the name of the Basilisk or Royal Serpent, emblem of
the sun, and an ancient oracular deity of Africa.'

"

One of your correspondents has formed a sub-
stantive from obe by the addition of ism, and ano-
ther from obeah by the same process ; but it will
be seen by the above quotation that there is no
necessity for that obtrusive termination, the super-
stitious practice in question being already suf-

ficiently described by the word obe or obi.

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, March, 1851.

SAN MARINO.

(Vol. iii., p. 321.)

On the death of Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta,
without legitimate male issue, in October, 1468,

Pope Paul II. declared Rimini and his other fiefs

to have reverted to the Holy See. In the spring
of the following year the Pontiff proceeded, with
the assistance of the Venetians, to enforce his claim,
and threatened the Republicans of San Marino
with his vengeance if they did not aid him and
his allies in gaining possession of Rimini, which
Roberto Malatesta, one of the illegitimate sons of

Sigismondo Pandolfo, had seized by stratagem.

By advice of their faithful friend Federigo,
Count of Urbino, who was at the head of the

opposite league, comprising the King of Naples,
the Duke of Milan, and the Florentines, the San-
Marinese forwarded the Papal mandate to Flo-

rence, and requested through their ambassador,
one Ser Bartolomeo, the support of that Republic.
Several letters appear to have been sent in answer
to their applications, and the one communicated

by MR. SYDNEY SMIRKE is characterised by Mel-
chiarre Delfico (Memorie storiche della Repubblica
di San Marino. Capolago, 1842, 8vo. p. 229.) as

" Del tutto didattica e parenetica intorno alia liberta,

di cui i Fiorentini facevano gran vanto, mentre erano

quasi alia vigilia di perderla intieramente."

San Marino was not attacked during the cam-

paign, which terminated on the 30th of August of

the same year ( 1469) with the battle of Vergiano,
in which Alessandro Sforza, the commander of the

Papal forces, was signally defeated by Federigo.
San Marino has never, so far as I have been

able to ascertain, undergone the calamity of a

siege, and its inhabitants have uninterruptedly

enjoyed the blessing of self-government from the

foundation of the Republic in the third or fourth

century to the present time, with the exception of

the few months of 1503, during which the infamous

Cesare Borgia forced them to accept a Podesta of

his own nomination. Various causes have con-

tributed to this lengthened independence ;
but it

may be stated that, in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, the San Marinese owed it no less to their

own patriotism, courage, prudence, and good faith,

than to the disinterested protection of the Counts

and Dukes of Urbino, whose history has been so

ably written by Mr. Dennistoun, in his recently

published memoirs of that chivalrous race.

The privileges of the Republic were confirmed

on the 12th of February, 1797, by^ Napoleon
Buo-

naparte, who offered to enlarge its territory, a

boon which its citizens were wise enough to de-

cline; thinking, perhaps, with Montesquieu, that

" II est de la nature d'une republique qu'elle
n'ait

qu'un petit territoire : sans cela, elle ne peut guere
subsister." Esprit des Lois, liv. viii. chap. 16.

Your readers will find some notices of San
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Marino in Addison's Remarks on several Parts of

Italy; Aristotle's Politics, translated by Gillies,

lib. 5i. Appendix.
Its lofty and isolated situation has supplied

Jean Paul with a simile in his Unsichtbare Loge:
" Alle andre Wissenschaften theilen sich jetzt in

eine Universal Monarchic iiber alle Lcser : aber die

Alten sitzen mil ihren vvenigen philologisehen Lehns-

leutcn einsam auf eincm S. Marino- Felsen.
"

Jean

Pants Werke (Berlin, 1840, 8vo.), vol. i. p. 125.

In the first line of the letter,
" vedato" should

be vedttto; and in the seventh line, "difenderai"

|

difenderoi. F. C. B.

THE BELLMAN AND HIS HISTORY.

(Vol. Hi., p. 324.)

The Bellman's songs may be found in the Bell-

mans Treasury, containing above a Hundred several

Verses, fitted for all Humours and Fancies, and
suited to all Times and Seasons. London : 8vo.

1707. Extracts from this book are given in

Hone's Every Day Book, vol. ii. p. 1594.

I have now before me a broadside thus en-

titled :
" A copy of Verses, humbly presented to

the Right Worshipful the Mayor, Aldermen, and
Common Councilmen, and the rest of my worthy
Masters and Mistresses, dwelling in Cambridge.
By Thomas Adams, Bellman, 1810." There is a

large engraving, from a wood-block, apparently
a century old, representing a bellman, in a flowing

wig and a three-cornered hat, holding in his right
hand a bell, and in his left a javelin and lantern

;

his dog is behind him.
The verses are :

1. Prologue.
2. To the Right Worshipful the Mayor.
3. To the Aldermen.
4. To the Common Councilmen.
5. To the Town Clerk.

6. To the Members for the Town.
7. On the King.
8. On the Queen.
9. On Christmas Day.

10. On New Year's Day.
11. To the Young Men.
12. To the Young Maids.
13. On Charity.
14. On Religion.
15. Epilogue.
This is marked as the 24th sheet ;

that is, as I

suppose, the 24th set of verses presented by
Mr. Adams.

I have also a similar broadside,
"
by Isaac

Moule, jun., bellman, 1824," being
" No. III." of

Mr. Moule's performances. The woodcut is of a
more modern character than Mr. Adams's, and
delineates a bellman in a three-cornered hat,
modern coat, breeches, and stockings, a bell in

his right hand, and a small dog by his side. The
bellman is represented as standing in front of the
old Shire Hall in Cambridge, having Hobson's
Conduit on his right.
The subjects of Mr. Moule's verses are similar

to those of Mr. Adams, with the following vari-
ations. He omits verses to the Town Clerk, the
Members for the Town, the Queen, on Charity, and
on Religion, and inserts verses " On St. Crispin,"
and " To my Masters and Mistresses."
The office of bellman in this town was abolished

in 1836, and to the bellman's verses have suc-
ceeded similar effusions from the lamplighter?,
who distribute copies when soliciting Christmas
boxes from the inhabitants. C. II. COOPER.

Cambridge, April 28. 1851.

to iHtnor ghtm'c*.

" God takes those soonest" Sfc. (Vol. iii., p. 302.).
In Mprwenstow churchyard, Cornwall, there

is this epitaph on a child :

" Those whom God loves die young !

They see no evil days,
No falsehood taints their tongue,
No wickedness their ways.

"
Baptized, and so made sure,
To win their blest abode,

What shall we pray for more ?

They die, and are with God !

"

C.E.H.

The belief expressed in these words is of great
antiquity. See the story of Cleobis and Biton, in

Herod. 1. 31., and the verse from the Ais Qtnrcncai'
of Menander :

" AOv ol &fol <f>i\ovffiv airo6i>T](TKfi veos,"

Meineke, Frngm. Com. Gr., vol. iv. p. 105.

L.

I would suggest to T. II. K. that the origin of
this line is Menander's

Fragm. 1 28. in Meineke, Fr. Com. Gr.

imitated by Plautus :

" Quern di diligunt adulescens moritur."

Bacch. iv. 7. 18.

whence the English adage,
" Whom the gods love die young."

Wordsworth's Excur., b. i., has this sentiment :

" O, Sir, the good die first,

And those whose hearts are dry as summer dust,
Burn to the socket."

C. P. Pu****.

[Several other correspondents have kindly replied to

this Query.]
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Disintermcnt for Heresy (Vol. Hi., p. 240.).

Mr. Tracy's will, dated 10th October, 22d Henry
VIII. [1530], is given at

length
in Hall's Chronicle

(ed. 1809, p. 796), where will be found the par-

ticulars of the case to which ARUN alludes. See

also Burnet's History of the Reformation (ed. 1841,

vol. i. pp. 125. 657,658. 673.), and Strype's Annals

of the Reformation, vol. i. p. 507. Strype states

that Mr. Tracy's body was dug up and burnt

"anno 1532." William Tyndale wrote Exposition
on Mr. Will Trades Will, published in 8vo. at

Nuremburgh, 1546. (Wood's Athen. Oxon., vol. i.

p. 37.)
C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, April 2. 1 851 .

" William Tracy, a worshipful esquire in Glou-
1

cestershire, and then dwelling at Tpdington,"
made

a will, which was thought to contain heretical sen-

timents. His executor having brought in this

will to be proved two years after Tracy's death

(in 1532),
" the Convocation most cruelly judged

that he should be taken out of the ground, and

i burnt as an heretick," which was accordingly done
;

but the chancellor of the diocese of Worcester, to

whom the commission was sent for the burning,
was fined 300J. for it by King Henry VIII. Such

is the story in Fox's Martyrs, anno 1532 (vol. ii.

p. 262. ed. 1684, which I have before me).
EXON.

The date and some particulars of the exhumation

of the body of W. Tracy, Esq., of Toddington

Park, ancestor of the present Lord Sudeley, ARUN
will find in Foxe's Acts and Monuments, vol. v.

p. 31. ed. 1843, and the note in appendix will

point out other sources. Novus.

The Vellum-bound Junius (Vol. iii., pp. 262. 307.).

In the Number dated April 19, 1851, p. 307., is

a request for information relative to the " Vellum -

bound copy of Junius ;

"
also a reference to the

subject in a prior number of the " NOTES AND

QUERIES." Not being in England, and not having
the prior numbers, it is not possible to make my-
self acquainted with the subject contained in that

reference, but I will endeavour to throw some light

on the Query in the Number which has been for-

warded to me. The writer of the Letters of
Junius was the secretary of the first Marquis of

Lansdowne, better known as Lord Shelburne.

From his Lordship he obtained all the political

information necessary for his compositions. The
late Marquis of Lansdowne possessed the copy
bound in vellum (two volumes), with many notes

on the margin in Lord Shelburne's handwriting ;

they were kept locked up in a beautiful ebony
casket bound and ornamented with brass. That

casket has disappeared, at least so I have been

told, and not many years ago inquiry was made for

it by the present' head of that house. Maclean

was a dark, strong-featured man, who wore his hat

slouched over his eyes, and generally a large cloak.

He often corrected the
slips

or proofs of his letters

I

at Cox's, a well-known printer near Lincoln's Inn,
who deemed himself bound in honour never to

divulge what he knew of that publication, and was

agitated when once suddenly spoken to on the

subject near the door of the small room in which
the proofs were corrected, and with a high and
honourable feeling requested never to be again

spoken to on the subject. The late President of

the Royal Academy, Benjamin West, knew Mac-
lean; and his son, the late Raphael West, told the

writer of these remarks, that when a young man
he had seen him in the evening at his father's in

Newman Street, and once heard him repeat a

passage in one of the letters which was not then

published. A more correct and veracious man
than Mr. R. West could not be. Maclean stam-

mered, and was consequently of no use to Lord
Shelburne as a debater and supporter in parlia-
ment. A place in the East Indies was obtained

for him, and he sailed in the Aurora frigate for

that dependency, and was lost in her at the

same time with Falconer, the author of the poem
entitled The Shipwreck. The able tract published

by Mr. Pickering, Piccadilly, would constitute a

fair foundation on which to build the inquiry.

Pursuits of Literature (Vol. iii., p. 240). I

trust that the following notes may be useful in

assisting your correspondent S. T. D. to ascertain
" how the author of the Pursuits of Literature

became known." The first edition of the first

part of the Pursuits of Literature appears to

have been
published

in quarto, by J. Owen, 168.

Piccadilly, in 1794. In a volume of pamphlets I

have the above bound up with the following :

" The Sphinx's Head Broken : or a Poetical Epistle,
with notes to THOMAS JAMES M*TH**S, Cl*rk to the

Q***n's Tr**s*r*r. Proving him to be the author of

the Pursuits of Literature: a Satirical Poem. With
occasional Digressions and Remarks. By Andrew

(Edipus, an injured Author. London : Printed for

J. Bell, No. 148. Oxford Street, opposite New Bond

Street, MDCCXCVIII."

This epistle is a very severe castigation for

Mathias, whom (Edipus styles the "
little black

jogging man," whose
" Politics and religion are very well, but he is a de-

testable pedant, and his head is a lumber-garret of

Greek quotations, which he raps out as a juggler does

ribbands at a country fair."

And speaking of " Chuckle Bennet," he calls him

in a note,
" A good calf-headed bookseller in Pall Mall, the

intimate confidant and crony of little M*th**s, and

who, upon Owen's bankruptcy, published Part IV. of

Pursuits of Literature himself."

OfOwen, who published Part I., our author says :
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" Hither the sly little fellow got crony Deckel to

send his satirical trumpery ;"

which is further explained in the following note :

" Becket's back door is in an alley close to his house ;

here have I often seen little M*th**s jog in and sit

upon thorns for fear of being seen, in the back-parlour,

chattering matters over with old Numscull. After

passing through many hands, the proof sheets at last

very slily readied little M*th**s that he might revise

the learned lumber."

After alluding to several pieces published by
Mathias, our unmerciful critic adds in another

note :

" It is very remarkable how strongly the character-

istic features of identity of authorship are marked in

these several pieces; the little man had not even the

wit to print them in a different manner, yet strange to

tell, few, very few, could smell the he-goat 1

<( Who reads thy hazy weather but must swear,
'Tis Thomas James M*th**s to a hair !

"

MERCURII.

Dutch Books (Vol. iii., p. 326.). MARTINTJS is

probably aware that the library of the Fagel fa-

mily is now a part of the University Library of

.Dublin, and that it contains a very tine collection

of Dutch literature, in which it is very possible
some of the books of which he is in search may be

found.

The auction catalogue prepared in 1800, when
the library was to have been sold by auction, had
it not been purchased by the University of Dub-
lin, is printed, and a copy of it is at his service, if

he will inform rne through you how to send it to

him.

This library contains many rare tracts and
documents well worthy of Mr. Macaulay's atten-

tion, if he is about to continue his history of the

Revolution
;
but I have not heard whether he has

made any inquiry after them, or whether he is

aware of their existence. There is a curious MS.

catalogue of them in the possession of the Univer-

sity, which was too voluminous to be printed, when

library was about to be sold. HIBERNICCS.

Engilbert, Archbishop of Treves (Vol. i.,

214.). There can be no doubt that the bishop's
reference is incorrect, and the suggestion of T. J.

(Vol. iii., p. 291.) to consult the reprint of 1840

affords no aid in setting it right ;
for there we

find (p. 178.) a note as follows :

" There was no Engilbert, Archbishop of Treves,
nor is there any work in this name in Goldasti."

I have, however, consulted Mr. Bowden's Life
and Pontificate of Gregory VII., in order, if pos-
sible, to find a clue

;
and in a note in vol. ii. p. 246.

of that work is a statement of the hesitation of

the Pope on the doctrine of the eucharist, with a

ferenee as follows :

" Vid. Egilberti archiep. Trevir. epist. adv. Greg. VI I.,

Eccardi Corp. historic. Medii JLvi. t. ii. p. 170."

I sity

.

P-?

This reference I have verified, and found in the

epistle of Egilbertus the passage which, no doubt,

Bishop Cosin refers to, and which Mr. Bowden
cites :

" En verus pontifex et sacerdos, qui dubitat si illud

quod sumatur in dominica mensa sit verum corpus et

sanguis Christi !

"

So much for that part of the difficulty, but
another still remains. Was there ever an Egil-
bertus, or Engilbertus, Archbishop of Treves?
To solve this question I consulted a list of the

Archbishops of Treves in the Bibliotheque Sacree
of Richard et Giraud, and I there find the follow-

ing statement :

"
Engelbert, grand-prevot de Passau, fut intrus par

la faveur de 1'empereur Henri IV., et sacre par des

eveques schismatiques. II mourut en 1101."

TYRO.
Dublin.

Charles Lamb's Epitaph (Vol. iii., p. 322.).

According to Mr. Thorne (Rambles by Rivers,
1st series, p. 190.) the inscription in the church-

yard at Edmonton, to the memory of Charles

Lamb, was written "
by his friend, Dr. Carey, the

translator of ' Dante.'" Mr. Thorne gives an
anecdote concerning this inscription which I
venture to transcribe, in the expectation that it

may interest your correspondent MARIA S., and
others of your numerous readers.

" We heard a piece of criticism on this inscription
that Lamb would have enjoyed. As we were copying
it, a couple of canal excavators came across the church-

yard, and read it over with great deliberation ; when

they had finished, one of them said, A very fair bit of

poetry that;'
'

Yes,' replied his companion, I'm blest

if it isn't as good a bit as any in the churchyard ; rather

too long, though.'
"

By
" Dr. Carey," of course, is meant the Rev.

Henry Francis Cary, M. A., Vicar of Bromley
Abbots, Staffordshire, and Assistant Librarian in

the British Museum, as he was the translator of
"
Dante," and an intimate friend of Chnrles

Lamb. C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, April 28. 1851.

Charles II. in Wales (Vol. iii., p. 263.). In
answer to DAVYDD GAM'S Query, it may be
observed that I have never heard of the tra-

dition in question, nor have I met with any
evidence to show that Charles II. was in any

!

part of Wales at this period. In " The true
Narrative and Relation of his most sacred Ma-
jesty's Escape from Worcester," Selection from
the Harleian Miscellany, 4to., p. 380., it is

stated that the king meditated the scheme of

crossing into Wales from White Ladies, the
house of the Penderells, but that "the design
was crossed." One of the "Boscobel Tracts," at

p. 137., treating of the same period, and com-

piled by the king himself in 1680, mentions his
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intention of making his escape another way,
which was to get over the Severn into Wales,
and so get either to Swansea, or some other

of the sea towns that he knew had commerce
with France ;

besides that he " remembered
several honest gentlemen

"
that were of his ac-

quaintance. However, the scheme was abandoned,
and the king fled to the southward by Madeley,
Boscobel, &c., to Cirencester, Bristol, and into

Dorsetshire, and thence to Brighton, where he
embarked for France on the 15th Oct., 1651.

Lancaiach is still in possession of the Prichard

family, descendants of Col. Prichard.

There is a tradition that Charles I. slept there

on his way from Cardiff Castle to Brecon, in 1645,
and the tester of the bed in which his Majesty
slept is stated to have been in the possession of a

Cardiff antiquary now deceased. The facts of the

case appear in the Iter Carolinum, printed by
Peck (Desiderata Curiosa). The king stayed at

Cardiff from the 29th July to the 5th August,
1645, on which day he dined at Llancaiach, and

supped at Brecon. J. M. T.

" Ex Pede Herculem" (Vol. iii., p. 302.). The
following allusion to the foot of Hercules occurs

in Herodotus, book iv. section 82. :

'HpaxAeos fyaivova't eV irfTpr) evcbv, rJ> O'KS filu

s, eart Se rb (teyaOos oiirrixV} Trapa rbv

ALFRED GATTY.

The origin of this phrase is connected with

the following story: A certain Greek (whose
name has for the present escaped me, but who
must have been ready to contribute to the
" NOTES AND QUERIES" of his time) was one day
observed carefully "stepping" over the at>\6s or

footrace-course at Olympia; and he gave as a

reason for so doing, that when that race-course

was originally marked out, it was exactly six

hundred times as long as Hercules' foot (that

being the distance Hercules could run with-

out taking breath) : so that by ascertaining how

many times the length of his own foot it contained,
he would know how much Hercules' foot exceeded
his foot in length, and might therefrom calculate

how much Hercules' stature exceeded that of or-

dinary men of those degenerate days.
J. EASTWOOD.

Ecclesfield.

This proverb does not appear to be of classical

origin. Several proverbs of a similar meaning are

collected in Diogenian, v. 15. The most common
is, Twy ovi/xto'-' TQV \4offa$ ex ungue leoncm. The
allusion to Hercules is probably borrowed from
some fable. L.

Bucaneers (Vol. i., p. 400.). Your correspon-
dent C. will find an interesting account of the

Bucaneers in a poem by M. Poirie St. Aurele, en-
titled Le Flibustier, and published by Ambroise
Dupont & Co., Paris, 1827. The Introduction
and Notes furnish some curious particulars rela-

tive to the origin, progress, and dissolution of those
once celebrated pirates, and to the daring exploits
of their principal leaders, Montauban, Granunont,
Monbars, Vand-Horn, Laurent de Graff, and Sir
H. Morgan. The book contains many facts which

go far to support Bryan Edwards's favourable opi-
nion. I may add that the author derives the French
word ftibustier from the English freebooter, and
the English word bucaneer from the French
boucanier ; which latter word is derived from
boucan, an expression used by the Caribs to de-
scribe the place where they assembled to make a

repast of their enemies taken in war.

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, March, 1851.

God's Acre (Vol. iii., p. 284.). By a Saxon

phrase, MR. LONGFELLOW undoubtedly meant
German. In Germany Gottes-acker is a name for

churchyard ;
and it is to be found in Wachter's

Gloxsarium Germanicnm, as well as in modern
dictionaries. It is true there is the other word

Kirchhof, perhaps of more modern date.

" Gots-aker. Ccemetcriu:n. Quasi ager Dei,

quia corpora defunctorum fidelium comparantur semini.

1 Cor. xv. 36., observante Keyslero in Antlq. Scptentr,

p. 109." Wachter's Gloss. Gcrmanicum.

Very interesting are also the other allegorical
names which have been given to the burial-places
of the dead. They are enlarged upon in Min-
shew's Guide to Tongues, under the head " Church-

yard."
" Ca^metcrium (from the Greek), signifying a dormi-

tory or place of sleep. And a Hebrew term (so Min-
shew says), Beth-chajim, . e. domus viventium, The
house of the living,' in allusion to the resurrection."

Our matter-of-fact "
Church-yard or inclosure"

falls dull on the ear and mind after any of the

above titles. HERMES.

God's Acre. The term God's Acre, as applied
to a church-garth, would seem to designate the

consecrated ground set apart as the resting-place
of His faithful departed, sown with immortal seed

(1 Cor. xv. .38.), which shall be raised in glory at

the great harvest (Matt. xiii. 39.
;
Rev. xiv. 15.).

The church-yard is
" dedicated wholly and only

for Christian burial," and " the bishop and ordi-

nary of the diocese, as God's minister, in God's stead

accepts it as a freewill offering, to be severed from
all former profane and common uses, to be held as

holy ground," and "to be God's storehouse for the

bodies of His saints there to be interred." See
"
Bishop Andrewes' Form of Consecration of a

Churchyard," Minor Works, pp. 328 333., Oxf.,
1846.

*

MACKENZIE WALCOTT, M.A.
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P.S. When was the name of Poefs Corner first

attached to the south transept of Westminster

Abbey?
Jermyn Street.

Abbot Eustacim, ofwhom J. L. (Vol. iii., p. 141.)

asks, was the Abbot of Flay, and came over from

Normandy to England, and preached all through
this kingdom with much effect in the beginning of

John's reign, A. D. 1200, as Roger Hovedene tells

us, Annal., ed. Savile, London, 1596, fos. 457. Z>,

46G. b. Wendover (iii. 151.) and Matt. Paris in

anno, mention him. D. HOCK.

Vox Populi Vox Dei ("Vol. iii., p. 288.) is, I

find, a much older proverb in England than Ed-
ward III.'s reign, for whose coronation sermon
it was chosen the text, not by Simon Mepham, but

Walter Reynolds, as your correspondent ST. JOHNS

rightly says. Speaking of the way in which St. Odo

yielded his consent to be Abp. of Canterbury,
circ. A. D. 920, William of Malmesbury writes:

"Recogitans illud provcrbium, VoxpopulivoxDei"
-De Gestis Pont., L. i. fo. 114., ed. Savile.

D.RocK.

Francis Moore and his Almanack (Vol. iii.,

p. 263.). Mr. Knight, in his London, vol. iii.

p. 246., throws a little light on this subject :

" The renowned Francis Moore seems to have made
his first appearance about the end of the seventeenth

century. He published a Kalendarium Ecclesiasticum

in 1699, and his earliest Vox Stellarum or Almanac, as

far as we can discover, came out in 1701," &c.

But Mr. Knight is not sure that " Francis

Moore "
was not a nom de guerre, although at

p. 241. he gives the portrait of the "Physician"
from an anonymous print, published in 1657.

A. A.

Abridge.

There is an Irish edition published in Droghedn,
sold for threepence, and embellished with a portrait
of Francis Moore. Can Ireland claim this worthy?
Many farmers and others rely much on the weather

prophecies of this almanack. A tenant of mine
always announces to me triumphantly that " Moore
is right:" but his triumphs come at very long
intervals. K.

I can answer part of II. P. W.'s Query. Francis
Moore's celebrated Almanack first appeared in

1698. We have this date upon his own confession.

Before his Almanack for 1771 is a letter which

begins thus :

" Kind Reader,
" This being the 73rd year since my Almanack

first appeared to the world, and having for several

years presented you with observations that have come
to pass to the admiration of many, I have likewise pre-
sented you with several hieroglyphics," &c.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

That such a personage really did exist there can
be little doubt. Bromley (in Engraved Portraits,

^f.) gives 1657 as the date of his birth, and says that

there was a portrait of him by Drapentier ad
vivum. Lysons mentions him as one of the re-

markable men who, at different periods, resided at

Lambeth, and says that his house was in Calcott's

Alley, High Street, then called Back Lane, where
he seems to have enlightened his generation iii

the threefold capacity of astrologer, physician, and
schoolmaster. J. C. B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Professor De Morgan has just furnished a new con-

tribution to U Art de verifier Its Dates, in the shape of
a small but most useful and practical book, entitled

The Boole of Almanacks, with an Index of Reference, by
which the Almanack may be found for every year, whether

in the Old Style or JVeu>, from any Epoch Ancient or

Modern up to A. i>. 2030 With means of finding the

Day of any Neiv or Full Moon from u. c. 2000 to A. n.

2000. An example will show, better even than this

ample title-page, the great utility of this work to

the historical enquirer. Walter Scott, speaking of
the battle of Bannockburn, which was fought on the

day of St. John the Baptist, June 24, 1314, says,
" It was a night of lovely June,

High rose in cloudless blue the moon."

Now, should the reader be desirous of testing the

accuracy of this statement, (and how many statements

have ere this been tested by the fact of the moon's age!),
he turns to Professor De Morgan's Index, which at

1314 gives Epact 3., Dominical Letter F., Number of

Almanack 17. Turning to this almanack, he finds that

the 24th June was on a Monday ; from the Introduction

(p. xiii.) and a very easy calculation, he learns that the

full moon of June, 1314, would be on the 27th, or within

a day, and from a more exact method (at p. xiv. ), that

the full moon was within two hours of nine A.M., on
the 28th. So that Sir Walter was correct, there being
more than half moon on the night of which he was

speaking. Such an instance as the one cited will show
how valuable the Book of Almanacks must prove to all

historical students, and what a ready test it furnishes

as to accuracy of dates, &c. It must take its place on

every shelf beside Sir H. Nicolas' Chronology of His-

tory.

We doubt not that many of our readers share our

feeling as to the importance of children's books, from
the influence they may be destined to exercise upon
generations yet unborn. To all such we shall be doing
acceptable service by pointing out Mrs. Alfred Gatty's
little volume, The Fairy Godmothers and other Tales, as

one which combines the two essentials of good books
for children; namely, imagination to attract, and sound
morals to instruct. Both these requisites will be

found in Mrs. Gatty's most pleasing collection of tales,

which do not require the very clever frontispiece by
Miss Barker to render the volume an acceptable gift to

all "good little Masters and Mistresses."
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Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson (3. Wellington
Street, Strand) will commence on Monday a six-days'
Sale of most interesting Autograph Letters, Historical

Documents, and original MSS. of distinguished writers,

as that of Ktnilworth in the Autograph of Sir W. Scott,

of Madoc in that of Southsy, unpuhlished poems by
Burns, and Le Second Mnuuscrit venu de St. Heldne.

One of the most curious Lots is No. 103.5, Shakspeare's

play of Henry IV., two parts condensed into one, a

contemporary and unique Manuscript, being the only
one known to exist of any of the productions by the

Sweet Bard of Avon. It is presumed to be a play-
house copy with corrections in the Autograph of Sir

Edward Deering of Surrenden, in Kent, (who died in

1644); and, as no printed copy is known to contain the

various corrections and alterations therein, is supposed
to have been so corrected for the purposes of private

representation, it being well known that theatricals

formed a portion of the amusements in vogue at that

baronet's country seat during the early portion of the

reign of James I. Our readers will remember that

the Shakspeare Society showed their sense of its value

by printing it under the editorship of Mr. H alii well.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. Emerson Charnley's (45.

Bigg Market, Newcastle - upon - Tyne) Catalogue
Part IV. of Books Old and New; W. Brown's (46.

High Holborn) Catalogue Part LIU. of Valuable
Second-hand Books.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

DIANA (ANTONINUS) COMPENDIUM RESOLUTIONEM MORAUUM.
Antwerp.-Colon. 1634-57.

PASSIONAEL EFTEDAT LEVENTDER HEILIGEN. Folio. Basil, 1522.

CAUTARI LA ROSA D'ORO PONTIFICIA. 4to. Rome, 1GS1.

BROEMEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZEN DER EKSTEN CHRISTEN. Jena,
1705.

THE COMPLAY.NT OF SCOTLAND, edited by Leyden. 8vo. Edin.
1801.

THOMS' LAYS AND LEGENDS OF VARIOUS NATIONS. Parts I. to
VII. l-2mo. 1834.

L'AiuiK DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite.de I'Origine, des Droits, des Borneset des ilifferentes

Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de PAutetir de

Tele'maque. 2 Vols. 12mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.

The same. Second Edition, under the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

PULLEN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM, 8vo.
COOPER'S (C. P.) ACCOUNT OF PUBLIC RECORDS, 8vo. 1822. Vol.1.
LINGARO'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Sin. 8vo. 1837. Vols. X.
XI. XII. XIII.

MILLER'S (JOHN, OP WORCESTER COLL.) SERMONS. Oxford, 1831

(or about that year).

%* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to Mit. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

Although we have this week again enlarged our paper to twenty -

we have been compelled to postpone many interesting
mong these ire may particularise

" Illustrations oj
Jour pages, we have been compelled to postpone many interesting
articles. Among these we may particularise

" Illustrations oj
Chaucer, No. VI., a valuable paper by MR. SINGER on '' John
Tradescant," and another on the " Tradescent Family" by Mil.
PINKERTON ; and many Replies.

A. X. The Brussels edition of the Biosraphie Universelle is in
21 vols. Bickers of Leicester Square marks a copy half-bound in

7 vuls. at Five Guineas.

TRIVIA and A. A. D. The oft-quoted line
" TEMPORA MUTAN-

TUR," &c , is from Borbonius. 'See
" NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. i.,

pp.234. 419.

A. A. D. is referred to p. 357. of our last Number for an ex-

planation of" Mind your Ps and Qs."

NEMO'S Query respecting Pope Joan was inserted in No. 75.

p. 265. ; a Reply to it appeal s in No. 77. p.SOG. ; and we have
several tnore communications to which we hope to give insertion
next week.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Rnmasse Prayer at the Healing M.
or N. Deans Very Reverend Family of the Trariescants

Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke lVa>t Chester De-
mostnenes and New Testament Pope Joan Handb.lls at
Funerals Ventriloquist Hoax Solid-hoofed Pigs Aerial Ap-
paritions Apple-pie Order Wife of James Torre Stiail-

eating Epigram by T. D unbar.

VOLS. I. an-l II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 9 . Gd. each.

NOTES ANO QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and \cwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, Sfc.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of Mil. BELL, No 186. Fleet Street.

Errata. Page 336. 1.4. for "Burkdow" read " Burkdow,"
(i. e. Bourdeaux) ; p. 341. 1. 11. for" laurando" read " lacfrando ;"
and in p. 352. insteul of between the years

" 1825 and 1850," read
" 1825 and 1830 ;" and we are requested to add that the church-
wardens' account of S. Mary de Castro, Leicester, had disappeared
from the parish chest long prior to the time mentioned.

PRINTING.

A LECTURE, SPEECH, SERMON, OR
ORATION, occupying about three quarters of an hour in

delivery, printed on good paper, in bold clear type: 500 copies,
3/. 17*. fid. ; 1000 copies. 5/. 105. 1000 Circulars, Note Size,

printed on Cream-laid Note 1'awr, fly lea'', 17*. Gd. ; 1000 Ditto,
on Superfine Cream- laid Letter Taper, fly leaf, II. 5s.

BATEMAN and HARDWICKE, 38. Carey Street, Lincoln's Inn."

This day is published, fcap. 8vo., price 5s.,

PLEASURES, OBJECTS, and ADVAN-
TAGES of LITERATURE. By the Rev. R. A. WILL-

Morr, St. Catherine's, Bear Wood, Author of "
Jeremy Taylor, a

Biography."
London : T. BOSWORTH, 215. Regent Street. 333

NEW WORK BY PROFESSOR DE MORGAN.
This day, in One Volume, oblong 8vo , price 5s., cloth,

THE BOOK OF ALMANACS; with INDEX,
by which the Almanac belonging to any Year preceding

A. D. 2000 can be found; with means of finding New and Full

Moons from B.C. 2000 to A.D. '2000. By AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN,
Professor of Mathematics in University College, London.
The " Book of Almanacs "

will enable any one to lay open
before him the whole Almanac of any past year, of the present

year, or of any future year, up to A.D. 2000, whether in old style

or new, by one consultation of a simple Index. This book will

be useful to all who ever wart an Almanac, past, present, or

future ; to Clergymen, as a perpetual index to the Sundays and

Festivals; to Lawyers in arranging evidence which runs over

a long period, and to Courts of Law in hearing it ;
to Historical

and Antiquarian Inquirers, in testing statements as to time and

date; to all, in fact, who are ever required to interest them-
selves about time past or future.

TAYLOR, WALTON, and MABERLY, Upper Gower Street, and Ivy

Lane, Paternoster Row. ",""j

Now ready, royal 8vo., pp. 1G53. 21s.

A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL LATIN-
ENGLISH LEXICON, founded on the larger Latin.

German Lexicon of DR. WILLIAM FREUND ; with Additions and

Corrections from the Lexicons of Gesner, Facciolati, Scheller,

Georges, &c. &c. By E. A. ANDREWS, LL.D.

London : SAMPSON Low, 169. Fleet Street, j

New York : HARPER and BROTHERS.
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GREAT

EXHIBITION.
CENTRAL AVENUE.

An Illustrated Priced Cata-

logue of Church Furniture Con-

tributed by

GILBERT J. FRENCH,
BOLTON, LANCASHIRE,

forwarded Free by Post on ap-

plication.

Parcels delivered Carriage Free

in London, daily.

CATALOGUES
OF JOHN RUSSELL

SMITH'S LITERARY COLLECTIONS.

1. Parts I. and II. of a Classified Catalogue of
25,000 Ancient and Modern Pamphlets.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER,. NO. VI*

Fnless Chaucer had intended to mark with par-
ticular exactness the day of the journey to Can-

terbury, he would not have taken such unusual

precautions to protect his text from ignorant or

careless transcribers. We find him not only re-

cording the altitudes of the sun, at different hours,
in words

; but also corroborating those words by
associating them with physical facts incapable of

being perverted or misunderstood.
Had Chaucer done this in one instance only, we

might imagine that it was but another of those

occasions, so frequently seized upon by him, for

the display of a little scientific knowledge ; but
when he repeats the very same precautionary ex-

pedient again, in the afternoon of the same day,
we begin to perceive that he must have had sonae
fixed purpose ; because, as I shall presently show,
it is the repetition alone tha,t renders the record

imperishable.
But whether Chaucer really devised this method

for the express purpose of preserving his tex.t, or

not, it has at least had that effect, for while there
are scarcely two MSS. extant which agree in the
verbal record of the day and hours-, the physical
circumstances remain, and afford at all times inde-

pendent data for the recovery or Correction of the

true reading.
The day of the month maybe deduced from the

declination of the su,n ; and, to obtain, the latter,
all the data required are,

1. The latitude of the place,
2. Two altitudes of the sun at different sides of

noon.

It is not absolutely necessary to have any pre-
vious knowledge of the hours at which these alti-

tudes were respectively obtained, because these

may be discovered by the trial method of seeking
two such hours as shall most aearly agree in re-

quiring a declination common to both at the

known altitudes. Of course it will greatly simplify
the process if we furthermore know that the ob-
servations must have been obtained at some deter-

minate intervals of time> such, for example, as

complete hours.

Now, in the Prologue to the "Canterbury Tales"

we know that the observations could not have been
recorded except at complete hours, because the

construction of the metre will not admit the

supposition of any parts of hours having been

expressed.
We are also satisfied that there can be no mis-

take in the altitudes, because nothing can alter

the facts, that an equality between the length of
the shadow and the height of the substance can

only subsist at an altitude of 45 degrees ; or that

an altitude of 29 degrees (more or less) is the

neai-est that will give the ratio of 11 to 6 between
the shadow and its gnomon.

VOL. III. No. 81.
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Afternoon altitude 29.
Hour. Declin.

II P. M. 3 57' S.

III 3 16' N.
IV 13 26'

V Impossible.

With these data we pi'oceed to the following

comparison :

Forenoon altitude 45.
Hour. Declin.

XI A.M. 8 9'N.

X 13 27',,
IX 22 34',,

VIII Impossible.

Here we immediately select " X A.M." and
" IV P. M." as the only two items at all approach-
ing to similarity ; while, in these, the approach is

so near that they differ by only a single minute of
a degree !

More conclusive evidence therefore could scarcely
exist that these were the hours intended to be re-

corded by Chaucer, and that the sun's declination,

designed by him, was somewhere about thirteen

degrees and a half North.

Strictly speaking, this declination would more

properly apply to the 17th of April, in Chaucer's

time, than to the 18th
; but since he does not pro-

fess to critical exactness, and since it is always
better to adhere to written authority, when it is

not grossly and obviously corrupt, such MSS. as

name the 18th of April ought to be respected ; but

Tyrwhitt's "28th," which he states not only as

the result of his own conjecture but as authorised

by
" the best MSS.," ought to be scouted at once.

In the latest edition of the "Canterbury Tales"

(a literal reprint from one of the Harl. MSS., for

the Percy Society, under the supervision of
Mr. Wright), the opening of the Prologue to
" The Man of Lawes Tale

"
does not materially

differ from Tyrwhitt"s text, excepting in properly
assigning the day of the journey to " the eightetene

day of April;" and the confirmation of the fore-

noon altitude is as follows :

" And sawe wel that the schade of every tree

Was in the lengthe the same quantite,
That was the body erecte that caused it."

But the afternoon observation is thus related :

" By that the Manciple had his tale endid,
The sonne fro the southe line is descendid

So lowe that it nas nought to my sight,

Degrees nyne and twenty as in hight.
Ten on the clokke it was as I gesse,
For eleven foote, or litil more or lesse,

My schadow was at thilk time of the yere,
Of which feet as my lengthe parted were,
In sixe feet equal of proporcioun."

In a note to the line "Ten on the clokke" Mr.

Wright observes,
" Ten. I have not ventured to change the reading of

the Harl. MS., which is partly supported by that

of the Lands. MS., than."

If the sole object were to present an exact

counterpart of the MS , of course even its errors

were to be respected : but upon no other grounds
can I understand why a reading should be pro-

served by which broad sunshine is attributed to
ten o'clock at night ! Nor can I believe that the

copyist of the MS. with whom the error must have

originated would have set down anything so gla-

ringly absurd, unless he had in his own mind some
means of reconciling it with probability. It may,
I believe, be explained in the circumstance that
"ten" and "four," in horary reckoning, were
convertible terms. The old Roman method of

naming the hours, wherein noon was the sixth, was

long preserved, especially in conventual establish-

ments : and I have no doubt that the English
idiomatic phrase

" o'clock" originated in the ne-

cessity for some distinguishing mark between hours
" of the clock" reckoned from midnight, and hours
of the day reckoned from sunrise, or more fre-

quently from six A.M. With such an understand-

ing, it is clear that ten might be called four, and

four ten, and yet the same identical hour be re-

ferred to; nor is it in the least difficult to imagine
that some monkish transcriber, ignorant perhaps
of the meaning of "

o'clock," might fancy he was

correcting, rather than corrupting, Chaucer's text,

by changing "foure" into "ten."
I have, I trust, now shown that all these cir-

cumstances related by Chaucer, so far from being

hopelessly incongruous, are, on the contrary, har-

moniously consistent ; that they all tend to prove
that the day of the journey to Canterbury could

not have been later than the 18th of April ;
that

the times of observation were certainly 10 A.M. and

4 P.M.; that the " arke of his artificial day" is

to be understood as the horizontal or azimuthal

arch
;

and that the " halfe cours in the Ram"
alludes to the completion of the last twelve degrees
of that sign, about the end of the second week in

April.
There yet remains to be examined the significa-

tion of those three very obscure lines which imme-

diately follow the description, already quoted, of

the afternoon observation :

" Therewith the Mones exaltacioun

In mena Libra, alway gan ascende

As we were entryng at a townes end."

It is the more unfortunate that we should not

be certain what it was that Chaucer really did

write, inasmuch as he probably intended to pre-

sent, in these lines, some means of identifying the

year, similar to those he had previously given with

respect to the day.
When Tyrwhitt, therefore, remarks, "In what ,

year this happened Chaucer does not inform us"

he was not astronomer enough to know that if
j

Chaucer had meant to leave, in these lines, a re- i

cord of the moon's place on the day of the journey, !

he could not have chosen a more certain method I

of informing us in what year it occurred.

But as the present illustration has already ex-

tended far enough for the limits of a single num-

ber of "NOTES AND QUERIES," I shall defer the
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investigation of this last and greatest difficulty to

my next communication. A. E. B.

Leeds, April 29.

IHJTCH FOLK-LORB.

1. A baby laughing in its dreams is conversing
with the angels.

2. Rocking the cradle when the babe is not in

it, is considered injurious to the infant, and a

prognostic of its speedy death.

3. A strange dog following you is a sign of good
luck.

4. A stork settling on a house is a harbinger of

happiness. To kill such a bird would be sacrilege.
5. Ifyou see a shooting star, the wish you form

before its disappearance will be fulfilled,

6. A person barn with a caul is considered

fortunate.

7. Four-leaved clover brings luck to the person
who finds it unawares.

8. An overturned salt-cellar is a ship wrecked.
If a person take salt and spill it on the table, it

betokens a strife between him and the person next
to whom it fell. To avert the amen, he must lift

up the shed grains with a knife, and throw them
behind his back.

9. After eating eggs in Holland, you must break
the shells, or the witches would sail over in them
to England. The English don't know under what

obligations they are to the Dutch for this custom.
Please to tell them.

10. If you make a present of a knife or scissors,

the person receiving must pay something for it
;

otherwise the friendship between you would be
cut off.

11. A tingling ear denotes there is somebody
speaking of you behind your back. If you hear
the noise in the right one, he praises you ;

if on
the left side, he is calling you a scoundrel, or some-

thing like that. But, never mind! for if, in the
latter case, you bite your little finger, the evil

speaker's tongue will be in the same predicament.
By all means, don't spare your little finger !

12. If, at a dinner, a person yet unmarried be

placed inadvertently between a married couple,
be sure he or she will get a partner within the

year. It's a pity it must be inadvertently.
13. If a person when rising throw down his

chair, he is considered guilty of untruth.
14. A potato begged or stolen is a preservative

against rheumatism. Chestnuts have the same

efficacy.
15. The Nymphi-ea, or water-lily, whose broad

leaves, and clear white or yellow cups, float upon
the water, was esteemed by the old Frisians to

have a magical power.
" I remember, when a

boy," says Dr. Halbertsma,
" that we were ex-

tremely careful in plucking and handling them
;

for if any one fell with such a flower in his pos-

session, he became immediately subject to fits.

16. One of my friends cut himself. A man-
servant being present secured the knife 'hastily,
anointed it with oil, and putting it into the drawer,

besought the patient not to touch it for some days.
Whether the cure was effected by this sympathetic
means, I can't affirm

;
but cured it was : so, don't

be alarmed.

17. If you feel on a sudden a shivering sensa-

tion in your back, there is somebody walking over

your future grave.
18. A person speaking by himself will die a

violent death.

19. Don't go under a ladder, for if you do you
will be hanged. * a ?

Amsterdam.

iHt

Verses in Pope
"
Bug

"
or " Bee" Pope, in

the Duuciad, speaking of the purloining propensi-
ties of Bays, has the lines :

" Next o'er his books his eyes began to roll,

In pleasing memory of all he stole ;

How here he sipp'd, how there he plunder'd snug,
And suck'd all o'er, Kke an industrious bug."

In reading these lines, some time ago, I was

forcibly struck with the incongruity of the terms

"sipp'd" and "industrious" as applied to
"
bug ;

"
and it occurred to me that Pope may

have originally written the passage with the

words " free
"
and "bee," as the rhymes of the

two last lines. My reasons for this conjecture
are these : 1st. Because Pope is known to have
been very fastidious on the score of coarse or vulgar

expressions ;
and his better judgment would have

recoiled from the use of so offensive a word as
"
bug." 2ndly. Because, as already stated, the

terms "
sipp'd" and " industrious" are inapplicable

to a bug. Of the bug it may be said, that it

"sucks" and "plunders;" but it cannot, with

any propriety, be predicated of it, as of the bee,
that it "sips" and is "industrious." My im-

pression is, that when Pope found he was doing
too much honour to Tibbald by comparing him to

a bee, he substituted the word "
bug

" and its

corresponding rhyme, without reflecting that some
of the epithets, already applied to the one, are

wholly inapplicable to the other.

HENRY H. BREETC.
St. Lucia, March, 1851.

Rub-a-dub. This word is put forward as an in-

stance of how new words are still formed with a

view to similarity of sound with the sound of what

they are intended to express, by Dr. Francis

Lieber, in a "Paper on the Vocal Sounds of

Laura Bridgeman compared with the Elements of

Phonetic Language," and its authorship is assigned
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to Daniel Webster, who said in a speech of

July 17, 1850:
"
They have been beaten incessantly every month,

and every day, and every hour, by the din, and roll,

and rub-a-dub of the Abolition presses."

Dr. L. adds :

" No dictionary in my possession has rub-a-dub ; by
and by the lexicographer will admit this, as yet, halt-

wild word."

My note is, that though this word be not recog-
nised by the dictionaries, yet it is by no means so

new as Dr. L. supposes ;
for I distinctly remem-

ber that, some four-and-twenty years ago, one of

those gay-coloured books so common on the shelves

of nursery libraries had, amongst other equally re-

cherche couplets, the following attached to a gaudy
print of a military drum :

" Not a rub-a-dub will come
To sound the music of a drum :"

no great authority certainly, but sufficient to

give the word a greater antiquity than Dr. L.
claims for it ; and no doubt some of your readers
will be able to furnish more dignified instances of
its use. J. EASTWOOD.

Ecclesfield.

[To this it may be added, that Dub-a-dub is found
in HalliwelPs Arch. Gloss, with the definition,

" To
beat a drum ; also, the blow on the drum. ' The dub-
a-dub of honour.' Woman is a weathercock, p. 21.,

there used metaphorically." Mr. Halliwell might also

have cited the nursery rhyme :

"
Sing rub-a-dub-dub,
Three men i a tub."]

Quotations. r-

1. "In time the savage bull doth bear the yoke."
Quoted in Much Ado about Nothing, Act I. Sc. 1.

Mr. Knight (Library Edition, ii. 379.) says this

line is from Hieronymo, but gives no reference,
and I have not found it. In a sonnet by Thomas
Watson (A. p. 15(50-91) occurs the line (see Ellis's

Specimens)
" In time the bull is brought to bear the yoke."

Whence did Shakspeare quote the line ?

2. " Nature's mother-wit." This phrase is found
in Dryden's "Ode to St. Cecilia," and also in

Spenser, Faerie Queene, book iv. canto x. verse 21.
Where does it first occur ?

3. " The divine chit-chat of Cowper." Query,
Who first designated the " Task "

thus ? Charles
Lamb uses the phrase as a quotation. (See Final
Memorials of Charles Lamb, i. 72.) J. H. C.

Adelaide, South Australia.

Minnis. There are (or there were) in East
Kent seven Commons known by the local term
"Minnis," viz., 1. Ewell Minnis; 2. River do.;
3. Cocclescombe do. ; 4. Swingfield do.

;
5. Worth

do. ; G. Stelling do.
; 7. Rhode do. Hasted (His-

tory of Kent) says he is at a loss for the origin of
the word, unless it be in the Latin "

Mina," a cer-

tain quantity of land, among different nations of
different sizes

;
and he refers to Spelman's Glossary ,

verbum " Mina."
Now the only three with which I am acquainted,

River, Ewell, and Swingfield Minnis, near Dover,
are all on high ground ;

the two former consider-

ably elevated above their respective villages.
One would rather look for a Saxon than a Celtic

derivation in East Kent ; but many localities, &c.
there still retain British or Celtic names, and emi-

nently so the stream that runs through River and

Ewell, the Dour or Dwr, uncle, no doubt, Dover,
where it disembogues into the sea. May we not

therefore likewise seek in the same language an

interpretation of this (at least as far as I know)
hitherto unexplained term ?

In Armorican we find " Menez" and "
Mene,"

a mount. In the kindred dialect, Cornish,
" Men-

hars" means a boundary-stone ;

" Maenan" (Brit.),

stoney moor
;

"
Mynydh" (Brit.), a mountain, &e.

As my means of research are very limited, I can

only hazard a conjecture, which it will give me
much pleasure to see either refuted or confirmed

by those better informed. A. C. M.

Brighton. It is stated in Lyell's Principles of
Geology, that in the reign of Elizabeth the town
of Brighton was situated on that tract where the

Chain Pier now extends into the sea; that in 1665

twenty-two tenements still remained under the

cliffs
;
that no traces of the town are perceptible ;

that the sea has resumed its ancient position, the

site of the old town having been merely a beach

abandoned by the ocean for ages. On referring
to the " Attack of the French on Brighton in

1545," as represented in the engraving in the

Archaologia, April 14, 1831, 1 find the town stand-

ing apparently just where it is now, with " a f'elde

in the middle," but with some houses on the beach

opposite what is now Pool Valley, on the east side

of which houses the French are landing ;
the beach

end of the road from Lewes. A C.

Voltaire's " Henriade" I have somewhere seen

an admirable translation of this poem into English
verse. Perhaps you can inform me of the author's

name. The work seems to be scarce, as I recollect

having seen it but once : it was published, I think,

about thirty years ago. (See ante, p. 330.)
The house in which Voltaire was born, atChat-

naye, about ten miles from Paris, is now the pro-

perty of the Comtesse de Boigne, widow of the

General de Boigne, and daughter of the Marquis
d'Osmond, who was ambassador here during the i

reign of Louis XVIII. The mother of the poet

being on a visit with the then proprietor (whojo
name I cannot recollect), was unexpectedly con-

fined. There is a street in the village called the

Rue Voltaire. The Comtesse de Boigne is niy
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authority for the fact of the poet's birth having
taken place in her house- A. J. M.

Alfred Club,

THE BL.AKE FAMILY.

The renowned Admiral Blake, a native of

Bridgewater, and possessed of property in the

neighbourhood, left behind him a numerous family
of brothers, sisters, nephews, and nieces, settled

in the county of Somerset. ; to wit, his brothers

Humphrey, William, George, Nicholas, Benjamin,
and Alexander all survived him, as did also his

sisters, Mrs. Bowdich, of Chard, and Mrs. Smith,
of Cheapside, in London. His brother Samuel,
killed in an early part of the Civil War, left two

sons, Robert and Samuel,. bath of them honourably
remembered in the will of their great uncle. Can

any of your readers, acquainted with Somerset

genealogies, give me any information which may
enable me to make out the descent of the present
families of Blake, in that county, from this stock ?

There are at least two Blake houses now in

existence, who are probably of the blood of the

illustrious admiral
;
the Blakes of Bishop's Hall,

near Taunton, of which William Blake, Esq., a

magistrate for the county, is the head; and the

Blakes of Venue House, Upton, nearWiveliscotnbe,
the representative of which is Silas Wood Blake,
son of Dr. William Blake, a bencher of the Inner

Temple. These families possess many relics of the

admiral family papers, cabinets, portrait, and
even estates

;
and that they are of his blood there

are other reasons for believing; but, so far as I

know, the line is- not clearly traced back. In a

funeral sermon spoken on the death of the grand-
father of the present William Blake, Esq., of

Bishop's Hall, 1 find it stated that

" He was descended from pious and worthy an-

cestors
; a collateral branch of the family of that vir-

tuous man, great officer, and true patriot Admiral
Blake. His grandfather, the Rev. Malachi Blake, a

Nonconformist minister, resided at Blagden, four miles
from Taunton. This gentleman, by his piaus labours,
laid the foundation of the dissenting congregation at

Wellington, in the county of Somerset. After the

defeat of the Duke of Monmouth, to whose cause he
had been friendly, he was obliged to flee from home,
and went to London disguised in a }ay-dress, with a

tye-wig and a sword."

This minister had three sons, John, Malachi,
and William

; and it is from the last named that

;

the Blakes of Bishop's Hall are descended. But
who was the father of Malachi Blake himself?
He was probably a son or grandson of one of the
admiral's brothers but of which ?

Permit me to add to this Query another remark.
I am engaged in writing a Life of Admiral Blake,

and shall be extremely grateful to any ofyour^cor-

respondents who can and will direct me, either

through the medium of your columns or by private

communication, to any new sources of information

respecting his- character and career. A meagre
pamphlet being the utmost that has yet been given
to the memory of this great man, the entire story
of his life has to be built up from the beginning.

Fragments of papers, scraps of information, how-
ever slight, may therefore be of material value.

A date or a name may contain an important clue,

and will be thankfully acknowledged. Of course

I do not wish to be referred to information con-

tained in well-known collections, such as Thurloe,

Rushworth, Whitelock, and the Parliamentary His-

tories, nor to the Deptford MSS. in the Tower,
the Admiralty papers in the State Paper Office,

or the Ashmole MSS. at Oxford. I am also

acquainted, of course, with several papers in the

national collection of MSS. at the British Museum
throwing light on the subject; but while these

MSS. remain in their present state^ it would be

very rash in any man to say what is not to be

found in them. Should any one, in reading for

his own purposes, stumble on a fact of importance
for me in these MSS., I shall be grateful for a

communication ;
but my appeal is rather macfe to

the possessors of old family papers. .There must,
I think, be many letters though he was a brief

and abrupt correspondent of the admiral's still

existing in the archives of old Puritan families.

These are the materials of history of which I am
most in need. HEPWORTH

84. St. John's Wood Terrace.

John Holywood the Mathematician. Is the

birthplace of this distinguished scholar known?
Leland, Bale, and Pits assert him to have been

born at Halifax, in Yorkshire ; Stanyhurst says,
at Holywood, near Dublin ; and according to

Dempster and Mackenzie, at Nithsdale, in Scot*

land. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Essay on the Irony of Sophocles, Sfc. Who is

the author of the Essay on the Irony of Sophocles,
which has been termed the most exquisite piece of

criticism in the English language?
Is it Cicero who says,
" Malo cum Platone errare, quam cum aliis recte"

sentire?"

And who embodied the somewhat contradictory

maxim,
" Amicus Plato, sed magjs arnica veritas ?

"

NEMO.

Meaning of Mosaic. What is the exact

in 0- and derivation of the word Mosaic as a term

in art? H. M, A.
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Stanedge Pole. Can any one inform me in

what part of Yorkshire the antiquarian remains of

Stanedge Pole are situated
;
and where the de-

scription of them is to be found ? A. N.

Names of the Ferret. I should be much

obliged by any one of your readers informing me
what peculiar names are given to the male and
female ferret ? Do they occur any where in any
author ? as by knowing how the words are spelt,

we may arrive at their etymology.
T. LAWRENCE.

Ashley-de-la- Zouch.

Colfabias. Can any of your learned corre-

spondents furnish the origin and meaning of this

word ? It was the name of the privy attached to

the Priory of Holy Trinity in Dublin
;
and still is

to be seen in old leases of that religious house

(now Christ Church Cathedral), spelled sometimes

as above, and other times coolfabioos.
The present dean and chapter are quite in the

dark upon the subject. I hope you will be able to

give us a little light from your general stock.

A CH. CH. MAN.
Dublin.

School of the Heart. This work consists of
' short poems similar in character and merit to

Quarles's Emblems, and adorned with cuts of the

same class/ I have at hand none but modern
editions, and in these the production is ascribed to

Quarles. But Montgomery, in his Christian Poet,

3iotes

the School of the Heart, without ex-

anation, as the work of Thomas Harvey, 1647.

Can any of your readers throw light on this mat-

|

ter? S. T.D.

Milton and the Calves~head Club. I quote the

following from The Secret History of the Calves-
head Club: or the Republican Unmasqu'd, 4to.

4 1703.
The author is relating what was told him by

" a
certain active Whigg, who, in all other respects,
was a man of probity enough."

" He further told me that Milton, and some other
creatures of the Commonwealth, had instituted this

Club [the Calves-head Club], as he was inform'd, in

opposition to Bp. Juxon, Dr. Sanderson, Dr. Ham-
mond, and other divines of the Church of England, who
met privately every 30th of January ; and though it

was under the Time of Usurpation, had compil'd a

private Form of Service for the Day, not much dif-

ferent from what we now find in the Liturgy."

Do any of Milton's biographers mention his

connexion with this club ? Does the form of

prayer compiled by Juxon, Sanderson, and Ham-
mond exist ? K. P. D. E.

David Rizzio's Signature. Can any reader of
"NOTES AND QUERIES" furnish the applicant with
either a fac-simile or a minute description of the

signature and handwriting of David Rizzio ? The
application is made in order to the verification of

a most remarkable alleged instance of clairvoyance,
recorded at large in a volume on that and its

kindred subjects just published by Dr. Gregory
of Edinburgh. 1\ K.

Lambert Sirnnel Was this his real Name?
It occurs to me that we are not in possession of
the real name of Lambert Simnel, the famous
claimant of the crown of England. We are told
that he was the son of a baker ; and we learn from
Johnson's Dictionary that the word "sinmel"

signified a kind of sweet-bread or cake. Now,
considering the uncertainty and mutability of sur-

names in former times, I am led to suspect that
" Simnel

"
may have been a nickname first applied

to his father, in allusion to his trade ; and I am
strengthened in my suspicion by not finding any
such name as "Simnel" in any index of ancient
names. Could any of your correspondents throw

light on this question, or tell whether Lambert
left any posterity ? T.

Honor of Clare, Norfolk. I have seen a letter,

dated about 1702, in the possession of a gentle-
man of this town, which alludes " To His Majesty's
Honor of Clare ,

"
and I shall feel obliged if any

of your correspondents can render me any in-

formation as to whether there are any documents
relative to this

" Honor" in existence : and if so,

where they are to be met with? for I much wish

to be informed what fragments were made from

South Green (a part of this town), which was held

of the above-mentioned "
Honor," and by whom

made
;
and further, who is the collector of them

at this period ? J. N. C.

Sponge. When was the sponge of commerce
first known in England ? THUDT.

Babingtons Conspiracy. Miss Strickland, in

her life of Queen Elizabeth (Lives of the Queens

of England, vol. vii. p. 33.), after describing the

particulars of this plot, adds in a Note,
" After his condemnation, Babington wrote a piteous

letter of supplication to Elizabeth, imploring her

mercy for the sake of his wife and children." Uaw-
linson MSS., Oxford, vol. 1340. No. 55. f. 19.

A copy of a letter to which the description given

by Miss Strickland would apply, has been lately

found among some papers originally belonging to

Lord Burleigh ;
and it would be very desirable to

compare it with the letter said to be in the Raw-
linson collection. I have, however, authority for

saying that the reference above quoted is incorrect.

I should be very glad indeed to find whether the

letter referred to by Miss Strickland is printed in

any collection, or to trace the authority for the

reference given in the Lives of the Queens. The

MS. copies in the British Museum are known.
J.BT.

Family of Sir John Banks. R. H. wishes

to be informed how many children were left by
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Sir John Banks, Lord Chief Justice in Charles I.'s

reign : also, whether any one of these settled at

Keswick : and also, whether Mr. John Banks of

that place, the philosopher, as he was called, was

really a lineal descendant of Sir John B., as he is

stated to have beea by the- author of an old work
on the Lakes ? R. C. H. H.

Sewell, Meaning of. It is usual in some deer-

parks in different parts of England, but more

especially, as far as my own knowledge goes, in

Kent, for the keepers, when they wish to drive

and collect the deer to one spot, to lay down for

this purpose what they call sewells (I may be

wrong as to the orthography), which are simply
long lines with feathers attached at intervals,
somewhat after the fashion of the tails of kites.

These "
sewells," when stretched at length on the

ground, the herd of deer will very rarely pass ;

but on coming up will check themselves suddenly
when in full career, and wheel about. The same
contrivance was in use in Virgil's time for the
same purpose, under the name ot'formido ( Geor. iii.

372.) :
" Puniceseve agitant pavidos formidine

pennae." Can any of your readers help me to the

origin of the modern term sewell f IL. C. K.--
Rectory, Hereford.

Abel represented with Horns. In one of the
windows of King's College Chapel, the subject of
which is the Death of Abel, the artist has given
him a pair of horns. Can any of your readers

explain this ? C. J. E.

The Fifteen O's. In the third part of the
" Sermon of Good Works "

is this passage :

" Let us rehearse some other kinds of papistical
superstitions and abuses

; as of beads, of lady psalters
and rosaries, of fifteen oos, of St. Barnard's verses, of
St. Agathe's letters, of purgatory, of masses satisfactory,
of stations and jubilees, of feigned relics, of hallowed
beads, bells, bread, water, palms, candles, fire, and such
other; of superstitious fastings, of fraternities, of par-
dons, with such like merchandise, which were so
esteemed and abused to the prejudice of God's glory
and commandments, that they were made most high
and most holy things, whereby to attain to the eternal

hfe, or remission of sin."

I cite the above from.the Parker Society's edition
of Archbishop Cranmer's Miscellaneous Writings
and Letters, p. 148. It occurs also in Professor
Carrie's edition of the Homilies, p. 58. I shall be
glad to be informed what is meant by the " fifteen

Go's," or "fifteen O's" (for so they are spelt in
the above edition of the Homilies).

C. H. COOPER.
Cambridge, April 14. 1851.

[The fifteen O's are fifteen prayers commencing with
the letter O, and will be found in Horn Beatissime

Virginis Marie, secundum usum ecclesite Sarum, p. 201.
edit. 1527.]

Meaning of Pightle. As I dare say you num-
ber some Suffolk men among your readers, would

any of them kindly inform me the meaning
and derivation of the word "

pightle," which is

always applied to afield adjoining the farm-houses
in Suffolk? PHILO-STEVENS.

[Phillips, in his New World of Words, has " PJGLK or

PIGHTEI,, a small Parcel of Land enclosed with a

Hedge, which in some Parts of England is commonly
call'd a Pingle."}

Inscription on a Guinea of George III.

Round the reverse of a guinea of George III.,

1793, are the following initials :
" M. B . r. ET H.

HEX F. D. B. ET L,. D. 8. B. I. A. T. ET E." The
earlier letters are sufficiently intelligible; but I
should be glad to learn the meaning of the whole

inscription. J. H. C.

Adelaide, South Australia..

[Of the Faith Defender, of Brunswick and Lunen-

burg Duke, of the Holy Roman Empire Arch-
Treasurer and Elector.]

Meaning of Crambo. Sir Thomas Browne

(Religio Medici, part ii. 15. ed. 1678) says :

" I conclude, therefore, and say, there is no happi-
ness under (or, as Copernicus will have it, above) the

sun, nor any Crambo in that repeated verity and bur-

then of all the wisdom of Solomon, All is vanity and
vexation of spirit.

"

Query, What is the meaning of crambe here,
and is it to be met' with elsewhere with a similar

meaning ? J. H. C.

Adelaide, South Australia..

[The words " nor any Crambo " mean that the sen-

timent expressed by Solomon is a truth which can-

not be" too often repeated. Crabbe says,
" Crambo is

a play, in rhyming, in which he that repeats a word
that was said before forfeits something." In all the

MSS. and editions of the Religio Medici, 1642, the

words " nor any Crambo," are wanting. See note on
the passage in the edition edited by Simon Wilkin,

F.L.S.]

JOHN TRADESCANT PROBABLY AN ENGLISHMAN,
AND HIS VOYAGE TO RUSSIA IN 1618.

(Vol. iii., pp. 119, 286. 353.)

DR. RIMBAULT justly observes that "the history
of the Tradescants is involved in considerable ob-

scurity." He does not, however, seem to have
been aware that some light has been thrown on
that of the elder John Tradescant by the researches

of Dr. Hamel, in his interesting Memoir published
in the Transactions of the Imperial Academy of
St. Petersburg in 1847, with the following title :

" Tradescant der JEltere 1618 in Russland. Der
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Handelsverkehr zwischen England und Russland
in seiner Entstehung," &c.

DR. RIMBAULT'S note contains a good epitome
of the most obvious English notices respecting the

Tradescants ;
but while correcting the errors of

others, he has himself fallen into one important
mistake, in stating that " Old John Tradescant
died in 1652 ;" for that is the date of the death of
his grandson, John, who died young. Old John
died in 1638, leaving a son, also named John, who
was born in 1608, and died in 1662, having sur-

vived his only son ten years ; and, having no heir

to his treasures, he had previously conveyed them,

by deed of gift, to Elias Ashmole, who seems to

have contrived to make himself agreeable to him

by his pursuits as a virtuoso, and by his alchemical

and astrological fancies. When Dr. Hamel was in

England, I had the pleasure of indicating to him
the site of 1" Tradescant's Ark" in South Lambeth.
It was situate on the east side of the road leading
fromVauxhall to Stockwell, nearly opposite to what
was formerly called Spring Lane. Ashmole built

a large brick house near that which had been

Tradescant's, out of the back of part of which he
made offices. The front part of it became the

habitation of the well-known antiquary, Dr. Du-
carel. It still remains as two dwellings; the one,
known as " Turret House," is occupied by John
Miles Thorn, Esq., and the other, called " Stam-
ford House," is the dwelling of J. A. Fulton, Esq.

In his indefatigable researches to elucidate the

early intercourse between England and Russia,
Dr. Hamel's attention was accidentally called to

the Tradescants and their Museum ;
and the fol-

lowing passage in Parkinson's Paradisus Terrestris,

p. 345 . (Art.
"
Nieesewort," then called Elleborus

albus), led to the discovery of a relation of Old
John's voyage to Russia:

" This (says Parkinson) grows "in many places in

Germany, and likewise in certain places in Russia, in

such abundance, that, according to the relation of that

worthy, curious, and diligent searcher and preserver of

all nature's rarities and varieties, my very good friend

John Tradescante, of whom I have many times before

spoken, a moderately large ship (as he says) might he

laden with the roots thereof, which he there saw on a

certain island."

The same notice, in other words, also occurs in

Parkinson's Theatrum, p. 218.
In searching among the MSS. in the Ashmolean

Museum, Dr. Hamel bore this passage in memory,
and one MS., thus described in Mr. Black's excel-

lent catalogue, No. 824., xvi., contained confirma-

tory matter-:

" A Voiag of Ambassad undertaken by the Right
Honnorabl Sr Dudlie Diggs, in the year 1618."
" This curious narrative of the voyage round the North

Cape to Archangel, begins with a list of the chief

persons employed in the embassy, and contains observ-

ations of th,e weather
?
and on (he commercial, agri-

cultural, and domestic state of Russia at that time.
It is written in a rude hand, and by a person unskilled
in composition. The last half page contains some
chronological notes and other stuff, perhaps written by
the same hand."

Thus far Mr. Black, The full title of the MS.
is,

" A Viag of Ambassad undertaken by the Right
Honnorabl Sr Dudlie Uiggs in the year 1618, being
atended on withe 6 Gentilhnen, whiche beare the nam
of the king's Gentillrnen, whose minis be heere notted.

On M. Nowell, brother to the Lord Nowcll, M.
Thomas Finche, M. Woodward, M. Cooke, M. Fante,
and M. Henry Wyeld, withe every on of them ther

man. Other folloers, on Brigges, Interpreter, M. Jams,
an Oxford man, his Chaplin, on M. Leake his Secre-

tary, withe 3 Scots; on Captain Gilbert and his Son,
withe on Car, also M. Mathew De Quester's Son, of

Filpot Lane, in London, the rest his own retenant,
some 13 whearof (Note on Jonne an Coplie wvstersher

men) M. Swanli of Limhouse, master of the good
Ship called the Dianna of Newcastell, M. Nelson, part
owner of Newe Castell."

Dr. Hamel says :

" What the words in Italics may signify is not quite
clear, but that 'on Jonne ' must relate to Tradescante

himself. Perhaps this passage may lead to the dis-

covery that Tradescant did not, as it has been con-

jectured, come from Holland, but that he was a native

of Worcestershire. The name Tradescant might be

an assumed one (it was also written Tradeskin, which

might be interpreted Fellmonger)."

From documents in the archives at Moscow,
Dr. Hamel recovered the Christian names, and a

list of Sir Dudley Digges
1

attendants in this

voyage, which corresponds with that in the M"S.,

thus: Arthur Nowell, Thomas Woodward, Adam
Cooke, Joseph Fante, Thomas Leake, Richard

James, George Brigges, Jessy De Quester, Adam
Jones, Thomas Wakefield, John Adams, Thomas

Crisp, Leonard Hugh, and JOHN COPLIE. This

last must therefore have designated John Trades-

cant himself, who was certainly there.

Sir Dudley Digges, to whom Tradescant seems

to have attached himself in order to obtain know-

ledge of the plants and other natural curiosities of

Russia, was sent by King James I. to the Czar

Michael Fedorowitsch, who had in the previous

year despatched an embassy to the king, princi-

pally to negotiate for a loan. This ambassador,

Woliinsky, returned at the same time, in another

vessel accompanying that of Sir Dudley.
Dr. Hamel in his memoir has given considerable

extracts from the MS. narrative of the voyage,
which show that Tradescant was an accurate ob-

server not only of objects connected with his

studies of phytology and natural history, but
^of

other matters. Parkinson has justly styled him
" a painful industrious searcher and lover of all

natural varieties ;" and elsewhere says :

" My very
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good friend, John Tradescantes, has wonderfully
laboured to obtain all the rarest fruits hee can heare

of in any place of Christendome, Turky, yea, or the

whole world." The passages in the journal of his

voyage, which prove it to be indubitably his, are

numerous, but the one which first struck Dr. Hamel
was sufficient; for in following the narrator on the

Dwina, and the islands there, and, among others,

to Rose Island, he found this note,
" Helebros

albus, enoug to load a ship." There are, however,
others confirmatory beyond a doubt. Parkinson,
in his Paradisus Terrestris, p. 528., has the follow-

ing passage :

" There is another (strawberry) very like unto this

(the Virginia strawberry, which carrieth the greatest
leafe of any other except the Bohemian), that John
Tradescante brought with him from Brussels (1. Russia)

long ago, and in seven years could never see one berry

ripe on all sides, but still the better part rotten, al-

though it would flower abundantly every yeare, and
beare very large leaves."

Tradescant mentions that he also saw straw-

berries to be sold in Russia, but could never get
of the plants, though he saw the berries three

times at Sir D. Digges's table
;
but as they were

in nothing differing from ours, but only less, he
did not much seek after them. It is most probable
that he brought seed, as he did of another berry, of

which he sent part, he tells us, to his correspondent
Vespasian Robin at Paris.

Of a man to whom the merit is due of having
founded the earliest Museum of Natural History
and Rarities of Art in England, and who possessed
one of the first, and at the same the best, Botanic

Garden, every little particular must be interesting,
and it would be pleasing to find that he was an

Englishman, and not a foreigner. The only ground
for the latter supposition is, I believe, the assertion

of Anthony a Wood, that he was a Fleming or a

Dutchman. The name Tradescant is, however,
neither Flemish nor Dutch, and seems to me much
more like an assumed English pseudonyme. That
he was neither a Dutchman nor a Fleming will, I

think, be obvious from the following passage in the

narration of his travels :

"
Also, I haue beentould that theare growethe in the

land bothe tulipes and narsisus. By a Brabander I

was tould it, thoug by his name I should rather think

him a Holander. His name is Jonson, and hathe a

house at Archangell. He may be eyther, for he [is]

always druke once in a day."

Now, had Tradescant himself been a Fleming
or a Dutchman, he would at least have been able
to speak decisively on this occasion

;
to say nothing

of the vice of intemperance which he attributes to

the natives of those countries. Again, it is quite
clear that this journal of travels was written by
Tradescant

; yet that name does not appear either
in the MS. or in the Russian archives : but we have

''

John Coplie in both, with the indication in the
MS. that he was a Worcestershire man. Let us

therefore, on these grounds, place him in the list

of English worthies to whom we owe a debt of

gratitude. But supposing Tradescant to have been
his real name, it is quite evident that he travelled
under the name of John Coplie ; and it is perhaps
vain to speculate upon the reasons for the assump-
tion of a pseudonyme either way.

Dr. Richard James, who accompanied Sir

Dudley Digges as chaplain, appears, from Turner's
account of his MSS., which are deposited in the

Bodleian, to have left behind him a MS. account
of his travels in Russia, in five sheets

; but this

MS. seems to have been lost or mislaid in that vast

emporium, or we might have some confirmation
from it respecting Tradescant.

South Lambeth was in former times one of the
most agreeable and salubrious spots in the vicinity
of London, and at the time when Tradescant first

planted his garden he must have had another

worthy and distinguished man for a neighbour,
Sir Noel Caron, who was resident ambassador here
from the States of Holland for twenty-eight years.
His estate contained 122 acres

;
he was a benefac-

tor to the poor of his vicinity by charitable actions,
some of which remain as permanent monuments of
his benevolence, in the shape of almshouses, situate

in the Wandsworth Road. The site of Caron
House is now possessed by Henry Beaufoy, Esq.,
who has worthily emulated the deeds of his prede-
cessor by acts of munificent benevolence, which
must be fraught with incalculable good for ages
yet to come. Mr. Beaufoy has, among his literary

treasures, a very interesting collection of letters in

MS., written in French, by Sir Noel Caron to

Constantine Huyghens, I think, which contain

many curious illustrations of the events of that

period.
Let us hope that time may bring to light further

and more complete materials for the biography of
these Lambethan worthies, who have deserved to

live in our memories as benefactors to mankind.
S. W. SINGER.

Manor Place, So. Lambeth, May 5. 1851.

THE FAMILY OF THE TRA.DESCANTS.

In Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, No. 359.,
New Series, may be found an account of this

family, written by myself; I hope to be excused
when I say that it is the most accurate hitherto

published. It gave me great pleasure to find that

so distinguished an antiquary as DR. RIMBAUL.T

mainly corroborates the article alluded to
;
but I

regret that I feel bound to notice a serious error
into which that gentleman has fallen. DR. R.
states that " Old John Tradescant died in the year
1652 ;" and in another place he states that
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" It was not the youngest John Tradescant that died

in 1652, but the oldest, the grandfather, the first of that

name that settled in England."

The conflicting accounts and confusion in the

history of the Tradescants, have no doubt arisen

from the three, "grandsire, father, and son," having
been all named John

; consequently, for the sake

of perspicuity, I shall adopt the plan of our worthy
editor, and designate the Tradescant who first

settled in England, No. 1.; his son, who published
the Musceum Tradescantianum, No. 2.

;
and the

son of the latter, who " died in his spring," No. 3.

Now, to prove that it was the youngest of the

Tradescants, No. 3., who died in 1652, we have

only to refer to the preface of the Musceum Tra-

descantianum, which was published in 1656. There
we find that Tradescant No. 2. says that

" About three years agoe (by the perswasion of some

friends) I was resolved to take a catalogue of those

rarities and curiosities, which my father had sedulously
collected, and myself with continued diligence have

augmented and hitherto preserved together."

He then proceeds to account for the delay in the

publication of the work in these words :

"
Presently thereupon my onely son died, one of my

friends fell sick," &c.

Again, in Ashmole's Diary we find the following

entry :

"
Sept. llth, 1652. Young John Tredesoant died."

And, further on, Ashmole states that
" He was buried by his grandfather, in Lambeth

Churchyard."

The word by, in the quotation, meaning, by the side

of, close by his grandfather. The burial register
of Lambeth parish gives the date of the interment,

Sept. 16, 1652. Ashmole's Diary, as quoted by
DR. RIMBAULT, and the burial register also, give
the date of the death of Tradescant No. 2., who
survived his son ten years : the family then became
extinct.

Ashmole, who became acquainted with the

Tradescants in 1650, never mentions the grand-
father (No. 1.), nor is his name to be found in the

burial registry ;
and consequently the date of his

death, as far as I have read, has always been set

down as uncertain. There are other parish re-

cords, however, than burial registers ;
and I was

well repaid for my search by finding, in the

Churchwardens' Accounts of St. Mary's, Lambeth,
the following entries :

" 16:34. June 1. Received for burial of Jane, wife of

John Tradeskin, 12s."
" 1637-8. Item. John Tradeskin; ye gret bell and

black cloth, 5s. 4d."

This last entry, in all probability, marks the

date of the death of the first Tradescant. Assum-

ing that it does, and as the engraving by Hollar

represents him as far advanced in years, his age
did not exclude him from having been in the ser-

vice of Queen Elizabeth, so much so as it would if

he had died in 1652. I read the line on the tomb-

stone,
" Both gardeners to the Rose and Lily Queen

"

as signifying that one of the Tradescants had been

gardener to Elizabeth, the Rose Queen, and the

other to Henrietta, the Lily Queen. However,
as that is little more than a matter of opinion, not

of historical fact, it need not be further alluded to

at present.
I am happy to say, that I have every reason to

believe that I am on the trace of new, curious,
and indisputably authentic information respecting
the Tradescants. If successful, and if the editor

will spare me a corner, I shall be proud to com-
municate it to the readers of " NOTES AND

QUERIES."
Tradescant's house, and the house adjoining,

where Ashmole lived, previous to his taking pos-
session of Tradescant's house, after Mrs. Trades-

cant's death (see Ashmole's Diary), are still stand-

ing, though they have undergone many alterations.

Even there, the name of Tradescant seems for-

gotten : the venerable building is only known by
a nick-name, derived most probably from its antique

chimneys. I had many weary pilgrimages before

I discovered the identical edifice. I have not seen

the interior, but am aware that there are some

traces of Ashmole in the house, but none whatever

of Tradescant in either house or garden. I had a

conversation with the gardener of the gentleman
who now occupies it : he appeared to have an in-

distinct idea that an adept in his own profession
had once lived there, for he observed that, "If old

What's-his-name were alive now, the potato dis-

ease could soon be cured." Oh ! what we anti-

quaries meet with! He further gave me to

understand that "furriners sometimes came there

wishing to see the place, but that I was the only

Englishman, that he recollected, who expressed

any curiosity about it."

The restorers of the tomb of the Tradeseants

merely took away the old leger stone, on which

were cut the words quoted by A. W. H. (Vol. iii.,

p. 207.), and replaced it by a new stone bearing

the lines quoted by DR. RIMBAULT, which were

not on the original stone (see Aubrey's Surrey),

and the words
" Erected 1662.

Repaired by Subscription, 1773."

But although the name of the childless, perse-

cuted widow, Hester Tradescant, is not now on

the tomb which she piously erected to the memories

of her husband and son
;

still, on the west end of

it, can be traced the form of a hydra tearing a

human skull fit emblem of the foul and vulture-

like rapacity of Elias Ashmole.
WILLIAM PINKERTON.

Dalmeny Cottage, Ham, Surrey.
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POPE JOAN.

(Vol. in., p. 265.)

In reply to your correspondent NEMO'S Query,
whether any such personage as Pope Joan ever

held the keys of St. Peter, and wore the tiara ?

and if so, at what period, and for what time, and

what is known of her personal history ? I would
remark that the story runs thus : that between the

pontificates of Leo IV., who died in the year 855,
and of Benedict III., who died in 858, a female

of the name of Joan found means to cause herself

to be elected Pope, which post she held for a term
of upwards of two years, under the title of

Joannes VII., according to Sabellicus, or, accord-

ing to Platina, of Joannes VIII. She is generally
said to have been an Englishwoman, the daughter
of a priest, who in her- youth became acquainted
with an English monk belonging to the Abbey of

Fulda, with whom she travelled, habited as a man,
to many universities, but finally settled at Athens,
where she remained until the death of her com-

panion, and attained to a great proficiency in the

learning common to the time. After this she

proceeded to Rome, and having by the talent she

displayed in several disputes obtained the repu-
tation of a learned divine, was, on the death of

Leo IV., elected to fill the pontifical chair. This

position she held for upwards of two years, but
soon after the expiration of that time was deli-

vered of a child (but died during parturition),
while proceeding in a procession between the

Coliseum and the Church of St. Clemente.
The first mention of this story appears to have

been made by Marianus Scotus, who compiled a

chronicle at Mayence, about two hundred years
after the event is said to have occurred, viz. about
1083. He was followed by Sigebert de Gem-
blours, who wrote about 1112

;
and also by Mar-

tino di Cistello, or Polonus, who wrote about 1277;
since when the story has been repeated by num-
berless authors, all of whom have, more or less,

made some absurd additions.

After the satisfactory proofs of the fictitious

character of the story, which have been produced
by the most eminent writers, both Catholic and

Protestant, it may appear a work of supereroga-
tion to add anything on the point ; yet it may
perhaps be permitted to observe, that in the most
ancient and esteemed manuscripts of the works of
the authors above quoted, no mention whatever
is made of the Papissa Giovanna, and its introduc-
tion must therefore have been the work of some
later copyist.
The contemporary writers, moreover, some of

whom were ocular witnesses of the elections both
of Leo IV. and Benedict III., make no mention
whatever of the circumstance

;
and it is well

known that at Athens, where she is stated to have

studied, no such school as the one alluded to

existed in the ninth century.
The fact will not, I think, be denied that it was

the practice of the chroniclers of the early ages
to note down the greater portion of what they
heard, without examining critically as to the

credibility of the report ; and the mention of a
fact once made, was amply sufficient for all suc-

ceeding authors to copy the statement, and make
such additions thereto as best suited their respec-
tive fancies, without making any examination as

to the truth or probability of the original state-

ment. And this appears to have been the case
with the point in question : Marianus Scotus first

stated, or rather some later copyist stated for him,
the fact of a female Pope ;

and subsequent writers

added, at a later period, the additional facts which
now render the tale so evidently an invention.

11. R. M.

Pope Joan (Vol. iii., p. 265.). You have re-

ferred to Sir Thomas Browne, and might have
added the opinion of his able editor ( Works, iii.

360.), who says,
" Her very existence itself seems

now to be universally rejected by the best authori-

ties as a fabrication from beginning to end." On
the other hand, old Coryat, in his Crudities

(vol. ii. p. 443.), has the boldness to speak with

"certainty of her birth at a particular place,
viz. at Mentz." Mosheim tells us (rol. ii. p. 300.)
that during the five centuries succeeding 855,
" the event was generally believed." He quotes
some distinguished names, as well among those

who maintained the truth of the story as amongst
those who rejected it as a fable. Bayle may be
included amongst the latter, who, in the third

volume of his Dictionary (Article PAPESSE), has

gone deeply into the question. Mosheim himself

seems to leave it where Sir Roger de Coverley
would have done, "much may be said on both
sides." J. H. M.

to j&tiurr

Robert Burton, his Birth-place (Vol. iii.,

pp. 106. 157.). A friend who has just been

reading the Anatomy of Melancholy, has referred

me to the following passage, which seems to give
conclusive testimony respecting the birth-place of

Burton:
" Such high places are infinite: and two

amongst the rest, which I may not omit for vicinities

sake, Oldbury in the confines of Warwickshire, where
I have often looked about me with great delight, at

the foot of which hill I was born
; and Hanbury in

Staffordshire, contiguous to which is Falde, a pleasant

village, and an ancient patrimony belonging to our

family, now in the possession of mine elder brother,
William Burton, Esquire." [Note on words " / wai
born." At Lindley in Lecestershire, the possession
and dwelling place of Ralph Burton, Esquire, my late
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deceased father.] Anatomy of Melancholy, Part ii. Sec. 2.

Mem. 3. ad fin.

I knew of the following, but as it merely men-
tions Lindley as the residence of the family, it

would not have answered DR. RIMBAUI/T'S Query.
"
Being in the country in the vacation time, not

many years since, at Lindly in Lecestershire, my
father's house," &c. Ibid. Part ii. Sec. 5. Mem. 1.

subs. 5.

C. FORBES.

Barlaam andjosaphat (Yol. in., pp. 135. 278.).
I do notknow of any English translation of this work.
If any Middle Age version exists, it should be pub-
lished immediately. A new and excellent German
one (by Felix Liebrecht, Munster, 1847) has lately

appeared, written, however, for Romish purposes,
as much as from admiration of the work itself.

It would be well if some member of our own pure
branch of the Church Catholic would turn his

attention to this noble work, and give us a faithful

but fresh and easy translation, with a literary in-

troduction descriptive of all the known versions,
&c.

;
and a chapter on the meaning and limits of

the asceticism preached in the original. In this

case, and if published cheap, as it ought to be, it

would be a golden present for our youth, and
would soon become once more a folk-book. The
beautiful free Old Norwegian version (written by
King Hakon Sverresson, about A. D. 1200) men-
tioned in my last has now been published in

Christiania, edited by the well-known scholars

R. Keyser and C. R. linger, and illustrated by an

introduction, notes, glossary, fac-simile, &c. (Bar-
laams ok Josaphats Saga. 8vo. Christiania, 1851.)
The editors re-adopt the formerly received opinion,
that the Greek original (now printed in Bois-

sonade's Anecduta Grceca, vol. iv.) is not older

than the eighth century, and was composed by
Johannes Damascenus. But this must be decided

by future criticism. GEORGE STEPHENS.

Stockholm.

Witte van Haemstede (Vol. iii., p. 209.). It may
be of use to the editors of the " NAVORSCHER "

to

know that Adrianus Hamstedius became pastor of

the Dutch church in Austin Friars, London, in

the year 1559. He succeeded Walterus Delaenus,
and resigned his office, one year after his appoint-

ment, in favour of Petrus Delaenus, probably a

son of the before-named Walterus.

I cannot answer the question as to whether
there still exist any descendants of Witte van

Haemstede; but as late as 1740, Hendrik van

Haemstede was appointed pastor to the Dutch con-

gregation in London. He held the office until

the year 1751, when Henricus Putman succeeded

him. EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/T.

The Dutch Church in Norwich (Vol. iii., p. 209.).
The editors of the "NAVORSCHER" will find the

early history of this church in Strype's Annals of
the Reformation ; Blomefield's History of Norwich ;

and in Burn's History of the Foreign Refugees.
Dr. Hendrik Gehle, the pastor of the Dutch
church in Austin Friars, who is also the occasional
minister of the Dutch church at Norwich, would
be the most likely person to furnish information
as to its present state. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Fext Sittings (Vol. iii., p. 328.). Jfotfng- is, I

presume, without doubt, a Saxon word. A "Fest-

ing-man," among the Saxons, was a person who
stood as a surety or pledge for another. " Fest-

ing-penny" was the money given as an earnest or

token to servants when hired.

In the word sittings there might be some refer-

ence to the statute-sessions, which were courts or

tribunals designed for the settlement of disputes
between masters and servants. R. VINCENT.

Quakers' Attempt to convert the Pope (Vol. iii.,

p. 302.). I beg to refer B. S. S. to the Corre-

spondance inedite de Mdbillon et de Montfaucon avec
ritalie .... edited by M. Valery, Paris, 1846,
vol. ii. p. 112. In a letter from the Benedictine
Claude Estiennot to Dom. Bulteau, dated Rome,
September 30, 1687, he will read :

" Ce qu'on a dit ici des quakers d'Angleterre n'est

ni tout-a-fait vrai ni tout-a-fait faux. 11 est certain

qu'il en est venu un qui a fort presse pour avoir une
audience de Sa Saintete et se promettait de le pouvoir
convertir a sa religion; on 1'a voulu mettre au Pas-
sarelli; monseigneur le Cardinal Howard 1'a fait

enfermer au convent de saint-Jean et Paul et le fera

sauver sans bruit pour 1'honneur de la nation."

C. P. PH****.

The Anti-Jacobin (Vol. iii., p. 348.). As you
have so many articles in the Anti-Jacobin owned,
I may mention that No. 14. was written by
Mr. Bragge, afterwards Bathurst.
When I was at Oxford, 1807 or 1808, it was

supposed that the simile in New Morality,
" So

thine own Oak," was written by Mr. Pitt. C. B.

Mistletoe (Vol. iii., p. 192.).
" In a paper of Tho. Willisel's he names these fol-

lowing trees on which he found misseltoe growing,
viz. oak, ash, lime-tree, elm, hazel, willow, white beam,

purging thorn, quicken-tree, apple-tree, crab-tree,

white-thorn." Vide p. 351. Philosophical Letters be-

tween the late learned Mr. Ray and several of his In-

genious Correspondents, 8fc. : Lond. 1718, 8vo.

R. WlLBRAHAM FALCONER, M.D.
Bath.

Verbum Grcecurn. The lines in Vol. i., p. 415.,

where this word occurs, are in a doggrel journal
of his American travels, written by Moore, and

[

published in his Epistles, Odes, and other Poems.
\

They are introduced apropos to the cacophony !

of the names of the places which he visited. D. X.
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"Apres moi le Deluge' (Vol. iii., p. 299.)- This

sentiment is to be found in a verse of a Greek

tragedian, cited iu Sueton. Nero, c. 38. :

"'E^cou av6i>Tos yaia /jLi^d-fjru rrvpi."

Suetonius says that some one, at a convivial

party, having quoted this line, Nero outdid him

by adding, Immo 6/xoO tyvros. Nero was not con-

tented that tlie conflagration of the world should

occur after his death
;
he wished that it should

take place during his lifetime.

Dio Cassius (Ivjii. 23.) attributes this verse, not

to Nero, but to Tiberius, who, he says, used fre-

quently to repeat it. See Prov. (app. ii. 56.), where
other allusions to this verse are cited in the note

ofLeutsch. L.

[We are indebted for a similar reply to C. B., who

quotes the line from Euripides, Fragm. Inc. B. xxvii.]

"
Apres moi" or "

apres nous le Deluge
"
sounds

like a modernisation of the ancient verse,
"

'E/J.OV &av6vTos yaia fjuxOtfTca irupi,"

the use of which has been imputed to the emperor
Nero. The spirit of Madame de Pompadour's
saying breathes the same selfish levity ;

and it

amounts to the same thing. But it merits remark
that the words of Metternich were of an entirely
distinct signification. They did not imply that he

cared only for himself and the affairs of his own
life

; but that he anticipated the inability of future

ministers to avert revolution, and foreboded the

worst. Two persons may use the same words, and

|

yet their sayings be as different as the first line of

!

Homer from the first of Virgil. The omission of
the French verb disguises the fact, that the one
was said in the optative, and the other in the future

indicative. A. N.

Eisell, the meaning of which has been much
discussed in the pages of " NOTES AND QUERIES,"
is a word which seems to have been once the com-
mon term for vinegar. The Festival in the sermon
for St. Michael's day employs this term thus :

" Arid other angellis with hi (St. Michael) shall

nge al the Instrumetis of our lordis passyon, the

sse; the crowne; spere ; nayles ; hainer ; sponge;

/seel; gall, scourges t all other tliynges y* we atte

-istis passyon." 'Rouen, A. D. 1499, fo. cl. b.

D. ROCK.
"
To-day we purpose" (Vol. iii., p. 302 ). The

irse for which your correspondent G. N. inquires,
taken from Isabella, or the Pot of Basil, an ex-

isitely beautiful poem by Keats, founded on one
Boccaccio's tales. E. J. M.

Modern Paper (Vol. iii., p. 181.). Cordially do

agree with every word of your correspondent
^AUDATOR TEMFORIS ACTI, and especially as to

prayer-books for churches and chapels, printed
the Universities. Experto crede, no solicitude

can preserve their "flimsy, brittle, and cottony"
leaves, as he justly entitles them, from rapid de-
struction. Might not the delegates of the Uni-

versity presses be persuaded to give us an edition

with the morning and evening services printed on

vellum, instead of the miserable fabric they now
afford us ? C. W. B.

St. Pancras (Vol. iii., p. 285.). In Breviar.
Rom. sub die XII Maii, is the following brief no-
tice of this youthful saint, whose martyrdom was
also commemorated (Sir H. Nicolas' Chron. of
Hist.) on April 3 and July 21 :

" Pancratius, in Phrygia nobili genere natus, puer
quatordecim annorum Romam venit Diocletiano et

Maximiano Imperatoribus : ubi a Pontifice Romano
baptizatus, et in fide Christiana eruditus, ob eamdem
paulo post comprehensus, cum diis sacrificare constanter

renuisset, virili fortitudine datis cervicibus, illustrem

martyrii coronam consecutus est
; cujus corpus Octa-

villa matrona noctu sustulit, et unguentis delibutum
via Aurelia sepelivit."

Amongst the reliques in the church of St. John
of Laterane, in " the glorious mother-city of

Rome," Onnphrius (de VET. Urbis Ecclesiis) and
Serranus (de Ecclesiis Urbis Rom.), as quoted by
Wm. Crashaw (temp. James I.), enumerate :

" Item, caput Zachariae Prophet, et caput Sancti

Pancratii de quo sanguis emanavit ad tres dies quum
Ecclesia Lateraneusis combusta fuit."

COWGILL.

Joseph Nicolsons Family (Vol. iii., p. 243.).
A. N. C. is justly corrected as to the insertion of

the letter h in Dr. Wm. Nicolson's name, though
it has been adopted by some of his family since.

The mother of Dr. Wm. and Joseph Nicolson

was Mary Brisco, of Crofton ; not Mary Miser.

I find from Nichols' Correspondence of Dr. Wm.
Nicolson, that his brother Joseph was Master of

the Apothecaries' Company in London. He died

in May, 1724. He lived in Salisbury Court, where
it would appear the Bishop resided at least on one
occasion that he was in London. MONKSTOWN.

Demosthenes and New Testament (Vol. iii., p. 350.).
The quotations from Demosthenes, and many

others more or less pointed, are to be found, as

might be expected, in the well-known, very learned,
and standard edition of the New Testament by
Wetstein. C. B.

Crossing Rivers on Skins (Vol. iii., p. 3 ). To
the Latin authors cited by JANUS DOUSA illustrating
this practice, allow me to add the following from
the Greek. Xenophon, in his Anabasis, lib- iii.

cap. v., so clearly exhibits the modus operandi, that

I shall give a translation of the passage :

" And while they were at a loss what to do, a cer-

tain Rhodian came up and said,
' I am ready to ferry

you over, O men ! by 4000 heavy armed men at a
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time, if you furnish me with what I want, and will

give me a talent as a reward.' And being asked oJ

what he stood in need : 'I shall want/ said he,
1 2000 leathern bags ;

and I see here many sheep :

and goats, and oxen, and asses; which, being flayed,
and (their skins) inflated, would readily furnish a
means of transport. And I shall require also the

girths, which you use for the beasts of burden. And
on these,' said he,

'

having bound the leathern bags
and fastened them one to another, and affixing stones,
and letting them down like anchors, and binding them
on either side, I will lay on wood, and put earth over
them. And that you will not then sink, you shall

presently very clearly perceive; for each leathern bag
will support two men from sinking, and the wood and
earth will keep them from slipping."

. Skins, or tent coverings, stuffed with hay, ap-
pear also to have been very generally used for this

purpose (Vid. Id., lib. i. cap. v.). Arrian relates

(lib. v. Exped. cap. 12.) that Alexander used this

contrivance for crossing the Hydaspes :

" Avrbs Se (*AX4$ap8jpot) &y<ov M T)\V v^crov Kctl

r))? aitpav, ivQfV Sta^aivetv TJJ/ tyvuff/J.fvov. Kal tvravQa

br\i)povi>To TTJS VVKT^S at $i<t>6fpai TTJS itdp<}>i)s eVc iro\\ov

^Srj Trapfvi)iTyiJ.fvai, Kal Karfpfxiir-rovro 4s aitpifteiav."

E. S. TAYLOR.
Martham, Norfolk.

Curious Facts in Natural History (Vol. iii.,

p. 166.). There is a parallel to the curious fact

contributed by your Brazilian correspondent in

the "
vegetable caterpillar" of New Zealand. This

natural rarity is described in Angas's Savage Life
and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, vol. i.

p. 291.:

"
Amongst the damp moss at the root of the rata

trees, in the shady forests not far from Auckland, and
also in various parts of the northern island, are
found those extraordinary productions called vegetable
caterpillars, the hotete of the natives. In appearance,
the caterpillar differs but little from that of the common
privet sphinx-moth, after it has descended to the

ground, previously to its undergoing the change into
the chrysalis state. But the most remarkable charac-
teristic of the vegetable caterpillar is, that every one
has a very curious plant, belonging to the fungi tribe,

growing from the anus ; this fungus varies from three
to six inches in length, and bears at its extremity a
blossom-like appendage, somewhat resembling a mi-
niature bulrush, and evidently derives its nourishment
from the body of the insect. This caterpillar, when
recently found, is of the substance of cork

; and it is

discovered by the natives seeing the tips of the fungi,
which grow upwards. They account for this pheno-
menon, by asserting that the caterpillar, when feeding
upon the rata tree overhead, swallows the seeds of the

fungus, which take root in the body of the insect, and
germinate as soon as it retreats to the damp mould
beneath, to undergo its transformation into the pupa
state. Specimens ofthese vegetable caterpillars have been
transmitted to naturalists in England, by whom they
have been named Sphceria Roberta." Savage Life and

Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, by G. F. Angas :

London, 1847, vol. i. p. 291.

I
Decently had several specimens of the insect,

with its remarkable appendage, which had been
brought from the colony by a relative. R. W. C.

Prideaux (Vol. iii., p. 268.). The Prideaux,
who took part in the Monmouth rebellion, was a
son of Sir Edmund Prideaux, the purchaser of
Ford Abbey. (See Birch's Life of Tillotson.)
Tillotson appears to have been a chaplain to Sir
E. Prideaux at Ford Abbey, and a tutor to the

young Prideaux, K. TH.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Our readers will probably remember that the result
of several communications which appeared in our
columns on the subject of the celebrated Treatise of
Equivocation, found in the chambers of Tresham, and

produced at the trial of the persons engaged in the

Gunpowder Plot, was a letter from a correspondent
(J. B., Vol. ii., p. 168.) announcing that the identical

MS. copy of the work referred to by Sir Edward
Coke on the occasion in question, was safely preserved
in the Bodleian Library. It was not to be supposed
that a document of such great historical interest, which
had been long sought after, should, when discovered,
be suffered to remain unprinted ;

and Mr. Jardine, the

accomplished editor of the Criminal Trials (the second
volume of which, it will be remembered, is entirely
devoted to a very masterly narrative of the Gunpowder
Plot), has accordingly produced a very carefully pre-

pared edition of the Tract in question ; introduced by
a preface, in which its historical importance is alone

discussed, the object of the publication being not con-

troversial but historical. " To obviate," says Mr.

Jardine,
"
any misapprehension of the design in pub-

lishing it at a time when events of a peculiar character

have drawn much animadversion upon the principles
of the Roman Catholics, it should be stated that the

Treatise would have been published ten years ago, had
the inquiries then made led to its discovery ; and that

it is now published within a few weeks after the manu-

script has been brought to light in the Bodleian Li-

brary." The work is one of the most important
contributions to English history which has recently
been put forth, and Mr. Jardine deserves the highest
credit for the manner in which he has discharged his

editorial duties.

HorcB EgyptiaccB, or the Chronology of Ancient Egypt
discoveredfrom Astronomical and Hieroglyphical Records,

including many dates found in coeval inscriptions from
the period of the building of the great Pyramid to the

imes of the Persians, and illustrative of the History of
the first Nineteen Dynasties, -c., by Reginald Stuart

Poole, is the ample title of a work dedicated to the

Duke of Northumberland, under whose auspices it has

>een produced. The work, which is intended to ex-

)lain the Chronology and History of Ancient Egypt
rom its monuments, originally appeared in a series of
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papers in the Literary Gazette. These have been im-

proved, the calculations contained in them subjected to

the most rigid scrutiny ; an<l when we say that in the

preparation of this volume Mr. Poole has had assistance

from Mr. Lane, Mr. and Mrs. Lieber of Cairo, Dr.

Abbot of Cairo, Mr. Birch of the British Museum,
Professor Airy, and, lastly, of Sir Gardener Wilkinson,

who, in his Architecture of Ancient Egypt, avows that
" he fully agrees with Mr. Poole in the contempora-
neousness of certain kings, and in the order of succes-

sion he gives to the early Pharaohs," we do quite

enough to recommend it to the attention of all students

of the History and Monuments of Ancient Egypt*
BOOKS RECEIVED. Plato Translated by G. Surges,

vol. 4. The new volume of Bohn's Classical Library
is the fourth volume of the Translation of Plato, which,

strange as it may sound to those of our readers who
know anything of what is essential to a popular book
in these days, has, we believe, been one of the most

popular of the many cheap books issued by Mr. Bohn.
How much the impression made on the public mind by
the well-worn quotation,

"
Plato, thou reasonest well,"

may have contributed to this result, we leave others

to decide. What is the working of the Church of Spain ?

What is implied in submitting to Rome ? What is it that

presses hardest upon the Church of England? A Tract

by the Rev. F. Meyrick, M.A. London : J. H. Parker.

These are three very important Queries, but obviously
not of a nature for discussion in NOTES AND QUERIES.

The Penny Post, I. to IV., February to May. The
words " thirtieth thousand " on the title-page, show the

success which has already attended this Church Penny
Magazine.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. T. Kerslake's (3. Park

Street, Bristol) Catalogue of Books lately bought;
Cole's (15. Great Turnstile) List No. XXXV. of very

Cheap Books
; C. Hamilton's (22. Anderson's Build-

ings, City Road) Catalogue No. XLII. of a remarkably
Cheap Miscellaneous Collection of Old Books, Tracts,
&c. ; G. Johnston's (11. Goodge Street, Tottenham
Court Road) Book Circular.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

DIANA (ANTONINUS) COMPENDIUM RESOLUTIONEM MORALIUM.
Antwerp.-Colon. 1G34-57.

PASSIONAEL EFTE DAT LEVENT DER HEILIGEN. Folio. Basil, 1522.
CARTARI LA ROSA D'ORO PONTIFICIA. 4to. Rome, 1681.

KOEMEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZBN DER ERSTEN CHRISTEN. Jena,
'705.

: COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLAND, edited by Leyden. 8vo. Edin.

s' LAYS AND LEGENDS OF VARIOUS NATIONS. Parts I. to
. 12mo. 1834.

LBB DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713.
EVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, oil 1'on traite de la

"cessite, de 1'Origine, des Droits, des Bornes et des differentes
?ormes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de 1'Auteur de
relemaque. 2 Vols. 12mo. La Haye, without date, but
inted in 1719.

i same. Second Edition, under the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

'

LLEN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM, 8vo.
PER'S (C. P.) ACCOUNT OF PUBLIC RECOUDS.SVO. 1822. Vol. I.

JARD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Sm. 8vo. 1837. Vols. X.
XI. XII. XIII.

MILLER'S ( JOHN, OF WORCESTER COLL.) SERMONS. Oxford, 1831
(or about that year).

WHARTON'S ANGLIA SACRA. Vol. II.

PHEBUS (Gaston, Conte de Foix), Livre du ctetlttft <C la Chasse.
TURNER'S SACRED HISTORY. 3 vols. demy 8veK

%* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be s-m to MH. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

ta

G. E. F. Will this correspondent oblige us with another copy
of his Query respecting the Kitapp Family? The Query to which
he alludes came.from a gentleman who has shou'n by his published
works that he is both able and willing to search out information
for himself. It is the more surprising, therefore, that he should
have overlooked the very obvious source from if/rich the informa-
tion U'as eventually supplied.
We are unavoidably compelled to omitfrom the present Number

our usuai list of Replies Received.

FOREIGN CHURCHES. W. A. thinks we should be doing a kind-
ness to our foreign visitors by reminding them of the existence of
the Dutch Church in Austin Friars, and of the Swedish Church,
Prince's Square, Ratcliffe Highway, around zchich are yet
flourishing some of the trees imported and planted by Dr. Solander.

MERCURII is thanked for his last packet. We shall make use
of some parts of it when we return, as toe purpose doing very
shortly, to the proposed Record of Existing Monuments. We
cannot trace the Queries to which he refers. Hill he oblige us
with copies of them f

E. H. Y. Will our correspondent say where we may address a
communication to him f

VOLS. \.and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 9s. Gd. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, SfC.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor o/" NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 18G. Fleet Street.

Just Published, fcp. 8vo., cloth, with Steel Engraving, price 4. 60".

THE
FAIRY GODMOTHER and other Tales.

By Mrs. ALFRED GATTY.

"Her love for Fairy literature has led Mrs. Alfred Catty to compose
four pretty little moral stories, in which the fairies are gracefully enough
used as machinery. They are slight, but well written, and the book is

altogether very nicely put out of hand." Guardian.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

Just Published, 8vo., price 7s. 60".

THE
THEORY OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS,

and the PROPERTIES of SURFACES of the Second Order,
applied to the Investigation of the Motion of a Body round a Fixed
Point. By JAMFS BOOTH, LL.D., F.R.S., &c., Chaplain to the Most
Honourable the Marquess of Lausdowne, and formerly Principal of
Bristol College.

London : GEORGE BELL, Fleet Street. Cambridge : JOHN DEIGHTON.

In the Press, Volumes III. and IV. of

HTHE JUDGES OF ENGLAND. By EDWARD
L Foss. F.S.A. Comprehending the period from Edward I. to
Richard III., 1272 to 1485.

Lately published, price 28s.

VOI.CMES T. and II. of the same Work ; from the Conquest to the end
of Henry III., 1066 to 1272.

" A work in which a subject of great historical importance is treated
with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves ; in which Mr. Foss
has brought to light many points previously unknown, corrected many
errors, and shown such ample knowledge of his subject as to conduct it

successfully through all the intricacies of a difficult investigation ; and
such taste and judgment as will enable him to quit, when occasion re-
quires, the dry details of a professional inquiry, and to impart to his
work as he proceeds, the grace and dignity of a philosophical history."
Gent. Mwj.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.
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UPON A PASSAGE IT*

MEASURE."
MEASURE FOR

The Third Act of Measure for Measure opens
with Isabella's visit to her brother (Ckudio) in the

dungeon, where he lies under sentence of death.
In accordance with Ckiudio's earnest entreaty, she
has sued for mercy to Angelo, the sanctimonious

deputy, and in the course of her allusion to the

only terms upon which Angelo is willing to remit
the sentence, she info; ms him that he w must die,*

v

and then continues :

" This outward-sainted deputy,
Whose settled, visage and delibevate wod
Nips youth i' the head, and follies doth emmew,
As falcon doth the fowl, is yet a devil ;

His filth within being cast, he would appear
A pond as deep as hell."

Whereupon (according
to the reading of the folio

of 1623) Claudio^ who is aware of Angelo's reputa-
tion for sanctity, exclaims in astonishment r

The prenzie Angelo ?"

To which Isabella replies (according to the

reading of the same edition) :

" O, 'tis the cunning livery of hell,

The damned'st body to invest and cover
In prenzie guards ! Dost thou think, Claudio^
If I would yield him my virginity,
Thou might'st be freed?"

Claudio, still incredulous, rejoins :

" Q, heavens ! it cannot be,"

The word prenzie has given rise to much anno-

tation, and it seems to be universally agreed that

the word is a misprint. . The question is, what
was the word actually written, or intended, by
Shakspeare? Steevens and Malorie suggested
"
princely ;

"
Warburton,

"
priestly ;

" and Tieck,
"
precise." Mr. Knight adopts

"
precise," the

reading of Tieck, and thinks
"

that, having to

choose some word which would have the double

merit of agreeing with the sense of the passage and
be similar in the number and form of the letters,

nothing can be more unfortunate than the coprec-

tion of "
princely ;" Mr. Collier, on the other

hand, follows Steevens and Malone, and reads
"
princely," observing that Tieck's reading ("pre-

cise ")
" sounds ill as regards the metre, the

accent falling on the wrong syllable. Mr. Collier's

choice is determined by the authority of the second

folio, which he considers ought to have consi-

derable weight, whilst Mr. Knight regard* the

authority of that edition as very trifling ;
and the

only point of agreement between the two. distin-

guished recent editors is with respect to Wai-bur-

ton's word "
priestly," winch they both seem to

think nearly conveys the meaning of the poet.
I have over and over again considered the several

emendations which have been suggested, and it

seems to me that none of them answer all the

necessary conditions ; namely, that the word

adopted shall be (1.) suitable to the reputed
character of Angelo ; (2.) an appropriate epithet

to the word "
guards," in the reply of Isabella

above quoted ; (3.) of the proper metre in both

VOL. III. No. 82.
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places in which the misprint occurred
;
and (4.)

similar in appearance to the word "
prenzie."

"Princely" does not agree with the sense or spirit

of the particular passage ; for it is extremely im-

probable that Claudio, when confined under sen-

tence of death for an absurd and insufficient cause,
would use a term of mere compliment to the man
by whom he had been doomed. "Precise" and
"
priestly

"
are both far better than "princely;"

but "
precise

"
is wholly unsuited to the metre in

both places, and "
priestly

"
points too much to

a special character to be appropriate to Angelo's
office and position. It may also be remarked, that

both "
princely

" and "
priestly

"
differ from the

number and form of the letters contained in
"
prenzie."
The word which I venture to suggest is

" PEN-
SIVE," a word particularly applicable to a person
of saintly habits, and which is so applied by Milton.

in " II Penseroso :

M

" Come, pensive nun, devout and pre,
Sober, stedfast, and demure."

The word "
pensive

M
is stated by Dr. Johnson

to mean *'

sorrowfully thoughtful, sorrowfully
serious," or riielancholy ;

and that such epithets
are appropriate to the reputed character of Angelo
will be seen from the following extracts :

" I implore her, in my service, that she naake friends

To the strict deputy." Claudio, Act I. Sc. S.

" I have deliver'd ,to Lord Angelo,
A man of &triturej and firm abstinence."

Dulte, Act I. Sc. 4.

" Lord Angelo is precise ;

Stands at a guard with envy ; scarce confesses

That his blood flows, or that his appetite
Is more to bread than s.tone."

Duke, Act I. Sc. 4.

" A man, whose blood
Is very snow-broth ; one who never feels

The wanton stings and motions of the sense.,

But doth rebate and blunt his natural edge
With profits of the mind, study and fast."

Lucio, Act I. Sc. 5.

See also Angelo's portraiture of himself in the

soliloquy at the commencement of Act II. Sc. 4. ;

Wherein (let no man hear me) I take pride,
Could I, with boot, change for an idle plume
Which the air beats for vain."

And, lastly, the passage immediately under
consideration :

" This outward-sainted deputy,
Whose settled visage and deliberate word,

Nips youth i* the head, and follies doth emmew."
Isabella, Act III. Sc. I.

Thus much as to the propriety of the word
"
pensive," in relation to the reputed character of

Angelo.
The next question is, whether the word "

pen-

sive" is an appropriate epithet to the word
"
guards." If Messrs. Knight and Collier are

correct in construing
"
guards" to mean the

"
trimmings or border of a robe," this question

must be .answered in the negative. But it appears
to me that they are in error, and that the true

meaning of the word "guards," in this particular

passage, is "outward appearances," as suggested

by Monck Mason ; and, consequently, that the

expression
"
pensive guards

"
means a grave or

sanctified countenance or demeanour "
the set-

tled visage and deliberate word" which "
nips

youth i' the head, and follies doth emmew."
It requires no argument to establish that the

word "pensive'" is suitable to the metre in both

places in which the misprint occurred; and it is

equally clear that "prenzie" and "pensive" in

manuscript are so similar, both in the number,
form, and character of the letters, that the one

might easily be printed for the other. The two
words also have a certain resemblance, in point of

sound
; and if the word u

pensive
"
be not very

distinctly pronounced, the mistake might be made

by a scribe writing from dictation.

Referring to Mrs. Cowden Clarke's admirable

concordance of Shakspeare, it appears that the

word "
pensive

"
is used by Shakspeare in the text

of his plays twice ; namely, in Borneo and Juliet,

Act IV. Sc. 1., where Friar Laurence addresses

Juliet thus :

" My leisure serves me, pensive daughter, now."

and again, in the Third Part of Henry VI.
,
Act IV.

Sc. !., where Clarence is thus addressed by King
Edward upon the subject of his marriage with the

Lady Grey :

" Now, brother Clarence, how like you our choice,

That you stand pensive, as half mal-content ?
"

I also find that, according to the stage directions

(both ancient and modern) of Act II. Sc. 2. of

Henry VIII. (see Collier's Shakspeare, vol. v.

p. 534., note), the king is described to be found

"reading pensively," at a moment when he is

meditating his divorce from Katharine of Arragon,
not " because the marriage of his brother's wife

had crept too near his conscience," but " because

his conscience had crept too near another lady."

I might extend the argument by further ob^

servations upon the reference last cited, but not

without risk of losing all chance of a place in
" NOTES AND QUERIES."

Query, Whether pensive was ever written or

printed penzive in Shakspeare's time ? If so, that

word would bear a still closer resemblance to

"
prenzie." LEGES.

RHYMING LATIN VERSION OP THE SONG ON ROBI1C

GOODFELLOW.

In the same MS. from which I extracted Braith-

wait's Latin Drinking Song, the following version
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of the well-known song on Robin Goodfelfow

occurs. It is apparently by the same hand. I

give the English, as- it contains but six stanzas,

and affords some variations from the copy printed

by Percy ; and indeed one stanza not given by
him. Peck attributes the song to Ben Jonson,
but we know not on what foundation. It must be

confessed that internal evidence is .against it. The

publication of Percy's Reliques had a no less bene-

ficial influence an the literature of Germany than

it had on our own
; and Voss had given an admir-

able version of nine stanzas of this song as early
as the year 1793. The first stanza will afford some

of his manner :

" Von. Oberon in Feenland,.
Dem Konige der Geister,

Komm' ich, Knecht Robert, abgesandr,
Von meinem Herrn und Meister.

Als Kobolt und Pux,

Wohlkundig des Spuks,
Durehschwarm'" ich Nacht vor NacUk,

Jezt misch' ich mjch.ein
Zum polternden Reihn,

WbblauT, ihr alle, gelacht, gelacht !"

Llthough the classic ear may be offended by the
irbarous adjunct of rhyme," and by the sole-,

cisms and false quantities which sometimes occur,
*' et alia multa damna atque outragia," others may
be amused with these emulations of the cloistered

muse of the Middle Ages. The witty author of

Whistlecraft has shown that h-e had a, true relish

for them, and has successfully tried his hand, ob-

serving at the same time :

M
_Those monks were poor proficients in divinity,

And scarce knew more of Latin than myself;
>mpar'd with theirs, they say that true Latinity
Appears like porcelain compar'd with delf."

Eonest Barnaby had no intention of rivalling
bis humbler, but not less amusing, proto-

types were Walter de Mapes and his cotempo-
raries. We may accept his own defence, if any is

led:

paltry Patcher is a bald translator,
Whose awl bores at the words but not the matter ;

it this TRANSLATOR makes good use of leather,

Jy stitching rhyme and reason both together."

S. W. SINGER,

A SONG ON ROBIN GOODFKLLOW.

From Oberon in faery-land,
The king of ghosts and goblins there,,
Mad Robin I, at his command,
Am sent to view the night-sports heres

What revel rout is here about,
In every corner where I go ;

I will it see, and merry be,
And make good sport with ho, ho, ho !

As swift as lightning I do fly r .-

Amidst the aery welkin soon,

And, in a minute's space, descry
What things are done below the moon.

There's neither hag nor spirit shall wag,
In any corner where I go ;

But Robin I, their feats will spy,
And make good sport with ho, ho, ho !

" Sometimes you find me like a man,
Sometimes a hawk, sometimes a hound,
Then to a horse me turn I can,

And trip and troll about you round i

But if you. stride my back to, ride,

As swift as air I with you go,
O'er hedge, o'er lands, o'er pool, o'er ponds,
I run out laughing ho, ho, ho !

*' When lads and lasses merry be,

With possets and with junkets fine;

Unknown to all the company,
I eat their cake and drink their wine ;

Then to make sport, I snore and snort,

And all the candles out I blow ;

The maids I kiss;, they ask who's this?

I answer, laughing, ho, ho, ho !

'* If that my fellow elf and I

In circle dance do trip it round*

And if we chance, by any eye
There present, to be seen or found,

Then if that they do speak or say,

But mummes continue as they go,*

Then night by night I them affright,

With pinches, dreams, and ho, ho, ho!

" Since hag-bred, Merlin's time have I

Continued night -sports to and fro,

That, for my pranks, men call me by
The name of Robin Goodfellow.

There's neither hag nor spirit doth wag,
The fiends and goblins do me know;
And beldames old my- tales have told;

Sing Vale, Vale, ho, ho, ho,!
"

The. Latins of the foregoing verses*

" Ab Oberone lemurum
Coemetriorum regujo,

Spectator veni lubricum,

Illius jussu, Robbio;

Quodcunque joci, sit- hie loci,

Quocunque vado in.a.ugulo,

Id speculabor, et conjpcabor,

Sonorem boans, ho, ho, ho I

*'
Praeeeps feror per aeretn

Telo tiisulco citius,

Et translunaria penetrem
Momento brevi ocyus ;

Larvatus frater non vagatur

Quocunque vado in angulo,
Nam Robbio, huic obvio,

Et facta exploro, ho, ho, ho I

" Nunc canis nunc accipiter,

Et homo nunc obambulo,
Nunc equi forma induor

Et levis circumcursito ;

* This line is distinctly so written. We should

probably read or instead of bitt. Mummes may mean

mumbling, muttering.
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Si quis me prendat, et ascendat,

Velocius aura rapio,

Per prata, monies, vada, fontes,

Risumque tollo, ho, ho, ho I

Cum juvenes convivio

Admiscent se puellulis,

Ignotus vinum haurio

Et impleor bellariis ;

Tune sterto, strepo, et dum crepo,
Lucernam flatu adventillo,

Ha?c basiatur ; hie quis? clamatur,
Cachinnans reddo, ho, ho, ho !

Si quando cum consorte larva

In circulum tripudio,
Et observemur nos per arva

Acutiori oculo;
Et si spectator eloquatur
Nee os obhgeret digito,
Nocte terremus et torquemus
Ungue spectris, ho, ho, ho !

Post incubiginam Merlinurn
Nocturni feci ludicra,

Et combibonem me Robbinum
Vocent ob jocularia,
Me daemones, me lemures,
Me novite tenebrio,

Decantant me veneficae ;

Vale 1 Valete | ho, ho, ho !

"

FOLK LORE.

PKVONSHIRE FOLK LORE.

1. Stormsfrom Conjuring. A common Devon-
shire remark on the rising of a storm is,

" Ah !

there is a conjuring going on somewhere." The

following illustration was told me by an old in-

habitant of this parish. In the parish of St.

Mary Tavy is a spot called " Steven's grave,"
from a suicide said to have been buried there

His spirit proving troublesome to the neighbour-
hood, was laid by a former curate one Sunday
after afternoon service. A man who accompanied
the clergyman on the way was told by him to

make haste home, as a storm was coming. The
man hurried away home ; but though the after-

noon had previously been very fine, he had

scarcely reached his door before a violent thun-

storm came to verify the clergyman's words.

2. The Heath-hounds. The brutende heer are

sometimes heard near Dartmoor, and are known

by the appellation of " Heath-hounds." They
were heard in the parish of St. Mary Tavy several

years ago by an old man called Roger Burn : he
was working in the fields, when he suddenly heard
the baying of the hounds, the shouts and horn of

the huntsman, and the smacking of his whip. This
last point the old man quoted as at once settling
the question.

" How could I be mistaken ? why
I heard the very smacking of his whip."

3. Cock scares the Fiend. Mr. N. was a Devon-
shire squire who had been so unfortunate as to
sell his soul to the devil, with the condition that
after his funeral the fiend should take possession
of his skin. He had also persuaded a neighbour
to undertake to be present on the occasion of the

flaying. On the death of Mr. N., this man went
in a state of great alarm to the parson of the

parish, and asked his advice. By him he was told

to fulfil his engagement, but he must be sure and

carry a cock into the church with him. On the

night after the funeral, the man proceeded to the
church armed with the cock

; and, as an additional

security, took up his position in the parson's pew.
At twelve o'clock the devil arrived, opened the

grave, took the corpse from the coffin and flayed
it. When the operation was concluded, he held
the skin up before him, and remarked :

" Well !

'twas not worth coming for after all, for it is all

full of holes !

" As he said this, the cock crew
;

whereupon the fiend, turning round to the man,
exclaimed :

" If it had not been for the bird you
have got there under your arm, I would have

your skin too." But, thanks to the cock, the man
got home safe again.

4. Cranmere Pool. CranmerePool,in the centre
of Dartmoor, is a great, penal settlement for refrac-

tory spirits. Many of the former inhabitants of

this parish are still there expiating their ghostly

pranks. An old farmer was so troublesome to his

survivors as to require seven clergymen to secure

him. By their means, however, he was trans-

formed into a colt
;
and a servant boy was directed

to take him to Cranmere Pool. On arriving at

the brink of the pool, he was to take off the halter,

and return instantly without looking round.

Curiosity proving too powerful, he turned his

head to see what was going on, when he beheld

the colt plunge into the lake in the form of a ball

of fire. Before doing so, however, he gave the

lad a parting salute in the form of a kick, which

knocked out one of his eyes. J. M. (4.)

St. Mary Tavy, May 5. 1851.

St. Uncumber and the offering of Oats (Vol. ii.,

pp. 286. 342. 381.). A further illustration of this

custom is found in the legend of St. Rhadegund,
or at least in the metrical version of it, which is

commonly ascribed to Henry Bradshaw. A copy
of this very scarce poem, from the press of Pyiison,
is preserved in the library of Jesus College, Cain-

bridge. We there read as follows :

" Among all myracles after our intelligence
Which Radegunde shewed by her humilite,

One is moost vsuall had in experience

Among the common people noted with her't fre

By offcryng of otes after theyr degre
At her holy aulters where myracles in sight

Dayly haue be done by giace day and nyght.
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" By oblacion of othes, halt lame and blynde
Hath ben restored vnto prosperite;

Dombe men to speke aboue cours of kynde
Sickemen delyuered from payne and miserie,

Maydens hath kept theyr pure virginite,

Wyddovres defended from greuous oppression,
And clarkes exalted by her to promocion."

It is also remarkable that a reason exists in the

story of this saint for the choice of so strange an

offering. As she was escaping from her husband,
a crop ofoatti sprang up miraculously, to testify
in her behalf, and to silence the messengers who
had been sent to turn her from her purpose.
On this account is there not room for the con-

jecture that St. fthadegund is the original St.

IJncumber, and that the custom of offering oats

at Poules, when a wife was weary of her husband,
is traceable to the story of the French queen,
who died in 587. C. H.

St. Catharine's Hall, Cambridge.

" Similia similibus curantur" The list pro-

posed by MR. JAMES BUCKMAN (Vol. iii., p. 320.)
of " old wives' remedies," based on the above

principle, would, I imagine, be of endless length;
but the following extract from the Herbal of Sir

John Hill, M.D.,
" Fellow of the Royal Academy

of Sciences at Bordeaux," published in 1789, will

show at how late a period such notions have been
entertained by men ofeducation and even scientific

attainment:
" It is to be observed that nature seems to have set

her stamp upon several herbs, which have the virtue to

stop blee lings; this [cranesbill] and the tutsan, the two
best remedies the fields afford for outward and inward

bleedings, become all over as red as blood at a certain

season.
"

SELEUCUS.

Cure of large Neck. I send you two remedies
in use here for the cure of a common complaint,
called "

large neck." Perhaps they may be worthy
of a place in your

" Folk Lore."
A common snake, held by its head and tail, is

slowly drawn, by some one standing by, nine times
across the front part of the neck of the person
affected, the reptile being allowed, after every
third time, to crawl about for a while. Afterwards
the snake is put alive into a bottle, which is corked

tightly and then buried in the ground. The tra-

dition is, that as the snake decays the swelling
vanishes.

The second mode of treatment is just the same
as the above, with the exception of the snake's
doom. In this case it is killed, and its skin, sewn
in a piece of silk, is worn round the diseased neck.

By degrees the swelling in this case also disappears.
ROVERT.

Withyam, Sussex.

DIBIHN S LIBRARY COMPANION.

A few days since the writer was musing over
the treasures of one of the most amiable of
the bibliographical brotherhood, when his eye
rested on a document endorsed with the follow-

ing mysterious notification :
" A Squib for Dib-

din,, to be let off on the next Fifth of November."
What in the name of Guido Fawkes have we
here ! Thinking that the explosion in " NOTES
AND QUERIES

" would do no harm, but perhaps
some good, a note was kindly permitted to be
taken of it for that publication. It was evi-

dently written soon after the appearance of the

Library Companion.
"
Sundry Errors discovered in the Library Companion^

recently put forth by the Rev.T. F. Dibdin, F.R.S., A.S.
This work exhibits the most extraordinary instance of

gross negligence that has appeared since the discovery
of the. profitable art of book-making. In two notes

(pp. 37, 38.), comprised in twelve lines, occur fifteen
remarkable blunders, such as any intelligent bookseller

could, without much trouble, have corrected for the

Rev. and learned author.
"
Henry's Exposition of the Old and New Testaments

first appeared collectively in 1710', five 2
vols. folio;

but the recent edition of 1810 s
, in six vols. 4to., is the

best 4
,
as the last volume contains 5 additional matter

from the author's MSS. left at his decease. Dr. Gill's

Exposition of the New- Testament was published in

1746, &c., three vols. folio;. <ftf the Old, in 1748 6
, &c.,

nine 7 vols. folia; but the work advancing in reputation
and price, became rare, so as to- induce Mr. Bagster

8

to put forth a new edition of the whole, in ten 9 vols.

4to. I recommend the annotations of Gill to every

theological collector, and those who have the quarto
edition will probably feel disposed to purchase Gill's.

Body of Practical Divinity, containing
11 some account

of his life, writings, and character, in two 12 volumes
4to. 1773. 13 These two 14 volumes are worth about
II 15s. I& "

1 Instead of 1710, read 1707.
2 This sditiorv is in six volumes. yi.C. -

3 It bears the date of 1811.
4 The best edition of Henry's Commentary was elegantly printed

by Knapton, in 5 vols. folio, 1761, known as the fifth edition.
5 This new edition is respectable, except the plates, which had

been well worn in Bowyer's Cabinet Bible. The Commentary is

printed verbatim from the former editions, and has no additional
matter from the author's MSS. left at his decease ; no mention of

anything of the kind is made in the title, preface, or advertise-

ment, until Mr. Dibdin so marvellously brought it to light : upon
what authority he makes the assertion remains a mystery. A
very considerable number onsets remain unsold in the warehouse
of a certain great bookseller. Query. Was the Rev. gentleman's
pen dipped in gold when he wrote this puff direct ?

6 Not 1743, &c. : it first appeared in 1763, &c.
7 Nine volumes folio should be sfx volumes folio.
8 It was not Mr Bagster, but Messrs. Mathows and Leigh of the

Strand, who put forth the new edition of Dr. Gill's Exposition.
s It was completed in nine vols. 4to.
10 The title is A Bodi/ of Doctrinal Divinity.
11 Dr. Gill's Body of Divinity WAS published by himself, and

has no account of his life, writings, and character.
12 It was in three vols. 4to , not in two.
>3 Instead of 1773, it was published in 1769-70 ; nor did any new

edition appear for many years, until those recently printed in

3 vols. Svo., and 1 vol. 4to.
14 These two vols. should be three vols.
1 5 Dr. Gill's Body of Divinity is introduced under the head of

"English Bibles !"

" These glaring errors are made with regard to
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modern books, and may seriously mislead the biblio-

maniacs of the next generation ; but what can be ex-

pected from an author who, in giving directions for the

selection of Hebrew Bibles, forgets the beautiful and
correct editions of VANDERHOOGHT and JABLONSK.I;
who tells us that Frey republished Jahn's* edition of

the Hebrew Bible in 1812; and who calls Boothroyd's
incorrect and ugly double-columned 4to. ' admirable.'

1

-\

The Ilev, gentleman fully proves, in the compi-
lation of his volume, that he can dip his pen in gall, as

well as allow it to be guided by gold. Dr. Warton's

History of English Poetry, a very beautiful and correct

edition, greatly enlarged from most interesting mate-
rials at a very considerable expense, has just issued

from the press in 3 vols. 8vo. Bait ' Can any good
thing come out of Nazareth?' It was not published

by any of the favoured houses ; hence the following
ominous notice of it :

' Clouds and darkness rest upon
it !

'

\ Gentle reader, they are the clouds and darkness

of Cheapside. It may be possible that some propi-
tious golden breeze had driven all the clouds and dark-

ness from Cornhill, Paternoster Row, the Strand,

Pall-Mail, .and Bedford Street."

:: .

?

< ..' J. Y.
Hoxtoo.

A Note on Dress. ~- Dress is mutable, who denies
it ? but still old fashions are retained to a far greater
extent than one would at first imagine. The Thames
watermen rejoice in the dress of Elizabeth : while
the royal beefeaters (buffetiers) wear that of private
soldiers x>f the time of Henry VII. ; the blue-coat

boy, the costume of a London citizen of the reign
of Edward VI.

;
the London charity-school girls,

the plain mob cap and long gloves of the time of

Queen Anne. In the brass badge of the cabmen,
we see a retention of the dress of Elizabethan
retainers : while the shoulder-knots that once
decked an officer now adorn a footman. The
attire of the sailor -of William III.'s era is now seen

amongst our fishermen. The university dress is

as old as the age of the Smithfield martyrs. The
linen bands ,of the pulpit and the bar are abridg-
ments of the falling collar.

Other costumes are found lurking in provinces,
and amongst some trades. The butchers' blue is the
uniform of a guild. The quaint little head-dress
of the market women .of Kingswood, Gloucester-

shire, is in fact >the gipsy hat of George II.

Scarlet has been the colour of soldiers' uniform
from the time of the Lacedemonians. The blue
of the army we derived irom the Puritans.; of the

navy from the colours of a mistress of George I.

T.ORRO.

*
Frey republished Vanderhooght's Hebrew Bible

in 1811.

f Note on page 24.

j Note on page 667.

Curious Omen at Marriage. In Miss Benger's
Memoirs of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, it is

mentioned that,

" It is by several writers observed that, towards the
close of the ceremony, certain -coruscations of joy ap-
peared in Elizabeth's face, which were afterwards sup-
posed to be sinister presages of her .misfortunes."

In a note., Echard is alluded to as the authority for

this singular circumstance.

Can any of your readers explain ivhy such a
coruscation of joy upon a wedding day should
forebode evil? or whether any other instances are

on record of its so doing? IL A. B.

Ventriloquist Hoax (Vol. ii., p. 101.). The
following is extracted from Admirable Curiosities,

Rarities, and Wonders in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, by R. B., Author of the History of the

Wars of England, SfC., Remarks of London, &c.,

12mo., 1684, p. 137. It may serve as a pendant
to the ventriloquist hoax mentioned by (X H.,
Vol. iL, p. 101 ..:

" I have a letter by me, saith Mr. Clark, dated July 7,

160G, written by one Mr. Bovy to a jninisterin London,
where he.thus writes :

'

Touching news, you hall un-

derstand that Mr. Sherwood hath received a letter

from Mr. Arthur Hildersham, which .containeth this

following narrative : that at Brampton, in the parish of

Torksey, near Gainsborough in Lincolnshire, an ash-

tree shaketh both in the body and boughs thereof, <md

there proceed from thence sighs and groans, like those

of a man troubled in his sleep, as if it felt some sensible

torment. Many have climbed to the top thereof, where

they heard the groans more plainly than they could

below. One among the rest being a-top, spoke to the

tree ; but presently came down .much astonished, and

lay grovelling on the eacth speechless for three hours,

and then reviving said, Brampton, JBrarnpton, thou art

much bound to pray.' The author cf this news is one

Mr. Vaughan, a minister who was there present and

heard and saw these passages, and told Mr. Hildersham
of it. The Earl of Lincoln caused one of the arms of

the ash to be lopped off, and a hole to be bored into

the body, and then was the sound or hollow voice heard

more audibly than before ; but in a kind of speech
which they could not comprehend nor understand."

K, P. D. E.

Barlicr, the original Panorama Painter. Mr.

Cunningham, at p. 376. of his admirable Handbook

of London, says that.Robert Barker, who originated
the Panorama in Leicester Square, died in 1806.

Now, Barker, who preceded Burford, and eventu-

ally, I think, entered into partnership with him,
married a friend of my family, a daughter of the

Admiral Bligh against whom had been the mutiny
in the Bounty. I remember Mr. Barker, and his

house in Surrey Square, or some small square on

the Surrey side of London Bridge; also its wooden
rotunda for painting in

;
and this, too, at the time

when the picture of Spitsbergen was in progress
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and you felt almost a chill as the transparent ice-

jergs were splashed on.

It' there have not been two Messrs. Barker con-

nected with the Panoramn, Mr. Cunningham must
>e incorrect in his date, for I was not in existence

u 1806. A. G.

EcclesfielcL

Vegetable Sympathy. I have been, told that

Sir Humphrey Davy asserted that the shoots of

trees, if transplanted, will only live as long as the

parent stock supposing that to die naturally.
How is this to- be accounted for, if true ?

A. A. D.

Court Dress^ When was the present court
dress first established as the recognised costume
for state ceremonials? and if there are extant any
orders of the Earl Marshal upon the subject,
where are they printed ? HEN.CO.

Dieu et mon Droit. When was this first adopted
as the motto of our sovereigns ? I have heard

widely different dates assigned to it.

LEICESTRENSIS.

Cachecope Bell. In the ancient accounts of
the churchwardens of the parish of St. Mary-de-
Castro, Leicester, and also in those of St. Martin
in the same town, the term "

cachecope,"
" kache-

cope,"
" catche coppe," or " catch-<;orpe-bel 1," is

no>t of unfrecjuent occurrence : e.g.^m the account
for St. Mary's for the year 1490, we have :

" For castynge ye cachecope bell, js.
**

It. To Thos. llaban farme'dyngye kacheeope bell

whole, iiijd'."

I have endeavoured in vain to ascertain the

meaning and derivation of the word, which is not
to be found in Mr. Halliwell's excellent Diction-

ary of Archaic Words. Can you enlighten me on
the subject? LEICESTRENSIS.

The Image of both Churdtes. A curious work,
treating largely ofthe schism between the Catholics
and Protestants in the reign of Queen Elizabeth*
was printed atTornay in 16'23,. under the following
title : The Image ofbothe Churches, Hicrusalem and
Babel, Unitie and Confusion, Obedience and Sedi-

tion, by P. D. M. What is the proof that this was
written by Dr. Matthew Paterson ?

EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/B.

Double Names. Perhaps some one would ex-

plain why so many persons formerly bore two
names, as " Hooker alias Vowel." Illegitimacy
may have sometimes caused it : but this will not

explain those cases where the bearers ostentatiously
set forth both names. Perhaps they were the names
of both parents, used even by lawfully born persons
to distinguish themselves from others of the same
paternal name. T.

^If this fair flower," frc. Would you kindly
find a place for the lines which follow ? I have
but slender hopes of discovering their author, but

think that their beauty is such as to deserve a

reprint. They are net by Waller ;
nor Dryden,

as far as I know. I found them in a periodical

published in Scotland^ during the last century, and
called The Bee.

" Lines supposed to have been addressed, with the

present of a white rose* by a Yorkist, to a lady of the

Lancastrian faction.

' If this fair flower offend thy sight,

It in thy bosoit) bear:

'Twill blush to, be outmatched in white

And turn Lancastrian there !'
"

I observe that anuongst the many
" Notes

"
and

quotations on the subject of the supposed power
of prophecy before death, no one has cited those

most beautiful lines of Campbell in "Lochiel's

Warning:."
" 'Tls the sunset of life gives me mystical lore,

And coming events cast their shadows before."

W. J. BBUNHARD SMITH.

Temple.

Hugh Peachell Sir John Marsliam. Can any
of your correspondents give me information re-

specting one Hugh Peachell, ofwhom I find the fol-

lowing curious notice in a. bundle of MSS. in the

State"Paper Office, marked "America and West

Indies, No. 481 A,"

" St. Michael's Toune in ye Barbados, Sept. SO.

[1670]. Jo Neuington, Addrese w. Mr. James Dra-

water, Merch* at Mr.. Jo, Lindapp-'s, at ye Buneh of

Grapes, in Ship yard by Temple barre; AH ye news

I can write from here is, y
b one Hugh Peaehell, who

hath been in this Island allmost twenty year&and lived

w thl many persons of good esteem, and was last with

Coll. Barwick. It was observed that he gained much

monyes, yet none thrived lesse than hee; and falling

icke about 3 weeks since, was much troubled in his

conscience, but would not utter himself to any but a

minister, who being sent for He did acknowledge himself

ye person y* cut off ye head of King Charles, for wch he

had 100lbland w*h much seeming penitence and receiv-

ing such comforts as the Devine, one parson Leshely,

an emminent man here, could afford him, he dyed in a

quarter of an hour afterwards. This you may report

for truth, allthough you should not have it from any
other hand. He had 100lbs for ye doing of itt. There

is one Wm. Hewit condemned for ye same, I think

now in Newgate; he will be glad you acquaint him of

this if he have it not allready."

Oldmixon, in his British Empire in America,

mentions a Sir J,ohn. Marsham of Barbados ; was

he a knicrht or baroaet, and when did he die ?

AY. DOWNING BRUCE, F.S.A.

Middle Temple.

Legend represented in Frettenham Church.

Perhaps some one of your numerous readers may
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be able to give an explanation of the following

legend, for such I suppose it to be :

In the parish church of Frettenham, co. Nor-

folk, several alabaster carvings were discovered

some years ago, near the chancel arch, having
traces of colour The most perfect, and the one
which had most claims to merit as a piece of

sculpture, represented a very curious scene. A
horse was standing fixed in .a kind of stocks, a

machine for holding animals fast while they were

being shod. But it (the horse) had only three

legs : close by stood a Bishop, or mitred Abbot,

holding the horse's missing fore quarter, on the

hoof of which ia smith was nailing a shoe. Of
course the power which had so easily removed a

leg would as easily replace it.

The details of the story may be very safely

conjectured to have been a Bishop or high
church dignitary is going on a journey or pilgrim-

age ; his horse drops a shoe ;
on being taken to a

smith's to have it replaced, the animal becomes

restive, and cannot be shod ev.en with the -help of

the stocks,; whereupon the bishop facilitates the

operation in the manner before described. One
feels tempted to ask why he could not have

replaced the shoe without the smith's intervention.

What I want to know is, of whom is this story
tol 1 ? I regret that not having seen the carving
in question, I can give no particulars of dress, &c*,
which might help to determine its age ;

nor could

my informant, though he perfectly well remem-
bered the subject represented. He told me that

he had often mentioned it to people likely to know
of the existence of such a lejjend, but could never

gain any information respecting it. C. J. E.

King's Col. Cambridge, May 9. 1851.

King of Nineveh burns himself in his Palace.

In a review of Mr. Layard's work on Nineveh

(Quarterly, vol. Ixxxiv. p. 140.) I find the follow-

ing statement:
" The act of Sardanapalus in making his palace his

own funeral pyre and burning himself upon it, is also at-

tributed to the king who was overthrown by Cyaxares."

May I ask where the authority for this state-

ment is to be found ? X. Z.

Butchers not Jurymen.
" As the law does think it fit,

No butchers shall on juries sit."

Butler's Ghost, cant. ii.

The vulgar error expressed in these lines is not

extinct, even at the present day. The only ex-

planation I have .seen of its origin is given in Bar-

rington's Observations on the more Ancient Statutes,

p. 474., on 3 Hen. VIII., where, after referring in

the text to a statute by which surgeons were

exempted from attendance on juries, he adds in a
note :

" It may perhaps be thought singular to suppose
that this exemption from serving on juries is the

foundation of the vulgar error, that a surgeon or
butcher from the barbarity of their business may be

challenged as jurors."

Sir II. Spelman, in his Answer to an Apologyfor
Archbishop Abbott, says,

" In our law, those that were exercised in slaughter
of beasts, were not received to be triers of the life of a

man." Posth. Works, p. J 12.; St. Trials, vol. ii. p. 1 171.

So learned a man as Spelman must, 1 think,
have had some ground for this statement, and
could scarcely be repeating a vulgar error taking
its rise from a statute then hardly more than a

hundred years old. I hope some of your readers

will be able to give a more satisfactory explanation
than Barrington's. E. S. T. T.

Redwing's Nest. I trust you will excuse my
asking, if any of your correspondents have found
the nest of the redwing ? for I lately discovered
what I consider as the egg of this bird in a nest

containing four blackbirds' eggs. The egg an-

swers exactly the description given of that of the

redwing thrush, both in Bewick and Wood's
British Song Birds ; being bluish-green, with a

few largish spots of a dark brown colour. The
nest was not lined with mud, as is usually the case

with a blackbird's, but with moss and dried grass.
Has the egg of the redwing been ever seen in

this situation" before ? C. T. A.

Lyndon.

Earth thrown upon the Coffin. Is there any-
thing known respecting the origin of the ceremony
of throwing earth upon the coffin at funerals?

The following note is from a little German tale,

Die Richiensteiner, by Van der Velde, a tale of the

time of the Thirty Years' war. Whether the cere-

mony is still performed in Germany as there de-

scribed, I do not know.
" Darauf warfen, nach der alten, frommen Sitte, zum

letzten Lebewolil, der Wittwer, und die Waisen drei

Hande voll Erde auf den Sarg hinunter Alle

Zuschauer drangten s:ch nur um das Grab .... und
aus hundert liandcn flog die Erde hinab auf den

Sarg."
J. M. (4.)

Family of Rowe. Lysons, in his work En-
virons of London, gives an extract from the will

of Sir Thomas Rowe, of Hackney, and, as his

authority, says in a note :

" Extracts of Wills in the Prerogative Office, by E.

Rowe Mores, Esq., in the possession of Th. Astle,Esq.,

F. It. A.S."

Can any of your numerous readers inform me
in whose possession the above now is? And

i whether, wherever it is, it is open to inspection ?

TEE BEE.

Portus Canum. Erim, one of the biographers
of Becket, states that the archbishop's murderers
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(S. Thorn. Cantuar., ed. Giles, vol. i. p. 65.), having
crossed from France, landed at Portus Canum. It

has been conjectured that this means Hythe, which

is close to Saltvvood Castle, where the knights were

received by Ranulph de Broc (English Review,

December, 1846, p. 410.). Is the conjecture right?
I believe Hasted does not notice the name.

J. C. R.

Arms of Sir John Davies. Can any of your
correspondents inform me what were the arms,

crest, and motto (if any), borne by Sir John

Davies, the eminent lawyer and poet ? In a col-

lection which I have made of the armorial bear-

ings of the families of Davies, Davis, and Davys,
amounting to more than fifty distinct coats, there

occur the arms of three Sir John Davies or Davys,
but there is nothing to distinguish which of them
was the Sir John. LLAW GYFFES.

William Perm. Will MR. HEPWORTH DIXON,
or some of your correspondents, be so good as to

send a reply to this Query?
What was the name, and whose daughter was

the lady to whom William Penn (the son of

William Penn and Miss Springett) was married ?tA. N. C.

Who were the Writers in the North Briton ?

e Athenceum of Saturday, May 17, contains a

very interesting article on the recently published

Correspondence of Horace Walpole with Mason, in

which certain very palpable hits are made as to

the identity of Mason and Junius. In the course
of the article the following Query occurs :

" In the second Part of the folio edition of the

North Briton published by Bingley, in the British Mu-
seii'n, are inserted two folio pages of manuscript thus

rd
:

j J .

' The Extraordinary

NORTH BRITON.
By W. M.'

This manuscript is professedly a copy from a publi-
cation issued June 3rd, 1768, by Staples Steare, 93.

Fleet Street, price three-pence. It is a letter addressed
to Lord Mansfield, and an appeal in favour of Wilkes,
on whom, the writer says, judgment is this day to be

pronounced. It is written somewhat in the style of

Junius. The satire is so refined that the reader does
not at first suspect that it is satire, as in Junius's

Letters, wherein the satirical compliments to the King
have been mistaken for praise, and quoted in proof of

inconsistency.
" Who was this ' W. M.'? Who were the writers

in the North Briton? not only
' The Extraordinary

'

North Briton, published by Steare, but the genuine
North Briton, published by Bingley. These questions
may perhaps be very simple, and easily answered by
persons better informed than ourselves."

As the inquiries of your correspondent W. M. S.

iTpl. iii., p. 241.) as to the Wilkes MSS. and the
riters of the North Briton have not yet been

replied to, and this subject is one of great im-

portance, will you allow me to recall attention to

them ? F. S. A.

ffilinaic

"Many a Word" Your correspondent's obser-
vations are perfectly correct : we daily use quota-
tions we know not where to find. Perhaps some
of your friends may be able to reply whence

" Many a word, at random spoke,
Will rend a heart that's well-nigh broke."

S. P.

[The lines will be found in Walter Scott's Lord of
the Isles, Canto V. St. 18.

" O ! many a shaft, at random sent,

Finds mark the archer little meant !

And many a word, at random spoken,

May soothe or wound a heart's that broken!"]

Roman Catholic Church (Vol. iii., p. 168.).

Many thanks for your reference to the Almanack
du Clerge de France ; but as I have failed to obtain

the requisite information through my booksellers,

might I beg the additional favour of knowing what
is the cost of the book, and where it can be pro-
cured ? E. H. A.

[The Almanack to which our correspondent refers is

or was published by Gaume fibres a Paris, and sold

also by Grand, rue du Petit- Bourbon, 6, in the same

city. Its price, judging from the size of the book, is

about a couple of francs.]

Tick (Vol. iii., p. 357.). MR. DE LA PRYME'S

suggestion as to the origin of the expression

"going tick" is ingenious ; nevertheless I take it to

be clear that " tick
"

is merely an abbreviation of

ticket. (See Nares's Glossary, and Halliw ell's

Dictionary ofArchaic and Provincial Words, under
"
Ticket.") In addition to the passages cited by

them from Decker, Cotgrave, Stephens, and Shir-

ley, I may refer to the Act 16 Car. II. c. 7. s. 3.,

which relates to gambling and betting
"
upon

ticket or credit." C. II. COOPER.

Cambridge, May 8. 1851.

[In the Mirrour for Magistrates, p. 421., we read :

" Of tickle credit ne had bin the mischiefe."

" Tickle credit," says Pegge,
" means easy credit, al-

luding to the credulity of Theseus." Anonymiana,
cent. ii. 44. Mr. Jon Bee, in his Sportsman's Slany

Dictionary, gives the following definition :

"
Tick, credit in small quantities ; usually scored up

with chalk (called ink ironically), which being done
with a sound resembling

'
tick, tick, tick,' gives the

appellation
'

going to tick,'
' tick it up,'

' my tick is out,'
' no more tick !

'

"]

Hylles
1

Arithmetic. Having seen it mentioned
in the public papers that a copy of the first edition

of Cocker's Arithmetic (considered unique) was

lately sold at an exceedingly high price by Messrs.

Puttick and Simpson, I am induced to send you a
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copy of the title-page of an arithmetical work in

my possession which seems a curiosity in its way ;

but whether unique or not, my slender biblio-

graphical knowledge does not enable me to deter-

mine. It is as follows :

"The Arte of Vulgar Arithmetk'ke, both in Integers
and Fractions, devided into two Bookes, whereof the first

is called Nomodidactus Numerorum, and the second

Portus Proportionum, with certeine Demonstrations,
reduced into so plaine and perfect Method, as the like

hath not hetherto bcene published in English. Wherevnto

is added a third Booke, entituled Musa Mercatorum :

comprehending all the most necessarie and profitable

Rules vsed in the trade of Merchandise. In all which
three Bookes, the Rules, Precepts, and Maxims are

onely composed in meeter for the better retaining of them

in memorie, but also the operations, examples, demon-

strations, and questions, are in most easie wise expounded
and exploited, in the forme of a dialogue, for the reader's

more cleere vnderstanding. A knowledge pleasant for
Gentlemen, commendable for Capteines and Soldiers, pro-
fitable for Merchants, and generally necessarie for all

estates and degrees. Newly collected, digested, and in

some part deuised by a welwiUer to the Mathematical!."

"
Ecclesiastlcus, cap. 19.

"
Learning unto fooles is as fetters on their feete

and manicles vpon their right hand ; but to the wise it

is a lewell of golde, and like a Bracelet vpon his right
arme.

*' Boetius. I. Arith. cap. 2.

" Omnia qucecunque a primceua natura constructa stint,

Numerorum videntur racione formata. floe enim fuit

principale in animo conditaris exemplar. Imprinted at

London by Gabriel Simson, dwelling in Fleete Lane,
1600."

The volume (which is a small quarto of 270

folios) is dedicated " To the Right Honorable sir

Thomas Sackuill, Knight, Baron of Buckhurst,
Lord Treasurer of England," &c. &c., by Thomas

Hylles.

Perhaps one or other of your correspondents
will kindly inform me whether this volume is a

rarity, and also oblige me with some information

regarding Thomas Hylles, its author.

SN. DAVIE, Jun.

[Professor De Morgan, in his " Arithmetical Boohs

from the Invention of Printing to the present Time,'
1

describes Hylles' work " as a big book, heavy with

mercantile lore ;" and the author as being,
" in spite

of all his trifling, a roan of learning." A list of the

author's other works will be found in Watt's B'Miotheca

Britannica, and Lowndes's Bibliographer's Manual of

English Literature, under the word Hills (Thomas).
See also Ames's Typographical Antiquities.]

VILLENAGE.

(Vol. iii., p. 327.)

Your correspondent H. C. wishes to know whe-
ther bondage was a reality in the time of Philip

and Mary ; and, if so, when it became extinct. It

was a reality much later than that, as several cases
in the books will show. Dyer, who was appointed
chief justice of the Court of Common Pleas in

1559, settled several in which man claimed pro-
perty in his fellow-man, hearing arguments and

giving judgment on the point whether one should
be a "villein regardant" or a "

villein in gross."
Lord Campbell, in his Lives of the Chief Justices,

gives the following, tried before Dyer, C. J. :

" A. B., seised in fee of a manor to which a villein

was regardant, made a feoffment of one acre of the

manor by these words: ' I have given one acre, e.,

and farther I have given and granted, &c., John S.,

my villein.' Question,
' Does the villein pass to the

grantee as a villein in gross, or as a villein appendant
to that acre ?

' The Court being equally divided in

opinion, no judgment seems to have been given."

Dyer, 48 b. pi. 2.
?

.

Another action was brought before him under
these circumstances: Butler, Lord of the Manor
of Badminton, in the county of Gloucester, con-

tending that Crouch was his villein regardant,
entered into certain lands, which Crouch had

purchased in Somersetshire, and leased them to

Fleyer. Crouch thereupon disseised Fleyer, who

brought his action against Crouch, pleading that

Butler and his ancestors were seised of Crouch
and his ancestors as of villeins regardant, from

time whereof the memory of man runneth not to

the contrary. The jury found that Butler and
his ancestors were seised of Crouch and his ances*

tors until the first year of the reign of Henry VII.
;

but, confessing themselves ignorant whether in

point of law such seisin be an actual seisin of the

defendant, prayed the opinion of the Court

thereon. Dyer, C. J., and the other judges

agreed upon this to a verdict for the defendant,

for " the lord having let an hundred years pass
without redeeming the villein or his issue, cannot,

after that, claim them." (Dyer, 266. pi. 11.)
When Holt was chief justice of the King's

Bench, an action was tried before him to recover

the price of a slave who had been sold in Virginia.
The verdict went for the plaintiff.

In deciding

upon a motion made in arrest of judgment, Holt,

C. J., said, "As soon as a negro comes into

England he is free : one may be a villein in Eng-
land, but not a slave." (Cases temp. Holt, 405.)
As to the period at which villenage in England

became extinct, we find in Lift. (sec. 185.) :

"
Villenage is supposed to have finally disappeared

in the reign of James I., but there is great difficulty

in saying when it ceased to be lawful, for tliere has

been no statute to abolish it ;
and by the old law, if

any freeman acknowledged himself in a court of record

to be a villein, he and all his after-born issue and their

descendants were villeins."

Even so late as the middle of the eighteenth

century, when the great Lord Mansfield adorned
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the bench, it was pleaded
*' that villenage, or

slavery, had been permitted in England by the

common law
;
that no statute had ever passed to

abolish this status;" and that "although de facto

villenage by birth had ceased, a man might still

make himself a villein by acknowledgment in a

court of record." This was in the celebrated case

of the negro Somersett, in which Lord Mansfield
first established that " the air of England had

long been too pure for a slave." In his judgment

tsays,

Then what ground is there for saying that

status of slavery is now recognised by the law of

jland? . . . . At any rate, viljenage has ceased in

England, and it cannot be revived," St. 2V., voi. xx.

pp. 1-82.

And Macaulay, in his admirable History of
England, speaking of the gradual and silent ex-
tinction of villenage, then, towards the close of the

Tudor period, fast approaching completion, says :

" Some faint traces of the institution ofvillenage were
detected by the curious as late as the days of the

Stuarts ; nor has that institution ever to this hour been
abolished by statute."

TEE BEE.

Villenage (Vol. iii., p. 327.). In reply to the

question put by H. C., I beg to say that in Bur-
ton's Leicestershire (published in 1622), a copy of
which is now before me, some curious remarks
occur on this subject. Burton says, under the
head of *'

Houghton-on-the-Hill," that the last

case he could find in print, concerning the claim
to a villein, was in Mich. 9 & 10 Eliz. (Dyer,
266. b.), where one Butler, Lord of the Manor of
Badminton in Gloucestershire, did claim one
Crouch for his villein regardant to his said manor,
and made an entry upon Crouch's lands in Somer-
setshire. Upon an answer made by Crouch, an

ejectione firma was brought in the King's Bench ;

and upon the evidence it was moved, that as no
seizure of the body had been made, or claim set

up by the lord, for sixty years preceding, none
could then be made. The Court held, in accord-
ance with this, that no seizure could be made. I
do not know what the reference means

; perhaps
some of your legal correspondents may do so.

JAYTEE.

MACLEAN NOT JUNTOS.

(Vol. iii., p. 378.)
Your correspondent JEGROTUS (ante, p. 378.)

is not justified in writing so confidently on a

subject respecting which he is so little informed.
He is evidently not even aware that the claims
of Maclean have been ably and elaborately set
forth by Sir David Brewster, and, as I think,

conclusively, on the evidence, set aside in the
Athenaum, He has, however, been pleased to
new vamp some old stories, to which he gives

something of novelty by telling them
" with a dif-

ference." I remember, indeed, four or five years
since, to have seen a letter on this subject,
written by Mr. Pickering, the bookseller, to
the late Sir Harris Nicolas, in which the same
statements were made, supported by the same
-authorities, which, in fact, corresponded so

exactly with the communication of JEGROTUS, that
I must believe either that your correspondent has
seen that letter, or that both writers had their in-

formation from a common story-teller.

Respecting the " vellum-bound copy" locked up
in the ebony cabinet in possession of the late

Marquis of Lansdowne, Mr. Pickering's version
came nearer to the authority ;

for he said,
" My

informant saw the bound volumes and the cabinet
when a boy" The proof then rests on the recol-

lection of an Anonymous, who speaks positively as

to what took place nearly half a century since; and
this anonymous boy, we are to believe, was already
so interested about Junius as to notice the fact at

the time, and remember it ever after. Against the

probabilities of this we might urge, that the pre-
sent Marquis who was born in 1780, and came to

the title in 1 809, is probably as old, or older than

Anonymous; as much interested in a question
believed by many persons, ^EGROTUS amongst
them, intimately to concern his father, and quite
as precocious, for he was Chancellor of the Exche-

quer in 1805 never saw or heard of either the

volumes or the cabinet
; and, as ^EGROTUS admits,

after a search expressly made by his order, they
could not be found. Further, allow me to remind

you, that it is not more than six weeks since it was
recorded in " NOTES AND QUERIES" that a "vel-
lum-bound "

Junius was lately sold at Stowe
;
and

it is about two months since I learnt, on the same

authority, that a Mr. Cramp had asserted that

vellum-bound copies were so common, that the

printer must have taken the Junius copy as a

pattern ;
so that, if ./EGROTUS'S facts be admitted,

they would prove nothing. There is one circum-

stance, however, bearing on this question, which

perhaps JEoROTUs himself will think entitled to

some weight. It was not until 1812, when George
Woodfall published the private letters of Junius,
that the public first heard about "a vellum-
bound" copy. If therefore the Anonymous knew
before 1809 that some special- interest did or would
attach more to one vellum-bound book than

another, he must be Junius himself; for Sampson
Woodfall was dead, and when living had said

nothing about it.

^EGROTUS then favours us with the anecdote
about "old Mr. Cox" the printer, and that Mac-
lean corrected the proofs of Junius

1

Letters at his

printing-office. Of course, persons acquainted
with the subject have heard the story before,

though not with all the circurastantialities now
given. Where, I might ask, is the authority for
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this story ? Who is responsible for it ? But the

emphatic question which common sense will ask is

this : Why should Junius go to Mr. Cox's printing-
office to correct his proofs? Where he wrote the

letters he might surely have corrected the proofs.

Why, after all his trouble, anxiety, and mystifica-

tion to keep the secret, should he needlessly go to

anybody's printing-office to correct the proofs, and

thus wantonly risk the consequences? in fact, go
there and betray himself, as we are expected to

believe he did ? The story is absurd, on the face

of it. But what authority has ^EGROTUS for assert-

ing that Junius corrected proofs at all ? Strong

presumptive evidence leads me to believe that he

did not : in some instances he could not. In one

instance he specially desired to have a proof; but

it was, as we now know, for the purpose of for-

warding it to Lord Chatham. Junius was also

anxious to have proofs of the Dedication and Pre-

face, but it is by no means certain that he had
them

; the evidence tends to show that they were,
at Woodfall's request, and to remove from his own
shoulders the threatened responsibility, read by
Wilkes : and the collected edition was printed from

Wheble's edition, so far as it went, and the re-

mainder from slips cut from the Public Advertiser,
both corrected by Junius ;

but we have no reason

to believe that Junius ever saw a proof, even of the

collected edition, many reasons that tend strongly
to the contrary opinion. Under these circum-

stances, we are required to believe an anonymous
story, which runs counter to all evidence, that we

may superadd an absurdity.
Mr. Pickering further referred to Mr. Raphael

West, as one who " could tell much on the sub-

ject." Here J^GROTUS enlarges on the original, and

tells us what this
" much "

consisted of. The

story, professedly told by Benjamin West, about

Maclean and Junius, on which Sir David Brew-
ster founded his theory, may be

^

found in Gait's

Life of West. But Gait himself, in his subsequent

autobiography, admits that the story told by West
" does not relate the actual circumstances of the

case correctly ;

"
that is to say, Gait had found

out, in the interval, that it was open to contra-

diction and disproof, and it has since been dis-

proved in the Athenceum. So much for a story
discredited by the narrator himself. Of these facts

^EGROTUS is entirely ignorant, and therefore pro-
ceeds by the following extraordinary circum-

stantialities to uphold it. "The late President

of the Royal Academy knew Maclean ; and his

son, the late Raphael West, told the writer of these

remarks [^GROTUS himself] that when a young
man he had seen him [Maclean] in the evening at

his father's house in Newman Street, and once

heard him repeat a passage in one of the letters

which was not then published ;

"
and JEcRoxus

adds,
" a more correct and veracious man than

Mr. R. West could not be." So be it. Still it is

strange that the President, who was said to have
told his anecdote expressly to show that Maclean
was Junius, never thought to confirm it by the
conclusive proof of having read the letters be-
fore they were published ! Further, and we leave
the question of extreme accuracy and veraciousness
to be settled by ^EGROTUS, the President West
was born in 1738 ;

he embarked from America for

Italy in 1759
;
on his return he visited England in

1763, and such was the patronage with which he
was welcomed, that his friends recommended him
to take up his residence in London. This he was

willing to do, provided a young American lady to

whom he was
attached

would come to England.
She consented

;
his father accompanied her, and

they were married on the 2nd of September, 1765,
at St. Martin's Church. Now Maclean embarked
for India in December, 1773, or January, 1774,
and was lost at sea, when " the young man," Mas-
ter Raphael, could not have been more than seven

years of age, nay, to speak by the card, as

Master Raphael heard one of Junius' letters read
before it was published, and as the last was pub-
lished in January, 1772, it follows, assuming that

he was the eldest child, born in nine months to the

hour, and that it was the very last letter that he
heard read, he may have been five years and seven

months old a very "young man" indeed; or

rather, all circumstances considered, as precocious
a youth as he who found out the vellum-bound

copy years before it was known to be in existence.

I regret to have occupied so much of your space.
But speculation on this subject is just now the

fashion. " NOTES AND QUERIES" is likely here-

after to become an authority, and if these circum-

stantial statements are admitted into its columns,

they must be as circumstantially disproved.
M. J.

to i^Hnor

The Ten Commandments (Vol. iii., p. 166.).
The controversy on the division of the Ten Com-
mandments between the Romanists and Lutherans

on the one side, and the Reformers or Calvinists

on the other, has been discussed in the following
works: 1. Goth (Cardinalis), Vera Ecclesia,

Src., Venet., 1750 (Art. xvi. 7.) ;
2. Chamieri

Panstratia (torn i. 1. xxi. c. viii.) ;
3. Riveti Opera

(torn. i. p. 1227., and torn. iii. Apologeticus pro vera

Pace Ecclesiastica contra H. Grotii Votum.) ;

4. Bohlii Vera divisio Decalogi ex infallibili prin-

cipio accentuationis
,

5. Hackspanii Notes Philo-

logicce in varia loca S. Scriptures; 6. Pfeifferi

Opera (Cent. i. Loc. 96.) ; 7. Ussber's Answer to

a Jesuit's Challenge (of Images), and his Serin, at

Westminster before the House of Commons, out of

Deuteronomy, chap. iv. ver. 15, 16., and Romans,

chap. i. ver. 23. ;
8. Stillingfleet's Controversies with

Godden, Author of
" Catholics no Idolators" and
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with Gother, Author of
" The Papist Misrepre-

sented," SfC.

The earliest notices of the division of the Deca-

logue, are those of Josephus, lib. iii. c. 5. s. 5.
;

Philo-Juda9us de Decem Oraculis ; and the Chaldaic

Paraphrase of Jonathan. According to these, the

third verse of Exod. xx. contains the first com-
mandment ; the fourth, fifth, and sixth, the second.

The same distinction was adopted by the following

early writers: Origen (Homil. viiL in JExod.) t

Greg. Nazienzen (Carmina Mosis Decalogus),
Irenaeus (lib. iii. c. 42.), Athanasius (in Synopsi
S. Scriptures), Ambrose (in Ep. ad Ephes. c. vi.).

It was first abandoned by Augustine, who was

instigated to introduce this innovation by the un-
warranted representation of the doctrine of the

Trinity by the First Table containing three com-
mandments. The schoolmen followed his example,
and accommodated the words of God to the legis-
lative requirements of their new divinity, progres-
sive development, which terminated in the Church
of Rome, in compelling them to command what He
strictly prohibits. (See Ussher's Answer.)

" Hath God himself any where declared this to be

only an explication of the first commandment? Have
the prophets or Christ and His apostles ever done it?

Ho\v then can any man's conscience l>e safe in this

matter? For it is not a trifling controversy whether
it be a distinct commandment or an explication of the

first; hut the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the wor-

ship of images depends very much upon it, for if it be

only an explication of the first, then, unless one takes

images to be gods, their worship is lawful, and so the

heathens were excused in it, who were not such idiots;

but if it be a new and distinct precept, then the wor-

shipping any image or similitude becomes a grievous
sin, and exposes men to the wrath of God in that

severe manner mentioned in the end of it. And it is a

great confirmation that this is the true meaning of it,

because all the primitive writers* of the Christian

Church not only thought it a sin against this com-
mandment, but insisted upon tlie force of it against
those heathens who denied that they took their images
for gods ; and, therefore, this is a very insufficient

account of leaving out the second commandment (that
the people are in no danger of superstition or idolatry
by it.)." Stillingfleet's Doctrines of the Ckurch of Rome,
25. Of the Second Commandment.

" If God allow the worship of the represented by
the representation, he would never have forbidden that

worship absolutely, which is unlawful only in a certain

respect." Ibid. Answer to the Conclusion.

With your permission I shall return to this sub-

* Thus St. Augustine himself: " In the first com-
mandment, any similitude of God in the figments of
men is forbidden to be worshipped, not because God
hath not an image, but because no image of Him ought
to he worshipped, but that which is the same thing
that He is, nor yet that for Him but with Him." See
what is further cited from Augustine by U^sher in his**

ject, not of Images, but of the Second Command-
ment, in reply to MR. GATTY'S Queries on the
division at present adopted by the Jews, &c.

T. JONES.
Chetham's Library, Manchester.

Mounds, Munts, Mount (Vol. iii., p. 187.).
If R. YV. B. will refer to Mr. Lower's paper on
the " Iron Works of the County of Sussex," in the
second volume of the Sussex Archaeological Col-

lections, he will find that iron works were carried
on in the parish of Maresfield in 1724, and probably
much later. It is therefore probable that the
lands which he mentions have derived their names
from the pit-mounts round the mouths of the pits

through which the iron ore was raised to the sur-

face. In Staffordshire and Shropshire the term
munt is used to denote fire-clay of an inferior

kind, which makes a large part of every coal-pit
mount in those counties. If the same kind of fire-

clay was found in the iron mines of Sussex, it is

not necessary to suggest the derivation of the
word munt.

I take this opportunity of suggesting to MR.
ALBERT YAY that the utensil figured in page 179.

of the above-mentioned* work is not an ancient

mustard-mill, but the upper part of an iron mould
in which cannon-shot were cast. The iron tongs,
of which a drawing is given in page 179., were

probably used for the purpose of drawing along a

floor recently cast shot while they were too hot to

be handled. V. X. Y.

San Graal (Vol. iii., pp. 224. 281.). Roque-
fort's article of nine columns in his Glos. de la L.

Rom., is decisive of the word being derived from
Sancta Cratera; of Graal, Greal, always having
meant a vessel or dish

;
and of all the old ro-

mancers having understood the expression in the

same meaning, namely, Sancta Cratera, le Saint

Graal, the Holy Cup or Vessel, because, according
to the legend, Christ used it at the Paschal Supper ;

and Joseph of Arimathea afterwards employed it

to catch the blood flowing from his wounds.

Many cities formerly claimed the honour of pos-

sessing this fabulous relic. Of course, as Price

shows, it was an old Oriental magic- dish legend,
imitated in the YVest. GEORGE STEPHENS.

Stockholm.

Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke (Vol. iii.,

pp. 262. 307.). It has been asserted that the

second part of this epitaph was written by Lady
Pembroke's son ; among whose poems, which were

published in 1660, the whole piece was included.

(Park's Walpole, ii. 203. note , Gifford's Ben.

Jomon, viii. 337.) But it is notorious, that no
confidence whatever can be placed in that volume

(see this shown in detail in Mr. Hannah's edit, of

Poems by Wot ton and Raleigh, pp. 61. 63.) ;
nor

have we any right to distribute the two parts be-

tween different authors. There are at least four
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old copies of the whole ; two in MSS. which are

referred to by Mr. Hannah ; the one in Pembroke's
Poems ; and the one in that Lansdowne MS.,
where it is ascribed to William Browne. Brydges
assigned it to Browne, when he published his

Original Poems, from that MS. at the Lee Priory
Press in 1815, p. 5. Upon the whole, there seems
to be more direct evidence for Browne than any
other person. K.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

A History of the Articles of Religion : to which is

added a Series ofDocuments from A. D. 1536 to A.D. 1615;

together with Illustrations from Contemporary Sources,

by Charles Hardwick, M. A ,
is the title of an octavo

volume, in which the author seeks to supply a want long

felt, especially by students for Holy Orders ; namely,
a work which should show not the doctrine but the his-

tory of the Articles. For, as he well observes, -while

many have enriched our literature by expositions of the

doctrine of the Articles,
" no regular attempt has been

made to illustrate the framing of the Formulary itself,

either by viewing it in connection with the kindred pub-
lications of an earlier and a later date, or still more in its

relation to the period out of which it originally grew."
This attempt Mr. Hardwick has now made very suc-

cessfully ;
and it is because his book is historical and

not polemical, that we feel called upon to notice it,

and to bear our testimony to its interest, and its value

to that "
large class of readers who, anxious to be ac-

curately informed upon the subject, are precluded
from consulting the voluminous collectors, such as

Strype, Le Plat, or Wilkins." Such readers will find

Mr'. Hardwick's volume a most valuable handbook.

A practical illustration that " union is strength," is

shown by a volume which has just reached us, entitled,

Reports and Papers read at the Meetings of the Architec-

tural Societies of the Archdeaconry of Northampton, the

Counties of York and Lincoln, and of the Architectural

and Archaeological Societies of Bedfordshire and St. Alban's

during the Year MDCCCL. Presented gratuitously to the

Members. Had each of these Societies, instead of join-

ing with its fellows, put forth a separate Report, the

probability is, it would not only have involved such

Society in'an expense far beyond what it would be justi-

fied in incurring, but the Report itself would not have

excited half the interest which will now be created by
a comparison of its papers with those of its associate

Societies; while, with the reduced expense, the be-

nefit of a larger circulation is secured. The volume

is one highly creditable to the Societies, and to the

authors of the various communications which are to be

found in it.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson (191. Piccadilly) will

be engaged on Monday and two following days in the

Sale of a Library rich in works on every branch of what

is now known as Folk Lore and Popular Antiquities,

and which may certainly, and with great propriety, be

styled
" a very curious collection." The mere enu-

meration of the various subjects on the title-page of

he Catalogue, ranging, as they do, from Mesmerism

and Magic, to Celestial Influences, Phrenology, Physi-
ognomy, &c., might serve for the Table of Contents to
a History of Human Weakness.

BOOKS RECEIVED Neander's History of the Planting
and Training ofthe Christian Church by the Apostles, trans-
latedfrom the third edition of the original German byj. E.
Ryland, is the fourth volume of the Standard Library
which Mr. Bohn has devoted to translations of the writ-

ings of Neander ; the first and second being his Church

History, in two volumes, and the third his Life of Christ.

Cosmos, a Sketch of the Physical Description of the

Universe by Alexander Von Humboldt, translatedfrom the

German by E. C. Otte, vol. iii., is the new volume of
Bohn's Scientific Library, and completes his edition of
the translation of the great work of the Prussian philo-

sopher.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. Adam Holden's (60. High

Street, Exeter) Catalogue Part XXXI. of Books in

every Department of Literature; J. Wheldon's (4.
Paternoster Row) Catalogue Part III. for 1851, of a
valuable Collection of Topographical Books; J. Row-
sell's (28. Great Queen Street) Catalogue No. XLIII.
of a select Collection of Second-hand Books.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

DIANA (ANTONINUS) COMPENDIUM RESOLUTIONEM MORALIUM.
Antwerp.- Colon. 1G34-57.

PASSIONAEL EFTE DAT LEVENT DER HEruGEN. Folio. Basil, 1522.
CARTARI LA ROSA D'ORO PONT'FICIA. 4to. Rome, 1681.

BROEMEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZEN DEH EKSTEN CHRISTEN. Jena,
1705.

THE COWPLAVNT OF SCOTLAND, edited by Leyden. 8vo. Edin.
1801.

THOMS' LAYS AND LEGENDS OF VARIOUS NATIONS. Parts I. to

VII, 12mo. 1834.

L'ABBE DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJET DE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite, de 1'Origine, des Droits. des Bornes et des diflcrentes

Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de 1'Auteurde

Telemafjue. 2 Vols. I2mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.
The same. Second Edition, under the title

" Essai Philosophique
sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

PULLEN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM, 8vo.
COOPER'S (C. P.) ACCOUNT OF PUBLIC RECORDS, 8vo. 1822. Vol. I.

LINGARD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Sm. 8vo. 1837. Vols. X.
XI. XII. XIII.

MILLER'S (JOHN, OF WORCESTER COLL.) SERMONS. Oxford, 1831

(or about that year).
WHARTON'S ANGLIA SACRA. Vol. II.

PHEBUS (Guston, Conte de Foix), Livre du deduyt de la Chassc.
TURNER'S SACRED HISTORY. 3 vols, demy 8vo.
KNIGHT'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. IV. Com-
mencing from Abdication of James II.

LORD DOVER'S LIFE OF FREDERICK THE GREAT. 8vo. 1832. Vol.11.

LADIES' DIARY FOR 1825 AND 1*2(5.

"V* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,

to be sent to Mil. BELL. Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

t0

QUIDAM. I'ernon's Anglo-Saxon Guide should be followed vp
by Thorpe's Analectaawd Anglo-Saxon Gospels.

SILENUS. If our correspondent will refer to our First Volume,
{

p. 177. 203. 210. 3-10., and our Second Volume, p. 3., he will find >

\e history of the well-known couplet from the Musarum Deliciffi,

" For he that fights, and runs away,
May live to tight another day,"

fully illustrated.

WRITING PAPER. Will our correspondent, who sometime since
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sent us a specimen manufactured at Penshurst, favour us for the

information of another correspondent withthe name of the maker f

RECORD OF EXISTING MONUMENTS. II 'e hope next week to return
to this important subject. In the meantime, Mr. A. J. Dimkin, of
Dartford, announces that the first part of his MONUMENT. ANGLIC.
it in the press, and will be published in, July.
REPLIES RECEIVED. Meaning of Crambe Ex Pede Herculean
Cardinal Azolin Charles Lamb's Epitaph Poem on the

Grave Bunyan and the Pistons of Hell Coifabtas Coptic
Language Denediciie Amicus Plato Doctrine of the Resur-
rection Registry of Dissenting Baptisms The Bellman
Babington's Conspiracy Epitaph Quotations Prayer of
Mary Queen of Scots Roberta Sph&ria Ob Blake Fatnilt/

To endeavour oneself Cart fit-fore tlm Horse Anonymous Ra-
vennas Family of Sir J. Banks Mind your P's and Q's
Mazer Wood.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
tellers and Ncujsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Muay of the country Booksellers, fyc.,

we, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

Errata. Page 380. col. 1. lines 12. and 13. for " Prichard"
read " Richards ;" p. 389., in the Query on the " Biake Family,"
for

"
Bishop's Hall" read "

Bishop's Hwll ;" p. 390. col. 2. 1. 29.,
for "fragments

"
read "payments;" and 1.30., for "South

Green" read ' South Lynnj" p. 393. col. 2. 1. 11., for"Twmers"
jead " Tanners."

MECHI'S MANUFACTURES.

MR.
MECHI respectfully informs his Patrons, the

Public, that his MANUFACTURES at the GREAT EXHIBI-
N will be found in the GALLERY at the NORTH-EAST CORNER of the

TRANSEPT.
4. Leadenhall Street, London, May 2, 1851.

P.S In order to afford room for the great accession of Stock which
Mechi has provided to meet the demand consequent upon the anticipated
influx of visitors to London during this season, he has fitted up an addi-
tional Show Room of great splendour, and made other improvements, to
which he earnestly invites public attention,

In 2 Vols., price ?.> with Portrait and numerous Illustrations,

pHAUCER'S CANTERBURY TALES, and other
\J Poems ; with a Life of the Author ; Remarks on his Language
and Versification : a Glossary and Index ; and a concise History of
English Poetry.

London : G. BEROER, and all Booksellers.

Now ready,

SIR
REGINALD MOHUN. Cantos L, II., III.

By GEOROE JOHN CAYI.EY. Part IV. 7s. 6d.
" Has a vivid and prolific fancy, great humour, brilliant imagery and

depth of feeling. Sir Reginald Mohun, in truth, is a production finished
of its kind both in style and power." Daily New*.
" A vehicle for presenting the writer's views of society, exactly after

the manner of the latter part of Don Juan." Spectator.
" The work of a man of genius, full of fine poetry, and as amusing as

a novel." Gardener's and farmer's Journal.
" A picture in verse of society as it is."-Sunday Times.
" We part from our author with the warmest good wishes for his

journey on the path to fame and honours, which we feel certain he will
merit." Taid Magazine,

WILLIAM PICKEBINO, 177. Piccadilly.

Price 4s. 6d., cloth, a new and enlarged Edition of

OMNOLISM and PSYCHEISM; or, the Science
of the Soul, and the Phenomena of Nervation, as revealed by

smerism, considered Physiologically and Philosophically ; including
tes ot Mesmeric and Psychical Experience. By JOSEPH WILCOX

HADDOCK, M.D. Second and enlarged Edition, illustrated by Engrav-
ings of the Brain and Nervous System.
*** This Edition contains much new matter of considerable interest,

relative to Clairvoyance, together with Experiments in Chemistry in
connection with the Researches of Baron Von Reiehenbach.

HODSON, 22. Portugal Street, Lincoln's Inn ; and all other Booksellers.

TOPOGRAPHY. J. WHELDON'S New CatalogueA of Books for Sale on English and Welsh Topography, Local His-
,&c., is just published, and may be had Gratis on Application, or

sent by Post on the receipt of a Stamp.

London : JOHN WHELDON, 4. Paternoster Row.

NEW WOBKS.

The Traveller's Library.

LONDON in 1850 and 1851. By J. R. M'CuL-
LOCH. Reprinted from the "

Geographical Dictionary." 16mo. One
Shilling.

FORESTER and BIDDULPH'S RAMBLES in
NORWAY in 1818 and 1819. Map, Plates, and Woodcuts. 8vo. 18s.

MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY
TREASURY: A portable Entycloprcdia of the Belles-Lettres. Fcp.
8vo. 10s. j bound, 12s.

SIR HENRY THOS. DE LA BECHE'S GEO-
LOGICAL OBSERVER. In Onp large Volume; with many Woodcuts.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL
HISTORY, or Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature. Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8vo. 10s.; bound, 12s.

THE REV. C. MOODY'S EDITION OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT, with complete Marginal Harmony. Part II.

completing the Work. 4to. 13s.

MARIE-MADELEINE" : a Tale, translated, from
the French, by LADY MARY Fox. With Illustrations engraved on
Wood. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

SMEE'S PROCESS OF THOUGHT ADAPTED
TO WORDS AND LANGUAGE. Describing the Relational and
Differential Machines. 8vo. 7s.

LOGIC FOR THE MILLION : a familiar Ex-
position of the Art of Reasoning. By a Fellow of the Royal Society.
12mo. 6s.

A TREATISE OF EQUIVOCATION. Edited,
from an Original MS,, by DAVID JARDINE, Esq,, Barrister-at-Law.
Fcp, 8vo. 5s.

THE THEORY OF REASONING. By SAMUEL
BAILEY, 8vo. 7. 6d,

ROWTON'S DEBATER : A Series of Debates,
Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion. Second Edition
(1851). Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE
and LIBRARY of REFERENCE : A Compendium of General Know-
ledge. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. ; bound, 12s.

THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; with Sketches
of their Lives, &c. By EDWARD Foss, F.S.A., of the Inner Temple.
Vols. III. and IV. 8vo. [Early in June.

MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY.
New Edition, corrected and extended to the Year ISil. Fcp. 8vo., 1C. i

bound, Ut.

LIFE OF EDWARD'BAINES, late M.P. for
Leeds. By his SON. With Portrait engraved in line by W. Greatbach.
8vo. 9s.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES. Illustrated with
161 Plates by D. MACLISE, R.A. Imperial 8vo., 63a. ; morocco, 4Z. 14.6t7.{
Proofs, 61. 6s.

THOMSON'S SEASONS. Edited by BOLTON
CORNEY, and illustrated by the Etching Club. Square crown 8vo., 21s. j

morocco, 36s.

LORD HOLLAND'S FOREIGN REMINIS-
1NCES. Second Edition (1851) ; with Fac-simile of Autograph of
.poleou. Post 8vo., 10s. 6d.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF HISTORY.
Comprising a separate History of Every Nation. Fcp. 8vo., 10s. ;

bound, 12s.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.
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ON THE PROPOSED RECORD OF EXISTING MONUMENTS.

Although disappointed in the hope we had enter-

tained of being, by this time, in a position to announce
that some decided steps had been taken to carry out, in

a practical manner, the great scheme of preserving a

record of our existing Monuments, we are gratified at

being enabled to bring under the notice of our readers

several communications which show the still increasing
interest which is felt upon the subject-

The first, by Sir Thomas Phillipps, besides some

valuable information upon the matter immediately

under consideration, contains several very useful sug-

gestions upon other, though kindred points,

In approving of the design mentioned in your
" NOTES "

by MR. DUNKIN, it has surprised me
that in no one of the communications which you
have there printed is any allusion to the mul-

titude of inscriptions already collected, and now

preserved in the British Museum and other

libraries A list of what are already copied
should frst be made, which would considerably

abridge the labour of collecting. For instance,

the whole of Gloucestershire has been preserved

by Bigland, and nearly two-thirds of these have

been printed. I should recommend his plan to be

adopted, being multum in parvo, as to the head-

stones in the churchyards, and the clearest for

reference by its alphabetical order of parishes. He
copied them about 1780; so that now seventy

years remain to be obtained. His collection would
make two, or at most three, volumes folio, by which

we can form an approximate idea as to the extent

for the kingdom, which I estimate at one hundred

volumes for the forty counties, because some of

these are very small, and many monuments have

been destroyed by the barbarous Gothlike conduct

of church renovators and builders. (A propos of

which conduct, I believe they are liable to an

action at law from the next of kin : at all events,

it is sacrilege.) In many county histories, all the

monuments inside the churches, up to nearly the

date of the publication, have been printed, as in

Nichols's Leicestershire. I have myself printed the

greater part of those for Wiltshire ;
but some are

incorrectly printed, not having been collated ;
for

I merely printed a few as handbooks to accompany
me in my personal correcting survey of each

church at another time. I have also printed as far

as letter " E "
of Antony a Wood's and Hinton's

Oxfordshire Monuments, of which, I believe, MR.
DUNKIN has a MS. copy. Now, it would be use-

less to reprint those which have been printed ; con-

sequently I should imagine twenty-five or thirty

volumes, on Bigland's plan, would comprise all the

villages ;
and I should imagine five or ten volumes

VOL. III. No. 83.
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at most would comprise all the capital towns.

Allow me here to suggest the absolute necessity of

taking "Notes" of the residence, parentage, and
kindred of every one of the families of that vast tide

of emigration now quitting our shores ;
and I call

Lord Ashley's and Mr. Sidney Herbert's attention

to it. These poor people will, many of them, be-

come rich in half a century ; will then probably die

without a kindred soul in America to possess their

wealth ;
and their next of kin must be sought for

in the mother land, where, unless some registered
memorial of their departure and connexions is

kept, all traces of their origin may be lost for ever.

It was the neglect of an act like this which has

involved the beginning of nations in such profound
obscurity. It was the neglect of such a register
as I here propose, that makes it so difficult now for

the American to discover the link which actually
connected him with England. There is a corporate

body, long established in this country, whose sole

occupation is to make such registers ;
but at pre-

sent they confine themselves to those called gentle-
men. Why not make them useful as registers of

the poor, at a small remuneration for entering each

family. These poor, or their descendants, will

some day become gentlemen, and perhaps not

ashamed of their ancestry, although they may de-

rive it through poverty. How gratified they may
feel to be able, by means of this proposed registry,

clearly to trace themselves to Great Britain (once
the mistress of half the world), when their now

adopted country has risen up in her place, and the

mother has become subject to the daughter.
And then, too, how valuable will Americans and

Canadians, Australians and New Zealanders, find

the proposed Monumentarium of ME. DUNKIN.
THOS. PHILLIPPS.

Middle Hill, April, 1851.

The next is from a frequent contributor to our

pages, and we have selected it for publication from

among many which we have received promising as-

sistance in the carrying out of the great scheme,

because it shows very strikingly how many of the me-

morials, which it is the. especial object of that scheme

to preserve, have disappeared within the last few years.

Your valuable remarks on this head have in-

duced me to send you a few observations in the
same direction. You have justly said that the
means by which the object can be accomplished
fall into the three distinct operations of Collection,

Preservation, and Publication. The first will re-

quire the help of all antiquaries throughout the

kingdom who will volunteer their services, and of
the clergymen resident in country parishes. Where
possible, it would be well to find a co-operator in

every county town, who would undertake the col-

lection of all ancient memorials in his own district,

either by personal inspection, or by the aid of the

clergy. For this county we have, forttmately, a
record of all or most of the monuments existing in

the time of James I., published in Burton's History.
Besides the monuments, there are also mentioned
the coats of arms preserved in the churches. In
the useful and voluminous work of Nichols, the
record is brought down nearly to the commence-
ment of the present century. But in late years,

many ancient memorials have been removed alto-

gether, or displaced. A day or two ago, I found

only one monument in a village church, where
Burton says there were two in his time. The
chancel of St. Martin's Church, Leicester, a few

years ago, contained a large number, of which

many have been placed elsewhere, in order to
"
improve

"
the appearance of this part of the

edifice. I believe a list of the monuments is pre-
served somewhere. This kind of proceeding has

been carried on very generally throughout the

country since the desire for "church restoration"

has prevailed, and has led to great alterations in

the interiors of our old parish churches. I should

be happy to lend a helping hand in the collections

for Leicester and the neighbourhood. JAYTEE.

From our next communication, it will be seen that

the Scottish Antiquaries, whose zeal and intelligence

in the preservation and illustration of objects of na-

tional interest, are beyond all praise, are working in

the same direction ; and although we have not seen the

Origines Parochiales, we can readily believe in the great

value of a work of such a character when undertaken

by the Baanatyne Club.

It may interest some of your "Monumental"
and "

Ecclesiological
"

correspondents to be in-

formed that in 1834 there was collected and pub-
lished by D. Macvean, bookseller, Glasgow, a

volume of Epitaphs and Monumental Inscriptions

in Scotland. Also, that there has just been pub-
lished by Lizars, Edinburgh, for the Bannatyne
Club, the first volume of the Origines Parochiales

Scotice.

The former of these books (Epitaphs, &c.) is

perhaps of no great value, being badly selected and

worse arranged; but the latter (Origines, &c.)

seems to be exactly such a work as W. J. D. R.

(Vol. iii., p. 314.) has in his mind's eye for

England.
Y.

A correspondent, MERCURII, has also directed our

attention to a small volume, published in 1848, by one

of the most valued contributors to our own columns,

MR. DAWSOK TURNER, under the title of Sepulchral

Reminiscences of a Market Town, as afforded by a List

of the Interments within the Walls of the Parish Church

of St. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, collected chiefly from

Monuments and Gravestones still remaining, June, 1845.

This little volume may be regarded as a public tosti-
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mony on the part of MR. DAWSON TURNER to the value

of the plan under consideration, and there are few anti-

quaries whose opinions are entitled to greater respect

upon this or any other point to which he has devoted his

talents and attention. Can we doubt, then, the success

of a plan which has met with such general approbation,

and is undertaken with so praiseworthy an object, ao

phject which may well be described in the words which

\Veever used when stating the motive which led him

to undertake the publication of his Funeral Monuments,

Viz.,
" To check the unsufFerable injury, offered as well

to the living as to the dead, by breaking down and

almost utterly ruinating monuments with their epitaphs,

and by erasing, tearing away, and pilfering brazen in-

scriptions, by which inhumane deformidable act, the

honorable memory of many virtuous and noble persons,

deceased is extinguished, and the true understanding-

of divers families is so darkened, that the course of

their inheritance is thereby partly interrupted."

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. VIII.

The Star Min Al Auwd.

Adam Scrivener, if ever it thee befall

Boece, or Troilus, for to write newe,
Under thy long locks thou mayst have the Sjcull

But, after my making, thou write more trew
j

So oft a day I mote thy worke renew,
It to correct, and eke to rubbe and scrape,
And all thorow thy negligence and rape."

Chaucer to his own Scrivener.

If, during his own lifetime, and under his own eye,

poor Chaucer was so sinned against as to provoke
tjiig humorous malediction upon the head of the

delinquent, it cannot be a matter of surprise that,
in the various hands his text has since passed
through, many expressions should have been per-
verted, and certain passages wholly misunderstood.
And when we find men, of excellent judgment in

other respects, proposing, as Tyrwhitt did, to alter

Chaucer's words to suit their own imperfect com-

prehension of his meaning, it is only reasonable to

suspect that similar mistakes may have induced

Qarly transcribers to alter the text, wherever, to

th,eir wisdom, it may have seemed expedient.
Now I know of no passage more likely to have

been tampered with in this way, than those lines

of the prologue to the Persones Tale, alluded to
at the close of my hist communication. Because,
supposing (which I shall afterwards endeavour to

prove) that Chaucer really meant to write some-

thing to this effect :
"
Thereupon, as we were en-

tering a town, the moon's rising, with Min al auwa
in Libra, began to ascend (or to become visible),"

and supposing that his mode of expressing this

had been,

" Therewith the mone's exaltacioun,
In libra men alawai gan ascende,

AS we were entrying at a towne's end:"

in such a case, what can be more probable than
that some ignorant transcriber, never perhaps
dreaming of such a thing as the Arabic name of
a star, would endeavour to make sense of these,
to him, obscure words, by converting them into

English. The process of transition would be easy ;

"mia" or "men" requires little violence to be-

come " mene "
(the modern *' mean "

with its

many significations), and "al au\va" (or "alwai," as

Chaucer would probably write it) is equally iden-

tical with "
alway." The misplacement of "Libra

"

might then follow as a seeming necessity ; and
thus the line would assume its present form,

leaving the reader to. understand it, either with

Urry, as,

" I mene Libra, that is, I refer to Libra ;''

or with Tyrwhitt :

" In mene Libra, that is, In the middle of Libra,"

Now, to Urry's reading, it may be objected that

it makes the thing ascending to be Libra, and does
not qf necessity imply the moon's appearance
above the horizon. But since the rising of the

moon is a visible phenomenon, while that of Libra
is theoretical, it must have been to the former
Chaucer was alluding, as to something witnessed

by ths whole party as they
" Were entrying at a towne's end ;"

or otherwise this latter observation would have no

meaning.
The objection to Tyrwhitt's reading is of a more

technical nature the moon, if in the middle of

Libra, could not be above the horizon, in the

neighbourhood of Canterbury, at four o'clock p. M.,
in the month of April. Tyrwhitt, it is true,
would probably smooth away the difficulty by
charging it as another inconsistency against his

author; but I and I hope by this time such
readers of "NOTES AND QUERIES" as are interested

in the subject have seen too many proofs of

Chaucer's competency in matters of science, and
of his commentator's incompetency, to feel dis-

posed to concede to the latter such a convenient
method of interpretation.
But there is a third objection common to both

readings that they do not satisfactorily account
for the word "

alway ;" for although Tyrwhitt
endeavours to explain it by continually,

" was

continually ascending," such a phrase is by no
means intelligible when applied to a single ob-

servation.

For myself, I can say that this word "alway"
was, from the first, the great difficulty with me
and the more I became convinced of the studied

meaning with which Chaucer chose his other ex-

pressions, the less satisfied I was with this ;
and
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the more convinced I felt that the whole line had
been corrupted.

In advocating the restoration of the reading
which I have already suggested as the original

meaning of Chaucer, I shall begin by establishing
the probability of his having intended to mark the

moon's place by associating her rising with that of

a known fixed star a method of noting phe-
nomena frequently resorted to in ancient astro-

nomy. For that purpose I shall point out another

instance wherein Chaucer evidently intended an

application of the same method for the purpose of

indicating a particular position of the heavens ;
but

first it must noted, that in alluding to the Zodiac,
he always refers to the signs, never to the constel-

lations in fact, he does not appear to recognise
the latter at all ! Thus, in that palpable allusion

to the precession of the equinoxes, in the Franke-
leine's Tale

" He knew ful wel how fer Alnath was shove
From the hed of thilke fixe Aries above :"

by the hed of Aries, Chaucer did not mean.the
os frontis of the Ram, whereon Alnath still shines

conspicuously, but the equinoctial point, from
which Alnath was shove by the extent of a whole

sign.
This being premised, I return to the indication

of a point in the ecliptic by the coincident rising
of a star ;

and I contend that such was plainly
Chaucer's intention in those lines of the Squire's
Tale wherein King Carnbuscan is described as

rising from the feast :

" Phebus hath left the angle meridional,
And yet ascending was the beste real,

The gentle Leon, with his Aldryan."

"Which means that the sign Leo was then in the
horizon the precise degree being marked by the
coincident rising of the star Aldryan.

Speght's explanation of "
Aldryan," in which he

has been copied by Urry and Tyrwhitt, is "a
star in the neck of the Lion." What particular
star he may have meant by this, does not appear ;

nor am I at present within reach of probable
sources wherein his authority, if he had any, might
be searched for and examined ; but' I have learned
to feel such confidence in Chaucer's significance of

description, that I have no hesitation in assuming,
until authority for a contrary inference shall be

produced, that by the star "
Aldryan

"
he meant

REGULUS, not the neck, but the heart, of the
Lion

1st. Because it is the most remarkable star in

the sign Leo.
2nd. Because it was, in Chaucer's time, as it

now is, nearly upon the line of the ecliptic.
3rd. Because its situation in longitude, about

two-thirds in the sign Leo, just tallies with
Chaucer's expression ''yet ascending," that is,

one-third of the sign was still below the horizon-

Let us examine how this interpretation consists

with the other circumstances of the description.
The f'este-day of this Cambuscan was "The last

idus of March" that is, the 15th of March
"
after the yere

"
that is, after the equinoctial

year, which had ended three or four days pre-

viously. Hence the sun was in three degrees of
Aries confirmed in Canace's expedition on the

following morning, when he was "in the Ram foure

degrees yronne," and his corresponding right
ascension was twelve minutes. Now by "the angle
meridional" was meant the two hours inequall

immediately succeeding noon (or while the u
1st

House" of the sun was passing the meridian), and
these two hours may, so near the equinox, be
taken as ordinary hours. Therefore, when "Phebus
hath left the angle meridional," it was two o'clock

P.M., or eight hours after sunrise, which, added
to twelve minutes, produces eight hours twelve

minutes as the ascending point of the equi-
noctial. The ascending point of the ecliptic would

consequently be twenty degrees in Leo, or within

less than a degree of the actual place of the star

Regulus, which in point of. fact did rise on the

15th of March, in Chaucer's time, almost exactly
at two in the afternoon.

Such coincidences as these could not result

from mere accident; and, whatever may have been

Speght's authority for the location of Aldryan, I

shall never believe that Chaucer would refer to

an inferior star when the great
" Stella Regia

"

itself was in so remarkable a position for his

purpose assuming always, as a matter of course,

that he referred his phenomena, not to the country
or age wherein he laid the action of his tale, but

to his own.

This, then, is the precedent by which I support
the similar, and rather startling interpretation I

propose of these obscure words " In mena Libra

alway."
There are two twin stars, of the same magni-

tude, and not far apart, each of which bears the

Arabic title of Min al auwa ; one (/3 Virginis) in

the sign Virgo the other (8 Virginis) in that of

Libra.

The latter, in the south of England, in Chaucer's

time, would rise a few minutes before the autumnal

equinoctial point, and might be called Libra Min
al auwa either from that circumstance, or to dis-

tinguish it from its namesake in Virgo.
Now on the 18th of April this Libra Min al

auwa would rise in the neighbourhood of Canter-

bury at about half-past three in the afternoon, so

that by four o'clock it would attain an altitude of

about five degrees not more than sufficient
^to

render the moon, supposing it to have risen with

the star, visible (by daylight) to the pilgrims
"
entrying at a towne's end."

It is very remarkable that the only year, per-

haps in the whole of Chaucer's lifetime, in which
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the moon could have arisen with this star on the

18th of April, should be the identical year to

which Tyrwhitt, reasoning from historical evidence

alone, would fain attribute the writing of the

Canterbury Tales. (Vide Introductory Discourse,
note 3.)

On the 18th of April, 1388, Libra Min al auwa,
and the moon, rose together about half-past three

p. M. in the neighbourhood of Canterbury ;
and

Tyrwhitt, alluding to the writing of the Canter-

bury Tales,
" could hardly suppose it was much

advanced before 1389 !

"

Such a coincidence is more than remarkable
it is convincing : especially when we add to it

that 1388 "is the very date that, by a slight and

probable injury to the last figure, might become
the traditional one of 1383 !

"

Should my view, therefore, of the true reading
of this passage in Chaucer be correct, it becomes
of infinitely greater interest and importance than
a mere literal emendation, because it supplies that

which has always been supposed wanting to the

Canterbury Tales, viz., some means of identifying
the year to which their action ought to be at-

tributed. Hitherto, so unlikely has it appeared
that Chaucer, who so amply furnishes materials
for the minor branches of the date, should leave
the year unnoted, that it has been accounted for

in the supposition that he reserved it for the un-
finished portion of his performance. But if we
consider the ingenious though somewhat tortuous
methods resorted to by him to convey some of the
other data, it is by no means improbable that he

might really have devised this circumstance of the
moon's rising as a means of at least corroborating
a date that he might intend to record afterwards
in more direct terms. A, E. B.

P. S. Since writing the foregoing I have ob-

tained, through the kindness of Mr. Thorns, the
several readings of the lines commented upon
in six different MSS. in the British Museum.
And I have great satisfaction in finding that five
out of the six confirm my hypothesis, at least with

respect to the uncertain spelling of "
alway." The

readings in respect of the two words are these :

1 meene - -
alweye.

In mena - -
alway.

I mene - -
allweye.

In mene - -
allwey.

I mene - - alweie.
I mene - -

alwaye.
I acknowledge that, from the first, if I could

have discovered a probable interpretation of
"mene" as an independent word, I should have
preferred it rather than that of making it a part
of the Arabic name, because I think that the star
is

sufficiently identified by the latter portion of its

name " Al auvva," and because the preservation of
"mene" in its proper place in the line would afford

a reading much less forced than that I was obliged
to have recourse to. Now it very singularly

happens that in " NOTES AND Q.UERIBS
"

of this

day (page 388.) I find, upon the authority of
A. C. M., that there is an Armorican word "menex"
or "mene," signifying a summit or boundary.
Here is an accidental, though most probable,

original of the Chaucerian "
mene," because the

moon's place in longitude at the time specified
was precisely on the verge or boundary of Libra :

or even in the sense "summit" the word would
be by no means inappropriate to that point of a

sign in the ecliptic which first emerges from the

horizon ; with such a reading the lines woidd
stand thus, which is a very slight change from
their presentform :

"
Then, with the mone's exaltacioun

In menez Libra, AI,WAI gan aseende,
As we were entrying at a towne's end."

Perhaps A. C. M. would be good enough to cite

his authorities for the word "
mene,"

" menez "

in the signification of " summit "
or "

margin
"

with examples, if possible, of its use in these or

kindred senses.

And perhaps some Arabic scholar will explain
the name " Min al auwa," and show in what way
the absence of the prefix

" Min" would affect it ?

A. E. B.

TRADITIONS FROM REMOTE PERIODS THROUGH FEW
LINKS.

In some of your former numbers (Vol. iii.,

pp. 206. 237. 289.) allusions have been made by
your correspondents, showing that traditions may
come down from remote periods through very
few links. Having myself seen a man whose father

lived in the time of Oliver Cromwell, I trust I

shall be excused for stating some particulars of
this fact, which I think will be considered by
your readers as one of the most remarkable on
record. In the year 1844 died James Horrocks,
a small farmer, who lived at Harwood, a short

distance from Bolton, in Lancashire, having com-

pleted his hundredth year. This circumstance,

however, was not so remarkable as that of his

own birth, his father, William Horrocks, having
been born in 1657, one year before the death of

Cromwell, and having married in 1741, at the

advanced age of eighty -four, a second wife, a

young and buxom woman of twenty-six, by
whom he had one child, the above James Hor-

rocks, born March 14, 1744, and baptized at

Bradshaw Chapel, near Bolton.

It is believed that the first wife of William
Horrocks had been employed in the well-known

family of the Chethams, at Castleton Hall, near
Rochdale (a branch of that of Humphrey Che-

tharn), by whom they were both much respected ;

and soon after the second marriage, he and his
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youthful wife were sent for to Castleton Hall by
the Chethams, by whom they were treated with

much kindness ;
and the remarkable disparity of

years in their marriage having no doubt created

great interest, a painter was employed to take

their portraits, which are still in existence, with

the ages of the parties at the time, and the dates,
when taken, painted upon them.

I paid the son, James Horrocks, more than one

visit, and on the last occasion, in company with

James Crossley, Esq., of Manchester, the Reve-
rend Canon Parkinson, Principal of St. Bees' Col-

lege, and one or two other gentlemen, I took my
son with me. It happened to be the very day on

which he completed his hundredth year, and we
found him full of cheerfulness and content, ex-

pecting several of his descendants to spend the

day with him. I possess a portrait in crayons
of this venerable patriarch, taken on that day
by a very clever artist, who accompanied us

on our visit, and which is an extremely faithful

likeness of the original. Should it please Provi-

dence to spare my son to attain to his seventieth

year, he also will be enabled, in the year 1900, to

say that he luis seen a man whose father lived in

the time of Oliver Cromwell ;
thus connecting

events, with the intervention of one life only, com-

prehending a period of very nearly two centuries

and a half.

P. S. A very interesting narrative of all the

facts of this case was published in the Manchester
Guardian a few years ago, comprising many
curious particulars not noticed by myself, a copy
of which I shall be glad to send you, if you think

it worthy of insertion in " NOES AND QUERIES."
THOMAS CORSER.

Stand Rectory.

[We afccept with tha*ik$ the offer of otir valued cor-

respondent.]

DR. YOUNG S NARCISSA.

A pamphlet was recently published at Lyons
and Paris, by a Monsieur de Terrebasse, intending
to prove that, the daughter-in-law of Dr. Younir,
so pathetically lamented by him in the Night
Thoughts under the poetical name of "

Narcissa,"
was not clandestinely buried at Montpellier ;

that

Dr. Young did not steal a grave for her from the

Roman Catholics of that city ;
and that conse-

quently the celebrated and touching episode in

Night III. is purely imaginary. This opinion of
M. de Terrebasse, first given to the world by him
in 1832, and now repeated, has been controverted

by the writer ofah article in the Gazette Medicale
of Montpellier. The tomb, it is said, of Elisabeth

Lee, Dr. Young's daughter-in-law, was discovered

a few years since at Lyons ; and M. de Terrebasse
endeavours to prove, from that circumstance, and
from a comparison of facts and dates, that this

Elisabeth Lee was the * Narcissa
"
of the poet.

Not having seen M. de Terrebasse's pamphlet, and

being indebted to the Journal des Savants for this

brief account of it, it seems difficult to discover
from it how M. de Terrebasse can pretend so

summarily to invalidate the solemn and touching
assertions of the poet, which assuredly are any-
thing but flights of fancy.
"
Deny'd the charity of dust to spread
O'er dust ! a charity their dogs enjoy,
What could I do? what succour? what resource?

With pious sacrilege a grave I stole;

With impious piety that grave I wrong'd ;

Short in my duly, coward in my griff!
More like her murderer than friend, I crept
With soft suspended step, and muffled deep
In midnight darkness, whisper'd my last sigh."

Niglit Thoughts ; Narcissa.

In the notes to an edition of the Night Thoughts^

printed in 1798, by C. Whittingham, for T. llep-
tinstall

" It appears," it is stated,
"
by the extract of a letter

just printed, that in order to obtain a grave, the Doctor

bribed the under gardener, who dug the grave, and let

him in by a private door, bearing his beloved daughter,

wrapped up in a sheet, upon his shoulder. When lie

had laid her in this hole he sat down, arid, as the man

expressed it,
' rained tears.' It appears also, that

some time previous to this event, expecting the cata-

strophe, he had been seen walking solitarily backward

in this garden, as if to find the most solitary spot tot

his purpose." See Ecang. Mag., Nov. 1797.

I do not know what authority this letter quoted
from the Evang. Mag. may possess. J. M.

Oxford, May 20.

Curious Epitaph. The following lines are on a

stone in Killyleagh churchyard. I have a faint

recollection of seeing a similarly constructed epi-

taph in Harris's History of the County of Down,
which was perhaps composed by the same person.
Is any of your readers acquainted with any En-

glish inscription in the same style ?

"
Mysta, fidelis, amans, colui, docui, relevavi,

Numen, oves, inopes, pectore, voce, manu.

Laude orbem, splendore polum, cineresque beatos,

Fama illustravit, rnens cblit, urna tenet."

It will 'easily be seen that the first,
^
fourth,

seventh, and tenth words are to be read in con-

nexion, as are those that follow these, and those

next in succession.

The person on whose tomb the lines occur Was
j

the Rev. William Richardson, who died in 1670,

having been minister of Killyleagh for twenty-one j

years. By the way, is not mysta a strange designa-
'

tion for a Presbyterian minister ? I should think

it would be now considered as objectionable as

sacerdos. E.H.D.D.'

Killyleagh, co. Down.
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The Curse of Scotland (Vol. i., pp. 61. 90. ;

Vol. iii., p. 22.).

" The queen of clubs is called in Northamptonshire
Queen Bess, perhaps, because that queen, history says,

was of a swarthy complexion ; the four of spades, Ned
Stokes, but why I know not ; the nine of diamonds,
the curse of Scotland, because every ninth monarch of

that nation was a bad king to his subjects. I have

been told by old people, that this card was so called

long before the Rebellion in 1745, and therefore it

could not arise from the circumstance of the Duke of

Cumberland's sending orders, accidentally written upon
the card, the night before the battle of Culloden, for

General Campbell to give no quarter."

The above extract from a communication to the

Gentleman s Magazine for 1791, p. 141., is quoted
in Mr. Singer's Researches into the History of
Playing Cards, p. 271.; but the reason assigned

by the writer does not explain why the nine of

diamonds should have acquired the name in ques-
tion. The nine of any other suit would be equally

applicable. L.

The Female Captive : a Narrative of Facts
ichich happened in Barbary in the Year 1756.

Written by Herself, 2 vols. 12mo. Lond., 1769.
Sir William Musgrave has written this note in the

copy which is now in the library at the British

Museum :

" This is a true story. The lady's maiden name
was Marsh. She married Mr. Crisp, as related in the

narrative. But he having failed in business went to

India, where she remained with her father, then agent
Victualler at Chatham, during which she wrote and

published these little volumes. On her husband's
success in India, she went thither to him.

" The book having, as it is said, been bought upr lady's friends, is become very scarce."

Y.S.

Pictorial Antiquities. The following memoran-
dum, in the autograph of Edward, Earl of Oxford

(the Harleian collector), seems worth preserving :

*' A picture of Edward IV. on board at Kensington.
" A whole length of him at St. James's, in a night-

gown and black cap.
A portrait of his queen in the Ashmolean Museum
xford.

Jane Shore at Eaton (sfc).

Richard III. at Kensington.
" Picture of Henry V. and his family at Mr. West's.
A picture of Mabuse at St. James's, called Al-

bert Durer.
" Matthew Paris with miniatures, in the British

Museum.
" William of Wickham's Crozier at Oxford.
" Greek enamellers in the reign of the two Edwards.
" An old altar-table at Chiswick; Lord Clifford

and his lady kneeling ; Consecration of Thomas a
Becket at Devonshire House, both by Van Eyck.""

Froissart illuminated, wherein is a miniature of
Richard II., in the Museum."

One might have thought that these notes were
made for the use of Horace Walpole's History of
Painting; but their writer, the second Lord Oxford,
died in June, 1741, long before Walpole could
have thought of such matters. They perhaps may
afford clues to other antiquaries. C

ENGLISH POEMS BY CONSTANTINE HUYGHENS.

It is probable that some of your friendly cor-

respondents in Holland may have it in their power
to indicate where the English verses of Constan-
tine Huyghens are to be found which he refers to
in his Koren Bloemen, 2de Deel, p. 528. ed. 1672,
where he has given Dutch translations with the

following superscriptions :
" Aen JofFw Utricia

Ogle, uyt mijn Englesh;" and "Aen Me-Vrouwe
Stanhope, met mijn Heilige dagen, uyt mijn
Engelsh."

Huyghens appears to have had a thorough
knowledge of our language, and his very interest-

ing volume contains translations of twenty of Dr.
Donne's poems, very ably rendered, considering
the difficulty of the task. He refers to this in his
address to the reader, and says that an illustrious

Martyr [Charles L] many years since had de-
clared that he could not have believed that any
one could have successfully accomplished it.

Huyghens confesses that the Latinisms with which
our language abounds, had given him much to
wrestle with

;
and that it was difficult to express

in pure Dutch such words as ecstasy, atomy, in-

fluence, legacy^ alloy, &c. The first stanza of the

song,
" Go and catch a falling Star," may perhaps

be acceptable to some of your readers, who may
not readily have access to the book :

* Gaet en vatt een Sterr in 't vallen,
Maeckt een' Wortel-mensch * met kind,

Seght waer men al den tijd die nu verby is vindt,
En wie des Duyvels voet geklooft heeft in twee ballen :

Leert my Meereminnen hooren,
Leert my hoe ick 't boose booren,
Van den Nijd ontkommen moet,

En wat Wind voor-wind is voor een oprecht gemoed."
One more example of his translation, from the

epigram on Sir Albertus Morton, may be al-

lowed, as it is short :

" She first deceased ; he for a little tried

To live without her ; liked it not, and died."
"
Sy stierf voor uyt: hy pooghd' haer een' wijl tijds

te derven,
Maer had geen' sin daer in, en ging oock Hggen

sterven." ' . i

Considering the affinity of the languages, and
the frequent and constant intercourse with Hoi-

Mandrake.
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land, it is singular that we should have to reproach
ourselves with such almost total ignorance re-

specting the literature of that country. With the

exception of the slight sketch given by Dr. Bow-

ring of its poetical literature, an Englishman has

no work to which he can turn in his own language
for information ;

and Dutch books may be sought
for in vain in London. The late Mr. Heber
when in Holland did not neglect its literature,

and at the dispersion of his library I procured a

few valuable Dutch books; among others, the very
handsome volume which has given rise to this note.

It contains much interesting matter, and affords

a most amiable picture of the mind of its distin-

guished author, who lived to the very advanced

age of ninety-one. There is a speaking and living

portrait of him prefixed, from the beautiful graver
of Blotelingk, and a view of his chateau of Hofwyck,

with detailed plans of his garden, &c. He was

secretary to three successive princes of Nassau,
accountant to the Prince of Orange, and Lord of

Zuylichem; and lived in habits of friendly inter-

course with almost all the distinguished men who
flourished during his long and prosperous life.

His son is well known to the world of science as

the inventor of the pendulum.
Translations of three or four of Constantino

Huyghens' poems are given by Dr. Bowring in his

Batavian Anthology. And the great Vomdel pro-
nounees his volume to be

** A garden mild of savours sweet,

Where Art and Skill and Wisdom meet ;

Rich in its vast variety
Of forms and hues of ev'ry dye."

S. W. SINGER.

THE REV. MR. GAY.

The very interesting notices which you have

often given us of the truly great and inestimable

Locke, induce me to trouble you with an inquiry
relative to a philosophical writer, who followed in

his school, I mean the Rev. Mr. Gay, the author

of the Dissertation prefixed to Bishop Law's trans-

lation of King's Origin of Evil. It is sufficient

evidence of the importance of that Dissertation,

that it put Hartley upon considering and deve-

loping the principle of association, into which

principle he conceived, and endeavoured to prove,
that all the phenomena of reasoning and affection

might be resolved, and of which Laplace observes,

that it constitutes the whole of what has yet been

done in the philosophy of the human mind ;

" la

partie reelle de la metaphysique
"

(Essai Philo-

sophique sur les Probability, p. 224. ed. 1825).
Of this Mr. Gay, I have not yet been able to

learn more than that he was a clergyman in the

West of England ; but of what place, of what

family, where educated, of what manner of life, or

what habits of study, no biographical or topo-

graphical reading has hitherto furnished me with

any information. I should feel greatly indebted
to any of your readers who would give the clue to
what is known or can be known about him. It is

probably within easy reach, though I have missed
it. The ordinary biographical dictionaries make
no mention of him. EDWARD TAGART.

North End, Hampstead, May 19. 1851.

Minor
Carved Ceiling in Dorsetshire. In the south of

Dorsetshire there is a house (its name I do not

remember) which has a beautifully carved ceiling
in the hall. This is said to have been sent from

Spain by a King of Castile, who, being wrecked
on this coast, and hospitably entertained by the

owners of the mansion, took this method of show-

ing his gratitude. Can any of your readers inform
me what king this was, or refer me to any work in

which I may find it ? JERNE.

Publicans' Signs. Will any of your readers

inform me whether the signs of publicans were
allowed to be retained by the same edict which
condemned those of all other trades ? ROVEBT.

To a T. What is the origin of the phrase;
and of that " To fit to a T. ?" (Query, a " T
square" = ad amussim.) A.A. D.

Skeletons at Egyptian Banquet. Where did

Jer. Taylor find this interpretation of the object
of placing a skeleton at the banqueting table :

" The Egyptians used to serve up a skeleton to their

feasts, that the vapours of wine might be restrained

with that bunch of myrrh, and the vanities of their

eyes chastened by that sad object,"

Certainly not in Herodotus, 2, 78. ; which

savours rather of the Sardanapalian spirit :

"
Eat,

drink, and love the rest's not worth a fillip!"

Comp. Is. xxii. 13., 1 Cor. xv. 32. A. A. D.

Gloves (Vol. i., pp. 72. 405.; Vol. ii., p. 4.;

Vol. iii., p. 220.). Blount, in his Law Dictionary,
fo. 1670, under the title

"
Capias Utlagatum,"

observes :

" At present, in the King's Bench, the outlawry can-

not be reversed, unless the defendant appear in person,

and, by a present of gloves to the judges, implore and

obtain their favour to reverse it."

Perhaps some of your correspondents may be

able to state when the practice of presenting gloves
to the judges on moving to reverse an outlawry in

the King's Bench was discontinued. The statute

4 & 5 Will, and Mar. c. 18., rendered unnecessary
a personal appearance in that court to reverse an

outlawry (except for treason or felony, or where

special bail was ordered). C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, March 24. 1851.

Knapp Family in Norfolk and Suffolk. I should

be much obliged to any Norfolk or Suffolk anti-
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quary who would give me information as to the

family of Knapp formerly settled in those counties,

especially at Ipswich, Tuddenham, and Needham
Market in the latter county. My inquiries have

not discovered any person of the name at present

residing in any of these places; and my wish is to

learn how the name was lost in the locality ;

whether by migration and if so, when, and to

what other part of the county; or if in the female

line, into what family the last heiress of Knapp
married; and, as nearly as may be, when either of

these events occurred ? G. E. F.

To learn by "Heart" Can you give any account

of the origin of a very common expression both in

French and English, i. e.
"
Apprendre par caur,

to learn by heart?"" To learn by memory would be

intelligible. A SUBSCRIBER TO YOUR JOURNAL.

Knights. At some periods of our history the

reigning monarch bestowed the honour of knight-
hood, 1306, Edward I.; at other times, those in

possession of a certain amount of property were

compelled to assume the order, 1254. Query, Was
there any difference in rank between the two
sorts of knights ? B. DE. M.

Supposed Inscription in St. Peter's Church,
Home. When at school in France, some twenty
years ago, I was informed that the following in-

scription was to be found in some part of St. Peter's

Church in Rome :

"
Nunquam amplius super hanc cathedram cantabit

Gall us."

It appears that the active part taken by the
French in fomenting the great schism of the Church

during the fourteenth century, when they set up
and maintained at Avignon a Pope of their own
choosing, had generated an abhorrence of French
interference in the Italian mind

;
and that, when

the dissensions were abated by the suspension of

the rival Popes, the ultramontane cardinals had

posted up this inscription to testify their desire for

the exclusion of French ecclesiastics from the Papal
chair. In one respect the prediction remains in

force to this day ; for I believe I am correct in

saying that no Frenchman has worn the triple
crown for the last 450 years. But that portion of
it which is implied in the second meaning of
"
Gallus," has been woefully belied in our time

by the forcible occupation of Rome by a French

army, on which occasion the Gallic cock had all

the "crowing" to himself.
I have never had an opportunity of ascertaining

the existence of this inscription, and shall be

obliged to any correspondent of " NOTES AND
QUERIES" who will afford information on the

subject. HENRY H. BREE*.
St. Lucia, April, 1851.

Rag Sunday in Sussex. Allow me to ask the

explanation of "
Rag Sunday

"
in Sussex. I

lately saw some young gentlemen going to school

at Brighton, who had been provided with some
fine white handkerchief's, when one observed

they would not stand much chance of escape on
"
Rag Sunday." He then told me that each boy,

on tlie Sunday but one preceding the holidays,

always tore a piece of his shirt or handkerchief
off and wore it in the button-hole of his jacket as

his "
rag." When a boy, I remember being com-

pelled
to do the same when at school at Hailsham

in Sussex, and all boys objecting had their hats

knocked off and trod on. H. W. D.

Northcge Family. Can any one tell me the

county and parish in which the family of Northege
were located in the sixteenth century ? E. H. Y.

A Kemble Pipe of Tobacco. In the county of

Herefordshire, the people call the last or con-

cluding pipe that any one means to smoke at a

sitting, a Kemble pipe. This is said to have origin-
ated in a man of the name of Kemble, who in the

cruel persecution under Queen Mary, being con-

demned for heresy, in his walk of some miles from
the prison to the stake, amidst a crowd of weeping
friends and neighbours, with the tranquillity and
fortitude of a primitive martyr, smoked a pipe of
tobacco! Is anything known of this Kemble? and
where can I find any corroboration of the story
here told ? EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/T.

Durham Sword that killed the Dragon In the

Harleian MS. No. 3783., letter 107., Cosin, in de-

scribing to Sancroft some of the ceremonies of his

reception at Durham, mentions " the sword that

kitted the dragon" as a relic of antiquity intro-

duced on the occasion. I should feel obliged, if

you, or any of your antiquarian readers, could

kindly refer me to some tolerably full account of

the ceremony alluded to, or throw any light upon
the meaning of the custom in question, the origin
and history of the sword, and the tradition con-

nected with it. J. SANSOM.

" At Sixes and Sevens
"
(Vol. iii., p. 1 18.). May

not this expression bear reference to the points in

the card-game of piquet ? G. F. G.

May not this expression have arisen from the

passage in Eliphaz's discourse to Job ?

" He shall deliver thee in six troubles; yea, in seven

there shall no evil touch thee." Job : v. 19.

A.M.

Mr. Halliwell, in his Dictionary of Archaic and

Provincial Words, vol. ii. p. 724 ,
thus explains

this phrase :

" The Deity is mentioned in the Townehy Mysteriei,

pp. 97. 118., as He that ' sett alle on seven,' i. e., set or

appointed everything in seven days. A similar phrase

at p. 85. is not so evident. It is explained in the

No. 83.
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Glossary, to set things in, to put them in order ;' but

it evidently implies, in some cases, an exactly opposite

meaning, to set in confusion, to rush to battle, as in

the following examples.
' To set the steven, to agree

upon the time and place of meeting previous to some

expedition,' West and Cumb. Dial. p. 390. These

phrases may be connected with each other. Be this

as it may, hence is certainly derived the phrase to be at

sixes and set-ens, to be in great confusion. Herod, in

his anger at the wise men, says :

" ' Bot be they past me by, by Mahowne in heven,
I shalle, and that in hy, set alfe on sex and seven ;

Trow ye a kyng as I wyll suffre thaym to neven

Any to have mastry bot myself fulle even.'

Towndey Mysteries, p. 143.

" ' Thus he settez on sevene with his sekyre knyghttez.'
Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln', f. 76.

" ' The duk swore by gret God of hevene,
Wold my hors so evene,
Zet wold I sett nil one seven

Ffor Myldor the swet !

'

Degrevant, 1279.
" < Old Odcombs odnesse makes not thee uneven,

Nor carelesly set all at six and seven.'

Taylor's Workes, 1630, ii. 71."

J. K. R. W.
[Six and seven make the proverbially unlucky

number thirteen, and we are inclined to believe that

the allusion in this popular phrase is to this combina-

tion.]

Swabbers. There is a known story of a clergy-
man who was recommended for a preferment by
some great men at court to an archbishop. His
Grace said,

" He had heard that the clergyman
used to play at whist and swobbers ; that as to play-

ing now and then a sober game at whist for pastime,
it might be pardoned ;

but he could not digest
those wicked swobbers;" and it was with some

pains that my Lord Somers could undeceive him.

So says Swift, in his Essay on the Fates of
Clergymen ; and a note in Sir W. Scott's edition

(1824, vol. viii. p. 231.) informs us that the primate
was "

Tenison, who, by all contemporary accounts,
was a very dull man." At the risk ofbeing thought
as dull as the archbishop, I venture to ask for an

explanation of the joke. J. C. R.

[Johnson, under " Swobber "
or "

Swabber," gives,
" 1. A sweeper of the deck;" and "2. Four privileged
cards that are only incidentally used in betting at the

game of whist." He then quotes this passage from

Swift, with the difference that he says
"
clergymen."

Were not the cards so called because they
"
swept the

deck "
by a sort of "

sweep-stakes?'']

HandeTs Occasional Oratorio. Will DB. RIM-

BAUJ/T, or some other musical correspondent of

your journal, enlighten us as to the true meaning
of the name Occasional Oratorio, prefixed to one
of Handel's compositions, of which no one that I

have ever met with has heard more than the

overture ? This composition has become almost

universally known from the foolish practice which
used to prevail of performing it as an introduction
to Israel in Egypt, or any other work to which its

composer had purposely denied the preliminary
of an overture ; a practice now happily exploded,
which seems to have had its origin in a misinter-

pretation of the name ; as though Handel had
written the overture to suit any occasion when one

might be needed, instead of, as I am rather disposed
to believe, having some particular occasion in

view for which the oratorio was composed. E. V.

[Surely, if there is no Occasional Oratorio to he

found, the Overture must mean that it was to be used
on occasion. Our correspondent does not seem to know
the word as it is used hy writers of a century ago, for
" Occasional Sermons" or services, &c. The question
is simply one of fact. Is there an Oratorio? Every-
body knows the overture. The writer of this note re-

members being horrified, when a freshman, at hearing
the fugue brt-ak forth in the College Chapel, was pon-

dering in his mind whether it was Drops of Brandy,
or the Rondo in the Turnpike- Gate, both then popular

tunes.]

ArcJibishop Waldebys Epitaph. W. W. KING
would be obliged by a perfect copy of the inscrip-
tion on the monumental brass of Archbishop Wal-

deby in Westminster Abbey.

[The brass is engraved in Harding's Antiquities of
Westminster Abbey ; but it appears that one half of the

following inscription, which was formerly round the

verge of the brass, has now been torn away:
" Hie fuit expertus in quovis jure Robertus,
De Waldeby dictus nunc est sub marmore strictus;

Sacre Scripture Doctor fuit, et geniture

Ingenuus Medicus et plebis semper amicus
Presul Adurensis posthoc Archas Dublinensis

Hinc Cicestrensis, tandem Primas Eborensis

Quarto kalend. Junii migravit cursibus anni

Sepultus milleni ter C. septem Nonies quoque deni.

Vos precor, Orate quod sint sibi dona beate

Cum sanctis vite requiescat et hie sine lite."

Weever, in his Funeral Monuments, quotes the fol-

lowing description of him from a MS. account of the

Archbishops of York, in the Cottonian Collection :

" Tune Robertus ordinis fratris Augustini
Ascendit in cathedram primatis Paulini,

Lingua scientificus sermonis latini

Anno primo proximat vite sue fini,

De carnis ergastulo presul evocatur

Gleba sui corporis Westminstre humatur."]

Versiegan. Will any of the contributors to

your valuable miscellany be kind enough to inform

me if there are any engraved portraits of the quaint
old antiquary Richard Verstegan, the author of a

curious work, entitled A Restitution of Decayed

Intelligence f The portraits may be common, but

living in the country, and at a distance from town,

I have no friend from whom I can glean the re-

quired information. Can my informant at the
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same time acquaint me with the best edition of his

work ? There was one printed at Antwerp in

1605. J. S. P. (a Subscriber.)

[Our correspondent will find a notice of Verstegan's
work in page 85. of this volume. The first edition

was printed at Antwerp in 1605, and was reprinted at

London in 4to. in 1634, and in 8vo. in 1655 and 1673.

The first edition is deservedly reckoned the best, as

well on account of containing one or more engravings,
afterwards omitted, as also for the superiority of the

plates, those in the subsequent editions being very
indifferent copies. No portrait of the author is noticed

either by Granger or Bromley.]

t Royal Library. In the new edition of Boswell's

fe of Johnson (published by the proprietors of
the Illustrated London News), in the National Il-

lustrated Library, the editor, in reference to the

library of King George III. (which is generally
understood to have been presented to the nation

by George IV., and which is recorded to have
been given, in an inscription placed in that magni-
ficent hall), has appended the following note :

" It has recently transpired that the government of
the day bought the library of George IV., just as he
was on the eve of concluding a sale of it to. the Emperor
of Russia."

Can any of your readers inform me if this is

correct, and whether the nation have really paid
for what has always been considered a most worthy
and munificent present from a monarch to his

subjects ? I trust to hear that the editor has been
misinformed. J. S. L.

[The nation certainly never paid one farthing for

this munificent present. Tiie Russian Government
offered, we believe, to purchase the library j and this

is probably the origin of the statement in the note

quoted by our correspondent.]

I HUGH HOJJLAND ANB HIS WORKS.

An accidental circumstance having led me to

re-peruse the article entitled Hugh Holland and
his works (Vol. ii., p. 2G5.), I feel myself called

on, as a lover of facts, to notice some of the state-

ments which it contains.

1.
" He was born at Denbigh in 1558." He
born at Denbigh, but not in 1558. In 1625

thus expressed himself:

Why was the fatal 1 spinster so vnthrifty ?

To draw my third four yeares to tell and fifty !

"

2. " In 1582 he matriculated at lialiol College,
Jxtbrd." He did not quit Westminster School

till 1589. If he ever pursued his studies at Baliol

College, it was some ten years afterwards.
3.

" About 1590 he succeeded to a fellowship at

Trinity College, Cambridge."
elected from. Westminster to

In 1589 he was
a scholarship in

Trinity College, Cambridge not .to a fellowship.
At a later period of life, he may have succeeded
to a fellowship.

4. "Holland published two works: \.~Monu-
menta sepulchralia Sancti Pauli, London, 1613, 4to.

2. A cypress garland etc., London, 1625, 4to."

Hugh Holland was not the compiler of the first-

named work : the initials H. H admit of another

interpretation. This, however, is a very pardon-
able oversight. I could give about twenty au-
thorities for ascribing the work to Hugh Holland.

5. The dates assigned to the Monumenta Sancti

Pauli are "
1613, 1616, 1618, and 1633

"
Here

are three errors in as many lines. The first edition

is dated in 1614. The edition of 1633, which is

entitled Ecclesia Sancti Pavli illvstrala, is the

second. No other editions exist.

6.
" Holland also printed a copy of Latin verses

before Alexander's Raxana, 1632." No such work
exists. He may have printed verses before the

Roxana of W. Alabaster, who was his brother-

collegian.
The authorities which I have consulted are

Fuller, Anthony & Wood, Henry Holland, son of
the celebrated Philemon Holland, Hugh Holland,
and Joseph Welch

;
and in

submitting
the result

of my researches to critical examination, I must
commend the writer of the article in question for

his continued efforts to produce new facts, and to

explode current errors.

Insensible as modern critics may be to the

poetical merits of Hugh Holland, we find him de-

scribed by Camden as one of the most pregnant
wits of those times } and he certainly gave a notable

proof of his wit for fame is that which all hunt

after in contributing some lines to Mr. William

Shakespeares comedies, histories, and tragedies.
On that account, if on no other, the particulars

of his life should be inquired into and recorded.

His Cypress garland, a copy of which I possess, is

rich in autobiographical anecdote; and I have
collected some of his fugitive verses, a specimen
of which may amuse. As one of the shortest, I

transcribe the lines which he addressed to Giles

Farnaby, a musical composer of some eminence, on
the publication of his Canzonets to fowre voyces,
A. B. 1598.

" M. Hu. Holland to the author.

I would both sing thy praise, and praise thy singing,
That in the winter nowe are both a-springing ;

But my muse must be stronger,
And the daies must be longer.

When the sunne 's in his bight with j
e
bright Bar-

naby,
Then should we sing thy praises, gentle Farnaby."

BOIYTON CORNET.
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TUB MILESIANS.

(Vol. iii., p. 353.)

In reply to W. R. M., who asks for information

respecting the round towers of Ireland, I beg to

refer him to Dr. P-etrie's essay on the Ecclesiastical

Architecture of Ireland, in which he will find a

full discussion of the origin, uses, and history of

the round towers.

In reference to the Milesians and other early
colonists of Ireland, he will find the most authen-

tic ancient traditions in the Irish version of the

Historia Britonum of Nennius, lately published by
the Irish Archaeological Society of Dublin, with a

translation and notes, by the Rev. J. ILTodd, D.D.
The same volume contains also some very curious

and valuable notes by the Hon. A. Herbert.

What W. R. M. says about the pronunciation of

certain names of towns in Ireland, as confirming
the tradition of a Milesian colony from Spain, is a

complete mistake. The pronunciation of gh to

which he alludes, exists only amongst the English

(or Anglicised natives) who are unable to pro-
nounce the guttural ch or gh of the Celtic Irish,

and have substituted for it the sound of h, or the

sound of the Spanish j, to which W. R. M. refers.

Besides this, every philologist knows that the

present language of Spain had no existence at the

period to which the Milesian invasion of Ireland

must be referred. It is true that on the west

coast of Ireland some families among the peasantry
retain many of the characteristic features of mo-
dern Spaniards ;

but this circumstance is due to

an intercourse with Spain of a much more recent
date than the Milesian invasion, and is therefore

no evidence of that event. It is well known that

considerable trade with Spain was carried on at

Galway and other ports of western Connaught,
two centuries ago, and that many Spanish families

settled in Ireland, or intermarried with the natives,

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

To remove W. R. M.'s mistaken impression that

Drogheda, Aghada., &c,, are names of Spanish
origin, it may be well to inform him, first, that the

gh in such names is not sounded like the Spanish
j, except, as I have said,, by (I was on the point
of -writing foreigner,?}, 'but I mean by those who
are unable to pronounce our Celtic guttural as-

pirates. Secondly, that Drogheda, Aghada, &c.,
are names significant in the Irish language and

perfectly well understood, and that as now written

they are not seen in their correct orthography, but
in an Anglicised spelling intended to represent to

English ears the native pronunciation. In the
last century Drogheda was usually written Tredagh
in English; but the word in its proper spelling is

Droichet -atha, the bridge of the ford, trajectum
vadi. There are many places in Ireland named
from this word Droichet, which is no doubt the
Latin trajectum, the same which forms a part of

the name of Utrecht (Ultrajectuin), and other

towns on the continent.

The word Agha, properly Achadh, signifies a

field, and enters into the composition of hundreds
of topographical names in Ireland. But in every
case the gh (or ch, as it properly is) is pronounced

gutturaily by the peasantry; the h or Spanish^'
sound is a modern Anglicised corruption.
On the subject of Irish proper names of places

and persons a vast body of curious and valuable

information will be found in the publications of

the Irish Archaeological Society, and also m
O'Donovan's splendid edition or the Annals of
the Four Masters. HIBERNICUS.

We mere Irish assume to be descended from a

Phoenician colony ;
the word Milesian is not Irish,

the families so designated being known in the

Irish language only as
" Clonna Gael" (I spare

the English reader the mute consonants, which

would rather bother him to get his tongue round).
Our tradition is, that the leader of the said

colony saw Ireland from a tower, still said to

exist near Corunna ;
he bore the style of Mileadle

Spaniogle, for which no better translation is of-

fered than " the soldier of Spain." His brothers

and sons, the chief himself having deceased, are

said to have conducted the expedition to Ireland
;

and if your correspondent wishes for a full ac-

count of their adventures, he should consult

Keating's History of Ireland, which will, at all

events, afford him some amusement.

As to the round towers, Mr. Petrie's book on

The Ecclesiastical Antiquities or Architecture of
Ireland has set that question at rest. He has

shown that they are undoubtedly Christian build-

ings intended as Bell-houses, which their name in

Irish signifies ;
and further, probably, for the safe

keeping of the sacred vessels, &CM in time
_of

war

or tumult. It is unfortunately too certain that

agitation was always rife in - Ireland. On all

points connected with Irish antiquities, the safest

and best reference is to the Secretary of the

Royal Irish Academy, Dublin. If this answer

attract any of your correspondents to visit the

museum of that establishment, I venture to pro-

phecy that they will account themselves well re-

paid for their trouble, even though they should

miss visiting the Great Exhibition thereby.
KERRIEXSIS.

THE TANTiiONY.

(Vol. iii., pp. 105. 229. 306.)

I remember hearing a worthy citizen of Nor-

wich remark, that it was very odd there should

be three churches in the city called after saints

vwfcose names began with the letter T. Having
been myself resident in that city many years,
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without being aware of this fact, I took the liberty
of inquiring to which three he alluded ;

when I was

unhesitatingly told,
"
Why, Sain Tandrew's, Sain

Taustin's, and Sain Tedmund's, to be sure !

" Let
me then be allowed to repeat ARUN'S question, and

to ask,
" Why not Tanthony for Saint Anthony ?

"

The same worthy citizen was once sheriff of

Norwich, and, as is, or haply was, the custom, for

I know not how these matters are managed now-

a-days, went forth in civic state to meet the

judges of assize. When their lordships were
seated in the sheriff's carriage, one of them cha-

ritably observed, "Yours, I believe, is a very
ancient city, Mr. Sheriff!

"
to which the latter, a

little flurried, no doubt, at being thus so pointedly
addressed, but in decided accents, replied,

" It

was ONCE, my Lord !

" And without stopping to

consider what was passing in his mind when he

gave utterance to these somewhat ambiguous
words, may we not take them up, and ask whether
it be not even so, not only as regards Norwich,
but most of her venerable sister towns as well ?

Where are their quondam glories their arts and
rare inventions their "

thoughts in antique
words conveyed

"
their " boast of heraldry

"

their pageantries and shows ? Where their high-

peaked gables their curiously wrought eaves
and overhanging galleries their quaint door-

ways, so elaborately carved, and all their other

cunning devices ?
" Modern Taste," with finger

pointed to the newest creation of her plaster

genius, triumphantly echoes the monosyllable,
and answers,

" Where ?
"

Well, we are perforce
content

; only with this proviso : if, fatigued with
the tinselled superficialities and glossy refinements
of the present, we are fain to " cast one longing
lingering look behind," and chance to light upon
some worthy illustrative memorial of the litera-

ture, the manners, or domestic life of the past,
that the spirit of Captain Cuttle's sage advice be
made our own, and that we forthwith transfer our

prize for the critical examination of "
diving

antiquaries
"

to the conservative pages of " NOTES
AND QUERIES." COWGLLL.

The Tanthony. Will your correspondent ARUN
permit me to refer him to an authority for the
use of the word " Tanton "

for St. Anthony ? An
hospital in York, dedicated to St. Anthony, after

the dissolution came into the possession of a gild
or fraternity of a master and eight keepers, who
were commonly called " Tanton Pigs." Vide
Drake's Eboracum, p. 315. A.

Tanthony Bell at Kimbolton. "
Tanthony

"
is

from St. Anthony. In Hampshire the small pig of
the litter (in Essex called " the cad ") is, or once
was, called " the Tanthony pig." Pigs were espe-
cially under this saint's care. The ensign of the
order of St. Anthony of Hainault was a collar of

gold made like a hermit's girdle; at the centre

thereof hung a crutch nnd a small bell of gold.
St. Anthony is styled, among his numerous titles,
" Membrorum restitutor," and " Dajmonis fuga-
tor:" hence the bell.

" The Egyptians have none but wooden bells, except
one brought by the Franks into the monastery of St.

Anthony." Itees' Cyclopaedia, art. Bell.

I hope ARTJN will be satisfied with this connexion
of St. Anthony with the pig, the crutch, and the
bell.

" The staff" in the figure of the saint at Merthyr
is, I should think, a crutch.

" The custom of making particular saints tutelars

and protectors of one or another species of cattle is still

kept up in Spain and other places. They pray to the

tutelar when the be-ist is sick. Thus St. Anthony is

for hogs, and we call a poor starved creature a Tantony
pig." Salmon's History of Hertfordshire, 1728.

A. HOLT WHITE.

May I venture to observe, in confirmation of
ARUN'S suggestion as to the origin of this term,
that the bell appears to have been a constant attri-

bute of St. Anthony, although I have tried in vain
to discover any allusion to it in his legend?

Frederick von Schlegel, in describing a famous

picture by Bramante d'Urbino (JSEhtketic and Mis-
cellaneous Works, p. 78.), mentions St. Anthony as

"carrying the hermit's little bell;" and Lord

Lindsay, in the Introduction to his Letters on
Christian Art (vol. i. p. 192.), says that St. An-
thony is known by

" the bell and staff, denoting
mendicancy." If this be the case, the bell at

Kimbolton was doubtless intended originally to

announce the presence of some wayfarer or men-
dicant. Tanthony is a common contraction for

St. Anthony, as in the term "a Tanthony pig;"
and a similar system of contraction was in use

amongst the troubadours, who put Na for Donna;
as Nalombarda for Donna Lombarda.
The bell carried by St. Anthony is sometimes

thought to have reference to his Temptations ;

bells being, in the words of Durandus,
" the trum-

pets of the eternal king," on hearing which the

devils "
flee away, as through fear." I think, how-

ever, that these words apply rather to church bells.

E. J. M.

PILGRIMS' ROAD TO CANTERBURY.

(Vol. ii., pp. 199. 237. 269. 316.)

I think those of your readers who are interested

in this Query will feel that the replies it has re-

ceived are not quite satisfactory, and I therefore

trust you will find some room for the following
remarks.

I would beg to ask, can there be any doubt
that from Southwark to Dartford, and from Ro-
chester to their destination, Chaucer and his fel-

low pilgrims journeyed along the old Roman way,
then for many centuries the great thoroughfare
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from London to the south-eastern coast, and which

for these portions of the route is nearly identical

with the present turnpike-road? The Tales

themselves make it certain that the pilgrims
started on this ancient way; for when the Host

interrupts the sermonising of the Reeve, he men-
tions Deptford and Greenwich as being in their

route :

"
Say forth thy tale, and tarry not the time,

Lo Depeford, and it is halfway prime;
Lo Greenewicb, there many a shrew is in,

It were all time thy tale to begin."

Shortly after leaving Dartford the turnpike-
road bends to the left, reaching Rochester by
Gravesend and Gadshill ;

whilst the Roman way,

parts of which are still used, was carried to that

city by Southfleet, and through Cobhain Park;
and it seems to me that the only question we have

to solve is, whether Chaucer followed the Roman

way throughout, or whether between Dartford

and Rochester he took the course of what is now
I

the turnpike-road. For I cannot but think it very

unlikely that, with a celebrated road leading al-

most straight as a line to Canterbury, the pilgrims
should either go many miles out of their way to

seek another, as they must have done, or run the

risk of losing themselves in a " horse- track."

In attempting to determine this point, your
readers will remember the injunction of Poins:

"
But, my lads, my lads, to-morrow morning by four

o'clock early at Gadshill ; there are pilgrims going to

Canterbury with rich offerings, and traders riding to

London with fat purses." Henry IV., Ft. I. Act I.

Sc. 2.

And Gadshill the robber tells his fellows :

" There's money of the king's coming down the hill;

'tis going to the king's exchequer." Act II. Sc. 2.

Here we learn, not only that in Shakspeare's time

the road between London and Canterbury was by
Gadshill, but also that the tradition was that the

pilgrims had been accustomed to travel that road.

We cannot, I think, be far out of the way in con-

cluding this to have been the road that Chaucer

selected, and thus have the satisfaction of con-

necting with it in an immediate and especial
manner the two greatest names in our literature ;

for, if he meant the only other road that seems at

all likely, he would, near Cobhain, pass within two

miles of this famed hill. Nor can there be much
doubt that so loyal a company, following a pious

custom, would tarry at Rochester, to make their

offerings on the shrine of St. William; if so,

among the many thousands who have trodden the

steps, now well-nigh worn away, leading to its

site, is there one individual whose presence here

we can recall with more pleasure than that of the

father of English poetry?
It is evident that the road mentioned by S. H.

(Vol. ii., p. 237.) is not Chaucer's road ; but I can

well understand why it should be called the " Pil-

grims' Road ;

"
nor should I be surprised to learn

that other roads in Kent are known by the same
name, for Chaucer tells us in the "Prologue" to

the Tales that
" From every shire's end

Of Engle-land to Canterbury they wend:"

and I need scarcely say that these widely scat-

tered pilgrims would not all traverse the country
by one and the same road, but that they would
select various routes, according to the different

localities from which they came. Hence, several

roads might be called "
Pilgrims' Roads."

From a paper which appeared in the AihencBwn
in 1842, and has since been reprinted in a separate
form, the writer of which I take to be identical

with the reviewer of Buckler's work referred to

by MR. JACKSON, I think we may gather that

what he speaks of as the " Old Pilgrims' Road" is

the Otford Road noticed by S. H. and M. (2.)
Messrs. Buckler's tract mentions no wayside
chapels in Kent.

It may not be uninteresting to add, that the au-

thor of Cabinet Pictures of English Life Chaucer
has expressed his firm belief, the grounds for which
must be sought in his work, that the "

Pilgrims'
Room" of the Tabard, now the Talbot, in South-

wark, whence these memorable pilgrims set forth,

must be at least as old as Chaucer, and that the

very gallery exists along which Chaucer and the

pilgrims walked. AHUN.

to iHtnor

Shakspeare's Use of
"
Captious" (Vol. ii., p. 854.;

Vol. iii., p. 229.). As W. F. S. does me the

favour to ask my opinion of his notion respecting
the passage in All's Well that Ends Well, I beg to

say that I am very glad to find he agrees with me
in regard to the signification of the word "

cap-

tious;" but that I cannot suppose, with him, that

Shakspeare wrote capatious in a passage in which

the metre is regular; for what sort of verse would
be

" Yet in this capatious and intenible sieve?
"

Surely W. F. S. has too good an ear to allow him
to fix such a line in Shakspeare's text. J. S. W.

Stockwell, April 3. 1851.

Inscription on a Clock (Vol. iii., p. 329.)-

The words written under the curious clock in

Exeter Cathedral, about which your correspondent
M. J. W. HEWETT inquires, and which are, or

were, also to be found under the clock over the

Terrace in the Inner Temple, London, are, in

truth, a quotation from Martial ;
and it is singular

that a sentiment so truly Christian should have

escaped from the pen of a Pagan writer :

"
They" (that is, the moments as they pass)

"
slip

by us unheeded, but are noted in the account against

us."

What could Chrysostoin or Augustine have said.
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stronger or better ? The whole epigram is so

good that I venture to transcribe it.

" AD MARTIALEM DE AGENDA. VITA BZATA.

" Si tecum mihi, care Martialis,

Securis liceat frut diebus,
Si disponere tempus otiosum,
Et verae pariter vacare vitze,

Nee nos atria, nee dornos potentum,
Nee lites tetricas, forumque triste

Nossemus, nee imagines superbas :

Sed gestatio, fabulae, libelli,

Campus, porticus, umbra, virgo, thermae;
Hasc essent loca semper, hi labores.

Nunc vivit sibi neuter, heu I bonosque
Soles eflfugere atque abire scntit ;

Qui nobis FEUEUNT, ET IMPUTANTUR.

Quisquam vivere cum sciat, moratur?
"

Lib. v. ep. 20.

W. (1)

[We are indebted to several other correspondents for

similar replies to this Query; and one, A. C. W., re-

marks that the epigram from which these lines are

quoted, is thus translated by Cowley :

Now to himself, alas ! does neither live,

But sees good suns, of which we are to give
A strict account, set and march thick away :

Knows a man how to live, and does he stay?"]

Authors of the Anti-Jacobin Poetry (Vol. iii.,

p. 348.). I knew all the writers, some of them

intimately ; and I have no doubt of the general

accuracy of MR. HAWKINS'S communication. The
items marked B are the least to be relied on. I

do not think Mr. Hammond, then Canning's col-

league as Under- Secretary of State, wrote a line,

certainly not of verse, though he no doubt assisted

his friend in compiling, and perhaps correcting ;

good offices, which obtained him an honourable
niche in the counter-satire issued from Brooke's,
and preserved from oblivion by having been re-

printed in the Anti-Jacobin to give more poignancy
to Canning's reply,

" Bard of the borrowed

lyre," &c.

The Latin verses "
Ipsa mali Hortatrix" were

the sole production of Lord Wellesley, and he

reprinted them a year or two before his death
;

Mr. Frere had no share in them : but, on the

other hand, Mr. Frere may have been, and I think

was, the author of the translation, "Parent of

countless crimes." Lord Wellesley certainly was
not ; for it was made after he had sailed for India.

With regard to Mr. Wright's appropriation of

particular passages of the longer poems to differ-

ent authors, it is obviously impossible that it

should be more than a vague conjecture. J know
that both Canning and Gilford professed not to be
able to make any such distribution

;
but both left

on my mind the impression that Canning's share of

the "New Morality"' was so very much the largest
as to entitle him to be considered its author.

Ought not Canning's verses to be collected ? C.

''Felix, quern faciunt" frc. (Vol. iii., p. 373.).

Though I cannot refer EFFIGIES to the original
author of this passage, the following parallels may
not be unacceptable to him :

"
Felix, quern faciunt aliorum cornua cautum,
Saepe suo, coelebs dixit Acerra, patri."

Joannis Audoeni, Epigr. 147. Lib. i. (nat. circa 1600.)

Again :

"
Felix, quicunque dolore

Alterius disces posse can-re tuo."

Tibul. lib. iii. 6. 43.

It is remarkable that the annotator on this

passage in the Delphin ed., Paris, 1685, p. 327.,

quotes the line in question thus: '* Consonat iliud :

Felix quern faciunt," &c , without giving the

authority.

Again :

" Periculum ex aliis facere, tibi quod ex usu siet."

Ter. Heaut. i. 2. 36. (Not 25., as in the Delphin Index.)

Again :

" Feliciter is sapit, qui periculo alieno sapit."

This passage is assigned to Plautus in the Sylloge
of Petrus Lagnerius, Francf. 1610, p. 312., but I

cannot find it in this author. C. H. P.

Brighton, May 12. 1851.

Perhaps it is hardly an answer to EFFIGIES to

tell him that the earliest occurrence of this line,

with which I am acquainted, is in a rebus be-

neath the device of the Parisian printer, Felix

Balligault, about the year 1496. Thus :

" Felix quem faciunt aliena pericula cautum.
Felici monumenta die felicia felix

Pressit : et haec vicii dant retinentve nihil."

The device is a fruit-tree, from which a shield

is suspended inscribed felix. Two apes are seated

at the foot of the tree. The thought is, however,
common to the wise and the witty of every age.
Menander has it thus :

"
jBA-eTTwc ireTrcu'Stuju' ets TO ruv &\\QJV Kaicd."

And Plautus :

" Feliciter sapit qui alieno periculum sapit."

Compare Terence, Heaut. i. 2. 36. :

" Periculum ex aliis facere, tibi quod ex usu siet."

And Diodorus Siculus, i. ab init.:

" Ka\bv yap T}) 8iWcr0ai rots rS>v a\\<av ayvo^affi

irpbs di6p6<acni' xprjaQai irapaSeiynacrt"

And Tibullus, lib. iii. eleg. vi. :

"
Felix, quicunque dolore

Alterius disces posse carere tuo."

These indications may perhaps put your cor-

respondent in the way of a more satisfactory an-

swer to his question. S. W. SINGER.

Church Bells (Vol. iii., p. 339.). Should the

following extract from Mr. Fletcher's Notes on

Nineveh have escaped the notice of MB. GATTT, it

may probably interest him :
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*'
During the following (12th) century Dionysius

Bar Salibi occupied the (Jacobite) patriarchal throne,
a man noted for piety and learning. He composed
several works on theological subjects, among which we
find a curious disquisition on bells, the invention of

which he ascribes to Noah. He mentions that several

histories record a command given to that patriarch to

strike on the bell with a piece of wood three times a

day, in order to summon the workmen to their labour
while he was building the ark. And this he seems to

consider the origin of church bells, an opinion which,
indeed, is common to other Oriental writers." Vol. ii.

p. 212.

E. H. A.

Chiming, Tolling, and Pealing (Vol. iii., p. 339).

Though the folio-wing has not, I fear, canonical

authority, nor is it of remote antiquity, still, as they
are not lines of yesterday, (hey may serve as one

Reply to MR. GATTY'S late Query on Chiming,
tolling, andpealing:

" To call the folk to church in time

We chime,
When joy and mirth are on the wing

We finff,

When we mourn a departed soul

We toll."

I think it probable (though I have no direct proof
of it) that the great bell, or tenor, was always
BUNG when a sermon was to be preached, which
was not the case when there was to be only
prayers. I believe it is so at this day at St. Mary's,
Oxford

;
it is very certain that the great bell,

being so rung, is in some places called the Sermon
Bell, though I remember two legends on tenor

bells, which seem to imply that they were in-

tended to call to prayers, viz. :

" Come when I call,

To serve God all."

" For Christ, his flock, I aloud do call,

To confess their sins, and be pardoned all."

The difference between ringing the tenor (or any
bell for prayers), and ringing it as a knell, is, that

in the latter case the bell is set at every pull or

stroke, which causes a solemnity in the sound very
different from . that produced by the very reverse

mode of ringing it. Oh! what language there is

in bells. In ringing, the bell is swung round
;
in

j

tolling, it is swung merely sufficiently for the

clapper to strike the side. Chiming is when more
bells than one are tolled in harmony; if this be

correct, to toll can be applied only when one bell

is sounded, and Home Tooke's definition of the

word, from tollere, to raise up, must be wrong j

(humiliter loquor).
With regard to the present use of the old !

Sanctus Bell, which is called at Ecclesfield Tom \

Tinkler, the same is often called the Ting Tang.
II. T. ElXACOMBE.

Clyd St. George.

Extraordinary North Briton (Vol. iii., p. 409.).
In answer to the inquiries of the reviewer in

the Athenceum of May 17, and your correspondent,
the writer of the Extraordinary North Briton
appears to have been an individual of the name of
William Moore, not, as apparently supposed, the

poet William Mason. I have, amongst a complete
series of the London newspapers of the day, a set
of the Extraordinary North Briton, beginning
Tuesday (May 10, 1768) and terminating with
the 91st

^

No. (Saturday, January 27, 1770).
Whether it was continued further I do not know.
The early numbers are published by Staples
Steare, 93. Fleet Street, and the subsequent ones

by T. Peat, 22. Fleet Street, and by William
Moore, 55., opposite Hatton Garden, Holborn.
The second and subsequent numbers are entitled,
The Extraordinary North Briton, by WM . In the last three numbers the W
M is altered to William Moore, and at the
end of each is

"
London, printed and sold by the

author, W. Moore, No. 22
,
near St. Dunstan's

Church, Fleet Street." In the 90th number is the

following advertisement :

" Mr. Moore thinks it highly incumbent on him to

acquaint the public, that Thomas Brayne (who was
his shopman all last winter) is now publishing a spu-
rious paper under the same title in Holborn ; that they
may not be deceived, Mr. Moore's name will be in

front of every paper he writes. He begs leave further
to add, that Brayne sold several papers last week in

his name, and told those who purchased them, that

they were wrote by Mr. Moore, and that he published
for him. In order that the public may not be de-

ceived by such low artifice, an affidavit of Brayne's
proceedings in this respect, will appear in the public
papers some time next week."

I have also the papers published by Brayne,
which are advertised at the end to be "Printed and
Published by T. Brayne. No. 55., opposite Hatton
/~1 i TT ,, .. J * ' ff.

Garden, Holborn.

^1
have referred to No. 4, for Friday, June 3,

1768, addressed to Lord Mansfield, noticed in the

Athenceum; but, with all due respect to the opinion
of the reviewer, I cannot see the slightest simili-

tude to the style of Junius. It appears to me to

be a very feeble performance, and by a very inferior

person. Indeed, the entire series of the Extra-

ordinary North Briton seems poor and flat when

compared with its predecessor, the original and
famous North Briton.

The attempt to show Mason to be Junius is

amusing and ingenious ;
but the reviewer has

evidently failed in persuading himself, and there-

fore, amidst the many startling improbabilities

by which such an attempt is encompassed, is

scarcely likely to gain many converts to such a

theory. JAMES CROSSLEY.

Fitzpatrick's Lines on Fox. MR. MARKLAND, in

your 78th Number (p. 334.), asks the true reading
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of the third line. The word should be "inind,"

not " course."

The lines are under the engraved bust of Fox,

prefixed to the edition, in elephant folio, of his

History of the early Part of the Reign ofJames II.,

and the word there given is
" course

"
In

my copy of that work is inserted a letter from

Miller, the publisher, to a deceased friend of mine,

who was an original subscriber at " Five Guineas,
boards !

"

That letter, so far as is material, is as follows :

" The error in the engraving of the writing was

certainly a very bad one, and not to be remedied, but

it is a satisfaction to me that it was Lord Holland's

mistake and not mine. I have his lordship's original

writing of the four lines to clear myself. W. Miller,

Albemarle Street, June 6, 1808."

Q.D.

Ejusdem Farinas (Vol. Hi., p. 278.). This

phrase was used in a disparaging sense long before

the time of the " scholastic doctors and casuists of

the middle ages," as may appear from Persius,

v. 115-117., where he is showing that an elevation

in rank does not necessarily produce a more ele-

vated tone of mind; and says to an imaginary

upstart :

" Sin tu, cum fueris nostra paulo ante farina,
Pelliculam veterem retines, et fronte politus

Astutam vapido servas sub pectore vulpem," &c.

It is needless to add that the metaphor is taken

from loaves made from the " same batch
"
of flour,

where, if one be bad, all the others must be equally
so. J. EASTWOOD.

Ecclesfield Hall.

Stephens, in his Thesaurus, under the head of
"
Farinae," states

" Proverbiales locutiones sunt, Ejusdem Farinae,

Nostrac farinae,"

but makes no allusion to its being a term expres-
sive of baseness and disparagement. Nor does it

seem to be so used by Persius in v. 115. of his

!
5th Satire :

" Si tu, cum fueris nostrae paulo ante farinaa."

We employ a somewhat similar expression,
when we say,

" both of the same kidney." C. I. R.

This expression may be traced beyond
" the

|

scholastic doctors and casuists of the middle ages."

| Erasmus, in his Adagia, says,
"
Ejusdem farinae dicuntur, inter quos est indiscreta

;

similitude. Quod enim aqua ad aquam collata, idem
i ad farinam farina?. Persius in 5 Satyr.

"' Nostrae paulo ante farinae,

Pelliculam veterem retines.'
"

And again, on the proverb
" Omnia idem pulvis,"

he says,
" Quin nobis omnia idem, quod aiunt, pulvis : allu-

dens ad defunctorurn cineres, inter quos nihil apparet
discriminis. Confine illi quod alio demonstravimas

proverbio, ejusdem farinae. Siquidem antiqui farinam

pollinem vocabant."

Is. Casaubon, in a note on the above passage of

Persius, says,
" Proverbium Latinum ad notandum similitudinem,

' est ejusdem farinas,' proprie locum habet in panibus."

Though the expression is generally, if not always,
used disparagingly, as the corresponding expres-
sions " birds of a feather" and " of the same

kidney," yet I should doubt whether the term
" farinaa" is itself expressive of baseness, any more
than " feather

"
or "

kidney." By the way, what
is the origin of the latter of the above expressions ?

E. S. T. T.

The Sempecta (Vol. iii., pp. 328. 357.). I have
to return many thanks to DR. MAITLAND for his

kindness in so promptly answering my Query. The
reference to Martene has enabled me to find the

poem in question. It is in Martene and Durand's
Thesaurus novus Anecdotorum, Paris, 1717; and will

be found in vol. iii. col. 1333. The poem forms

caput iii. of the second book of the Historia

Monasterii Villariensis in Brabantia, ordinis Cis-

terciensis (a title which shows the monastery to

which the old soldier-monk belonged instead of

Croyland), and is headed "Incipit vita bead
Franconis." I think there are few of your readers

who will not thank me for calling their attention

to it, if they will take the trouble to refer to

Martene's work. H. R. LUARD.
Trin. Coll. May 5.

"Nullifraus tuta latelris" (Vol. iii., p. 323.) will

be found in Camerar. Emblem., cent. ii. 40. Q. Q.

Voltaire where situated (Vol. iii., p. 329.).
If the Querist will look to the Critical Essays of
an Octogenarian, by J. R. (the learned, venerable,
and respected James Roche, Esq., of Cork), he

will find, at p. 11. vol. i., that there is no such

place, the word " Voltaire
"
being merely a trans-

position of the name of the party assuming it as

a designation. Thus, he was called Arouet Le
Jeune. Transpose the letters of Arouet L. J., and

allowing j, u and i, v to be used for each other^

you have Voltaire. K.

By the Bye (Vol. ii., p. 424. ;
Vol. iii., p. 109.),

In further illustration of this phrase, I would ad-

vert to the practice of declaring by the bye, which

prevailed in the superior courts of common law,

before the Uniformity of Process Act (2 Will. IV.,

c. 39.). The following extract from Burton's

Exchequer Practice, 1791, vol. i. p. 149., will suf-

ficiently explain this happily obsolete matter :

" By the old rules it is ordered, That upon every
defendant's appearance, the plaintiff may put in as

many declarations as he will against every such defen-

dant, provided they all be put in at one and the same

time.' If there be more than one declaration delivered

at the same time against the same defendant, every
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additional declaration so delivered is called delivering

the declaration by the bye."

In the Kind's Bench, in certain cases, any other

plaintiff could declare by the bye against the

defendant, and that even before the original

plaintiffs had declared. See Crompton's Practice

Commonplaced, 2nd ed., 1783, vol. i. p. 100.

The Doctor (in chap, ex.) says
" By the bye, which is the same thing, in common

parlance, as by the way, though critically there may
seem to be n difference ;

for by the bye might seem to

denote a collateral remark, and by the way a direct

one."

By the bye, what a pity it is there is no Index to

The Doctor. C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, March 24. 1851.

Bigod de Loges (Vol. iii., p. 306.). There is

ail error, perhaps a clerical one, in M. J. T. 's

Statement, that "
Bigod, whose name was attached

to the charter of foundation of St. Werburgh's

Abbey, is elsewhere, according to Ormerod, called

Robert.*'

The remark is by Leycester, not Ormerod, and

the purport is exactly the converse. To the

words u
Signum Roberti de Loges" is added,

"
alii Bigot de Loges hie legunt." Vide Monasti-

ton, pars I., pp. 200. 202.

This passage will be found in Leycester's An-

tiquities, p. 111., reprinted in Hist. Chesh., vol. i.

b. 13. But Leycester's Prolegomena is the head-

ing, and the initials
" P. L." are appended to the

hOte.

Knebscndor Nebsend, co. York (Vol. iii., p. 263.).
A part of Sheffield is called Neepsend, which

is probably the place inquired after by J. N. C.,

especially as the ordinary pronunciation of it is

Nepsend. J. EASTWOOD.

Mrs. Catherine Barton (Vol. iii., p. 328.).

Your correspondent will find all that is known in

Sir David Brewster's Life of Newton, and will see

(p. 323.) that her maiden name must have been

either Smith, Piikington, or Barton itself. M.

Peter Sterry (Vol. iii., p. 38.). In the title-

page to his sermon^ preached before the Parlia-

ment, Nov. 1, 1649 (Lond. 1650, 4to.), Sterry is

called
" sometime Fellow of Emanuel College,

Cambridge; now a Preacher of the Gospel in

London." Sonre account of him may be seen in

Burnet's History of his own Time; and in the

Memoirs of Edmund Lndlow. Wood says that

Peter Sterry was notorious " for keeping on that

side which had proved trump" (Athena, iii. 197.,

edit. Bliss). EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Wife of Jamas Torre (Vol. iii., p. 329.). In

reply to MR. PEACOCK'S Query I beg to inform

him that the lady's name was Elizabeth, youngest
of the four daughters and co-heiresses of William

Lincolne, t).D., of Bottesford, and by her Mr.
Torre had several children, all of whom dred

young except Jane, who married, in 1701, the

Rev. Thomas Ilassel. Tin's is taken from Burke's

Dictionary of Landed Gentry, vol. ii
, M to z,

published by Colburn, London, 1847, where
the Torre pedigree can be seen, but no other

mention of the Lincolne family is there made.
There are seven different coats of arms and crests

under the name Lincolne in Burke's Armory of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, published by
Churton in 1843. This is all I can find at present.

J. N. C.

Ramasse (Vol. iii., p. 347.). One word to com-

plete MR. WAY'S explanation. This style of

sliding down the slopes of the Alps is called a

ramasse, because the guides are ready below to

ramasser, that is, to pick up, the travellers who
are thus sent down. C.

This word is by no means obsolete in France,
in the acceptation of " a sledge." In addition to

the instances given from Barre and Roquefort by
MR. ALBERT WAY, in his instructive note on the

"Pilgrymage of Syr R. Guylforde, Knyght," I

find in Napoleon Landais' Dictionnaire general
et grammatical des Dictionnaires Francois" the

following explanation :

u RAMASSE, chaise a porteurs, traineau pour de-

scendre des montagnes ou il y a de la neige: descend

une montagne dans une rumasse."

He also says, in defining the meaning of the

verb " ramasser :

"

" Trainer dans une ramasse : on le ramassa pendant

deuf heures ; quand il fut sur la montagne, il se fit

ramasser."

The late Mr. Tarver, in his Dictionnaire Phra-

seologique Eoyal, has also the following :

" RAMASSE, s. f. (t. de voyageur), sledge.
" On le ramassa, they conveyed him in a sledge.
" RAMASSEOR, a man who drives a sledge."

B.C.
St. John's Wood, May 4. 1851.

Four Want Way (Vol. iii., p. 168.). Hallnvell

describes the word " want
"

as meaning in Essex

a cross-road. It is still used here as denoting a

place where four roads meet, and called
" a four

want way." I always fancied it meant a wont

way, via solita >
but I have no authority for the

etymology. BRAYBROOKE.

Audley End.

[" Went" is used in Chaucer in the sense of "
way,"

'

passage,"
"
turning," or road : thus, in Troilus and

Creseide, iii. 788., he speaks of a " a privie went/' and

v. 605.,
" And up and doun there made he many a

went;" and in the House of Fame :

" And in a forrest as they went,

At the tourning of a went."]
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Dr. Owen's Works (Vol. i., p. 276.). The editor

of the Works of John Owen is informed, that in the

valuable library ofGeorge Ofibr, Esq., of Hackney,
will be found a thick volume in manuscript of

unpublished Sermons on the Fifty-third Chapter

of Isaiah, in the Doctor's own hand-writing,

and apparently prepared for publication. The
same library also contains two scarce pieces by
Dr. Owen, which it is thought have never been

reprinted: 1. The Stedfastness of Promises^ and

the Sinfulness of Staggering, opened in a sermon

preached at Margaret's, in Westminster, before the

Parliament, Feb. 28, 1649, being a Day set apart
for Solemn Humiliation throughout the Nation.

By John Owen, Minister of the Gospel. London,
1650. 4to. pp.54. 2. God's Work in Founding
Zion, and his People's Duty thereupon. A Sermon

preached in the Abbey Church at Westminster, at

the opening of the Parliament, Sept. 17, 1656.

By John Owen, a Servant of Jesus Christ in the

Work of the Gospel. Oxford, 1656. 4to. pp.48.
J. Y .

Hoxton.

Bactrian Coins (Vol. in., p. 353.). Has your
correspondent read the book by Masson On the

Coins, Sf~c. of Afghanistan, published by Professor

H. II. Wilson? There are also references to

authorities in Humphreys On Ancient Coins and
Medals. G. B.

Bactria. BLOWEN will find some trustworthy
information respecting Bactfia in Professor Las-

sen's Indische Alterthumskunde, Zweiter Band, pp.
277. et seq. Bonn, 1849

;
and a list of authorities

on the Graeco-Bactrian coins in the same work,

pp. 282. 283. (notes). C. H.

Baldrocks (Vol. iii., p. 328.). On looking over

a vestry book belonging to South Lynn in this

town, commencing at 1605, and ending in 1677,
I find some Churchwardens' Accounts, and amongst
them the two following entries, which hiay, I trust,

assist "A CHURCHWARDEN^" and lead to an eluci-

dation of this word :

"1610.
" Janua. 1 7. ffor a balledrick to y" great Bell, xxirf.

" 1618.
" Novemb. 22. Item. for mendine of y baldericke for

y foore bell, vjrf."

From these entries it seems that the " baldrock
"

was something attached to the great bell.

In most of the recent English Dictionaries the

word is applied to furniture, and to A belt or

girdle. But in a Latin Dictionary published at

Cambridge in 1693, 1 find in the Anglo-Latin part
the following :

English. A bawdrick of a bell clapper.
Latin. Ropali corrigia.

And the English of "
Ropali Corrigia

"
seems

(notwithstanding the English version given with

it) to be "pieces of leather" or "
thongs of lea-

ther
"
to the bell clapper, but for what purpose used

I do not know. JOHN NURSE CHADWICK.

P\S\ The word "corrigia" is taken from the

word "
corium," a skin of leather.

[Were not these leather coverings? that for the

rope, to prevent its cutting the ringer's hands (as we

constantly see), and also to prevent his hand slipping ;

and that for the clapper, to muffle it straps of leather

girded round them.]

Tit Autem (Vol. iii., pp. 265. 308.). The " Tu
AutenV' Still remembered at Oxford and Cam*
bridge, and yet lingering at the public dinners of
the canons of Durham* is the last fragment of

what was once a daily, oi* at least an almost daily,

religious form of service at those ancient places ;

and it is rather strange that such a fragment
should have remained so long in the collegiate
and cathedral refectory without having preserved
ally remembrance of its real origin and meaning.
If Bishop Hendren of Father Holdfast would

forego their favoufite pursuits for a few minutes,
and look into your interesting and improving
taiscellany, they might inform you that in the
Romish Breviary

> which, no doubt, has pre-
served many ancient religious services there is

a form entitled Benedictio menace, Afe the gene-

rality of your readers may not have the Breviary
at hand, I send you so much of the service as may
suffice for the present purpose*

rt Ante prandium Sucerdos benedicturus mensam, ineipit,

Behedidite, et alii repefunt, Behedicite. Deinde dicit

OcUli ortinium, et alii pfoseqtittntttr. In te sperant,

Domine, et tu das escam illorum in tempore opportune
*

&c. &c. Then " Glbria Patri
"
&c., And " Patfer noster

"

&c. &<x
" Posted Saceirfos dicft .

* Orertius.

" Benedic Domine nos, et haec ttiA dona, qu'ae de ttfo

largitate sumus sumpturi. Per Christum Domuium
nostrum. Amvn.

" foeinde Lector* Jube Domine benedicere. J&ene-

dictio. Mensae ccelestis participes facial nos Rex aternas

glorias. Amen.
** Post prandiufn aguhtur gratia: hoc modo. t)icto a

Lectort, Tu aUtem Domine rhiserer'e iiobis. Deb
gratias, owines surgtint.

*' -Sticerdos ificipH. CbnfiteantUr tibi Dorhitie omnii

opera tua. Et Sancti ttti benedicant tibi. Gbria
Patri, &c.

" Postea Sacerdos alsohitd dicat > ^gimute tibi gratias,

omnipotens Deus, pro universis beneficiis tuis, &c.
" Dvinde alternatim dicitur Psalmus. Miserere mei

Deus.
" Vtl Psalmus 116." (in our version, 117.), &c. &ck &a

The service then proceeds with very much re-

petition. The performance of the whole would

probably occupy twenty minutes.
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I must note that there are variations in the

service depending upon the season, &c. &c.

I have indicated the rubric of the Breviary by
Italics. J. YALC.

Preston, Lane.

Commoner marrying a Peeress (Vol.ii., p. 230.).
Your correspondent L. R. N. inquires whether

there is any decision subsequent to that in the

reign of Henry VIII. on the claim to the Tayl-
boys barony, respecting the right of a Commoner

marrying a peeress to assume her title and

dignity, he having issue male by her. In reply
I beg to inform him that there appears to have
been one on the claim of Richard Bertie, in 1580,
to the Barony of Willoughby, in right of his wife

Catherine Duchess of Suffolk, as tenant by the

curtesy, which was rejected, and Peregrine Bertie

her son was admitted in the lifetime of his father.

It seems, however, from the want of modern in-

stances, as also by the elevation of ladies to the

rank of peeresses, with remainders to their

children, thus enabling the issue to sit in the life-

time of the father, that the prevailing notion is

i against curtesy in titles of honour. This subject
will be found treated at some length in Cruise's

Digest, vol. iii. pp. 187, 188. 198. ed. 1818.

o. s.

Ancient Wood Engraving (Vol. iii., p. 277.).
The subject of THE HERMIT OF HOLYPORT'S ques-
tion is an engraving of the " Pinax" of Cebes, a

Theban philosopher, who wrote circa A. M. 3600,
and who, in his allegorical work of that name,
described human life under the guise of a picture.

This information is for the HERMIT'S especial

benefit, as I suppose it will be old news to most of

your correspondents.
I have an old Dutch edition of the " Pinax

"

(Gerard de Jager, 1683), bound in vellum, with

the Enchiridion and other works of Epictetus ;

the frontispiece of which is the fellow to the

HERMIT'S engraving. F. I.

Bradford.

Vegetating Insects (Vol. iii., p. 166.). As the

Query of MR. MANLEY in No. 70. has not been

answered, I beg to say that Vegetating Insects

are not uncommon both in New South Wales and
New Zealand. The insect is the caterpillar of a

large brown moth, arid in New South Wales is

sometimes found six inches long, buried in the

ground, and the plant above ground about the

same length : the top, expanded like a flower, has

a brown velvety texture. In New Zealand the

plant is different, being a single stem from six to

ten inches high : its apex, when in a state of fruc-

tification, resembles the club-headed bulrush in

miniature. When newly dug up, and divided

longitudinally, the intestinal canal is distinctly

visible, and frequently the hairs, legs, and man-
dibles. Vegetation invariably proceeds from the

nape of the neck
;
from which it may be inferred,

that the insect, in crawling to the place where it

inhumes itself, prior to its metamorphosis, while

burrowing in the light vegetable soil, gets some of
the minute seeds of the fungus between the scales

of its neck, from which in its sickening state it is

unable to free itself, and which consequently, beinf
nourished by the warmth and moisture of the in-

sect's body then lying motionless, vegetates, and
not only impedes the process of change in the

chrysalis, but likewise occasions the death of the

insect. The New South Wales specimen is called
"
Sphaaria Innominata," that of New Zealand

"
Sphaeria Robertsii ;

"
both named, I believe, by

Sir W. J. Hooker. In some specimens of the New
Zealand kind now before me, the bodies of the

insects are in their normal state, but the legs, &c.,
are gone.
Both specimens are figured and described in the

Tasmanian Journal, vol. i. No. 4. VIATOR.

Chatham.

Prayer at the Healing (Vol. iii., p. 352.).
N. E. R. inquires whether this prayer found a

place in the prayer-books printed at Oxford or

Cambridge.
I have it before me in the folio Book of Com-

mon Prayer,
"
Oxford, printed by John Baskett,

Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty, and

to the University, MI>CCXV." It is placed be-

tween the form of prayer for Aug. 1. (the King's

Accession) and the King's Declaration preceding
the Articles.

This form differs from that given by Sparrow,
in his Collection, edit. 1684, p. 165., as follows:

Sparrow gives two Gospels : Mark, xvi. 14.,

St. John, i. 1., the imposition of the King's hands

taking place at the words "
they shall lay" &c. in

the reading of the first, and the gold being placed
at reading the words " that light" in the second.

In Baskett's form, the first Gospel only is used,

with the collect
" Prevent us, O Lord," before it.

In Baskett's form, the supplicatory versicles and

Lord's Prayer, which agree in their own order

with the earlier form, follow this first Gospel, and

precede the imposition and the suspension of the

gold, during which (it is directed) the chaplain
that officiates, turning himself to his Majesty, shall

say these words following :

" God give a blessing to this work, and grant that

these sick persons, on whom the king lays his hands,

may recover through Jesus Christ our Lord."

This does not appear in Sparrow's form of 1684,

neither does the following address, at the close, by
the "

chaplain, standing with his face towards them

that come to be healed."

" The Almighty God, who is a most strong tower to

all them that put their trust in Him, to whom all

things in heaven, in earth, and under the earth do bow

and obey, be now and evermore your defence, and
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make you know and feel that there is none other

Name under heaven given to man, in whom, and

through whom, you may receive health and salvation,

but only the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, Amen."

Objectionable as the ceremony was, there can

be no doubt that a much more Protestant charac-

ter was given to it by these alterations.

LANCASTEIENSIS.

M. or N. (Vol. i., p. 415.; Vol. ii., p. 61.;
Vol. iii., p. 323.). With reference to the initials or

letters M. and N. found in the Catechism and the

Marriage Service of our Common Prayer Book,
it has struck me that a fancy of mine may satisfy
some of those who wish to find more than a mere

caprice in the selection of them.

It is remarkable that in the Catechism we read

N. or M., while in the service for Matrimony
M. is for the man, N. for the woman.

I have imagined long ago that " N. or M." may
mean " women viri

;
aut mulieris:" that M. may

stand for "maritus" in the other place, and N. for
"
nupta." TYRO ETYMOLOGICUS.

N. stands (as it constantly did in MS.) for

"nomen" or name; M. for N". N., "nomina" or

names. You will observe that in black letter the

forms of N and M are so very similar that by an

easy contraction double N would pass into M, and
thus the contracted form N". N. for " nomina "

might
have come into M. Corroborating this is the fact

that the answer to What is your name ? stands

thus : Answer 1ST. or M., and not M. or N.
J.F.T.

P.S. Throughout the Matrimonial Service I ob-

serve M. attached to the man's name, but N. to

the woman's.

Dancing Trenclimore (Vol. iii., p. 89.). Your
correspondent S. G. asks the meaning of this

phrase ? Trenchmore was a very popular dance
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The
earliest mention I find of it occurs in 1564, and
the latest in 1728. The figure and the musical
notes may be seen in the fifth and later editions

of The Dancing Master. See also Chappell's
National English Airs, vol. ii. p. 181., where some

amusing quotations concerning its popularity are

given. Trenchmore (the meaning of which we
I

have to seek) was, however, more particularly the

j

name of the dance than the tune. The dance, in
'

fact, was performed to various tunes. In proof of
this I give the following quotation from Taylor
the water-poet's Navy of Land Ships, 1627 :

" Nimble-heel'd mariners (like so many dancers)

|

capring in the pompes and vanities of this sinful world,
I
sometimes a Morisco, or Trenchmore of forty miles long,
to the tune of Dusty my deare, Dirty come thou to me,
Dun out of the mire, or / waile in woe and plunge in

paine ; all these dances have no other musicke."

EDWARD F. RIMBAUI/T.

Demosthenes and New Testament (Vol. iii.,

p. 350.). If your correspondent C. H. P. had
referred to the Critici Sacri, he would have found
his questions answered. With regard to the

quotation from Acts xvii. 21., I beg to inform him
that Drusius makes the same reference, but gene-
rally only, as Pricaeus

; while Grotius gives the

passages with particular references, in the same
manner as Lagnerius. As to the passage from
St. Matthew xiii. 14., he would have found, had
he consulted the Critici Sacri, that Grotius quotes
the same passage from Demosthenes as Priceeus

;

but, as far as I can see, they are the only commen-
tators in that work who observed the parallel

passages. However, the fact of its being
" em-

ployed as an established proverb by Demosthenes

having been generally overlooked," as C. H. P.

supposes, is not quite correct, as it is mentioned in

the brief notes in Dr. Burton's Greek Testament,
Oxon., 1831. H. C.K.

Rectory, Hereford, May 3. 1851.

Roman Catholic Church (Vol. iii., pp. 168. 409.).
E. H. A. will find the information which he

requires in the Notizie per Fanno 1851. It is a

very small annual published at Home by authority.
Its price cannot exceed 4s. or 5s. F.

Yankee, Derivation of (Vol. iii., p. 260.). In
Webster's American Dictionary, and in the Impe-
rial Dictionary, English, Technological, and Scien-

tific, J. M. will see the etymology of Yankee,
which M. Philarete Charles supposes not to be

given in any work American or English.
NORTHMAN.

English French (Vol. iii., p. 346.). I take the

liberty to inform C. W. B., for the justification of

my countrymen, as well as of his own, that the
Guide to Amsterdam was probably written by a
British subject born between the tropics, and will

point out, not by way of reprisals, but as a curi-

osity of the same sort, an example of French-

English to be found in a book just published by
Whittaker and Co., entitled Whafs What in 1851 ?

Let any one who understands French try to read
the article, p. 69., headed "

Qu'est que, qu'est

que la veritable luxure en se promenant," and if

he can guess at the meaning of the writer, no

foreign-English I ever met with will ever give
him trouble. G. L. KEPPER.

Amsterdam, May 10. 1851.

Deans, when styled Very Reverend (Vol. iii.,

p. 352.). I cannot answer this question, but I
can supply a trace, if not a clue. I find in a long
series of old almanacks that the list of deans is

invariably given as the Reverend the dean down to
1803 inclusive. I unluckily have not those for

the three next years, but in that for 1807 I find
" the very Reverend the dean." C.
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Duchess of Buckingham (Vol. Hi., p. 281.).
There is one circumstance omitted by P. C. S. S.,

in his remarks upon the Duchess of Buckingham,
which explains why a Phipps, on being called to

the peerage, chose the titles of Mulgrave and

Normanby.
By her second husband the Duke of Buck-

ingham and Normanby she had one son, who
succeeded to the title and estates

; but, dying un-
raai'ried during his mother's lifetime, bequeathed
to hep ail the Mulgrave and Narmanby property.
Her daughter (by her first marriage with James

Annesley, third Earl of Anglesey) was then the

wife of Mr. \V. Phipps, son of Sir Constantino

Phipps^ Lord Chancellor of Ireland : to their

issue, Constantino Phipps, first Lord Mulgrave,
the Duchess left by will these estates; thus founding
her grandson's fortune, although she did not live

to see him created the first Baron Mulgrave.
The Sheffield Buckingham family, although ex-

tinct in the male line, is represented in the female
branch by the Sheffield Dicksons ; Mrs. Dickson,
the widow of Major Dickson, of the Life-Guards,

being in direct descent from the Lady Catherine

Darnley's husband, by another wife.
"

A. B.

Iledland, April 13.

Swearing by the Peacock (Vol. iii., p. 70.).

Swearing in the presence of a peacock, referred to

by T. J., from Dr.
Lin^ard's History of England,

time of Edward I., is, with the ceremony observed
at the Feast of the Peacock, in the thirteenth cen-

tui-y, related at full by Mr. Knight in his Old

England, pp.311, and 3 12.; and the representa?
tion of the Feast from the Bran of Robert

Braunchc, in the choir of St. Margaret's Church
at Lynn (a mayor of Lynn), who died October 15,

1364, is given fig. 1088. BLOWEN.

Howe Family (Vol. iii.., p. 358.). Your corre-

spondent who asks what was the connexion of the

Howes with the royal family, will find in Wai-

pole's Reminiscences (ch. ii.) that Charlotte Vis-

countess Howe, the mother of Captain Howe,
afterwards the celebrated admiral, and of General
Sir William Howe, was the daughter of George L
by Madame Kelmansegge, Countess of Platen,
created in England Countess of Darlington. C.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Pr. Gregory, Professor of Chemistry at the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, and the translator of Reichen-

bach's Researches on Magnetism, has just published a

volume destined, we believe, to excite considerable

attention, both fiorn the nature of its subject and the

position of the writer. It is entitled Letters to a

Candid Inquirer on Animal Magnetism, and in the first

Part, after describing the phenomena, and their appli-

cation to medical purposes, and to the explanation of

much that is obscure in what is called Magic or Witch-
craft,

" a great part of which appears to have vested
on a knowledge of these phenomena possessed by a few
in an ignorant age," Dr Gregory suggests, not as a

fuljy developed theory, but simply as a conceivable
idea, an explanation of the modus operandi in magnetic
phenomena, especially in clairvoyance. The basis of
this explanation is, the existence of that universally dif-

fused power or influence, the existence of which, in

Dr. Gregory's opinion, Reiphenbach has demonstrated.
The second Part consists of a large and startling colr

lection of mostly unpublished cases; and Dr. Gregory
expresses his conviction that if the evidence is

fairly
studied, it will be impossible to believe that the al-

leged facts are the result of imposture or of delusion;
or to resist the conviction, which investigation will con-

firm, that the essential facts, however apparently mar-
vellous, are yet true, and have been faithfully reported.
These cases are indeed most extraordinary, and would,
at first sight, seem more fitted to fill our Folk Lore
columns than to become the subject of scientific en-

quiry ;
and most readers, we believe, will rise from

their perusal with an inclination to admit that there

are more things true than are dreamt of in their phi-

losophy^ some with an anxious doubt whether these
" arts

'*
are not as " forbidden

"
as they are " curious."

The Society of Arts have opened a reading-room for

the gratuitous use of foreign visitors to London during
the Great Exhibition. Our readers will be doing a

kindness to their friends from the Continent by making
them acquainted with this act of liberality and good
feeling on the part of the Society of Arts.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson (191. Piccadilly) will

sell on Wednesday and Thursday next a curious and
valuable Library, rich more especially in the depart-
ment of voyages and travels, and including a collection

of very rare works relating to America.
CATALOGUES RECEIVED. B. Quariteh's (16. Castle

Street, Leicester Square) Cheap Book Circular

No. 29. of Books in all Languages ; C. Hamilton's

(22. Anderson's Buildings, City Road) Interesting

Catalogue No. 43. of Cheap Tracts, Law and Miscel-

laneous Manuscripts, &c. ; J. Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue No. 23. of Books Old and New.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

DIANA (ANTONINUS) COMPENDIUM RESOLUTIONEM MORALIUM.
Antwerp. -Colon. 1034-57.

PASSIONAEL EFTE DAT LEVENTDER HEILIGEN. Folio. Basil, 1522.
CARTARI LA ROSA D'()RO PONTIFICIA. 4 to. Rome, 1681.

BKOEHEL, M. C. H., FEST-TANZHN DEH EKSTEN CHRISTEN. Jena,
1705.

THE COMPLAVNT OF SCOTLAND, edited by Leyden. 8vo. Edin.
1801.

THOMS' LAYS AND LEGENDS OF VARIOUS NATIONS. Parts I. to

VII. l-2iao. 1834.

L'ABBE DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, oil Ton traife de la

Necessite. de POrigine, des Droits. des Bornes et des diflerentes

Formes de la Souverainete, scion les Principes de 1'Anteur de

Teleinaque. 2 Vols. I2mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.
The same Second Edition, under the title

" Essai Philosophique
sur le Gouvernemc'iit Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

PULLEN'S ETYMOLOGICAL COMPENDIUM, 8vo.
COOPER s (C. P.) ACCOUNT or PUBLIC RECORDS, 8vo. 1822. Vol. I.
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LINGARD'S HISTORY OP ENGLAND. Sm. 8vo. 1337. Vols. X.
XI. XII. XIII.

MILLER'S ( JOHN, OF WORCESTER COLL.) SERMONS. Oxford, 1831

(or about that year).
WHARTON'S ANGLIA SACRA. Vol. II.

PHEBUS (Gaston, Onte de Foix), Livre du deduyt de la Chasse.
TURNER'S SACRED HISTORY. 3 vols. demy 8vo.

KNIGHT'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. IV. Com-
mencing from Abdication of James II.

LOUD DOVER'S LIFE OF FREDERICK THE GREAT. 8vo. 1832. Vol.11.

LADIES' DIARY FOR 1825 AND 12G.
CHRISTIAN'S COUNSELS, |&c., WITH THE SEPARATISTS' SCHISM, by
Richard Bernard, of Worksop or Batcombe, 1608.

Any early Copies of Tyndale the Reformer's WORKS.
LIFE OF DR. RICHARD FIELD, 2 Vols. 8vo. London. 1716-17.

FAIRFAX'S TASSO, Singer's Edit. Large paper, uncut.

CRESPET, PERE. Deux Livres de la Haine de Satan et des Malins

Ksprits, contre I'Homme. 8vo. Paris, 1590.

JACQUERII N. FLAGELLUM D.EMONUM v. H^ERETICORUM FASCI-

NARIOKUM, &c. 8vo. Francfurt, 1581.

%* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage Tree,
to be sent to Mn. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 18G. Fleet Street.

ta

Although we have again enlarged our paper to 24 pages, we are

comp?lled to request the indulgence of our correspondents for
omitting many highly interesting communications.

P. J. F. G. The cormnuaicatiun referred to does not appear to

have reached us.

T. T. W. Received with thanks. Will be used as soon as possible.

T. E. H., who suggests that by way of hastening the period
when we shall be justified in permanently enlarging our Paper to

24 panes, we shottid forward to those correspondents who will
circulate them copi-.'S of our Prospectus, for them to enclose to such
of their friends as they think likely from their love of literature to

become Subscribers to
" NOTES AND QUERIES," is thanked for his

valuable suggestion, which w.' shall be most ready to adopt. If
therefore, T. E. II., or any other friend able and willing so to

promote our circulation, will say how Prospectuses way be
addressed to them, they shall be sent by return of Post.

MERCUKII will find hi* Qn>'ry respecting Matthew's Mediter-
ranean Passage in our 74/A Number, p. 210. This correspondent
is assured that our paper is regularly published at noon on Friday,
and that the London agent of ft is bookseller is deceit/ing him if

ke reports it as "not out." 'if his bookseller will try another

agent for a week or two, he will hud no difficulty i.-i getting
" NOTES

AND QUERIES" in time for the Yarmouth readers on Saturday.
RKPLIES RECEIVED Barker the Panoramist Redwing's

Ne^t Premie Legend in Fre.ttcnham Church White. Rose
Image of both Churches f'ineya-rds Eisetl Statistics of
Roman Catholic Church Robertson of Muirtown Omen at

Marriage Old London Belltnan On Passage in " Measure
for Measure "

Sttrell Penn Family Court Dress Noli me
tangsre School of the Heart Lay of Lfitt Minstrel Cach-

cope Bell Baron Munchausen -To Three Queries by Nemo, $c.,

by C. P. P. (who is tiiankedfor correction*) The Tradescauts

Meaning of Mosaic Portugal . Genealopy of European Sove-

reigns.

VOLS. I . and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9.-. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
tellers and Newsvemlers.

'

It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ou*iit not to experience any difficult!/
in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, (C.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable t/tem'to receive NOTES ANU QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communications for the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should
be addressed to the care of Mu. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC.
Now ready, small 8vo., cloth, price 5s.

ACROSS
THE ATLANTIC. By the Author of

" Sketches of Cantabs."
" A smart volume, full of clever observations about America and the

Americans, and the contrasts of trans-Atlantic and cis-Atlantic life."
-John Bull.
"
It is sensible as well as witty, nccurate as well as facetious, and de -

lerves to be popular." - Morning Post.

London: EARLE, 67. Castle Street, Oxford Street.

rFHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND
JL IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Iarpoat.d by Aet of Parliament, 12 juxd 13 Viet. c.8L

DIRECTORS.

HBNRY KB* SEYWKR, Esq., M.P., Hanford, Dorset, Chairman.
JOHN VIIXIERS SHELLS*, Esq., Maresfield Park, Sussex, Deputy-Chair^

John Chevallier Cohbold, Esq., M.P., Ipswich.
William Cubitt, Es.i .. (Jreut C&prag Street, Westminster.
Henry Currie, Esq., M.P., We^t llorsley, Surrey.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq., Claybrook Hall, Lutterworth.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq., Boxted Lodge, Colchester.
Edward John Hutching, Esq., M.P., Eaton Square, London.
Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.V., Great George Street.
Colonel George Alexander Reid, M.P., BuUtrode Park, Bucks.
William Tite* Esq., F.R.S., Lowndes Square, London.
William Wiishere, Esq., The Frythe, Wehvya, Herts.

This Company is empowered to execute

1. All works of Drainage (including. Outfalls through adjoining
Estates), Irrigation, Reclaiming, Enclosing, and otherwise improving
Land.

2. To erect Farm Homesteads, and other Buildings necessary for the
cultivation of Land.

3. To execute Improvements, under Contract, with Commissioners of
Sewers. Local Board* of Health, Corporations, Trustees, and other

4. To purchase La,nds capable of Improvement, and fet^red by Re-
strictions of Entail

; and having executed the necessary Works, to resell
them with a Title communicated by the Company's Act.
Owners of Entailed Estates, Trustees, Mortgagees, Corporations, In-

cumbents, Life Tenants, and other Persons having only limited Inte-
rests, may obtain the use of the Company's Powers to carry out ev^ry kind
of permanent Improvement, either by the Application of their own or
the Company's Funds, secured by a yearly Charge oft the Property im-

Proposals for the Execution of Works to be addressed to

WILLIAM CLIFFORD, Secretary.
Offices, 52. Parliament Street,

Westminster.

Price 2s. 6d, ; by Post 3s.

ILLUSTRATIONS AND ENQUIRIES RELAT-
1 ING TO MESMERISM. Parti. By the REV. S. R. MATTLAND.
DD. F.R.S. F.S.A. Sometime Librarian to the late Archbishop of
Canterbury, and Keeper of the MSS. at Lambeth.
" One of the most valuable and interesting pamphlets we ever read."

Morning Herald.
" This publication, which promises to be the commencement ofa larger

work, will well repay serious perusal." Ir. Eccl. Journ.
" A small p.arnphlet in which he throws a startling: light on the prac-

tices of modern Mesmerism." Nottingham Journal.
" Dr. Maitland, we consider, has here brought Mesmerism to the

' touchstone of truth,' to the test of the standard of right or wrong. We
thank him for this first instalment of his inquiry, and hope that he will
not long delay the remaining portions." London Medical Gazette.

" The Enquiries are extnsnely curious, we should indeed say impor-
tant. That relating to the Witch of Kndor is one of the mo-t success-
ful we ever read. We cannot enter into particulars in thj uiief notice ;

but we would strongly recommend the pamphlet even to those who care
nothing about Mesmerism, or angry (for it has come to Uus at last) with
the subject." Dublin Evening Post.
" We recommend its general perusal as being really an endeavour,

by one whose position gives him the best facilities, to ascertain the
genuine characrer of Mesmerism, which is so much disputed." H'ool-
mer's Exeter Gazette.
" Dr. Maitland has bestowed a vast deal of attention on the subject

for many years past, and the present pamphlet is in part the result of
his thoughts and inquiries. There is a good deal in it which we should
have been glad to quote .... but we content ourselves with referrin"
our readers to the pamphlet itself." Brit. Mag.

W. STJZPHENSON, 12. and 13. Parliament Street.

PHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE AGES. By
\J HENRY BOWMAN and J. S. CUOWTHER, Architects, Manchester. On
the 1st of June, Part XIII.. containing further Illustrations of Heck-
ington Church ; the beautiful Middle Pointed Church of Nantwich,
Cheshire ; and the noble Earlv Pointed Church of Frampton, Lincoln-
shire. Price 9s., plain ; 10s. 6d. tinted ; 12s. proofs, gn large paper.

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

EXTRACTS
made from MSS. and Printed Works

1 in the British Museum and other Libraries, Authorities found,
References verified, Works revised for publication, and Researches con-
nected with all branches of Literary Inquiry, executed on very moderate
terms by W. H. BERESFORD Address, care of Mr. Goodinge, Stationer,
&c., 21. Aldersgate Street, London.
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HE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE for JUNE
contains, among others, the following Articles : Hartley Cole-

. e ; James II. and the Devonshire Justices ; the Legend of St. Peter's
Chair (with an Engraving) ; Municipal Franchises of the Middle Ages ;

the Story of Nell Gwyn, by Peter Cunningham, Chapter VI. ; Pil-
grimage to the Holy Land ; Curiosities of the Old French Canons ; Dic-
tionaries of Classic Archaeology ; Christian Iconography ; the Heavenly
Host (with numerous Engravings). With Notes of the Month, Review
of New Publications, Proceedings of Archaeological Societies, Historical
Chronicle, and OBITUARY, including Memoirs of Lord Langdale, Mr.
Serjeant Ludlow, Joseph Moore, Esq., Dr. Pye Smith, W. H. Maxwell,
&c. &c. Price 2a. 6d.

NICHOLS and SON, 25. Parliament Street.

Record

This Day is published, with many Plates, 8vo., 10s. 6d.

ORJE MGYPTIA.CM
; or, the CHRONOLOGY OF

JCIENT EGYPT, discovered from Astronomical and Hieroglyphic
upon its Monuments, including many Dates found in Coeval

Inscription*. By REGINALD STUART POOLE, Esq.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

ARNOLD'S INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HEBREW.
In 12mo., price 7s. 6d.

THE
FIRST HEBREW BOOK ; on the Plan of

"Henry's First Latin Book." By the REV. THOMAS KERCHEVEH
ARNOLD, M.A. Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place j

Of whom may be had, by the same Author,

1. HENRY'S FIRST LATIN BOOK. Ninth
Edition. 3s.

2. THE FIRST GREEK BOOK. Second Edi-
tion. 5.

3. THE FIRST GERMAN BOOK. Second
Edition. 5s. 6d.

4. THE FIRST FRENCH BOOK. Second
Edition. 6s. Qd.

Bohn's Standard Library for June.
rEANDER'S CHURCH HISTORY. Vol. 3.

Price 3s. 6d.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden.

Bohn's Classical Library for June.

VID'S FASTI, TRISTIA, EPISTLES, &c.
Literally translated. Cloth. Price 5s.

HBNRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden.

Bohn's Scientific Library for June.

pICHARDSON'S GEOLOGY, including MINE-
RALOGY and PALAEONTOLOGY, revised and enlarged by
--IMAS WRIGHT. Post 8vo. with upwards of 400 Illustrations on
Price 5s.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden.

Bohn's Cheap Series for June.

fFHE HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES. A Romance,
JL by NATHANIEL HAWTHORN. Post 8vo. Price Is. 6d.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Coveut Garden.

Bohn's Cheap Series for May.

WILLIS'S
HURRY-GRAPHS, or SKETCHES

of SCENERY, CELEBRITIES, and SOCIETY, taken from
Life. By N. PARKER WILLIS. Price 1*. 6d.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden.

COMMITTEE FOR THE REPA

TOMB OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.
JOHN BRUCE, Esq., Treas. S.A.

J. PAYNE COLLIER, Esq., V.P.S.A.

PETER CUNNINGHAM, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM RICHARD DRAKE, Esq., F.S.A.

THOMAS W. KING, Esq., F.S.A.

SIR FREDERICK MADDEN, K.H.
JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS, Esq., F.S.A.

HENRY SHAW, Esq., F.S.A.

SAMUEL SHEPHERD, Esq., F.S.A.

WILLIAM J. THOMS, Esq., F.S.A,

The Tomb of Geoffrey Chaucer in Westminster Abbey is fast mould-
ering into irretrievable decay. A sum of One Hundrtd Pounds will

effect a perfect repair. The Committee have not thought it right to fix

any limit to the contribution; they themselves have opened the list with
a subscription from each of them of Five Shillings; but they will be

ready to receive any amount, more or less, which those who value poetry
and honour Chaucer may be kind enough to remit to them.
Subscriptions have been received from the Earls of Carlisle, Ellesmere,

and Shaftesbury, Viscounts Strangford and Mahon, Pres. Soc. Autiq. ,

the Lords Braybrooke and Loudesborough, and many other noblemen

Subscriptions'are received by all the members of the Committee, and
at the Union Bank, Pall Mall East. Post-office orders may be made
payable at the Charing Cross Office, to William Richard Drake, Esq.,
the Treasurer, 46. Parliament Street, or William J. Thorns, Esq., Hon.
Sec., 25. Holy-well Street, Millbank.

WALCOTT'S HISTORY OF WESTMINSTER.
In 8vo., price 10s. 6d., the Second Edition (with Appendix and Notes) of

EMORIALS OF WESTMINSTER: the City,
Royal Palaces, Houses of Parliament, Whitehall, St. Peter's Col-

lege, ParisfTChurchcs, Modern Buildings, arid Ancient Institutions. By
REV. MACKENZIE E. C. WAI.COTT, M.A., of Exeter College, Oxford ;

Curate of St. James's, Westminster.

RrviNGTONs, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Of whom may be had, by the same Author, justpublished,

THE ENGLISH ORDINAL; its History, Vali-

dity, and Catholicity. 10s. 6d.

Just published, in 1 vol. fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth,

A TREATISE OF EQUIVOCATION. Wherein
is largely discussed the question whether a Catholicke or any

other person before a magistrate, being demanded upoii his Oath
whether a Prieste were in such a place, may (notwithstanding his per-

fect knowledge to the contrary) without Perjury, and securely in con

science, answer No ; with this secret metming reserved in Ins iiiynile,

That he was not there so that any man is bounde to detect it. Ei

from the Original Manuscript in the Bodleian Library, by PAVID
JARDINE, of the Middle Temple, Esq., Barrister at Law.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

Printed bv THOMAS CLARK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Sq uare, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride

in the City of London ; and published by GEORGE BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, May 31. 1851.
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EDMUND BURKE, AND THE "ANNUAL REGISTER."

That Burke wrote the Annual Registers for

Dodsley for some period after its commencement,
is well known

; but no one has yet distinctly
stated when his participation in that work ceased.
Mr. Prior, in his Life of Burke, places in his list

of his writings : "Annual Register, at first the
whole work, afterwards only the Historical Ar-
ticle, 1758," &c. He also states that "many of
the sketches of contemporary history were written
from his immediate dictation for about thirty
years," and that "

latterly a Mr. Ireland wrote
much of it under Mr. Burke's immediate direc-
tion." (Life, vol. i. p. 85. edit. 1826.)

In proof of this statement, a fac- simile is given
of Burke's receipts to Dodsley for two sums of
50/. each " for the Annual Register of 1761," the

originals of which were in Upcott's collection.
At the sale of Mr. Wilks's autographs this month,
I observe there was another receipt for writing
the Annual Register for 1763. I am not aware
whether any other receipts from Burke are in

existence for the money paid to him for his con-
tributions to this periodical ; but for the Annual
Registers beginning with 1767, and terminating in

1791, I have the receipts of Thomas English, who
appears to have received from Dodsley, first 140/ ,

and subsequently 1501. annually, for writing and

compiling the historical portion of the work.
Burke's connexion with the publication must
therefore have lasted a much shorter period than
Mr. Prior appears to have supposed, and appa-
rently was not continued beyond seven or eight
years, from 1758 to 1766, after which year, English
seems to have taken his place.

Everything relating to Burke is of importance ;

and if any of your correspondents can afford any
further assistance in defining as correctly as pos-
sible the limits of his participation in the Annual
Register, I feel assured that the information will

be gladly received by your readers.
I have not seen it noticed, that the historical

articles in the Annual Registers, from 1758 to 1762
inclusive, were collected in an 8vo. vol. under the
title of

VOL. III. No. 84.
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" A compleat History of the late War, or Annual

Register of its Rise, Progress, and Events in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America, &c." London, 1763.

This work went through more than one edition.

My copy, containing 559 pages, is a Dublin edi-

tion of the date of 1763, printed by John Exshaw.
As there seems to be no question that what is

contained in this volume is the composition of

Burke, and as it has never yet been superseded
as a spirited history of the stirring period to which
it relates, it ought undoubtedly to be attached as

a supplement to the 8vo. edition of Burke's Works,
with his

" Account of the European Settlements
in America," his title to which is now placed be-

yond dispute.
It is greatly to be regretted that some of Burke's

early publications are yet undiscovered, amongst
which are his poetical translations from the Latin,
and his attack upon Henry Brooks, the author of

the Fool of Quality. JAS. CBOSSLJEY.

JEWS IN CHINA.

The mail which arrived from East India and China
about the middle or end of March last, brought news
of the discovery of a race of Jews in the interior of the

latter country, of which I have seen no notice taken by
the English press.

It being a subject in which a number of your
readers will probably feel interested, and but compara-
lively few of them see the China newspapers, I beg to

enclose you an account from the Overland China Mail,
dated Hong Kong, Jan. 29, 1851.

The existence of a fragment of the family of

Abraham in the interior of China has been cer-

tainly known for upwards of two hundred years,
and surmised much longer, The Jesuit Ricci,

during his residence at Peking in the beginning of

the seventeenth century, was the means of exciting
the attention of foreigners to the Jews of Kai-fung-
fu, the ancient capital of Ho-nan province. In 1618

they were visited by Aleni, a follower of Ricci
;

and a hundred years later, between 1704 and 1723,
Fathers Gozani, Domenge, and Gaubil were en-
abled from personal investigation on the spot to

give minute descriptions of the people, their syna-

gogue and sacred books, the latter of which few
could even then read, while the former was, with
the peculiar institutions of Moses, fast falling to

decay. Beyond a few feeble and ineffective efforts

on the part of Biblical critics, nothing was subse-

quently attempted to maintain a communication
with this handful of Jews until in 1815 some
brethren in London addressed a letter to them in

Hebrew, and offered a large reward if any one
would bring an answer in the same language.
The letter was entrusted to a Chinese bookseller,
a native of the province, who is reported to have
delivered it, which was doubted, as he brought no
written answer.

Recently the Jews' Society in London, encou-

raged by the munificence of Miss Cook, who
placed ample funds at their disposal, instituted

enquiries on the subject, and sought the co-ope-
ration of the Bishop of Victoria, who having pre-

viously opened a correspondence with Dr. Med-
hurst on the subject, during his Lordship's recent
visit to Shanghae, the plan ofoperations was agreed
upon. This was to despatch two Chinese Chris-

tians, one of them a literary graduate, the other a

young man with a competent knowledge of En-

glish, acquired at the London Missionary School.

The North China Herald of the 18th January
contains an interesting account of their mission,
from which we gather the following particulars.
The two emissaries started on the 15th No-

vember last, and after an absence of fifty-five

days, returned to Shanghae, the distance between
the two cities being about six hundred miles.*

Arrived at their destination, they found in the

decayed city of Kai-fung-fu, both Mohamedans
and Jews, the latter poverty-stricken and de-

graded, their synagogue in a state of dilapidation,
and the distinguishing symbols of their religion

nearly extinct. The books of the Law, written

in a small square character on sheepskin, are

however still preserved, although it would seem

for many years they have been seen by no one

able to read them.

The Jesuits mention the existence of the sacred

books, but were not suffered to copy
or even to

inspect them ; but the Chinese Christians encoun-

tered no such scruples ;
so that, besides taking

copies of inscriptions on the stone tablets, they
were enabled to bring away eight Hebrew manu-

scripts, six of them containing portions of the Old

Testament, and two of the Hebrew liturgy. The

correspondent of the North China Herald states

that

The portions of Scripture are from the 1st to the

6th chapters of Exodus, from the 38th to the 40th

chapters of the same book, Leviticus 19th and 20th

chapters, Numbers 13th, 1 4th, and 15th chapters, Deu-

teronomy from the llth to the 16th chapters, with the

32nd chapter of that book. Various portions of the

Pentateuch, Psalms, and Hagiographa occur in the

books of prayers, which have not yet been definitely

fixed. The character in which these portions are

written is an antique form of the Hebrew, with points, f

They are written on thick paper, evidently by means

of a style, and the material employed, as well as the

silk in which the books are bound, exhibit marks of a

foreign origin. Two Israel itish gentlemen, to whom

they have been shown in Shanghae, say that they have

seen such books in Aden; and the occurrence here and

*
Kairfung-fu, according to Williams's map, is situ-

ated about a league from the southern bank of the

Hwang-ho, or Yellow River, in 34 55' N. Lat., and

114 40' E. Long.
f The Jesuits state expressly that the Hebrew was

without points.
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there of Persian words, written with Hebrew letters,

in the notes appended, seem to indicate that the hooks

in question came originally from the western part of

Asia, perhaps Persia or Arabia, There is no trace

whatever of the Chinese character about them, and

they must have been manufactured entirely by
foreigners residing in China, or who have come from

a foreign country. Regarding their age, it would be

difficult to hazard even, a conjecture."

The result of this mission has been such that it

cannot be doubted another will be sent, and we
trust the attempt at least will be made by some
discreet foreigner a Jew, or at all events a
Hebrew scholar . to penetrate to I^ai-fung-fii ;

for although the proofs, brought away on the

present occasion are so far satisfactory, yet in the
account given, on the authority of the Chinese

emissaries, we presume, there- are several things
that might otherwise excite incredulity.

SALOPIAN.

[The Jewish Intelligencer for May, 1851, contains a

long article on the " Present State of the Jews at

Kai-fung-fu;
"

also a fac-simile of the Hebrew MS.
found in the synagogue at that place, and a map of the

tern coast of China.]

THE. DUTCH MARTYROLOGY.

Wall, in his History of Infant Baptism, fre-

quently mentions a book called The Dutch Mar-
tyrology as quoted by Danvers. He appears never
to have seen it, and if I mistake not (although
I cannot just now find the passage) he somewhere
throws out a hint that no such book ever existed.

Archdeacon Cotton, in his valuable edition of
Wall's book, says (vol. ii. p. 131. note m.) :

Danvers cites this work as ' The Dutch Martyrology
called The bloody Theatre ; a most elaborate and worthy
collection; written in Dutch, by M. J. Van Braght.'
1 have never seen it."

A very fine copy of this curious and very import-
ant work is in the Fagel collection in the library
of Trinity College, Dublin. It is on large paper,
with the exception of some few leaves in different

parts of the volume, which have been mounted to

match the rest. It is full of beautiful engravings
by Jan Luyken, representing the sufferings of the

martyrs ; some of them, indeed all, possessing
very gi-eat artistic merit. The first in the volume,,
a crucifixion, representing Our Lord in the very
act of being nailed to the cross, is a most striking
picture : and I may also mention another, at

p. 385., representing a party in a boat reading the

Bible, having put out to sea to escape observation.
The book is a large folio in 2 vols. : the first

consisting of 450, the second of 840 pages; and con-
tains a most important collection of original docu-
ments, which are indispensable to the,. hjstory of
the Reformation, and many of them are intimately
connected with the English Reformation. The
history of the martyrs begins with Our Saviour's

crucifixion) for He is represented as the first

Anabaptist martyr !), and ends with the year 1660.
The Dublin copy is the second edition, and its full

title is as follows :

" Het Bloedig Tooneel, of Martelaers Spiegel der

Doops-gesinde of Weerloosc Christenen, die om't

getuygenis van JESUS naren Selighmaker, geleden
hebben, ende gedood zijn, van CHIUSTI tijd af tot desen

tijd toe. Versamelt uyt verscheyde geloofweerdige
Chronijken, Memorien, en Getuygenissen. Door
T. J. V. Braght [or, as he is called on the engraved
title-page, Tileman Van Braght]. Den Tweeden Druk,
Bysonder vermeerdert met veele Autentijke Stucken,
en over de hondert curieuse Konstplaten. Amsterdam.
1685,"

Since writing the above, I see that the Bodleian

Library has a copy ; procured, however, it is right

(for Dr. Cotton's sake) to. say, since the publica-
tion of his edition of Wall's History of Infant

Bapti&m; J. H. T.
Trin. Coll., Dub.

LADY FLORA HASTINGS BEQUEST.,

All who reverence and love the memory of

Lady Flora Hastings, all who have had the hap-
piness of a personal acquaintance with that gentle
and gifted being, who have mourned over her

hapless fate, who have read her poems, so full of

beauty and promise, will receive her " Last Be-

quest" with feelings of deep interest.

This poem has never before been published.
ERZA.

Oh, let the kindred circle^

Far in our northern land,
From heart to heart draw closer

Affection's strength'ning hand : > . ;!

To fill my place long vacant,
Soon may our loved ones learn

;

For to our pleasant dwelling
I never shall return.

Peace to each heart that troubled

My course of happy years ;

Peace to each angry spirit

That quench'd my life in tears !

Let not the thought of vengeance
Be mingled with regret ;

Forgive my wrongs, dear mother!
Seek even to forget.

Give to the friend, the stranger,
Whatever once was mine ;

Nor keep the smallest token
To wake fresh tears of thine,

Save one, one loved memorial,
With thee I fain would leave

;

Tis one that will not teach thee

Yet more for me to grieve.

'Twas mine when early childhood
Turn'd to its sacred page,

The gay, the thoughtless glances
Of almost infant age ;
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'Twas mine thro' days yet brighter,
The joyous years of youth, .

When never had affliction

Bow'd down mine ear to truth.

'Twas mine when deep devotion

Hung breathless on each line

Of pardon, peace, and promise,
Till I could call them mine ;

Till o'er my soul's awakening
The gift of Heavenly love,

The spirit of adoption,
Descended from above.

Unmark'd, unhelp'd, unheeded,
In heart I've walk d alone

;

Unknown the prayers I've utter'd,
The hopes I held, unknown ;

Till in the hour of trial,

Upon the mighty train,
With strength and succour laden,
To bear the weight of pain.

Then, Oh ! I fain would leave thee,
For now my hours are few,

The hidden mine of treasure,
Whence all my strength I drew.

Take then the gift, my mother,
And till thy path is trod,

Thy child's last token cherish

It is the Book of God.

WITCHCRAFT IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUET.

Sir Roger Twysden, with all his learning, could
not rise above the credulity of his age ;

and was, to

the last, as firm a believer in palmistry and witch-

craft, and all the illusions of magic, as the gene-
rality of his cotemporaries. His commonplace-
books furnish numerous instances of the childlike

simplicity with which he gave credence to any
tale of superstition for which the slightest shadow
of authenticity could be discovered.

The following amusing instance of this almost
infantine credulity, I have extracted from one of

his note-books
; merely premising that his wife

Isabella was daughter of Sir Nicholas Saunders,
the narrator of the tale :

" The 24th September, 1632, Sir Nicholas

Saunders told me hee herd my lady of Arundall,
widow of Phylip who dyed in y

e Tower 159.5, a

virtuous and religious lady in her way, tell the

ensuing relation of a Cat her Lord had. Her
Lord's butler on a tyme, lost a cuppe or bowle of

sylver, or at least of y* prise he was much troubled

for, and knowing no other way, he went to a wy-
zard or Conjurer to know what was become of it,

who told him he could tell him where he might
see the bowle if he durst take it. The servant

sayd he would venture to take it if he could see

it, bee it where it would. The wyzard then told

hym in such a wood there was a bare place, where
if he hyed himself for a tyme he appoynted, be

hind a tree late in the night he should see y
e

Cuppe brought in, but wth
all advised him if he

stept in to take it, he should make hast away \v
th

it as fast as myght bee. The servant observed
what he was commanded by y

e
Conjurer, and

about Mydnyght he saw his Lord's Cat bring in

the cup was myst, and divers other creatures

bring in severall other things ; hee stept in, went,
and felt y

e
Cuppe, and hyde home : where when

he came he told his fellow servants this tale, so y
e

at y
e last it was caryed to my Lord of Arun-

del's eare ; who, when his Cat came to him, purr-

ing about his leggs as they used to doo, began
jestingly to speake to her of it. The Cat pre-

sently upon his speech flewe in his face, at his

throat, so y* w
thout y

e
help of company he had

not escaped wthout hurt, it was wth such violence:

and after my lord being rescued got away, un-

known how, and never after seene.
" There is just such a tale told of a cat a Lord

Willoughby had, but this former coming from so

good hands I cannot but believe. R. T."

L. B. L.

Witchcraft. In the 13th year of the reign of

King William the Third
" One Hathaway, a most notorious rogue, feigned

himself bewitched and deprived of his sight, and pre-

tended to have fasted nine weeks together ; and con-

tinuing, as he pretended, under this evil influence, lie

was advised, in order to discover the person supposed
to have bewitched him, to boil his own water in a glass

bottle till the bottle should break, and the first that

came into the house after, should be the witch ;
and

that if he scratched the body of that person till he

fetched blood, it would cure him ; which being done,

and a poor old woman coming by chance into the

house, she was seized on as the witch, and obliged to

submit to be scratched till the blood came, whereupon
the fellow pretended to find present ease. The poor
woman hereupon was indicted for witchcraft, and tried

and acquitted at Surrey assizes, before Holt, chiefjustice,

a man of no great faith in these things ; and the fellow

persisting in his wicked contrivance, pretended still to

be ill, and the poor woman, notwithstanding the ac-

quittal, forced by the mob to suffer herself to be

scratched by him. And this being discovered to be all

imposition, an information was filed against him."

Modern Reports, vol. xii. p. 556.

Q.D.

INDULGENCES PROPOSED TO BENEFACTORS TO THE

CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE THE MARTYR, SOUTH-
|

WARK.

As I believe little is known of the early history

of this church, which was dependent upon the

Abbey and Convent of Bermondsey, the following!

curious hand-bill or ajfiche, printed in black letter ,

(which must have been promulgated previous to the

disgrace of Cardinal Wolsey, and the suppression

of religious houses in the reign of Henry VIII.),
j

seems worthy of preservation. It was part of the
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lining of an old cover of a book, and thus escaped
destruction. It is surmounted, at the left hand
corner, by a small woodcut representing St.

George slaying the dragon, and on the right, by a

shield, which, with part of the margin, has been
cut away by the bookbinder. But few words are

wanting, which are supplied by conjecture in Italics.

It appears from Staveley's History of Churches
in England, p. 99., that the monks were sent up
and down the country, with briefs of a similar

character, to gather contributions of the people on
these occasions, and that the king's letter was
sometimes obtained, in order that they might prove
more effectual.

It is most probable that the collectors were
authorised to grant special indulgences propor-
tionate to the value of the contribution. No
comment is necessary upon these proceedings, from
which at least the Reformation relieved the people,
and placed pious benefactions upon purer and
better motives. MISO-DOLOS.

" Unto all maner and synguler Cristen people be-

holdynge or herynge these present letters shall come
gretynge.

" Our holy Fathers, xii. Cardynallys of Rome
chosen by the mercy of Almighty God and by the

Auctorite of these appostles Peter and Paule, to all

and synguler cristen people of eyther kynde, trewely
penytent and confessyd, and deuoutly gyue to the
churche of oure lady and Seynt George the martyr in

Sowthwerke, protector and defender of this Ilealme of

Englande, any thyng or helpe with any parte of theyr
goodes to the Reparacions or maynteyninge of the

seruyce of almighty God done in ye same place,
as gyuynge any boke, belle, or lyght, or any other

churchly Ornamentis, they shall haue of eche of us

Cardinallys syngulerly aforesayd a. C. dayes of pardon.
IT Also there is founded in the same parysshe churche

aforesayd, iii. Chauntre preestis perpetually to praye in

the sayd churche for the Bretherne and Systers of the
same Fraternyte, and for the soules of them that be

departed, and for all cristen soules. And also iiii.

tymes by the yere Placebo and Dirige, with xiiii

preestis and clerkes, with iii. solempne Masses, one of
our Lady, another of Seynt George, with a Masse of

Requiem. CE Moreouer our holy Fathers, Cardy-
nallys of Rome aforesayd, hathe graunted the pardons
fullowethe to all theym that be Bretherne and Systers
of the same Fraternyte at euery of the dayes followynge,
that is to say, the firste sonday after the feest of Seynt
John Baptyst, on the whiche the same churche was
halowed, xii. C. dayes of pardon. C Also the feest
of Seynt Mychael y

e
Archangel!, xii. C. dayes of pardon.

[ Also the second sonday in Lentr xii. C. dayes of
pardon. C Also good Frydaye, the whiche daye Criste

sufferyd his passion, xii. C. dayes of pardon. C Also

Tewisday in the wytson weke, xii. C. dayes of pardon.
< And also at euery feeste of our lorde Criste syngulerly
by himselfe, from the firste euynsonge to the seconde

euynsonge inclusyuely, xii. C. dayes of pardon,
tt Also my lorde Cardynall and Chauuceller of Eng-
lande hathe gyuen a C. dayes of pardon.

" CT The summe of the masses that is sayd and
songe within the same Parysshe Churche of Seynt
George, is am. and xliiii.

"
fl[

God Saue the Kynge."

GRAY'S PLAGIARISMS.

Your correspondent VARRO (Yol. iii., p. 206.)
rejects as a plagiarism in Gray the instance quoted
by me from a note in Byron (Vol. iii., p. 35.), on
the ground that Gray has himself expressly stated
that the passage was "an imitation" of the one
in Dante. I always thought that in literature,
as in other things, some thefts were acknow-

ledged and others unacknowledged, and that the

only difference between them was, that, while the

acknowledgment went to extenuate the offence,
it the more completely established the fact of
the appropriation. A great many actual borrow-

ings, but for such acknowledgment, might pass for

coincidences, " On peut se rencontrer," as the
Chevalier Ramsay said on a similar occasion.

The object, however, of this Note is not to shake
VARRO'S belief in the impeccability of Gray, for

whose genius I entertain the highest admiration
and respect, but to show your readers that the

imputation of plagiarism against that poet is not

wholly unfounded. First, we have the well-known
line in his poem of The Bard,

" Give ample room and verge enough,"

which is shown to have been appropriated from
the following passage in Dryden's tragedy of Don
Sebastian :

" Let fortune empty her whole quiver on me ;

I have a soul that, like an ample shield,

Can take in all, and verge enough for more."

To this I shall add the famous apothegm at the
close of the following stanzas, in his Ode On a

Prospect of Eton College:
"

Yet, ah ! why should they know their fate,

Since sorrow never comes too late,

And happiness too swiftly flies ;

Where ignorance is bliss,

'Tis folly to be wise."

The same thought is expressed by Sir W. Dave-
nant in the lines :

" Then ask not bodies doom'd to die

To what abode they go :

Since knowledge is but sorrow's spy,
'Tis better not to know."

But the source of Gray's apothegm is still more

obviously traceable to these lines in Prior :

"
Seeing aright we see our woes ;

Then what avails us to have eyes?
From ignorance our comfort flows,

The only wretched are the wise."

A third sample in Gray is borrowed from Milton.

The latter, in speaking of the Deity, has this

beautiful image :

" Dark with excessive light thy skirts appear."
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And Gray, with true poetic feeling, has applied
this image to Milton himself in those forceful lines

in the Progress of Poesy, in which he alludes to

the poet's blindness :

" The living throne, the sapphire blaze,

Where angels tremble while they gaze,
He saw ; but, blasted with excess of light,

Closed his eyes in endless night."

There is a passage in Longinus which appears to

me to have furnished Milton with the germ of this

thought. The Greek rhetorician is commenting
on the use of figurative language, and, after illus-

trating his views by a quotation from Demosthenes,
he adds: "In what has the orator here concealed

the' figure ? plainly in its own lustre" In this

passage Longin-us elucidates one figure by another,
-*- a not unusual practice with that elegant writer.

HEHRY II. BREEN.
St. Luia, April, 1851.

ON THE APPLICATION Otf THE WORD " LITTTJs" IN

THE SENSE OF RIPA, THE BANK OF A RIVER.

The late Marquis Wellesley, towards the close

of his long and glorious life, wrote the beautiful

copy of Latin verses upon the theme " Salix

Babylonica," which is printed among his Reliquiae.
'

In this copy of verses is to be found the line,
" At tu, pulchra Salix, Thamesini littoris hospes."

Certain critics object to this word "
littorisj"

used here in the sense of "
ripa." The question is,

whether such an application can be borne out by
ancient authorities. To be sure, the substitution

of "maYginis" for "littoris" would obviate all con-

troversy ;
but as the objection has been started,

and urged with some pertinacity, it may be worth
while to consider it. The ordinary meaning of
littus is undoubtedly the sea-shore

;
but it seems

quite certain that it is used occasionally in the

sense of "ripa."
In the 2d Ode of Horace, book 1st, we find.:

" Vidimus flavum Tiberim, retortis

Littore Etrusco violenter undis,
Ire dejectum monumenta regis,

Terhplaque Vestafe;

Ilias dum se nimium querenti
Jactat ultorem ; vagus et sinistra

Labittir ripa."

meaning
1

,'
a"s I conceive, that the waters of the

Tiber were thrown back from the Etruscan shore,
or right bank, which was the steep side, so as to

flood the left bank, and do all the mischief. If
this interpretation be correct, which Gesner sup-
ports by the following note, the question is settled

by this single passage :

" Quod fere malim propter ea qua? sequuntur, littus

ipsius Tiberis dextrum, quod spectat Etruriam : unde
retortis undis sinistra ripa Romam alluente, labitur

"

Thus, at all events, I have the authority of
Gesner's scholarship for "

littus ipsius Tiberis."

There are two other passages in Horace's Odes
where "littus" seems to bear a different sense
from the sea-shore. The first, book iii. ode 4. :

" Insanientem navita Bosporum
Tentabo, et arentes arenas

Littoris Assyrii viator"

The next, book iii. ode 17. :

M
Q.ui Formiarum mcenia dicitur

Princeps, et innantem Maricae
Littoribus -tenuisse Lirim."

Upon which latter Gesner says, that as Marica was
a nymph from whom the river received its name,

" Hinc patet Lirim atqae Maricam fuisse duo unius

fluminis nomina."

But I will not insist upon these examples even
with the support of Gesner, because Marica may
have been a district situate on the sea-shore, and
because, in the former passage, "littus Assyrium"
may mean the Syrian coast, which is washed by
the Mediterranean.
But to go to another author, in book x. of

Lucari's Pharsalia will be found (line 244.):
" Vel quod aquas toties rumpentis

;littora Nili

Assidue* feriunt, coguntque resistere flatus."

This seems to "be a clear case of the Nile break-

ing its banks, and is conclusive. Again, in book
viii. 1.641. :

" Et prior in Nili pervenit littora Caesar/'

And again, "littore Niliaco," book ix. 1. 135.

Lastly, in Scheller's Dictionary, the same mean-

ing is given from the 8th book of Virgil's jEneid:
11

Viridique in littore conspicitur sus ;"

where, beyond a doubt, is meant "
littore'" fluviali.

It appears, then, from these examples, that Lord

Wellesley is justified in his application of the

word "littus" to the adjective
" Thamesinus."

Q. E. D. (A Borderer.)

ifflmor

Epigrams by Coulanges and Prior. Has the

following coincidence been noticed between an

epigram of M. de Coulanges and some verses by
Mat. Prior ?

" L' Origine de la Noblesse.

" D'Adam nous sommes tous enfants,

La preuve en est connue,
Et que tous nos premiers parents
Ont mene la charrue.

"
Mais, las de cultiver emin

JLa terre labouree,

'L'une.a detele le matui,
L'autre 1'apres-dinee." (Published 1698.)

" The Old Gentry.
" That all from Adam first begun,
None but ungodly Woolston doubts,
And that his son, and his son's sons

Were all but ploughmen, clowns and louts.

Sc. Zephyri.
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" Each, when his rustic pains began,
To merit pleaded equal right,
'Twas only who left off at noon,
Or who went on to work till night."

C. P. PH***.

Brewhouse Antiquities. In Forth and others

versus Stanton, Trinity Term, 20 Charles II.,

Timothy Alsopp and others sue for 1007. for cost

of beer, sold by them to defendant's late husband.

Can this Timothy Alsopp be a lineal predecessor
of the present eminent firm of Samuel Alsopp and
Sons? We are told that Child's is the oldest

banking-house which may be the oldest brewing
establishment ? J. H. S.

Joseph of Exeter de Bella Antiocheno. Joseph
of Exeter, or Iscanus, was the author of two

poems: 1st, De Bella Trojano; 2dly, De Bella

Antiockena. The first has been printed and pub-
lished. The second was only known by fragments
to Leland. See his work De Scrip. Brit. p. 239.

Mr. Warton, in his History of English Poetry

(1774), affirms, that Mr. Wise, the lladcliffe li-

brarian, had informed him that a MS. copy of the

latter was in the library of the Duke of Chandos
at Canons. Query, where is it ? It was not at

Stowe. It is not in Lord Ashburnham's collec-

tion, nor in the British Museum
;
nor in the Bod-

leian Library, nor in the archives of Sir Thomas

Phillipps. For the honour of the nation, we
earnestly hope that it may be discovered and com-
mitted to the press. EXONIENSIS.

Illustrations of Welsh History: 1. Offer by
David, Prince of Wales, to become a Vassal of the

Pope. 2. Death in the Tower of Griffith ap
Llewellyn, Prince of North Wales. In Madox's
Collections in the British Museum (Add. MSS.
No. 4565., vol. Ixxxviii. p. 387.) are the annexed
references to two interesting incidents in the history
of Wales, noticed in a MS. Chronicle of John De
Malverne, in the library of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge. The references are sent for insertion
in " NOTES AND QUERIES*" in the hope that some
member of the University may be induced to

favour the readers of " NOTES AND QUERIES" with
the passages referred to by Madox.

" Per idem tempus David Princeps Norwalliae ad
alas papalis protectionis confugere proponent, terrain

suara optulit ei ab ipso tenere, reddendo inde sibi quin-
gentas marcas, cui perhibetur D. Papa favorenr pra?-
buisse in magnum regni Angliae prayudicium : novit
enim mundus Principem Wallias ab antiquo vassallum

;is Angliae extitisse. Ex eod, Chron. [MS. Job. de
Iverne, M. 14.] A. Dom. 1244."

"
GrifF. fil. Lewel, Princeps Norwallias, being in

lie Tower of London, fell down as he tryed to make
iis escape out of a window, and dyed. Ib. ad. Ann.
1244."

JOHN AP WILLIAM- A?* JOHN.
Inner Temple, May 28.

CEuemtf.

THE WINDOW-TAX, LOCAL MINTS, AND NOBB3 OI
NORWICH.

In a MS. chronicle, now before me, of remark"
able events which occurred, in connexion with the

history of the city of Norwich, from the earliest

period to the year 1716, compiled by an inhabi-
tant of the place named Nobbs, of whom a word
or two at the end of this note, occurs the following

passage :

" This year (1695) the parliament made an act for

remedying the coin of the nation, which was generally
debased by counterfeits, and diminished by clipping,
and laid a tax upon glass windows, to make good the

deficiency when it should be taken, in. And, for the

speedy supply of money to the subjects, upon calling
in of the old money, there were mints set up in York,
Bristol, Chester, Exeter, and Norwich. The mint in

Norwich began to work ia Sept. 1 69G. Coined there

259,13712. The amount of plate and coin brought into

this mint was 17,709 ounces.""

These quantities are- identical with those given
by Blomefield (Hist6ry, of Norwich, fol., 1741,

p. 300.).
1. The duties chargeable on windows, as now

collected, were regulafedby Sched. A. of48 Geo.III.
c. 55. ; but, assuming the correctness of Nobbs'

statement, is it generally known that this tax

originated in the year, and under the circumstances,
above recorded ?

Bishop Burnet (Hist. Own Time^ 8vo. r 1833,.
vol. iy. pp* 252, 258.), describing the proceed-
ings taken by parliament for rectifying the state

of the coinage, without telling us by what means
the money was raised,, says (p. 290*) ::

" Twelve thousand pounds was given to supply the

deficiency 6f the bad and clipped money."
Is this sum the amount of the proceeds of the

tax laid, as our chronicle records, upon' glass
windows ? If so, or from whatever source obtained,
it may, in passing, be remarked, that it appears to be

ridiculously inadequate to meet the requirements
of the case

;. for, according to the Bishop,, in ano-
ther place (p.. 316.) :

" About five millions of clipped money was brought
into the exchequer, and the loss that the nation suf-

fered, by the recoining of the money, amounted to

two millions and, two hundred thousand pounds.."

The window duties have of late provoked much
discussion, and it would; prove of some interest, if,,

through the medium o your pages, any of your
correspondents would itake the trouble to investi-

gate a little further the subject of this note. It

very easily admits of confirmation or denial.

2. The principal reason, however, for now
writing, is to request answers to the two following
Queries : 1. What amount of money was respec-
tively coined during 1696, and the following year,,
in the cities of York, Bristol, Chester, and Exeter?
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and 2. In what parish of each of these places, in-

cluding Norwich, was the mint situated ?

And now let me add a sentence or two respect-

ing the compiler of the above-named chronicle,
which I am induced to do, as his name is closely
connected with that of one of the most celebrated

controversial writers of the Augustan age of Anne
and George I., the friend of Whiston, of Newton,
and of Hoadley, and the subject of Pope's sar-

castic allusion :

" We nobly take the high priori road,
And reason downwards till we doubt of God."

It appears, on the authority of a MS. letter be-

fore me, dated Aylsham, Norfolk, Jan. 25, 1755,
and addressed to Mr. Nehemiah Lodge, town
clerk of Norwich, by Mr. Thos. Johnson, who
was speaker of the common council of that city
from 1731 to 1736, that Nobbs

" Was many years clerk of St. Gregory's parish in

Norwich, where he kept a school, and was so good a

scholar as to fit youths for the university, amongst
whom were the great Dr. Samuel Clarke, and his brother,

the Dean of Salisbury."

The old man's MS. is very neatly written, and

arranged with much method. It was made great
use of, frequently without acknowledgment, by
Blomefield, in the compilation of his history; and
besides the chronicle of events immediately con-

nected with the city, there are interspersed through
its

pages
notices of earthquakes, great famines,

blazing stars, dry summers, long frosts, and other

similar unusual occurrences. The simplicity, and

grave unhesitating credulity, with which some of

the more astonishing marvels, culled, I suppose,
from the pages

" of Holinshed or Stow," are re-

corded, is very amusing. I cannot refrain from

offering you a couple of examples, and with them
I will bring this heterogeneous "note" to a close.

" In the eighth year of this king's reign (E. II.) it

was ordained by parliament, that an ox fatted with

grass should be sold for 15s., fatted with corn 20s., the

best cow for 12s. ;
a fat hog of two years 3s. 4d. ; a fat

sheep shorn I4d., and with fleece 20</.; a fat capon 2rf.,

a fat hen Id., four pigeons Id. And whosoever sold

for more, should forfeit his ware to the king. But
this order was soon revoked, by reason of the scarcity
that after followed. For, in the year following, 1315,
there was so great a dearth, that continued three years,

and therewith a mortality, that the living were not

sufficient to bury the dead ; horses, dogs, and children

were eaten in that famine, and thieves in prison plucked
in pieces those that were newly brought in, and eat

them half alive."

But, again, sub ann. 1349 :

" This year dyed in Norwich of the plague, from the

first of January to the last of June, 57,374 persons,
besides religious people and beggars ; and in Yar-

mouth, 7053. This plague began November the first,

134S, and continued to 1357, and it hath been ob-

served that they that were born after this had but

twenty-eight teeth, whereas before they had thirty-two."

This latter notice refers to the first of those
three destructive epidemics which visited Europe
during the reign of our Edw. III., and are so fre-

quently mentioned in ancient records. It is styled
the "

Pestilencia Prima et Magna, Anno Domini
1349, a festo Stae. Petronillse usque ad festura
Sti. Michaelis." (Nicolas, Chron. of Hist., p. 345.)

COWGILL.

Gillingham. Can you, or any of your corre-

spondents, furnish me with any historical or local
data that may tend to identify the place where
that memorable council was convened, by which
the succession to the English crown was trans-
ferred from the Danish to the Saxon line ? Hut-
chins, in his History of Dorset (Edw. II., 1813,
vol. iii. p. 196.), says:

"Malmsbury* mentions a council held at Gil-

lingham, in which Edward the Confessor Was chosen

king. It was really a grand council of the realm
; but

the generality of our historians place it with more
probability at London, or in the environs thereof."

I am not aware of
anything else that can be

advanced in support of the claims of the Dorset
shire Gillingham to be the scene of this event

except it be the fact that a royal palace or huntinff-
seat there was the occasional residence of the

English kings early in the twelfth century, and
subsequently. I do not know whether its existence
can be traced prior to the Conquest ; and unless
that can be done, it is obviously of no importance
in the present inquiry. Now it had occurred to
me that, after all, Gillingham, near Chatham in

Kent, may be the true locality; but, unfortunately,
my knowledge of that place is limited to the fact,
that our London letters, when directed without
the addition of "

Dorset," are usually sent to rus-
ticate there for a day or two. Perhaps one of

your Kentish correspondents will favour me with
some more pertinent information. QUIDAM.

" We hope, and hope, and hope." I wish to dis-

cover the author (a disappointed courtier, I be-

lieve) of a poem ending thus :

" We hope, and hope, and hope, then sum
The total up Despair !

"

C. P. PH***.

What is Champak ? In Shelley's
" Lines to an

Indian Air," I read " The Champak odours
fail." Is it connected with the spice-bearing
regions of Champava, or Tsiampa, in Siam ?

C. P. PH***.

Encorah and Millicent. These are very com-
mon baptismal names for females in this parish,
and I should be very much obliged to any one

* Book ii. c. 1 2. p. 45.
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who could refer me to the origin and meaning of

either or both of them. The former is also spelt

Anchora and Enchora. J. EASTWOOD.
Ecclesfield.

Diogenes in his Tub, It may be hypercritical r

but is there any authority for placing Diogenes in

the tub at the time of his interview with Alexander,
which took place at Corinth, as Landseer has

done in his celebrated dog-picture ? A. A. D.

Topical Memory. Where can I find the sub-

ject of "topical memory" treated of? Cic. de

Oral. i. 34. alludes to it, A. A. D.

St. Paul's Clock striking Thirteen. Will you
allow me on this subject to put to men of science,

and to watchmakers, the a priori question Is the

allegedfact mechanically possible ? AVENA.

A regular Mull Origin of the Phrase. "You
have made a regular mull of it," meaning a com-

plete failure. This expression I have often heard,
from my school days even to the present time.

Can you give me the origin of it ? In reading a

very clever and interesting paper communicated

by J. M. Kemble, Esq., to the Archaeological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland in the

volume of their proceedings for 1845, entitled,
" The Names, Surnames, and Nicnames of the

Anglo-Saxons," I found the following paragraph :

" Two among the early kings of Wessex are worthy
of peculiar attention, vk., the celebrated sons of Cen-
berht, Casdwealha and his brother Mul. Of the former
it is known, that after a short and brilliant career of

victory, he voluntarily relinquished the power he had
won, became a convert to Christianity, and having re-

tired to Rome, was there baptized by the name Petrus,
and died while yet in the Albs, a few days after the

ceremony. His brother Mul, during their wars in
j

Kent, suffered himself to be surprised by the country,
people and was burnt to death, together with twelve

comrades, in a house where they had taken refuge."

This "
Note," I think, answers my Query. Do

you know of any other explanation ? W. E.W.

Register-book of the Parish of Petworth. Can
any reader of " NOTES ANI> QUERIES

"
assist in

discovering a document which was formerly quoted
by this title? Heylin used it for the reign of
Edward VI., but his learned editor (Mr. Robert-

son) appears to have searched for it in vain,

C. H.
St. Catharine's Hall, Cambridge.

Going to Old Weston. When a Huntingdon-
shire man is asked " If he has ever been to Old
Weston," and replies in the negative, he is inva-

riably told,
" You must go before you die." Old

Weston is an out-of-the-way village in the county,
and until within a few years was almost inap-
proachable by carriages in winter; but in what
the point of the remark lies, I do not know.

ARUN.

" As drunk as Chloe." Who was Chloe, and
what gave rise to the expression ? J. N. C.

Mark for a Dollar, What is the origin of the

mark for a dollar, $ f T. C

Stepony (Vol. ii., p. 267.). If not too stale by
this time, may I put a Query to any Worcester-
shire reader on the possible connexion of Stepony
ale with a well-known country inn in that county,
which must have startled many a traveller with

strange hippophagous apprehensions, viz., Stew-

poney f B.

Lincoln.

Longuenille MSS. Was the collection'of MSS.
possessed by Henry Viscount Longueville, and

catalogued in Cat. Lib. MSS. Anglise, 1697, dis-

persed ; or, if not, where is it to be found ?

E.T.B.
York, May 13.

Carling Sunday. Carling Sunday, occurring
nowabouts, is observed on the north coast of

England by the custom of frying dry peas ;
and

much augury attends the process, as indicated by
the different effect of the bounding peas on the

hot plate. Is any solution to be given ? The
writer has heard that the practice originated in

the loss of a ship (freighted with peas) on the

coast of Northumberland. Carling is the founda-
tion beam of a ship, or the main beam on the kdel.

X.

Lion Rampant holding- a Crozier. I met with
this crest some time since on a private seal,

and should be glad to ascertain whether the de-

vice was borne by chancellors and archbishops
who exercised these functions contemporaneously,
the last of whom was the Archbishop of York,
who was also Lord Keeper from 1621 to Nov.
1625. The motto on the seal is

" Malentour."

To this- I cannot trace any meaning. Perhaps
some of your heraldic antiquaries can favour me
with a solution of the above device of, the motto ?

F. E. M.

Monumental Symbolism. On a monument
dated 1600, or thereabouts, erected to a member
of an ancient Roman Catholic family in Leicester-

shire, there are effigies of his children sculptured.
Two of the sons are represented in a kneeling,

posture, with their hands clasped and upraised ;

while all the others are standing, some cased in

armour, or otherwise. Can you, from know-

ledge of heraldry, or any other source, decide con-

fidently what is the reason of the difference of

posture, or rather what it is intended to denote ?

READER.

Ptolemy
1

s Presents to the Seventy-two. Josephus-

(Ant. b. xii. ch. ii. sect. 15.) mentions, as among:
the presents bestowed by Ptolemy on the Seventy-
two elders,

" the furniture of the room in which

VOL. III. No. 84.
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they were entertained." Was this a usual custom
of antiquity ? H. J.

Baronette (Vol. ii., p. 194.). In an extract
from a statute temp. Hen. IV., it is stated that

"dukes, earls, barons, and baronettes might use

livery of our lord the king, or his collar," &c.

Query the meaning of the term baronette, in the

reign of Henry IV. ? B. DB M.

Meaning of
" Hernshaw" HcrnsJiaw occurs in

Hamlet, II. 2. Query, What is the derivation of
it ? It means, I believe, a young heron. Chaucer

(" Squire's Tale," 1. 90.) spells it
" heronsewe."

As sewe signifies a dish (whence the word sewer,
he who serves up the dinner), this word applied
to heron may mean one fit for eating, young and
tender. J. H. C.

Adelaide, South Australia.

Hogan.
" For your reputation we keep to ourselves your

not hunting nor drinking hogan, either of which here
would be sufficient to lay your honor in the dust."

This passage occurs in a letter from Gray to Horace
Walpole in 1737. Can any subscriber state what
"hogan" was, the not drinking of which was "to
lay your honor in the dust ?

"

HENRY CAMPK.IN.
"
Trepidation talKd" What mean the following

words in Milton, Paradise Lost, book iii. line 481 ?

"
They pass the planets seven, and pass the fixed,
And that crystalline sphere whose balance weighs

_ , The trepidation TALK'D, and that first moved."

By the last three words we may easily under-
stand the primum mobile of the Ptolemaic astro-

nomy ;
and trepidation is thus explained in the

Imperial Dictionary :

" In the old astr. a libration of the eighth sphere, or
a motion which the Ptolemaic system ascribes to the

firmament, to account for the changes and motion of
the axis of the world."

Newton, in his edition of Milton, is silent.

Bentley says in a note :

" Foolish ostentation, in a thing that a child may be

taught in a map of these imaginary spheres. Talk'd,
not good English, for called, styled, named."

Faterson, in his Commentary on Paradise Lost,
1744, for the sight of which I am indebted to the

courtesy of the librarian of the Chetham Library,
says :

"
Trepidation, Lat., an astronomical T., a trembling,

a passing. Here, two imagined motions of those

spheres. Therefore Milton justly ridicules those wild
notions."

Granting that trepidation and whose balance

weighs are understood, can any of your readers

explain the phrase trepidation talked? W. B. II.

Manchester.

Lines on the Temple. Can any of your readers
inform me if these lines, said to be the impromptu
production of some passer-by struck with the
horse and lamb over the Temple gates, have ever
been in print, and where ?

" As by the Templars holds you go,
The Horse and Lamb display'd

In emblematic figures show,
The merits of their trade.

" That travellers may infer from hence
How just is their profession;

The lamb sets forth their innocence,
The horse their expedition.

" Oh ! happy Britons ! happy isle,

May wondering nations say,
Where you get justice without guile,
And law without delay."

J.S.

Death. I am. making a collection, for a literary

purpose, of the forms or similitudes under which
the idea of Death has been embodied in different

ages, and among different nations, and shall be

highly obliged by any additions which your nume-
rous learned and intelligent correspondents may
be able to make to my stock of materials. Re-
ferences to manuscripts, books, coins, paintings,
and sculptures, will be highly acceptable. I must
confess that it has not yet been in my power to

trace satisfactorily the origin, or the earliest pic-
torial example, of the current representation of

Death as a skeleton, with hour-glass and scythe.
S. T. D.

Was Stella Swiffs Sister? Being last week on
a visit to Dublin, I went to see St. Patrick's

Cathedral there, when, contemplating the monu-
ments of the Dean and Stella, the verger's boy
informed me, that after the death of the latter,

the Dean discovered that she was his own sister,

which occasioned him to go mad. Is there any
foundation for this? J. H. S.

iHtttor

John Marwoode. A house in the town of Ho-

niton, Devon, has the following inscription carved

above the dining-room mantelpiece :

" John . Marwoode . Get . Phifition . Bridget .

Wife . Buylded."
From a marble tablet in the porch, J. M. appears
to have been " Gentleman Physician

"
to Queen

Elizabeth. Any information respecting him will

be acceptable to C. P. PH***.

[Dr. Thomas Marwood, of Honiton, was a phy-
sician of the first eminence in the West of England,
and succeeded in effecting a cure in a diseased foot

of the Earl of Essex, for which he received from |

Queen Elizabeth, as a reward for his professional skill, I

an estate near Honiton. From an inscripton on his
j

tomb in the parish church, it appears that " he died

the 18th Sept., 1617, aged above 105." The house
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mentioned by our correspondent was erected in 1619

by John Marwood, who was also a physician, and by
Bridget his wife. For further particulars respecting
the family of the Marvvoods, see Gentleman's Magazine,
vols. Ixi. p. COS. ; Ixiii. 113.; Ixxix. 3.; Ixxx. pt. i.429.;

Ixxx. pt. ii. 320.]

St. Paul. I shall be obliged if you will allow

me the opportunity of asking your correspondents
for a reference to the fullest and most reliable life

of St. Paul the apostle ? EMUN.

[Our correspondent is referred to The Life and

Epistles of St. Paul, comprising a complete Biography of
the Apostle and a paraphrastic Translation of his Epistles,
inserted in Chronological Order, now in course of pub-
lication by Messrs. Longman, under the editorship of

the Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M.A., and the Rev. J. S.

Howson. The work is copiously illustrated with maps,
plans, views, &c.

]

Meaning of Zoll-verein. Should a one-shilling
visitor to the Crystal Palace ask a question of a
holder of a season ticket touching the exact mean-

ing and history of the word Zoll-verein, I wonder
what he would tell him. ? CORDEROY.

[Zoll-Verein, i. e. Customs Union. An union of
smaller states with Prussia for the ptirposesof Customs

uniformity, first commenced in 1819 by the union of

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, and which now includes

Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Wirtemburg, Baden, Hesse-

Cassel, Brunswick, and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and all

intermediate principalities. For the purposes of trade
and customs these different kingdoms and principalities
act as one empire.]

Crex, the White Bullace. Will you insert a

Query from a new correspondent but old sub-
scriber ? Crex is the ordinary name with Cam-
bridgeshire folk for the White Bullace. I cannot
answer for the orthography, as neither Dictionary
nor Provincial Glossary acknowledges the word,

any of your correspondents enlighten me ?

CHARLES THIRIOLD.
Dunstan.

This Cambridgeshire name for the White Bullace

early connected with the Dutch name for Cherry,
necke. See Killian, s. v., where we find KRIECKK,

Cerasum, and the several kinds of cherry, described as

rKriecke,

Spaensche Kriecke, Roode Kriecke, &c.]

THE OUTER TEMPLE.

(Vol. iii., p. 375.)
While I thank MR. PETER CUNNINGHAM for his

ready compliance with my request, I am sorry to

say that I cannot concur in the reliance which he

expresses on the authority of Sir George Buc.
The passage quoted from that writer contains so

palpable a blunder in that part of the history of
the Temple of which we have authentic records,
that I look with much suspicion on that portion of

j

the relation, with regard to which no document-
ary evidence has been found.

He makes "
Hugh Spencer, Earle of Glocester,"

the next successor of the Earl of Lancaster in the

possession of the Temple after the suppression,
and places

" Andomare de Valence" in the house

after the execution of Spencer for treason : an
account which receives a somewhat significant
contradiction in the fact, that Valence died in

1323, and Spencer was beheaded in 1326.

With reference to Buc's assertion, that " the
other third part, called the Outward Temple,
Doctor Stapleton, Bishop of Exceter, had gotten
in the raign of the former king, Edward the

Second, and conuerted it to a house for him and
his successors, Bishops of Exceter," I can only

say that no such grant has ever been discovered,
and that every fact on which we have any in-

formation in relation to the Templars' possessions
in London, contradicts the presumption that any
part of them was disposed of to the bishop. He
was raised to his see in 1307. The Templars were

suppressed in 1309. Their lands and tenements

in London were then placed in the hands of cus-

todes appointed by the king, who in 13/11 trans-

ferred them into the custody of the sheriffs of

London, with directions to account for the rents

into the Exchequer. In both of these documents,
and in the grants to the Earls of Lancaster and

Pembroke, ALL the property that belonged to the

Templars in London and its suburbs is expressly
included

; without excepting any part of it as

having been previously granted to the bishop ;

which, had any such been made, would inevitably
have been specially noticed. And I have already
shown in my former communication (p. 325.) that

the grant by the Hospitallers themselves to Hugh
le Despencer in 1324 is of the whole of their house

called the New Temple, and that the bishop's man-
sion is therein stated to be its western boundary.

All these particulars confirm me in my opinion,
that the bishop's house never formed any part of

the New Temple. EDWARD Foss.

THE OLD LONDON BELLMAN AND HIS SONGS OR
CRIES.

(Vol. iii., pp. 324. 377.)

The songs of the old bellman are interesting

relics of the manners and customs of " London in

the olden time;" but they must not be confounded

with the more modern "
copies of verses

"
which,

until lately, were annually handed about at Christ-

mas time by that all-important functionary the
" Parish Beadle." The history of the old London
bellman may be gleaned from a series of tracts

from the pen of those two prolific writers Thomas
Dekker and Samuel Rowlands. The first of these

in the order of date is The Bel-man of London.

Bringing to light the most notorious Villanies that

are now practised in the Kingdome. Profitable for

Gentlemen, Lawyers, Merchants, Citizens, Farmers,
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Masters of Households, and all sortes of Servants to

marke, and delightfullfor att Men to Reade. Printed

at London for Nathaniel Butler, 4to. 1608. The
author of this tract was Thomas Dekker. Its

popularity was so great that it passed through
three editions in the course of one year. The

title-page above given is that of the first impression.
It is adorned with an interesting woodcut of the

bellman with bell, lantern, and halberd, followed

by his dog. In the following year the same author

printed his Lanthorne and Candle-light, or the

Bellmarts second Nights-walhe. In which he brings
to light a Brood of more strange Villanies then ever

were till thisyeare discovered, 8fC. London, printed
for John Busbie, 4to. 1609. The success of the

Bellman of London, which Dekker published

anonymously, induced him to write this second

part, to the dedication of which " to Maister

Francis Mustian of iPeckham" he puts his name,
while he also admits the authorship of the first

part. This is the second edition of Lanthorne and

Candle-light, but it came out originally in the

same year. On the title-page of this tract the

bellman is represented in a night-cap, without his

dog, and with a " brown bill" on his shoulder.

Three years later Dekker produced his O per se

O, or a New Cryer of Lanthorne and Candle-light.

Being an Addition, or Lengthening of the Bell-

mans Second Night-walke, Sfc. Printed at London
for John Busbie, 4to. 1612. Previous to the year
1648, this production went through no fewer than
nine distinct editions, varying only in a slight de-

gree from each other. One of these editions, now
before me, has for its title English Villanies Eight
severall times Prest to Death by the Printers, 4to,

1648. The author in this calls the bellman " the

childe of darkeness, a common night-walker, a man
that hath no man to wait upon him, but onely a

dogge ; one that was a disordered person, and at

midnight would beat at mea's doores bidding
them (in meere mockerie) to looke to their candles,
when they themselves were in their dead sleepes."
The following verses are at the back of the title-

page, preceded by a woodcut of a bellman. The
I same lines are also given,

" with additions," in the

earlier editions of the Villanies, but they are too

indecent to quote :

"THE BEIA-MAN'S CRY.
u Men and children, maids and wives,

'Tis not too late to mend your lives:

Midnight feastings are great wasters,
Servants' riots undoe masters.

When you heare this ringing "bell,

Thinke it is your latest knell :

Foure a clock, the cock is crowing,
I must to my home be going :

When all other men doe rise.

Then must I shut up mine eyes/'

The exceeding popularity of the Bellman of
London induced Samuel Rowlands to bring out

his Martin Mark-all, Beadle of Bridewell, his

Defence and Answere to the Belman of London,
discovering the long-concealed Originall and Regi-
ment of Rogues when they first began to take head,
and how they have succeeded, $*c. Printed for

John Budge, &c., 4to. 1610. The object of this

publication was to expose Dekker's Bellman, which
Rowlands says was only a "vamp up" of Harman's
Caveat or Warening for Common Cursetors ; but
Harman himself was only a borrower, and the

origin of his work is The Fraternitye of Vacabondes,

printed prior to 1565. Greene's Ground-work of
Coney-catching is another work which may be

pointed out as having been taken from the same

original. But as these tracts do not contain any" bellman's songs," I need not now dwell upon
them.

Among the many curious musical works printed
in London at the close of the sixteenth and the

beginning of the following century, I can scarcely

point out a more desirable volume than one with

this title : Melismata, Musical Phansies fitting the

Court, City, and Country Humours, to three, four,
andfive voices:

To all delightful, except to the spiteful ;

To none offensive, except to the pensive.

London, printed by William Stansby, &c., 4to.

1611. The work is in five divisions, viz., 1. Court

Varieties; 2. Citie Rounds; 3. Citie Conceits;
4. Country Rounds; 5. Country Pastimes. Among
the "

City Conceits" we have the following :

" A BEL-MAN'S SONG.

fl Maides to bed, and cover coale,

Let the mouse out of her hole ;

Crickets in the chimney sing,
Whilst the little bell doth ring :

If fast asleepe, who can tell

When the clapper- hits the bell."

But perhaps the most curious collection of bell-

man's songs that has been handed down to us, is a

small tract of twelve leaves entitled TJie Common

Calls, Cries, and Sounds of the Bel-Man ; or

Diverse Verses to put its in minde of our Mortality,

12rno. Printed at London, 1639. This exces-

sively rare and interesting "set ofrhymes" is now
before me, and from them I have extracted a few

specimens of the genuine old songs of the London

bellman of past times :

" THE BEL-MAN'S SOUNDS.

" For Christmas Day.
" Remember all that on this morne,
Our blessed Saviour Christ was borne ;

Who issued from a Virgin pure,
Our soules from Satan to secure j

And patronise our feeble spirit,

That we through him may heaven inherit."
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" For New- Yeares Day.
" All you that doe the bell-man heere,

The first day of this hopefull yeare ;

I doe in love admonish you,
To bid your old sins all adue,
And walk as God's just law requires,
In holy deeds and good desires,

Which if to doe youle doe your best,

God will in Christ forgive the rest."

" COMMON SOUNDS.

belman like the wakefull morning cocke,
Doth warne you to be vigilant and wise :

jke to youre fire, your candle, and your locke,
Prevent what may through negligence arise :

may you sleepe with peace and wake with joy,
Lnd no mischances shall your state annoy."

All you which in your beds doe lie,

Unto the Lord ye ought to cry,
That he would pardon all your sins;

And thus the bell-man's prayer begins :

Lord, give us grace our sinful life to mend,
And at the last to send a joyfull end :

Having put out your fire and your light,
For to conclude, I bid you all good night."

The collection of Bellman's songs here described

is sometimes found appended to a little work en-

titled Time well Improved, or Some Helps for
Weak Heads in their Meditations, 12mo. 1657.

The latter publication is a reprint, with a new

title-page, of Samuel Rowlands' Heaven's Glory,
seeke it; Earth's Vanitie, fly it; Hell's Horror,

fere it. But whether the songs in question were

written, or merely collected by Rowlands, does
not appear. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

'. The Bellman (Vol. iii., p. 324.). Your corre-

spondent F. W. T. will find a very amusing sketch
of a night-watchman in Gemalde aus dem haus-
lichen Leben und Erzahlungen of G. W. C. Starke :

whether it may help his inquiries or not I cannot

say. It will at least inform him of the difficulties

in which a conscientious and gallant watchman
found himself when he attempted to improve on
the time-honoured terms, in which he had to "

cry
the hours." BENBOW.

Birmingham.

TRAVELS OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN, AND THE
AUTHOR OP THE SABBATH.

~
(Vol. iii., p. 305.)

1. In answer to the communication of A COL-
LECTOR, allow me to remark, that although Bruce
did not publish his Travels till about seventeen

years after his return to Great Britain, various
details had got abroad

; and, as usually happens,
the actual facts, as given by himself, were either

intentionally or accidentally misrepresented. Lat-

terly, Bruce, indignant at the persecution he suf-

fered, held his tongue, and patiently awaited the

publication of his Travels to silence his accusers*

Amongst other teasing occurrences, Paul Jodrell

brought him on the stage in a clever after-piece
which was acted in the Haymarket in 1779, and
was published in 8vo. in 1780. A copy of this

piece, which is called A Widow and no Widow, is

now before me : and Macfable, a Scotch travelling

impostor, was acted by Bannister ; and the hits at

Bruce cannot be mistaken.

Further, Bruce himself understood that he was
the party meant by

"
Munchausen," and he com-

plained of this and many other attacks to a dis-

tant relative of mine, who died a few years since,

and who mentioned the circumstances to me
;

adding, that Bruce uniformly declared that the

publication of his work would, he had no doubt,
afford a triumphant answer to his calumniators.

Whilst on the subject of Munchausen, I may
observe, that the story of the frozen words is to

be found in Nugcs venales, or a Complaisant Com-

panion, by Head, the author or compiler of the

English Rogue. It occurs among the lies, p. 133. :

" A soldier swore desperately that being in the wars

between the Russians and PoloHion, there chanced

to be a parley between the tw.o generals where a

river parted them. At that time it froze so excessive

that the words were no sooner ou* of their mouths
but they were frozen, and could not be heard till

eleven days after, that a thaw came, when the dissolved

words themselves made them audible to all."

As my copy has a MS. title, I should be obliged
if any of your readers could furnish me with a

correct one.

2. There were not " two James Grahame "
co-

temporaries. The author of Wallace was the author

of The Sabbath, as well as of Poems and Tales,

Scotch and English, thin 8vo., Paisley, 1794 : a copy
of which, as well as of Mary. Stewart and Wallace,
is in my tolerably extensive dramatic library. The
latter is defective, ending at p. 88, ;

and was saved

some years ago from a lot of the drama about to

be consigned to the snuff-shop. Probably the

same reasons which caused the suppression of a

political romance from the same pen, and of which

I have reason to believe the only existing copy is

in my library, may have induced the non-comple-
tion of Wallace. Grahame, like many other young
men just emerging at that particular time from

the Scotch Universities, had imbibed opinions
which in after years his good sense repudiated. He
concealed his authorship ofthe Paisley poems (now
very scarce), and the secret only transpired after his

death. From the intimacy that subsisted between

myself and his amiable nephew and namesake,
whose untimely death, in 1817, at the age of

twenty, I have never ceased to lament, I had the

best means of learning many facts relative to the

poet, who was, according to all accounts, one of

the most estimable and truly pious men that ever

lived. As to the crude opinions of early youth,
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can we forget that the truly admirable Southey
was the author of Wat Tyler ?

Whether there were only six copies of Wallace

completed, I cannot say ;
but this much I can

assert, that there were a great many printed, and

that, as before mentioned, the greater part went
to the snuff-shop ; probably, because people were
not fond of purchasing a drama wanting the title

and end.

In concluding, I may mention, that the "
Mary

Stewart" in the 12mo. edition of the Poems of
Grahame, is quite altered from the one printed in

8vo. in 1801. J. M.

THE PENN FAMILY.

(Vol. iii., p. 409.)

In reply to your correspondent A. N. C., William

Penn, eldest son ofthe famous Quaker, married Mary
Joms, by whom he had three children, Gulielma

Maria, Springett,
and William. The latter had a

daughter by his first wife, Miss Fowler, who married
a Gaskill, from which marriage the present Penn
Gaskills of Rolfe's Hould, Buckinghamshire, are

descended. While writing on this subject, allow

me to send you two other " notes."

Hugh David, a Welshman, who went out to

America in the same vessel with William Penn,
used to relate this curious anecdote of the state

founder. Penn, he says, after watching a goat
gnaw at a broom which lay on deck, called out to

him,
"
Hugh, dost thou observe the goat ? See

what hardy fellows the Welsh are
;
how they can

feed on a broom! However, Hugh, I am a Welsh-
man myself, and will relate by how strange a

circumstance our family lost their name. My
grandfather was named John Tudor, and lived on
the top of a hill or mountain in Wales. He was

generally called John Penmurith, which .in Eng-
lish is John on the top of the hill. He removed
from Wales into Ireland, where he acquired con-
siderable property. Upon his return to his own
country he was addressed by his friends and

neighbours, not in the former way, but as Mr.
Penn. He afterwards removed to London, where
he continued to reside under the name of John
Penn, which has since been the family name."
David told this story to a Quaker, who wrote it

down in these words, and gave the MS. to Robert

Proud, the historian of Pennsylvania. The same

David, in a copy of doggrel verses presented to

Thomas Penn on a visit to Philadelphia in 1732,
made an allusion to this descent. I quote four of
the lines :

" For the love of him that now descended be,
I salute his loyal one of three,

That ruleth here in glory so serene,
I branch of Tudor, alias Thomas Penn." *

This is at least curious. But I attach little credit

to Mr. David's report. He certainly mistook or

ill remembered Penn's words
; as his grandfather

was Giles Penn, and his ancestors for two genera-
tions before Giles are known to have been William.
The second note refers to Penn's descendants,

and may claim a corner in your chronicle on more
than one ground. William Penn was born in

1644: in 1844 his grandson, Granville Penn, well

known as a writer on classical subjects, was still

alive ! The descendants of his first marriage with
Miss Springett, six years ago were in the fifth and
sixth generation after him

; those by his second

wife, Hannah Callowhill, in the second.

HEPWORTH DIXON.

ON THE WORD PRENZ1E IN

MEASURE."
MEASURE FOR

(Vol. iii., p. 401.)

I have read with attention the argument of

your correspondent LEGES on the passage in

Measurefor Measure, in which the word "pren-
zie" occurs ;

and to much that he advances I

should, like the modest orator who followed Mr.

Burke, be contented to say
" ditto." Neverthe-

less, as I cannot agree with him altogether, I beg

permission to make a few remarks upon the

question. The extent of my agreement with your

correspondent will be shown in stating, that I

think neither "priestly," princely," nor "precise"
to be the true word. We disagree, however, in

the measure of our dislike ;
for of the three sug-

gested corrections,
"
princely" is, to my mind, by

far the best, and "
precise," beyond all measure,

the worst. Indeed, but that Mr. Knight has

adopted the latter term, as well as Tieck, I should

have regarded it as an instance of the difficulty in

the way of the best qualified Germans of under-

standing the niceties of English meaning, or of

feeling how far license might be tolerated in

English versification. In adopting this term Mr.

Knight appears to have forgotten that it has a

special application as the Duke (Act I. Sc. 4.)

uses it. Taken in connexion with the expressions
" stands at a guard" and " scarce confesses," cau-

tiously exact would appear to express the sense in a

passage the whole spirit of which shows a scarcely

disguised suspicion. The Duke, evidently, would not

have been surprised, as Claudio was ;
and the expres-

sion appropriate to a close observer like the one,

is a most unlikely epithet to have been chosen by
the other. More fatal, however, is the destruction

of the measure. Both instances go beyond all

bounds of license. And though we may pass over

the error in a critic so eminent even as Tieck, we

need feel no compunction at exposing "earless

on high" an Englishman who has pilloried
so o/ten

and so mercilessly others for the same offence.

While, however, LEGES has shown good cause

against, the adoption of either of the above epi-

thets, it does not appear to me that he has suc-

ceeded in establishing a case in favour of the
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word "
pensive," which he proposes instead. In

the first place, the passages your correspondent

quotes, show Angelo to be "strict," "firm," "pre-
cise," to be " a man whose blood is very snow-

broth," &c., but certainly not "pensive' in the

common acceptation of the word. Secondly, he

fails to show that, if Shakspeare meant by
"
pen-

sive" anything more than thoughtful in the passages
he cites, he meant anything so strong as religiously

melancholy, which would be the sense required to

be of any service to him as an epithet to the word
"
guards."
I will now, with your permission, call attention

to what I consider an oversight of enquirers into

this subject. The conditions required, as your
correspondent well states, are " that the word

adopted shall be (1) suitable to the reputed
character of Angelo ; (2) an appropriate epithet
to the word '

guards ;

'

(3) of the proper metre
in both places ;

and (4) similar in appearance to

the word '

prenzie.'
"

Now, it does not appear
to have been considered that this similarity was
to be sought in manuscript, and not in print;
or, if considered, that much more radical errors

arise from illegible manuscripts than the critics

have allowed for. In his "
Introductory Notice,"

Mr. Knight says the word (prenzie)
"
appears to

I have been inserted by the printer in despair of

| deciphering the author's manuscript." Yet in his

note to the text he has printed it, together with
three suggested emendations, as though he would
call attention to the comparative similarity in

print. But if, as all have hitherto assumed, the

printer had read the first three or fuur letters

correctly, is it not most probable that the context,
with the word recurring within four lines, would
have set him right? And his having twice in-

serted a word having no apparent meaning, is it

not as probable that he was misled at the very
beginning of the word by some careless combina-
tion of letters presenting accidentally the same

appearance in the two instances? Having thus
shown that the search for the true word may have
been too restricted, I will proceed to make a final

i suggestion.
When Claudio exclaims in surprise

' The ( ) Angelo !

"

it is quite clear that the epithet which has to be

j

supplied is one in total contrast to the character

I

just given of him by Isabella. What is this

character?
" This outward-sainted deputy,

Whose settled visage and deliberate word
Nips youth i' the head, and follies doth emmew,
As falcon doth the fowl, is yet a devil,-
His filth within being cast, he would appear
A. pond as deep as hell.

"

To this it appears to me Claudio would naturally
exclaim :

" The saintly Angelo !

"

and Isabella, as naturally following up the con-

trast, would continue
" O, 'tis the cunning livery of hell,

The damnedest body to invest and cover
In saintly guards !

"

My acquaintance with the handwriting of the

age is very limited; but I have no doubt there
are possible scrawls in which saintlie might be
made to look like prenzie. If any one knows a
better word, let him propose it

; only I beg leave
to warn him against pious, which I have already
tried, and for various reasons rejected.

SAMUEL HICKSON.
St. John's Wood, May 24. 1851.

"Prenzie" in "Measurefor Measure" It must
be gratifying to the correspondents of " NOTES
AND QUERIES" to know that their suggestions re-

ceive attention and consideration, even though the
result be unfavourable to their views. I am
therefore induced to express, as an individual

opinion, that the reading of the word "
prenzie,"

as proposed by LEGES, does not appear more satis-

factory than those already suggested in the various
editions.

Of these,
"
precise" is by far the most consonant

with the sense of the context
; while "

pensive,"
almost exclusively restricted to the single meaning,
contemplative, action of mind rather than strict-

ness of manner, is scarcely applicable to the

hypocritical safeguard denounced by Isabella.

From the original word, too, the deviation of

"precise "is less than that of "pensive." Since
the former substitutes e for n, and transposes two
letters in immediate proximity, while the latter

substitutes v for r, and transposes it from one end
of the word to the other.

But "precise" has the immeasurable advantage
of repetition by Shakspeare himself, in the same

play, applied to the same person, and coupled with
the same word "

guard," which is undoubtedly
used in both instances in the metaphorical sense of

defensive covering, and not in that of " countenance
or demeanour," nor yet in that of " the formal

trimmings of scholastic robes :

"

" Lord Angelo is precise ;

Stands at a guard with envy
O, 'tis the cunning livery of hell

The damned'st hody to invest and cover

In precise guards."

Therefore, while I cannot quite join with Mr.

Knight in understanding "precise" as applicable
to the formal cut of Angelo's garments, I never-
theless agree with him, on other grounds, in

awarding a decided preference to the reading of
the German critic. A. E. B.

The Obsolete Word " Prenzie:' I agree with

your correspondent LEGES, that the several emen-
dations which have been suggested of the word
"
prenzie," do not " answer all the necessary con-
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ditions." LEGES says, "it is universally agreed
that the word is a misprint."* Now misprinting

may be traced to wrong letters being dropped in the

boxes into which compositors put the types, and

which generally are found to be neighbours (this

is hardly intelligible but to the initiated). How-
ever, they will at once see that a more unfortunate

illustration could hardly have been suggested.
An error, made by the printer, often passes

" the

reader" or corrector, because it is something, in

appearance and sound, like what should have been

used. But in this word there is no assimilation of

either to any one of the words conjectured to have

been meantl Moreover, such a wor(J would never

have been twice used erroneously in the same

piece. May it not rather have been an adaptation
from the Norman prise, or the Latin prenso, sig-

nifying assumed, seized, &c. ? The sound comes
much nearer, the sense would do. I hardly like

to venture a suggestion where so many eminent

commentators entertain other views ;
but it seems

to me that it is a main excellence of your periodical
to encourage such suggestions ;

and if mine be not

too wild, your insertion of it will oblige B, B.

P.S. May I end this note by adopting a Query
many years since put forth by a highly valued and,

alas ! deceased friend and coadjutor in antiquarian

pursuits,
" What is the date of that edition of

the Bible which reads (Psalm cxix. 161.): Printers

have persecuted me without a cause ?
"

Ona Passage in " Measurefor Measure" (Vol.iii.,

p. 401.). On3 of the very few admissible con-

jectural emendations on Shakspeare made by the

ingenious and gifted poet and critic Tieck, is that

which Mr. Knight adopted, and I cannot
^

think

your correspondent LEGES happy in proposing to

substitute "
pensive."

There can be no doubt that "
guards

"
in the

passage in question signifies facings, trimmings,

ornaments, and that it is used metaphorically for

dress, habit, appearance, and not for countenance,

demeanour.
The context clearly shows this :

" Claud. The precise Angelo ?

" Isab. O, 'tis the cunning livery of hell,

The damned'st body to invest and cover

In precise guards."

Isabella had before characterised Angelo
" Tliis outward-sainted deputy is yet a devil :"

and the Duke afterwards says :

"
Oh, what may man within him hide,

Though angel on the outward side."

* Old as well as modern typographers need have

broad backs. Bale, in his Preface to the Image of
loth Churches, says,

" But ij cruel enemies have my
just labours had * * * The printers are the first

whose heady hast, negligence, and couetousnesse com-

monly corrupteth all bokes * * *
though they

had at their handes ij learned correctours wh take all

paynes possyble to preserue them."

In Much Ado about Nothing (Act I. Sc. 1.),
Benedick says :

' The body of your discourse is sometimes guarded
with fragments, and the guards are but slightly basted

on, neither."

That the epithet
"
precise" is peculiarly applicable

to the assumed sanctity of Angelo, the poet has
decided in Act I. Sc. 4., where the Duke de-

scribes him thus :

" Lord Angelo is precise,

Stands at a guard with envy, scarce confesses

That his blood flows, or that appetite

Is more to bread than stone. Hence we shall see,

Jf power change purpose, what our seemers be."

"The 'pensive' Angelo" might be admissible,

though not so appropriate as
" the precise ;

"
but

"
pensive

"
is inapplicable to the word "

guards,"
in the sense which the poet everywhere attaches

to it. In the second Scene of this Act the Clown

says :

" Craft being richer than innocency, stands for the

facing."

Your correspondent may be assured that the

word he would substitute was never written or

printed
"
penzive

"
in Shakspeare's time.

Mr. Collier's objection, that "
precise"

" sounds

ill as regards the metre, the accent falling on the

wrong syllable," has no weight with me, for it is

doubtful whether the accent was not placed on the

first syllable of "precise" by the poet and his

cotemporaries ; but were this not the case, I

should still very much prefer the reading pro-

posed by Tieck, and adopted by Mr. Knight, to

any other that has been proposed, and have

little doubt that it is the true one.

S. W. SINGES.

to iHwnr tetter te&

Countess of Pembroke's Epitaph (Vol. iii.,

&307.).
Let me thank your correspondent ME.

ATTY for his information. In order to complete

the history of this inscription, it may be stated

that though Gifford is silent as to Jonson having

any claim to it, yet, by admitting it into his works

(vol. viii. p. 337-)i he concurs apparently with

Whalley and others, in assigning this "delicate

epitaph," as Whalley terms it, to Jonson, though

it " hath never yet been printed with his
works.^

Gifford considers that Jonson did not "
cancel,

as it has been alleged, the six lines,
" Marble

piles let no man raise," but that he possibly never

saw them. They certainly contradict the pre-

ceding ones; admitting that such a character as

the Countess might again appear. These last-men-

tioned verses, Gifford adds, were copied from the

poems of William Herbert Earl of Pembroke,
" a

humble votary of the Muses." This nobleman,

whose amiable character is beautifully drawn by

Clarendon, deeply venerated his excellent mother;

he, perhaps, could not feel satisfied in leaving her
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j praises to be sung by another poet, and therefore

added this well-intended but feeble supplement.
J. H. M.

Court Dress (Yol. iii., p. 407.)- There are no
orders of the Earl Marshal, printed or manuscript,

upon the subject of court costume it is not within

his department. It is more likely that the Lord
Chamberlain has notices upon the subject. In all

j

cases of court mourning, his lordship specifies
the dress, and notifies the changes, not always,

however, strictly adopted or comprehended. 5-

Ex PedeHercidem (Vol. iii., p. 302.). The

origin of this proverb is to be found, I think, in

Plutarch, who is quoted by Aulus Gellius (i. 1.)

as saying in substance as follows :

"
Pythagoras ingeniously calculated the great stature

of Hercules, by comparing the length of various stadia

in Greece. All these courses were nominally 600 feet

in length, but Hercules was said to have measred
out the stadium at Olympia with his own feet, while

the others followed a standard of later days. The

philosopher argued that by how much the Olympic
course exceeded all others in length, by the same pro-

portion did the foot of Hercules exceed that of men of

a subsequent age ; and again, by the same proportion
must the stature of Hercules have been pre-eminent."

(The original is to be found also in Plutarchi

Varia Scripta, ed. Tauchnitz, vol. vi. p. 393.)
C. P. PH***.

The Day of the Accession of Richard III.

(Vol. iii., p. 351.). I have examined the original
inrolment of the entry upon the Remembrance
Roll ex parte Capitalis Rememoratoris Hiberni<z,
of the second year of Richard III., with the fac-
simile of that entry which appears in the Irish

Record Reports (1810 1815, plate 9.), and I find

that the fuc-simile is correct. The accession of
Richard III. is shown by the entry upon the

original record to have taken place on the twenty-

sixih day of June. This entry is, as I have

stated, upon the roll of the second year of
Richard III., and not of the first year, as stated

by the said Record Reports, there being no Re-
membrance or Memoranda Roll of the first year
of that monarch to be found amongst the Ex-

chequer Records of Ireland. Upon this subject
of Richard III.'s accession, I beg to transmit to

you the copy of a regal table which is entered
in the Red Book of the Exchequer, probably the

most ancient, as well as the most curious, record
in Ireland. Judging by the character of the

handwriting of this Tabula Regum, I would come
to the conclusion, that the entries prior in date
to that of Henry VIII.'s reign have been made
during the time of that monarch

; or, in other

words, that this table has probably not been

compiled at any time previous to the reign of

Henry VIII. J.F.F.

Nomina Regum Angl post conquestu Witti Bastard.

Witts conquestor regnavit p
Witts Rufus regn p -

Henricus primus regn p -

Steplms regn p
Henf sco^us regn p -

Hen? ?cius regn p unu annu impfectum &
Ricus regn p -

Jones regn p -

Hen? ?cius regn p ...
Edwardus prim

9
regn p -

Edwardus scdus regn p - - -

Edwardus ?cius regn p -

Ricus scdus regn p ...
Hen? quartus regn p
Hen? quint regn p -

Hen? sextus regn p - - -

Edwardus quartus regn p
Ricus $cius regn p ...
Henricus septimus regn -

Henricus octav regn -

Edwardus sextus -
' !

Philipus et Maria ..''-'
-

.

Elizabeth regina nunc -

Jacobus qui hodie regnat .',-" ,\ ; v.
Carolus Ilex.

- xxi ann. Beried at Cane.
- xiii ann.
- xxxvi ann.
- xx ann.
- xxxvi ann.

ideo non deb scribi.

- ix arm.
- xvni ann.
- LVI ann.
- xxxv ann.
- xix ann.
- L ann. & CXLVIII dies.

- xxn ann. & c dies.

- xin ann. q3 qr$iu
9 ann. *x

iiu., n dies.
- ix ann. & qr$iu anni Lxni dies.

- xxxvin ann. quind & in dies.

- xxii ann, xxxvn dies.

- n ann. di.

- xxin ann. & di sex sept.
- xxxviu an.
- vii an.
- v.
- XLIII.

- xxii plane.
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Tennyson s " In Memoriam" (Vol. iii., pp. 142.

227.). I beg to withdraw my former suggestion
as to " the crimson-circled star," which, on recon-

sideration, appears to me manifestly erroneous.

If you can find space for a second suggestion, I

think the question will be cleared up by the fol-

lowing extract from the valuable work which I
cited before (the Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography and Mythology, edited by Dr. W.
Smith) :

"
Eos, 'Hofc, in Latin Aurora, the goddess of the

morning red, who brings up the light of day from the

east. At the close of night she ascended up to the heaven
from the river Oceanus to announce the coming light
of the sun to the gods as well as to men. In the

Homeric poems, Eos not only announces the coming
Helios (the sun), but accompanies him throughout the

day, and her career is not complete till the evening :

hence she is sometimes mentioned when one would
have expected Helios ( Od.v.390. x. 144.); and the tragic
writers completely identify her with Hemera (the day),
of whom, in later times the same mythes are related as

of Eos."

As Aurora rises from the river Oceanus, he may
be called her father, and as she sinks into the

same, he may be called her grave. The expression
then will mean neither more nor less than this,
" We returned home before the close of day."

Perhaps Mr. Tennyson had a line of Lycidas
running in his mind :

" So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed."

Milton's day-star, however, I take to be the sun
himself.

Another of your correspondents, I see, suggests
a different interpretation of the " crimson-circled

star."

I hope I shall not be considered as taking too

great a liberty if I avail myself of the medium of

your pages to request Mr. Tennyson (deus ex

machina) to descend and settle the question. X. Z.

Cardinal Azzolin (Vol. iii., pp. 370. 371.). Car-
dinal Azzolini was appointed by Alexander VII.
Intendant to Queen Christina on her receiving a

pension of 12,000 scudi from that Pope. On the

withdrawal of this grant by Innocent XL, her

majesty wrote a furious letter to the Cardinal,
which is one of the most curious pieces contained

in a Collection of Letters, edited by M. Matter

(Paris, chez Amiot). That a close intimacy ex-

isted between the Queen and the Cardinal appears
from some allusions in contemporary letters

(16851687). See M. Valery's Correspondence
de Mabillon et de Montfaucon avec Tltalie (Paris,

1846), vol. i. p. 99. : "La Heine de Suede, grande
amie du Cardinal Azzolin" .... vol. ii. p. 83. :

" II n'y a plus de differend qu'entre le marquis Del
Monte et le Cardinal Azzolin [s/c],a qui aura meilleure

part dans ks bonnes graces de la Rcine pendant sa vie, et

dans son testament apres sa mort."

The editor adds (vol. iii. p. 298.) :

" Le Cardinal Azzolini fut le principal heritier de

Christine.
"

C. P. PH***.

Babingtons Conspiracy (Vol. iii., p. 390.). In
Dr. Maitland's Index of English Books in the

Lambeth Library will be found the following
entry :

" *
Babington( Anthony), His Letter to the Queen.

No place, printer, or date." The asterisk denotes that

it is not mentioned by Herbert in his edition of Ames.

This, I believe, will be a satisfactory answer to

J. Bx.'s Query. II. P.

Robert de Welle (Vol. ii., p. 71.). Not observing
that H. "W.'s Query regarding Robert de Welle
has as yet been answered, I would refer him to

Blomefield's Hist, of Norf., vol. vii. p. 288., edit.

1807, 8vo., where under "Bicham-well" he will

find a Robert de Welle, lord of the manor of Well

Hall, an. 1326 (20 Edw. II.), which was held

under the Earl of Clare, the capital lord. He
died circ. 9 Edw. III.

I have met also with a Roger de Welle, in an

old roll undated, but about the time of Hen. III.,

in which he is entered as holding a manor in

Wimbotsham, co. Norf. :

Roger
9 de Welle tenet mailium suu de

Winebodesham cu libe teil villanis suis t
cotar9 ad illd mariiu ptinentib) de comit9

Warenn p vic q
arte ptis uni9 scuti t com de

dn5 r
9 in capite, p quale sviciu nescira

9
. Et

ftt in eod mariio unu mes9 t una carucata terr
9

arabit t xiiij acras p
a
ti in dnico unu molend

ad vent9 lifium taur9 t verre eid maRio ptin
t facit secta ad cur9 de Castelacr

9 de ?b}

septis in tres septias. Et capit amciamta

pisto t braciatoru ^b hoc sine waranto ut cre-

dim9
. Et claraat fere warenn p carta dni r

9
.

The manor passed from him to Ingaldesthorp,
under which manor the continuator of Blome-
field mentions (vol. vii. p. 517.) that Roger de

Frevil^
in 13 Hen. III. had a carucate of land here.

This is probably the same person as Roger de

Welle, as it was not uncommon for persons at

that period to be known by different designations.
Thomas Knox, M.P. for Dungannon, was created

Baron Welles, 1780. H. W. will find the history
of the family in Lodge's Peerage of Ireland, by
Archdall, vol. vii. p. 195., ed. 1789. G. H. D.

Family of Sir John Banks (Vol. iii., p. 390.).

The following is a correct list of the descend-

ants of Sir John Banks
;
and as his wife is an

historical character, her own immediate descent,

as well as the notice of those of the present day
who may claim her as their ancestor, may not be

uninteresting to your correspondent :
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Thomas Hawtrey, of Chequers, co. Bucks, Esq.,
A. 9 H. VII.

Ralph Hawtrey, fourth Son =
Winifred, d. and h. of Wm

. Wallaston,

Esq., of Ruislip, co. Middx.

Ralph Hawtrey, of Ruislip, Esq.

Edward Hawtrey, of Ruislip, Esq. Elizabeth, d. of Gabriel Dormer, co.

Oxon, Esq.

Mary, d. of Ed. Altham of Mark's

Hall, co. Essex, Esq.

John Hawtrey, of

Ruislip, Esq.,
eldest Son.

Mary, only daughter, d. 1661.

Buried at Ruislip.

The Heroine of Ccrfe Castle.

Sir John Banks, Queen's Coll.

Oxon, 1604. Chief Justice,

temp. C. I. 1640. D. 1644.

Of Stanwell, Middx., and Corfe

Castle, Dorset.

1. John Banks, d. before his

father.

2. Sir Ralph Banks, Kt.
3. Jerome. 4. Charles.

5. William.

Of these only two appear to have left descend-
ants : Sir Ralph Banks, who is the ancestor of the
Earl of Falmouth, and Baroness Le Despenser ;

and of George Bankes, Esq., M. P. for Corfe

Castle, his lineal descendant. Mary Banks, third

daughter, married Sir Robert Jenkinson, Knt. ;

and is the ancestor of the Earls of Liverpool and

Verulam, of the Countesses of Craven, Clarendon,
and Caledon

; Viscountess Milton, and Viscountess
Folkestone.

Burke' s Commoners would probably answer the
rest of R. C. H. li.'s Query, or Lysons' Middlesex.

L. H.

Charles LamUs Epitaph (Vol. iii., p. 322,).
I can explain to MARIA S. how this epitaph came
to be attributed to Wordsworth. The late lau-

reate did write some lines on the occasion of
Lamb's death, beginning

" To a good man of most dear memory,
This stone is sacred."

They were composed, the author says,
" With an earnest wish,

Though but a doubting hope, that they might serve

Fitly to guard the precious dust of him,
Whose virtues called them forth. That aim is

missed." Vol. v. p. 141. ed. 1850. f

C. P. Pa***.

Quebeqa and his Epitaph (Vol. iii., p. 223.).
Tliis epitaph is said, upon the authority of Segrais,
to be upon the king of Spain's preceptor, and to

6. Bridget, d. 1636, at Stan-

well, Middx.
7. Alice. 8. Elizabeth.

9. Mary. 10. Joan.

11. Anne, b. 1637, at Stan-

well.

12. Frances.

13. Arabella, baptized July 31,

1642, at Stanwell.

be seen at Saragossa. The version of it in my
possession differs from that supplied by your cor-

respondent, and is as follows :

" Here lies John Cabe^a, precentor of my lord the

king. When he is admitted to the choir of angels,
whose society he will embellish by his powers of song,
God shall say to the angels,

'

Cease, ye calves ! and let

me hear John Cabea, the precentor of my lord the

king.'
"

J. B. COLMAN.
Eye, March 24. 1851.

The Frozen Horn (Vol. iii., p. 282.). The story
of the frozen and thawed words in Rabelais' Pan-

tagruel, book iv. c.55. and 56., is borrowed from
a passage in Plutarch's Morals, vol. vi. p. 293.,

Leipsic, Reiske's edition. I beg to subjoin the

Latin translation of this fable of so remote a date :

" Joco enim Antiphanes dixit, in urbe quadam voces

illico frigore loci congelare, ac per asstatetn, gelu so-

luto, demum exaudiri, qua? dicta erant hyeme; ita ille

quas adolescentes e Platone audivissent, aiebat, ple-

rosque vix tandem ingravescente a?tate intelligere."

C. I. R.

West Chester (Vol. iii., p. 353.). JOHN
FRANCIS X. asks "

why so designated ?
" Camden

will answer him. That antiquary gives the

Roman, British, and Saxon names, and adds :

" Nos contractius West Chester ab occidental! situ."

Britannia, edit. 1607, p. 458.

But X. adds :
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" In Maps of Cheshire 1670, and perhaps later, the

city of Chester is thus called."

The writer has the maps and plans of Braun,
Hollar, Saxton, Speed, and Blome, before him,
but these have " Chester" simply; and does not at

present recollect any county map with the prefix
mentioned. Perhaps X. will oblige by a reference.

LANCASTRIENSIS.

West Chester (Vol. iii., p. 353.). -So called in

contradistinction to Chester-le-Street, Chester

Magna, Chester Parva, Chesterfield, Chesterton,
and a hundred other Chesters throughout Eng-
land. To be sent to West Chester (frequently so

called in the beginning of the last century), was
to be sent into banishment, i. e. into Ireland

;
of

which Chester was in those Delays the usual, and
indeed almost the only, route. C.

Registry of Dissenters (Vol. iii., p. 370.). I

beg to inform D. X. that I have met with several

instances of Dissenters' burials being entered in

parish registers, at a time when a more amicable

feeling than now exists prevailed between church-
men and themselves. In the register of Warbleton,
co. Sussex, in particular, there are several entries

of Quakers who were buried in their own cemetery
in that parish, about 150 years since.

M. A. LOWER.
Lewes.

Registry of Ministerial Offices performed by
Dissenters (Vol. iii., p. 370.). The note of D. X.
has led me to examine the baptismal registers of

Ecclesfield parish, and I find on the parchment
fly-leaf of the book which contains the baptisms,
that date from nearly the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, the following heading
" Births of

the children of some Dissenters enter'd as given."
Then comes a list of the names of fourteen chil-

dren, with the dates of their births
; and, after

several miscellaneous entries of baptisms, I find,

"
January 3. 1750-1, Samuel, son of Thomas Sayles,

said to be baptized at Sheffield by y
e
Popish priest."

The enrolment of births is, no doubt, quite im-

proper. But the entering of dissenting baptisms
m the parish register (mentioned by D. X.) would

not, I think, be equally open to reprobation ;
in-

asmuch as the registering has always been of bap-
tisms in the parish, and not merely in the church.

Hence, if dissenting baptism be, as no doubt it is,

a valid title to burial by the clergyman, he might,
not unreasonably, be disposed to keep a list of

such irregular administrations. That the law has

regarded them as irregular, is evident from the

fact, that when in 1812 an act was passed "for the

better regulating and preserving parish and other

registers of births, baptisms, marriages, and burials

in England," the 146th chap, of the same distinctly

declares, that when a baptism is performed by

any other than the licensed minister of the parish'
the certificate of its performance must state that
it was "according to the rites of the United
Church of England and Ireland." No

dissenting
baptism, therefore, could now be registered by the

clergyman.
In our burial register there is a slip of paper

pinned, with this inscription upon it :

" These are to certify that the remains of Ann, the
wife of Thomas Ellis, was buried in the Methodist

chapel-yard in Ecclesfield, the 5th day of November,
1826, aged (about) seventy-three."

The poor woman chose to lie apart from her
"rude forefathers;" and she has continued to be
the solitary tenant of the small enclosure round
the chapel. It seems, however, that her friends
did the best they could towards preserving her
name on the list of those who sleep in the conse-
crated cemetery. ALFRED GATTI.

Poem on the Grave (Vol. iii., p. 372.). A cor-

respondent in your No. of May 10th, signed A. D.,
wishes to be informed of the author of "The Grave,"
a very beautiful poem ;

and he gives a portion of
it thus:

"Is/ Voice.

" How peaceful the grave, its quiet how deep,
Its zephyrs breathe calmly, and soft is its sleep,
And flow'rets perfume it with ether."

" 2nd Voice.

" How lonesome the grave, how deserted and drear,"

(From what I remember of the poem, this stanza

flows on thus) :

" With the howls of the storm wind, the creaks of the

bier,

And the white bones all clattering together."

This poem extends to fifteen or twenty stanzas,
and is exquisite in its imagery, and peculiarly
forcible (its author was a Russian, I think Der-

zhavin), and in its original language might com-

pare with the works of the most polished poetry
of advanced nations. It can be found translated

in Bowring's Russian Anthology, 12 mo., published
about 1824 : where also will be found some beau-
tiful translations from Lomonosoff, "Or Broken

Nose," and other Russian poets. Derzhavin also

has his grandest poem on God, translated there :

this poem is popular in no less than thirty-six

languages, and is familiar to the Chinese and Tar-

tar nations, and even as far as Southern India.

I give the exordium, which is noble :

" O Thou Eternal One, whose presence bright
All space^doth occupy, all motion guide ;

Unchanged through time's all-devastating flight ;

Thou only God ! There is no God beside !

"

And in a further portion of the poem, describ-

ing Heaven as the abode of God, he speaks thus :
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What shall we call them? Piles of crystal light,
A glorious company of golden streams,

Lamps of celestial ether burning bright,
Suns lighting systems with their joyous beams?"

I think I have quoted sufficient to direct A. D.'s

attention to the northern poets, who, though few

in number, make up their deficiency in quantity

by the sterling and magnificent quality of their

works. GREGORY BATEMAN.

Tansor Rectory, near Oundle, Northamptonshire,

May 15. 1851.

The poem inquired for by A. D. is copied in an

album in my possession
" from Bowring's trans-

lation of Russian Poetry," and is entitled " The

Churchyard." J. R. P.LANCHK.

Round Robin (Vol. iii,, p. 353,). The "
little

predie round-robin," mentioned by Dr. Heylin, was
no doubt a small pancake. (See Halliwell's Archaic
and Provincial Dictionary, under "Round Robin.")
Of the derivation of the petition also called a

round robin, I find the following account in the

Imperial Dictionary :

" ROUND ROBIN, n. [Fr. rond and rul>an.~\ A written

petition, memorial, or remonstrance signed by names in

a ring or circle. The phrase is originally derived from
a custom of the French officers, who, in signing a re-

monstrance to their superiors, wrote their names in a

circular form so that it might be impossible to ascer-

tain who had headed the list. It is now used to signify
an act by which a certain number of individuals bind

themselves to pursue a certain line of conduct."

The round robin sent to Dr, Johnson on the

subject of his epitaph on Goldsmith is well known.
In speaking of it Boswell states that the sailors

make use of it
" when they enter into a conspiracy,

so as not to let it be known who puts his name
first or last to the paper." C. H. COOPER.

Cambridge, May 3. 1851.

Derivation of the Word " Yankee
"

(Vol. iii.,

p. 260.). Your correspondent J. M., and M. Phi-

larete Charles, are both incorrect in saying that

this derivation is not given in any English or

American work. In the Poetical Works of John

Trumbull, LL.D., published at Hartford (U.S.),
1820, in two volumes, in the Appendix, appears
the following Note :

Yankies. The first settlers of New England were

mostly emigrants ^from London and its vicinity, and

exclusively styled themselves the English. The In-

dians, in attempting to utter the word English, with
their broad guttural accent, gave it a sound which
would be nearly represented in this way, Yaunghees ;

the letter g being pronounced hard, and approaching
to the sound of k joined with a strong aspirate, like

the Hebrew cheth, or the Greek chi, and the I sup-
pressed, as almost impossible to be distinctly heard
in that combination. The Dutch settlers on the river

Hudson and the adjacent country, during their long con-

test concerning the right of territory, adopted the name,
and applied it in contempt to the inhabitants of New
England. The British of the lower class have since

extended it to all the people of the United States.

This seems the most probable origin of the term. The
pretended Indian tribe of Yankoos does not appear to

have ever had an existence ; as little can we believe in

an etymological derivation of the word from ancient

Scythia or Siberia, or that it was ever the name of a
horde of savages in any part of the world."

I some time ago thought of sending you a copy
of this "

Note," but had forgotten it, until recalled

to my memory by reading J. M.'s extract.

T. H. KERSLEY, A.B.

King William's College, Isle of Man.

Yankee Yankee-doodle (Vol. iii., p. 260.). In
a curious book on the Round Towers of Ireland

(I forget the title), the origin of the term Yankee-
doodle was traced to the Persian phrase,

" Yanki

dooniah," or " Inhabitants of the New World."

Layard, in his book on Nineveh and its Remains,
also mentions "

Yanghi-dunia
"

as the Persian

name of America. BENBOW.

Birmingham.

Yankee. The following lines from a poem,
written in England by the Rev. James Cook

Richmond, of Providence, Rhode Island, and
dated Sept. 7, 1848, gives the derivation of this

word :

" At Yankees, John, beware a laugh,

Against yourself you joke :

For Ye.nghe.es
'

English
'

is, but half

By Indian natives spoke."

M. Philarete Charles then has too hastily con-

cluded that this etymology is not given in " aucun

ouvrage americain ou anglais," and has supplied
us with a surprising coincidence, since he appears
to have fairly translated the first two lines, viz. :

" Les Anglais, quand ils se moquent des Yankies,
se moquent d'eux-memes." W. DN.

Letters on the British Museum (Vol. iii., pp. 208.

261.). Youi correspondent's Query as to the

author of these letters, published by Dodsley in

1767, 12mo., has not yet been answered. The
author's name was Alexander Thomson. It is

inserted in manuscript in two copies of this work
which I possess. I have also seen the assignment
of the copyright to Dodsley, in which the same
name occurs as that of the author.

JAS. CROSSLEY.

Names of the Ferret (Vol. iii., p. 390.). The
name by which the male ferret is known in the

midland counties is the hob : the female is called

the jill. In that district there is a saying current,
which is applied to the human genus :

" There's never a Jack but finds a Jill."

In Welsh, the name of the ferret is ffured, which
means a wily, crafty creature. A RATCATCHER.
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Anonymous Ravennas (Vol. i., p. 124.). TV. C.'s

Query has not received much elucidation as yet ;

as a small contribution, I may remark that the

Benedictine Dom. Porcheron brought the MS. to

light, and published it at Paris, 1686, 8vo., under
the title, Anonymi Ravennatia, qui circa sceculum

septimum vixit, de Geographid libri quinque, with
a dedication to the Due de Bourbon, son of the

great Conde. My authority is, the Correspondence
inedite de Mabillon et de Montfaucon avec Vltalie,

par M. Valery, Paris, 1846, vol. ii. pp. 2, 3. 5.

" Panels abhinc diebus prodiit ab uno e nostris erutus

in lucem Anonymus Ravennas, qui ante annos circiter

mille de Geographia scripsit libros quinque. [Michel
Germain a Gattola, Dec. 31. 1686.] Je vous destine

un volume in 8vo. que notre cher Dom. Placide Por-
cheron vient de donner au public, c'est un Anonyme
de Ravenne, Goth ou Grec de naissance, qui vivait il

y a mille ans .... [the same, to Magliabechi, Jan. 10.

1687.]"
The editor gives the date 1688, and the form

4to., for this book
;
the date is evidently a mis-

print. C.P.PH***.

The Lion, a Symbol of the Resurrection (Vol. i.,

pp. 385. 472.). As JARLTZBERG has not replied
to MR. EASTWOOD'S Query, permit me to refer

the latter to Sacred Latin Poetry Selected, by
R. C. Trench, London, 1849, pp. 67. 152. 153. :

" The Middle- Age legend, that the lion's whelps
were born dead and first roused to life on the third day
by the roar of their sire, was often alluded to in con-

nexion with, and as a natural type of the Resurrection.

Adam de S Victore (De SS. Evangelistis, verse 25.):
* c Est leonis rugientis

Marco vultus, resurgentis

Quo claret potentia:
Voce Patris excitatus

Surgit Christus '

"
Again, De Rtsurrectione Domini, verse 54. :

" Sic de Juda Leo fortis,

Fractis portis dira? mortis
Die surgit tertia,

Rugiente voce Patris . . . .'

" Hugo de S. Victore (De Best., lib. ii. cap. 1.):
" Cum leaena parit, suos catulos mortuos parit, et ita

custodit tribus diebus, donee veniens Pater eorum in

faciem eorum exhalet, et vivificentur. Sic Omnipotens
Pater Filium suum tertia die suscitavit a mortuis.'

" Hildebert (De Leone} :

" ' Natus non vigilat dum Sol se tertio gyrat,
Sed dans rugitum pater ejus suscitat ilium:

Tune quasi vivescit, tune sensus quinque capescit."

C. P. PH***.

Paring the Nails, &fc. (Vol. ii., p. 511.
; Vol. iii.,

p. 55.). The legend that I have heard in Devon-
shire differs from that quoted in Vol. ii. It ran
thus:

"
Friday cut hair, Sunday cut -horn,
Better that man had never been born."

The meaning given to it was, that cutting horn
was a kind of work, and therefore a breach of the
Sabbath

;
and that cutting hair on the Friday

was, like a hundred other things, thought un-

lucky on a Friday, from some obscure reference to
the great sacrifice of Good Friday. Sir Thomas
Browne shows that this was perhaps the continu-
ation of ancient superstition ; and it is peculiarly
remarkable that amongst the Romans the Dies
Veneris (Friday) should have been thought un-

lucky for hair-cutting. His reference to the crime
of Manasses,

" of observing times," enters into no
detail, and the text is evidently a general condem-
nation of superstitious observances. I may as well

here remark that Browne's reference to Manasses,
1 Chron. xxxv., in my edition (1686), is erroneous:
it should be 2 Chron. xxxiii. 6. C.

Meaning of Gig-Hill (Vol. iii., pp. 222. 283.).
Your correspondent N. B., p. 283., has doubtless

aptly illustrated Shakspeare's use of the word gig^
but not as a local name, where " there is no indi-

cation of anything in the land to warrant it ;" but
if your querist K., p. 222., will refer to Bailey's

Dictionary, article "Gig Mill," "a mill for the

fulling of woollen cloth," he will find the key to

the local name
;
and full information as to the

illegality and injurious tendency of Gig Mills,
with an order for their suppression, &c., will

be found in the statute 5 & 6 Edward VI., c. 22,

intitled,
" An Act for the putting down of Gig

Mills." The presence of such mills previous to

the suppression would give the name to the sites

now known as "
Gig's Hills." BLOWEN.

The Mistletoe on the Oak (Vol. ii., pp. 163.

214.; Vol. iii., pp. 192. 226.). MR. BUCKMAN
calls the Poplar and Lime native, and the Syca-
more and Robinia foreign trees, and adds that

the two latter are comparatively recently intro-

duced.
Without doubt, all four are foreign, except the

Asp among Poplars, which is a native tree. And
the Sycamore was introduced into England long
before the Lombardy, and I think before any of

the Poplar tribe.

I have seen the Mistletoe propagated by seed

inserted, with an upward cut of a knife, under

the bark of an apple-tree.
On the Oak I have never seen the Mistletoe.

The late Mr. Loudon, when shown it on an oak

on the estate of the late Miss Woods, of Shop-

wyke, near Chichester, said he had only seen it in

one other instance. A. HOLT WHITE.

For much learned lore relating to this remark-

able plant, see the Encyclopedia Metropolitan.
Your querist ACHE may be assured that the

Mistletoe may be often found in the counties

of Devon and Somerset growing on oaks, and

frequently on old apple-trees in neglected
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orchards. A specimen of it may also be occasion-

ally found on other trees the bark of which is

rough, such as the acacia and some species of

willow, when of large size. I have heard of an

instance of its growing in a furze-bush. S. S. S.

Spelling of ''Britannicus" (Vol. iii., p. 275.).
If R. W. C. will turn to Akcrman's Coins of

the Romans relating to Britain, he will find, at

p. 36., the description of a brass medallion of

Commodus having on the reverse a legend com-

mencing
" BRITTANIA P. M. TR.," &C.

The author observes :

" The spelling of Britannia is worthy of observation.

Dr. Charles Grotefend thinks it is from the Greek,

BpTTOVta."

And in a Note to this adds :

" That in Horace and Propertius, the first syllable of

Britannia is short ; but in Lucretius, on the contrary, it

is long."

I would further observe, that the same mode of

spelling
"
Britannia," with two #'s, obtains on the

coins of Severus, Caracalla, and Geta.

J. COVE JONES.

Temple, April 17. 1851.

T. Gilbert on Clandestine Marriages (Vol. iii.,

p. 167.). Thomas Gilbert, the author of the MS.
treatise mentioned by your correspondent, was
the son of William Gilbert, of Priss, in Shrop-
shire. He was born in 1613, and at the age of

sixteen entered the University of Oxford. He
took the degree of M.A. in 1638, and was after-

wards appointed minister of Upper Winchington,
in Buckinghamshire. He joined the Puritan

party at the beginning of the rebellion, and was
made vicar of St. Lawrence, Reading. Wood says
that he turned Independent, "was actually created

Bachelor of Divinity in the time of the Parlia-

mentarian visitation," and was preferred to the

rich rectory of Edgmond, in his native county of

Shropshire. Being very active against the Royal-
ists, he was commonly called the "

Bishop of

Shropshire." After the Restoration he was, of

course, ejected, when he retired to Oxford, and
lived obscurely many years, with his wife, in the

parish of St. Ebbs. He lived latterly upon charity,
and died in the extreme of poverty, in the year
1694. For more minute particulars of the life of

this person, and a catalogue of his writings, see

Wood's Athence Oxon., edit. Bliss, vol. iv. p. 406.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Dog's Head in the Pot (Vol. iii., p. 264.). I

have seen this carved and gilt as the sign of
R. O. Backwell, ironmonger, Devonport. A per-
son now sitting by me recollects its being adopted
there about forty years since. It is perhaps always
the sign of an ironmonger, instead of a public-
house, as suggested by your correspondent. The

pot (as at Blackfriars) is the three-legged cast-

iron vessel called in Devonshire a " crock."

K. TH.

Pope Joan (Vol. iii., p. 265.). If the man who
believes in this fable can be found in England, he
will meet with the demonstration of its falsehood
in the cotemporary chronicles of Galindo, Bishop
of Troyes, otherwise called by his assumed name
of religion, Prudentius Trecensis, or Trecassensis.

(See Monumenta Germanice Historica, Hanover,
1826, vol. i. p. 449.) It there appears clearly
that no Pope John VIII. succeeded Leo IV., or

preceded Benedict III. Prudentius survived them
both by three years. His words are: "Mense
Augusto Leo apostolicas sedis antistes defunctus

est, eique Benedictus successit. Eodem mense
duse Stella? majoris et minoris quantitatis visas

sunt," &c. &c.

It seems to me that a just blindness fell upon
men so evil-minded as to desire the falsification of

chronology and history for polemical ends, that

they should have utterly missed the moral prin-
ciple by which they would be thought animated.
No prelate ordaining a young person, unknown to

himself, save by academical reputation, could know
that person's sex. The want of beard is no crite-

rion
;
nor is the female lip in all instances very

smooth. But if it were true that a person emi-

nently distinguished by studies, and bringing from
Athens a high reputation for merit, could upon
those grounds alone obtain the suffrages of the
Roman chapter, more honour would be conferred

upon it than that chapter, or other dispensers of

patronnge, have usually merited. Instead of being
unknown, the candidates in the days of Bene-
dict III. were, if anything, too well known ; for the

jobbery and faction, of which this fable would in-

dicate the entire, and almost unnatural, absence,
were sufficiently at work. A. N.

" Nettle in dock out" (Vol. iii., p. 205.). Bishop
Andrewes uses the phrase,

" in docke out nettle,
in nettle out docke," to denote unsteadiness. The
passage occurs in Sermon I.,

" Of the Resurrec-

tion," folio, p. 391.:
" Now then that we bee not, all our life long, thus

off and on, fast or loose, in docke out nettle, and in nettle

out docke ; it will behove us once more yet to looke

back," &c. &c. &c.

REVERT.
Wittingham, Easter Eve.

Mindyour P's and Q's (Vol. iii., pp. 328. 357.).
This phrase was, I believe, originally

" Mind your
toupees and your queues" the toupee being the
artificial locks of hair on the head, and the queue
the pigtail of olden time.

Thei-e used to be an old riddle as follows:
Who is the best person to keep the alphabet in

order ? Answer : A barber, because he ties up
the queue, and puts toupees in irons. NEDLAM.
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"Lay of the Last Minstrel" (Vol.iii, p. 367.).
The BORDERER, with whom, I fancy, every one
will fully agree, has himself been guilty of incuria

in charging it upon Walter Scott. The great fes-

tival at which Michael Scott marches off with the

Goblin Page, was to celebrate, not the nuptials, but
the betrothal, of the hero and heroine. I do not
think I have read the Lay since I was a boy ; but

yet I will bet five nothings to one, that the follow-

ing lines are spoken by the Lady, when she gives
way, as she says, to Fate :

" For this is your betrothing day,
And all these noble lords shall stay
And grace it with their company."

It would be an excellent thing if some of your
correspondents would furnish you with materials

for a corner, to be entitled, "The Prophecy of
Criticism." It should give, by short extract, those

presages in which criticism abounds, taken from
the Reviews of twenty years or more preceding
the current year. Thus, in this year of 1851, the

corner should be open to any prophecy uttered in

or before 1831, and palpably either fulfilled or

falsified. In a little while, when the subject begins
to cool, the admission should be restricted to pro-

phecy of precisely twenty years of previous date.

Such a corner would be useful warning to critics,

and useful knowledge to their readers. M.

Tingry (Vol. ii., p. 477.). In reply to E.V.'s

Query, if there is any place in the north of France

bearing that name, I may inform him that Tingry
is a commune near Samer, in the arrondissement
ofBoulogne. Tingry Hill is the highest spot in

the neighbourhood. In the Boulogne Museum
are several mediaeval antiquities found at Tingry.

P. S. KG.

Sabbatical and Jubilee Years ofthe Jews (Vol.iii.,

p. 373.). You must find it difficult to know what
to do when a correspondent obtains admission into

your columns who absolutely requires to be sent

back to elementary books. On the one hand, care

must be taken not to discourage communication :

on the other hand, there is a species of communi-
cation which must be gently discouraged. Nothing
has ever appeared in your columns which makes
this remark more necessary than the communica-
tion headed as above, and signed by the venerable
name of HIPPARCHUS. Your well meaning, but
hitherto not sufficiently instructed, correspondent,
seems to imagine either that the Jewish year was

wholly lunar, or that a solar year may consist of a

fixed number of (wrong) lunar months. Now, the
lunar month is not 29 days, but 29| days ;

and the

Jews, whom he calls ignorant of astronomy (which
they were, compared with Hipparchus of Rhodes),
met this, as most know, by using months of 29 days
and of 30 days in equal numbers. And surely

every one must know that the Jewish year was

regulated, as to its commencement, by the sun and
the equinox. The year opened just before the

Passover, which required a supply of lamb. Unless
lamb had been obtainable all the solar year round,
a regular lunar year (such as the Mahometans
have) would have made a due observance of the
Passover impossible. I hope your correspondent
can bear to be told, good-humouredly, that it

passes all reasonable permission that he should

speculate on chronological questions as yet. M.

Luncheon (Vol. iii., p. 369.). I cannot help
doubting this derivation

;
and I suspect that the

true meaning of the word is, a piece, or slice

(or vulgo, a " hunch
"
) of bread. When people

who dined early, and breakfasted comparatively
late, wanted any intermediate refreshment,

" a
luncheon

"
(or, as we should now say, "just a

crust of bread") was sufficient. The Query
brought to my mind some verses of the younger
Beattie, which were published with his father's

Minstrel, &c., in which he uses the word "luncheon"
for the piece of bread placed beside the plate at

dinner. I have no doubt of the fact, though I
cannot recollect the lines, or find the book. But
after searching in vain for it, I took down John-
son's Dictionary; and under the word I found
this couplet by Gay, which is perhaps a better

authority :

" When hungry thou stood'st staring like an oaf,

I sliced the luncheon from the barley loaf."

S. R. M.

Prophecy respecting the Discovery of America

(Vol. i., p. 107.). Your correspondent C. quotes
the following passage from Seneca:

" Venient annis secula seris,

Quibus Ocean us vincula rerum

Laxet, et ingens pateat tellus,

Tethysque novos detegat orbes ;

Nee sit terris ultima Thule."

Medea, Act II.. ad finem, v. 375.

and he says that some commentator describes these

lines as
" a vaticination of the Spanish discovery

of America." I believe, however, that Lord Bacon

may claim the merit of having been the first to

notice this vaticination. In his essay
" Of Pro-

phecies
"
he says :

"
Seneca, the tragedian, hath these verses : -

' Venient annis

Sascula seris, quibus Oceanus
Vincula rerum laxet, et ingens
Pateat tellus, Tiphysque novos

Detegat orbes ; nee sit terris

Ultima thule.

" ' A prophecy,' he adds,
' of the discovery of

America."'

I have quoted this from an edition of Bacon's

Essays, printed at the Chiswick Press, by C.

Whittingham, for J. Carpenter, Old Bond Street,
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London, 1812 : and not the least curious circum-

stance is the curious form which Bacon, evidently

quoting from memory, has given to the passage.
HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, March, 1851.

Shakspeares Designation of Cleopatra (Vol. iii.,

p. 273 ). I fully agree with your correspondent
S. W. SINGER that an imperfect acquaintance with

our older language has been the weak point of the

commentators, but at the same time I think they
have been equally guilty of an imperfect acquaint-
ance with the history and character of Cleopatra,
and one at least of a careless reading of the text

;

otherwise it appears incomprehensible how, on the

one hand, the words of the great poet could have
been so distorted

;
on the other hand, how Scarus

could be thought to allude, by the word "
ribald,"

to Antony. On reference to Rider's Dictionary ,

published in 1589, the very year in which Malone

places Shakspeare's first play, First Part of
Henry VI., may be found the word Riband, leno,
a bawd, a pander ; Ribaudrie, lascivia, obscoenitas,

impudicitia, Venus
;
and Ribaudrous, obscoenus,

impudicus, impurus.
Hagge, doubtless the word of Shakspeare, also

may be found in Rider, answering to the Latin

lamia, fascinatrix, oculo maligna mulier.

Arguing from the above, what more appropriate
term than " ribaudred hagge

"
could be applied to

Cleopatra, a queen celebrated for her beauty, her

cunning, her debauchery, nay, even adultery.
The sister and wife of Ptolemy Dionysius, she

admitted Ca3sar to her embraces, and by him had
a son called Csesarion, and afterwards became
enamoured of Antony, who, forgetful of his con-

nexion with Octavia, the sister of Caesar, publicly
married her

;
thus causing the rupture between

him and Caesar, who met in a naval engagement off

Actium, where Cleopatra,
" when 'vantage like a

pair of twins appeared," by flying with sixty sail,

ruined the interest of Antony, and he was de-
feated

;
and so were called forth the imprecatory

irords of Scarus.
" Yond ribaudred Hagge of Egypt,

Whom leprosy o'ertake."

FRANCISCUS.

Harlequins (Vol. iii., p. 287.). The origin of
the word hellequin, unknown to M. Paul Paris, is

to be sought in Scandinavia, especially Norway,
whence so many swarms of fierce Pagan settlers

rushed into Normandy and other parts of France.
The helle-quinna or hell-quean was the famous hela

or hel, the death-goddess (whence our word hell,

the death-realm, as still used in the Creed, &c.), so

well known also to our own West Scandinavian

(commonly called Anglo-Saxon) forefathers. The
Wild Hunt of the Helle-quinna (the Death-quean
and her Meynie) was therefore soon easily syno-
nymous with that of La Mort, and, as M. Paris

has well observed, naturally led to the grotesque
mummeries of notre famille d'Arlequin.

GEORGE STEPHENS.
Stockholm.

Chrisfs-cross Row (Vol. iii., p. 330.). Quarles,
in his Emblems, b.2. 12, p. 124., edition 1812, has

the following passage :

" Christ's cross is the :

christ-cross of all our happiness," i. e. the alphabet,
i

the beginning, perhaps the alpha and omega.
Grose, in his Olio, p. 195., 1796, relates the follow- !

ing story :

" An Irishman explaining the reason why the Al-

phabet is called the Criss-cross-Rowe, said it was because

Christ's cross was prefixed at the beginning and end
of it."

W. B. H.
Manchester.

Meaning of
" Waste-book" (Vol. iii., pp. 118. i

195. 251. 307.). The gentlemen who have
hitherto attempted to explain this term are very

evidently unacquainted with the subject on which
j

they write
;
with the exception, however, of MR.

CROSSLEY, whose quotation from the Merchant's

Mirrour confirms what I am about to say. To
the clerk in a merchant's counting-house, like

him
" Who pens a stanza when he should engross,"

the waste-book may indeed be a weary waste;
j

but he does not call it so for that reason, any more
|

than he gives poetical names to the day-book or
j

ledger. In short, we must not go to the mer-
|

chant's counting-house at all to discover its mean- !

ing ; or, if we do,
" the book-keeper and cashier"

who makes the Query may refer us to one of the
!

elders, or head of the firm, who, if he be not too

proud to own it, may just recollect that his pro-

genitors or predecessors in the chandlers shop \

made their rough entries in a book which was

literally waste. For origins we must look to the

lowest forms or types existing. The merchant's

system of book-keeping was not invented perfect ;
i

and we may see its various stages in the different

gradations of trade at the present day. In many
respectable shops, in the country especially, the

waste-book is formed by a quire or two of the
i

commonest paper used in the particular trade, that

will bear pen and ink, sown together. An advance

upon this is the waste- book as a distinct book,
bound and ruled, of which the day-book or journal
is merely a fair copy ;

and this being made, the

former is held of no account. The importance,

however, of reference to original entries has no

doubt led to the preservation of the "Waste-book"
in regular book-keeping, and a modification of its

character. S. H.

St. John's Wood, April 22. 1851.

Sallust (Vol. iii., p. 325.). May I ask your

correspondent whether the following lines in the
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"
Georgics" (iii. 284.), the most exact composition

in existence, prove that they were first delivered

by word of mouth, from notes only :

' Sed fugit interea, fugit irreparabile tempus,

Singula dum capti circumvectamur amore."

I might add the passage in Pindar, 4th Pythian,
439.:

" Maxpa. pot veiffQai KO.T' a/j.aiTbi>' &pa y&p '<rwdirrer

Kal nva dl[j.oi> 'iffap.i Ppaxvv."

Such passages are common in all authors. C. B.

Hand-bells at Funerals (Vol. iii., p. 478.).
With reference to B.'s remark on the Host being
often preceded by a hand-bell, it may more cor-

rectly be stated, that the Host, when carried in

procession to the sick, is in all Catholic countries

uniformly preceded by a bell, in order to warn
all persons of its approach, that they may be

ready to pay all due reverence as the procession

passes. The ringing of the bell on this occasion

was first instituted by the Cardinal Guido, who
was sent Legate to Germany, to confirm the elec-

tion of the Emperor Otto. R. R. M.

[Query, May not this have been the original passing

bell?]
" Laus tua non tua Fraus" Sfc. (Vol. i., p. 416. ;

Vol. ii., p. 77.; Vol. iii., p. 290.). There is the

following allusion to these lines by Question and
Answer in the New Help to Discourse, published
about 1670, p. 102. :

Q. " How came the famous Buchanan off, when
travelling into Italy, he was, for the freeness of his

writing, suspected of his religion, and taken hold of by
some of the Pope's Inquisitors?"

A. "
By writing to his Holiness this distich :

' Laus tua, non tua fraus, virtus, non copia rerum,
Scandere te fecit hoc decus eximium.'

"

For which encomium he was set at liberty ; and

being gone out of the Pope's jurisdiction, he sent
to his Holiness, and desired, according to his own
true meaning, to read the self-same verses back-
ward.

If. George Buchanan, born 1506, was indeed the
author of them, it is certain that no Pope Alex-
ander could have been the subject of them, when
written, I presume, in 1551, that being the year in

which he obtained his liberty. And now to J. F. M.'s

Query p. 290. If he has transcribed Puttenham
aright, he might justly condemn them as very bad
"verse Lyon," if that be Leonine; but I take it

that he has condemned what is worthy of some

praise, and ofbeing "called verse Lyon," for Lyric.
It would lose nothing of the lyrical by trans-

lation, but your readers being all classical I for-

bear. BLOWEN.

Francis Moore (Vol. iii., pp. 263. 381.).
Francis Moore, physician, was one of the many
quack doctors who duped the credulous at the lat-

ter period ofthe seventeenth century ; he practised

in Westminster : in all probability then, as in our
own time, the publication of the almanac was to
act as an advertisement of his healing powers,
&c. Cookson, Salmon, Gadbury, Andrewes, Tan-
ner, Coley, Partridge, &c. &c., were all his prede-
cessors, and were students in physic and astrology.
Moore's Almanac appears to be a perfect copy of

Tanner's, which was first published in 1656, forty-
two years prior to the appearance of Moore's.
The portrait in Knight's London is certainly ima-

ginary. There is a genuine and very characteristic

portrait, now of considerable rarity, representing
him as a fat-faced man in a wig and large neck-

cloth, inscribed " Francis Moore, born in Bridg-
north, in the county of Salop, the 29th of January,
165f. JOHN DRAPENTIER, delin. et sculp."
I may mention it as a curious fact, that the

portraits of these quack doctors, when in a good
state, are frequently of great rarity. I possess
one which was in the Stow collection, being a fine

impression of the following print by Drapentier,
for which the sum of five guineas had been paid :

" The effigies of George Jones, whom God hath
blessed with greate success in healing."

" Student in

the art of physick and chirurgery for about thirty years
in the Upper More Fields, two golden balls on the

tops of the two posts of the portel before my door."

W. W. C.

National Debts (Vol. iii., p. 374.). A descrip-
tion of the foundation of a " national debt" in

Florence in the years 1344-45 is to be found in

the Florentine History, by Henry Edward Napier,
R. N. (published by Edward Moxon, Dover

Street), chap. xxi. p. 125. FIRENEYE.

Law Courts at St. Alban's (Vol. i., p. 366.). I

beg to send a copy ofa Latin inscription discovered

some years since over the west door inside the

great nave of St. Alban's Abbey. It may possibly

prove to be a record of some historical value, and
at all events furnishes a partial reply to the Query
of 2. in your First Volume :

"
Propter vicinii situm, et amplum hujus Templi

spatium ad magnam confluentium multitudinem exci-

piendam opportumim, temporibus R. H. VIII. et

denuo R. Elizabeth.^, peste Londini saeviente, Con-
ventus Juridicus hie agebatur."

Underneath this is written,
"

Princeps Dei Imago Lex Principis opus
Finis Legis Justitia."

Can any of your learned correspondents clear

up the nature and extent of these fear-stricken

flights to the old abbey ? Was it the Commons,
or Westminster Hall, or the Convocation, or all

together, avoiding the plague ? I may observe

that our ancestors seem to have put to some prac-
tical use the vast space of an abbey-church on

extraordinary occasions ; and I would humbly sug-

gest that we too of the nineteenth century might
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take the hint, and employ the many unoccupied
naves of our ecclesiastical buildings for religious

purposes on ordinary occasions. W. M. K.

The Fifteen O's (Vol. iii., p. 391.)- They are

sometimes called St. Bridget's Prayers. I have a

very small volume entitled :

"
^[
A breefe Directory and playne way how to say

the Rosary of our blessed Lady : with Meditations for

such as are not exercised therein. Whereunto are

adioyned the prayers of S. Bryget with others. Bruges
Flandrorum, excudehat Hu. Holost. 1576."

At the end (beginning with fresh signature A i.)

are

"
^j"

Fifteene Prayers, righte good and vertuous'

vsually called the XV Oos, and of diuers called S.

Briget's prayers, because the holye and blessed Virgin
vsed dayly to say them before the Image of the Crucifix

in S. Paules Church in Rome."

Of this diminutive volume I never saw another

copy. It was published by J. M., who dates his

dedication to his dear sister A. M.,
" from the

Englishe Charter house in Bridges (.sic), the vigil
of the Assumption of Our Lady, 1576." It seems
that the sister was resident in England, and had,

previously to her brother's departure for Bruges,
requested him to send her a translation of the

Rosary, which having obtained, his cousin and
friend J. Noel procured it to be printed, J. M.

willingly confessing
" for that I know there be

many good Women in Englande that honour Our

Lady, but good bookes to stirre vp deuotion in

them are scarse." Would not a list of English
books printed abroad be an interesting subject for

some bibliographical antiquary, and an acceptable
addition to our literary antiquities ? P. B.

Bunyan and the Visions of Heaven and Hel I

(Vol. iii., p. 89.). MR. OFFOR has very satis-

factorily shown that Bunyan could not, from its

grandiloquent style, have been the author of the

Visions of Heaven and Hell, attributed to him in

an edition of that work published in the reign of

George I., entitled, The Visions of John Bunyan,
being his last Remains.
This title must have been a surreptitious one,

for, since MR. OFFOR made the above communi-
cation, I have obtained a copy of this scarce book

published in the previous reign, under its legiti-

!

mate title (as in the Sundeiiand copy of 1771,
mentioned at p. 70. supra}, and said to be "

By
G L.

(f)i\av6p(i}Tro. London, printed for John Gwil-

lim, against Crossby Square in Bishopsgate-street,

In his address " To the Reader" (also signed
G. L.), the author even makes the following direct

allusion to Bunyan's allegory :

!" And since the Way to Heaven has been so taking
under the similitude of a dream, why should not the

Journey's End be as acceptable under the similitude of

a vision ? Nay, why should it not be more acceptable,
since the end is preferable to the means, and Heaven to

the Way that brings us thither? The Pilgrim met with

many difficulties ; but here they are all over. All
storms and tempests here are hush'd in silence and

serenity."

It will therefore, I think, be admitted that the
name of Bunyan ought no longer to be associated

with this work, and that all inferences drawn from
the fallacy of his having been the author of it

should henceforth be disregarded.
It would, however, be desirable, if possible, to

ascertain who G. L. really was, and how the

spurious title-page came to be affixed by "Edward
Midwinter, at the Looking-Glass upon London

Bridge," to his edition of this allegory ? N. H.

Mazer Wood (Vol. iii., pp. 239. 288 ).

Your Querist asks,
" Has the word Mazer any

signification in itself?" It signifies Maple, being
a corruption of the Welsh word Masarn the

maple-tree. Probably, therefore, the use of the

wood of the maple for bowls and drinking- cups

prevailed in this country many centuries before

the times of Spenser and Chaucer, in whose works

they are mentioned. In Devonshire the black

cherry-tree, which grows to a large size in that

county, is called the mazer-tree. From this cir-

cumstance I conjecture that this wood has been
used there in former times for bowls and drinking-

cups as a substitute for maple. That the original

word, mazer, should have been retained, is not to

be wondered at. It is known that when the mazer
bowl was made of silver, the old name was re-

tained. The name of the maple-tree, in the Irish

language, is crann-mhalpais ; therefore the name
of the Irish wooden drinking-cup maedher cannot

be derived from it. S. S. S.

Roberta Sphceria (Vol. iii., p. 398.). Any of

your readers who are curious in natural history
will find, in the Pharmaceutical Journal, vol. ii.

p. 591., a very full description of this extraordinary

production, by Dr. Pereira. It is used as a

medicine by the Chinese, by whom it is called the
"
summer-plant-winter-worm," and who attribute

to it great cordial and restorative powers. The
mode of employing it is curious. A duck is stuffed

with five drachms of the insect fungus, and roasted

by a slow fire
;
when done, the stuffing is taken

out, the virtue of which has passed into the

duck, which is to be eaten twice a day for eight
or ten days. In the same work, vol. iv. p. 204.,

Dr. Pereira gives a further account of the moth
on whose larva the fungus grows. E. N. W.

Southwark, May 19. 1851.

Count Xavier de Maistre (Vol. iii., p. 227.)
I notice a slight inaccuracy in MR. SINGER'S re-

ference to the author of Voyage autour de ma
Chambre. He gives the name as " Jean Xavier
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Maitre
;

"
whereas the correct designation is

" Count Xavier de Maistre
;

"
the * in the

patronymic being distinctly pronounced. Such

trifling errors are only worth noticing because

they appear in a work, one of the main features

of which is the correctness of its references to

authors and books. No doubt it is his extensive

acquaintance with both that induced MR. SINGER,
on this occasion, to trust to his memory, rather

than turn to a biographical dictionary.
HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, April, 1851.

Amicus Plato (Vol. iii., p. 389.). The origin
of the sentiment, "Amicus Plato," &c., seems to be

Aristot. Eth. Nicom. c. iv., where he disputes

against Plato, and says :
" Both being dear to me,

it is right to prefer truth :"

'

Aptyoiv $i\oiv ovroiv, Zffiov irpon^av r))v a\-f)6eiav."

C. B.

The Coptic Language (Vol. ii., pp. 376. 499.).
The reply of HERMAPION to the questions put by
J. E. is scarcely satisfactory. I will endeavour to

answer them more directly. The Coptic language
is not an inflected one

;
and it has very few affixes.

There are many prefixes to its nouns and verbs,
which before the former are articles or demonstra-
tive pronouns. Between these prefixes and the

noun or verb, pronominal infixes are introduced,

by which possession is denoted in the case of a

noun, and the subject in that of a verb. Thus,
ran is

" a name ;" pi-ran,
" the name ;" pe-v-ran,

" his name ;

"
i, is the verbal root,

" come
;

"
a,

the prefix of the past tense ; and a-u-t,
" he

came." Some nouns take affixes, as jo-v,
"

his

head." Pronominal affixes are also joined to

verbs to express their objects, and to preposi-
tions. In the old Egyptian language, from which
the Coptic is derived, there were more affixes. I

am not aware that infixes have been met with in

inscriptions prior to the eighteenth dynasty ; and
those which are in use are the same as the affixes

which annexed to nouns denote possession, and to

verbs the subject. The old Egyptian affixes which
denoted the object of the verb, are in general
different. En-v-tu would be "he bringeth thee;"
and en-ka-su,

" thou bringest him." In Coptic,
the former would be e-o-en-k ; the latter, e-k-en-v.

Probably the Coptic prefixes were originally aux-

iliary verbs, or prepositions. The old Egyptian
affixes greatly resemble the Hebrew ones, especially
if * be substituted for the Hebrew h; and it is

very remarkable that the Assyrio-Babylonian
affixes differ from the Hebrew principally in this

same respect. In like manner, the causative con-

jugation is formed from the simple one by pre-

fixing k in Hebrew, but by prefixing s in both

Assyrio-Babylonian and Egyptian. No doubt
can then exist as to the old Egyptian language
being Semitic

;
but the opposition between the

Semitic languages and the Indo-European ones is

by no means so great as was formerly supposed.
Relations between them are now clearly to be
traced, which prove that they had a common
origin, and that at no distant period.

E. H. D. D.

Benedicite (Vol. ii., p. 463.) is, I believe, two
words benedici te

" that you may be blessed ;"
and not a single word, as PETER CORONA supposes.
The ellipsis is ofjubeo, or some similar word

D. X.

Porci solidi-pedes (Vol. iii, pp. 263. 357.). I

find, on further inquiry, that my account of the

porci solidi-pedes is correct ;
and I can now add the

following : that under the eye there was a small

protuberance, not, I believe, found in our ordi-

nary English pigs, but which forms a remarkable
characteristic of the African wild boar. In the
African species it is large ;

in the Chinese, if it be

rightly so called, it is about half the length of a

forefinger, and a quarter of an inch in height. I

have no doubt that Mr. Ramsden, of Carlton Hall,

Notts, would furnish additional information con-

cerning these pigs, should it be required ; and the

publication of it would perhaps be interesting to

many. E. J. SELWYN.
Blackheath.

The Cart before the Horse (Vol. i., p. 348.).
F. C. B. says,

" I know not how old may be,
'
to

put the cart before the horse.'
"

Luciun quotes
the proverb fj a/j.aa rbv {Sow [sell. t'AKei] to illus-

trate the case of the young dying before the old ;

it is an exact equivalent to the English proverb.

(Lucian. Dial. Mortuor. vi. 2.) C. P. PH***.

Dies Ira (Vol. ii., p. 72.). I beg to refer MR-
SIMPSON to the Rev. R. C. Trench's Sacred Latin

Poetry Selected, London, 1 849, pp. 270277. The
account of Wadding, historiographer of the Fran-

ciscan Order, is there adopted, who names Thomas
of Celano as the author. The question has been

thoroughly discussed by Mohnike, Hymnologische
Forschungen, vol. i. pp. 1 24. See also Daniel,
Thesaur. Hymnolog., vol. ii. p. 103. C. P. PH***.

Apple-pie Order (Vol. iii., p. 330.). If MR.
SNEAK will consult a work viz. Mrs. Glasse's (or
rather Dr. Hill's) volume of cookery, which may
possibly be in his lady's library he will find a

receipt for making a Devonshire squab pie. This

is to be formed "
by alternate layers of sliced pip-

pins and mutton steaks," to be adjusted in the

most orderly manner. Now, from the nicety and

care requisite in this arrangement, may we not
"
surmise," though, with Sir Walter Raleigh in

the Critic, I may add,
"
forgive, my friend, if the

conjecture's rash," that the expression "Apple-

pie order
"
has sprung from the dish in question ?

J. H. M.
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The Image of both Churches (Vol. iii., p. 407.)-
There seems to be no doubt that this curious

book, respecting which DR. RIMBAULT inquires,
was written by Dr. Matthew Pattenson, or Patte-

son (not Paterson). Gee, in his Foot out of the

Snare, published in 1624, the year after the pub-
lication of The Image of both Churches, in his

Catalogue of "
English Bookes," mentions " The

Image of both Churches, by M. Pateson, now in

London, a bitter and seditious book." The author

is subsequently referred to as " F. (ather) Pate-

son, a Jesuit, lodging in Fetter Lane."

See also the Preface to Foulis's History of the

Pomish Treasons and Usurpations, 1671, fol., and
Wood's Athena, edit. Bliss, vol. iv. p. 139., in which

it is stated to have been mostly collected from the

answers of Anti-Cotton and Joh. Brierley, Priest.

In Dodd's Catholic Church History, vol. ii. p. 427.,

folio edit., it is also attributed to Dr. M. Patten-

son, of whom some account is given, and who is

mentioned to have been Physician in Ordinary to

Charles I. JAS. CROSSLEY.

School of the Heart (Vol. iii., p. 390.). Your
correspondent S. T. D. will find in the " Prefa-

tory Notice to the Synagogue," printed with Her-
bert's Temple, edit. Pickering, an account of

Christopher Harvey and his works ; also in Wal-
ton's Angler, edited by Sir H. Nicolas. -&.

Meaning of Mosaic (Vol. iii., p. 389.). The
breast-plate of the Jewish High Priest, as com-
manded by Moses, was to be four square, and
that divided into twelve squares, to designate the
twelve tribes of Israel : from this circumstance,
the word Mosaic was derived as a term of Art,

being a series or congregate of small squares of
different coloured stones, applicable to the form-
ation of any tesselated figure.

Vide 39th chap, of Exodus, from verse 8. to

14, inclusive. JOHN KENTOR.

Glyn y mel, May 21. 1851.

Mosaic. This word would appear to be de-
rived from the Greek, povrra. CK /nvw, to close by
pressure ; Latin, musa vel musivum, that is,

"
opus

eximia compositione tessellatum," a piece of tessa-

lated or chequered work of superior manufacture,
in regard to the manner in which the small stones
or pieces of wood are closed orjoined together.

FRANCISCUS.

The Tradescants (Vol. iii., pp. 119. 286. 353.

391.). In common with several of your corre-

spondents, I have for some time past taken great
interest in the Tradescants, and have read with
much pleasure the letters of DR. RIMBAULT, MR.
SINGER, and MR. PINKERTON.

I have hitherto been unsuccessful in discovering
any further particulars of the family of the Trades-
cants

;
but a few days since, in looking into a copy

of Dr. Ducarel's tract on the subject, preserved
among the books in the Ashmolean Museum, I found
the following note in pencil, not very legibly written
in the margin of the tract, where Dr. Ducarel says
he has not been able to find any account in the
Lambeth Register of the death of the elder
Tradescant. " Consult (with certainty of finding
information concerning the Tradescants) the Re-
gisters of apham, Kent." Since this note was
written, the tract has been bound and the com-
mencement of several words cut off. Amongst
them is the name of the place of which the registers
are to be consulted. I imagine it to be Meapham
(apham is all that can be read).

Perhaps some of your correspondents may have
an opportunity of consulting the registers of Mea-
pham, and should any information respecting the
Tradescants be found there, the marginal note
will not have been without its use.

I am looking forward with great interest to the
information which MR. PINKERTON promises us on
the subject; and should this letter be the means of

directing him to a new source of information, it

will be a matter of great satisfaction to me.
C.C.R.

Line. Coll., Oxon.

St. John's Bridge Fair (Vol. iii., pp. 88. 287.

341.). Having received the last polish at Peter-

borough Grammar School in 1840, and from a
three years' residence off and on, I am enabled to

speak to the fact of there being two fairs held at

Pete borough.
One, commonly called St. John's Fair, is

usually held on the 18th July ; but whether it is

also called St. John's Bridge Fair I am unable to

say, as this fair was always held in our holidays,

although it might be so termed.
The other, commonly called "

Bridge Fair," is

held in the early part of October, and is so called

from its proximity to the bridge. The piece in

which the fairs are held is called the Bridge
Close. Indeed I believe both these fairs were held
in the same piece, or at least close by each other,

although held at different times.

I hope this may assist, but whether it is the
same spoken of at p. 88. I cannot say. J. N. C.

A Tye (Vol. iii., p. 263.) is described by your
correspondent as a place where three roads meet.

Perhaps he means a place where one road divides

into two. The nucleus of old English towns will

be almost always found to consist of such a fork

of one road into two, requiring three principal

gates or entrances, and distinguishing the plans of
towns from those of cities, in which four roads

meet, forming the Carfoix, and requiring four

principal gates. Is there any affinity of the words

two, tye, and town? The parallel case of the junc-
tion of two rivers into one affects the names of

places situated there, as Tiverton. K. TH.
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Vineyard (Vol. ii., pp. 392. 414. 446. 522.).
In reference to the subject of the name "Vine-

yard" being still applied to certain places in Eng-
land, it may be curious to note that the little

village of jFingest, on the borders of Oxon and

Bucks, was formerly called Fingest; and a farm
in the same parish, now known as the jPineing,

appears on an old tablet in the church as ''the

Vineing." I should add that the country around
is full of steep sunny slopes; and would be, in a

warmer climate admirably adapted for vines

G. R.;M.

Legend represented in FrettenTiam Church

(Vol. iii, p. 407.). Your Cambridge correspon-
dent C. J. E. will do well to refer to the Acta

Sanctorum of the Bollandists,
" June 25, St. Eloy,"

or to any of the numerous biographical notices

of that saint, so dear to the French, especially to

the Limousins
;
and he will find, if not the iden-

tical legend represented in Frettenham Church,
the one which probably suggested it. A. B.

Family of Howe (Vol. iii., p. 408.). In answer
to the inquiry of TEE BEE, I beg to refer him to

vol. iii. No. 10., pages 225. to 231. of the Anti-

quarian Repertory, where he will find the will of

Sir Thomas Rowe of the 2d May, 1569 ;
of his

wife Dame Sarah Howe of the 21st March,
1579 ; and of Sir Thomas Howe of Woodford.

They were communicated to the publishers by
T. Astle, Esq., as well worthy of publication,
and containing many pious and charitable be-

quests, particular directions for their funerals, and
the price of wearing apparel in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth.

I have been unable to learn in whose possession
the original "MS. Extracts of Wills" now re-

main. J.ll.D.T.

*NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

It having occurred to Mr. Hudson Turner that our
national records might he made available to illustrate

the history of architecture in England, he has for the

last sixteen years
" made a brief in his note-book

"
of

every fact bearing on the subject which came under
his notice in the course of his daily reference to those

documents for professional objects ; and he has now
given to the world some portions of the valuable mate-
rials thus collected in a handsome volume published
by Mr. Parker, of Oxford, under the title of Some
Account of Domestic Architecture in England, from t/ie

Conquest to the end of the Thirteenth Century, with nu-
merous illustrations of existing Remains from original

Drawings. It is not, of course, within our limits to

trace even briefly the results of Mr. Turner's labours,
or to point out how much light he has thrown upon a

branch of architectural study which, although involved
in great obscurity, has hitherto received but little at-

tention. But we may remark that its perusal shows,

that to an intimate acquaintance with the invaluable
materials for elucidating every department of historical
or antiquarian knowledge to be found in our records,
Mr. Turner adds considerable tact in the employment
of his materials, and has endeavoured therefore, and

very successfully, to make his history of domestic
architecture an important contribution towards that of
our social progress. The consequence is, that while,
thanks to the valuable assistance of Mr. Parker, the
architectural student will find in this handsomely illus-

trated volume much to instruct and delight him, it

may be read with interest by those who are altogether
indifferent to the subject to which it is more imme-
diately devoted.

Our able and indefatigable contributor, Dr. Ilimbault,
has put forth for the especial delight of those who,
like Mopsa,

" love a ballad in print," A Little Book of
Songs and Ballads gatheredfrom Ancient Musick Books
MS. and Printed, The various pieces contained in it

have been selected from many volumes of considerable

rarity, and are illustrated by numerous notes, which
are characterised by Dr. Rimbault's accustomed

ability
and industry.

Mr. Delf has received from America some copies of
an octavo volume hearing the title of A Library Manual,
containing a Catalogue Raisonnee of upwards of Twelve
Thousand of the most important Works in every De-

partment of Knowledge. Although very imperfectly
executed (and the circumstances under which we are

informed it was executed may perhaps be pleaded as

some excuse for such imperfections), it is still a book
which might with advantage be placed on the shelves

of newly formed literary societies, as a means of in-

forming the members as to the principal works existing
in the various departments of learning. The idea upon
which the book is founded is so good, and its object
one of such obvious utility, that we have little doubt but

it will ere long be much more successfully carried out.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. J. Russell Smith's (4. Old

Compton Street, Soho) Catalogue Part 4. for 1851 of

Choice, Useful, and Curious Books ;
W. S. Lincoln's

(Cheltenham House, Westminster Road) Sixty-ninth

Catalogue of Cheap Miscellaneous English and Foreign
Books; J. Petheram's (94. High Holborn) Catalogue
Part 123., No. 4. for 1851 of Old and New Books.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

ALBERT LUNEL, a Novel in 3 Vols.
DR. ADAMS' SERMON ON THE OBLIGATION OF VIRTUE. Any edi-

tion.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS OF BISHOP BUTLER.
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW. Vol. IV.
DENS' THEOLOGIA MORALIS ET DOGMATICA. 8 Vols. 12mo.

Dublin, 1832.
MARLBOROUGH DISPATCHES. Volumes IV. and V.
ART JOURNAL, 1839 to 1844 inclusive. Also 1849.

BULWEK'S NOVELS. 12mo. Published at Gs. per Vol. Pilgrims
of the Rhine, Alice, and Zanoni.

STEPHANI THESAURUS. Valpy. Parts I. II. X. XI. and XXIX.
KIRBY'S BRIDGEWATER TREATISE. 2 Vols.
The Second Vol. of CHAMBER'S CYCLOPAEDIA OF ENGLISH LITE-
RATURE.

GOODWIN'S COURSE or MATHEMATICS. Last edition.

MITFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE, continued by Davenport 12mo.
8 Vols. Published by Tegg and Son, 1835. Volume Eight
wanted.

L'ABBE DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJET DE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.

12mo. Utrecht, 1713.
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AIKIN'S SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS. 10 Vols. 24mo.
Published by Longmans and Co. 1821. Vols. I. V. and VIII.
wanted.

CAXTON'S REYNARD THK Fox (Percy Society Edition). Sm. 8vo.

CRESPET, PERE. Deux Livres de la Haine de Satan et dos Malins
Esprits contre 1'Homme. 8vo. Francfort, 1581.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DB POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite, de 1'Origine, des Droits, des Bonnes et des differentes
Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de I'Auteurde
Telemaqiie. 2 Vols. 12mo. La Haye, without date, but
printed in 1719.

Tho same. Second Edition, under the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

I

Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage fret,
to be sent to MH. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

ta

M. W. B. is thanked. The subscription for six months for the
ttamped edition of" NOTES AND QUERIES

"
'is Ten Shillings.

GEORGE will see that his suggestion has been attended to. The
number of our Volume has, however, always been marked at the
foot of ourfirsi page.

CIRCULATION OF OUR PROSPECTUSES BY CORRESPONDENTS. The
suggestion of T. E. H., that by way of hastening the period ivhen
we shall be justified in permanently enlarging our Paper to
24 pages, we. should forward copies ofour Prospectus to corre-

spondents who would kindly enclose them to such friends as they
think likely, from their love of literature, to become subscribers to
"NOTES AND QUERIES," has already been acted upon by several
friendly correspondents, to whom we are greatly indebted. We
t/tall be most happy to forward Prospectuses for this purpose to

any other of our friends able and willing thus to assist towards
increasing our circulation.

BONSALL will, upon reference to Vol. iii., pp. 13. and 44., see that
his Replies have been anticipated. We shall be glad to receive the" Notes on Pepys

" which he kindly offers.

H. SAVICK, on reference to p. 2C4. of our present Volume, will
see that the author of The Modest Enquiry is Henry Care. Bishop
Pearson's Dissertationes have not, we believe, been translated.

J. B. C. Akerman's Numismatic Manual will probably best
answer our correspondent's purpose. The communication re-
ferred to by him is one of many on nearly the same subject, which
have been reserved for publication at some future time.

JAMES C. The "Dissertation on Dunmore Fort" has not
reached us.

Will N. H. kindly favour MR. OFFOR with a sight of the edition
of The Visions in his possession f If lejt with our publisher, it

shall beforwarded to him, and duly returned to N. H. as he may
direct.

REPLIES RECEIVED-- Handel's Occasional Oratorio The Ten
Commandments Verses in Pope Lines on the Roses Swab-
bersRag Sunday Hugh Peachell - Earth thrown upon the

Coffin Curse of Scotland Curved Ceiling in Dorsetshire Fit
to a T. Names of the Ferret Knapp Family Tanthony
Fiat .luslitia San GraalTo learn by Heart Folk Talk
Eysell and Captious Passage in Cymbeline Skeletons at Egyp-
tian Banquet Barker the Panoramist Royal Library Dieu
et man Droit A Kemble Pipe Baldrocks.

VOLS. I . and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,
price 3s. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
tellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so
that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty
in procuring it regularly. Mam/ of the country Booksellers, SfC.,
are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will
enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/N
TOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

IMROUD OBELISK. A reduced Model of this
V . interesting Obelisk is just published, having the Cuneiform
riling, and five rows of figures on each side, carefully copied from

S** se * l)y Dr - Layard to the British Museum. The Model is in
Black Marble, like the original, and stands twenty inches high. Mr.
fennant, M9. Strand, London, will be happy to show a copy, and receive
Subscribers' names. He has also Models of several Egyptian Obelisks.

VERY IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF
. ANTIQUE GEMS OF THE LATE RIGHT HON. LORD

MONSON. - MESSRS. CHRISTIE AND MANSON will Sell by Auction,
their Great Room, King Street, St. James's Square, on Monday, June

INSON. _ MESSRS. CHRISTIE AND MANSON will SeU by Auction, at
ir Great Room, King Street, St. James's Square, on Monday, June

Jth, and following day, at one o'clock precisely, the Valuable Collec-
tion of Exquisite Gems selected from the celebrated Pomatowski Col-_ _.. squisite Uems selected from the celebrated Pomatowski Col-
lection by the Right Hon. Lord Monson, and sold by order of his exe-
cutors : consisting of Medallions, Intaglie with subjects from the Iliad,
Aneid and classical Mythology of the very finest work, upon Sards.
Agates, Amethysts, Cornelians, and Almandines, of great beauty and
rarity, mounted in gold. May be viewed, and Catalogues had.

NEW WORKS ISSUED BY CHARLES KNIGHT.

HALF- HOURS
ENGLISH "HISTORY;

A CHRONOLOGICAL SERIES OF SCENES AND CHARACTERS
SELECTED AND ARRANGED

OTtt)
BY CHARLES KNIGHT.

This work will follow the " HALF-HOURS with the BEST AUTHORS," and,
like that popular Series, will be published in Monthly Parts, at
Sixpence.

PART I., forming PART XV. of HALF-JHOURS, JUNE 2nd.

On the 30th of June,

PICTORIAL HALF-HOURS OF LONDON
TOPOGRAPHY,

(Supplementary to
"
Pictorial Half-Hours," or

" Miscellanies of Art.")

PART I., PRICE NINKPBNOB.

NEW NUMBER OF MR. ARNOLD'S THEOLOGICAL CRITIC.

Now ready, price 4s., the Second Number of

rpHE THEOLOGICAL CRITIC; a QuarterlyX Journal. Edited by the Rev. THOMAS KERCHEVER ARNOLD, M.A.,
Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
This Journal embraces Theology in its widest acceptation, and several

articles of each Number are devoted to Biblical Criticism.

CONTENTS : 1. The Month of Mary. 2. Oratio D. T. Matthaej. _
3. Passaglia on the Prerogatives of St. Peter. 4. The Millennium.

5. The Lord's Supper. 6. On the Bishops of the New Testament.
7. On the Gift of Tongues. 8. Theodoret and his Times. _

9. Hebrews xin. 10. "Things New and Old." Books received Con-
tents of Theological Journals.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place ;

Ofwhom may be had, The FIRST NUMBER, price 4s.

Next week, Volumes Til. and IV. of

rFHE JUDGES OF ENGLAND. By EDWARD
Foss, F.S.A. Comprehending the period from Edward I. to

in., 1272 to 1485.

Lately published, price 28s.

VOLUMES I. and n. of the same Work ; from the Conquest to the end
Of Henry III., 1066 to 1272.

" A work in which a subject of great historical importance is treated
with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves ; in which Mr. Foss
has brought to light many points previously unknown, corrected many
errors, and shown such ample knowledge of his subject as to conduct it

successfully through all the intricacies of a difficult investigation ; and
such taste and judgment as will enable him to quit, when occasion re-

quires, the dry details of a professional inquiry, and to impart to his
work as he proceeds, the grace and dignity of a philosophical history."
Gent. Mag.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

FOR DIVINITY STUDENTS AND THE UNIVERSITIES.

This day is published, greatly improved, price 4s. 6d.

J_ Fos
Richard

A N
J\. R
English

N ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORY OF THE
REFORMATION, with the Prior and Subsequent History of the

glish Church ; with Questions of Examination. Second Edition, By
heRKv. W. H.PINNOCK, B.C.L., Author of "The Analysis of the Scrip-
ture History, Ecclesiastical History, New Testament," &c.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE
LITURGY. By TROLLOPE. Second Edition. 18mo. bds. 2s. 6d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE
ARTICLES. By TROLLOPS. Second Edition. 18mo. bds. 3s.

Cambridge : Printed by and for HALL and SON ; sold also byW
TAKER and Co., Ave Maria Lane ; GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet
London ; and J. H. PARKER, Oxford.

Street,
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. VIII.

(Vol. Hi., pp. 388. 420.)

The Armorican Word " Menez. "

I have been induced, in consequence of the
:ene of one of the Canterbury Tales being

" In Armorike that called is Bretaigne,"
to re-examine that tale (the Frankleine's) in the

expectation that in it, if anywhere, some light
might be thrown upon this newly discovered
Chaucerian word " menez "

;
and I think I have

succeeded in detecting its use in the sense of points
or summits of rocks emerging from the surface of
the water.

But in weighing the probability of this being the i

true sense in which it is used in the present in- i

stance by Chaucer, the wide applicability of the
'

word " means "
in its usual acceptation of instru-

\

merit to an end, must not be lost sight of. There is

scarcely the name of any one thing for which
" means

"
may not be made a plausible substi-

tution
;
so much so, that if a man were to ask for

a hat to cover his head, his demand would be

quite intelligible if expressed by
" a means

"
to

cover his head.

I make this proviso as an answer to the probable
objection, that "

menes," in its usual acceptation,

gives sufficiently good sense to the passage in

question ;
it may do so

7
and still not be the sense

intended by the author. .

The footing on which I wish to place the in-

quiry is this :

1st. We have an Armorican word which it is

desirable to prove was known to, and used by,
Chaucer.

2'.lly. We find this identical word in a tale

written by him, of which the scene is Armorica.

3dly. It bears, however, a close resemblance to

another word of different meaning, which different

meaning happens also to afford a plausible sense

to the same passage.
The question then is, in ease this latter meaning

should not appear to be better, nor even so good,
as that afforded by the word of which we are in

search, shall we not give that word the preference,
and thereby render it doubly blessed, giving and

receiving light ?

In coming to a decision, it is necessary to take
in the whole context. Arviragus and 13origene
live in wedded happiness, until the former, leaving
his wife, takes shipping

" to gon and dwelle a yere or tvvaine

In Engle'ond, that cleped was eke Bretaigne."

Dorigene, inconsolable at his loss, sits upon the

sea-shore, and views with horror the "
grisly,

fendly, rockes," with which the coa>t is studded,
in every one of which she sees certain destruction

to her husband in his return. She accuses the

gods of injustice in forming these rocks for the

sole apparent purpose of destroying man, so fa-

VOL. III. No. 85.
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voured in other respects, and she concludes her

apostrophe in these words,

" Than, semeth it, ye had a gret chertee

Toward mankind ; but how then may it be
That ye such mentis make, it to destroyen,
Which menes don no good but ever anoyen ?

"

Undoubtedly, in the third ofthese lines,
" menes

"

seems to have a perfectly good meaning in the

sense of instrument, or means to destroy. But, in

the last line, the same sense is not so obvious

"means to destroy" must necessarily be destructive,
and Chaucer would never be guilty of the un-

meaning truism of repeating "means which do
no good but ever annoy."

Moreover, I am not aware that the accent is

ever thrown upon the silent e where the signi-
fication of "mene" is an instrument

" She may be Goddes mene and Goddes whippe"

but in the lines under discussion the last syllabic
in both cases is accented, agreeing in that respect
with the Armorican sound " menez."
Let us now examine whether the Armorican

sense is capable of giving a perfect meaning to both

lines? That sense is, a rocky ridge or emerging
summit. Let us substitute the word rockes for

menez, and then try what meaning the passage
receives.

" I quoth Dorigene, ye love mankind so well

how then may it be
That ye such rockes make, it to destroyen,
"Which rockes don no good but ever anoyen?"

Here the sense is perfect in both lines a sense,

too, that is in exact keeping with Dorigenc's pre-
vious complaint of THE USELESSNESS of these

rocks

" That semen rather a foule confusion
Of werk, than any faire creation

Of swiche a parfit wise God and stable;

Why have ye wrought this werk unreasonable?
For by this werk, north, south, ne west, ne est,

There n'is yfostred man, ne brid, ne best ;

It doth no good, to my wit, but anoyeth."

I therefore propose the following as the true

reading of the passage in question : viz.,

" Ye had a great chertee

Toward mankind
; but how then may it be

That ye swiche menez make, it to destroyen,
Which menez don no good, but ever anoyen?"

And if I have succeeded in making good this

position, we no longer stand in need of a pre-
cedent for the same reading in the case of " In
menez libra." A. E. B.

Leeds, May 31. 1851.

P.S. I have been favoured, through the publisher
of " NOTES AND QUERIES," with an obliging note
from S.S.S. (2), communicating some authorities,
of which the most germane to this subject are

1. From Archaologia Britannica (Edward
Lhuyd. Oxford, 1707) : "Armoric, Men, a stone ;

menez, a mountain."
2. From Walter's Welsh Dictionary: "Welsh,

Maen, a stone
;
maen terfyn, a boundary stone

;

maen mawr, a large stone."

FOLK TALK ETSELL, CAPTIOUS.

If folk lore be worthy of a place in your
columns, folk talk should not be shut out, and
that the etymological solutions, gathered from
this source, which I have previously forwarded,
have not appeared, is doubtless attributable to

some other cause than indifferentism to the au-

thority. I have found many inexplicable words
and phrases, occurring in the older writers, ren-
dered plain and highly expressive by folk talk

definitions
;
and a glance at the relative positions

of the common people of this day, and the writers

of the past, to the educated and scholarly world of

the nineteenth century, will suffice to show good
reasons for a discriminative reference to the lan-

guage of the one, for the elucidation of the other's

expression. In common with the majority of

your readers, as I should think, I found the notes

and replies on "
eysell

" and "
captious

"
to be

highly interesting, and of course applied to the

folk talk for its definition. In the first case I ob-

tained from my own experience, what i think will

be a satisfactory clue to its meaning, and some-

thing more in addition. There is a herb of an

acid taste, the common name for which the only
one with which I am acquainted is green-sauce ;

and this herb is, or rather was, much sought after

by children in my boyish days. At a public
school not a dozen miles from Stratford-on-Avon,
it was a common practice for we lads to spend our

holidays in roaming about the fields
;
and among

objects of search, this green-sauce was a prominent
one, and it was a point of honour with each of us

to notify to the others the discovery of a root of

green-sauce. In doing this, the discoverer, after

satisfying himself by his taste that the true herb

was found, followed an accepted course, and sig-

nified his success to his companions by raising his

voice and shouting, what I have always been ac-

customed to write,
"
Hey-sall." I have no know-

ledge of the origin of this word ;
it was with us as

a school-rule so to use it
;
and I have no doubt

but that "
ey-sell

"
was in Shakspeare's time the

popular name for the herb to which I allude.

Mixing much with the rural population of

Warwickshire, I have, on many occasions, seen

the word "captious" used in the sense of carping,

irritable, unthankfulness, and self-willed ; and, in

my humble opinion, such a rendering would be

more in accordance with the character of the

fiction, and the poet's early teaching, than any
definition I have yet seen in your pages. EMUN.
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AN OLD MAN WHOSE FA.THER LIVED IN THE TIME
OF OLIVER CROMWELL.

[We are indebted to the kindness of the Rev.

THOMAS COHSER for the opportunity of preserving in

our columns the following interesting notice, from the

Manchester Guardian of the 19th August, 1843, of the

subject of his communication in our No. for May 31.

(No. 83., p. 421.)]

Having heard of the extraordinary circumstance

of an old man named James Horrocks, in his hun-

dredth year, living in Harwood, about three miles

from Bolton, whose father lived in the time of

Oliver Cromwell, we took an opportunity, a few

days ago, of visiting this venerable descendant of

a sire who was contemporary with the renowned
Protector. Until within the last few years he

resided at Hill End, a small estate left him by an

uncle when he was about twenty-six years old; but
both his surviving daughters being married, and
himself growing feeble, and his sight failing him,
he left the land and went to reside with his eldest

daughter, Margaret, and his son-in-law, John
Haslam, at a place called "The Nook," near the

Britannia, in Harwood. Here we found the old

man, surrounded with every comfort which easy
circumstances and affectionate friends can afford,

and, to use his own language,
" neither tired of

living, nor yet afraid to die." He is a remarkably
good-looking old man, with long silvery locks, and
a countenance beaming with benevolence and good
nature. He has nearly lost the use of his eye-

sight, and is a little dull of hearing, yet he is

enabled to walk about. The loss of his sight he

regrets most of all, as it prevents him from spend-

ing his time in reading, to which he was before

accustomed
; and, as he remarked, also denies him

the pleasure of looking upon his children and
his old friends. He converses with remarkable
cheerfulness for one of his years. As an instance,
we may mention, that, on observing to him that

lie must have been a tall man in his youth, he

sprang up from his arm chair with the elasticity
of middle age, rather than the decrepitude usually

accompanying those few who are permitted to

spin out the thread of life to the extent of a cen-

turv, and, with a humorous smile upon his coun-

tenance, put his hands to his thighs, and stood as

straight as an arrow against a gentleman nearly
six feet, remarking, at the same time,

' ! I don't

think I am much less now than ever I was." He
stands now about five feet eight inches and a half.

A short time ago, on coming down stairs in the

morning, he observed to his daughter, with his

accustomed good humour, and buoyancy of spirit,"
I wonder Avhat I shall dream next

;
I dreamt

last night that I was going to be married again ;

d who knows but I could find somebody that

mid have me yet." His son-in-law is an old

grey-headed man, much harder of hearing than

himself; and it frequently happens, that when any

of the family are endeavouring to explain nny-
thing to him, old James will say,

"
Stop, and I'll

insense him
;

" and his lungs seldom fail in the

undertaking.
From this interesting family we learn, that

William Horrocks, the father of the present James,
of whom we have been speaking, was born in 1657,
four years after Oliver Cromwell was declared

protector, and one year before his death. He
would be two years old when Richard Cromwell,
who succeeded his father, resigned ; and four

years old when Charles II. was crowned in 1661.

The exact period of his first marriage we have not
been able to ascertain ; but it is certain that his

bride was employed as nurse in the well-known

family of the Chethams, either at Turton Tower,
or at Castleton Hall, near Rochdale. By this

marriage he had four children, as appears from
the following memorandums, written in an excel-

lent hand in the back of an old black-letter Bible,

printed in 1583 :

"
Mary, the daughter of William and Elizabeth

Horrocks, was born the 1 5th day of September, and

baptized the 23d day of the same month, Anno Dom.
1683."

" John, the son of William and Elizabeth Horrocks,
was born the 1 8th day of January, and baptized the

25th day of the same month, Anno Dom. 1686."
" Ann, the daughter of William and Elizabeth Hor-

rocks, was born the 14 th day of March, and baptized
the 23d day of the same month, Anno Dom. 1699."

" William, the son of William and Elizabeth Hor-

rocks, was born the 9th day of June, and baptized the

17th day of the same month, Anno Dom. 1700."

At what time his wife died, we are also unable

to ascertain ;
but there is no doubt he remained a

widower for many years, and at length married

his housekeeper, a comely blooming young woman,
whose kindness to the old man was unremitting,
and he married her in 1741, at the age of eighty-

four, she being at the time only twenty-six.
This marriage evidently attracted much atten-

tion in the neighbourhood, and we find that, about

two years afterwards, the old man and his youth-
ful partner were sent for to Castleton Hall, the

residence of a branch of Humphry Chetham's

family, where they were treated with great kind-

ness, and a portrait painter engaged to take their

likenesses, which are now in the possession of their

son, and add much to the interest of a visit to him.

These portraits are well executed; and, of course,

appear rather like those of a grandfather and his

grandchild than of husband and wife, although he

appears more like sixty than eighty-six. In front

of each painting is prominently inscribed the age of

each of the parties, and the date when the portrait

was taken. Upon that of the husband the in-

scription is,
" M'YA. : 861743." And upon that

of the wife, JETA : 28 1743." These, it_ ap-

pears, were taken two years after their marriage,
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and preserved in the Chetham family, at Castleton

Hall, as great curiosities.

In the following year, the present James was

born, as appears from the following entry on the

back of the same old Bible :

"James, the son of William and Elizabeth Horrocks

of Bradshaw Chapel, was born March 14th, 1744."

He will therefore complete his hundredth year on
the 14th of next March. Pie was born in a

house near Bradshaw Chapel, which has long since

been removed. He was about twenty-seven years
old when an uncle left him a small estate in

Harwood, called Hill End
;
and soon after he

married, we believe in 1773, and by that marriage
had eight children. William, the son of James
and Margaret Horrocks, was born February 21,

1776; Margaret, March 31, 1778; John, August
11, 1781 ; Simon, Dec. 23, 1783; Matty, June 28,

1786; James, Jan. 13, 1789; Sarah, Sept. 22,

1791 ;
and Betty, Jan. 8, 1794.

Of these, the only survivors are Margaret, aged
sixty-five, the wife of John Haslam, with whom the

old man now resides ; and Betty, the youngest, aged
forty-nine, who is married, and has four children.

The old man was only eleven years old when
his father died, and has no recollection of hearing
him mention any remarkable event occurring in

his lifetime.

On asking the old man how he came into pos-
session of the portraits of his father and mother,
he stated, that, some years ago, he saw in the

newspapers a sale advertised of the property at

Castleton Hall, and went there before the day to

inquire after the portraits, with the view of pur-
chasing them before the sale. The servants at

the hall admitted him, and he found they were
not there. He then went to the house of the

steward, and found he was not at home
; he, how-

ever, left a message, desiring that the steward
would send him word if there was any probability
of his being able to purchase the portraits. Ac-

cordingly, the steward sent him word that they
had been removed, with the family portraits, to

the residence of a lady near Manchester, where he

might have the satisfaction of seeing them. The
old man cannot remember either the name or the
a Idress of the lady. However, he went to the

p'ace, in company with a friend, and saw the lady,
who treated him with the greatest kindness. She
showed him the portraits, and was so much pleased
with the desire he manifested to purchase them,
that she said, if she could be certain that he was
the heir, she would make him a present of them,
as his filial affection did him great honour. His
friend assured her that he was the only child of

his mother by William Horrocks, and she then

gave them to him, although she parted with them
with regret, as she had "no other paintings that

attracted so much attention. His recollection of

the circumstances are so perfect, that he remem-
bers offering a gratuity to the servants for packing
the portraits, which the lady would not allow them
to receive.

As an instance of the health and vigour of this

remarkable old man, it may be mentioned, that

ten years ago, in the winter of 1832-3, he attended

at Newton, to vote for Lord Molyneux, then a

candidate for South Lancashire. He was then in

his ninetieth year. He walked from Harwood to

Bolton, a distance of three miles. From thence

he went to Newton by the railway; and, having
voted, he by some means missed the train, and
walked to Bolton, a distance of fifteen miles. On
arriving there he took some refreshment, and

again set out for Harwood, and accomplished the

distance of twenty -one miles in the day, in the

depth of winter. Manchester Guardian, Aug. 19,

1843.

iHtuor

On a Passage in Sedley. There is a couplet in

Sir Charles Sedley's poems, which is quoted as

follows in a work in my possession :

" Let fools the name of loyalty divide :

Wise men and Gods are on the strongest side."

Does the context require the word "divide?" or

is it a misprint for " deride ?
" Of course, the

latter word would completely alter the sense, but

it seems to me that it would make it more con-

sistent with truth. The word " divide
"
supposes

loyalty to be characteristic of fools, and places the

Gods in antagonism to that sentiment ;
while the

word " deride
"

restores them to their natural

position. HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, April, 1851.

On a Passage in Romeo and Juliet. In the en-

counter between Mercutio and Tybalt (Act III.

Sc. 1.), in which Mercutio is killed, he addresses

Tybalt tauntingly thus :

" Good king of cats, &c., will you pluck your
sword out of his pikher by the ears? Make haste, lest

mine be about your ears ere it be out."

The first quarto has scabbard, all the later editions

have pilcher, a word occurring nowhere else.

There has been a vain attempt to make pilcher

signify a leathern sheath, because a
pilch

was a

garment of leather or pelt. To me it is quite evi-

dent that pilcher is a mere typographical error for

pitcher, which, in this jocose, bantering speech,

Mercutio substitutes for scabbard, else why are

the ears mentioned? The poet was familiar with

the proverb
" Pitchers have ears," of which he has

elsewhere twice availed himself. The ears, as

every one knows, are the handles, which have since

been called the lugs. Shakspeare would hardly

have substituted a word of his own creation for

scabbard; but pitcher was suggested by the play
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upon the word ears, which is used for hilts in the

plural, according to the universal usage of the

poet's time. The ears, applied to a leathern coat,

or even a sheath, would be quite unmeaning, but

there is a well sustained ludicrous image in "pluck
your sword out of his pitcher by the ears"

S. W. SINGER.

Inscription on a Tablet in Limerick Cathedral.
" Mementi Mory.

" Here lieth Littele Samuell Barinton, that great
Under Taker, of Famious Cittis Clock and Chime
Maker

;
He made his one Time goe Early and Latter,

But now He is returned to Grid his Creator.
" The 19 of November Then He Seest, And for His

Memory This Here is Pleast, By His Son Ben 1693."

The correctness of this copy, in every respect,

may be relied upon. R. J. R.

PRINCESSES OF WALES.

Blackstone, in his Commentaries, vol. i. p. 224.,

says, the heir apparent to the crown is usually
made Prince of Wales and Earl of Chester ; upon
which Mr. Christian in a note remarks, upon the

authority of Hume, that this creation has not I

been confined to the heir apparent, for both

Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth were created

by their father, Henry VIII., Princesses of Wales,
each of them at the time (the latter after the I

legitimation of Mary) being heir presumptive to

the crown.

Can any of your correspondents inform me
j

upon what authority this statement of Hume
rests ? or whether there exists any evidence of

such creations having been made ? Do any such
creations appear upon the Patent Rolls ? The
statement is not supported by any writer of au-

thority upon such subjects, and, as far as your
Querist's investigation has proceeded, seems with-
out foundation. It is one, however, too important
in connexion with royal titles to remain uncontra-

dicted, if the fact be not so. G.

Lady Mary Cavendish. Information is re-

quested respecting the ancestry of the Lady Mary
Cavendish, who married a Lieutenant Maudesley,
or Mosley, of the Guards. She is thought to have
been maid of honour to Queen Anne. And a Sir

Henry Cavendish, who was teller of the Exche-

j

quer in Ireland some sixty years ago, was of the !

same family. CAVENDO.

Covey. Wr
hen the witches in this country

were very numerous, Satan for convenience di-

vided them into companies of thirteen (one reason

why thirteen has always been considered an un-

lucky number), and called each company a covine.

Is that the etymology of the word covey, as ap-
plied to birds ? L. M. M. R.

Booh wanted to purchase. Can any one help
me to find a little book on "

Speculative Diffi-

culties in the Christian Religion ?
"

I read such
a book about four years ago, and have quite for-

gotten its title and its author. The last chapter
in the book was on the "

Origin of Evil." There is
j

a little book called Speculative Difficulties, but that
i

is not the one I mean. L. M. M. R.

The Devil's Bit. In the Barnane Mountains,
near Templemore, Ireland, there is a large dent
or hollow, visible at the distance of twenty miles,
and known by the name of the " Devil's Bit."

Can any of your readers assist me in discovering
the origin of this singular name? There is a

foolish tradition that the Devil was obliged, by
one of the saints, to make a road for his Reverence
across an extensive bog in the neighbourhood, and
so taking a piece of the mountain in his mouth, he
strode over the bog and deposited a road behind

him 1 SING.

Corpse passing
makes a Right of Way. What

is the origin of the supposed custom of land be-

coming public property, after a funeral has passed
over it ? An instance of this occurred (I am told)
a short time since at Battersea. R. W. E.

Nao, a Ship. Seeing it twice stated in Mr.
G. F. Angas's Australia and New Zealand, that "in

the Celtic dialect of the Welsh, Nao (is) a ship," I

am desirous to learn in what author of that lan-

guage, or in what dictionary or glossary thereof,

any such word is to be met with. (See vol. ii.,

pp. 274. 278.) I doubt, or even disbelieve, the

Britons having had any name for a ship, though
they had a name for an osier floating basket, co-

vered with raw hides. And when they became
familiar with the navis longa of the Romans, they
and their Gaelic neighbours adopted the adjective,
and not the substantive. But the question of nao

is one of fact; and having got the assertion, I want
the authority. A. N.

William Hone. I wish to meet with the in-

teresting and touching account of the conversion

of William Hone, the compiler of the Every Day
Book, and should be obliged to any one who
would tell me where it is to be found. E. V.

Hand giving the Blessing. What is the origin
of holding up the two forefingers and thumb, and

pressing down the third and little fingers of the

right hand in giving
" the blessing," as we see in

figures of bishops, &c. ? Is it a mystic allusion to

the Trinity? A. A. D.

4. Moray Place, Birkenhead.

Tinsell, a Meaning of. I wish to know if this

word is still used by the country-people in the

midland counties, and on the borders of North

Wales, to denote fire-wood. In a Report dated in

1620, from a surveyor to the owner of an estate in
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Wales, near the borders of Shropshire, the follow-

ing mention of it occurs :

" There is neither wood nor underwood on the said

lands, but a few underwoods in the park of hasell,

alders, withie, and thornes, and such like, which the

tenants doe take and use for Tinsel as need requires."

The working people in Shropshire and Stafford-

shire still speak of tining a fire (pronounced
teening). This is but a slight change in the

Anglo-Saxon word tynan, to light a fire. S. S. S.

Arches of Pelaga. A young sailor, in his pas-
sage from Alexandria to Trinadas, mentions a pi ace
under this designation. Query, Is there a place
correctly so called, or is this one of the misnomers
not unfrequent among seamen P M. A. LOWER.

Emiott Arms. What are the arms of the family
of Emiott of Kent ? E. II. Y.

Well Chapels. Will any ofyour learned readers
be kind enough to direct me to the best sources of
information on this subject ? H. G. T.

Davy Jones's Locker. If a sailor is killed in a

sea-skirmish, or falls overboard and is drowned,
or any other fatality occurs which necessitates the

consignment of his remains to the "
great deep,"

his surviving messmates speak of him as one who
has been sent to "

Davy Jones's Locker." Who
was the important individual whose name has be-

come so powerful a myth ? And what occasioned
the identification of the ocean itself with the

locker of this mysterious Davy Jones ?

HENRY CAMPKIN.

JEsopus Epulans. I shall be much obliged by
information respecting the authorship and history
of this work, printed at Vienna, 1749, 4to. N. B.

Written Sermons. Information is requested as

to when the custom of preaching from written

sermons was first introduced, and the circum-
stances which gave rise to it. M. C. L.

Pallavicino and the Conte d'Olivares, I have in

my possession an old Italian MS., 27 pages of

large foolscap paper. It is headed " Caduta del

Conte d'Olivares," and at the end is signed "Scritta
da Ferrante Pallavicino," and dated " 28 G-enaro,
1643." Of course this Count d'Olivares was the

great favourite of Philip IV. of Spain ; but who
was Pallavicino ? Could it have been the Paravicino
who was court chaplain to Philip III. and IV. ?

or was he of the Genoese family of Pallavicini

mentioned by Leigh Hunt (Autobiography, vol. ii.

p. 177.) as having been connected with the Crom-
well family? What favours the latter presumption
is, that a gentleman to whom I showed the MS.
said at once,

" That is Genoa paper, just the same
I got there for rough copies ;

"
and he also told

me that the water-mark was a well-known Genoa
mark : it consists of a bird standing on an eight

pointed starlike flower.

If any one can give me any likely account of this

Pallavicino, or tell me whether the MS. is at all

valuable in any way, I shall owe him many thanks.

CHARLES O. SOULEY.

Broadway, New York, May 10. 1851.

Athelney Castle, Somersetshire. Can any of

your readers inform me, whether Athelney Castle,
built by King Alfred, as a monastery, in token of

his gratitude to God for his preservation, when

compelled to fly from his throne, is in existence
;

or if any remains of it can be traced, as I do not
find it mentioned either in several maps, gazetteers,
or topographical dictionaries ? It was situate

about four miles from Bridgewater, near the con-

flux of the rivers Parrot and Tone ? J. S.

Islington, May 15. 1851.

Athelney. In a visit which I recently paid to

the field of Sedgemoor and the Isle of Athelney in

Somersetshire, I found on the latter a stone pillar,

inclosed by an iron railing, designed to point the

traveller's eye to the spot, so closely associated with

his earliest historical studies, with the burnt cakes,

the angry housewife, and the castigated king. The

pillar bears the following inscription, which you
may think perhaps worthy of preservation in your
useful pages :

"
King Alfred the Great, in the year of our Lord

879, having heen defeated by the Danes, fled for refuge
to the forest of Athelney, where he lay concealed from

his enemies for the space of a whole year. He soon

after regained possession of his throne, and in grateful
remembrance of the protection he had received, under

the favour of Heaven, he erected a monastery on this

spot and endowed it with all the lands contained in

the Isle of Athelney. To perpetuate the memorial of

so remarkable an incident in the life of that illustrious

prince, this edifice was founded by John Slade, Esq.,
of Mansell, the proprietor of Athelney and Lord of

the Manor of North Petherton, A. D. 1801."

J. R. W.
Bristol.

Legend of St. Molaisse (Vol. ii., p. 79.). Can

you tell me anything more about this MS., and

in Avhose possession it now is ? R. H-

[" The Legend of S*. Molaisse" was sold in a sale

at Puttick and Simpson's, July 3, 1 850, for the sum
of 8. 15s.]

Bogatzhy. Who was Bogatzky, the author of

the well-known Golden Treasury ? Any particu-
lars of his life will be acceptable. E. V.

[Bogatzky was a Polish nobleman, the pupil of the

great Professor Francke, and of a kindred spirit.
He

died at an advanced age in 1768. It is not generally

known that Bogatzky published a Second Volume of

his Golden Treasury, which Dr. Steinkopff revised and

edited in 1812, to which he prefixed a short but inte-
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resting account of the author. See also AUgemeine En-

cyclopedic von Ersch und Gruber, s. y.]

GREENE'S " GEOATSWORTH or WITTE."

(Vol. iii., p. 140.)

In answer to MR. HALLIWELL'S Query, "whether
the remarkable passage respecting Shakspeare in

this work has descended to us in its genuine state,"

I beg to inform him that I possess a copy of the

edition of 1596, as well as of those of 1617 and

1621, from the latter of which the reprint by Sir

Egerton Brydges was taken, and that the passage
in question is exactly the same in all the three

editions. For the general information of your
readers interested in Greene's works, I beg to

state, that the variations in the edition of 1596
from the other two, consist of the words "written

before his death, and published at his dying re-

quest," on the title
;
and instead of the introduc-

tory address " To Wittie Poets, or Poeticall

Wittes," signed I. H., there are a few lines on
A 2,

" The^Printer to the Gentle Readers :

"

" I haue published heere, Gentlemen, for your mirth
and benefit, Greene's Groateswoorth of Wit. With

sundry of his pleasant discourses ye haue beene before

delighted : But now hath death giuen a period to his

pen, onely this happened into my hands which I haue

published for your pleasures : Accept it fauourably
because it was his last birth, and not least worth, in my
poore opinion. But I will cease to praise that which
is aboue my conceit, and leaue it selfe to speake for it

selfe : and so abide your learned censuring.
"
Yours, W. W."

Then follows another short address, "To the
Gentlemen Headers," by Greene himself; and as

this edition is so rare, only two copies being known,
and the address is short, I transcribe it entire for

your insertion :

" Gentlemen, The Swan sings melodiously before

death, that in all his life time vseth but a iarring sound.

Greene, though able inough to write, yet deeplyer
searched with sicknesse than euer heretofore, sendes

you his swanne-like song, for that he feares he shall

neuer againe carroll to you woonted loue layes, neuer

againe discouer to you youth's pleasures. Howeuer
yet sicknesse, riot, incontinence, haue at once shown
their extremitie, yet if I recouer, you shall all see

more fresh springs then euer sprang from me, directing
you how to Hue, yet not diswading you from loue.

This is the last I haue writ, and I feare me the last I

shall write. And how euer I haue beene censured for

some of my former bookes, yet, Gentlemen, I protest,

they were as I had special information. But passing
them, I commend this to your fauourable censures, and
like an Embrion without shape, I feare me will bee
thrust into the world. If I Hue to ende it, it shall be
otherwise : if not, yet will I commend it to your
courtesies, that you may as wel be acquainted with my
repentant death, as you haue lamented my carelesse

course of life. But as Nemo ante obitum felix, so Ada
exitus probat : Beseeching therefore to bee deemed
hereof as I deserue, I leaue the worke to your liking,
and leaue you to your delights."

Greene died in September, 1592
;
and this is

curious, as being probably the last thing that ever
came from his pen.
The work commences on sig. A 4, the other

three leaves being occupied with the title and the
two addresses. It concludes with Greene's " letter

written to his wife," and has not " Greene's Epi-
taph : Discoursed Dialogue-wise betweene Life and
Death," which is in the two later editions.

I may here mention that I possess a copy of an

extremely rare work relating to Robert Greene,
which has only lately become known, viz. :

" Greene's Newes both from Heaven and Hell.

Prohibited the first for writing of Bookes, and banished

out of the last for displaying of Connycatchers. Com-
mended to the Presse by B. R." (Barnabee Rich) 4to.

bl. lett. Lond. 1593.

Concerning the great rarity of this interesting

tract, which was unknown to the Rev. A. Dyce
when publishing his edition of Greene's works,

your readers may see a notice by Mr. Collier in

his Extracts from the Registry of the Stat Comp.,
vol. ii. p. 233., apparently from the present copy,
no other being known. THOS. CORSER.

Stand Rectory.

THE DUTCH MARTYROLOGY.

(Vol. iii., p. 443.)
Besides the copy of the above work mentioned

by your correspondent J. H. T., several others

are known to exist in this country. Among
them I may mention one in the library of the

Baptist College, Bristol. My own copy was sup-

plied by a London bookseller, who has likewise

imported several other copies from Holland, where
it is by no means a scarce work.
The second illustrated edition was published

twenty years after the decease of Van Braght.
The first edition, without engravings, now before

me, appeared in 1660, which was the edition used

by Danvers. But Danvers does not appear to

have known its existence, when the first edition of

his treatise came out in 1673. The "large addi-

tions" of his second edition in 1674, are chiefly
made from the work of Van Braght.
The original portion of Van Braght's work is,

however, confined to the first part. The second

part, The Martyrology, strictly so called, is of

much earlier date. Many single narratives ap-

peared at the time, and collections of these were

early made. The earliest collection of martyr-
doms bears the date of 1542. This was enlarged
in 1562, 1578, 1580, and 1595. This fact I give
on the authority of Professor Miiller of Amster-

dam, from the Jaarboekje voor de Doopsgezinde
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Gemeenrten in de Nederlanden, 1838 en 1839,

pp. 102, 103.

An edition, dated 1599, of these very rare books
is now before me. It has the following curious

and affecting title :

" Dit Bocck wort genaemt : Het Offer des Heeren,
Om het inhout van sommige opgeofferde Kinderen

Gods, de welcke voort gebrocht hebben, wt den goeden
schut haers herten, Belijdinghen, Sentbrieuen ende

Testamenten, de welcke sy met den monde beleden,
ende met den bloede bezeghelt hebben, &c. &c. Tot

Harlinghen. By my Peter Sebastiaenzoon, Jnt jaer
ons Heeren MDXCIX."

It is a thick 12mo. of 229 folios, and contains

the martyrdoms of thirty-three persons (the first

of which is Stephen), which were subsequently
embodied in the larger martyrologies. Each nar-

rative is followed by a versified version of it. A
small book of hymns is added, some of them com-

posed by the martyrs ;
and the letters and con-

fession of one Joos de Tollenaer, who was put to

death at Ghent in 1589.

In 1615, a large collection of these narratives

appeared at Haarlem in a thick 4to. volume. The
compilers were Hans de Hies, Jaques Outerman,
and Joost Govertsoon, all eminent Mennonite
ministers. Two editions followed from the press
of Zacharias Cornelis at Hoorn in 1617 and 1626,
both in 4to., but under different editorship. The
last edition was offensive to the Haarlem editors,
who therefore published a fourth at Haarlem in

1631. As its title is brief, I will give it from the

copy in my library :

" Martelaers Spiegel der Werelose Christenen t' ze-

dert A. n. 1524. Joan, xv. 20. Matt. x. 28. Esai, li. 7.

Joan, xvi. 2. 1 Pet. iv. 19^ [All quoted at length.]
Gedrukt tot Haerlem Bij Hans Passchiers van Wes-
busch. In't Jaer onses Heeren, 1631."

This edition is in small folio. The title-page is

from a copperplate, and is adorned with eight
small engravings, representing scenes of suffering
and persecution from scripture. The narratives

of martyrs extends from 1524 to 1624. It is this

work which forms the basis of Van Braght's. He
added to it the whole of his first part, and also

some additional narratives in the second. To the
best of his ability he verified the whole.

These works are frequently referred to by
Ottius in his Annales Anabaptistici under the titles
"
Martyrologium Harlemense

"
and "

Martyrolo-
giurn Hornanum."
From a paper in the Archivs fur Kunde oster-

reichisscher Geschichtsquellen, I learn that a MS.
exists in the City library of Hamburgh, with the

following title :

" Clironickel oder Denkbiiechel darinnen mit kurtzen

Begrififen, Was sich vom 1524 Jar, Bis auff gegen-
wartige Zeit, in der gemain zuegetragen, vnd wie viel

trewer Zeugen Jesu Christij die warheit Gottes so ri-

terlich mit irem bluet bezeugt. 1637."

The work appears chiefly confined to a history
of the Moravian Anabaptists : but from passages
given by the writer, Herr Gregor Wolny, it is

evident that it contains many of the narratives

given by Van Braght. The earlier portion of the
MS. was written previous to 1592, when its writer
or compiler died. Three continuators carried on
the narrations to 1654. The last date in it is

June 7, 1654; when Daniel Zwicker, in his own
handwriting, records his settlement as pastor over
a Baptist church. Mention is made of this MS.
by Ottius, and by Fischer in his Tauben-kobel,
p. 33., &c. For any additional particulars re-

specting it, I should feel greatly obliged.
It does not appear to be known to your corre-

spondent that a translation of the second part of
Van Braght's work has been commenced in this

country, of which the first volume was issued by
the Hanserd Knollys Society last year. A trans-

lation of the entire work appeared in 1837, in

Pennsylvania, U. S., for the use of the Mennonite

churches, emigrants from Holland and Germany,
to whom the language of their native land had
become a strange tongue. E. B. U.

33. Moorgate Street, London.

tn JHtnor

Spick and Span New (Vol. iii., p. 330.). The

corresponding German word is Spann-nagel-neu,
which may be translated as " New from the

stretching needle;" and corroborates the mean-

ing given by you. I may remark the French have
no equivalent phrase. It is evidently a familiar

allusion of the clothmakers of England and Ger-

many. BENBOW.

Birmingham.

Under the Rose (Vol. iii., pp. 300.). There
is an old Club in this town (Birmingham)
called the " Bear Club," and established (ut die.)

circa 1738, formerly of some repute. Among
other legends of the Club, is one, that in the

centre of the ceiling of their dining-room was
once a carved rose, and that the members always
drank as a first toast, to " The health of the

King" [under the rose], meaning the Pretender.

BENBOW.

HandeTs Occasional Oratorio (Vol. iii., p. 426.).

The " Occasional Oratorio
"

is a separate com-

position, containing an overture, 10 recitatives,

21 airs, 1 duet, and 15 choruses. It was pro-
duced in the year 1745. It is reported, I know
not on what authority, that the King having
ordered Handel to produce a new oratorio on a

given day, and the artist having answered that it

was impossible to do it in the time (which must

have been unreasonably short, to extort such a

reply from the intellect that produced The Messiah

in three weeks, and Israel in Egypt in four), his
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Majesty deigned no other answer than that done

it must and should be, whether possible or not,

and that the result was the putting forward of the

" Occasional Oratorio."

The structure of the oratorio, which was evi-

dently a very hurried composition, gives a strong

air of probability to the anecdote. Evidently no

libretto was written for it ;
the words tell no tale,

are totally unconnected, and not even always

tolerable English, a fine chorus (p. 39. Arnold)

going to the words " Him or his God we no fear."

It is rather a collection of sacred pieces, strung

together literally without rhyme or reason in the

oratorio form, than one oratorio. The examin-

ation of it leads one to the conclusion, that the

composer took from his portfolio such pieces as he

happened to have at hand, strung them together
as he best could, and made up the necessary

quantity by selections from his other works. Ac-

cordingly we find in it the pieces "The Horse

and his Rider,"
" Thou shall bring them in," "Who

is like unto Thee?" "The Hailstone Chorus,"
" The Enemy said I will pursue," from Israel in

Egypt, written in 1738; the chorus "May God
from whom all Mercies spring," from Athaliah

(1733); and the chorus u God save the King, long
, live the King," from the Coronation Anthem of

1727. There is also the air "O! Liberty," which he

afterwards (in 1746) employed in Judas Macca-

bceus. Possibly some other pieces of this oratorio

may be found also in some of Handel's other works,
not sufficiently stamped on my memory for me to

recognise them
;
but I may remark that the quan-

tity of Israel in Egypt found in it may perhaps
have so connected it in some minds with that

glorious composition as to have led to the practice
referred to of prefixing in performance the over-

ture to the latter work, to which, although the

introductory movement, the fine adagio, and grand
march are fit enough, the light character of the

fugue is, it must be confessed, singularly inappro-

priate.
I am not aware of any other "occasion" than that

of the King's will, which led to the composition of

this oratorio. D. X.

Stone Chalice (Vol. ii., p. 120.). They are

found in the ancient churches in Ireland, and

some are preserved in the Museum of the Royal
Irish Academy, and in pi-ivate collections. A
beautiful specimen is engraved in Wakeman'a
Handbook of Irish Antiquities, p. 161. It. H.

Thanksgiving Book (Vol. iii., p. 328.). The

charge for a "Thanksgiving Book," mentioned by
A CHURCHWARDEN, was no doubt for a Book of

Prayers, &c., on some general thanksgiving day,

probably after the battle of Blenheim and the

taking of Gibraltar, which would be about the

month of November. A similar charge appears
in the Churchwardens' accounts for the parish of

Eye, Suffolk, at a much earlier period, viz. 1684,
which you may probably deem worthy of insertion

in your pages :

"
Payments. L s. d.

" It. To Flegg for sweepinge and dress-
"|

inge upp the church tho nynth I

of^September beein^e A day of I ,

Thavks-givinge for his Ma ic

f

C

dehvance ftom the Newkett I

Plot

It. For twoe Bnokes for the 9th of Sep- 1 __ _ . __
, f. . j j UU Ul wvj

tember aforesaid -
J

J. B. COLMAN.

Eye, April 29, 1851.

Carved Ceiling in Dorsetshire (Vol. iii., p. 424.).

Philip, King of Castile (father to Charles V.),
was forced by foul weather into Weymouth Har-
bour. He was hospitably entertained by Sir

Thomas Trenchard, who invited Mr. Russell of

Kingston Russell to meet him. King Philip took

such delight in his company that at his departure he

recommended him to King Henry VII. as a person
of spirit

"
fit to stand before princes, and not

before mean men." He died in 1554, and was the

ancestor of the Bedford family. Sir Thomas
Trenchard probably had the ceiling. See Fuller's

Worthies (Dorsetshire), vol. i. p. 313.

A. HOLT WHITE.

The house of which your correspondent has

heard his tradition is certainly Woolverton House,
in the parish of Charminster, near this town.

It was built by Sir Thomas Trenchard, who
died 20 Hen. VIII. ; and tradition holds, as his-

tory tells us, that Philip, Archduke of Austria,
and King of Castile, with his queen Juana, or

Joanna, were driven by weather into the port of

Weymouth : and that Sir Thomas Trenchard,
then the High Sheriff of the county, invited their

majesties to his house, and afforded them enter-

tainment that was no less gratifying than timely.
Woolverton now belongs to James Henning,

Esq. There is some fine carving in the house,

though it is not the ceiling that is markworthy ;

and it is thought by some to be the work of a

foreign hand. At Woolverton House were founded
the high fortunes of the House of Bedford. Sir

Thomas Trenchard, feeling the need of an inter-

preter with their Spanish Majesties, happily be-

thought himself of a John Russell, Esq., of Ber-

wick, who had lived some years in Spain, and

spoke Castilian ; and invited him, as a Spanish-

English mouth, to his house : and it is said he

accompanied the king and queen to London,
where he was recommended to the favour of

Hen. VII. ;
and after rising to high office, received

from Hen. VIII. a share of the monastic lands.

See Hutchins's History of Dorset.

W. BARNES.
Dorchester.
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u Felix quernfaciunt" frc. (Vol.iii., pp. 373. 431.).

The passage cited by C. H. P. as assigned to

Plautus, and which he says he cannot find in that

author, occurs in one of the interpolated scenes

in the Mercator, which are placed in some of the

old editions between the 5th and Cth Scenes of

Act IV. In the edition by Pareus, printed at

Neustadt (Neapolis Nemetum) in 1619, 4to., it

stands thus:
" Vetum id dictum est : Feliciter is sapit, qui peri-

culo alieno sapit."

I was wrong in attributing it to Plautus, and should

rather have called it Plautine. By a strange slip

of the pen or the press, pericu^m is put instead

of pericufo in my note. Niebuhr has a very

interesting essay on the interpolated scenes in

Plautus, in the first volume of his Kleine Historische

und Pkilologiseke Schriftcn, which will show why
these scenes and passages, marked as supposititious
in some editions, are now omitted. It appears
that they were made in the fifteenth century by
Hermolaus Barbaras. See a letter from him to

the Bishop of Segni, in Angeli Politiaui JEpistolce,

lib. xii. epist. 2.
To the parallel thoughts already cited may be

added the following :

" Ii qui sciunt, quid aliisaceiderit, facile ex aliorum

eventu, suis rationibus possmit providere."
Rhetoric, ad Herennium, L. 4. c. J).

" F presi esempio de' lor stati rei,

Facendomi profitto 1' altrui male
In consolar i casi e dolor miei."

Petrarca, Trionfo della Castita.

" Ben' e felice quel, donne mie care,

Cli' essere accorto all' altrui spese impare."

Ariosto, Orl. Fur., canto X.

S. W. SINGER.

The Saint Graal (Vol. iii., p. 413.). I see that

MR. G. STEPHENS states, that Mons. Roquefort's
nine columns are decisive of Saint Graal being
derived from Sancta Cratera. I am unacquainted
with the word cratera, unless in Ducange, as

meaning a basket. But crater, a goblet, is the

word meant by Roquefort.
How should graal or greal come from crater ?

I cannot see common sense in it. Surely that an-

cient writer, nearly, or quite, cotempoi ary with the

publication of the romance, Helinandus Frigidi-

montanus, may be trusted for the fact that graal
was French for "

gnulalis or gradale," which meant
"scutella lata et aliquantulum profunda in qua
preciosss dapes cum suo jure divitibus solent ap-

poni." (Vide Helinand. ap.Vincentium Bellovacen-

sem, Speculum Historiale, lib. 43. cap. 147.) Can
there be a more apparent and palpable etymology
of any word, than thatgraaZ is gradale? See Du-

cange in Gradale, No. 3, and in Gradalis, and the

three authorities (of which Helinand is not one)
cited by him. A. N.

Skeletons at Egyptian Banquet (Vol. iii., p. 424.).
The interpretation of this is probably from Jer.

Taylor's own head. See, for the history of the
association in his mind, his sermon on the " Mar-
riage Ring."

'* It is fit that I should infuse a bunch of myrrh
into the festival goblet, and, after the Egyptian manner,
serve up a dead man's bones as a feast."

Q.Q.

Sewett (Vol. iii., p. 391.). Allow me to refer

H. C. K. to a passage in the Letters on the Sup-

pression of the Monasteries, published by the

Camden Society, p. 71., for an example of the

word seweUes. It is there said to be equivalent to

blawnsherres. The scattered pages of Duns Scotus

were put to this use, after he was banished from

Oxford by the Royal Commissioners.

The word is perhaps akin to the low Latin

suellium, threshing-floor, or to the Norman French

swele, threshold: in which case the original mean-

ing would be bounds or limits. C. H.

St. Catharine's Hall, Cambridge.

Col-fdbias (Vol. iii., p. 390.). This word is a

Latinised form of the Irish words Cul r.eabur

(cul-feabus), i. e.
" a closet of decency," or " for

the sake of decency." FRA. CROSSLEY.

Poemfrom the Digby MS. (Vol. iii., p. 367.)
Your correspondent H. A. B. will find the lines

in his MS. beginning
" You worms, my rivals," &c.,

printed, with very slight variations, amongst Beau-

mont's poems, in Moxon's edition of the Works
of Beaumont and Fletcher, 1840. They are the

concluding lines of "An Elegy on the Lady Mark-

ham." W. J. BERNHARD SMITH.

Umbrella (Vol. iii., pp. 37. 126.). I find the

following passage in the fourth edition of Blount's

Glossographia, published as far back as 1674.

" Umbrello (Ital. Ombrella), a fashion of round and

broad Fans, wherewith the Indians (and from them

our great ones) preserve themselves from the heat of

the sun or fire ;
and hence any little shadow, Fan, or

other thing, wherewith the women guard their faces

from the sun."

In Kersey's Dictionarium Anglo -Britannicum,

1708, it is thus noticed
"

Umbrella, or Umbrello, a kind of broad Fan or

Skreen, commonly us'd by women to shelter them from

Rain : also a Wooden Frame cover'd with cloth to

keep off the sun from a window."
" Parasol (F.), a small sort of canopy or umbrello,

which women carry over their heads."

And in Phillips's New World of Words, 7th ed.,

1720
" Umbrella or Umbrello, a kind of broad Fan or

Skreen, which in hot countries People hold over their
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heads to keep off the Heat of the Sun ; or such as are

here commonly us'd by women to shelter them from

Rain : Also, a wooden Frame cover'd with cloth or

stuff', to keep off the sun from a window."
" Parasol (Fr.), a small sort of canopy or umbrello,

which women carry over their Heads, to shelter them-

selves from Rain," &c.

T. C. T.

The Curse of Scotland (Vol. iiL, p. 22.). Your

correspondent L. says, the true explanation of

the circumstance of the nine of diamonds being
called the curse of Scotland is to be found in the

game of Pope Joan
;
but with all due deference to

him, I must beg entirely to dissent from this

opinion, and to adhere to the notion of its origin

being traceable to the heraldic bearing of the

family of Dalrymple, which are or, on a saltire

azure, nine lozenges of the field.

There can be no doubt that John Dalrymple,
2nd Viscount and 1st Earl of Stair, justly merited

the appellation of the " Curse of Scotland," from

the part which he took in the horrible massacre of

Glencoe, and from the utter detestation in which

he was held in consequence, and which compelled
him to resign the secretaryship in 1695. After a

deliberate inquiry by the commissioners had de-

clared him to be guilty of the massacre, we cannot

wonder that the man should be held up to scorn

by the most popular means which presented
themselves ;

and the nine diamonds in his shield

would very naturally, being the insignia of his

family, be the best and most easily understood

mode of perpetuating that detestation in the minds

of the people. L. J.

Bawn (Vol. i., p. 440.
;
Vol. ii., pp. 27. 60. 94.).

Your correspondents will find some information

on this word in Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland,

2nd edit. p. 279. ;
and in Wakeman's Handbook of

Irish Antiquities, p. 141. Ledwich seems to de-

rive the word from the Teutonic Bawen, to con-

struct and secure with branches of trees. B. II.

Catacombs and Bone-houses (Vol. i., p. 171.).

MR. GATTY will find a vivid description of the

bone-house at Hythe, in Mr. Borrow's Lavengro,
vol. i. I have no reference to the exact page.

C. P. PH***.

Bacon and Fagan (Vol. iii., p. 103.). The
letters B and F are doubtless convertible, as they
are both labial letters, and can be changed, as b

andp are so frequently.
1. The word " batten" is used by Milton in the

same sense as the word " fatten."

2. The Latin word " no
"

is in English
" to

blow."

3. The word " flush
" means much the same as

" blush."

4. The Greek word j3pe/ico is in the Latin changed
to " fremo."

5. The Greek word 0op& = in English
"

fo-

rage."
6. Herod, vii. 73. Ei\nnros for Ql\nriros ; Bpvye

for $pvye.
7. 4cL\a/a in Greek = " balsena

"
in Latin =

" bnlene
"

in French.
8.

<f>e'pco in Greek = " to bear
"

in English.
9.

" Frater" in Latin = "brother" in English.

Many other instances could probably be found.

I think that we may fairly imply that the labials

p t b, f, v, may be interchanged, in the same way
the dental letters d and t are constantly ;

and I

see no reason left to doubt that the word Bacon is

the same as the word Fagan. <bi\6\oyos.

To learn by Heart (Vol. iii., p. 425.). When
A SUBSCRIBER TO YOUR JOURNAL asks for some
account of the origin of the phrase

" To learn by
Heart," may he not find it in St. Luke i. 66

,
ii. 19.

51.?
" To learn by memory"" (or by

"
rote") conveys

to my own mind a very different notion from what
I conceive to be expressed by the words " To learn

by heart" Just as there is an evident difference

between a gentleman in heart and feeling, and a

gentleman in manners and education only : so there

is a like difference (as I conceive) between learn-

ing by heart and learning by rote ; namely, the

difference between a moral, and a merely intellec-

tual, operation of the mind. To learn by memory
is to learn by rote, as a parrot : to learn by heart

is to learn morally practically. Thus, we say,
we give our hearts to our pursuits : we " love

God with all our hearts," pray to Him "with the

spirit, and with the understanding," and " with

the heart believe unto righteousness :

" we "
pon-

der in our hearts,"
" muse in our hearts," and

"
keep things in our hearts," i. e.

" learn by heart"

J. E.

Auriga (Vol. iii., p. 188.). Claudius Minois, in

his Commentaries on the Emblemata of Alciatus,

gives the following etymology of "
Auriga :"

"
Auriga non dicitur ab auro, sed ab aureis: sunt

enim aureas lora sive fraeni, qui equis ad aures alli-

gantur; sicut orea?, quibus ora coerceutur." Alciati

Emblemata, Emb. iv. p. 262.

W.R.
Hospitio Chc'lhamensi.

Vineyards in England (Vol. ii., p. 392. ;
Vol. iii.,

p. 341.). Add to the others Wynyard, so far

north as Durham. C.

Barker (Vol. iii., p. 406.). Mr. Barker lived

in West Square, St. George's Fields, a square

directly opposite J
the Philanthropic Society's

chapel. - G.

Barker, the original Panorama Painter. MR.
CUNNINGHAM is quite correct in stating Robert

Barker to be the originator of the Panorama. His
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first work of the kind was a view'of Edinburgh, of

which city, I believe, he was a native."

On his "death, in 1806, he was; succeeded by his

son, Mr. Henry Aston Barker, the Mr. Barker

referred to by A. G. This gentleman and his

wife (one of the daughters of the Jate Admiral

Bligh) are both living, and reside !at Bitton, a

| village lying midway between this|city"and Bath.

A SUBSCRIBER.

Bristol, June 2, 1851.

The Tanthony (Vol. iii., pp. 105. 229. 308.).
ARUN'S Query is fully answered by a reference to

Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art, vol. ii.

j

p. 379., where the bell is shown to be emblematic

I

of the saint's power to exorcise evil spirits, and

I
reference is made to several paintings (and an en-

i graving given of one) in which it is represented.
The phrase

" A Tantony Pigj" is also explained,
for which see further Hall iwell's Diet, of Arch.

and Prov. Words, s. v. Anthony. C. P. PH***.

Essay on the Irony of Sophocles, 8fc. (Vol. iii.,

&389.).
Three Queries by^ NEMO : 1. The Rev.

imnop Thirlwall, now Bishop of St. David's, is the

author of the essay in question. 2. Cicero, Tnsc.

Disp.,i. 15. 39.: Errare mehercule malo cum
Platone .... quam cum istis vera sentire ; (again),

Cicero, ad Attic., 1. viii. ep. 7.: Malle, quod dixe-

rim, me cum Pompeio vinci, quam cum istis vincere.

3. The remark is Aristotle's; but the same had
been said of Homer by Plato himself:

" Aristot. [Eth. Nicom. 1. i. cap. 6. 1. ed. Oxon.] is

reluctant to criticise Plato's doctrine of Ideas, 8ia rb

<>tAot>$ avSpas flaaydyfiv ra efS^ : but, he adds, the

truth must nevertheless be spoken : a/j.'po'tv yap uvroiv

" Plato [de Repub., X. cap. 1. p. 595 b.] : *iA.fa rfc

fj.
Koi aiScas c/c iraiSbs %x.ovaa irepl 'Opr/pou airoxwXvei

\4yeiv .... aAA' ov yap irp6 76 TTJS aA^jfleios Tt/^reos

avt]p."

C. P. PH***.

Achilles and the Tortoise (Vol. ii., p. 154.).

S. T. Coleridge has explained this paradox in

The Friend, vol. iii. p. 88. ed. 1850; a note is

subjoined regarding Aristotle's attempted solution,

with a quotation from Mr. de Quincey, in Tates

Mag., Sept. 1834, p. 514. The passage in Leib-

nitz which 'iStwTTjs requires, is probably
"
Opera,

i. p. 115. ed. Erdmann." C. P. PH***.

Early Rain called " Pride of the Morning
"

(Vol. ii., p. 309.). In connexion with this I would

quote an expression in Keble's Christian Year,
" On the Rainbow," (25th Sun. after Trin.) :

" Pride of the dewy Morning !

The swain's experienced eye
From thee takes timely warning,
Nor trusts the gorgeous sky."

C. P. PH***.

The Lost Tribes (Vol. ii., p.
will find one theory on this subject in Dr. Asahel
Grant's book, The Nestorians; or, the Lost Tribes

\ published by Murray; 12mo. C. P. PH***'.

"Noli me Tangere" (Vol. ii., pp. 153. 253. 379.).
There is an exquisite criticism upon the treat-

ment of this subject by various painters, accom-

panied by an etching from Titian, in that delightful
book, Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art,
vol. i. pp. 354. 360. ; and to the list of painters
who have illustrated this subject, add Holbein, in

the Hampton Court Gallery. (See Mrs. Jameson's
Handbook to the Public Galleries, pp. 172. 353

1845.) C.P.PH***.
" The Sicilian Vespers' (Vol. ii., p. 166.). Your

correspondent is referred to The War of the Si-

cilian Vespers, by Amari, translated by the Earl of

Ellesmere, published very lately by Murray.
C. P. PH***.

Antiquity of Smoking (Vol. ii., pp. 216. 521.).
C. B. says, alluding to JARLTZBERG'S references," there is nothing in Solinus ;

"
I read, however,

in Solinus, cap. xv. (fol. 70. ed. Aid. 1518), under
the heading

" Thracum mores, etc." :

"
Uterque sexus epulantes focos ambiunt, herbarum

quas habent semine ignibus superjecto. Cujus nidore

perculsi pro lajtitia habent imitari ebrietatem sensibus

sauciatis."

JARLTZBERG'S reference to Herod, i. 36. sup-
plies nothing to the point: Herod, iv. 2. men-
tions the use of bone pipes, <j>u<T7jT?5pas oaTeww,
by the Scythians, in milking; but Herodotus (iv.

73. 75.) describes the orgies of the Scythians,
who produced intoxicating fumes by strewing

hemp-seed upon red-hot stones, as the leaves

and seed of the Hasisha al fokara, or hemp-plant,
are smoked in the East at the present day. (See
De Sacy, Chrestom, Arabe, vol. ii. p. 155.) Com-

pare also Plutarch de Fluviis (de Hebro, fr. 3.),

who speaks of a plant resembling Origanum, from
which the Thracians procured a stupefying vapour,

by burning the stalks :

" 'Eiriridfacn irupl .... /cat TT?I/ ava<f)fpo/j.(i'T]v araQu-

fj.iaaiv 5tx"/i^ot TCUS avaTrvolais, Kapovvrai, ital tis fiadvv

virvov Kara+tcpovrai. [Opera Varia, vol. vi. p. 444. ed.

Tauchn.]"
C. P. PH***.

Milton and the Calves-Head Club (Vol. iii.,

p. 390.). Dr. Todd, in his edition of Milton's

Works, in 1809, p. 158., mentions the rumour,
without expressing any opinion of its truth. I

think he omits all mention of it in his subsequent
edition in 1826, and therefore hope he has adopted
the prevailing opinion that it is a contemptible
libel. In a note to the former edition is a refer-

ence to Kennett's Register, p. 38., and to Private

forms of Prayer fitted for the late sad times," SfC.,

12mo., Lond., 1660, attributed to Dr. Hammond.
An anonymous author, quoting the verbal assur-
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ance of " a certain active Whigg," would be

entitled to little credit in attacking the character

of the living, and ought surely to be scouted

when assailing the memory of the dead. In

Lowndes' Bib. Man. it is stated that

" This miserable trash has been attributed to the

author of Hudibras."

J. F. M.

Voltaire s Henriade (Vol. Hi., p. 388.)- I have

two translations of this poem in English verse, in

addition to that mentioned at p. 330., viz., one in

4to., Anon., London, 1797 ;
and one by Daniel

French, 8vo., London, 1807. The former, which,

as I collect from the preface, was written by a

lady and a foreigner, alludes to two previous trans-

lations, one in blank verse (probably. Loekman's),
and the other in rhyme. J. F. M.

Petworth Register (Vol. iii., p. 449.). Your

correspondent C. II. appears to give me too much
credit for diligence, in having "searched" after

this document
;
for in truth I did nothing beyond

writing to the rector of the parish, the Rev.

Thomas Sockett. All that I can positively say as

to my letter, is, that it was intended to be cour-

teous ;
that it stated my reason for the inquiry ;

that it contained an apology for the liberty taken

in applying to a stranger; and that Mr. Sockett

did not honour me with any answer. I believe,

however, that I asked whether the register still

existed ;
if so, what was its nature, and over what

period it extended ;
and whether it had been

printed or described in any antiquarian or topo-

graphical book.

Perhaps some reader may have the means of

giving information on these points; and if he will

do so through the medium of your periodical, he

will oblige both C. H. and myself. Or perhaps
C. H. may be able to inquire through some more

private channel, in which case 1 should feel my-
self greatly indebted to him. if he would have the

goodness to let mejcnow the result.?

\^J. C. ROBERTSON.
Beakesbourne.

Apple-pie Order (Vol. iii., p. 330.). The solu-

tion of J. H. M. to MR. SNEAK'S inquiry is not

satisfactory.
" Alternate layers of sliced pippins

and mutton steaks" might indeed make a pie, but
not an apple-pie, therefore this puzzling phrase
must have had some other origin. An ingenious
friend of mine h;is suggested that it may perhaps
be derived from that expression which we meet
with in one of the scenes of Hamlet,

"
Cap a pied ;"

where it means perfectly appointed. The transi-

tion from cap a pied, or "
cap a pie," to apple-pie,

has rather a rugged appearance, orthographically,
I admit ; but the ear soon becomes accustomed to

it in pronunciation. A. N.

[Ma. ROBERT SNOW and several other corre-

pdents have also suggested that the origin of the

phrase "apple-pie order" is to be found in the once
familiar "

cap a pied."]

Durham S/vord that killed the Dragon (Vol. iii.,
|

p. 425.). For details of the tradition, and an
j

engraving of the sword, see Surtees' History of
Durham, vol. iii. pp. 243, 244.

W. C. TREVELYAN.

Malentour (Vol. iii., p. 449.) Your corre-

spondent F. E. M. will find the word Malentour,
or Malantour, given in Edmondson's Complete
Body of Heraldry as the motto of the family of
Patten alias Wansfleet (sic) ofNewington, Middle-
sex : it is said to be borne on a scroll over the

crest, which is a Tower in flames.

In the "Book of Mottoes" the motto ascribed

to the name of Patten is Mai au Tour, and the

double meaning is suggested,
" Misfortune to the

Tower," and " Unskilled in artifice."

The arms that accompany it in Edmondson are

nearly the same as those of William Pattyn alias

Waynflete, Bishop of Winchester and Lord Chan-
cellor temp. Hen. VI. the founder of Magdalen
College, Oxford. F. C. M.

The Bellman and his History (Vol. iii., pp. 324.

377.). Since my former communication on this

subject I have been referred to the cut of the
Bellman and his Dog in Collier's Roxburghe Bal-

lads, p. 59., taken from the first edition of Dekker's
Belman of London, printed in 1608.

C. H. COOPER.
Cambridge, May 17, 1851.

"
Geographers on Africs Downs (Vol. iii., p. 372.).

Is your correspondent A. S. correct in his quo-
tation ? In a poem of Swift's, "On Poetry, a

Rhapsody," are these lines:

" SL> geographers, in Afric maps
With savage pictures fill their gaps,
And o'er unhabitable downs
Place elephants for want of towns."

Swiffs Works, with Notes by Dr. Hawksworth, 1 767,
vol vii. p. 214. C. DE D.

"
Trepidation talk'd" (Vol. iii., p. 450.). The

words attributed to Milton are
" That crystalline sphere whose balance weighs
The trepidation talk'd, and that first moved."

Paterson's comment, quoted by your corre-

spondent, is exquisite : he evidently thinks there
were two trepidations, one talked, the other first
moved.
The trepidation (not a tremulous, but a turning

or oscillating motion) is a well-known hypothesis
added by the Arab astronomers to Ptolemy, in

explanation of the precession of the equinoxes.
This precession they imagined would continue

retrograde for a long period, after which it would
be direct for another long period, then retrograde
again, and so on. They, or their European fol-

lowers, I forget which, invented the crystal heaven,
an apparatus outside of the starry heaven (these
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cast-off phrases of astronomy have entered into
the service of poetry, and the empyreal heaven
with them), to cause this slow turning, or trepi-
dation, in the starry heaven. Some used two

crystal heavens, and I suspect that Paterson,
having some confused idea of this, fancied he found
them both in Milton's text. I need not say that

your correspondent is quite right in referring the
words first moved to the primum mobile.

Again, balance in Milton never weighs. Scale
is his word (iv. 997. x. 676.) for a weighing appa-
ratus. Where he says of Satan's army (i. 349.),

" In even balance down they light
On the firm brimstone,"

he appears to mean that they were in regular
order, with a right wing to balance the left wing.
The direct motion of the crystal heaven, following
and compensating the retrograde one, Is the

"balance" which w was the trepidation called;"
and this I suspect to be the true reading. The
past tense would be quite accurate, for all the
Ptolemaists of Milton's time had abandoned the

trepidation. As the text stands it is nonsense ;

even if Milton did dictate it, we know that he
never saw it; and there are several passages of
which the obscurity may be due to his having had
to rely on others. Witness the lines in book iv.

9951002. M.

Registry of Dissenting Baptisms in Churches

(Vol. iii., p. 370.). I forward extracts from the

Registers of the parish of Saint Benedict in this

town relating to the baptism of Dissenters. (Mr.
Hussey, mentioned in several of the entries, was

Joseph Hussey, minister of a Dissenting congre-
gation here from 1691 to 1720. His meeting-
house on Hog Hill (now St. Andrew's Hill) in

this town was pillaged by a Jacobite mob, 29th

May, 1716. He died in London in 1726, and was
the author of several works, which are now very
scarce.)

"1697. October 14th. William the Son of Richard
Jardine and Elisabeth his Wife wasbaptiz'd
in a Private Congregation by Mr. Hussey
in

j'

e name of the Father the Son and the

Holy Ghost.

Witnesses, Robert Wilson,
Richd

. Jardine.

"1698. Henery the Son of John and Sarah Shipp
was baptized in a Private Congregation by
Mr. Hussey December I.

Elisabeth the Daughter of Richard and
Elisabeth Jardine was born y* twenty- first

day of January and baptized the second day
of February 169| in a Private Congre-
gation.

"1700. Walter the Son of Richard and Elisabeth

Jardine born July 23 and said to be bap-
tized in a Separate Congregation by Mr.

Hussey Aug. 20.

"1701. Elisabeth Daughter of Richard Jardine and
Elisabeth his wife born October 7. and
said to be baptized at a Private Congrega-
tion Novemb. 3d .

" 1702. June 22. Miram the Son of Thomas Short
and Mary his Wife said to be baptized at a

Separate Congregation.
Jane the Daughter of Richard Jardine and

Elizabeth his Wife said to be baptized at a

Separate Congregation Dec. 21.
" 1703. John the Son of Alexander Jardine and

Elisabeth his Wife said *o be baptized at a

Separate Congregation, Mar. 31.

"1705. Alexander the Son of Alexander Jardine
and his Wife was as 'tis said bap-
tized in a Separate Congregation July 1705.

" 1706. John the Son of Alexander Jardine and
Elisabeth his Wife said to be baptized at a
Private Congregation Dec. 11.

"1707. Nov. 11. John the Son of Alexander and
Elis. Jardine was said to be baptized in a

Separate Congregation.
"1710. Aug. 23. John ) Son of Bryan and Sarah

Ellis was said to bave been baptized in a

Separate Congregation.
Nov. 15. Nath. y Son of Alexander and

Elisa Jardine was said to be baptiz'd in a

Separate Congregation.

I have no recollection of having met with similar

entries in any other Parish Register.
C. H. COOPER.

Redwing's Nest (Vol. iii., p. 408.). I think
that upon further consideration C. J. A. will find

his egg to be merely that of a blackbird. While
the eggs of some birds are so constant in their

markings that to see one is to know all, others
at the head of which we may place the sparrow,
the gull tribe, the thrush, and the blackbird are

as remarkable for the curious variety of their

markings, and even of the shades of their colour-

ing. And every schoolboy's collection will show
that these distinctions will occur in the same nest.

I also believe that there has been some mistake
about the nest, for though, like the thrush, the

blackbird coats the interior of its nest with mud,
&c., it does not, like that bird, leave this coating

exposed, but adds another lining of soft dried

grass. ....',
- SELEUCUS.

Champak (Vol. iii., p. 84.). A correspondent,
C. P. PH***., asks " What is Champak ?" He will

find a full description of the plant in Sir William
Jones's "Botanical Observations on Select Indian

Plants," vol. v. pp. 128-30. Works, ed. 1807. In

speaking of it, he says :

" The strong aromatic scent of the gold-coloured

Champac is thought offensive to the bet-s, who are

never seen on its blossoms; but their elegant appear-
ance on the black hair of the Indian women is men-

tioned by Rumphius; and both facts have supplied
the Sanscrit poets with elegant allusions."

D C.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

The first volume issued to tire Members of the

Camden Society in return for the present year's sub-

scription affords in more than one way evidence of the

utility of that Society. It is an account of Moneys re-

ceived and paid for Secret Services of Charles II, and

James II., and is edited by Mr. Akerman from a MS.
in the possession of William Selby Lowndes, Esq. Of
the value of the book as materials towards illustrating

the history of the period over which the payments
extend, namely from March 1679 to December 1688,

there can be as little doubt, as there can be that but for

the Camden Society it never could have been published.

As a publishing speculation it could not have tempted

any bookseller
;
even if its owner would have consented

to its being so given to the world : and yet that in the

simple entries of payments to the Duchess of Ports-

mouth, to " Mrs. Ellinor Gwynne," to Titus Gates,"

to the Pendrells, &c., will be found much to throw

light upon many obscure passages of this eventful

period of our national history, it is probable that

future editions of Mr. Macaulay's brilliant narrative of

it will afford ample proof.
The Antiquarian Etching Club, which was instituted

two or three years since for the purpose of rescuing
from oblivion, and preserving by means of the graver,

ohjects of antiquarian interest, has just issued the first

part of its publications for 1 851. This contains twenty-
one plates of various degrees of merit, but all of great
interest to the antiquary, who looks rather for fidelity

of representation than for artistic effect.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. G. Bumstead's (205. High
Holborn, Catalogue, Part LI., containing many sin-

gularly Curious Books; James Darling's (Great Queen
Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields) Catalogue, Part 49. of

Books chiefly Theological.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

IRT LUNEL, a Novel in 3 Vols.
ADAMS' SERMON ON THE OBLIGATION OF VIRTUE. Any edi-

tion.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS OF BISHOP BUTLER.
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW. Vol. IV.
DENS' THUOLOGIA MORALIS ET DOGMATICA. 8 Vols. 12mo.

Dublin, 1832.
MARLBOROUGH DISPATCHES. Volumes IV. and V.
ART JOURNAL, 1839 to 1844 inclusive. Also 1849.

BULWEH'S NOVELS. 12mo. Published at Gs. per Vol. Pilgrims
of the Rhine, Alice, and Zanoni.

STEPHANI THESAURUS. Valpy. Parts I. II. X. XI. and XXIX.
KIRBY'S BHIDGEWATER TREATISE. 2 Vols.
The Second Vol. of CHAMBER'S CYCLOPAEDIA OF ENGLISH LITE-
RATURE.

MITFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE, continued by Davenport 12mo.
8 Vols. Published by Tegg and Son, 1835. Volume Eight
wanted.

L'ABBE DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.
12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

AIKIN'S SELECT WOKK.S OF THE BRITISH POETS. 10 Vols. 24mo.
Published by Longmans and Co. 1821. Vols. I. V. and VIII.
wanted.

CAXTON'S REYNARD THE Fox (Percy Society Edition). Sm. 8vo.

1844.

CRESPET, PERE. Deux Livres de la Haine de Satan et des Malins

Esprits contre 1'Homme. 8vo. Francfort, 1581. .,.,

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite, de 1'Origiue, des Droits, des Bornes et des differentes
Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de 1'Auteur de

Telemaque. 2 Vols. 12rao. La Haye, without date, but
printed in 1719.

The same. Second Edition, ftiider the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1724.

THE CRY OF THE OPPRESSED, being a True and Tragical Account
of the unparalleled Sufferings of Multitudes of Poor Imprisoned
Debtors, &c. London, 1091. 12mo.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY OF FRANCE. Vol. II. 1830.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. II. 1836. Sixth Edition.
JAMES'S NAVAL HISTORY. (6 Vols. 8vo.) 1822-4. Vol. VI.
HUMR'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. (8 Vols. 1818.) Vol. IV.
RUSSELL'S EUROPE, FROM THE PEACE OF UTRECHT. 4to. 1824.

Vol. II.

*** Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,
to be sent to MB. BBLL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Floet Street.

to

AN M. D. We cannot say whether the Queries referred to by
our correspondent have been received, unless he informs us to

tvhat subjects they related.

C. P. PH*** is thankedfor his corrigenda to Vel. L

H. E. The proper reading of the line referred to, which isfrom
Nat. Lee's Alexander the Great, is,

" When Greeks joined Greeks, then was the tug of war."

See"- NOTES AND QUERIES," No. 14. Vol. I., p. 211.

SILENUS. The oft- quoted lines,

" He that fights and runs away," &c.,

by Sir John Menxies, have already been fully illustrated in our
columns. See Vol. 1, pp. 177. 205. 210, ; and Vol. 1L, p. 3.

THE TRADESCANTS. In C. C. R.'s communication respecting
this family. No. 84. p. 469.,/or

"
-aphaai

1 ' and " Meopham
" read

"
-o'pham'" and "

Meopham."

CIRCULATION OF OUR PROSPECTUSES BY CORRESPONDENTS. The

suggestion of T. E. H., that by way of hastening the period when
we shall be justified in permanently enlarging our Paper to

24 pages, we should forward copies of our Prospectus to corre-

spondents who would kindly enclose them to such friends as they
think likely, from their love of literature, to become subscribers to

" NOTES AND QUERIES," has already been acted upon by several

friendly corespondents, to whom we are greatly indebted. We
shall be most happy to forward Prospectuses for this purpose to

any other of our friends able and willing thus to assist towards

increasing our circulation.

REPLIES RECEIVED. Trepidation talked Cctrling Sunday
To learn bu Heart Abel represented with Horns Moore's Al-

manackDutch Literature Prenzie Pope Joan Death

Gillineham Lines on the Temple Champac Children at a

Birth Mark for a Dollar Window Tax Tradescants

Banks Fam-ly A regular Mull Theory ofthe. Earth's Form
Heronsewes Verst Lyon Brittanicus By the Bye Bald-

rocks A Kemble Pipe Republic of San Marino Mythology

ofthe Stars.

VOLS. I . and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9i~. 6rf. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-

sellers and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty

in procuring it regularly. Many ofthe country Booksellers, $c.,

are probably, not yd aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday

parcels.

All communications forthe Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

Just published, in One handsome Volume, 8vo., profusely illustrated

with Engravings by JEWITT, price One Guinea,

OOME ACCOUNT OF DOMESTIC ARCHI-
IO TECTTTRE IN ENGLAND, from the CONQUEST to the END
ofthe THIRTEENTH CENTURY, with numerous Illustrations of

Existing Remains from Original Drawings. Interspersed with some

Notices of Domestic Manners during the same Period. By 1. UODSON
TURNER.

Oxford : JOHN HENRY PARKER ; and 377. Strand, London.
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THE

LANSDOWNE SHAKSPEARE.
On July 1st will be published, Part I., price 4s.,

To be completed in Four Monthly Parts, to form one Handsome Volume, crown 8vo.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, NO. I.

Mackintosh on Ogilvie's Essay on the Riyht of Property
in L,und.

At the dispersion of the library of the late Sir

James Mackintosh, striking evidence of his exten-
sive reading appeared. It seems to have been his

custom to always read with a pencil in his hand,
to score the remarkable passages, and to make
occasional notes ; generally at the end of the book
he indicates the place where, and date when he
read it.

One remarkable and not uninteresting example
occurs in the following volume in my possession :

" An Essay on the Right of Property in Land, with

respect to its foundation in the Law of Nature : its

present establishment by the municipal Taws of Europe ;

and the regulations by which it might be rendered

more beneficial to the lower ranks of Mankind."

London, 1782, 8vo.

On the inside of the cover Sir James Mackin-
tosh has written :

"
Claphnm Common, July 18, 1828. An ingenious

and benevolent, but injudicious book, which is a good
example of the difficulty of forming plans for the

service of mankind. To the author, an accomplished
recluse, a lettered enthusiast of no vulgar talent or

character, I owe the cultivation of a sense of the beau-

tiful in poetry and eloquence, for which at the distance

of near half a century I feel a lively gratitude. It

was written by William Ogilvie, Professor of Humanity
in King's College, Aberdeen. I even now recollect

passages of his Translation of the 4th Book of the

Eneid. J. MACKINTOSH."

I have found a corroboration of the estimate

above given of this person, by another of his coun-

trymen, James Ogilvie (who appears to have been
an itinerant teacher of oratory in America) in a

volume of Philosophical Essays published in Phil-

adelphia in 1816. Speaking of a gifted native of

Scotland of the name of McAllester, settled in the

far west, near Bard's Town, and lamenting that

he should choose to bury his talents in obscurity
and indolence, the writer says :

" He came nearer to the character of a scientific

sage than any human being the narrator has ever

VOL. III. No. 86.
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known, with the exception of William Ogilvie, Pro-

fessor of Humanity in King's College, Old Aberdeen,
Author of a profound and original Essay on the

Right of Property in Land."'

The book itself is, in some respects at least, well

worthy of attention, and especially at the present

moment, when the subject it embraces presses itself

upon all men's consideration. On emigration, for

instance, Ogilvie has some anticipatory views :

thus he observes with truth :

" To increase the prosperity and the happiness of

the greater number, is the primary object of govern-
ment, and the increase of national happiness must be

the increase of national strength. Is it not then the

duty, and perhaps also the interest of every legislature
in the West of Europe to promote the emigration of

its less opulent subjects, until the condition of the

lower classes of men at home be rendered nearly as

comfortable as the condition of the same classes in the

new settlements of North America?" Pp. 50, 51.

Just now, when the Property Tax is to receive

the mature consideration of the legislature, the

following passage, which also anticipates the public

feeling as expressed lately by an influential part
of the press, deserves to be cited :

" Without regard to the original value of the soil,

the gross amount of property in land is the fittest

subject of taxation ; and could it be made to support
the whole expense of the public, great advantages would
arise to all orders of men. What then, may it be said,

would not, in that case, the proprietors of stock in

trade, in manufactures, and arts, escape taxation, that

is, the proprietors of one -half of the national income?

They would indeed be so exempted ; and very justly,
and very profitably for the state ;

for it accords with

the best interests of the community through successive ge-

nerations, that ACTIVE PROGRESSIVE INDUSTRY" SHOULD BE

EXEMPTED, IF POSSIBLE, FROM EVERY PUBLIC BURTHEN,
and that the whole weight should be laid on that quiescent

stock, which has been formerly accumulated, as the reward

of an industry which is now no longer exerted." P. 207.

In another work on political economy, Sir James
has also recorded his opinion, and indicated some

passages, which have been copied by Godwin.
The work is : Doutes Proposes aux Philosophes
Economistes sur VOrdre Naturel et Essentiel des

Societes Politiques, par M. VAbbe de Mably : & la

Haye, 1768, 8vo.

" This book is a greater mixture of sense and non-

sense than any other I ever read. What he says

against the Political jargon of the Economists, their

evidence and their despotisme legal, is perfectly well rea-

soned. His own system of ascribing all evils to the

Institution of Separate Property is too absurd for any
serious discussion."

It is pleasant to have these recorded opinions
of such a man as Mackintosh on books the sub-

jects of which he had deeply meditated. Indeed,
to me there is a great charm in such private
memoranda of a distinguished and able man, giving

the passing impression on his mind in the course
of his reading. S. W. SINGER.

Mickleham, June 7. 1851.

NOTES ON IRELAND, NO. I.

Notes on Ireland's Freedom from Serpents.

That Ireland was infested with venomous rep-
tiles before St. Patrick's time, that he banished

them, ^and that serpents cannot survive in Ireland"
is a well-known tradition, and one universally re-

ceived amongst the native Irish. In Christian

symbolism it was usual to designate sin or Pa-

ganism by a serpent or dragon, and saints who
converted heathen nations, or subdued the evil

promptings of their own nature, were represented
with a serpent or dragon beneath their feet.

Thus, St. Patrick, by preaching the doctrine of the

Cross, and uprooting Paganism, may be said to

have banished venomous serpents from Ireland.

In his case, however, the symbol may have had a

deeper meaning, if, as many (and with great pro-

bability) think, serpent worship formed part of

that Oriental heathenism which obtained in early
times in Ireland.

Dr. Geoffry Keating, in his History of Ireland

(in the Irish language), which he completed about

the year 1625, says: "Saoilim gurab do an deamh-
naibh gairmithear naithreacha nimke i m-beathaidh
Patraic

"
(" I think that by the serpents spoken

of in the life of St. Patrick were meant demons").

Serpents figure among the carvings and hierogly-

phical ornaments on some of the remnants of

Irish antiquity which still puzzle our antiquaries.
On Crunch Padruig, in Mayo, there is a sort of

tarn which still bears the name of Loch na Pheiste,
or the Serpent's Lake ;

and one of " the Two
Lakes," whence Gleandaloch derives its name, has

the same appellation.

Solinus, who flourished at the close of the second

century, notices, I believe, the strange fact of

Ireland's having an immunity from reptiles; Isidore

and Bcde, in the seventh and eighth centuries,

respectively repeat the assertion. Donatus, Bishop
of Fesulae, who flourished about the middle of the

ninth century, says, in a Latin poem on his native

country :

" Nulla venena nocent ; nee Serpens serpit in herba ;

Nee conquesta canit garrula Rana lacu

In qua Scotorum gentes habitare merentur ;

Inclyta gens hominum, milite, pace, fide."

"Rana." A note on this word in Montgomery's
Poetry of Ireland declares :

" However fabulous this may appear, it is certain

that Frogs were formerly unknown in this country:

they were first propagated here from spawn introduced

as an experiment by a Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin,

in 1696."

Jaceline of Furnes, Sir James Ware, Fynes
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Moryson, and several others, notice the absence of

serpents in Ireland.

A Belfast correspondent to the Dublin Penny
Journal, June, 1834, mentions some cases of intro-

7ing reptiles into Ireland :

About 1797, a gentleman is said to have imported

England into Wexford, a number of vipers:
"

iey died immediately after. He continues :

" We are sorry to record that the virtues of the good
old times have passed away, as snakes are at this moment

(June, 1834) free denizens of the County of Down, and

gambolling in its shrubberies and plantings.
"

The particulars are as follows :

" In the summer of 1831, a gentleman, by way of

experiment to ascertain whether snakes would survive

in Ireland, brought from Scotland a few pair of what
are usually called the common snake ( Coluber natrijr).

These he put into a plantation at Milecross, near

Newtownards, where they soon from their number gave
evidence of becoming as fruitful as if they had been

placed in South Carolina."

I have not heard how long the snakes continued

at Milecross, but I believe they are not there

now. The Marquis ofW d, I have heard, in

a similar freak, endeavoured, but unsuccessfully,
to propagate snakes on his property.
The usual Irish word for serpent is nathair ;

Welsh, gnadr ; German, natter ; Anglo-Saxon,
nccdre; Latin, natrix; English, adder. The epithet
nimhe, poison, is often added, and a compound
word made, nathair-neimhe.

Peist, a word I have before alluded to, is ana-

logous with the Latin best-ia, and means a worm, a

beast, as well as a serpent. EIKIONNACH.

CANONS AND ARTICLES OF 1571.

Dearest Sir,

Yours of the 4th I showed to Mr. Baker, who
desires me to tell you, that the Canons of 1571,
with the subscriptions, are (as the Articles) in

paper bound up in the same volume of the Syno-
dalia, and stand there next to the " Articles of

1571" subscribed by the Archbishop and ten

Bishops.
I agree with yon that the MS. of 1562 was

designed to be subscribed without alterations
;

but your reasons do not satisfy me that the al-

terations were posterior to the subscription, for

notwithstanding the alterations it appeared very
plain to the subscribers what they subscribed to,
and there needed no memorandum to them that
the lines of minium were designed to exclude
all that was scored ; and the care that was taken
to alter the account of the number of lines and
Articles of the several pages conformably to the
alterations made by the lines of minium was

wholly unnecessary, and to no purpose, except the

subscriptions were to follow, in the middle of
which the subscribers own the exact number of

Articles and lines in every page, and therefore this

care was necessary that their subscription might
be true

;
but supposing they subscribed before

the alterations, the lines of minium were suf-

ficient to show what alterations were to be made
in the new copy of the Articles, and not the least

occasion for adjusting the number of Articles and
lines at the end to the foregoing pages. But both
these are but conjectures on your and my part,
and the main point does not depend upon them,
which is in my opinion, whether this MS. could be

designed for the Publick Record, and that it was
not I think the want of such a memorandum as

you speak of, as well as the Archbishop leaving
it to C. C. C. as his own property, is a sufficient

evidence : though I must confess I am apt to
think the postscript in the Publick Record (which
I take to be printed from the record in Renald
Wolfe's edition of 15G3 referred to by your ad-

versary) refers to this MS., and the subscriptions
to it of both houses.

Mr. Baker nor I had Gibson's Synod. Angllcana;
but this morning I got a sight of it from the book-

sellers, and have sent it to Mr. Baker, who I hope
will make a better use of it than I am able to do;
the passage you refer to favours an opinion that I
have had, that the subscriptions were left in the

keeping of the President of the Convocation, the

Archbishop or Bishop of London ; but that a
Publick Record (different from that with the

subscriptions, and left with the President) was

engrossed in parchment, and preserved in its

proper place, the Registry of the Convocation
;

and thus that which Archbishop Laud found at

Lambeth might be left there.

I cannot tell exactly the number of blank pages
(whether three or more) between the subscription of
the Bishops and of the Lower House in 1562. Bot'i
Mr. Baker and I omitted to take so much notice
of it

;
but we both remember that there might be

room in the MS. for the clause in the beginning
of the twentieth Article, partly in the space be-
tween the nineteenth and the twentieth Article,
and partly in the margin ; or in the margin there

might be room enough for the whole clause.

Rogers' first edition was 1579, under this title :

"The English Creed, wherein is contained in tables

an Exposition on the Articles, which every one is

to subscribe unto. Where the Article is expounded
by Scriptures and Confessions of all the Reformed
Churches and Heresies displayed, by Thomas
Rogers. Printed for Andrew Mansell, 1579, in fol."

This title I transcribe from Andrew Mansell's

printed Catalogue ofBooks, published 1595. I men-
tioned to you another edition in 1585, the first part,
and 1587, the second part, with anew title and pretty
great additions; and I think I told you the second

part began with the twentieth Article. It may
seem from thence that his first edition in 157&
was not upon all the Articles; but I believe it was,
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and that the other edition came not out both parts

together, because of the additions. I am sorry

you find it not among Mr. Anstey's books, nor

can I find it here. With my humble service to your
good lady, I am, dearest sir, your most affectionate

humble servant, THO. BROWNE.
The letter, of which the above is a transcript,

may be interesting to some of your readers; I

therefore send it you for publication : the name of

the person to whom it was addressed, and the date,
have been torn off. w.

[Thomas Browne, the writer of the foregoing letter,

was a fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge ;
but

subsequently, with his friend Mr. Baker, became a

Nonjuror. The letter appears to have been written to

the Rev. Hilkiah Bedford, a Nonjuring clergyman, who
was at this time preparing his masterly reply to An-

thony Collins' work, Priestcraft in Perfection, which was

published in 1709. Mr. Bedford's work was published

anonymously, and is entitled, A Vindication of the

Church of England from the Aspersions of a late Libel

entituled "
Priestcraft in Perfection," fyc. By a Priest of

the Church of England: London, 1710. The preface
has been attributed to Dr. Joseph Trapp. Mr. Bed-
ford has availed himself of the information conveyed to

him in the letter given above, especially in pages 32.

35. 42. 78. 84. At page 101. he says, "I shall set

down what farther account concerning this ancient MS.
I have received in several letters from two persons of

great learning and integrity at Cambridge, who have

consulted these MSS. of Corpus Christi formerly, and
been so obliging to examine them again now for my
satisfaction, with all the care and exactness due to a

matter of such moment." The minium mentioned by
the writer of the letter is the red lead pencil commonly
used by Archbishop Parker, for noting particular pas-

sages in the documents he perused.]

ON TWO PASSAGES IN DRYDEN.

I have met with a notion in Dryden's Poems,
which reads very like a blunder. It occurs in the
"
Spanish Friar," as follows :

" There is a pleasure sure in being mad,
Which none but madmen know."

And again in this couplet :

" And frantic men in their mad actions show
A happiness, that none but madmen know "

There is a description of madness to which all

men are more or less subject, and which Pascal

alludes to in one of his " Pensees :

"

" Les hommes sont si necessairement fous, que ce

serait etre fou par un autre tour de folie, que de ne pas
etre fou :

"

or, as Boileau has it in the couplet :

" Tous les hommes sont fous, et malgre leurs soins,

Ne different, entre eux, que du plus ou du moins."

There is another sort of madness which is de-

scribed by Terence as

"cum ratione insanire."

And there is a third species of it, which Dryden
himself speaks of in the well-known line adopted
from Seneca :

" Great wits are sure to madness near allied."

Now, it is obvious that, in the passages above

quoted from Dryden, he does not refer to any of
these three kinds of madness. As a man, he could

say in regard to the first :

" Homo sum : humani nihil a me alienum puto."

As a man of the world his whole life was an ex-

emplification of the second
; for no one knew

better than he how to be mad by rule. And as

one of our greatest wits he was entitled to claim a

near alliance to that madness which is character-

istic of men of genius. It is clear, therefore,

that, in the lines quoted above, he speaks of that

total deprivation of reason, which is emphatically
described as stark, staring madness

;
and hence

the blunder. In point of fact, Dryden either

knew the pleasure and happiness of which he

speaks, as belonging to that sort of madness, or

he did not know them. If he knew them, then by
his own showing he was a madman. If he did

not know them, how could he affirm that none but
madmen knew them ?

Should my view of this matter be incorrect, I

shall be thankful to any of your readers who will

take the trouble to set me right.
HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, April 15. 1851.

Lord Edward Fitzgerald's Mother. A highly

respectable woman, recently living in my service,

and who was born and bred in the household of

the late Duke of Leinster, told me that, when
she was a child, she was much about the person
of " the old Duchess ;

"
and that she had often

seen the bloody handkerchief that was taken off

Lord Edward Fitzgerald, after he had been shot

at his capture. This relic of her unfortunate son

the venerable and noble lady always wore stitched

inside her dress. The peerage states that she was

a daughter of the Duke of Richmond, was married

in 1746-7, and bore seventeen children. As the

arrest of Lord Edward Fitzgerald was not until

1798, she must have been full seventy years old

when she thus mourned ; reminding one in the

sternness of her grief of the "
Ladye of Brank-

some." A. G.

Chaucer and Gray. Of all the oft-quoted lines

from Gray's Elegy, there is not one which is more

frequently introduced than the well-known
" E'en in our ashes live their wonted fires."

Now Gray was an antiquary, and there is no

doubt too well read in Chaucer. Is it too much,
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therefore, to suggest that he owed this line to one
in Chaucer's " Reves Prologue :"

" Yet in our ashen cold is fire yreken."

Tn Chaucer the sentiment it embodies is satiri-

cal:
" For whan we may not don, than wol we speken,
Yet in our ashen cold is fire yreken."

In Gray, on the other hand, it is the moralist

who solemnly declares :

" E'en from the tomb the voice of nature cries,

E'en in our ashes live their wonted fires.
"

But the coincidence cannot surely be accidental.

WILLIAM J. THOMS.

Shahspeare Family . In the Rotulorum Patentium
et Clausorum Cancellaria Hibernice Calendarium,
vol. i. pars i. p. 99 b. is an entry, which shows
that one Thomas Shahespere and Richard Portyn-
gale were appointed Comptrollers of Customs in

the port of Youghal, in Ireland, in the fifty-first

year of Edward III. J. F. F.

Epitaph on Dr. Humphrey Tindall (Vol. iii.,

p. 422.). The epitaph in Killyleagh churchyard is

not unlike the following inscription on the tomb of

Urnphrey Tindall, D.D., Dean of Ely and Presi-

dent of Queen's College, Cambridge, who died
Oct. 12, 1650, in his sixty- fifth year, and is buried
in the south aisle of the choir of Ely Cathedral :

" In presence, government, good actions, and in birth,

Grave, wise, courageous, noble, was this earth
;

The poor, the Church, the College say, here lies

A friend, a Dean, a Master, true, good, wise."

K.C.
Cambridge.

Specimens ofComposition. In the current (June)
number of the Eclectic Review there is a critique
on Gilfillan's Bards of the Bible, the writer of
which indulges in the use of several most inelegant,

extraordinary, and unpardonable expressions. He
speaks of "

spiritual monoptotes," &c., as if all his

readers were as learned as he himself professes to

be : but the climax of his sorry literary attempt is

as follows :

" Over the whole literature of modern times there is

a feeling of reduced inspiration, milder possession, re-

laxed orgasmus, tabescent vitality, spiritual collapse."
P. 7 25.

What would the author of the Spectator have

thought of a writer who could unblushingly parade
before the literary public such words as "relaxed

orgnsmus,"
" tabescent vitality,"

"
monoptotes,"

&c.? J. H. KERSHAW.

Burke's "
mighty Boar of the Forest" It has

been much canvassed, what induced Burke to call

Junius the "
mighty boar of the forest." In the

thirteenth book of the Iliad I found that Llome-
neus, when awaiting the attack of JEneas, is com-
pared to the " boar of the mountains." I think it

therefore probable that Burke applied _the com-

parison (quoting from memory) to Junius. Per-

haps you will not think this trifle unworthy of a

place among the " Notes."

KENNETH R. H. MACKENZIE.

QUERIES ON TENNYSON.

I should be much obliged to any of your cor-

respondents who would explain the following
passages of Tennyson :

1. Vision of Sin (Poems, p. 361.) :

" God made himself an awful rose of dawn."

2. Vision of Sin (Poems, p. 367.) :

" Behold ! it was a crime
Of sense avenged by sense that wore with time."

3. In Memoriam, p. 127. :

" Over those ethereal eyes
The bar of Michael Angelo."

(Coleridge, Introduction to Second Lay Sermon,
p. xxvi., says :

" Whose ample foreheads, with the weighty bar, ridge-
like, above the eye-brows, bespoke observation followed

by meditative thought :

"

but why the allusion to Michael Angelo ?)

[Is our correspondent aware that the "Bar of
Michael Angelo

"
has already formed the subject of a

Query from MR. SINGER. See our 2nd Vol., p. 166.]

4. The Princess, p. 66. :

" Dare we dream of lhat, I ask*d,

Which wrought us, as the workman and his work,
That practice betters."

" Heir of all the ages." Is this traceable to the

following lines of Goethe ?

" Mein Vermachtniss, wie herrlich weit und breit !

Die Zeit ist mein Vermachtniss, mein Acker ist die

Zeit !

"

Is the poem
" The Lord of Burleigh

"
founded

on fact or not ? In an old review of Tennyson
in the Westminster and Foreign Quarterly, it is

stated to refer to the " mesalliance of the Marquis
of Westminster ;

"
but any such notion is denied

in the article on " Ballad Poetry
"

in the last

number of that journal. ERYX,

ANCIENT MODES OF HANGING BELLS.

In the Churchwardens' accounts of Ecclesfield

parish, the following entries occur :

" 1527. It. paid to James Frodsam for makyng of

iiij bell colters, xiiij
d

.

"
It. paid to Robert Dawyre medyng a bell

wheyll, iij
d

.

"
1 530. It. for festnynge a gogon in ye belle yocke, j

d."

The foregoing extracts are quoted with a view
to ascertaining at how early a period the frame-

work, now employed for suspending bells in
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churches, was in use. It would appear that in

1527 the bell-wheel was known, and the bell

swung on gudgeons ("gogon"), as it does now;
but it may be doubted whether it was the same
full wheel which we have. In a paper on Bells,
read before the Bristol and West of England
Architectural Society, Dec. 10, 1849, by the Rev.
II. T. Ellacombe, and which has since been pub-
lished in that Society's Report, I observe that two

interesting plates of the bell-wheels are given :

one being the old half-wheel, as still to be seen at

Dunchideock in Devonshire ; and the other the

present whole wheel, which Mr. Ellacombe con-
siders was a new thing in 1677.

Supposing that only the half-wheel was known
in 1725, still the leverage which it afforded in

raising the bell was the same as is given by its

modern substitute. What then was the still ear-

lier way of obtaining the momentum necessary to

peal-ringing ? A drawing of an ancient campanile
turret which I have, exhibits a short piece of
wood stuck at right angles into the beam to which
the bell is fastened

;
and from the end of this, the

rope depends, and would, of course, when pulled,

easily swing the bell on its axle.

Observation in old belfries, or illustrations in

old books, would possibly throw light upon my
Query, which is, What were the modes of hanging
church bells for ringing, prior to the invention of

the bell-wheel? ALFRED GATTT.

English Sapphics. Can any of your readers
furnish a list of the best specimens of the En-
glish sapphic metre in the English language ?

Every one is familiar with Canning's Needy Knife
Grinder, in the poetry of the Anti-Jacobin, but I

do not believe Dr. Watts's beautiful sapphic lines

are as well known as they deserve. I have not a

copy of them by me, but I give the first stanza
from memory :

When the fierce North Wind, with his airy forces,
Rears up the Baltic to a foaming fury,
And the red lightning, with a storm of hail, comes

Rushing amain down."

FM.

Equestrian Statues. I have heard it remarked
that, with the solitary exception of the Duke of

Wellington, there is no instance of an equestrian
statue

^being
erected to a subject, in Her Majesty's

dominions. Is this so ? FM.

Plays in Churches. In Cooke's Leicestershire
the following is given as an extract from the
church register of Syston :

"
1 602, paid to Lord Morden's players because they <

should not play in the church, 1 2d."

Who was this Lord Morden
; and did the char-

tered players claim the right of their predecessors,

the " moralitie men," to use the church for their

representations? Was the 12d. given as a bribe
to the players to induce them to forego their

claim, or expended in the hire of a place more in

accordance with the parish authorities' ideas of

propriety ? EMUN.
" The Right Divine of Kings to govern wrong.

1"

Where is this oft-quoted line to be found, and
who is the author of it ? It is marked as a quo-
tation in Pope's Dunciad, book iv. S. WMSON.

Serius, where situated? In
requesting

the in-

formation upon a point in geography with which

this note concludes, I shall not, I trust, incur cen-

sure for introducing it by quoting a few of the

lines in which the poet Vida conveys to parents
his advice upon the choice of a master for their

sons :

" Jnterea moniti vos hie audite, parentes,

Quaerendus rector de millibus, eque legcndus,
Sicubi Musarum studiis insignis et arte,

Qui curas dulces, carique parentis amorem

Induat, atque velit blandum perferre laborem.*****
Ille autem, pueri cui credita cura colendi,

Artibus egregiis, in primis optet amari,

Atque odium cari super omnia vitet alumni."

I cannot pass unnoticed his counsel to masters:

" Ponite crudeles iras, et flagra, magistri,
Ffleda ministeria, atque minis absistite acerbis.

Ne inihi ne, quaeso, puerum quis verbera cogat
Dura pati ; neque enim lacrymas, aut dulcis alumni

Ferre queunt Musae gemitus, aegra?que recedunt,

llliusque cadunt animi," &c.

Vida exemplifies the consequences of the furious

character and raging conduct of a master, in the

harsh treatment of his defenceless (lock (turba in-

vulida), in the instance of a lovely boy, who, for-

getful of fear,
" Post habuit ludo jussos ediscere versus."

The terror excited by the savage pedagogue
throws the poor little fellow into a fatal illness :

"
Q.UO subito terrore puer miserabilis acri

Corripitur morbo ; parvo is post tempore vitam

Crescentem blanda coeli sub luce reliquit.

Ilium populifer Padus, ilium Serius imis

Seriadesque diu Nympbae flevere sub undis."

Vida Pott., Jib. i. 216. &c.

My inquiry is after Serius Seriadesqne Nymphae.
Where is the Serius ? What is the Italian name

for this (I presume) tributary of the Po ?

Hollander's Austerity, frc Will you, or some

one of your readers, kindly explain the allusions

in the following passage ?

" Mr. Secretary Winwood is dead, whereby you see

Death expects no Complement, otherwise he would cer-

tainly have kept it at the Staff's End, with a kind of

Hollanders austerity" [Sir Th. Wentworth to Sir
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H. Wotton, Nov. 8. 1617, Stratford's Letters and

Despatches, vol. i. p. 5.1

C. P. PII***.

Brother Jonathan. Why is, and when first was,
this fraternal cognomen bestowed upon the United
States ofAmerica? Is it strictly applicable to the

whole of the Union, or only to those states which
were settled and peopled by the Puritan fathers ?

HENRY CAMPK.IN.

Authorship ofthe" Groves of Blarney." Can any
one inform me when, and by whom, the ludicrous

ballad, entitled the Groves of Blarney, was com-

posed, and where it may be found. Everybody
knows the lines which describe "

Cupid and Venus
and old Nicodemus, all standing out in the open
air." E. V.

Carndby. What is the derivation and meaning
of this word, as the name of a square or street ?

ABUX.

Death of Death's Painter. Most persons have
heard of the story of an Italian painter who em-
bodied the idea of Death on the canvass so truth-

fully, that the contemplation of it caused his own
death. I always thought it was fabulous, till I

met with it in the translation of Vasari's Lives of
the Painters, vol. ii. p. 305., now being published
in Bohn's Standard Library. The name of Fiviz-

zano is there given to the painter, and the follow-

ing epigram is said to have been inscribed beneath
the picture i

" Me veram pictor divinus mente recepit.
Admota est operi deinde perita manus.

Dumque opere in facto defigit lumina pictor,
Intentus nimium, pal In it et moritur.

Viva igitur sum mors, non mortua mortis imago
Si fungor, quo mors futigitur officia."

Which may be thus translated :

Me with such truth the painter's mind discerned,

While with such skilful hand the work he plied,

That when to view his finished work he turned,
With horror stricken, he grew pale, and died.

Sure I am living Death, not Death's dead shade,
That do Death's work, and am like Death obeyed.

Can you refer me to any authority for the story ?

J. C. H.

Finsbtiry.

Book Plates. I have been some years collect*-

ing book plates with a view latterly of writing A
History ofBook Plates, if I can find time to do so.

Several years ago, in a paper which was printed
in the Oxford Heraldic Society

rs Report, I sug-

gested 170O as their earliest known date. I am
glad to have an opportunity of mentioning that

paper for the sake of saying, that I made some
mistakes in it. Mr. Burgon on seeing it said,

in a following report, that he had seen a book

plate dated 1698. I have since obtained one or

two dated in that year. I am anxious to know

from any of your readers whether they have seen

any English book plate dated before 1698. I am
inclined to think that foreign book plates are to

be found of an earlier date. I have some, unfor-

tunately not dated, which I think are earlier.

There is no doubt, however, that in this country
at least they did not become general till after that

date. If I live to publish the little work which I

meditate, I will give all the information which I
can produce on the subject. DANIEL PARSONS.

Querelle d'Allemand. The phi'ase,
" faire une

querelle d'Allemand," means, as your readers are

aware, to pick a quarrel with a person for the

mere pleasure of quarrelling : and the earliest in-

stance of its application, that occurs to me, will

be found in one of Du Vair's essays, where,

speaking of the virtues of some of his predecessors
in the office of "

chancelier," he says :

"
Apres avoir longuement et fidelement servi la

patrie, on leur dresse des querelles d'Allemand, et de
fausses accusations pour les bannir des affaires."

Is the origin of this expression connected with

any particular occurrence in history ; or has it

arisen from any proneness to quarrel, which might
be said to be inherent in the national character of
the Germans ? HENRY H. BREEN.

St. Lucia, May, 1851.

Bassenet of Eaton. Edward Bassenet, the first

married Deah of St. Patrick's, Dublin, and who,
in the words of Swift,

" surrendered the deanery
to that beast Hen. VIII.," was of a family seated

at Eaton, in Denbighshire. He had four sons,

llichard, William, John, and George ;
on whom

he settled the Irish property which he acquired
at the surrender, and probably what he held at

Eaton. (See Mason's St. Patrick's, p. 151.)
Can any of your correspondents inform me if

this family be still in existence, and in possession ?

or if not, how soon it failed? From the notices

given by Mason, it seems probable that the eldest

son died without issue ; but even this is not cer-

tain, and beyond this I have no clue. D. X.

Dumore Castle-, or the Petrified Fort. Can any
of your valued contributors trace the origin of

this ancient fortress, which is situated on a peak
of the Grampian Hills, seven miles north-east from

CriefF, immediately above the romantic glen of

Almond, so much spoken of in Wordsworth's

poems as the burial-place of Ossian. The fort

has the appearance of a large circus ring, around
which are scattered the remains of this once re-

markable stronghold, and which to every appear-
ance have been burned to an extensive degree.
Tradition assigns it to be the spot in which the

Caledonians so nobly defended the further pro-

gress northward of the Romans
;
and also that

it was the custom in those days, for the purpose of

making their places of defence mare secure, to build
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a double wall, in which all manner of combusti-
bles were put, which they kindled, and let burn
for the space of a few days. Being peculiarly
attached to this romantic spot, and anxious to

have any particulars regarding its history, perhaps
you would be so kind as give it a corner in your
valuable " NOTES AND QUERIES ;" whereby it may
be the means of gaining an answer to my Query.

JAMES C.

Charles Dodd, the
'

Ecclesiastical Historian.

The catalogue of the Bodleian Library asserts

that this author's real name is Hugh Tootle. I

should like to know the authority for this state-

ment ? TYRO.

Dublin.

Usshers Works, by Dr. Elrington. If you, or

any of your correspondents, can inform me when
the remaining volume of the new edition of

Archbishop Ussher's works by Dr. Elrington, is

likely to be published, I shall esteem it a fa-

vour, as I am unable to learn from the book-
sellers. C. PAINE, Jun.

Family of Etty the Artist. In the Diary of

Ralph Thoresby, F. 11. S., 1702, vol. i. p. 366.,
occurs the following passage :

"
Evening sat up too late with a parcel of artists I

had got on my hands; Mr. Gyles, the famousest painter
of glass perhaps in the world, and his nephew, Mr.

Smith, the bell-founder (from whom I received the

ringing or gingling spur, and that most remarkable,
with a neck six inches and a half long); Mr. Carpenter
the statuary, and Mr. Etty the painter, with whose

Father, Mr. Etty, senr
, the architect, the most celebrated

Grinlin Gibbons wrought at York, but whether appren-
ticed with him or not I remember not well. Sate up
full late with them."

Thoresby at this time was at York. Were
these Ettys ancestors of the late William Etty ?

In the "
Autobiography

"
published in the

Art Journal, it is stated that his father was a,

miller at York, but the account goes no farther

back. It would be interesting to ascertain how
far this was a case of hereditary genius. Is any-

thing known of the "
Etty the Painter," and

"Etty, Sen., the architect," to whom Thoresby
alludes ? and are any of their works extant ?

G. J. DE WILDE.

St. Hibbald.Who was St. Hibbald, and where
is some account of him to be found ? He is re-

ported to have been buried at Hibbaldstowe, near

Kirton, in Lindsey. K. P. D. E.

JHtnor

Unde derivatur "
Gooseberry Fool?" I have

heard some wild guesses on this subject ; the most

preposterous, perhaps, being that which would
connect the term with gooseberry food.

Has not the French word fouler,
" to press," or

"
squeeze," something to do with the matter ?

T. J. T.
Cheltenham, May 6. 1851.

[Our correspondent will find ample confirmation of
the accuracy of his derivation in Tarver's Pkrascologi-
cal Dictionary, where, under Fouler, he will find the

examples,
" Fouler des pommes, du raisin, to press, to

crush, to squeeze apples, grapes."]

Biography of Bishop Hurd. The longest bio-

graphical sketch I remember to have seen of the
late Bishop Hurd, the friend and biographer of

Bishop Warburton, was in a work called the

Ecclesiastical Register, or some such name, I

suppose of the date of 1809 or thereaboiits. Can

any correspondent of " NOTES AND QUERIES"
direct me to the precise title and date of the work,
or point out any better sketch of the Bishop's
life ? F. K.

[In the collected Works of Bishop Hurd, 8 vols. 8vo.,

edit. 181 1, will be found an autobiographical sketch of
the Bishop, entitled " Some Occurrences in my Life,"

discovered among his papers after his decease. Nichols'

Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, vol. vi.

pp. 468 512., contains a long and interesting account
of the Bishop. See also the Annual Register, vol. 1.

p. 155.]

Friday, why' considered unlucky, Can any of

your readers tell me why Friday is considered an

unlucky day ? E. N. W.

[There is no doubt the belief of Friday being an

unlucky day originated in its being the day of the

Crucifixion. A very early allusion to this superstition,
and which has not we believe been recorded by Brande,
will be found in Geoffrey de Vinsauf's " Lament for

Richard Cceur de Lion," who was killed on a Friday:
" O Veneris lacrymosa dies, O sidus amarum !

Ilia dies tua nox fuit, et Venus ilia venenum."

It is to this passage Chaucer refers in his Nonnes
Preeste's Tale, v. 15,353., et seg., when he says:

" O Gaufride, dere riiaister soveraiu,

That, whan thy worthy King Richard was slain

With shot, complainedest his deth so sore,

Why ne had I now thy science and thy lore,

The Friday for to chiden, as did ye?
For on a Friday sothly slain was he."]

The Lord Mayor a Privy Councillor. Can any
of your contributors inform me whether the prefix

"Right Honourable" is accorded to the title of

the Lord Mayor of London as a mere matter of

courtesy, or whether our Chief Magistrate is for

the time being ex officio a Privy Councillor, and

consequently
"
Right Honourable ?

"

If any authority for either position can be cited,

so much the more satisfactory. LEGALIS.

[The Lord Mayor is never sworn as a Privy Coun-
cillor ; but on the demise of the Crown attends the

meeting of the Privy Council held on such occasion,

and signs the proclamation of the new Sovereign. Op
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the accession of William IV., some objection was, we
believe, made to the admission of the Lord Mayor into

the Council Chamber, which was, however, abandoned

on an intimation that if the Lord Mayor was not ad-

mitted, he would retire, accompanied by his officers and
the aldermen who were present.]

Alterius Orbis Papa. In the Bishop of Exeter's

celebrated Pastoral Letter, p. 44., the Archbishop
of Canterbury is styled
" The second spiritual chief of Christendom, alterius

orbis Papa."
In conversation a few days since I heard these

expressions objected to, when a gentleman present
observed that the title "Alterius orbis Papa" was
conferred by the Bishop of .Rome, or Pope of

Christendom, on his confrere of Canterbury, at a

very early period. His memory did not furnish

him with the precise date, but he was convinced

that such was the fact as reported in Collier's

Ecclesiastical History, and seemed inclined to refer

it to a period not long subsequent to the mission

of Augustine.
Is such the fact ? or, if not, to whom may the

words be ascribed ? A. B.

Redland, June 5.

[Carwithen, in his History of the Church of England,
vol. i. p. 40., speaking of Wolsey's attempt to gain the

popedom, says,
" His aim was the chair of St. Peter,

and to the attainment of his wishes he rendered subser-

vient both the alliances and the enmities of his own

country. At home, even the papacy could confer on

him no accession of power : he was indeed papa alterius

orbis."]

Mrs. Elstob. Mrs. Elstob, the Anglo-Saxon
scholar, is stated by a recent reviewer to have

passed the period of her seclusion in a village in

Wiltshire, until taken notice of by a neighbouring

clergyman. What vilLage was this, and who was
the clergyman ? for other authorities place her at

Evesham in Worcestershire. J. W.

[We are inclined to think that Wiltshire must be a

misprint for Worcestershire in the Review, as the notices

of Miss Elstob in Kippis' Biographia Britannica, and
Nichols' Anecdotes of Bowi/er, only speak of her retire-

ment in distressed circumstances to Evesham, where
she attracted the notice of Mr. Ballard, author of

Memoirs of British Ladies, and of Mrs. Capon, wife

of the Rev. Mr. Capon, of Stanton, in Gloucester-

shire.]

Cardinal Bellarmin. I find the following pas-

sage in D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature :

" Bellarmin was made a Cardinal for his efforts and
devotion to the Papal cause, and maintaining this

monstrous paradox that if the Pope forbid the ex-

ercise of virtue and command that of vice, the Roman
Church, under pain of sin, was obliged to abandon
virtue for vice, if it would not sin against conscience."

Can any of your readers favour me witn the

text in Bellarmin, which contains this " monstrous

paradox ?
" HENRY H. BEEEN.

St. Lucia, May, 1851.

(The passage will be found in Disputationum Robert!

BeUarmini, de Controversiis Christiance Fidei ; De Summo
Pontifice, lib. iv. cap. v. sect. 8.: Pragae, 1721, fol.,

vol. i. p. 456. :

" 8. Secundo, quia tune necessario erraret, etiam
circa fidem. Nam fides Catholica docet, omnem vir-

tutem esse bonam, omne vitium esse malum : si autem

Papa erraret pra:cipiendo vitia, vel prohibendo virtutes,

teneretur Ecclesia credere, vitia esse bona, et virtutes

malas, nisi vellet contra conscientiam peccare. Tenetur
enim in rebus dubiis Ecclesia acquiescere judicio summi
Pontificis, et facere quod ille praecipit ; non facere,

quod ille prohibet ; ac ne forte contra conscientiam

agat, tenetur credere bonum esse, quod ille praecipit :

malum, quod ille prohibet."]

SHAKSPEAEE'S USE or " CAPTIOUS
" AND " INTE-

NIBLE." SHAKSPEAEE'S " SMALL LATIN."

(Vol. ii., p. 354.
;
Vol. iii., p. 65.)

This is another discussion in which Shakspeare's
love of antithesis has not been sufficiently recog-
nised.

The contrast in this case is in the ideas ever

receiving, never retaining : an allusion to the

hopeless punishment of the Danaides, so beauti-

fully appropriate, so unmistakeably apparent, and

so well supported in the context, that I should

think it unnecessary to offer a comment upon it

had the question been raised by a critic less dis-

tinguished than ME. SINGER
;
or if I did not fancy

that I perceive the origin of what I believe to be

his mistake, in the misreading of another line, the

last in his quotation.
The hopelessness of Helena's love is cheerfully

endured ;
she glories in it :

" I know I love in vain strive against hope
Yet still outpour the waters of my love,

And lack not to lose still."

This last line ME. SINGER reads,
" and fail not to

lose still ;" but surely that is not Helena's meaning?
She means that her spring of love is inexhaustible;

that, notwithstanding the constant, hopeless waste,
there lacks not (a supply)

"
to lose still !

"

Johnson was one of those commentators enu-
merated by ME. SINGEE, of whom he observes,
as a matter of surprise,

" that none of them should

have remarked that the sense of the Latin '

cap-
tiosus,' and of its congeners in Italian and French,
is deceitful, fallacious;" "and," he adds, "Bacon
uses the word for

'

insidious,'
'

ensnaring.'
" But

surely Johnson the commentator was no other

than Johnson the lexicographer ;
and yet, for

these precise definitions of "
captious," which

J. S. W. thinks " too refined and recondite
"

for

Shakspeare's
" small Latin," we need apply to no

VOL. HI. No. 86.
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higher source than to that familiar household

companion Johnson's Dictionary, wherein is an-

ticipated the citation of Bacon, and even of the

French word "
captieux."

It could not therefore be from ignorance that

Johnson failed to propose this recondite sense, but
from a conviction that it would riot represent the

true meaning of Shakspeare.
It will be perceived that, in appreciation of

"
captious," I side with Steevens, Malone, Knight,

Collier, and even with J. S. W.
;
in whom, however,

with his irreverent allusion to " a man who had
small Latin," I can recognise no true worshipper
of Shakspeare.

Why should Shakspeare be constantly twitted

with this
" small Latin," as if the "

school-like

gloss" of a hundred Porsons could add one scintilla

to the glory of his name ? His was the universal

language of nature
;
and well does MR. SINGER

remark that " We all know, by intuition as it

were, what Shakspeare meant." It is true that we
discuss his mere words in the endeavour to school

our understandings to HIS level ; but he, hedged
by the divinity of immeasurable genius, must,
himself, be sacred; to attempt to measure his

attainments by our finite estimation, is indeed

sacrilege !

In retailing Ben Jonson's unluckily chosen

expression, J. S. W. does not seem to be aware
that it has been doubted, and ably doubted, by
Mr. Knight, in his History of Opinion, that

Jonson himself used it by any means in the peda-
gogue sense usually adopted. And it does seem

scarcely credible that Jonson would give utterance

to a puff so miserably threadbare^ so absurd too

on the very face of it ; for in what possible way
could an alleged deficiency of Greek and Latin
in Shakspeare, affect a comparison, made by Jonson,
between Shakspeare and the poets of Greece and
Rome ? As well might it be said that ignorance
of the Greek language, in Napoleon Buonaparte,
would prevent a parallel between him and Alex-
ander the Great ! What if Ben Jonson meant his

fifth line to continue the supposition of the first ?

"though" is a word which has a hypothetical, as

well as an admissive meaning; and there is no

difficulty in reading his lines in this way :

"
If I thought my judgment were of yours, and

though thy learning were less; still I would not seek
to compare thee with modern men, but call forth

thundering Eschylus," &c.

But I should like to ask J. S. W., as the nearest

example from the same play, which does he really
think would require the larger Latin, to discover
the trite and only meaning of "

captiosus," or to

use triple in the sense conferred upon it in Helena
1
s

description, to the King, of her father's legacy ?

AAre have not at present in the English language
any equivalent for that word as Shakspeare used it,

and of which he has left us another example in

Antony and Cleopatra, where the triumvir is

called " the triple pillar of the world." AVe have
failed to take advantage of the lesson given us by
our great master, and consequently our language
is deprived of what would have been a most con-
venient acquisition.

It is true that Johnson gives a definition of

"triple," in reference to its application to Antony,
viz., "consisting of three conjoined;" but that

meaning, however it might be applicable to the

triumvirate collectively, is certainly not so to the

members individually. To meet Shakspeare's use

of the word, the definition must be extended to

"consisting of, or belonging to, three conjoined:"
a sense in which "

triplex
" was undoubtedly used

by the Latins. Ovid would call the triumvirate
"
viri triplices," and of course each one must be

" vir triplex;" but perhaps the clearest instance

of the triune application is where he addresses the

Fates
(in

Ibin. 76.) as spinning out "
triplici

pollice" (with triple thumb) the allotted task.

Now as only one of the sisters held the thread,

there could be but one individual thumb engaged
(although with a sort of reflective ownership to

all three) ;
and there can be no question that Ovid

would apply the same term to the shears of Atropos,
or the distaff of Clotho.

Here, then, is a really recondite meaning, fairly

traced to Shakspeare's own reading; for had he

borrowed it from any one else, some trace of It

would be found, and Warburton need not have

stultified himself by his sapient note "IMPRO-
PERLY USED FOR THIRD !

"

But to return to "
captious," there is, after all,

no such great difference whether it be one's goods,
or one's wits, that are taken possession of; or

whether the capture be effected by avidity or

fraud
; both meanings unite in our own word

"
caption :

"
and there seems no good reason why

"captious" should not derive from "caption," as

readily as "cautious" from "caution." It is for

the antithesis I contend, as a key to the true sense

intended by Shakspeare : the whole play is full

of antitheses, uttered especially by Helena; and

certainly, if we recognise the allusion to the Da-

nai'des (as who will not?), we cannot, without

depriving it of half its force and beauty, receive

"captious" in the sense of "
deceptions." The

Danai'des were not deceived the essence of their

punishment was utter absence of hope ;
Tantalus

was deceived the essence of his punishment was

hope ever recurring.
With respect to the suggestion of "

capacious
"

by AV. F. S. (p. 229.), he could not have read

MR. SINGER'S paper with attention, or he would

have perceived that he had been anticipated^ by

Farmer, who, by elision, had obviated the metrical

objection of J. S. AV. (p. 430.) But the meaning
of "

capacious" is
"
capable of containing," and,

as such, it would be more than antithetical, it
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would be contradictory, to " intenible." If

capacious be consistent with leaky, then the " uxor

secret! capax" must have been rather an unsafe

confidante. A. E. B.

Leeds, June 5. 1851.

EARTH THROWN UPON THE COFFIN.

(Vol. iii., p. 408.)

The
origin

of this ceremony must undoubtedly
be sought in man's natural desire to cover a dead

body from the public view. The casting a handful

of soil on the coffin is emblematic of the complete
inhumation. The most ancient writings have

allusions to the shamefulness of a corpse lying
uninterred. Being thrown outside the walls of

Jerusalem, with the burial ofan ass (Jeremiah xxii.

19.), was regarded as the worst possible fate.

Wheatly's observations upon this point, in his

annotations on the burial service in the Prayer
Book, are as follows :

" The casting earth upon the body was esteemed an

act of piety by the very heathens (/Elian, Var. Hist.,

1. v. c. 14.), insomuch that to find a body unburied,
and leave it uncovered, was judged amongst them a

great crime. (Hor. 1. i. od. 28. v. 36.) In the Greek
Church this has been, accounted so. essential to the

solemnity, that it i& ordered to be done by the priest
himself (Goar, Eucholog. Offic. Exeq., p. 538.); and the

same was enjoined by our own rubric in the first

Common Prayer of King Edward VI. :
' Then the

priest casting earth upon the corpse? &c. But in our

present Liturgy (as altered in Queen Elizabeth's reign,

1559), it is only ordered that it 'shall be cast up&n the

body by some standing by:' and so it is generally left to

one of the bearers, or sexton, who, according to Horace's

description (injecto ter pulvere, vid. supra), gives three

casts of earth upon the body or coffin, whilst the priest

pronounces the solemn form which explains the cere-

mony, viz. 'earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.'"

Tlie note in Horace upon the three words
above quoted is very much to the point :

" In sacris hoc genus sepulture tradebatur, ut si non

obrueretur. manu ter jacta terra, cadaver! pro sepultura
esset." (Vet. Schol.)

The ancients thought that the spirit of an un-
buried corpse could not reach the Elysian fields,

but wandered disconsolate by the Styx,, until

some pious hand paid the customary funeral rites.

See the case of Patroclus (Iliad, xxiii. 70. et

seq.). To lay the unquiet ghost, a handful of
earth on the bodily remains would suffice :

" Pulveris exigui jactu compressa quiescent."

The indignity of a public execution is much
aggravated by allowing the body of the criminal
to remain exposed, as in the case of the five sons

of Saul whose corpses were guarded by llizpah

(2 Sam. xxi.) ;
and in our own recent custom of

ordering pirates and the worst kind of murderers,

j be gibbeted in chains, as a monumental warn-
1S-
Three or four summers ago I buried an Irish

reaper, who had suddenly died in the harvest-

fields. About half a dozen fellow-labourers, Irish

and Roman Catholics like himself, bore him to the

i*rave. At the words earth to earth, ashes to ashes,
dust to dust, they threw in handfuls of soil

; and,
as soon as the service was over, they filled up the

grave with spades which they had brought for the

purpose. No doubt, there was religious prejudice
in all this

;
but their behaviour was most reverent,

and what they did seemed to arise from the gene-
rous instinct to cover the dead body of a comrade.

ALFRED GATTY.

Wheatly on the Common Prayer (eh. xii. 5.)
derives this custom from the ancients, and adds

that
;{ In the Greek Church the casting earth upon the

body has been accounted so essential to the solemnity,
that it is ordered to be done by the priest himself.

And the same was enjoined by our own rubric in the

first Common Prayer of King Edward VI."

For the Greek Church Wheatly refers to Goar
Rituale Grcecorum, p. 538. The passage, which I

transcribe from Goar, runs as follows :

" Et cadaver in monumento deponitur. Sacerdos

vero terram batillo tollens superinjecit cadaveri, dicens,
' Domini est terra et plenitudo ejus : orbis terrarum et

qui habitant in eo.' His peractis cadaveri superinfun-
dunt lampadis oleum, aut e thuribulo cinerem. Atque
ita ut moris est, sepulchrum operiunt dum dicuntur

moduli," &c.

The following reference may also be added,

Goar, 556.,
" Officium funeris monachorum,"

where the earth is directed to be thrown "in

crucis rnodum." N. E. R. (a Subscriber.)

ON THE WORD " PRENZIE IN

MEASURE."
MEASURE FOR

(Vol. iii., p. 401.)

"The first folio," says Dr. Johnson,
" has in

both places prenzie, from which the other folios

made princely, and every editor may make what
he can." It will not be difficult, 1 conceive^ to

find out what sense Shakspeare meant to convey

by this word, and to show that what he meant he

has expressed with sufficient accuracy, though
his meaning was soon after misunderstood. Our

language owes much of its wealth of words to the

talent which our great poet possessed for coining
them a talent which he exercised with marvel-

lous tact : and if now and then some of them
failed for want of being properly printed, we may
rather wonder that so many obtained currency,
than that a few ceased to circulate soon after they
were first introduced.

The idea intended to be conveyed by the word
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prenzie, is that which is expressed in the following

passages :

" All this I speak in print ; for in print I found it.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act II. Sc. 1.

" I will do it, Sir, in print"
Love's Labour's Lost, Act III. Sc. 1.

on which Steevens remarks :

" In print means with Exactness with the utmost

Nicety."

lie supports this meaning by quotations from
other dramatic writers of the same age :

'* Not a hair about his Bulk, but it stands in print."

(1605.)
" I am sure my Husband is a Man in print, in all

things else." (1635.)

When, therefore, Claudio, who, as your corre-

spondent LEGES observes, is aware of Angelo's

reputation for sanctity, exclaims in astonishment :

" The prenzie Angelo?"
he means the same as if he had said :

What ! that Man in print ?
"

" The printsy Angelo?"
But prenzie is a term applied to apparel as well

as to character ; and how does this accord with the

interpretation here given ?

" O 'tis the cunning livery of hell,

The damned'st body to invest and cover

In prenzie guards !

"

Here again we are supplied by Steevens with

apt quotations in illustration from other writers of

the same age :

" Next, your Ruff must stand in print.
1"

(1602.)

and

This Doublet sits in print, my Lord!" (1612.)
" In printsy guards" means the same, therefore,

as " Guards in print" or, robes put on " with exact-

ness with the utmost nicety."

Printsy is a word of the same formation with

tricksy ,
and the phrase,

" The printsy Angelo !

"

is as good English as " My tricksy Ariel !

"
It

was probably pronounced prentsy (prenzie) in the

time of Shakspeare ;
the word print being derived

from empreinte. Sir W. Scott speaks of " a prent
book," for a printed book. Besprent is the parti-

ciple of besprinkle. Of similar formation with

printsy and tricksy, are linsy^ woolsy, and frowsy ;

but as all these adjectives, except the first, are

derived from nouns representing natural or familiar

things, while printsy is founded on a word having
no connexion with any obvious idea, it is probable
that this difference may account for the fact that

printsy so early fell into disuse, while the rest

were retained without difficulty.

By the word printsy, those four conditions are

fulfilled for which your correspondent so properly
contends: 1. The word is "suitable to the re-

puted character of Angelo." 2. It is
" an appro-

priate epithet to the word guards" 3. It supplies

"the proper metre in both places." 4. It is
" similar in appearance to the word prenzie"
No other word has been produced which so fully

represents the formality and hypocrisy of Angelo,
as described in the quotations so conveniently
brought into one view by your correspondent,
though one of the epithets made use of comes
very near the mark :

" Lord Angelo is precise /"

JOHN TAYLOR.

ZACHARIE BOYD.

(Vol. i., pp. 298. 372. 406.)

I would refer your correspondents H. B., II. I.

(p. 372.), and PHILOBODIUS and MR. JERDAN
(p. 406.), to the following volumes : The Last Bat-
tle of the Soule in Death, by Mr. Zacharie Boyd,
Preacher of God's Word in Glasgow, edited by
Gabriel Neil, Glasgow, 1831

; McUre's History
of Glasgow, with Appendix, Glasgow, 1830.
As the first of these vols. is now very scarce

(a limited number being printed by subscription),
the following extracts may be interesting to some
of your readers, and at the same time correct some
errors of your correspondents :

" Mr. Zacharie Boyd was descended from the family
of the Boyds of Pinkill (Carrick, Ayrshire). He was
cousin to Mr. Robert Boyd, of Trochrigg, who was

appointed Principal of the University of Glasgow in

1615. The date of his birth is not exactly known;
some time previous to 1590. He received his educa-
tion at the school of Kilmarnock. The first notice we
have of him is in a letter to Principal Boyd, from David

Boyd, in 1605, wherein he says,
' There is a friend of

yours, Zacharie Boyd, who will pass his course at the

colledge within two years' After having finished his

course at the University of Glasgow, he studied atthe

College of Saumur, in France, under his relation,

Robert Boyd : he returned to his native county in

1621. In 1623 he was ordained Minister of the Barony
Parish of Glasgow, in which situation he continued till

his death in 1653-1654."

Mr. Zacharie Boyd was never Principal or a

Professor in Glasgow College : the only office he
ever held in the college was that of Lord Rector

(an honorary office annually elected), which he
held in the years 1634, 1635, 1645. He was a

great benefactor to the college, to which he left

20,000. Scots, for buildings and bursaries.

The crypt below Glasgow Cathedral, called St.

Mungo's Crypt, was the barony church in Zacha-
rie's time, and where he preached ;

it is this same

place which Sir Walter Scott so well describes in

Rob Roy (vol.ii. chap. 3., edition in 48 vols.), where
Francis Olbaldistone heard sermon. Z. Boyd was,
both in prose and verse, a very voluminous writer ;

his works, however, are chiefly in MS. in the

library of Glasgow College.
In addition to editing The Last Battle, Mr. Neil

has examined the "Poetical Works" in MS.;
and has given a summary of the whole in the
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Appendix to the Biographical Sketch ; and has

printed for the first time upwards of 3000 lines

from the poetical MSS.
With regard to Mr. Boyd's poetry, the follow-

ing account from Neil's Biographical Sketch may
be accounted satisfactory, with reference to the

lines often quoted as from Zacharie Boyd's Bible :

" The work, however, which has given the greatest

puhlic notoriety to his name as a poetical writer, is that

generally called ' Zacharie Boyd's Bible,' said to be a

metrical version of the whole Scriptures an arduous
task indeed, if ever he contemplated the undertaking.
But such a book as this has existed only in name, not
in reality ; at least, it is nowhere to be found among his

works. The only one approaching to it is a metrical

version of the ' Four Evangels,' which proceeds through
the Gospels of the New Testament by chapter and
verse And, among other works, he produced
two volumes under the title of' Zion's Flowers,' and it

is these which are usually shown as his Bible, and have
received that designation. These volumes consist of a

collection of Poems from select subjects in Scripture

History, such as Jonah, Jephta, David and Goliah, &c.,

&c., rendered into the dramatic form, in which various
'

Speakers' are introduced, and where the prominent
parts of the Scripture narrative are brought forward
and amplified. We have a pretty close parallel to these

in the ' Ancient Mysteries' of the thirteenth or four-

teenth centuries, and in the Sacred Dramas of more
modern writers.

" It is from this work, Zion's Flowers, that the

various quotations which have occasioned so much
mirth to the public are said to have been made, but

not one of these which are in circulation are to be found
there: the only 'genuine extract from these MSS. is

that printed by Pennant.'" Biog. Sketch, p. 14. et

seq.

The "
genuine extract

"
will be found in Pen-

nant's Tour in Scotland, vol. ii. p. 156.

PHILOBODIUS,
" NOTES AND QUERIES," Vol. i.,

p. 406., will find the four lines he quotes given
differently there. S. WMSON.

P.S. To show the extent of Mr. Boyd's poetical

perseverance, I subjoin a note of the contents of

one of his poetical MSS. : the Flowers of Zion,

generally called Zacharie Boyd's Bible.

David and Goliah contains about 850 lines.

Historic of Jonah - - - 1130
of Samson - - 2100
of Jephta - - 720

The Flood of Noah - - 860
The Tower of Babylon - - 930
The Destruction of Sodom - 2000
Abram commanded to sacrifice

Isaac - - - 840
Historic of the Baptist

- - 800
The Fall of Adam - 900
Abel murdered ... 900
Pharaoh's Tyranny and Death 2480
Historic of Jacob and Esau - 750

of Jacob and Laban 1400

Jacob and Esau reconciled contains about 720 li

440

1615

3280

Dinah ravished by Shechem

Joseph and his Brethren
~|

Joseph tempted to Adultery J
Nebuchadnezzar's Fierie Furnace

Also at the end
The World's Vanities (Divided into 8 Branches:

1". Strength, 2nd . Honour, 3rd
. Riches, 4 th

.

Beautie, 5 th
. Pleasure, 6 th

. Wisdom, 7 th . Chil-

dern. 8 th . Long Life) contains about 550 lines.

The Popish Powder Plot ( The Speakers
Christ King James Elizabeth Peeres of

England The Lords appointed to trye the
Traitors The Earls of Nottingham, Sufrolke,
the Lord Monteagle The Sherriffe of Wor-
cester The Devill the Jesuit Gerrard
Robert Catesby Thomas Percy, Guy Faux,
&c. &c. &c.) contains about J 560 lines.

to Jfflinar

Death, how symbolised (Vol. iii., p. 450.). I

beg to inform your correspondent S. T. D., that

in an old 4to. volume in my possession, which treats

principally of the topic about which he is inquiring,
there are several engravings of Death as a skeleton.

In one he is armed with a bow and arrow, an axe,
and a scythe notched as a saw. In another he has

an axe only : while in a third, in which he is an-

nouncing his dissolution to a man on his deathbed,
he has a spade in his left hand, while with his right
he points upwards; and on his head is a wreath of

thorns with flowers standing up out of it. I do
not know whether the book is a rare one or not.

It is in black letter, and at the end is the date

1515. The title, which is a woodcut, rather cu-

rious, is Sermones Johannis Geilerii Keiserspergii,

8fc., fy-c.
There are also six other woodcuts, after

the manner of Albert Durer, very quaint and
curious. The volume is in its original vellum,
over oak boards, finely tooled, and has once been
bound at the corners and clasped with metal In
MS. on the top of the title are the words "Monast.
S. Udalrici Aug33." Though in very good con-

dition, the black-letter type is so curiously crabbed
and abbreviated that I have not had time to do
more than ascertain that it seems a very singular
and a learned work. H. C. II.

Rectory, Hereford, June 8. 1851.

[The author of the curious work in the possession
of our correspondent is John Geiler, called also Gayler,

Keiserspergius, an eminent Swiss divine, who was born

in 1445, and died in 1510. His works in German and
Latin are books of rare occurrence, and consist princi-

pally of Sermons. Oberlin published in 1786 a curious

life of Geiler. For the titles of his various works,
consult Panzer's Annales Typographici, vol. vi.]

Death (Vol. iii., p. 450.). Has S. T. D. con-
sulted the excellent treatise of Lessing,

" Wie die

Alten den Tod gebildet ?
"

It is illustrated with
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many engravings. (See Lessing's Sdmmilicne

Schriften, 1839, vol. viii.) C. P. PH***.

Oxford, Whit-Monday.

A Kemble Pipe (Vol. iii., p. 425.). If DR.
RIMBAULT will turn to vol. i., p. 10. of Campbell's

Life of Mrs. Siddons, he will find that the Kemble
of smoking notoriety alluded to in the proverb,
met his fate at a date long subsequent to the

Marian persecution. He was apprehended on a

charge of implication in Titus Oates's plot, and
executed at Hereford, August 2d, 1679, being one

of the last persons who suffered death for their

religious opinions in England. He was hung, not

burnt, and his hand is still preserved in the Reli-

quary of the Roman Catholic Chapel at Worcester.
*' On his way to execution," says Mr. Campbell,

" He smoked his pipe and conversed with his friends;

and in that county it was long usual to call the last

pipe that was smoked in a social company, a Kemble's

pipe."
SPERIEND.

Flemish Work on the Order of St. Franciscus

(Vol. i., p. 385.). Your correspondent JARLTZ-
BERG may find a copy of the Wyngaert in the

library of the Maatscappij van Letterkunde (Lit.

Soc.) in Leyden, and may read an account of the

work in vol. ii. pp. 151, 152. of the Society's Trans-

actions. The copy in my possession is entitled

Den Wyngaert van Sinte Franciscus vol [not van]
schoone historien, legenden en deuchdelycke leer-

inghen alien menschen seer profytelyck. Like most
of the works issued from the press of Eckert van

Hombach, it is well printed on good paper ;
the

leaves (not the pages} are numbered up to 418,
and besides there are six leaves without pagina-
tion for the index, as well as three for the pro-

logue, in which we learn why the work was called

Wyngaert. All the copies I have met with bear

the date 1518, though in Hultman's Catalogue,

p. 20. No. 92., we find 1578, probably an error of

the printer. In J. Koning's Catalogue, 1 833, p. 17.

No. 59., we are referred to Bauer, Bill. libr. rar.,

vol. iv. p. 301.
;
and to the Catalogue raisonne de

Crevenna, vol. v. p. 85., where we read :

" Ce volume contient les vies des Saints de 1'ordre

de St. Franciscus, precedees de celle de son instituteur,

et n'est point une traduction du Livre des Conformites

(Liber Conformitatum), quoiqu'il est probable qu'on ait

pris beaucoup de ce livre."

Van Bleyswijk, in his Description of Delft,
vol. i. p. 339., says,

" The Franciscans bought up the work, in order to

suppress and destroy it : it is therefore no wonder that

copies of it are scarce."

Unless you read it, says Professor Ackersdijck,
in his Archief voor Kerk. Gesch., you will hardly
conceive it possible for any one to write such a

mass of folly and absurdity. V. D. N.

NAVORSCHER, p. 179. June, 1851.

Meaning of Tick (Vol. iii., p. 357.). The fol-

lowing anecdote, as characteristic of the individual
as illustrative of the above Query, may perhaps
be considered deserving a corner in your Jour-
nal :

" A well-meaning friend calling one morning on
Richard B. Sheridan, wound up a rather prosy exor-
dium on the propriety of domestic economy, by express-

ing a hope, that the pressure of some difficulties from
which he had been temporarily removed, would induce
a more cautious arrangement in future.

" Sheridan listened with great gravity, and thanking
his visitor, assured him that he never felt so happy, as

all his affairs were now proceeding with the regularity

of clockwork, adding (with a roguish twinkle of the eye,
and giving his arm the oscillating motion ofa pendulum),
'

Tick, tick, tick !' It is needless to add, the Mentor
took a hasty leave of his witty but incorrigible com-

panion."
M. W. B.

Spelling of Britannia, ~c. (Vol. iii., pp. 275.

463.). 1 believe that there is no mistake as sup-
posed in the inscription on the Geo. III. shilling.
The double "T" is expressive of the plural

"
Britt."

for " Britanniarum." Have we not many similar

instances, e. g.
" codd." for "

codices,"
"
libb." for

"libri;" or, one of every-day occurrence, "pp."
for "pages?" W. M. N

Fossil Elk of Ireland (Vol. ii., p. 494.
;
Vol. iii.,

pp. 26. 121. 212.). W. R. C. (a Subscriber)
will find some very interesting accounts of this

creature in Boate and Molyneux's Natural His-

tory of Ireland, p. 137. ;
and in an excellent paper

by Dr. Cane, in the Transactions of the Kilkenny
Archaeological Society for the Year 1850, where
several works containing accounts of the animal
are referred to. An interesting memoir by Dr.
Hibbert on the discovery of the Megaceros Hiber-

nicus, or fossil elk, in the Isle of Man, will be
found in the fifth number of the Edinburgh
Journal of Science, published in 1826.* R. H.

"In Time the Bull," frc. (Vol. iii., p. 388.). The

quotation
" In time the bull is brought to bear the yoke,"

seems to be from Ovid, Tristia, iv. 6. 1. :

" Tempore ruricolae patiens fit taurus aratri ;"

or Ar. Am. i. 471. :

"
Tempore difficiles veniunt ad aratra juvenci."

P. J. F. G.

Cambridge, May 22. 1851.

[N. B., E. C. H., and several other correspondents,
have furnished similar references to Ovid.]

* Errata. Query, should not the word " Roche-

non," in Vol. i., p. 380. col. 1., be " Rosbercon ?
" and

should not D. H. M'Carthy," in Vol. ii., p. 348.

col. ]., be " D. F. M'Carthy" (Denis Florence

M'Carthy) ? Such errors, however trifling they may
now appear, may hereafter confuse.
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Baldrock (Vol. iii., pp. 328. 435.). MR. CHAD-
WICK'S quotations on this word are very opportune,
and useful by way of illustration, and for eluci-

dating the meaning of the word.
I will endeavour to explain this part of bell

gear, and the purpose for which it was used.

Baldrock (sic) is'probably the patois of a locality
for bawdrick, which means a belt, or the leather

strap and other appurtenances of the upper part of

the clapper, by which it was suspended from the

crown staple. In old black-letter bells (if one

may use the term) the upper part of the clapper
was shaped like a stirrup, through which a strap
of stout leather, often doubled, was passed ; but
between this and the staple a piece of hard wood
of like width was inserted, and fitted to work on
the round part of the crown staple. Through this

leather and wood an iron pin was passed ;
and all

was fastened together, and kept stiff in place, by
a curiously cut piece of tough wood, called a busk-

board, one end of which was tied round the stem
of the clapper. I have seen many such. There
was one at Swanswich next Bath : but without a

sketch it is difficult to explain. I will enclose a

sketch, to be used at the Editor's discretion.

A few years ago, I made the following extracts

from the very interesting accounts of the church-

wardens (guardians) of St. Edmund's, Sarum. I

have no doubt that similar entries may be found
in all such old accounts, and I hope these may
induce other gentlemen to inquire for them. Un-
fortunately I did not copy the sums paid.

' 1591. Layd out for a Bawdrope for the Great Bell, 5s.

For grafting of Bawdropes & finding Leather.

Making of a '

pinn
'

for the fourth Bell Bawd-

rope.
1588. Paide for Lether to mend the Bawdricke.

1572. Payd fora Bald Rybbe for the fourth Bell.

(It occurs again for other bells.)
'

1552. Mendinge off the Bawdrycke off the greatt Bell.

1541. Payd for mendynge the wheles of the 3 Bells,
and for Bawdrykes.

1524. Bawdderyke to the v. Bell.

1495. ^* emendacione rote ejusdem Campane et

Bawdryke ejusdem Campane.
1482. ^ tribus Bawdrykys.
1473. Bawdryke bought for the iiij Belle.

1469. Bawderyke.
Whyt Lethyr for the Bawdryke in the years of

Ed. VI."

H. T. ELLACOMBE.

In a decree of the Court of Chancery of the year
1583 is the following passage :

" It is alleged that a certain close .... in the parish
of Smarden, in the County of Kent, now called and
known by the name of Ropefield, was, long time

sithence, given by one John of Hampden, to and for

the maintenance and finding of ropes, bawdricks, oil

and leather, for the use of ringing of the bells in the

steeple of the said parish church of Smarden, &c., &c.'

James v. Wool ton, 6 May, 1583. {Reg. Lib. B. 1582.
b. 502.)

t understanding the word "
bawdrick," I ap-

plied to Messrs. Hears, bell-founders, Whate-

;hapel, who kindly gave me the following infor-

mation :

1 The bawdrick is the head of the clapper, or the

coupling by which it hangs on the staple inserted in

the crown of the bell. It is fitted on to the head of
;he clapper, and a lining of leather is inserted to pre-
vent the creaking of the iron, when the end of the

clapper is oscillating. Hence, no doubt, the introduc-

tion of 'leather' in the document referred to. The
word is still in use."

CECIL MONRO.

Registrar's Office, Court of Chancery, June 14. 1851.

The baldrick was a leather thong, or strap,
fastened with a buckle, for the purpose of sus-

pending the clapper inside the bell, both of which
had loops or eyes to receive it

;
from its continual

wear, new baldricks were often required. I sub-

join a few extracts from the parish accounts of

St. Antlins, or St. Anthony, Budge Row, relating
thereto.

1590. " Paide the smythe for making a new clapper
for the great bell, xs.

" Paide for a bawdrick for the great bell,

iis. \\d.
" Paide for a buckett for the same, v\d.
" Paide for a baldrick for the fift bell, is. vine?.

1594. " Paide for a new bawdricke for one of the

bells the Crownacion daie, iis.

1578. " Paide for an eie for the great bell clapper,
vis.

" Item for a rope for the morning bell,

ijs. vie?."

I could adduce several other instances if re-

quired, but these may suffice.

W. CHAFFERS, Jun.

Catalogue ofNorman Nobility (Vol. iii., p. 266.).
Your correspondent Q. G. asked some weeks

ago where the catalogue of Norman nobility be-

fore the Conquest was to be found ? In the

Histories Normannorum, published in Paris in 1619,
at p. 1127., he will find the

"
Catalogus nobilium qui immediate prasdia a Rege

conqua?store tenuerunt."

In this list occurs the name of Geri (Rogerius)
de Loges, whose lordship was in the district of

Coutances. At p. 1039. of the same work, we find

that Guarinus de Logis was feudal lord of certain

domains in the bailiwick of Falaise. In a roll of

all the Norman nobles, knights, and esquires who
went to the conquest of Jerusalem with Robert
Duke of Normandy in the first crusade, and

copied from an ancient MS. written on vellum,
found in the library of the cathedral of Bayeux,
entitled " Les anciennes histoires d'outreuier,"
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we also find the name of John de Logis, who bore

az. a cinque foile ar.

I think, therefore, that M. J. T. (p. 189.) is in

error in confounding the family of Ordardus de

Logis with that of the Baron ofHugh Lupus. The
names of the Norman nobles were territorial ; and
it is probable that these worthies were not related,
as the names were spelt differently. According
to the Doomsday Survey, Gunuld, the widow of

Geri de Loges, held the manor of Guiting Power
in Gloucestershire.

The elder line of Ordardus de Logis, Baron of

Wigton, terminated in an heiress, who carried the

estate into the family of Lucy (I think in the

reign of Edward III.), Adam, the seventh and
last baron, having died without male issue

;
and it

afterwards became the property, by marriage, of

the ancestor of the present Earl of Carlisle. The
descendants of Ordardus are still to be found in

the remote valleys of the north of Yorkshire, and
in parts of Durham: and I have been told that

the Rev. John Lodge, late Fellow of Magdalen
College, Cambridge, claimed to be of this family.

S.

Oxford, June 13. 1851.

Epitaph (Vol. iii., pp. 242. 339.). I have be-
fore me a 24mo. tract of forty-seven pages :

" Nicolai Barnaudi a Crista Arnaudi Delphinatis,

Philosophi et Medici, Commentariolum in .-Enig-
maticum quoddam epitaphium Bononise studiorum,
ante multa secula marmoreo lapidi insculptum. Huic
additi sunt Processus Cliasmici non pauci. Nihil sine

Numine, Lugduni, Batavorum, c

The first thirty pages are devoted to the epitaph
on ^Elia L^lia Crispus. We are told :

"Nee defuerunt alii, qui, ut audio, Animam hominis,
alii nubium Aquam, alii, ut hie intellexi a viro de

litteris bene merito, Eunuchum quemdam, alii alia

varia, hoc epitaphio tractari phantasmata suis scriptis

eontenderunt. Hasc ego cum intellexissem, eorum
misertus, qui abditioris philosophies in castris militant,

operas pretium facturum me existimavi, si trismegis-
ticum hoc epitaphium eis aperire conarer."

This he proceeds to do very satisfactorily, as

the following specimen will show :

" JEu\. Solaris, dubio procul, ut nomen indicat, sive

solis filia, immo substantia, essentia, radius, virtus, et

ilia quidem invisibilis solis nostri, ne quis earn a sole

vulgi natam, perperam cogitet ; neque tamen desunt,

qui earn ex Urani et Vestae filio, Saturno, et Ope ejus

sorore, a qua cum plures Saturnus suscepisset liberos,

eosque vorasset, et e vestigio evomuisset, Jupiter ser-

vatus, ejusque loco lapis Saturno presentatus fuit, ac

si eum peperisset Opis, ab ipsis inquam, earn natam
esse cogitent; at quidquid sit, JEi,iA, sen Solaris est,

neque tamen (tanta est ejus amplitudo), astro illo,

mundi oculo amicta incedit ; sed et altero, minore lu-

minari, Luna, quae sub pedibus ejus est comitata, ideo

etiam dicitur LJELIA, quasi solis arnica, etc., etc."

On a fly-leaf I find the following written by an
unknown hand :

" Commentaries in hoc epitaphium scripserunt Jo-
annes Trevius Brugensis, et Richard us vitus Basin-

stochius, jurisconsultus Anglus cujus liber editus Dur-
drecti apud J. van Leonem Berawoul, Anno 1618.
Vid. et de hoc enigmate Boxhorn. ; '

If MB. CROSSLEY does not make this note

wholly superfluous, make use of it as you please.
J. S.

Woudenberg, May 12. 1851.

Prayer ofMary Queen ofScots (Vol. iii., p. 369.).
The following version of this prayer, differing

from that given by MR. FALCONER, may be in-

teresting.
In Archdeacon Bonney's Historic Notices in

reference to Fotheringay, p. 109., this note occurs:
" Seward asserts that the following lines were re-

peated by the Queen of Scots immediately before her

execution. They are set to music by the late Dr. Har-

rington, of Bath, and other musicians.
" ' O Dornine Deus, speravi in Te !

O chare mi Jesus, nunc libera me!
In dura catena, in misera poena, desidero Te;

Languendo, gemendo, et gemiflectendo,
Adoro, imploro, ut liberes me.'

TRANSLATION.
' O Lord my God, I have relied in Thee !

Now, O dear Jesu, set me, set me free !

In chains, in pains, long have I wished for Thee ;

Faint, and with groans, I, bowing on my knee,

Adore, implore Thee, Lord, to set me free.'
"

I may add, that the Latin lines have recently
been very beautifully set to music by that eminent

composer, Mrs. Kingston. W. G. M.

Your correspondent on the subject of the lines

said to have been repeated by Mary Queen of

Scots on the scaffold, furnishes a translation of

them in lieu of others, which he condemns
;
and

his version has provoked me to try my hand at

one, in which I have studied rhythm more than

rhyme : the rhythm and the intensity of the

original.
" Great God, I have trusted

In peril on Thee !

Dear Jesus, Redeemer,
Deliver thou me !

In my prison-house groaning,
I long but for Thee ;

Languishing, moaning,
Bow'd down on bent knee,

I adore Thee, implore Thee,
From my sins set me free."

ALAN.

Aristophanes on the Modern Stage (Vol. iii.,

pp. 105. 250.). Finding that no correspondent of

yours, in answer to a Query which appeared some

time back, viz. :

" Whether any play of Aristo-

phanes had ever been adapted to the modern
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stage," has yet mentioned the only two instances

of which I am aware, I beg to refer the Querist

to the Plaideurs of Racine (an adaptation of the

Wasps), and to a very ingenious modernisation of

the Birds by Mr. Planche, produced about four

years since at the Haymarket as an Easter piece,

under its original title.

I cannot refrain from taking this opportunity of

protesting, under your justly powerful auspices,

against the use of the word "Exposition" in its

French sense of Exhibition, now creeping into

places where it could scarcely have been ex-

pected. AVENA.

The White Rose (Vol. iii., p. 407.). The ver-

sion which I have of the beautiful lines quoted by
your correspondent is (I quote from memory) :

" If this fair rose offend thy sight
It on thy bosom wear,

'Twill blush to find itself less white,

And turn Lancastrian there."

The succeeding couplet has equal merit :

" But if thy ruby lip it spy
As kiss it thou mayst deign,

With envy pale 'twill lose its dye,
And Yorkist turn again."

C. I. R.

The origin of the blush imparted to the rose is

most beautifully described by Carey :

" As erst in Eden's blissful bowers

Young Eve surveyed her countless flowers,

An opening rose of purest white

She marked with eye that beamed delight;
Its leaves she kissed, and straight it drew
From Beauty's lip the vermeil hue."

J. A. DOUGLAS.

Mark for a Dollar (Vol. iii., p. 449.). The

origin of the sign of the dollar, concerning which
T. C. inquires, is, I believe, a contraction of

scutum, the same as
, formerly written i, is of

libra. The strokes through the S are merely the

signs of contraction. K. P. D. E.

Gillingham (Vol. iii., p. 448.). In a foot-note

to Rapin (2nd edit., vol. i. p. 130.), the general

assembly convened by Earl Goodwin, at which
Edward the Confessor was chosen king, is stated,

upon the same authority as Hutchins has referred

to (viz. Malmsbury), to have been "
Gilingeham

or London." If at Gillingham, there can be but
little doubt it was Gillingham near Chatham, of

which latter place Goodwin is stated to have been
then possessed. J. B. COLMAN.

Eye, June 10, 1851.

The share that Earl Godwin bore in the esta-

blishment of King Edward (the Confessor) on
the throne of England seems to make it pro-
bable that Gillingham in Kent, not the Gilling-
ham in Dorsetshire, was the scene of the council

referred to by your correspondent QTJIDAM.

Edward, observe, was coming from the continent,
and relied entirely on the support of the great
East Kentish Earl. Milton names the council
in his History of England, Works, vol. vi. p. 275.,

Pickering, ed. 1831. He seems to be still quot-

ing Malmsbury. E. J. E.

Blackheath, June 9. 1851.

On the Lay of the Last Minstrel, frc. (Vol. iii.,

p. 364.). In reading A BORDERER'S interesting
note on The Lay of the Last Minstrel, it occurred
to rne, whether there may not have been (perhaps
unconsciously) in Walter Scott's mind a link of

connexion betwixt his own " elvish page," as an

agent in bringing about the nuptials of Lord
Cranstoun with the Lady Margaret ;

and the part

played by Cupid, in regard to Dfdo, after he had
been transformed into Ascanius, as described in

the first JEneid. Indeed the beautiful "
Song of

Robin Goodfellow
"

(Vol. iii., p. 403.) suggests a

similar speculation ;
for in the gambols of Puck

there is something analogous to the freaks of

Cupid after his metamorphose. But other and
closer parallels will probably occur to your learned

readers, and show that some of what are com-

monly esteemed the most original modern crea-

tions owe much to classical invention.

ALFRED GATTY.

Lines on Temple (Vol. iii., p. 450.). J. S. will

find the lines he asks about, given (but without

comment) in Knight's Cyclopaedia of London,

p. 440. P. M. M.

J. S. will find the lines he has sent you printed
in Hone's Year Book (1832), p. 113.; where may
be also seen the following

ANSWER.
" Deluded men, these holds forego,

Nor trust such cunning elves ;

These artful emblems tend to show
Their clients, not themselves.

'Tis all a trick ; these are but shams,

By which they mean to cheat you;
For have a care, you are the LAMBS,
And they the wolves that eat you.

Nor let the thought of no '

delay
'

To these their courts misguide you ;

You are the showy HORSE, and they
Are jockeys that will ride you."

Hone does not give a hint as to who was the

author of either, nor can I inform J. S.

EDWARD Foss.

r [The REV. MACKENZIE WALcorrhas also kindly in-

formed us that the original lines and the rejoinder
are to be found in Brayley's Londiniana, vol. iv.

pp. 216-7.]

Sewell, Meaning of (Vol. iii., pp. 391. 482.).
H. C. K. makes an error in supposing that " for-

mido," as used by Virgil in the passage quoted,
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and "
sewell," are convertible terms. If there is

any word in that passage which could be con-

sidered coextensive in meaning with the word

"sewell," it would undoubtedly be "penna." Nor
is "sewell" ^modern term, as he supposes ;

in proof
of which I add an extract from a letter written by
Dr. Layton, one of the commissioners for the sup-

pression of monasteries, to Thomas Cromwell,
dated 1535, in which the word " sewel" occurs :

" We have sett Dunce (Duns Scotus) in Bocardo,
and have utterly banisshede hym Oxforde for ever, with

all liis blinde glosses, and is nowe made a comon servant

to evere man, faste nailede up upon postes in all comon
houses of easement ; id quod oculis meis vidi. And the

second tyme we came to New Colege, affter we hade
declarede your injunctions, we fownde all the gret

quadrant court full of the leiffes of Dunce, the wynde
blowing them into evere corner. And there we fownde
one Mr. Grenefelde, a gentilman of Buckinghamshire,

getheryng up part of the said bowke leiffes (as he saide)
therewith to make hym sewelles or blawnsherres to kepe
the dere within the woode, thereby to have the better

cry with his howndes."

H. C. K. wishes to know the origin of the word
"sewell." Can any of your readers explain the

derivation of the term "blawnsherres?" Can it

be connected with the French blanche, from white

parchment, &c. having been used in making
them? E. A. H. L.

Lambert Simnel (Vol. iii., p. 390.). Though I

cannot throw any light upon the question of T.,
Was this his real name f I may mention, as a

Worcestershire man, that it is a custom among the

pastrycooks of Worcester to make, at the begin-

ning of Lent, a rich sort of cake ; consisting of a

thick crust of saffron-bread filled with currants,

citron, and all the usual ingredients of wedding-
cake, which is called a " simnel." I cannot say
how long this custom has existed, but I have

every reason to believe it is one of great antiquity.
From Johnson's explanation of the term, I con-

clude, that this practice of making "simnels"
must in former times have been more general than
it is at present. E. A. H. L.

Tennyson's
" In Memoriam" (Vol. iii., pp. 142.

227.458.).! submit that the "crimson-circled
star" may be named without calling on the poet
to explain.
The planet Venus, when she is to the east of

the sun, is our evening star (and as such used to

be termed Hesperus by the ancients).
The evening

star in a summer twilight is seen
surrounded with the glow of sunset,

" crimson-
circled." The rose, too, was a flower sacred to

Venus, which might justify the epithet. But I

suppose the blush of the sky was what the poet
thought of at such a moment.
Venus sinking into the sea, which in setting she

would appear to do, falls into the grave of Uranus,

her father, according to the theory of Hesiod
(190). The part cast into the sea, from which
Aphrodite sprung, is here taken, by a becoming
license (which softens the grossness of the old

tradition), for the whole
;
so that the ocean, be-

neath the horizon of which the evening star sinks,

may be well described by the poet as "Aer father's

grave."
That Venus is meant, the gender of the pronoun

relating to the star seems to prove beyond a
doubt

;
there being no other sufficiently important

to. occur in a picture of this kind, to which a fe-

male name is given. V,

Belgravia, June 12. 1851.

The second King of Nineveh who burned his

Palace (Vol. iii., p. 408.). D. X. will find all

that is known of this king in the Armenian version
of Eusebius's Chronicle, 53., and in the Chrono-

graphia of Georgius, Syncellus (and subsequently
Patriarch) of Constantinople, p. 210. B. The
former gives as his authority Abydenus, and the

latter Polyhistor. Both passages will be found in

Cory's Ancient Fragments. The Median king is

called in both Astyages, and not Cyaxares ; but the

date of the catastrophe being fixed by Ptolemy's
Canon in 625 B. c., the reviewer, I suppose, con-

sidered himself justified in altering the name to

that of the king who appears from Herodotus to

have governed Media at that date. E. H. D. D.

Legend in Frettenham Church (Vol. iii., p. 407.).
Your correspondent C. J. E. may find some

account of the legend illustrated on the walls of

Frettenham Church in the Calendar of the Anglo-
Catholic Church, from which it appears that St.

Eligius, Eloy, or Loye, is the hero of the incident.

He was the patron of blacksmiths, farriers, &c. ;

and accomplished, on one occasion, the shoeing of

a refractory horse by amputating the leg ;
and the

operation performed, he replaced the severed

member. Doubtless, as C. J. E. suggests, the

shoeing might have been effected without so

much periphrasis ;
but perhaps the saint intended

to teach the animal docility, and inspire the spec-
tators with a more palpable proof of his superna-
tural powers, than the performance of the opera-
tion by his mere ipse dixit would have afforded.

The church of Durweston, Dorsetshire, is named
in his honour, and a rude sculpture over the

doorway commemorates the incident. C. A.

Natural Daughter ofJames II. (Vol. iii., pp. 224.

249.280.). When the answer of C. to my inquiry
first appeared, I doubted whether after such

strong reproof I ought again to address you ;
but

as your valuable paper was intended for the igno-
rant as well as for the learned, and as C. (Vol. iii.,

B334.)
places your respected correspondent MR.

AWSON TURNER in the same class as my humble

self, I no longer hesitate.

When I proposed the Query, I had no ready
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access to any book which would easily give me the

required information, and it did not appear to me
to be any great sin in making use of " NOTES AND

QUERIES" for what I conceive is its legitimate

object, the communication of knowledge ; and I

do not think the space my Query occupied was

wasted when it called forth the interesting reply

of P. C. S. S.

I would no\v take the liberty of asking C. to

explain the following extract from Souverains du

Monde, not finding any particulars respecting the

first marriage here alluded to in those books, to

which I have been able to refer :

" Les enfans naturels du Roi Jaques II. sont 1. ...

2. ... 3. ...
" 4. Catherine Darnley, mariee en premieres noces

avec Thomas Wentworth, Baron de Raby ; et en

secondes noces, en 1699, avec James, Comte d' Anglesey.

Elle est morte en 1700. Sa mere etoit Catherine

Sedley, Comtesse de Dorchester, Baronne d' Arlington.
"

5. N. mariee avec le Due de Buckingham le 27

Mars, 1706."

You will observe that my former inquiry re-

ferred to the daughter above stated as the fifth

child.

It is plain that the compiler of Les Souverains

du Monde is in error in making the wife of the

Earl of Anglesey a distinct person from the wife

of the Duke of Buckingham.
Who was the wife of the Thomas Wentworth

here mentioned? and, if a natural daughter of

James II., I should be glad of the following par-

ticulars, the names of her mother and self the

dates of her birth, marriage, and death and the

date of the death of her husband.

I must apologise for trespassing thus at length

upon your space.
F. B. RELTON.

Clarlisoris Richmond (Vol. Hi., p. 372.). The
late Mr. Clarkson's manuscripts were transferred

to his son, the Rev. Christ. Clarkson ;
whose ad-

dress might probably be obtained by Q. D. from

J. B. Simpson, Esq., Richmond, Yorkshire. M.

MSS. of Sir Thomas Phillipps (Vol. iii., p. 358.).

I see that in the " Notices to Correspondents,"
in No. 79., for May 3, you inform W. P. A. that

the Catalogue of Sir Thomas Phillipps a MSS. is

privately printed, and that there are copies at the

Bodleian, Athenaeum, and Society of Antiquaries.
You may perhaps be interested to know that a

catalogue of about three thousand of the Middlehill

MSS/ is to be found in a work entitled Catalogi
Librorum MSSorum qui in Bibliothecis Gallice,

Hibernice, Helvetia, JBelgice, Britannia Magna, His-

panice, Lusitanice asservantur : d Gustavo Haenel:

Lipsise, 1830. A copy of this important work is

in the reading-room of the British Museum.
I may add that a copy of the privately printed

Catalogue of Sir T. Phillipps's MSS. is now to be

found in the British Museum, but it has only

recently (within the last few months) made its way
"nto the Catalogue. C. W. GOODWIN.

Meaning of Pilcher (Vol. iii., p. 476.). Is not

your excellent correspondent MR. SINGER mis-

taken in supposing that the ears are the ears of the

scabbard or pitcher ? If you draw one thing out

of another by the ears, it must be by the ears of

the first, not of the second
; yet he also says that it

is used for hilts. C. B.

Antiquity of Smoking (Vol. iii., p. 484.). May
I add, in my defence as to the Thracians' smoking,
that all I said was, that there was nothing in

Solinus, chap. 15. I had looked at the Bipont
edition, in which, as I now see, the passage is in

chapter 10. C. B.

Principle of Association (Vol. iii., p. 424.). I

cannot but doubt whether " La partie reelle de la

which is connected with the structure of the body.
This would apply to Hartley, though not to Mr.

Gay : but I speak in the dark, for I have not

that edition of La Place which your correspon-
dent refers to. C. B.

Corpse makes a Eight of Way (Vol. iii.,

p. 477.). That a funeral creates a right of way, is

an error founded on the fact that, being a remark-

able, and sometimes a crowded event, it is not an

unfrequent evidence of the previous existence of a

right of way. C. B.

Chloe (Vol. iii., p. 449.). In reply to a Query
in one of your late numbers respecting the mean-

ing of the expression
" as drunk as Chloe," it has

been suggested to me that it refers to a lady who
is mentioned often in Prior's Poems, and who was

celebrated for the propensity alluded to. ERYX.

Family of Sir J. Banks (Vol. iii., p. 390.). It

appears, on a reference to Burke's Commoners,
that the ancestors of Sir J. Banks were possessed
of property in and about Kesvvick ; and the pre-
sent representative of the family possesses black-

lead mines in Borrowdale, Cumberland. It is,

therefore, very probable that the Mr. John Banks

in question may have been of the same family,

though not a lineal descendant of Sir J. Banks.
L. 11.

Verse Lyon (Vol. iii., p. 466.). In the literal

reprint of Puttenham, 1811, I find the words ex-

tracted by J. F. M., with one unimportant excep-

tion,
" And they called it Verse Lyon." J. F. M. may

find some account of Leonine verses, which " are

properly the Roman hexameters and pentameters

rhymed," in Price's edition of Warton's History of

English Poetry, vol. i. p. cxviii. H. G. T.

Heronsewes (Vol. iii., p. 450.). A probable
derivation is given in Tyrwhitt's note on the pas-
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sage in the Squire s Tale from the French heron-

qeaux, which would probably, in English usage,
become either heronsewes, or heronshaivs. It is of

course a diminutive, like "lioncel," "pennoncel,"&c.
H. G. T.

Theory of the Earth's Form (Vol. iii., p. 331.).
Who first taught that the form of the earth was

that of a sphere ? In Isaiah xl. 22. appears the

following passage :

" He that sitteth upon the CIRCLE of the earth and

the inhabitants thereof," &c.

Does not this extract prove that the Jews, as a

people, were acquainted with the spherical form

of the earth in Isaiah's time
;
the prophets usually

addressing the people in popular language.
C. iN S.

Mythology of the Stars (Vol. iii., pp. 70. 1 55.). In

the replies to correspondents on the above head,
I have not seen noticed Dr. Lamb's translation of

the old Greek poet Aratus, a work which, for a

few shillings, would satisfy most persons on the

subject, and be found entertaining in giving in-

struction. T. M.

Topical Memory (Vol. iii., p. 449.). On topical

memory I can refer your inquirer to Cicero de

Oratore, book ii. Ixxxvi., Ixxxvii., 351 358., and
Ad Herenn. iii. xvi. xx., and Quintil. xi. ii. 2.,

p..
431. Rollin, ed. 1758. E. J. S.

Eisell (Vol. iii., p. 397.). The following illus-

tration of this word occurs in a MS. (Dd. i. fol. 7.)

belonging to the University of Cambridge. The
date is about 1350:

"
)?e

iewis herde J?is
word wel alle,

And anon eysd J?ei mengid wi> galle."

It is here manifestly vinegar. C. H.

EiselL I have long been convinced that the

true interpretation of this word might be attained

by a reference to the Welsh language ;
in which

may be found the word Aesell (idem sonans with

Eisell), implying verjuice, or vinegar. The two
words are clearly identical (see page 377.).

GOMER.

Four Want Way (Vol. iii., pp. 168. 434.)- A
cross road, or that point where four roads meet, is

frequently called by the peasantry in Kent " the

four vents;" in other counties, "the four wents,"
" the four want way," &c. I have always con-

sidered the word as being derived from the ancient

VENTA : thus VENTA Tcenorum (Caister, near Nor-

wich), the highway of the Iceni
;
VENTA Silurum

(Caerwent, in Monmouthshire), the highway of

the Silures ;
VENTA Belgarum (Winchester), the

highway of the Belgae ;
both of which last-named

cities retain in some degree the ancient appellation.
W. CHAFFERS, Jun.

Meaning of Carfoix (Vol. iii., p. 469.). Will

your correspondent K. TH. give, if he can, an ac-

ccount of the word " carfoix ?
"

Is it not the
French carrefour, a name applied to more than one

place in Guernsey, though not, I believe, neces-

sarily to a spot where four ways meet ? The chief

carrefour there is at the junction of the Pollet,

High Street and Smith Street ; another is in the

country, the Carrefour aux Lievres, the precise

locality of which I cannot quite recall. MR.
METIVIER, whose name I am glad to see in your
pages, can tell, I dare say, of others. I suppose
the derivation to be in Quatuor fores, or some
French derivative from those words. " Carfoix"

reminds me of "Carfax" in Oxford. Are the

names akin to each other ? E. J. S.

A regular Mull (Vol. iii., p. 449.). The story of

King Mul is perhaps rather far-fetched. If it

would neither put your correspondent in a stew,

nor get myself into a broil, nor you into a mess or

a pickle, 1 would settle his hash by suggesting that

terms of cookery are frequently used as descrip-
tive of disagreeable predicaments ;

and that though
in our time nothing except beer or wine is mulled,

yet it may not always have been so. Or may not

the word be a corruption of muddle ? I stand up
for neither, but I will back either against King
Mul. M.

William Hone (Vol. iii., p. 477.). I expect
that A. N. is labouring under mistake in inquiring
about an account of the " conversion" of "William

Hone, THE COMPILER of the Every- day Book;"
and that he means
" The Early Life and Conversion of William Hone, a

narrative written by himself, edited by his SON, William

Hone, author of the Every-day Book, &c. London,
J. Ward & Co., Paternoster Row, 1841. One Shilling."

I have no doubt that the work may be procured
at the publishers' ; but should not that be practi-

cable, I shall be happy to lend your correspondent

my copy. It may perhaps be neither unjust nor

uninteresting to add, that / know (from his own

communication, shortly after the memorable trials)

he was so affected by the celebrated Parodies

being charged as "
blasphemous," that he imme-

diately stopped the sale of them ; that, though

money was then of some consequence to him, he

refused tempting offers for copies ;
and that he

did so, because he declared he would rather suffer

any privations than be considered as having sought
to revile the religion of his country, or to do aught
to injure Christianity, which he deemed to be the

hope of all, and the poor man's charter. In making
those observations, he emphatically placed his hand

on a Bible which lay upon my table.

A HERMIT AT HAMPSTEAD.

The Rev. Mr. Gay (Vol. iii., p. 424.) The

name of Gay is not very common in the West of

England, and MR. TAGART may possibly obtain seme

account of the Rev. Mr. Gay from the descend-

ants of Gay of Goldworthy, near Bideford, in the
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county of Devon, who sprang from Hampton Gay
in the county of Oxford, but became seised of the

manor of Goldworthy, about the year 1420, by
marriage with the daughter and heir of Curtis of

Goldworthy, a branch of the ancient family of

Curtis of Lostwithiel, in the county of Cornwall,
jj

The latest representative of this family of Gay,
of whom I have met with any notice, is Mr. Law-
rence Gay, who, according to Lyson, was living
in the year 1822 at South Molton, in the county
of Devon. Lyson also says that " John Gay, the

poet, was of this family." LLEWELLYN.

Lady Mary Cavendish (Vol. iii., p. 477.) I

know nothing of any Lady Mary's having mar-
ried Mr. Maudsley, or Mosley of the Guards; but it

is certain that she could not have been, strictly speah-

ing, of the same family as Sir Henry Cavendish of

Ireland, whose wife was created Lady Waterpark,
with remainder to her issue by Sir Henry, who
was descended from a natural son of the Devon-
shire family, and even, I believe, before it was
ennobled ;

so that it cannot be said that any Lady
Mary Cavendish, was of the same family as Sir

Henry. C.

Hand giving the Blessing (Vol. iii
, p. 477.).

In blessing the people, the clergy of the Church of

Rome raise the thumb and two forefingers, and
close the others, to represent the three persons of

the Trinity ;
and they give this some divine origin ;

but it is really an adoption of a pagan symbol in

use long before the introduction of Christianity,
not only by the Romans, but the Egyptians also.

In Akermun's Archceological Index, p. 116., is an

engraving of a silver plate of Roman workmanship,
in which the figures representing Minerva and
Juno have their hands elevated with the thumb
and finger so disposed, and the figure of Vesta has
the left hand in the same position. I wish some
of your correspondents who are familiar with the

classics and Egyptian antiquities, would further

illustrate the origin of this curious and ancient

custom, which hitherto has been regarded as ori-

ginating with the Church of Rome only. W. W.
The Oldenburg Horn (Vol. ii., pp. 417. 516.)
There is a good engraving of this Horn, and

the tradition about it is related, in p. 264. of the
curious Dissertatio de admirandis mundi Cata-
ractis of Johannes Herbinius, Amstelodami, 1678,
of which book there is a copy in the library of the

Geographical Society. W. C. TBEVELYAN.

Athenteum, June 16. 1851.

Covey (Vol. iii., p. 477.). How could such a

question be asked ? Covey is couvee, French for

a brood, a hatching, from couver, to hatch eggs.
C.

Davy Jones's Locker (Vol. iii., p. 478.).

During many years of seafaring life, I have fre-

quently considered the origin of this phrase, and
have now arrived at the conclusion, that it is de-
rived from the scriptural account of the prophet
Jonah. The word locker, on board of ship, gene-
rally means the place where any particular thing
is retained or kept, as " the bread locker,"

" shot

locker,"
" chain locker," &c. In the sublime ode

in the second chapter of the Book of Jonah, we
find that the prophet, praying for deliverance,
describes his situation in the following words :

" In the midst of the seas; and the floods compassed
me about: the depth closed me round about : the

earth with her bars was about me."

The sea, then, might not be misappropriately
termed by a rude mariner, Jonah's locker; that is,

the place where Jonah was kept or confined.

Jonah's locker, in time, might be readily cor-

rupted to Jones's locker
;
and Davy, as a very

common Welsh accompaniment of the equally
Welsh name, Jones, added

;
the true derivation of

the phrase having been forgotten.
W. PlNKERTON.

Umbrella (Vol. iii., p. 482.). The use of this

word may be traced to an earlier period than has

yet been shown by any of your correspondents ?

In Florio's Worlds of Wordes, 1598, we have
it thus:

"
Ombrella, a fan, a canopie, also a testern or cloth

of state for a prince, also a kind of round fan or

shadowing that they use to ride with in summer in

Italy, a little shade."

A.

Noo, a Ship (Vol. iii., p. 477.). A. N. is in-

formed that naw is a Celtic name for a ship (the
w is sometimes sounded like oo) ; though the word
is obsolete, authority for its application may be
found in Davies' Mythology, fyc. of the Druids.
In the appendix to this work there is a poem
(No. 6.) by Taliesin, containing the following
example :

"Ymsawdd yn Ilyn, heb naio,"
"

Sinking in the lake, without a ship."

The Britons consequently had a name for a ship,
independent of Roman influence. Can A. N.
produce any evidence that the Britons in pre-
Roman times did not possess any vessels superior
to the cwrygl? Is it probable that the warlike
aid which the Britons constantly rendered the

Gauls, was conveyed across the channel in mere
" osier baskets ?

" Had the " water-dwellers
"

(Dwr-trig-wys) of Dorsetshire (Durotriges) at-
tained no higher grade in navigation than that

simple mode of water conveyance ?

I am almost inclined to exclaim,
" Mi dynaf y

torch a thi" (" I will pull the torque with thee") in

respect to the position claimed for the Latin longa;
but passing this, I will advance the opinion that
the Celtic naw is the root of the Latin naois.

GOMER.
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Birth of Spenser (Vol. i., pp. 489. 482.). Is not

1510 a mistake for 1550? The figures 1 and 5

are often confounded in manuscripts of Spenser's

age. The mistake was probably that of the

sculptor. D. X.

Petworth Registers (Vol. iii., pp. 449. 485.).
-

The period over which these Registers extend is

thus shown in the Accounts and Papers printed by
order of Parliament in the year 1833, vol. xxxviii.

p. 335. :

"
County of Sussex. Arundel Rape.

" Parish Register Books earlier than the new Re-

gisters commencing with A. D. 1813 (according to 52

Geo. III. c. 146.), remain at the following places:
"Petworth R. No. I. Bap. Bur. 1559 1794,

Marr. 1559 1753 ; No. II. Bap. Bur. 1795 1812;
Nos. III. VI., Marr. 1754 1812."

The earlier register-book used by Heylin must
have been removed from the proper custody before

the year 1831. If still preserved in any public or

private library it may perhaps reward some reader

of " NOTES AND QUERIES
"

in the next century by
turning up when unsought for. In the mean

time, however, is there no official copy to be found
in the Archbishop's courts at Canterbury ?

LLEWELLYN.

Arms of the Isle of Man (Vol. iii., p. 373.).
The symbol of three legs conjoined no doubt de-

notes the triangular shapes of the Isle of Man, and

Sicily or Trinacria. The rpta &Kpa from which

the name of the latter is derived are the promon-
tories of Lilybaeum, Pachynus, and Pelorus, now

Capes S. Vito, Passaro, and Faro (Virg. JEn. iii.

384.). It is somewhat curious that the earliest

coinage of this island, A. D. 1 709 (which by the

bye is cast, and not struck in the usual way : Obv.
The crest of the Earls of Derby, the Eagle and

Child, SANS CHANGER ;
Rev. The three legs),

has the motto QVOCVNQVE GESSERIS STABIT. The

coinage of 1723 is exactly similar, but struck
;

whereas that of 1733 and all the succeeding

coinages have QUOCUNQUE JECERIS STABIT, which
is clearly the correct reading. I may add that I

am engaged on a work on the Copper Coinage of

Great Britain and her Colonies, and shall be
thankful for any information on the subject

lespecting rare types, their history, &c.

E. S. TAYLOR.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Messrs. Longman have commenced the publication,
under the title of The Traveller's Library, of a series

of shilling volumes which is intended to comprise
" books of entertaining and valuable information in a

form adapted for reading while travelling, and at the

same time of a character that will render them worthy
of preservation." The 1st Number contains Mr. Ma-

caulay's brilliant sketch of ' Warren Hastings,' which
has been appropriately followed by that of Lord Clive,'
from his Historical Essays ; and will be succeeded by
' The Earl of Chatham,' ' William Pitt,' Horace Wal-

pole,' &c., from the same pen ; and these again by other
works of acknowledged merit, the price of which has
hitherto confined them within a comparatively narrow
circle of readers. The 3d Number, '

London,' by Mr.
Mc Culloch, belongs to this class. As a really cheap
and not merely low-priced series of valuable books,
this well-printed Traveller's Library deserves, and, we
trust will meet with, every success.

At a moment like the present, when so much inquiry
is directed to the subject of public health, and indeed
of health generally, we may be excused for directing
the attention of our readers to ' The Laws of Health in,

relation to Mind and Body, in a Series of Letters from
an Old Practitioner to a Patient? by Lionel J. Beale, as

a small volume of useful hints and suggestions from
one who obviously combines shrewd observation and

professional knowledge, with that most useful of all

qualifications for a writer on such a topic, namely,
sound common sense.

BOOKS RECEIVED Illustrations of Mediceval Cos-

tume in England from MSS. in British Museum, -c.,

by C. A. Day and J. H. Dines, Part 3. The present
number of this very cheap work on costume contains

no less than three coloured plates curiously illus-

trative of the subject, though not so strictly English as

the title-page would indicate.

Hurry-graphs, by N. Parker Willis, and The House

of Seven Gables, by Nathaniel Hawthorne, form the

new volumes of Bohn's Cheap Series. The former is

characterised by the usual light, off-hand style of the

writer. The latter will add to the reputation which
Mr. Hawthorne has won by his ' Scarlet Letter.' They
are two pleasant volumes for the steam-boat or the

railway carriage.
An Essay of the Authenticity of the Four Letters of

Atticus, included in Woodfalfs Edition of Junius, by
William Cramp, is an attempt, and we must add an

unsuccessful attempt, to prove that the Letters in

question were written by Lord Chesterfield.

Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson will be occupied

during the next week in the sale of the fifth portion of

the singularly curious arid valuable Library of Thomas

Jolley, Esquire, including, among other interesting au-

tographs, Literary Assignments, Receipts of Pope,
Swift, Thomson, Fielding, &c.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. J. Miller's (43. Chandos

Street) Catalogue of Books Old and New ; B. Qua-
ritch's (16. Castle Street, Leicester Square) Cheap Book
Circular No. 30. of Books in all Languages.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

ALBERT LUNEL, a Novel in 3 Vols.
DR. ADAMS' SERMON ON THE OBLIGATION OF VIRTDE. Any edi-

tion.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS OF BISHOP BUTLER.
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW. Vol. IV.
DENS' THEOLOGIA MORALIS ET DOGMATICA. 8 Vols. 12mo.

Dublin, 1832.

MARLBOROUGH DISPATCHES. Volumes IV. and V.
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ART JOURNAL, 1839 to 1844 indwsive. Also Ig49.

BULWEH'S NOVELS. 12mo. Published at 6s. per Vol. Pilgrims
of the llhine, Alice, and Zanoni.

STEPHANI THESAURUS. Valpy. Farts I. H. X. XL aad XKiX.
KIRBY'S BRIDGEWATER TBJEATISE. 2 V<ols.

The Second Pol. of CHAMBERS' CYCLOPAEDIA OF ENGLISH LITE-
RATURE.

MITFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE, coitiniusd by Davenport. 12mo.

8 Vols. Published by Tegg and Son, 1835. Volume Eight
wanted.

L'ABBiS DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIXPERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.

12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

AIKIN'S SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POF.TS. 10 Vols. 24mo.
Published by Longmans and Co. 1821. Vols. I. V. and VIII.

CAXTON'S" REYNARD TBB Fox (Percy Society Edition). Sin. 8vo.

1844.

CRESPET, PERU. Deux Livres de la Haine de Satan et des Malina

Esprits contrel'Homme. 8vo. Francfort, 1581.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite, de 1'Origiue, des Droits. des Bornes et des differentes

Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de I'Auteur de

Telemaque. 2 Vols. I2mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.

The same. Second Edition, under the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

THE CRY OP THE OPPRESSED, being a True and Tragical Account
of the unparalleled Sufferings of Multitudes of Poor Imprisoned
Debtors, &c. London, 1691. 12mo.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY op FRANCE. Vol. II. 1830.

MAKKHAM'S HISTORY oir ENGLAND. Vol. II. 1836. Sixth Editioa.

JAMES'S NAVAL HISTORY. (6 Vols. 8vo.) 1822-4. Vol. VI.
HUME'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. (8 Vols. 1818.) Vol. IV.

RUSSELL'S EUROPE, PROM THE PEACE OF UTRECHT. 4to. 1824.

Vol. II.

CLARE'S RURAL MUSE.
WATT'S BIBLIOTHECA BRITANNICA, Part V. 4to.

SFRUTT'S MANNERS AND CUSTOMS. Vol. II. 4to.

OLD BAYLEY SESSIONS PAPERS, 1744 to 1774, or any portion
thereof. 4to.

COLDEN'S HISTORY OF THE FIVE INDIAN NATIONS OF CANADA.
Vol. I. 12mo. Lond. 1755.

HEARNE (T.) LELAND'S ITINERARY. Vols. I. II. III. and VII.
HORACE-ORELLIUS. 2 Vols.
D'ARBLAY'S DIARY. Vol. III.

WAAGEN'S WORKS OF ART AND, ARTISTS IN ENGLAND. 3 Vels.

8vo. 18U8.

SMYTH'S (PROF. W.) LECTURES ON MODERN HISTORY. 3rd Edit.

2 Vols. 8ro. 1811.

%* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free,

to be sent to Mil. BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

t0

POPE JOAN. W. M. H. is assured that the article in No. 81.

was written by R. R. M., and not by the learned author, whose
communications we agree with W. M. H. in wishing

" we saw
still more frequently in our pnges."

O. O. The allusion in Tennyson to

"
Her, who clasped in her last trance

Her murdered father's head,"
is to Margaret Roper, who was buried with the head of herfather.
Sir Thomas More, in her arms. See " NOTES AND QUERIES,"
Vol. iii., p. 10.

DUTCH BOOKS. MARTINUS will feel obliged if HIBERNICUS will

forward the Catalogue (he so kindly offers in No. 80. p. 378.) to

MR. F. MULLER, care of Mr. Nutt, bookseller, No. 272. Strand.

E. N. W. The figures above the letters in the motto subscribed
to the verses which Joannes Rombouts addressed to Verstegan,
point out his Christian name, Joannes ; those below the letters, his

surname, Rombouts.

R. H. We are unable to furnish any information respecting
the volume of IRISH ANTIQUITIES to which our correspondent re-

fers. We will willingly give insertion to any Query on the subject
of Ogham Inscriptions generally.

E. S. T. Will this correspondent kindly adapt his information
on Bier Ways as a reply to the Query on. the subject?

T. P. The " Notes on Almanacks " are under consideration.

LlON SYMBOLICAL OF THE RESURRECTION. We Owe it to JARLTZ-
BERG to explain with reference to C. P.***'s remark, p. 450., that a
long reply to MR. EASTWOOD'S Query was forwarded by him at

the time ; its length indeed it was which necessarily led to its

non- insertion at the time.

EEPLIES REGEIVEU. Encorah and Milhcent, $c._ Premie
M. or N. Local Mints Rev. Mr. Gay Pftworth Registers
Baronettes Curse of Scotland Nao, a Ship Arches of Pelaga

Pylcbf or Pricker ~ Daiem / Rrea*. or Baker's Dv*en Tin-
selBonnie Cravat Davy Jones's Locker Arms of the Isle of
Man Dieu et man Droil Wittiam Hone Cachecope Bell
Pallavicim.

CIRCULATION OF OUR PROSPECTUSES BY CORRESPONDENTS. The
suggestion of T. E. H., that by way of hastening the period when
we shall be justified in permanently enlarging our Paper to

24 pages, we should forward copies of our Prospectus to corre-

spondents who would kindly enclose them to such friends as they
think likely, from their love of literature, to become subscribers to
" NOTES AND QUERIES," has already been acted upon by several

friendly correspondents, to whom we are greatly indebted. We
shall be most happy to forward Prospectuses for this purpose to

any other of our friends able and willing thus to assist towards

increasing our circulation^

Errata. Page 322. col. 1. 1. 20., for "
eonseriptw

'* rend * con-

irripta;" and 1.29. for "
Afadingi

" read '

fading! ;" p. 444.

col.l. 1.18., for "Upon" read "Uprose." In the Tabula Re-
\

gum, p. 457.,
" scotus

"
in the fifth line should be " secundus ;

"
in

i

JOB

the fourteenth line, "xxiiij." should be "iiij.," fourscore, not

twenty-four ; and in 1. 23. for
"

xliij." read "
xliiij."

VOLS. I . and II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9s. 64. each,

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-
tellers and Ncwsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

j

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty \

fa, procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, 8fC~, \

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should

b.e addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

8vo., price Is. 6d.

THE
TIPPETS OF THE CANONS ECCLESI-

;

A9TICAL, with Illustrative Woodcuts. By GILBERT J. FRENCH.
|

Also, by the same Author, Second Edition, 18mo., price 6d.

HINTS ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF CO,
LOURS IN ANCIENT DECORATIVE ART,with some Observations
on the Theory of Complementary Colours.

London : GEORGE BEI.L, 186. Fleet Street,

Just published, fcp. 8vo., cloth, with Steel engraving, price 4*. 6rf.

THE
FAIRY GODMOTHERS and other Tales.

By Mrs. ALFRED GATTY,
" Her love for Fairy literature has led Mrs. Alfred Gatty to compose

four pretty little moral stories, in which the fairies are gracefully enough
used as machinery. They are slight, but well written, and the book is

altogether very nicely put out of hand." Guardian.

London : GEORCB BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

THE LATER HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
In One Volume, small 8vo., price 8s. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ENG-
ROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE LAST ACTS
ATION, 1

Rector of Stifford, Essex.

M
of England.

LAND FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE LAST ACTS
OF CONVOCATION, 1688-1717. By the REV. WILLIAM FALIN, M.A.,
ector of Stifford, Essex.
This Volume forms a Continuation to the Works of Bishop Short,
r. Carwithen, and other Writers on the Earlier History of the Church

RIVINOTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place.

ARNOLD'S HOMER FOR BEGINNERS.
In 12mo., price 3s. 6d.

OMER'S ILIAD, BOOKS I. III., with English
Notes ; forminff a sufficient Commentary for Young Students.

he REV. THOMAS KERC
Fellow

. ARNOLD, M.A., Rector of Lyndon, and
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

RIVINGTONS, St. Paul's Church Yard, and Waterloo Place?

Ofwhom may be had, by the same Editor,

HOMERI ILIAS, LIB. I. IV., WITH A CO^
PIOUS CRITICAL INTRODUCTION AND ENGLISH NOTES.
In 12mo.,7s. 6*.
" This Edition is intended to assist more advanced students at school*

and colleges. A more useful and complete guide to the study ot Homer
we do not know. If any body makes himself thoro
contents of this volume, he will find no difficulty in i

any other part of the Odyssey."-Athenaeum.

*
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THE
GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated by Act ofParliament, 12 and 13 Viet. C.91.

DIAECTORS.

HENRY KER SEYMER, Esq., M.P., Hanford, Dorset, Chairman.
JOHN VILLIERS SHELLEV, Esq., Maresfteld Park, Sussex, Deputy-Chair-
man.

John Chevallie'r Cobbold, Esq., M.P., Ipswich.
William Cubitt, Esq . Great Geonre Street, Westminster.
Henry Currie, Esq., M.P., West Horsley, Surrey.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq., Claybrook Hall, Lutterworth.
William Fisher Hobbs, Esq., Boxted Lodge, Colchester.
Edward John Hutchins, Esq., M.P., Eaton Square, London.
Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Great George Street.
Colonel George Alexander Reid, M.P.. Bulstrode Park, Bucks.
William Tite, Esq.. F.R.S., Lowndes Square, London.
William Wilshere, Esq., The Frythe, Welwyn, Herts.

This Company is empowered to execute_
1. All works of Drainage (including Outfalls through adjoining

Estates), Irrigation, Reclaiming, Enclosing, and otherwise improving

2. To erect Farm Homesteads, and other Buildings necessary for the
cultivation of Land.

3. To execute Improvements, under Contract, with Commissioners of
Sewers, Local Boards of Health, Corporations, Trustees, and other
Public Bodies.

4. To purchase Lands capable of Improvement, and fettered by Re-
strictions of Entail ; and having executed the necessary Works, to resell
them with a Title communicated by the Company's Act.
Owners of Entailed Estates, Trustees, Mortgagees, Corporations, In-

cumbents, Life Tenants, and other Persons having only limited Inte-
rests, may obtain the use of the Company's Powers to carry out every kind
of permanent Improvement, either by the Application of their own or
the Company's Funds, secured by a yearly Charge on the Property im-

Proposals for the Execution of Works to be addressed to

Offices, 52. Parliament Street,

^^ CLIFF RD
' ***"*

Westminster.

A NEW EDITION, REVISED AND CORRECTED.

WALKER'S
RHYMING DICTIONARY, in

which all Words are arranged according to their Terminations ;

answering at the same time the Purpose of a Pronouncing and Explana-
tory Dictionary of the English Language. Thick 12mo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

***' The present edition has been carefully revised throughout, and is
now offered at a remarkably reasonable price to ensure a rapid sale.

G. WILLIS, Great Piazza, Covent Garden.

Now ready, price 5s. illustrated, No. I. of - -

THE ARCHITECTURAL QUARTERLY
REVIEW.
CONTENTS.

Introductory Address to our Readers.
The Great Exhibition and its Influence upon Architecture.
Design in Ecclesiastical Architecture.
Museums at Home and Abroad.
RusVin and " The Stones of Venice."
Architectural Nomenclature and Classification.
Domestic Gothic Architecture in Germany.
Inventors and Authorship in relation to Architecture.
Assyrian Architecture.
NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS.

Classified List of Books recently published.
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW : Chevreul on Colour.
RUILDINOS AND FoRNITURE.
NEW INVENTIONS: Machinery, Tools, and Instruments.- Materials,
and Contrivances ; Self-acting Dust-shoot Door ; Removal of Smoke
by Sewers, &c. &c. Patents and Designs registered. &c. &c. . x

" This new and professional Quarterly we hail as an acquisition. It
promises to be conducted with intelligence, kindly spirjt, and proper
concern for the interests of the profession and the public.- ... It is

altogether a good first part." Builder.

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street (next St. Dunstan's Church).

Just published, in 8 volumes 8vo., 41 4s., uniform with Library Editions
of Herbert and Taylor,

XHE
WORKS OF JOHN MILTON in VERSE

and PROSE. Printed from the Original Editions! With a Life
he Author, by the REV. JOHN MITFORD.

WILLIAM PICKERING, 177. Piccadilly.

PROVIDENT
LIFE OFFICE, 50. REGENT

STREET.
CITY BRANCH : 2. ROYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.

Established 1806.

Policy Holders' Capital, 1,192,818?.

Annual Income, 150,0007. Bonuses Declared, 743.000Z.

Claims paid since the Establishment of the Office, 2,001,450Z.

President.

. ... The Right Honourable EARL GREY.
.Directors.

The Rev. James Sherman, Chairman.

Henry Blencowe Churchill.'Esq., Deputy- Chairman.

Henry B. Alexander, Esq.
George Dacre, Esq.
William Judd, Esq., .

Sir Richard D. King, Bart.
The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird
Thomas Maugham, Esq.

William Ostler, Esq.
Apsley Pellatt, Esq.

rick Squire, Ksq.
William Henry Stone, Fsq.
Capt. William John Williams.

J. A. Beaumont, Esq., Managing Director.

Physician John Maclean, M.D. F.S.S., 29. Upper Montague Street,
Montague Square.

NINETEEN-TWENTIETHS OF THE PROFITS ARE
DIVIDED AMONG THE INSURED.

Examples of the Extinction of Premiums by the Surrender of Bonuses.

1806
1811

1&18

2500
looo
1000

79 10 10 Extinguished
33 19 2 Ditto
34 16 10 Ditto

Bonuses added subse-

1222 2

231 17 8
114 18 10

Examples of Bonuses added to other Policies.

1174
3392

1817
1810

900
1200
5000

982 12 1

1160 5 6
3558 17 8

1882 12 1

2360 5 6
8558 17 8

Prospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon application to

the Agents of the Office, in all the principal Towns of the United King-
dom, at the City Branch, and at the Head Office, No. 50. Regent Street.

Nearly ready, Second Edition, revised and corrected. Dedicated by
Special Permission to

THE (LATE) ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

PSALMS
AND HYMNS FOR THE SERVICE

OF THE CHURCH. The words selected by the Very Rev.
H. H. MILMAN, D.D.,Deanof St. Paul's. The Music arranged for Four
Voices, but applicable also to Two or One, including Chants for the

Services, Responses to the Commandments, and a Concise SYSTEM OF

CHANTING, by J. B. SALE, Musical Instructor and Organist to HIT
Majesty. 4to., neat, in morocco cloth, price 25.. To be had of Mr.
J. B. SALE, 21. Holywell Street, Millbank, Westminster,on the receipt of

a Post Office Order for that amount : and, by order, of the principal
Booksellers and Music Warehouses.
" A great advance on the works we have hitherto had, connected with

our Church and Cathedral Service." Times.
" A collection of Psalm Tunes certainly unequalled in this country."
Literary Gazette.
" One of the best collection of tunes which we have yet seen. Well

merits the distinguished patronage under which it appears." Mitsical

World.
" A collection of Psalms and Hymns, together with a system of Chant-

ing of a very superior character to any which has hitherto appeared."
'

Also, lately published,

J. B. SALE'S SANCTUS, COMMANDMENTS
and CHANTS as performed at the Chapel Royal St. James, price 2*.

r

C. LO E, 26. Old Bond Street.

Printed by THOMAS CLARK SHAW, of No . New Street Square.'at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride in the Citv of London ; and
" Dunstan ia the West ' iu the Cit* f J- n*. P^Lher, at No. 186.
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ON THE PROPOSED SCHEME FOR PRESERVING A RECORD
OF EXISTING MONUMENTS.

The following letters^ which we have received since

we last brought the proposed scheme for preserving a

record of existing monuments under the notice of our

readers, afford a striking proof how widely the interest

in the subject is extending.

We print them now, partly because the Number of

" NOTES AND QUERIES
" now in the reader's hands

completes the present volume, and it is desirable that

the various communications upon this point should, as

far as possible, be found together ; and partly because

the time is at hand when many of our readers may
have the opportunity, during their summer excursions,

of following out the plan described by our valued cor-

respondent YORK HERALD in the following letter:

References to this subject having appeared in

your valuable miscellany, I am unwilling to lose
an opportunity it affords me of throwing in my
mite of contribution towards the means of pre-
serving monumental inscriptions. It may be bet-

ter, perhaps, to state the humble method I adopt
in attempting to rescue from oblivion those me-
morials of the dead, than to suggest any. I avail

myself of occasions, whenever 1 visit the country, to

take notes of monumental inscriptions in churches
and other places of sepulture ; generally of all

within the walls of the sacred edifice, and those of
the principal tombs in the surrounding graveyard.
Time very often will not allow me to take verbatim

copies of inscriptions ;
so I merely transcribe

faithfully every date, genealogical note, and pro-
minent event recorded upon monuments

; omitting
all circumlocution and mere eulogistical epitaphs.
By this means much time and labour are saved,
and much useful and valuable information is se-

cured. I should prefer taking exact copies, or
even drawings of the most remarkable monuments;
but this would occupy much time, and narrow the
means of collecting ; and by which 1 should have
lost much that is valuable and interesting; copies,
howsoever much they would have been desirable,
would not possess the character of legal evidence.

Thus, upon mere incidental occasions, I have col-

lected sepulchral memorials from many churches
in various parts of the country; and, in some in-

stances, all contained in the vilhige church, and
the adjacent burying-ground. I have frequently
found also that preserving an account of the rela-

tive positions of gravestones is important ; espe-
cially when groups of family memorials occur in

the same locality. I need scarcely add that I

preserve memoranda of all armorial insignia found

upon tombs and hatchments, forming a collection
of arms borne by various families

;
and whether

they stand the test of authority or not, at all

events such information is useful.

VOL. IIL. -No 87.
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What a store of information might be obtained,

by persons having leisure and inclination to pursue
such an object, by the simple means of an ordinary

pocket-memorandum-book !

THOMAS WILLIAM KING.

Our next communication, from the REV. CANON

RAINES, is valuable, as showing that unless some limit

is placed to the antiquarian ardour of those who would
" collect and record every existing monumental inscrip-

tipn," the historical and genealogical inquirer will be

embarrassed by a mass of materials in which, like Grati-

pno's reasons, the two grains of wheat will be hid in

two bushels of chaff a mass, indeed, which, from its

extent, would require to be deposited with the Regis-

trar-General, and arranged by the practised hands of

his official staff.

MR. DUNKIN'S proposed record of existing mo-
numents will be, if carried into effect, a very useful

contribution to genealogists. Many years since I

transcribed all the inscriptions inside the parish
church of Rochdale, in Lancashire ;

but I never

contemplated the possibility of any antiquary
having the ardour to undertake a similar task

outside. There are many thousands of grave-
stones, covering some acres; and I have under-

stood that when one side of a, grave-stone has
been covered with inscriptions, the stone has

been turned upside down, and the sculptor has

again commenced his endless woi-k on the smooth
surface. In a great majority of these frail records

nothing would be obtained which the parish regis-

ter could not supply. F. H. RAINES.

Milnrow Parsonage, Rochdale, June 4.

Our correspondent from Bruges furnishes, like

YORK HERALD, valuable evidence as to what individual

exertion may accomplish 5
and we are sure, that if he

will take the trouble of securing, while he has the op-

portunity, a copy of the inscriptions in the cemetery
allotted to the English at Bruges, confining himself

merely to the names, dates, and genealogical informa-

tion contained in them, and will then deposit his

collections either in the Library of the Society of

Antiquaries, or the Manuscript Department of the

British Museum, he will not only be setting a good

example to all antiquaries who may reside in any of

the cities of the Continent, but earn for himself here-

after the thanks of many an anxious inquirer after

genealogical truth.

The communications made in your interesting
" NOTES AND QUERIES" have occasioned me much
gratification, and if it be in my power to contribute

but a mite to this rich treasury of information, I

should consider it a privilege to be allowed to do
so. To show that I am actuated by a kindred

spirit, permit me to inform you, that a few years
ago I undertook the formation of a desultory
collection of " memorials of the ancient dead,"
and with that view corresponded with several
hundred clergymen, inviting their local assistance;
and I need scarcely add that a prompt and cour-
teous attention to my wishes, encouraged my
labours, and accomplished (so far as time and

opportunity permitted) my object. It will be
obvious that I had no intention of aiming at speci-
mens in the higher department of monumental
art, which have been so ably executed by Gough,
Stothard, Neale, and others, but to content my-
self with those humbler efforts of skill which lay

neglected and sometimes buried in holes and cor-

ners in many a rural church in remote districts.

The result has put me in possession of a col-

lection of about three hundred illustrations, con-

sisting of pen-and-ink outlines, pencil sketches,
Indian ink drawings, and some more highly
finished paintings in water colour; and in addition

to these, upwards oftwo hundred autograph letters

from clergymen, many of which contain not only

inscriptions, but interesting parochial and topo-

graphical information.

The illustrations I have arranged (as well as I

am able) in centuries, commencing with the plain

cope lid of the eleventh century, according to the

plan adopted by M. H. Bloxam, Esq., in his ad-

mirable treatise modestly intitled A Glimpse at

the Monumental Architecture and Sculpture of
Great Britain. The volume made for their re-

ception is an atlas-folio, guarded; on one leaf is

inserted the drawing, on the other the letter (ifany)
which accompanied it, to which are added a few
brief memoranda of my own : it is still, however,
in an unfinished state.

The book is a very cumbrous one, so that its

transmission would be no very easy task
; if, how-

ever, it should be thought desirable, and the prac-

ticability explained, I shall have much pleasure in

placing its contents at the disposal of any one

engaged in following out the plan proposed.
Allow me to add that, about a mile distant from

the quaint and interesting city from whence this
" note" is dated (and in which I have resided for

some time), we come to the cemetery, a portion of

which is allotted to the interment of those English

residents, or visitors, who may have terminated

their earthly career at this place. Should a copy
of the inscriptions in this receptacle (which are

numerous) be acceptable, I will endeavour to

procure one
;
but in this case I should be glad to

know whether these extracts should be confined

to names, dates, and genealogical information

only, or include the various tributes of affection

or of friendship, by which they are generally

accompanied. M. W. B.

Bruges,
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHAUCER, NO. IX.

The Astronomical Evidence of the True Date of the

Canterbury Pilgrimage.

As a conclusion to my investigation of this sub-

ject, I wish to place upon record the astronomical

results on which I have relied in the course of my
observations ;

in order that their correctness may
be open to challenge, and that each reader may
compare the actual phenomena, rigidly ascertained

with all the helps that modern science affords,

with the several approximations arrived at by
Chaucer. And when it is recollected that some at

least of the facts recorded by him must have been
theoretical incapable of the test of actual obser-

vation it must be admitted that his near ap-

proach to truth is remarkable : not the less so

that his ideas on some points were certainly erro-

neous ; as, for example, his adoption, in the Trea-

tise on the Astrolabe, of Ptolemy's determination

of the obliquity of the ecliptic in preference to the

more correct value assigned to it by the Arabians
of the middle ages.

Assuming that the true date intended by Chau-
cer was Saturday the 18th of April, 1388, the

following particulars of that day are those which
have reference to his description :

H. M.

p . , ("Of the Sun at noon - 2 . l7'5
ttignt J Of the Moon at 4 p.m. 12. 5-7

Ascension
[ Of the star (S Virginis) 12 . 25

o i

f Of the Sun at noon - 13 -47-5
JNort J of the Moon at 4 p.m. 4.49-8

Declination
| Qf the^ (S virginis) g . 43>3

Altitude

f"Of the Sun at 10a.m. 45. 15

J
Of the Sun at 4 p. m. 29 . 15

1 Of the Moon at 4 p. m. 4 . 53

L Of the star at 4 p. m. 4 . 20
Azimuth - Of the Sun at rising

- 112 . 30

H. M.

f Of the Sun at half Azi-

muth - - - 9 . 17 a. m.
Of the Sun at altitude

45 - - - 9 . 58 a. m.

Of the Sun at altitude

29 - - - 4.2 p.m.
Of apparent entrance

of Moon's- centre in-

to Libra

Apparent
Time

3 . 45 p. m.

It will be seen that, if the place here assigned
to the moon be correct, Chaucer could not have
described it more appropriately than by the phrase
"In mene Libra :" providing (of which there can
be little doubt) that he used those words as syno-

nymous with " in hedde of Libra." " Hedde of

Libra," "hedde of Aries,* are expressions con-

stantly used by him to describe the equinoctial
points; and the analogy that exists between

"head," in the sense head-land or promontory,
as, for example,

" Orme's Head,"
"
Holyhead,"

" Lizard Head," and the like
;
ahd " menez "

in

the same sense, need not be further insisted upon.
Evidence fully sufficient to justify a much less

obvious inference has been already produced, and
I am enabled to strengthen it still further by the

following reference, for which I am indebted to a

private communication from H. B. C.

" MENEZ, s. in. Grande masse de terre, ou de roche,
fort elev6e att-dessus du sol de la terre.

" MEAN, Ou MAEN, s. m. JPierfe, corps dur et solide

qui se forme dans la terre.
" (En Treguier et Cornouailes), MENE.

(Gonidec, Dictionnaife Celto-Breton.

Angouleme, 1821.)

This last reference is doubly valuable, in re-

ferring the word mene to the very neighbourhood
of the scene of Chaucer's " Frankleine's Tale," and
in dispensing with the terminal letter z, thereby
giving us the verbum ipsissimum used by Chaucer.

I must not be understood as entertaining the

opinion that Chaucer's knowledge of astronomy
although undoubtedly great, considering the age
in which he lived and the nature of his pursuits
would have enabled him to determine the moon's
true place, with such correctness, wholly from

theory ; on the contrary, I look upon it as more

probably the result of real observation at the time

named, and, as such, adding another link to the

chain of presumptive evidence that renders it more

probable that Chaucer wrote the prologues to his

Canterbury Tales more as a narration (with some

embellishments) of events that really took place,
than that they were altogether the work of his

imagination. A. E. B.

Leeds, June, 1851.

CURIOUS EPIGRAMS ON OLIVER CROMWELL.

Looking carefully over a curious copy of the Fla-

gellum, or the Life and Death, Birth and Buriall of
O. Cromwell, the late Usurper, printed for Randal

Taylor, 1672, I found on the back of the title the

following epigrams, written in a handwriting and
ink corresponding to the date ofthe book (which, by
the way, is a late edition of the "little brown lying
book," by Heath, which Carlyle notices) : as they
are curious and worth preserving, and I believe

not to be met with elsewhere, I presume they may
be of some interest to your readers. The book is

also full of MS. marginal notes and remarks,

evidently by some red-hot royalist, which are also

curious in themselves, and with a selection of

which I may some day trouble you should you
wish it.
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Under Gen. CromwelFs Picture, hung up in the

Royal Exchange, these Lines were written.

" Ascend y
e Throne Greate Captaine and Divine

By th' will of God, oh Lyon, for they'r thine ;

Come priest of God, bring oyle, bring Robes,

bring Golde,

Bring crowns, bring scepters, 'tis high time
t' unfold

Yor

cloyster'd Buggs, yo
r State eheates, Lifte

y
e Rod

Of Steele, of Iron, of the King of God,
Pay all in wrath with interest. Kneeling pray
To Olivr Torch of Syon, Starr of Day.
Shoute then you Townds and Cy ties, loudly Sing,
And all bare-headed cry, God save y

e
King !

"

The Repartee, unto this Blasphemie.
" Descende thou great Usurper from y

e
throne,

Thou, throughe thy pride, tooke what was not

thine owne
;

A Rope did better fitte thee than a Crowne,
Come Carnifex, and put y

e

Trayto
1
downe,

For crownes and sceptres, and such sacred things
Doe not belong to Trayto, but to Kings ;

Let therefo6 all true Loyall subjects sing,
Vive le Roy ! Long Live ! God bless y

e
King !

"

In regard to the little controversy which I

started regarding Bunyan's claim to be author of

the Visions of Heaven and Hell, I hope soon to

decide it, as I am on the scent of a copy of, I be-

lieve, a first edition, which does not claim him for

author. JAMES FRISWELL.

12, Brooke Street, Holborn.

FOLK LORE.

Popular Superstitions in Lancashire. That a

man must never "
go a courting

"
on a Friday.

If an unlucky fellow is caught with his lady-love
on that day, he is followed home by a band of

musicians playing on pokers, tongs, pan-lids, &c.,
unless he can rid himself of his tormentors by
giving them money to drink with.

That hooping-cough will never be taken by any
child which has ridden upon a bear. While bear

baiting was in fashion, great part of the owner's

profits arose from the money given by parents
whose children had had a ride. The writer knows
of cases in which the charm is said certainly to

have been effectual.

That hooping-cough may be cured by tying a

hairy caterpillar in a small bag round the child's

neck, and as the caterpillar dies the cough goes.
That Good Friday is the best day of all the

year to begin weaning children, which ought if

possible to be put off till that day ;
and a strong

hope is sometimes entertained that a very cross

child will "be better" after it has been christened.

That May cats are unlucky, and will suck the
breath of children.

That crickets are lucky about a house, and will
do no harm to those who use them well

; but that

they eat holes in the worsted stockings of such
members of the family as kill them. I was as-

sured of this on the experience of a respectable
farmer's family.
The belief in ghosts, or bogards, as they are

termed, is universal.

In my neighbourhood I hardly know a dt'll

where a running stream crosses a road by a small

bridge or stone plat, where there is not frectnin

(frightening) to be expected. Wells, ponds, gates,
&c., have often this bad repute. I have heard of
a calf with eyes like a saucer, a woman without a

head, a white greyhound, a column of white foam
like a large sugar-loaf in the midst of a pond, a

group of little cats, &c., &c., as the shape of the

bogard, and sometimes a lady who jumped behind

hapless passengers on horseback. It is supposed
that a Romish priest can lay them, and that it is

best to cheat them to consent to being laid while
hollies are green. Hollies being evergreens, the

ghosts can reappear no more. P. P.

Folk Lore in Lancashire (Vol. iii., p. 55.),
Most of, if not all the instances mentioned under
this head by MR. WILKINSON are, as might be ex-

pected, current also in the adjacent district of the

West Riding of Yorkshire
; and, by his leave, I

will add a few more, which are familiar to me
1. If a cock near the door crows with his face

towards it, it is a sure prediction of the arrival of

a stranger.
2. If the cat frisks about the house in an un-

usually lively manner, windy or stormy weather
is approaching.

3. If a dog howls under a window at night, a

death will shortly happen in that house.
4. If & female be the first to enter a house on

Christmas or New Year's day, she brings ill luck

to that house for the coming year.
5. For hooping-cough, pass the child nine times

over the back and under the belly of an ass.

(This ceremony I once witnessed, but cannot
vouch for its having had the desired effect.)

6. For warts, rub them with a cinder, and this

tied up in paper and dropped where four roads

meet, will transfer the warts to whoever opens the

packet, J. EASTWOOD.

Ecclesfield.

Lancashire Customs. The curfew is continued

I

in many of the villages, and until the last ten or

|

fifteen years it was usual at a Roman Catholic
;

funeral to ring a merry peal on the bells as soon
j

! as the interment was over. The Roman Catholics
j

seem now to have discontinued this practice.
Carol singing and hand-bell ringing prevail at

: Christmas, and troops of men and children culling
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themselves pace eggers, go about in Passion Week,
and especially Good Friday, as mummers in the

south of England do at Christmas. Large tallow

candles may" often be seen decorated with ever-

greens, hanging up in the houses of the poor at

Christmas time. P. P.

Od. One of the experiments .by which the ex-

istence of this agency is tested, consists in attach-

ing a horsehair to the first joint of the forefinger,
and suspending to it a smooth gold ring. When
the elbow is rested on the table, and the finger
held in a horizontal position, the ring begins to os-

cillate in the plane of the direction of the finger ;

but if a female takes hold of the left hand of the

person thus experimenting, the ring begins forth-

with to oscillate in a plane at right angles to that

of its former direction. I have never tried the

experiment, for the simple reason that I have not

been able to prevail upon any married lady of my
acquaintance to- lend me her wedding-ring for the

purpose ;
and even if I had found it come true, I

should still doubt whether the motion were not

owing to the pulsations of the finger veins; but
whatever be the cause, the fact is not new. My
father recently told me, that in his boyhood he had
often seen it tried as a charm. For this purpose
it is essential, as may be supposed, that the ring be
a wedding-ring, and of course the lady towards
whom it oscillates is set down as the future spouse
of the gentleman experimenting. R. D. H.

Pigeons. The popular belief, that a person
cannot die with his head resting on a pillow con-

taining pigeons' feathers, is well known
; but the

following will probably be as new to many of your
readers as it was to myself. On applying the other

day to a highly respectable farmer's wife to. know
if 'she had any pigeons ready to eat, as a sick

person had expressed a longing for one, she said,
" Ah ! poor fellow ! is he so far gone ? A pigeon
is generally almost the last thing they want ; I

have supplied many a one for the like purpose."
J. EASTWOOD.

Lord Nelson's Dress and Sword at Trafalgar.
Perhaps you may think it worth while to preserve
a note written by the late Rev. Dr. Scott on the
498th page of the second volume of Harrison's

Life of Lord Nelson, in contradiction of a bom-
bastic description therein given of the admiral's
dress and appearance at the battle of Trafalgar.

" This is wrong, he wore the same coat he did the

day before ; nor was there the smallest alteration in his

dress whatsoever from other days. In this action he
had not his sword with him on deck, which in other
actions he had always carried. A. J. Scott"

Dr. Scott was the chaplain and friend in whose
arms Lord Nelson died.

When the late Sir N. Harris Nicolas was en-

gaged in a controversy in The Times, respecting
the sale of Lord Nelson's sword, I sent him a copy
of the above note, and told him I had heard Dr.
Scott say that " the sword was left hanging in the
admiral's cabin." It was not found necessary to

make use of this testimony^ as the dispute had
subsided. ALFRED GATTY.

Crucifix of Mary Queen of Scots. The crucifix

that belonged to this unfortunate queen, and
which she is said to have held in her hands on the

scaffold, is still preserved with great care by its

present owners (a titled family in the neighbour-
hood of Winchester), and at whose seat I have

frequently seen it. If I mistake not, the figure
of our Saviour is of ivory, and the cross of ebony.

THE WHITE ROSE.

Jonah and the Whale. In No. 76., p. 275., MB.
GAL.LATLY calls attention to- the popular error in

misquoting the expression from Genesis : "In the

sweat of thy face," &c. There is another popular
error which may not be known to some of your
correspondents : it is generally supposed that

Jonah is recorded in the book bearing his name
as having been swallowed by a whale, this is

quite an error. The expression is
" a great fish,"

and no such word as whale occurs in the entire

"Book of Jonah." E. J. K.

Anachronisms of Painters. I se*.J you a further

addition to the "Anachronisms of Painters," men-
tioned in Vol. iii., p. 369., and, Like' them, not in

D'Israeli's list.

My father (R. Robinson, of the Heath House,
Wombourne) has in his collection a picture by
Steenwyk, of the " Woman taken in Adultery," in

which our Lord is made to write in Dutch ! The
scene also takes place in a church of the architec-

ture of the thirteenth century ! G. T. R.

Wombourne, near Wolverhampton.

Rifles.
" We make the best rifles, and you

follow us," said the exhibitor of Colt's revolvers,
in my hearing, with a most satisfied assurance,
in a way

"
particularly communicative and easy,"

as The Times of the 9th of June says of

his general manner. I am alwavs desirous of in-

formation, but desire the highest authority and
evidence before I believe. I would therefore ask

the opinion of all experienced sportsmen, such as

Mr. Gordon Gumming, or of travelled officers of

our Rifle Brigade. I may say, that if the above

unqualified remark came from the mouth of an

English maker, I should be equally incredulous.

Is there any one use for which an American rifle

is to be preferred to an English one ? A. C.
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Stanbridge or Standbridge Earls. Can any of

your correspondents give me any information re-

specting Stanbridge or Stanbridge Earls, near

Romsey, Hants ? There are the remains of a palace
of the Saxon kings still there, many parts of which
are in good preservation, the chapel being now
used as the kitchen of Stanbridge House ?

I have also read that one of the kings was
buried in this chapel, and afterwards removed to

Winchester ; but, having no note of the book,
should be glad to be referred to it.

COLLY WOBBLES.

Montchesni, or Muncey Family. Can any of

your correspondents inform us what has become
of the Norman line of Montchesni, or Muncey, a

family which, like those of Maldebauge and De
Loges, held baronial rank in England for several

generations after the Conquest, though it is now
forgotten ? P.

Epitaph on Voltaire. The late Sir F. Jeffrey,
in a review of the correspondence of Baron de

Grimm, quotes an epitaph on Voltaire, which he
states to have been made by a lady of Lausanne :

" Ci git 1'enfant gate du monde qu'il gata."

Has the name of this lady been ascertained ?

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, May, 1851.

Passage in Coleridge's Table Talk. In Speci-
mens of Coleridge's Table Talk (p. 165., Murray,
1851) appears the following :

" So little did the early bishops and preachers think

their Christian faith wrapped up in, and solely to be

learned from, the New Testament, that I remember a

letter from i

* to a friend of bis, a bishop in

the East, in which he most evidently speaks of the

Christian scriptures as of works of which the bishop
knew little or nothing."

My object is to know how this blank is to be
filled up probably by the name of some well-

known father of the church. GEORGE LEWES.

Oxford, May 28.

"Men may live fools, lutfools they cannot die."

These words are given in Young's Night Thoughts
as a quotation. Can any of your correspondents
inform me whence they are taken ? E. J. K

Etymology of Bicetre. In a work entitled De-

scription routiere et geographique de VEmpire
Frunqais, by R. V., Paris, 1813, the- following notice

of Bicetre occurs in vol. i. p. 84. :

" On voit bientot, a peu de distance a droite, d'aborc

dans un bas-fond, arrose
1

par la petite riviere de Bievre
on des Gobelins, le village de Gentilly, qui se vante
de quelqu' anciennete, et d un Concile tenu en 767 ; en-

suite, sur une eminence, au bout d'une jolie avenue en

berceau, I'hopital de Bicetre, qui, fonde en. 1290 pai

* I have lost the name which Mr. Coleridge men-
tioned." Editor's Note.

un Eveque de Paris, uppartint depuis, dit-on, a un

Eveque de Wincester ou Wincestre, d'ou par corruption
n a fait Bicetre.
" C'est une chose assez piquante que cette etymologic

anglaise. Les auteurs qui nous 1'apprennent eussent

lien du nous en apprendre aussi les circonstances. J'ai

consulte a cet egard tout ce qui etait a consulter, sans

Jure d'autre de"couverte que quelques contradictions

dans les dates, et sanspouvoiroffriraucun eclaircissement

fiistorique a mes lecteurs, aussi curieux que moi, sans

doute, de savoir comment un prelat anglais est vcmi
donner le nom de son eveche a un chateau de France."

Is there any warrant in English history for this

derivation of Bieetre ;
and if so, who was the Bi-

shop of Winchester that gave the name of his

diocese to that celebrated hospital ?

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, June, 1851.

Theobald Anguilbert and Michael Scott. M.

Barbier, in his Dictionnaire des Ouvrages ano-

nymes et pseudonymcs, says that Michael Scott is

a pseudonyme for Theobald Anguilbert, and as-

cribes the Mensa philosophica to the latter as the

real author. Can any one tell me who is Theo-
bald Anguilbert, for I can find no account of him

anywhere ? and if there ever was such a person,
whether all the writings bearing the name of

Michael Scott, who, by all accounts, appears to

have been a real person, are to be assigned to the

said Anguilbert ? TYRO.

Dublin.

" Suum cinque tribuere" Sfc. Can any of your
readers tell me where the following passage is to

be found ?

" Suum cuique tribuere, ea denum summa justitia

est."

All persons of whom I have inquired, tell me it

is from Cicero, but no one can inform me where

it is to be found. M. D.

Organs first put up in Churches. In the parish

register of Buxted, i Sussex, allusion is made to

the time when the organs were put up in the

church, but which had been taken down. This

entry was made in the year 1558. Any informa-

tion as to the earliest period when organs were

placed in our churches will much oblige.
R. W. B.

[Our correspondent will find some interesting mat-

ter on the early use of organs in churches in the Rev.

F. D. Wackerbath's Music and the Anglo-Saxons,

pp.6 24. London. 8vo. 1837.]

Ignoramus, Comcedia, Sfc. Perhaps some of

your correspondents can enlighten me on the fol-

lowing points.
1. VVho was the author of this play? The

Latin is sufficiently ultra-canine for his pedantic

majesty himself.
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2. Do the words " coram Regia Maiestate Ja-

cobi, Regis Anglice" &c., mean that the play was
acted in the presence of the king ? I am inclined

to give them that interpretation from some allusions

at the end of the last act, as well as from its being
written in Latin.

3. Are any of the race-courses therein men-
tioned still used as such ?

" In Stadio Roystoniensi, Brackliensi, Gatterliensi,

Coddington."

This is the earliest mention of fixed English
race-courses that I have met with, and not being
much versed in the secrets of the modern "

cespite
vivo," I am obliged to inquire of those who are

better informed on that subject. F. J.

[The author of Ignoramus was George Haggles, A,M.,
of Clare Hall, Cambridge. This comedy, as well as

that ofAlbnmazar, were both acted before King James I.

and the Prince of Wales, during a visit to Cambridge
ia March, 1614-15. The edition of Ignoramus, edited

by J. S. Hawkins, 8vo., 1787, contains a Life of llug-
gles, and a valuable Glossary to his "ultra-canine
Latin" legal terms. There is also a translation of this

comedy, with the following title :
"
Ignoramus : a

Comedy as it was several times acted with extraordinary
applause before the Majesty of King James. With a

Supplement, which (out of respect to the Students of
the Common Law) was hitherto wanting. Written in

Latine by R. Ruggles, sometime Master of Arts in

Clare Hall, in Cambridge, and translated into English
by R. C. [Robert Codrington, A.M.] of Magdalen
Colledge, in Oxford. London. 4to. 1662."]

Drake's Historia Anglo-Scotica. Will any of

your learned readers inform me, for what reason
and by what authority Drake's Historia Anglo-
Scotica, published in 1703, was ordered to be
burned by the hangman? And where I can
meet with a report of the proceedings relating to
it ? FaA. MEWBUBN.

Darlington.

[Dr. Drake was not the author, but merely the
editor of Historia Anglo- Scotica. In the dedication he

says,
" Upon a diligent revisal, in order, if possible, to

discover the name of the author, and the age of his

writing, he found that it was written in, or at least not
finished till, the time of Charles I." It is singular,
however, that he does not give the least intimation by
what mysterious influence the manuscript came to be
wafted into his library. It was ordered by the parlia-
ment of Scotland, on the 30th of June, 1703, to be
burned by the common hangman.}

CORPSE PASSING MAKES A BIGHT WAY.

(Vol. iii., p. 477-)

The fact of the passage of a funeral procession
over land, from being an act of user of a very
public character, must always have had some in-

fluence on the trial of the question whether the
owner of the land had dedicated the same to the

public ;
and it is not improbable that in early

times very great weight was attached to evidence
of this kind : so that the passage of a corpse across

land came to be considered in the popular mind
as conclusive and incontrovertible evidence of a

public right of way over that land. With the
reverence for the dead which is so pleasing a
characteristic of modern refinement, it is probable
that acts of user of this description would now
have little weight, inasmuch as no man of right

feeling would be disposed to interrupt parties
assembled on so mournful and solemn an occasion.

I recollect, however, having read a trial in modern
times for a riot, arising out of a forcible attempt
to carry a corpse over a field against the will of

the landowner
;
the object of the parties in care

of the corpse was believed to be the establishment

of a public right of way over the field in question,
the owner of which, with a body of partisans,

forcibly resisted the attempt, on the apparent be-

lief that the act of carrying a corpse across the

field would certainly have established the right
claimed. I regret I did not " make a

Note]'
of

the case, so as to be able to specify the time,

place, and circumstances with certainty.
That the notion in question is of great antiquity

may I think be inferred from the following pas-

sage in Prynnes Records, iii. 213., referring to

Walter Bronescombe, Bishop of Exeter, 1258

1280 (and as the authority for which, Prynne
cites Holinshed's Chronicle, 1303, 1304; and God-
win's Catalogue of Bishops, 326.) :

" He did by a Policy purchase the Lordship and

House of Clift Sachfeld, and enlarged the Barton

thereof by gaining of Cornish Wood from the Dean
and Chapter fraudulently ; building then a very fair

and sumptuous house there; he called it Bishop's

Clift, and left the same to his successors. Likewise he

got the Patronage of Clift Fomesone, now called

Sowton, and annexed the same to his new Lordship,
whieh (as it was said) he procured by this means.

He had a Frier to be his Chaplain and Confessor,

which died in his said House of Clift, and should have

been burled at the Parish Church of Faringdon, be-

cause the said House was and is in that Parish ; but

because the Parish Church was somewhat farre off,

the wayes foul, and the weather rainy, or for some

other causes, the Bishop commanded the corps to be

carryed to the parish church of Sowton, then called

Clift Fomeson, which is very near, and bordereth upon
the Bishop's Lordship ; the two Parishes being then

divided by a little Lake called Clift. At this time

one Fomeson, a Gentleman, was Lord and Patron of

Clift Fomeson ;
and he, being advertised of such a

Burial towards in his Parish, and a leech way to be

made over to his Land, without his leave or consent

required therein; calleth his Tenants together, goeth
to the Bridge over the lake between the Bishop's

Land and his ;
there meeteth the Bishop's men, bringing

the said Corps, and forbiddeth them to come over the
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water. The men nothing regarding the Prohibition,

do press forwards to come over the water, and the

others do withstand, so long, that in the end, my Lord's

Fryer is fallen into the Water. The Bishop taketh

this matter in such grief, that a holy Fryer, a Religious

man, his own Chaplain and Confessor, should be so

unreverently cast into the Water, that he falleth out

with the Gentleman, and upon what occasion I know
not, he sueth him in the Law (in his own Ecclesiastical

Court, where he was both party and Judge), and so

vexeth and tormenteth him, that in the end he was
fain to yeeld himself to the Bishop's devotion, and

seelceth all the wayes he could to carry the Bishop's

good will, which he could not obtain, until for redemp-
tion he had given up and surrendered his patronage of

Sowton, with a piece of land ;
all which the said Bishop

annexed to his new Lordship."

In "An Exhortation, to be spoken to such

Parishes where they use their Perambulation in

Rogation Week ;
for the Oversight of the Bounds

and Limits of their Town," is a curious passage,
which I subjoin :

" It is a shame to behold the insatiableness of some
covetous persons in their doings ;

that where their an-

cestors left of their land a broad and sufficient bier-

balk, to carry the corpse to the Christian sepulture,
how men pinch at such bier-balks, which by long use

and custom ought to be inviolably kept for that pur-

pose ; and now they quite ear them up, and turn the

dead body to be borne farther about in the high streets ;

'or else, if they leave any such meer, it is too straight
for two to walk on." Homilies, ed. Corrie, p. 499.

It may perhaps be considered not quite irrele-

vant here to state that there seems once to have

been an opinion, that the passage of the sovereign
across land had the ^effect of making a highway
thereon. The only allusion, however, to this

opinion which I can call to mind, occurs in Peck's

Antiquarian Annals of Stanford^ lib. xi. s. xii.
;
an

extract from which follows :

" From Stanford King Edward, as I conceive, went

to Huntingdon ; for in a letter of one of our kings
dated at that town the liith of July (without any year
or king's name to ascertain the time and person it be-

longs to), the King writes to the aldermen and bailiffs

! of Stanford, acquainting them, that, when he came to

|

Stanford, he went through Pilsgate field (coming then

i I suppose from Peterborough), and, it being usual it

seems that whatever way the King rides to any place

(though the same was no public way before) for every-

body else to claim the same liberty afterwards, and

thenceforth to call any such new passage the King's

highway ; being followed to Huntingdon by divers of

his own tenants, inhabitants of Pilsgate, who then

and there represented the damage they should sustain

by such a practice, the King by his letters immediately
commanded that his passing that way should not be

made a precedent for other people's so doing, but did

utterly forbid and discharge them therefrom. His

letter, directed ' to our dearly beloved the alderman,

bailiffs, and good people of our Town of Stanford,'

upon this occasion, is thus worded: 'Dear and

well-beloved friends, by the grievous complaint of our
beloved lieges and tenents of the town of Pillesyate
near our town of Staunford, we have understood, that,
in as much as, on Tuesday last, we passed through the
middle of a meadow and a certain pasture there called

Pillesyate meadow appertaining to the said town of

Pillesyate, you, and others of the country circumjacent,
claim to have and use an high way royal to pass

through the middle of the said meadow and pasture,
to the great damage and disseisin of our said lieges
and tenents, whereupon they have supplicated for a

remedy ; so we will, if it be so, and we command and

charge firmly, that you neither make nor use, nor suffer

to be mad nor used by others of our said town of

Staunford, nor others whatsoever, no high road through
the middle of the said meadow and pasture; but that

you forbear from it entirely, and that you cause it to

be openly proclaimed in our said town, that all others

of our said town and the country round it, do likewise;
to the end that our said tenents may have and peaceably

enjoy the said meadow and pasture, so, and in the manner,
as they have done before these times, without disturbance

or impeachment of you or others, of what estate or

condition soever they be, notwithstanding that we

passed that way in manner as is said. And this in no

manner fail ye. Given under our signet at Hunt-

yngdon the 12th day of July.'"

I am unable to say whether the opinion it was
the object of the above royal letter to refute was

general, or was peculiar to the "good people" of

Stanford,
" and others of the country circum-

jacent." C. II. COOPER.

Cambridge, June 18. 1851.

DOZEN or BREAD; BAKERS DOZEN.

(Vol. ii., p. 298.; Vol. iii., p. 153.).

From the following extracts from two of the
"
Bury Wills" recently published by the Camden

Society, it would appear that a dozen of bread

always consisted of twelve loaves ;
and that the

term "Baker's dozen" arose from the practice of

giving, in addition to the twelve loaves, a further

quantity as " inbread" in the same manner as it

is (or until recently was) the custom to give an

extra bushel of coals as
"
ingrain" upon the sale

of a large quantity ;
a chaldron, I believe,

Francis Pynner, of Bury, Gent., by will, dated

April 26, 1639, gave to feoffees certain property

upon trust (inter alia) out of the rents, upon the

last Friday in every month in the year, to provide
one twopenny loaf for each of forty poor people in

Bury, to be distributed by the clerk, sexton, and

beadle of St. Mary's parish, who were to have the

" inbread of the said bread"'' And the testator

also bequeathed certain other property to feoffees

upon trust to employ the rents as follows (that is

to say) :

" The yerely sume of ffiue pounds p'cell of the said

yerely rents to be bestowed in wheaten bread, to be

made into penny loaves, and upon eu'y Lord's day,
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called Sunday, throughout eu'y yere of the said terme

[40 years or thereabouts], fowre and twenty loaves of the

|

said bread, vv th the inbread allowed by the baker for

those twoe dosens of bread, to be timely brought and

sett vpon a forme towards the vpp' end of the chancell

of the said p'ish church of St. Marie, ami .... the

same twoe dosens of bread to be giuen and distributed

.... to and amongst fowre and twentie poore people

.... the p'ish clarke and sexton of the said church,

and the beadle of the said p'ish of St. Marie for the time

then being, shall alwaies be three wch from time to time

shall haue their shares and parts in the said bread.

And they, the said clarke, sexton, and bedell, shall al-

waies haue the inbread of all the bread aforesaid ovr and

besides their shares in the said twoe dosens of bread

from time to time "

And William Fiske, of Pakenham, Gent, by
will, dated March 20, 1648, provided twelve-

pence a week to pay weekly for one dozen of

bread which his mind was, should " be weekly

given vnto twelue or thirteene" persons therein

referred to. J. B. COLMAN.

Eye, June 1G. 1851.

MOSAIC.

(Vol. iii., p. 389.)

Among the various kinds of picturesque repre-

sentation, practised by the Greeks and Romans,
and transmitted by them to after times, is that of

Mosaic, a mode of execution which, in its dura-

bility of form, and permanency of colour, possesses

distinguished advantages, being unaffected by heat

or cold, drought or moisture, and perishing only
with the building to which it has been originally
attached. This art has been known in Rome since

the days of the Republic. The severer rulers of

that period forbade the introduction of foreign

marbles, and the republican mosaics are all in black

and white. Under the Empire the art was greatly

improved, and not merely by the introduction of

marbles of various colours, but by the invention

of artificial stones, termed by the Italians Smalti,
which can be made of every variety of tint. This

art was never entirely lost. On the introduction

of pictures into Christian temples, they were first

made of mosaic : remaining specimens of them are

rude, but profoundly interesting in an historical

point of view. When art was restored in Italy,
mosaic also was improved ;

but it attained its

greatest perfection in the last and present century.
Roman mosaic, as now practised, may be described as

being theproduction ofpictures by connecting together
numerous minute pieces of coloured marble or arti-

ficial stones. These are attached to a ground of
copper, by means of a strong cement ofgum mastic,
and other materials, and are afterwards ground and

polished, as a stone would be, to a perfectly level

surface. By this art not only are ornaments made
on a small scale, but pictures of the largest size are

copied. The most remarkable modern works are

the copies which have been executed of some of
the most important works of the great masters, for

the altars in St. Peter's. These are, in every re-

pect, perfect imitations of the originals ; and when
the originals, in spite of every care, must change
and perish, these mosaics will still convey to dis-

tant ages a perfect idea of the triumphs of art

achieved in the fifteenth century. Twenty years
were employed in making one of the copies I have
mentioned. The pieces of mosaic vary in size from
an eighth to a sixteenth of an inch, and eleven men
were employed for that time on each picture. A
great improvement was introduced into the art in

1775, by Signer Raffaeli, who thought of prepar-

ing the smalti in what may be termed fine threads.

The pastes or smalti are manufactured at Venice, in

the shape of crayons, or like sticks of sealing-wax,
and are afterwards drawn out by the workman, by a

blowpipe, into the thickness he requires, often almost

to an hair, and are seldom thicker than the finest

grass stalk. For tables, and large articles, of

course, the pieces are thicker
;
but the beauty of

the workmanship, the soft gradation of the tints,

and the cost, -depend upon the minuteness of the

pieces, and the skill displayed by the artist. A
ruin, a group of flowers or figures, will employ a

good artist about two months, when only two
inches square ;

and a specimen of such a descrip-
tion costs from 51. to 20/., according to the execu-

tion : a landscape, six inches by four, would re-

quire eighteen months, and would cost from 40/.

to 50/. For a picture of Psestum, eight feet long

by twenty inches broad, on which four men were

occupied for three years, 1000Z. sterling was asked.

The mosaic work of Florence differs entirely from
Roman mosaic, being composed of stones inserted

in comparatively large masses. It is called work
in pietra dura ; the stones used are all of a more
or less precious nature. In old specimens, the most
beautiful works are those in which the designs are

of an arabesque character. The most remarkable

specimen of this description of pietra dura, is an

octagonal table, in the Gubinetto di Baroccio, in

the Florence Gallery. It is valued at 20,000/.

sterling, and was commenced in 1623 by Jacopo
Detelli, from designs by Ligozzi. Twenty-two
artists worked upon it without interruption till it

was terminated, in the year 1649.

One principal distinction between the ancient

and modern mosaic is, I believe, that the former

|

was arranged in patterns, the latter coloured in

\

shades. I shall not take np your columns by
! dwelling on the ancient mosaic, which, as all know,
I
was in use among the Orientals, especially the

! Persians and Assyrians; and from the Easterns

!
the Greeks received the art. In the Book of

Esther, i. 6., we have an allusion to a mosaic pave-
ment

;
and Schlensner understands the AieoffTpwrov

of St. John, xix. 13., to mean a sort of elevated
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mosaic pavement. Andrea Tafi, towards the close

of the thirteenth century, is said to have revived

this art in Italy, having learned it from a Greek
named Apollonius, who worked at the church of

St. Mark at Venice, and to have been the founder

of the modern mosaic.

Now for the derivation. The Lithostrata, or

tesselated pavements of the Romans, being worked
in a regular and mechanical manner, were called

opus musivum, opera qua ad amussim facia sunt.

Hence the Italian musaico, from whence is derived

our appellation of mosaic ; but, like most of our

arts, through the channel of the French mosaique.

(Vide Pitisci Lexicon, ii. 242.
;
Roscoe's Life of

Lorenzo de Medici ; Winkelman ; Pompeiana, by
Gell ;

Smith's Gresk and Roman Antiq. ; Beck-
man's Inventions; and Recherches sur la Peinture

en Mosaique chez les Anciens, &c., annexed to his

Description d"un Pave en Mosa'ique, &c. : Paris,

1802.) GERONIMO.

t0

Prenzie (Vol. iii., p. 401.) Several words have
been suggested to take the place of the unintel-

ligible "premie." in Measure for Measure-, but
none of them appear to me to satisfy all the four

conditions justly required by LEGES.
I would suggest phrensied or phrenzied, a word

extremely like prenzie both in sound and appear-
ance, and of the proper metre, thus perfectly

satisfying two of the conditions.

With respect to the propriety of using this

word in the two instances where prenzie occurs,

Claudio, in the first place, when informed by his

sister of the villainy of Angelo, may well exclaim
in astonishment

" The phrenzied Angelo ?
"

i.e.
"
What, is he mad?" or, with a note of admi-

ration,
"
Why, Angelo must be mad !

"
Then, I

think, naturally follows Isabella's reply :

" O 'tis the cunning livery of Hell,

The damned'st body to invest and cover

In phrenzied guards !"

that is, in the disguise or under the cloak of mad-
ness.

Johnson defines Frenzy to be
" Madness ; distraction of mind

;
alienation of un-

derstanding ; any violent passion approaching to

madness."

and surely Angelo's violent passion for Isabella,

and his determination to gratify it at all risks, may
properly be said to approach to madness.

W. G. M.

There is a Scotch word so nearly resembling
this, and at the same time so exactly answering to

the sense which the passage in Measure for Mea-
sure requires, that it may be worth while calling
the attention of the Shakspearian commentators

to it. In Allan Cunningham's Glossary to Burns,
I find Primsie, which he defines to mean demure,
precise. An old Scotch proverb is quoted, in

which the word is used :

" A primsie damsel makes a laidlae dame."

The term is evidently connected with, or formed
from, the English prim, which has the same sense.

It seems this was formerly sometimes written prin.
Halliwell cites from Fletcher's poems the lines

" He looks as gaunt and prin, as he that spent
A tedious twelve years in an eager Lent."

Now if from prim be formed the secondary ad-

jective primsie, so from prin we get prinsie or

prinzie. But without resorting to the supposition
of the existence of this latter word, it is evident
that in primzie, which does or did exist, we have
a word answering all the conditions laid down by
LEGES for determining the true reading, more

nearly than any other that has been suggested.
CEBES.

[Dr. Jamieson, in his Scottish Dictionary, defines

PRIMSIE, demure, precise, S. from E. prim.

"Poor Willie, wi' his bow-kail runt
Was brunt wi' primsie Mallie."

Burns, iii. 129.]

Lady Flora Hastings' Bequest (Vol. iii., p. 443.).
Were the beautiful lines entitled "

Lady Flora's

Bequest
"

in reality written by that lamented

lady ? They are not to be found in the volume of

her Poems published after her death by her sister,

the Marchioness of Bute
;
and they did appear in

The Christian Lady's Magazine for September,
1839, with the signature of Miss M. A. S. Barber

appended to them.
In the preceding Number of the same ma-

gazine there is a very touching account of Lady
Flora, from the pen of its talented editress, who
mentions the fact of Lady Flora having with her

dying hand " delivered to her fond brother a little

Bible, the gift of her mother, requesting him to

restore it to that beloved parent with the as-

surance that from the age of seven years, when
she received it from her, it had been her best

treasure
; and, she added, her sole support under

all her recent afflictions."

If your correspondent EEZA has never seen

that obituary notice (Seeleys, publishers) I think

she will be glad to meet with it. L. H. K.

Arches of Pelaga (Vol. iii., p. 478.) This term
is in common use among sailors, meaning the Me-
diterranean Archipelago, and they may very often

be heard saying" When I was up the Arches."

E. N. W.
Southwark, June 16. 1851.

Engraved Warming-pans (Vol. iii., pp. 84. 115.).
I beg to add to the lists of II. G. T., and E. B.

PKICE.
Some years ago I purchased one in Bradford,
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Wilts, and several at Bedwyn Magna in the same

county. The Bradford one bears an heraldic

nondescript animal with horns on its head and

nose, and a coronet round its neck, surrounded

by-
" The . Lord . reseve . us . into . His . kingdom .

1616."

One of the Bedwyn ones bears a lion passant

holding a scimitar, with the motto :

" Fearc , God . and . obay . the . king . 161-."

The last figure of the date is obliterated. An-
other has a shield bearing three tuns, surrounded

by " The Vintners' arms.*
1

One in the possession of a farmer in the parish
of Barton Turf, Norfolk, bears an eagle with a

human head at its feet, surrounded by
' The . Erl . of. Darbeyes . arms." 1660.

W. C. LUKIS.
Great Bedwyn, June, 1851.

St. Pancras (Vol. iii., pp. 285. 397.). St. Pancras

was a native of the province of Phrygia, the son

of a nobleman of the name of Cledonius \ who,
when at the point of death, strongly recommended
this his only son, together with his fortune, which
was very great, to the care of his brother Diony-
sius, he being the only near relative in being, the

mother having previously deceased.

This trust Dionysius faithfully fulfilled, bring-

ing up and loving his nephew as he would have
done his own son ; and when, three years after

the death of Cledonius, he quitted his native

country and proceeded to Rome, the youthful
Pancras accompanied him. Upon reaching the

imperial city, the uncle and nephew took up their

residence in the same suburb where the Pope
Mareellinus had fled for concealment from the

persecution which had been raised against the

Christians by the Emperors Diocletian and Maxi-
rnianus. Here they had not been long resident

before the fame of the great sanctity and virtue of

Mareellinus reached their ears, and caused an
ardent desire in both to see and converse with
one so highly spoken of. A convenient opportu-
nity was soon found, and in a short time both the

uncle and nephew, renouncing their idolatry, be-
came converted to the Christian faith'.

So strong was the effect produced upon them

by this change, that the chief desire of both was
to die for their religion ; and, without waiting for

the arrival of the officers who were continually

searching for the hidden Christians, they volun-

tarily surrendered themselves to the ministers of

justice.
A few days after this event, however, Dionysius

was called hence by a natural death.

Diocletian, who is said to have been a friend of

Cfedonius, and moved perhaps by the youth and

graceful appearance of Pancras, strove by flattery
and caresses to induce him to do sacrifice to the

heathen gods ; to this proposition Pancras abso-

lutely refused to consent, and reproached the

Emperor for his weakness in believing to be gods,
men, who, while on earth, had been remarkable
for their vices. Diocletian, stung by these re-

proaches, commanded that the youth should be

instantly beheaded, which sentence was immedi-

ately carried into execution. His death is said to

have taken place on 12th May, 303 ; the martyr
being then but fourteen years of age.
The gate in Rome, rendered so remarkable

lately as having been the chief point attacked by
the French troops, was formerly called Porta
Aurelia ;

but was subsequently named Porta Pan-

crazio, after this youthful sufferer. R. R. M.

Pattavicino and Count tfOlivarez (Vol. iii., p.

478.) Ferrante Pallavicino was descended from
a noble family, seated in Placenza. He entered

the monastery of Augustine Friars at Milan, where
he became a regular canon of the Lateran con-

gregation. He was a man of fine genius, and pos-
sessed great wit, but having employed it in writing
several satirical pieces against Urban VIII. during
the war between the Barberini and the Duke of

Parma and Placenza, he became so detested at

the court of Rome, that a price was set on his

head. One Charles Morfu, a French villain, was
bribed to ensnare him, and pretending to pass for

his friend and pity his misfortunes, persuaded him
to go to France, which he said would be much to his

advantage. Pallavicino gave himself up entirely
to the direction of this false friend, who conducted
him over the bridge at Sorgues into the territory
of Venaissin, where he was arrested by people
suborned for that purpose, was carried to Avignon,
thrown into a dungeon, from which he tried to

make his escape, and in the year 1644, after a

fourteen months' imprisonment, was beheaded in

the flower of his age. He was the author of a
number of small pieces, all of which are marked

by the lively genius of the author. They were
collected and published at Venice in 1655, and

amongst them I find one entitled "La disgracia
del Conte d'Olivarez," which, perhaps, may be the

work MR. SOULEY has in MS.
For a more lengthy account of this unhappy and

extraordinary man, I would refer MR. SOULEY to

the life prefixed to his collected woi'ks, and to that

prefixed to a French translation of his Divortio

celeste, printed at Amsterdam in 1696
;
and also to

the preface to the English translation of that same

very curious work, printed at London in 1718.

WILLIAM BROWN, Juw .

Mind your FS and Qs (Vol. iii. % pp. 328. 357.

463.). When I proposed this Query, I men-
tioned that I had heard one derivation of the

phrase. As it is different from either of those
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which have been sent, it may, perhaps, be worth
insertion. I was told by a printer that the phrase
had originated among those of his craft, since

young compositors experience great difficulty in

discriminating between the types of the two letters.

R.D.H.

[A correspondent has kindly suggested a new version

of this saying, and suggests that for the future our

readers should be reminded to mind, not their P's and

Q's, but their N's and Q's.]

Banks, Family of (Vol. iii., pp. 390. 458.).
In No. 81. R. C. II. H. asks if John Banks the

philosopher was descended from Sir John Banks,
Lord Chief Justice in Charles I.'s reign.
As a grandson of the former, I take great in-

terest in this, but am sorry to say that 1 can give
no information at present on that branch of the

subject. The philosopher's family were settled for

some generations at Grange, near Keswick. I

should be obliged if R. C. H. H. would communi-
cate the name and publisher of the book on the

Lakes which he quotes from, as I am exceedingly
anxious to trace the genealogy. BAY.

Liverpool, June 19. 1851.

National Debts (Vol. iii., p. 374.). The follow-

ing extract from La Cronica di Giovanni Villani,

lib. xii. c. 35., appears to have some reference to

the Query made by F. E. M. :

" E nel dettomese di Febhraio, 1S44, per lo comune
si fece ordine, che qualunque cittadino dovesse avere

dal comune per le prestanze fatte al tempo de' venti

della balia, come addieto t'acemmo menzione, che si tro-

varono fiorini cinquecento-settantamila d'oro, sanza il

dehito di Messer Mastino della Scala, ch* erano presso

a centomila fiorini d'oro, che si mettessono in uno re-

gistro ordinatemente ; e dare il comune ogni anno di

provvisione e usufrutto cinque per centinaio, dando

ogni mese la paga per rata ; e diputossi a foruire il detto

guiderHone parte alia gabella delle parti, e parte ad

altre gabelle, che montava 1'anno da fiorini ventianque
rnila d'oro, dov' erano assegnate le paghe di Messer

Mastino
;
e pagato lui, fossono assignati alia delta satis-

fazione ; il quale Messer Mastino fu pagato del mese
di Dicembre per lo modo che diremo innanzi. E
cominciossi la paga della detta provvisione del mese

d'Ottobre 1345."

R. R. M.

Monte di Pieta (Vol. iii., p. 372.). In reply to

your correspondent W. B. H., requesting to be

informed of the connexion between a "Pieia" and
a " Monte di Pieta," it may be observed that there

does not appear to be any necessary connexion

between the two expressions. The term " a Pieta"

is generally used to denote the figure of the dead

Saviour attended by His Blessed Mother : for

example, the celebrated one in St. Peter's at

Rome. The word "
Monte," besides its significa-

tion of "
montagna," expresses also "

luogo publico
ove si danno oi si pigliano dcnari ad interesse;"

also "
luogo pnblico altresi dove col pegno si pres-

tano denari con piccolo interesse."

"Pieta," in addition to its signification of "de-
vozione," or " virtu per cui si ama ed onora Dia,"
&e., which would apply to the figure of the dead
Saviour, expresses

"
compassione amorevole verso

il suo simile."

Monte di Pieta would therefore be a place where

money was lent at interest, on such terms as were
in unison with a kind and compassionate feeling
towards our neighbour. This species of establish-

ment was first commenced in Italy towards the
end of the fifteenth century, by IlBeato Bernardino
da Feltri, who carried his opposition to the Jews
so far as to preach a crusade against them. The
earliest Monte of which any record appears to

exist was founded in the city of Padua, in 1491
;

the effect of which was to cause the closing of
twelve loan banks belonging to the Jews.
From Italy they were shortly afterwards intro-

duced into France.
The first legal sanction given to these establish-

ments was granted by Pope Leo X. in 1551.

R. R. M.

Registry of Dissenting Baptisms (Vol iii.,

pp. 370. 460.). From the replies to my Query
on this subject that have been published, it is

plain that in all parts of England Dissenters have
wished to procure the registry of their children's

births or baptisms in their parish churches. In
some instances they have been registered as dis-

senting baptisms; and then the fact appears from
the Registry itself. In other instances, and pro-
bably far the more numerous (though this would
be difficult to prove), they were registered among
the canonical baptisms; and the fact of their being
pei-formed by Dissenting Ministers is only dis-

coverable by reference to the Dissenting Register,
when it happens to have been preserved. So in

the instances referred to in p. 370., the baptisms
are registered without distinction from others in

the Registry of St. Peter's Church, Chester ;
but

a duplicate registry as on the same day was made
at Cross Lane Meeting House, which is, I believe,

not in St. Peter's parish ; though, I presume, the

residence of the parents was in it. D. X.

Eisell (Vol. iii
, pp. 66. 397.). I am not aware

that the following passage has been quoted by any
of the disputants in the late " Eisell" controversy.
It occurs in Jewel's Controversy with Harding,

pp. 651-2. of vol. ii. of the Parker Society's edition

of Jewel's works.

' A Christian man removeth his household, and,

having there an image of Christ, equal unto him in

length, and breadth, and all proportion, by forgetfulness
leaveth it there in a secret place behind him. A Jew
after him inhabiteth the same house a long while, and

seeth it not ; another strange Jew, sitting there at din-

,ier, immediately espieth it standing open against a
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wall..... Afterward the priests and rulers of

the Jews come together, and abuse it with all villany.

They crown it with a thorn, make it drink esel and

gall,
and stick it to the heart with a spear. Out issueth

blood in great quantity ;
the powers of Heaven are

shaken; the sun is darkened; the moon loseth her

light."
CUDYN

English Sapphics (Vol. iii., p. 494.). A beau-

tiful specimen of this measure, far superior in

rhythm to the attempt of Dr. Watts, appeared
in the Youth's Magazine twenty-five years ago.

It consisted of the Psalm "By the Waters of

Babylon." I remember the last verse only.

" Dumb be my tuneful eloquence, if ever

Strange echoes answer to a song of Zion ;

Blasted this right hand, if I should forget thee,

Land of my fathers."

H. E. H.

Mints at Norwich Joseph Nobbs (Vol. iii.,

p. 447.). I beg to inform COWGILL that the

operation of the Mint of the Great Recoinage of

1696-7 was performed in a room at St. Andrew's

Hall, in this city ;
but the amount there coined,

or at any of the other places mentioned, T am not

able to inform him. The total amount said to be

recoined was 6,882,908/. 19s. 7d.

*. d.

The amount at the Tower - 5,091,121 7 7

And in the Country Mints - 1,791,787 12

6,882,908 19 7

The following are the names of persons em-

ployed in the Mint at Norwich :

Francis Gardener, Esq., Treasurer.

Thomas Moore, Gent., \Varder ; Thomas Allen,
his clerk.

Anthony Redhead, Gent., Master Worker
;
Mr.

Bea*er, his clerk.

William Lamb, Comptroller ;
Mr. Samuel Oliver,

his clerk.

Heneage Price, Gent., King's clerk.

Mr. Rapier, Weigher and Teller.

Henry Yaxley, Surveyor of the Meltings.
Mr. John Young, Deputy Graver.

John Seabrook, Provost, and Master of the

Moneyers.
Mr. Hartstongue, Assay Master, and his servnnt.

His brother, Edger, and Lotterer of the Half-

Crovvns, Shillings, and Sixpences. It is said crowns
were not struck here, arid I have never seen one of

this Mint.

The whole of the work was finished here, Sep-
tember 29, 1698.

In pulling up the floor of an old house, in Tomb-
land, in 1847, a quantity of the silver coin minted
here was discovered, which, from the appearance
of the coins, were never in circulation : they were
sold to Mr. Cooper, silversmith, in London Street,

for about 20Z. No doubt the coins were ab-
stracted from the Mint during the process of

coining.
In the Register of Burials at St. Gregory's is

the following entry, A.D. 1717 :

Joseph Nobbs, Parish Clerk of S*. Gregory's,

aged 89, was buried Novr
. 4, 1717, being the year fol-

lowing the last entry in his Chronology. He was then

89 years of age, and, what is somewhat remarkable,
that is the age of the present Clerk of S*. Gregory's."

G. H. I.

P. S. Some other matters relative to this Mint
are among my memoranda.

Norwich, June 16. 1851.

Voltaire, where situated (Vol. iii., p. 329.).
Your correspondent V. is informed, that the fol-

lowing particulars on the subject of his Query
are given in a note to the article "Voltaire," in

Querard's France Litteraire, vol. x. p. 276. :

" Voltaire e*t le nom d'un petit bien de famille, qui

appartenait a la mere de 1'auteur de la '

Henriade.^
Marie Catherine Daumart, d'une famille noble <Ju

Poitou."

HENRY H. BREEN.
St. Lucia, May, 1851.

Meaning of Pilcher (Vol. iii., p. 476 ). I must

say I can see no difficulty at all about pilcher. If

the r at the end makes it so strange a word, leave

that out, and then you will have a word, as it

seems, quite well established pylche, toga pel-
lice: Lye. Skinner thinks pilchard may be derived

from it.

"
Pilch, an outer garment generally worn in

cold weather, and made of skins of fur. 'Pelicium,
a pylche.' (Nominale MS.) The term is still

retained in connected senses in our dialects.
' A

piece of flannel, or other woollen, put under a

child next the clout is, in Kent, called a pilch ;

a coarse shagged piece of rug laid over a saddle,
for ease of a rider, is, in our midland parts, called

a pilch.' (MS. Lansd. 1033.) 'Warme pilche and
warme shon.' (MS. Digby, 86.)

' In our old drama-
tists the term is applied to a buff or leather jerkin;
and Shakspeare has pilcher for the sheath of a

sword." (Halliwell's Dictionary.')
"
Pilche, or pilcher, a scabbard, from pylche, a

skin coat, Saxon. A pilche, or leather coat, seems
to have been the common dress for a carman.
Coles has ' a pilch for a saddle, instratum,'
which explains that it was an external covering,
and probably of leather. Kersey also calls it a

covering for a saddle; but he likewise gives it the

sense of ' a piece of flannel to be wrapt about a

young child. It seems, therefore, to have been
used for any covering." (Nares' Glossary.)

C.B.

Catalogues of Coins of Canute (Vol. iii., p. 326.).
The following is a copy of the title-page of the

wo:k referred to by Eopeas : A Catalogue of the
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Coins of Canute, King of Denmark and England ;

with Specimens. London : Printed by W. Bowyer
and J. Nichols. 4to. 1777. It consists of twenty-
four pages, and was compiled by Richard Gough,
Esq. J. Y.

Pontoppidari's Natural History of Norway
(Vol. iii., p. 326.). An interesting notice of this

work occurs in the Retrospective Review, vol. xiii.

pp. 181 213.; but neither in that article nor in

any bibliographical or biographical dictionary is

the name of the translator given. J. Y.

The First Panorama (Vol. iii., p. 406.). I have

often heard my father say, that the first panorama
exhibited was painted by Thomas Girtin, and was
a semicircular view of London, from the top of the

Albion Mills, near Blackfriars Bridge. It was ex-

hibited in St. Martin's Lane, where, not many years

back, I saw it, it having been found rolled up in

a loft over a carpenter's shop. It was painted
about 1793 or 1794, and my father has some of

the original sketches. E. N. W.
Southwark, June 2.

Written Sermons (Vol. iii., p. 478.). IfM. C. L.

asks, when and why written sermons took the

place of extemporaneous discourses, I believe it

may be said that written sermons were first in

vogue. Certainly, the inability of most men to

preach
" without book," would be sufficient to en-

sure their early introduction. According to Bing-
ham (see Ant. of the Christian Church, book xiv.

chap. 4.), Origen was the first who preached ex-

temporaneously, and not until after he was sixty

years old. The great divines of the time of the

English Reformation preached both written and

oral sermons : many of these, especially of the

former, are included in their printed works. The
same remark also applies to the early Fathers of

the Church. The use of the homilies, which were

drawn up for the ignorant clergy at the Reforma-

tion, at once gave a sanction to the practice of

writing sermons. The story of the preacher turn-

ing over his hour-glass at Paul's Cross, and starting

afresh, must of course refer to an unwritten dis-

course. Sermons, bein^ explications of scripture,

used to follow the reading of the psalms and les-

sons : now, for the same reason, they come after

the epistle and gospel. In olden time, the bishop
was the only preacher, going from church to

church, as now-a-days*, with the same sermon or

charge ;
and he addressed the people from the

altar steps : afterwards the priest, as his deputy,

preached in the pulpit, but the deacons were not

allowed to preach at all. ALFRED GATTY.

Bogatsky (Vol. iii., p. 478.). The little work,

so justly popular in England, under the title of

* One of the highest dignitaries in our Church re-

cently declined to print a sermon, as requested ; because,

he frankly said, he should want to preach it again.

Bogatsky's Golden Treasury, is by no means a
literal translation of the original ; but was almost

entirely re-written by Venn, the author of the

Complete Duty of Man. This I state on good
authority, as I believe

; but I have never seen the

original. R. D. H.

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC.

Under the title of a Hand-Book of Natural Philosophy
and Astronomy : First Course Mechanics, Hydrostatics,

Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Sound, Optics, Dr. Lardner lias

just issued a small closely printed volume with the

object of supplying that " information relating to

physical and mechanical science, which is required by
the medical and law student, the engineer and arti-

san, by those who are preparing for the universities,

and, in short, by those who, having already entered

upon the active pursuits of business, are still desirous
to sustain and improve their knowledge of the general
truths of physics, and of those laws by which the order
and stability of the material world are maintained."
The work, which is illustrated with upwards of four

hundred woodcuts, is extremely well adapted for the

object in question; and will, we have no doubt, obtain,
as it deserves, a very extensive circulation among the

various classes of readers for whose use it has been

composed; and, in short, among all readers who desire

to obtain a knowledge of the elements of physics with-

out pursuing them through their mathematical conse-

quences and details. The illustrations are generally
of a popular character, and therefore the better calcu-

lated to impress upon the mind of the student the

principles they are intended to explain.
The new volume of Mr. Bohn's Standard Library

consists of the third of Mr. Torrey's translation of

Dr. Neander's General History of the Christian Religion
and Church. The period included in the present
division of this important contribution to ecclesiastical

history extends from the end of the Diocletian perse-
cution to the time of Gregory the Great, or from the

year 312 to 590. A translation of The Fasti, Tristia,

Pontic Epistles, Ibis and Halieuticon of Ovid, with co-

pious notes by Henry T. Riley, B. A., is the last ad-

dition made by Mr. Bohn to his Classical Library.

Though these translations furnish very imperfect pic-

tures of the manner and style of the original writers,

they supply the mere English reader with a good

general notion of their matter, especially when they
are as copiously annotated as the work before us.

We are informed that, in consequence of the great
care and delicacy which is found to be required in the

presswork of the Lansdowne Shakspeare, a beautiful

volume, unique as a specimen of the art of typography,
the publication will be unavoidably postponed for a

few weeks.

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. (3. Wellington Street,

Strand) will commence, on Wednesday next, a seven

days' sale of the valuable Library of the late Rev.

Dr. Penrose, which is particularly rich in books illus-

trated with engravings.
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BOOKS RECEIVED. Illustrations of Mediaival Costume

in England, $<;., by C. A. Day and J. H. Dines :

Part IV., illustrating what the editors call the " me-

dieval foppery" of Richard II. and his court. The

Traveller's Library* No. IV., Sir Roger de Coverley,

by
" The Spectator" with Notes and Illustrations, by

W. Henry Wills. A delightful shilling's worth, well

calculated to make the traveller a wiser and better

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES

WANTED TO PURCHASE.

WAAGEN'S TOUR IN ENGLAND. >[,
ARTHUR YOUNG'S TRAVELS IN FRANCE.
ARTHUR YOUNG'S TRAVELS IN ITALY.
BORLAND'S HISTORY OF THE COLONY OF DARIAN.
ALBERT LUNEL, a Novel in 3 Vols.

DR. ADAMS' SERMON ON THE OBLIGATION OF VIRTUE. Any edi-

tion.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS OF BISHOP BUTLER.
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW. Vol. IV.
DENS' THEOLOGIA MORALIS ET DOGMATICA. 8 Vols. 12mo.

Dublin, 1832.

MARLBOROUGH DISPATCHES. Volumes IV. and V.

ART JOURNAL, 1839 to 1844 inclusive. Also 1849.

BULWER'S NOVELS. 12mo. Published at 6s. per Vol. Pilgrims
of the Rhine, Alice, and Zanoni.

STEPHANI THESAURUS. Valpy. Parts I. II. X. XI. and XXIX.
KIRBY'S BRIDGEWATER TREATISE. 2 Vols.

The Second Vol. of CHAMBERS' CYCLOPAEDIA OF ENGLISH LITE-

RATURE.
MITFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE, continued by Davenport. 12mo.

8 Vols. Published by Tegg and Son, 1835. Volume Eight
wanted.

L'ABBE DE SAINT PIERRE, PROJETDE PAIX PERPETUELLE. 3 Vols.

12mo. Utrecht, 1713.

AIKIN'S SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS. 10 Vols. 24mo.

Published by Longmans and Co. 1821. Vols. I. V. and VIII.

CAXTON'S' REYNARD THE Fox (Percy Society Edition). Sm. 8vo.

1844

CRESPET, PERE. Deux Livres de la Haine de Satan et des Malins

Esprits contre 1'Homme. 8vo. Francfort, 1581.

CHEVALIER RAMSAY, ESSAI DE POLITIQUE, ou Ton traite de la

Necessite, de 1'Origine, des Droits, des Bornes et des differentes

Formes de la Souverainete, selon les Principes de 1'Auteur de

Telemaque. 2 Vols. 12mo. La Haye, without date, but

printed in 1719.

The same. Second Edition, under the title
" Essai Philosophique

sur le Gouvernement Civil, selon les Principes de Fenelon,"
12mo. Londres, 1721.

THE CRY OF THE OPPRESSED, being a True and Tragical Account
of the unparalleled Sufferings of Multitudes of Poor Imprisoned
Debtors, c. London, 1691. 12mo.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY OF FRANCE. Vol. II. 1830.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. II. 1836. Sixth Edition.

JAMES'S NAVAL HISTORY. (6 Vols. 8vo.) 1822-4. Vol. VI.

HUME'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. (8 Vols. 1818.) Vol. IV.

RUSSELL'S EUROPE, FROM THE PEACE OF UTRECHT. 4to. 1824.

Vol. II.

CLARE'S RURAL MUSE.
WATT'S BIBLIOTHECA BRITANNICA, Part V. 4to.

STRUTT'S MANNERS AND CUSTOMS. Vol. II. 4to.

OLD BAYLEY SESSIONS PAPERS, 1744 to 1774, or any portion
thereof. 4to.

COLDEN'S HISTORY OF THE FIVE INDIAN NATIONS OF CANADA.
Vol. I. 12mo. Lond. 1755.

HEARNE (T.) LELAND'S ITINERARY. Vols. I. II. III. and VII.

HORACE-ORELLIUS. 2 Vols.
D'ARBLAY'S DIARY. Vol. IH.
WAAGEN'S WORKS OF ART AND ARTISTS IN ENGLAND. 3 Vols.

8vo. 1838.
SMYTH'S (PROF. W.) LECTURES ON MODERN HISTORY. 3rd Edit.

2 Vols. 8vo. 1841.

*** Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free
to be sent to MU.BELL, Publisher of "NOTES AND
QUERIES," 186. Fleet Street.

to

We this week conclude our Third Volume, and regret that want
of space has compelled us to omit from the present Number the
Rev. Dr. Todd's Letter on the Edition of Ussher's Works ; C.
on " The Lord Mayor of London not a Privy Councillor ;" and
many other communications of great interest : and we have to

trust to the kindness of our Correspondents for omitting our usual

acknowledgment of REPLIES RECEIVED.

THE INDEX TO VOLUME THE THIRD is readyfor Press. It will

be issued on Saturday the 12th, ifnot ready by next Saturday.

The commencement of a New Volume on Saturday next affords
afavourable opportunity to gentlemen resident in the country to

commence the work. The Subscription for the Stamped Edition

of
" NOTES AND QUERIES

"
is ten shillings for six months, which

mtty be pttid by Post-Office Order, drawn in favour qf our Pub-
lisher, MR. GEORGE BELJ,, No. 186. Fleet Street.

CIRCULATION OF OUR PROSPECTUSES BY CORRESPONDENTS. The

suggestion of T. E. H., that by way of hastening the period when
we shall be justified in permanently enlarging our Paper to

24 pages, we should forward copies of our Prospectus to corre-

spondents who would kindly enclose them to such friends as they
think likely, from their love of literature, to become subscribers to
" NOTES AND QUERIES," has already been acted upon by several

friendly correspondents, to whom we are greatly indebted. We
shall be most happy to forward Prospectuses for this purpose to

any other of our friends able and willing thus to assist towards

increasing our circulation.

VOLS. I . ami II., each with very copious Index, may still be had,

price 9i. 6d. each.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured, by order, of all Book-

setters and Newsvenders. It is published at noon on Friday, so

that our country Subscribers ought not to experience any difficulty

in procuring it regularly. Many of the country Booksellers, S(C.,

are, probably, not yet aware of this arrangement, which will

enable them to receive NOTES AND QUERIES in their Saturday
parcels.

All communicationsfor the Editor O/NOTES AND QUERIES should

be addressed to the care of MR. BELL, No. 186. Fleet Street.

rf\HE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE FOR JULY
L contains the following articles: 1. The Present State of English

Historical Literature: the Record Offices; 2. Bill for King Charles s

Pedestal at Charing Cross; 3. Anecdotes from the Day-books of Dr.

Henry Sampson; 4. The Infinity of Geometric Design (with Engra-
vings) 5. Christian Iconography, by J. G. Waller : Principalities,

Archangels, and Angels (with Engravings) ; 6. Companions of my
Solitude ; 7. Mr. P. Cunningham's Story of Nell Gwyn, Chapter VII.

(with Portraits of her two Sons) ; 8. Sussex Archaeology (with Engra-

vings)- Horace Walpole and Mason; 10. National Education; With
Notes of the Month, Review of New Publications, Reports of Scientific

and Antiquarian Societies, and OBITUARY, including Memoirs of the

Earl of Shaftesbury, the Earl of Cottenham, Right Hon. R. L. Shiel,

Rev W M Kinsey, Mrs. Shelley, Mr. Dowton, and other eminent

persons recently deceased. Price 2s. 6d.

NICHOLS AND SON, Parliament Street.

T ITERARY AGENCY. MR. F. G. TOMLINS
\J (Secretary to the Shakspeare Society ; Author of " A Brief View
ofthe English Drama,"

" A Variorum History of England
"
"Garcia,

a Tragedy," "The Topic," "The Self-Educator," &c. &c.) is desirous

to makeit known that a Twenty years' experience with the Press and

Literature, as Author and Publisher, enables him to give advice and

information to Authors, Publishers and Persons wishing to comr"'"'-

cate with the Public, either as to the Editing, Advertising, or At

ship of Books, Pamphlets, or Literary productions of any .--
Ooinions obtained on manuscripts' previous, to

^Publication,
and Works

wi7h~the~Public,~ 'either as to the Editing, Advertising, or Author-

ship of Books, Pamphlets, or Literary productions of any kind.

Opinions obtained on manuscripts previous to publication, ana Works

edited, written, or'supervised for the Press by acknowledged writers m
their various departments.

OFFICE, 19. SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND,
Where Works of Reference for Literary purposes may be obtained or

M
Chippenham, Wilts.

R. F. ALEXANDER has been favoured with
nstructions to prepare for SALE by AUCTION, on the Premises,

on i JESDAY, the 1st of July, 1851, and two following days com-

mencing at 12 o'clock each day precisely, the Valuable and Select

Library of Mr. John Provis, of Chippenham, comprising 3,500 Volumes,
including many Works of great value. Among those remarkable for

their rarity &c., will be found a fine copy of Purchas's Pilgnmes,

5 vols , 1625 Nui'emburg Chronicle, 1493; Dante, printed at R9me, 1487;

Coverdale's Bible, 1539; Cranmer's Bible, 1585; Musee Francais,4
yols

;

Chaucer's Works; Philosophical Transactions, 88 vols. ; Houbraken's

H
May be

C
'vfewed two days previous to the Sale, by Catalogues only

(& each), which may be obtained five days P^or to the sale, of MESSRS.

W.CKHAM& YEI,LAXD, 163. Strand, London; at the \\ hite Hart Hotel,

Bristol; Castle Hotel, Bath; Star Hotel, Oxford; Royal Hotel, Chelten-

ham- Bear Inn, Devizes; and ofthe Auctioneer, Chippenham.
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FOR EVJ3RY CHILD ZHT THE KINGDOM.

On 1st July, 1851, Price 2s. 6d., an Enduring Record, full of Interesting
Details-Vivid Descriptions-Moral Sentiments-and Beautiful Pictures,
entitled

LITTLE HS^HY'S HOLIDAY
AT

THE GRE\T EXHIBITION,
By the Editor of

" PLEASANT PAGES."

PLEASANT PAGES. DOUBLE NUMBERS are
I now publishing, containing? a Course of" OBJECT LESSON'S "

from the Great Exhibition Volume II. is just out. Third Edition of
Volume I. is now ready.

London: HOULSTON AND STONEMAN; and all Booksellers.

WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND AN-

NUITY SOCIETY, 3. Parliament Street, London.

VALUABLE NEW PRINCIPLE.

Payment of premiums may be occasionally suspended without for-

feiting the policy, on a new and valuable plan, adopted by this society
only, as fully detailed in the prospectus.

A. ScRATCHLEY, M.A.,

Actuary and Secretary ; Author of
''
Industrial Investment and Emi-

gration ; being a Second Edition of a Treatise on Benefit Building
Societies, &c." Price 10s. 6d.

London : J. W. PARKER, West Strand.

Nearly ready, Second Edition, revised and corrected. Dedicated by
Special Permission to .

THE (LATE) ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

PSALMS AND HYMNS FOR THE SERVICE
L OF THE CHURCH. The words selected by the Very Rev.
H. H. MILMV.V, D.D.,Deanof St. Paul's. Tiie Musi,: arranged for Four
Voices, but applicable also to T.vo or One, inc.lu Inv* Chants for the
Services, Raspon^es to the Commandments, and a Concise SYSTEM OP
CHA.NTI.VO, by J. B. SALE, Musical Instructor and Organist to Hr.

Majesty. 4t'>., neat, in m>ro.-:i--> e'oth, price 25*. To be had of Mr.
J. R. SALK, 21. H ..>lyw,>ll Street, MtUbink, Westminster, on the receipt of
a Post Office Order for that amjunt : and, by order, of the principal
Booksellers and Music Warehouses.
" A great advance on the works wa have hitherto had, connected with

our Church an I Cathedral Service." Times.
"

A. collection of Psalm Tunes certainly unequalled in this country."
Literary Gazette.

" One of the best collections of tunes which we have yet seen. Well
merits the distinguished patronage under which it appears." Musical

" A collection of Psalms and Hymns, together with a system of Chant-
in? ofa very superior character to any which has hitherto appeared."
John Bull.

Also, lately published,

J. B. S VLE'S SANCTUS. COMMANDMENTS
and CHANTS as performed at the Chapel Royal St. James, price 2*.

C. LONSDALE, 26. Old Bond Street.

Now ready, price 28s., cloth boa-da, Volumes III. and IV. of

rTHE JUDGES OF ENGLAND. By EDWARD
L Foss. F.S.A. Comprehending the period from Edward I. to

Richard III., 1272 to 1485.

Lately published, price 28s.

VOLUME* T. and II. of the same Work ; from the Conquest to the end
of Henry III., 1066 to 1272.

"
A. work in which a subject of great historical importance is treated

with the care, diligence, and learninz it deserves; in which Mr. Foss
known, correct -d many
subject as to conduct it

has brought to light many points previously unknown, correct -d many
errors, and shown such ample knowledge of his subject as to conduct it

successfully through all the intricacies of a difficult investigation ; and
such taste and judgment as will enable him to quit, when occasion re-

quires, the dry details of a professional inquiry, and to impart to his
work a3 he proceeds, the grace and dignity of a philosophical history."
Gent. Mag.

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GIIEEN, and LONGMANS.

In fcap. 8vo., price 7s. 6d., a Third Series of

PLAIN SERMONS, addressed to a Country Con-
1 gregation. By the late Rev. EDWARD BLENCOWE, Curate of Tever-
sal, Notts, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford.

Also,

A NEW EDITION OF THE FIRST SERIES,
and a SECOND EDITION of the SECOND SERIES, price 7s. 6d. each.
" Their style is simple, the sentences are not artfully constructed, and

there is an utter absence of all attenvit at rhetoric. The laii"ua<*e is
plain Saxon UafflMCB, from which '

the men on the wall ' can easily
gather wiiat it most concerns them to know." Theologian." The numerous possessors of Mr. Blencowe's former plain but excel-
lent volumes will be glad to receive the third series of his Plain Sermons,
addressed to a Country Congregation, similar in character and texture
to the two series which have preceded it." Guardian.

London : GE ; BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

THE
CHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE AGES ;

or, Select Specimens of Early and Middle Pointed Structures :

with a few of the Purest Late Pointed Examples, illustrated by
Geometric and Perspective Drawings. By HENRY BOWMAN and J.
CROWTUKU, Architects, Manchester. To be completed in Twenty Parts,
each containing Six Plates, imperial foiio. Price 9.*., plain ; UXs. 6d.
tinted ; proofs, large paper, 12s. each.

' ....
months. .Thirteen Parts now published.

, plain
tervals of Two

" We can hardly conceive anything more perfect. We heartily re-
commend the series to all who are able to patronize it." Ecclesioloyist.

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

pOTHIC ORNAMENTS: being a Series of
\JT Example 1 of Enriched Details and Accessories of the Architecture
of Great Britain. Drawn from existing Authorities. By JA.MKS K.
COLLING, Architect. In 2 vols. royal 4to., price 71. 10s. in appropriate
cloth binding, containing 209 plates, nearly 50 of which illustrate the
existing finely painted and gilt decorations of the Cathedrals and
Churches of the Middle Ages. The work may be also had in numbers,
price 3s., or in parts, together or separately.
" Tne completion of this elaborate work affords us an opportunity of

doing justice to its great merits. It was necessary to the appreciation
of the characteristics and the beauties of Gothic architecture, that some
more extensive series of illustrations should be given to the world.
Until the appearance of this work, that of Pugin was the only one of
any Importance and accuracy." Architectural Quarterly litview,

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

T7XAMPLES OF ANTIENT PULPITS EX-
J3/ ISTING IN ENGLAND. Selected and drawn from Sketches
and Measurements taken on the Spot, with descriptive Letter-press.
By FRANCIS T. DOLLMAN, Architect. Royal 4to., cloth, price 2/. 2s.

London : GEORGE BEIL, 186. Fleet i>trtet.

Second Edition, 4to., havirnr the Plates of the Tesselated Pavements all

coloured, 25s., 8vo., plain, 15s.

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE REMAINS OF
L ROMAN ART. By Professor BOCKMAN, F.L.S., F.G.S., and
C. H. NEWMARCH, Esq.
"A work which jrill not only gratify the antiquary by its details, and

the beau-y and fidelity of its en -'ravines, but enable the general reader
to picture to himself the social condition of Coriuium when garrisoned
by Roman cohorts." Notes and Queries.
" A handsome book, of much research, where the various topics are

fully and carefully handled, in a conscientious spirit. There are also
well-executed fac-similes of the chief objects and mosaic designs."
Spectator.
" The field successfully explored by Professor Buekman and Mr. New-

march lias produced a series, unique perhaps in Britain, of those inter-
esting decorations in mosaic work which so strikingly evince, in this
remote colony, the power of Roman art." Journal oftlte Archaeological
Institute..

London : GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street.

4
Just published, and may be had for the Postage, Six Stamps,

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS IN ECCLESI-
ASTICAL and MONASTIC HISTORY and BIOGRAPHY,

IQUITIES, COUNCILS, &c., comprising the best works on
ubjoins, and interspersed with general and secular history, with ath

Classified Index.

C. J. STEWART, 11. King William Street, West Strand, London.

Printed by THOMAS CLAR-C SHAW, of N>. 8 New Strjet Snuira.at N). '>. NJW Street S luare, in the Parish of St. B.-i le in the City of London ; and
published by GKOIUJK BULL, of NTo 18:>. Fio-t Street, in tlu Parish of St. Duastaa iu tin Wo.it, in tiie City of London, Publiiher, at No. 18J.

Fleet Street aforesaid. Saturday, June 28. 1851.



INDEX
TO

THE THIRD VOLUME,

A.

A. on Tanthony, 229.
on the song Winifreda, 155.

* a. ? on Dutch folk lore, 387.

A. (A.) on Martin family, 29.

on swords used in dress," 29.

on Moore's Almanack, 381.
. on the family of Don, 143.

on wages in the last century, 143.

Abbots in the English church, 304.

Abeiles, what ? 243.

Abel represented with horns, 391.

Abercromby, the two Drs., 209.
Abhba on the works of Dr. Miller, 136.

on Standfast's Cordial Comforts, 143.
on old Tract on the Eucharist, 191.
on Madclen's Reflections, 323.

A. (C.) on legend in Frettenham church,
506.

Ace of diamonds, its origin, 142.
Ache on mistletoe on oaks, 192.

on the phrase
" under the rose," 213.

on a passage in the Tempest, 229.
on sitting cross-legged, 230.
on straw necklaces ,253.
on the family of Peyton, 186.

on paring nails on Sunday, 341.
Achilles and the tortoise, 4S4.
A. (C. T.) on the redwing's nest, 408.
Adam of Bremen, his Itinerary, 238.
Adam of St. Victor's poem on the Cross, 89.

Adams, Rev. W., date of his death, 140. 249.

King's Messengers, grounded on a
Greek tale, 135.

Adamson (John) on the works of Camoens,

Adur, its etymology, 30. 152.

.Sgrotuson the vellum-bound Junius, 378.
A. (E. H.) on a curious disquisition on
church bells, 431.

on the letters of Bishop Crewe, 23.
. on notices of Bishop Frampton, 214.

1 on " Fronte capillata," &c., 8.

on midwives licensed, 29.
on Volusenus, 29.

^Esopus Epulans, its authorship, 478.
A. (F. R.) on the author of Peter Wilkins,

13.

on Old Booty, 93.
on Bunyan's knowledge of Hobbes, 70.
on Histoire des Severambes, 148.

on Dr. King's poem The Toast, 13.
A. (F. S.) on the writers in the North

Briton, 409.
A. (H. M.) on the meaning of mosaic, 389.
A. (J. D.) on a cardinal's monument, 106.
A. (J. T.) on epitaph on Rev. J. Mawer,

Akerman, (J. Y.) on Queen Anne's far-

things, 83.

Alan, on prayer of Mary Queen of Scots,

Alarm, derivation of, 30.
Alban's (St.), law courts at, 466.
Allen's (Cardinal) declaration, 11.

Alliteration, specimen of, from Quarles,
340.

Alms-dish, an inscription on. an, 101.

Alphabetum divini Amoris, 86.

Altar lights, &c., 68.

America, prophecy respecting its discovery,
46*.

Amicus Plato, origin of the sentiment, 389.
468.

Anatol on De Foe's anticipations, 338.

Anatolicus on tobacco in the East, 306.
Andrew's (St.) cross, 221.

Anecdotes of old times, 275.

Angles, their original country, 326.

Angodus de Lindsei, 141.

Anne, queen, a note on her farthings, 83.

Annoy, used as a noun, 43.

Anonymous Ravennas, noticed, 462.

Anonymous works: The Monthly Intelli-

gencer, 37; Theological Tracts, 61.

Anstruther ( Robert) on the regal title
" De-

fender of the Faith,," 9.

Antediluvian history wanted, 330.

Anticipations ofmodern ideas orinventions,
62. 69. 137. 195. 287. 338.

Anti-Jacobin, authors of the poetry of the,

334.348,349.396.431.
Antiquitas saeculi Juventusmundi, 125. 156.

Apodliktes on cockade, 42.

Apple-pie order, origin of the phrase, 330i

Apres moi le deluge, 299. 397.

Apricot, its etymology, 75.

Apuleius, translations of, 76.
Archajus on Aristophanes on the modern

stage, 251.

Aristophanes on the modern stage, 105.

198. 230. 504.

Aristotle and Pythagoras, 352.

Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Craigs, 119.
251.

Articles, an old entry of having read the

Thirty-nine, 237.
Articles and canons of 1571, 491.

Arun on Butler's Hudibras in 1710, 166.
on the derivation of Carnaby, 495.

on George Herbert and Leighton
Church, 178.

on disinterment for heresy, 240.
on closing rooms after death, 248.
on St. John's Bridge fair, 287.
on Edmund Prideaux and the post-

office, 267.
on separation of sexes in churches,

288.

on the Tanthony, 308.
on " Nettle in, dock out," 368.
on pilgrim's road to Canterbury, 429.
on "

Going to Old Weston," 449.

on the Tanthony bell, 105. 308.

on metrical psalms and hymns, 119.

Association, the principle of, 424. 507.

Athelney Castle, Somersetshire, 478.

A. (T. W.) on the quotation
" Too wise to

err," 279.

Avena on Aristophanes on the modern
stage, 504

on St. Paul's dock striking thirteen,
449.

Aventurier, ou la Barbe-bleue, 74.

Aver, its etymology, 42. 157. 291.
A. (X. Y.) on the damasked linen of
James II., 13.

Auriga, its meaning, 188. 253. 483.
A. (W.) on Benj. Wheeler's Theological
Lectures, 39.

on medal given to Howard, 142.

on predeceased and designed, 143.
"
Away, let nought to love displeasing," the

authorship, 27.

Ayot St. Lawrence church, 135.

Azzolin (Cardinal), notices of, 370. 458.

B. on King John at Lincoln, 291.
on hand-bells at funerals, 310."
on "

Tickhill, God help me," 340.
on vineyards in England, 341.
on Stepony ale, 449.

1, on hand-bell before a corpse, 68.

B. (A.) on Duchess of Buckingham, 438.

on the title Alterius orbis papa, 497.
on til ; authorship of Lucy and Colin, 7.

on luus attributed to Viscount Pal-

merston, 28.

on Porson's imposition, 28.

Bab in the Bowster, the dance, 45. 282.

Babington's conspiracy, 390. 458.

Bache, Simon, quondam Thesaurarius Hos-

pitii, 105. 155.

Bacon, origin of the family name, 41.

151.
Bacon and Fagan, the origin of, 106. 483.

Bactria, history of, wanted, 353. 435.

B. (A. E.) on illustrations of Chaucer, 201.

235. 258. 316. 345. 385. 419. 473. 515.

on Chaucer's "
Temple y-made of

glass," 362.
on an early instance of the word news,

300.
. on the word prenzie in Shakspeare,

455.

on Shakspeare's words
"
captious" and"

intenible," 497-
on Shakspeare's

" Love's Labour's
Lost," Ifi3.

on Touchstone dial, 107.
B. (A. H.) on the Neville family, 24.

Baldrocks, wooden, what ? 328. 435. 503.

Ballads, ancient inedited, 134. 203. 219.
320.

, traditional English, 49. 208.
Balliolensis on Dunbar and Endymion

Porter, 303.

Balsall, its etymology, 373.
Banks (Sir John), family of, 390. 458.

507. 524.

Barker, the panorama painter, 406. 483.
Barker (G. H.) on a ballad ascribed to Sir

C. H. Williams, 59.

Barlaam and Josaphat, a Greek tale. 135.
278. 396.

Barnes (W.) on carved ceiling in Dorset-

shire, 481.

Baronette, its meaning, 450.

Barry (J. Milner) on Friday weather, 7.
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Bartolus* Learned Man Defended, where
commended, 224.

Barton (Mrs. Catherine), her maiden
name, 328. 434.

Bassenet of Eaton, 495.

Bataill in arms, 278.
Bateman (Gregory) on Poem on the Grave,

4GO.
Baxter (Richard), notice of his works, 370.

Bay on the Banks family, 524.

Bay ley (Bp.), his portrait, 8.

(Wm. D'Oyly) on Lady Jane of West-
moreland, 268.

on the families of D'Oyly and Barry,
23.

B. (B.) on Cromwell's compact with the

devil, 207.

on the word prenzie in Shakspeare,
456.

B. (C.) on diseases cured by sheep, 367.
on the Ami- Jacobin, 3<'6.

on Demosthenes and the New Tes-

tament, 397.
. on Bactrian coins, 435.

on Sallust, 466.

on Amicus Plato, 4.T8.

on meaning of pitcher, 507. ^25.

on antiquity of smoking, 507.

on principle of association, 507.
on corpse making a right of way, 507.
on probabilism, 122.

on toad-flax, 4'2.

on Wisby, Gothland, 75.

on the time when Herodotus wrote, 76.

on " Cum granosalis," 153.

on hoops, 153.

on Shakspeare's Antony and Cleo-

patra, 190.
on "

Impatient to speak and not see,"
213.

on the meaning of "
eisell," 225.

i on mistletoe on oaks, 226.

on lama beads, 229.

on language given to men, 229.

oa Lord Howard of Effingham, 244.

on the proverb,
" Go the whole hog,"

250.
B. (C. W.) on Lady Binghara, 61.

on Canes lesi, 141.

on foreign English, 346.

on modern paper, S97.

on inscription on an old gun, 221.
'. on King John at Lincoln, 141.

on snail-eating, 207.

on a passage in Love's Labour's Lost,
230.

on a remarkable longevity, 237.

on epitaph at Leghorn, 238.

B. de M. on two sorts of knights, 425.

on the meaning of baronette, 450.

Bealby (H. M.) notes on newspapers, 164.

Beard (Rev. Mr.), vicar of Greenwich, 140.

Bear's Bible, inscription on the, 329.

Beatrix de Bradney, her marriage, 203.

Beatrix Lady Talbot, her pedigree, 10.
"
Beauty Retire," by Pepys, 105. 155.

Bede's Ecclesiastical History, ancient MS.
of, 180. 247.

Bega (Cornelius), painting by, 28.

Beggar's Petition, its authorship, 209.

Bellarmin's monstrous paradox, 497.
Bellman and his history, 324. 377. 451. 485.

Bells in churches, notices of, 238. 339. 431,
432. 493.

B. (E. M.) on Hill's penny-post, 62.

on portraits of Spenser, 301.
:Benbow on the bellman, 453.

on spick and span new, 480.
. on "under the rose," 480.

., on the word Yankee, 461.

Benedicite, not one word, 468.

Bexley (Lord), how descended fromCrom-
'

well, 185. 250.

B. (F. C.) on San Marino, 376.

B. (G.) on Gray's Alcaic ode, 4.

B. (G. H.) on Ljnch law, 76.

B. (H. A.) on Queen Elizabeth's christen-

ing cloth, 115.
- on the Heywood family, 263.

B. (H. A.) on monosyllables, 165.
. on mistletoe on oaks, 226.
. on a poem among the papers of Sir K.

Digby, 18. 238. 367.
on curious omen at marriage, 406.

on inscription on tomb of Peter the

Hermit, 329.

B. (H. J.) on traditional notice of Richard
11 1., 207.

Bibliographical queries, 86. 138. 182. 326.

525, 526.

Bicetre, its etymology, 518.

Biddings in Wales, 114.207.

Bigod de Loges, 266. 306. 434.

Bingham (Lady), 61. 156. 2-'9.
"
Binsey, God help me!" 44.

Birth of seven children three times follow-

ing, 347.
ten children at a, 64. 192.

Bishops' lands, 87.

B. (J.) on parentage of Arthur Pomeroy,
303.

B. (J. C.) on portrait of Francis Moore, [

340. 381.
on the family of the Tradescants, 119.

B. (J. M.), whether Quarles was pensioned?
11.

on Touchstone's dial, 196.

B. (J. S.) on Dutch church in Norwich,
340.

on preserving existing monuments,
314.

Black images of the Virgin, 63.

Black rood of Scotland, 104.

Blackguard, its meaning, 44.

Blackstone's Commentaries and a table of

precedence, 209.

Blake family, notices of, 389.

Blood, the discovery of its circulation at-

tributed to Solomon, 340.
Blowen on cockade and true blue, 71.

on the etymology of grasson, 76.
. . on coins of Richard Cromwell, 89.

on the origin of the name Blowen, 106.

on the passage in Mark xiii. 32., 110.

on lammer beads, 115.
. on the episcopal mitre, 145.

on Cardinal Beaufort, 169.

on true blue, 194.

on cockade, 196.

on hook and by crook, 212.
on Hugh Peter's Last Legacy, 214.

on Salisbury Craigs, 251.

on Moorfields in Charles II. 's time,
260.

. on foreign English, 275.
on Abbot Eustacius, 307.
on meaning of waste-book, 307.
on the History of Bactria, 353.

on the phrase "giving the lie," 369.
on swearing by the peacock, 438.

on meaning of gig-lull, 462.

on " Laus tua non tua fraus," 466.
on the Visions of Hell, 289.
on fees at Westminster Abbey, 276.

Blunder, the origin of the word, 106.

B. (M. W.) on record of existing monu-
ments, 514.

on the meaning of tick, 502.
B. (N.) on Experto crede Roberto, 353.

on the authorship of ^Esopus Epulans,
478.

on the meaning of gig, 284.
Bockett (Julia R.) on Beatrix de Bradney,

208.

on record of existing monuments, 217.
on notices of George Steevens, 230.

Bogatzky, notice of, 478. 526.

Boiling to death, 153.

Bolton (Abp.), information respecting, 39.

72.

Bonny cravat, sign of inn, 351.

Bocks, notes on, 489.
Book plates before 1698, 495.

Booty's case, 40. 93. 170.
Borderer on epigram against Burke, 243.

on the Countess of Desmond, 250.
on a passage in Marmion, 203.
on the Lay of the Last Minstrel, 364.

Eofixs on bibliographical queries, 326.
Sorrow's Danish Ballads, 168.228.
Botfield (Beriah) on St. Clare, 182.
Bourne's (Vincent) translation of Lucia et

Corydon, 7.

Boyd (Zacharie), notices of, 500.
B. (P.) on Langley's Polidore Vergile, 137.

on periodical literature, A.u. 1707, 3^3.

on Archbishop Sancroft, 3'23.

on Sir Henry Slingsby, 323.

Braithwaite, Latin drinking-song by, 297.
341.

Robin Good fellow, 403.

Brandon the juggler, 154.

Braybrooke (Lord) on the authorship of
"
Away, let nought to love displeasing,"

on four want way, 434.

on portraits of distinguished English-
men, 233.

on the song Winifreda, 108.

on "
Beauty retire," 155.

Breeches Bible, its translators, 17. 72. 93.

115. 165.

Breen (Henry H.) on the plagiarisms in

Gray's Elegy, 35. 445.

on the etymology of Bicetre, 518.

on Dodo queries, 70.

on the use of monosyllables, 57.

- on a recent novel, 74.

tablet to Napoleon, 74.

on the meaning of extradition, 119.

on Bishop Nicolson's opinion of

Bishop Burnet, 136.

on the meaning of Sangaree, 141.

on the phrase
" stick at nothing," 278.

on the expression
"
ejusdem farina?,"

278.
on passage in Oldham, 372.

on obebm, 376.

on notices of the Bucaneers, 380.

. on verses in Pope's Dunciad, 387.

on supposed inscription in St. Peter's, I

425.
. on Gray's plagiarisms, 445.

on Count Xavier de Maistre, 467.

on a passage in Sedley's Poems, 476.

on two passages in Dryden, 492.

on Querelle d' Allemand, 495.

on a passage in Bellarmin, 497.

on epitaph on Voltaire, 518.

on the situation of Voltaire, 525.

Brewhouse antiquities, 447.

Brewster (Waldegrave) on parish register

tax, 94.

on clergy sold for slaves, 94.

on north side of churchyards, 12.
on the Scaligers, 133.

Bridges, Anthony, who was he? 278.

Brighton, its ancient position, 388.

Britannicus, its orthography, 275. 310. 463.

502.

British Museum, Letters on, its author,

Britton (J.) on Strutt's Queen Hoo Hall,

105.

Brown (William, jun.) on Pallavicino and
Count d'Olivarez. 523.

Browne's Britannia's Pastorals, 274.

Browne (Mr.), epitaph on, 320.

Browne (T.). his letter on the MS. of the

Articles, 491.
Brownes of Cowdray, Sussex, 66. 194. 307.

Bruce (John) on the church of St. Saviour's,

Canterbury, 12.

Bruce (W. Downing) on Hugh Peachell

and Sir John Marsham, 407.

Bruckner (Rev. J.), list of his works wanted,
209.

Bruno on Borrow's Danish Ballads, 168.

on theory of the earth's form, 331.

B. (R. W.) on mounds, or munts, 187.

on the first use of organs, 518.

Bs. (J.) on the epigram
" Cor lingua;," &c.,

168.

on " Jurat ? crede minus," 193.

on scandal against Queen Elizabeth,

197.

B. (S. S.) on the Christmas thorn, 567.
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Bt. (J.) on Babington's conspiracy, 390.
Buc (Sir George), his Treatise on the Stage,

187.

Bucaneers, account of, 380.
Buchan's Collection of Ballads, 5L
Buckden, abbot's house at, 45.

Buckingham, Duchess of, 224. 2.9. 280.438.
Buckman (Jamesj on the mistletoe on the

oaks, 226.
on sacramental wine, 320.

Bullen's drinking-horn, inquiry respecting,
38.

Burke, epigram against, 24,3. 284.
and the Annual Registers, 441.

mighty boar of the forest, 493.
Burns's poem, the Vision.supposed plagiary

in, 206.

Bunting's Irish Melodies, 167.

Bunyan (John), not the author of Visions
of Hell, 70. 89. 289. 467. 567.

his portrait, 89.

Burnet, Bishop, conflicting judgment on,

History of his own Times, 87.

Burning the hill, 123.

Burroughs (Wm.). monumental inscription
on, 223.

Burt (Henry M.) on "Fron'te capillata," 140.
Burtt (Joseph) on haybands in seals, 331.
Burton (Robert), his birth-place, 106. 157.

395.

Burying in church walls, 37. 156.

Butcher Duke, a song, its authorship, 8. 77.
Butchers not jurymen, 408.
Butler (Bishop), on a passage in, 44.
Butler's Hudibras in 1710, 166.
B. (V.) on the vellum-bound Junius, 262.

307.
B. (W.) on a cardinal's monument, 169.
B. (W. H.) on " small by degrees and

beautifully less," 105.

By and bye, its meaning, 73. 109. 193. 229.

By field's Letter on the Civil War, 303.

C. on Duchess of Buckingham, 250.
on Lady Mary Cavendish, 509.
on list of comets, 253.
on cockade, 292.
on cowdray, 307.
on scandal against Queen Elizabeth,

on Richardson, Tickell, and Fitzpa.
trick, 334.

on pictorial antiquities, 423.
on authors of the Anti-Jacobin poetry,

on ramasse, 434.
on deans, when styled Very Reverend,

437.
on the Howe family, 438.
on West Chester, 460.

- on paring nails on Sundays, 462.
on vineyards in England, 483.
on the derivation of covey, 509.

C. (A.) on Ayot St. Lawrence church, 135.
on the best rifles, 517.
on noble names in workhouses, 350.
on the ancient position of Brighton,

388.
on omissions in Murray's Handbook

for Devon and Cornwall, 4.

Ca. (Sa.) on the san grail, 281.

Cachecope bell, its meaning, 407.
Cad, its derivation, 46.

Cahagnet (M. L. Alph.), 167.
Calmet on annotators on Mark xiii. 32., 8.

Camden family, 89. 125. 253.
Camoens (Luis de), editions of his works,

18.

Campbell (Duncan), notices of, '248.

Campkin (Henry), on Davy Jones's locker,
478.

on hogan, 450.
notes on Jesse's London, 84.
on brother Jonathan, 495.

Campkin (Henry), whether St. Paul's clock
ever struck thirteen, 40.

on engraved portrait by Cross, 209.
C. (A. N.) on the family of William Penn,

409.

Canes lesi, Blount's explanation, .141. 212.
Canon and prebendary, difference between,

242.

Cardinal's hats, 44. 106. 169. 182.

Cardinals in the English church, 304.

Carfoix, its meaning, 469. 508.

Carling Sunday, its meaning, 449.

Carmii/hael (Lady Alice), what became of
her? 60.

Carnaby, its derivation, 495.
Casterton church, on a stone in the chan-

cel, 181.

Catacombs and bone-houses, 483.

Catalogues of books, their utility, 101.

Cato, on the meaning of Christ-crosse A,
330.

C. (A. U.) on Wm;Penn's family, 264.
Causton (H. K. Staple) on the meaning of

"eisell,"210.
Cavalier's farewell, on the authorship, 34.

Cavendish (Lady Mary), her ancestry,
477. 509.

Cavendo on the ancestry of Lady Mary
Cavendish, 477.

Cayley (G. J.) on swearing by swans, 29.

Cj on the Welsh Shewri-while, 20.
C. (D.) on the word ramasse, 434.

on the plant champak, 486.
on sixes and sevens, 118.

C. (de D.) on "
Geographers on Afric's

downs," 485.

Cebes on the word prenzie, 522

Cefn, its meaning as a prefix, 152.

Ceiling, a carved one in Dorsetshire, 424,
481.

C. (K.T.) on Sanathiel, 303.
C. (G. I.) on the mythology of the stars, 25.

C. ( H.) on " The Widow of the Wood," 13.

on Henry VIII. and Sir Thomas
Curwen, 323.

on the extinction of villenage, 327.

, lines on woman's will, 285.
on John Sanderson, or the cushion*

dance, 286.
on solid-hoofed pigs, 357-

CH., on the first. Earl of Shaftesbury, 186.

on the family of Sir George Downing,
213.

Ch. Ch. Man on colfabias, 390.
Chad's (St ) Church, Stow, 90.

Chadwick (Sir Andrew), was he knighted
by Queen Anne? 141.247.

C. (H. C.) on derivation of aver, 292.

Chaffers (W. jun.) on the baldrock, 503.

on four want way, 508.

Chalices of stone, 481.

Champak, what is it ? 448. 486.

Chancellors, two at the same time, 257.

Chantries, suppressed, 24.

Chapel, printing-office, 7.

Charles I., his love of the fine arts, 236.

Chadwick (John Nurse) on MS, collections

of Goddard's history of Lynn, 140.

on Sir Andrew Chadwick, 141.

on Norfolk folk-lore rhymes, 206.
on baldrocks, 435.

Charles II., was he ever in Wales? 203.

379.
Charles XII., medal struck by, 26.

Chaucer and Gray, coincidence between,
493.

, tomb of, 1S8.

, note on Palamon and Arcite, 131,201.

252.
. . on an astronomical allegory in com-

plaint of Mars and Venus, 235. 258. 306.

385.

,
his "

fifty wekes," 252.

, the pilgrimage to Canterbury, 315.

515.

, the arke of artificial day, 345.

, prophetical view of the Crystal Palace,
361.

, the star Min al Auwa, 419;

Chaucer, the Armorican word menez, 473
C. (H. B.) on umbrellas, 37.

on Booty's case, 170.

C. (H. C.) on origin of harlequins, 287.
Chepstow Castle, on its being betrayed,

Cherubim and Seraphim, 27.
Chettle (Henry), notice of, 54.
C. (H. G. R.) on Launcelot Lyttleton.SJO.
Children's Petition, the authorship, 117.
Chilcot ( William), inquiries respecting, 38.

C. (H. K.'s.) on the meaning of " eisell," 66.
Chloe, who was Chloe? 449. 507.
Christ-Crosse A., its meaning, 330. 465.

Christmas-day, its origin, 167. 249.
Christmas thorn, 367.
Churchwarden on baldrocks and thanks-
giving-book, 328.

Churchyards, burying on the north sides

of, 74. 125. 332. 333.
C. (I. B.) on Herstmonceux Castle, 75.

Cinqiiante Lettres d'Exhortation, its au-
thorship, 169.

Circulation of the blood, 27.
Civil war garrisons, sketches of, 143.
C. (J.) on Christmas-day, 167.

-. on a Coggeshall job, 167.

^ on Dumore C;istle, 496.
on Abbey of Shapp, 7.

C. (J. E.) on Private Memoirs of Queen
Elisabeth, '23.

C. (J. H.) on Spenser's Faerie Queene, 369.
on sundry quotations, 388.
on the meaning of crambo, 391.

C. (J. N.) on the expression
"
as drunk as

Chloe," 449.
on St. John's Bridge fair, 469.
on the honour of Clare, 390.
on the wife of James Torre, 434.

C. (J. P.) on the family of Sir George
Downing, 69;

C. (K.) on Dr. H. Tindale's epitaph, 49J.
Clancie (Major), his Life, 42.

Clnre (St.), church dedicated to her in

Cornwall, 182.

Clarke (Hyde) on Cardinal Chalmers, 44.

Clarke (J.) on ring dials, 107.

Clarke (Rev. Samuel), portrait of, 209. 284.

Clarkson, historian of Richmond, his MSS..
373. 507.

Classical literature, a word to literary men
for recovering unpublished, 161. 261.340.

Clement's Inn, its antiquity, 84. 109.

Clench family, particulars wanted, 188.

Clergy sold for slaves, 94.

Clerical costume, 29.

Clock in Exeter cathedral, inscription on a,

329.

Clocks, when self-striking were invented,
372.

C. (M. A.) on Cromwell family, 242.
C. (O.) on Anthony Bridges, 278.
Cobham family, discrepancies in Dugdale's
account of, 53.

Cock scares the fiend, 404.

Cockade, its origin, 7. 42. 71. 96. 196. 292. .

Coggeshall job, the saying, 167. 285.

Cognation of the Jews and Lacedaemonians,

Coin's of Canute, catalogue of, 326. 525.

of Richard Cromwell, 89.

German, 119. _ .

of George III., 275. 310. 391.
- guinea of George III., inscription on,
91.

rarity of William IV. 's copper, 136.

Coleridge's opinion of De Foe, 136.

and the penny post, 27.

Religious Musings, 115.

Table Talk, passage in. 518.

Colfabias, its meaning, 390. 4b2.
Collar of SS., 42.

Collard the logician, particulars wanted,
186.

Collector on the Travels of Baron Mun-
chausen, 305.

Collier (J. Payne) on the defence of the
execution of Mary, Queen of Scots, 113.
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Collier (J. Payne) on the Royal.Courtly
Garland, 1.

Collier (Rev. R.), lines attributed to, 28.

Colman (J. B.) on the frozen horn, 91.

on baker's dozen, 550.

on the locality of Gillingham, 505,

on St. Paul's clock, 153.

on the descent of Henry IV., 171.

on the election of a pcpe, 253.

on Edmund Prideaux and the post-
office. 268.

. on Quebeca and his epitaph, 459.

on thanksgiving-book, 481.

on Sir Cloudesley Shovel, 45.

Comenius' History of Bohemian Persecu-
tion, 11. 45.

Comets list of, 223. 253. 306.

Commandments, the division of the ten,
166. 230. 412.

Commoner marrying a peeress, 436.

Concert of nature, 69.

Conquest (post conquest um), SO,

Conquestum, its original meaning, 92. 170.;
Contracted names of places, 182.

Convicts, list of innocent, wanted, 224.

Cooper (C. H.) on " Defender of the Faith,"

.. on the word culprit, 44.

on touching for the evil, 148.

on the Conquest, 170.

on dog's head in ttte -pot, 264.

biographical notices of Thomas May,
280.

. on tradesmen's signs, 285..

on St. John's Bridge fair, 341.

- on the bellman and his h istory , 377-485 .

- on disinterment for heresy, 378.
on Charles Lamb's epitaph, 379.
on the fifteen O's, S91.

on the expression
"
going tick," 409.

... on the presentation of gloves, 424.

. on the phrase
"
by-the-bye," 433.

. on round robin, 461.
. on registry of dissenting baptisms, 486

on corpse passing making a right of

way, 520.
on umbrellas, 126.

Coptic language, 468.
Cor linguae, &c., its authorship, 168.

Corderoy on meaning of Zoll-verein, 451.
Corner (Geo. R.) on forged papal bulls, 149.

Corney (Bolton) on the utility ofcatalogues
of books, 101.

on the publication of De Navorscher,
114.

on Sir Thomas Herbert's Memoirs, 157.
on the Essay on Satire, 162.

on Harrison's Chronology, 192.

on the Threnoclia Carolina of Sir T.
Herbert, 259.

on the Anti-Jacobin, 349.
on Hugh Holland and his works, 427.

Corpse passing makes a right of way, 477.
507. 519.

Corser (Thomas) on traditions from re-

mote periods, 422. 475.
. on Greene's Groatsworth of Witte,

479.

Costume, queries on, 88. 155.

Cotton family, arms of, 39. 187.
Cotton (H.) on Archbishop Bolton of

Cashel, 72.

on Harrison's Chronology, 105.
. on Diary of Archbishop Loflus, 263.

Coulanges and Prior, coincidence between,
446.

Coverdale's, Bible, 54. 122.

Covey, its e'tymology, 477. 509.

Cowgill on Christmas-day, 249.

on headings of chapters in Bibles, 269.
. biographical notices of Thomas May,

279.
on predeceased and designed, 287.
on a notice of St. Pancras, 397.
on the Tanthony, 428.

on window tax, mints, and Nobbs, 447.

Cowley's poem on Drinking, an answer to,

Cowper, the divine chit-chat of, 388.

Cracow pike, 118. 187.

Crambo, its meaning, 391.

Craiunere Pool, 404.

Cranmer's descendants, 8. 153. 188.

Cranmore on passage from Cymbeline, 290.
Crewe (Bishop), letters of, 23.

on the customary disuse of his episco-

pal title, 128.

Crex, the white bullaee, 451.

Crickets., 3.

Criston, in Somersetshire, 278. 357.

Cromwell (.Oliver), his compact with the

4evjl, 207. 282.

family, 242.

curious epigrams .on, 515.

Cross, engraved portrait by, on whom ? 209.

284.

Cross between a wolf and hound, 39. 93.

Cross-bill, queries respecting, 188.

; .
r. Tin

'

cross, 44.
Crossley (James) on "Dr. Timothy Thrus-

oss, 44.

on History of Bohemian Persecution,
45.

on Burke and the Annual Register,
441.

on " Earth has no rage," 45.

on couplet in De Foe, 45.

. on Histoire des Severances, 72.

on verses attributed to Charles Yorke,
72,

on Lucy and Colin, 76.

on a quotation from Brown's Essay on
Satire, 110.

on Dr. Trusler's Memoirs, 110.

on a sonnet, supposed to be Milton's,
142.

on Dryden's Essay upon Satire, 146.

on Brandon the juggler, 154.

, on " Words are nxen's daughters," 154.

on the Scaligers, 193.

on De Foe's anticipations of modern
ideas, 195.

on Deus Justificatus, 195,

on Monarchia Solipsorum, 197.
on Nettle in, dock out, 205.

on manuscript of Bede, 247.
notes on newspapers, 248,

on Duncan Campbell, 248.

on MS. sermons by Jeremy Taylor, 249.
and

249.

on Dryden's Absolomand Achitophel,

on meaning of waste-book, 251.
on Salgado's slaughter- house, 284.
on Sir Balthazar Gerbier, 304.
on Captain John Stevens, 306.
on a history of comets, 306.
on Edmund Prideaux and the post-

office, 308.

on epitaph in Hall's Discovery, 338.

on Letters on the British Museum, 461.
on the Image of both Churches, 469.
on the word coU'abias, 482.

C. (R. W.) on the arms of the Cotton
family, 187.

on the spelling of Britannicus, 275.
on curious facts in natural history,

398. 467.

C. (T.) on " Fronte capillata," &c., 92.

on mark for a dollar, 449.

on Tuautem,308.
on places called Purgatory, 308.

Cuicfal in Flandria, where? 238.

Culprits torn by horses, 91, 92.

Culprit, origin of the word, 44.

Cu mining (Sir Alexander), 39. 152.

Cunningham (P.), on the verses,
" Poor

Allinda." &c., 264.
on the Outer Temple, 375.

Curfew-bell, 77.

Curse of Scotland, 22. 423. 483.
Curwen (Sir Thomas), an excellent archer,

323.

Curwen family, 89. 125. 253.
Cushion dance, 125. 286.
C. (W. H.) on Cardinal Erskine, 13.

on Nicholas Ferrar's Digest, 12.

C. (W. W.) on Francis Moore, 466.
Cx. on May cats, 84.

on the titles of spiritual peers, 118.

D.

D. on Cardinal Allen's declaration, 11.
on ring dials, 196.

A. on King Richard III., 300.
on suem, ferling, grasson, 75.
on Sir T. Herbert's memoirs of

Charles 1., 260.
. on the Tanthony bell, 429.

on the use of the word umbrella, 509.
D. (2).

on the etymology of aver, 42.
, on filthy gingram, 42.

on the meaning of gulls, 143.
D. ( A.) on Poem on the Grave, 372.
D. ( A. A.) on the hand giving the blessing,

on Diogenes in his tub, 449.
on skeletons at Egyptian banquet, 424.
on topical memory, 449.
on vegetable sympathy, 407.
on the phrase

u To a T," 424.

Daffy down dilly, a nursery rhyme, 220.

Damasked linen of James II., 13, 229.
Dancing Trenchmore, its meaning, 89.437.
Darby and Joan ballad, 38. 69.

Darcy Lever church, 27.

Daresbury, the Whitechapel of England,
60. 229.

Davie, jun. (Sn.) on Hylles' Arithmeticke,
409.

Davies (Sir John), arms of, 409.
and his biographers, 82 336, J

Davy Jones's locker, 478. 509.
D. (C. W.) on Coleridge and the penny

post, 27.
D. (E. A.) on Henry Chettle. 54.

on William Chilcot, 73.

on " Fronte capillata/' 124.
on dominicals, 25.

on the motto,
" God speed the plough,"

8.

on Long Meg of Westminster, 22.
oil Shaki-peare's word

"
captious," 153.

Deans, when first styled Very Reverend
352. 437.

Death of Death's painter, 495.
Death, representations of, 450. 501.
Deer, fossil, of Ireland, 26. 121 . 212. 502
D. (E. H. D.) on the Coptic Language, *68.

on king of Nineveh burned in his

palace, 506.

on epitaph in Killyleagh churchyard,

" Defender of the Faith," its ancient use
9. 28. 94. 157,

De Foe, Coleridge's opinion of, 136.

couplet in, 45.

project for purifying the English lan-

guage, 350.

anticipations ofmodern ideas, 137. 195.

Demonologist on Booty's case, 40.

Demosthenes, oration against, 141.227.
Denarii, 25.

Denarius philosophorum, 168. 251. 299.

Derby coinage, 225.

Designed, whether used as designated, 143.

287.

Desmond, the Countess of, 250. 341.
Deus Justificatus, its author, 195.
Devil's bit, its origin, 477.
Devonshire charms, 258.
D. (G. H.) on Robert de Welle, 458.
D. (H. W.) on the red hand, 194.

on touching for the evil, 197.
. on damasked linen, 229.

on straw necklaces, 229.
on Rag Sunday in Sussex, 425.
on the waistcoat bursted, 230.
on the couplet,

" The feast ofreason,"
265.

Dials, ring, 52. 107, 108. 196.

Diamagnetism, its etymology, 169.
Dibdin's Library Companion, errors in, 405.

Dies Ira-, its authorship, 468.
Dieu et mon droit, when first adopted, 407.

Diffbrmis, its signification, 24.

Digby (Sir Kenelm), poems discovered

among his papers, 18. 2J8. 367. 482.
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Digby's Broad Stone of Honour, 264.

Diogenes in his tub, 449.
Disinterment for heresy, 240. 378.
Diss on cross between a wolf and a hound,

93.

Ditchfield (J. B.) on black images of the

Virgin, 63.

Dixon (Ilepworth), notices of the Blake

family, 389.
on the Penn family, 454.

D. (J.) on Whychcote of St. John's, 302.

D. (J. B.) on the meaning of Bacon, 151.

D. (M.) on " Suum cuique tribuere," &<r,
518.

D. (N.) on ten children at a birth, 64.

Dri. (W.) on the episcopal mitre, 145.

on a cardinal's hat, 170.
on "

By hook and by crook," 212.
on the word Yankee, 461,

Dobbin (Dr. O. T.)on the Ulm manuscript,
60.

Dodd (Dr.) f his texts at Wing church, 182.

Dod.l, the historian, 496.

Dog's head in the pot, 264. 463.

Dogs, their howling an omen of death, 4.

Doll (black), sign at old store shops, G3.

Dollar sign,' 449. 505.

Dominicals, 25.

Don, of Pitfichie, the family, 143.

Dorothea (S.), life of, 87.

Dort, epigram on the synod of, 23. 94.

Double names, their origin, 407.
Doubtful on the witches' prayer, 118.

Douglas (J. A.) on the white rose, 505.

Douglas (Gawyn), a complete edition of his
works a desideratum, 38.

Dousa (Janus) on the Dutch versions of

English essayists, 22.

transcript of a letter respecting John
Locke, 97.

. on crossing rivers on skins, 3.

poem on Sidney, 23.

Downing (Sir George), liis family, 68. 213.

D'Oyly and Barry families, information
wanted, 23.

Dozen of bread, 153.520.
D. (Q.) on Dr. Dodd's texts, 182.

on Shakspeare's meaning of strained,
269.

on Lord Howard of Effingham, 244.
on Fitzpatrick's lines onFox,.4&i.
on Witchcraft, 444.
on preserving existing monuments,

314.
D. (Q. E.) on the word littus, 446.

Drachmarus, one of the schoolmen, 105.

157. 194.

Dragons, 40. 157.

Drake's Historia Anglo-Scotica, 519.

Dredge (John I.) on portrait of Rev. S.

Clarke, 284.

on Nicholas Ferrar's Concordance, 12.

on Patrick's tract on the Eucharist,
214.

Dress, a note on, 406.

court, 407. 457,

Drumlethglass on Roman Catholic bishops
in Ireland, 167.

Dryden's Absolom and Achitophel, 249.

Essay upon Satire, 14ti. Iti2.

poems, on two passages in, 492.

D. (S. T.) on the author of Pursuits of
Literature, 240.

on the author of School of the Heart,
390.

on representations of Death, 450.
Dumore castle, or the petrified fort, 495.

Dunbar, epigram by, 303.
Dunkin (Alfred John) on preserving a re-
cord of existing monuments, 313.

Durham sword that killed the dragon,
425. 485.

Dutch books published out of the Nether-
lands, 32o. 379-

. church in Norwich, its history, 209.
3 tO. 396.

martyrology, early copies, 443. 479.

song book, L)e zingende Lootsman of
de Vrolyke Boer, 23. 189.

Dutch yersions of English essayists, 22.

D. (W. B.) on Aristophanes on the modern
stage, 198,

Dver (Thomas H.) on Erasmus and Fare!,
73.

E. on Blackstone's Commentaries, 209.

., note on Palamon and Arcite, 131.

E. (A.) on the origin of cockade, 7.

Ear, the advantages of a bad, 140.

Early rain, the pride of the morning, 484.
" Earth has no rage," &c., a couplet, 23.

Earth thrown upon the coffin, 408. 499.

Earth's form, theory of, 331. 508.
Eastwood (J.) on circulation of the blood,

27.

Eboli, Latin epigram on the Duchess
of, 208. 289.

on Encorah and Millicent, 448.
on " Ex pede Herculem," 3sO.
on Knebsend, 434.

on folk lore in Lancashire,-516.
on eating pigeons before death, 517.
on Tandem D. O. M., 173.

on the word Rub-a-dubs 387.
on tiring-irons, 210.

Eboracomb, on holy water for the hooping-
cough, 2SO.

on daffy down dilly, 220.

Echo on Coverdale's Bible, 54^
on Breeches Bible, 93.

on Daresbury the Whitechapet of

England, 229.

on passage in Gray's- elegy, 138.

on Judas cup, 85.
E. (C. J.) on Abel represented with horns,

o legend in Frettenham church, 407.
Eclectic Review, specimen of composition,

493.

Edwards (H.) on Dr. Robert Thomlinson,.
290.

on Drax free school, 290.
E. (E. J.) on Gillingham, 505.
Effhress on the butcher duke, 77.

on ' The soul's dark cottage," 105.

Effessa, on the Prince of Wales' feathers,
10ft

on the Breeches Bible, 115.

Effigies, translation of charade upon No-
thing,. 369.

on Clarkson's papers, 373.

Egdufr oiv Shakspea-re's- meaning of

strained, 269.

Egenhart on Gregory the- Great, 62.

Egg and arrow ornament,- 349.

E. (H.) on pedigree of Owen GlendoweF,
356.

on Richard Baxter's works, 370>.

on Queen Mary's Lament, 1-72.

- on swans hatched during thunder, 75%

Eign, its meaning, 351.

Eirionnach, notes on Ireland, 490.

Eisell, its meaning, 66. 119. 210. 225. 397.

474. 508. 524.
E. ( J.) on the meaning of harrisers, 252.

on the accession of Richard HI., 352.
on anachronisms of painters, 369.
on the phrase To learn by heart, 483.

Ejusdem farinaj, origin of the expression,
278. 433.

E. (K. P. D.) on St. Hibbald, 496.
- on mark for a dollar, 504.
- on Milton and the Calves-head Club,

_JO.

on ventriloquist hoax, 406.

Elk, fossil, 121.212.
Ellacombc (H. T )

on the baldrock, 503.
. on chiming bells, 432.

Elizabeth (queen), her christening cloth,
115.

, private memoirs of, 23, 45.

, scandal against, 11. 151. 197. 225. 285.

307.

, did she visit Bacon at Twickenham ?

44.

Elstob, Miss, notice of, 497-
Emiott family, their arms wanted, 478.
Emun on ballad editing, 208.

on folk talk, 474.
on plays in churches, 494.
on a life of St. Paul, 451.

Encorah and Millicent, their meaning, 4*8.

Engastrimythus on Father Hehl and Ca-
hagnet, 167.

on Father Maximilian Hell, 269.

Engelbert (Abp.), treatise by, 291. 379.

English, origin of the pres_ent race, 116.
actors and musicians in Germany, 21.

French, an example of, 437.
Mother on the Flamberg sword, &c.,

168.

Enigmatical epitaph on Kev. Dr. Mawer,

Enquirer on the episcopal mitre, 62.

Entwysel (Wilfred), Chauncy's observa-
tions on, 61 171.

Epitaph in Killyleagh churchyard, 422. 493.
at Leghorn, 238.

on a " worthie knight," 57.

Equestrian statues, 494.
Erasmus and Farel, 38. 73.

Erskine (Cardinal), 13.

E. ( R. W.) on the lines " A verse may find

him," &c., 60.

on north sides of churchyards, 74.
on corpse passing making a right of

way, 477.
on seats in churches, 56.

on the derivation of round robbin, 353.
on tradesmen's signs, 357.

Eryx, queries on Tennyson, 493.
Erza on Lady Flora Hastings' bequest, 443.

Esquire, what amount of property con-
stitutes one, 242.

Essheholt Priory, account of, 86.

Ettie on Sir Henry Slingsby'g Diary, 357.

Etty the artist, his family, 496.

Euchanst,authorship of an old tract on,169l
, by John Patrick, 214.

Eustacius, abbot, time when he flourished,
141.307.381.

Evans (Rev. T. Simpson) on the life of

Bishop Frain.pt on, lil,

Evergreens in churches, L18.
Evil eye, th superstition of, 133*

Exhibition, the Great, a monster number of
" Notes and Queries," 361.

, hint for protecting, 16(5.

Exon on disinterment for heresy, 378.
Exoniensison the MS. of De Bello An-

tiocheno, 447.

Experto crede Roberto, origin of the saying,.

Extradition, its meaning, 119. 169.

Extraordinary North Britonv the writes*

itH 4XJ9. 432,

F,

F. on- the sees of the Roman churchy 437-
Falconer (A. P.) on prayer of Mary Queen
of Scots, 369.

Falconer (R. W.) on mistletoe, 396.

Farquharson'OU Aurora?, 28.

F. (C. D.) on Cranmer's descendants, 8.

Feathers of the Prince of Wales,, origin o,
lO.i. 168.

Fell (Colonel), his descendants, 142.

Fenton (John) on the meaning of Mosaic,
469.

Ferling, its etymology, 7. 75.
Ferrar's (Nicholas) Digest and Concord-

ance, 12.

and Benlowes,.237-
Ferrara (Andrea), his history, 62.

Ferret, names of the, 390. 461.

Fest, its derivation, 328. 396.
F. (F. G. ) on sides and angles, 265.
F. (F. W.) on the situation of Semus, 49fc

F. (G.) on arms of Robert Nlson v 2o3;

F. (G. E.) on the Knapp family, 42k
F. (H.) on Cough's translation of the Hi-

tory of the Bible, 165*
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Fiat Justitia on miching malicho, 231.

Fib, its derivation, 167.

Filthy Gingram, 42.

Fir-cone, its symbolism, 290.
Fire of London, the surveyor's account,

350.

Fireneye on national debts, 466.

Fitzgerald (Lord Edward), his mother, 492.

Fitzpatrick (Richard), notice of, 276. 33-1.

432.

F. (J. F.) on red book of Irish exchequer, 6.

on the accession of Richard 111., 467.
on Shakspeare family, 493.

Flamberg sword, 168. 292.
Flecamore (Christopher), who was he? 23.
Fleet marriages, 4.

Flemish account, its early use, 57. 133. 162.
Fm. on English Sapphics, 494.

on equestrian statues, 494.
F. (O.) on Bishop Thornbcrough's monu-
ment, 299.

Folk lore, 20. 84. 132. 179. 205. 220. 258. 320.

367.

Devonshire, 404.

Dutch, 387.

Lancashire, 55. 516.

Northamptonshire, 3.

talk, 474.

Welsh, 20.

Torbes (C.) on Browne's Britannia's Pasto-
rals, 274.

on epitaph in Hall's Discovery, 359.
on the birth-place of Robert 'Burton,

396.

on George III.'s coinage, 310.
on " Fine by degrees, and beautifully

less," 154.
; on Tandem D. O. M., 173.

Foreign English, specimens of, 57. 275.
346.

renderings at Salzburg, 138.

Foreigner, a, on English synonyme-s, 16R.
Foss (Edward) on Clement's Inn, 109.

on the Ulm manuscript, 192.
< on two chancellors at one time, 257.

on the Outer Temple. 325. 375. 451.
505.

Foss (Henry) on Hulls, the inventor of
steam-boats, 69.

on lludbeck's Atlantica, 196.

Foucault's pendulum experiment, 371.
Four want way, 168. 43*. 508.
F. (P. HO on the bibliographical queries of

;. on the meaning of conquest, SO.
on errors in the date of works, 22.

on the authorship of the Monthly In-

telligencer, 37.
on inscription on an oak board, 240.

Frampton (Bishop), notices of him wanted,
61.214.

Francis (C. F.) on epitaph in Hall's Dis-

covery, 242.

Francis (John) on Hewson and Smollet's

strap, 123.

on St. Paul's striking thirteen, 40.

Francis (St.), Liber Conformitatum, 321.
Flemish woik, on the order of, 502.

Franciscus on the meaning of mosaic, 469.
on Shakspeare's designation of Cleo-

patra, 465.

.Francis X. (John) on Roman roads near
London, 328.

on West- Chester, 353.
Frere (Geo. E.) on "

Snail, snail, come out
of your hole," 179.

Frettenham church, legend in, 407. 506.

Friday weather, 7. 153.

why considered unlucky, 496.
Friswell (James) on epigrams on Cromwell,

516.

Frog's wedding, a ballad, 51.

Fronte capillata, &c., its authorship, 8. 43.

92. 124. 140. 286.

Frozen horn, 25. 71. 91. 1S2. 282. 459.
F. (R. W.) on Borrow's English Ballads,

on Christmas-day, 249.

Funerals, hand-bells at, 310. 466.

F. (W.) on Gilburt's MS. on Clandestine

Marriages, 167.

F. (W. II.) on fossil deer of Ireland, 26.

O.

G. on Barker, the panorama painter, 483.
on bishops' lands, 87.

on princesses of Wales, 477*

5. on court dress, 457.

G. X A.) on the origin of a surname, 323.

on Barker, the panorama painter, 406.
.. on Lord Edward Fitzgerald's mother,

492.

Gallatly (J.) on misquotation of Gen. iii,

19., 275.

Gam (Danydd) on Chepstow castle, 241.

on Charles II. being in Wales, 263.

Ganganelli (Pope), the compilers of his

life, 12.

Gantillon (P. J. F.) on Abp. Williams's

portrait, 75.

etymology of kobold, 85.

Gatty (Alfred) on the early culture of the

imagination, 38.

on church bells, 5:38.

on the division of the ten command-
ments, 166.

on monumental inscription, 223.

on Herbert's Memoirs of Charles I.,

223.
on strange appearances in the sky, 298.

on epitaph of Countess of Pembroke,
307.

on St. Thomas of Lancaster, 339.

on Warren Hastings' magnanimity,
369.

on " Ex pede Herculem," 380.

on registry of dissenters, 460.

on ancient modes of hanging bells, 493.

on Lord Nelson's dress and sword at

Trafalgar, 517.
on earth thrown upon the coffin, 499.
on the Lay of the Last Minstrel, 505.
on written sermons, 526.

Gaudentio di Lucca, its authorship. 36. 117.

Gay (Kev. Mr.), notices of, 424. 508.

G. (B.) on Collard the logician, 186.

G. (C.) on alliteration, 340.
G. (C. W.) on the word Blunder, 106.

on land Holland, SO.

on lights on the altar, 30.

. on the etymology of suem, ferling, and
grasson, 7.

Genealogicus Lancastriensis on family of
Katharine Parr, 302.

Geneva Bible, 13 17. 72. 93. 115. 165.

Gentleman, can the queen make one? 88.

George (St.) the Martyr, Southwark, in-

dulgences granted to benefactors, 414.
Gerbier's (Sir B.) academy, 317.

his autobiography, 304.

German universities, religious teaching in,
303.

Geronimo, description of Mosaic, 521.
G. (G. F.) on the phrase "at sixes and
sevens," 425.

on the letter %, 44.

on true blue, 27-
on the meaning of Mocker, 73.
on crossing rivers on skins, 86.

on Rab Surdam, 42.

on Richard III., 221.

on honey-moon, 276.

Gig-hill, its meaning, 222. 283.
Gilbert on Col. Hewson a cobbler. 73.
Gilburt's MS. on Clandestine Marriages,

167. 463.

Gillingham council, 448. 505.
G. (J.) on Daresbury, the Whitechapel of

England, 60.

G. (J. M.) on the frozen horn, 25.

on Gough's Translation of the History
of the Bible, 100.

on George Wither the poet, 36.

on the phrase,
"

I preached as never
sure to preach again," 3t ;

.

Gleniffer on Bab in the bowster, 45.

Gloucester alarm, what? 278.
Gloucestershire provincialisms, 204.

Gloves, the presentation of, 220. 424.

Glynne ( Lord Chief Justice), his portrait, 8,
" God speed the plough," the motto, 8.

God's acre, a burial ground, 5Z84. 3SO.

Goddard's History of Lynn, MSS. wanted,
140.

Gomer on chapel, or printing-office, 7.

on the meaning of" eisell," 608.
on the etymology of nao, a ship, 509.
on Tristan d'Acunha, .9.

Good B'yeon the etymology of by-the-bte,
109. 229.

Goodwin (C. \Y.) on MS8, of Sir T.

Phillipps,507.
Gooseberry-fool, its derivation, 405.

Gordon (G. E. H ) on the word ater, 2f)g.

Gordon (G. J. R.) on medal of Charles XII.,
26.

on Rudbeck's Atlantica, SO.

Gough's Translation of the History of the

Bible, 100. 165.

G. (P. J. F.) on " In time the satage bull/'

&c., 5C2.

G. (Q.) on scandal against Queen Elizabeth,
225.

on barons of Hugh Lupus, 2(36.

G. (R.) on bibliographical queries, S6, 13S.

182.

Grahame (James), noticed, 453.

Grasson, its etymology, 8. 75. 76.

Grave, poem upon the, 372. 460.

Gravener (Sir Thomas), epitaph on, 57.

122.

Graves (J.) on a cardinal's hat, lf>9.

on the Ormonde portraits, 119.

Gray's Alcaic Ode, 4.

Elegy, its plagiarisms, 35. 206. 445.

Lucretian origin of a verse in, 138.

G. (R. E.) on meaning of Venwell, 38.

Greene (Robert), a Dutch translation of a
tract by, 103.

Quip for an upstart courtier, 103.

Groatsworth of \Vitte, 140. 479.

Pandosto, 1.

Gregory the Great, 62.

Griffith (Bp.l, his portrait, 8.

Groves of Blarney, its authorship, 495.

G. (S.) on the cataracts of the Nile, 89.

on Dancing Trenchmore, 89.

. on Flemish account, 57.

on paternoster tackling, 89.

on Thomas Rogers of Horuinger, 62.

on Theological tracts, 61.

Gualter (Rodolph),8. 43. 123.

Guardian, Dutch version of, 22.

Guinegate on supporters borne by com-
moners, 224.

Gulls, as applied to hasty pudding, 143.

Gun, inscription on an old, 221.

Gutch (J. M.) on Gough's Translation of

the History of the Bible, 165.

G. (W. S.) on the Life of Pope Ganganelli,
12.

Gwyn (Cudyn) on derivation of aver, 291.

on the meaning of "
eisell," .524.

on scandal against Queen El.zabeth,
11.

GyfTes (Llaw) on arms of Sir John Davies,
409.

H.

H. on the ballad Darby and Joan, 38.

on the picture of our Saviour, 228.

H. (A. W.) on Simon Bache, 105.

on the IVadescants, 286.

Haggard (W. D.) on the vellum-bound
Junius, 262. 307.

Hailsture (E.) on Quebeca and his epi-

taph, 223
Hall's Discovery, epitaph in, 242. 338, 329.

504.
Hall (Hughes Frazer) on mitre and cloven

tongues, 284.

Halliwell (J. O.) on Greene's Groatsworth
of Witte, 140.

Hallum, Cardinal, his progenitors, 170.
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Hamilton (C.) on the author of Scoute-

Generall, 303.

Hamilton, Newburgh, 117. 356.

Hainont (C. D.) on lachrymatories, 151.

Hampson's Religious Deceptions of the
Church of Rome, an error corrected, 87.

Hampstead, judges' walk at, 4.

Hand giving the blessing, 477. 509.

Hand-bell before a corpse, 6%. 154.

Handel's occasional oratorio, 426. 480.

Hares, 3.

Harlequins, origin of, 165. S87- 464.

Harrington (E. C.) oa Cooke's Dialogue,
306.

on Patrick's tract on the Eucharist,
214.

Harris the painter, notices wanted, 329.

Harrisers, meaning of, 252.

Harrison's Chronology, 105. 192.

Hastings' (Lady Flora) bequest, 443.522.

Hastings (Warren), his magnanimity, 369.

Hawkins (Edward) on the writers in the

Anti-Jacobin, 348.

Haybands in seals, 186. S18. 291. 331. 332.

H. (B.) on snail-eating, 333.

H. (C.) on Bactria, 435.

on the meaning of "
eisell," 508.

on Petworth register-book, 449.

on the word Sewell, 482.

on St. Uncumber, 404.

H. (C. E.) on epitaph in Morwenstow
churchyard, 377.

H. (C. H.) on the symbolism of Death, 501.

H. (C R.) on epigram on the Duchess of

Eboli, 208.

H. (De) on the descendants of Col. Fell, 142.

H. (E.) on " Cum grano salis,"88.
on Baron Munchausen's frozen horn,

182.
. on an old ballad, 278.

Head's Nugs Venale?, 453.

Headings of chapters in Bibles, 141. 269.

Healing, prayers at the, 42. 93. 148. 197.

352. 436

Heart, to learn by, 425. 483.

Heath-hounds, 404.

Hedgehog, 3.

Hehl, Father, account of him wanted, 167.

269.

Henchman (Bp.), his portrait, 8. 43.

Henco on court dress, 407.

Henry IV., descent of, 120. 171.

Henry VIII. and Sir Thomas Curwen,3-23.

Henryson (Robert), a complete edition of
his poems a desideratum, 38.

Herbert (George) and the restoration of
Bemerton church, 22. 85. 178.

Herbert, Sir Thomas, his memoirs, 157-

223. 259.
Hermes on an inscribed alms-dish, 101.

.on the phrase
" God's acre," 380.

on snail-eating, 221.

Hermit at Hampstead on Wm. Hone, 508.

Hermit of Holyport on Dousa's poem on

Sidney, 22.

on old Dutch song-book, 23.

on the father of Philip Massinger, 52.

on a Dutch translation of a tract by
Robert Greene, 103.

account of an ancient wood engraving,
277.

Herodotus, time when he wrote, 30. 76. 124.

Hcronsewes, its derivation, 450. 507.

Herstinonceux castle, Dacre monument at,

'notices respecting, 28, 29. 124.

Hertfordiensis on paper-mill near Steven-

age, 187.
Hewson (Col.) the cobbler, 11. 73. 123.

Hewett (J. W.) on an inscription on a
clock, 329. 430.

Heylin's Microcosmos, error in the date, 22.

Heywood family, 263.
H. (F.) on the authorship of the Cavalier's

farewell, 34.

H. (F. J.) on snail-charm, 179.
H. (H.) on " Ex pede Herculem," 302.

on Wat the hare, 44.

Hibbald (St.), who was he? 496.

Hibernicus on Dutch literature in Dublin
university library, 379.

on the Milesians, 428.

Hickson (S.) on the authorship of

Henry VIII., 33.

on the meaning of " eisell," 119.

on the word "
rack," in Shakspeare's

Tempest, 218.
on Shakspeare and Fletcher, 318.

on Shakspeare's meaning of prenzie,

Hill's penny post, 62.

Hipparchus on Sabbatical Jewish years, 373.

Hippopotamus, 181. 308.

H. (J.) on an enigmatical epitaph, 184.

on the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker,
21.

H. (J. C.) on Fivizzano the painter, 495.

H. (J. O.) on the Life of Clancie, 42.

H. (J. W.) on the word adur, 30.

on contracted names of places, 182.

H. (L.) on family of Sir J. Banks, 507.

H. (M. A.) on the word abeiles, 243.

on Rab Surdam, 193.
H. (N.) on Bunyau and the Visions of

Hell, 467.

Hogan, what kind of beverage, 450.

Holland (Hugh) and his works, 427.

Holland, land, 30. 70. 229.

Hollander's austerity, &c., explanation
wanted, 494.

Holy water for the hooping-cough, 220.

Holy wood the mathematician, his birth-

place, 389.

Homilies, the first edition of second book,
102.

Hone (William), his conversion, 477. 508.

Honor of Clare, documents relating to, 390.

Hoods of the Scotch universities, 329.
" Hook or by crook" explained, 116. 212.

Hooper (Bp.), his Godly Confession, &c.,
169. 227.

Hooper (Richard) inquiries respecting
William Chilcot, 38.

on Howel's Desiderius, 352.

Hooping-cough, cure of, 258.

Hoops, their early use in dress, 85. 153.

Hornbooks, 151.

Horneck (Dr. Anthony), inquiry respect-
ing his letters, 117.

Horrocks (James), whose father lived in

the time of Cromwell, 475.
Hotchkin (Robert) on lines by Pope, 221.

Houmout, motto, 106.

Howard (John), medal given to, 142.

Howard (Lord), was he a Papist ? 185. 244.
287. 30!).

Howe (Capt.), how related to George II.,
353. 438.

'

Howel's Desiderius, or Original Pilgrim,
352.

II. (R.) on the legend of St. Molaise, 478.
on the word bawn, 483.

on the fossil elk of Ireland, 502.
on stone chalices, 481.

H. (U.C.) on a stone in Casterton church,
181.

on the rarity of William IV. 's copper
coinage, 136.

H. (R. C. H.) on the family of Sir J. Banks,
390.

H. (R. D.) on anticipations of modern
ideas, 137.

on Bogatzky's Golden Treasury, 526.

on Gregory the Great, 194.

on the phrase,
" Mind your P's and

Q's," 328. 523.

on pillgarlick, 150.

on the agency of Od, 517.

H. (S.) on meaning of waste-book, 465.

H. (S. H.) on Breeches Bible, 72.

on Cromwell's dealings with the devil,
282.

H. (T.) on obeism, 59.

Hughes (William) on lovanni Volpe, 244.

Hulls, the inventor of steam-boats, 69.

Hurd (Bp.), biography wanted, 496.

Huyghens (.Constantino), English poems by,
423.

H. (W. B.) on Christ's-cross Row, 4G5.
on the frozen horn, 282.
on Mont-de-Piete, 372.
on lines in Tennyson's In Memoriam,

142.
on the meaning of "

Trepidation
talked," 450.

Hylles' Arte of Vulgar Arithmetkke, 409.

I.

I. (B. R.) on epigram on synod of Dort, 94.
on plafery, 88.

I. (C. H.) on mints at Norwich, 525.
Ich dien, motto, 106. 168.
I. (F.) on ancient wood engraving, 426.

Ignatius' Epistles, edited by Mr. Cureton,
138.

Ignobus on suppressed chantries, 24.

Ignore, its etymology, J69.

Image of both churches, its author, 407. 469.

Imagination, on its early culture, 38. 73.
152.

Inedited poetry, from Harleian MSS., 203,

218.

Inquisition, Histoire de 1', its authorship;
11.

Inscription on an oak board, 240.

Ireland, notes on, 490.
Irish brigade, account of, 372.

J.

J., on Criston, Somerset, 357.

on the correct prefix of mayors, 92.

James II., his natural daughter, 224. 249.

280. 506.

Jarltzberg on altar lights, &c., 68.

on Barlaam and Josaphat, 278.

on Queen Mary's Lament, &c., 8!>.

on odour from the rainbow, 224.

on the veridace, 301.

Jarture, account of this work wanted, 89.

JasPer on collar of SS., 42.

Jaytee on record for existing monuments,
418.

on villenage, 411.

J. (B.) on egg and arrow ornament, 349.

Jerne on a carved ceiling, 424.

Jerrold (Douglas) on the sayer of " After
me the deluge," 299.

Jesse's London, notes on, 84.

Jesuits, History of, the author ? 328.

Jews in China, discovery of, 442.

J. (F.) on Ruggles' Ignoramus, 518

J. (G. A.) on Scotch universities' hoods, 329.

J. (H.) on the curfew bell, 77-

on Ptolemy's presents to the Seventy-
two, 449.

on Sir Walter Raleigh, 105.

on Sir Cloudesley Shovel, 23.

Jingo on self-striking clocks, 372.

J. (L.) on the curse of Scotland, 483.

on snail-eating, 221.

on record of existing monuments, 217.

J. (M.) on Maclean not Junius, 411.

John ap William on Welsh history, 447.

John, King, at Lincoln, 141. 290.

John's (St.) Bridge fair, 88. 287. 311. 469.

Vox populi vox Dei, 288.

Joan (Pope) whether a myth or a veritable

lady, 265. 306. 395. 463.

the game of, 22.

Jonah and the whale, 517.

Jonathan, the cognomen of Brother, 495.

Jones (T.) on the ten commandments, 412.

Jonson, Ben, his portrait, 106.

Joseph of Exeter, where is the MS. of his

De Bello Antiocheno ? 417.

Josephus on St. John's Bridge fair, 83.

Jove (J. Cove) on spelling of Britannicus,

463
J. (T.) on the circulation of the blood, 310.

on early culture of the imagination, 73.

on the authorship of Histoire de 1' In-

quisition, 11.

on " Jurare ad caput animalium," 192.
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J. (T.) on the execution of Mary Queen of

on' Treatise by Abp. Engelbert, 291.

on obeahism, 309.

on swearing by swans, 71. 308.
, on "

Antiquitas saeculi juventus inun-

di," 156.
on cognation of the Jews and Lacedae-

monians, 172.

on modum promissionis, 92.

on occult transposition of letters, 69.

on Welsh words for water, 152.

on the verse,
" Words are men's

daughters," &c., 38.

Judas cup, account of, 85.

Junius, the vellum-bound copy, 262. 307.
378. 411.

"Jurat? crede minus," an epigram, 143.

193.

J. (W.) on cardinals and abbots in the En-
glish Church, 304.

K.

K. on the meaning of gig-hill, 222.

on the capitulations of the Irish bri-

gades, 372.
on Moore's Almanack, 381.

on Voltaire, where situated, 433.

on the meaning of Venville, 310.

K. (D.) on Aristotle and Pythagoras, 352.

Keepsakes, the potter's and shepherd's,
181.

K. (E. H.) on the etymology of aver, 42.

Kelke (W. Hastings) on north sides of

churchyards, 332.

on discrepancies in Dugdale's account
of the Cobham family, 53.

on Landwade church, 102.

Kemble pipe of tobacco, 425. 502.
Kentish Town in the last century, 4.

Kenyon (C. Howard) on a sonnet " On the
Librarie at Cambridge," 37.

Kepper (G. L.) on a specimen of English
French, 437.

Kerriensis on Lord Howard, 287-
on mazer wood, 288.

on traditions from remote periods,
289.

on sacramental wine, 368.
on the Milesians, 428.

Kershaw (J. H.) on a specimen of compo-
sition, 493.

Kersley (T. H.) on the time when Herodo-
tus wrote, 30.

on the derivation of Yankee, 461.

Kerslake (Thomas) on Locke's MSS., 337.

K. (H. C.) or Dacre monument, 75.

on Demosthenes and New Testament,
437.

on the meaning of eign, 351.
on an incised slab, 373.

K. (E. J.) on Jonah and the whale, 517.
on quotation,

" Men may live fools,"

&c.,518.
K. (H. C.) on outline in painting, 63.

on the meaning of Sewell, 391.
on the meaning of Tu autem, 265.

K. (F.) on biography of Bishop Hurd, 496.

on David Rizzio's signature, 390. .

Kg. (P. S.) on Tingry, 464.

K. (I.) on "Sun, stand thou still upon
Gideon! "137.

King (Richard John) on a Danish Itine-

rary, 238.
on metropolitan improvements, 368.

King (Thos. Wm.) on hats of cardinals,

on record of existing monuments,
513.

King's (Dr.) poem
" The Toast,'* a key to

the characters, 13.

King's Evil, touching for, 290.
form of prayer for, 42. 93. 148. 197. 352.

436.
K. (J.) on the two Drs. Abercromby, 209.
K. (J. B.) on water-buckets

sheriffs, 118.
given to

K. (L. II.) on Lady Flora Hastings' be-
quest, 522.

Knapp family in Norfolk and Suffolk, 424.

Knebsend, or Nebsend, 263. 434.

Knight (C.) on a passage in Hamlet, 10.

Knights Hospitallers, 243.
in combat on church chests, 187.
of Malta, their badge, 278.
two sorts of, 425.

Kobold, its etymology, 85.

Kooez ( Aredjid; on the word winkel, 138.
on foreign renderings, 138.

K. (S.) on the meaning of conquestum, 92.
K. (T. H.) on " God takes those soonest,"

&c., 302.
on the authorship of " I/a Rose nait,"

&c., 186.

K. (W. H. H.) on cross between wolf and
hound, 93.

K. (W.M.) on law courts at St. Alban's, 466.
on the snn grail, 224.

Kynaston's Museum Minervse, 317.

L. on Antiquitas sseculi juventus mundi,
125.

on "
Aprfis moi le deluge,'' 397.

on the curse of Scotland, 423.
on closing rooms after death, 142.
on culprits torn by horses, 91.
on cross between a wolf and a hound,

93.

on decking churches at Christmas, 118.
on epigram on the synod of Dort, S>3.

on " Fronte capillata," &c., 43.

on the authorship of Gaudentio di

Lucca, 36.

on portrait of Bp. Henchman, 8.

on a passage in Bp. Butler, 44.
on the hippopotamus, 308.
on " God takes those soonest," &c.,

377.
on " Ex pede Herculem," 380.

on Histoire des Severambes, 4. 148.

374.
on the nine of diamonds, 52.

on Vandyke's portrait of Lord Au-
bigny, 88.

on the etymology of " to pose," 91.
on Wanton's Delli Viaggi, 277.

L. (A.) on Shakspeare a thorough sailor,
300.

on meaning of luncheon, 369.

lachrymatories, their use, 151.

Lady fights at Atherton, 143.

Lady's trees, 206.

Lamb (Charles), his epitaph, 322. 379. 459.

Lammer-beads,' 84. 100. 115.229.
Lammin (W. H.) on Sir John Davies, 336.

Lancashire folk lore, 55. 516.
Lancastriensis on Bigod de Loges, 434.

on West Chester, 459.
Landwade church, 39. 102.

Langholme fair, proclamation of, 56. 156.

Langley's Polidore Vergile, 137-

Language given to men, the saying, 29.

Laudator Temporis acti on writing paper,
181.

Laud's (Abp.) answer to Fisher, 224.

Lawrence (T.) on names of the ferret, 390.
Lawson (Charles), notices of, 331.
L. (B. L.) on Holland land, 70.
L. (E.) on the meaning of Cef'n, 152.

L. (E. A. H.) on the meaning of Sewell,
505.

on Lambert Simnel, 506.

Legalis on Lord Major a privy councillor,
496.

Leges on the word preniie in Measure for

Measure, -40K

Leicester^ Commonwealth, 29. 374.

Leicestrensis on cacliecope bell, 407.
on churchwarden's accounts of St.

Mary-de-Castro, 352.

on Dieu et rnon droit, 407.

Lennep (J. H. van) on Dutch popular song-
book, 189.

Lennox, the daughters of the sixtli carl of,
243.

Lent lilies, or daffodils, 259.
Leresche on Darcy Lever church, 27.
Lewis (George) on passage in Coleridge,

518.

L. (H. R.)on the authorship of a "
History

of the Jesuits," 328.
on Sempecta at Croyland, 328.

" Librarie at Cambridge," sonnet on the, 37.

Library of George III., whether sold or

presented to the nation, 427.

Lie, on giving the, 369.

Lights on the altar, 30. 172.

Limerick cathedral, inscription on a tablet,
477.

Lincoln Missal, any MS. of, 119. 193.

Lion symbolical of the resurrection, 462.

Littus, its application in the sense of ripa,

Liturgicus on headings of chapters in

Bibles, 141.

L. (J.) on abbot Eustacius and Angodus,

L. ( J. H.) on Simon Bache, 155.
on painting by C. Bega, 28.

on Coggeshall job, 235.
on scandal against Oueen Elizabeth,

285.

on "
Harry Parry, when will you

marry," 289.
on Thomas May, 167.

L. (L. B.) on haybands in seals, 218. 332.

a note for topographers of London,

on an original warrant, 220.
on witchcraft in the seventeenth cen-

tury, 444.

Llewellyn on Camden and Curwen families,
125. 253.

on separation ofsexes in churches, 288.
on Rev. Mr. Gay, 508.
on Petworth registers, 510.

L. (M. C.) on preaching from written ser-

mons, 478.
Locke (John), letter respecting him, 97.

manuscripts, 337.
Loftus (Abp.) memoranda wanted, 263.

Longevity, remarkable, 237.

Long Meg of Westminster, 22.

Longueville MSS., where are they ? 449.

Loretto, the chapel of, 205.
Lower (Mark Antony) on the arches of

Pelaga, 478.
on the frozen horn, 71.
on haybands in seals, 186.

on registry of dissenters, 460.

on traditions from remote periods
through few links, 237.

on the meaning of tye, 340.

on the sword of William the Con-

queror, 66.

Luard on the Sempecta, 433.
Lucas family, 352.

Lucretia, the Earl of Clarendon's daughter,

Lucy and Colin, 7. 76.

Luncheon, its meaning, 369. 464.
Lukis (W. C.) on engraved warming-pans,

52-2.

Lunardi's balloon, 153.

Lupus (Hughj, the barons of, 87. 189. 266.

503. 36 b
Lutestring, to speak in, its meaning, 188.

Luther and Ignatius Loyola, 137.

L. (N. E.) on the History of Andrea Fer-

rara, 62.

L. ( W.) on a specimen of foreign Englkh,
57.

on the Lucas family, 3.
r
)2.

Lynch law, its origin, 24. 76.

Lyon verse, 466. 507.

Lyttleton (Launcelot), particulars wanted,
330.

M.

M. on Mrs. Catherine Barton, 434.

on Clarkson's Richmond, 507.
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M. on Lay of the Last Minstrel, 464.

on Merrick and Tattersall, 60.

on obeism, 149.

on a regular mull, 508.
. on sabbatical and jubilee years of the

Jews, 404.
on Souihey's March to Moscow, 243.

on the author of a Modest Enquiry,
26t.

on "
Trepidation talk'd," 486.

on St. Vitus and St. Patrick's festival,

241.

/A. on Sorrow's English Ballads, 228.

on MS. of Bede, 247.
on epitaph on Sir Thomas Gravener,

122.

on portrait of Archbishop Williams,
152.

on Letters on the British Museum,
208.

on the Ulm manuscript, 269.

M. 4. (J.) on Devonshire folk-lore, 404.

on earth thrown upon the coffin, 408.

on Dr. Young's Narcissa, 422.

on the meaning of peep, 310.

M. or N., their use in the Church service,
323. 447.

M. (A.) on the expression "at sixes and
sevens," 425.

on the song
" Talk not of love," 7.

M. (A.C.) on the derivation of Minnis,
383.

on the singing of swans, 75.
Machell (R, B.) on the lingering of the

spirit, 84.

Machell's MS. Collections for Westmore-
land and Cumberland, 118. 227.

Mackenzie (Kenneth R. H.), translations
of Apuleius, &c., 76.

on Burke's mighty boar of the forest,
493.

on time when Herodotus wrote, 124.

on an inedited ballad on Truth, 134.
. on an oration against Demosthenes,

141.

on hornbooks, 151.

on early culture of the imagination,
152.

a word to the literary men of England,
Itil.

on Trinitll Hall's exequies, 203.

on a poem " A Vertuous Woman,"
from the Harleian MSS., 219.

on an epitaph on Mr. Browne, 320.

on Sallustius' Epistles to Caesar, 62.

140.

on S.illustius and Tacitus, 325.

Mackintosh (Sir James), his notes in books,
489.

on the authors of the Rolliad, 131 .

Macklin's ordinary and school of criticism,
163.

Maclean not Junius, 378.411.
Madden (Sir Frederick) on Beatrix Lady
Talbot, 10.

on Charles I. and Nave's collection of

pictures, 235.
on the Poems of John Seguard, 261.

Madden's Reflections and Resolutions, 323.

Magnum sedile, their use, 14-J.

Magpies, 3.

Maille, the house of, 351.

Maitland's (Dr. S. R.) Illusttations of Mes-
merism, 220. 243.

on the Sempccta of Croyland, 357.

M. (A. J.) on Voltaire's Henriade, 388.

Malentour, a motto on a crest, 449. 485.

Malta, records at, 180.

Man, arms of the Isle of, 373. 520.

Manley (John) on a curious fact in natural

history, 166.

Manuscripts, ancient, proposed association

for recovering, lt>l. 261. 340.

Marforio on collections of pasquinades, 8.

Marinus (Faber) on Tandem D. O. M., 62.

Mark xiii. 32., Annotators on, 8. 110.

Markham (Charles D.) on the Vavasours
of Hazlewood, 71.

Markham (C. W.) on Essheholt Priory, 86.

Markland (J. H.) on the writers in the
Rolliad, 333.

Mark's (St.), foundation-stone of, Venice,
88. 147.

Marriage, curious omen at, 406.
Mariconda on St. Francis, 321.
Marsh's Female Captive, 4-23.

Martin family, 29.

Marshal, hereditary earl, 209.

Marsham (Sir John), was he knight or
baronet ? 407.

Martinus on the published Dutch books,
326.

Marwoode (John) of Honiton, 450.

Mary, Queen of Scots, defence of her exe-

cution, 113. 198.

her crucifix, 517.

Lament, 89. 172.

prayer of, 369. 504.

Mary-de-Castro (St.), churchwardens' ac-

counts of, 352.

Mason not Junius, 402. 432.

Massinger, Philip, his father, 52.

Mathews (Wm. Franks) on the fire of

London, 350.

Mathew's Mediterranean Passage, 240. 284.

Matrimony, solemnization of, 307.

Matrix of monastic seal, 2fi3.

M. (A. W.) on Cardinal Hallum. 170.

Mawer (Rev. Dr.), epitaph on, 184. 248. 291.

May (Thomas), notices of, 167. 279. i0.
May cats, 20. 84.

Mayor of London, is he a privy councillor ?

496.

Mayors, their correct prefix, 92.

Mazer wood and Gutta percha, 239. 288. 467.
M'Calmont (Thomas), notice of H. Smith,

222.

M. (C. O. S.) on Richard Whiting's watch,
352.

M. (C. R.) on tomb of Chaucer, 18S.

on burying in church walls, 156.

on the'Clench family, 188.

on Lady Bingham, 229.
on knights in combat on church chests,

187.
on magnum sedile, 142.

Medal, a satirical one, 240.

M. (E. J.) on the tomb of Rev. W. Adams,
249.

on "
To-day we purpose," 397.

on the Tanthony bell, 429.

Me. (J.), queries and notes on books, men,
and authors, 117.

Mercer (W. J.) on " Noli me tangere," 46.

on the derivation of cad, 46.

Mcrcurii on Mathew's Mediterranean Pas-

sage, 240.
on Eilmund Prideaux and the post-

office, 266.

on Pursuits of Literature, 378.

Merrick, the versifier of the Psalms, 60.

Merryweather (F. S.) on aged monks, 60.

Merviniensis on arms of Isle of Man, 373.

Metrical psalms and hymns, origin of their

use, 119. 198.

Metropolitan improvements suggested by
Bishop King, 368.

Mezzotinto on the authorship of the But-
cher Duke, 8.

M. (F.) on Paul pitcher night, 239.

M. (F. C.) on the motto Malentour, 485.

M. (F. E.) on the motto Malentour, 419.
on the origin of national debts, 374.

M, (G. R.) on the name Vineyard, 470.

Miching Mallecho in Hamlet, 3. 213.

Midwives licensed, 29. 4k
Mildew in books, 29.

Milesians, their origin, 353. 428.
Milk- maids in 1753, 367.
Miller (Dr.), author of Philosophy of His-

tory, commended, 137.

Milton and the Calves.head Club, 390. 484.

expressions in, 241.

Nativity Ode, 36.

supposed pun by, 37. 141.

sonnet, query by, 142.

Milward (Sir Thomas) his portrait, 8.

Miners burning out a delinquent, 123.

Minium, or red lead pencil of Archbishop
Parker, 492.

Minnis, its derivation, 388.

Mints, local, 447. 525.

Miso-dolos on indulgences granted to bene-
factors for building Saint George the

Martyr's, 444.
Mistletoe on oaks, 192. 226. 396. 462.

Mitre, the episcopal, its origin, 62. 144. 145.
284.

M. (J.) on an ancient MS. of Bede's Eccles.

Hist, 180.

on natural son of Cardinal Wolsey,
303.

on an answer to Fisher's Relation,
224.

on orations against Demosthenes, 228.
on derivation of Yankee, 260.
on lost manuscripts, 340.
on the first edition of the Second Book

of Homilies, 102.

on a prayer of the Bishop of Nantes,
140.

on Munchausen's Travels, &c., 45a
M. ( J. E.) on a passage in Virgil. 357.
M. (J. F.)on Milton and Calves-head Club,

484.

on Shakspesre's Venus and Adonis, 260.

on solemnization of matrimony, 307.
- on Volta're's Henriade, 485.

M. (J. H.) on apple-pie order, 468.

on Denarius Philosophorum, 251.
on the nine of diamonds, 253.
on Pope Joan, 395.

on form of prayer at the healing, 126.

on the epitaph of the Countess of
Pembroke, 262. 456.

on George Steevens and Wm. Stevens,
286.

on Pepys's song,
"
Beauty retire," 105.

did St. Paul's clock strike thirteen?
109.

on the song Winifreda, 108.

M. (J. L.) on the Nineveh monuments and
Milton's Nativity Ode illustrated from
Lucian, 35.

M. (J. O.) on the Thirty-nine Articles, 237.
on the table of prohibited degrees, 329.

M. (N.) on epigram against Burke, 284.

Mock-beggar, origin of the term, 44.

Mocker, its meaning, 73.

Modest Enquiry, &c., its author, 264.
Modum Promissionis, 92.

Molaise (St.), legend of, inquired after, 478.

Mole, the story of the, 74.
Monarchia Solipsorum, its authorship, 138.

197.
Monkbarns on proclamation of Langholme

fair, 56.

Monks, aged, of the tenth century, 60. 1S9.

Monkstown on Joseph Nicolson's family,
397.

Monosyllables, their use, 57. 165. 3^0.

Monro (Ceci') on the baldrock, 503.
Montchesni family, 518.

Mont-de-Piete, S72. 524.

Monumental symbolism, 449.

Monuments, record of existing, 14. 116.

217. 313. 418. 513.

Moore's Almanack, 263. 339. 381. 466.
Moorfields in Charles II.'s time, 260.

Morse and Ireton families, 250.

Mosaic, its meaning, 389. 469. 521.
Moths called souls, 220.

Mottos on warming-pans and garters, 84.

115.290.522.
Mounds, or munts, its meaning, 187. 413.
M. (P.M.) on the head of the Saviour,

168.

on lines on the Temple, 505.
M. (R.) on a musical plagiarism, 105.

M. (R. R.) on hand-bells at funerals, 466.
on Lord Howard of Effingham, 309.
on Poj>e Joan, 395.
on the Life of St. Pancras, 523.
on national debts, 524.

on Monte di Pieta, 524.

M. (S.) on the pedigree ofOwen Glendower,
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M. (S. R.) on the derivation of luncheon,
464.

on Quakers' attempt to convert the

Pope, 335.
M. (T.) on mythology of the stars, 508.

Mull, a regular, origin of the phrase, 449.

08.
Munchausen's Travels, 117. 305. 453.

Murray's Handbook for Devon and Corn-
wall, omissions noticed, 4.

Mushroom, its etymology, 166.
Musical plagiarism, 105.

M. (W. G.) on prayer of Mary Queen of

Scots, 504.

on the word prenzie, 522.

M. (W. K.) on " Fronte capillata," 286.
on the origin of the Milesians, 353.
on Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living, 43.

M. ( W. T.) on Arthur's Seat, 251.
. on the couplet,

" Earth has no rage,"
23.

on proclamation of Langholme fair,
156.

N.

N. on burying in church walls, 37.
on dragons, 40.

on Memoir of George Sfeevens, 286.
N. (A.) on "

Aprds moi le deluge," 397.
on coinage in Germany, 118.

on Pope Joan, 463.
on Nao, a ship, 477.

on the San Grail, 482.

on Stanedge Pole, 390.

Nails, paring them on Sunday, 55. 462.

Nantes, bishop of. a prayer by him, 140.

Nao, a ship, authority wanted, 477- 509.

Napoleon, tablet to, 74.

National debts, their origin, 374. 466. 524.

Natural history, curious fact in, 166. 393.
436.

Nave's (Bartolomeo della) collection of

pictures, 236.

Navorscher, De, 81. 106. 114.

N. (D.) on the visit of Elizabeth to Bacon,
44.

Neck, cure for a large, 405.
Ncdlam on " Mind your P's and Q's," 463.

Nehceeb (Samoht) on the name of Bacon,
41.

N. ( E. L.) on Mr. P. Collier's note on the
Winter's Tale, 101.

on the origin of harlequins, 165.
. on true blue, 116.

Nelson ( Robert), his armorial bearings, 263.
Nemo on Carolus Lawson, 331.

on the author of Broad Stone of

Honour, 264.

on Pope Joan, 265.
on Essay on the Irony of Sophocles,

389.

Nelson's (Lord) dress and sword at Tra-
falgar, 517.

Nestorians, or lost tribes, 484.
' Nettle in, dock out," its meaning, 133.

201.205. 368. 463.

Neville family, 24.

Nevinson (Rev. Charles) on Bp. Hooper's
Godly Confession, 169.

Newburn (F.) on Drake's Ilistoria Anglo-
Scotica, 519.

News, the origin of the word, SCO.
New Testament, passages in, illustrated
from Demosthenes, 350. 437.

Newspapers, notes on, 164. 248.

N. (G.) on a quotation,
"
To-day we pur-

pose," 302.

Niboron Mathew's Mediterranean Passage,
284.

on epitaph on Rev. John Mawer, 291.
Nicholson (Andrew) on wife of Bishop

Nicolson, 24'3.

Nicolai (S.) Vita, sive Stultitiae Exemplar,

Nicolas' History of the Royal Navy, 828.
Nicolson (BishoiO, his family, 243.397.

his opinion of Bp. Burnet, 136.

Nieremberg (J. E.), his Contemplations
ascribed to Bp. Taylor, 43.

Nievie-nick-nack, a game, 179.

Nile, cataracts of the, 89.
Nine of diamonds, why called " the curse
of Scotland," 22. 253. 423. 483.

Nineveh, the king of, burns himself, 408.
506.

monuments illustrated from Lucian,
35.

N. (J. D.) on the library of the church of
Westminster, 230.

N. (J. G.) on Giovanni Volpe, 247.
on Roman Catholic peers, 253.
on general pardons, 279.
on the term mock-beggar, 41.

N. (J. D. N.) on the black rood of
Scotland, 104.

on nievie-nick-nack, 179.
N. (M.), a word to literary men, 261.
Nobbs'of Norwich, notice of, 447. 525.
Noble names in workhouses, 350.
Nocab on Bacon and Fagan, 106.

on hand-bell before a corpse, 154.
on snail-eating, 336.
on the invention of steam-power, 23.

Noli me tangere, 46 484.
Nonsuch palace near Ewell, 236.
Norfolk folk-lore rhymes, 206.
Norman nobility, 87". 189. 266. 503.

MS. catalogue of, 266. 306.
North Briton, who were the writers in,

409. 45-2.

Northege family, where located ? 425.
Northman on derivation of Yankee, 437.
Notabilis expositio super canonem misse,

87.

Notes and Queries, prefatory notice to
vol. Hi., 1."

in Holland, 81.

Nothing, translation of charade upon, 369.
Novus on disinterment for heresy, 378.

on Luther and Ignatius Loyola, 137.
Nourse ( Win. E. C.) on Scandinavia, 370.
"Nullis fraus tuta latebris," motto, ;-,29.

N. (W. M.) on spelling of Britannia, 502.
N. (V. D.) on the order of St. Franciscus,

502.

O.

Oak-web, or cockchafer, 259.
Gates (Titus), his autograph, 27.

Obeism, 59. 149, 150. 309. 376.

Observator, the, its authorship, 323.
Observator revived, its authorship, 323.
Occult transposition of letters, 69.

Od, how this agency is tested, 517.
Offbr (George) on Bunyan's portrait, and
The Visions, 89.

O. (J. P.) on the marriage of Sir John
Vaughan, 223.

Olave's (St.) churches, South wark, 373.
Oldbuck (Jonathan), jun., on Landwade
church, 39.

Oldenburg horn, engraving of, 509.

Oldham, passage in, 372.

Omega on cherubim and seraphim, 27.
O. (M. N.) on lovanni Volpe, 188. 244.

Onions, St. Thomas', why so called, 187.
252.

liii on Tandem D. O. M., 173.

O's, the fifteen, 391.

Organs, when first used in churches, 518.

Ormonde, the Marquis of, on scandal

against Queen Elizabeth, 225.

portraits, 119.

Outlandish Knight, ballad, 49. 208.
Outline in painting, 63. 151.

Owen (Bp.), his portrait, 8.

Owen (Dr.John
1

), unpublished sermons, 435.
Owen Glendower, his pedigree, 222. 356.
Oxford Friar's Voyage to the North Pole,

P.

P. on the meaning of averia, 157.
on SirThomas Bullen's drinking-horn,

38.

on dragons, 157.
on the barons of Hugh Lupus, 87.
on Montchesni family, 518.
on the meaning of Venwell, 310.
on the sword of William the Con-

queror, 24.
t<T on the Breeches or Geneva Bible, 13.

on canons and articles, 491.
on School of the Heart, 469.

P**** (C.P.) on " God takes those soonest,"
&c., 377.

on Achilles and the tortoise, 484.
on the word Cliampak, 448.
on epigrams by Coulanges and Prior,

on symbolism of Death, 502.
on Dies Irae, 468.

on " Ex pede Herculem," 457.
on Quakers' attempt to convert the

Pope, 396.

on the author of " We hope, and
hope," &c., 448.

or Hollander's austerity, 494.
on Charles Lamb's epitaph, 459.
on Anonymous Ravunnas, 462.
on the lion, a symbol of the Resurrec-

tion, 462.
on John Marwoode, 450.
on a notice of Cardinal Azzolin, 458.
the cart before the horse, 468.
on catacombs and bone-houses, 483.
on the Tanthony, 484.
on Essay on the Irony of Sophocles,

484.
on early rain called '' the pride of the

morning," 484.
on the lost tribes, 484.
on " Noli me tangere," 484.
on the Sicilian vespers, 484.
on the-antiquity of smoking, 484.

Pagnini's Bible, 24. 86.

Paine (C. Jun.) on Ussher's works, 496.
Painters' anachronisms, 369. 517.
Pallavicino and the Conte d'Olivarez, 478.
523.

Paimerston (Henry Viscount) lines attri-

buted to, 28.

Pancras (St.), Smith's collections on, 2S5.

397.

biographical notice of, 523.

Papa alterius orbis, its origin, 497.

Papal tiara, its origin, 144.

bulls, forged, 14P.

Paper-mill near Stevenage, 187.

Pardons, general, under the great seal, 279.
Parish register tax, 94.

Parr, family of Queen Katharine, 302.

Parsons (Daniel) on book plates, 493.

Paslam (Charles) on "
Binsey, God help

me!" U.
Pasquinades, collections of, 8.

Paternoster tackling, its meaning, 89. 152.

Patrick's (Rev. John) Tract on the Eucha-
rist, 169. "214.

Paul (St.), his Life wanted, 451.

Paul pitcher night, 239.
Paul's (St.), did its clock ever strike thir-

teen ? 40. 10 J. 153. 198.449.
Paull (Dr. James), 28.

P. (C.) on Col. Hewson the cobbler, 11.

P. (C. H.) on "
Felix, quern faciunt," 431.

on derivation of fib, 167.

on Lord Howard of Em'ngham, 185.

on the New Testament illustrated from

Demosthenes, 350.

Peachell (Hugh), notice of, 407.
Peacock (Edw. Jun.) on wife of James
Torre, 329.

on a record of existing monuments,
116.

on Lincoln missal, 119.

Peacock, swearing by the, 70. 438.

Pclaga, arches of, where ? 478. 522.

Pelcthronius on meaning of auriga, 253.
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Pembroke, Countess of, her epitaph, 262.

307. 413. 456.

Penn ( Wm.) and his family, 261- 409- 454.

Penny post arid Coleridge, 27.

origin of, 6. 62.

Pepys's song,
"
Beauty retire," 105.

Peter the Hermit, inscription on his tomb,
329.

" Petef Wilkins,'* on the authorship of, 13.

Peter's (St.) in Rome, supposed inscription
on, 425.

Peters, Hugh, notices of, 106, 214.

Petworth register-book, 449. 485. 510.

Pews in churches, 56.

Peyton, family of, 18ft

P, (O.) on Maehell's MS. collections, 227.
^ on Prideaux and the post-cffice, 186.
e.^-. on illustrations of Tennyson, 319.
P. (H.) on Babington's conspiracy, 458.
4 (U.) on "

turning the tables,'' 27b'.

Phillipps (Sir Thomas), his manuscripts,
358. 507.

on record of existing monuments, 417.

<f>/AAyfl#, on Dac'dn and Fagan, 4S3.

Phoenix, the, its literary proprietors, 323.

Qua;, on illustrations of Chaucer, 300.

Pictorial antiquities, 423.

Pigeons eaten before death, 517.

Pightle, its meaning, 391.

Pigs with single hoofs, 263. 357. 468.

Pilcher, its meaning, 476. 507. 625.

Pilgrims' road to Canterbury, 429,

Pillgarlick, 42. 74. 150.

Pinkerton ( W.) on DaVy Jones's locker,500.
on Master wood, 239.

.< - on the Tfadescants, 393.
- On whale Caught at Greenwich, 286.

Pio (A. P. di) on the etymology of apricot,
75.

P. (J.) on the miscellaneous tracts of Peter

Sterry, 38.

P. (J. S.) on porci solidipedc*, 263,

Plafery, its meaning, 88.

Planche* (J. R.) on Poem on the Grave, 460.
on Red Sindon, 27.

Plays in churches, 494.
Poetical coincidences, 320.
Poet's Corner, when attached to the

transept of Westminster Abbey, 381.

Poineroy (Arthur), his parentage, 303.

Pontoppidan's Natural History of Norway,
326. 52G.

Pope, on the election of one in a water.
closet, 142. 253.

Pope's Dunciad, an incongruity in, 387.
lines by, 221.

Person's imposition, 28.
Porter (Endymion), his birth-place, 303.
Portraits of d.stinguished Englishman, 233,

PortusCanum, where? 408.

Pose, the etymology of "to pose," 91.
P. (P.) on folk lore in Lancashire, 516,

on places called Purgatory, 241. 308.
P. (R.) on the doctrine of probabilism, 61.
P. (R. C.) on Saxon coinage at Derby, 225.
Predeceased used as a verb active, 143. 287.
Price (E. B.) on engraved warming-pans,

115.

on private memoirs of Queen Eliza.

beth, 197.
Prideaux (Edmund) and the first post-

office, 186. 266, 287. 308.

family, 398.
Prior's Posthumous Works, 24.
ProBa ConScientia on the family name of

Bacon, 41. f
Probahilism, the doctrine of, 61. 68.
Prohibited degrees, table of, commanded to
be fixed in churches, 329.

Pro! in Anglia, where? 238.

Proverbs, Ex pede Hereulem, 302. 3SO.
the cart before the horse, 46-8.

going the whole hog, 224, 250.

JVIind your P's and Q's, 328. 357. 463-
523.

spick and span new, 330. 4SO,
under the rose, 300. 480.

Pryme (C. de la) on Mind your P's and
Q's, 357.

P. (S.) on Farquharson and Dr. Paull, 28._^ on "
Many a word at random spoke,"

409.

Ptolemy's presents o the Seventy-two, 449.
Publicans' signs, 424.
Pultock (Robert) the supposed author of
Peter Wilkins, 13.

Purgatory, places ?o called, 241.
Pursuits of Literature, it* authorship, 240.

276. 378.
Pursuivant on Lord Bexley's descent from

Cromwell, 185.

P. (W. H.) on God's acre, 284.
on the couplet," Lavora, come se tu,"

&e., 189.

Q. on Schmidt's Antiquitates Neoma-
gensis, 328.

on a quotation from Tillotson, 241.

Q. (D.) on the meaning of slums, 2S4.

Q. (F. SO on cockade, 196.

on derivation of aver, 292.
' I- on pillgarlickj 74.

- on true blue, 92.

8.
(P.) on Civil War tract, 303".

. (Q.) on a quotation from Cam. Emblem.,

on skeletons at Egyptian banquets,
482.

Q. (If.) on Bartolus' Learned Man De-
fended, 224.

,..-. on a quotation from The Christian

Instructed, 240.

Quakers' attempt to Convert the Pops, 302,

335.300.

Quarles, was he pensioned ? 11.

Quebec a and his epitaph, 223. 458,

Quidatn on Gillingham, 448.

Quinces a customary present, 30.

QuinCuplex Psalterium, 86.

Quotations i

"
I preached as a dying man

to dying men," 36.

.
" And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley

by a grin," 110.
" After me the deluge," 299.
" A fellow feeling makes one wondrous

kind," 300.
" Earth has no rage," 45.
" A verse may find him," &C., 6Y).
" The lucky have whole days," 69.

....
" Clarum et venerabile nomen," 69.
" Plurima gemma latet ca?ca tellure

*cpiilta," 7." Cum grano salis," 66. l.
r
>3 25,3.

" The soul's dark cottage," 105. 154.

.-
" Fine by degrees and beautifully

less," 105. 154.
"
Sun, stand thou still upon Gideon !

"

137. 191.
* Sees good in everything," &c., 16S.
" La Rose n&it en un moment," 186,
" Laus tua non tua fraus," 2 ;)0. 456.

,.
"
Lavora, come se tu," &c., 188. 226.

"
Impatient to speak and not see," 213.

.

" Just notions will into good actions

grow," 240.
" O wearisome condition ofhumanity,"

211,
- "

Marriage is such a rabble rout," 263.

r-." Poor AHinda's growing old." 26*.
'> Deal, Dover, and Harwich," 264.
" The feast of reason," &<?., 265.
" In the sweat of thy brow," 275.

*-
" There was a maid of Westmore-

land," 278.
- " Too wise to err," 279.
"
Quadrijugis invectus equis," 287-

*
Harry Parry, when will you marry?"

207. 289.
" To-day we purpose," &c., 302. 395.
'* God takes those soonest whom He

loves best " 302. 377.

**So geographers on AfrSc's downs,"
372. 485.

' Nature's mother wit," 388.
"
Felix, quern faciunt," 373. 431. 4S2.

Quotations :
" Nulli fraus tuta latebris,"

323. 433.
' The right divine of kings to govern

wrong," 494.
" In time the bull is brought to bear

the yoke," 388. 502.
" Men may live fools," &c., 518.

- " Suum cuique tribuere," 518.
" We hope, and hope, and hope," 448." William the Norman conquers

England's state," 168.
" Words are men's daughters," 33.

110. 154.

R.

R. on epitaph on Countess of Pembroke,
413.

on Smith's collections of MSS., 285.
R. (a reader) on expressions in Milton, 241.
R. 2 (C.J.)on Aristophanes on the mo-
dern stage, 105.

R. (A.) on a pun by Milton, 141.

R. ( A. jun.) on the picture of the Saviour,
328.

R. (A. B.) on epitaph of the " worthie
knight," 57.

Rab Surdam, 42. 193.

Rack, its meaning in Shakspeare, 218.

Rag Sunday in Sussex, 425.

Rainbow, odour from the, 224. 310.
Raines (F. R.) on record of existing monu-
ments, 514.

R. (A. L.) on Dr. Maitland's Illustrations
of Mesmerism, 220.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, an incident respecting.
105.

Ramasshed, meaning of the term, -347. 434.
Ratcatcher on the word ferret, 461.

Ratche, its meaning, 265.
Rawson (J.) on the mother church of the

Saxons, 90.

R. (C. C.) on the Tradescants, 469.

R. (C. I.) on Criston, Somerset, 357.

on the frozen horn, 459.

on "
Quadrijugis invectus equis," 287.

on the white rose, 505.
Rds. (E.) 0:1 the Brownes of Cowdray, 194.

Reader on monumental symbolism, 4*49.

Rechibus, its meaning, 30^.

Red book of the Irish Exchequer, 6.

Red hand, 194,

Red Sindon, 27.

Redwing's nest, 408. 486
1
.

Registration of Dissenters in churches,
370. 4HO. 48(5. 524.

R. (E. J.) on touching for the evil, 2DO.

Relic, story of a, 234.

Helton (F. B.) on the family of Lord of

Helton, 208.

on Cant Howe's relation to Geo. II.,

353.
on natural daughter of James II., 22 1.

506,

on the symbolism of the fir-cone, 2W. .

Relton (Lord of), particulars wanted, 208.

Resurrection, traces of it B. c., 274.

Revert on " Nettle in, dock out," 461
R. (F.) on the etymology of Balsall, 373.

R. (F. R.) on Sir Andrew Chadwick, 247.
on the family of Entwysels, 61.

on early culture of the imagination, 73.
._.- on hiring servants in Holtlerness, &c.,
328.

on " Jurat ? crede minus," 143.

R. (G.) on Gloucester alarm, 278.
-i on the locality of Ciiston, 278.

R. (G. T.) on anachronisms of painters, 517.

R. (G. H.) on William Tell legend, 137.

R. (H. C.) on the foundation-stone of St.

Mark's, Venice, 88.

Rich (A., jun ) on the episcopal mitre and
papal tiara, 144.

Richardson (Joseph), notice of, 276. 334.

Richard III., the day of his accession, 351.

457.
traditional notice of, 206. 221. 300.

Rifles, the best, English or American? 517.
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Rimbault (E. F.) on Sir George Buc's
Treatise on the Stage, 187.

on the bellman and his songs, 451.

on the Breeches, or Geneva Bible,
165.

Sir John Davies and his biographers,
82.

on Dancing Trenchmore, 437.
on the Dutch church in Norwich, 396.

on Prior's Posthumous Works, 24.
, on traditional English ballads, 49.

on the birth-place of Robert Burton,
106.

on T. Gilbert on Clandestine Mar-
riages, 403.

on a portrait of Ben Jonson, 106.

on old Hewson the cobbler, 123.

on Joan Sanderson, or the cushion-

dance, 125.

on Machell's MS. collections, 118.

on Macklin's ordinary and school of

criticism, 163.

on the etymology of mushroom, 166.

was Hugh Peters on the stage? 163.
. on St. Thomas of Trunnions, 187.

on " Talk not of love," a song, 197.
. on the academies of Kynaston and

Gerbier, 317.
on the family of the Tradescants, 353.

on Sir Francis Windebank's eldest

son, 373.
on the authors of Leicester's Com-

monwealth, 374.
on Moore's Almanack, 381.

on Holywood the mathematician, 389.

on Witte van Haemstede, 396.

on the author of Image of both

Churches, 407.
on Keinble pipe of tobacco, 425.
on Peter Sterry, 434.

Rizzio (David), his signature wanted, 390.

R. (J.) on Leicester's Commonwealth, 29.

on mildew in books, 29.

on the autograph of Titus Gates, 27.

R. (J. C. ) on Christopher Flecamore, 23.

on Erasmus and Farel, 38
on Travels of Baron Munchausen,305.
on the origin of Lynch law. 24.

on the situation of Portus Canum, 408.
on Rodolph Gualter, 8.

on swobbers, 42ii

R. (J. R.) on inscription in Limerick cathe-

dral, 477.
R. (J. Y.) on Oxford friar's voyage, 168.
R. (L. M. M.) on Arthur's Seat and Salis-

bury Craigs, 119.
on bab at the bowster, 282.

on the episcopal mitre, 146.
on the etymology of covey, 477.
on a work "

Speculative Difficulties in

Religion," 477.
on Lammer-beads, 84.
on an old Scotch tale, 265.

R. (M. C.) cm midwives licensed, 44.

on abbot's house at Buckden, 45.

R. (N. E.) on earth thrown upon the coffin,
497.

on Christmas-day, 249.
on form of prayer for king's evil, 42.

126. 352.
on the Lincoln missal, 192.

on Rodolph Gualter, 123.

Robertii Sphajria used as a medicine, 467.
Robertson of Muirtown, 40. 77.
Robertson (J. C.) on Petworth register,

485.

Rock (Dr.) on Abbot Eustac'us, 381.
on the meaning of" eisell," 397.
on Vox populi vox Dei, 381.

Rogers (Thomas) of Horninger, 62

Rolliad, authors of the, 129. 131. 276. 333,
334.

Roman Catholic bishops in Ireland since
James II., 167

church, list of its sees, 168. 409. 437
peers, 253.

Roman medicine stamps, 328.
roads near London, 328.

Rooms closed after death, 142. 248.

Roper (Margaret), her tenderness to the
remains of Sir T. More, 10.

Roper (William J. D.) on Private Memoirs
of Queen Elizabeth, 45.

Rose, on the white, 407. 505.

Rose, under the, the phrase elucidated, 213.
Rotation of the earth, 371.
Round robbin, its derivation, 353. 461.

Rovert on the German universities, 303.
on publicans' signs, 424.

Rowe family, 408.' 470.

Rowley, old, 28.

Royal Courtly Garland, an old ballad, 1.

R. (S. P. O.) on a list of comets, 223.
on knights hospitallers, 243.

Rub-a-dub, its meaning, 387.

Rudbeck's Atlantica, 26. 196.

Campi Elysii, 167.

Ruggles' Ignoramus, Comoedia, 518.

Rupert, Prince, notices of, 221.

R. (W.) on the word auriga, 483.

R. (W. B.) on old English actors and
musicians in Germany, 21.

R. ( W. J. D.)on preserving existing monu-
ments, 314.

S., on the authorship of the'Beggar's Peti-

tion, 09.

on the Norman nobility, 503.

2., on going the whole hog, 224.
on innocent convicts, 224.

S. (A.) on quotation, "So geographers on
Afric's downs," 372.

Sabbatical and jubilee years of the Jews,
373. 464.

Sacramental wine, administered to weak
children, 179. 320. 368.

Salgado's slaughter-house, 281.

Sallustius, was he a lecturer ? 325. 465.
his connexion with Tacitus, 35.
Epistles to Cassar, 62. 140.

Salopian, on Jews in China, 442.

Sancroft (Abp.) corrected Dillingham's
poems, 323.

Sanctorum Septem Dormientium Historia,
its author? 139.

Sanderson (Joan) and the cushion-dance,
125. 286.

Sangaree, its meaning, 141.

San grail, explained, 224. 281, -282. 413. 482.

San Marino, the republic of, 321. 376.

Sansom (J.) on Drachmarus, 105. 194.

on Durham sword that killed the dra-

gon, 425.

on the custom of shaking hands, 118.
on Defender of the Faith, 157.

on metrical psalms, 198.

on the presentation of gloves, 220.
on notices of Prince Rupert, 221.

Sapphics, English, 491. 525.

Sathaniel, when noticed ? 303.

Sauenap, meaning of, 157.

Saviour, engraving of the, lfi& 228.

Saviour's (St.) Church, Canterbury, 12- 90.

S. (B. S.) on Quakers' attempt to "convert
the Pope, 302.

Scaligers of Verona, 133. 192.

Scandinavia, notes and queries on, 370.

Schmidt's Antiquitates Neomagenses, 328.

School of the Heart, its author, 3W. 469.
S. (C. N.) on theory of the earth's form, 508.

Scott's (Sir Walter) Lay of the Last Min-
strel, 364. ,

C67. 464. 505.

quotation from Lord of the Isles, 409.

Marmion, on a passage in, 205.

Scotus on Lady Alice Cannicbael, 60.

Scoute-Generall, its author? 303.

Scriblerus, emendation of a passage in Vir-

gil, 237.

Scrutator, on lines on woman, 143.

S. (E.) on the origin of the word Venville,
152.

Seats in churches, 56.

Secundus (Johannes), extract from, 135.

Sedley's Poems, on a passage in, 476.

Seguard, or Seward (John), his poems, 261.

S. (E. J.) on topical memory, 508.
on meaning of Carfoix, 508.

Seleucus on Prince of Wales' motto, 168.
on the redwing's nest, 486.

- on "
similia similibus curantur," 405.

Selwyn (E. J.) on porci sohdipedes, 357.
468.

Sempecta at Croyland, 328. 357. 433.

Serius, where situated ? 494.

Sermons, on preaching from written, 478.
526.

Servants, their mode of being hired in

Holderness, 328.

Sewell, meaning of, 391. 482. 505.

Severances, Histoire des, 4. 72. 147, 148.

374.

Sexes, their separation in church, 94. 288.

S. (F.) on the occasional transmigration of
the soul, 206.

on moths called souls, 220.

S. (G. A.) on Ferrar and Benlowes, 237.

on " Fronte capillata," &c., 43.

Shaftesbiiry ( Earl of), his letter to Lc Clerc

respecting Locke, 97.

first earl of, particulars wanted, 186.

Shaking hands, origin of the custom, 118.

Shakspeare family, 493.

a thorough sailor, 300.

his small Latin, 497.
All's Well that Ends Well, on two

passages in, 177.

Antony and Cleopatra, 139. 190.

his meaning of" captious," 65. 153. 229.

430. 474. 497.

Cymbeline, on a passage in, 290.

his meaning of "
eisell," 66. 119. 210.

225.397.474. 508. 524.
and Fletcher, 318.

Hamlet, on a passage in, 10,

Henry VIII., authorship of, 33.

Love's Labour's Lost (Act II. Sc. 1.),

163. 230.

Much Ado about Nothing, on a pas-

sage in, 388.
his meaning of" prenzie," 401. 454. 499.

522.

his meaning of ribaudred nag, 273. 4f>4.

Romeo and Juliet (Act 1 1 1. Sc. l.),476.
his meaning of strained, 185. 269.

Tempest, on the word rack, 218.
" Most busy when least I do

it," 229. 251.

Troilns and Cressida, on a passage in,

62.
. Venus and Adonis, 260.

Winter's Tale, an old ballad on, 1.

Payne Collier's note on

the, 101.

Shapp, or Hepp, abbey of, 7.

Sheldon's Minstrelsy of the English Border,
49.

Sheep, cure of disease by means of, 320. 367.

Shewri-while, a mountain spirit, 20.

Shovel (Sir Cloudesley), 23. 45.

Sicilian vespers, 484.

Sides and angles, 265.

Similia similibus curantur, 405.

Simncl (Lambert), his real name, 390. 506.

Sing, on the Devil's Bit, 477.

Singer (S. W.) on two passages in All'

Well that Ends Well, 177.

on canes lesos, 212.

on the meaning of " eisell," 120.

on poems by C. Huyghens, 423.

on "
Felix, quern facmnt," &c., 482.

on charming of snails, 132.

on "The soul's dark cottage," 154.

on the maxim, " Lavora come se tu,"

&c., 226.

on Shakspeare's meaning of" ribaudred

nag," 273.
on Latin drinking-song by Braith-

waiie, 297.
on the family of the Tradescants, 391.

on Latin version of Robin Goodl'ellow,
402.

on the word prenzie in Shakspeare,
456.

on a passage in Romeo and Juliet, 476.
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Singer (S. W.), Notes on books, No. L, 489.
on the Tale of the Wardstaff, 57.

Sitting crosslegged, 230.

Sittings or statutes, what? 328. 396.
Sixes and sevens, its meaning, 118. 425.
S. (J.) epitaph on JElia Lajlia Crispus, 504.

on Athelney castle, 478.
on the country of the Angles, 326.
on a remarkable birth, 347.
on culprits torn by horses, 91.
on lines on the Temple-gate, 450.

S. (J. D.) on William Chilcott, 212.
on queries on costume, 155.

on the family of Sir George Downing,
68.

on Edmund Prideaux, 268.

S. (J. E. K.) on Catherine Barton, 328.

S. (J- H.) on Stella being Swift's sister, 450.
. on brewhouse antiquities, 447.

on the hereditary Earl Marshal, 209.

Skeletons at Egyptian banquet, 4-24. 482.

Skins, crossing rivers on, 3. 83. 397.

Skort, its meaning, 302.

Sky, strange appearances in, 298.

S. (L.) on a passage in Merchant of Venice,
185.

Slab, an incised one, 373.

Slingsby's (Sir Henry) Diary, 323. 357.

Slums, meaning of, 224. 284.

S. ( Maria) on Charles Lamb's epitaph, 322.
Smirke (E.) on burning the hill, 123.
- on Herstmonceux castle, 124.

on meaning of Venville, 355.

Smirke (S.) on the chapel of Loretto, 205.
on San Marino, 321 .

Smith (Henry), notice of, 222.

Smith (T. C.) on anticipations of modern
ideas, 287.

on poetical coincidences, 320.
Smith (W. H. Bernhard) on the frozen

horn, 282.

on the sword Flamberg, 292.

Smith (W. J. B.) on cross between dog and
wolf, 93.

on the Lancastrian rose, 407.
on a poem from the Digby MSS., 482.
on Robertson Struan, 77.

on the sword of William the Con-
queror, 66.

Smoking, antiquity of, 484. 507,
Smollett's celebrated Hugh Strap, 123.

S. (N.) on north side of churchyards, 333.

Snail, charming of, 132. 179. 207.

eating, 207. 221. 336.

Sneak (Jerry) on apple-pie order, 330. 480.
Sn. (J.) on home-made wines, 328.

on touching for the evil, 93.

on separation qf sexes in church, 94.

Snow (Robert) on the mythology of the
stars, 70. 155.

on " Fronte capillata," 286.

on Foucault's pendulum experiment,
371.

on paternoster tackling, 152.

on outline in painting, 154.

on a passage in Tennyson's In Memo-
riam, 227.

on Touchstone's dial, 107.

on the meaning of waste-book, 195.
S- (O.)on commoner marrying a peeress.

436.
Somnium Viridarii, 87.

Sophocles, Essay on the Irony of, 389. 484.

Soul, its occasional transmigration, 206.

Souley (Charles O.) on Pallavicino, 478.

Southey's March to Moscow, 243.
S. (P.) on the etymology of extradition,

&c., 169.

S. (P. C. S.) on the story of a relic, 234.
on Duchess of Buckingham, 280.

Spectator, Dutch version of, 22.

Speculative Difficulties in Religion,
wanted, 477.

Spenser, birth of, 510.

portraits of, 301.
Faerie Queene, notes, 369. 517.

Speriend on a Kemble pipe, 502.

Spes, inquiries respecting Mr. Beard, 140.

on Morse and Ireton families, 250.

Spes on engraved warming-pans, 290.

Spick and span new, its meaning, 330.

Spiders, 3.

Spirit, on the lingering of the, 84.

Sponge, when first known, 390.

Spurrell (W.) on biddings in Wales, 115.
Ss. (J.) on derivation of aver, 292.
S. (S.) on by-and-bye, 73.

on the motto,
" Nullis fraus tuta

latebris," 329.
on Sir Alex. Cumming, 39.

S. (S. S ) on the badge of the knights of

Malta, 278.
on haybands in seals, 291.
on mazer wood, 4B7.
on mistletoe on the oak, 462.
on the meaning of tinsell, 477.
on Withers' Haleluiah, 330.

Stanbridge earls, 518.
Standfast's Cordial Comforts, 143. 192. 285.
Stanedge Pole, where ? 390.

Stars, mythology of the, 23. 70. 508.
Steam power, its inventor, 23.

Steevens (George), notices of 119. 230. 286.

Stephens (George) on Adam*' King's Mes-
sengers, 135.

on inquiries respecting Rev. W.
Adams, 140.

on Barlaam and Josaphat, 396.
on Bunting's Irish Melodies, 167.

. on the derivation of harlequin, 465.
on the meaning of San Grail, 413.
on the meaning of sauenap, 157.
on Touchstone's dial, 52.

Stepony ale, 449.

Sterry (Peter), inquiry respecting his mis
cellaneous tracts, &c., 38. 434.

Stevens (Capt. John), notices of, 306.
Stevens (David) on De Foe's project for

purifying the English language, 350.
Stevens (Philo.) on meaning of pightle, 391.
Stevens (William), notices of, 230. 286.
S. (T. G.) on a complete edition of the

poems of Henryson and Douglas, 38.
Stick supplanting stop, how came it? 278.
Storms from conjuring, 404.
Straw necklaces worn by servants to be

hired, 229. 253.

Strutt's Queen Hoo Hall, 105.

Subscriber (A new) on the house of Maille,
351.

on Barker, the panorama painter, 483.
on the expression

" To learn by
heart," 425.

Suem, its etymology, 7- 75. 212.

Supporters borne by commoners, 224.

Surname, origin of a, 323.
S. (W.) on lines attributed to Charles
Yorke, 43.

Swann (J.) on Pope's Honest Factor, 518.

Swans, the singing of, 75.
hatched during thunder, 75.

swearing by, 29. 70, 71. 192. 308. 438.
Swedish bibliognost on Rudbeck's Campi

Elysii, Iti7.

Swift (Dean), was Stella his sister? 450.

S. (W. F.) on Shakspeare's use of captious,

Swinging tureen, 29.
S. (W. M.) on Wilkes' MSS. and North

Briton, 241.

Swobbers, privileged cards, 426.

Swords used in dress, 29.

S. (W. S.) on the fnundation-stone of
St. Mark's, Venice, 147.

S. (Y.) on Fleet marriages, 4
on Marsh's Female Captive, 423.

on milk-maids in 1753, 367.

Syriac Scriptures and Lexicon, the best

edition, 263.

Synonymes, English, 166.

T.

T. on double names, 407.
on the real name of Lambert Simnel,

390.
on the election of a Pope, 142.

T. on the phrase
" To a T," 424.

on Dr. Trusler's Memoirs, 61.

Tagart (Edward) on Rev. Mr. Gay, 424.
Talbots, their genealogy, 39.
Tale of a Tub. 28.
" Talk not of love," a song, 7. 77. 197.
Tandem D. O. M., 62. 173.

Tanthony bell, 105. 229. 308. 428. 484.

Tatler, Dutch version of, 22.

Tattcrsall, the biographer of Merrick, 60.

Taylor (E. S.) on record of existing monu-
ments, 218.

on Holland land, 229.
on the hippopotamus, 181.
on arms of the Isle of Man, 510.
on matrix of monastic seal, 263.
on crossing rivers on skins, 398.

Taylor (J.) on Lunardi's balloon, 153.

Taylor's (Jeremy), his Holy Living, 43.
MS. Sermons by, 249.

Taylor (John) on the word prenzie, 499.
on a passage in the Tempest, 251.
on a passage in Troilus and Cressida,

62.

Taylor's pretended reprint of ancient

poetry, 172.
T. (C.) on the Great Exhibition, 166.
Tee Bee on the descent of Henry IV., 120.

on Rowe family, 408.
. on villenage, 410.

Tell (William), the legend of, 187.

Tempest (Mrs.), some account of, 11.

Temple-gate, lines on, 450. 505.

Temple, the Outer, 325. 375. 451.
Ten children at a birth, 64.

Tennyson, illustrations of, 319.
a passage explained in, 10.

queries on, 493.
In Memoriam, lines on, 142. 227. 506.

Terra Martis on the present race of

English, 11&
T. (E. S.) on ace of diamonds, 142.

on the origin of St. Andrew's cross,
221.

T. (E. S. T.) on butchers not jurymen, 408.
on Ejusdem farina;, 433.

T. (F. W.) on the bellman and his history,
325.

Thanksgiving-book, what? 328. 481.
Thesaurarius hospitii, the office of, 105.

T. (H. G.) on Coleridge's Religious
Musings, 115.

on derivation of heronsewes, 507.
i on the evil eye, 133.

on mottos on warming-pans, &c., 84.

on quinces, 20.

on "
annoy" used as a noun, 43.

on the potter's and shepherd's keep-
sakes, 181.

on the cross-bill, 188.

on Lady's trees, 206. :

on Lent lilies, 259.
-^ on verse Lyon, 307.

on May- cats, 20.
on "Millery! millery! dousty poll,"

on clerical costume, 29.
on swinging tureen, 29.

on the word "
alarm," 30.

on the san grail, 282.
on Tale of a Tub, 28.

on Totness church, 29.
on well chapels, 478.

Th. (K.) on dog's head in the pot, 463.
on the Prideaux family, 398.
on a tye, 469.

Thomas (St.) of Lancaster, 339.
of Trunnions, who was he? 187. 252.

Thomlinson (Dr. Robert), notices of, 290.
Thorns (William J.) on Chaucer and Gray,

492.

Thornborough's (Bp.) monument, 168. 299.

Thoresby's MS. diary, a portion missing,
247.

Thornbury (G. W.) on Nonsuch palace, 237.
Threnodia Carolina of Sir T. Herbert, 157.

223. 259.
Thruscross (Dr. Timothy), notices of, 44.
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Thudt on the first use of sponge, 390.

Tick, on going, 357. 409. 502.

Tickell (Richard), notice of, 276. 334.
"

Tickhill, God help me!
"

340.

Tierney (M. A.) on the writers in the Life

of Pope Ganganelli, 12.

T. (I. H.) on Cracow pike, 118. 187.
. . .

Tindall (Or. H.), epitaph on, 493.

Tingry, in France, 464.

Tinsell, its meaning, 477-

Tiring-irons, a puzzle so called, 210.

T. (J. F.) on the initials M. or N., 437.

T. (J. H.) on Dutch martyrology, 443.

T. (J. M.) on Charles I. in Wales, 33 >.

T. (J. K. D.) on the family of Rowe, 470.

T. (K. I. P. B.) on the meaning of Skort,

302.
on small words and low words, 309.

T. (M. J.) on Barons of Hugh Lupus, 189.- on Catalogue of Norman nobility, 30G.

Tn. on the advantage of a bad ear, 140._ on cross between a wolf and hound, 39._ (T.) on the Syriac Scriptures and

Lexicon, 263.

Toads, 3.

Tobacco in the East, 306.

Tooth -ache, charm for the, 20.

Topical memory, where treated of? 449.

508
Torre (James), wife of, 329. 434.

Torro, a note on dress, 406.

Totr.ess church, 29.

Touchstone's dial, 52. 107. 196,

Tracy (Wm.), disinterred for heresy, 240.

Tr^adescants, family of the, 119. 28G. 353.

391. 393. 469.

Tradesmen's signs, 224. 285.

Traditions from remote periods through
few links, 206. 237. 289. 421.

Traherne's Sherifls of Glamorgan wanted,
186

"Trepidation talk'd," its meaning, 450.

Trevelyan (W. C.) on apple-pie order, 485.- on Durham sword, 485._ on fossil elk of Ireland, 212.- on the Oldenburg horn, 509._ on the authors of the Rolliad, 129.

Tr. (G.) on charm for the tooth- ache, 20.

Trinitatl Hall's exequies, 203. 252.

Trisection of the circle, 303.

Tristan d'Acunha, 29.

True blue, 27. 71. 92. 116. 194.

Trusler (Rev. Dr.), his Memoirs, 61. 110.

Truth, an inedited ballad on, 134.

Ts. on Coleridge's opinion of De Foe, Io6.

T. (S. P H.) on fossil elk of Ireland, 121.

T. (T.) on Robert Burton, 157.

T. (T. C.) on Newburgh Hamilton, 356.- on umbrellas, 482.

T. (T. J.) on the derivation of gooseberry-

fool, 496.
Tu autem, its meaning, 265. 308. 435

Turner (Dawson) on authors of the Rolliad,

and Pursuits of Literature, 277-

Turner (T. Hudson) on haybands in seals,

291.

Turning the tables, on the phrase, 276.

Twysden (Sir Roger), his incredulity, 444.

Tye, what is it? 263.340.469.

Tyro on the authorship of Cinquante Let-

tres d'Exhortation, 169.- on the meaning of difformis, 24.- on oration against Demosthenes, 227._ on Dodd, the historian, 496._ on Engelbert, Archbishop of Treves,
379- on Bishop Hooper's Godly Confession,

227.- on Rodolph Gualter, 43.

Tyro-Etymologicus on M. or N., 436.

U.

U (E. B.) on Dutch martyrology, 479.

Ulm manuscript, 60. 191. 269.

Umbrellas, 37. 126. 482.

Uncumber and the offering of oats, 404.
Ussher's Works, on the completion of, 496.

V.

V. on Tennyson's In Memoriam, 506.
on allusion in Trinitall Hall's exe-

quies, 252.
on the derivation of Voltaire, 329.

Vandyke's portrait of Lord Aubigny, 88.
Vane (Sir Harry) inquiry for his work, Of

the love of God, 38.

Varro on the meaning of auriga, 188.
on the phrase

" to speak in lutestring,"
188.

on Gray and Burns, 206.
on an extract from Johannes Secun.

dus, 135.

on Samuel Johnson and Gilbert

Wakefield, 133.

Vavasour Family, 71.

Vaughan, Sir John, notices of, 223.
V. (E.) on Bogataky, 478.

on the authorship of Groves of Blarney,
495.

on Handel's Occasional Oratorio, 426.
on the conversion of William Hone,

477.

Vegetable sympathy, 407.

Vegetating insects," 166. 398. 436.

Venablcs (E.) on origin of penny postage, 6.

Vendace, atish.301.
Venwell, cur Venville, its meaning, 38. 152.

310. 355.
Verbum Grjecum, 396.

Ventriloquist hoax, 406.

Verstegan's Restitution of Decayed Intel-

ligence, 85. 426.

Poems, 85.

portrait wanted, 426.
Vertuous Woman, a poem from the Har-

leian MSS., 219.
Viator on vegetating insects, 436.

Villenage, when extinct, 327. 410.

Villiers Duke of Buckingham, 263.

Vincent (R.) on fest and sittings, 396.

Vineyard, the name of certain places, 470.

Vineyards in England, 341. 483.

Virgil, emendation of a passage in, 237.
357.

Vitus (St.), notices of, 241.

Volpe (lovanni), particulars wanted, 188.

Voltaire, its derivation, 329. 433. 525.

epitaph on, 518.

Henriade, translation of, 330. 388. 485.
Volusenus or Wilson, 29.

Vox populi vox Dei, 288.381.
V. (R.) on swearing by swans, 71.

on the division of the ten command-
ments, 230.

W. (1) on inscription on a clock, 430.
. on the work Jartuare, 89.

on the residence of William Wallace,
59.

W. (A. C.) on epigram on a clock, 431.

Wages in the last century, 143. 285.
Waistcoat bursted, &c., 230.

Waldeby's (Archbishop) epitaph, 426.

Walcott (Mackenzie) on God's Acre, 380.

Wales, princesses of, 477.
Walker (Mrs. Elizabeth), a collateral rela-

tion to Shakspeare, 21.

Wallace (William), where did he reside?
59.

Walter (Henry) on Coverdale's Bible, 122.

Wanton's Delli Viaggi, its republication,
277.

Wardstaff, the Tale of the, 57.

Warming-pans, engraved, 84. 115. 290.

Warrant, an original one from the Surren-
den collection, 220.

Waste-book, its meaning, 118. 195. 307. 465.

Wat the hare, 44.

Water-buckets given to sheriffs, 118.

Water, Welsh words for, 30. 152.

Way (Albert) on lammer beads, 100.
on the foundation-stone of St. Mark's,

Venice, 147.
on Gloucestershire provincialisms, 204.
on the meaning ofjramasshed, 347.
on a superstitious use of sacramental

wine, 179.
on specimens of foreign English, 182.

Waylen on Lord Bexley's descent, 250.
on lady fights at Atherton, 143.
on sketches of Civil War garrisons,142.
on meaning of rechibus, 302.
on Wiener's Devil at Sarum, 142.
on battle in Wiltshire, 142.

W. (B.) on the word Bacon, 42.
- notices of Herstmonceux castle, 3

29.

W. (C.) on the authors of the Rolliad, 129.
W. (D. P.) on the phrase "by-the-bye,"2-

;

9.
on obeahism, 150.

Weary Well at the World's End, a tale, 2o5.
W. (Edmond) on Traherne's Sheriffs of
Glamorgan, 186.

Wedsecnarf on boiling to death, 153.
on dozen of bread, 153.
on anecdotes of old times, 275.
queries on costume, 88.
on Earl of Clarendon's daughter, 88.

- on Friday weather, 153.
Weld (C. R.) on Judges' Walk, Hampstead,

Well chapels, information wanted of, 478.
Welle (Robert de), notice of, 458.
Welsh history, illustrations of, 447.
W. (E. N.) on the first panorama, 526.
West Chester, why so designated ,353. 459.

Westminster Abbey, fees at, 276.

library of the church of, 152. 230.

Westmoreland, Lady Jane of, 68.
Weston on going to Old Weston, 449.
W. (E. N.) on Friday being unlucky, 496.

on the arches of Pelaga, 522.
on Nicolas' History of the Royal Navy

328.

on St. Olave's churches, 373.
on Robertii Sphaeria, 467.

W. (G. W.) on a satirical medal, 240.
W. (H.) on the meaning of ratche, 265.

on "
Sun, stand thou still upon

Gideon!" 191.

Whale caught at Greenwich, 207. 285.
Wheeler's Theological Lectures, 39.
W. (H. H.) on inscription on the Bear's

Bible, 329.

Whip (One Corporal) on records at Malta,
180.

White (A. Holt) on the mistletoe and oak,
462.

on Thanksgiving book, 481.
on carved ceiling in Dorsetshire, 481.
on old Rowley, 28.
on a tye, 263.
on Tanthony-bell at Kimbolton, 429.

White Rose on crucifix of Mary Queen of
Scots, 517.

Whiting (Richard), his watch inquired
after, S5'2.

W. (H. P.) on Moore's Almanack, 263.

Whychote of St. John's, 302.

Widow of the Wood, historical notice of,
13.

Wilde (G. J. de) on Etty the artist, 496.
on the author of Peter Wilkins, 13.

Wilkes' MSS. and North Briton, 241.
Wilkinson (T. T.) on Lancashire folk lore,

55.

William ap Jevan's descendants, 372.
William the Conqueror, his sword, 24. 66.

Williams (Archbishop), his portrait, 8. 75.
152.

(Sir C. Hanburyi, ballad ascribed to

him, 59.

Wiltshire, battle in, between Rupert and
Skippon, 142.

Windebank (Sir F.), his elder son, 373.
Window tax, its origin, 447.

Wines, home-made, 328.
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Winifreda, a song, 27. 108. 155.

Wiukel, its etymology, 138.

Wisby, Gothland, 75.

Witchcraft, instances of, 441.

Witches' prayer, an epigram, 118.

Witham (H.)on Defender of the Faith, 94.

, whether the queen can make a gen-
tleman ? 88.

Wither (George) the poet, a printer, 36.

, Haleluiah, 330.

, Devil at Sarum, 142.

Witte van Haemstede, his descendants,
209. 396.

Wmson (S.) on the right divine of kings
to govern wrong, 494.

on "
Marriage is such a rabble rout,"

263.
.

, notices of Zacharie Boyd, 500.

W. (J.), notice of Miss Elstob, 497.
. on the daughters of the sixth Earl of

Lennox, 243.

W. (J. K. R.) on Richard Standfast, 192.

on " sixes and sevens," 425.

W. (J. R.) on Athelney, 478.

W. (J. S.) on Shakspeare's use ofcaptious,
65. 450.

Wobbles (Colly) on Stanbridge earls, 518.

Wodderspoon (J.) on St. Thomas's onions,
252.

Wolsey (Cardinal), particulars of his son,
303.

Woman, lines on, 143.

Woman's will, lines on, 285.

Wood engraving, account of a large, 277.

436.

Words, small and low, 309.

W. (R. E.) on Cranmer's descendants, 188.

W. (R. M.) on the etymology of suem, 212.

Writing-paper, its present inferiority, 181.

397.
W. (T. C.) on notices of Harris the painter,

329.
W. (W.) on the hand giving the blessing,
509.

W. (W. E.) on the phrase "A regular
mull," 449.

W. (W. H.) on the meaning of liarrisers,
252.

W. (W. M.) on the meaning of slums, 224.

Wyndowe (O. T.), notice of Mrs. Tempest,
11.

X.

X. on Carling Sunday, 449.

X. ( A. L.) on Chaucer's "
fifty wekes," 252.

Xavier (Count) de Maistre, 227. 467.
X. (D. ) on the word benedicite, 468.

on Bassenet of Eaton, 495.

on Handel's occasional oratorio, 480.- on the birth of Spenser, 510.- on registry of dissenting baptisms,
370. 524.- on Verbum Graecum, 396.

X. (X.), enquiry respecting Abp. Bolton,
39.- on deans being styled Very Reverend,
352.

Y.

Y. on an answer to Cowley's poem on

drinking, 55.

Yale (J.) on Tu autem, 436.

Yankee, derivation of, 260. 437. 461.

Y. (D.) on Denarius Philosophorum, 168.

on the line " Sees God in everything,"
168.

Y. (D. A.) on Lady Bingham, 156.

Y. (E. H.) on Countess of Desmond, 341.
on the bonny cravat, 351.

on Northege family, 425.

on the arms of the Emiott family, 478.

on the genealogy of the Talbots, 39.

on the use of M. or N., 323.

on the phrase,
" Under the rose," 300.

Y. (E. H.) on the sword of William the
Conqueror, 66.

Yeowell (James) on Verstegan's Decayed
Intelligence in Antiquities, 85.

on Verstegan's poems, 85.

Y. (J.) on catalogues of coins of Canute.
525.

on north sides of churchyards, 333.

on Dutch church in Norwich, 340.
on errors in Dibdin's Library Com-

panion, 405.
on Dr. Owen's unpublished sermons,

435.
on Pontoppidan's Natural History of

Norway, 526".

Y. (J. F.) on portrait of Rev. S. Clarke,
284.

Yorke (Charles), lines attributed to him,
43. 72.

Young's (Dr.) Narcissa, 422.

Y. (V. X.) on mounds, munts, &c., 413.
Y. (Y.) on portraits of bishops, 8.

Z. (A.) on the memoir of George Steevens,
119.

.Zeteticus on early notices ot the resur-

rection, 374.

Zoll-verein, its meaning, 451.

Z. (X.) on swearing by swans, 192.

on by-and-bye, 193.
on " Cum grano sails," 253.
on the King of Nineveh burning him-

self, 408.

on Shakspeare's Antony and Cleo-

patra, 139.
on a passage in Tennyson's In Memo-

riam, 10. 227.
on pillgarlick, 150.

Z. (Z. X.) on Cardinal Allen's declaration,
11.
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